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ILLUSTRATED PERIODICAL

DEVOTED TO

Horticulture in all its Branches.

CONDUCTED BY

Elias A. Long, AiUhor of "Ornamental Gardening for Americans"

"The Home Florist" Etc.,

To study culture, aqd with) careful toil

To 'iT(eliorate and tame tl^e stubborr) soil

;

To give dissirr\ilar yet fruitful larjds

The grain, Vc\q herb, tt^e plarit tl^at each derT^arids;

To cherishi Nature in a humble state,

Arid share tt^e joys your bourity may create;

To watcPi thie rrjatchless workirig of the Power

That shiuts withiri its seed thie future flower.

Ti^ese, thiesc are arts pursued witfiout a crime,

Tfiat leave no stain upon the wirjgs of Tirrie.

Alamell.—

Volun:ie 4, 1888=89.

BUFFALO, N. Y.:

Popular Gardening Publishing Co.
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Volume IV of Popular Gardening,

Abutilon for Window.255
Ab^itilon Culture 46
Acacia Dealbata 21

Acalypha Musaica I'O
Achyranthes 270

Adirondack Forests .163
Agriculture Sec'y . 141

Aericulture. Com. of.. 97

Ailantbus 161, 167

Alders, Tlie Common. 380
Amaryllis 117,172
Am. Pomo. Meet'g.96, 191

American Seed Trade
Associations 197

American Soc. Flo'sts,

Presidents Address. 286
Ampelopsis Royalli. . ,220

Ampelopsis Veitchii 266
Angle Worms Hurtful

160, 16:!, 190

Annuals for Bloom . . . 2^2
Annuals,Long Bloom-
ing 127

Annuals, Selection of
Plants 809

Antirrhinu7n Culture\5i
Ants on Lawns 232
Aphis on Plum and
Cherry 20

Aphis, Hellebore for. 216
Aphis on Roses, etc .

.

341, 306
Aponoye^n distachyon

106, 145

Apple Bark Louse . . . 267
Apple Crop, The 1

Apple Canning 18
Apple Cake 90, 1.18

Apple Culture, Cost.. 110
Apple Inspector.. .,41, 65
Apple Seed Saving. . . 80
Apple Shipping 66
Apple Scab, Cause.62, 110
Apple Tree Pruning. . 18
Apple Trees Dying. 31, .33

Apple Tree Replacing 29
Apple Orchards, Care

of 40, 48
Apple Tree of Future. 45
Apple Tart, Swiss .90
Apple Tree Borers .... 107
Apple Planting in Ky 110
Apple Morven 185
Apple Orchard 289
Apple Seed 291
Apple Tree Blight, . 267
Apple Gatherer. A
Good 127

Apple, The Polo 30
Apple, Baldwin ZU
Apple, Yellow Trans-
parent 185

Apples for Miss 93
Apples Frosted 114
Apples for Missouri.. 110
Apples Running Out. 105
Apples on Paradise
Stock 216

Apples from Seed . . 221
Apples for Exportl27, 364
Apples, Two Russian. 251
Apples for Illinois ...260
Apples and Pears . . 260
Apples, Rawle's Janet 14
Apples, Cultivat'n for 5
Apples in Eng. Mar-
kets 25, 136

Apples, Pears for
Profit 60

Apples, New Enemy. . 96
Apples. Preservation. .282
Apples, Evaporated. 144
Apples, Fried Bacon.. 288
Apples, Oldenburg... 238
Apples, Low Price of .196
April (poem). 141
Apricots, Russian

146, 191,288
Apricots in Illinois. . ,161
Apricots and Nectars. 334
Aqparium Managem't. 44
Arabian Apple 251
Arbor Day, What to
Make of it 141

Arbutus, Trailing . . , 130
Arbor-Vitce, Concern-
ing 89,841,2,57

Ardisia Culture 113
Artemisias 117, 160
Artichoke. Ttie Glohe.UO
Ash, Curiously Train 11
Ash, Flow'g or Manna 12
Ashes, Worth of 66

Asparagus Tenuissi-
mus 267

Asparagus,Deformed . 281
Asparagus Bunchers 168
Asparagus, Forcing..

93, 104, 144
Asparagus... 140, 148, 211
Asparagus for Market 21
Aster Culture 170
Autumn (Poem) 12
Azalea Leaves Dying. 190
Azalea, Calendulacea.KJS
Azaleas, Care for.. 44, 93

Bagging Grapes 251

Balsam, A Fine 1.53

Banana 69, 92
Banana Cake 90
Barberries from Seed. 21

Barrel, Venii'aied. . .2iH
Bean, Bu?h Lima 288
Bean, Bush, Emp. W.123
Beans, Lima, Growingl40
Bea7is, Bufih or SnapMO
Beans, Hybrid 101

Beans, Baked 158
Bedding, Plan of 171
Beehive, Improved. . ,241

Beets in Ashes 146
Beet, Early 410
Beets, Ornamental 82, 123
Beets, Chilian 282
Begonia ultra Ailing, 93
Begonia Rex Failing. 92
Begonia Culture 331

Begonias 282
BegoniasVarieties 330.831
Berry Crate Making
Device 205

Berry Grow'g, Money
in 133

Berry Harvester. 178. 234
Berries.SummerWork
Among 276

Bethel Apple 225
Betula Papyracea . . 191

Bird House, A 164
Birds, Befriend the. 164
Birds andFrult 201,214.226
Birds and Cherries. .277
Bisulphide of Carbon'K>'i
Blackberry Growing

14, 49, 1.32, 196, 202, 266
Blackberry Shortcake238
Blackberry Wanted.. 200
Blackberry Rust . ..,291

Blackberry Varieties 275
Blackberry no Good , :i84

Blackberry, The Erie 123
Blackberry, The Best

68, 92, 1 17
BlackberriesReviewof213
Black'y.Do'bleBloom-
ing 34

Blackcaps Failing ... 44
Black Knot 260
Black Rot in Grapes

147, 169
Blast'g Holes forTrees214
Blue or SourGum Tree

31, 232
Blue Gum Tree 277
Bones for Fertilizer,. 241
Borers.Apple Treel67,302
Borer. Cure, Peach, . . 65
Borer, Apple Tree . . 288
Botanical Gardens, in
America 94

Botanical Names, at-
tack on 195

Botany, Study of 8:34

BottomHeat andGr'th240
Boxes, Bushel 284
Boxes.Uusful Plaiit..275
Budding Fast 49, 77
Budding the Walnut 337
Buffalo Internat'l Fair247
Buffalo Meet'g, S.A.F.I97
Buflum Pear 225
Buhach vs. Insect
Powder 274

Bulb Quest'ns. Timely 18
Bulb show in Holland.382
Bulb Culture

12 34, 36. 61, 209
Bulbs tor Winter 282
Bulbs,Bl'ckCank'r on 65
Bulbs, Planting 2K3
Bulbs, Duty on 273
Bulbocodium or Cor-
bularia 37

Bullet's ofEx,StatioDs216

Bureau of Correspon-
dence 196

Business,Changing.. .119
Buying and Planting. 196
Bramble, The Orn'mH.107
Bridal Rose, The 34
Brussels Spr'tsSavoys263
By-products inGarden287

C
Cactuses, Growing... 18
Cacalias in Summer
Garden 451

Cabbage Worms. ..7, 259
Cabbage Soup 114
Cabbage Early Plant3.291
Cabbage Salad 288
CabbagelMaggot Rem.221
Cabbage Seed, Fall
Sown 44

Cabbage, The Chinese 4
Cabbage, Cold Frame.183
Cabbage, Flea Beetle. 130

Cabbage, (?lubRoot in. 68
Caljbage, Storing 107
Cabbages in Drills . . .165

Cabages, Early 226
Callas 44
Calandrina, Growing. 82
Callirho?s, Growing.. 188
Cal. for Men of Mod-
erate Means Ill

Camelia Ailing— 21, 116

Camellias and DrouthlOS
Canadian Lily, The..5S
Cannas 2,5, 29,101,

117, 85, 168
Canning Fruits, etc.. 266
Canning B'act'y, Sold-
ering Iron for 78

Cantaloupe Melons, . .216

Carnation Freak. . 36
Carnation Lifting— 288
Carnation Maggot , . 358
Carnations from Seed 4

Carnations Turning
Yellow.- 93

Carrots, Value of. ...108

Catalogue Exaggera-
tions 26, 77

Catalogues, The 163
Caterpillar. Tent.. 45, 165
Caterpillar, Purslane. 133
Cauliflower Injury... 1

(Tauliflower Varieties. 391
Cauliflower Growing. 103
Cauliflower Seed Rais-
ing 69, 92

Cauliflower Culture.. 192
Cauliflower, Baked... 66
Cauliflowers, Grow'g.387
Caywood, A. J 119
Cellars, Out Door
Root 57

Celeriac, Using 66
Celery Blight 22
Celery Vinegar 18
Celery Worm 59
Celery Culture

21, 45. 71, 93, 119.138,

190, 233
Celery, Stewed ... 66, 238
Celery, Wintering 291
Celery, Red, the 136
Celery, Endive-leaved 90
Celery, "Wintering, 36,

51, 135
Cemetery Arrange 'ts. 234
Cemeteries, Improv^g

86, 133
Chemistry and the

Soil 113
Chemistry and Agri-
culture 211

Cherry Planting 114
Cherry Culture 260
Cherry Aphis 20
Cherry Tree Pruning. 13
Cherry Pit Sowing 44
Cherry, Shadow Mor-

ello 157
Cherry, The Sand.... 17
Cherry, Black; Wild. ,201

Cherries, Native, ... 69
Cherries, Roadside . . . 136
Cherries, Dwarf 101
Chestn't. .Tapan Graft-
ing 138

Chestnut, Paragon. . 52
Chestnuts in Illinois. . 39
Chestnuts at Wood-
banks . ,

, 13
Chickasaw8,Two Best,251

Chilian Beet Seed... 190
Chinch Bug 190
Chinese Primrose Cul-
ture 848

Chip Manure Insects.
93, 160, 190

Christmas Rose 816
Chrysanthemum Soc.
National 274

Chrysanthemum Fly. 149
Chrysanthemum,Mrs.
Alpheus Hardy ...100

Chrysanthe'm Show.. 59
Chrysant'm Culture.

:)2, 33, 58, 68, 82, 85,

90, 92, 161, 191
Chrypanthe'ra Shows,
N. Y. and Phil ... 64

Chrys'm, Good List. .110
Chrysanthe'm Society
Wanted 154

Chyysanthe^m Prornl35
Chrysanthe'ms, Prize
Sorts of ... 60

Chrysanthe'ms, L. B.
Bird 123

Chrysanthe'ms, Value
of 185

Chrysanthemums for
Spring 206

Cicadas or 17-year
Locusts 45

Cider Making 23, 191

Cinnamon Camphora. 68
Clay Soil, Improving, 841
Clematis, 12, 23, 44, 45,

161, 208, 267
Clethras in Window.. 77
Climate of Europe and
America 143

Climbers 337,238
Climbers in Pots 158
Cloth, W.P. Fibre Un-
satisfactory 136

Club Foot in Cabbage.810
Coal Ashes, 93, 101.148.337
Codling Moth and Cur-

culio 168,304
Cold Storage 40, 133
Complete Garden , . . 292
Commissiou Men. 101,204
Compost Heap, A ... 5

(I'ommerc'l Fertilizers.234
Compost Heap, A,.. 221
Cone Flower, Rose-
Colored 274

Conservatory Garret. 153
Conservatory, Hotel. 121

Corn Flowers 83, 93
Corn Sweet 191

Corn, A New Sweet.. :38

Cornus Siberica Var..ll4
Coronillas, About the. .36

Cosmus Hybridus ... 84
Cosmil.5 for Cut Fto!ti.'209

Color, Law in Com-
bining 49

Cotton as Flowering
Plant 13

Cotton, Popular 821
Cottonwood Cuttings. 89
Cottony Scale, Para-

site of 208
Cranberry 37, 41

Cranberry Sauce 288
Cranberry Sauce .,. . 114
Cranberry Growers.
Cape Cod 284

Crane's Bill or Gera'm 61

Cricket Catcher 341
Crop Feeding, Princi-
pals of 360

Crops. Five a Y'ear. . 90
Cropping Close 244
Crosses, About 141

Cucumber Raising . 389
Cucumber Salad 388
Cucumber Catsup . 38S
Cucumbers forPickles212
Cucumbers, Starting,144
Curculio 804,260
Culture. Experiment. 128
Cultivat'n & Drought. 4
Cultivat'n and Insects 6
Curran t Insect 156
Currant Notes 2*26

Currant (IJuttings 291
Currants Profitable. ..185
Currants,The Flow^g. 10
Currants, Black 69
Currants, White 101
Currants, Growing...

111,113,216.839,369
Cut Flowers, Refresh-
ing 239,867

Cut-flower Trade,Eng. 66
Cut Flowers, Keeping.288
Cut Worms, To Man'g263
Cutworm, Hellebore

for 282
Cutworm and Calo-
soma 282

Cuttings, Treatment
of 190, -334

Cyclamen 21, 66
Cyclone Nozzle, Mod .200

Cydonia, Japonica,
Fruit 80

Cypripediums 44

Daffodils in M'chPo'ml34
Dahlias Turn'gYellow

139, 190, 191

Dahlias, Superior. .108
Dahlia, single 32. 44
Daisy, Ox-eye .228
Dakota, Fruits for 132
Date Palms 241

Day Lily Culture 69
Death in the Well ... 250
Dewberry, 33, 114, 208,

241, 266
Diary, How to Keep a 85
Dirt Cure, The 153
Diseases, Fungi and
Other 7

Ditches. Digging. ...801

Dogwood, Variegatedllt
Dorgeat Quince ... .

20*8

Draceenas, Rooting . .2Sf>

Drain, A Cheap 17
Drains, Grading for, 37
Drainage, Ohio Gar-
deners on 63

Drain'ge for Low L'ds235
Drainage, Practical. ..306
Draining, The Datum
Line in 120

Dwarf Pears vsStand.'284

Easter Lily 143
Echeverias, Bedding, 340
Echinacea Interme^a.274
Edelu^iss 151
Education, Agricult'al 84
Egg Plant Oysters ... 18

Egg Plant Culture ... 14
Elderberry Pie 288
Electric Light, effect
on Plants 167

Elephant, A Floral... 13
Emulsion. Kerosene,, 53
Encyc'p'diaof Gard'g331
English Sparrow 371
Eucalypt's globul'sSl, 44
Euryale Ferox, The.. 60
Entomology, Work on 61

Eupatori'mAgerat"d'sl30
Evaporated Apples. . 364
Evaporated Sulphur.. 290
Evaporator, Cheap. . ,376

Evaparator, Cheap . . . 260
Evaporation of Fruits 385
Evaporating, Fruit 66,311
Evergreens Trinimingl 88
Evergreens forPrairiel85
Everg'n Hedges, Har-
dy Plants for 313

Everg^n^ as Backg^nd 34
Evergreens in Texas. 20
Evergrtens, Valuable

75, 123
Ever the Same (poem)I08
Exhibiting Potatoes. 316
Experiment Grounds. 5
Exposit'n.The French 49
Express Rates. Lower260
Express Comp'y Tru8t284

r
Fair, 1889 World's ... 26
Fairs, on conducting. 31
Fairs, September 273
Fall planting 30
Farm Homes. Im-
provement of 210

Fence Posts. Living.. 250
Ferns and Snails ....149
Ferns from Seed 380
Ferns,59, 69, 83, 93, 105,

117, 138. 160
Fernery 36, 60

Fertility of Land,Cost 62
Fertilizers for Shade
Trees 69

Fertilizers, The use of
14, 60. 191, 195, 316,

389. 259, 286
Ficus Repens Fruit. ..108
Fig Pudding 114
Fig, Window Culture. 61
Filberts. EngUsh ... .260
Filter, Experiment
Fa'-m Unpatented. 32

Fir Tree Oil :i3

Flea Beetles 202. 204
Flint's Work on Grass'-'58
Floral Notes, N Y.City

13, 37, 61,109, 131,1,53,

209, 233, 383
Floral Work in Eng. .185
Floral Rock of Ages. ,330
Florists Meeting, Na-

1 tional..,93, 113, 321. '3.32

Florists in Convent'n 273
Florists, Some Ieadingll2
Flower Pot, Perfora-
ted 60

Flower, The National,
63. 77, 247

Flower Garden 19, 42,

66, 90, 114, 136, 159,

189, 218, 338, 864
Flower Forc'g. Simple 84
Flower Pots, Painting 12
Flower Show Mission. 14
Flower Show, Detroit .2:J3

Flower Notes, Some. . 99
Flower support .109, 258
Flower Centennials . . 141
Flower Pots, Imp .. 837
Flower, the Dove 86
Flower, Good Bouqu'tlSl
Flowers open in waterl*33
Flowers, Soot for. .. 391
Flowers, Sunshine .884
Flowers. Reflnem't in 200
Flowers, Double from
Seed 194

Flowers, Arrange-
ment of. 13

Floiversand ChildrenlSl
Forcing Fruits and
Vegetables,19, 43, 67
91, 115, 1.37, 1.59. 169,

215, 239, 365 389
Forcing Radishes 858
Forest Trees. .. 157. 158
Foxglove, A Curioiis 1.51

Frames, A word for. . 85
Fra.vineUa 356
Frosts and Flood 221
Fruit Ladder,Handy 17
Fruit Market ing.Kiig. .'i6

Fruit Farm,Barn forli^
Fruit Culture, Mod-
em, in England , . . 267

Fincit Sorter,Conven-
ient S

Fruit Garden, 19, 43,

67, 91, 115, 137. 1.59,

189, 215. 239, 265, 289
Fruit Trees. Care of..

.30, 125, 138
Fruit Trees at Road
Side 2»4

Fruit Selling from 40
acres 194

Fruit Marketing Wag-
on Springs 138

Fruit Trees for Orna-
ment 101

Fruit Growers Protec-
tion 29

Fruit 'Growing Points
37, 106, 320

Fruit Album 2
Fruit Growers Bureau 15

Fruit Growi'gLocat'n 30
Fruit Selling Auction. 38
Fruit Matters in Del , . 32
Fruit Cult'e Exper'ce 40

Fruit in Salicylic Acid 53
Fruit in Oregon CO
Fruit Growing, in Cai. 79
Fruit Patch, Plan of 207
Fruit Matters, III ....363

Fruit-Picking Device. 373
Fruit Exchange, Del. .155

Fruit & Garden Notes'203
Fruit Pack'g Honesty310
Fruit Industry in Cal. 214
Fruit Outlook .. .197
Fruit Diet 204,260
Fruit Grow'g,Successl32
Fruit sell by Apppearl:i5
Fruit Growing Chem.134
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Fruit Thinning, Gain. 134
Fruit Growers inCal.lll
Fruit Cann'e, English 110
Fruit Packing 289
Fruit Storage 273
Fruit Allowance 284
Fruit, Evaporated. 28,

68, 158
Fruit, Care of. Pays .237

Fruit, Canned, Pudd^glH
Fruit,Small Profit of .111

Fruit, Small,Packag'sl26
Fruit. Large vs. Small 86
Fruit, Canoed, SpoiPg 92
Fruit, Dried, Market'g 6

Fruitsthat are wanted 37
Fruits at Northwest. ,260

Fruits for Cold Climbs. 103

Fruits Unworthy, NewlOl
Fruits for August 87
Fruits, Not much
known 88

Fruits. Ways of Utili-

zing 253
Fruits, New 6,55, 88
Fruits, Some old 29
Fruits. Future mark't 63
Fruits. Wild. N. Y.'s. .227

Fruits, What to Plant. 205
Fhichsia, Trailing .. 231
Fuchsia, A White ...258

Fuchsias Not Pinch'd .158

Bhimif/ator, A Plant 259

Garden ImplementyA
Handy 116

Garden Work 260
GardenVeg'tabPsWis. 261
Garden Making.. 151, 191

Garden Notes, ...146, 147
Garden Marker 95
GardenPreparation at
Paris Exhibition... 268

Garden, Manures for. 231
Garden, Errors in the 25
Gardens. Prizes for. ..141

Gard'g Fr'chProgressl35
Gardening in Soldiers
Home, Dayton. O.. 10

Gardening, Landsc'pe 64
Gardeners, Successful 76
Garfield Apple 282
Gas Lime and Soil... 21
Gas in Greenhouse. ..190
Gentiana Crinata 130
Geranium Ivy,ADr'wfl30
Geranium for Winter. 282
Geranium Slips 282
Geranium, Golden
Dawn 282

Geranium, Beefsteak 139
Geranium Leaves Dis-
eased 161

Geraniums for Sum-
mer Bioom. ..... 158

Geraniums, The True 61
Giant Trees of Am'ca 221
Ginko Tree 109
Girdling Apple Trees. 240
Gladiolus 251
Gladiolus 291

Gladiolus Cha'g ColorI61
Gladiolus for Americal93
GladiTsSe'dirgs SD'tsl67
Qladiolus,JulyPrnt'd.221
Gladiolus, Tying. . 50
Gladiolus, A Blue. .. 84
Gladiolus, A Double.. 83
Gladiolus, A New. .101
Gladiolus.RaisingNewn7
Gladiolus, Tying up 107
Glazing, About L°ad 83
Glazing, Butting Glass

101, 123. 150
Gloriosa superba. ... 58
Goff, Prof. E,S 153
Golden Beauty Plum

21.251
GoosebWyAnHhernewX^'H
Gooseberry Industry. 191
Gooseberries Prop 291
Gooseberries, Prop's. 291
Gooseberries .21, 33
Gooseberries and Cur-
rants 154

Grafting and SucArers277
Grafting Herbaceous. 232
Grafting Wax . .207, 221
Grafting Late of tlie

Cherry 213
Grafting of Trees,The 98
Grafting, Crown m, 145
Granadiila Vine 216
Grape Culture Sim-
plified 139

Cfrape Culture,Single
Pole System 9

Grape Trellis MovaHe 42
Grape Crop, Portland,

N. Y 188
Grape Culture, 196.

202, 222. 254
Grape Vines. Girdling

86. 197
Grape Vines, A New
Work on 282

Grape Vines. Horizon-
tal Training 50

Grape Rot 38,125
Grape Vines, Feeble. 54
Grape Disease. Cal. .. 90
Grape Worden, Ship'gl27

Grape PPgAbout H'sel30
Grape Graft.or Cut'g8l38
Grapevine lienewingl61
Grape GrowersHappyl88
Grape Culture in Wis.258
Grape Industry in Mo.229
Grape Pole Trellising 29
Grape, not Fruiting.. 44
Cfrape, The Moyer 77
Grape, Niagara 103

Grape Best Early. .. 127
Grape, Training the. .167
Grape. Goethe 167
Grape,Europ'n in Fla.213
Grape, Colerain 232
Grapes and Pears . . 60
fJrapes for Canada,62, 86
Grapes in Orchard.. .107

Grapes for Virginia. .160

Grapes on Walls 242
Grapes and Frost. . . 288
Grapes and Strawber-

ries in Colorado 241
Grapes. Notes on New

80, 101. 132, 146
Grapes ,Herber t ,Gaert-

ner 267
Grapes, Bagging, Ob-
jections 110

Grapes,Cloth Bags for 68
Grapes,WhichtoPlantl24
Grapes.White v.BIackl32
Grapes, Good keepingl57
Grapes,Overpr'duct'n. 284
Grapes, Shipping ....284

Grapes. Protection for. 284
Grapes,Spr'g Notes onl63
Grapes, Report on... 210
Grapes, UnsatisfHory242
Grapes, Notes on 225
Grapes. Keeping — 287
Grapes, Barrenness.. 240
Grapes.EarthM'ch forlOS
Greenhouse Shade... 109
Greenhouse Floor for 160
Greenhouse in Sept ..289

Greenhouse, The First 85
Greenho''es,Amateurs\^'^

I

Greenhouses in Sum'r 38
: Greenhouses, Heating 92
I Greiner. T 141

Grub, White.... 161, 207
Gypsophilas. Ab't the 131

Hail Insurance 288
Hand Weeder, Home-
Made .249

Heat Governor, Simp. 90
Heat,UtililiziDg Wastel02
Heating by Steam 12
Heating Overhead .. 284
Heating Pipes. Water
HelianthusMultiflorus267

in Summer 160
Hellebore for Curculiol91
Hellebore for Aphis.

.

131, 266
Hehotrope Culture.. 106
Hemerocallis Var. 69, 92
Hemlock, A Word for
Native .170

Heuchera Sanguinea.287
Hen House, Plan of. .216

Herbaceous Plan ts.

Dividing ... 117
Herbaceous Plants,
Hardy 155

Herbaceous Plants
Seed 266

Herbs, Keep^g in Win. 60
Heuchera Sanguinea. 35
Hilborn Raspberry .. ,216
Hoe, Ohio Grape 188
Hollyhock Culture... 10
Hollyhock Fungus.. . .290

HoUyh'ks as Annuals. 85
Hollyhock, Crimson
Jackraanii 172

Home Plants 93
Home Grounds, Im-
proving 206, 260

Home. Influence of. . .260
Honeysuckle from Po-
land 259

Honey'kle for Hedges
100. 201

Honey'kle, Tartarian. 167
Hop Worms, Destroy. 69
Hop Louse, The . ...130
Hop for Arbors 281
Horse Hoe, New Uses. 171
Horse Chestnuts,Uses 84
Horticulture South. .. 38
Horticult'e in Schools. 273
Horticulture at Ohio
Centennial 49

Horticulture and Rail-
roads .. 110

Horticulture at Buf-
falo Exposition. ... 16

Horticulture, Magic
Touch 1

Horticult'al Progress. 102
Horticultural Societies
Profitable 157

Horticultural Society,
Western N. Y 126

Hose, Non-kinking. . .190

Hot bed Soil, Prepar-
ing 36, 118

Hot-bed Frames,Con-
venient 112

Hot-beds, Oiled Mu8linl23
Hot-beds, Moles in .... 152
Hot beds, Glass or
Canvas 34, 69

Hot-beds, iciih Fire
Heat 104,145

House Plants,October
18, 42, 66,90,114, 136,

158, 188,214,238,264
House Plant Manage-
ment 235, 263

House Slops and
Liquid Manure 290

' House Plants in Sept. 288
'' Huckleberry Pie 18

Huckleberries in N. J.287
Huckleb's, White. 41,5:5

Hyacinth Forcing ...289
< Hyacinth Planting ... 289
Hyacinth Culture. .291
Hyacinth Propa'Vn, .237

! Hyacinth Planting... 59
Hyacinths in Glasses. 12

Hydrangea grand pa-
niculata 282

Hydrangea, The, 34.

117. 153, 216
Hydrangea,Blue Flow-
ers 187

Hydrant,Home MadeA71
Hygrometer, The 280

Industry Gooseberry. 216
Infection,Guard Ag'st.288
Insect Supplement. ..153

j

Insects In Cistern 266 ,

Insects and Arsenic. 127
Insects againstlnsects220
Insects not Advertisedl48
Insects and Nat. Gas. 84
Insects, Destroying. .

.

84. 85, 88
Insects.Immersion for

101.225
Insects, Beneficial and
Injurious 112. 202

Insects. South Treat'g 66
Insects, Salt for ... 228
Insects, Rosin Comp'd225
Insectary 36, 193
Insecticides. Various. 113
Insecticids, Making.. 161

Insecticide Tobacco
as' an, 28

In Suspense — 109

Irrigation 52, 68, 134
Iris Root in Commerce 41

!
Iris Culture 93,190
Iris, New 284
Iris, The Japan. 59, 68, 92

J

Japan Anemones 266
Japan Plums 201
Japan Quince 167
Japan Chestnut Graft-
ing 139

Japanese Ivy 158
Jap. Persimmons. 167,185
Jasmine,The Spanish. 187
Jelly Stand, A. ... 18

Jelly Adulteration 196
July (poem) 221
Juneberry 234, 251

[
Kan. Fruit Grow'g in. 165
Kieffer Pear, Hardy . .139
Kelsey Plum 191
Kentucky Coffee Tree.1.52
Kerosene Emulsion. . . 187
Killing Trees Liable to
Sprout 213

Lachenalia Culture
2, 77, 191

:

Labels for Trees, e(c.l62 i

Ladder, An Ea.sily
\

Made 254
Land-Measur'g Device 5

Landscape Gardening 26
,

Landscape Gardening
in High Colored Fol-
iage 293

Lapageria 45, 69, 92
Laurestinus, The— 109
Lawn and Flower Gar-
den, September 2S9

Lawn Trees, Kansas .242
|

Lawn Arrangement.. 21C i

Lawn Mower 208
|

Lawn Maki'g.Water'g 38
'

Lawn Grass Seed. 116,161
Lawn Mower 291

Lawn Seedling 291
Lawn, Grass from ...291

Lawn, Weeds in 44
Lawns and Trees 11

j

Lawns and Drouth 274
;

Lawns Their Man 'g't. .280

Lawns,Toad Stools onll6
j

Lawns, Weeds in 291
Lawson Pear 208

I

Layering Pins 232
!

Leaves, Forest 233
|

Lemon Grafting 222
Lettuce Rotting 69
Lettuce Packing for
Market 90

Lettuce Forcing.. 76, 100
Lettuce Cooking. .. .113
Lettuce Mildew, Rem. 227
Lettu'e, froz'n groundl67
Lettuce in Drills . . .165
Lettuce, Summer 274
Lettuce, Tennis Ball.. 291

Lilacs vS; Hardy Pla'ts 34
Lily, Bermuda 161

Lily Valley not bloom-
Lily, Gold-banded .. 287
Lily of the Valley. ...291

ing 68
Lily Planting, 68. 69.

92, 161. 190

Lily of the Valley,
How to Treat 131

Lily, Water, Culture. 119
Lily, Pond, A Fine.. U

6

Lilies not Doing Well. 33
Lilies, The W^ood. ... 53
Lilium Auratum
Treatment, 21. 105, 191

Lilium Canadense. . .^S

Lilium Longi. Harr.v 68,92
Ulium Harrissi. .

.' ..143
Liliums from Seed 108.145
Lima Beans, Dried . .114
Lime and Muck 279
Lime and Sulphur . . 191

Lime,Where beneflci'il88
Linden, On Planting. .227

Literature, Hort 167
Littonia modesta.. .. 58
Liquid Manure 93
Lobelia Littoralis ...152

Locust Ti ees. Killing 161

Lucretia Dewberry ..275
Lucretia Dewberry. .284

HI

Madeira vine 208
Magnolia Sprouting
Seed 241

Magnolia,Bark.Coccus
On 21

Maiden Hair Tree. .109
Maili'g Fruit Blosso's 238
Manetti Roses. . 263
Mango Melon 196
Manure for Orchard
and Garden 211

Manure and Blight... .214

Manure for Gardens. 185
Manure Making 75
Manure, Hen for Gar-
den 20

Manure. Value of 341, 255
Manure, Copperas as. 8
Man're.Sulp'te of Iron 8

Manure, Chip, Insectsl07
Manure, Applicat'n ofll2
Manure, Cotton Meal. 113
Manure, Feeding for.. 144

Manure, Hops for 93
M'nure.theCor'r 8tonel64
Manuring. Green 291
Manures, Other than
from Live Stock 3

Maple Tree Ailment. . 36
Maple, The Soft 251
Maples, Japan 188
Marigolds, Growing.. 209
Market Quotations. ..294
Market Gard'g. Poor..276
Market Crops.Cost of 238
Marker. A Handi/ ...148
Mark't Gard'nginTex.136
Market Gardening 15,

93, 132, 125, 185
Markets Foreign .... 1

Marketing Methods .226
Markets 162
Massachusetts Horti-
cultural Society ..38, 62

Mathiola Bicornis . 42
Melon Vines in Rye
Field .... 205

Melon Vine Cover 267
Melon Forciiig 162
Melon Disease 206
Melon Novelties.. .. 209
Melons Seed, Old.... 238
Melons Again 52
Melons, Water 6
Melons, Starting.^ .. 144
Melons, The Newer..-202
Meeting N. J. Society 88
Meetings. Experience. 100
Mice in Hot-beds. . 225
Michigan Notes 125
Mildew of Gooseb'rie8264
Mole Trap, A Home
Made 166

Moles, Destroying 161
Moving Large Trees. ,283
Mulberry, Downing. . . 136
Mulberries Fruitng 21, 35
Mulberries for Birds. 225
Mulch, Benefits of .. 232
Mulch, Sawdust for

68, 158, 160
Mulching for Fruitl45,185
Mulching, Winter. ... 74
Muriat of Potash 216
Musa Ensete 291

Mushroom Beds. Old. 116
Mushroom Toast 288
Mushroom.Toast withl58

Mushr'm.Prep'r'g for.161
Mushrooms in Cores. 228
Muslin for Hot-beds.. 216

Name, What Is in A. .291

Narcissus, Hoop Pet-
ticoat 37

Narcissus. Treatment.207
Nasturtium, New 291
Nasturtiums 35, 243
Nasturtiums (poem).. 12
Nasturtiums and Pe-
tunias 2;32

National Flower 274
National Flower, The.247
Native and Exotic
Plants 210

Nat. Gas and Insects 169
Nelumb'm speciosum.210
Nepenthes, The 29
New Names,OIdPlants.38
New Fruits ...211

New Roses, Hurry'g..203
Nicotian! afflnis. 207
Nigeila in the Garden. 135
Nitrate of Soda 273
Nitrate of Soda. ...21.214
Nomenclat'e of Fruits285
Nomenclature. Floral. 63
Non-Kinking Hose 139
Notes and Hints, Gen'1272
Novelties, Fruiting
Quick 325

Nurseries, Germant^n. .56

Nursery'ns Convent'n228
Nursery 'nsTrotective
Society 229

Nut Culture Profitable2l3
Nuts, Edible 22, 81

Oak Process, Old. 160, 161
Oak, Burr or Mossy-
cup 38

October (Poem) l

Ohio Society, '88 Meet-
ing Ill

Okra in the North .... 208
Oleander Propagat'n.240
Oleander Cultivation. 291
Olive Growing 42
Oleander Propagat'n 216
Onion Farm, An 18
Onion Baked 18
Onion Planting, Fall .35,43
Onion Sets 290
Onion Crop. The 26
Onion Seed Raising

116. 125, 149
Onion Set Grow'g. 138,139
Onion Grow'g. 136,186,243
Onion, The Giant Zit-

tau 90
Onion,Cheap Weed'g 271

Onions, Rolling Not
Recommended . ..263

Onions, Pickled 288
Onions, Wintering 21

Onions, Perennial... 41

Onions, Gathering. .42, 54
Orange Grafting. .. 221
Orange Crop,Mark't'gl5G
Orchard Care.. ..188. 211
Orchard, Manur'g of. 169
Orchard, Manure for. 291

Orchard, Crop'g Y'ng214
Orchard, Value of . 110^
Orchard, Renewing, ..284

[

Orchards at Northw't.2:J5
Orchards, Nitrates for.2.35

,

Orchards and Drain'gllO
I

Orchards, Replanting
Old . , 88

;

Orchards, Renovating 03

Orchards, Grapes in.. 93
[

Orchid Culture. Easy. i

16, 110
Orchids, Air Flower. 255

;

Orchids, Are They the
Coniing Flower 62

Orders. On Sending.. 109
Oregon, Fruit in 151

Organization, Value of 86
Oriental Plants 225
Ornani't, Native Trees. 129
Ornamental Shrubs. 262
OrnamentaMJarden'g lo
Ostrowskya Magnifica 82
Overbear'g, Effects of.210
Oxalis 106, 145
Ox-Eye Daisy, Pro-
gress of 260

Pa.St'te Meet Notes on 136
Packages for Small
Fruits 146

Packing, Rings for .. 59
Packing Plants 233
Packing Good Pays.. 260
Pteony.Tree 242
Palms for Florists . . 236
Palms, Growth of ...191
Pampas Plu'es,Gr'w'g 89
Pans7,A DoubleWh!tel54
Pansies for Spring 291
Pansies. 35. 60, 76, UO, 267
Pansies, Growing 279

Pansies, Pinching 287
Papyrus antiquorum. 62
Paris Green, Remedy

for Poisoning 208
Park Plans. Cologne . 268
Parks at Buflfalo 259
Parker Earle Straw-
berry 258

Parsley Vinegar 90
Parsley Culture 243
Parsley Omelette 136
Parsley, Fried 158
Parsnip 343
Parsnip Cakes 66
Parsnip Stew 114
Parsnips, Baked U8
Passion Flowers

31, 138, 205
Peach Orchard. Plant-
ing 250

Peach Stones,New Usel88
Peach Blood 93
Peach Trees and Mice 84
Peach Leaves Bliste'd 45
Peach Trees. Pruning.291
Peach Fritters . . 288
Peach Tree Culture . .277

Peach Meringue.. .. 288
Peach Growers 2S8
Peach Tree Pruning . . 44
Peach Seedli'g grow'g 44
Peach Borer Cure, 41. 2^18

Peach Yellows. 9. 103,

145,166. 196.210.263
Peach Culture, 23 72. 81

Peach, The WonderfulU2
Peaches, Varieties . . 23
Peaches, What follow 12
Peaches, Early . ...284
Peaches from Stones.

52. 158
Peaches. Budding .. 267
Peanut, Spanish. . . .290
Peanuts at the NorthlAb
Pear Varieties, 23, 78.

102. 136, 190, 234
Pear Blight, 3. 68, 69,

138, 200, 267
Pear Culture --iS

Pear Bark Louse . . . . 207
Pear Leaves Wilting. .2)7
Pear Tree Bark Louse.l 90
Pear Trees, Regraft'gUZ
Pear, Kieffer.. 12, 84, 124

Pear, Wilder 282
Pear, The LeConte, 36,

42. 15, 68, 88. 90
Pear, The Garber 52
Pear, Best Early 161

Pear,Beurre d'Anjou 138
Pears & other Fruits. 26
Pears Cracking.. .57, 268
Pears, Spraying Re-
sults 65

Pears, The Oriental . . 185
Pears. Thinning.. .. 234
Pea Weevil 236, 241
Pea, A Good Market. . 90
Peas 243
Peas and Fertilizers. .141

Peas for Market 139
Peas, Dry, Using 136
Peas, Early 6
Pecan Grafting 41

Pecans on Hickory . ..124
Pepper Culture 243
Peristeria Elata 86
Peroxide of Silic'te. 37,163
Persimmons, 138, 191 225
Persimmons. Root Cutl24
Petunia Raising 289
Philodendron. The... 34
PhloxeSf J^remiial
Etc 20

Phlox, Hardy. Dying. 69
Philod'ndr'ns inWind. 77
Phosphate M^al 282
Phylloxera iu Spain. . 84
Pigweed, Ornamental 36
Pine, MurmYi'g(po'm) 60
Pineapple. Caring for

59, 92
Pineapple Salvia 68
Pit, Improved Plant. 26
Plant,A good Garden 59
Plant of Promise, A
New 82

Plant Protector, A
Simple 165

Plant Propagators,
Of Interest to 13

Plant Growth, Essen-
tial Elements 39

Plant Stakes 60
Plant Raising to Sell. 105
Plant Pit,HomeMade'2hG
Plant Labels ^'58

Plant, What not to... 17
Plant, Araer. Pitcher. 29
Plants after Blooming 20
Plants under Glass, 19,

43.66,91.115.137,159,
189, 215, 239, 265

Plant Dec'rat'n,TableViO
Plants in Frames 89
Plants Winter care. .. H:J

Plants and Piano 258
Plants Under Glass.. .289
Plants,Hardy,Group 'g283
Plants, Newer Peren-

nial 35
Plants. A Trio of Good 58
Plants, Consumpt'n & 53
Plants, Tying Tall... 50
Plants,House,Scale od107



I IsT D EIX
Plants, Drainage for. .131

Plants, Everblooming 93

PUmIs, llardij Herba-
cemtsfortlie Oard.'292

Plantain on Lawn. 22, 238

Planting Close in Eng-
lish Gardens 284

Planting Wide for

(irapes — , 241

Plast«-r asFertili2er..241
Flati/codon grandi-
Jtura 89

Plows. Subsoil 4

Plnm Aphis 20, 130

Plum Grafts Faili'g 1", 46

Plum Crop, 1888... 65, 124

Plum Culture. Vl, 127 234

Plum Knot Question .
.19"

Plum Trees Dying— 267

Plum, The Kelsey ...

28, 124, 161

Plums, Packing 284

Plum, The Guii 35

Plum, Golden Beauty. 38

Plum, Golden Beautyl24
Plum, No Curculio
Proof 16"

Plum, Purple Fruit. . . 49

Plums for Market . . . . 2.i4

Plums on Hillside ...266

Plums, Japan, 28, 42,

124, 146, 161

Plums, Marianna and
Abundance 291

Plums, Some New. .6, 228

Plums, Hardy 93

Plums, Ornamental.. 210

Poeklington Grapes.. 160

Poisons. Caution In

Use of 032

Pomace Value 80

Pomace for Cows 4

Pomology. Division of 4

Pomological Meeting. 97

Pond Lilies for Lawn. 187

Poppies, Fine New— 282

Poppy. The Oriental.m2
Poplar, Silver-leaved. 282

Popular Gardening
Grounds, Plan of .223

Potash for Fruit 23T

Potato Tops as Manre
20,22

Potato Culture, 25,

154, 210. 244

Potato Blossoms No
Use 66

Potato Blight.. . .38, 84

Potato Croquettes .... 90

Potato Rot 84

Potato Beetle Par'sit's 90

Potato Bug3,Sparr'wsll4
Potato Chowder 288

Potato, Sweet 66

Potato, Sweet,Cook'g.ll4
Potato. Adirondack., 291

Pot'to.Usi'g No Wastel36
Potato, The Polaris. . 124

Potatoes Runn'g Out. 238
Potatoes Runn'g Out 231

Potatoes Early . . .86, 161

PoUtoes SweetStu£f'dl36
Potat's, Frozen Grow-
ing 4

Potatoes, Old Pars-
leyed 158

Potatoes, A Test 169

Potatoes, To Start
Early 190

Pot Washing Machine2SS
Poultry Yard, 19, 43,

66, 91, 115, 169, 1H9,

239 265, 216
Prenanthos Alba 131

Preserving Apples and
Pears 263

Prices of Fruit, Low. .2.50

Primula Obconica . 273
Primula 15, 130
Primula Obconica 196
Profits in Gardening. . 22
Profits. Increasi'g the 31
Propagating Case, 60, 83
Propagat'r,Hot Water
Pipe 187

Protection of Trees &
Plants, Winter... 40, 66

Protection. Winter for
Grape Vines, etc . . 290

Protect'g Crops from
Frost 204

Pruning Natural. 30, 123
I'runiug Large Limbs 69

Pruning,Natural Pear 87
Pruning Points 142

Pruning* trcbards, 210,214
Pruning Bush Fruits. xi49

Pruning, Points on . . 97
Prun'g, The ABC of 213
Pntner, A New Hoofcl35
VruuusSimoni 251

Prunus, Pissardii 77

Pumpkin,The Chinese 89

Pure Fruit Products. .197

Putty, How to Soften 90

Pi/rethrum Roseum .

.

172, 207

Pyrethrum, Cultiva-

tion of 250

a
Quince Culture... 7i, 109

Qitince Japan, Fruit 80

Qnince Leaf Blight. .
.266

Quince Culture 275

Quince, The Japan ... 123

Quinces,Pr'fifble,Are 88

Radish,Early... 206, 267

Railway Gardens. . .. 12

Raisins, About Cal. . . 135

Rainfall, Causes of
Unequal 237

Raspberry Rust,12, 20,

41, 117

Raspberry Trimming
8, 83, 132

Baspberry Protection 71

Raspberry Culture 52,

89, 123, 141,241,267
Raspberry Cuthbert..2:JS
Raspberry Rust 291

Raspberry Varieties . .275

Raspberry Pruning. . .290

Raspberry Rust 290

Raspb'y, Hill Culture.290
Raspb'y, Merkel Red. 282

Raspb'y, Turner and
Cuthbert 185

Raspberry, Everb'r'g. 69

Raspb'ry.The Wond'r 66

Raspb'y ,Qold'n Queen 77

Raspberry, Ohio 167

Raspberry, Earhart..210
Raspberries inCanada 55

Raspb'ries torF'rm'rs 86

Raspberries in Ohio.. 210
Raspljerries in Garden
and Field 205

Raspberries, Late Cul-
tivation 224

Raspberries, About
Some 13

Recipes 288

Red Mites in Gr'nh'sell7
Red Mites 16!

Red Cabbage Salad. . .288

Red Cedar for Hedges208
Red Spider, Sulphur

tor 227

Red Transpar't Apple251
Refrigeration, Easy .

.
108

Report W. N. v. Hort-
icultural Societyl86, 211

Retail Florists ... .186
Rhododendron Prot'n 21

Rh'ddend'n.TheWIld 36
Rhododendr'ns.Mov'g 92
Rhododendrons, Prop-
agating 190

Rhubarb Culture, 65, 241

Rhus Cotinus 251

Roadside Adornment. 132

Roadsides Neglected. 2'J

Robinson Plum 225

Rockery Building, A.139
Rockery, Plants for.. 161

Roger's Grapes 201

Roots.Wrt'rKe'p'gof 33
Rosa rugosa 283

Rose Cuttings, Slrik'g
1", 157, 240, 266

Rose Growing, Secrets
in 263

Rose (Poem) 12

Rose Forcing 20, 133, 211

Rose Bugs 33

Rose Grow'g, Bennett 89

Rose Propagation, 84, Idl

Rose Seed, to Treat, . . 101

Rose Vick's Caprice. .130

Rose Pruni'g,Byb.Perl32
Rose Jar 209
Rose Slugs 207
Rose Blight Remedy.227
Rose, Jacq. in Sum'r.291
Roses from Grower's
Standpoint Ill

Roses Not Blooming.

.

242, 266

Roses from Seed, 93, 266
Roses for Canada 86

Roses Climbing 105
Roses for Home G r'ds.244

Roses, Hybrid Rural. 5
Roses.Mar'ch'l Niel 11, '22

Roses,Som'th'gNewin 38
Ro8es,BrckSpoton 02,110

Roses, About Green.. 09

Roses, Some of Best. .273

Roses,New,Eng Notesl28
Roses,Best Hardy 139,161

Roses, Treatment of . . 180

Roses, Remontant— 282

Roses, Mildew on, Salt
for IK

Roses,Shipp'g Potted . 264

Rubber Plant Culture
117, 160

Rubbish Heap, No— 65

Rubus fructicosus ... 107

Rubus odoratus 107

Rural Homes, Im-
provement of 21

1

Russian Apples, . .201, 213

Russian Mulberry. 241,255

Rustic Stand, Fine.. 99

8

Salicylie Acid... 135, 208
Salsify Cakes 114

Salsify Losing FIavor.161
Saltpetre as Fertilizer20S

Salvia Rutilans...,68, 69

Sandy Soil, Improvi'g240
Sandy Soil,Improving 265
Sandersonia Auran-

tiaca 58
Sanseveria Propag't'n 13

Sarracenia Purpurea. 29
Sash, To Make Hot-
bed 118

Sawdust as Manure
216, 225,245

Sawdust, Hardwood. .214

Scale on Plants ... 93

School Yard Horticul. 70

Scions Cuttings 93

Scions and Cuttings
Wintering 191

Screens, Timber— ..114

Seakale, Use of 66
Seed Grow'g onPaciflc
Coast 264

Seed Raising In Cal .. . 41

Seed per foot of Drill. 64

Seed Testing 66

Seed. Gett'g the Best. 114
Seed Farm, The 110
Seeds not Guaranteed.284
Seeds and Seed Grow-
ing 76

Seeds and Seed Sow'g
117, 285

Seeds, Selection of... 78

Seeds, Saving Garden. 382
Seedbed, Preparing a 210
Seedlings Fruiting .203
Seedsmen, The 221

Sewer Gas and Plantsl61
Shading for Orape
Thinning 264

Shifting Plants 233
Shipping in Pots 108

Shelter Trees tor Min-
nesota 187

Shrub for Wet Places. 45
Shrub Pruning, Time. 45
Shrubs, Heat Loving. 60

Shrubs, Summer 279
Shrubs, Desirable ...150

Silkworms. Food for. 191
Slugs and Snails 208
Small Fruit Growing
Hints 65

Small Fruit Culture. 211

Small Fruits in South.203
Small Fruit Farm '290

Small Fruit Varieties.229
Smilax Treatment— 44

Smilax Blooming. .110
Smoke Tree BlightinglOl
Smut in Corn 208
Snapdragon Culture .153

Society of Am.Frsts.4,39
Society,Am.Poraolog. 141

Society, Great E'giish234
Society, Horticultural
Relationship 62

Sod for Small Fruits. 240
Sod for Small Fruit.. 266
Soil Firming on Seed. 4

Soil and Gas Lime .... 20

Soil, Value of Leaf. . 13

Soil Culture Recrea-
tion 114

Southern Dewberry .
.2'20

Sowing and Trans-
planting 194

Sparrow, English 277'

Sparrows Potato Bugsll4
Specialist A, of Rus-
sian Fruits 201

Spent Hops 221

Spinach. How to cook. 158
Spiraea Tomentosa. .. 38

Spiraea, A Fine 152
Spiram Astilboides 130

Spraying Apparatus. .216

Spraying Fruits 166
Spring. (Poem) 136

Spruce, The Blue 145

Sauash Borer, De-
feating 228

Squash Borer Errors. 101

Squash, Japanese,
New 136, 200

Sqash Growing 154

Squash among Potat's210
Sijuirrel Corn 208
Stachys, About.. ri2, 185

Stakes, Durable 146

Staking Trees 172
Staples on Deck againl03
Starch in Potato 214
Statues inPublioParks259
Statues in Parks 277
Steel Rake to Kill
Weeds 208

Stock and Graft. ... 1S7
Stock. Night-bloom'g. 42
Stocks from Cuttings 45
Stocks Unsuitable . . 201

Stone Fr'its.Enem's to260
Stones in Soil 83
Storage, Cold Systemsl27
Strawberry Manuring

211, 116, 161, 160
Strawberr y Growth,A
Curious 89

Str^wb^y Pickers,Man-
agement of in Mich.2l2

Strawb'y Planting. .17, 42
Strawb'y Plants, Dry. 12
Strawb'y Mulch. .36,45,62

Strawb'y Culture, .71, 110
Strawb'y Testp.76, 99, 203
Strawb'y Bed Covers, 93
St-awb'y Seedl'gs,2:il,'242

Strawberry Buttons.. 229
Strawberry Season... 287
Strawberry Blight ...208
Strawberry, Latest . .291

Strawb'y,Hattie Jones282
Strawb'y, Carmichael 5

Strawb'y, Ihe Daisy. 5
Strawb'y, Long John.275
Strawb'y, The Bubach

12, 77, 136, 185
Strawberry, Gandy
Prize 53

Strawberry, Ironclad. 169
Strawb's and Water.

.

18,111
Strawberries Under

Trellis 8
Strawberries and To-
matoes 157

.Strawb's forAmateurs
242, 266

Strawberries in Or-
chard 241,267

Strawberries in Minn. 155
Strawberries in Ohio. 252
Strawberries N . York'255
Strawberries lnlllinois260
Strawberries Forcing.242
Strawberries in Kan .

,
232

Strawb's with Grapes. *2i)

Strawb's Wintering. . . 45
Strawb'ies in Mlssouri252
Strawberries, Cover'y
from Fi-o.'ii 255

Strawberries, Bubach
and Jessie 185

Strawberries, Peas
Among 214

Strawberries, Reliable 90
Strawberries, Early , . 86
Strawberries, var 146
Strawberries,Ants on. 242
Strawberries.Tbe bestl."J4

Strawberries, Plant'g
and After Care. .. 293

Strawberries, Plant'g
in Fall 287

Strawberries, Two ... 274

Strawb's,Cheap Rais'g 17
Strawb's, Gruijs on. .

.

68, 123
Strawb's, Grubs on 92. 90
Str'wber's,Prom'g2'23,25!
Strelitzia Regina . . . M
Stuartia, Wlui so Neg-

lected 50
Stuartias, More about 39

Stuff and Nonsense. .. 1

Subsoiling, Right,
Wrong 29

Sub-irrigation, Quest. 132

Sub Irrigation, Tile..27ii

Successional Crops . . 1 53
Substitution 89, 100

Sugar Trust 251

Sugar JIapIe for lawn206
Sulphuric Acid Lawns278
Sumac for Market. , . . 22

Summer, Farewell
(poem) 60

Sulphur, Evaporated. 227
Sulphate of Copper .191

Sweet Peas 338
Sweet Potato 234
Sweet Corn, Canning. 216
Sycamore Lumber,
Demand for 214

Sycamore, Valuable. . 62

Tabern8emontanas,the60
Tan Mulch for Straw's 22

Tea Raising 44
TeaRoses forOut-door208
Thermometer Box, A. 85
The Zephyr Flower.. 2-20

The Tired Foot (poem)108
Thinning and Pruning

2'26, 204

Thrips on Dahlias Zi
Thrips, Bird Lime for260
Thunbergia Culture. 152
Tile Drains, Laying
Out 263

Tile Draining at
Woodbanks 119

Tobacco Fertilizer.. . ,291

Tobacco. Persian Rosel24
Tomato Stuffed 18

Tomato Pie 18

Tomato Varieties. ... 38

Tomato Rot... 94, 116,160
Tomato Staking.. .. 145

Tomato Frame, Eng. 2"i

Tomato Sauce 288
Tomaio Seed Sowing. 248
Tomato Marmalade. . .288

Tomato, Tree 282
Tomato, Best Early.. 161

Tomato, 45, 66, 69, 100

123, 152, 185, 197
Tomatoes, Beefsteak. 98
Tomatoes, Utilizing, .284

7bmo(oes,J^orci'g 100.191

Tom'toes,Grow'g Fine 36
Tom't'es.How togrow2Il
Tools of Tillage 165
Tools, Treatment of . .

•*)

Town L't.Possib't's of196
Trade, Tricks of 152
TVaining Qrapevineslbi
Transplant'g at Night

108, 167

Transp't'g L'rgeTrees 30
Transplanting Plants

in Bloom 172
Trillium grandlflora.. 53
Triumph ofA8iaMelon261
Tree Staking 12

Tree Planting. . . .6. 29, 77

Tree Plant'g Humb'gs 25

Tree Guard, Iron— 157

Tree Pceonu Culture. 260
Tree Cricket 241

Tree Pseony 266
Tree,TheOrie't'lPlane 62
Trees for Arbor Day. 110

Trees as Fence Posts. 167
Trees for Streets 65
Treesfor Wet Places. 22
Trees, Transplanting
Large 89

Trees, Shading After
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October.
Down from the north they are marching.
The scouts of the Winter king;

Where bright spring flowers were blooming,
Withered and dead leaves they fling.

Their bivouac fires they've kindled,
Sumacs and Maples aglow;

Oaks on the hillside are waving
Signals to Birches below.

O'er field and meadow are drifting

The smoke aud dust of the fray;

In woodlands dead leaves are falling,

This Indian summer day.

—Forest and Stream.

Poor Catjuflower. In some parts of the
country it is reported that much rain has dam-
aged the Cauliflower crop; the heads showing
discolorations which entirely unfit them for
market, a chief selling quality of this vegetable,
aside from compactness, being its whiteness.

The Magic Touch of Horticct/ture. An
old evergreen tree, denuded and dead, on a
neighbor's lawn,wasconverted into a mostcharm-
Ing ornamental feature simply by planting at
its side and training over it a purple Clematis
plant, and which all through summer was a per-
fect mass of the royal color.

It is a Loss to New York. While regretting
the loss to our own State of such an elBcient
horticulturist, it is otherwise a pleasure to note
that our correspondent, Mr. M. H. Beckwith,
formerly Assistant Horticulturist of the N. Y.
State E.vpetiment Station at Geneva, has been
advanced Ui the position of Horticulturist and
Entomologist of the Delaware Agricultural
Experiment Station.

The Apple Crop and Foreign Markets. A
yield of Apples rather above the average in this

country and especially in the fruit sections of
Western New York, Canada, and Nova Scotia is

at this date a certainty, and corresponds with
the fruit crop report published in our July issue.

But with a large crop the market outlook is per-
haps brighter for steady prices, than for some
years past. This is due partly to the growing
western demand in our own country; but
chiefly because of the almost entire failure of
Apples in G reat Britain, with but a light crop
on the Continent. In England, this is doubtless
caused by the unprecedently cold, rainy season,
together with the previous season's drought, con-
tributing to fearful insect ravages this year.
The consequence to our own fruit growers must
be that all the first grade of winter Apples can
be disposed of at good figures, the quotations of
September 10, gi\nng prices at Liveri)Ool, on the
first shipments as, per barrel; Kings, $iM to $.5.75;

Blush, $4.a5 to $.5.08; Baldwins, $a.88 to $3.40;

Greenings, $3.40 to $3.76. These prices were for
sound fruit of good size,well packed and graded.

First Report ofTHE Division of Pomoloqy.
Pomologist H. E. Van Deman, of the newly
established Division of Pomology of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, has given forth the first

bulletin of his division, entitled, " History and
Condition of Tropical and Semi-Tropical Fruits
Within the United States," In this first report,

seventy-seven species of the above classes of

fruits are described together mth the methods of

culture, diseases, preparing for market, etc.

There are full page colored plates of Kelsey and
Satsuma Japanese Plums and Persimmons. Some
sixty varieties of Pineapples are mentioned as

being cultivated in Florida and the Keys; only
that part of the crop measuring at least four
inches in diameter being considered fit for ship-

ping. An elaborate report is given on Orange
growing, including descriptions of over 170 va-

rieties. Lemon culture, says Mr.Van Deman, con-
tinues to make rapid progress in Southern Florida
where Lemons equal to those of any country are

produced; 33 varieties are described. Fig raising

is also treated quite fully, with notes on prepar-
ing some ninety sorts for commercial purposes.

Considerable encouragement is given those who
desire to grow Olives, as this fruit seems well

adapted to the climatic conditions of the Gulf
States as well as f'alifomia, and is so hardy as

not to have been injured by the freeze of 1886,

which hurt the Orange groves. The Date palm
is also hardier than the Orange, and where one
is now seen, thousands should be, and are being
planted. Their mode of preparation for market
is also given. Of the many interesting fruits

spoken of, we make but short mention in the

above, but expect to have frequent occasion to

refer to this valuable report.

Stuff and Nonsense.
THOMAS MEEHAN, QERMANTOWN, PA.

Under and in the name of sanitary science,

numerous crimes against horticulture are

often committed, that bring a blush to the

cheek of common sense. We all know how
it is in gardening, there are scores of pre-

tenders to one of real intelligence, and "by
the same token" as some of the old country-

men would say, charlatans abound in the
medical profession as well as elsewhere.

We laugh at the ignorance that prevailed

in the olden time. Many ol<l people among
us are still young enough to remember,when
the whole medical profession joined in for-

bidding a drop of cold water to a fever

parched lip, and blood-letting was the

sovereign remedy for every trouble. One or

two men who prepared text books so taught,
and few had industry to think for them-
selves. Is it any better to-day? We laugh
at the inability of those of the past, to see

the relation between cause and effect, are
we any wiser now?
In the time of Queen Elizabeth, there was

a bishop in England very fond of horticul-
ture. His name was Grindall. Bishop
Grindall was one of the first to raise fine
Grapes under glass. Proud of his grand
success he sent some to the Virgin Queen.
Bess very much enjoyed the Grapes,whether
she made a little pig of herself Is not told;

but a day or two afterward she took sick.

It would not do in those days,any more than
in these, for a doctor to say he didn't know,
so it was concluded that those Grapes must
have had the plague about them. It was
charged that, knowingly having the great
plague in his house, yet Grindall sent Her
Majesty Grapes! It was fortunate that the
connoisseur sent to examine the affair found
the bishop's family in a usual state of health,
or the accused might have lost his head.
Not long since there was some typhoid

fever In a district near Philadelphia. "The
physicians"—they are always put in this
ambiguous plural—said it "must be" from
drinking Skuylkill water—the great river
that supplies the huge city with drink.
Then it broke out in a district 400 feet above
tide-water, and where the water was from
a large and particularly healthful crystal
spring. As it would not do to charge it to

water here, the trees caught it. "The
physicians" declared there were too many
of them, and a large number of beautiful
specimens, some of them of great value and
variety, fell before the ax or were ruined.
Not fifty miles from Philadelphia, perhaps

nearer New York than that city, an unusu-
ally intelligent florist undertook to get up a
trade in aquatic plants. Some bilious
trouble appeared in the house, and "the
physicians" attributed it to the water tanks
of the poor florist, and he has been literally

ordered to leave the place.

I know a church entirely covered with
beautiful vines. It was the pride of the
district. Some one, who had seen the sun
dry a pile of clay, started the whim that the
shade of the leaves kept the sun from the
walls, and that the dampness was unhealth-
ful. "The physicians" joined in the cry; the
beautiful vines were cut away. It was no
use for those who had had practical exper-
ience to say that vines kept the walls dry,

—

for the intelligent horticulturist to point to

the innumerable rootlets sucking from the
walls every particle of moisture, for the
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antiquarian to tell of the ivy-clothed ruins

of the old world—ruins still remaining be-

cause the ivy-dried walls defied the pick of

the iconoclast to reduce them. "The physi-

cians" had said. The vines had to go.

Just now the great bugaboo is Bacterium.

Bacillus, Micrococcus, and an innumerable

string of hard words are slung at us by "the

physicians," and to read what they write for

us makes it a wonder that any human life

is left on our planet, but there are bacteria

in dew drops, and more of these terrible

creatures in the teeth-tartar of every body's

mouth than in all the water they drink in

a whole life time.

Flowers are banished from our living

rooms. "The physicians" say they are un-

healthful; especially at night, but the poor

consumptive, given up to die, takes his tent

and camp utensils, sleeps out on the fresh

green grass for months, and conies to the

flower-banished home anew man—but only,

In time, to become the doctor's patient again.

It is quite sickening to read the miserable

twaddle in the daily papers, whenever mat-

ters connected with horticulture,—especially

sanitary matters affected by horticulture or

the kindred sciences, come before them.

Here are papers that pride themselves on
their accuracy; papers that have a rule to

discharge at once any reporter whose state-

ments of every day facts are found in the

slightest degree inaccurate; and yet can

scarcely ever offer a paragraph bearing on
horticulture that does not teem with error,

or even absolute nonsense.

Is the fault with horticulturists them-
selves? Do they make it a point to keep
abreast with the world in the march of

general intelligence?

I will not answer these questions now.
I only know that horticulture affords scope

for a greater breadth of human knowledge
than any other pursuit,—and if the true

horticulturist would take pride in diffusing

the varied knowledge they ought to possess,

not even the crude ipse dixit of "the physi-

cians" could lead to the perpetration of the

enormities I have briefly outlined.

Do Varieties Run Out?
PETER HENDERSON, JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.

If, by the question is meant that varieties

of any kind under general cull ivatiou run
out, I say. No. That, under unfavorable
conditions, varieties are appnrenUy less

vigorous than when first originated from
seed is certain. But it is a run of unfavor-
able conditions only that can bring about
such results; such as over-propagation from
weak cuttings or slips, planting in poor soil,

or in temperature unsuited to their nature,

(such as growing hardy plants in tropical

latitudes), or in doing anything inimical to

the nature of the plant. Thus, the Violets,

and some of our Carnations, and Roses, are

beginning to lose vigor,and become diseased.

No wonder that they rebel, when instead of

giving them the rest that their nature
demands in the winter months, they are

"forced " without cessation, year after year,

at a winter temperatiu-e averaging perhaps
70 , when in their natural condition, the
temperature is probably 30° less for two or

three months in winter.

I believe that there is no such thing as

permanent degeneration of any fruit, flower
or vegetable that is propagated by cuttings,

grafts or roots. Our hardy Concord Grape
is found, when grown under proper condi-

tions, to be just as perfect as when intro-

duced nearly half a century ago, and the
foreign Grapes, such as the Black Hamburgh
and many others, are as perfect, even under
artificial culture,—but which gives them
the needed vrinter rest—as they were one
hundred years ago. The Wilson and Sharp-
less Strawberries and the Early Rose Potato

can, under the most favorable conditions,

be found just as perfect as when first in-

troduced. New plants when first sent out,

often suffer from over-propagation, and
seem to be weaker than they actually are, for

example: When we sent out the "Sunset"
Rose some six or eight years ago, the de-

FLOWER SPIKE OF LACHENALIA PENDUUA.

mand for it necessitated every inch of it be-

ing u,sed for propagation, which so enfeebled

the stock that for two or three years it was

generally condenmed, until its vigorous

nature asserted itself, so that now its size

and coloring are fully up to the original

specimen from which it sprung.

An excellent example of how growing a

plant foreign to its nature, induces tempor-

ary degeneration is found in the Oat. Oats

from England, Scotland, or Norway, weigh-

ing 44 lbs. to the bushel, the first year after

sowing in our tropical summer,fall to 40 lbs.

;

that product being sown the second year,

again is further reduced to 35 lbs., which
again being sown the third year falls to the

normal weight of our American Oats which
is 38 or .30 lbs. per bushel. Were the culture

again reversed, by sowing these same Oats

(which had become degenerated by being

grown in our climate) in the lower temper-

ature of Britain, they would climb up in

three years to their normal weight there of

44 lbs. or 46 lbs. per bushel.

This subject is too comprehensive for an
ordinary magazine article, but I think a
large majority of cultivators of experience

will agree with me in believing that there

is no such thing as permanent degeneration

of any plant, whether increased by seeds or

slips, even should the cultivation reach into

thousands of years.

Lachenallas and Their Culture.
E. ORPKT, PASSAIC CO., N. J.

Amongst the many beautiful Cape fiower-

ing bulbs these take high rank, flowering
as they do, in winter or early spring when
flowers are by no means plentiful. As they
may be grown very successfully in a house,
provided frost is excluded, or in auy cottage
window, Lachenalias are sure to become
popular when better known.
In their management, now is the best time

to repot them, shaking them out of the old

soil and using five-inch pots or nine-inch
shallow pans, with a compost of two parts

loam and one of leaf mould and dried cow
manure, with enough sand to keep the soil

porous and to ensure good drainage. The
bulbs should be placed one inch apart and
covered with one half inch of soil and given
one good watering; this will sutflce until

growth commences, which will be in about
three weeks. After planting place the pots

or pans in a cool moist place with plenty of

air, taking care to avoid cold draughts, or a
stunted growth will be the result. All
Lachenalias do much better when kept
altogether in a cool place away from the

drying influence of fire heat. Under these

conditions each bulb will produce flower

spikes, and these keep in good condition for

nearly two months. When the flowering is

over, the plants should be placed in the full

sun to ensure thorough ripening, after which
no water will be needed until repotting time.

Apart from the beautiful colors of the

flowers of Lachenalias, many species have
foliage, spotted with dull purple, as in L.

tricolor, which is perhaps best known, with
flowers of bright green, red, and yellow.

L. pendula has deep piu-ple, red, and
yellow flowers about an inch long and
very showy. L. pallida, whitish, more
or less tinged with red; but the best of all

is L. Nelson's, a handsome hybrid with
golden yellow flowers, in long racemes, de-

serving general cultivation though, rather,

scarce as yet. The above are a few of the

best out of about thirty known species.

Lachenalias are easily increased, forming
as they do, a number of offsets from the

old bulb every year, which in two years
will make good flowering bulbs.

A Fruit Album.
S. MILLER, MONTGOMERY CO., MO.

The colored plates of fruits and flowers

can be had so cheap that a collection can be

had with but little expense. Yet there are

often new fruits that we like to have a sketch
of, and for Apples, Pears, and such like, a

very simple method will give us the exact

outline and size of them.
Take a sharp, thin-bladed knife and cut

the fruit lengthwise, splitting it through
the middle, stem and all; rub ink on the

face, stem, and blossom parts; press upon
the paper; the stem must be pressed down
firmly as also the little angles of the blossom

end, and you have a very complete picture

of it. Herewith is a specimen [reduced to

two-thirds size in the engraving] of an Apple
ripe here, just now, sent to me under the

name of Rebell. Although I detest the

name the Apple pleases me very much.
There is an album in my book case that

has impressions, taken forty years ago, of

fruitsfrom a number ofhorticultural friends,

some of whom have long since passed away.

If one had water colors, and knows how to

use them, the colors of some might be appro-

priate and would add to the picture. To
each specimen I add the name of the orchard

from which it came, date of ripening, and
various descriptive points.
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Manures other than from Live Stock
for Fruit and Vegetable Growing.

T. T. LYON, VAN BtTRKN CO., MICH.

Tlie fniit growers of the east shore of

Ijake Michigan, especially about this place,

(South Haven), are very largely owners of

small parcels of land, In most cases wholly
occupied by permanent fruit plantations,

affording little opportunity for the manu-
facture of barn-yard manures. It is also

true that very little stable manure is obtain-

able in the vicinity, so that, although the
region is yet new with much virgin soil, the
manure question is already pressing.

Very little manufactured manure is yet

used in this vicinity ; although farther
south, in Berrien County, where fruit

planting commenced somewhat earlier,

these are more extensively used. So gen-
eral, however, is the distrust of these com-
positions, and even of the analysis of their

alleged constituents, that they are accepted
with more or less hesitation, while some of

the most efficient and successful fruit farm-
ers practice the manufacturing of their own
manure, visiting the Chicago stock yards
and purchasing the crude material.

Green manures are quite generally em-
ployed to assist in maintaining the fertility

of fruit plantations in this region, although
it is hardly anticipated that they will suffice

to fullyand permanently maintain therequis-
ite conditions. Clover requires too long a
perio<l to mature a crop suitable for plowing
under in fruit plantations; resort is there-
fore quite generally had to Rye: sowed in

August, and plowed down green the next
spring before heading; or to Oats or Buck-
wheat, sowed and plowed down same year.

The conviction seems quite general that
the plowing underlof green manures should
be practiced only as a temporary expedient;
and that a necessity must .'sooner or later

arise for the employment of something
adequate to fully maintain and even in-

crease soil fertility.

Muck, where it is obtainable in a thor-
oughly decomposed condition, is very nearly
as effective as barn-yard manure, and more
especially so after having been used in the
stable as an absorbent.

GEO. J. KELLOQ, ROCK CO., WISCONSIN.

My experience with commercial fertilizers

has not been satisfactory. By request of

Plat No. 1. 1 applied before plowing, one
load, one-half cord, of unrottod stable manure,
(horse and cow);
Plat No. 3. No manure or fertilizers;

Plat No. 3. 6)4 pounds bone meal applied about
plants after planting;

Plat No. 4. I))4 pounds sulphate of potash ap-
plied about plants after planting.

The ground was in rather lean condition,
so that the fertilizers ought to have shown
results; the plats were well cared for, spring
planted; the Wilson and Manchester was
set 18x36 inches, while Crescent were set

36x36 inches and all trained in matted rows.
The very unfavorable drouth of 1887 de-
tracted from the value of the experiment—
the yield was light and in the following pro-
portions:

Plat No. 1. 56-100 Crescents, same as both the
other kinds.

Plat No. 2. 42-100 Crescents, nearly equal both
the other kinds.

Plat No. 3. 33-100 Crescents, more than both
the other kinds.

Plat No. 4. 33-100 Crescents, much more than
both the other kinds.

The picking was from .June 7th to 28th;

nine pickings and correctly kept.

In 1886, I also applied 200 pounds of com-
mercial bone meal on a plantation .30 rods
long, 13 rows wide—taking three rods across
the patch, then skipping three rods and ap-
plying 20 pounds bone meal on every alter-

nate three rods,—again thedrouth may have
interfered with the resiilt; (still the fertilizer

did not show on the 350 bushels of Onions
taken this year from the same ground),
there was no perceptible difference on the
Strawberries where the bone was applied
and where it was not. This was on soil

five years from the forest and no manure
having been previously used, though a good
dressing was applied of stable manure for

the Onions that followed.

In 1887, I applied bone meal fertilizers

(prepared like the 200 pounds used in 1886,

especially for Strawberries), on 13 rows, 19

rows long of spring planting all one kind,
Jessie. This was on land well manured
with barn yard manures. I put 14 quarts on
every other row and left every other row
without; the application was made .June

34th, after the plants had commenced form-
ing matted rows ; the best of care was given
this pet plantatioi}—it was a little too heav-
ily mulched for winter and some rows
showed loss, but the growth of plants last

season or the stand and yield of

fruit this, could not be distin-

guished one row from the other,

except on the end of two rows
whei-e there was applied addi-

tional fertilizer Nov. 7th.

So that, from my feeble experi-

ments on light prairie loam bor-

dering rich black Oak and Hazel

^ brush soil, I can see no good in

the application of bone fertilizers,

potash or leached ashes for Straw-
berries. I have not tried green
manuring but would prefer Clover
to any other crop.

LACHENALIA PALLIDA.

our state Board of Horticulture, in 1886, I

planted four plats, three square rods each,
each plat one rod Wilson, one rod Manches-
ter, one rod Crescent, the Wilson coming
between the two pistillates. On these plats

I applied fertilizer as follows :

Regarding Pear Blight.

A recent article on the subject

of Pear or Fire Blight, which
found its way into these columns
has had the effect of bringing out
numerous other Articles on the

same subject. This might have
been expected, for it is well known
that no other subject excites dis-

cussion among fruit growers read-

ily as this old and fertile one. It is also

as well known that little if any direct gain

can come from a general discussion of this

subject, hence we concluded, instead of pub-
lishing the various opinions recently received

to lay before our readers, at the risk of re-

peating ourselves, some of the valuable
conclusions arrived at as a result of the
extended experiments and microscopical
investigations concerning this disease, made
by Profs, Arthur, Burrill, and others in re-

cent years. Our quotations are drawn from
the writings of these gentlemen as they
have appeared in the reports of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for 1886, and of New
York State Experiment Station Work, for
the years 1884 to 1886, to which reports the

Specimen from a Fruit Album, see opposite page.

reader is referred for further statements
concerning the disease.

The Cause of Pear Blight. The cause
of Pear Blight, as established by the last

seven years of research, is connected with
the activity of germs, and the malady be-
longs to the category of germ diseases, now
definitely proven to occur both among ani-

mals and plants. The germs causing blight,

are borne from place to place, and from tree

to tree, by the atmosphere, which is never
so quiet but that its movements are suffi-

cient to keep such impalpable bodies afloat.

Upon the germs finding entrance to the
juices of the plant, the disease is set up in a
more or less virulent form.
Investigation. Bacteria were first no-

ticed in connection with Pear Blight, by
Prof. T. J. Burrill in 1877, but no experi-

ments were undertaken till 1880. He then
made an extended series of careful inocula-

tion, which resulted in showing that the
disease could be easily communicated from
one Pear tree to another, by introducing in

healthy tissues a little of the exudation from
a diseased part, and in the same manner
could be communicated to the Apple and
Quince. Experiments were also tried to

determine how the disease is naturally pro-

pagated from tree to tree, tying diseased
branches into healthy trees, and smearing
the uninjured surface of stems and leaves

with the exudation used in inoculations, but
with purely negative results.

Proof that Specific Bacteria cause
Pear Blight, (a) Bacteria are found in

great abundance in actively blighting tis-

sues, so as to be easily demonstrable to the
naked eye, and occur in less abundance in

proportion as the disease is less active, (h)

The disease may be introduced into healthy
tissue by inoculation with germs from dis-

eased tissue, (c) It is communicated with
equal certainty when the germs are sepa-
rated from all accompanying juices of the
disesised tissue by a series of fractional cul-

tures, (d) Per contra, it is not communi-
cated by the juices of the disease, after the
germs are removed by filtration, (c) The
germs connected with the disease constitute
a single species, which is essential to success-
ful inoculation. (/) Per contra, the numer-
ous other species of earth, air, and water
are not found to a noticeable extent in con-
nection with the disease, and cannot be
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made to originate it by inoculation, or

in any other manner.

Blight in other Feuits. Another point

made by Professor Burrill was that the

blight of Pear, Apple, and Quince is iden-

tical, a conclusion that my own work fully

sustains, for in all the experiments per-

formed, the result did not in any way appear

to be influenced by the source of the virus.

That made use of, was from Apple, Pear, and

Quince, mostly obtained from young nur-

sery trees about a mile and a half away. The

test was carried even a step further by using

a virus from Quince, which had received

its infection from Pear, and continuing the

disease in the Pear, Apple, Quince, etc.

Several such permutations were made with

no variation that could be traced to the

changes of virus.

Pkeventives and Remedies. Whatever

form Pear Blight assumes, it is started by

germs gaining access to the tree in one of

the three ways described—through the flow-

ers, the growing shoots, or injuries of the

bark. No method is known, or has yet sug-

gested itself, of rendering the tree insuscep-

tible to the disease, and a direct prevention

must be sought in some means of excluding

the germs. There are three ways by which

germicides may be applied to trees—by fumi-

gation, by spraying and by washing. The

first method offers a possibility of at least

partial success, and appears to be the only

means by which one can hope to protect the

flowers to any extent.

The application of washes cannot, of

course, be made to the flowers or growing

shoots, but excellent results may reasonably

be expected when made to the trunks and

larger branches. Sufficient study has not

yet been given to the matter to say what

will prove the most effective application;

but linseed oil has been advocated as form-

ing an elastic coating, and to it might be

added some sulphur, and at least 1 per cent

of carbolic acid. This would seem to answer

every requirement for an antiseptic, and

for the exclusion of atmospheric germs from

the cracks in the bark. To decrease the

amount of cracking, the body of the tree

may be shielded from the sun's fiercest rays

by a low trimmed head, or by leaning the

whole tree toward the southwest, or by

boards, matting, or other protection, on the

sunny side of the trunks.

Among the indirect methods of fighting

the disease, none are more important than

those which secure slow growth and early

maturity of the shoots. This has been re-

cognized from the first agitation of the sub-

ject, but until the present time there has

been no unanimity of opinion as to the

exact objects to be accomplished. From the

preceding account it is apparent, however,

that the chief aim should be (a) to keep the

amount ot tender surface of shoots at a min-

imum, in order to diminish the chances for

the penetration of germs, and (b) to make
the tissues as solid as possible, as the pro-

gress of the disease and the chances of its

entire cessation are in inverse ratio to the

sucoulency of the parts attacked.

Or GENUINE remedies there are none:

but as the disease is local, and spreads

through the tissues slowly, it is possible, as

has long been known, to effectively check

its progress by amputation. The smaller

limbs are to be cut off a foot or two below

the lowest manifestation of the disease, and
the spots on the trunk and larger limbs are

to be shaved out, cutting deep enough to

remove all discoloration. A careful opera-

tor will keep the knife disinfected with

carbolic acid or otherwise; if this is not done,

the disease will be conveyed, in some in-

stances, to the freshly cut surface. After

the diseased portions are cut away, some
benefit may come from applying to the

fresh wounds, the above mentioned wash.

To Buffalo in 1 889. Society of
American Florists.

The florists of America may expect a right

hearty welcome to this fair and thrifty city

when they meet here in annual convention

next year. Added to the fact that Buffalo

florist establishments rank among the most

enterprising in the country, hence that in

the direction of their own business, visiting

florists will find much of interest here it

must also not be forgotten that Buffalo

stands in the front rank of American cities

in the matter of fine parks, magniflcent tree-

lined and lawn-skirted streets, fine public

buildings, a delightful summer climate, and

above all else, she includes almost within

her own suburbs, that most wonderful of

all natural attractions, Niagara Falls.

Indeed, it may be said that because of the

above advantages, and still others, our rising

city of fully 3.50,000 inhabitants is becoming

famous as a favorite convention city. We
always see that our visitors are well cared

for. We think we can point with pride, and as

being of special interest to florists and land-

scape gardeners, to our generously executed

park system, embracing more than 600 acres,

with 40,000hardy trees and shrubs growing in

it, and miles of excellent drives throughout

its area. And we must also add that almost

at our door lies, what in the near future

doubtless will be united to our own park

system by a grand boulevard, namely: The

New York State reservation park at the

Falls of Niagara, and with this all the

excursionists will have an opportunity of

becoming familiar, before the convention

business is finished.

Buffalo, with her immense new hotels

now nearing completion, will by convention

time be equipped with public accommoda-

tions second to no city of her size, in this

coiintry, while for holding the sessions and

making a floral display, the building can

nowhere be found that can excel our mag-
nificent Music Hall. As for agreeable

weather, this we are almost safe in assuring

beforehand, for August, in Buffalo, is rarely

otherwise than a most delightful month,

in which cool breezes from Lake Erie, and

the mollifying influence of tens of thou-

sands of trees in our streets, combine to

create an invigorating atmosphere during

the twenty four hours of every day.

To these and other attractions,apart from

the excellent programme sure to be provided

,

the attention of the florists of America is

therefore directed. To the many friends of

this journal who will be present, a specially

hearty welcome is extended, to visit not

only our office in the city, but if possible, to

make a trip to the Popular Gardening Ex-

periment Grounds, near Niagara Falls, and

see the work here begun, in the interest of

American horticulture. A cordial reception

will be in waiting for all, who may favor

us by their presence.

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to which all are invited to semi notes of

experience and observation concei'ning topics that re-

cently have been treated on in this Journal. Many
such contHbutions monthltj would be welcome.

Firm the Seed in the Soil (page 233), or,

rather, flrming the soil about or above the seed,

doubtless has all the importance Mr. Henderson

gives it, and be deserves much credit for biing-

ing the matter so prominently before cultivators.

But general rules admit of exceptions. There is

at least one exception to Mr. Henderson's rule,

and it should be kept equally prominent: Do
not firm damp, heavy, clay soils about or above

seeds. If such very adhesive, dense soils are

compacted by the pressure of the foot or other-

wise, though only so damp as is allowable and

often necessary when planted (by no means wet),

the soil is put in a condition very unfavorable

to the growth of the plant. If the seed is cov-

ered, the chances are that if the covering is

firmed, the plantlet will be unable to penetrate

it. In the old days of hand planting ot Corn,

covering it with hoe or "jumper," the coverer

compacted the covering with his hoe or foot,

unless the covering was of heavy, clay soil.

Nowadays, when the covering is compacted by
the wheels of the planter, the wide awake culti-

vators of heavy soils foUow with a light harrow

to loosen the earth about and above the seed.

Surely in what is said about access of air to

germinating seeds, Mr. Henderson is farther

wrong than the person he criticises. Free access

of air is not even destructive to the germination

of seeds, as access of air is one of the conditions

necessary to the germination of seeds. Mr. H.
says his purpose in flrming the soU is " to exclude

the air; " it he succeeded in doing this, the seeds

certainly would not germinate. On this point I

quote Stoner, Professor of Agricultural Chem-
istry in Harvard University. "Agriculture,"

Vol. 1, Page 29, under sub-heading: " Large
quantities of oxygen are consumed by germina-

ting seeds and roots, buds, flowers, and fruit.

Oxygen is essential, from the beginning, for the

process of germination. Seeds do not germinate

in the absence of oxygen. Even a seed that had

sprouted would soon wither and perish if it were
wholly deprived of oxygen. . In sowing seeds

care has to be taken not to bury them too deeply,

lest they should be too completely cut off from
the oxygen of the air."

Frozen Potatoes Growing. Judge Miller's

notes about Potatoes, remind me that I was not

aware until this spring that frozen Potatoes

would grow. One of our berry growers and

market gardeners planted Potatoes that had lain

in an out-buUding during winter, and had been

frequently frozen. When planted they were soft

and much shriveled. Yet they reached the sur-

face in less time than well-kept seed, and were

unusually vigorous during the growing season,

and made a fine yield. Of course this does not

make it advisable to plant frozen tubers, but per-

haps some will be as much surprised as I was to

learn that they will grow.—iV. r. L., llUmris.

Carnations From Seed. No flower raised

from seed has given me greater satisfaction than

the Carnation Pink. I sow the seed in spring,

either in hot-bed or open ground, cultivate the

plants through the summer, and give them a

slight covering of leaves in winter. The next

spring they throw up flowering stems and bloom

profusely. They have never Uved through the

second winter with me, though in some of the

catalogues they are called perennial.—E.^.Horr.

How Deep to Plant. I think that the chart

showing the proper depth for planting Bulbs as

given in last issue is most commendable for sim-

plicity and practical use. The question of "how
deep shall I plant" is one that is often perplexing

to the amateur. Under some circumstances, it

might be mentioned that Hyacinths and Tuhps

may be planted several inches deeper than shown,

without detriment.—Bem!e.

Drought and Cultivation. Perhaps the one

point that has had more stress laid upon it, in

late issues than any other, has been the necessity

of continued and thorough cultivation, and its

benefits in times like the past season of drought.

One feature specially to be noted, is the concur-

rence of testimony, as to good effects, from nearly

every part of the country. One correspondent

writes of good results on Strawberries and other

fruit; another on Corn and other vegetables.

Potatoes, Cabbage, Celery; some on the com-

parative immunity of nursery stock.well worked,

and so the story has been told. Now the lesson

for each and every one, who has not already

learned by experience, is to resolve another sea-

son, if dryness threatens, to keep the surface soil

stirred and mellow about the growing crops;

where irrigation is practical it ought to be gotten

into readiness for use. Otherwise, see that you

have the tools best adapted for the end in «ew,

and tlien no matter what else may be neglected,

do not let the ground suffer. Keep in mind that

even though a full crop is not secured, the price

is Ukely to be higher, therefore some extra labor

may be profitably given it.-Elmer E. Stimmey.

The Chinese or Shantung Cabbage, re-

ferred to on page 273 of the September number,

has been successfully grown in northwestern

Iowa, for several years past by an EngUsh sea

captain, who procui-ed the seed in China. The

heads are small, weighing from three to five

pounds, and much resemble a well-headed Cos

Lettuce. In quality it is far superior to any of

the kinds now grown, and is a novelty well worth

introducing.—F. E. S. Nebraska.

Pomace for Cows. There is a great deal of

unfounded prejudice against Apples for feeding

stock. It is a well-known fact that when a cow,

that is unaccustomed to succulent food, breaks
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into a Cornfield or Clover patch and gets all she
chooses to cat, it is likely to result in drying off

hermilk if nothing worse, yet fresh Clover and
green Corn are not condemned as milk-producing
foods; but when a cow that has not had access to
fruit breaks in and surfeits herself, with the
result of drying off her milk, it is charged to the
fruit. I have kept cows in a pasture where they
commenced to pick up the fruit that fell as soon
as it acquired any size at all, and where the
quantity gradually increased until they could

Land-JUeaguring Implement.

not consume all; the result being an increase
of milk of from one to two quarts per cow; and
I have also fed Apples largely to both cows and
swine with good results. I never could see any
difference between sweet and sour Apples for
these purposes. With four to six cows having
the run of an orchard for twenty years, in Massa-
chusetts, and in feeding my single cow here from
a peck to a half bushel of Apples per day for the
last ten years, I have never experienced any loss

in the production of milk, but invariably a per-
ceptible increase, and when I happened to have
pomace I have also fed that freely, to good
advantage. In one case, in Massachusetts, a cow,
that had the run of a eider mill yard, nearly lived
on pomace after cider making commenced, and
always gained in milk largely; but in those days
straw was used freel,y in the cider press, and at
that season the weather was so cool that there
was little or no fermentation, which soon spoils

pomace here in New Jersey.

Asparagus. In the July issue Mr. Miller advo-
cates breaking Asparagus in place of cutting it

with a knife. I have always broken it off and th ink
it is much nicer, but do not agree as to the white
part. There is no other vegetable that will com-
pare with it.—.Vrs. J. L. IMiite, Kimx Co., III.

Rose Bugs. I suppose that Mr. Powell meant
the Rose slug instead of the Rose bug, when he
wrote about keeping them off by hellebore. It

will work very well for the slug, but for the tree

Rose bug hardly.—C. M. Weed, Ohm Agri'l. College.

Land Measprino; An E.\sy Method. In a
recent back number, mention was made of a land
measuring implement, which reminds me to
describe one I use: It is simply an old wheel
hartng ten or twelve spokes, the rim being
removed and the spokes left in such shape as to

have just one foot between the outer ends. A
short axle is passed through the hub, and is fas-

tened to pieces which form the handler, and which
latter are then supported by light legs for keep-
ing the machine in an upright position. One
spoke is painted different from the others or may
have a tag tied to it for ease in counting. It will

be seen that by each revolution of this wheel,
it counts ten or twelve feet, and forms an easy
and rapid method of getting the dimension of
any desired land area.—r.J.Gain««,l'a(t'« Co.,iV.F.

The RtTRAL Hybrid Roses. Your corres-
pondent E. E. S., has made a mistake in his ap-
preciative note on page 368. The Rose named
George Bruant is a hybrid between Rosa rugosa
and a Tea, produced, according to published ac-
counts, some six months after my hybrids, be-
tween Rosa rugosa (female) and Harrison's Yel-
low, both recognized as distinct species. The
first of these (nine in number) to bloom, bore
flowers having from 30 to 3.5 petals of a color
closely resembling that of Gen. Jacq. The odor
is extremely delicate resembling that of Teas.
It has been in bloom constantly during the en-
tire season. The plant is a rampant grcjwer with
thick, leathery leaves like its mother's, but larger
and more pointed. Two others have since
bloomed, but the flowers are small and nearly
single. It is an interesting fact, that of these
nine plants, but one resembles Rosa rugosa in

foliage. A more interesting fact is that of liO

Rosis, the progeny of a cross between Rosfi

rugosa (fcnnilel and a number of Hybrid Remon-
tants and Teas (nialesl, there is mit our that re-

sembles the mother in foliage. These have not
as yet bloomed, sis the seeds wc^re planted
only last winter. It would be difficult to find (10

Rose bushes more dissimilar.—E. S. Carman.

Niagara Experiment Grounds
CO.SDCCTED IN THE INTERESTS OK THIS JOURNAL. LOCA-

TION, LA SALLE. NIAQARA CO., N. V.

The Compost Heap. Towards the end of July
a' compost heap seven feet wide iit the base, 30

feet long and four feet high, was made for the
purpose of providing special fertilizing matter
tor use in future tree planting on the grounds.
This heap consists of two kinds of material,

namel.v, turf from the meadow and old fence
lines, and stable manure, the proportions being
as two of the former to one of the latter. The
pile was built up from the ground in even layers,

alternating the two kinds of material. As com-
pleted the top was left basin-like and into this

basin was deposited about 30 barrels of wafer

—

enough to thoroughly soak the pile. This had
the effect to cause the compost to heat and the

ranker matter to commence decomposition. The
next step will be to cut down the pile with a

sharp spade, working from one end and throwing
all of it over. After la^^ng thus for two months
longer it will be a safe and superior fertilizer to

mix with the soil when planting out trees. All

trees will appreciate just such a treat as this will

afford them for starting in.

Who Uses Subsoil Plows? In all of the

writer's experience as a horticulturist he has
placed the subsoil plow in the ver.v front rank
amongst important tools. When therefore he

came in possession of '^ Woodbanks" one of the

very first tools he invested in was a subsoil plow.

But he could find none at the implement depots

in Buffalo, so it had to be ordered direct from a

factory. The reason the plows are not kept on
hand is because of their limited sale, so the dealers

said; cultivators not seeming to appreciate them.

One of the largest plow dealers in Buffalo said

he doesn't sell a subsoiler once in six months.
We know very well that there is something in

this, that when a plow of the kind is brought
into a neighborhood it is made to serve a number
of neighbors; but, notwithstanding all this, the

above remarks would show the tool is not by any
means appreciated as it deser%-es. The writer

agrees quite nearly with that gardener who spoke

in these columns recently to the effect, that to go
down when tilling the soU to twice the depth of
ordinai'y plowing, is equivalent to adding one-

half to the size of the farm.

Cultivation, oh no Cultivation.—The
value of cultivation for young Apple or-

chards is forcibly illustrated at "Woodbanks."
About one half of our orchard, consisting of

160 Apple trees, has for six years past been in

Timothy meadow; the other half, in the same
time, has been devoted to cultivated crops of

various kinds. The trees in the meadow have
not been neglected in the matter of fertility but
have had a top-dressing of manure over the
roots occasionally. Those of the other part have
never been freely manured, while the land has
been cropped as stated. Now mark the contrast:

those in the cultivated part have reached a diam-
eter of trunk of about six inches at two feet

from the ground; have fine spreading heads and
handsome dark foliage, and, in the case of Bald-

wins, will this season bear an average of one
barrel of fruit apiece; the trees in the meadow,
and of the same age and in the soil as the above,

have trunks not more than four inches through,

two feet up, with heads lacking in size, vigor

and color, and the Baldwins will not average a

peck of fruit apiece. As both plats were
cropped in adilition to the presence of those

trees, but the one plat with cultivation, the

other without, it is obvious that the increased

quantity of fruit is directly due to growth and
cultivation.

Fowls and Gardens. Our observation this

season goes to show that a good garden, and
fowls at large on the same place, arc not incoin-

patable elements. This is the plan: Keep the

vegetable and small fruit crops 40 rods or more
from the poultry house and farm buildings, and
then they will not be reached by the chickens.

Vineyards, Orchards, the Asparagus, and Rhu-
barb beds, and such succulents like Beans, Pars-

nii»s. Sweet Corn, Cucumbers, etc., the green
growth of which fowls will not devour may be
kept nearer without detriment.

A New Late Strawberry: The Car-
michael.

E. W. REID, URIDUEl'ORT. OHIO.

The greatest merit of this variety is Its late-

ness, licing from six to ten days later than Gandy
or any other berry on the market at present. Its

flavor is rather poor compared with Wilson (my
best), although many others are far below the
Carmicliael and as its season is so late, the flavor
has very little to do with its selling (lualities as
the fruit is much larger than other varieties.

With me, this season, was almost a failure, but
this was not the fault of the berry; from the
time thf blossoms were setting until the first of
July we had no rain. The Jucunda was a failure,
and all other varieties were cut down to less than
one-half crop; it has done good work before.
Like all other late varieties it needs plenty of
rain when setting its fruit.

As for productiveness it is but medium com-
pared with Crescent and Wilson on our grounds
(they are the best), but will compare favorably
with Sharpless or Cumberland, not quite so large
but sells for more than either.

Of my corresponilents who have this season
expressed themselves regarding this variety,
Geo. E. Gowen, Rockingham Co., N. H.,has seen
enough of it to know that it is altogether the latest

berry we have. When the rust struck my plants
the Carmichael was the only one that proved free-

The plants are very vigorous. On July 20, I gath-
ered quite a lot of nice looking berries. Wm.
Laverick, Cayuga Co., N. Y., writes: " I consider
the Carmichael one of the best berries on my
farm, and just what we need. To-day, July 8,

I picked my last Crescent, and for my first Car-
michael received 10 cents per pint. Many people
wonder where I got my late berries." In a differ-

ent strain Mr. M. Crawford, Cuyahoga Co., Ohio,
writes thus: " The Carmichael is not a success
on my soil. It is very late, but not very produc-
tive nor of extra size.

In* noting this difference of opinion it is well
understood by fruit growers that a difference in
soil makes a great difference with the fruit. I

could give other favorable letters, but as the
introduction of now varieties is quite risky,

I do not wish to draw persons on. As we have
had very favorable results here in former years,
I see no reason why it will not produce the same
again. I know this to be the latest berry and a
good market variety.

A Promising Strawberry: the Daisy.
This new berry, of which a cut is annexed,

was awarded one firet and two special premiums
at the Morristown, N. J., Strawberry show, last

June.

Tlic Dai-Ill Strawhcrry.

It is said, by the introducer, Mr. Thos. G. Zanc,
of N.J., to be a.seedling of the Crescent, and Cum-
berland Triumph, the hitter of which it i-o.sera-

bles, though it is claimed to be much more pro-
ductive. Its time of riiK'ning is with the Sharp-
less. The berries are said to be uniformly large
and s.vmmetrical, of good quality, holding out
well until the last of the season. This berry
withstood the drought, followed by cold weather
of ItiSB, when about twenty other varieties large-

ly succumbed t<J the unfavorable conditions.

Another point claimed for the Daisy, is that it

blooms later in the spring than most others, .so is

not liable to be hurt by late frosts. The Daisy
after three years' trial, seems, in the estimation
of those who are familiar with it, to be well

adapted for field culture on nearly any good
soil, yielding, it is said, a large croii of market-
able berries, with ordinary treatment.
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About Some of the Newer Vegeta-
bles and Fruits.

SAMUEL MILLER, MONTGOMERY CO., MO.

As early in the spring as I could I planted

seed of Maule's Early Ripe.Landreth's Extra

Early, and Alaska Peas. They were planted

in the same hour and in same row. Alaska

and Landreth's Extra Early ripened about

the same time, and are as early as a Pea can

ripen; both productive and good. Maule's

Early Ripe was fully one week later, but a

most excellent one. When a new Pea is

sent out the packet should state the height

of the vine. I have just now the Perpetual

Pea six feet high, with fruit and blossoms.

Melons. On the same day we planted on
top in hot^bed,seeds of Orange,Maule's Early

Ripe and Landreth's Extra Early, and Green
and Gold. The sods with the plants (three

In a sod) were set out when the ground
became warm. At the same time I planted

seeds of the same in the open ground. On
August 2(1, I took in one Melon of each of

the above, all ripe, with no gain in earliness

of either, except that the Maule was a little

over ripe, giving it perhaps a few days

ahead. But in quality it falls below all the

others, in fact, some of the coming ones

must be better or it will be discarded. Land-
reth's is so much like Phinney's Early, that

not one in ten would distinguish it from that

variety. It has, however, a thicker rind,

with the llesh a little paler.

The Orange is too well known to need a
description, and to my taste is of the best.

But when it comes to beauty and excellence

combined, the Green and Gold takes the

lead of all I have yet met with. Medium
size, sliglitly oval, dark green outside, with
blotches of fawn color when ripe. Flesh
yellow as gold, sweet as sugar, and very
pleasant. Seed white, with a pink shade
around the edges. These different varieties

are planted so distant from each other that

they cannot well be mixed.
Plums. The Marianna. This has fruited

freely with me this season, and one tree will

do me. It is no earlier than the Wild Goose,
not quite as large, and inferior in quality.

It is also more liable to be destroyed by the
curculio. Fruit of the purple-leaved Plum
has been received. It is a beautiful fruit

and of excellent quality. Round, dark red,

about an inch and one-eighth in diameter.

Butler Plum. August 4th I received a

very handsome Plum with the above name;
a seedling of the Wild Goose, about the size

of Marianna, and resembles that variety

closely in appearance, but of much better

quality. It will be two weeks later than
Wild Goose, which will make it valuable.

The Loulsa Plum will now come in when
the latter is over. This is fully as large

as Wild Goose, darker in color, and much
better in quality, in fact it is the best

native Plum I know of. Originated on the
fruit farm of Mr. Scribner, some twenty
years ago; but was never brought out with
the trump of fame as most new fruits are,

hence its scarcity. I have none to sell.

IVlarketing Dried Fruits.

In an article on this subject, the California
Fruit Grower strongly condemns the prac-

tice of sending one's stock of good, dried
fruit to the market in old pillow-cases, bed-
ticks, tlour sacks, grain bags, and what not,

thus depreciating its value very materially.
The same article goes on to say, that all

consideration of the commission-man apart,
the producer cannot afford to make this mis-
take of packages. It makes a loss outright.

The fruit will not sell as promptly, nor at

as good prices in irregular, shabby packages
as it would in clean, new, uniform ones, and
the difference in price will be more than the
cost of new packages. Buyers will infallibly

pass by your lot, as long as they can find

other goods in more attractive order.

No wholesale merchant wants any such
packages piled in his store, and no first-class

retailer would care to open them on sale in

his liright windows. If the buyer takes your
lot at all, it is at a price to pay him for new
packages and the cost of transferring, even
if he stops at that. His business and aim
is to use every art of his own, and every cir-

cumstance of the quality and appearance of

goods to cheapen the price to him, just as it

is in your province to employ all skill and
taste to make him pay the uttermost price.

Bright, clean, uniform packages make
that favorable, first impression, which is the

keynote to nearly every deal in articles of

food, and, in proportion to that impression,

will be your own confidence in standing for

a price, and his willingness to pay it. To
have to apologize for goods for any reason,

is a bad beginning for a trade. Your buyer
knows it as well as you, and will use it for

all there is in it to his advantage.
For not over % of a cent per pound on the

fruit, you can get clean, bright, strong, uni-

form sacks, which will make your goods
worth several times % of a cent per pound
more than the pillow-case, fiour sack style.

Or you can have them bo.xed by capable
packers at a cost of three-fourths to one cent
per pound for boxes and packing, plain work
and a proportionate higlier price if grading
and facing are done. For common fruit

only, such as sun-dried, unpeeled Peaches
and Apricots, use burlap or grain sacks.

For all dark fruits and evaporated or other
fine goods use white cotton fruit sacks. Of
the latter, two standard sizes are made, viz.:

30 by 30 inches, and 30 by 33 inches, the lat-

ter costing }{ of a cent less than the for-

mer. Fruit in white cotton sacks looks

brighter, and contains no hairy lint, such as

comes from using burlaps.

Important to Tree Planters.
.J. N. STEARNS, KALAMAZOO CO.. MICH.

As it is very desirable to get all the growth
possible the first season, the proper planting

of trees is very important. By the usual
mode of planting, a hole is dug, just large

enough to crowd the roots into it, the soil

shoveled in, stamping the roots down in a
mass at the bottom of the hole, and after

the soil is replaced, it is tramped solid and
smooth on the surface, which, if it remains
dry for some time, is almost sure death to

the tree. If the planter thinks it necessary

to water, he turns the water on this firmed
surface, which only serves to make it the

harder, and is worse than no watering at all.

To illustrate the proper way to plant, (we
say proper, for by this mode, if the tree has
the requisite vitality, we never loose a tree,)

no matter how dry the season, and we plant
thousands of trees and plants every season :

If the whole ground planted has not been
thoroughly fitted by deep plowing, (and
on stiff land subsoil plowing is of great

benefit), the hole for the tree should be fully

as large again, as would be required to

simply take the roots in. All bruised roots

should be cut off with a sharp knife, and
the top headed back fully more in propor-

tion, than roots cut off by digging.

The soil should be sifted in carefully, so

as to allow each root to remain in its natural
position, just as it grew. When the roots

are just covered, and the hole about two-

thirds filled, tramp it firmly and turn in a
pail of water, allowing it to soak away
around the roots before putting in the bal-

ance of the soil; I consider this the important
part of the planting. It will pay if you are

planting one or a thousand trees, even if you
have to haul the water five miles, especially

with such seasons as the last three.

This furnishes the requisite moisture to

give the tree an early start. The past season

we had no rain to wet down to the roots of

newly transplanted trees for three months
after planting. The result was, thousands
of trees died, and many that barely lived,

succumbed the first winter, while those
planted as above, made a healthy growth.
In no case should the soil be firmed that

is put in after the water has soaked away,
but leave it loose and keep it so by frequent
stirring with cultivator or hoe. If watering
is considered necessary, dig a hole down to
the roots and turn in water, allow it to soak
away and then draw the soil back. This
plan is equally applicable to planting Straw-
berries, Cabbages, etc.

Fall Stirring Destructive to Garden
Pests.

N. Y. L., ADAMS CO., ILL.

The gardener finds so much that must be
done in the spring, that it is best to do in
the fall all that may be done at this season.
The ground may be Ijroken up in the fall,

and by doing tliis we reduce the amount of
spring work, increase the solvent action of
the frost, increase nitrification largely, and
what is of even more importance, lead to
the destruction of garden pests.

Many of these pests spend the winter in the
pupa; state, near the surface of the ground,
or the eggs are deposited here. By breaking
up the ground in the fall, and stirring it once
or twice afterwards, we expose the pupai or
eggs, which may or may not lead to their

destruction through the action of frost.

Thus the cut worm larva?, unprotected, sur-

vives a temperature of 30° below zero; but
other larva3 are certainly destroyed Ijy expos-
ing them to the severities of the winter.
Fall stirring accomplishes far more, how-

ever, by bringing the larv<B where the birds
can get them. In the late fall and early
spring the birds are hard driven for food,

and will devour almost incredible numbers
of these larvae it where they can be found.
It is often well to call in the pigs to aid the
birds, as the hog is truly omnivorous, and
larvae are a dainty to him. The white grub
of the May beetle often gives the gardener
much trouble. Their favorite abodes are
pastures and meadows, and where they are
once established in the grass, the only prac-

ticable thing to do is to put all the hogs
in the fields that can be had, in the fall. The
swine get very fat, and, if there is enotigh of

them, make clean work of the white grub,
so also of the cut worm. The blue bird and
the robin, especially, are partial to a diet of

cut worms, and they come early in the

spring. The ground should be broken up
in the fall, and stirred at least once, two
weeks later, and be again stirred in the

spring as soon as the work can be done.

The wire worm is another serious pest.

In many places it is the worst of all. It does
not injure Peas, Beans, or Buckwheat, but
these are the only considerable crop of the

garden or farm that it may not injure

seriously. They pupate in an earthen
cocoon,and if brought within reach,the birds

and swine will make short work of them.
The Squash vine root borer pupates in a

rough cocoon of earth about the roots of the
plants it has destroyed; so does the Tomato
worm and the Radish fiy (likely). The striped

Cucumber beetle pupates in the earth dur-

ing the winter, and so do many other enemies
of the gardener or fruit grower. Some of

these may not be eaten by birds or swine,

but nearly all are, and there are yet other

friends whose elflcient aid may be had by
bringing the pests on or near the surface.

Thus, the skunk delights in a feast of the

pupa? of the Tomato worm. As these pupae

measure three inches in length, a skunk
having the range of a stirred plat infested

by them, ought not to hanker much after

their nearly every day fare of eggs.

If we stir the ground in the fall, we must
first clear up the rubbish and ashes left on
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it after the crops are harvested, and tliis

clearing up deprives some pests of desirable

winter locations, wliile if tlie stntf is burned,
others are destroyed. Kor example, the

tarnished plant bug is not affected by fall

stirring of the ground, but the imago hiber-

nates in ruljbish, and by destroying this we
deprive the imago of winter shelter, if we
do not destroy it itself. This pest has
destroyed thousands of dollars worth of

Strawberries in Southern Illinois, by suck-

ing the juice and vitality from the unripe

fruit. It is an indiscriminate feeder, and .so

destructive that any measures that will

lesseaits numbers, should not be neglected.

Poultry in Vineyards.

The vineyards of that part of France, to

thesouth of the Garonne and Gironde Rivers,

knoMTi as the Medoc, where the wine inter-

ests are so large, hius been visited by Mr.
Stephen Beal who reports concerning them
as follows: " These vineyards are subject to

enemies, and at one season, June, they are

infested with vast liordes of slugs and earth

worms, which if not kept down will destroy

the vines. The eft'orts of fowls are very
largely depended upon to destroy these pests.

At other seasons of the year fowls are fouud
to be most valuable adjuncts to the success-

ful working of the vineyards.

There are to be seen on every side and in

every field small poultry houses. Some of

these are permanent structures, but the

majority are movable, narrow enough to

stand between the rows of vines, and with
handles at each end to facilitate carrying.

There is only one season of the year when
fowls are kept off the vineyards: namely,
when the fruit is just rii)ening, for then they
would pick at it. At all other seasons they
are permitted to wander at will. At the

time of my visit, plowing operations were
going on very extensively; and behind every
plow were a lot of birds revelling in the fat

things laid bare by the plow. At first it

might be feared that the poultry might do
harm to young and teiuler shoots, but in

practice this is not found to be the case. I

suppose there is so much that is better for

them on the earth, and the weeds growing
thereiu, that the birds do not feel any incli-

nation to eat off the vine, save at the time
already mentioned.
One very remarkable thing I learned is

that the best fowls are reared on the estates

where best wine is made. Evidently the
qualities that go to make the liest wines, are

just those needed to produce a fine (juality

of flesh in fowls.

Fungi and Plant Diseases.
TBOF. T. L. BRUNK, BEFORE THE TEXAS STATE

HORTICULTURAL S<PCIETY.

These diseases are known as rusts, smuts,
mildews, blights, rols, and scalds. Every
branch of horticulture suffers serious losses

from these enemies, no climate or section

long escaping their attacks. The number
that affect the interests of horticulture will

certainly count by hundreds, and to estimate
their loss of market value, by these low
forms of vegetable life, involves probably
hundreds of millions of dollars.

Internal Fungi, Funj^us disea^^es were
formerly thought to be diseiised growths of the
tis.«ues themselves, upon which Kungi was sup-
posed to live and thrive. The cause of the
abnormal growth was attributed to the met<?oro-

logiual conditions, especially warm, misty
weather, but by the higher elaborations of the mi-
croscope within the lust halt century, it has been
shown that the tissues of higher plants do not
change into the things called Fungi, neither do
they originate in any other manner than as
descendants of pre-existing parent forms
through as rigid specific lines as can be traced
among any animals or plants.

The beautiful researches of M. Pasteur, have
established the fact, verified by other observers

e<|\ially authentic, that a spore is !is necessary
for the pniduction of the nnnutust speck of
niouldiiie.>i.s as the acorn is for the germination
of a giant (tak.

There is in some species, a kind of siMire which
reproduces only in siunmer, being destroyed iiy

a low tcmiteraturc. Another that rctjiins its

vitality in the most intense cold, piopagathig
the disease the following season, by giving off

still different .se.vual bodies so very light, as to be
easily wafted to a distance by the wind.
After these spt)res or conidia reach the lu)st

plant, they inuuediately, under the proper ron-
ditions of nioistnre and heat, licgin to .send out
a germinating tube. R.v hecnming rxcifed, \iy

imiabing moisture, its outer wall bursts and
simply allows the liWng Huid within, known
as protojiliusm, to increase into a d*'licate tube
(or in some cases zo-ospores), and at the suae
time increase in iiuantity. This tube, in inside-

growers, begins to force its way into the tissues

of its host, probably through the small pores
known as stomata. The delicate growing tube
or, (when they have become a great munlier,) tlur

mycelium, forces its way upwards through the
intercellular .spaces and between the cells, not
entering the cells liodily.

This plant tapeworm, as it were, grows on and
on, sinudtaneously with the growtli of the host

plant, till it reaches the uttermost parts of the
leaves, branches or fruits, when it next sends
to the surface miniature forests of branches on
which are uuitured the sp'^res or conidia like the
Parent reproductive body. The millions of ex-

ternal erect stems present to the naked eye the
appearance wdiich we call rust or mildew.
To this class lielong, of the tirape, the dreaded

black rot iPhiisahispdva BithvcUii) ; anthracnose
(Sphat-flinna Amtiehniuii): downy mildew (/'o'o-

aoypora ntU-ula); Grape leaf blight it'i iciitiiiitni

viticiila); leaf spot fPhyltasticta lalirtiseit) ; of the

Peach rust of leaves iPvcviuUi prM/ji.spb/o.sa);

Peach curl iK.riia,scii.sdr/(«-maHs); black knot of

Plum iPlowriulitia marbosa) ; scab and leaf blight

of Pear [FimicUulium pijrinum) ; Ajiple scab and
leaf blight iFru^h-Iadivin dentriticuni); Black-
berry ami Dewberr.v red i-ust ii'ivttinaiiiliHfi} ;

Potato rot il'Iuilttplilhttra infr^stanv) ; and others.

Bacteria Ailments. The bacteria live and
move in the ccmtcuts of li\ing cells of both
animals and plants, often until they break u))

the compoiuids, on which the plant lives, into
those which seem to disintegrate and decompose
cell contents and struetures, causing what arc
commonly called bhghts or rots, as Pear, Apple,
and Quiuce blight, yellow disease of Hyacinths,
and prol)ably Peach yellows and gummosis. Cot-
ton blight and Tomato rot.

This cliiss of infinitesimal enemies slay their
\ictims by the millions, and no adversary yet
found, save knife and tire, can overtake them.
At on(! stage they move with untiring activity.

Some oscillate and (piiver, never making pro-
gress in any given direction; othei-s slowly and
smoothly gli<ie along in a straight line, while
others whirl and dance and roll.

They are single minute cells filled with that
living licpnd known as protoplasm, and having
a distinct plant substance (cellulose) for walls.

The.'i' multipl.\' by a method known as fission,

that is, each bacterium becomes two by the for-

mation of a transverse partition across the mid-
dle of the adult cell.

These minute plants gain admissifin to the
cells of their h<)st by the iiLsect punctures and
woiuids made on the h()st, and by the very .voung

ends of buds and root hairs, probably aided by
some acid or alkaline condition of air ttv soil.

External Ailments. The external plant |iara-

sites are not .so numerous nor so diflicult to cope
with as the internal growers. The spores of
these Fungi float in the currents of air to the
proper plant where they germinate, but instead

of forcing an entrance to the interior, sim|ily

spread out over the surface of the part infested,

in many cases like a finely spun cobweb. Their
presence is indicated liy curling of the leaves,

turning yellow, (!r white powdery blotehes.

As a rapid means of repr()duction, these fine

crossing and i-annfyliig threads or hyplia-, .send

uj> many vertical branches which di\'idc into a
chain of l(»osely attai'hcil bodies, the topmost
one of which falls olf Hi-st, f<j]iowed by the next,

and so on. Each of these have the power to ger-

minate, and proibice a new myccliiun all seasim.

Late in the fall a sexual reproducti\e bod.v is

formed upon the hypha^ which cfjutains from
one to several sacs, and these sacs each contain

from one to twenty-four spores. These bodies,

in the spring, b.v rupturing, allow the spores to

escape, to go through the same cycle of eients
as the i)arents.

tinder this class of causes we have the Pea
blight {Kruxiiihr Martirii) and powdery nnldew
of the tirape, (('miiiiidi .«p(r«(i.<). As compared
with Peronospora of the (irai)e, the Uncinula
likes a nnnh dryer atmosphere, and oft<'n oi^ca-

sions most injury iluring seasons of protracteil
drought. There renuiius yet t<) be given the
remedies and preventi\es applicable to the three
classes of Fungi mentioned.
Black rot and Bowny mildew of the Grape.

During the sumnii'r of I.s.s7,an cxtensivi' set <•(

c.v|iurinu'nts with thesi' two <jiseiuses was earried
out both in France and this coutUry, with very
eneouraging results. Among those wdio did
Viduable service in many |>art.s of this country,
in aiding the Department at Washington, was
our President, Mr. T. V. Munson, anil several
other gentlemen of this State. The two experi-
ments gi\iug the most satLsfaitory results were
with the Bordeaux ndxture and Itlue Water or
Eau Celeste, as the Fren<:h term it. 'Ihe fii-st is

made by dissolving in a wooden vejssel, eight
pounds of sulphate of copper in fifteen gallons
of warm water; in another ve.s.sfl, slake ten
pounds of ipiick lime in five gallons of water.
When both mixtures are cooled r>our the latter
slowly into the former, stirring constantly. The
second is prepared by dLssolviiig one pound of
sulphate of copper in three or four gallons of hot
water. When the copper salt has comi)letely
dissolved, and the solution coolcil. add one pint
of li(piid eommereial aniinunia. Wln-u ready to
apply dilute to twrtUy-two gallons. Botli of
these solutions are applied with a spraying ap-
paratus.

Anthracnose. Thiseomparati\ely new disease,
which acts on the Grape leaves and blanches as
though currents of hot air had parched and
shriveled them, and spf)ts the l>erries not entirely
unlike the black rot, has not been as thoroughly
mastered as mildew. It, however, has been
found that when the \dnes were sprayed thor-
oughly two or three times early in the season,
with sulphate of iron, followed by a dusting of
sulphur mixed with air-slaked lime, and con-
tinued several years, this disease rarely appears.
Orange rust of Blackberry and Dewberry

(CccijinanUens) is a disease forming red blotches
on the whole luider surface of the leaves, com-
pletely robbing them of all vitality, and they
droji from the stock. This disea.se is rapidly
spreading westward. It has already reached this
State, and is beginning to play sad havoc with
these berries in the east, and in Illinois, whole
plantations have been swept away. Nothing but
fire and knife will extenninatc it, and every
grower should be vigilant in removing every
plant on the first indications of the disease. The
disease is not caused by any insect, though an
insect may happen to work simultaneously with
the disease, but on that account alone could not
be reasonably considered the cause.
Pear Blight. This strange disease w hich has

bathed all attempts to prevent or destroy it, is

caused no doubt by a bacterium known !is Mi-
crococcus amylovorous. The blackened leaves
and patches of bark are usually the tii-st indica-
tions. The disease will then ha\e Ix-en at least

three weeks in progress. By removing the
diseased branches some inches lielow the point
where the bark is discolored, the disease nuiy be
checked, and possibly cause the tret! to enliiely
recover. Do not contaminate the knife by cut-
ting the effected parts, as it wouM convey the
virus to every branch cut thereafter until disin-

fected. As preventi\es, says Dr. .\rthur, the
most jiromising is to check th<' growth of the tree
by mulching, witholding fertilizei-s and cultiva-
tion, or by i>utting the orchanl into grass.

For all Fungi that grow only on the surface of
the host, flowers of sulpluu' has been found to be
a very effectual remedy. Apply with a bellows
when the surface is damp.

K33. Barberries from Seed. These are exceed-
ingly easy of (>ropagation. Sei-d ma.v be sown
immcKliatedly after ripening in tlu' fall"; or in tlie

s|)ring, in clean garden soil, well enriched. The
growth is rapid, and the plants will need only to
be wintered safel.v,—E. P. P.

S(>!i. London Purple on Cabbage. Itiscrimi-
mtl to put any arsciui-al pi'cparafion on Cabbages.
We have already ti»o uuich risk to run with our
Potatoes. Man,\" physicians of high repute insist
that we are sulfering new comiilaints owing to
the am(»unt of Paris green ustrd on the Potato.
On the Cabbage it would certainly he in part lieM
by the leaves. Cabljage eati'i-s nnist look to this.
asago<Hl deal of arsenic is already nsi-d by grow-
ers who look only to profit.— E. P. Powell.
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A Convenient Fruit Sorter.

BEMLE. NEWPORT CO., R. I.

As fruit growers come to realize more

fully the increased value in the markets of

well graded fruit, more care is bound to be

taken in the matter of sorting, and for this

business it is easy to secure some assistance

in a device suited to simplifying the work.

The fruit sorter herewith sketched, I have,

with four years of use, found altogethersatis-

factory, and, being simple in construction,

A CONVENIENT FRUIT SORTER.

one may easily be made at home, and at al-

most no expense, by any person. The sup-

port consists of four legs h, b, crossing each

other X shape, and held together at the mid-

dle by a wooden or iron pin. To the upper

ends of these supports are attached two

light two by three bed pieces, extending

lengthwise, each supporting a side-board

o of Inch stuflE, four inches wide, with a

similar piece across the back, also.

The bottom, c, of the sorter is made of can-

vas, this being well tacked at the upper

edge on the side and end pieces, with slack

enough to form a trough three to five inches

deep and hanging free from the sides, in-

teriorily. The cross section view gives the

right idea as to its form when ready for use.

This canvas, it should be added, extends

forward some two or more feet longer than

the frame, for reaching down into the pack-

ing barrel, as shown by the dotted lines.

In using it, the extreme end of the canvas

in the barrel is held up by an iron hook,

which is attached over the rim of the barrel,

thus forming a pocket into which the first

fruit in the barrel falls, without injury;

then when this pocket is full the hook is

freed, and it is gently lowered to the bottom

of the barrel and emptied. The front end

of the sorter is of a height to allow of a

barrel being set underneath, and the other

is three inches higher to admit of the fruit

being easily moved along the canvas as it is

being graded. If more pitch is desired, this

is secured by further tilting up the back

end of the sorter. When not in use, this

sorter can be compactly folded up, by

loosening the end pieces.

become a sulphury yellow. Indicative of

disease; in the former case the vines took

on a new growth, and in the latter the

foliage turned to a healthy green color.

Its good effect on Pear trees is noticeable,

in one case transforming, by its action, fruits

which were formerly hard and gritty into

good, mellow fruit. Roses, Geraniums, Vio-

lets, and other plants are mentioned as re-

ceiving benefit from its use on them. From
these trials it is to be observed that copperas

can be employed to advan-

tage on garden crops at the

rate of two hundred and

fifty to nine hundred pounds

per acre, using it in a solu-

tion of one and one half

per cent, repeating the ap-

plication three or four times.

Copperas or Sulphate of Iron as
Manure.

Under the direction of Professor Muntz,

at the farm school of Vincennes, France,

experiments have been made with this

article and reported upon. A solution of

one per cent of sulphate of iron was used

one time; the quantity corresponding to fifty-

eight pounds per acre. On equal lengths of

rows, the increase was ten per cent of Dwarf

Beans, and within a fraction of ten per cent

increase on Carrots.

A second application would have been

still more beneficial, as is confirmed by M.

Fischer, President of the Section of Horti-

culture, at Chaillevois, by whom an increase

of thirty-six per cent of crop is noted by use

of two hundred and seventy pounds per

acre. Other instances are: Thirteen hun-

dred pounds per acre on Peas, which pushed

with extraordinary \igor and grew to a

gigantic size, bearing an immense crop;

copperas at the rate o£ 800 pounds per acre

was used on Lettuce; the plants were thrifty

and fine with leaves erect. It was also suc-

cessfully used on Strawberries.

Its use on vines is most beneficial, as was
shown, especially on some that were en-

feebled and supposed to be in a dying con-

dition, and on others whose leaves had

was
this

, It

because

Notes on Growth.
E. P. POWELL. ONEIDA CO., N. T.

I do not find the Brighton Grape a poor

bearer after it has reached some age; young

vines proved such shy bearers that I

afraid they must be discarded. But

year the five year old vines are loaded

is not from superior fertilization

it happens that my Brightons alone

stand out of the vineyard, and at quite a

distance from all other sorts. The only

Grape that has ever had black rot in my
vineyard is Massasoit. I had intended to

dig them, but as my man John suggested

giving them one year more of trial, I con-

ceded to his wish, and now there is none

healthier than the delicious Massasoits.

No Trimming for Raspberries. Some

one writes: " Do I understand that you do

not trim your red Raspberries at all ? " I

answer " No sir, not at all." It is all work

thrown away. My Cuthberts stand six to

eight feet high, are tied to wires—one wire

stretched on posts, and are never cut. Of

course the old canes are cut out and super-

fiuous suckers are removed. Turners are

tied in the same manner, and suckers more

closely removed, but no pruning. If you

can get better crops than mine you will do

well; I am satisfied.

Strawberries. I grow Strawberries

under my Grape trellises in the vineyard

and get excellent results. The Cumberland

and Sharpless are my main croppers. I

think the effect on the Grapes is beneficial

as the Strawberry plants keep the ground

cool and moist. After picking, the old vines

are cut off with hoes and left as mulch. A
few are left growing which soon cover the

groun d aga in ; of course d ouble crop-

ping the ground requires double

feeding in return.

Of course I grow other Straw-

berries in carefully prepared beds.

So far I have no varieties that are

superior to the above for home use

or for market. But am now trying

Itasca, Haverland, May King,.Jessie,

Jewett, Ontario, Logan, etc. Among
them I am very hopeful that Haver-

land is to be a standard as well as

Bubach. Ontario is essentially

Sharpless. Crescent is a beautiful

berry and wonderful every way, but

for eating, it is too keenly acid. I

shall make my next main plantings ot

Bubach, Haverland, Summit, Itasca, and

Ohio; the latter for my late—always hold-

ing fast to Cumberland and Sharpless.

Crossing Experiments. I have done a

good deal for years, in the way of crossing

Beans, and Corn, and our small fruits:

among my cross bred Beans, I am establish-

ing a few very choice varieties. I have

secured white wax pods three inches

around and eight inches long, with a nearly

white Bean ; so near white that it cooks

white. Among my cross bred Corns a queer

freak occurs-a huskless sort. The ears are

masses of silk, and worthless as Corn, so

far as I know. Several of my Corns are,

however, very fine, especially crosses of

Moores, Concord, and Blount's Prolific.

Every farm and garden in the United
States should be an experiment station.

The children should be trained to try seed-

lings, and should be taught how to cross-

breed, and hybridize. They should especi-

ally be taught to recognize a good thing

when it is seen, and so a great many wild-

lings that now go to waste would be pre-

served. If some one had not at last recog-

nized the value of the Seckel, it would have
gone, where probably hundreds of Pears

quite as good, have already gone. If you
wish for intellectual boys and girls give

them something ncto to do and think of.

Currants. Fifty years ago every home
had a few Currant bushes ; now very few
have any. It speaks poorly for our people

that they will let as easily killed a creature

as the Currant worm beat them out of a

superb fruit. We really have no fruit for

health to surpass the Currant. The white

Grape is, by considerable, the best for table
;

but it is surpassed in size by the Versailles.

The Cherry is Inferior to the above in

quality and In prolific bearing. The Fay is

in no way superior to Versailles; I see no

reason for growing any but the two sorts I

have mentioned. Dust on hellebore as soon

as the worms begin to hatch, and you will

have no trouble. For market the Currant

is always in demand. The black Currants

now in cultivation are trash, and we must
look to improvements of the Missouri Ribes

—of which the new Crandall is the first.

Vineyard Trellis Bracing.

WM. MILLER, OTTAWA CO.. OHIO.

The accompanying sketch shows the

method of bracing the end posts of vineyard

rows, as practiced in this section by our best

Grape growers. It has several advantages

over that given in a recent issue. The let-

ters a, a, a, show the wires fastened to the

end post b, which is inclined outward from

the row. Near the top of this post is also

fastened a piece of medium weight galvan-

ized wire c of a sufficient length to reach

below the surface of the soil beyond the

reach of frost; the buried end is fastened

to a good sized stone, that will keep the

inclined post and also the wires in their

proper position. The ground about the

stone and wire should be well firmed.

Vimeyard TieUis Bracing.

Work for Women In Improving
Fruits.

D. s. MARVIN, JEFFERSON CO.. N. Y.

Do we realize what we are doing when we

hybridize two species, plant the germs and

aid in creating a new fruit? Do we appre-

ciate our ability and power to control the

forces of nature in creating new and better

and more beautiful organic structures?

We have been so long accustomed to look

at the normal products of the garden, the

field and the forest as nature's best and

highest work, that we are yet blind to see

what art can do. It takes nature a hundred
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thousand years to do what an intelligent

horticulturist can accomplish in a life time.

Nature's working forces are the element-s,

insects, birds and animals. In the work of

planting and hybridizing, the elements do
their work entirely at hap hazard. Insects,

birds and animals e.xercise choice,

but not intelligent choice, the mo-
tive is the satisfaction of their natu-
ral appetites. They hybridize and
scatter seeds accidentally; there
may result just as good work as the
hybridizer can accomplish, but the
chances are too remote to leave it to

those agencies. We are often pained
to see intelligent ladies going the
same old round of stitch, stitch, do-
ing work that barely keeps soul and
body together, while at the same
time there is horticultural work for

which they have full capacity and
every convenience in their own gar-

dens in originating, cultivating and
selling new fruits, flowers and
herbs. Frequently this can be done
at odd hours and it will turn a mor-
bid, spiritless, dejected drudge into

an alert, capable, satisfied woman.

suckers on the new canes, the sap will cause
the fruit buds to blossom.
To prune the bearing wood, proceed as

follows: Leave only one leaf opposite to

each bunch of Grapes, and one leaf beyond
the last bunch. That is all that is nece.ssary.

By this method
all superfluous

foliage is dis-

pensed with.
The fruit is

exposed to sun,

air, and the re-

flected earth
heat. The new
canes are tied

up to the pole,

and along the

latter part of

August cut off

all that grow
above the top

of the pole,and

the canes will

harden well for

winter. In the

fall the old

The Single Pole System of
Grape Culture.

A. F. HOFEH, CLAYTON CO., IOWA.

The single pole system is adapted
to any variety or soil, and a
southeast slope is capable of produc-
ing a finer quality of early Grapes.
It is especially adapted in the case of
clay with gravel, or the black flinty

soil found on many steep hillsides

BO valuable for Grapes, as it is

easily kept free from weeds and
quickly responds to manuring. A
southwest slope is less exposed to

frosts, receives and retains heat in
an enlarged degree. As the single

^^
pole system brings the fruit quite
near to the earth, the reflected heat
hastens the ripening process.

Quantity and quality are the objective
points of Grape culture, and this system is

adapted to achieve the highest success In
these points. As there are no "off" years in

the Grape crop, a fully planted, single pole
vineyard of one acre will contain 2,000 vines,
bearing with good treatment 10 to 20 pounds
per vine. This is not a mistaken statement,
for the writer has helped to raise and har-
vest a crop that yielded 30,000 pounds of
Grapes to the acre.

The accompanying illustration is designed
to demonstrate our system of Grape culture
throughout the entire season. The pole
should be six to eight feet above ground,
and not less than two inches thick at the
top, firmly fixed in the earth, as the pole
holds the whole vine against the wind.
The bows, or canes B, are the canes grown
the previous year, now bent down and tied

to the pole for fruiting. There are 24 fruit

buds on these bows, on E, F, with fruit in

different stages of development. Each of

the fruit buds will bring such a cluster with
from two to four full bunches of Grapes.

The crop is near the earth where it ripens

faster, evener and sweeter than when scat-

tered higher up among the leafy shades of

a trellis. The canes are tied in damp
weather after being taken up in the spring,

as we cover our vines in winter.

In the figure, D shows a prospective fruit

cane, of which we grow from two to four

each year to bear next year's crop. On these

growing canes remove all suckers as far up
as you want the canes to make a bow the next
year. If you let the suckers grow they will

destroy the virility of the fruit bud. From
eight to 12 of these suckers should be re-

moved, according to the strength of the

vine, but no more. If you remove all the

THE SINGLE POLE SYSTEM OF PRUNING.

spurs are clipped off and the vine is trimmed
and lain down. A few shovelfuls of earth

give the best winter protection.

Peach Yellows Curable.
W. F. BASSETT, ATLANTIC CO., N. J.

In a short note, in the August number, I

intimated that it was likely soon to be an
important question whether the yellows is

curable. Some fifteen years ago I had a
small Peach orchard of 60 acres attacked

by this disease, and after it was nearly
destroyed I was induced to try gas lime,

which I applied in late winter or early

spring, in such quantity that it destroyed

the foliage of Currants growing among the

Peach trees, and much of the foliage of the

trees and as the orchard was so far gone
that I finally had it dug out with the excep-

tion of one tree, but the foliage of that tree

resumed its healthy color and it continued

to produce sound fruit for several years. I

have since regarded this as a cure of yellows,

yet the experiment was so imperfect and
likely to carry but little weight that I have
hesitated to bring it forward as evidence.

Within a few feet of where I write stands

a large Peach tree which, as I am reliably

informed, some five or six years ago ex-

hibited all the indications of a decided case

of yellows. At the present time the tree is

in sound health, with rich dark foliage. It

bore a full crop of fruit last year and has
some this year. Almost within reach of the

branches stands a steam boiler, and the

ashes froin the furnace have been thrown
under this tree until quite a quantity accimi-

ulated. The fuel used was mostly coal

but some wood, in this way potash enough
was supplied to effect a cure.

A more recent case has just been shown
me by Mr. T. Greiner, the observing editor

of Orchard and Garden. One of his neigh-
bors had two Peach trees which presented

a sickly appearance; some of the fruit

rii)ened prematurely, and there were many
small wirey shoots. Mr. G. advised the

application of two quarts muriate of potash
to each tree, which was dug in under the

branches in July of this year, and now in

September, one of these trees has made a
healthy growth of six to eight inches on the

ends of all the leading shoots; and the other,

which was in worse condition has evidently

taken a new lease of life, and has started a

new and healthy growth. I might name
many other instances of the resuscitation of

Peach trees that had the yellows, which
have not come under my observation but of

which I have satisfactory evidence.

I understand that our Michigan and New
York horticulturists incline to poke fun at

their brother fruit growers here in New
.Jersey, and express doubts as to the gen-

uineness of the disease in these cases. In

Thomas' American Fruit Culturist, I find

the following items about the Peach yellows:

"Infallible indications." " First a
premature ripening of fruit some
weeks earlier than usual,with an in-

sipid flavor of purple discolorations

ife^' X of the flesh. Next season numer-
sibT'vs^, oug small wirey shoots arefrequently

thrown up from the main branches,

the leaves become yellow and the

tree eventually dies." The italics

are mine. We have had all these^

and I might add that freestone

Peaches when thus prematurely
ripened become clings, and the roots

of the trees when dug up are found

to have white lines running along

them, somewhat resembling those

seen on decaying chips when dug
out of a wet mass of such material,

but finer and a slight appearance of

transparency.

Thomas, in his American Fruit

Culturist, also says, "In some parts of the

country possessing a strong and fertile soil,as

for instance, some portions of Western New
York this disease has not spread extensively

when introduced from abroad. It has gen-

erally destroyed a few trees near the affected

ones and then disappeared." Yet I am told

that the State of New York has a commission

appointed for every county in the state to

examine all the Peach orchards and destroy

all trees which they consider affected with

yellows and the affected ones near them,

indicating as I infer that this exemption

does not now exist. Such a result would be

likely to follow the carrying off the potash

in successive crops of fniit. Potatoes, etc.

Dairymen, in the older portions of the

country, not unfrequently observe a like

result in the case of pastures where cows
have been left for a series of years, and the

phosphates removed by the sale of the milk
products, and especially when the cows are

yarded nights; and cows kept in such pas-

tures often become prematurely lame from
the lack of phosphates in their food.

My observations have fully con\-inced me
that Peach yellows is a fungoid disease, and
1 believe that potash applied in sufficient

quantity is a specific for it, and some of the

closest observers who have been investiga-

ting the subject agree with me in this view.

There is a fungoid disease common to the

Apple, bat does not appear to permanently
injure them, and appears to disappear, per-

haps as the result of difference in the atmos-
pheric conditions of different seasons. Its

presence is indicated by spots on the leaves,

which under a magnifying glass present a
crystalline radiation from the center, the

foliage turns yellow, and the same white
spots are on the roots as in Peach yellows.
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On the Culture of Hollyhocks.
PETER HENDERSON, JERSEY CITY, N. J.

Hollyhocks are becoming more popular as

their culture is being better understood.

There is no plant that I know of that pro-

duces itself as certainly true from seed, as

the double Hollyhock. Seeds taken from

double white, crimson, rose, yellow, laven-

der, black, orange, or carmine, even when

placed side by side, reproduce themselves

according to their respective colors, almost

as certainly as if propagated from cuttings.

The rea.son of this is, that the reproductive

organs are so enveloped by the petals of the

double flowers, that there is little

chance of Insects carrying the pollen

from one flower to another, hence

each individual flower has to impreg-

nate itself, thus preventing the mix-

ing, or cross fertilization of the colors.

The Hollyhock is best treated as a

biennial. The seed should be sown

from May to July, when to be grown

in the open ground, the plants from

which, will produce the flowering

plants the next year, during the

months of July, August, or October.

Florists usually sow as late as the

middle of August, and grow the

plants along in small pots until

October, in the greenhouse,then trans-

plant in cold frames, to produce

plants for next year's blooming, for

although the Hollyhock is hardy in

most sections, and will produce good

crops of flowers for two or three years,

it is best to give the yonng plants the

protection of cold frames, when sown

as late as August, If sown in May,

June, or July, the plants will be

strong enough to stand the winter

in the open ground, in most places

even the Northern states, without

protection.

I notice that your correspondent,

E. P. Powell, refers to the use of

Hollyhocks on the farm. The late H.

W. Beecher, wlio was a passionate

lover of flowers, particularly such

sturdy specimens of nature's handi-

work as the Hollyhock, had great

clumps of them of many separate

colors, planted on various parts of

his farm at Peekskill, N. Y., in such

a way tliat his visiting friends would
be surprised by a blaze of color around the

margin of his Corn or Potato fields. They
were planted mostly along the fences, so as

not to be disturbed by the plough.

The Hollyhock does fairly well in partial

shade, (though better in full sunshine) so

that it can be used with excellcTit effect

with any shrubbery, or anywhere, as here its

gorgeous colors can be framed by a suitable

green background.

cemes, the bloom being less abundant to a

given length than in the latter, but the

racemes are somewhat more prominent. Of

this species there has appeared a pleasing

variety which is shown in the annexed
engraving. This is called the White Cur-

rant, from the pinkish white flowers and
the white fritit that are produced. In gen-

eral character this is not unlike the parent,

and is equally desirable. There is also a
double-flowering variety, which produces

its bloom after the others are done.

Between the two preceding species, a nnm-
ber of hybrids have been produced. The

The Flowering Currants.

Next to the common Lilac, there is perhaps

no ornamental shrub more commonly grown
than the yellow-flowering Currant, Rihcs

aurcum. It is a handsome, gracefully spread-

ing grower, and one of the earliest of spring

blooming shrtibs, the flowers appearing in

April or May. Attractive as is the bloom to

the eye, it is even more so to the sense of

smell; no flowering shrub excels it for re-

freshing sweetness and spiciness of the odor.

The plant is grown with the greatest ease,

and is readily propagated by divisions of the

root or by layers or cuttings. It is a native

species, being at home west of the Missouri

River, The species is also known as the

Missouri or BuH:alo Ciirrant.

Another well-known ornamental Currant,

and also a native, is the Crim.son-flowered

Currant, R. sa iiiiuinciun. This one has

deep Rose-colored flowers, which as in the

case of the foraier, appear in graceful ra-

THE WHITE FLOWERING CURRANT.

best of the latter undoubtedly is Gordon's

Flowering Currant(R. Oord(ini), which has

both crimson and yellow flowers. This is a

profuse bloomer, the flowers appearing

somewhat after these of the foregoing, and

is of vigorous growth and very graceful

habit at maturity.

One charm of all the flowering Currants,

is the richly colored crimson and yellow

hues which the foliage assumes early in

autumn and just preceding leaf-fall.

Ornamental Gardening at the Sol-
diers' Home, Near Dayton, Ohio.

ROBERT L. DEAN, OREENE CO., O.

The central branch of the National Sold-

iers' Home,located at the above named place,

is the largest institution of its kind in this

country, and furnishes a pleasant abode for

about Ave thousand dependent veteraifs.

Ever since its founding, this place has been

a favorite resort for a great many people,

even from ad.ioining states. The chief

attractions during the summer, are the

various floral and kindred features of orna-

mental gardening, though it seems to me
that ornamental engineering is more descrip-

tive, since the beauty of the place does not

lie so much in its ornamental planting, as

it does in a bold combination of this feature,

with others going to make up an ideal pleas-

ure ground. The growth of flowers is strik-

ing, but there is not that profusion which

unconsciously tires one. Some respect is

given to the law, that nothing is more de-

structive to the rare value of certain floral

forms than their extreme commonness.
The Home has its own water-work system,

and during the dry season the watering of

plants goes on almost continuously. The
labor necessary to keep these ornamental
features in proper condition from May till

frost is considerable, but it amply pays. The
value of nature's adornments has become
more apparent every year. Her beauties

are always new. Nothing can do more
to break the Insipidity of the aimless lives

of the inmates, than do these varied

floral combinations, and the visitors

they attract. Formerly an animal
park was kept, but it was soon made
manifest that the returns it yielded,

were not sufficient to warrant Its

maintainance. It also soon ceased to

be attractive to the veterans, so,

since then greater attention has been

given to the cultivation of flowers

and artificial works.

The natural features of the ground
were well fitted for improvement.
The surface is hilly but not broken.

A number of elevated springs mark
the position of the flower garden
proper; these wind through a number
of basins, which are besprinkled here

and there by fountains from one or

two cascades, and feed a series of

lakes. The absence of rocks and
blufts has been largely supplied by
rock work artificially arranged; in

fact this is one of the noteworthy
features of the place. The grounds
are essentially artificial, but not

noticeably so, as is shown by the

grotto and cliff work, which is so

screened by plauting that the arti-

ficial character is largely concealed.

I never realized before that there

was so much beauty in rocks. Skill-

ful hands have wrought them into

such combinations that the effect is

really fine. There are rock vases,

rock receptacles for flowers, and rock

basins—not mere bald stone piles, but

structures substantially cemented to-

gether. One is struck by the fact

that the number of meritorious plants

is not great. The novelties are in

the greenhouses, principally.

The Agave and Hibiscus are prominent.

Bananas were numerous, and had their

leaves not been so riddled by the weather,

they would be one of the features of the

place. The Canna and Caladium are old

plants which are hard to displace for giving

graceful effects. But few changes have

been made in the varieties for bordering and

bedding. The rural visitors were interested

in the Orange trees with real fruit on them.

The shady nooks covered with trained wild

Grapevines near the springs are appreciated

by the veterans during the hot days. Col-

lections of Cacti and Palms fill a single con-

servatory, and attract more attention than

the others combined. Visitors admire the

stately and massive, but it occurs to me that

these would become tiresome to the inmates

ere long, and they would turn to the

humbler species, upon which the casual

observer scarcely bestows a second glance. In

wandering over public pleasure grounds,

it is natural to contemplate the sums of

money kept in reserve for beautifying the

same; but it is interesting to notice that

reasonable economy is practiced, as a rule, in

the manipulation of these pleasure grounds.

Said an inmate and workman putting the

finishing touches on a new fountain. " Its

hard to get up anything new here; they tell

you it costs too much. Now this fountain

cost the institution hardly ten dollars."
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The Home grouiuls are an educator, as is

every well kept park or grouufl in the

country. Effects that are seen are more
eloquent than any description of them. One
readily notices that the Ilomehasinfluenced
the planting of dwelling grounds, both in

city and country.

Country Lawns and Trees.

E. r. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

Lawns are best made by foliowing nature's
suggestions. If she lias made a swnle so be
it. If she has ndlcil up a ninundlet it alone.

We have only to remove roughness and
inequalities. On the contrary, many people

have no idea of a lawn except a graded and
leveled city yard, which is only an apology
for a lawn.

I am compelled daily to drive by two hill-

side " lawns." In each case by great expense
a plot of ground was leveled and smoothed.
This necessitated terracing, .so nature's fine

rolls were cut and sliced. The flat plot

was seeded and rolled, .and then a lawn mow-
er Wius set to work with a fellow behind it—
and the people had their "lawns." The
result is that the rest of a four acre lot is

left neglected, while all tlie shearing and
fussing is done on the half acre "lawn."
Nature's plan is to make the whole four acres

neat, tidy, and free from gullies and ridges

a7\d rovighness. Run a drive about it; .at all

natural pi>ints let the drive come upon a
grotip of shrubbery, a berry garden, an
arbor or a shaded scat. Now the lawn would
cover the whole lot, and it all "a pleasure

would be." City yards are wholly out of

place in the country.

Among my hundreds of trees and shrubs,

not one variety equals the Norway Maple
for fine color, and none surpass it in shade.

It is no longer a costly tree, an<l you can
plant nursery trees seven or eight feet high;

protect them, and in Ave years have as large

trees as you get of Sugar Maple in ten.

Our Oaks are neglected as .street trees.

Though they are among the very best, es-

pecially the scarlet and red Oak. They
grow rapidly, are entirely healthy and hardy,

and give excellent shade. The Sugar Maple
is not our best street tree, as you will not find

one perfectly round, healthy tree in ten.

The Elm is far preferable. But why will

Americans neglect the magnificent Linden.
Probably because it has the popular nick-

name of Basswood, and is despised as such.

It is our royal tree, a noble, beautiful affair

in foliage and in growth.
For lawn planting we can afford to be

Anglomaniacs in the love of the Beech. The
English appreciate this delicious tree, we do
not. Buffalo is theonlycity Iknowof where
it is in such use as it deserves as a park tree.

The trouble is, an idiot cannot be trusted

near it lest he trim it up. It must be let

alone to grow low branched. A grove of

Beech is the thing if you have room for it.

Another superb lawn tree is the Royal Oak;
the Magnolia acuminata is another.

If you have occasion to plant an avenue
you will find nothing better than the Buf-
fum Pear. It grows erect like a Lombardy
Poplar. In autumn it is the most glorious

in coloring of all trees. The fruit is also

fine. When lawns are very large, I prefer

by all means to plant fruit trees with the

rest, especially a tew wide-spreading Apples.
There is no tree so home-like and welcom-
ing as the Apple. I like a few that grow
on a slant, so that the boys and girls can
climb up into the limbs and make .seats.

The erect Arbor Vita; is a scarce tree

everywhere, but it is invaluable as an erect

growing sort among spreading and round
headed trees. This multiplicity of form on
the lawn is very desirable. The Erecta
Arbor Vit.-e is far better than the erect .lun-

iper, because hardier. It can be obtained

of nurserymen at reasonable rates. The
charming effect produced by it is seen near
New York in the lower ba.sin of the Hudson,
where it is a native.

The Cut-Icaved Weeping Birch is good for

all locations. It is not a mere abnormal
sprawler like some of the weepers, but a

genuine tree with pendent limbs. If you
give it room it will grow to be sixty feet

high, and in every way a glorious sight;

or if crowded it will adapt itself to a small
lawn, and yet be exquisitely graceful. But
what can be more unpleasant than to see

two fancy lawn trees set near together in a
small yard. Pray use the good sense to

plant a variety and one of a kind. Small
lawns are almost invariably overcrowded.

-^»'

A CURIOUSLY TRAINED ASH TREE.

One well-grown tree in a grass plot is far

better than a half dozen crowded. The
same is true of too much shrubbery.

A Curiously Trained Ash Tree.

The illustration of a remarkable Ash tree

of the common species, Fiaxitms excelsior

shown annexed, is not presented so much to

encourage similar work as it is to give an
idea of the tractablenessof treesin the hands
of skillful gardeners. This tree is at present

in the Garden of Acclimation in Paris,

France, and represents a degree of skill in

bringing about the striking form shown,
perhaps never before excelled. Our engrav-
ing is a faithful delineation taken directly

from a photograph of the tree.

We speak of the subject of our sketch as

a tree, when in reality it is the outcome of

five trees. By examining the part nearest

the groimd, it may be observed that itorigin-

ally consisted of five separate trunks grafted

together, which were successfully divided

and grown together again, producing the

curious loops and forms illustrated.

This and other styles of extreme training

have in the past been quite extensively fol-

lowed in nearly all the countries of Europe.
At Haddon Hall, England, there are two
quite celebrated Boxwood trees, one rej)re-

senting a ship, and the other a peacock of

heroic size. At Chatsworth, near by, f here

are many curious shapes to be found. At
Versailles, at Fontainebleau, atthe Imperial

Gardens in Austria and in Germany, this

same style is to be found.

Such products are in the main to be looked

upon as relics of the gardener's art in former

ages, as similar work is seldom carried out

at the present time. For this we may well

rejoice, especially as we contemplate that

the present school of gardening courts
nature and natural modes of growth rather

than artificial ones, and with results the

more satisfactory for that.

Preparingr Mareohal Niel Roses for
Pot Culture.

C. E. 0.iINES, MUNROE, CO., S. Y.

Whatever may be the defects in the con-

stitution of this popular variety, it is one of

the most valuable that can be grown for

supplying flowers early in tbe summer. For
this purpose the plants must be well and
strongly grown, and thoroughly ripened

early in autumn. Immature wood will not
produce good blooms early in the year, as the

eyes from which they should issue very

frequently result in nothing but growth.
For propagation, shoots that are half

ripened are the best, and these may be had
in quantity, near the extremity of shoots

that have scarcely yet ceased to grow. The
cuttings only need two joints, one to be
placed in the soil, and the other to be left

just above it. They may be inserted in T or

S-inch pots, well draine<l, moderately thick

together, in sand,which I think is better than
a mixture of soil and sand. After in.sertion

they should be well watered and covered
with a bellglass, then placed in a tempera-
ture of I!.') . If the pots can be jihinged in a

warm bed so much the better. In three

weeks the young plants will be ready for

potting singly into .3,'.j-inch or4-inch pots.

This must be done carefully in equal parts,

loam and leaf mould with a little sand.

When the Roses are about one foot high it

will be necessary to shift them into fi-inch

pots, and supply each plant with an upright
stake. One-third instead of one-half leaf

mold only, should be used this time, and
one-seventh of manure may be added. By
the time they have filled these pots with
roots, they will be about three feet in length.

From these they should be transferred into

10-inch, using the same .soil as before, except
in adding one 6-inch potfuU of soot, and the
same quantity of bone meal to each barrow-
ful of the soil needed.
When established in these pots, they must

be carefully and gradually hardened to cool

treatment, for any check will be injurious.

Freiiuently, at this stage, strong shoots will

issiie from the base, which should be en-

couraged, for shoots of this nature will soon
outrival the others, and often travel a length
of 'M to 3.i feet before the end of the season.

These are the shoots that result in excellent

plants for forcing, and will mature suflS-

ciently to flower satisfactorily, if trained

close under the roof of a light and airy house.

During the time these shoots are in rapid

growth, weak stimulants may be given, or

better and safer still, a little artificial

manure applied to the surface at intervals

of about three weeks.

To insure their starting well and freely,

when forced they should be taken outside in

October, and tied to a wall or fence to pre-

vent their being broken. If practicable,

plunge the pots, for while it is beneficial to

subject the shoots to a few good early frosts,

there is no advantage gained in allowing the

soil in the pots to become frozen. This is

an easy and certain method of inducing the

plants to rest completely for a time.

Those who have not practised this method
of bringing a rest upon the plants, will be

surprised at how much easier forcing opera-

tions are rendered afterwards.

84!). Manuring Raspberries. There is essen-

tiitll.v no ffreat (iirterence Ix'twecn spring iiiui

full ^iDinuriii^. It depends (ni how you tniin
and cultivate thcra. Apply the miinure when it

is most convenient for you. I prefer the full.— 1*.
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Nasturtiums.
Oh tire flowers! how I worship you.

Tour beauty charms anew,

I love to see your bright-flame leaves,

Your rich, dari£ garnet hue.

O fire flowers! bloom for me, oh bloom!

I love you well and true:

I'd gather you at night and mom,
Aiid then rejoice anew.

—Iinogene Eaton.

It Is not winter yet. but that sweet time

In autumn when the first cold days are past;

A weelc ago. the leaves were hoar with rime.

And some have dropped before the north wind's

blast;

But the mild hours are bacis, and at midnoon.

The day hath all the genial warmth of Juue.
Henry Timrod.

A blushing Rose, as Summer days withdrew.

Drooped, by degrees, its gentle, queenly head.

And, when its beauty vanished, life went too,

The Rose was dead.
—Anon.

Number One, Volume IV.

ChryBantliemuni season approaches.

The time to renew your subscription.

Nopolitios for ExperimentStationwork.

We prefer fall planting always for Beech,
Birch, and Larch.

Lettuce now promptly set in the frames should
be right for Christmas.

A cold pit is an unequaled place for uplifted

plants for a month yet to come.

Fresh October air in liberal volume Is every-
thing now to a stock of pot plants.

Next month we will describe our superior, new
unpatented cistern Alter giving illustrations.

Fanay plants should now be on the make for

spring bloom; no danger of having soil too rich.

Move the tender plants towards shelter; one
severe frost pinch may cause irreparable injury.

A combination hard to surpass, for table

decoration, is furnished by Golden Rod, Bar-

berry, Sumac and Virginia Creeper.

The cool season in western New York has
suited Jaciiueminot Roses well, leading to much
bloom on vigorous plants all summer.

A question to put to your nurseryman, " Do
you have Quack Grass V " If he has the weed,
change to a nurseryman who has it not.

A Floral Elephant. At the Buffalo Interna-
tional Exposition, Mr. Wm. Scott, showed a well

formed elephant two feet in height made of flow-

ers.

Timely Bulb Questions, Are the bulbs in the
earth y We mean Hyacinths, Tulips, and other
hardy Dutch ones. Are the bulbs out of the
earth V We mean Gladiolus, Tuberose, Tigridia

Begonia, Oxalis, etc.

Chestnuts. Of the score or more of Sweet
Chestnut trees which contribute towards mak-
ing the name "Woodbanks" appropriate to the
editor's experiment farm at La Salle,N.Y., nearly
all are now heavily loaded with fruit.

The cooler weather now exactly suits the
Celery crop, October bemg indeed its best month.
The earthing up must therefore not be neglected,
such as is well advanced may go to trenches by
the end of the month for winter use.

Neighbor John Burdette residing near "Wood-
banks," from six young Bartlett Pear trees of
four seasons strong growth, recently gathered
three and two-thirds barrels of fruit,which sold at
upwards of twelve dollars, or an average of $2.10

per tree.

Painting Flower Fots. While for the green-
house I would strongly advise against this, yet
for the window, as the air is so dry in most rooms
as to cause a great degree of evaporation, the
plantain painted pots will uotdry out as quickly,
and the pots look better.—i;. K. Hcxfard.

Bemember this now: those who fail with all

other window plants in the winter, may succeed

with potted Hyacinths; no other flowers are

sweeter or more satisfactory. Any seedsman
will be glad to furnish the bulbs at a small price.

As tor management, directions have recently

been given in these columns.

Ifone would know something of the prevalent

lack of information concerning native American
trees let him exhibit at any fair, some of the

ripened "Cucumbers" with their bright red fruit

protruding through the slitted sides, of the pods

of the Cucumber Tree, Magnolia acuminata and
note the question, "What are they" numerously
asked by the visitors.

The White Jackman's Clematis. Comment is

made in a foreign journal on the peculiar char-

acteristics of this hybrid. The ordinary C.

Jackmanii, as is well known, produces its flowers

in the summer and later, on the young wood,
while the white ofCspring blooms early in the

season on wood of the preceding year, being

more or less irregular in character, and again in

late summer on young wood.

A Use for Old Hose, Last spring having some
young street trees to stake, I pressed inU^ service

some old discarded garden hose, to prevent their

chating against the stakes used. This I did by
cutting the hose in short lengths, and stringing

these upon the wire used for tying them as shown
in the pencil sketches enclosed. It worked very

well and I offer the idea to such other readers as

might care to adopt it.—C. W. Gainea., Merri^

mack Co., New Hamijshire.

Pruning Cherry Trees, If Mr. Caywood's
(Ulster Co., N. Y.) planting of Cherry trees is

rightly reported, he put out 140 trees at six feet

apart each way, and as they grew, or when the

branches interfered with each other, or with

cultivation, they have been and are being cut

back according to their needs. While this course

does not accord with general practice yet he is

reported as saying that an average income of two
dollars per tree a season has been given.

Window boxes for early spring, can at this

time be prepared for presenting a pleasing ap-

pearance, by filling with good soil and planting

bulbs of Scilla (blue) and Snowdrops (white) to-

gether in each box. These are among the earli-

est spring flowers, and with a few Tulips or Hy-
acinths, also, in the boxes, one may have flowers

long before it would do to put out ordinary

flowering plants. The cost is not so great as to

put this arrangement beyond the means of

nearly everyone.

At this writing (Sept. 11,) we are not greatly

encouraged at the appearance of over iOO potted

Strawberry plants set out a month ago in exper-

iment beds. The weather was rather dry at

planting time and has been so ever since. While a

good watering had the effect of saving all the

plants set, still they have not started into the

strong growth, which we deem essential to be
made at this season for securing a fair show of

fruit next season; however two months of grow-
ing weather is yet before them.

Our correspondent, Frank Aikin, Macon Co.,

III., sends these notes: I have this season fruited

Concord, Moore's Early,Worden and Pocklington

Grapes. Moore's Early ripened one week before

the Concord, with fully as large a yield, The
Worden fruited for the first time, this year, and
also ripened before the Concord, and is better in

quaUty than either the latter or Moore's Early.

The Pocklington ripened later than Concord, and

is some better. Concords are selling here this

season at from 3!^ to 1 cts per pound.

The Flowering Ash or Manna. Of this orna-

mental tree Mr. A. D. Webster has the following

in the Garden : The Manna Ash resembles the

common Ash (Fraximts urims), but is smaller,

more compact; even when young it blooms

freely, bearing large plume-like panicles of frag-

rant almost white flowers during May and June,

this being its most beautiful period. A good
somewhat damp soil seems to give the best

growth. Propagation is usually done by graft-

ing. Manna for medical use is obtained from this

tree, chiefly in Italy.

Bubach Strawberry. Mr. Theodore Wilson,

Marion Co., Ind., writes of the above strawberry

as follows: After growing and marketing more

than 3,000 bushels of Strawberries of the lead-

ing varieties in the last ten years, I consider the

Bubach the best berry to grow for market. It

is all a grower could desire, and I predict for it

a bright future. At the Ind. State Horticultur-

lU meeting, in Richmond, many of the most pro-

minent fruit growers there, placed it at the bead

of the list of good varieties. One of the largest

growers in Ohio, N. Ohmer, says it has no rival.

The Kieffer Fear. Growers continue to be
divided as to the value of this Pear. One writer

makes out that it is worthy of general cultiva-

tion, another that it has a most insipid flavor,

one grower claiming non-productiveness and
some one else will say that in point of yield it ex-

ceeds aU others. Not anyone of these views is

aU right or all wrong. The fact is that in some
parts of the country, the central fruit belt for

instance, the Kieffer possesses value, finding its

chief use for canning, also selling well in markets
where appearance rather than quality is sought.

The tree is not absolutely blight proof.

Could weU be Patterned After. The rail-

roads of England offer prizes to their station

agents for the best and most economically kept
depot yard, adorned with ornamental and flow-

ering plants. Among these in our own country,

the Erie road is noted for the attention given the

subject of station yard ornaments in this respect;

on some of the divisions the company have
erected green-houses for the purpose of plant-

ing beds at the depots and yards, and this system

is being extended each season. It might prove

profitable in many ways, to other roads if they

should adopt this plan more generally.

Hyacinths in Glasses. An Englishman reports

the following method of managing them by
which fine results are obtained: FiU the glasses

with sand containing a small portion of vegeta-

ble matter but not enough to cause decomposi-

tion or a foul odor; then pour on boiled water

after it has cooled, until the sand is full, leaving

room for the bulb on the top. As boiled water

remains pure and there is Uttle evaporation, but

small additions of water are required. Some who
never succeeded in growing anything but puny
specimens with poor foliage, unable to develop

fine flowers, might, by this course secure blooms
almost equalling pot grown ones.

On Bulb Culture. "Notes on the Cultivation of

Dutch and Cape Bulbs, by Ant. Boozen & Sons of

Holland," is a recent work which forms quite a

complete directory of cultivated bulbs, hardy and

tender, together with methods of treatment of

insects, diseases and remedies ; a portion of this

book is devoted to a useful list of both Ameri-

can and English common names of bulbs, in con-

nection also with the botanical terms. The
author remarks in the pieface, that the only

natural advantages which Holland possesses over

other countries in rearing bulbs, are the constant-

ly moist atmosphere and light sandy soil. Equally

good soil is obtainable everywhere, he further

remarks and only a Uttle care with strict adher-

ence to their instructions is needed to produce

most gratifying results.

What is to follow Peachesl The Peach grow-

ers of Delaware and Maryland are troubled con-

cerning what they shall raise after the yellows

has killed the Peach trees which are going fast.

We can pass along a hint on this point, which is

to say that here in Western New York the fruit

men planted Pears after Peaches, and also went

more into general small fruit growing. Where
Pears were thus planted eight or more years ago.

Discarded Oardcn Hose used in Stalting Trees.

the results, especially in the case of Bartlette,

have been extremely satisfactory. Take it this

season for instance, the Pear crop has been very

heavy with a demand for Bartletts at $3.50 to $4

per barrel, far ahead of the supply. One Pear

canning concern in Rochester, N. Y., would alone

have taken 50,000 bushels of this variety at that

rate. In this case all the fruit is prepared for the

London, England, market.

Baspberry Cane Bust. As this disease in some

sections is doing considerable damage we give a

summary of the remedial action proposed by the

Department of Agriculture Pathologist in the

last report: For prevention, train the plants so

that plenty of sunlight and air circulates about

the canes. Plant five feet apart in rows six feet

apart, and cultivate both ways. No canes that

have been killed by the fungus which causes this
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anthracnose should be permitted to remain in

the field as it is very contagions. Sulphate of

iron has been used with success in anthracnose
of the Grape so that it is reasonable to suppose
that it may prove effective against this similar

disease of the Kaspberry and Blackberry. The
solution is prepared by dissohlng two pounds of

sulphate of iron in five gallons of water, applying
in any way most convenient.

TJncrowded Flowers. One of the knacks desir-

able to be acfiuirod by florists and others who

Uncrmoded Flowers: Forms for Table Deeoi-atUms.

arrange flowers, Is to have a certain number of
blooms go as far as possible through not crowding
them unduly. Usually the less experience one
has in making-up the more will the flowers be
wasted by crowding. Often a skUlful florist will

make two bouquets from the flowers that another
would put into one, and the former will each be
as large as would be the latter, and vastly hand-
somer. To lead the reader into the right use of
flowers as well as foliage in this respect, n flow-
er form or holder in two positions for table
designs is shown herewith, the idea coming from
an English source. Such forms made of earthen
ware are in some places kept for sale, but simi-

lar ones of wood could be made by any wood
turner for a small sum of money.

About Some Baspberries, I am again con-
firmed in my belief that for early berries the two
best are Turner and New Hochelle. The latter

is a profuse bearing purple of the red sort, but
rooting at the tips like the blacks. It is a good
berry every way and part gone as Shaffer gets
ripe. Shaffer is the same color but larger. It is

elegant as a canned or otherwise preserved berry.

The Turner is of fine quality and a good bearer
grown in thin rows. But let run to suckers and
it is worthless. For two late or main crop berries

I choose first of all Cuthbert, and second, Shaffer.

Golden Queen is good, but I must modify my
opinion and believe it no better than Franconia,
if the latter be well tied up in trellis form. It is,

however, harder and better for carriage. I do
not feel so well satisfied that it is a sprout of

Cuthbert. It is more likely a seedling sowed by
birds.- B. P. Powell.

Cotton as a Flowering Plant. The stalks grow
to a height of six feet and covered with buds and
flowers from June until frost, are a most magnifi-

cent sight. The large bell-shaped flowers, when
first open are of a creamy white changing by noon
to a deep yellow,while by night they have become
a bright red. The buds and ball are enclosed in

a deeply fringed, three leaved calyx. The ball

about the size of a Lemon, is a large green pod,
which bursts, and the long silky white staple

hangs out about three inches. The leaves are,

besides gi'een, not infrequently red and yellow,

blotched with white, all together forming in the
field a most brilliant scene. The Verbena is na-
tive here, being semi-evergreen with flowers of

a delicate mauve color. Wood Sorrel, however,
seems to take the lead both for size and beauty;
its red foliage and yellow flowers contrasts well,

though it is not far ahead of a Pink-flowered
variety with ordinary foliage. Primroses of

white, yellow and red hues form a perfect car-

pet over open spaces between the trees,—iUrs. W.
M. Barrett, Walker Co., Texas.

Of Interest to Plant Propagators. It is tpies-

tionable whether the propagation of plants from
leaf cuttings has yet received the attention it

deserves from plant growers. Take the singular

sword leafed plant SanseWeraGuineensis.this has

always been put down in the books as requiring

to be propagated by diWsion or from stolons.

Yet herewith we give an illustration of some
leaf cuttings of the same which were prepared
and successfully rooted at the Kew Experimental
Gardens, England, with a view of testing this as

a means of quickly obtaining a stock of any <jf

the Sansovieras, all of which arc now attracting
attention as valuable fibre-yielding plants. The
leaves were cut into lengths of about two inches,

and planted with the basal end in sandy soil. In

about a month they developed roots, and soon
afterwards they put forth the long fleshy runner-
like stems shown in the picture. Apparently
this stem is an elongated bud, with scale-like

leaves, which ultimately forms a bud at the apex
from which the true leaves are develoi)ed. It

might have been expected that the leaf-bud
would have been formed on the cutting itself.

It seems singular that a bit of the leaf of a plant

with the habit of a Sanseriera would, when
treated in this way, form a true stem before it

proceeded to develope leaves. The Gardener's
Chronicle (in which the oiiginal of our engrav-
ing appeared) in commenting on this matter re-

marks that theoretically it knows of no reason
why all leaves should not do this, but practically

only a comparatively few can be made to strike

root. When the minute anatomy of the leaf is

sutficiently studied, these points may be clear.

The Value of Leaf Soil, In propagating, leaf

mould is as useful as sjind, and almost all plants

in pots are benefitted by its use. It is also excel-

lent in the kitchen garden and flower beds, and
as a winter covering it is unequalled. It is, how-
ever, more in propagating and potting that it is

used and valued, but it varies in quality, and
much that would turn out first rate is rendered
next to useless by the treatment to which it is

subjected. In many cases it is thought so long

as it appears to be leaf sou that is all is nec-

essary, and the leaves are frequently used for

hot-tieds and other purposes before they come
for potting, and this is a common way to convert
them into mould. It is certainly one way, but
far from being the right one, as the fermenting
bed reduces it to mere waste. After receiving

a hint as to not fermenting it, we have ceased

doing so, and the result is a material which may
be put to the choicest plants without producing
fungus or other deleterious matter. We have
abundance of leaves; chiefly Oak and Beech, the

best of all. We do not gather the leaves into a
large heap to ferment as formerly, but we col-

lect several cartloads in a hollow and spread them
out in a layer about 18 inches or two feet deep,

and there they remain without fermenting until

they decay naturally. Those treated in this

manner last year are now in splendid condition,

and by storing a quantity in this way annually
there is no difficulty in securing a constant sup-

ply of leaf soil. In the woods plenty of this

material can usually be found and in fit condi-

tion for use, in the little hollows between trees,

when the wind has piled the leaves and keeps

up the supply as their bulk is reduced by decay.

It will be necessary of course to first remove the

dry leaves on top. I can recommend this system
thoroughly.—0/tl Gardener.

Random Floral Notes Taken About
New York.

Everything In floral circles of late has had

something to do with the convention ; little else

has been talked of. The exhibition was looked

forward to, as something of interest in the

empty month of August, and it certainly gave
the opportunity of seeing some well-arrangeil

flowers. But on the whole the floral designs at

this show were not very remarkable.
Among the original funeral designs one of the

best, which was called immortality, was made by
James Weir. It was rather too involved for

severe taste, though well made in fine flowers.

On a base of Ferns was a caterpillar of white Car-

nations. Above this was a cocoon of red Carna-

tions ; above all was a butterfly of Hoses. Orchids

were tastefully disposed about the base, which

bore the inscription " Immortality." The idea

was beautiful, but a butterfly only, emerging
from the cocoon case, would have told the story

with less elaboration.

The first prize, original floral design, by Mr.

Klunder was a low, round basket with a high

siiuare handle. It was filled with a mass of

Adiantum, in which were plunged three sun hats.

One was filled with Lilium longifiorum and laly

of the Valley ; another blue Hydrangea, Perles

and Orchids; the third pink Hydrangea and

nine De Watteville Roses. In the centre was a

tall, loose bunch of Beauty Hoses, while a spray

of Orchids was tied to the satin-covered handle

with a bow of wide white ribbon.

The prize, funeral design had a base of Ferns

anil Roses supporting a crown of white Roses,

rather stiffly made. In front were a pair of

Cycas leaves tied with cream white ribbon. Mr.
Le Moult exhibited the Scale of Life very large

and well made. Another was a design represent-

ing the Gates Ajar at the top of a g()lden stair-

case, bvit the result was anything but artistic.

Mr. P. F. Klunder made the only entry for

dinner table decorations and received the prize.

It was an arrangement in yellow ; in the centre
wasalow, roundba-sketof AUamanda anddaints'
Adiantum. The ladies' favors were tiny straw
bonnets containing a dozen Perles, tied in with
pale yellow ribbon, on which the name of the re-

cipient appeared in raised letters. The gentle-
men's favors were single Roses, with the names
stamped In gold upon a leaf. A centre plateau,

by John Finn, was very much admired ; it con-
sisted of Ferns and small Palms, with a mass of
American Beauty Roses at each end.
The only bridal bouquet entered was composed

of Lily of the Valley, with a loose mass of Odon-
toglossums and Oncidiums in the centre.

A great deal of fine decoration is done with
Gladiolus, whenever large effects are needed

—

though, truth to tell, very little decoration
has been done around the city this summer.
As autumn comes on, the brilliant autumn fol-

iage and wayside flowers will be used largely.

Some very handsome new baskets are to be
seen. One charming design in bronze-green
wicker consisted of an easel supporting a basket
formed of curving petals like a gigantic Lotus

;

another oddity in similar material was a large
flat-leaved Cactus, with big cup-like flowers;
this was bronzed. Little baskets for favors were
formed like pinched-up hats, or queer little

directory bonnets. Tripods and easels support-
ing quaint baskets remain in favor, but they are
often more attractive when containing some
graceful plant, than when filled with flowers.

No one seems to know of any one flower which
is to be the rage, but fashion allows a wider range
of color than previous seasons, with a leaning
toward shaded effects. Some of the handsome
aquatic plants seem growing in favor. The
Water Lilies, to be used in decorations, are cut
when fully open, and removed to a cool dark
place, when they close. When wanted for ute,
they are simply brought into a well lighted place
where they open without any trouble.

In spite of the funeral designs called out by
the prizes at the show, there is no doubt but
that these arrangements are going out of style.

Sanseveria Propagation from Leaf Cuttinas.

Some of the handsomest and most artistic fun-
eral arrangements are when the entire room is

decorated with pot^plants and self-colored

llowei-s. Add to this an artistic platjue of blos-

soms covering the top of the casket, and the re-

sult excels in beauty any number of stiff wreaths.

crosses, crowns, etc. Very often the sides of the

ciuiket are also dratnsd in flowers, and the effect

is N'ery beautiful. When designs are made, let-

tering should be avoided if possible ; it never
a<lds to the beauty of the piece, and often

detracts from it. EMit,Y Luuisb Tapun.
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Eawle's Janet is the

Apple most larfe'cly planted

tor market in Southern

Illinois, as it leaves and
blossoms so late as to avoid

injury by late frosts. Does
not succeed North. Quality

very good.-J.M.Pearsim.

The Florist Business. As late as 1871 a Phila-

deljihia firm, sent two men hero, to New Vork,

to scour the town for Rosebuds for an entertain-

ment there, and received only .TO buds. At present

30,aiO buds a day arc .sold here.—J. N. May.

Lily of the Valley Arrangement. Last spring,

Mr. Peter Asnnis of N. J., built a clay and moss
pyramid six feet higrh, and planted it with Lily of

the Valley; when the Lilies were in bloom he

consigned pyramid, flowers, and all to an ice

house where it hibernated until it was taken to

Nilsson Hall for the exhibition. Around the

base of the pyramid were small potted bushes of

white Lilac in bloom. These have hibernated

through the summer, just as the pyramid has.—

FlivUt Cnmvnti^m Kote.

Prizes for Chrysanthemums. The Pennsylva-

nia Horticultinal [Society iitfers the following-

special prizes to be competed for at the Chry-

santhemum Show, to be held Nov. i:ith to Kith.

All growers are invited: Uold Medal, Ki cut

blooms, 35 varieties; Silver Cup, 100 varieties, 3 of

a kind; Silver Cup, 24 varieties, 3 of a kind; Sil-

ver Cup, 4 yellow varieties; Silver Cup, 4 plants,

Chinese class, 4 varieties; Silver Cnji, for l> natur-

ally grown plants. These prizes are offered

through the munificence of certain patrons of

this flourishing society.

Pruning Blackberries. I have always noticed

that small canes are usually loaded with fruit,

while the large ones bear but lightly, and I

believe that we should prune closer. I began
this year by cutting down the young canes to 18

inches, then I cut the laterals off about a foot

from the main stem, and if they grow again, I

cut them off about six inches long. By doing so,

I secure light, young branches on a good strong

stem,and am satisfied that they will produce more
and better berries. Besides, this will produce a

late fall growth, which, I think, will stand the win-

ter better than earlier grown wood.—IB. A. B.

A Missouri Meeting, At the August meeting
of the Jasper County (Mo.) Horticultural Society,

the following were shown: .lennie Worthen
Peaches, Flemish Beauty Pears, Early Victor,

Moore's Early, Perkins,Concord, Niagara, Empire
State, Elvira, EtUi, August Giant, and Highland
Grapes, by A. Kibler, and specimens i if Lansing-

burg Apples of 1887 and 1888 growth. The Peaches
were large and fine, some of the Grape bunches
weighed more than a pound. The specimen of

Apples grown in 1887, and kept in a common cel-

lar by Mr. Wampler, was perfectly sound and of

fine quality, with nothing in its appearance to

indicate inability to keep until Christmas.—Z. T.

Ru^ell, Carthcmc, Mo.

Egg Plant Culture. The main requisite for

growing Egg Plant successfully, is lots of heat.

We usually sow the seed in hot-beds about the

latter part of February; then we transplant in

hot^beds twice before planting out, which is done
about the time that Strawberries begin to ripen.

Before removing from the hot^beds, we flood

them with water; then cut the plants out in

squares with a sharp spade, and remove them
with earth attached to the roots, to the field,

where holes have been already prepared for

them. It has been asked as to what per cent of

Cauliflower plants should form good heads. I

find that 95 per cent, from a good strain, is about
what can be relied upon.—J. S. Browne, before

lite StnUhcrn III. Hoiticultural Society.

White Arsenic for Insects, At the discussion

of the Missouri Horticultunil Society, Dr. Gos-
lin said that he had employed white arsenic for

the destruction of noxious insects, at the rate of

two and a half ounces to a hundred gallons of
water. Mr. Murray had tried it of the same
degree of strength, and had not found it to burn
the foliage. Its great cheapness gave it an ad-
vantage over Paris green, but the absence of the

distinct color of the Paris green renders it more
dangerous, as the latter ma.v be seen when very
small proportions are left on the vessels in which
it is used. White arsenic being of the same color

as flour, might easily be mistaken for it; if used,

the utmost caution should be employed to guard
against the danger of poisoning, and the work
should never be committed to careless hands.

Orchids for easy Culture. Ben.1amiD Grey, of

Mass., at the Florists Convention in August, said;

The best varieties of Orchids for professional

growers are also the best for the non-professional.
Of easy culture are the following: Lielia altum-
nalisand albida, Cattleya triana",C!ulogyne Chris-

tata, Calanthe Veitchii, vestita rubro and luteo,

Dendrobiums nobile and Wardianum. I would
add Cypripedium insigne, Harrisanum villosum,

and Spiceianum, Cattleya Bowriugiana, Odon-
toglossum Alexandra'. With these we will have
a succession of bloom fi-om November to

March, that can be grown in one house, except-
ing the Calanthes and Dendrobiums which re-

quire a higher temperature, with plenty of

wat«r when growing, but kept cool before
growth commences.

A Mission Garden Show, In connection with
a Lond(m Mission district, there is a Cheerful

Home and Window Gardening Society, and this

society promotes a flower show among the resi-

dents in the more crowded parts of this populous
borough. The schedule of |)rizes, (very unprc-
tentious,)includes prizes for Kuch6ias,Geraniums,
climbing and miscellaneous plants, window
bo.ves and vegetables. The last class was a sur-

prise, for no one scarcely would dream that vege-

tables could lie grown in the heart of Chelsea;

but an examination of the first prize basket

showed that it contained Strawberries, Pcii-s,

Ithubarb, Itadishes, Carrots, Onions, Lettuce,

Mustard, Cress, and Mint; and then the outside of

the basket had been utilized, for it was covered
with flannel, and when moistened. Cress seed was
spread over it, which, clinging to the damp flan-

nel, speedily germinated, and gave a crop of

edible salad. It is surprising what is grown in the

wa.v of vegetables in some of the back gardens.

At the fifteenth annual meeting of the Cen-

tral Illinois Horticultural Society, at Champaign,
Prof. Forbes exhibited a specimen of a new
Plum borer that works from the crotc^hes down
towards the ground, and of which the eggs are

laid on the outside bark, hence alkaline or other

washes will possibly prove effective, applied on
the eggs and young larva? before they enter the

bark. He also showed a number of specimens

of the new cut worm that made its appearance
simultaneously all o\er the State this season in

immense numbers, doing considerable damage
to gardens and Corn. In gardens, bunches of poi-

soned Clover leaves placed where they will crawl

under and eat them, is an excellent way to destroy

the worm. Pi'of Forbes also described the new
Grass root web worm that has done so much
damage to lawns and meadows the present season.

It is the larvir of a little white moth, of which
three broods are raised in a year. It can be de-

stroyed by Paris green or arsenical poisoning or

by using a kerosene emulsion.

Vineyard Plowing, Mr. Ely thought that with

plowing away from the vine, his Grapes were
the best. Do the work early in spring, but keep

the surface level during the summer. Mr. Huff:

Moisture could better be retained by turning a

furrow from the vines In the fall, returning it

in the spring. Mr. McKeel believed in planting

deep, then plowing, first towards the Yiae, after-

wards, back again. Mr. Corwin—by turning the

ground toward the vine in the spring many
weeds are killed. Prest. Butler: Plowing from
the vines and leveUng with the cultivator were
most admirable; where dirt was hilled along

under the ^ine there was more danger from rot.

Stir the soil often in dry weather, clay soil requir-

ing more cultivation. Mr. Corwin did not think

that old %-ineyards should be manured close to

the vines as the feeding roots were about in the

center of the rows, while the contrary was true

of young \-ines. Mr. Lamereaux, said that where
cultivation had been neglected, the soil became
dry, and lost its substance.—^( a meetUig of the

Seneca Lake Grape Growers Association.

Nursery Agent Keform. The tree trade of the

country is in the hands of the tree agent, and

through him largely imder the control of your
association. Perhaps the worst evils of the sys-

tem are: the sale of varieties untested, or un-

suited to the particular locality; the employment
of unprincipled characters as agents; a nursery-

man often allows frauds to be practiced on his

agent's billing-out ground; large quantities of

stock to go out under false names; this would

not be done in shipping to another nureeryman.

This does not apply to all nurserymen, nor to all

agents, but enough so as to be a stigma upon this

mode of doing business, and if a remedy is not
found soon, the result will be a marked decrease
in sales. I believe it to be a matter of dollars

and cents with the trade, as well as a question of

moral responsibility. Your association can effect

a reform; a few men cannot. Raise the standard
of the agents, in justice to the good men now in

the business. You cannot reform a radically

bad man, but you can drive him out of the bus-
iness.

—

Li. a. Bryant. Princeton. III., before the

American Nnrserymens^ Association.

Chief Use of Fertilizers. Prof. Atwater before
the Massachusetts Horticultural Society says

:

The indirect action of fertilizers in improving
the mechanical condition of the soil, and render-
ing itsstores of plant food available, is often very
important. Hence cheap materials, like bone
and plaster, are frequently more profitable than
manure or artificial fertilizers. The only ingre-

dients of plant food which we need to consider

in commercial fertilizers, are potash, lime, mag-
nesia, phosphoric acid, sulphuiic acid, and nitro-

gen. Of this list, magnesia is generally abun-
dant even in "worn-out" soils. Sulphuric acid

and lime are oftener deficient, and hence one
reason of the good effect so often observed from
the application of lime and plaster. The I'emain-

ing substances, the phosphoric acid, nitrogen and
pt)tash, are the most importiint ingredients of

our commercial fertilizers, because of both their

scarcity in the soil, and their high cost. These
materials are expensive, but the right ones in the

right places are nevertheless very profitable.

Farmers cannot afford to use commercial fertili-

zers at random. No more can they afford to have
their crop.< fail when a small outlay for the proper
fertilizer would bring a bountiful harvest.

It is time that they understood these facts, the

reasons, and how to make use of them. The only

way to discover what our soils want, is to study
them by careful observation and experiments.

Success in farming, as in other business, requires

the use of brains.

A Successful Gardener on the use
of Fertilizers.

IHon.J. H. Gregory, at a meetina of the Massactiu-

aetts Farjners' Club.']

Crops can be raised with one ton of phos-

phate alone to the acre. But not if the land

lacks potash. Yoti can test soil for potash

with Beans, or Peas, which will not thrive

without.
Use of Fertilizers. The great advantage of

fertilizers in comparison with manure, is that

you can adapt them to the needs of the plants.

Barn manure must be plowed in at the begining,

but fertilizers can be applied at any time. Last

year I had an acre and a half of Onions that

looked starved, I had an application of fertilizers

made, and got a good crop. I could not have
done that with manure. Barn manure contains

ammonia in a partially unavailable form, so you
cannot depend upon the full amount of it. But
in using fertilizers about the whole is available

the first year, while in barn manure fi'om one-

half to two-thirds of the manurial elements are

carried over to the second year, though it is not

lost, being still in the soil.

Plant Instinct. How is it possible for the

plant to find the little bit of dust that is put in

the ground, as is a fact. You can apply 500

pounds of fertilizer to a piece of land with cer-

tain results; apply 700 pounds to another piece

and you will see a difference in the growth of

the crop, because the plants find that additional

U'OO ijounds. This shows how little we realize the

infinite feeding power of plants, the fine sub-

divisions of the roots which will even penetrate

hard lumps, and get their nutriment from them.

But in groimd full of lumps the plants cannot

develop as they otherwise would. Fine the soil

and fine it stiU again. Men who have plowed

their ground twice will never plow less than

twice, if they have time. It is well to harrow

two or three times. In this way you can make
good seed beds. You are more likely to get

great crops in this way than by simply trusting

to the fertilizer, as it gives the plants extra fa-

cilities for obtaining plant food. It is the Jethro

Trull idea. It will help the land almost as much
as by putting on manure.
Stimulating the Crops. Some people don't

believe in putting artificial concentrated stimu-

lant to their crops, thinking it necessary to have
manure to get a good crop. But this is not so. I

have raised four crops in succession with differ-

ent fertilizers, and had success each time, for
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there is 110 essential difference between fertilizer

as plant food, and manure as plant food, except
in the matter of application. If you dry some
horse manure, fine it up and take a microscope
to look at it, you will see nothing? but bits of

^rass in (greater or less deforce of fineness ; all

there is in the manure, of phosphoric acid and
ammonia and potash must be, in a liquid stutc,

sucked up by these little bits of grass. We know
that there is one-half of one per cent of pota,sh

and phosphoric acid and nitiogcn in barn ma-
nure. This is a very small per cent., and this

shows that the ofBce of the vegetable wa.ste is to

jfive bulk to the manure, and to hohl tttgether

the potash and phosphoric acid and nitrogen
there is in it. We want to have a conceutrateil
form that the plants can take up readily.

Manure and Fertilizer. I want to make this

comparison. You may take a steer and feed

him on grass and meal, and that all goes to make
his growth, take the manure from that steer, and
put it on your land. But if the st*.'er dies, take
him t^> the fertilizer manufacturer and have him
made up into fertilizers. All that you get from
him was in the gniss and meal that he ate ; so all

there is in the manure comes from the gi'a.ss and
meal; they are the same thing, only that from
the animal is concentrated, and easily handU;d.

Market Gardening.
Continued from page 271.1

If to be composted with alkaline .sub-

stances, the compost may be used after

being exposed one winter, but with barn
yard manure, night soil or animal matters,

the longer time is better.

Animal manures used in the fresh state should
be immediately mixed with the soil, but most
vegetation does better if the manure is com-
posted and fermented before using. In animal
manures decomposition must be prevented, the

valuable portion preserved from dissipation in

the air; that it may ferment heat must generate,

and its moisture be retained, while an under
layer of absorbent substance should be placed

to retain itfi soluble parts, and as fast as thrown
from the stable it should be covered with muck
to retain the ammonia. Hoi-se manure, especi-

ally, begins to heat and lose amm()nia almost
immediately, and, having the solid and liipiid e.v-

crements mixed together is particularly rich in

nitrogen and the phosphates. Peruvian Guano
is a manure of this class. It is the dung of birds

that feed upon fish entirely, hence the manure is

rich in nitrogen, and in a fresh state should not
come in contact with seeds or roots. Bone man-
ure is prepared by the use of sulphuric acid or

pulverizing by grinding, forming one of the

most valuable manures, in which are united the

most desirable organic and inoi-ganic manures.
Refuse Hops of the breweries are also valuable

for the garden, not only as a fertilizer, but as a

pulverizer of the soil, a top dressing to hold

moisture, a protection from frosts in winter, a

generator of heat for hot-beds, and when thor-

oughly decomposed, as a covering for delicate;

seeds, and I make it a point to incorporate de-

composed Hops largely in the soil forearly plants

in the forcing house, t^f saline manures, the

most valuable is ashes. Potash is one of the

elements drawn largely from the soil, and iishes

contains besides potash, many elements condu-
cive to growth, and may be applied directly, or

comp<)Sted with (jther matter.

Tools. The garden roller may be of two cast

iron sections, eighteen or twent.v inches in diam-
eter, with an iron handle. Weights may be at-

tached to make it heavier. It may also be con-

structed of wood. The hand Ireetle is a substi-

tute for the roller on very small plots of ground.
It is a hard wood plank two or three inches thick,

fifteen to eighteen inches long, ten inches wide,
with a handle inserted in the centre.

Drill markers are made of wood, and the teeth

placed at a greater or less distance, as the differ-

ent varieties of seed re(iuire to be sown.
For digging purposes, I prefer the digging fork

to the spade; its prongs enter the soil more easily

than the broad blade of a spade, and by striking

the mass as turned over by the fork, it is pulver-
ized better, but in many operations the spade
and shovel are indispensable. The pronged hoe
and steel rake are also essential ; lately I have
used the steel rake to do all my first stirring be-

tween the rows of Onions, Beets, Carrots, etc.

The triangular hoe is of some merit, being poss-

essed of sharp corners for the roots. The dibble

is used in transplanting all kinds of Tilants that
readily succeed when moved. The seed drill is

one of the labor saving implements, and no gar-
dener can afford to be without it.

Botation. The same crops cannot he grown
year after year upon the same soil, without re-

cbicing its pnjductivcness. Hence as dillerent
plants reipiire different substances to perfect
their growth to maturity, the rotation of crops
is an important matter to the gardener, lus in a
judicious rotjition every element in the soil is

taken up by the different crops. However fer-

tile the soil may be. a succession of exhausting
crops should not be grown upon the same land,

especially as it renders them more liable to the

attacks of their particular enemies. Many in-

sects injurious to vegetation, deposit their eggs
in the soil beneath the plants which they have
infested, that their young may come forth to

commit their ravages upon the succeeding croi)s,

but if this is changed to a distant locality, they
may perish for want of proper food, and so also

of the seeds or spores of dises^ses in the soil.

Perpendicular or tap-rooted plants, with but
few side roots, receive most of their sustenance
from considerable depth ; horizontal rooted
plants find their food near the surface. Various
plants by means of their roots act differently;

thus, fibrous surface roots break up and lighten

the surface soil, whilst the roots of Clover and
the likc-rootcil plants have a similar effect upon
a ileeper iiortion. The most exhausting crops
are those in general which perfect their seeds,

as they draw from the soil more largely of its

ammonia, phosphates, etc., than that required
in the growth of all othei portions of the plant.

To obtain the highest results, there must not
only be a general rotation, but sub-successions
each year as main crops are remo\'ed. It is not
always necessary to wait until the first crop
occupying the ground is removed before another
is put in, a garden well warmed and cultivated

with these second crops, will produce a surprising

amoinit of vegetables. The same surface only

needs to be hoed, manured, and kept free from
weeds, as if it produced but one crop, though
somewhat more is requix'ed, but nothing like the

amoimt needed to produce the same amount of

crops separately.

Culture of the Chinese Primula.
[Abstract of a paper read before the Birminffhnm,

Eng, Gardeners^ Sooiety, by Mr. Horton.]

Allusion was first made to its first intro-

duction from Canton, in l.SOO, by Capt.

Kowe, who fonnd it as a cultivated plant

in China, and to its being figured in the

Botanical Register in 1831 ; at which time

several varieties mtist have been cultivated.

It Ls not necessary to particularize the ctTorts

which have, by hybridization and selection,

enabled us to euli\en the dullest and most sun-
less period of the year, with innumerable varie-

ties of this beautiful plant.

Seed Sowing. Sow the seed in new, or at least

clean pots or pans, with )ilenty of drainage,

under a layer of sphagnum, in a soil consisting of

three-jnirts thoroughly decomposed cow manure,
which has been well baked to destroy any insect

life, and one part of sifted cocoanut fibre, cover-

ing seed with paper; plunge the pots to the rim
in a bottom heat of from 65° to 70°; as the seed

vegetates remove the paper. For pricking off

four to five in a pot, the compost should consist

of one i)art turfy loam, one part leaf-mould, one
part silver sand, adding a little well-decomposed
cow dung, the whole being made fine.

For the final potting, use the following com-
post ; turfy loam, one bushel ; leaf-mould, half-

bushel; marl, which has been exposed to the

frost and air, one-third bushel; coai-se gritty sand
one-third bushel, a six-inch potfull of commer-
cial fertilizer, and the same quantity of powdered
oyster shells; also a five-inch potfull each of

soot and lime, and to these ingredients a nine-

inch potfull of roughly broken charcoal, well

int*.'r-mixing the whole.

To have go(Kl plants in bloom in seven or

eight-inch pots in November, seed should be

sown not later than January 10th.

Treatment. Before re-potting, thoroughly
water every plant the day previous, Sf) that the

ball of soil when removed into a larger pot, is in

a good condition to undergo the oiteration.

About the first week in June, the plants are re-

moved to a cold frame with a northern aspect,

and set upon a bed of coal ashes, giving the plants

all the light and air possible, but avoiding

draughts, syringing lightly about four p. m. on
hot days, entirely chtsing the frame about an

hou r subsequently. Shading is not adopted during
th(^ motith of June if the plants are not visibly

distressed by the omission; but, with the excep-
tion of the first week, keeping more or less air

on day and night, being guided by the outside
temperature. The final potting being done about
the middle of June, when the pot containing the

plant is fairly well filled with roots; a check at
this time would cause the flowers to appear and
any vigorous growth to disappear.

A Fruit Growers' Bureau.
The Fruit Growers' Bureau of Informa-

tion and Distribution was organized May
12th, 18S7, in Dover, Del., for the purpose of

improving the methods of marketing the
Peach and other fruit crops.
All persons who become membei's of the

Bureau, pledge themselves to faithfully oliey its

regulations, and confer full authority upcm its

officer known as the distributer, to control their
shipment of Peaches. Members are without
power ()f withdrawal from said bureau, except by
written not ice sent to the president of the bureau
between Oirtober and the next May.
The bmeau has an executive committee of

seven to be elected annually. In May said com-
mittee elects a chairman, who is the presiiling

officer of the bureau.
The executive committee has authority to

make new regulations, which, however, nui.\ be
repealed or altered at any members' meeting.
The executive committee appoints a distributer,

a secretary, and a treasurer, who give bonds.
The distributer has full authority to regulate

the consignment of all cars of Peaches of the
members. He is located at the central part of
the state, where the headquarters of the railroad
system is located, and he keeps a list or map of
the towns or cities, (within forty-eight hours
communication by railroad) that can daily con-
siuiie at profitable prices, one or more carloads
of Peaches, and he establishes the quota of each
of said towns or cities.

When one hundred baskets of fruit are loaded
in a car, and the bureau's local agent has, on the
day of shipment, or after 6.00 p. m. on the day
previous, endorsed "O. K." on a telegram or
message, thus certifying to that fact, owner or
agent of said car forwards said telegram or mes-
sage to the distributer, mentioning therein the
ninnber of the car, the owner's name, the con-
signee, and the destination.

The distributer, on receipt of the same, if the
quota of the town selected be not already filled,

replies to said agent, "Consign your car No.
to—(the point named)." If the town selected

had been previously filled, the distributer so
states, and the agent in a similiar manner selects
some other town where quota is not complete.
The bureau is accountable to the owner, for

the prompt return of the sales of any car id' fruit,

whose destination is changed by the distributer
without the owner's or his agent's approval, and
the proceeds are sent to the owner, with the reg-
ular commission deducted.
The executive committee selects the most

available commission houses in each town whither
shijmients are contemplated, and obtains suitable
bonds from said houses, to secure the faithful

sales and prompt returns for all fruit shipped to

them by the distributer.

All members whose orchards (aged four years
or more) consist of 3,000 trees or less, pay an an-
nual as.sessment to the bureau of five dollars;

those whose orchards consist of over 3,000 and
not over .5,000 trees pay an annual assessment of
eight dollars; and all other owners of orchards
pay an annual assessment of ten dollars. As-
sessments are due in advance, and if not paid by
the IKth of August in each year, they may be de-
ducted from any money of said delinquents, that
may pass through the bureau.
The bureau's agent at each station has a book

on file.where all telegraidiic reports of the mar-
kets and weather are kept, which reports are ac-
cessible solely for inspection by the members.
Nothing in the rules of the bureau shall be

construed so as to jtrevent members from selling

their fruit at the homo fruit exchanges or other-
wise, at any time, or from shipping by wafer en-
tirely under the owner's control.

The bureau may become united with the Dele-
ware Fruit Exchange, but the accoiuits and funds
arc to be kept separate.
Those in favor ot this bureau think that pro-

ducera will recei\e a great benefit thereby, they
say, in avoiding all glutsin the markets, furnish-
i ng reliable commission merchants, they insure u
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sale of the fruit, placing it all over the United

States and Canada. The crop on this Peninsula

will be T,0(X1,000 baskets, and just such a process

la needed for an outlet, and to secure good prices.

On the other hand there is a fruit exchange on

the peninsula, and the members of this organi-

zation say that the bureau will be a failure, as

they advocate that the buyers shall be here on

the spot and pay the cash.

Horticulture at Buffalo's Interna-

tional Exhibition.

For the initial display in what is to be a

series of annual fairs to be held in the

present Fair buildings of Buffalo, the show,

ing of horticultural products at the recent

fair was fairly creditable. Still the number

of exhibitors was not large, but those who
did enter made good displays. The absence

of premiums for exhibits in the plant and

floral line was a mistake, but the matter

was adjusted in the way of special awards,

with the effect of drawing out some remark-

ably fine exhibits.

Fruits. In the fruit line Ellwanger & Barry,

of Rochester, N. Y., had perhaps the best display

in the hall. Prominently was a collection of .50

varieties of Plums, which took the first premium
of $10, besides 14 plates of Plums entered sep-

arately, and whichdrewl3flrst premiums. These

fine collections of Plums attracted much atten-

tion from \'lsitors. Conspicuous among the

newer hardy sorts was the Grand Duke, a large,

dark purple, sweet egg Plum. When the repre-

sentative of the firm was asked to name the best

one half dozen Plums for home use from their

large collection, the following kinds were in-

cluded: Bradshaw, Coe's Golden, Lombard, the

French Prune, Fallenberg, McLaughlin, and

liovay's Green Gage.
In Pears, the same Arm showed the large num-

ber of 119 different varieties In various classes,

and drew a large proportion of the premiums
given for this fruit. Two of the Japan and China

Plums, Daimyo and Siebold, were included In the

exhibit, but were designated as nearly worthless

because "they never ripen." Of Apples, Via

varieties were shown, embracing nearly all of

the better sorts. Five varieties of Russian Apples

were in the exhibit, but of these only two, the

Arabskce and the Titovka, were referred to as

possessing enough value to render them desirable

for general cultivation, and hardly at all in

this section where the better kinds of common
Apples nearly all succeed.

The exhibit of Henry Lutts, nurseryman of

Youngstown, N. Y., was one of much interest,

and showed the presence of many blue cards,

indicating that first premiums had been obtained.

This collection embraced 20 varieties of Plums,

la of Pears, 9 of Grapes, and 20 of Apples. A fine

display of five varieties of Pears which obtained

the first premium, included Duchess, Bartlett,

Buerre dc Anjou, Buerre Clairgeau, Seckle. The
Grapes shown were fair, consideringthatthe fair

was hold too early to show ripe fruit in most cases.

Some fine clusters of Niagara were included in

the display. This for a white variety is highly

esteemed by Mr. Lutts. He says the vine " takes

care of itself most every time."

Mr. Godfrey Zimmerman, of Buffalo, made a

good show of Pears and some other fruits, and
drew a fair share of the first and second premiums
awarded. It is well known, that Mr. Zimmerman
practices " grass culture " for Peai's, and it was
easy to see in comparing his exhibit and that of

others that had been grown in tilled land, the

peculiar effect grass culture has upon the pro-

duct. The texture seemed firmer, and the color

higher, and whilewe made no comparative tests as

to eating quality, we have no doubt the flavor

was richer. Still these gains were apparently
secured at the cost of a slight diminuation of size,

at least in some varieties. Altogether they were
a handsome lot of Pears, and such as most any
good judge of fruit would be likely to select for

their own use.

From the nursery and orchard of Nelson
Bogue, of Batavia, N. Y., came a large display

of fruit, but which arrived too late for entering
the competing classes. This exhibit embraced
120 plates of Apples, 40 plates of Pears, conspic-

uous among which for beauty and size were the

Bartlett, Duchess, Clapp's Favorite, Buerre Clair-

geau (a variety mentioned as succeeding better

on poor soil than any other) and Flemish Beauty;
seven varieties of Pcachee, 15 varieties of Grapes.

Black Walnuts and Butternuts. One feature of

the exhibit consisted of trees, fruit and orna-

mental, arranged in boxes of earth. Among
other entries of fruits were those of Woodward
& Jacques, of Wright's Corners, Niagara County,

who made a fine display; M. T. Varney, Colden,

Erie County, and one of Japan Pei-slmmons from

Norris Grove, Spring Gardens, Florida. The
exhibits in the line of vegetables was fine, but

mainly made up from the market gardens of

Buffalo. These served the excellent purpose of

showing the capabilities of vegetable culture, as

engaged in with intelligence and enterprise.

Plants and Cut Flowers, In this department

the displays, especially on the days reserved for

floral designs and choice cut flowers, were grand

and attracted much admiration. A common
question with risitors as they approached the

horticultural section was "where are the Or-

chids," and the pleasing collection of these

exquisite treasures, shown by Daniel B. Long of

this city, when pointed out usually brought sat-

isfaction to the querists before they left the hall

Among the costly Orchids exhibited by this

florist were Stanhopeas, Cattleyas, Odontoglos-

sums, and Cypripediums. The same gentleman

showed also some fine cut Roses of the later

improved varieties. In more common cut flowers

such as Gladiolus, Dahlias, Asters, and Zinnias,

James Vick, of Rochester, filled a large space.

Of pot plants, William Scott, of this city, made
the chief show, doing this by occupying the

center space in the hall with an immense mound
of tropical plants. The mound was topped with

a specimen of Saeforthia Palm, eight feet high.

The combined collection of floral designs dis-

played much taste on the part of exhibitors. The
largest show here was made by Daniel B. Long,

of Buffalo, whose exhibit consisted of a floral

monument with a plain shaft four and one-half

feet high; a graceful glass vase of the same height

containing Roses; large panel of dark purple

flowers surmounted by a high bouquet of long-

stemmed Perle (yellow) Roses; Italian harp; Tom
Moore harp; old-fashioned Irish harp; yacht of

graceful proportions; large scroll with initial

and decorated with horizontal lines of yellow

Roses at the top and bottom; Roman vase of dark

Pansies with a handle of Golden Rod; an immense

shoe made of crimson Carnations on the exterior

and lined with Pansies, besides numerous smaller

designs. William Scott, of this city, showed a

large floral elephant of good form, standing in a

jungle of Ferns and other tropical plants; a large

harp; a floral pillow with inscription; "gates

ajar; " cross and anchor, and a few others. The
exhibit of Salter Brothers, of Rochester, included

a arge " gates ajar; " crescent with lyre inside;

a delicate bow and arrow; standing cross with

book, and a number of other novel handsome and

well-made designs.

Implements of Interest to L»nd Tillers. In

this department the display was large plows

and other soil breakers occupying first place in

point of numbers. Among these were the fol-

lowing: The exhibits of the I iliver Chilled Plow

Works, of South Bend, Ind., including a full line

of plows and improvements, such as the self-

sharpening slip point and shoe reversible attach-

ments, and the two wheeled plow with self-lifting

trip lever. The Gale Manufacturing Co., Albion,

Mich., among other plows showed one used

largely by New Jersey truckmen for working

among Tomatoes, having a disc coulter, and

which in turning makes a sciuare corner; and

the " Big Injun " sulky plow. Hoagland, Cum-
mings & Co., Albion, N. Y., had on hand their

new royal chilled and steel plows. A vineyard,

Hopyard, and garden plow was shown by the

Syracuse (N. Y.) Plow Co. The Rochester (N. Y.)

Plow Co., showed a line of gang plows, specially

valuable where shallow plowing is advisable.

One excellent point in these plows Is that the

plow next the row (as in a vineyard) can be set

very shallow and the others deeper, the soil being

thus merely broken next the rows, while deeper

worked between. The South Bend (Ind.) Plow

Co., showed a vineyard plow for one horse, which

has the advantages that the handles with swivel

attachment can be swung to the right or left, as

when plowing near trees or vineyard trellises.

The Acme pulverizing harrow, clod crusher and

leveler was shown by Duane H. Nash, Millington,

N. Y. A spring tooth harrow was shown by

A. W. Stevens & Son, Auburn, N. J. R. A. Rose,

Geneseo, N. Y., showed his patent spring tooth

harrow, which is claimed to possess non-clogging

qualities. L. C. LuU, Kalamazoo, Mich., exhibited

what they term a spring tooth floating harrow

and cultivator, and capable of being converted

into a wheel cultivator. Grass seeder and Corn
worker. J. M. Childs & Co., Utica, N. Y., had on
exhibition a line of improved harrows, cultiva-

tors, etc., constructed on the spring tooth idea.

In the use of steam for horticultural purposes

the Herendeen Manufacturing Company, of Ge-
neva, N. Y., showed their brick set furnaces for

greenhouses or dwellings. The BirdsaU Com-
pany, Auburn, N. Y., had present a steam evap-
orator, for which they claim the highest degree

of perfection obtained in the matter of circula-

tion. One of the most attractive implements on
the grounds was the safety steam engine in which
kerosene oil is used for fuel, shown by the

Rochester Tool Co., of Rochester, N. Y. E. A.

Dodgson, Bata\'ia, N. Y., showed a patent duster

on wheels for spreading poison on Potatoes with

economy of outlay. C. Benj. Titus, Rochester,

N. Y., showed a simple and effective hand duster

for bug poison on Potatoes. The Boomer & Bos-

chert Press Cos. of Syracuse, N. Y., had a line of

their cider machinery on exhibition, and which

attracted much admiration.

On the subject of Tile Drainage.
^Abstract of paper by Judge H. E. Huiton, before the

Fanners' Institute Meeting, held at Clinton, III.]

My conclusion is that a six inch tile prop-

erly laid affords ample outlet for 40 acres,

and one of 13 inch diameter for 160 acres.

Following the same reasoning a three inch

tile ought to be sufficient for 10 acres, but

practically it is better to allow at least a

four inch one, on account of a greater pro-

portionate friction as the tile decreases in

size ; in fact any rule of this kind must be

but approximate, and to be varied according

to the locality.

Much can be learned on this subject, by con-

sulting works on that subject, of which there are

a number in print. Much more can be learned

in the school oE practical experience, which will

not be covered by any rules laid down In the

books, and which will have to be decided by

common sense as the occasion may require.

A most important problem. Is not, whether we
will or will not tUe, but rather as to how we
can obtain proper outlets. Our western prairies

are so very nearly level, that the instances are

rare indeed where a farm can be properly

drained, without continuing the ditches over

the lands of one or more neighbors. Sometimes

vast scopes of territory are Involved in the same

system, and require for proper outlets expensive

ditches stretching for miles over the prairie.

Such are the Mason and Tazewell ditches, in the

counties of the same name, and the Lake Fork

ditches in Champaign and Piatt counties.

The drainage deepens the soil, and gives the

root of the plant more room in which to expand

and collect the nutriment, which is to sustain its

life and growth. It promotes the pulverization

of the soil, and thereby the facility with which

the roots can penetrate it. It prevents the wash-

ine away of the surface soil, and enriches the

ground by the deposit therein of the ammonia

and other ingredients, which are held in solution

in the water as it falls from the clouds. A de-

posit, which in the course of a season, is equal to

many tons of the most valuable manure on

every acre of ground.

Drainage warms the soil, and thereby length-

ens the season in which a crop can be profitably

cultivated, thus enabling the farmer to get to

work a week or two earlier in the spring than he

otherwise could. It docs away with the necess-

ary waste of land and bridges where open ditches

are used. It puts the ground In better condition

to withstand a prolonged drouth so that,

"The thirsty e-arth soaka up the rniu,

And drinks and gaps for drink iigain ;

The plants suck lu the earth and are

With constant drinking, fresh and fair.

Lastly, It removes stagnant water off and out of

the soil, and thereby does away with the

miasma, which has heretofore produced disease

and death on our prairies. It makes our farms

more healthful, and more desirable in every way

as places of residence, building up happy homes.

Landscape Gardening.
[Extract from paper read by J. S. Kerr, before the

Texas State Horticultural Society at Denison\.

In landscape gardening certain principles

which form a unity of the whole must be

observed.
It is to I'e regreted that so little regard Is

given the arrangement of shi-ubs, paths, etc., as
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a whole, in the decoration of our homes. It is

not expected that every man will be an expert

landscape (fardener, yet every one should under-

stand the common sense rules of the art.

The value of everything beautiful is enhanced
by ai)i>ropriat« setting, Hnd the outgrowth of

the yeai-s will attest forcibly the amount of

judgment exercised by the projector. Avoid
the mixing of herbaceous flowers with shrubs

and trees, as neither can thrive properly, and
the effect of each is injured by the other. Seek
to have some leading feature in every part of

the plan. It does not matter so much what we
plant, provided the tree or shrub has some in-

trinsic beauty -as where we plant it. Generally,

let the trees of larger growth be placed farther

apart, and flower beds and shrubs nearer.

Avoid straight lines for trees and uniformity
of shape in beds and paths. This is more difficult

than the old practice of regular lines, but it in-

sures more pleasing requite, when done. Usuall.v

grass should occupy all ground not used for

walks, flower-beds and trees. This grass must
be kept short. We prefer Texas Running Mes-
quite because It is hardy, effective and at the
same time Is easil.v controlled, as it does not
spread by underground roots, as like the Ber-
muda grass that is sometimes used.

Paths and roadways made cheaply of gravel,

look well and are durable. The concrete walks
now made are perhaps the most desirable. It is

within the reach of all to study this art of beau-
tifying the landBcajie, than which no other art is

fraught ivlth more beneficial results in health,

happiness, and contentment of home-life.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Plum Qrafts Hot Growing. Scions from the

hands of more than twenty experienced men,
and others from dozens of correspondents—some
cut last fall, others this spring, were used. These
were all set very carefully in four different ways,

by tongue, splice, side, both near the collar and
in the tops, and cleft-grafting. Some of this

grafting was done very early and some quite

late, and was all Intended to be experimental in

the line of finding out the best way of grafting

the Plum. The grafts were waxed in about all

the different modes In use, this also to prove
which was the best, with the result of only five

to ten per cent of the grafts set, growing, and
showing but very little difference in favor of

any of the modes of grafting or waxing; or early

and late grafting, except slightly in favor of side

and cleft grafting,when the grafts were set near
the ground, and this Is the only key I have that

seems to unlock the mystery. Grafts set near
the ground grew fairly well this spring, though
not nearly so well as the general average of

seasons. Because near the ground they received

more moisture, and were less exposed to the con-

tinuous drying winds of spring. Therefore the

general failure of Plum top-grafting this spring

seems to have been caused by, fii-st, continual

dry air with high barometer; second, a very low
vitality in the

tops of trees,

owing to some
pecuUarity of

the winter or

the drouth of

the summer be-

fore, (if the last,

a low vitality in

the crowns also),

or both.—The
Farmers'Review

Violeti for
Winter Flower-
It g. These re-

quire \'ery care-

ful management at this time of the year, and,

if they do not receive it, no anioinit of atten-

tion,when they are required to flower will induce

them to do so. .Assuming that young plants were
put out in April, they willat this time be making
rapid growth, and pushing out runners In abund-
ance. Now, it is of the utmost importance that

these runners be removed at once, for if allowed

to extend they soon monoj)oli/,e a large share of

the energies of the plant, and the crown does not

swell up thick anil ready to burst with flower

buds as It does If the riuuiera are kept closely

cut off. The best implement for removing them
is a pair of Grape scissors. The i)lants should

have been gone over several times cluring July
and August, and also the ground should ha\e
been frequently surface-stirred with the hoe;

and if the weather isdry, a good soaking of water
should be given, and after hot days, a good

A Handy Fruit-Picking Ladder.

drenching overhead will help to keep red spider

in check. Liquid-manure is of great assistance

at this stage of growth, and In showery weather
a little dry powdered manure shaken on the sur-

face to be carried down to the roots by rain, will

help to keep the plants healthy and growing
vigorously, as It is when growth is checked that

red si>ider attacks them. .Soapsuds, a good
homely remedy for spider, should be api)Iied

coplou.'ily if they aiipear.—Gardening Illustrate'd.

Baising Strawberries Cheaply. Keduce the
labor of growing Strawberries, as it is the prin-

cipal expense. The following method is recom-
mended: Manure and plant the ground to some
hoed crop the year pre\ious, thus freeing the
gro\ind from weeds. Set them in rows, so as to

cultivate both ways, until runners start; then. If

matted rows are desired, let them fill up the nar-
row way. Use a cultivator with common
straight, drag teeth, running close to the plants.

Never allow the weeds to more than show them-
selves. Let the plants grow up through the
mulching; not doing work on old beds until after

fruiting, excepting to pull out any coarse weeds.

By carefully adhering to these methods one is

enabled to grow Strawberries at about the cost

of raising Corn or Potatoes. If planted in check
rows, like Corn, the plantation can be cultivated

both ways until runners start, and yet there will

be an abundance of plants for a full matted row.
Why should the market grower continue to

waste plants and labor In setting them one foot
apart In the row, when three will dol Also have
an eye on the field to be planted to Strawberries
next year. Cultivate and manure it well, and
prevent weeds from maturing.—Weekly Press.

A Tent of Living Vinea. A very pretty tent

can be made, which. Instead of being formed of

the usual canvas, has its sides composed of run-
ning vines, making a cool and refreshing retreat.

Select a tree with low spreading branches, and
attach stout cords to them at three different

places. From these cords smaller strings are

brought down to the ground, as shown in the
plan, and secured to pegs driven Into the earth.

Any suitable plants, such as Hops, Peas, Beans,
or Morning-glories, are then planted at the foot

of the strings, and In due time they will be en-

tirelj' covered with foliage. The circular parts

are laid out by first suspending a stone from the
branch above by a string reaching nearly to the

ground, to mark the center of the circle. Then
drive a peg inte the ground at this point, and
attach a string to it of a length equal to one half

the diameter of the desired circle. By tjing a
nail or sharp-pointed stick to the other end, and
moving the whole around the center peg, a very
accurate circle can be readily marked out on the

ground, and the strings brought down to It from
above. As the weight is considerable care must
be taken to have the cords strong and firmly

fastened, for withstanding wind.-St. Nicholas.

The Sand Cherry is one of the hardiest plants

growing at Brown's Valley, Minn.; has resisted

the severest cold and heat, and will thrive in any
soil, properly cared for. It is a shrub Cherry,

suckers considerably, sending up closely com-
pacted stalks. When pruned to one stalk only,

with one leader, it grows from four to six feet,

as thus far tested. It is a favorite of the jack

rabbit and the rascal will not leave a stem stand-

ing. If left free to prey upon it. The root is red,

dips down dcci), and is also a great spreader.

When In June bloom, it is the most beautiful

thing you ever saw, looks like so many whit^

plumes swaying in the breeze. Its prolillcly

borne fruit are oval shaped, dark colored, sub-

acid, fair to eat raw, and nice when rightly

cooked. Its root is one of the hardiest that can

be found for grafting with other Cherries of the

cultivated ,4(jrt, and h:is proved a success in this

respect. To trap snow for the prot<!Ction of

Strawberries and other small fruit plants, it is

recommended to jtlant matted rows of Sand
Cherries at stated distances apart, so that the

prevailing winds and snows would strike them
at right angles.—The Minnesota Furmer.

Strawberry Planting. This spring l,.'i(Kl plants

were set out according to Instructions gi\eu by

Mr. M. Crawford, and every single one was
growing when ready to cultivate. I 'ako a light

spade, (English ditching spade, five Incihes wide)

stick it in the ground about six inches deep and
perTiendicular, wtirk it back and forth a little,

and then pvill It out, with the earth, to the right,

by a kind of lialf \ipward pull. This loives a
hole with the left bank perpendicular. Against

this bank the plant is placed with the roots well

spread and the growing part of the crown just

above the surface. Then moist earth is thrown
against the roots and well jiackod, and the rest

of the bole filled with earth, without packing.
The i>lants are taken up (lut of the old bed, the
earth carefully shaken off and the plants Im-
mediately put in a pail half filled with water.
The plants being taken out of the water only as
fast as the holes are dug. In this way there is

To make a Tent of LMng Vtne.

scarcely any check to their growth if the ground
is moist.—T. B. Terry in Country Gentleman.

What Kot to Plant. Dakota farmers are
warned against planting the Hardy Catalpa
(.Catalpa speelosa), as it winter-kills badly. Rus-
sian Mulberry is a failure as a tree. It branches
freely from the ground up, and is admirable for
ornamental hedging. It Is almost Impossible,
however, to make It form a clean trunk, or even
a low-topped tree. The fruit of by far the great
majority of the trees is very sraal 1—not worth
bothering with. The foliage is beautiful, and
wherever a large shrub or a hedge is needed, the
Russian Mulberry will fill the bill satisfactorily.

Soft Maple Is not adapted to exposed situations,

because of the tendency of Its branches to break;
it cannot withstand our strong winds. Box Elder
and White Elm are almost perfect in this respect.
Bulletin No. 3, Dakota Experiment Station.

Washing Vegetables, How often city people
speak of the excellent flavor of the vegetables
they sometimes eat in country homes, and won-
der why they cannot be cooked to taste as well
In the city. It is not because the farmer's wife
understands the art of cooking vegetables any
better than the city dame, but because she leaves
on the earth that covers them, until she needs
to put them to cook. Housekeepers only can
cure this evil. The moment the grocer finds that
he loses his head and labor, when he washes his

vegetables—just for the looks of the thing—and
that the housekeepers are becoming sensible and
will buy them In their natural covering, then
city folks can have as nice vegetables on their
tables as the farmer.—Rural Canadian.

A Cheap Drain. For some sections, a cheap
and good underdrain may be laid thus: Dig
your ditch as narrow and as deep as you well
can, from the nature of the ground, tearing no
holes or obstructions In the bottom: now lay in
the bottom of the diteh round jiolcs twelve or so
feet long, six inches through at the heavy end;
put in two side by side fii-st, then two or three
on them. Commence at the lowest end, laying
in the poles end to end to head of ditth; place
o\'erthe poles a coat of moss, hay or straw, six

inches or more deep; when the dirt is put into
the diteh, this covering will pre^'ent its settling
down so close on the poles as to prevent free
drainage.—Sugar Bowl and Farm Journal.

A Convenient Fruit Ladder. The accompany-
ing cut shows how to make a wheelbarrow lad-

der, by using two hand cart wheels, or any light

stout wheels. The diniensionsof the device may
\ary to suit clrcumstances;'as with tall trees, the
ladder may be longer and stand straighter, ete.

Care must be taken to secure the foot of the
ladder by weights to overbalaucMMhe weight at
tx)p. The board at the top of the ladder is for
sc^tting the basket upon.—Ohio Farmer.

Striking Rose Catlings Outside, own-root
Roses cvenTea-scentod arc fimling favor in many
places. The cuttings tjiken at the begiiming of
October, and cut Into lengths of about nine inches
each, and then dibbled into a narrow shady bor-
der with no special preparation of the soil; )iO per
cent of the cuttings have lieen grown, many
being In flower by the following July. From the
success which has attended trials of this m«-tlic»d,

it is clearly shown that to obtain Hoses on their

own roots is not .Si I difiicultiLssome might suppose,
for such a plan reduces the propagating of Roses
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to a minimum of trouble. But do not allow such

young plants to retain their (lowers, as they are

a strain upon the roots, which wiU prevent their

making a satisfactory growth the first year.

Making cuttings in August is not ativisabk-.unless

they can have a frame or hand-lights to protect

them from the sun and drying wind.—London

Gardening Illustrated.

Pruning Apple Trees. When planting select

two year old. thrifty trees, cut out all cross Urabs,

and "see that the head is evenly balanced, with,

however, the heaviest side toward the southwest,

as that side needs more shade to protect the

trunk and main limbs from the hot afternoon

sun. Leave a center stem and avoid forks. Don't

forget the nature of the different varieties, and

on such as the Ben Davis, Winesap and many
others which incline to a low spreading top, sUwt

the top about four feet from the ground, while

such as Hightop Sweet that make a more upright

gi-owth, give not over three feet of trunk. The

extreme of either too compact or too open top,

should be avoided. Have the trunk sufficiently

compact to shade the trunk, yet open enough to

admit the air and light freely.—Rural World.

Soatliern Truck Farming. Three hundred

thousand car loads of fruits and vegetables are

shipped northward from the South during a

season; having the average net market value of

of $100 per car load, with transportation charges

of $4,r)00,000 per annum. Florida and Louisiana

lead in earliness; advancing northward the States

each secure a share of the trade. Beginning in

February with early vegetables and followed by

vegetables, fruits and Melons until June. The
development of this industry has been so rapid

and general, that it has assumed great import-

ance not only to the South but to the country at

large, as one of the most significant of a number
of important movements toward diversification

of industry, and application of land to its most

profitable uses.—Manufacturer's Record.

Huckleberry Improvement. The business of

impro\-ing the Hucklebeiry has not been much
of a success, its type is apparently fixed. There

have been many attempts, but at no time have

the wide-awake nurserymen been able to offer

improved and cultivated Huckleberries. One
advertised garden sort was widely planted, and

proved a good fruit, but wsis in truth a dwarf

Service Berry. This subject then seems refrac-

tory, but the work can be done, the fruit in

question becoming a denison of the garden. I

have in my eye, a patch of the little early sort,

the arbiireum, with leaves so bright and glossy,

the fruit so exceedingly abundant, and when
ripening of such a bright red, that the bush is

more than worthy of a place in the garden.—
Florida Dispatch.

Cactuses. Grown in pots they are often exas-

perating to the last degree, and sometimes do

not bloom until one is ready to let them alone,

which is just what they like. Soil in which they

are grown should be

composed of s;ind,

broken plaster, bits of

brick, etc., with enough
earth to hold them to-

gether. Set the pots

where they have full

sunshine. Thin-leaved

varieties need water
only about once in two
weeks; thicker sorts not

as often. Lobster Cac-

tus is a favorite winter bloomer. Turk's Head

is handsome, even without bloom. Sword Cactus

has pink and scarlet flowers.—The Farmer.

Strawberries and Water. How many know,

that the Strawberry will stand as much water as

the Cranberry, or that the bearing of a bed may
be retarded from two to three weeks, by flooding

it in the early spring, turning the water off at

the right time. On the low prairie, dotted with

ponds, the wild Strawberry's favorite place is on

the margin, just above the water Une, the fringe

of vines being from three to six feet wide, vnth

the common coarse grass and weeds growing

outside, and the ran'k sedges, with their feet in

the water, springing up inside.—N. Y. Tribune.

A Jelly Stand. It is easily made, and the illus-

tration explains itself. The jelly bag is made of

flannel and sewed around a strong ring of wire or

wood. Kings may be fastened to the ends of the

cords, and slipped over the four top rounds, or

it may be tied. Jellies will be clearer if allowed

to drain thoroughly without squeezing, and it

saves much labor and staining of the hands. This

arrangement is convenient for making clear

soups also. An old ehair,without a back,inverted

mightanswcr for the support.—Farm Journal.

Treating Peach Borer. The Peach borer, accorcllug

to Prof. A. J. Cook, has been vanyaished in the " Peach

belt of Micliigan, by the simple process of dlRKlnK out

the borers in late September and early May. This Is

not a hard task, as the oozing gum tells quickly where

the offender Is. The victory over these pests in Michi-

gan was obtained by concerted action among the

Peach growers—an example for emulation elsewhere,

and which is applicable as regards other injurious

insects.—American Cultivator.

Seed Laws in Europe. In consequence of the con-

tinued frauds in seeds, the French government Intends

to have a law voted creating inspection of farm seeds

offered for sale. The prosecution will be attended

with few dllHculties. the penalties will be severe, and

the compensation allowed to farmers injured by the

fraud, will be liberal. A commissioner is to visit Ger-

many and study how the pure seed law there works.

-

New England Fanner.

An Onion Farm. Messrs. Swayze & Bulgln, In War-

ren county. New Jersey, own lliOU acres of the reclaimed

meadow lands, of which SOU are under cultivation.

Their Onion crop wlU reach 71X1,000 bushels. The last bill

for Onion seed was Sl,382. They have also set out

400,000 Celery plants, cut 350 tons of hay, and have .in

Asparagus 1 >ed of 50 .acres,-Warwick (N . Y.) Advertiser.

An Oak-Eating Out Worm. A cut worm about one

inch in length, Is causing much damage to Oak trees in

the vicinity of Ablngton, Mass. It cuts the limbs and

buries Itself in the wood. In working out, the limb is

cut off. Its ilcpredations are confined to Oak trees.—

Rural Home.

Water Lily Growing. There is no plant, which can

be cultivated In the United States with less trouble

and more pleasure than this Lily.-Garden and Forest.

Plant Trees. Nature aims to keep every rod of

land covere.l by some form of vegetation .
Let us help

her by planting trees.-New England Farmer.

American Arbor Vita;. The American Arl)or Vita-

for wind breaks, is the poor man's friend ,
an.l the iron-

clad of the West.-Seed Time and Harvest.

Stuffed Tomatoes a la Milanese. Take six

ripe Tomatoes of equal size, cut a circle off the

top of each, and scoop out the insides. Press the

pulp through a sieve, and mix in with it a little

salt, Cayenne Pepper, two ounces of butter

broken into little pieces, two tablespoonfuls of

bread-crumbs, a large Shallot finely minced, a

teaspoonful of Parsley, and two very large tea-

spoonfuls of grated Parmesau. Fill the Tomatoes

with this mixture, put on the tops again, and

bake in a moderate oven, or fry them in oil till

cooked brown; put Mushroom sauce or sauce

Espagnole round them.

Vegetable Soup without Meat. This may be

used as the stock or basis of different kinds of

soups. Cut up a quart bowlful of any and all

kinds of vegetables that you may have; Onions,

Carrots, Potatoes, (these should be par-boiled for

a few minutes). Celery, Parsley, Leeks, Turnips,

Cabbage, Cauliflower, Spinach, etc., but always

have either Pot^itoes or Beans to serve as thicken-

ing. Put into a sauce-pan, a large tablespoonful

of the fat from the top of the soup if you have

it, if not either butter or dripping, but not lard,

and when it is very hot, put in the Onions and

fry until they take on a red color; stir in a table-

spoonful of flour. After stirring this for a minute

or two, add a quai-t and a pint of hot water,

pepper and salt and the remaining vegetables.

Simmer for two hours, press through a colander

and serve.—Western Ploughman.

A Jelly Stand

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Celery Vinegar. Soak one ounce id' Celery

seed in a pint of vinegar, bottle, and uiic for fla-

voring soups and gravies.—Germantown Tel.

Huckleberry Pie, This, besides plenty id' ber-

ries, should have two large spoonfuls of vinegar

to each pie, as the berries themselves are compa-

ratively tasteless. Add also one cup of sugar, a

little butter aud salt and a generous handful of

flour over the top.—Indiana Farmer.

Baked Onions. Pare, slice, and bofl about an

hour, pinir off the witter, put the Onions into

a tin with butter nicely browned, pepper, salt

and sprinkle with a little Sage, and bake an hour.

While roasting, turn over occasionally, having

butter to keep them moist.—English Farm and

Home.

Egg Plant Oysters. Boil the plant until tender

but not broken. Take out the inside, mash,

season highly with salt, ijopper and butter. Beat

the yolks of three eggs, add to the Egg Plants

with half pint of stale bread crumbs. Fry in hot

lard by dropping small spoonfuls.—Germantowu

Telegraph.

Turnip Soup. Place six small Turnips In a

kettle witli one quart of cold water. Boil until

tender, then press all through a colander. Fry

two chopped Onions in three tablespoonfuls of

butter until yellow brown, then add to Turnips.

Add one (piart sweet milk, salt and pepper, one

tablespoonful each of Corn starch and butter

rubbed together uutil smooth. Boil five minutes

and serxe hot.—Prairie Farmer.

How to Can Apples, Peel, quarter, and core.

Then pack the cans its full as possiblt, fill with

cold water, and screw on the covers. I have

tried this and have cans put up two months ago,

perfectly good to-daj'. Winter Apples when

rotting fast, may be saved in this way and kept

long into the summer or till new fruits come.

Fill the cans with water, put the palm of the

hand tightly down on the toji of the can, and

shake it well, to start the air bubbles that cling

to the pieces of Apple, then till again with water

and cover.—S. C. Fairbanks.

Tomato Pie. Peel and slice yeUow Tomatoes;

place on the bottom crust one level tablespoon-

ful of flour mixed with one heaping talilcspoon-

ful of white sugar, arrange the Tomatoes upon

this; sprinkle with nutmeg and a little more

sugar, and add a few lumps of butter; put on top

crust and bake in a quick oven. Eat with cream.

Red Tomatoes are almost as good. Green Toma-

toes can be used by cutting into fine slices, steam

until they can be pierced easily with a fork,

making as above with the addition of a half cup

of vinegar, using spice instead of nutmeg.

HOUSE PLANTS.

Begonias for winter, to have liberal watering, with

plenty of light (not necessarily sunshine), and not

unduly crowded. The Rex or Show-leaf class, from

now until after midwinter, should be but lightly

watered and kept In the shady part of the stand.

Tuberous ones rested, covering with dry eai th or sand

where it does not freeze; the pot plants to be dried off

storing in a frost-proof place.

Bulbs. Winter Hyacinths arc to be potted during the

month. Pot firmly, but shallow, in light rtch soil;

cover the pots with six Inches of coal ashes, soil or the

like, for six weeks before bringing to light. Hyacinths

grown in glasses are very attractive. The glasses may

be had of the bulb dealers; the dark ones better than

those of clear glass. As to bulbs, select such as are

solid and heavy: not of the cheapest grades, single ones

being the best as also the earUest bloomers. To start

them, till each glass with clear water to within H Inch

of the bulb when In Its place. Fertilizers or charcoal

in the water are unnecessary. Wrap the glasses In

paper or cloth and set in a cool, dark closet after.

When the roots are growing freely, place in a light

window a few weeks. Add water as required, but

never having It high enough to touch the bulb.

Caladiums from the beds when frosted to have the

leaves removed, and after several days be dug, dried

and stored In a cool place.

Oannas. See Caladlunjs.

Dahlias. Same treatment as for Caladiums.

Geraniums. Those kept from blooming up to this

time, are now in shape for fall flowering. Those from

the summer beds to have tops reduced one third or

more. The Ivy-leaf class are especially fine for the

house. Geraniums closely cut back and potted, winter

well m agood, dry cellar; toomnch growth lefton leads

to decay.

Half-hardv plants like Roses. Daphnes, Ancubas,

Euonymus, Jasmlnums, Oleanders, Olives, Plttospo-

rum, Pomegranate, Rosemary, etc., should be brought

to winter quarters before hard frosts. A good, dry,

partly Ughted cellar Is suitable for them, or a glass-

covered pit In a sheltered spot outside will answer.

Hanging baskets and Interior window boxes to be

started early, and kept outdoors or on the veranda for

a while, to become well established.

Lifted Plants. Lightly sprinkle these several times

a day, until flagging of the leaves ceases. It Is best to

gradually accustom window plants to shade and close-

ness by keeping them on the veranda or like place

until the weather becomes too cold. Then when taken

In, do not expose to much heat.

Primroses are good house plants, because rather

liking dryness. They need light, and through bloom-

ing time some weak liquid manure once a week, has an

excellent effect.

Tuberoses that are latemay be lifted and brought

In for perfecting the flower crop. Lift balance of

tubers, cure and store In a dry place of a temperature

of 50" or etf Fahr.
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LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Crape Myrtle. Dlroetious for Hydrangeas apply.

Gladiolus. See under Tigrldlaa.

Hardy Flower Borders. Clear off auy frozen tender
tblnt^^s, remove bad foliage, ett-., keep the edges
trimmed, and they may look well yet for some time.

Hydrangeas. Place In a cool, dry cellar; keeping
quite, but not dust dry at the root.

Leaves. Find a plaoe to pile them for rotting and
for use on the land later. Many trees are injured by
the heat from fall leaf burning. It is not the singeing
of leaves that does harm, but injury to the bark.

Lilies to be reset aliout the end of tlio month. Plant
at least six inches deep, antl cover for winter.

Seed Beds. Pansies. Hollyhocks and hardy plants
sown recently to be reset from the seed beds. Prick
out, when the second leaves show Into prepared beds,
two inches apart each way for small growers, anti pro-
portionate distances for larger ones, carefully water-
ing tiie young seedlings as needed.

Sodding may now be done. Work up the plat deeply,
n\ake even. and roll or beat tlmdy. Take tuif from
common pasture ground that is free from weeds and
coarse grasses, cut to II4 inches thick, in squares of one
foot or more, or in strips four feet long, rolling them
up for handling. Lay evenly, with close Joints, by
working flue soil imderneath tliiu pieces, and for thick
ones shave dowu the bed, and Iluish with a thorough
beating with the back of sp.-nie.

Tigridias. After sliarp frosts, lift the bulbs. After
drying and cleaning, place In paper bags; winter in a
dry place secure from frost.

Trees. Fail planting to l»e done early, that the roots
may get a start while the ground is warm. To bank
earth a foot high against them will steady the trees,
and keep mice from girdling them.

Vases and Hanging Baskets. Empty these, wash
thoroughly, dry, and place under shelter.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Air and Heat. Open ventilators full height on bright

days, allowing change of air among the plants. Avoid
lire heat as long as is consistent with safety.

Arranging. The new season under glass begins. As
plants come in, study individual needs as to heat, light
and so on—placing accordingly.

Azaleas should have perfect drainage, a coot airy
place with careful watering.

Bonvardia. For bloom a temperature of 5(P will
answer, though more heat will bring earlier flowers.

Calceolarias and similar seed-grown plants, will be
pushing lively under a fair chance. Shift promptly as
needed, water carefully, keep near glass, and clear of
Insects, airing freely.

Chrysanthemums. Keep the plants imcrowded.
Give liquid manure twice a week until bloom shows
color, but no longer. Tliin the burls of large-flowered
sorts. Tile house in which theyaregrowing tf.ilje kept
rather dry through the flowering season.

Cinerarias. Treat as directed for Calceolarias.

Cyclamens to be kept In a warm, light place close t^)

the lire, and to be well encouraged for bloom.

Lantanas. By lifting the flne EU'gantissiina and
potting. It forms an exquisite spring blooming plant.

Mignonette. For early spring, sow in pots of light,

rich soil, which keep in a warm place.

Orchids generally should be resting, in which case,
ess water, a cooler and dryer atmosphere, and more
ventilation than when growth is on. Wliere growth
is not yet done, do not check, or spot will result.
Syringe and water, keeping in view in<tividual needs.
Keep everything clean, not overlooking tlie glass.

Petunias. The treatment for Calceolarias will suit.

Foinsettias. A temperature of filj* or more is required
for best results, also liquid manure twice a week.

Roses for cut bloom to be syringed twice daily, and
to have a temperature of 55** to tiS'' at night.

Shrobs for forcing, such as Lilacs, Daphnes, Welge-
las. Deutzias. Flowering Plum, Spirea, Kalmias, and
so on, to be potted by end of month.

Violet runners and weak shoots to be kept closely
pinched off. lifting and potting the forcing plants
about the end of the mouth, and giving them an airy
frame for a month more. Give all the air possible
dm-ing winter, keeping clear of decaying leaves.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Apples. For winter keeping. Apples ought to re-

main on the trees until freezing is threatened, then
hand pick, and pack into clean barrels. A cool, dry
room is required for storage. Sort the fruit carefully.

Bins for Fruit. Newonestobe Imiit, and old ones
to be cleaned in season. Slake them shallow having a
larger number of such. Fruit, except winter Apples
and Pears, picked early and binned, will keep longer
than that picked late.

Budded Trees to be exaiidned and prevented from
being girdled by the budding ties.

Cider Making. For best quality let the Apples lie

under the tree In the shade, until the Water has evap-
orated somewhat.

Cuttings of Currants Gcwseberrles and Grapes
to be put In, having them with three eyes. Plant an
inch or two apart In rows, these to be 2^; to 3 feet
apart. Set flrinly. with the top eye just even with the
surface. Later cover well with leaves or straw, to
be removed in the spring.

Evaporating of Fruit. Give windfalls and culls.

suitable for drying, dally attention, (iood evaporated
fruit will bring money. This fruit .should be thorough-
ly cured, but not brittlely dry. It may appear damp
and yet be dry enimgh U) keep years.

Fertilizers. Potash and bone dust are valuable for
all small fruit, and can be applied when convenient.

Grapes. Concords and other thin skinned sorts, to
be marketed nearly as soon as ripe. The thick skinned
ones will keep well for months. With such, let late
use and marketing be taken advantage of. picking
carefully, and after leaving In a cool room f<)r several
days to toughen the skin, wrap the clusters separately
in paper or pack In small boxes, and then store in a
dry and cool place.

Orchard Care. Before the leaves fall, remove dead
or diseased branches from the trees, as they present
an undue amount of evaporating surface. Pruning
this month is believed by many to promote fruitage.

Pears. Autumn sorts to be picked just before ma-
turing; winter ones may be left on trees until In
danger of freezing. The latter can go to no better
place for keeping well than In a cool cellar, so moist
as to prevent slirlvellng. yet dry enough to prevent
molding and rotting.

Strawberries. Planting should be hurried up rapid
ly. Keep off runners from plants set this fall.

Tools. When no longer required repair wherever
needed, paint and <dl, then store In a rain-proof build-
ing. A good paint for eithe; iron or wood Is formed of
boiled Linseed oil, with powdered red lead, adding
a little Japan drier.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Asparagus. Cut down when half withered. Clean

up tlie bed with a hoe, (spading Is injurious), and apply
a four inch coat of half rotten manure.

Beets t4i be taken up before hard frosts; cut the leaves
an Inch from the crown, store in sand or dry earth, in
a cool cellar In pits.

Blanching Celery. A good way to do this is to lift

the plants from the ground, leaving a little soil adher
ing to the roots. Take common flour (barrels, put about
two inches of sand In the bottom, and on this place
your Celery in an upright position, one layer to a bar-
rel. Put in a cool cellar, cover it with a blanket, an^I
In six weeks the Celery will be bleached to the tips.

If at any time it seems to be too dry sprinkle lightly.

Broccoli. See directions below for Cauliflower.

Cabbage idants, sowed last month, to be pricked into
cold frames, putting about ftXJ to a3x 6 sash, setting the
plants rather deeply. Frames for this, made of rough
boards, to be eight inches high in front and a foot at
the rear, with cro.ss rafters and cleats to support and
fit close to the sash.

Carrots. Treat the crop as directed for Beets.

Cauliflowers. As they approach maturity, shade
with paper or by turning down the leaves or by bring-
ing the leaves t<)gether at the top and tying. F(»r

young plants see directions under Cabbage.

Chicory for use as salad, to be dug, and st<ired in
sand in a dry cool cellar.

Endive to he blanched when the growth is well
along, by gathering up the leaves and tying at the top.

Blanching ends its growth.

Lettuce and Tomato seed sown in a well protected
place this month, and covered through winter will give
early plants in spring.

Potatoes to bo well dried, but not unnecessarily
exposed to light, even for one day, before storing In
perfectly dark bins, not over three feet deep.

Pumpkins and Squashes, require for winter a cool
dry plai-e, secure from frost; a cellar In some respect^s

perhaps being better than a house.

Rhubarb. Treat in general as for Asparagus.

Spinach. Till well, now that the growth is rapid.

Sweet Potatoes, Carefully dig before heavy frost,

storing in a warm dry place.

Turnips now Krt>w well; should be kept hoed.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Grapery. Afttr tlie fruit is ripe, watering Is Ut be
withheld in part, for a while. Later the borders should
receive a fall dressing of bone dust, and a thin layer of
fresh loam. Houses in which Hamburghs and other
thin-skinned kinds are liaiiging must be kej^t di-j* and
cool. Remove favdty tjcrrles before they taint their
neigJibors. Prune after the crop is removed.

Lettuce. Plants from seed sown In August, should
be set out for the early crop under glass. Six or seven
inches each way is enough room. The sash should be
entirely off the house, except in the roughest weather,
for some time yet. Strew Tobacco stems between the
plants, t^) keep down aphis or greenily, which Is the
chief enemy to the crop.

Oranges. Leinons, etc. Keep the trees thoroughly
clean by soap sutis. Thin the fruit If necessary. Wat^'r
occasionally with manure water

Parsley for winter use can yet be secured Iiy care
fully lifting the plants, and placing them In a cold
frame. Four inches apart is a good distance.

Rhubarb for winter forcing ' j be dug, and stored in

a convenient place for getting when wante4i.

Strawberries. As soon as the young plants In pots
show u mat of roots about the ball, shift lu^> sixdncli
pots, and plunge In saw-dust or coal ashes outside In
an airy place, here to remain until November.

THE POULTRY YARD.
Pack Away Dry Dirt. It will be* found of

invahmblc serviou at a time when the earth is
frozf^n. It not only answers aa a tiiist bath, but
keeps the Iloors clean, beintr bettor than sawdust
and more easily apidied. I.ay in a troo<l supply.

Corn Not the Cheapest Food. Corn at (i5 cents
per busliel, is not cbeajias e^if-produeinjr food,
as it does not furnish the proper proportion of
the elements contained in an et^j.?. and if fed
alone is insufficient and therefore costlv, but
when fed an part of the ration, tsprciullv In cold
weather, it becomes an excellent aid, supplying:
as it does warmth, and helps towani the vol'k of
the ej^ff.—Mirror and Fai-nier.

Chicken Cholera Kemedy. Wc have foiuid
the best to be one tc'asi)ooiiful of zinc (Nox
vomica) mixed into one (luart of eorn meal and
fed to the chiekens. Stufluijjr some of it into the
mouths of those that are too far K'nietoeutof
their own accord. I ha\e not vet heard of a
single failure. That amount ou^jrht to do for ten
or twenty chickens for one day. Kepc-at ius often
as needed.—D. H. Welch, Douglass Co., Kan.

Farmers and Fanciers. Farmers sliould realize
that there is more money in i>roducinK Ojrifeat
2() cents, broilers at -K) cent-*, and ^ood capons at
IH cents per pound, than in entering- the well-
filled field of fanciers to sell choice e^rg-s at two
dollars per sitting-, and K-iiod birds at live dollars
per pair. The prices named for the food products
may be obtained in any city, and tlie drmaud
is beyond the supply yeai- after year and is like-
ly to so continue, while fauciei-s find priees
fluctuating and uncertain. -National Stockman.

Attend Them Yourself. It has l>een often
demonstrated, by repeated failures, that no one
in the jioultry business can delegsite the duty of
attending to poultry to others, but must do it
himself. To secure a competent man to manage
a poultry farm is no easy matter, and nearly all
failures result from incompetency. It requires
knowledge and intelligenee to maimge a large
poultry farm, and quite a salary is required to
secure the right kind of a manager. Anv person
engaging in the poultry business must be on the
grounds at all times. He may have an assistant,
and even a foreman and otlier help, but the care-
ful and watchful eye of the owner must be over
the work.—Farm and Garden.

Keeping Eggs. Having filled a clean keg or
barrel with fresh eggs, cover tlie eggs with cold
siilieylic water. The i'}2.ix^ must hr kept down by
a few small boards tloatingon the Wiitci-. and the
whole covered with L-hith to keeji out dust. If
set in a cool airy place, the eggs.so packed will
keep fresh for months, but must be used as soon
as taken out of the brine. To make the salicylic
sohitinii..]issolvesaUeylicacid (which costs about
three dollars per pound) in boiling water, (me
teaspoon lul of acid to the gallon. It is not nec-
essary to boil airthe water, lus the acid will dis-
solve in less quantity, and the rest may be added
to the solution cold. The solution or brine should
at no time come in contact with anv metal.—
Scientifie American.

Hay for Poultry. In wint*^r we cannot, of
course, get green grass fipr our fowls, but we
can do as we do with our cows when gnuss is
"(mt of season"—feed them hay. Some of our
readers may laugh at the idea ni feeding liav to
fowls, but it is no new notion with many poultry
keepers. Late cut rowen is just tis goo(i as any
green food you can get for fowls in winter, and
any poultij keeper should save a supply "on
liurjtose" for his poultry. ( ut prettv fiiie and
steamed, this rowen is the next best thing to
green grass, and the fowls eat it readilv. Some
na\e fed it dry, and claim as good result^ as when
wet. One poultry keeper who feeds rowen
largely, cuts it, pours hot water over it, lete it
stiuid a short time, then mixes with morning
feed. -Prairie Farmer.

Chicken House. My hens are housed in a hirge
room, with ground fioor 18 x 18; from this they
pass to an apartment is x IH, which is made of
slabs and open to sun. Thisis their feeding room;
the other, whieh is fitto<l with nests and roosts,
has a large window and is well ventilated. No
filth is alFowed to accumulate, and the roosts as
well as nests are drenched with kerosene once in
two weeks. Here they remain an<1 thrixe and
lay abundantly from the time green Coosebcriies
tempt them until the Grape crop is gathered.
Before and after they run lotise. The worst
habit our farnni-s have is the neglect of hens in
the moulting season. This occurs when feed is
scarce about the farms, and when the hen's
vitality is tiixe<l. Feed liberally then and they will
lay well into winter, and more or less all winter.
My hen house hasachimney running up through
it and the rooms above, so that I ran heat it in
winter. Being a wing of my barn this arrange-
ment enables me to have warm water all winter
for my animals as well as fowls.— E. V. Powell.
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92*. Blackberries Dying. - ,„„,„„»
over winter in good conaitlon, but as they leaf out

-o^^Tfr^^fenrc^s^ 'l'.^e''= t1Jirse|n>r.S
l?oiIblS the Dewberrles.-J. P., Jackson Co., Wis.

925. Purslane Killing. I3 It possible to kill out

Purslane by crnpplnB with Buckwheat, plowing It

under when in bl'oon,?-!. M. K., Ontarw, Can.

926. Ammonia for Trees. Will trees, it^B.lerod

with Ammonia water, receive any benefit ? What pro-

portion is used ?-A. F. W., Worcester Co., Mass.

927. Le Oonte Pears. I would like to learn some-

thluK of Its merits for market, also how the KeUter Is

regarded as to being profitable In the East.-Wm. M. J.

928 Plums, (ni How 13 the Blue Dawson on Peach

rnnt? lb) Can any one make any report on the Artie

pium? (c) Hasithl Kelsey,Japan Plum proven of any

951. Grafting Scuppernong Grape,
growing barren vine, 8 or_ 9 years oW.

able tor market growing in this latitude, fudas^rdy
Montmorency, and DyehoU8e?-W. M. J., Ranaolpn

What 19 the value of this

value?—W. M. J.. Randolph Co., III.

9M. OherrlDS. Are the following varietiesj)roflt

r,.n«rIno- In this latitude. S

_ ^, -,-- M. J

Co., Illinois.

930. Lucretia Dewberry
Dewberry as a market crop ?—W. M. J.

931 Hen Manure. Is roail dust or plaster the best

tor mixing with hen manure? Ought it t» be applied

broadcast or In drills ?-P. O.

932 Stable Manure or Artificial. Which would

you consider the cheapest, stable manure at SI per

two horse loa<l, drawn three miles, or good commer-

cial fertilizer, at $:« to $40 per ton drawn four miles?

My soiris light, sandy.and poor.-P.a.,Os>cfbo Co., N. T.

933 Vineyard Posts Hotting. How can I prepare

the posts for my vineyard that they will resist decay ?

I would also like any suggestion that might be useful

in constructing a trellls.-T.W., Atchison Co., Kan.

9M. Lilium Auratum. Will some one please give

directions for gri .wing these Lilies successfully ?—Mrs.

E. L. P., Crairford Co., Pa.

935. Peach Seedling Growing. I would like to

know of a successful way of planting Peach pits?—

C. M., Moshcrcmc, Michigan.

936. Mixing Fertilizing Elements. In what pro-

portion should phosphoric acid dilute, nitrate potash

and ammonia or pure undissolved bone, nitrate potash

and nitrate sodium, be mixed to form a cornplete fer-

tilizer? State quantity and method of application.-

George F. Smith, Allegheny Co., Fa.

93t. Bark Coccus on the Magnolia. I send twigs,

covered with scales. Can you name the twigs, insects

and remedy?—John A. Hinckley, Venango Co., -fa.

93S. Growing Onions. Can Onions succeed Cabbage

to advantaKe?-C. W. S., Fan Buren Co., Mich.

939. Tent Oaterpillar. How can these be destroyed?

Can the arsenites be used for the purpose with safety?

—W. O. F., Orecnsbvrg, Ind.

940. Trees and Shrubs for Wet Places. Can any

kind of trees or shrubs be grown on wet land with a

fair chance of pront?^S. T. M., Hamilton Co., Ohio.

941. Marechal Niel Propagation. I would like to

know of tlie proper method and time for striking cut-

tings of this Rose.-AMATEPR, Dallas, Tex.

943. Sumac for Market. How can this product be

best prepared tor market? Also, where Is the best

point for selling?—J. L. D., Bradford Co., Pa.

94:!. Wintering Strawberries. Can I prepare Straw-

berry plants this tall and keep them for planting in

the spring successfully, using a machine?—C. W. POT-

TENOER, Kankakee Co., III.

944. Climbing Hydrangeas. I would like directions

for ciUtivatlng. etc. Where can they be procured?—
R. W. N., Indiana.

945. Lady Slippers or Cypripediums. Where can

the yellow iparfi/lorum) and purple varieties be ob-

tained? The latter Is often called "Whip poor-Will's

Shoe " from the form.—Mrs. E. D. K., .inn Arbor, Mich.

946. Glass or Canvas for Hot-beds. I would like

to be informed of the comparative merits of these two
articles tor hot-bed covering. Does oiled cloth crack
so as to leak?—T. J. L., Eossville, Oa.

947. Flues for Hot-beds. Will you please give me
directions for the construction of a furnace-heated
hot-bed? How would it compare with manure?—T.J.L.

948. Stone and Earthen Ware. I wish some one

would explain the difference between these two wares,
with reference to pickle making.—Dr. Ben. H. Branax.

949. Evaporated Fruit Keeping. How long can

evaporated Apples be kept in good condition?—J. P. A.,

Neiv Albany, Indiana.

950. Selling Flowers. Where can I find a market
for line garden flowers? Is there any demand?—B. L. M .,

TUusvUle, New York.

On a rank

K ^.™.... ..-.,- ^I would like

full particulars as to grafting other good sorts.—Mrs.
J. L., Collintcille, Tenn.

952. Iris or Fleur de Lis. I would like directions

for growing these plants.—M. H., Netv York.

953. Everblooming Plants. Will some one please

give a list of ever blooming and fragrant plants and
climbers, suitable for a conservatory about ten feet

square?-M Harris, Neiv York City.

954. Older Making. What Is the best method of

making cider and preserving it?—M. T. B.. (Chenango
Co., Neic York.

955. Azaleas. How ought Azaleas to be treated that

have been outside during the summer? They are now
in bud. Ought the}' to have manure water ?—Mrs. J

.

K., Jackson Co., W. Va.

956. Maiden Hair Ferns. When should these be

divided, what is the proper soil and temperature ?—
M. I. B., Orleans Co., N. Y.

957. No Flowers on Laburnums. Why has my
Laburnums never bloomed ? It grows good and seems
healthy.—I. T. M., Oallia Co., O.

9.58. Seed grown Roses. Can Roses be raised from

seed? How shall I proceed ?—Rosarlan, Penn'a.

959. Suitable Trees. I would like a list of trees,

shrubs, etc., that would do to plant in good soil having
a gravel subsoil, the time for the work, and best treat-

ment.—B. T. F., Worth Co., loiva.

960. Azalea Forcing. What management Is requir-

ed for this, in a hot water heated frame ?—Novice.

961. Asparagus Forcing. When is the time to begin

and how Is It best done for market?—Market Gar-
dener, NciV York.

962. Raising Tea. Can this be done in any part of

the South? Where can I gain any Information on the

subject?—A. W. L., Florida.

963. Cracking of Pears. What causes this trouble?

Is there any remedy?—O. P. M., Wayne Co., Mo.

964. House Plants. Are there any plants that will

thrive in rooms In which gas is used for lighting? Many
that I have tried die off.—Mrs. A. C. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

965. Heating Greenhouse. What are the compara-

tive merits of coal and coke for running a greenhouse
during the winter?—Amateur, Ohio.

966. Getting out Stumps. I would like to know of

some effective way of getting stumps out of land.
—B. a. p., Lonoke Co., Ark.

967. Lawn infested with Worms. Underneath the

turf Is a layer of good soil and under that, manure, now
the sod Is being ruined by worms. Is there any reme-
dy ?-a. R. N., Kenney. III.

968. Planting Hyacinths. Would it answer to plant

these bulbs a foot or so deep, calculating to leave them
and plant sunmier flowers over them In the spilng?

—W. O. S., Katonah, X. Y.

969. Black Currants. How ought I proceed In start

lng_a plantation, suitable, kinds and treatment?—C.
E. v., McKenny. III.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.

883. Gas Lime in Soil. For a dose of gas

lime, one half inch would have been plenty.

Repeated deep plowing when the soil is moist,

thoroughly mixing the spent gas lime with the

sou as deeply as possible, followed by a good
coat of manure, cow manure in preference,

would fit the soil finely for most any crop, espec-

ially Beets; stone fruits also should be well suited,

the chemist of the University of California

joins me in this answer. Gas lime in reasonable
nuauties should be good on sandy soil, not of a

calcarious nature.—D. B. W. San Franciseo, Gal.

877. Rust on Baspberries. There seems to be

no certain remedy for this fearful scourge. It is

a parasitic fungus pervading every part of the

plant, from root to fruit. The fungus fruiting

or maturing its spores on the underside of the

leaves, from scale like brick-red patches. Salt

has been recommended as a tonic in the way of

prevention. Others have advised toirradicate all

diseased plants, root and branch; but this to me
seems very silly. A fungus that generates by
spores, and whose spores are being cont;inually

thrown into the air, by the thousand million by
diseased plants all over the neighborhood, (for

thi* funtrus seems to be prevalent when chmatie
con(liti.>iis are suited to it, being conflnetl to no
special soils or environments,) and its infective

spores everywhere present. If a plantation was
very carefuUv watched, and all infected plants

destroyed before any spores ripened, and there

were no infected plants near, it might be ot

value. Some varieties are much more liable to be

destroyed bv this fungus, than others. I have
large plantations of Kittatinny Blackberry en-

tirely riiined by it, while WUsons Early and
Black Raspberry near by, showed no signs ot

disease, and also had It disappear from the Kit-

tatinnv, and the same lot have good crops of

fruit after. It is a hard one to manage.—B. B.

W. San FrancUfco, Cal.

788. Manuring for Strawberries, Presuming

that your land is in fair condition, I would plow

it to the depth of sixteen or eighteen inches.

Then I would apply blood and bone fertilizer,

bone flour or superphosphat<>s at the rate of 1,200

pounds per acre, this should be harrowed in or

otherwise well mixed with the soil to the depth
of six or eight inches. Early in the spring apply
a good dressing of wood ashes, or bone dust and
work it in thoroughly among and around the

plants.—C. E. Parnell.

88.5. Potato Tops as Manure. Potato tops

have more than the average manurial value

possessed by the tops of many other succulent

plants. They should be gathered and mixed in a

compost heap with manure, muck, and other fer-

tilizing material, and when well rotted should be
very useful on dryish clay soil, or they may be
scattered and plowed under without compost-
ing. AU such waste vegetable material should
be gathered up and put into the compost heap,
witn all dead animals, and animal refuse on a
place. Bones, old leather, leaves, soapsuds,
night soil; everything of the kind enriches the
compost heap, which should be looked upon as

the farmer's saving bank.—D. B. Wier, San
Francisco, Cal.

827 Evergreens in Texas. I have usually suc-

ceeded best during moist or cloudy weather in

March and April. TheWhite Pine does poorly out-

side the timberbelt of E. Texas and not nearly so

well there as the natives, which are equally
handsome. In Central and Western Texas, the
Austrian succeeds fairly well, the White
Pine poorly, and the Norway Spruce not at all.

T. V. MuNSON, Texas.

781. Ants in the Oreenliouse. Lay fresh bones

in the infested places, and as soon as the ants
accumulate on them they may be easily de-

stroyed.-C. E. P.

782. Aphis on Cherry and Plum. These can be

destroyed by the use of Fir Tree Oil or Tobacco

soap. The former can be procured in quart, tin

cans, the latter in pound boxes. Apply accord-
ing to the directions which accompany the arti-

cles.—C. E. Parnell.

888. Location for Fruit Growing. An answer

to this question will depend chiefly on the kinds

of fruit to bo grown. Grapes and the tree fruits

will stand "fair facilities" for shipping much
better than berries, and the packages go with the

fruit, with berries they are generally returnable,

and the more perishable character of the fruit

would make a home market more desirable, and

be much more economical in the capital required
to be invested in baskets and crates. With a dis-

tant market fuUy ten times as many crates

and baskets will be needed than in a home
market, because of the delays in returning the

empty packages and some will never find their

way back, and to get out of packages in the
mi^st of the picking season, is a contingency
that must be provided for. In a home market
you can look after these things yourself and the
prices are apt to be better, even though the home
market has some more details to be looked after,

and with respect to small fruits, the home market
will compensate tor a good deal of difference

in adaptability of soil and location. A considera-

tion ot the above difference should influence the
decision.—WiLLLAMS.

874. Blackberries Affected before Eipe. Is dy-

ing or drying meant? Drying of the fruit

would naturally result from the dying of

the canes, and the latter is probably due to some
local cause, perhaps the Willows may have
something to do with it, but the query is too
indeflnite to allow me to venture a reply.—B.
Williams, New Jersey.

847. Plants after Blooming. Petunias that

have bloomed all summer are not worth taking

up and potting, as they can be so easily produced

from seed, still if you have some choice varieties

that you desire to perpetuate, you should cut

the old plants back, early in September, and as

soon as the young growth is four or five inches

in length, secure cuttings, these will produce
fine plants for winter. AbutUons, can be taken
up and potted on the approach of cold weather.

If necessary they can be well out back, but then
water should be carefully given until growth
commences. Tuberose bulbs that have flowered
are worthless, those that have not, should be
taken up as soon as their foliage has been des-

troyed by the frost, carefully dried and stored

in any dry, warm place where they will be safe

from water or damp. Plants placed in a cool

greenhouse require careful attention after they
have done blooming, as far as watering is con-
cerned.—C. E. PARNELL.

790. Hen Dung for Gardens. Pulverize it as

finely as possible, and mix it well with the soil.

To exterminate worms give one or two good
dressings ot lime.—C. E. P.

796. Copperas. This is of no value as a plant

stimulant.-C. E. P.

846. Plants Bare at Bottom. If you will divide

your plants and give them a deep well enriched

soil a good mulch ot rather coarse stsible manure
with copious waterings during seasons of drouth,

the trouble will be avoided. To be of benefit to

the plants, the mulch should be applied early m
May.—C. E. Parnell.

817. Black Ants. Dust their hills freely and

frequently with lime or wood ashes. They dis-

like such treatment and will leave.—C. E. P.

814. Forcing Boses in Succession. I don't

think it would be advisable to force the Roses as

you propose to do.—C. E. P.

7119. Worms on Grape Vines. Carefully pick

them off and destroy by burning.—C. E. P.
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8li2. Ailin? Camellia. It is evident that
something is the matter with the roots of the
plant, so turn it out the pot, reduce the l>all of
earth as much as possible and place in a smaller
sized pot, giving fresh comi)ost. Your plant
evideutly suffered from imperfect drainage. To
grow Camellias well, they sliould be given a
porous or soft-balied pot, one pniportionate to
the size of the plant, a compost eonip<'.'^'-'d uf two
thirds turfy loam, one third well ilcca.\'ed cow
manure, and the pot should be well drained, if

it is one third filled with drainage, it is none too
much.—C. E. Parnell.

858. Weeds, To keep Purslane from becom-
ing so rank, keep the ground well cultivated so
that they will be destroyed while small.—C. E. P.

8.5.5. Ants in Lawns. Scatter wood ashes or
lime freely and freijuently around and over the
hills.—C. E. Parnell.

852. Worms on Alternantheras. 1 would gather
the worms carefully by hand and destroy.—C.E. P.

845. Fly on Chrysanthemums. Dust the plants
freely with Tobacco dust, or spray the infected
parts with Coles insect destroyer; white heUe-
tore or Persian insect powder applied with a
sulphur bellows or insect gun wUl also destroy
them.—C. E. P.

867. Asparagus. To put up bunches in good
shape, you should procure a regular bunching
machine. The size of the bunches .should be
from three to four inches in diameter and from
sL\ to eight Inches in length. Keep the tops ex-
actly even, and cut the bottom off square, tie in
near the top and near the bottom, using bass
bark, or broad soft twine. When shipped, it is

packed in crates with tight bottom witli slat
sides and tops. The crates should hold four dozen
bunches, and deep enough to hold one layer
when standing upright. When packing, place
the bunches in firmly to protect the toi) from
becoming injured, and see tiiat the Asparagus is

perfectly dry before packing.-C. E. P.

865. Grapes. (o> Grape cuttings when placed
in sand or soU, and protected from cold will

grow in the spring, (b) In setting out Grapes, I
would not shorten the roots, but merely cut off
those that have become broken, still they will
not decay to any extent if left uncut, (c) Ordi-
nary grafting wax is not injurious to Grape
vines.—C. E. P.

863. Strawberry Insect. I am not acquainted
with the insectyou describe, and the only remedy
I can suggest will be for you to gather and des-
troy them. I would occupy the ground with
some other crops, and plant the Strawberries in
another place.—C. E. P.

871. Pepper for Cabbage Worms. I know of
no reason why Cayenne Pepper dust would not
answer as well as that from the red.—C. E. P.

860. London Purple for Cabbage Worms. Yes,
it can be applied while the plants are small,
but just as soon as their heads show indications
of forming, it should no longer be used.—C. E P.

868. Verbenas Batting, (a) There may be some
insect pests at their roots; take a plant up and
examine it carefully; or the ground may be too
rich, if so you have no remedy but to change the
soil another season. The Verbenas prefer a deep
sweet tui"fy loam, (ft) I know of no remedy for
the worms, except to pick them off carefully and
destroy them.—C. E. P.

866. Dealbata Acacias, If you wiU raise the
bottom of the frame about an inch or so from
the surface of the ground, so as to ixTinit the air
to circulate around the plants, I think that you
will have no further trouble.— C. E. P.

.'<19. Tan Bark Ashes. Yes, it will prove to

be a good fertilizer. Apply liberally, harrowing
it in thoroughly before sowing the seed.—C.E. P.

818. Insects on Grapes. I don't think that the

bees injure the llowers. The wa.sp and the small
insect will not trouble them, if projicrly bagged
as so often recommended in this paper.—C. E. P.

914. Mnlberries Fruiting. Yes, if several trees

were near each other. The Russian Mulberry is

diojeious and Downing is variable. The best
success in fruiting the Mulberry is reached when
planted in groups with varieties or si>ecies inter-
mingled.—J. L. BuDD, A me«, Iowa.

937. Bark Cocas on Magnolia. The tree evi-

dently is some species of Magnolia. The insect

is one of the many bark lice that effects trees and
plants. It is not an easy insect to deal with,

because of the difficulty of applying insecticides

directly to them. One of the best remedies is

made by bringing two gallons of water, U> which
has been added one q>iart of soft.soap. to the boil-
ing point, and then stirriny iutn it one pint of
crude carbolic acid. This should In- applied with
a scrubbing brush to the affected parts, June
being the best season, and then at intervals later
as needed. A more recent remedy and highly
praised, consists of one fourth pint of Fir tree
oil, to two and a half gallons of water, applying
the same to affected parts with a syringe. Fish
brine from the barrels of salt fish, applied to the
trees with a syringe is said to kill the insect; we
think this latter lirjuid ought t()be diluted some-
what with water, when applied to trees in leaf.

815. Works on Botany and Greenhouse Plants.
Woods Class llocik of Hotany or American Hota-
nist and Florist are good works on Botany. Hen-
derson's Hand Hook of Plants is the best work
for your purpose.—C. E. P.

841. Ehododendron Protection. A very good
protection for Rhododendrons is to stick in the
ground about them limbs of Evergreens, and
pile leaves all about, over, and under plants.
Great care must be used with barrels not to
make use of those that have held brine or salt.
I lost a Gt)lden Yew by placing over it a very old
salt barrel; but there was enough of the saline
left to do the work. If you cannot get Ever-
green boughs, you can get leaves, and then
hold them in place with light sticks. Of course
the plants woidd be broken with the weight on
top.if notsupported by leaves placed underneath.

835. Gooseberries for Market. This fruit, so
highly valued in England, has been neglected
here quite too much. Of varieties, that depends
on location and culture. I grow, on clay soil with
warm southeast exposure, all sorts, and no mil-
dew. Of the American varieties, I find one about
as good as another. The ground should be strong
and rich, but not highly manured with fresh
manure. Cultivate and keep clear of weeds; with
me the sprawling bush form is as successful as
well-trained, erect stems; but the fruit is smaller
and gets soiled. No plant enjoys mulching more
than the Gooseberry; use sawdust. The profit on
Gooseberries is not equal to that on Currants
because the demand is not so gi-eat: but the sup-
ply is also small and therefore the market is

good. They bring about eight cents a quart,
f the newer sorts the Industry is promising,

but I dare not speak surely of its prolific bear-
ing; with me as yet, it does not bear neavily.

858. Weeds. >fothing will keep Purslane
from coming up if the seeds are there. Don't
let any seeds get ripe. Keep it hoed and buried
or burned. It makes a good fertilizer if it is

buried where it will rot; weeds are useful in the
right place.-E. P. Powell.

835. Currants Dropping, I think that the
worms are the cause of the trouble; they may
have injured the clusters so as to have caused
dropping, before hellebore was applied.—C. E. P.

848. Black Easpberry Blight, I find that
cutting out the main stalk under the ground,
leaving only the roots, which grow up the next
season all right is a method of overcoming the
disease, otherwise roots and all are Wiled.—C.
Mills, Onondaga Co., N. T.

835. Gooseberries. Late grown from medium
to large size will sell in New York from $2.00 to

$2.50 per bushel. Extra large ones from fifty

cents to one dollar higher; there is no demand
for small ones. For the past two seasons, a few
have been received from Canada which sold
readily. If shipped in barrels or boxes,they should
be well ventilated, as they become heated
quickly.-C. W. Idell, New York.

834. The Gueii Plum. This is one of the finest

in cultivation, above medium in size, color pur-
ple, perfectly hardy, and an abundant and earlj'
bearer, ripens early, and with me does not rot.
I consider it one of the very best.—A. A. H.

918. Hollyhock Propagation. Hollyhocks al-

ways come true to color, either from seed or
when plants are kept over from one year to
another.—A. A. H.

741. Black Knot on Plum Trees. Never allow
a single bunch of black knot to remain on the

tree an hour after you discover it. I always
have a sharp knife in my pocket, and when I

discover a black knot on a tree, it is removed at
once; and this is not all, puta drop of turpentine
on the scar and it will prevent other knots from
growing around the edge of the wound.—A. A.
Halladav, Vermont.

872. Wood Ashes. It will not injure the
trees unless applied in great quantities; but why
place them so close to the trunks ? Rjither scatter
around and work under with a fork.—C. E. P.

874. Blackberries Drying before Eipe. They
may be troubled with an ailmeut of fungoid
origin, so I would cut back and destroy all shoots
as soon as they show indications of drying.—
C. E. Paknell.

876. Tomato Blight. I think that you are
gi\ingyour plants too much water and so advise
you to gradually reduce the supply.—C. E. P.

877. Hust on Raspberries. Cut off at once
and burn every sprig that shows indications of
rust. This only will prevent the destruction of
all your jtlants by the rust.— C. E. P.

903. Aquarium Management, The water in

an aquarium should never be changed, but mere-
ly added to, as evaporation takes place. The
oxygen for the fish is supplied by the plants

which it is absolutely necessary to grow. "Nov-
ice" can obtain these in almost any pond. The
aquarium should be covered by a piece of glass,
projecting about H inch over tne sides all round,
which prevents dust settling upon the surface.
Snails do not purify the water, but simply cleanse
the glass and the jilants from the confervoid
growth which appears in stagnant water.

908. Blanching Celery. My way of earthing
up Celery, or rather ineparing for that operation,
is to tie up the plants some time before any soil

is put to them. This support to the leaves causes
a more upright growth and keeps them together,
when the earthing up can \xi done easily and
quickly without any of the soil getting into the
hearts of the plants. Instead of cutting away
the ties and removing them, we leave them on;
they rot off quite soon enough, and if they do
not it matters Utile, as Celery cannot well be
held too closely toifether to blanch and exclude
the wet. The soiling up piecemeal, as is prac-
ticed by many, is a mistake, as the plants require
much water all the time they are growing, and
it is imijossible to give them this after they are
earthed, without washing some of the soil in
amongst the leaves, and that either causes them
to rot or cripples the hearts.—C. J. Gaines.

910. Lilium Auratnm Treatment. If kept in
the house they should be at rest after the stalk
has died down. The plants being only sparingly
watered until potting time this month. With
good management they will flower better the
second season than they did the first, and stronger
the third than they did the sec(md. If they have
blossomed out-of-doors, the roots may be lifted
for the winter and stored away dry and cool, and
in either case started in slight heat the next
year. They do better out-of-dooi-s, almost, than
under glass. After flowering some people place
the pots containing the plants out-of-doors; this
is an error, as they suffer from wet.—Remle.

883. Gas Lime in Soil. While the Lime used
in purifying gas is a good material for improving
cold, heavy land, has the effect of killing wire-
worm and other insects, four tons to the acre
is the (juantity usually applied and immediately
dug in. With the quantity mentioned, nothing
can bo done other than to keep the garden under
constjiut cultivation for some time, then grow-
ing some rank feeding root crop.— Remle.

786. Nitrate of Soda. It is of great benefit to
Chrysanthemums, Dahhas, Carnations, &c., dur-
ing their growing period, acting as a powerful
stimulant, and very soon imparts a luxuriant ap-
pearance to the foliage. But, like soot and other
stimulating manures, ought not to be given to
the plants at rest. A solution should contain
about one pound of nitrate in twelve gallons of
water. If scattered evenly on vacant ground,
it is of great service in destroying slugs and
other garden pests. It is also beneficial when
applied sparingly to lawn.—J. W. V.

897. Yuccas Hard/. I should think they would
be, but if any doubt exists, the lightest kind of
winter covering will be sufficient to make them
perfectly safe.—Remle.

843. Tree Paeony not Blooming. The probable
cause is lack of plant food in the soil. Give a
heavy coat of manure over winter and the trou-
ble will likely be remedied.—Remle.

804. Setting out Strawberries. To ensure a
satisfactory result it will be necessary to use
potted plants.— C. E. P.

833. Barberry from Seeds. Sow as early in

spring as possible, in drills two feet apart in a
nicely prepared bed or border; sow thinly, cover
carefully, and keep the young plants well weeded
at all times.—C. E. P.

854. Cyclamen Treatment. After the plants
cease blooming, they should be turned out of
their pots and planted out in a nicely preparred
border. Here they should be permited to renjain
until September, when they should be taken up
and potted. For potting use porous or soft baked
pots, and let them be well draineil and propor-
tionate to the size of the bulb;at first waterspar-
ingly, gradually increasing the supply as growth
advances. When the plant.s are alunit to bloom,
liquid manure should be given at times, after
the blooming period is over, gradually re<luce the
supply of moisture. Inside, they should be given
a light sunny situation and a tempeiiiture of
from .50° to 60°. In planting tliem outsiile keep
the bulb or corm about an inch and a half below
the surface—C. E. P.

803. Transplanting Tree Pseonies. I would
transplant as early in the spring as possible after
the gi'ound is in a proper comlition.— C. E. P.

800. Coal Slack for Heavy Soil. I would use
the coal slack by all means.— C. E. P.

813. Stove Plants. Stove plants are those that
require for their proper development an average
night temperature of not less than 65°.—C. E. P.

75.3. Eemoving Soot from Trees. Dissolve
whale oil soap in water at the rate of two ounces
to a gallon, and syringe the trees thoroughly
with this some damp evening. Early the next
morning syringe copiously with clear water.
The mixture applied before rain will materially
assist in removing the sottt. — t?. E. P.

913. Onions for Wintering. No one objects to
Onions being large for autumn use, but the lar-

gest are not the best keepers. I find none to
keep better or longer than bulbs that weigh from
three to four ounces each, and such, where sound
and well harvested, might be kept for nine
months, in suitable quarters.
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943. Sumac for Market. On uncultivated
plants the new growth only is cut, stem and
leaves, while green, and dried in the sun, protect-

ing carefully from dew and rain. When per-

fectly dry, run though a straw cutter and pack
in bales or bags ready for market. The full

year's growth is cut from cultivated plants
when in full leaf, before frost, near the
ground; new shoots growing for late, or next
year's cutting. The leaves are stripped, dried,
and baled for marketing. The kinds most in use
for tjinning and dyeing, are RJnts glabra, or
smooth Sumac, a spreading leafy bush, four to
ten feet high; or stag-horn, li. typhina, grows
twenty feet high; a dwarf, R. capallina, one to
seven feet high and others. Any large user can
give inforinatiou as to markets.

941 Marechal Nlel Propagation. The simplest

and surest way of striking either this or any
other Rose from cuttings is in September, to se-

lect vigorous shoots which feel quite firm, cut
into lengths, haring four or five buds. Cut the
base of the shoot close to the last bud. Half fill

a five-inch pot with Cocoanut fibre, packing
quite firmly, give some drainage also. Stand the
cuttings on this about two inches apart, round
the inside of the pot, then fill up wltn fibre and
ram down hard. Place in a shady position for a
few days, then a sunny one, sprinkling the foliage
two or three timesa day. In November let them
have the shelter of a cold frame, and when the
cuttings are sufficiently rooted transfer them to
single pots.—Amateur Gardening.

940. Trees and Shrubs for Wet Places. Alders,
Ash and Elm, can profitably be raised on places
too wet for most things to do well.

V54. Cider Making. Select and wash sound
fruit. Strain the juice into clean barrels, and
keep filled up to the open bung hole for a few
days, until active fermentation ceases; then
*' rack off " into clean barrels, keeping in a cool
cellar, with the bung tightly closed. If wanted
fairly sweet for a long time, add a pound of
Mustard seed to each barrel before closing.

fl«5. White Clematis. None of the White Cle-

matises, in cultivation at the present time, ai*e

sulficiently vigorous and hardy to be of much
use; they come from lanuginosa, which is a ten-
der kind. There has, however, been exhibited
in England a white .lackmanli which ought to be
of value. Have you tried Viticelhi rubra granrti-
flora? This has bright claret red Mowers, not so
large as Jackmani, but very numerously pro-
duced, and is a most effective variety.—Hemle.

886. Celery Blight. When the bUght comes
on in the earlier stages of growth, the plant can
outgrow it, but occuring at a later stage, it some-
times almost completely destroys the crop. It is

not likely to make its appearance in a very wet
season, unless on springy land where the drain-
age Is poor. On high land it frequently appears,
immediately following two or three weeks of
drought, and in such a case the only remedy
is to apply water. This can best be done by
plowing away a furrow from each side of the

row, into which the water may be led, afterwards
plowing back again to cover the moistened earth
and to restore the level surface. By repeating
this as often as once a week the tendency to
blight may be overcome. Some growers believe
it is an insect which causes the blight, but I can-
not agree with that view. The insect which
appears on the leaves when they begin to decay,
is invited by the decay, but Is not the occasion
of it. Often when the insects have made their
appearance and the leaves are already yellow, a
sufficient application of water, either through a
heavy rain or by irrigation, will cause the insects
to disappear, the yellow leaves to drop away,
and finally the plants will grow healthy again,
with a good crop as a result. The blight is un-
doubtedly a disease caused by a check in growth,
due to the roots of the plant suffering from lack
of proper nutriment, and most generally occurs
in dry weather.—W. W. Kawson, Mass.

896. Profits in Market Gardening. It is not
possible to give any close estimate of the cap-
ital per acre required to market garden, there
being so many ways of working. As a rough
estimate for the cost of growing common garden
crops, I would say $75 to $13.5 per acre might be
reckoned on. Manure is a very heavy item, as

from forty to fifty tons are generally applied
every year, some being made on the farm, but
the greater portion has to be purchased. It
would be better to pay a higher rent close to a
large town for a small space of ground, than to
take a large piece at lower rate, a number of
miles away from market. Kidney and Lima
Beans, Asparagus, early Rhubarb, green Peas,
Tomatoes and such crops sell well, but all these
need to go in fresh, and carting detracts consi-
derably from their value. Then again the man
whose produce is ready before his competitors
even by only a day or two, can obtain twice or
three times as much as is possible when the
market is in full swing. Another consideration
in favor of being near to a town is the supply of
labor readily obtained, for unless there are ample
means of securing the crops at the proper time
much loss might ensue.-Remle.

885. Potato Tops as Manure. Much of the
exhaustion of soil by the Potato crop is due to
its top, which is rich in potash, and as it readily
rots it leaves jwhatever manurial value it pos-
sesses on the soil were it lay.' Some work the tops
into the manure pile. Most of the substance of
the tops, if left in the field, will be washed into the
soil before spring, and what remains will soon
disappear when plowed under.

911. Plantain and Weeds on Lawn.—I have
effectually cured a lawn of coarse weeds. Dande-
lions, and Docks. Get a little sulphuric acid,

and, with a sharp pointed stick a drop put in the
centre of each plant, will kUl it. Afterwards
dress the lawn with bone dust or guano. D.McL.
912 Single Dahlias. Deal with these as with

the double kinds. Lift them when frosted, cut
off the stalks about four inches above the tubers,
turning them upside down, so as to allow any
moisture to run out. Clean the tubers and dry,
storeing in a place free from heat, damp, and
frost.—Remle, Newport Co., R. I.

858. Weeds. Nothing. The only thing that
will in any degree abate this pest, is very
thoroughly destroying all that appear on the
surface by cutting and burning. With this
treatment it may at length disappear.—Remle.

907. Thrips on Dahlias This pest has been
very troublesome on the Dahlias, and the only
way to keep them oft is to syringe the plants
daily during hot weather. The insects will not
do much barm if this is continued.

905. Pruning Clematis. It is quite right to
cut back Clematises of the Jackmani and Viti-
cella sections every year, as they then break
stronger, and consequently flower finer and more
continuously than they do if the shoots are left
entire. There is also this advantage of pruning
back hard, the lower portion of a trellis or wall
can be better furnished by means of the laterals
which spring from the main shoots.

904. Tan Mulching for Strawberries. Seeing
it recommended as preventing slugs from get-
ting to the fruit, I obtained a quantity and placed
it about six inches in width from the roots of
the plants and also between them, but when the
fruit began to ripen I found that it had been
eaten; and at last found the slugs crawling over
the tan with seeming ease. My experience was
certainly unfavorable to the tan, as it also became
the propagating bed of a number of minute
maggots, not at all pleasant to associate with the
Strawberry.—F.

Concerning Steam Heating for
Greenhouses.

In some of the most extensive greenhouse
establishments in the country, among others
that of Mr. Peter Henderson, in Jersey City,

New Jersey, heating by steam has been
thoroughly tested for a number of years.

Mr. Henderson, in summing up his ex-

perience with steam, as compared with hot
water heating, does so in these words: " My
experience in the use of steam over hot
water for greenhouse heating, on repeated
trials made on two similar houses, each 30

X.S50 feet, equally exposed, one heated
entirely by steam and the other heated en-

tirely by hot water, it was found that 3.5 per
cent, was saved in fuel in the house heated
by steam over the hot water house."
As presenting the general advantages of

steam heating, the follo%ving extract from a
recent essay on the subject, will prove of

interest to those having greenhouses.

In warming greenhou.ses with steam, when
the sun shines strong and the temperature
rises, simply closing the valve, instantly

stops the heat from the steam pipes, and, in

the best and most modern of self regulating
steam generators, likewise checks the pro-

duction of steam and consumption of coal.

Steam pipes are invariably the same degree
of warmth no matter how remote from the
boiler. Hot water pipes, on the contrary,

are liable, if carelessly set, to become much
hotter nearer the boiler, and rapidly grow
colder the more distant they are, so that all

parts of the greenhouse are not given an
equal temperature.
As to care in running, boilers are now

constructed with a magazine feeder, so that

no attention is required from evening until

morning, automatic dampers and drafts

perfectly regulating the steam and fire. In
piping houses for steam, the overhead sys-

tem is generally, used, as it gives a more

naturalradiation downward upon the plants,
prevents the cold air next the glass falling
upon the plants, melts the snow sooner^
thus allowing more sun heat, and the pipes
are more easily put up. In propagating
houses of course all the heat is put under
the benches.
The number of lineal feet of different

sized pipes sufficient to make ten square
feet of radiation are as follows: 1-inch pipe
28 lineal feet, IJ^-inch pipe ai lineal feet,
l>i-inch pipe 20 lineal feet, 3-inch pipe 16
lineal feet, 3K-inchpipe 13 lineal feet, 3-inch
pipe 11 lineal feet.

Careful and repeated tests, by well known
florists and steam engineers, in different
parts of the country, have established the
following proportions, for amount of radia-
ting surface as compared with glass surface.
For Canada, Northern New York, New
Hampshire, Vermont and Maine, use ten
square feet of radiating pipe surface for
thirty-flve to forty square feet of glass. For
the Middle States and balance of New
England use ten square feet of radiating
pipe surface for forty to fifty feet of glass.
For latitude of Philadelphia use ten square
feet of radiating pipe surface tor fifty to sixty
feet of glass. For Baltimore, Washington
and the South use ten square feet of radia-
ting pipe surface for 60 to 80 feet of glass.
This will be found to give a temperature in
the coldest winter weather of fifty degrees.
A higher temperature can be secured by the
addition of sufficient radiating surface.
As illustrating the above points, the

writer saw, at the establishment of Mr.
James Morgan,Cayuga Co. , N.Y., two steam
boilers in use, the pipes arranged by the over-
head system, which were said to be very
satisfactory, much more so than the pre-
vious use of hot water; a dwelling house
was also heated with the same fuel.

THE COMPLETE GARDEN.*
XX.

BT A WELX-KNOWN HORTICULTURIST.

Continued from page 278, Vol. III.

EDIBLE NUTS.

A complete garden should contain some,
if not all the ntit^bearing trees hardy to its

locality. The trees are mostly ornamental
and require but little attention; still they
will repay a fertile soil and cultivation.
Almonds. Near relations of, and in many

ways resembling the Peach. These choice
nuts, if we except the soft-shell sort, will
thrive wherever the Peach does and with
the same treatment. They are usually, for
the North, budded on Plum stock. The
soft-shell is only adapted to the Southern
States, except it be trained against walls in
warm situations. For general culture, the
best varieties are the Common Sweet, Long,
Hard Shell, and Bitter Almonds.

Clicstnuts. The universally liked Com-
mon Sweet Chestnut will succeed in most
parts of our country if given a light, sandy
soil. The Dwarf or Chinquapin Chestnut
is useful in small gardens, growing from six

to ten feet high. The Spanish Chestnut is

much larger than the Common, but some-
what more delicate; it succeeds, however, as
far north as New York State.

Fillicrtii. These are improved varieties of

the European Hazel-nut, being three or

four times the size of our native Hazel.

Some of the English varieties are quite sat-

isfactory in our gardens. After planting

allow no suckers to grow, and keep to a low
bush-like form, somewhat like Gooseberries

cutting back the young wood about one
half each spring. The best kinds are Cos-

ford, Coburg, Dwarf Prolific, Red Skinned,

and the White.
Walnut. The Black Walnut {Juglans ni-

gra) and the Butternut, (J. Cincra) succeed

•Copyright, 1887, Popular Gardening PubUshlng Co.
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in fertile soil everywhere. The English

Walnut or Madeira nut (JurjJanfi rer/in ) is a

desirable nut for the Southern States, and

if the young trees are protected for several

years, in the North, becomes quite hardy

even here. Of these, other than the Com-
mon, the Thin Shelled is the best, while for

garden purposes, the Dwarf Prolific is

useful ; it can be easily protected where
required, and commences to bear at a height

of three feet and at three or four years of age.

Hickory Nuts. These nuts in several spe-

cies are well worthy of cultivation, both for

their delicious kernel, and for the handsome
character of the trees.

THE PEACH.

The Peach is noted for the beauty,delicious-

ness, and large size of its fruit, and the

prolificacy and early bearing of the

trees. It succeeds almost as far north

as the Apple, but is rather more par-

ticular as to its requirements.

Soil, Cttltivntion, etc. For Peaches,

the best soil is a deep sandy or gravelly

loam, with a well drained subsoil; the

poorest a cold clay. The trees succeed

in a very lightsoil but generally strong

loams will produce larger and better

flavored fruit. A northern exposure is

to be preferred, as it retards spring

growtli, thus clearing danger from late

spring frosts to the early fruit buds.

Clean cultiu-e for the trees is the rule

of the most successful growers, al-

though on some light thin soils, the

trees do well if no cultivation is given

till after the first crop is borne, and
even then only shallow culture, apply-

ing Uberal top dressings of fertilizers.

The best manure undoubtedly is wood
ashes, either leached or fresh, in good
quantity yearly.

Pruning. Pruning is of much impor-

tance with this fruit, because the

sap in this tree tends more to the ex-

tremities of the branches than in any -^^
other fruit. Without pruning, a strag-

^'

gling form with long bare limbs

having only a bunch of foliage at the tip is

the result. By the shortcnin(i-in method of

pruning, now most in vogue, and whicli I

shall describe, the pruning aims to supply
every part of the tree continually with
young wood, full growth, and imparting
compactness to the form. First yearns

Pruning. Yearling trees are the best to

plant, setting them out only in the spring.

Cut these back to a single switch between
two and three and a-half feet according
to the length of the trunk later desired.

During the first year allow but three shoots

to grow and these for forming the frame
of the future tree. Second year.

Early in the spring the tree branches
of the previous year are cut back to fully

one half their length. The aim, this year,

should be to raise but two shoots to each of

the present branches, one on each, for con-

tinuing the branch. As nearly as possible

these should be evenly distributed, and
with a view to letting sun into the trees.

Third year and later. Cut back all the
shoots one half, early in the spring. Even-
ness of growth throughout the tree should be
secured by summer pruning of the soft

shoots. In later years when the head has
been formed as above, the pruning should
be limited to cutting back annually, all

young bearing shoots to one half their length
for inducing the formation of other bearing
shoots at their base, and to cut away those

that have borne a crop. To neglect a branch
for even one year will place it beyond its

best condition, as it reaches, a comparative-
ly dormant state, while if it were cut back
two new shoots will start at the base of

each shoot giving a growth for use the fol-

lowing year.

Varieties. From the list of old standard,

budded kinds that have become firmly es-

tablished on their merit, I present a list of

kinds worthy of general culture:

EARLY
Ale.xander.

Beatrice.

Coolidge's Favorite.
Early York.
Hiue's Surprise.

Rivers.

Mountain Hose.
George the Fourth.
Crawford.

MEDIUM.
Foster.

Conkling.
Old Mixon Free.

Snow.
LATE.

Crawford.
Salwa.v.

Stump the World.
Ward.

The Nectarine. This fruit is really a
variety of Peach, differing from the

common type in having a smooth skin,

and is hardly its equal in quality ; the

A SHAPELY DWARF PEAR TREE.

flavor being less rich but somewhat
spicy and decidedly agreeable. It is well
worth growing wherever Peaches do well.

The treatment is identical with that of the

Peach. There are a number of varieties,

among which the best are : Hunt's
Tawny, Hardwick, Early Violet, Boston,
Elruge, New White, and Red Roman.

THE PEAK.

The Pear is the most luscious of all hardy
fruits of an equally long season, and a uni-

versal favorite, both for dessert and for

culinary uses. In good soil and under fair

cultivation, the tree is vigorous in growth
and profuse in bearing. Indeed in the last

named respect I consider it is one year with
another even more reliable than the Apple.
The season of the Pear is from August to

March in the north.

Pear culture has to do ordinarily with two
classes of trees, namely, standard Pears and
dwarf Pears. The former class is produced
by propagating the Pear cion or bud on a
Pear stock ; the latter by budding the Pear
on a Quince .stock, a union which takes
place readily with most varieties, and which
leads to the producing of a tree much
dwarfed, but prolific and early to come into

bearing. Some varieties, notably the

Augouleme (Duchess de) succeed better as

dwarfs, than otherwise, while Bartlett,

Seckel, and some others, do very indiffer-

ently as dwarfs. From a long experience, I

am convinced that the better course in Pear
culture is to aim for what may be called

half-standard trees. These are obtained by
planting dwarfs deep enough to bring the

point of union between the Pear and Quince
a little under the ground, by which Pear

roots will form to induce increased size and
longevity to the tree.

Soil and Vulture. Almost any good soil

that can be rendered fertile will answer for

the Pear tree, but still the tree has some
preference. The standard class thrive best

in a loam not too heavy, and which has had
the subsoil broken to a depth of 18 or more
inches to accommodate the long forked roots

of the Pear. The soil, for either standards

or dwarfs, should be well underdrained.

Dwarf Pears seem to prefer a loamy soil

having a clay subsoil. In this class the

roots are more fibrous than and not so deep
rooting as in standards. Half-standard
trees have both kinds of roots referred to.

The fertility of the soil for all classes is

of great moment, and after an orchard
has been established in well enriched

ground, ilmay be kept up by top dress-

ings of manure each autumn, and a
manure mulch applied in June of each
year. Wood ashes are an excellent

fertilizer. Dwarfs need rather more
liberal culture than standards. A com-
mon resource for securing both a deep-
er soil and better drainage is to have
the tree rows on slight ridges, with
furrows midway between. Such ridges

may be made by running the plow twice
in the same furrow, turning the land
first from and then twice to the line,

for the row of trees using the subsoil

plow in the bottom furrows, or in gar-

dens trenching with the spade instead.

While about 20 feet apart is right for

standard Pear trees, and 10 to 13 feet

apart for dwarfs, it is not uncommon
to plant both kinds in one orchard,
setting the former in rows 18 feet apart
and 24 feet in the row, and alternate
with dwarfs in the row.
Pruning. The first aim should be to

secure a well-balanced head. A Pear
tree will always have a leading branch,^ and this should proceed from a bud
in the direction of the prevailing winds,
a matter easily governed by cutting
the top shoot back to near such a

bud when the young tree is being plant-

ed. Six or seven branches should, in

the young tree, be allowed to constitute

the frame work of the head. The head
should be well up from the ground, and
in order to cause it to spread somewhat,
for admitting air and light the cutting back
should always be done to an outside bud.
After the foundation of the head has been
provided little pruning is needed beyond
cutting out branches that appear in bad
positions, until the trees have reached a

dozen feet or more in height in standards,

and somewhat less in dwarfs, by which
time they will be somewhat bushy, and
then pruning should be more earnestly
begun. This on the simple basis of trimming
oxit some of the excessive interior branches
annually, and heading back the outer
branches rather severely, to induce the for-

mation of fruiting spurs along the sides.

From the fall until in early spring is the
most suitable time for pruning the Pear.

A Selection of ^'arictics. In the follow-

ing list the kinds that are particularly well
suited to dwarfing by budding on the Quince
stock are preceded by a *.

SOMMEB PEARS.
Andre Desportes.

Bartlett.

*Clapp'9 favorite.

Summer Doyenne.
Tyson.
AUT0MN PEARS.

*Angouleme.
Gitfard (Beurre Giffard). *Belle Lucrative.
Margaret. Beurre Bosc.
Flemish Beauty. winter pears
Howell. Anjou (Buerr de).

Louise Bonne of Jersey. Clarigeau (Beurre).
Seckel. Lawrence.
Sheldon. Winter Nelis.

Superfine (Beurre). Easter Beurre.
Souvenir du Congress. Josephine of Malincs.

{To be Continued.)
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Niagara County Notes. The Fruit
Farm of Henry Lutts.Youngstown .

On the 18th of August last, the writer

with a friend tooli an eight mile drive from

his home at LaSalle, to the fruit farm and
nursery of Mr. Henry Lutts, located in the

northwestern part of Niagara Co., N. Y.

This farm consists of 90 acres of land, 50 of

which is devoted to fruit. It is situated

Niagara Plum. Natural size of Average Specimen.

about two miles fi'om Lake Ontario, and
about one half of that distance from
Niagara river at a point several miles from
its mouth. The soil of the farm is a clay

loam. There is enough of undulation to the

surface to admit of easy drainage, and thus

far, surface drains have been tlie main re-

liance for carrying oil excessive moisture.

Mr. Lutts divides his attention mainly
between the culture of Pears, Peaches,

Plums, and Grapes, but having also an
Apple, and Quince orchard, besides consider-

able laud devoted to the culture of nursery

stock. His main Pear orchard consists of

1,000 trees of the (de Angouleme) Duchess
variety, set out seven years ago, but he also

has numerous other sorts under orchard

cultivation. The Angouleme trees being
dwarfs, stand at 18 by 10 feet apart.

At the time of this visit, the Pear crop of

the place was most promising, the Bartlett

variety especially, having begun to show up
finely as their time of maturity was Hear-

ing. In marketing this variety, Mr. Lutts

said, he makes three pickings of the fruit in

the season, taking the ripest at each pick-

ing. The proprietor depends on marketing
his fruit mainly in Buffalo, Toronto, and at

Niagara Falls, sending to the first and last

named places directly by wagon.
In Pear culture Mr. Lutts pursues a

course equivalent to clean culture. This he
does by plowing the laiul about the latter

part of August, turning the furrows toward
the tree row, and sowing Rye to the ground,
which is then allowed to occupy the .space

until early spring when it is txirued under,
plowing away from the tree now. Then in

May or June, a mulch of manure is applied

about the tree, to remain until the August
plowing, when this is turned in. By such a
course the land receives a crop of green
manure and of stable manure annually, it

is kept well furrowed between the tree rows
from fall until spring, and the cultivation

is simply managed. Moreover the crop of

young Rye growing on the ground serves to

prevent injury to falling fruit in a consider-
able degree. This system of culture is also

applied to Peaches and Plums, after the
yoimg trees have passed their first year of

growth. No blight has troubled this Pear
orchard for years.

In pruning Pears, Mr. Lutts allows much
freedom of growth in the young trees, ob-

serving, however, to have the main branches
well located,and then when bearing begins,

he cuts back the ends of all branches rather

severely to induce plenty of side spurs, of

which he later trims away a good propor-

tion, if they seem to be too numerous.
The Plum orchard of some acres is one of

the finest looking and most profitable

sections of this frtiit farm. The trees

stand fifteen feet apart each way. The
culture is similar to that for Pears.

The Niagara is one of the favorite and
most profitable varieties, being large,

early, and productive. A medium speci-

mem of the fruit is figured herewith. It

is a blue Plum, and is believed by Mr.
Lutts to be the result of a cross between
Duane and Lombard. The tree pre-

sents the hardiness of the Dttane. Mr.

Lutts' other favorite Plums are Washing-
ton, Jefferson, Magnum Bonum, Quack-
enbos, Reine Claude, and Italian Prune.

The Reine Claude is an excellent late

variety, coming in late in September, is

sugary and a heavy bearer.

Questioned aboitt his management
against Plum ailments, Mr. I^utts said,

that for rot, he relies on removing the

diseased specimens as soon as they appear;

for black knot he prunes off the effected

parts immediately they are discovered;

for eurculio, jarring is considered an
all-sitfficient remedy. Concerning the

last process, the insects are jarred upon
sheets and burned; when they are numer-

ous he goes over the trees six or eight

times, if less plentiful, usually half as many
times .suffice.

The Peach is not as perfectly at home on

the heavy soil of Mr. Lutts' home farm, as

are some other fruits. Still his orchard of

these trees is thrifty and the trees heavily

loaded with fruit. In common with his

neighbors, the proprietor cares little for

Yellows, by using the simple safeguard of

setting the trees on land free from wetness,

and by promoting healthfulness by free cul-

ture and fair manuring. No other crops are

grown in his orchard excepting green ones

for plowing under. On this soil he is par-

ticular to ridge the earth into lands in

August, with a furrow for surface drainage

midway between the rows.

Mr. Lutts grows the standard varieties of

Peaches, with the Crawfords as favorites for

main crop. Among his best early market
Peaches he includes Alexander, Arkansas

Traveler, Hine's Surprise, and River's early

Hine's Surprise is the earliest for store and

a great favorite for marketing. Its fla\or

is flrst-class, and it is a profuse bearer, the

trees giving, in some instances, as much as

three baskets apiece by the third year.

The Quince section of this orchard is m
splendid condition,as is also the vineyard ot

two acres. In Quinces the favorite variety

is the Angers. This is true indeed to an

extent that will lead the owner to graft

many trees of other varieties with this

One strong point in favor of the Angers is

that it is but slightly disposed to suffer

sun burn. In pruning these trees, Mr. Lutts

cuts out the point rather severely, and by

thus getting rid of many fruit spurs, the

thinning of the crop is also effected.

In the vineyard. Concords and Niagaras

are the preferred varieties for market pur-

poses. As for pruning the vine, Mr, Lutts

depends on cutting the wood clo.>-ely in win-

ter, and in summer trimming in the main by

removing " suckers " at blossoming time.

In Mr. IjUtts' nursery department, the

raising of young hedge plants is a leading

specialty. To show what this enterprising

nurseryman is doing in the way of stocking

our country vfith live fencing material, it

may be remarked that he has sown five

tons of Honey Locust seed, for hedge plants,

in one season. This species engages his at-

tention most largely ; the plants can be fur-
nished cheaply,and in four years after plant-

ing; they make not only a complete but a
very handsome fence.

Planting Strawberries in the Fall.
Successful fall setting depends on the char-

acter of the soil, location, etc. If it be dry,

they can be set any time up to November,
and come on well in the spring, but other-

wise if wet are liable to heave. The gain
in fall setting on favorable soils, is that
they make a larger growth next season for

the first full crop for the year following,

than those set next spring, and the drought
is not so apt to affect them. For family
garden beds, we would recommend setting

this fall, and protecting with straw or Ever-
green brush. We would not purchase
plants from a distance, before last of Septem-
ber or in October, for they are not in first-,

class condition for good work until then.
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POPULAR GARDENING
AND FRUIT GROWING.

"AOOUaiS NOT NATURE, SHE OATH DONE HEB PART; DO THOU BUT THINE."—Miltos.

Vol. IV. ISrOVEIt^BEia, 1888. No. 2.

It seems only yesterday Summer was here!

The landscape was green and the sunlight undimmedl
The flowers were garbed In their gaudiest gear.

And happiest harmonies all the birds hymned.
But now hath the Maple a gold that It spurns.

And cast in the dust as the season draws nigh,

That ushers in Death to the year, and returns
To earth all the beauty begotten to die.

—J, D. Vanderpoel.

" Protection " is the main issue in tlie garden
now.

Why Should This Be? Mr. Idell, the New
York Coraiiiission Merchant, tells us that Black
Currants were a scarce fruit in their market
during the past season.

Cause Enough. On the kill or cure principle,

a Nova Scotia reader tried boring a small hole in

the trunk of a Plum tree, and tilling it with
paraflne oil, as a cure for black knot. Now he
reports that the tree is dying.

The grand old Elms of New England seem to
fill a recent writer with alarm, because occasion-
ally one has been known in a storm to topple
over without a moments warning. We have
lived all our days near a city that can boast of
thousands of large shade trees, and have yet to
hear of the loss of Ufe from a falling tree.

Next Tear's World's Fair. AWorld's Fair
of great magnitude will be held from May 5th,

to Oct. 31st, 1S89, in Paris, France, and Congress
has appropriated $250,000 to meet the expenses
of our exhibitors. Horticulture is to have a
department of its own, and this we trust will be
well represented, in view of the importance of
the fruit exporting industry to Americans.
Particulars may be obtained of Commission Gen-
eral W. B. Franklin, 35 Wall St., New York.

Pliney W. Reasoneb. The terrible Yellow
Fever which swept over Florida during the past
summer, carried off this brilliant young horti-
culturist on September 27th, at his home in

Manitee. Mr. Reasoner was but 25 years old, and
had by his business enterprise, as the head of the
Royal Palm Nurseries, and as an industrious cor-
respondent of the horticultural press, secured a
position as a horticulturist quite rare for one of
his years. He had served the horticulture of his

section well as an officer of several of the great
expositions in the South in recent years. Mr.
Reasoner was a native of Illinois, but had been
a resident of Florida since 1881. His untimely
death will be widely deplored.

Late Quotations for Apples in English
Markets. Under date of Oct. 2.5, we are advised
by DeLong, Mayer & Co., Apple exporters, that
the demand for flrst-class winter fruit is good,
and that prices since the first of the month have
had a tendency to rise, which they believe will
continue for a time. The receipts at the various
ports were on the 15th, inst, 59,000, on the 22nd,
inst, 75,000, while on the 2.5th they were only .5,225

barrels. The prices at Liverpool tor the latter
date, per barrel, was for Baldwins, $2.73 to $3.33,

Greenings, $2.67 to $2.91, Newtown Pippins, p.-SS
to $5.2], Huhbardsous, $2.3« to $2.(>fi, Wagners,
$2.90 to $3.19, Tallman Sweets, $2..55 to $2.67,

Northern Spies, $2.67 to $2.91.

Pass them By. The men who have recently
turned up in Buffalo and other large cities and
towns, and are soliciting trade for supjilying or
moving large shade trees with a patent tree-
mover which they exhibit, had better be left
alone. The writer of this recently put on the air
of a probable customer and interviewed one of
these chaps. He was ready to handle any tree
under 16 inches diameter of trunk, and warrant
it to grow without marring its beauty by prun-
ing so much as a single branch. Not only that,
but he claimed he could move them as well in
mid-summer as any time, and without the wilt-

ing of a leaf. His terms for transplanting large
trees and warranting them to grow was
from $25 to $35 apiece, payable two thirds down
and the balance within a year if the tree grew.
Of course any one who will make the pretension
that this fellow freely did, is unreliable and not
fit to be employed. Moreover he never expects
to call for the contingent one third of the price,

its the two thirds down that he is after. The
owner will keep the one third,and it should at least

pay for removing the dead trees which the two
thirds procured.

Intebestino Potato Culture. Last spring,
Mr. E. S. Carman, of the Rural New Yorker,
undertook to show what he knew about growing
large yields of Potatoes, by his trench method
of culture. The land chosen for the test had, for
12 years, been devoted to Potatoes, and which in

that entire time had not received over 50 tons of
horse manure per acre. On April 20th, the seed,
already sprouted, was put into trenches, which
to begin with were eight inches deep, but which
had received a scattering of Commercial Potato
Fertilizer, at the rate of 800 pounds per acre, in

the bottom, and in this, two inches of soil for a
seed bed. The trenches were three feet apart
from center to center, the seed pieces, ha\'iug at
least three strong eyes each, were placed at one
foot apart in the row. Over the seed was scat-

tered another lot of fertilizer equalling in

amount that first applied, and also some sul-

phur to repel wire worm. Then the trenches
were filled even full of soil. Shallow level cul-
ture prevailed throughout the season. On Sep-
tember 28th, the Potatoes of which there were
three varieties, were dug in the presence of a
committee of five reliable men, who reported on
the result as follows: Variety No. i yielded at
the rate of 644 bushels, No. 2, 1076 bushels, and
No. 3, (which was a comparative failure, owing
to the ravages of the flea beetle in the growing
season,) 276 bushels per acre. The test is to be
repeated on a large scale next year.

New Dwarf French Carinas.
PETER HENDERSON. JERSEY CITY HEIGHTS, N. J.

These, introduced first into this country
from the establishment of M. Crozy, of

Lyons, France, three years ago, are proving
to be some of the grandest plants ever intro-

duced into our gardens.

This new class differs from the old Cannas
(which are mainly.used in summer, for the
tropical effects produced by their grand foli-

age), in growing only from two to four feet

in height, blooming continually from mid-
summer until October. The flower spikes
are from six to 12 inches in length, ranning
through all the shades of crimson, scarlet,

carmine, orange, and yellow, many of them
so spotted and mottled as to resemble some
species of Orchids.

The flowers, gorgeous in themselves, are

greatly enhanced by the rich tropical foliage

by which they are enveloped; but these new
Cannas are still expensive, and will con-
tinue to be for a year or two yet, until stocks
for propagation can be secured.

The plants produce seed freely, but un-
fortunately the bulk of it is imperfectly
fertilized. The seed, to all outward ajipear-

ance, is plump and sound until cut open,

when it is found that only about one in

twenty shows the seed germ to be perfect.

Out of 10,000 seeds that we imported last

year, only about .500 plants were produced,
but among these we have obtained some
splendid sorts, surpassing even the named
plants that were imported at the same time
at a very high price.

Canna seed should not be started in this
latitude, even in the greenhouse or hot^bed,
until the middle of May. At that season
(if the germ is perfect) they will vegetate, and
grow to make strong flowering plants in (iO

days from time of sowing.

Some Errors in the Garden.
WM. F. BASSETT, ATLANTIC CO., N. J.

" Squash BoREii.s." Walking with Mr. T.
Greiner recently in his garden, in Monmouth
Co., N. J., in which are conducted numerous
careful experiments, we came to some Melon
vines which had wilted down and were
dying, as so many of this family do. Then
the old theory of Squash borers came up for
discussion, and a comparison of experience
showed, that neither of us had ever been
able to find any indications of borers in such
cases, although we had repeatedly made
careful examination, and on various occa-
sions it was determined to make a thorough
search once more,and thevines were carefully
cutaway in slices, with but the same result.

Various insects were found around and
under the vine, but they were evidently
brought there by dampness and the already
diseased condition of the plant.

The difficulty appeared to be more in the
bark just at the surface of the ground, and
we pronounced it fungus, but to make sure,
a section of a vine was mailed to Prof. Scrib-
ner; he reported the disease fungoid, but
says it is not yet much understood, although
the department sent an agent to South Car-
olina last year to investigate. It seems
hardly credible that the whole horticultural
world should accept such an error for 30
years, but it goes to show that, in the absence
of any better explanation, plausible theories
are often taken up, echoed and re-echoed
without proper investigation.

Wire Worms and Potatoes. The wire
worm theory, as causing scabby Potatoes,
is another preposterous idea which was taken
up by some editors who are generally sound.
Several correspondents of an agricultural

paper advocated this view a few years ago,
and the editors endorsed them. I wrote an
article at the time showing conclusively that
it could not be wire worm, because they are
never found in our soil to any extent, and
that they invariably do their eating by bor-
ing a small hole. No notice whatever was
taken of this communication.
Soon after, in digging early Potatoes, in

land that was wholly dried otit, so that wire
worms could not exist, if they had ever been
there, some were found with incipient scab,
and I sent a specimen by mail with a com-
munication on the subject, which also went
into the waste basket, and some lime after

the editor stated that there were two kinds
of scabby Potatoes—one produced by wire
worms and one by fungus.
A certain amount of guess work and crude

theory, almost necessarily attends the in-

vestigation of many questions in horticul-

ture before their nature is understood, and
the publication of these serves a useful pur-
pose in directing attention and farther
inquiry to the subject; butthose whose pride
of opinion is too gi-eat ever to acknowledge
an error, should be very careful how they
commit themselves on such a matter.
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Mixing of Melons. Mr. Greiner has

noted some interesting results on this point.

As his grounds are limited in extent, there

is no chance to keep different varieties far

separated, and sometimes it has seemed de-

sirable to plant seed from those which have

grovpn along with other varieties.

For instance the Emerald Gem Musk-
melon he has found to be much superior in

quality to any other he has ever grown; and
such varieties as Chicago Market, Millers'

Cream, etc., he estimates as better to sell

than to eat. But seed saved from the Em-

The Onion Crop.
WM. H. YEOMANS. TOLLAND CO., CONN.

The Onion has been grown in this vicinity

for years; there are Onion beds (so called,)

that have been cropped vrithoiit interruption

for 30, 40, or more years; up to a few years

ago there was one that had probably been

cropped continuously for nearly 7.5 years, and

what is peculiar about this course, is that it

does not seem to deteriorate the crop in the

least, but rather seems to be the best treat-

ment that could be adopted.

Results go to show that there are certain

climatic condi-

tions that ex-

ert either a dis-

astrous or a
beneficial in-

fluence, as the
tase may be.

The prepara-

tion of soil,

,
manuring, cul-

tn ation, and
general atten-

tion is about
the same year
after year, but,

setting aside

any effect of

insect depre-

dators, the
growth and
quantity of the

eraldGem which was growTi with the.se,came
j

crop Is quite variable in different seasons,

nearly true, and even after planting a second

FIG. 1. IMPROVED PLANT PIT WITH AIR FLUE.

year with other varieties, the seed still gave
but few mixtures, aud these, although differ-

ing in outward appearance, still retained

the flavor of Emerald Gem; a similar re-

sult followed with a small early Water-
melon after growing with Citrons.

An Improved Plant Pit with Flue.

The following description, with a sketch,

was sent us by a correspondent from the

State of Texas whose address has been mis-

laid. The simple idea is, a cold frame warmed
some degrees above the outside temperature

by air without Are heat. Its distinctive fea-

ture is an air flue leading from a point down
the incline on which the pit is situated,

through the earth mainly below the frost

line, in order to temper the fresh air that is

admitted, somewhat. A chimney for creat-

ing an air draft is also Included as shown in

the engravings.

In Figure 1 is given a view of the pit in

perspective, showing also the manner of

banking up vrith earth and the two doors at

the entrance. The lower cut gives a length-

wise sectional view and shows the peculiar

interior arrangement. In its construction

there is first a pit, b, some four feet deep
and about seven feet wide, as long as desired,

of the shape shown. Above this the frame-

work, a, is erected, resting on a foundation

of stone. The sides of the house are banked
up nearly to the top; above the bank, c,

glass is used on ends and roof.

Some fifty feet from the pit, a trench two
feet deep is dug and extended to the side of

the pit, and opening into it from beneath the

foundation. Five inch drain tile, e, are laid

in the bottom, beginning at the pit and
running to the surface at d, the ditch being
filled in again. At the rear end of the pit,

a ventilator pipe runs up from the pit, thus
causing in all mild weather, when the pipe

cut offs are open, a constant current of air

to pass under the stage on which the plants

stand. The cold air in its underground
passage from d, through o, is said to become
sufficiently warm to keep the plants from
being harmed by the cold. Of course, only
plants like Roses, in a dormant state, or half

hardy and hardy sorts, are to be stored in a
frame of this description.

Last season the crop set out with much
promise; the young plants looked healthy

and vigorous, and continued so until the

season was well advanced, when the tops

were attacked by a blight which seemed to

be wide .spread, that immediately checked

the development of the bulbs, and the result

was a large crop of small Onions; but this

season the conditions, whatever they may
have been, favored a continuously healthy

growth, and a development of the roots in

an vinusual manner; inasmuch as both of

these conditions existed without any appar-

ent cause, we are led to the conclusion, that

the crop may be affected, favorably or

unfavorably, by imperceptible conditions.

Pears, Persimmons and other Fruits.
S. MILLER, MONTGOMERY CO., MO.

The LeConte Pear I fear will not stand

the test, as some that were gathered at the

proper time and ripened according to rule,

got soft in the middle first, an unpardonable
fault in a Pear.

The Persimmon Seedless was sent to me
as .such, yet there are a few seeds in some.

The St. Thomas will not be ripe for some
little time yet, while some of the Seedless

and Josephines have ripened and fallen.

The one got for Early Golden is not so early

as some others. The Ruby, although not

large, is an excellent one and
dried on the trees well.

The Persimmon is worth
more attention than it has thus

far received. We have them
ripe here now, and will most
likely have some until well Into

February.
DeSoto Plums have ripened

splendidly the season ,iust now
passed. It is nearly as large as

Wild Goose, and much better in quality.

Golden Beauty has also ripened a full crop,

free from curculio or gouger marks, and is

sweet and good. For market however, it

should be gathered before ripe, as it will

drop as soon as it becomes the least soft.

The Smock Peach is fruiting for the first

time, and one before me measures just 11

inches in circumference and is a beauty.

October Beauty is also loaded with fruit,

but I fear we will get a frost ere it ripens,

as the weather threatens a visit of old Jack.

In my fifty years of fruit growing, never
was I favored with such a splendid crop of

all kinds of fruit that grows in this latitude.

The largest Pecan Nuts In the North,
heretofore, have been received from Texas
and Louisiana. But a year ago I learned of

a large one not far from here, and received

some of the nuts which were as large as any
from the South. These will no doubt prove
hardy, while those from Texas are not; a
friend of mine Invested ^0 in nut trees from
Texas which freeze every winter, and are
now no larger than they were when he got
them five years ago. I recently spoke with
the gentleman who owns the tree of those
large ones here, and engaged the crop,

which I will keep in dry sand to distribute

to those who wish to try them.
They should be planted at once where

they are to remain, in which case they will

usually bear in six or eight years I am told.

Those who wish to procure any had better

let me know in time, and the number they
want, under a half pint, as no one can
get more than that. Otherwise some would
monopolize it and prevent its dissemination.

The Hybrid Pecan grafts of Nussbaumers
have made a handsome growth, and may
bear fruit next year. As mentioned in a
former number, all my Hickory grafting

of last spring failed, hence I have no grafts

for distribution.

A Protest Against Exaggerated Il-

lustrations and Descriptions
in Catalogues.

A. T. GRANT, WORCESTER CO., MASS.

This subject is one about which I have
never as yet seen anything written. It bears
on the matter of the pictorial exaggerations

in the catalogues of many dealers. Does the
gardener or fruit grower think,when looking
over a catalogue to select seeds or plants, that

he is going to get car loads of Watermelons of

119 lbs. each. Onions of .5 or 6 lbs.. Potatoes to

cover the ground after being dug, so com-
pletely that they could be gathered best with
the horse rake? If he thinks such things are

to be common to him, after buying seeds of

Mr. So and So, why, he will be mistaken.

If these things cannot be, why do dealers

illustrate in this way. I have at hand now
a catalogue from a responsible firm, show-
ing a Geranium with .34 clusters of bloom in

sight and a small plant at that. I find most
everything in this way; how can the buyer
get any knowledge of a variety by these cuts.

We certainly want new sorts, we want
varieties that are free bloomers, but when
the dealer gives us to understand that ,50

clusters of bloom on a small Geranium are

possible, we get disgusted, and I for one
cannot trust other statements, some perhaps
that are true. I have to buy seeds, and
must have the earliest and best kinds for

market. I want a way to find out which are,
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LENGTHWISE SECTIONAL VIEW OF PLANT PIT AND FLUES.

at least, the best to try, and when any dealer

decides to give us this information in his

catalogue, I want to hear from him.

I hope that this evil referred too may be

done away with before long.

A True National Flower. The Per-
ennial and Other Phloxes.

We would ask those members of the

Society of American Florists, and all others

who are interested in the question "What
shall be styled our National Flower," why
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not decide on the family of Pliloxworts, of

which the numerous beautiful Phloxes
proper comprise the greater number. It is a

noble family of plants, perennials and an-

nuals, and one which is as popular, perhaps

more so, across the ocean than it is at home.
Witness for example, a leading German
seed catalogue which offers 133 varieties of

Annual Phloxes, and of leading foreign

plant catalogues which enumerate hundreds
of named varieties of the Perennial group.

And yet the genus is distinctively American,
no species in cultivation being attributed to

any other land. Is there another equally

valuable and popular class of plants, of

which as much can be said? The Phlox is

indeed the National Flower.

But the object of the present article is to

call attention more espec-

ially to the various perennial

species and varieties of the

Phlox genus. Than this

class we have no hardy
garden flowers that are more
desirable, none that are

more easily grown. And
it is a pleasure to add a

thing not often said about
natives that there is not a
weedy plant among them.
Concerning classification,

some disorder prevails in the

catalogues.—Let us loolc at

this for a moment. For con-

venience they may readily

be arranged into three

groups, namely: The Low-
growing or Tufted Phloxes,

being spring bloomers; the

Sub shrubby (or Suffruti-

cosa) Phloxes, being sum-
mer bloomers; the Decus-
sata (also termed Maculata)
comprising the later flower-

ing, erect growing Phloxes.

With a proper selection

from these, and some reli-

ance on the Annual section,

we may have Phloxes in

bloom almost from April

until frost.

Of the Low-growing or

Tufted sorts (shown in the

foreground of the annexed
illustration), the Moss Pink
(P. suhidata) with narrow
moss-like foliage, covers the

ground with a mass of rosy

flowers in April and May;
and a white variety when in

bloom is very showy; a rather rare sort, and
one of the finest of this group is the Starry

Phlox (P. stcllaria,) with smooth stems, six

to eight inches high, narrow leaves, and
flowers white with a bluish tinge, each lobe

being cleft. The Creeping Phlox (P. reptens)

is a neat grower, with purple flowers; the

Procumbent Phlox (P. procumhcns), a hy-
brid of the Moss Pink and the Lovely Phlox
(P. amoena) having lilac colored fiowers in

May, and one called The Bride (P. seUicea),

a dwarf compact grower, which is covered
with conspicuous white blooms, having a
red center, constitutes the early section.

All of the foregoing are especially suitable

for dry exposed places, and for rockwork.
Although perfectly hardy, these tufted sorts

are liable to receive harm during warm open
spells in winter, hence some covering is

beneficial at this season. They are easily

propagated by cuttings taken off during
July, or by division of roots.

Following on the early blooming section

referred to, come the fragrant Summer
Phloxes (P.sit#)nitJco»n),beginning to bloom
just after the Roses. Throughout July this

division, with its delicate chaste and sweet-

scented flowers are at their best, and worthy
forerunners of the late varieties. In general

their management is identical with the sec-

tion next to be referred to, except that dur-

ing the winter a slight covering will be of

benefit, just as in the preceding section.

The Late Flowering Phloxes, include many
species, but which are not always clearly

distinguishable, because of the effects of

much hybridizing. These flower most freely

during July and August, but by pinching

the shoots of some of the plants about the

first of June and again in .July, the bloom-

ing season may be prolonged into late

autumn. When the plants are two years

old they produce their finest trusses of

bloom, and the third year they should be

fall lifted, divided and transplanted, though
better results are obtained by keeping up a

succession of young plants from ctitlings

and late are in the following of the Decus-
sata section; Andre Leroy,Trancois, Coppee,

Gambetta, Leclair, liOthair, Phoceon,Queen,
Reve d'Or. Other fine species are P. bifida,

P. (^arolina and P. Douglasii var. diffusa.

^— — ooMWi^cTKnasa.

A GROUP OF HARDY PHLOXES.

each year. There is almost an endless
variety of colors, tints and markings in the
flowers. The plants vary in height from
one to four feet, the foliage from narrow
and shining to dull and broad.
The flowers of this section are produced

in pyramidal panicles, as is well shown in

the engraving, often six inches across. Of
self or one-colored sorts, there are white,
salmon rose, lilac purple, violet, and crim-
son of various shades.

The Phloxes succeed in any good deep
soil, and enjoy greatly a heavy manure
mulch dxiriug the summer, together with
an occasional dose of manure water during
their season of growth. A winter covering
Is also of benefit.

Pot culture of the early sorts is satisfac-

tory with using strong clumps; lift late in

fall and store in a cold place until brought
to mild heat, replanting after blooming.
A good collection of varieties and species,

aside from those incidentally specified above,

might embrace the following distinct ones.

Of the dwarf section are, Compacta, Fairy,

Model.Vivid, Georgia, Darwin, Dr. La Croix,

LUliput, Rosinante. Among the fragrant

pure white varieties are Countess of Gallo-

way, Lady Napier, and Pearl. Both early

Some Points and Pointers on Fruit
Crowing.

A. P. REED, CUMBERLAND CO., ME.

Spot Disease. By way of experiment,

which should never cease until at least some
points are gained, I would suggest a trial of

whale-oil soap for thoroughly washing the

trees; a comparatively inexpensive thing,

which I tliiuli would show good results in

the case of spot disease.

Mice injuring Trees. For mice gnaw-
ing trees, I have found that

trees around which two or
three shovelfuls of manure
are thrown close up to the
trunk, late in fall, are sel-

dom troubled, and while
this is a simple and effectual

preventive, it is al.so very
healthful for the tree;

strengthening t he little root-

ji'ts that come out near the
ruuk, and which are essen-

tial feeders.

Mulching. Manure put
,il)out a tree in this way,
may be drawn away from
the trunk during the sum-
mer, and after haying; a few
Brakes are put around the
t ree for two or three feet out.

Plum Raising. While
there are a good many
l^lums grown throughout
the country, yet there are

not nearly enough to supply
the people. Wherever raised,

no matter what the variety,

any surplus finds a ready
market at fair prices. They
are as saleable as any gar-

den product that grows as
easily as the Plum does,

and much more salable and
profitable than many other
things that are more gen-
erally grown. To like Plums
is natural for nearly every
one,to grow them is far from
being common, as yet.

There are many kinds of

Plums easily grown, and no
fruit tree is more active in

reproducing itself than this; and, even

though the trees be almost entirely neglec-

ted, yet under such conditions 1 have known
Plum orchards that were profitable; but the

Plum will largely repay the best of cultiva-

tion, and it is a bad type of horticultiuist

that will let anything, so willing to do some-
thing, ever be so neglected. Ripe Plums
may be eaten of very largely, with no in-

jury, and no fruit is more healthful for im-

mediate use or putting up for winter. To
make a business of Plum growing, is to

strike one of the most paying branches of

horticulture in many parts of our country.

New Jersey's Cranberry Crop.

According to the Newark Daily Advertiser

early in the season the prospective Cran-
berry crop bade fair to be a large one. Not-
withstanding, vines not covered with water
during the last winter were badly winter-

killed, those which had been properly pro-

tected looked remarkably well, when the

water was drawn off in the spring.

On many of the Cranberry bogs, fruit

buds were developed in great abundance
and gave promise of a large crop. But the
unusual cool weather of the season placed
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a check upon the perfecting of the fruit,

and a large portion of the buds did not ex-

pand well. The crop is said to be between
two and three weeks later than usual, and

with the thermotneter at 47}4 degrees Fah-

renheit,—being so cold as to render a Are

necessary for comfort—they are not likely to

catch up soon.

At the time this article was written, it was
conjectured the crop would require favor-

ble weather for the remainder of the sea-

son to perfect even a medium crop in New-

Jersey. But such would be no disadvan-

tage to the growers, as a light or medium
crop is much more remunerative than a

very large one. A frost in May injured a

number of bogs in the vicinity of New
Egypt and Corkstowu. The vine worm has

been very destructive the past season, in

fact quite as bad as it was a year ago.

The Kelsey Plum. By its Introducer
In the East.

p. J. BERCKMANS, PEESIDENT AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

Early last spring, I spent several months
in Florida, and had an opportunity of no-

ticing the behavior of the Kelsey and other

Japan Plum trees. The result of my ob-

servations were that the Kelsey found its

most suitable section in the northern and
western sections of Florida, and in the

southern and middle sections of Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas.

On April 1st, last, Kelsey Plum trees

were still dormant at Tarpon Springs, on
the west coast of Florida, but retained the

leaves of the previous year's growth. On
the 2d of April, at Orlando, the trees were
just bursting into bloom; on the 6th, in

Baker Co., I found the trees laden with fruit

varying from one half to an inch in diam-
eter. On March 24th, last, our trees near Au-
gusta, Ga., had set a full crop of fruit,w-hich

was then from one quarter to a half inch

in diameter, but three successive frosts de-

stroyed the crop. From this it will be ob-

served that in Southern Florida, the period

of active vegetation extending late into

winter causes the Kelsey to remain dormant
for fully four weeks later than here, (400

miles further North,) where active vegeta-

tion ceases at a normal period.

In September, 1887, I carried some fine

specimens to Boston; they were then ma-
tured after having been culled from the trees

a week previously. This year our earliest

specimens ripened by the middle of July.

While the tree of the Kelsey is hardy in

the latitude of New York, 1 believe that the

fruit will seldom be perfected there; I would
advise that it be planted only as far North
as Middle Georgia or South Carolina, its

success being doubtful in higher latitudes.

We And the Peach stock the most desira-

ble to work the Kelsey upon, although those
upon Plum (Mirobolan) are vigorous. The
fiuit sets mostly near the body of the tree,

and this I consider a desirable feature with
so large a fruit. I look upon the Kelsey as

the coming fall fruit for our section. The
illustration opposite, of a perfect fruit, cross

section and a pit of .same, shows well the
characteristics of this Plum.

Bradstreet's Report on the Evap-
orated Fruit Industry of Western

New York.
No finer fruit is produced on this conti-

nent than is grown in the territory em-
braced under the name of western New
York. The orchards of the farming com-
munity are the chief sources of their wealth,
and the industry is prosecuted with vigor.

Whether due to the favorable climate and
soil, or the superior or skillful cultivation

of the orchardists, one thing is certain, that
the Apples of western New York are sought
with avidity, and bring relatively higher

prices than those grown in any other portion

of the country.

The success and magnitude of the evapor-

ation industry is due largely to the fine

quality of the fruit, easily and cheaply pro-

curable in abundant quantities, and also to

the enterprise of the producers in adopting
new and improved evaporators and ma-
chinery, in place of the crude processes in

vogue years ago, producing thereby a qual-

ity of fruit quite as good and palatable to

the sight and taste as though it were in the

fresh and uninjured state. Thousands of

tons of Apples are produced every season,

from a quality of fruit heretofore wasted
and allowed to rot on the ground, and which
now forms a nice income to the grower.

It is in the utilization of these waste pro-

ducts that the desiccation of fruit becomes
a valuable and indispensible adjunct to

every fruit-grower, and the business may
be considered as yet in its infancy. Within
a radius of 40 miles of Rochester there are

more than 1,.500 evaporators, from the small

farm house dryer of a capacity of 2.5 bushels

per day to the large steam evaporators, dry-

ing 800 to 1,000 bushels of Apples each 24

hours. These evaporators give employ-
ment during the autumn and early winter

months to at least 30,000 hands, who average

from $.5 to $12 a week, according to exper-

ience and usefulness.

Constant care and scrupulous cleanliness

are the first elements of success in evapora-

ting good fruit. The production during the

season of 1887, may be well considered the

largest since the inception of the business

some 15 years ago. A careful estimate

places the total quantity at about 30,000,000

pounds, worth at first cost some ^2,000,000.

To produce this quantity of Apples is re-

quired 5,000,000 bushels of Apples, 15,000

tons of anthracite coal, and the constant at-

tendance, night and day, of an army of men,
women, and children, numbering 25,000 to

30,000. The water eliminated in the process

of evaporation amounted to 225,000 tons,

reducing the bulk of the green fruit to

about one eighth of its original weight,

each 100 pounds yielding, when properly

evaporated, 12 pounds on an average.

The fruit is usually packed in cases of two
cubic feet measurement, holding .50 pounds
net, the product of say SH bushels of green

Apples, and in this concentrated compressed

form is shipped all over the world. The
advantages in freight alone will be apparent

from the following comparison, showing
the cost of shippiug one case to Liverpool,

Eng., which at existing freight rates will

cost a little less than 30 cents, while in the

green or fresh state in barrels the same
quantity would cost 12.25, and in the canned
state, almost $2.10, without considering the

deterioration of the green fruit, and the

dangers of fermentation to the canned
article, the Apple in the evaporated state

being transported without deterioration.

The refuse of the Apples, such as the par-

ings and cores, are dried and form the base

of aU the cheap jellies manufactured at

present. The quantity thus produced last

season will aggregate some 12,000,000

pounds,thus no particle of the fruit is wasted.

The principal consuming countries

abroad are Germany, England, Belguim,
Holland, and France, in which the new pro-

duct has displaced the old fashioned sun-

dried fruit. There were shipped alone to

France diu-ing 1887. some 18,000 barrels of a

quality known as chopped or sliced Apples,

which is dried without either being pared
or cored, and is used chiefly for the produc-

tion of cider, cheap wines and distillation

when the vineyards of France suffer from
the phyloxera. Some 4,000,000 pounds were
exported during the season, of which more
than one half were shipped from the region
of western New York.

New York State evaporated fruits have
secured a very favorable reputation and
strong foothold abroad, and can be had in

almost any town or city of importance on
the European continent. The goods are also

taken in considerable and increasing quan-
tities by the West African and Australasian
trade every season, and with the popularity

and growing demand at home, the success of

the business is more than assured.

Tobacco as an Open Air Insecticide.
O. A. SCHMITT, NORFOLK CO., MASS.

Asparagus Beetle.—Last year I had very
great numbers of them on my field. Being
frightened by their numbers seen as late

as October, this spring I opened furrows
on each side of the rows, and placed a little

more than half a ton of tobacco stems in

those rows, closing them again with a plow.

The two acres and one third were disposed

in foiu- beds, with a road 10 feet wide be-

tween every two beds. There was no
tobacco placed in the roads. This spring I

planted a row of Asparagus in each road;

there was also an Asparagus seed bed from
which I planted another 3}{ acres with As-

paragus this spring. No tobacco was
placed on the seed bed. The place where
the seed bed had been is now a part of the

new Asparagus plantation. The only places

attacked by beetles this summer are those

four roads, the place where the seed bed has

been, and the plants heeled in. Had I used

tobacco on the seed bed I think my planta-

tion would have been entirely free from the

beetle.

Cut Worms.—I have used tobacco in for-

mer years against the cut worms which ate

off the young shoots of my Grape vines, by
surrounding each plant with stems, dug in,

with entire success.—October 1888, Bulletin

Department of Agriculture.

Selling- Fruit by Auction.
During the past season, the attention of

fruit growers has been attracted to the auc-

tion sales of Calitornia fruit, especially at

Chicago. As in this country this plan is

comparatively new, we give an idea of it as

employed in London for twenty-five years,

or more, as outlined by a correspondent of

the Pacific Rural Press, and gained by in-

terviewing several firms who claim that the

result both to grower and commission man
are far better than under the old system,

while the public is better served and at no
higher price. This is because, as one London
dealer said, they have so few cases to report

of rotting on their hands; within half an hour
of its delivery it is sold. Another item to be

taken into consideration is that by private

sales there used to be many claims on
account of short weight, inferior quality or

damaged condition, and if from important

customers they could not be disregarded;

hence the commission men were at the

mercy, to some extent, of the buyers.

Then again, an auction sale is a public

affair; the grower may, if he chooses, have

his sales reported by other men, and re-

ports of underprice by the seller would soon

ruin the reputation of the concern. As for

" knocking down " choice lots at low prices

to special friends, this can not be done at

auction, for choice lots are well known, and

bring all they are worth.

As for this system in America, foreigners

predict that there will be many obstacles to

be overcome, for it involves a radical change

of methods. Those, for instance, who
handled the fruit on commission to advan-

tage to themselves, and who might be

thrown out of business, are likely to intimi-

date and prejudice the grower against the

plan before it has had a fair chance. Then
again, the growers, unless united, will con-

sign part of their crop elsewhere, when it

may be used to counteract the plan. The
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buyers, too, will be likely to fight shy of

any radical change at the start.

The change in London was a gradual

transition, and came about like this; a price

was fixed on fruits, but it it was too high,

no buyers were found; if it was too low there

were too many. Give them to whomever
one would, there was trouble; if buyers were
asked to bid and accepted the highest offer

that would be auctioneering, and for doing

that without a license dealers, were liable to

a tine; some fellow at last took out an auc-

tioneering license, and that was the begin-

ning of the auction plan.

The following conditions are oVtserved:

1. The highest bidder (in due time) to be

the purchaser, who
is to pay down what-
ever sum may be
required.

2. The goods to

be delivered to the

purchaser with all

faults and defects

3. If any neglect

to pay the remain
der of the purchase
money, on or before

the delivery of the

goods, the money
paid will be for

feited to the pro

prietors. Such lots

as remain uncleared
after the time limit

will be resold.

4. If any dispute

arises in bidding,

or the lot be claimed

by more than one
bidder, it shall be
put up again. The auctioneer reserves the

right of accepting or refusing the bid of

any persons who may have been defaulters,

or in any way objectionable.

the roots, to gfrasp the stem firmly ab*)iit tht*

lower part and move the tree up and down vig-
orously, but not through a space greater than an
inch. Thi.s will settle the dirt about and close

against.the roots—a very important point, for the

roots can get fot)d only when the earth is in inti-

mate contact with them. When the tree is trans-

planted it has lost so much of its root formation
and always of tlie best feeding part, that it stands

in urgent need of all the food it can get; and
many a tree that dies, starves to deatli becanse
the soil is .so far from the roots that it cannot
feed. How much closer shaking the tree up and
down win bring the dirt to the roots is shown
by the lowering of the dirt in the hole. After
you have done this, put in a little more earth

and then firm it down as Mr. Stearns directs.

Chestnuts in Illinois. The editor brags a

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to which all are invited to send notes of

eayperience and observation concerning topics that re-

cently have been treated on in this journaL UTany

such contributions monthly would be tcelcome.

Strawberries with Grapes. I am doing

just what Mr. Powell is doing—growing Straw-

berries with Grapes—and having tried it for sev-

eral years can commend the plan. Strawberries

with Grapes are better than Strawberries with

Blackberries, which I tried tor some years and

which, I would confess, were not so many ready

to jump up and criticise, I think is a good plan

when you haven't a critical market. The
writer in the New York Tribune is right: The
Strawberry does best when it has much moisture.

It does best in the shade, or in at least partial

shade. Hence you may have tine Strawberries

with Grapes or Blackberries, and the latter are

the l)etter for the mulch.—J. JVf. S.

Right and Wrong Subsoiling. I don't know
how it is in your parts, Mr. Editor, but the reason

subsoiling is in disrepute out this way, (and its a

reckless thing for a man to recommend subsoil-

ing hereabouts), is that we tried trench plowing

and thought it was subsoiling, and where we
trench-plowed our fields we spoiled them for

good crops for half a dozen years. Some years

ago we had a Uttle boom in subsoiling. I don't

know bow it started or why it spread—it was a

cnize; and it was a bad thing for us. Don't say

that trench plowing is a good thing as long as

you don't go below the soil. Our soil Is six feet

deep; but by trench plowing we put on top soil

that had to be aerated and stirred and sunned

and mellowed by rain before enough of the rich-

ness in it was put in condition available f1 >r plants,

making a good growth of grain, vegetables, or

fruits. And because this was called subsoiling I

must go around here and explain that your sort

of subsoiling—stirring the subsoil, but not put-

ting it on top—isnot oursort, and is agood thing.

Tree Planting. Allow me to add to Mr.

Steam's directions for tree planting, that when
enough dirt (which should be always fined before

it is put In) has been sifted in to fill the hole

somewhat more than halt full, covering most of

THE KELSEY JAPAN PLUM, FRUIT AND KERNEL.—(See Opposite page.)

little about his Chestnuts and I don't blame him.
The Chestnut is a handsome tree—an ornament
anywhere. Its wood is of the highest value for

fencing, and its fruit is worthy of the tree. I

have been criticised for recommending the plant-

ing of the Chestnut here in Illinois. Hut being
" raised " along side " Chestnut Ridge," I think I

know something about the Chestnut, and any
person who thinks it won't grow thril^ily and
beautifully in Illinois can see that he has been
laboring under a misapprehension, by making
me a visit. Because Chestnut growing was not

made a success by the Illinois University folks,

people suppose I don't know what I am talking

about; but the I. V. folks say, in their report on
their tree growing, that the Chestnuts did not

have a fair show; they were eaten up, had poor
soil and little cultivation. According to the

same report that is so often poked at me, the

few CTiestnuts that had a fair show are thrifty

and vigorous—as promising as any other tree in

the plantation.—iV. Y. L.

"Protection for Fruit Growers," was
brought to the attention of the public here a few
days ago by the shooting, by a (rerman fruit

grower, of three boys stealing his fruit. The
wounds were not serious, bird shot being used.

Young hoodlums had been stealing 'from the

German so long and so persistently that he had
become exasperated. Of course the public justly

condemned the shooting. If I mistake not, we
have in Illinois no statute specifically covering

this case; but the offense would clearly come
under the statute directed against petit larceny,

and if the court so directs, the person convicted

may be compelled to work out his fine breaking

rocks. The trouble is that it is almost impossible

to secure the conviction of the offenders. They
are too alert and fleet to be caught at the time,

and it is exceedingly difficult to identify them
afterwards. Actual protection for fruit growers

has yet to be devised. I believe that the right

sort of a dog is a mighty good thing to have

around in such a case.—John M. Stahl.

Neglected Roadsides. It is altogether proper

Mr. Editor, for you to say that "a neglected

roadside is inexcusable." But to have nice grassy

roadsides is well nigh impossible in some neigh-

borhoods. One or two or four cannot have them.

The neighbors must all work together to this

end; and in many cases, to enlist your neighbors

is the biggest task you have undertaken since

you tried to bft yourself o\er the fence by your

boot straps. However, I have found that the

best way to get your neighb{)r8 started is to make
the roadside along your premises nice and at-

tractive. They cannot but compare this with

weedy, unkept roadsides, and the comparison is

very apt to bring ' a lively convicti<^n." But
you must rise superior to mauy discoui-agements.

Our highways here are well graded, but few of

them are gravelled. Last winter and spring the

graded roadbed became very muddy and much
cut up, and people outside the neighborhood,
and a few in it, rode or drove over my nice road-

sides, which were smoother and solider, until they
were cut up, too. This could not be prevented.
The grass was largely destroyed, and weeds have
sprung up in its place. I must do my work over
again—discouraging both to me, and to those
aliout to do as I had done.—J. Jl/. .S'.

Cannas from Seed. A group of these stately

plants if properly lo-

cated, makes a fine

ornament to any door-
yard, and by growing
them from seed any-
one can have a fine

group in a couple of

years. Last year
among other seeds
sent me from the De-
partment of Agricul-
ture, was a i>aper of

Cauna seed containing
U seeds. In Febru-
ary of this year, I put
them to soak in a pint

of boiling water, and
set them on a shelf. A
multiplicity of affairs

caused them to be
temporarily forgot-

ten, and that night the
water froze solid. I

thawed them out, and
planted them in a pot
of earth with very
little hope that any
would germinate.

About a month after, four of them came up, and

now are three inches high, and growing finely.

Several years since a lady friend planted a paper

of Canna seed and only one germinated, but this

proved to be a vigorous plant, with a beautiful

purplish foUage. The third spring it had grown
to the size of a pie platter with seven crowns.

She planted this root entire in a very rich bed in

the front yard, and it made a mass of foliage

nearly three feet in diameter, and over six feet

high. Had she divided the crowns and planted

them a foot apart, the bed would have been larg-

er and she would have had seven well developed

plants instead of one.—i. B. Pierce.

Old Fruits. To the Concord Grape, and the

Wilson and the Sharpless Strawberries, Mr.

Henderson might have added the Bartlett and
Seckel Pears. The Bartlett is now 118 years old,

and is as good as it ever was.—iV. r. L.

Trellising Grapes to Single Pole. I belive

that there is no better way for farmers to raise

Grapes, than to set posts eight feet apart each

way and train a >ine on each one, letting three

or four canes grow, cutting out the oldest

each year. One can cultivate both ways and
keep them clean with very little labor. This is

the way we grow them at our experiment
grounds.-Pro/. W. A. Henry, Madi.^Dit, fVis.

New Trees in Old Orchards. I find no
trouble in growing Apple trees on the ground
occupied by old orchards. But I think that

orchards need manure as well as any other crop.

It should be applied a little each year, well

spread over the ground.— ('. X Gaines, Vt.

The Pitcher Plants. A friend competent to

speak, has just been telling me that the Pitcher

Plants may be classed with the ornamental
foliage plants, and besides they are curious. Not
so long ago there was a mystery about growing
the Nepenthes; but they are easier to grow than
Vei'benas. They may easily be grown from seed;

or, like Verbenas, etc., be propagated from cut-

tings. They are pot plants and demand heat.

The Sarracenia is an American Pitcher Plant, of

which there are several varieties. Sarracenia

purpurea is found in the Northern States, S.

Diummondi in the Southern States. The former
is but a few inches high, the latter all of two
feet. Every student of Darwin is interested in

these plants; Darwin said the Pitchers ate the

insects which they caught: this may be true; it

is also true that sometimes the Pitchei'S catch

an overmess and die—of indigestion.— iV^. T. L.
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Who Can Tell about the Polo Apple?
J. L. BUDD, IOWA AGBICULTURAL COLLEGE.

When at Pomona, California, last winter,

I called upon Rev. J. Loop, well known on
the slope as an experienced Apple grower.

I found, in his great collection, fine varie-

ties of Russian Apples, that seemed more
perfectly at home in that climate than any
of his American sorts. One of these he
specially prized as a winter market Apple
on account of the large and handsome fruit,

its even habit of bearing, and the perfect

exemption of sun scald on fruit and foliage.

This he received from Western New York,

under the name of Polo. T thought, at the

time, that it was the Aport, No. 2.52, of the

Department Collection. I sent cions home
for root grafting, and to-day I have com-
pared its leaves with those of the Aport.

They appear to be identical, but this is not
absolute proof. I believe it to be a valuable

variety for large areas of our country, and
would like to know where it was first pro-

pagated under the name of Polo: Will some
reader of Popular Gardening answer?

Pruning According to Nature.
E. p. POWELL. ONEIDA CO., N. T.

Is it possible for any one who loves trees

and plants to prune them advisedly without
advice? That is an Irish way of putting the

matter, but it is to the point. Cannot any
one, by simply studying nature, learn how to

manage his lawns, vineyard, etc.? I studied

rules myself, and finally was driven to ob-

serve growth as my only director. If there

be any rule of general application it is, do
not disturb the natural tendencies of growth
in any tree or bush. If you do you will sac-

rifice what you prune.

I once let a professional trimmer into my
Pear orchard. Not thinking that he might
be an ignoramus, a mere walking saw, I

left him to work alone for half a day. When
I returned I found my whole orchard of

twenty varieties, cut, so far as he had gone,
after the model Pear tree of a nurseryman's
book—that is an exact pyramidal oval. You
should have seen the symmetry. But my
poor Buffums were totally ruined; their

upright tops were sawed offand they cannot
grow in any other form. The round headed
Seckles were sharpened up at the peak, and
the stiff Clairgeaes put into stiffer corsets.

I sent the fool out with a flaming sword
after him, and a vow never to trust another
professional trimmer; but I did once more:
Living at the time in Michigan, I engaged
a man to trim my evergreen hedges; in this

place I had not less than a quarter
of a mile of Arbor Vitse and Hemlock
hedges. I found the whole had been straight-

ened up on the sides and flattened on top.

That cured me. No professional has ever
since got into my grounds to cut. Fortun-
ately my hedges were young and I could
reshape them.
What was the trouble? Simply this, you

cannot successfully fight nature, and these
men tried to do it. Arbor Vitae and Hem-
lock will stand, in anatiu-al condition, about
four feet in diameter at the base to a seven
feet height; while the top is rounded with-
out being quite pointed. To trim a hedge,
therefore, should be to leave their propor-
tions, and I assure you that if you will not,
you will sooner or later have a ruined hedge.
If you crowd in the trunk the bottom limbs
will die. If you flatten the top you will
have winter killed spots and often long
strips. I have as superb hedges as the
country can show, and they are never
touched by weather. Evergreens love prun-
ing. They take to it; but you must study
and adapt yourself to nature.
In the case of the Pear orchard, the trouble

was in supposing that all sorts of Pears can
be compelled to adapt an ideal shape. In

fact each sort has its own strong will and
must be consulted as to growth. The Buf-
fum grows like a Lombardy Poplar; the

D'Anjou has a fine robust spread that ap-

proximates roundness; the Louise Bonne
will conform nearest to a pyramid. The
Seckel is round; the Nelis is spreading; the

Sheldon is upright and open. There, is in

fact, to each sort a characteristic, and this

must not be interferred with. To prune a
Pear tree is either to open the top or to

remove weak shoots, or to head in the year's

growth, or all these together.

While an orchard is young, summer prun-
ing should be very constant, to rub out weak
shoots and suckers; and at a second pruning
in late October, or November, cut back the

year's growth about one third. In all such
heading-in leave, the trimmed bud pointing

in the direction you desire the limb to con-

tinue its growth. In general terms, the last

bud left on the limb should be one that

points outward. This general law for Pears
will also apply to all trees.

Fancy trimming is always an abomination.
I do not care how many oddities you can
get to grow, or odd shapes you can secure,

you had better leave them all out. Above
all do not carve your Evergreens into rings

and into squatty or square shapes. I have
just picked up a horticultural journal that

ought to be in better business; but it tells

its readers how to make the Scotch Pine
take many odd forms.

"These peculiar offsets are very striking

in a flower garden, and other things besides

Evergreens will furnish them," to be sure.

For instance, it we try we can shape our
babies into oddities—flat headed, or thimble
footed, or pot bellied, etc. How delightful!

I wish Americans could get rid of the love

of the monstrous, and find pleasure only in

the exquisite variations and symmetries of

nature. Our work on the lawn is to remove
and prevent abnormal and excrescent forms,

to encourage vast variety, but not unnatural
or monstrous growths.

I have hardly said enough of the need of

regular pruning, so anxious am I to aid in

abolishing the fancies of uncultivated taste.

Yet there is nothing so evident as we drive

about the country as the lack of proper
supervision of the growth of trees. The
orchards are hideous with suckers and limb
shoots, that take the life from the established

limbs, and soon ruin the orchard. Twice
every year each tree should be carefully

cleared of suckers. The older the tree, the
more need of being cared for. An orchard of

Apple trees may easily live 1.50 years if al-

ways wisely cultivated and.pruned.

On the Subject of Transplanting
Large Trees, and Fall Planting.

S. MILLER, MONTaOMERT CO., MO.

Transplanting Large Trees. That for

large orchards, and commercial purposes,

two and three year old trees, and. one and
two year old vines are most suitable, no one
will deny; but that it will not pay to move
large ones, in certain instances, is a mistake.
About six years ago, in the remnant of a

nursery, there were some large Apple trees

that I wished to have in my orchard, where
some had failed. They were so large that
one was quite as much as one strong man
cared to carry. They were brought here and
set in the orchard; not one of the seven
failed, but grew well and have been bearing
for four years. Some of them have at least

three to five bushels of Apples on them now.
The past spring some three year Grape vines
were set into my vineyard, that have made
canes ten feet long.

In this planting, like every thing else, it

must be done right. Those Apple trees

mentioned were not chopped out, as some
would have done, with spade and axe, but
dug around with trenching forks, for at

least three feet from the trunk, the roots

carefully taken up, and the holes were large

enough for them without doubling any
roots. The heads pruned and cut back to

balance the loss of root; the wounds ce-

mented. This takes labor, care, and
patience, and the reward comes quickly.

Two years last spring, I transplanted Pear
trees two inches in diameter, that were
allowed to ripen a few specimens, and made
two feet of young shoots, that bore the year
after, half a peck of Pears each. Not
twenty feet from my house stands a Norway
Spruce, planted twenty years ago, that is

now thirty feet high, and a perfect beauty.

A contemplated R. R. through here may
take the tree. If it must go, I will move it

to another place, and it won't die either.

Fall Planting. For many years I have
advocated setting out Strawberry plants in

the fall, particularly if a crop is desired

the following season. Many denounced, but
are gradually coming to it. Matthew Craw-
ford,(than whom there is no betterauthority)

truly says, that plants set out early in the

fall will make twice the number of plants

the following season, as those set out in the

spring; and I say, they will bear twice as
much fruit also.

But there is a vast difference between
doing the thing right, with the right kind
of plants, or otherwise. The latter should
be good, strong plants, grown not too thick

in the bed, and not the spindly plants, where
five hundred were grown to the square yard,

and sold for less per thousand than a man
should be paid for digging, dressing, and
packing them. The former, instead of goug-
ing a hole and cramming in, or with a dibble,

and the roots packed down and crowded to-

gether, should have a little mound in the

hole, on which to spread the roots, the earth

drawn in around, and pressed firmly.

When the planting is finished, the crown
should be just a little above the level of the

earth, give a good watering and shade for a
few days. Loose, fine hay is an excellent

thing for this purpose. Good plants thus
set out, followed \vith suitable weather, in

one month, will stand a freeze as well as

any old plant, while if set in a careless man-
ner, as first described, they will be hoisted

clean out, by the first, few, hard frosts. Just
as soon as the ground begins to freeze at

night, cover lightly with some litter, and
when the ground freezes hard, cover up well,

but much heavier around the plants than
on the crowns.
Raspberry plants, even the tipping kinds,

will do as well set out in the fall as in the

spring, provided they are covered as soon as

the ground freezes. I do all the planting I

possibly can in the fall or even in the winter,

as then the work is done. Since here in

Missouri, I have planted in every nionth.from

October until April.

In a climate like ours here in Missouri,

fall planting is particularly desirable, as we
often have no spring to speak of; it is cold

and the ground too wet to work well, iintU

at once it becomes very warm and vegeta-

tion comes on with arush; everything to be
done at once. I have seen springs here,

when there was not three days in which
young Peach trees could be transplanted

decently. Those planted in fall will callus

the roots where cut off, even start out new
ones, the ground becomes well settled, and,

when spring comes, will be ready to grow,

as soon as vegetation commences to move.

The Care of Fruit Trees.
VIRGIL BOGUE. ORLEANS CO., N. Y.

One of the most Important of all points in

fruit raising, is to give the tree such care as

will produce a regular and steady growth,

from early spring till the close of the grow-

ing season. I have just sold an extra fine

quality of Bartlett Pears, at three cents per
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pound, an average of four hundred dollars

per acre, from a six year old orchard that

has born four consecutive crops, for each of

which the trees were loaded to their utmost.

I have a four year old Plum orchard that

has its second crop. The Quince, Prunes,
and Greening Apples are bearing heavily,

just as they did a year ago. I would advise

the use of any kind of manure that contains
enriching properties, as rich land can be
controlled more easily than poor, or any that

will aid in keeping the land moist; but de-

pend more on early plowing, and continu-

ous or frequent cultivating.

On Conducting Horticultural Fairs.

BY T. L. BRUNK, BRAZOS CO., TEXAS.

A criticism,that is made with sincerity and
unbias, is always productive of good results.

I will come immediately to some points ob-

served to be detrimental and unjust to ex-

hibitors at many of the horticultural fairs.

All entries sent from foreign districts of the

State to a local fair should receive prompt
attention and some mention. This sectional

competition is what we need.

The wording and clearness in stating a
premium is very important, to obviate mis-
understandings. Brevity in statement
should not outweigh accuracy, clearness,

and explicitness. A few cases to illustrate,

are: "Best display cut wild flowers, with
botanical names;" "Finest display of

Grasses;" "Finest collection of fruits." As
I understand the above premiums, they
should not be offered at all. A display of

an herbarium of either general or special

flora is all right, but no benefit can be de-

rived from gathering a few wild flowers in

bloom, for a premium. There is nothing
educative in a stack of hay, but it is other-

wise with a elassifled and named list of the

different kinds of Grasses, which enter iuto

the composition of that stack.

What is meant by "Finest general collec-

tion of fruits?" What lesson does such a
collection teach, without mimes and limita-

tion of quantity? We can never expect the

best results from any exhibition, where the

tendency is to amaze people by showing
them proiligies, picked quantities and exag-
gerated forms, and especially, will the good
results be less, if anything is allowed to enter

such a schoolroom without its proper name,
in many cases with only its common syno-

nyms. The premium is generally so large

that it would do much more good if divided
into smaller premiums of definite character.

Such premiums as "Best collection of

Grapes, or Peaches, etc., with names," are

to be specially encouraged. This brings
together a large variety of all kinds of fruit,

forming interesting and profitable lessons

to those interested in their growth; but
premiums like "Best plate of Peaches,"
"Best plate of Apples," "Finest display of

Irish Potatoes," "Finest Geraniums in

pots," etc., should not be offered. A com-
mittee will always give the premium to the
largest variety of Peach or Apple; but that
is not giving due consideration to varieties

whose natural size is smaller.

The offering of such premiums as "Finest
di-splay of Irish Potatoes," "Best display of

Begonias," and the like, are so very indefi-

nite in their language, that the person who
displays a bushel of the same variety of

Potatoes, in the same condition, size, etc.,

will take the premium from a person that

displays only a peck. The same would be
true with flowers, seeds, berries, and in fact

everything. We must learn that it is quality

and specified names, and not quantity, that

we must have to properly educate a people

in the way of horticulture.

All the entries in each cla.ss should be
known by numbers, and all be placed each
together; not scattered over a large rack or

table, to be hunted down by the judges.

Premiums should be limited strictly to hor-

ticultural products. There is a great abun-
dance of material to work on, that properly

comes within the bounds of horticulture,

and it is this that should be the .'sole aim and
object of horticultural societies to bring out
at their fairs. Let us see new plants; fruits

of introduced varieties that have been tried

successfully; new productions, as seedlings

and hybrids, sports, and examples of varia-

tion on different soils.localities and altitudes.

The arrangement of the entries has much
to do with the educative results of a fair,

and the ease and facility for an awarding
committee to work. The department super-

intendents should see that the division

superintendents have their entries arranged
according to their premium numbers, and
where several plates are entered as a collec-

tion, there should be the same premium
number placed on every plate.—Texas Jour-
nal of Horticulture.

Increasing the Profits.
N. Y. G.

This is what we all want to do. If we
think together, for ten minutes, we will be
able to reach some means of increasing

profits; and surer, safer means than new
varieties, new fertilizers, etc., about which
we are continually troubling ourselves,

although we should always be wide-awake
and not wed ourselves to old things among
varieties, or in manuring, or planting. I

don't claim that I have discovered anything;

I hope only to impress some things upon
you, to stir you up a little.

If you could get just twice the land you
now have, without any additional cost,

equally fertile and well drained, could
you not increase your net income? Well, you
may do practically the same thing by grow-
ing on the land two crops in a season in-

stead of one. It is as easy to do this as to

talloff alog. Somecropswill require the land
so long that another crop cannot be grown
on the land the same season; but to offset

this, of certain crops three, aud sometimes
four, may be grown on the same ground in

one season, The second crop can be
planted between the rows as soon as culti-

vation of the first season, and will be grow-
ing and will have enough room while the

first crop is maturiut;. We all know that

this can be done; it doesn't need arguing-
If you nill sit down and think hard for half

an hour, you can plan to average two crops
of what you are growing on the land in one
season. Perhaps you are already doing
this. Well, drive fifty miles among the

premises of other market gardeners
and you will see that you are an exception.

The vacant ground will show plainly enough
that many, unlike you, have not considered
that they might double their present pro-

duction without paying more rent or buying
more land , and then gone to work and done it.

Now, if without any more e.xpense for

land we could double our production again;

making it four times what it is, we would
be on the fair road to riches, wouldn't we?
Some of us, perhaps, couldn't stand pros-

perity; it we got rich we would be proud;
but we can't know about this until we get

there, so I propose that we risk the effect

of riches on our modesty and humility.

You have read of not a few in your business
—market gardening, small fruit growing,
or whatever it is—who are getting twice
the yields we arc. We can't dodge around
this by saying that these yields are excep-

tional, due to an unusually favorably sea-

son, etc.; for we know of quite a number
who are getting these big yields year after

year. Their average yield is twice our aver-

age yield; and the natural features of their

situations are not nuire favorable than they

are of ours. We can't dispute about the

why and the wherefore of these big yields;

the matter is settled. The secret—an open
one—is better cultivation and higher ma-
nuring. And the point is that it cannot be
longer disputed that a bushel, or a pound,
grown by this method costs as much as
when grown by our methods. The way to

get cheap pounds or bushels is to get big
crops; and the way to get big crops is to

manure more and cultivate more; and that's

another way to double production without
and additional expense for land.

Did you ever notice that these fellows
that get the big yields always sell at fat

prices? Of course you have. Until the fig-

ures were proved correct beyond question, I

often have heard them disputed. The whole
thing was figured too high—price, as well as
product. There is some trick about it; that
was more than you got for your berries or
vegetables. I believe it. Why? Because
what the other fellow had to sell was of
better quality and ready for market earlier.

Extra manuring and cultivating makes big-

ger yields, because it makes larger berries

or vegetables; and if you don't believe big
berries sell better just, stand for an hour in
the market. But the other fellow's product
was of better quality in other directions.

For example, the extra manure and culti-

tivation made quick growth; quick growth
make firm, juicy Radishes; it makes plump,
juicy Peas; and soon. And it brings pro-
ducts to market earlier, when long prices
prevail, as they do when the products are
first on the market.
Perhaps we are now willing to concede,

since we've thought about the matter, that
the other fellow got the price claimed.
There will be no doubt left in our minds
if we see how he fixes for market the things
he has to sell. They look fresh and neat;
they are tempting; nothing stale and unpa-
latable about them. All this has required
some thought, trouble, and care; but it is

one of the things that increases profit. Every
one of us ought to spend at least one day in

a large city market, studying intently; and
another day about a commission house. It

would cost something, but it would pay.
Likely you would'nt learn much that you
didn't know before, as in the reading of
this; but unless you are a hopeless case you
would have impressed upon you some things
that increase profits.

W". Apple Trees Dying. The insect referred
to is jM-obably the Pear blight beetle, Xuktxirjis
pyrus (Peck), an insect that is sufficiently numer-
ous to do much damai^e. The only' remedy
known is to cut off and burn the blighted limbs
below the injured part, before the beetle has
escaped.—E. S. G.

892. Bose Bugs, Try spraying the bushes with
thin whitewash. This has l)een used upon Grape
\'ines with marked .success.—E. S. G.

0!'t. The Blue or Sour Gum Tree. The Sour
Gum Tree,( Eucalyiit iw ghihuliin,] is considered one-
of the most valuable timber trees of the southern
hemisphere. It is a very rapidly growing tree,
sometimes attaininc: in its native clime a height
of three hundred feet, but is not hardy except
in warm countries. It is used to some extent in
sub-tropicul gardening, for which purpose the
seeds are sown in August: the young plants
grown through the winter under glass to be
bedded out the following spring.—E. S. G.

ss<). Passion Tine and Wistaria over Winter-
If the Wistaria is not hardy with you. it ean he
easily protected by jdacing it on the ground, and
eovering with tl\-c or six inches of earth. This
to be done Just as the ground commences to
freeze hard. Uncoxer gradually in the spring.
The Passion Vine can Ik? cut back as soon as the
frost has destroyed it.s foliage, taken up and
potted, and wintered in a frost proof cellar. The
Moon Klower shoulil he taken up, cut back, and
pottetl before cold weather sets in. For the win-
ter it should be given a light, sunny situation
and an average temperature of from 50 to 55
degrees. The Passion Vine and Moon Flower
can also be employecl to good ad\-antage during
the winter season in the window garden by train-
ing them up and aroinid its sides and arches. In
this case, however, ciirv should be taken to keep
thera in a growing eondition and free from all
insect pests.—Chas. E. 1'aknell.
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The New Cistern Filter at the Popu-
lar Gardening Experiment Farm.
It Is not the object of this article to discuss

the advantages of thorough filteration for

all cistern water to be used for domestic

purposes, for the Importauce of this Is every-

where admitted. What it Is desired to do is

to describe the filter recently put into the

new cistern at "Woodbanks" and point out

its advantages. So far as we know, the

peculiar features of this filter are our own
invention as applied to cisterns; they are

unpatented, and all who may
desire to do so are welcome to

adopt them.
The main principle of this

filter is the one common to

about all good filters, namely:
causing the water to pass

through a mass or several

masses of pounded charcoal,

because of the well known
power of charcoal for drawing
to itself the impurities found
in anywaterthat passes through
it. Layers of gravel or sand
are also used for attracting Im-

purities. Where the defect of

the ordinary filters built in

cisterns lies, is in the difficulty

or impossibility of changing
the filtering material except as

the cistern becomes emptied of

water. Itlsobvious that a filter

or at least the parts through
which the water first passes,

should often be cleaned of the

impurities suspended in the

charcoal, etc. This may readily be done with

the filter here referred to.

As is shown in our illustration, the filter-

ing arrangement of this cistern is brought
below the lowest part of the cistern floor.

It consists of two receptacles A and B (lower

end) containing filtering substances, and
these are connected by a passage at the

bottom. The substances used and the place

of each, is as follows: a a fine gravel, bib

powdered charcoal, c c c lake sand.

The part B consists of 10-inch glazed sewer
pipes, cemented together at their joints to

keep out the unfiltered water. This feature

may be looked upon as a well of filtered

water in the midst of the cistern, no water

can enter except from below through the

filters. The course of the water is indicated

by the arrows. The water in this well, B, in-

variably stands at the same height as in the

cistern proper, except as it is temporarily

lowered by pumping out,and then it soon fills

again. From this well an iron pipe, d, leads

to a pump on a sink in the kitchen on the

fioor above, (it should be stated that the

cistern is beneath the basement or cellar

floor of the house,) and this furnishes water
for cooking and drinking. Another pipe, c

—a. lead one—reaches from the cistern proper

to a second pump in the sink in the kitchen,

for supplying unfiltered water for washing,
cleaning, etc.

Now for the distinctive feature of this

filter. The receptacle A is a galvanized iron

pail with a fine screen bottom and having
a strong iron bail. The size of this pail is

10 inches in diameter at the top and 7 inches

at the bottom. Surrounding this pail and
the lower pipe of the well B, is a solid flUing

of cement and brick. This was made to

closely fit the galvanized pail, by filling it

when fresh, against the pail, and turning this

a few times while the cement was setting.

The pail thus is movable. With then hav-

ing an opening in the cistern cover at h,

directly over it, and a heavy galvanized wire
attached to the bail and leading to the top
of the cistern, it becomes easy at any time to

elevate the pail, change its contents by sub-
stituting fresh charcoal for the older, and,
cleaning the sand and gravel, returning it

again. Inasmuch as the bottom of the pail

is three inches narrower than the upper end
of the opening which receives it, there is no
difficulty in returning the pail to its place

even though the cistern is full of water.

To have the pail fit perfectly close to the sides

of its opening, in the cement, some cotton

wicking is wound around it just under the

stiffening wire at its top to act as packing.

It Is true that by this means it is not possi-

ble to change the filtering material in the

bottom of B,except when the cistern becomes

Improved Cistern Filter unpatented) in use at the Popular Gardening
Experiment Farm.

empty, and then by taking down the pipes,

but this is not necessary very often, for all

the water first passes through the 30 Inches

of charcoal, sand and gravel in A before it

reaches the other part, and by changing the

contents of the first every two months, for a

medium sized family, a long time can elapse

before the material in the second comparts
ment requires changing.

Applying Stimulants to Chrysan-
themums.
E. MOLYNEUX.

Soot water in a weak state is the best

thing to apply first to the roots as a stimu-

lant. One bushel of soot placed in a bag to

100 gallons of water will be ample. The
water soaking through the soot in the bag
becomes charged with the manurial proper-

ties. Water used in this manner may be

given to the plant every time they require

watering tor a week, and then it is better to

withhold soot water for three weeks, giving

them another course after this. The stimu-

lant may be used in conjunction with other

liquid manures during the time soot water
is in use, but it is not necessary to stop

using other stimulants while soot water is

being given to the plants.

I have seen plants injured through using

soot water too freely. It is far better to use

it weaker and^oftener. Chrysanthemumsre-
quire a change of food, using one sort for,

say, a week, then have another. To the

strongest growing varieties, stimulants

should be given every time water is required

if the plants are well rooted. All stimulants

should be used in a weak state to begin

with, increasing the strength as the plants

grow. If a spell of wet weather sets in for,

say, a week together, it is wise to withhold

all stimulants for a short time, as extra care

is needed in applying water to the roots of

any sort. In the case of weak-growing kinds,

liquid manure should be given occasionally,

as over-feeding brings on premature bud-

formation or malformation of the petals,

caused by forcing the larger outer petals

too quickly, and not allowing the center of

the flower-bud to fill up by degrees, as it

should do under proper circumstances.

When the soil in the pots is approaching
dryness is the time to apply stimulants.

It is difficult to define the quantity of

manure to use for making liquids, as so

much depends upon the requirements of the

cultivator. A safer guide is to use the liquid

made from animal manures about the color

of brown brandy. Sulphate of ammonia in

careful hands is an excellent manure, per-

haps unequalled, but the percentage of am-
monia contained in the different samples

varies so much that it is decidedly risky to

use it. It is wise to act safely,

that is, give it in a weak state,

but often. The cultivator

should be quite certain that the

pots are full of roots before

commencing the use of sul-

phate of ammonia. The best

way to apply it is as follows:

Dissolve one tablespoonful in

four gallons of liquid manure,
and apply it to the plants

once a week; the alteration in

the color of the leaves after

its application can be quickly

discerned if they were pale be-

fore. The color of the flowers

is also much improved. The
pink-lilac flowers and darker
shades are rendered much
richer by the use of this ma-
nure. Some growers sprinkle

the ammonia on the surface of

the soil and water it in, but this

is dangerous to the surface

roots of the plants, as they often

are burnt with the ammonia.
The loss of the surface roots by this mis-

management gives a check to the plants.

When the flower buds are forming in the

points of the shoots which are considered

the best for each particular variety, no mat-
ter whether it be crown or terminal buds,

the application of stimulants should cease

for a time, until the flower buds are formed
and swelling, as during the time the buds
are in the embryo state a check to the

growth takes place.

When to finally stop the use of stimulants

of any sort, and depend solely on clear water
for the finishing of the blooms, is a matter
about which some growers disagree. Some
advise that feeding be discontinued as soon

as the bloom buds show color, but in my
opinion that is just the stage when assis-

tance is required to develop the flowers.

Continue to feed the plants tmtil the blooms
are three parts expanded, then cease the

use of stimulants, as it will be found that

plants in that stage do not require water
nearly so often as those plants which are in

a more backward condition.—The Garden.

Delaware Fruit Matters.
M. H. BECKWITH, DELAWARE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT

STATION.

While visiting fruit farms in the locality

of Smyrna, Del., I was surprised to learn

that it was customary to obtain profltable

crops of Strawberries from plantations that

hatl been in bearing four and sometimes
even five years. One bed of three acres,

two thirds of which was planted with Sharp-

less and the remainder vrith Cumberland,
has produced four crops of fruit; the yield

the past season being in the neighborhood

of 100 bushels of berries. The vines were
very healthy, although not as vigorous as I

was accustomed to see those varieties grow-

ing in New York State; yet the rows ap-

peared as if they might have been newly
planted last spring.

The soil is what might be termed a very

sandy loam. Several plantations were

shown me that had been in bearing for

different lengths of time, from two to five

years, and it would be a difficult matter to
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tell from theii- appearance, which had been,

in bearing the longest. In this locality the

Sharpless and Cumberland are very exten-

sively grown, and are considered the most
profitable. The bulk of the crop is shipped

to Boston, where it finds a ready market.

I saw several acres planted with Hough-
ton Seedling Gooseberries, that at the time

of my visit did not present a very attractive

appearance. The entire space between the

rows of bushes being occupied with thrifty

plants of "Beggar's Lice." The soil is kept

thoroughly cultivated and free from weeds
until the fruit is gathered, when cultivation

ceases and these weeds quickly spring up
and take possession. Cultivation is begun
again early in the spring,and this late growth
of weeds does not appear to be detrimental

to the crop of fniit.

The same party has also a Peach orchard

of about 1,5(X) trees, 1,100 of which are nine

years old and have been in full bearing

several years, the balance having been only

recently planted. Several rows of trees on

one side of the orchard show unmistakable

signs of the yellows, and occasionally a sick

tree can be found elsewhere in the orchard,

but none show the last stages of disease.

Potash in various forms will be applied to

a part of this orchard and part will receive

no application, with a view of testing the

efficacy of this remedy for the yellows.

Winter Keeping of Roots
It may be well at this season, when the

roots and Potatoes are to be stored, to notice

the methods of wintering these crops in

frost-bound Scotland, where much attention

is paid to their use as food for live stock. A
Scotch method followed very generally, may
be thus described: On a high, well-drained

spot, where water never stands in the win-

ter, an excavation, five or more feet \\ide,

of whatever length is desired, and ten inches

or a foot in depth, is made.
From the bottom the roots are piled up in

a compact, triangular mass, the peak being
about as high as the base is broad, and the

sides almost straight. Next to the roots a

layer of straw is then placed, the thickness

of which depends upon the coldness to be

guarded against. Four or five inches will

be sufficient where the temperature seldom
gets lower than 8° or 10° below zero; then

again upon the straw comes a covering of

earth from 12 to 15 inches thick, serving

AN EFFICIENT ROOT PIT FOR WINTER

mainly as a shield to the straw, not allowing

rain to get in, etc., as it affords no special

protection from cold, the straw being the

non-conductor,and this, then, is what should

be increased or diminished, according as the

cold is less or greater.

For ventilation, drain tiles, or boxes made
of strips three inches wide, are set into the

pit , as the ground is thrown on, to extend

from the roots, to above the ground, and
about six feet apart, along the peak of the pit.

These ventilators should, in extreme cold

weather, be closed, opening them again

during any mild spells.

Such pits are, for this purpose, preferable

to cellars, or almost any other form of

storage, from the economy of labor requireil

for getting the crops in winter sliape, and
also their freedom from rot; the space used

is of no special value for the time occupied.

Whenever desired in winter, they may be

gotten at, and the frozen grouml-eover forms

a protecting .shell about the open end, which
can be filled with straw for a distance, as

the roots are taken out; thus keeping every-

thing snug and warm.

The Lucretia Dewberry. In reply
to No. 930.

A. J. CATWOOD, ULSTER CO., S. Y.

Concerning the market value of the I^u-

cretia Dewberry, that I think it is one of the

most beneficent berry gifts that the country

has ever received, from several considera-

tions; and I probably would not have given

my opinion, was this noble fruit not being

traduced by parties who ought to know
more of its good qualities. We planted

nearly half an acre, three years ago, when
the price of plants was high. The next
summer after planting, it paid interest on

land, paid for the plants, all culture and
work (including stakes and tying up), and
a balance remained of S2.S.0O, and this year

I had a full crop, the iirst half of which
brought me 34 cents a quart—they were sold

in one half pint cups at six cents each.

They begin to ripen from a week and a

half to two weeks before any other Black-

berry, excepting the Early Harvest, and here

it is fully a week ahead of that. It ,iust

completes our time for steady picking from
1st of June beginning with Strawberries,

then Red Raspberries, Lucretia Dewberries,

and ending with Minnewaska Blackberries,

the end of September. Its coming so early

fills the gap between Red Raspberries and
standing Blackberries.

The characteristics of this fruit are as

follows;—A great bearer, berries 1 inch to

IH inches in length; and berries have been
measured in our patch, by visitors, 1}4 inches

in length by % inch in width, which is

larger than the heaviest Kittatinnys, and
equalling in size the Minnewaska or Wil-
son as grown here. The berries are all per-

fect, with little, if any, deformity in shape,

and sweeter than any other Blackberry,

excepting the wild Dewberries. Their solid-

ity warrants their shipment to markets at

a greater distance, than any
other berry I know of. The pick-

• ing and marketing is of short

duration—about two weeks—
nicely lapping on to standing
varieties; and it is one of the most
beautiful sights that one could
imagine, the bushes black with
large glossy berries, from the top

of a five foot stake to the ground.
I plant them as I do Red Rasp-

berries, 4 feet apart each way,

cultivate both ways until the

fore part of .Tune, when the re-

newals get too long to do so. We
then direct the renewals of each

row along the bottoms of the

hills, and cultivate the other

way, as long as required , and one

man has done the directing of our patch in

a day. The old canes are taken from the

stakes any time after the fruit is off, before

tying up in the spring. The renewals are

left on the ground all winter, which is

sufficient protection here, but, if it is necess-

ary to protect them in colder regions, their

prostrate position facilitates the work.

In the spring, one draws the entire liill

from under the other hills in the row, and

holds them to the stake, while a lioy ties

them tightly, this can be done as rapidly as

tying Red Raspberries. I think my patch

was the first managed on this plan; we have

tried the Winrow System but like staking
the plants better.

August Started Chrysanthemums.
JOHN LANE. AMATEUR FLORIST, COOK CO., ILL.

In my collection of 2.50 Chrysanthemums,
1 have none more interesting than the fol-

lowing, now about BO days old, full of buds to

flower. The first is Gen. Jack, one of the
M. A. Hunt, Terre Haute, Ind., importation

from Japan in 188T; a strong grower and
free branching sort; Aug. 6th, I layered a
branch of a spring-started plant planted in

open ground; Sept. 3d, cut it loose from the

parent, and Sept. 2.oth, lifted and potted in a
five-inch pot; now, Oct. 4th, it is 24 inches

high, has l."> branches varying in length, all

full of buds, a beaiitiful pyramidal plant.

Two other interesting plants are Mara-
bout and Alx, Dufour, ol the class hybrid-
.lapan, and of dwarf habit, free branching
sorts; Aug. 1st, cuttings made of tips from
the top of an old plant, were started in a
propagating bed and later potted in two-inch
pots; Sept. Bth, were moved into four-inch

pots; now, Oct. 4th, they are bushy plants

six inches high; one with five branches the

other with seven, all with buds set. They
being of the small-dowering class, I will not
disbud,butam giving liquid manure to make
them flower their best.

I have others, both layered and cutting,

made at the same time with the above, they
are all very interesting plants, and will be
in flower within 100 days from time of start-

ing them. The layered plants are mostly
very strong growing, and are potted singly

in five-inch pots, making pyramidal plants.

The cutting started ones are not so strong

growing and are mostly planted three in a
five-inch pot, making good, small plants.

Such late started plants should not be cut
back if early flowering is desired, and only
free branching sorts are adapted to this

method of growing. Elain is a good one for

layering; Mrs. Frank Thompson, for either

layering or cutting. No great skill is re-

quired in layering them; simply cut into the

branch where roots are wanted, then bend
it upright at the cut and plant it, keeping
it moist, it is also better to mulch them when
set ; in 20 days cut away from the parent,

and in 40 to 60 days lift and pot in rich soil.

801. Fir Tree Oil. This is an English insecti-

cide, which if applied properly as directed and
rationally, in the evening before sunset, has not
failed to prove efficacious in killing insect life on
plants, beast, or man. It is, in a diluted state, an
unsurpassed wash for plants and pet animals; it

has proved a bleacher and disinfectant on fabrics
in connection with ordinary household soap; and
it will dissolve parafine oil in water if mixed in
proportion of a cjuarter pint of parafine oil to a
pint of Fir tree oil. It is as effective in the United
States as abroad, as gardeners of the highest
auth(jrit.v and standing in our country will not
hesitate to declare, as they buy it continually
for greenhouse use.—A. Rolkeb.

915. Lilies Not Doing Well, (a) I think that

your Lilies are growing in an unsuitable soil,

liilies delight in light, rich, soil such as is afforded

by a mixture of loam and well-rotted manure.
(b) Unless for the purpose of propagation, it is

best not to disturb them for a number of years,
as frequent removals are injurious, (c) From
one to two feet.-C'HAS. E. Parnell.

!)!«. Hollyhock Propagation. As a general

rule. Hollyhocks reproduce themselves pretty

true from seed if carefully selected. I see that
assortments containing si.v, eight, and twelve
varieties are offered b.v seedsmen, and these will

be found quite reUable.—C. E. P.

KS2. Tomatoes. Perfection, Favorite, and
lieuuty are early and reliable varieties, and the
seed can be procured of any seedsman.—C. E. P.

8fl;;. Eose Bugs. There seems to be no other

remCMly than gathering them carefully by hand,
and destroying them.—C. E. P.

H87. Apple Trees Dying. If the worms are

working in the pith of the young twigs, I would
cut them off and tniru; this may prevent the
incrcnse of the pest, and save you some trouble
later on. I am not ac(|uainted with this pest and
so cannot suggest any other remedy.—C. E. P.
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Evergreens as a Home Background.
L. B. PIERCE, SUMMIT CO., O.

The evergreen protection of my home is

in the form of a windbreak, the remains of

some evergreen nursery rows set about 11

years ago. There were four rows each of

Norway Spruce and American Arbor Vitie,

the latter being to the east of the former.

The sketch shows tlie group as itnow e.xists,

separating the north side of tlie dooryard
from an orchard in the rear; its present form
comes from digging and selling trees at

random, as customers wanted them, until

too big to transplant; then the Spruces were
sawed for Christmas trees, and the Arbor
Vitse cut for evergreen trimming in summer.
The result is quite a pleasing variety of

ground outline on the eastern or doorway
side, and the sky outline, not shown in the

plan, is sufficiently varied not to be monoto-
nous, the path going to the back yard along
a nursery of Apple trees, f , to be removed.
The space between the path and the ever-

greens, I propose to grade with a slight rise

to the west, and make the trees a background
for displaying flowering trees and shrubs,
and perennials. As shown by the lines, it is

nearly all in sight from the two windows on
the north side of the house, and also from
the street, I'i rods to the east.

The planting is not all decided upon; it

includes a cut-leaved Weeping Birch at o
;

a variety of Syringas at c ; Chionanthus,
double Deutzia, and two white-flowered
Deutzias, at d; just north of the latter, I will

plant a white-flowering Dogwood between
the Arbor Vitajs, allowing it to push its

branches out here and there between them.
The si.x Arbor Vitses at h will be trained to

a single top, thus fonuing an arbor or sum-
mer house. Between the shrubbery at d,

and the path, will be a bed of double Holly-
hocks; skirting the shrubberry on the south-
east a narrow bed of double Zinnias.

The rest of the space from d down past c,

will be kept in lawn / , while a bed of Chinese
Pasonies will come just north of /), and
other shrubs and herbaceous plants will be
planted in the nook southwest of c. No
attempt will be made to have everything
show from the house, but some planting
will be done with a view of affording pleas-

ant surprises, and giving added interest to a
ramble along the walk.
At m, a group of Lilacs has been planted

with a plant each of E.xochorda grandiflora

and Clethra alnifolia; f, is a group, consist-

ing of Scotch Pine, Hemlock and an Ameri-
can Arbor Vitfe, planted ten years ago to

break the north wind, and, while the com-
bination is not to be recommended, it is now
too valuable to be cut down; g is a little

ornamental group put out six years ago,
and is composed of various evergreens of
unequal habit of growth, and has always
been pretty, the Fir being now about nine
feet high; by annual cutting back, I hope to

maintain a suitable relative height, as be-
tween the Fir and Hemlock, and the others,
for several years more, after which the
group will be remodeled or removed.

It will be observed, that such a combina-
tion of windbreak and ornamental planting
might form the side of a half-acre lot instead
of the back, where accident has in this in-

stance located it, and where, including the
path, it occupies but 37 rods of ground; the
most of this, however, is lawn, as the trees
only use about 20 feet, for nearly one third
of the distance.

If the house were at the Intersection of the
walks, and the street at n, then the wind-
break would form part of the ornamental
planting of the grounds. Of course the
present accidental arrangement could be
varied for the better, and other evergreens
substituted for the Arbor Vit»; Hemlock
corresponds better in color with the Norway,
but does not present quite as good a setting

for the beauties of the small shrubs and
herbaceous perennial plants.

Some Good Window Plants.
E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. T.

Abutilons. The Abutilons have once more
come intostyle tor window plants, and there
is no reason why they should not stay in
style. Among the best varieties are Iais-

trous, a bright red; Boule de Neige and
Purity, white; Rosa^florum, pale Rose, and
the .splendid Thompsonil. But the value of
any plant depends on the opportunity it

offers to originate new sorts. Seedlings of
Abutilon grow easily and are interesting.

Begonias. I wish every one would try a
ease of Begonias—a window case or a War-
dian case. Among the choicest new sorts
are Louis Chretien and Roi Leopold. The
tuberous rooted are also fine in variety—

EvetureDis a« a Biuh(jnniu:l in Laun PUitiliii(i.

many of them double. Metallica is a noble
sort; but many of the older varieties are
exceedingly line. Rex Begonia is a clean
plant, seldom infested with insects and not
hard to grow. They can all be kept in the
shadier part of the window or conservatory.
Propagate by pressing a leaf into the surface
of the soil, and cut the spines partly through.
Fuchsias. The Fuchsia has never been

surpassed for grace and loveliness, both of
growth and color. This also may be propa-
gated from seed readily. Perhaps, however,
the ease of propagating the best older sorts
will detract from raising novelties. The
least bit of cutting of Fuchsia plant on wet
dirt or sawdust under a hand glass, or in a
Wardian case, will root. The Fuchsia is

easily managed, and prefers a back seat in

window or conservatory. Let them over-
hang the Lycopods or be among the Ferns.
Philodendron. Oneof the finest vines for

the window is the Philodendron, a rope-like
vine that will extend itself for fifty feet

above your window or ceiling, bearing Palm-
like leaves with slits in, of half their length.

It bears a fine fruit, but will not be likely

to bloom in ordinary heat. I have seen it

in fruit in Shaw's garden at St. Louis

—

under cover of course. It is curious, rich in

foliage and easily grown.
Wax Plant. The Hoya is not nearly com-

mon enough. If well grown, and then left

without repotting for twenty years, it will

summer. I have had one twining about the
ceiling of my conservatory with 1.50 clusters
of flowers at a time. Set the pot high up
and let it remain there. Water profusely
while in growth. The Hoya carnosa is the
best for common culture.
Ageratu.m. The Ageratum is delightful

under all conditions—as a vase plant, a bed-
der, or a window plant. The Blue Sage
(Sidvio patens) is a flner blue, but not a
profuse bloomer.
GEUANiitMS. Let us go back and get once

more in love with the dear old Pennyroyal,
Rose, Apple, and other sorts of scented Ger-
aniums. They have the advantage of be-
longing to health-giving plants—ozone
breeders. I am sure they are sanitary agents.
The Apple scented Is most delicious.
Hydrangea. With these, why not bring

into vogue again the old Hydrangea horten-
sis. I have a distinct remembrance of two
boxes of this grand flower with over forty
clusters on each. It has the advantage of
being beautiful for two months. First it is

pink, then passes into a mottled green, not
at all lacking in beauty. Set it away in a
cellar during winter, watering lightly.

Bridal Rose. The Bridal Rose, or double,
blooming Blackberry, a member of the
Rosacwa family, is incomparably beautiful.
I do not always succeed in bringing it to

perfection, but when it is at its poorest it is

fine; at its best it is a grand boquetof double
white Roses. Its name is appropriate. I

have had them to be one mass of elegant,
pure white bloom.
Lilacs, Etc. But if you wish for real joy

in winter, fill your windows with Lilacs.

These should be small compact bushes, dug
in October or November, after the leaves
fall, and placed in the cellar. I cannot do
without a dozen of them. When one is

wanted, I box or pot it in clean garden soil

and water it well. It will do no harm to
prune back the roots and crowd them in
potting. Still you will need 12 to 15-inch
pots. Water with warm water daily and
freely, and in about three weeks you will
get the delicious odor through all the house.
It will pay also to have a few bushes of
Clethra, Deutzias, and Syringas.
Window plants are a source of health if

they are themselves healthy; but if diseased,
you may be sure it is wiser to pitch them
out-of-doors. The dirt must also be free
from poisonous qualities, for not seldom
there is malaria in a flower pot. The pots
also should be thoroughly cleaned from
mildew, inside and out.

A Few Good Bulbs for Under Glass.
MAItY R. SPAMFIELD, CUYAHOGA CO., OHIO.

To the many people who have but the
most ordinary means of caring for anything
in the line of flowers, during the winter, I

will explain how I managed to have the
small bit of glass I had, bright with bul-

bous blooms, from early February until

those from outside came along.

My conservatory is simply a narrow lean
to on one side of the house.with two windows,
and a door opening into it from a warm
room. My object does not include forcing

anything, but to have them come along
naturally, so I find it quite easy to keep
frost and dampness out of the house, suffi-

ciently, to have my plants in very fair condi-

tion.

The best early bulbs for my house are

Roman Hyacinth, Roman and Paper-white
Narcissus; some are potted as soon as they
can be obtained, and by this means flowers

can be had without using much artificial

heat. The Hyacinth being planted six, and
the Narcissus four in a pot. First to bloom
are the Hyacinths, then the Roman Narcis-

sus, following which are the Paper-white,

repeat its grand florescence each spring and |
As it has been impossible for me to do any-
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tliiriK with these bulbs after flowering they

are then thrown away.
Immediately succeeding the foregoing,

comes the Cyclamen. I have about fifty,

mainly of the giganteums, though I know
that many say the flowers are sparingly pro-

duced and are coarser, with not so compact

a plant, nor as fine foliage. It perhaps is

true, but they are grand, and if desirable,

one can have both sorts.

Most of my Cyclamen have been raised

from seed, which was sown as soon as ripe;

the young plants remained in the seed pans

until spring, when they were potted off into

2'.;-inch pots, in a compost of equal parts

loam and leaf mold, with plenty of

coarse sand and charcoal. They are

grown on until the foliage fades,

when they are laid upon their sides

until August, and then repotted in

fresh compost, placed in a cold frame,

and as cold weather comes on, re-

moved to the green house; they

make good flowering bulbs the

second year.

After tlie colored Hyacinths have
finished blooming, they are gradu-

ally dried off, and the soil shaken

from them; at the proper time

they are planted in the garden,

where they keep on flowering from
year to year, giving much satisfac-

tion; my borders now are full of

bulbs thus treated.

After these, the Freesias show
bloom; of these I have about ten

pots, and I find their cultxire very

simple. There may be some little

difficulty with bulbs just imported,

but I am sure there is none with

them afterwards. The great secret

of .success I believe, is, as I learned

from an English grower, to thor-

oughly roast the bulbs after flower-

ing, when yet in the soil and pots,

by placing on a shelf fully exposed

to the sun, there remaining until

the foliage is completely withered

and the soil dust dry.

They are then taken down, and
laid on their sides under the stage,

being left there until potting time.

I use the same compost as for the

Cyclamens, planting six or eight

in a six-inch pot. They are kept

in a cold frame until winter sets

in, and then brought inside. By
this treatment I have had them 18 inches

in height,with three or four scapes of bloom
from a bulb, and they increase very rapidly.

Another bulb is the Ixia, and I hardly

know of a more quaint and peculiar flower

than the variety viridiflora; but I have not

been so successful with them, having to pro-

cure new bulbs every year, and the tips of

the foliage are apt to get discolored. With
the allied genera of Babiana and Sparaxis, I

however have no trouble, but they are not

nearly as handsome as the Ixias, of which I

have this year treated some of my last year's

bulbs as I did the Freesias, thoroughly
sun-drying the bulbs and potting them. At
present they look well, but whether they

will so continue is the question.

Tritonias I have no difficulty with; they

bloom on year after year, and increase in size

and vigor. There are few more satisfac-

tory bulbs than the Lachenalias, and I heart-

ily endorse all that was said in the last

number. They are easily grown, and pro-

duce their flowers freely (an object I always

keep in view in selecting my stock,) and so

being valuable. A pretty way to grow
them is in hanging baskets as well as in pots.

The Alliums are very satisfactory for

flowering in the house; their large umbels
of pure white flowers coming in early spring

make them attractive. Neapoliatnum is the

variety most generally used; but I received

ast year, a variety called Hermelti grandi-

florum, which is much superior to it,

stronger in foliage, .and larger flowers.

Neither of these have the unpleasant odor

which belongs to most of the tribe. The
compost that I use, and the treatment, is

much the same as for Freesias; in tact, I

find that for the most of these spring-flow-

ering bulbs, this treatment is the best.

One of the Newer Perennial Plants.
Heuchera Sanguinea.

There is a genera of low-growing perenni-

als found growing all the way from Mexico
to near the Arctic circle, and known by the

To say that the Heuchera is a near relative

of the Saxifragas should be to give a good

idea of its general value. Take the common
Saxifraga samentosa, known as the Straw-

berry Geranium by most plant growers,

and it is one of our most ornamental house

and basket plants; the variegation of the

foliage being especially attractive. In the

line of hardy plants, there are a number of

Sa.xifragas with red and rose colored flowers

that appear very early in the season, which
rank among the best of plants. From our
favorable actiuaintance with them, we also

look upon the subject of this present sketch

very ho[)efully, believing, as we do, that it

may form a desirable aildition to

our list of hardy plants. We find

it offered in but a single American
catalogue, that of the B. A. Elliott

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

The new Perennial, Heuchera sanguinea, (Flowers deep red.)

name of Heuchera, which has usually been
looked upon as containing only inconspicu-

ous weeds, for although their foliage and
habit is pleasing, the generally purple flow-

ers are small.

One plant of this genus has attracted some
special interest also, from the peculiar pro-

perty of the root, which posesses the astrin-

gent qualities of alnm in a surprising de-

gree, and this one is known, commonly, as

the Alum Root (H. Americana.)
Not many years ago, however, the late

Dr. Engelmann, described a species, H. san-

guinea, from Arizona, which seems to have
been not widely noticed; and this now
promises to be one of the handsomest
of recent herliaceous acquisitions; from its

hardiness, ease of management, and beauty

of flowers and foliage, it might yet have a

place in every garden. This plant is also

spoken of as being especially excellent for

planting in .the rockery, doing well also in

the cool greenhouse.

The flowers of this species are of a rich,

red color, with foliage dark, faintly marbled
with light green. The plants will grow in

any ordinary garden soil that is deep and
does not contain much clay. They propa-

gate in the spring by divisions of the crowns.

The general character of the Heuchera is

well shown in our illustration, a reprint

from the English Gardeners' Chronicle.

On the Wintering of Pansies.

BY DANIEL K. HERU. LANCASTER CO., PA.

To^have fine, early blooming Pan-
sies, get the plants a month or more
before the usual freezing up of the

ground. Choose a place where no
water will stand, dig ten inches

deep, and work into the soil one-

fourth bushel well-rotted stable

manure, or one pound fine bone
meal per square yard; rake the bed
up mellow; then set the plants three

inches apart each way, putting the

roots well down into the soil which
is to be moist.

Before freezing weather sets in,

surround the plants by a frame of

boards, one foot high on the nor.th

side, and six inches on the south;

cover this with lattice of lath nailed

three fourths of an inch apart on
strips strong enough to withstand the

weight of the snow, or sashes may
be used, fastened on with a space

of one inch left open at the ends

of the frame and between the .sashes,

to allow the circulation of air, this

will save all attention to airing dur-

ing winter; if the soil gets dry,

water on mild days.

As spring comes take the lattice

oflE, but replace during cold spells.

If sash were used, air freely for

a week, then remove them to keep
the plants from growing soft,

replacing only if the weather gets very cold.

Plants so wintered are very hardy, antl may
be planted where they are to bloom as early

as the bed can be prepared. As Pansies

must have rich soil, it is well to manure
such bed heavily in the fall, and dig in

roughly; work it over in the spring, setting

tlie plants as above directed.

Keep the bed moist, and when hot days
come mulch, two inches deep with anything
at hand, to keep the soil cool. It probably
will be necessary to water once a week, and
oftener, as the heat increases—do not plant

Pansies close to trees, but the afternoon

sliade from a building or fence is beneficial.

SM. The Gnii Flam. The Guii Plum orisrinated

with Mr. Hatfaraan, Laiisingbur^f, N. Y., ulxiut

.tO years agii, and wa.* first cultivated largely b.v

John Goeway (pronounced Guii, Gweli or Gueii),

and was called and mostly known under that

name. Tree hardy and a \ifforons upright

grower, said to be an early and abundant bearer,

fruit large, roundish oval, suture slight, skin
dark purule with a thick blue bloom; cavity
large, with a long slender stalk; tlesh pale yellow,
sweet and juicy, with a sprightly sub-acid flavor,

n<»t rieh, but good for culinary purposes and
market. .Vlmost a tree stone and ripens about
Septemlier 1st.— W. H. Arendt, MUsnmri.

914. Mulberries Fraiting. Downing's Mul-

berry produces immense quantities of fruit with

me every season, and my tree stands as a single
specimen on the lawn with none near it.—C. E. 1'.
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Garden Chrysanthemums.
My bright-faced darlings by the garden path

Standing almost alone, nor asking why,
Meagre the sunshine that thy small life hath,

Born under Autumn's chill and changeful sky.

Ye never knew the Roses white and red

That overflow the Summer bowers with bloom;

No loving Violets with the Mosses red

Pours at thy feet its purple, faint perfume.

For thee are only withered, falling leaves

And stricken grasses, turned from green to gray;

The Itindly spider in the sunlight weaves
Her silver bars across thy desolate way.

—iTUer-Ocean.

The leaves are crisp and russet.

The Sumac's blazing red.

The Butternut descending
Is cracked upon your head.

The butterfly's departed.

Likewise the belted bee,

The small boy in the orchard
Is up the apple tree.

The trees wear lovely colors

In beautiful excess;

All nature seems to rustle

Just like a new silk dress.

^Harper^s Bazaar.

Sing a song of snow-flakes,

Icicles and frost;

Four and twenty snow birds

In the woods were lost.

When the storm was ended,
Happy birds were they.

By some crumbs befriended,

They lived to fly away!

Which premiam will you have?

Dusty plants can not be real healthy.

Sheltered spring bulbs flower the earliest.

To Our Subscrihers: Club us as we deserve.

Beans were not known in England until 1509.

Any bulbs yet to go in? The season's days are
closing.

Many pot Geraniums are killed by over
watering.

Whoever induces a friend to become a reader
of this journal does that friend a favor.

Would you have strong Mauraudias for next
spring? Then sow before the holidays.

In looking^ over the fascinating premium offers,

remember that they are for dollar subscriptions.

The use of bulbs in bold groups is capable of
creating a much better effect than a similar

number planted in precise lines.

That Strawberry bed, made from potted plants,

on our experiment farm lately, and referred to
last month, has shown better for some weeks
now past.

Why Not % Some one has been at work devel-
oping the purplish crimson type of Pigweed, and
is about launching forth, as an ornamental plant,

the results of his work.

How Grand it Uust Be. An effective corsage
bouquet arrangement is said by an authority to
be in the form of a letter V, full at the neck, tap-
ering to one flower at the waist.

A Mew Seed House, Mr. W. A. Morehouse, for-
merly general manager of the Hiram Sibley &
Co. seed house, Kochester, N. Y., will embark in
the business for himself shortly.

Weed Killing in Winter. An excellent way
to kill perennial weeds in the Raspberry rows, is

to smother them with a heavy coat of manure,
which may be used to advantage in this way
even if somewhat coarse.—D. N. L.

A LeConte Pear Orchard. I have an orchard
of 125 trees five years old from cuttings, being
therefore on their own roots. Some of them have
made a growth of six feet of well matured wood.
—Wm. M. Jeffrey, Randolph Co., III.

For wintering Celery for home use, a frost-
proof cellar, rather dark, but with fair ventila-
tion, serves admirably. Dig the plants with as
much dirt as possible, store close together on the
cellar floor, and it will continue to grow and
blanch until used.

Now is the time for soil to be gotten under
cover in shed or cellar. It should be of good
quality for use in hot-beds and starting-seed

boxes next spring while the ground is yet frozen.

By filling the outside frames with leaves, and
covered over, the soil will not freeze so hard.

The premium pages were brought into the

most conspicuous and safest part of the present

paper, in part to accommodate the binder of the

paper. If when the annual volume is completed,
or at any time it might be preferred to take them
out, the removal of the stitches will release these,

leaving the regular matter intact.

As window plants in winter, but few are so

easily grf)wn as the Nasturtiums and especially

the dwarf form which comes in every shade frora

creamy white to orange and dark crimson.
Branches of these readily grow, if placed in a dish

of water, and make finely blooming specimens,

the vessel becoming filled with roots. It should
be kept in the sun.— E. E. S.

The Winter Coverings of Straw. As far as pos-

sible every thing about a garden should partake
of a neat and orderly appearance. The French
gardeners appreciate this point very well. From
a sketch made in a garden in France we have
prepared our illustration of a tripod of sticks,

supporting on its upper side a sheltering cap
of straw, over the plant below.

It is Not a Bare Freak, This in answer to

E. W. L., Schenectady, N. Y., who has mailed us

a Carnation flower which has a new bud stand-

ing out immediately from the center of the

bloom. We have seen hundreds of them in Car-
nation forcing houses, nearly to the dismay of

the growers who desired the crop for market,
and for such a purpose it was almost a failure

because of this peculiarity.

An Insectary. What is It? It is a green-
house-like structure erected at the Agricultural
Experiment Department of Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y., for the novel purpose of breeding
insects, thus allowing of a more complete obser-

vation of their habits. Prof. J. H. Comstock,
the entomologist, writes that he hopes soon to

furnish our readers with an illustrated sketch of

the building, and their methods of work.

Spiraea, The large number of beauti tul flower-

ing shrubs under this head, vary greatly both in

bloom and foliage, flowering from May until late

in August, when the one known as Hard hack
or Steeple Bush (S. tomentosa) shows its rosy-
pink flowers. From being so common this

species is seldom planted, but handsome low-
growing shrubs like it are not plentiful enough
to warrant this being so greatly overlooked. Its

lateness also is in its favor, and it grows well on
almost any soil.

—

T. R. Murray.

This ailment is growing alarmingly common.
So says Supt. Doogue, speaking of the deadened
appearance of young Maple trees in the PubUc
Gardens of Boston, Mass., and that the only cause
he could ascribe for the ailment, is a premature
development of the foliage occurring early in the
season, which was then suddenly withered by
a few days of extreme heat, gi\'ing the trees a
blighted look although the trunks seem perfectly

healthy. The Maple trees about Buffalo have
for several years been affected similarly to this.

We believe it is a disease.

Every reader could secure from one to fifty

new subscribers to this journal before the holi-

days if they would go about it with a will. If

you think well of the paper call the attention of

your friends to it, that they too may receive its

\-lsits. With 20,000 more readers we can make a
vastly better paper than now, and yet keep the
price at one dollar a year. That number of new
subscribers should come to us within six weeks.
They will come if you, and you, and you, kind
readers, will only get at the import of our liberal

premium offers, and act accordingly.

How do You Treat Your Fernery? To have a
Fernery do well requires only simple treatment,
but the attention needed must be regularly and
fuUy given. Drainage is of prime importance;
the easiest way to secure it being to have a
double bottom, the upper one coarsely perfor-

ated, the lower being like a water tight pan that

can be emptied. The soil should be light and
fibrous. Do not crowd the plants, and sunshine
may be allowed on the case, being sure that
moisture is never lacking. Airshould be appUed
dally by raising one side and then the other of

the cover, an inch or so for an hour.

The Wild Bhododendron. It grows in shady
l>laces, and prefers damp or sandy footing, often
running up to a height of 20 feet. Its branches

are bent and twisted in the strangest most fan-
tastic ways imaginable, and bear up lauced-
shaped evergreen leaves woolly underneath and
resembling the Kalmia. Amongst the wrangling
branches and sober setting of leaves gleam great
bunches of pale pink blossoms. The buds are
bright rose color, in compact heads, and last a
long time; opening slowly when put in water in

the house, to as fine

flowers as if they
had been left on the
s h r u b 3. — H e m ! e,

Newport Co., R. I.

Catalpa leaves, as
a protection for
summer set Straw-
berries, was a new
idea to me, but that
is the use I saw them
put to on the fruit

farm of W.W.Farns-
worth, of Lucas Co.,

Ohio. Over each
plant newly set, a
Catalpa leaf was
placed with enough
soil on to prevent its

being easily blown
off; in a few days the
leaves are dried up
and many are blown
away, leaving the

plants bright and cheerful in their new home and
ready for business. The leaf is better than grass,

because it has a tendency to keep the space
covered in a sweated condition, which is very
favorable for young plants recently moved.

—

E. H. ntshman, Cuyahoga Co., Ohio.

Coronillas. These are very distinct looking
plants, easily grown, and amongst the freest of
bloomers even when quite small. They succeed
well with ordinary greenhouse warmth, coming
in during the summer season, according to the
temperature they have during the early spring
months. Cuttings, consisting of the present
season's shoots several inches long, inserted in

pans or pots, filled with sand and covered with
glass, strike freely any time from spring to
autumn. If put in now the little plants will

through next summer be much in advance of
such as are not rooted before spring. Pot them
singly,and through the winter have a night tem-
perature of about 50 degrees.—Maiiory.

Fine Tomato Growing. I have tried to get
early, smooth and large crops of Tomatoes out
of good garden soil for 20 years, whUe not a fail-

ure has been made entirely. No such crop has
ever been reached as I had the past season on a
stiff yellow clay soil sloping gently toward the

A Winter Shelter for Small

Trees, Sht^bs and Plants.

A Haul'Up ^YaUrinQ Pot.

north. It was planted in Potatoes last year and
well manured then, no manure this season hav-
ing been used. I have Mikados weighing 26

ounces. This kind is smooth, early and enor-

mously productive, though other varieties arc

nearly as good. Very rich soil is not very good
for the Tomato, as where they are native they
grow on the hillsides, not in the rich valley

bottoms.—-i. C. Bates, Kankakee Co., Ind.

Watering Plants. The slopping work of plant
watering does not impress most growers as the

most agreeable part of plant culture, either in

the window or the plant house. As we cannot
get rid of it, the plan herewith figured is, for
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EXTENDING THE CIRCULATION.

The Possibilities of a Dollar Hor-
ticultural Journal.

That Popular Gaudening and Fruit
Growing to-day has more than double, per-

haps three times the circuhitiouof any sim-

ilar journal in America can be no great

surprise to its readers, (or they know the

paper. Still, it should be remembered that

this journal has but recently entered upon
its fourth year, being, however, in a sense

the successor of five purchased journals.

Popular Gardening and Fruit Grow-
ing has won its place through the agency of

several potent factors. First, a devotion to

supplying popular information on the beautiful

and useful art of liorticulture attractively, and
at a popular price. Second, the enterprise which
secured to it the strength of five purchased jour-

nals. Third, the kindness

of its readei-s in speaking
well of it to their friends,

and sending in thousands
of their subscriptions.

To the foregoing, still

another factor must be
added. We refer to the

marked impro\ement in

the journal itself, from
month to month, made
possible by the very in-

crease of circulation
alluded to. Our readers

hardly need to be re-

minded of this. First a lU

page paper, then increased

to 20 pages, and later to

38 and 32 pages regularly,

with even 36 pages for some
months, while all know
that in all this time the
character of the matter,

engravings, etc., has fully

kept pace with this increase

in size. But if all this is F.l,-gant Plate Glass

past history of a paper Thermometer. (For

. 1 J. * -A one new naiiie and
yet scarcely out of its m- ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ,

,

fancy, what may not be ex-

pected of the same with increasing years V

Following is what the manager who has guided

the journal's affairs from the first, confidently

would have his friends be prepared to see, and

may he saj', to assist in securing, in the not dis-

tant future, namely: From six to ten subscrib-

ers to Popolar Gardening and FRtnr Grow-
ing where now it has one, and the journal im-

proved in various ways now had in x-iew, to cor-

respond, with no change in the price.

Surely would not such an end, in the inter-

ests of an improved American horticulture, be
worthy of the very best efforts of publishers,

editors, and readers alike V We think so, and to

show the enterprise which now is on foot for

bringing about this end with great advantage to

all, we invite every reader's attention to what
is set forth in the pages which follow.

The plan in brief is this: Every reader of the

journal is in\-ited to do what he or she can to-

wards bringing the merits of this popular Dollar

Journal to the attention of their neighbors and
friends near and far. Then for all new subscrib-

ers sent to us we will give a most liberal return

in the choice of one or another of the first-class

articles described in the following psiges.

How we can afford to make such extremely
liberal offers as follow is easily explained: First,

through gi\ing the premiums for new subscribers

only. Second, by purchasing these premiums for

cash at the lowest wholesale figures.

The liberality of these premiums can only be
appreciated by carefully reading the separate

proposals, realizing at the same time that they

are offered fur subscribers, not to a two or three

or four dollar Journal, tjttt to a guperior journal

cost-.ng only One Dollar a year. It is easier to get

a dozen subscribers to such a journal costing One
Dollar than six subscribers to one costing even
but half as much more.
Let it be distinctly understood that we can

give premiums only for new subscribers^ not for

renewals. Our journal costs too much for that;

we must hold the present readers by the value

of the journal itself. The premiums must be

looked upon as wholly in the nature of an expen-
sive advertising outlay for getting the journal

into new families. But as explained under
"Conditions on Which Premiums are Given,'

it is the present subscribers, and they only, who
can participate in the marked benefits.

Something: About the Articles
Offered In these Pages.

For making the home pleasant to yfixmg and
old. For having things handy. For causing joy

through the giving of presents. For instructing

and entcrtaitnng all members of the family.

These were the thoughts constantly had in mind
by the conductor of this journal, as personally

he chose one by one the premiums here offered.

It was a pleasant task to choose premiums
for such a purpose. At the price named each ar-

ticle is absolutely the best of its class in the mar-
ket. In scores of instances we could have secured
things pleasing to the eye for half the price here

quoted, but investigation showed the articles

lacking in some respect and not good enough
for our Popui.AR Gardening family. Having
in view the making of many new friends, it would

be very stupid in us to offer inferior articles.

Indeed we are free to say, after all the pains

taken to choose these articles, that the average

buyer who may be in a degree unfamiliar with

the article desired, runs a greater risk to buy
through personal inspection over a counter, than

to come to the Populak Gakdeninq Store

House for supplies. This is especially true of

silver ware, watches, etc. If any other articles

in the line offered are wanted, we shall be glad to

furnish such on terms or at prices to be given by
return mail, if our readers will state their wants.

What family should now go without the

every day table adorned with beautiful Derby

Silver Ware or Roger's unequalled Forks, Spoons,

etc. Head the terms for such; every member of

a family can assist in procuring beautiful sets.

Why have any one suffer injury to the eye

sight from poor lamp light when the Cleve-

land Student Lamp, making the most perfect

light known, is furnished on the terms we name ?

Who needs now to be without a good Dictionary,

or Books, or Watch, or Camera? Should not

mother orsister have a Gold Thimble for common
use, or an improved Sewing Machine or Carpet

Sweeper, or any one of hundreds of other articles

to lighten the work and to give joy;?

Many of the articles could not be surpassed as

holiday, wedding or birthday presents. That

is worth thinking about.

On Obtaining Subscribers. An Easy
Task with this Dollar Paper.

First of all this i-ising journal is only beginning

to be known. In every neighborhood there are

many persons actually u'aitino to learn more of

it and to subscribe. People will look at and sub-

scribe for a bright, original, low-priced, new jour-

nal like this, who would pass the older ones by.

Many, who for the first time examine its contents,

engravings, costly paper, etc., equalling the high-

priced $4.tl0 monthlies very nearly ,wonder that its

price is not several times greater. Take an annual

volume with its nearly 300 large three column

reading pages all carefully written and edited, its

more than 3.50 engravings, some of them very

costly; its fine calen-

dared book paper; its

3,000 articles with a

complete index, and

it is safe to say that

no other work of

three dollars,contains

so much practical,

boiled down infor-

mation. Here it is to

be had for a single

Dollar.

Its popular style is

much in its favor.

Seven persons in ten

who are land owners
in country, village, or

town suburbs have
some interest in hor-

ticulture, be it in

orchards, lawns, win-

dow flowers, or vege-

table growing. They
may never have taken
a journal in this line, but they should and often

quickly will if their attention is but rightly

brought to its usefulness and low price. People

like to read of these things. Children shoidd

be encouraged to take an interest in improving

the home and grounds by horticulture.

In getting names, let an earnest start be made
with a determination to succeed. The writer well

knows how this is, for he himself yeai-s ago,

when a youth of si.xteen, raised a club of Kl sub-

scribers t(j a $1..')0 monthly journal in a single

season, by giving to the work only his spare

hours. People pay out a dollar so much more
readily than one dollar and a half.

It is work in which every member of the

family can join; father when he goes to town or

calls on business friends;

mother or sister as they
make neighborly visits;

boys and girls when doing
errands, or any or all may
make a business of get-

ting subscribers, with ad-
vantage to themselves.

The best way to secure
subscribei-s is to take
one of your copies and
have your friend look
it over as you ytmrself

turn every leaf leisurely,

speaking of the contents,

engravings, fine print-

ing, and other good qual-

ities, at the same time.

The Best Time. Two Papers Extra. All sub-
scribers received in November will be given the
last two issues of 1888, and all of 1889 for their

dollar. This makes November the best month in

the year to get names, but there is still another
reason why this is so. We refer to the fact that

people usually make their changes of papers, if

any, at about this season, and by applying to

them before this is done, they can the more easily

be interested in a paper that is new to them.

Avery Transplanter.
{.Small size for one new
name. .See Premium 20:).)

Conditions on which Premiums are
given. Read very carefully.

1. Price of Paper. The price of Popular
Gardening and Fruit Growing is One Dollar

a year, whether singly or in clubs.

3. What Names Count. Premiums are given
only to lyresent subscribers (those who are receiv-

ing the paper regularly) for obtaining iic ic sub-
scribers iu families where the paper is not now
received; no renewal, and no transfei'S from one
member of a family to another can count. If

names of either such are included as new ones,

all rights to a pi'emium will be forfeited.

3. If any person not now a subscriber will first

subscribe for the paper, he may after haring
received a copy, work to secure new subscribers

and obtain premiums. No person's own subscrip-
tion shall count in a premium.

4. Renewals. While no premium is allowed
on renewals, if in view of our extremely liberal

offers for new names, any friends will along with
new names sent, also send whatever renewals
they meet (always placing such names in a sepa-

rate list,) we will appreciate the favor.

5. Names that Don't Count. Gift subscrip-

tions don't count. A name that comes to you
without effort as when a friend asks you to send

their subscription, can't count, if sent alone; the

object of these premiums is to inxjiire effort.

No premiums will be given to wholesale club

agents, or to any names that come through such.

Quadruple Plate Silver Ware, Highest Standard, (I7ic beautiful Butter Dish
for two new names; the Syrup Pitcher for four new names.

See Premiums 6 and 9.)

8. The expression "new names" in each offer

refers of course to one full yearly subscription,

and the pay therefor of one dollar in each case.

When it says for so and so many new names and
a certain amount (for example Premium No. 33

for three new names, and .50 cts.) this means one
dollar for each new name and the specified

amount or amounts in addition.
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7. Postage. Wlien postage is named we can-
not agree to forward the article unless this

amount is also included in the remittance.
8. By Express. An exception is found to No. 7

when people call at our office for their prem-
ium, or when they have ordered articles by ex-

press, in which case other articles whether for
premiums or purchased can be included less the
postage charge. Usually express rates are no
more on two or three articles than on one.

9. Remitting. Money, if not sent by one of

hese four ways is at the senders' risk, namely:

Extra Plate Silver Spoons, Forks, and Knives. Shown H size. (A set of
these superior Spoons for two new names. See Premiums 18 to 27.)

Post Office Money Order, Bank Draft on New
York, Express Money Order, Registered Letter.

10. These offers are held open until July 1,

1889, in which to finish Clubs, but all namesand
the money should be sent in as received, and the
account of the sender will be duly credited. Any
premium may be called for as soon as earned,
and it will be delivered promptly. Premium ar-

ticles may be purchased from this list at the
prices quoted at any time of the year.

11. All communications relating to premiums,
should be addressed plainly to the Premium De-
partment of Popular Gardening and Fruit
Growing, Buffalo, N. Y.

Premiums Comprising Miscellaneous
Articles for the Home.

A Beautiful Plate Glass Thermometer, (1)—
Those who garden are specially interested in the
temperature of the weather. This is the perfect

Quadpiple Plate Stiver Ware. (Pickle Caster for two neie names. See Premium 7
Silver tream PUclier,aold lAned, fm- three new names and $3.30. See Prem. 9.)

Thermometer in all respects. It is made of the
clearest heavy, plate glass, with beveled edges,
and to fasten by brass arms to the sash of a north
window,so that the indications can be read as well

from within the room as without. The column
of mercury is so heavy as to be very readily ob-
served. Rich and ornamental in appearance,
and durable. Suitable for the greenhouse or any
other use Length, 8 inches. Given for one new
name and 30 cents additional. Price $1.3.5. Being
glass it can go by express only.

Thermometer, Black Japanned. (3)—The stan-
dard form of Thermometer ranging from 150

degrees above zero to 50 below, each mark or
scale representing two degrees. Size 10 inches
long, given for one new name. Price, 35 cents.

Postage and packing 5

cents when sent as a
premium or purchased.
(3)—Size 7 inches long,
suitable for florists, and
common use, two Ther-
mometers given for one
name. Piice, 35 cents
apiece. Postage and
packing 5 cents apiece
when sent as a premium
or purchased.

Thermometer and
Barometer Combined.
(4)—A useful indicator
for temperature and
weather changes. A
fine instrument given
for one new subscriber
and 15 cents. Price, $1.

Postage and packing 10

cents extra when sent as a premium or bought.

Aneroid Barometer, (5)—This form of Barom-
eter is highly recommended for its sensitive-
ness, accuracy, and portability; it works with
equal acuracy in any position it may be placed,
and is the least liable to injury or derangement of
any instrument made for the same purpose. It

has a round dial and the changes are Indicated by
a hand as in a clock. The family size will be given
for fournew subscribers, or for two new subscrib-
ers and $1.30 additional. Price, $3.00. Postage
and packing 15 cents extra
when sent as a premium or
purchased.

Qaadrnple Silver-plated
Bntter Dish. (6)- This is a
handsome, substantial Dish of
the appearance shown in a pre-
ceding engraving, but which
fails in doing it full justice. OoU Thimble. {For
Like all our silver table pieces, onenewnameand
this is made by the Derby so cts. See Pre-

Saver Co., and is warranted to mium 34.)

be of the best ware. Given for two new names.
Price, $1.40. Postage and packing 30 cents when
sent as a premium or purchased.

About our Quadruple Silvbr-platedWare.
It is a most genuine pleasure to call attention not
only to the superior quality and beauty of every
piece of Silver plate here offered, but as well
to the liberal terms on which aU are given. Every
article outside of the flat ware is from the well-
known factory of the Derby Silver Co., which
fact is a sufficient guarantee of the unsurpassed
quality, durability, finish, and beauty of design
of the goods. These points should be heavily
weighed by buyers, at this time when much in-
ferior plated ware is on the markets. The Derby
Silver Co., not only send out their goods with the
guarantee that the largest quantity of silver is

deposited on them of any manufactured, but
that the base or metal on which the silver is de-
posited is of a superior quality, being harder and
whiter than the metals commonly used, and more
durable and capable of recei\'ing a higher finish
than any other. Names and Initials will be en-
graved on Silver Ware at three cents per letter.

Qaadrnple
Plate Pickle
Caster with
Tongues. (7)—

A

useful table
piece of elegant
design in Derby
Silver plate.
The bowl is of
glass, the entire

height is I314

inches, diameter
at foot 4 inches.

Given for only
two new names.
Packing 30 cents

extra when sent as a premium or purchased.

Table Caster 5 Bottle. (8)—A full sized Din-
ner Caster with five cut-glass bottles. The stand

Price $1.40. By express only.

is 18 inches high with exquisite chased bands. It
is a Caster that never fails to please. Given for
two new names and $1.40,or for four new names.

Home-made Rugs. (A Rug Makerfor one newname.
See Premium 28.)

Price, $3.00. By express only. Packing 30 cents
when sent as a premium or purchased.

Quadruple Plate Syrup Pitcher. (9)—This
most exquisite table piece is illustrated on the
preceding page, except that the best engraving
cannot do it full justice. The bowl is satin-

finished, with a bright-cut figure of leaf sprays
and flowers, a style of decoration most captivat-
ing; 6 inches high, 3 inches in diameter. Given
for two new names and $1.30 more, or for four
new names. Price $3.00.

Postage and packing 30

cents either as a prem-
ium or when purchased.

Quadruple Plate
Cream Pitcher, Gold-
Lined. (10) — This!
handsome Pitcher.Ulus-

trated below, was se-

lected as the most beau-
tiful pattern from the
entire stock of the
Derby Silver Co. Here
again we may say that
the engraving fails of

doing the piece fuU Stamping Pattern. (See

justice. Being gold Premiumia.)

lined it presents an unsurpassed appearance of
richness. Its exterior is satin finish, figured in

bright-cut lines. The height is 3^ inches, broad-
est diameter of bowl 4 inches. Given for three
new names and $2.30, or for seven new names.
Price, $S.00, By express only. Packing 20 cents
when sent as a premium or purchased.

Quadruple Plate Sugar Bowl, (ll)—Uni-
form in style with the above, but having two
handles, and being covered, it is not gold lined.

Terms and prices the same as number 10.

Quadruple Plate Spoon Holder, Gold-Lined.
(13)—Uniform in style with the two preceding
articles, the three constituting a set. Given for
six new names, or three new names and $1.70. By
express only. Packing 20 cents when sent as a
premium or purchased.

Quadruple Plate Cake Basket, (13)—Satin
finished, chased band, lOH inches high, having an

iMli«ii.r~ iTiTi^mMMi

A Superb Student Lamp. The best Light. (For only
six new names. See Premium 27.

)

8 inch plate. A new style and very handsome.
Given for three new names and $2.00, or for six

new names. Price, $i.2^. By express only. Pack-
ing' for premium or when purchased ^ cents.

Quadruple Plate Napkin Ring. (14)--Full size,

chased in handsome pattern, a beautiful ring.

Given for one new name. Price, 70 cents apiece.

Postage and packing 10 cents when sent as a
premium or purchased.
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Quadruple Plate Nat Cracker and Picks. (15)

—The Cracker is of the best pattern, ami there
are six Piciis, all hea\'ily plated. Come in a satin-

lined box. Just the thing for a wedding present.

They must not be confused with cheaper Piclcs

A Perfect Fi'iUt Press. [Forfour new names.
Premium 32.)

(See

that soon tarnish. Given for only one new name
and $1.15 or for three new names. Price, $3.00.

Postage and packing 15 cents when sent as a pre-
mium or purchased. Six Picks alone wUl be given
for one new name and 15 cents. Price, 90 cents.

Quadruple Plate Call Bell. (16)—A neat and
useful Bell for the table, sick room, and school
room. Of remarkably clear and sweet ring. Given
for one new name and 10 cents. Price, 75

cents. Postage and packing 10 cents when
sent as a premium or purchased.

Guaranteed Silver Plated Spoons, Forks,
and Knives, (IT)—No idnd of silver ware is

put to a harder test than the Spoons, Knives,
and Porks that are used every day on the
table. An inferior article, although it may
look nearly as well while it is new, very soon
shows its real character by wearing through
quickly, tarnishing, and not the least losing

its shape. The markets are flooded with this

poor ware, and which is usually sold or

auctioned off at exorbitant prices consider-

ing its real worth.
Realizing these facts, we could, in deciding

on those offered below feel satisfied with
nothing short of the very best made, hence
we chose the well known Rogers A 1 plated

ware. This ware stands unsurpassed, for

beauty of design, superior strength and
quality of the white base metal used, (of the
utmost importance as shapeliness after much
use, depends on this,) and in the largeness of

the amount of sterling silver deposited on
every article. The engravings show the pat-

terns we use while the size is the full

standard as indicated below. No finer plate

goods are made in the world, and every one of

the following articles will give perfect satis-

faction. Initials will be engraved on any
article chosen at the price previously named.

Silver Plated Tea Spoons. (18)—Length nearly

6 inches. Set of six given for only one new name
and 45 cents additional, or for only two new
names. Price,$1.35. Postage and packing 15 cents
when sent as a premium or purchased.

Silver Plated Tablespoons. (19)—Length 8

inches. Set of three, on same
terms as the Teaspoons above.

Silver Plated Forks. (3<»—

Length 7J4 inches. Set of si-x

given for two new names and
90 cents or for four new names.
Price, $2.50. Postage and pack-

ing 20 cents when sent as a
premium or purchased.

Silver Plated Table Knives.
(31)— Length 9^ inches. Made
of the best steel, shaped by
machinery, after which the full

amount of pure silver is deposi-

ted. Set of six given for one
new name and 90 cents, or for

three new names. Price, $1.75.

Postage and packing on a set

of six, 30 cents when sent as a

premium or purchased. ^^j^^,. jj^t.^^teT

Silver Plated Butter Knife. Bag. {For two
(32)—Length 7!^ inches. The new names and 25

most beautiful pattern we «"<s extra. See

could find. Given for one new P^emiumXi.)

name. Price 65 cents. Postage and packing 10

cents when sent as a premium or purchased.

Silver Plated Sugar Spoon. (33)—Length (i

inches. Very handsome. For one new name.
Price 50 cents, including postage and packing.

Gold-plate Thimble. (34)—These Thimbles
are warranted to wear twice as long as the best
soliii gold Thimbles, while the appearance is the
same. The extra wearing quality is secured by
making each Thimble of two plates of gold with
a piece of tough stiffening metal between. A 14

karat Thimble, like the figure, with engraved
band given for two new names and 30 cents
additional. Price, $2.00 postage paid. (3.'i)—A 10
karat Thimble, plain, given for one new name
and '.M) cents. Price, $1.25, postage paid.

Solid Silver Thimble. (36)—Any size, made of
very heavy silver, engraved. Given for one new
name. Price, 50 cents post-paid.

Ordering Thi.mbles. To secure the right
size, take an ordinary Thimble that fits and make
a hard impression with its open end on soft paper,
to be sent to us, but first placing on this paper
another paper that has been smeared with a little

ink or other coloring matter, the ink side down.
Letters engraved on thimbles for 3 cents each.

Student Lamp Nickel-plated, (37)—The Stu-
dent Lamp, as is well known, gives the most per-
fect artificial light yet discovered. We offer the
one burner Perfection Student Lamp, which pos-
sesses a 20 candle power, yet the Ught is so clear,

even, and soft as to perfectly adapt it to the eye-
sight. The consumption of kerosene is little if

any more than an ordinary lamp. No family can
afford to be without this means of supplying even-
ing light for reading, sewing, etc. It will natur-

quality of Rubber. Two-quart size, given for two
now names and 25 cents additional. Price $1.60.

I'ostjige and packing 25 cents when sent as a
premium or purchased.

A High Grade Sewing Machine. The Popular
Gardening Garland No. 4, (31)—The machine
here offered is guaranteed to be of the same fine

The Garland Sewing Machine. {For our Extraordinary
Terms on this Superinr Machine, see Premium 31.)

ally ward off the use of spectacles. The Per-
fection given for two new names and $2.25 addi-
tional, or for six new names. Price, $4.00. Pack-
ing 20 cents. By express only.

The Pearl Eug Maker. (38)—With the con-
tents of a rag-bag, every lady may by the use of
this effective de\ice make handsome, durable
Rugs. Any cloth old or new, yarn, carpet waste,
etc., can be used. Scraps of silk too much worn
for patchwork make pretty stool or ottoman
covers. Worn places on the carpet can be
covered with hand-made Rugs. Rugs alone in a
room give a more elegant appearance than car-

pets and can be easily shaken. May be used
either with hand or machine sewing. Full instruc-

tions and si.x different patterns go with each
Pearl. Given for one new name. Price 85 cents,

add 10 cents, for postage in all cases.

Boyal Stamping Outfit. (39)-All the patterns
of the 178 designs included in the Royal are new,
while the assortment is such as to adapt it toi

every branch of fancy work. Included in thit

outfit is a book of complete in.structions, one
box of best black powder, and one good pad
Given lor one new name. Price 85 cents, add 10

cents, for postage when sent as a premium or

purchased.

Bubber, Hot Water Bag. (30)—When once a
Hot Water Bag is used in a family, it will never
willingly be given up. Fill the bag with hoillny

water, place it in a bed, and it will retain its

heat until morning. In many cases of pains its

use gives relief at once. Made of a superior

Handy Family Scales, with Platform and Scoop. {For
tliree new names and 50 cts. See Premium US.)

grade in all particulars as the best standard
machines made anywhere to-day; if it were not
so Popular Gardening would not offer it to

its subscribers. We make this statement in order
that it shall not be confused with the cheap and
inferior machines offered in some quarters. It

is catalogued at $60, and is the equal in size, per-

fection of work, material, finish, height of arm,
ease of running, noiselessness, with the average of
well known makes of sewing machines, cata-

logued at from $55 to $65 each, but which are
sold only by agents. It is the machine used regu-

larly in the editor's family after an acquaintance
with various first-class machines. It makes
the beautiful, smooth, lock stitch, with seam
alike on both sides. Among the special

features are, a nickel-plated balance wheel;
self-setting needle; full set best nickle plate

attachments; table of solid oil-polished wal-
nut; Gothic box cover, with veneered panels;

case of tour drawers with locks, swing drawer
for tools; oil can, screw driver, wrench, com-
plete instructions for running, etc. It is

warranted for five years, and altogether is a
machine that will satisfy every family using
it. This machine exactly as described and
illustrated, for only seven new names and
$20 additional, or 13 new names and $14 addi-

tional, or f(^r 30 new names. Price to our
subscribers only $24, receiver paying freight.

Fruit, Jelly, and Wine Press. (33)—The
principle of this Press is simple; it is easily

operated, as the fruit passing into the bowl
does not require to be handled again, but
has its Juice extracted and the dry refuse is

expelled through the outlet at the small end
of the cylinder. The fruit is forced forward
by each revolution of the tapering screw,
into smaller and stiU smaller space, until

freed of all its juice. Besides grinding and
pressing all kinds of small fruits, it is un-
equalled for pressing lard. See engraving.

Given for two new names and $1.20 additional,

or for four new names. Value $3.00. By ex-
press only, charges paid by receiver.

Family Scales, (33) The Scales offered are made
by the Chicago Scale Co., and have a capacity of
from J^ oz. to 25 lbs. In the construction noth-
ing but the best material is used and the bear-
ings upon which the wear comes are the best of
English Steel. See engraving above. Warranted
by the manufacturei-s, who will make good any
imperfections. Given for only three new names
and .50 cents. Catalogue price $3.50. By express
only, the receiver paying charges.

Universal Clothes Wringer. (34)—This is the
most popular Clothes Wringer in the world next
to the human hands, and gives universal satis-

faction. Solid rubber rollers, cogwheels at both
ends. Given for two new names and $1.10 addi-

For Saring Carpets; for .Saving Strengtli. {Fourncw
names and 35 cts. secures this machine. See Prem. 35.)

tional, or for four new names. Price $3.00. Can be
forwarded by express only. Packing 15 cts., ex-
tra, when sent as a premium or purchased.
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Bissell's Grand Bapid Carpet Sweeper. (35)—

This is the best (our wheel Sweeper in the mai--

ket, and no person, who has once had one in use

wUl ever a^ain be without. It raises no dust, it

is easily pushed, and the dread of sweeping day
is entirely removed. Such a machine will last a
life time, and save its cost over and oper in the

wear of the carpets. Given for four new names
and 35 cts.additional. Price $3.00. By express only.

Packing 1.5 cents extra when sent as a premium
or purchased.

Family Keat Chopper. (36)—We offer the

Enterprise Chopper, and it is a perfect gem. A

(Jnabridged Dictionary. {The largest Dictionariesfor
from 12 to 15 new names. See Premiums 37 and 39.)

child can operate it. It will be found invaluable
in the kitchen, as it can be used for many pur-
poses like preparing sausage and mince-meat,
hash, hog's head cheese, chicken salad and cro-
quet, mashing potatoes, etc. It does not grind
or tear the meat like the old styles of crank Cut-
ters do, but cftops it precisely like the snipping
process of a pair of scissors, no piece is larger
than 5-32 of an inch in diameter. This machine
we give for only one new name and 50 cents
additional, or for three new names. By express
only. Catalogue price is $3.00. It is not for sale.

Premiums for the Readinar Table,
Library, and Study.

DICTIONARIES. First in importance in this

line comes a good family Dictionary, for this

affords the key to understanding all other books.
Indeed the great Dictionaries of to-day are more,
they are encyclopiedias of information. Formerly

it was thought to
^' ^^-^^^--j- be out of the ques-

,1 M - - ^ tion for the aver-

OoldPen. (See Prems. 179 lorn.)
age famUv to own
one of the large

Unabridged Dictionaries, but now we are enabled
to offer these works on terms so liberal, that the
very best are placed easily within the reach of
every intelligent person.

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary. (37)—1,928
pages, 3,000 illustrations. Full Sheep. This great
Dictionary enjoys the distinction of having had
a wider sale than any similar work in the world.
It has 2,000 more illustrations than any other
American Dictionary. Besides containing the
main features of others, it has a vocabulary of
the names of noted Fictitious Persons and Places,
found in no other Dictionary. Altogether it

comes nearer to deserving the term "An Illus-

trated Library in Itself" than any one book ever
published. It is the standard in innumerable
schools and newspaper offices. Given for only
eight new names and $5..50, or for 16 new names.
Regular price $12; to our subscribers only, $10.

Webster's New Practical Dictionary. (3S)—
630 pages, 1,400 illustrations, 600,000 words. Size
''!^x5!^ in. The purpose of this recent work is

to supply in a compact form the orthography,
pronunciation, meaning, and etymology of all

English words,which are likely to be encountered
by the general reader or student. It is hand-
somely bound in cloth, with ornamented covers.
The paper is of the best quality and the type is

clear. Given for one new name and 25 cents
additional. Price $1.00. Postage and packing 15
cents when sent as a premium or purchased.

Worcester's Una-
bridged Quarto
Dictionary. (39)—it
is sometimes q u e s-

tioned as to which is

the best unabridged
Metal Box for Deeds anri Dictionary for popu-
vahiables. (See Prcm. 185.) jap ugg^ ^ut if we al-

low the educators, authors, and editors

of the land to decide, the testimony seems
strongly in favor of Dr. Worcester's great Dic-
tionary. James A. Garfield said of it, "I most

cordially recommend Worcester's Dictionary as

the most reliable standard authorit.v of the Eng-
lish language, as it is now written and spoken."
In our own office and study, the large Worcester
has always been the favorite. The latest edition

here offered is the largest Dictionary in the
English language. It contains 2,126 pages, and
many words found in no other Dictionary. Its

contents embrace besides the Dictionary proper,

a Pronouncing Gazateer of the world, noting
and locating over 20,000 Geographical places; a
Pronouncing Dictionary of Biography which
gives the names and some facts concerning over
12,000 pei-sonages; a Dictionary of over 5,000

Synonyms: a Supplement of over 13,.500 new
words recently added. Dlustrated with wood
cuts and fuU page plates. This magnificent
work in sheep binding, given for six new names
and $4..50 additional, or for 12 new names. Regu-
lar price $10; to our subscribers only, $9, By ex-
press, charges to be paid by receiver.

Oxford Teachers' Bible. (40)—This Bible is a
favorite with teachers. Although the type
(Pearl) is small, it is clear, and the book contains
everything found in the most costly edition of
Teachers' Bible. Bound in French Morocco,
round corners and gilt edges, with the addition
of the very desirable circuit liinding, which pro-

tects the entire edges of Bible. 1,400 pages, of
which more than .500 are filled with " Helps to the
Study of the Bible." Size of book .5)^ x 4 inches.

Given for two new names and 35 cents additional.

Price $1.60. Postage and packing 15 cents when
sent as a premium or purchased.

Beautiful Family Bible. (4l)—This is perhaps
as near the ideal Famil.v Bible, such as every
home desires to possess, as may ever be published,
while the terms upon which we offer it are ex-
tremely favorable. The volume contains over 1700

pages, and in dimensions is 12^ in. long, 10 in.

wide and nearly 4 in. thick. To give a full de-

scription of the contents would here be impossi-

ble, so we confine ourselves to naming a few of

the main features. Old and New Testaments,
Apocrypha and Revised New Testament in large
clear type; greatly superior to the average family
Bible in this respect. 2,000 illustrations, .52 full

page steel and other fine engravings, by Dore
and other eminent artists; 4 colored plates of

zoology and botany; a complete Concordance
A beautiful Marriage Certificate; A Family
Record; Places for Family portraits; Geography
of Bible Lands, with colored Maps; Account of

each book; History of Religious Denominations;
Prophecy compared with history; Words re-

quiring explanation; nearly 100,000 marginal
references, etc., etc. A full synopsis of the con-
tents together with an engra\'ing of the book,
will be sent to any person interested to know
more about this Bible. The binding is in French
Morocco; Massive raised panel sides, gilt edges.

The regular price of this book is $12 although
often sold by lagents on the installment plan as

high as $15 per book. Given for only six new
names and $3.50 or we will sell it to our subscrib-

ers only, for the present, at $8.25. By express
only, charges to be paid by the receiver.

Louisa Aloott's Absorbing Works. (43-45)-
Little Women; Little Men, or Life at Plumfleld

The Gem oj Teachers' Bibles. (For one new name and
35 cents. See Premium 40.)

Joe's Boys, a Sequel to Little Men, either one of
the three for one new name and 40 cents. Price
$1..50 apiece and postage as above.

Oen. Lew Wallace's Famous Ben Hur, (46)

—This story of Christ's time, for one new name
and 40 cents. Price $1.50 and postage as above.

Mrs. H. B. Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin. (47)

—A fine edition of this wonderful story given
for one new name and 20 cents. Price $1.00.

Two World-Renowned Books. Tom Brown
at Oxford; Tom Brown at Rugby. (48-4!))—These
two books are the best ever written to portray
actual experience of student life. They are
highly recommended by educators for boys'

reading. The two for only one new subscriber,
and 15 cents additional. Two vols., cloth. Both
volumes for sale by us for $1.15. Postage and
packing 25 cents for the set when sent as a pre-
mium or purchased. Price for single vol. 55 cts.

and 12 cents for postage and packing.

Smith's Bible Dictionary. (50)—A standard
work for all Bible students, 776 pages. For one
new name and 40 cents. Price $1.75.

LawWithout Lawyers. (51)—A compendium of

Business, Social, and Domestic Law. A work that
should be in every family. It may easily save its

cost many times annually. 400 pages. Given for
one new name. Our price 85 cents and postage.

A Dictionary of American Politics, (53)—
Comprising accounts of Political parties, meas-
ures and men, explanations of the Constitution,

and much other matter, .565 pages, cloth. For
one new name. Our price 85 cents and postage.

National Standard History of the United
States. (r)3)^A complete concise account of the
growth and development of the nation, from its

discovery to the year 1888. 600 pages. Illustrated,

cloth. Given for one new name. Price 85 cents.

The National Standard Encyclopaedia. (54)—

A work of 700 pages and 1,000 illustrations, con-
taining over 20,000 articles pertaining to Agri-
culture, Literature, and all the Arts and Sciences.

A book of reference of the various departments
of human knowledge. Given for one new name.
Price 85 cents and postage as above.

Abbott's Cyclopaedia of Natural History. (55)

—Comprising descriptions of animal life. Ani-
mals, Birds, Reptiles, Bartracians, and Fishes,

their structure habits, and distribution forpopu-

Increaxe your Library of Good Boohs. (As a sample of our great offers in the^e we mention any two
volumes of Premiums 66 to IIS for only one tiew name and 15 cents, t

Plain Family Bible- (42)—Large easy type
just the thing for old eyes. Size of book when
open 9 X 1314 inches, 1,256 pages. Old and New
Testament complete; Family Record. Given for

but two new names. Price $1.60. Postage and
packing :50 cents sent as a premium or purchased.

SELECT UISCELLANEOUS WORKS, MOST-
LY AUERICAN. The following popular books,
will be furnished on the liberal terms or the price

named; ?»(( to whieh in either case must he added
for each volume 15 cents for postage and paehinij.

lar use. 620 pages, 500 illustrations. Given for one

new name . Price 85 cents and postage as above.

What Every One Should Enow. (5(;)—A Cy-

clopipdia of Practical Information, containing

directions for making and doing 5,000 things

necessary in aU departments of the home, busi-

ness, arts, and sciences. 516 pages. Given for one
new name. Price 85 cents and postage.

The Usages of the Best Society. (57)—A com-
plete manual of social etiquette, contains 21

chapters. Given for one new name. Price 50

cents and postage 10 cents.
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Talks with Homely Girls- ('>«)—A work on
health and l^eauty, tlieir preservation and culti-

vation. By Frances
ymith. It is a useful

book for every lady,

the twenty cliapt*;rs

lieinj; complete with
information on many
important subjects.

( loth binding. Given
... for one new name.
)? Price .)» cents and

postajre its altove.

Rubber Printing Stamii. Boy's TTseful Pas-
[Eilheronefor one new nainr. ti^gj (,-.!))—Pleasant
See Premimm 220 anrf 221.)

^,,^, p,.„fl,able amuse-
ment for spare hours, ^ving especial attention

to the use and care of tools, and the making of
many useful and entertjiining articles. By Prof.

Robt. Griffith, A. M.' Cloth. ;«0 illustratiims. Just
the book for every boy. Given for one new
name. Price 8") cents and postage.

Girls who became Famous. (<>0)—By Sarah K.
Bolton. Short biographies of Harriet Beecher
Stowe, George Eliot, Jean Ingelow, Harriet Hos-
raer, Margaret Fuller, and other eminent women.
With :iO portraits. Given for one new name and
20 cents. Price S1..5i) and ]>ostage.

Mrs. Shillaber's Cook Book. «>1)—A practical

Guide for Housekeepers, by Lydia ,Shillaber.

with an introduction by Mrs. Partington.
Kitchen edition, in oilcloth. Given for one new
name and 1(1 cents. Price $1.2.5.

Atlas of the World. («2)—This is the General
Atlas of the World, published by Rand, McNally
& Co., Chicago. Its dimensions are about 12^^ x 19

inches, open; the binding is handsome English
cloth, it contains 216 pages of carefully arranged
maps and text, specially prepared for this work.
There are 9.3 full page maps. Accompanying these
there is given climate, industrial, historical, and
political information. The solar system is also

explained. Besides the foregoing the following
subjects are amply treated: Average rainfall at

different latitudes, lengths of the principal rivers

in different parts of the world, and the areas of
surface drained by them; areas of the largest
islands on the globe; height of the principal
mountains, monuments, buildings, etc., in the
world; dimensions and populations of the prin-
cipal states, with their colonies, etc.; dimensions
of each continent, and the population of the
globe by continents. This large Atlas given for
two new names. Price $i.ith. Postage and pack-
ing 30 cents when sent as a premium or bought.

Handy Binder for " Popular Gardening. " (63)
—We have had made expressly for this journal
a number of the new Handy Binders. They are
bound in cloth, and have the name of the paper
stamped on the side. The papers are easily in-

serted or removed, and a single cover will con-
tain the copies of more than a year. Given for
one new name. Price .50 cents post-paid.

Back Volumes of " Popular Gardening," (64)—
The bound volumes of this journal each contain-
ing an elaborate annual index, are little less than
complete cyclopaedias of horticultural informa-
tion, and embrace hundrcl.^ of engravings.

Good Booh to be hcul f»n mogt favm'ahU terms. Read
terms for all Premium>i from 43 to 178.

When the supply is exhausted they cannot be
replaced. Either one of the past three volumes,
I, II, III, bound in full cloth, given for three new
names. Price $1.75, post-paid.

Valuable Bural Books, an Oifer that should
Interest Many. (6.">)— in presenting an offer of

our Standard list of Rural Books, as liberal as

the present one, we should think eveiy reader of

this journal would take stei)S to secure one
or a number of the valuable bo<jks. Our offer is

this; for every nar subscriber sent in to us we
allow 55 cents to apply on any book or books on

our regular list, and these will be sent by mail
post-paid. Thus, if ten subscribcre are secured
you may select books from the list to the value
of $5..50, and these will be delivered free at your
express or post -office. If you havn't this li.st at
hand, (it has appeared in recent issues,) drop us
a postal card in<(uiring for it, and we will return
one. It embraces about all the standard works.

Popular Library of Standard Works. In the
following lists is included the remarkable col-

lection of books known as the Altii Editifin, of
the Porter & Coatcs Publishing House. These
are 12m4). books size 7J^ x 11 inches, when open,
bound handsomely and in the most substantial

manner in trUith,

with designs in
black and gold; the
aitpearance of the

volumes being
shown in minature
in the farther cut on
opposite i)age. Each
volume has a ribbon
marker. In cases

where engravings
are suitable they are
freely introduced.
The books range in

size from about 400

Chrlstina« stories—Selpftlous from the liest writers
HoiKlln's Kinp of Conjurers.
Books of Adventure and Travel. lAltaEtlltlnn.) By

Jules IVriii'. 1118-1231-Tour iif the World lu Eighty;
Days; irudcrKrouud City; At the North Pole: Desert

Family or Laboratory Microscope. (See Prem. 187.)

to 600 pages apiece, the paper is heavy and far
superior to that used in many cheap volumes. It
is marvelous to think that such nice books can
be offered on the terms we name below, and if

thousands are not taken b.v our subsciibers we
shall be surprised. Any (i(>o of these volumes
given for one new name and 15 cents. Just think
of what a chance to stock up with useful and en-
entertaining works. The price is 50 cents per
volume, on direct sales. Postage and packing
10 cents per volume when sent as a premium or
purchased. Read the titles.

Entertaining Fiction and Poetry. {66-70)— Charles
Dickeris' Works: Martin Chuzzlewit: Pickwick Papers;
Olivei Twist; Italy and American Notes; David Copper-
fleld: Nicholas Nlckleby; Old Curiosity Shop; Barnaby
Rudge; Bleak House: Little Dorrlt; Dombey & Son;
Christmas Stories; Uncommercial Traveler, etc.; Edwlu
Drood: Master Humphrle's Clock, etc.

By Sir Waller Scott: (71-74)—Guy Mannering: Ivan,
hoe: Waverly; Lady of the Lake.

By Thomas Hood: (75-76)—Whimsicalities, Whims
and Oddities: Miscellanies and Hood's Own.
Miscellaneous. (77-117>-Arablan Nights Entertain-

ment; Jane Porter's Scottish Chiefs, Thaddeus of War-
saw: Reglua Maria Roche's Children of the Abbey;
Oliver Qoldsmlth's Vicar of Wakefield; ^sop's Fables,
50 Illustrations; Bulwer's Last Days of Pompeii: Mar-
garet Hosmer's Under the Holly; Victor Hugo's Gar-
roche, the Gamin of Paris; Grimm's Popular Tales;
Grimm's HouseboM Stories; French Fairy Tales; Stan-
dard Fairy Tales: Holme Lee's The Vlcl8.sltudes of
Bessie Fairfax; Whyte Melville's Katerfelto, A Story
of Exnioor; Mrs. M. C. Despard's Chaste as Ice, Pure as
Snow; Elle Berthet's Prehistoric World: Pique, A Tale
of the English Aristocracy; T. S. Arthur's Orange Blos-
soms: Oliver B. Bunce's Romance of the Revolution;
D. A. Planche'8 Evening Amusements; E. E. Hale, Bay-
ard Taylor and others—Modern Classics; Jane Austen's
Mansheld Park; Pride and Prejudice; Sense and Sensi-

bility, and Persuasion; Anderson's Fairy Tales; Edgar
A. Poe's Tales; Charles Lever's Charles O'Malley and
Harry Lorrequer: Samuel Lover's Handy Andy; Alex-
ander Dumas' Three Guardsmen: East Lynne. or the
Earl's Daughter: Miss Mulock's John Halifax Gentle-

man; Cooper's The Last of the Mohicans; George
Eliot's Adam Bede and Queens of American Society:

Modern Story Teller—.Selections from the best authors;

rrcneh Drawing luslruiiN til . U'tri'iu iwr name
and l^eenla. See Preiniuui 1!)0.)

of Ice; Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea;

Wreck of the Chancellor.

Mi.icellaneous. (124-139)—Robinson Crusoe; Swiss
Family Robinson: American Family Robinson; Don
l^ulxote: Swift's Gulliver's Travels: Anne Bowman's
Bear Hunters; Kangaroo Himters; Qelkle's Adventures
In Canada; Cook's Voyages Around the World; Wil-
liams' Travelers In Africa: McCIlntoek's In the Artie
Seas; Frontier Life, Tales of the Southwestern Border;
J. Q. Brayman's Daring Deeds of American Heroes;
Thrilling Adventures on Land and Sea; Hood's Up the
Rhine: Three In Norway, by Two of Them.

Historical 'Works. (Alta Edition.) (140-153)-Mac-
auley's History of England, In five volumes separate;
Dickens' ChUd's History of England; Sir Walter Scott's
Stories from French History: Schmucker's Memorial
.Scenes in French History: Speeches of Daniel Webster;
Fox 's Book of Martyrs; Martlneau's History of England,
In four volumes separate.

Biographical Works. (AltaEdltlon.) (154-171)—Ban-
croft's Life of George Washington; Mrs. Jameson's
Celebrated Female Souvereigns: Mrs. Ellis' Pioneer
Women of the West; Teft's Life of Daniel Webster;
Arnault's Life of Napoleon: Ellis' Life of Daniel Boonej
Ellis' Life of David Crockett: Greeley and Sargent's
Life of Henry Clay; Jenkins' Ufe of Andrew Jackson;
Montgomery's Life of Zachery Taylor; Herbert's Life
of Heiu'y VIII and his six Wives; Herbert's Life of
Oliver Cromwell: Hartley's Life of Empress Josephine;
Schmucker's Life of Catherine II, Empress of Russia;
Bartlett's Life of Lady Jane Grey; Wirt's Life of Pat-
rick Henry; Bartlett's Life of Joan of Arc, William
H. Seward's Life of John Qulncy Adams.

Religious and Temperance Works. (.41ta Edition.
(172-178)—Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress: Bunyan's
Holy War; Mrs. Smith's Children's Bible Studies; Julia
Wright's A MUlion Too Much, A Temperance Tale:
Jane Sommers' The Two Bequests, or Heavenward Led;
Smiles' Self Help.

Solid Gold Pens. The Pens we offer are made
by Pearce & Hoagland, and are fully warranted
by us. No. 6. (179)-Shown in engraving; 10

karat; will be given for one new name and 10

cents. Price 75 cents post-paid. No. 2. (Iso)—A
favorite size for ladies given for one new name
only. Price 75 cents by mail post-paid. No. 6.

(181)—14 karat given for two new names and 10
cents. Price $1..50 post-paid. No, 2. (183)—14
karat given for one new name and 10 cents. Price
75 cents post-paid.

Pens and Holders. No.ePen. (183)—14 karat and
fine Pearl handle in Morocco case, for two new
names and $1.:J0, or for four new names and 10

cents. Price $3.00 to which add U) cents for pack-
ing and postage. No. 2 Pen. (184)— 14 karat with

fine Pearl handle in Mo-
rocco case, given for one
new name and $1.10, or 3
new names. Price $2.00, to
which a<ld 10 cents for
postage and packing.

Metal Box for Deeds and
Valuables. il8r>)—Every
houfic slmuld have* such a
Box for keeping valuable
papers, etc. in, secure from
vermin and otherwise, safe
and convenient to remove
in case of a tire. The one
we offer is of Jaiianned
ware with hasp. Size Ii^^x9?^

inches. Given for one new
name and 15 cents. Price
$1.(10. Postage 15 cents
when sent as a premium
or purchivsed.

Compuund Micro- Stereoscope and Views.
scope. {For three new (I8<i)-A line hand Sfereo-
names and 10 cents, scope, of approved pattern
See Premium \'Sd.) , ... , !, . i * .ahaving the best ground
lenses, and one dozen views selei'tcd from
American and foreign scenery and buildings.

Given for two new names and 35 cents. Price
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$3.00. Postag-e and packing 15 cents when sent

as a premium or purchased.

Family and Laboratory Compound Microscope.
(187)—(Engraving on page IX.) Tliis instru-

ment althougli designed for amateur's use, hav-

ing but few adjustments, yet it has been found
of such excellence, thnt it is now used in a number

I%e Best Cheap Watcli in the World. The Cheshire.
(See our Watch Department. Premiu7iis 191 to 197.)

of laboratories where it is highly praised. Nickel-
plated body, 14 inches high; Japanned cast-iron

foot and pillars supporting the axis, which
carries the body so that it can be inclined to any
angle; revolving diaphragm below the stage, rack
and pinion to adjust the focus, concave mirror
adjustable for oblique Ught, one eye-piece, and
one first class achromati* one half-inch objec-

tive, dividing so as to give two powers, .50 and
100 diameters, equal to 2,.500 and 10,000 magni-
fying area. Huyghenian eye-pieces. In upright,
polished, walnut case, with handle and lock, and
receptacle for objectives and eye-pieces. Given
for nine new names and $.5.7.5 additional, or for
seventeen new names alone. Price $15.00. By
express only, charges to be paid by receiver.

Compound Microscope No. 1. (188;—This in-

strument figured on the preceding page is sub-
stantially made of brass, handsomely polished
and lacquered, and is well adapted to the study of
objects requiring more power than can be ob-
tained with a simple microscojie. It will show
satisfactorily the largest animalculje in pond
water, the scales from a butterfly's wing, and
similar minute objects. Magnifying power 1,600

times the area. Six inches high. Two plain glass

slides, one test object, one brass forceps, and a
substantial wood box go with it. Given for three
new names and 10 cents additional. Price $«.50.

Postiige and packing 15 cents when sent as a pre-

mium or imrchased.

Three-leg Microscope, (isoj—A handsome and
powerful double lense set in bniss body, for

examining seeds, flowers, insects, minerals, etc.

Given for one new name. Price 75 cents. Pos-
tage and pacldng 10 cents additional when sent
as a premium or purchased.

Set of French Drawing Instruments. (l!><>)—

The useful set of brass instrvnnents shown in the
engraving, should be found in the study of every
home. Children especially will find recreation in

its use. The set includes: One 6-inch Divider,

with pen, i)encil point, and lengthening bar; one
4H-inch plain Divider; one 3J^-inch Bow t'ompass
with handle and fixed needle points, pen and
pencil points, one Ruling Pen, one Key, one Rule;
one Crayon holder and a Protractor; packed in

a velvet lined case. Given for two new naraea
and 15 cents. Price 1.80. Postage and packing
10 cents when sent as a premium or purchased.

Watches, Camera, Bicycle, Be-
sides Other Useful, Entertaining

and Ornamental Articles,

Our Watch Department. We believe that a
Watch, ijerhaps more than one, is wanted in

thousands of families wliere Popular Garden-
ing is received. Acting on this, we have for
some time made diligent search to get together
such a stock of superior Watches as wiU exactly

satisfy our subscribers wants. The boys were not
forgotten, neither were the girls, while for older

people there are a number of styles that will be
sure to please, and the guarantee of our own
house is back of every one of these time-pieces,

to the effect that they are the best goods of their

respective grades that the world affords. You
run absolutely no risk in ordering from this list

which is far more than can be said when
dealing with the average jeweler.

Moreover they are offered to our
readers at rates so extremely favora-
ble, counting their quality, that no one
can now have excuse for being without
a first-class time piece.

In addition to our low prices quoted,
there is in each instance a charge of 15

cents for postage and pacldng, when
sent as a premium or purchased. They
should go by registered mail and this

costs an extra 10 cents.

A Fine Cheshire Watch. (191)—(See
engraving). This is the most satis-

factory cheap Watch in the world
and is warranted to be reliable. It is a
Stem winder, but unlike the widely
advertised Waterbury Watch which no
one now cares for,this one is wound with
as few turns as the most expensive
Watch. Safety winding barrel, quick
train. Straight Line Lever. Genuine
Enamelled Dial. Fully warranted. Given for

three new names and $1.75 additional, or for

seven new names. Price $5,00. For postage and
packing see above.

Boy's or Girl's Open Face Watch. (193)—This is

a lady's size watch, but with Swiss movement
and full.v warranted to be a good time keeper,
and one that any school boy or girl would be
delighted to carry. Stem winder (shori wind).

It is a Nickel Siiver case. For three new names
and $1.75 additional, or for seven new names.
Price $5.1X). For postage and packing see above.

Solid Silver Case Watch. Elgin Movement.
(193)—The Watch we here offer was made both
for serWce and for beauty. It is warranted to be
a good time keeper. It has a three ounce solid

silver case, with dust band and the heaviest and
strongest back of any three ounce case made in

the world. It is a stem winder, and can be fur-

nished with open or Hunting case as the receiver

prefers. The case is unengraved. The move-
ment is of the weU-lcnown Elgin make, compen-
sation balance and safety pinion. We have
known a watch of this grade to have been carried

for 20 years and given constant satisfaction. It

will leave our office in perfect running order and
will be sure to please. This fine watch given for
seven new names and $7.50 additional, or for

lady's Elgin Watch, Superior Gold Plate Case.
(195)—No one can object to wearing a good
Watch in a case made of three jjlates of metal,
two of which are solid, pure gold and the interior
one of a stiffer metal, when the gold is absolutely
ivarranted to not wear through in twenty-one
years, and is almost certain to not do so in half
as much more time. The kind of offer we here

A Superior Accordion. (Given for four new names
and $1.50. See Premium 206.)

seventeen new names. Price to our subscribers,

$13.00. For postage and packing see above.

Lady's Elgin Watch, Solid Coin Silver Case.
(194)—The movement of this superior Watch is

the well-known Elgin make. The case consists of

heavy solid Coin Silver, deeply hand engraved in

artistic, but not gaudy style, and with solid gold

joints, giving the watch an appearance of rich-

ness to suit any taste. It is in every way a beau-

tiful and most reliable watch. Hunting case.

Stem winder. This fine time piece is given for

only seven new names and $6.00 additional, or for

18 new names. Usually retailed at from $16.00 to

$20.00 by jewelers. Price to our own subscribers

$15.00. For postage, registry, etc., see above.

Camera and Complete Photouriip/nc outfit. (See Premittm 205.)

make is the fine movement of No. 193 in a Fahy's
case, warranted absolutely as described, and the
gold to be 14 karat. This case is handsomely
hand engraved. The ring and crown are solid

gold. This fine watch we can give for fourteen
new names and $8.00 additional, or for twenty-
four new names. Retailed at from $32.00 to$25.00

by jewelei-s. Price to our subscribei'S $20.00.

Gent's Elgin Watch Superior Gold Plate Case,
(196)—This is a full size Elgin movement,with an
open face case of the same character as that last

described. It is one of the most populai' first-

class watches ever put out, and we know will

give satisfaction to whoever procures it. Fur-
nished on same terms as No. 195 above.

Gent'j Solid Gold-Cased Watch. ( 197)—This is a
superior Watch,with a handsome ;15 pennyweight
solid gold case. It is an elegant Watch in all re-

spects, being a stem winder. Hunting case,

jeweled, Elgin movement and warranted. It

would answer admirably for a gift to a president
or other officer of a horticultural society, and
could be secured with slight trouble by the mem-
bers uniting and securing one or more subscrib-

ers each. It would be well worth a month's
steady work to secure such a watch. Given for

fifteen new names and $19.00,or thii-ty new names
and $13.00 or forty five new names. This flnewatch
is quite generally retailed for $40.00. Our price

to subscribers is $35. Postage and packing 15

cents if sent as premium or purchased. Regis-

tered by mail for 10 cents additional.

Note. In the case of presentation Watches, by
sending us the inscription matter so there can be
no mistake, and three cents for each letter, we
will have the work done here at our office before
the watch leaves our bands.

Superior Eight Day Clock. (198)-why be
vexed with a Clock that runs down seveji times

a week, when you can have the handsome com-
plete and waiTanted Clock here offered and which
needs winding but once a week? This is a genu-
ine American Ingraham movement, in a solid

black walnut case. Height 20 inches. Dial six

inches across. Slow strike. Cathedral gong, and
half hour strike. Warranted to be a first-class

(^lock in ever.v way. Given for only three new
names and $3.(X) additional, or for seven new
names. Price $6.00. By express only.

Solid Gold Bings, The Rings we offer are

made under our own sujiervision, and are guar-

anteed to be unequaled for quality and beauty

of finish by any othei-s made. The prices quoted
are barely more than one half what the same
rings are sold for by jewelers. Being heavy solid

gold, not light rings or washed over rings; they

will give satisfaction for a life time. We guaran-

tee that they will please.

To Order Rings. It is not difficult to order

the right size by obser\'ing these directions: Fi nd

a ring that fits, lay it on a card, steady it with

finger and thumb, and with a pin scribe the

inside circumference of the ring on the card;

then send this card with the order. Send also a

string of exact length to fit around the second

joint of the finger. Postage and packing on each

ring below is six cents extra. For 10 cents addi-

tional, we will send by registered mail.
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Beautiful Chased, Solid Gold King. (199)-Tliis
fine new stylo King (upper engravingl is beau-
tifully engraved. The upper and under rim
project over the engraved part,thus protecting it.

Given in any size for two new names,or one new
name and 70 cents. Price to subscriber $1.55.

Genuine Turquois and Pearl Bing. tsoo)—This
beautiful solid gold King shown in the figure con-

tains one genuine Tur-
quois and two Pearls, set

very handsomely. It is a
Ring that would plea.se

any miss. Given in any
size for two new names
and 35 cents, or one new
name and $1.00. Price to

our subscribers 81.90.

Heavy Plain, Solid Gold
Eing. (301)-This isa 14

karat solid gold King, that
suits all tastes. It is per-
fection for an engage-
ment ring. Given in any
size for three new names
and 40 cents, or one new
name and $3.10 additional.

Price to subscribers $3.00.

Heavy Solid Gold Seal
Ring. (203)—This hand-
some onyx ring with any
initial desired: is sure to

please those desiring this

popular style. Given in

any size for twelve new
names, or for seven new
names and $.3..50. Price $9.

-On page 116 June
described a valu-

Prentiums
ings.

The Avery Transplanter.
issue, we illustrated and
able transplanter that has came into use in

England. This called out many inquiries, ask-
ing where such a useful implement could be
procured. Since then we have learned of its

being made in this country, as shown on page
V, and of these implements we are enabled to
oflfer two sizes. The device marks out a new era
in transplanting, doing the work easily, quickly,
and well, without disturbing the soil from the
roots. In use, as much soil as the steel shovels
will grasp is lifted from where a plant is to be
set; then the plant with its soil is lifted and trans-
planted to the hole first made, and the job is

done. The email size (,203) given for one new
name. Price 50 cents. Postage and packing 30

cents additional when sent as a premium or pur-
chased. Large two hand size, (804), given for
three new names. Price $3.00. By express only.

Improved Expert Camera and Outfit. (305)—
Four months ago, the writer of this invested in an
Amateur Photograph Outfit for his own use, and
started out as he supposed to spoil his first pic-

ture. He knew nothing of the practical details
of photography, except what he had picked up
by reading the guide book furnished with the
outfit. Imagine his surprise to'find that the first

view he ever attempted developed into as good a
picture as any one since taken. Poor pictures
have in his experience thus far, been the excep-
tion, while the best he has taken have for their
perfection been a surprise to himself and to his

The Fanioua Columbia Bicycle. {See Premium 209.)

friends. Having satisfied himself that amateur
jihotography is an art easily within the province
of any intelligent person to master, he with con-
fidence concluded to offer a complete outfit for
picture taking in this list of premiums. The out-
fit therefore presented is the Improved Expert
Outfit, taking a plate size 4x5 inches, and includ-
ing everything necessary for the entire process
of taking and finishing a picture. It is suitable

f<ir all kinds of work, with lens, focusing-scrcc^n,
and tripod, one double revei-sible plate-holder,
(me box of best instantaneous dry plates, one
box of best sensitized albumen paper, develop-
ing outfit, with the necessary chemicals for de-
veloping and fixing the plates, printing outfit
with toning solutions for finishing the pictures,
trays for the different solutions, and material for
dark-roitm lantern, packed in a strong carrying
case. The Camera is finely made, and finished of
polished butternut wood of the latest model,
with movable front board and brass trimmings.
Every outfit is warranted to do good work. A
specimen of the work done by this outfit will be
mailed to any address on receipt of 13 cents. The
outfit complete with instructions for making
pictures given for only seven new names and$4.(M)

additional, or for 13 new names. Price
$10.00. For an additional $5.00 the

same style of outfit, but tor making
pictures, size 5x7 inches, wiU be fur-
ni-shed. Forwarded only by express,

the receiver paying charges.

Imperial Accordion, No. 1634.
(20G)—This is a handsome and favorite
style of Improved German Instru-
ments. It has two sets of reeds, of
sweet tone, two stops, double bellows,
nickel keys, bronze top and bottom
decorated with nickel corner clasps

and border. It is a well made instru-

ment in all respects. It is 9 inches
long by 5 inches and 6)^ inches. Given
for four new names and $1.50 addi-

tional, or for seven new names.
Catalogued at $7.50, will be furnished
to our subscribers tor $5.00. By ex-
press only, charges paid by receiver.

Eclipse Steam Engine. (207)—This
is a perfectly safe and instructive toy
that never fails to please the young
folks, while the older members of the
family will look upon its workings
with wonder. It is a larger and better
boiler than the toy boilers of former
years, and will give far greater sat-
isfaction. Points of superiority: Larger boiler;

running parts proportioned to get the most work
from it; improved lamp, filled without removing
wick; " speed " to belt pulley, thus better adapt-
ing it for running machinery; boiler held more
securely on the stand, and feet of stand have holes
in for fastening down. Packed in box, with
lamp, wick, ete. Given for one new name and
35 cents. Price $1.00. Postage and packing, when
sent as a premium or purchased 35 cents.

Chess Board and Boxwood Chessmen. (208)—A
fine outfit for playing an absorbing game. The
Chessmen are of two colors, yellow and black,
and finely polished. To give an idea of their
size, we wUl state that the kings are .3^ inches
high. They come packed in a strong, wooden
box. Complete outfit, including a fine board,
given for one new name and .30 cents. Price $1.10.

Postage and packing :10 cents when sent as a pre-
mium or purchased.

A Columbia Volunteer Bicycle. (209)—The
f'olumbia Bicycle made by the Pope Manufactur-
ing Co., Boston, Mass., is the result of 10 yeais'
patience, energy, expenditure of money, appli-
tion of science and mechanical skfil, backed by
an earnest purpose to find out what is best, and
to make it for the public. In the Volunteer is

embodied the first attempt by these leading man-
ufacturers to unite every essential of a servica-
ble and good wheel, and bring the cost down to
the lowest figure, consistent with high quality,
namely, $100, for a iW-inch wheel. We are ready
to put it in competition, in appearance and
actual ser\'ice, with many machines of much
higher price. The points of quality may thus be
described: Metal parts all steel, and no castings.

Endl&ss moulded rubber tires. O'escent felloes.

.56 and 18 direct spokes, with .5%-inch spread of
spokes. Detachable Knous cranks, 5, .5!^, and
(i-inch throw. Columbia "double-gri|i" rubber
ball-pedals. 18-ineh rear wheel. Columbia ad-
justable ball-bearings. l?^-inch cylindrical

perch, made of imi)orted patent cold-drawn,
seamless-steel tulie. 5-inch cylindrical head.
Columbia elliptical, cold-drawn, seamless-steel,

tubular front, and semi-tubular rear-forks
hollow, continuous-steel, cow-horn handle-bar.
"D<mble-grip" vulcanite handles. One-piece leg-

guard. Grip-lever-spoon brake. Adjustable
step. Kirkpatriek saddle. Tool-bag, with mon-
key-wrench, screw-driver, and oil-can. Weight,
with saddle and pedals on, 41 lbs. One .50-inch

Volunteer given for 75 new names and $30.00 ad-

ilitional, or for 113 new names. Value of .M-inch
machine, $100, with a difference of $3..50 for each
two inches in size up or down. Offered on above
terms only; we cannot sell the machine. .Send us
inner length of leg to instep by which to select
the right size of machine. By express only.

Iron Lawn Reservoir Vase. (210)—Aside from
being a Vase of fine pattern the one here offered
pos.ses,se8 the patent reservoir, which with a single
filling will answer the needs of the plants for a
week or more. Just the thing for the cemetery.
Height 37 inches, diameter of va.se 18 inches, base
14 in<dies square. Capacity of reservoir one
and one-htUf gallons. Given for seven new names
and $3.00 additional, or for twelve new names.
Price $1(1. By freight, receiver paying charges.

SUPERIOR KNIVES AND SHEARS. Avoid

Superior Pocket Knives and Shears, with Razor Steel, Hand
Forged Blades. Shoum much reduced. {Read whatfollows
the heading above. See Premiums 211 to 215.)

poor Knives and Shears. Many poor ones offered
look handsomely. The articles we offer in this
line were made for good cutting service. Instead
of containing blades that are struck off with a die,

as is the ease with much cutlery of the day, those
used in the present articles are hand anvil made,
thus securing a fine tough metal. The material
from which they are forged is the best English
Razor Steel. If any blade breaks within a month
by fair usage it will be replaced free of charge.
The ^vriter thinks he knows what constitutes a
good knife. He has carried one of these knives
for three years, and finds that it is the best knife
for holding an edge he has ever seen.

Superior Pruning Knife. (211)—This knife,
shown at one fourth its exact size in the engrav-
ing, is made for those needing a substantial tool
that will keep a keen edge. The blades are of
the best Roger steel, oil-tempered, and tested
before polishing. Round, easy handle, with steel
capped end. The usual blade is made for men
who know how to u,se a knife, and is wide and

A Fine Lawn Vase with Reservoir. (See Premium 210.)

thin. They will break if you pry with them,
and you might call them hard, but they are not.
If it be placed into the hands of one who does
not know how to handle a knife, tell us this and
we will give you a thicker blade. Given for one
new name and 30 cents additional. Price $1.00
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Postage and packing 10 cents extra when sent as

a premium or imrchased.

Fine Medium Pocket Knife. (313)-Many people

want a Knife midway between a heavy jack knife

and a pen knife. We show one such at exactly

one half length immediately under the shears in

the engraving. It is a superior knife in every
way. Brass finished; ebony or white handle.

Given for one new name. Price 75 cents. Post-

age and packing 10 cents in all cases.

Ladies' Fine Knife with Glove Hook.Ols -This

is a pefect gem, possessing a hlade of the same

ititi

;ii I

Showing style of Tools, aiul r.rnrt sire, of Premium 223

(One Solder with 10 toots for one new name and 30 cts.

superior quality as the above, besides a neat
hook for the gloves or shoes. The handle is pearl

and the finishing unsurpassed throughout. It is

a Knife that theie is satisfaction in possessing.

For one new name. Price 6.5 cents post paid.

Ladies Fine Two-Bladed Fen Knife. (314) This
is similar in size and (luality t(.) the last, except
that instead of a liook there is a second blade,

and the handle is tortoise shell. The shape is

also slightly different, both ends being more
nearly alike. An exq uisite Knife, and as good as

it is handsome. Given for one new name. Price
6.5 cents i>ost paid.

Family Shears. Nickel Plated Blades. (315)
—Why do Shears dull so quickly. Frequently it is

because the metal or temper is faulty, but more
often because the two parts are carelessly put
together so that they scrape each other, taking
oft the edge. The Shears we otCer are made of
the best steel, skillfully tempered, and the blades
are fitted so pei'fectly that they never dull each
other, hence keep an edge ten times as long as
ordinary store shears. They are warranted for
their superiority. The favorite size is eight inches
long. Given for one new name and 10 cents extra.

Price 75 cents. Postage and packing 10 cents if

sent as a premium or purchased. By registered
mail 10 cents extra.

A Fine Croquet Set. (!J1C)—Lawn games are es-

pecially to be recommended for summer, as they
take people into the open air. We speak of this

now so that many may make provisions for the~
1889 season, by
securing lawn
outfits this win-
ter. By our
terms no coun-
try home should
be without this

f ascina t i n g

A Qreat Implement for Sowing Seed and Cultivating Crops.

Premium 222.)

game. Complete set including eight balls in

box-, all for one new name and 25 cents. Price
$1.30. Sent only by express.

Genuine Bisque Doll with Kid Body. {317)—In
this line again we offer only the best. A Bisque
Doll is superior to any other, being less easily

broken than wax, while it is equal in flesh-like

texture and tints, and it is as readily washed as the

much inferior and cheap China and porcelain
doUs. The one we have chosen has natural hair, al-

most human eyes, delicately tinted cheeks and
neck, and sweet expression of lips and face. It is

such a doll as every good little girl of the Poptr-
LAR Gardening family should have. The body is

kid, which greatly surpasses any other material
for beauty and durability, and being jointed it

is a most convenient size to dress. This doll is

19^ inches in height. Given for two new names,
or one new name and 40 cents. Price $1.30. Post-
age and packing 40 cents when sent as a premium
or purchased. (218)—A doll nearly as fine as the
above but smaller, being 13 inches in height, will

be given for one new name. Price 85 cents. Post-

age and packing 30 cents when sent as a premium
or purchased

Child's Decorated China Tea Set. (319)—This
Set, which was imported, consists of 33 pieces as

follows: Six cups, six saucers, six plates, tea pot,

milk pitcher,sugar bowl and platter. Each piece is

hand painted in colors. Given for one new name
and 10 cents additional. Price 90 cents. Postage
and packing 50 cents when sent as a premium or
purchased.

Berlin Bubber Pocket Stamp. (320)—The use
of red rubber type for printing names, addresses,

monograms, etc., was a most useful invention,

while the self-inking devices applicable to this

form of type have been equally important.
Together they enable any one to print names, etc.,

on cards, letters, envelopes, books, and the like,

or on clothing and implements as clear and hand-
some as ordinary printing. One of the most use-
ful and compact stamps of this kind is the Berlin

Pen and Pencil Stamp, suitable for carrying in

the pocket. This stamp opens by a clever spring,

and it takes no more room when closed than an
ordinary lead pencil. Jt is in fact made in the
shape of a pen and lead pencil top, and a lead
pencil and pen comes with each one. Also one
bottle of either red, blue, purple, green, black,

or indelible ink, and three lines of reading, any-
thing you desire. This is all given for one new
name. Price $1.00, by mail post paid.

Gem Self-Inking Bubber Stamp. (331)—This is

the most popular rubber stamp now made, but is

not quite as compact for the pocket as the preced-
ing one. It is finely finished In nickel, and it is

the smoothest working and most durable stamp
made. The pressure is evenly divided over all

the letters, and it is as perfectly self-inking as a
thousand dollar printing-press. We will warrant
this to print a sharp impression for years, owing
to the supeiior rubber used, and to give entire

satisfaction. Like the foregoing one it is mainly
designed to print on cards, letters, envelopes,
books, and implements. We have several of them
in daily use in the Popular Gardening oflBce.

A No. 4 Gem, with four lines of any matter.

Given for one new name. Price $1.00 post paid.

The " Planet, Jr.," Combined Drill, Wheel,
Hoe, etc. (223)—This tool has been in constant
use on our Experiment Farm, at LaSalle, N. T.,

during the past season, and has given such excel-

lent satisfaction that we shall include it here.

Its great utihty lies in the fact of its combining
so many features in one implement. As a Seed
Drill it sows all garden seeds accurately at any
desired depth, opening, dropping, covering, roll-

ing down and marking the next row all at one
passage. It is simple, effective, and noiseless. It

holds one quart. For after care of the crop, this

tool is supplied with a pair of Rakes, a pair of

long Hoes, three reversible Cultivator teeth, and
a large garden plow. Given for 16 new names
only. Price $12.00, but not for sale by us.

Tools and Tool Holder. (323) The old-fashioned
pocket Tool Handle with its

contents of awls and other
tools has long been a favorite

little helper with all classes of

people, but the great objection

to it was its inferior quality.

We knew that at last some man-
ufacturer of edge tools would
apply his skill in making a
superior article that would be
worthy of its great utility. At
last one has been found, and in

the Miller's Falls Co.'s Pocket
Tool Holder and Tools, we have the article in its

present form. It consists of a handle of rose-

wood finished with a patent nickel plated chuck

(See

at one end that will hold anything from a pin to

a file, and the other with a rt^sewood screw cap
which closes the hollow handle that holds the
tools when not in use. With this handle come
10 useful tools, made of the best steel and per-

fectly temperate, namely, one screw driver, two

standard Brand of Rubber Hose. {See Peemium^H.)

flat chisels, one round chisel or guage, one small
saw, three brad awls of different sizes for leather
and wood, one round awl, one 4-sided awl. The
exact sizes of some of these is shown in the en-
graving. Every boy needs such tools. Every
family should have a set. It will save its cost
over and over again. For one new name and 30

cents extra. Price $1.00. Postage and packing 20

cents when sent as a premium or purchased.

Fifty Feet Rubber Garden Hose. (224)—
This is the Goodyear Rubber Co.'s Standard
Brand of Hose, and is for its grade unequalled
for service. In this day when so much shoddy
(old rubbers, ear springs, etc., ground over,) is

worked into Rubber goods by unscrupulous
parties, it is of the utmost importance to secure
a reliable brand of Rubber Hose, and such is the
one we offer. Ordinary size, fifty feet in length.

Given for five new names and $2.50 additional,

or for ten new names alone. Price $5.50. By
express only.

The Buffalo Lawn Mower. (335)—It is a most
gratifying fact, that the demand for Lawn Mow-
ers outside of the large towns is rapidly on the

increase, for it shows that land owners every-
where are beginning to appreciate how easy it is

to greatly beautify the home, by running a hand
mower over the yard occasionally, thus securing
a velvety grass plat. The Buffalo mower here
offered is the result of an attempt to reduce
the price of a strictly first-class machine to a
figure, consistent with the large and growing
demand for these implements. It is guaranteed
by its makers to work perfectly, while we know
from one season's use of a Buffalo, that it is un-
equaled for general purposes. We claim for it

Two ui^i'ful Lawn Implements. (See Premiums
225 and 226.

the following advantages: It runs lighter than
others; a lady can easily work it; cuts higher

grass; needs less repairs, and the adjustments

are more simple. It is a side wheel, rear cut ma-
chine, and has self-sharpening knives. The gear-

ing is heavy and fully protected. We offer the

popular size having a 14-inch cut weighing 28

pounds, and which can be run either by a man,
lady or boy, for only seven new subscribers and
$3.50 additional, or for 13 new names. Price $9.00.

For packing 30 cents additional whether sent as

a premium or purchased.

Garden and Lawn Boilers. (236)—It is much
easier to have a good garden, and for that mat^
ter, a good lawn with the aid of a first-class roller

that is easily handled than without. Indeed we
always advise the use of the roUer early in the

spring, and again later in the season on the lawn
as being premotive of a handsome grass plat.

We offer an all steel Roller that cannot be ex-

celled for the lawn or garden. It may be weighted

to any desired extent. It is two feet wide. Given
for six new names and $7.00, or 12 new names
and $4.00, or tor 18 new names. Price $15.00.
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small places, to be coinmemied as an effective,

simple aid in making a neat Job of the watering:

Take a pail or bucket about the size of a Tobacco

pail, with a hole in the side as close to the bottom

as possible. This hole is to be large enough to ad-

mit the small end of a hose coupling, the screw

end projecting out, to which a piece of small hose

of whatever length reiiuired is attached by a cor-

responding screw socket. A light rope is fas-

tened to the handle of the pail, and then put
through a pulley wheel placed in the rafter. It

is a very easy matter to elevate a pail of water
and keep it up by tying the cord, then proceed-

ing to water or syringe the plants within range.

Peroxide of Silicate. This substance having
been extensively advertised as a superior insecti-

cide and fertilizer, we would advise our readers

to go slow in buying it, on the authority of

analyses, made at the Connecticut and Vermont
Experiment Stations, of its composition, show-
ing that it contains no silica nor any " great

amount of oxygen" (peroxide), being mainly
plaster of Paris (gypsum), upon which it depends
chiefly tor its fertilizing power, containing four

per cent of Paris green. The latter of course

renders it fatal to insects; the fraud consisting

in giving a high sounding, misrepresenting name
to the article, persuading people that it is some-
thing remarkable, and selling at an exorbitant

price a common mixture that every user can
prepare for themselves at a cost of about 65 cents

per hundred pounds, instead of paying live

dollars, the price asked for the above compound.

A fortune lies before the person who will give

us a Blackberry as large as Kittatinny and hardy
as Snyder. It should ripen early and be proUfic;

also for the person who gives us a Currant as

large as a Houghton Gooseberry, as good as the
White Grape, and an abundant bearer; as well as
for a man who will improve the Quince till it is a
fine dessert fruit, and yet retains its peculiar
flavor. The man who has the tact and persist-

ence to give us a race of thornless Blackcap
Raspberries which produces fruit as fine as Gregg
and hardy as Doolittle, will be amply repaid. It

is not worth while to expend work on new
Strawberries or Potatoes. You are not likely to
get any thing finer than we now have, and there
is sure to be enough done in that direction; but
with a wide-awake horticulturist there will occur
openings for work of the sort noted above, that
will be sure to bring most liberal compensation.
The Fay's Prolific Currant has netted Mr. Fay
over $20,000—E. P. P.

Confasion Among Violets. It is remarkable,
says a writer in the Garden, that so few realize

the difference between the Parma (dark) and
Neapolitan (light) Violets. This occurs from the
fact that the Neapolitan is the older and most
grown In England, while the Violett« de Parme
is so general in the south of France that the in-

quiring stranger is assured that there is no other,
Neapolitan being only a synonym for De Parme.
In some districts, however, the Neapolitan is

grown and produces the very finest pale blue-
gray flowers in spring. The Panna Violet dates
from the days when Napoleon I's wife was
called Duchess of Parma. AU who grow the
Neapolitan well know how troublesome the run-
ners are in summer, and how useless it is to ex-
pect much bloom in winter unless these runners
are kept off. The merit of the Parma Violet is

in its tufted growth and free-blooming qualities,

without the special care that the Neapolitan
requires; it has few runners, and its flowers, freely

borne, open well in winter, so that all who care
for winter Violets should try the Parma; many
will prefer it to Neapolitan, on account of the
simple management required for success.

How to Grade for Drains. I use two targets,

which I will name No. 1 and No. 2 to describe
them, and a pole. No. 1. A, is apiece 2)^ inches
square by two feet long pointed so as to drive in

the ground, two clasps on as shown in cut, for
B to slide in. B, one by two and one half inches
by two feet long. G, one by two inches, eight
inches long, fastened on A with thumb screw D.
No. 2. is a piece one by two inches, six feet long.

B, block two inches square made to slide up or
down as is necessary—fastened with thumb screw
C. Dig ditch deep as desirable at outlet. Set No. I

so that arm G extends over ditch. Then take a
pole and set up in ditch and slide B down or up
on No. 1 till it comes even with top of pole. Next
take No. 2 and stick it into the ground several
rods back in the opposite direction that the ditch
is to run from No. 1, in line with ditch. Now take
pole and go ahead about six rods on the line of
the ditch and sight from three feet on pole back

over No. 1 to No. 2 beyond, and slide B on

No. 2 up or down as is i-eipiired till you have it

in range. Coramonco to digat No. 1 and set pole

in the ditch e^•ery foot or two to see whether the

top of pole comes in range with target on No. 1

and No. 2; when you have dug back to where
the pole was sighted from, proceed as before.

No. 1 can be leveled with pocket level if groun<l

is laid off by a civil engineer. Set targets with

grade stakes. Thei-e are a great many tile laid

One of tJie Pretty Hoop Petticoat Na/rcissuses.

uneven in grade, which soon fills with mud, the

users get discouraged and blame the tile, saying

it don't pay.—Drainage and Farm Journal.

The Hoop Petticoat Narcissuses. These form
a most fascinating group of the dwarfer class of

Daffodils, bearing as they do a profusion of white
or yellow flowers springing from peculiarly

clustered, long, grass-like foliage. While their

culture is of the simplest character, yet, from
their oeing natives of Spain, they require a warm,
sunny situation and light, sandy soil . Another
point is that they should be taken up and divided

every second fall. All of the varieties are worthy
of culture, either in pots or the open ground,
being of especial value for cut flowers. When
pot-grown, by potting early in season, they will

easUy bloom by the holidays, and are likely to

become popular. The varieties are all hardy if

planted five inches deep and given a winter
covering, except the Algerian form Corbularia
monophyllus,(cit«ii or cUbus). This sort, in pots,

has many snow white blossoms, as shown in our
illustration, in early winter, on stems three inches

or so high, and is a beautiful acquisition to our
bulbous plants. Aside from pots, an effective

way of growing this or any variety, is in shallow
pans or boxes, using a gritty soil, (in pots also,)

composed of loam, broken charcoal and spent
mortar, and coarse sand. A variety with bright,

yellow flowers C. conspicua, is excellent for

bedding, pot culture or rockery, blooming very
early. In pots place a number in each pot with
sandy soil, treating like Tulips. A larger form
of the above C citrinus grandiflorus is of a pale

lemon color and earlier, excellent for forcing.

It is very hardy and unique when grown as

a ground work on a carpet of (ilory of the Snow
[Chionodoxa lucilia;). A very rare form C.

graelsi is similar but shorter, and of a pale sul-

phur color. A very neat golden yellow (C. tenui-

folium) is rare and distinct.

New York Fancies in Flowers.

It is still early for much decorative work, but
a few autumn wedding and small receptions are
giving work to the florists. Flowere have been
comparatively scarce during the earlj' autumn,
Roses e.\cepted; they were plentiful enough, but
coarser outside stuff, such as the florist depends
on for large decorations, was lacking in conse-
quence of rough weather. Wild flowers do not
seem quite so plentiful as usual either.

There is but little real novelty in the wedding
decorations. A back ground ttf handsome plants

forming a semi-circle, is usually made; either

arch or canopy in the center of this. When the

arch is used, a wedding bell is usually suspended
from the centre, but this is rather hackneyed, and

Is oftfu dispensed with. The canopy is fringed

with handsome flowers, and is usually square.

In decorating rot)ms, much use is made of large

vases filled with a mass of handsome flowers, one
sort only. A great vase filled with about fifty

Beauty Roses, forming a loose hunch, is strik-

ingly handsome. Mantel pieces, where consist-

ing simply of the one broad shelf, are simply

formed into a bank, often bordered by some of

the finer Lycopodiums. Many of the modern
mantels, being formed like cabinets, do not per-

mit of this arrangement; they have to be draped

with Asparagus or other light greens, while the

recesses contain vuf*es of flowei-s or decorative

plants, irregtilarly arranged. Foliage plants are

more used than ever; their reign is cei-tainly on

the increase, as screens of large Palms arc placed

near doors, or shading quiet nooks, while the

stiff masses of flowers, which wore both inartis-

tic and expensive, decrease rapidly in favor. Not
that flowers are used less—quite the reverse, but
they are used in different ways. But the eager-

ness of the great city florists this autumn to buy
up all the good decorative plants possible, shows
decidedly the tendency for the coming winter.

It is to be a winter of plant dccoratif)ns, un-

doubtedly. Big Ferns, Dicksipnias and Also-

philas will be used; Palms in greater profusion,

Arecas, Kentias, Seaforthias, and so on. For
smaller plants, Pandanas and Draca'nas are sure

to be in favor, as well as the smaller Palms. Small

Kentias are very much used; with Adiantum
cuneatum in table plateaus. Good decorating

Ferns, Adiantums, Pteris, Davallia, and so forth,

are in strong demand.
Is it to be an Orchid winter? Certainly enough

Orchid plants have been sold cheap at the auctions

to supply the trade with plenty of cheap flowers.

I, for one, don't believe that Orchid flowere will

ever bring fancy prices again, but there is sure

to be a certain demand for them. Whether the

prices realized will pay? Well, that is uncertain;

there are so many large collections in the

vicinity of New York. According to number of

plants, DeForrest's place alone might be able to

stock the entire market with Cattleya blooms.

Then there is Siebrecht and Wadley, with their

big stock, to say nothing of the United States

Nurseries at Short Hills, with the largest collec-

tion of Cypripediums in this country—some 280

varieties and a tremendous number of plants.

At any rate, people need not think that other

flowers will be put entirely in the back ground
by the Orchids; they will not supplant Roses.

The handsomest bouquets show a mixture of

Roses and Orchids; but are hardly so large as

they were. It is said that they will be much
smaller during the winter, as women are

becoming tired of carrying such immense erec-

tions. A little later we may expect to see the

usual avalanche of Chrysanthemums in bouquets
and everything else. They require a certain

amount of art in arranging, to give the requisite

appearance of careless grace. A good many
florists of otherwise good taste, make the mis-

take of mixing light Ferns with these flowers.

It gives them a decidedly coarse look, which
should be avoided, heavier foliage is abso-

lutely necessary, if any at all is used. Rib-

bon is another thing which somehow does not

c

co-

have an lEsthetic afiinity

for Chrysanthemums.
Table decorations are

stUl compai'atively sim-

ple. With a great many
the fashion still prevails of oj;"
making the centre piece

of choice flowers, which
may be removed and pre-

sented as favors. Pink
flowers are still admired
for this purpose, as they
have the advantage of
showing up well by arti-

ficial light.

Funeral designs are cer-

tainly going, but they
will die hard. They do
not seem to lose favor at

all out of large cities, except in rare cases. But
city florists say their popularity is certainly
diminishing, anil there is c-ertainly a decrease in

the barbarous practice of lettering in stiff immor-
telles. More faint-colored flowers are used In

designs, as a relief to the intense white, and ex-
quisite arrangements are made in Pansies and
Heliotrope, shading from pale lavender to deep-
est purple. Elaborate symbolic designs are
rather disccniragcd by high class florists, though
there is a certain demand for them.

Gmily LouisuTaplin.

Orading for Drain
Laying
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ZTREmQMATTERTHAT DESERVES
TO BE VnDEVY KNOWN.

Tbe Indiana Florist's

Society will hokl tbeii-

second annual show in In-

dianapolis Nov. 13th to Kith.

Forestry Congress. The
j\mei-ican and Southern

Forestry Congress will

meet together Nov. 39th,

at Atlanta, GeorKia.

Besults of Labor. From the wild sour Apple

and tlie bitter Almond, came the tender spicy

Apple and the luscious Peach.—JVf. P. n'ilder.

The Tomato Family. At the recent Michigan

State Fair, the Stat<; Agricultural College, among
other exhibits, had a collection of Tomatoes

numbering nearly 1.50 varieties.

A New Sweet Corn. The Massachusetts Society

awarded a first-class certificate of merit to Charles

N. Brackett, for his display of " Kuby " Sweet

Corn, a kind with dark red husks, which was or-

namental to say the Iciist, but of its merit for table

use no re|>oit was given.

The State Horticultural Society, of Indiana,

held its semi-aimual meeting at Indianapolis,

Sept. lilth, with its exhibition in connection with

the State Fair. New fruits of many varieties

were shown. Dee. .'ith, 1888, is the date for the

next meeting in the same city.

Horticulture for the South. J. M. Howell said

recently before the Texas Society: Southern

people must abandon large farms, because labor

cannot be obtained, and population is increasing.

With approved methods of culture, one acre can

be made to produce as much as ten did before.

Burr or Mossy-Cup Oak (yjio-cits macrocarita).

This Oak is one of the most picturesque of the

species, and is highly prized by foreign growers.

In fact, most of the European Oaks are inferior to

our natives, which are not appreciated by us as

fully as they deserve.—H. W. S. Clevrland, hi-firre

the Minnrsiita HorticuUural Society.

A Mammoth. A Stump, the World Peach
shown on the tables of the Cherokee County
exhibit, at the East Texas Horticultural Fair,

grown by Mr. Foreman, of Rusk County,

weighed one and a quarter pounds; the fact is

also well attested that the same tree produced

the most remarkable crop of fifteen bushels of

Peaches at the same time.

Peaches for Texas, At a recent Texas State

meeting, Mr. Hogan said that with the exception

of the Peen-to varieties, all kinds of Peaches suc-

ceed in Texas. At this meeting also the follow-

ing list of fourteen was compiled, as the most
desirable varieties for the State: Crawfoi-d's

Lat«, Old Mixon Cling, Alexander, Columbia,

Heath's Cling, Crawford's Early, Chinese Cling,

St. John, Old Mixon Free, Biberta, Rivers,

Amelia, Pioquett's Late, Lemon Cling.

New Names; Old Plants. The renaming of

plants must not be overlooked. We must hold

inviolate and sacred the right of any man or

woman, to name the plant through whose skill,

patience and care it has been produced; and not

only that, but we must by the moral force of this

society, render secure his or her right and title

in the same forever. No one has the right, either

through caprice or malice, to change or attach

any other name save that given by its dissem-

inator.—PresJdcnf Hill'f Attdirss.

Lawn Making and Watering. During a dis-

cussion on Ornamental Gardening before the

Michigan State Society's meeting, Mr. W. W.
Tracy said: The rule is to smooth down the dirt

from the cellar excavation, lay some turf, and
then giving just water enough to keep the grass

green. This method is always disappointing in

the end. Prepare the soil deeply and seed it.

When watering give a thorough soaking to in-

duce the roots to go down below the surface;

this renders the lawn able to resist drouth.

Golden Beauty Plum. Appearance handsome,
skin rich, golden yellow,very thin, and of a trans-

parent appearance, in which innumerable small

dots of a lighter shade of yellow present a peculiar

resemblance to small air bubbles. The veins in

the flesh near the stem are also visible through
the skin. Fruit smooth, roundish oblong, one
and one eighth inches in short diameter; tlesh

golden yellow, firm, rich, sweet, and of excellent

flavor; free stone; pit very small. Valuable
where it will produce well.—G. L. Taber.

Potato Blight. About June 20th, there were
several heavy showers following an extended

drouth; immediately after the rain I noticed

small spots of rust on the leaves, and they con-

tinued to grow larger until the leaf was de-

stroyed; then the vine became affected and died

prematurely. All the Potatoes in this locality

were affected after reaching a certain stage of

growth. My land had been pastured for several

years, and plowed the previous fall. The plants

were vei-y promising when the disease struck

them.— Wm. Ljjnn, Minncapalw, before the Min-
nei«ita State Soeietij.

Something New Among Boses. At the July

meeting of the Belgian Botanical Society, there

was gi\en an account fif a supposed new species

of Tea Rose, discovered by General Collett on
the mountains of Birmah. The pure white

flower is five inches in diameter, and differs from
the common Rosa chinensis Jaeq. iR. iiiiKca,

Aiict.) by its single flowered inflorescence, entire

outer sepals, unarmed floriferous axis, and large

size, being called by Collett, according to M.

Crepin, who described it to the Society, Rosa

gigantea. It may prove to be only a rare variety

of R. chinensis, but cultivators would do well to

look after it.— Gardoier'.s Cttrrinick.

Warding oif Orape Rot. Reference has been

made to the system of training the Grape vine,

which I adopted to counteract Grape rot. I cut

the vine down to the ground after fruiting, and
the new canes of the subsequent growth produce

the next fruit. It is a system that tides the Grape
over until the rot crisis has passed. The vine

must be in a healthy condition; the number of

canes of course depending upon the strength of

the root. Leave but two clusters on a lateral;

pushing the fruit by every means to a robust

and early maturity. Whether these results are

attainable with other varieties than the Concord,

or on various soils is not known.—Pi-o/. Hawn,
to ttie Leavenworth Cn. (Kan.) Society.

Summer Florists' Houses. One half of the

growei-s' houses stand empty from the first of

June to the end of September. If these were
planted with young vigorous stock, thousands of

extra d oUars would find the pockets of producers.

The Rose is not the only flower that should re-

ceive attention. We want variety, and the mar-
ket is entirely barren of good flowers at this

season of the year. Why not grow a few of our

choice varieties of Carnations, as Buttercup,

Grace Wilder, Grace Farden, and others. Long-

stemmed blossoms of these kinds sell readily at

fair prices. The list might be extended to in-

clude many kinds not considered heretofore,

from the mistaken idea that they would not pay.

—F. F. Benthey, before the Chicayo Florist Club.

Georgia Horticultural Society. The Georgia

State Horticultural Society convened at Thomas-
ville, on August 1st.; many instructive essays

were read, including those of Prof. Willet of

Macon, on the " Hybernating of Insects; " Dr.

Samuel Hope, on " Apples in the South; " Prof.

J. J. Newman, on " Horticultural Education,"

and Mr. J. D. Husted, of Vineyard, on " Best

Methods of Obtaining New Fruits, etc." This is

a strong organization, and the President, Hon.

P. J. Berckmans, of Augusta, is one of the most
scientific and progressive horticulturists in the

United States, being also president of the Ameri-

can Pomoiogical Society. The exhibition of

fruit was a credit to the Society as well as the

State. President Berckmans and Secretary T. L.

Kinsey were re-elected. An interesting incident

was the presentation of a costly gift to Col. Kin-

sey, which was a just tribute to a faithful and

efficient officer. The Society will hold' its next

meeting at GrifHn, Ga.

Massachusetts Horticulttiral Society. Re-

cently at a regular Saturday Exhibition, a feature

was several large collections of Sweet Peas. The
finest flowers in twelve unnamed varieties were

shown by Mr. Charles Francis Adams, of Quincy.

M. B. Faxon, Boston, staged twenty-five named
varieties, of which the finest were Black Purple,

with nearly black flowers; Butterfly, light, clear

lilac; Painted Lady, pink and white, and Invin-

cible, dark, clear scarlet, and the handsomest
flower in the collection. Many of the newer
varieties give evidence that too much attention

has been given to the development of large

flowers at the expense of clearself colors. Sweet

Peas are now great favorites with the public.

At a later meeting Horace Eaton contributed

eighteen varieties of Plums grown in New Eng-

land, the largest display made for twenty years.

There is a growing interest in the cultivation of

Plums in New England; though this year the

black knot has done great injury.

The Association for the Promotion of Window
Gardening, of Boston, Mass., held an exhibition

the middle of September, of much interest. The
superior condition of the plants over the show of

last year, showed the progress and good elfects of

this needed work. The increased attendance, as

also the many cultivators, give promise of much
greater future results. The display consisted of

almost two hundred potted plants, and cut

flower collections numbering over a hundred.

An admirably arranged collection of wild flowers

of two score varieties, by Mr. Coburn, attracted

attention. There some seventy gratuities

to various exhibitors were presented by the com-
mittee, while nine members displayed plants

which were worthy of special mention. Exhibits

in different localities of the city were held during

the season, an especially successful one being at

Roxbin-y. The committee furnishes plants to

those desiring them, at cost and free delivery to

some central point for distinbution.

Culture of Gooseberries.

IRead before the Ontario Fi-uit Growers^ Association

by B. Oott, ofArkonu.]

The soils best suited to successful Goose-

berry growing, have been touncl to be thor-

oughly drained, rich, and deeply worked,

clay loam. These qualities of soil are im-

perative, as the plant is very impatient

either of excessive dryness or heat. This is

one of the chief causes why success with it

is so uncertain in our climatic conditions.

Culture. But with a moderate amount of

protection from dryness and heat, the success of

Gooseberry growing, from improved American
seedlings, is assured. To secure these con-

ditions, location must be skillfully used. The
young plants at two years old.will be fine, strong,

and well-rooted, whose after-growth will be

rapid; carefully planted in ground, preriously

well prepared, and marked off four feet apart

each way. This planting gives 2,725 plants to the

acre, and will give satisfaction to the workers

and pickei-s, and if every plant grows it will

make a fine plantation after the first year's

growth. The ground must be kept stirred, by
means of a one-horse cultivator, between the

rows both ways, and not a weed allowed to be

seen. The young bushes make extraordinary

growth of young, thrifty wood, and the set of

fruit buds will be astonishing, repaying all the

care lavished upon them. In Gooseberry grow-

ing, as in every other kind of fruit culture, if

one would wish to reap the highest result, un-

ceasing vigilance and constant application must

be certainly and freely given.

Pruning. The annual pruning consists in

shortening the summer's growth to a moderate

extent, and thinning out the crowding shoots.

This operation is generally and best done in the

early summer, as the growth of wood and fruit

buds, on that which is left, will be so much better

and more encouraging to the grower. After the

wood has borne fruit some three or four years,

and becomes old and feeble, cut it entirely out

and the young growth encouraged in its place.

This renewing is very important in all pruning

for fruitfulness. We have known a Gooseberry

plantation to be profitable after having been

fruited for 20 or 25 years, but we do not advise

this kind of thing; we believe that the best results

come from young and vigorous plants, as in

other fruits, and would adrtse changing the

plantation after ten years' service, as young
plants are produced so cheaply, that there is no

economy in running a plantation after its

prime has passed.

Enemies. The ordinary enemies of the Goose-

berry are insects, mildews, and blights. The
most common insects are the Goosebeiry saw-

fly, {Nematus ventrtcosus), and also the Goose-

berry worm, iPempelia gros.^ilaria>. The first of

these insects is hatched early in May, and so

numerous do they become that they will com-

pletelydefoliate an entire plantatlon.unless given

an application of white hellebore or Paris green,

which will stop their ravages and save the crop.

This insect is not nearly so abundant or destruc-

tive as formerly. The worm insect mentioned,

was also a threatening scourge, but its numbers

are less, and it may disappear from our Goose-

berry bushes altogether. After hatching, the

worm eats its way to the inside of the berry,

and devours the coutents. Then immediately
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joins himself to another berry, enters and de-

vours it also, and so contimies. No remedy is

known for this insect aside from hand-picking.

But the worst of all enemies to improved
(fooseberry growing, in tills country, and which
lia\'e baffled skillful cidtivators, are mildew an<l

blight. When wc attemid to grow improveil
Gooseberries in this coinitry, a thick grtiwth of

vegetable mould or mildew will spread itself en-

tirely over, thus destroying the fruit and render-
ing the bushes luiprolitjible and worthless.

Another mildew or blight attacks the leaves, and
co\'ers them on the luider si<le with a whitisii

growth which destrtiys them.
We think that the cause of these is atmos-

pheric, and the remedies, to forbeai" planting
such \'arieties as are liable to such pariusitic

growths. Happily it is found that new forms,
grown from seed of our native Amcrie'an wild

Gooseberries, are not lial)le to this mildew-
Varieties, Our varieties are as yet limited to

two or three, as a variety nuist be at once hardy
in bush to stand our climate, free from mildew,
a good grower, and an abundant bearer, with
fruit good, but not too large; these points we
have developed in Houghton's Seedling, Smith's
Improved, and Downing; others are promising
but, as yet, not certainly e.stjtblished.

More about tine Meeting of the
Society of American Florists.

Mention ha.s been made in previous i.ssues

of the last convention of this flourishing
body, held in August, at New York. The
exhibition, aside from the show of florists

snpplie.s, was not what it should have been,
considering that over four hundred florists

live within twenty-five miles of New York.

The President's Address. Retiring-Pi-esident,
E. (i. Hill delivered an able address. Among
other things he said that all wisdom comes largely
by e.xperience, and we can help each other and
ourselves by meeting together and comparing
notes. We should supplement practical know-
ledge by a study of scientitic reasons.
We should critically study the present posses-

sions of the florists, and improve them in form
and color of flowers, by the raising of new varie-
ties by hybridization. American florists were
doing too little in this direction, and most of the
best novelties were thus far, either sports or acci-

dental seedlings.

The credit system needs bracing up, by making
the officers of the society a bureau of informa-
tion, to whom could be forwarded reports of
dishonorable business transactions, by parties
injured, and in that way dishonest parties could
be made to pay up or be blacklisted.

The evil of substitution of plants in flUing
orders, should be heavily sat down upon by the
society. If the membership cc^uld not be purged
of dishonest individuals, the society, or at least
the large majority could put themselves on
record to posterity as being honorable men.
Exhibitions were urged as being a means of

enlightening buyers, and giving growers stand-
ards of comparison. In the discussion of the
president's address, Mr. Cole, of Des Moines, la.,

believed that the necessity of a scientific educa-
tion was not so urgent as was implied. He pre-

ferred the practical experience of florists to the

most elaboi-dte chemical analysis. Mr. Peter
Henderson thought life too short to acquire a
scientific education. He considered the majority
of the heads of agricultural colleges to be inex-

perienced and incompetent, and that a bo.v of
practical experience could beat them in secur-

ing paj'ing I'esults. President Hill was sure that

practical knowledge could be advantageously
supplemented by a scientific study. Mr. Fergu-
son, a practical florist from Pennsylvania, said

the maintrouble with florists was a failure to ac-

quire a knowledge of the practical details of the
business.

Stady of Botany, "What can this society do
to encourage the study of systematic botany'/"

was a iiuestion referred to Superintendent Smith,

of the Botanic Garden, Washington. Mr. Smith
believed that while a knowledge of elementary
botany was desirable, he saw no great ad\ antage
to the florist from its study. Mr. Peter Hender-
son believed that a study of botany was a great
help to the florist, and emphasized this belief by
offering a prize of glOO for the best herbarium or

native plants, not less than .'iOO species, arranged
in their natural ordci-s, the plants to be gathered

between now and the next aiuuial meeting, and
the competition to be confined to members of

the society and their children. He offi'red the
prize knowing that tht? best knowk'dge of syste-

matic botany was obtained through the work of

collecting and arranging such an herbarium.
Mr. Grant, of tliicago, s;ii<l that the value of

education must be aiiplied to each case separ-

ately. If a young mail luus the mind to Vmild on
he can, by a]>plying himself rightly, acquire an
education without college help.

Elevation of Business. In a pajier, "The Kleva-

tion of the Business," by II. II. Battles, of Phila-

delphia, stress WHS laid on the idea that nientjll

and manual labor should go hand in hand. An
excess i>f the cme made (d' a man a \isionary and
theorist, while he who labored soltdy with the

body was one who rarely reachetl the goal. In-

tellectual stagnation in later life, nught often

result from the huk <d' early education, but this

need not be an absolute bar to )irogress. That

success could be commanded, even though .study

should not begin until in after years, the lives of

many in various professions jiroved. I 'lo.se obser-

vation was the handmaid of intelligent thought,

and may be aided by a knowledge of botany.

In the study of this science, Gray's How Plants

Grow, and Manual are most excellent heljis.

The florist should also study color and its laws.

so that taste could be used in arranging flowers,

and also in using colors; combine^red, green, and

white; blue and Orange; yellow and iiurple.

Table decorations should harmonize with the

surrounding colors. Corsage bouiiuets, instead

of being blindly arrangt^d to fill orders, with no

regard to complexion or dress; one might better

send loose flowers, allowing the wearer to select

the proper flowers. Improve funeral designs of

flowers in the way of having them less cumbrous
and heavy; flowers of pronounced odoi-, like

Tuberoses, are to be avoided. The wide-awake
florist also is always a regular reader of the best

papers bearing on his business.

Palms from Seed. C. D. Ball of Pa., read a

paper on "Ferns, Palms, and other Decorative

Plants," in which he Siiid : Palms were easily

propagated from seed, if the seed was good and
sown as soon as ripe, for the best results. He
sowed in six or eight-inch pots, covered it about
one half inch, was careful of the watering, and
generally the young plants appeared some seven

or eight weeks after sowing. Robert Craig said

he trapped snails, that injure such seedlings, by
scattering little bunches of Lettuce around, and
gathering them up in the evening while the

snails are feeding. Another florist used bran;

covering the benches with air-slaked lime; salt

was also mentioned.

Plant Somenclatnre. The subject was ably

handled by R. J. Halliday, of Baltimore, who
presented a strong paper on "Plant Nomencla-
ture." He indicated the ways in which plants

were known by Latin names, and classiticatious.

This system was not complex or meaningless and
no correcting was to be done except by men of

scientific research. There were names like

Fuchsia, Rose of CastUe; Geranium, Happy
Thought, etc., and these names were necessary to

designate particular plants. He denounced re-

naming old plants or sending out the same
plants under two names, as was done with a

Fuchsia. Drop all such nomenclature, as Wax
plant. Beet Steak, Fish Geranium, etc.

Glass Area. It was reported, by the special

committee appointed at the last meeting, that so

far as they could ascertain, the total area of glass

in use in the United States by florists was 11,W4,-

teo feet i2a3H acres); increase during 1M7, 1.tK,-

279. Showing that the annual increase probably
was about from 10 to 12 per cent.

Express Rates and the Tariff. Mr. Peter Hen-
derson reported that express rates could not be

bettered, the companies having the best of the

argument. J. N. May said that every florist

ought reallj' to boycott the Adams Express Com-
pany for exorbitant charges and incivility. Mr.
Hendricks, of Albany, thought persistence might
avail and wished the committee to be continued
for farther agitation of the matter; not only

were first-class charges made, but the companies
doubled the rates, and even then were slow in

settling the losses caused by their own employees
The committee on reduction of duty on bulbs,

&c., reported no progress. Mr. Ilendrick, ad-

mitted that he was a protectionist, but favored
the admission of foreign bulbs, plants, and the

raw material for florist supvilies, free of duty.

Chrysanthemums and other Flowers. D. B.

Li^ng, of Biitfalo, inl\anccd the ot)inion that an
abundance of Chrysanthemums f)r itther cheap
flowers, did not alfc'ct the sale of Hoses. Mr. .lor-

daii, of Boston, also concurred, but ln'lie\ed that i

it mattered little whethei- any injur.\' was done
or not, as Chrysantheniuuis woiUd be m'own as

long as a tlemand existed. A'good'wuirket'^irys-
anthemiim, according Xo John Henrle»'S(!i*, of
Long Island, should be vigoroiio in grovvth, atJ

Id erect habit, tu sustatta the lieftvy blossunjsX
No mor<' than three blo(iriis,-i^n a ipray is ft^-.^

visable for getting best rcsi^t.s, .

^ '"^ •^'
'-

Ixoras for Profit, .lohn ( \^}«rrtener, of Njpw"^

.Ierse.v, said, that Ixoras aiarytlu-i- Mike stpVg
plants could be grown so that thN4h)WeiS* can tie ,>

sold at a profit, by adjusting the time ftC blooming'
to the iniirket. He had at times chang^Ti--the

season by six months, using plants gi-own in

pots, as the temperature of the roots can be bet-

t<?r controlled to change the jieiiod of bloom.
The plants should be gradually ripened olf l)y

withholding water. When ripened hold in a
abs<»lut4' rest, by keei>ing at a comparatively low
state of temperature.

Wholesale Flower Markets. .1. c. Vaughan
thought, that wholesale markets for selling cut
flowers in large cities were impracti(;able. London
and Paris had over two million inhabitants, and
the successful flower mai'kcts were closely con-
nected with other large markets. The experi-
ment the past jear at Berlin had been a failure,

although the buildings were built by the city. In
this country it must be undertaken by the flor-

ists' clubs of the larger cities, and as a concen-
trated poi>ulation is neces.sary to success, he
doubted if America afforded a city large enough
to warrant the experiment.

Elements Essential to Plant Growth.
fX. A. Simtuons, before the State IJorticnItural Society,

Meeting at Holton, Eunsas.]

Growth in the vegetable as well as animal
kingdom is the result of the consumption of

food. All plants from the tiniest to the

giant Redwood, take a portion of their food,

organic, us well as the inorganic or mineral
elements, by the aid of water, from the soil

and from the air, by the pores in their leaves

and branches.

Air and Water. The air, comiiosed mainly of

oxygen and nitrogen, is the compound in which
all plants li\"e, and from which they derive a

large portion of their food.
Water, composed of one eijuivalent of oxygen

and one of hydi-ogen, has some properties which
deserve careful attention. Its power as a solvent,

incorporating into its own mass, both gases and
solids, is truly remarkable. It absorbs from
the air a portion of oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic
acid, or almost any other gaseous substance or
vapor it may contain. Its afllnity for certain

soUds, as lime, ashes, clay, etc., is truly wonder-
ful, and the value of manures depends largely

on their capability of absorbing moisture. Water
is the chief medium by which growth elements
are conveyed to the roots, and conveyed in the
sap to all parts of the plant structure. It also

enters the leaf pores of every growing thing.

Carbonic Acid. The compound formed by two
equivalents of o.vygen and one of carbon, is

called carbonic acid. Water absorbs a little more
than its own bulk of this compound, but like

other gases it may be greatly compressed; so that
water may be made to hold several times its own
bulk of it, as long as the pressure is maintained.
Carbonic acid is about one half heavier than

common air, hence ascends much more slowly
than the elementary gases, and exists in largest

quantities near the surface of the earth, and
spread by the winds over great areas, constantly
entering into the composition of the air. Though
on an average it constitutes only the one twenty-
five hundredth part of the atmosphere, yet it

may in some localities,as when forests are bu rned,

form a greater portion.

In a pure state, carbonic acid is fatal to all plant
life, yet, existing as it does in the air, it constitutes

the greater portion of all idant food, being con-
stantly imbibed by the leaves and roots. The
experiments of Dc Saussure, as to the effect of

carbonic acid, in excess of what is usually con-
tained in the air, on plant life, are instructive.

The growth of plants was stimulated, in the sun-
shine, when the quantity of this compound was
increased so lus to constitute aluait one twelfth
of the air; when it formed two thirds they ceased
to grow, and speedily died when it was made
(me half. In the shade any increase of this gas
in the air proved injurious.

Carljonic acid cinnbines with the alkaline
elements, lime, potash, soda, etc., to form the
carbonates which are in somewhat common use
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as fertilizers. Hence, this compound of the

organic elements is indispensable to plant growth
as one of the active forces in the preparation of

plant food. Wlience comes the supply of this?

Science says it is produced by the fermentation

of vegetable substances, generated in the decay
of animal and vegetable matter; perhaps the

larger portion results from the daily burning of

cords of wood, and tons of coal by the million.

Ammonia. Another compound consisting of

one of nitrogen and three of hydrogen, is known
as ammonia, which exerts a powerful effect on
plant growth. Water can be made to contain
670 times its own bulk of this gas, and this pro-

portion is known also as hartshorn. The pure gas
has an acrid alkaline taste, and not only kills

growing plants, but disorganizes them.
All vegetable substances absorb ammonia rap-

idly, as do even the clays of our subsoils when in

contact with it. Charcoal mil absorb abojit 95

times its own bulk of this compound, and light

friable soils, ha^^ng a considerable portion of
organic matter retain a stUl greater portion.

The most common forms in a commercial way
are carbonate, nitrate and muriate of ammonia,
which have a direct and favorable influence on
vegetable life, not only promoting rapidity
and luxuriance of growth, but in the interior

portions causing the substances taken up as

plant food to separate from some and recombine
with other elements, and so build up the struc-

ture. Uniting successfully with the organic
elements and their principle compounds as the
nature of each plant requires, it seems to be a
sort of essential distributive force.

Nitric Acid- The combination of one of nitro-

gen with five of oxygen forms nitric acid. It

derives its name from nitre or saltpetre, being
generally obtained by the distillation of this per-

manent salt. It imparts a yellow color to most
animal and vegetable substances. It is not found
in a pure state, but in the tropical regions it is

found in combination with lime, soda and pot-

ash, and known as nitrate or soda, lime and pot^

ash. These salts are soluble in water, yet are
solid when dry. The nitrates of lime, soda and
magnesia, so strongly attract moisture from the
air that in damp weather they are inclined to

assume a li<iuid form, and hence, in soils, increase
its powers of absorbing and retaining moisture.
In small quantities these have a salutary effect

upon plant growth, especially the grasses; yet
when a soil has naturally enough of these ele-

ments to induce the vigorous growth of any
plant, the addition of more would probably not
prove beneficial.

The most important use which nitric acid has
in its relation to soils and plant growth, consists

in its remarkable solvent powers, for by its action
the alkaline mineral elements become capable of
assuming a liquid form, the condition precedent
to their being used so as to influence and aid
plant growth. As it is exhaled by the leaves,

its u.se is similar to that of carbonic acid in per-

fecting the organization.

Phosphoric Acid. Another au.xilliary to plant
growth is phosphoric acid, which by combination
with potash, lime, and soda, constitutes the val-

uable commercial fertilizers, known as the phos-
phates, which are extensively used.

All of the compounds treated in this paper are
the immediate promoters of plant growth, being
essential to perfect organization, germination of
seeds and sustaining plant life during all the
stages of growth. As a more thorough knowl-
edge is gained of the elements employed and the
natural forces which univei'sally operate in for-

est, field, and garden, better understood will be
the nature and needs of every plant cultivated,
and hence such food and care can be given as
it naturally requires.

Cold Storage and Refrigerator Cars.
IDiscussioH at the meeting of the American Horticul-
tural Society in California.

I

President Earle, Illinois—Fruits are not
injured by cold storage, and they do not
necessarily decay more rapidly when ex-

posed afterward to the warm outside atmos-
phere, unless they were over-ripe when
shipped. My own experience convinces nie

of the value of thoroughly cooling all fruits

before shipment. A refrigerator car simply
holds the fruit so that organic action is

cheeked for a time. When the fruit is packed
in a firm condition it does not essentially

change when taken out. The success of

shipping fruits from this coast to the East,

would depend largely upon the kind of cars

used, and the manner of packing. A refrig-

erator car is the worst place in the world
for fruits after the ice is melted, as it is then
without ventilation, and soon warms up,
thus spoiling the fruit very quickly.

Mr Wilcox, California—Fresh Grapes must be
kept dry while in the process of refrigeration.
The cold storage establishment at Riverside is

quite successful.

The President—Fruit that has been in cold
storage, or shipped in refrigerator cars should
never be reshipped in ordinary cars. Refrigera-
tion is to l>e used with judgment and care.

Mr. Feel.v—Cold storage has not proved entirely
satisfactory to California fruit growers.
Mr. Klee, CaUfornia—I think the experience of

shippers at Riverside is against cold storage.
Lemons and Oranges decay rapidly after being
taken out. California fruits at New Orleans,
which were not in cold storage, kept much bet-
ter than fruits from Eastern states, which, as a
rule, were so treated. This, however, may have
been due, in part, to the extraordinary solidity

and good-looking qualities of fruit sent there
from this State.

Mr. Van Deman, Washington, D. C—The cold
storage facilities on the exposition grounds at
New Orleans were very inadequate. Arkansas
was the only state which availed itself of the
opportunities, but, owing to some delay in the
preparations, the fruit was greatly decayed be-
fore the storage application could be used.

The President—Fruits that went into cold
storage at New Orleans in good condition came
out all right. The process was successful.

Apple Orchards and their Care.
\Mr. C. Schuttz, before the summer meeting of the

Missouri State Horticultural Society.']

The Apple is our standard fruit and there

is no other industry that pays so well at the
present time. We can produce as fine

Apples in Missouri as anywhere and at

little cost, with a good demand from the
northwestern market.
The great trouble has been in getting stock,

from not knowing the best varieties; this has
caused a great deal of trouble, and there has
been so many tree peddlers whose goods were
worthless, that it has discouraged the peo-
ple from further elforts. I think a ti'ee swindler
is worse than a horse thief.

Buy trees from your home nurserymen, that

will be true to name and are adapted to this

country, then give them good care; always buy
first class trees to start with, as crooked, forked,
scrubby trees, will not be satisfactory.

The best time to buy is in the fall, when the
nurseryman's stock is not broken, and then you
can set them out in the spring when you are

ready. Prepare the ground in the fall, by plow-
ing deep and hairowing well. Plant the trees

30 X 40 feet apart, growing crops in the orchard
while the trees are small. Potatoes or Corn are

the best crops to raise; any hoed crop is good
that does not vine and run upon the trees. If

Corn is planted mark the rows each way; leave

a space of six feet wide north and south of the

trees, to give them air.

Keep the weeds and grass away from around
the trees; working around often with a hoe and
taking the Corn off when ripe. Burn nothing in

the orchard, for trees are easily damaged by fire,

and cultivate the orchard until the trees begin
to bear freely. Do all the cultivating early

in the season, so the trees may have time to

mature their young wood before winter.

Bearing orchards on the prairies may be seeded
to Clover and pastured by young hogs, and the

trees headed low down, while bearing orchards
within timber shelter should be headed up and
well cultivated each year without cropping.

The first year after planting, the young trees

make a large growth, and this is the time to

prune and shape the trees. If attended to while
the trees are small, it is but a slight Job.

Do not forget that you must keep an eye on
your orchard, not trusting a hired hand, for a
careless man will do more damage to an orchard
than good. Keep out of the orchard all tramps
that are around after jobs of pruning, allowing
none to be done without skUlful direction.

Wrap young trees early in the fall to keep the

rabbits from barking the trees. The best mate-
rial to use is wire screen, as it will keep the borers

and mice away from the trees as well as the rab-

bits. It will cost about 22 cents per yard which
will make five guards.
As the Apple grows well when planted in new,

rich soil, fertilizing is not needed then; but when
the trees are bearing five barrels apiece, then the
trees absorb all the substance they can reach,
and begin to fail if not fed; the cause of so many
trees dying, is simply that they are starving for
sustenance; give plenty of manure, but don't
pile it up all around the trees; spread it broad-
cast over the ground, so the feeding roots of the
tree will get the benefit. Pruning should be done
mostly in non-bearing years.

Experience in Fruit Culture.

L^ Paper read by A. L. Hatch before the Wisconmn
State Horticultural Society.

1

Growing fruit successfully, and making
money out of it, are subjects always in

order. My experience is varied, and yet I

have made a success of some things in fruit

culture, not brilliant, but quite tolerable.

In planting an Apple orchard I would set such
trees as Tetotsky and Duchess deeper than
others, because they sprout so much from the
root if set shallow. If for money making, I

would set but few kinds, McMahon's White
being one, and would not replant an old orchard
site. When fruit was abundant I would not buy
a cider mill nor an evaporator, for, if I could
not sell the fruit at a paying price, I, here in the
north, would not attempt to compete with south-

em dried fruit. I look to cold storage for help-

ing me to save fruits for favorable markets,
though as a rule, I would push fruit to market
when in the best condition, sorting, and handUng
carefully, trusting to the seasons for average
returns. I would not top graft or prune trees

after a very cold winter, nor depend upon top
grafting for an orchard, even though I had many
large trees to graft, preferring to plant young
root-grafted nursery trees.

If trees made a good growth each season, but
refused to bear, I would change their treatment;

if cultivated, I would seed to clover; if bushy, I

would thin, as with such trees, whatever will

cause maturity of buds will tend to fruit for the

next season. Golden Russett trees, three to six

inches through, winter killed, while those of two
inches or less diameter did not. Have the older

trees exhausted the soil and do not mature their

wood like the younger ones? In the province of

Ontario were the finest Fameuse and the best

crop I ever saw, on a bank where a road had
been were stones whose surfaces were crusted
over with lime from the leeching water of the

earth above. In our section of Wisconsin we
have lime with 30 to 45 per cent, magnesia, and
will not that account for some of the differences

in Apple culture? Would such facts suggest im-
proving the soil for Apple trees by applying lime
of the proper purity?

It is often mistakenly said of the Wilson Straw-
berry, the Currant, and native Plums, that they

are gross feeders, but they are light feeders, hav-

ing so low feeding powers, that they often suffer

from lack of growing material, where others

would make a good growth, thus they require

well fertilized rich soil. I get the most and best

DeSoto Plums and Currants from trees and
bushes fed nearly up to fruitlessness with strong

fertilizers and good culture, otherwise they soon
become exhausted; at the same time I have had
varieties like the Windsor Chief Strawberry that

our common soil just feeds up to fruitage. Right
here is a fine point in horticulture that must be
mastered by any one who would be completely
successful. Some varieties must be fed up to

fruitfulness, while we can feed others past fruit-

fulness. The true measure of success in fruit

culture being, not necessarily the largest yield

per acre, but is the best returns from labor in-

vested, even though at greater expense of field

room. To gain such, the variety that will feed

itself to full fruitfulness on any certain soil, is

the one to plant.

Among Strawberry plants, the Manchester is

from rust almost wholly ruined, for fruit next
season. Although without hope, I shall give a

portion of it a heavy dressing of wood ashes uext

spring and try for a crop. I do not know that

ashes is a remedy for rust, but I know it will

add to the vigor of Strawberry plants and help

in time of drouth.

Of Raspberries we have some rows five feet

apart, but which would be better if seven. My
Blackcaps are mostly in rows by themselves. I

think it would be better if every other row was
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Red as it would be easier to cultivate and manage,
and now 1 wish also that I had planted so as to

have tilled in around the roots after they had
started, the crownsbeing then just below the sur-

face, for they would be stronger in hard winds,

and when being covered for winter. A mistake I

made was in not giving winter protection to my
Raspberries and Blackberries. Not because they

winter kill, but because a larger crop is more
certain. Last fall I buried all I had, and one acre

required but si.\ days work including shortening-

in the bushes and removing the cut brush. This

shortening-in put the plant in better shape to

cultivate, makes the bushes more self-supporting

and giving a crop of berries of larger size and
more uniformity, besides ripening in a shorter

time. I do not pinch off the new growth of

either Blackberries or Raspberries, but allowed

the new sprouts to grow at will, as I think they

are more easily buried than if much branched.

Some of the Blackberry bushes I put under
were % of an inch through, but by using a com-
mon four-tined fork to lift the roots while

bending the bush, I got them down in very fair

shape. Another very handy tool I used was a

round pointed shovel. The style of hoc I use in

cultivating all small plants and especially Straw-

berries is made by taking a common hoe and cut-

ting off the upper corners, from the shank to the

corners of the cutting edge. File smooth where
cut and keep the edge on a straight line. This

tool properly sharpened is far superior to any
other for hand use where close work is desirable.

In Grape culture I wish to note the desirability

of getting good pliable trunks on vines, which
should be three to five feet long from the roots

to the fruit branches. Such a trunk will handle
easily in giving winter protection, permits the

vine being put high enough for to keep the fruit

clean and also makes it less liable to mildew. For
a trellis I use only White Oak stakes seven and
one half feet long, as I determined not to put up
costly wire or fixtures until my bank account

derived from the \'ineyard was greater than I

had use for. On the same plan I have through-

out pursued a conservative course, determined
that after a reasonable start my fruit should

support me, rather than be a constant sink for

hard work and money, and everything has paid,

me that has been attended to.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
A History of Sea-Kale. This favorite vegeta-

ble derives its name from having been originally

found growing wild upon the sea-coast where its

tender shoots, blanched by the drifting of the

Appearance uf tht Perennial Onion.

sand, were occasionally eaten by the families of

the fishermen. It was not seen in a London mar-
ket until about a century since. Sir William

Jones, who lived at Chelsea some time in the

middle of the last century, highly appreciated the

excellencies of this deUclous and deUcately fla-

vored esculent, and endeavored to reintroduce it

to the markets, with a moderate amount of suc-

cess. It was always in favor amongst the Scot-

tish people, and may now be found in most Con-
tinental markets, especially in France. When
blanched and well served, it equals, if it does not

surpass. Asparagus in delicacy of flavor. The
young shoots and unopened leaves are the best

parts of Sea-kale, but the larger leaves may be
scraped and served like Asparagus, and is also

useful for soups. Forced Kale is most delicate

in mid-winter, but it should not be exposed to

the light, as that renders it strong and bitter;

therefore, after cutting, keep the heads in the

dark, or carefully covered; if allowed to become
stale and discolored it is worthless. Sea-kale is

generally eaten plainly boiled and served on but-
tered toast with melted butter poured over.—
British Journal of Catering.

Black Walnut Tree Growing. Mr. George
Van Houteu, who is regarded as good authority

in such matters, says if the husks are removed it

is safe to count that about 1,000 nuts will make a

bushel. With the husks on, from 500 to 800 per
bushel would be a reasonable estimate. Some
years many of the nuts are abortive, while other

years nearly all will grow. A fair estimate of

their germinating qualities can be made by
cracking a few, as nearly aU plump, natural-ap-

pearing kernels will grow, under favorable cir-

cumstances. It is best to plant rather more
nuts than trees are wanted, for, like most nut-

bearing trees, the Walnut does not transplant

easily. After being gathered the seed should

not be allowed to dry; if shipped a distance, the

nuts will keep from diying out with damp moss
about them. In the fall they can be planted at

once, and covered three or four inches deep in

well-prepared ground. If planted in the spring,

ovei winter, spread the nuts two or three layers

deep, mixed with earth or leaves, and covered

lightly; if the ground is moist, at least part of

the rains should be kept off, planting as soon as

the frost is out of the ground. Good cultivation

should be given tor the first few years, after

which but little further care.—Iowa Homestead

Perennial Onions. These are something new
in Onions, as they never form a large bulb, and
their value lies wholly in the special adaptability

for producing green Onions for fall or spring

use, particularly the latter; soon attaining a

marketable size, are immensely productive and
perfectly hardy. Being perennial, they will, if

left in the ground, continue growing for an in-

definite time, continuing to increase both from
the bottom and from sets produced on top of

the stalk. The old set within the ground, closely

resembles the wasted bulb of other Onions after

having seeded. In their culture the sets should

1 le planted as soon as they have reached maturity,

not waiting until dry, as they thus derive the

benefit of prolonged growth, and attain a larger

size. Plant in drills with a depth of three to four

inches, to bleach the ensuing growth to some
length. The set produces from one to three

large fine shoots the first season after planting,

but if left undisturbed new sets are again pro-

duced from the the top the same season, and by
the following fall and spring the original Onion
will have formed a clump of sprouts numbering
from ten to twenty, as shown in the cut.—Wm.
C. lieckert's Catalogue.

Destroying Wireworms. These are the larva;

(if the click beetles, of which there are several

species, the most common being A gri^ttctf lineatut*.

There is really no cure for these pests save high

cultivation and the encouragement of starlings

and other birds; amongst flowers, trap with hol-

low Carrots or other roots, examining on alter-

nate days, and destroying the larva> found
adhering to them. The only thing which can be

advantageously used among garden crops, is

ground linseed cake sown broadcast over the

ground from time to time. This is eaten greedily

by the wireworms, who burst as the dust be-

comes moist, and thus perish. Where soil is used

for potting in which wireworms are thought to

exist, it should be baked for some hours, a pro-

cess which will destroy all living organisms.—

American Cultivator.

A Hare Fmit. White Huckleberries are grow-

ing on the summit of East Knob, near Blooming

Grove, Pa. The berries are about the size of

wild Cherries, creamy white and very sweet, the

yield this year being twelve bushels, though

twenty bushels have been produced in a season.

The owner of the land, a Mr. Hobday, keeps

away outsiders, picks the crop and sells it to a

I Philadelphia fruit dealer, who has taken it for

years at five dollars per bushel. In Sussex
County, N. J., on lands owned by a Mr. Evcritt,

is another white Huckleberry area, the yield of

which rarely exceeds one bu.shel. These two
localities are said to be the only ones where white
Huckleberries grow in notable quantities, but
there is probably a sprinkling wherever the
ordinary fruit is found.—N. Y. Sun.

Seed Baising in California. There is no soil

and climate in the world which produces so

abundantly, flfiwer sceils of superior grade as
that of California. Great quantities of Verbena,
Smilax, Pansy, Begonia, Fuchsia, Petunia, Ta-
conia, etc., and innumerable rare seeds, worth
almost their weight in gold, annually go to waste,

because people have not learned their value, and
there is no one to buy them if they had. Conse-
quently this great industry Ues almost dormant,
waiting for the magic touch of enterprise to

awaken us to a sense of squandered wealth.
California's value does not all lie in Oranges,
Apricots and wine, these industries only bring
wealth to the favored few, but in Flora's Do-

minion, every door yard
however humble, can
have a measurably pros-

perous part.— C. Florist.

Cape Cod Cranberries.
The Cranberry pickers
have gathered by the
hundreds on the Cape,
the work of harvesting
has begun in the Ware-
ham, Wauhinquah, and
Tremontbogs. Thesea-

Graftiiig Pecans on
Hickory.

son will last about two months. The crop this

year is unusually large.and in excellent condition.

It is a little late in ripening, because of lack of

intense heat during the summer, and frequent
rains. The frost has wrought no damage as yet,

and such injury is expected to be avoided by the
general adoption of the signal service system.
Worms have damaged many berries in certain

sections, but not extensively. Last yeai- the crop
in Plymouth and Barnstable counties was 8.3,500

bushels. The reports given from Wareham, Barn-
stable, Falmouth and other Cape Cod towns in-

dicate a much laiger crop than ever before raised.
—Mass. Ploughman.

Grafting Pecans on Hickory. Graft in Febru-
ary' at the collar, and bank up with soil to retain
UKUsture, using no wax. On small stocks, one-
half inch and less, I usually make a side graft, as

in Fig. 1, and tie tightly with a string. For stocks
one half inch to one and one half inches in diam-
eter, use the old-fashioned cleft-graft. If stocks
are very large, one and one half inches and up-
ward, I saw the stump off squarely, and saw
downward perpendicularly, about one and one
half inches, trimming out the saw kerf smoothly
and somewhat flaring; then cut a good strong
cion to fit, and drive it in with a hammer till tight

enough, as in Fig. 2. On good Hickory stocks
the growth is ver.v rapid, and makes quite large

trees in three or four years.—Florida Farmer and
Fruit Grower.

The High Cranberry for Ornament, of the
Viburnums, none are more showy that the High-
bush Cranberry, as its brilliant scarlet fruit

lights up its heavy foliage. The neat .Arrow-

wood iV. dcntatunit is also at its best now, with
its large clusters of blue fruit and its shining

leaves. The Dwarf il'. casxinoidct) with pink and
blue berries among its deep green leaves, makes
a good companion for the others, and when
planted on rich soil is hardly surpassed by any
other shrub of its size. These Viburnums,
beautiful during spring and summer, in flower,

foliage and habit, are doubly useful for the new
charm they develope as their fruits ripen in

autumn.—Garden and Forest.

Iris Root for CommercA. In three of our
hardy Irises—a pure pearl white, (I. Jtorcntina)

pale buff, (/. pallida) and deep violet and mauve,
(/. ticrmantia,) we have the true Iris root of

commerce, extensively used in the perfumer's
art. and which imparts the subtile Violet odor so

prized. The Iris grows and multiplies with won-
derful rapidity in all parts of California, and the

roots could be easily produced in any quantity
desired. The Iris root used in this country
nearly all comes from Italy, where it takes

nearly two years to cure the roots pure white.

In our dry climate it probably would not take
more than one season to cure perfectly.—Cali-
fornia Florist.

Blight of the Easpberry. I'nless some means
can be devised to stanij) out the fungus Sjjhn^ra

Hcndersonia, small fruit growers may better
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f?ive up entirely the culture of the Raspberry.

There is not one variety at the Rural Grounds
exempt from it. The fruit-bearing caues are

just about dead before the berries ripen. It

would seem that the fungus attacks only the

fruit-bearing canes. Those of the current year's

growth are perfectly healthy. Not until the

fruit-bearing canes begin to bloom does the work
of the fungus manifest itself. Then black

patches upon the canes appear, the leaves turn

yellow and the canes die.—Rural New Yorker.

The Night-blooming Stock. (Mathioki hicor-

nis). The flowers are lilac, with a white blotch

at the top of the claw—colors by no means
brilliant or attractive. During the day they

close up, the petals rolling from the apex, in-

wards to the center, so that the back only is seen.

One would almost certainly fail to observe that

the plants were in flower, should he see them
during the day. At evening, in the cooler atmos-
phere, the flowers quickly unroll, and are power-
fully fragrant; and although the flowers are for

this, in themselves, comparatively insignificant,

no garden should be without a bed, line, or patch
of it.—Gardening World.

Le Conte Pear. J. J. Thomas says, that the

liO Conte Pear is remarkable for its rampant
growth and productiveness at the South, and for

the worthless quality of its fruit at the North,
and is found by Samuel Miller of Missouri to be
<iuite liable to the blight. Shoots that are fruit-

ing this season, he states, are blighting badly.
However popular, therefore, it may be in the
Southern States, it will be hardly worth while
for cultivators at the North to take much trouble

to procure it. It ripens at Midsummer there
and in October here.—Albany Cultivator.

Novel Apple Tree Treatment. A Maine Ajtjtie

gri)wcr has adopted the plan of giving his Apple
trees an abundant watering at this (early fall),

season of the year, applying one or two barrels

slowly to each tree, and allowing it to soak into

the ground on all sides, especially .just outside
the shade of the top, whei-e, as in any other trees,

the feeding roots are most abundant, then mulch-
ing to prevent evaporation; and he has been
rewarded with yearly, instead of biennial, crops
of Apples.—Prairie Farmer.

Japan Plums. These ai'e different from any
of the other Plums—a cross between something
and simiethiug else—the something having a
dash of what we call European Plum, in its tjom-

position, while the something else, which n-Iatcs

more especially to the flavor, has a dash of, per-
haps, rats, bird's nest soup. Pea meal, etc. At
least, it is said to be emphatically Oriental in

character, and if that does not include rats, etc.,

why, thenitissomethingelse.—Am. Farmer.

Movable Grape Trellis. The Grape trellis siujwn
in our illustration, is especially convenient in

a climate where it is desired to lay the vines down

.4 Movable Grape Trellis.

and cover them for winter protection. It con-
sists of a gate-like frame set between two posts
and swings down flat onto the ground, carrying
the vine with it. It is made of boards and wire,

poles and wire, boards and poles, or all three.

The hinges are simple bolts or pins through the
posts and ui>rights of gate.—Prairie Farmer.

Strawberry setting. If the weather is favor-

able, it will be well to plant as soon after the
first of September as convenient, and a big crop
of berries can be expect:ed next season. Many
are now coming around to fall planting, that
formerly were opposed to it. Matthew Crawford
says, that plants set out in the fall will produce
more fruit the next season, and will make twice
the number of plants.—Rural World.

Fall Onion Planting. Top, or tree Onions,
among some of the German market gardeners,
are set about this time. They are perfectly
hardy, and soon after planting they commence
to grow, staying in the ground all the winter; on
a sandy, warm knoll they quickly get into growth
in the spring, and form young, green Onions in

good shape for market.—Prairie Farmer,

Celery on Swamp Muck. A swamp can be drained
and plowed this fall, cutting grass and any buslies

there may be, completely turning under the sod and
letting It rot and freeze this winter ; next spring thor-

oughly working until fine and mellow, It can be
planted to Onions or Celery, and it will raise a good
crop the first year.—Am. Rural Home.

Onion Curing. Messrs. Swayze & Bulgln, of New
Jersey, place the Onions In bushel crates "slatted"
and pile them high up in this manner; It not only
economizes space, but admits of a free current of air

through the Onions, thereby keeping them from rot.—
Delaware Farm and Home.

Whitewash the Trees. Whitewashing the trunks
and larger limbs of fruit trees may prove unsightly,

from an Jtsthetlc point of view, but the result Is death
to all manner of Insects and their eggs, hidden away
under the rough, scaly bark.—Tribune.

Olive Grov/ing. Olive culture has been experi-

mented with In Tom Green County with a satisfactory

result. It is believed that culture of the Olive will

eventually prove profitable.—Denlson (Tex.) Gazetteer,

Know the Weeds. The Ontario Agrlculttrral Farm
has started a weed plot, upon which is to be cultivated
a wide range of noxious faim weeds.—O. J. Farmer.

Fruit vs. Pork. It would be far better if people
would eat less in the way of grease at breakfast, and
make use of more fruit. -Farmer's Advocate.

Open Secrets. Large yields always and everywhere,
only are results of rich soil, good seed, and thorough
tillage.—Am. Agriculturist.

A Weedy City. There are a thousand acres of Thistles,

Bin-docks, and Burrs about Chicago.—Western Rural.

A Black Hollyhock. A black Hollyhock is grow-
ing in Santa Rosa, Cai.—Cal. Fruit Grower.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Cold Cauliflower. Boil half an hour in salted

water, then drain dry. When cold, break in

pieces and co\er with mayouaise sauce.

Baked Green Peppers. Itemove the seeds, and
fill the Pepper with cooked Tomato j»ulp and
rainced Mushrooms, seasoning with salt and but-

ter. Bake in a hot oven.

Quince Jelly. Cut Quinces in slices; idace in

a shallow kettle, and pour water over them; boil

until soft; strain thmugh a .telly bag. To t^ach

pint of juice add a pound of sugar, and boil un-
til it jellies.

Apple Preserv*. To five pounds of Apples,
put two and one half pounds of granulated
sugar and a Lemon; make a syrup of sugar and
water, adding the whole Jjenion cut into small

pieces, and boil twenty minutes; add the Ai)plcs,

quartered, and cook till tender; seal air tight.

CauDCd Quinces. Peel and boil the parings;

then strain; use this iisasyrup for fruit; use one
teacupful of sugar to two teacupfuls of this

liquid. Steam the l,)uinces until a straw will

easily pierce them, then drop into the syrup, and
stew fifteen minutes. Can the same as Apples.

—Good Housekeeping.

Cabbage Salad. Cut the Cabbage very tine,

and put into a dish in layers, salt and Pepper be-

tween; then take two teaspoonfuls of butter,

two of sugar, two of Mustard, two of flour, one
cuj) of vinegar, and one Qgg:. Stir all together

and let it all come to a boil on the stove; pour
it hot over the Cabbage and mix well.

Celery Soup. One quart of veal stock or

chicken broth, a pint and a half of milk, three

fourths of a teacupful of Uice, and two heads of

Celery; wash the Kice, put it into the milk, and
set where it will simmer, adding grated roots

and white part of the Celery. Cook until the

Rice is tender. When done strain and add to the

strained stock; salt and pej^per according to taste.

Fiench Cooking Cabbage. A Cabbage, washed
and trimmed, is covered with cold water; as it

approaches a boil, add four or six Apples peeled,

cored, and quartered, a small piece of butter,

some salt and pepper; let all stew together till

tender; strain, and add to the liquid half a tea-

spoonful thickening of butter and flour, a little

water, a t^aspoonful of vinegar, and one of any
kind of tart jelly.

Barberry Preserve. Stem the berries; then

drop them into molasses, that has been boiling

ten minutes a quart of the fruit to a pint of mo-
lasses, then boil 10 to 15 minutes, and skim out;

boil slowly 15 minutes longer; then drop berries

in; add hard, sweet Apples, pared and quartered,

after the berries are skimmed out, and boil until

the Apples are cooked; then put back the ber-

ries.—Jas. J. H. Gregory.

Apple Dumplings. Pare and quarter the Ap-
ples. For dough, take a pint of sour milk, a

le\'el teaspoonful of soda and lard, butter

enough to make the pastry hardly as rich as for

pies; roll it out as quickly as possible, then cut
into pieces large enough to cover one quarter of
an Apple; roll the Apples up and bake them in a
bread pan. Before baking, cut a cross in each to

prevent bursting. For the sauce, nothing is

better than cream.—The National Stockman.

Onion Pickles. Select small, white Onions,
and one large one. Remove the outside skin and
wash them. Put in a jar and pour on hot brine,

sufficient to cover them, and strong enough to
bear an egg; let them stand three days; throw
the brine away and wash the Onions. Boil the
Onions five minutes in half each of \inegarand
water, and let them stand one day, then drain;
stick the large Onion full of Cloves, and put with
the smaller ones; cover the whole with cold vin-
egar, also allowing twelve Peppers to each quart.
—Safe Cook Book.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Ardesia, with Its red fruit, is one of the best of house

plants, but it will not stand freezing, though In a cool
t<»niperature, 45*^ to 55", its berries remain from one
fruiting season to another, with fewer Insects.

Box edging, divided and replanted before freezing
weather, should be set deeply and firmly.

Cactuses should rest through the fall and until Feb-
ruary or March, keeping the soil all but dust dry. They
may be kept on window shelves or tables in the house.
For appearance have a glass case over delicate ones.

Callas should now be approaching bloom, and
require liberal treatment in the way of light, space,
and water, to induce stocky growth and fine flowers.
The soil ought not to lack in richness, and a frequent
dose of soot or other manure water will help them.

Carnations succeed in the window, if kept near the
glass, iu a place cool and airy. Dryness rather suits
them, but the roots must be kept moist, not over-wet.

Cleanliness. The entire stock to be frequently
cleansed of dust and impurities on the leaves and
stems. Where plants are sponged off and sprinkled
lightly every day. they are the better for It.

Ferneries. Light soil and good drainage are re-

quired. Ferns and Selaglnellas (Lycopodiums) are
mostly used, yet all moisture-loving small sized plants
succeed well, while bulbs flower admirably in them,
A few plants well developed that have good space
are finer than many if crowded. A little sunshine on
the Fern case at times is no detriment. Air should be
admitted occasionally by tilting the glass at one side.

Freesias. Start at intervals for succession. With
advanced growth Increase on the root moisture.

Forget-me-not flowers may be had during winter.
if good clumps are lifted and given iJ-inch pots; store In

a cold jut uutil the holidays, then bring into heat.

Habrothamnus elegans. If this plant is kept
withiucontrolby free pinching, it forms a fine window
plant with profuse bloom.

Heat. Avoid extremes; from 45** to 60* at night is the
safest, general temperature. At the former there will

be a handsomer plant growth; by the latter more
flowers, but not so fine as if cooler.

Hydrangeas. To be wintered in the cellar, keeping
the earth rather dry about the roots.

Mirabilis roots, taken up and stored in dry sand,
away from frost, can be used another season.

Oleanders. Treatment the same as for Hydrangeas.

Oxalis. As the bulbs show signs of sprouting repot
aud give water regularly.

Pot young cuttings as soon as they show root; to
wait until the roots are large Is to spoil many, and per-
haps injure the plants.

Trimming. A free use of the knife on all soft-

wooded plants that were lifted. Is required both for

health and beauty; all yellow leaves and old flower
stems to come away.

Watering Is often overdone; the surface of the soil

should get quite dry, but the plant ought not to be
wllty, before applying water, and then enough should

be given to thoroughly soak the ball of earth; discrim-

inate as to which require more than others.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Bulb planting may go on until the ground freezes.

Beds of these to be covered with litter before winter.

Evergreen Shrubs, especially the larger-leaved, like

Mahonia, are liable to sun scald and Injury from the

wind. A good protection is some Evergreen branches,

with their butt ends set in the earth on the windward
and south sides, and held up by tying a cord around the

plants and boughs.
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Gnard trees In streets and lawns from animals; this

may be done with stakes and barbed or other wire.

The number of trees that are needlessly Injured and
oftentimes killed by the gnawing of animals is almost
beyond belief.

Improvements. There Is no better time than now
for grading, laying drains, making walks, drives, eto.^

allowing the ground to settle during the winter.

Lawns. Continual mowing weakens the grass

plants, and on poor soil these are liable to be crowded
out by Moss. Veronicas, and other minute weeds. We
apply fertilizers at this season.preferrlng bone manures
and guano to stable manures.on account of the unsight-

llness of the latter.

Leaves are Nature's fertUlzer; the richness of wood's
earth being due chiefly to these decaying on the ground.

The gardener, gathering these annually onto a spot

where they would be constantly mnlst.for rotting them,

need never want for msinure. Several year's time are

needed for becoming avaUabte. Those from Oak trees

are considered the best, but none need be rejected.

After b'lng for one year, compost with slacked lime,

at the rate of 30 bushels to one. as it hastens decay.

Rhododendrons will be the better for a mulch of

coarse litter or partly rotted leaves. See Evergreens.

Bockeries. Delicate Alpine plants on these suffer

more from wet than from frost; such had l>est be

potted and put In frames until spring.

Shrubbery Beds. Good treatment at this season Is

to mulch with a thick layer of leaves, both to protect

the roots and to supply needed fertility to the soil; the

leaves should not be removed in the spring, but are

to be bghtly turned under to decay.

Stakes and other plant supports to be gathered and
stored for next season's use.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Achimenes, being at rest, should have a dry place,

with temi>erature of 50°.

Amaryllis, of the evergreen sorts, need only enough
water to prevent the leaves drying; the deciduous ones

are to be kept quite dry.

Astilbe Japonica for early bloom to be started any
time from now on.

Azalias, if young, early.bloomlng plants, need good

heat. Those at rest keep moderately drj- and cool.

Cinerarias sown In June to have final shift, for

blooming In January. Guard against fly; above 45°

of heat weakens the growth. For early, shift into

larger j)ots. A light place is best for them, air

when possible.

Grassnla Lactea to be rather dr>- for fail flowering.

Cyclamen seedlings to be potted In same soil as were
grown in. Growing plants generally to be kept near

the glass In temperature of 50^. Those in bloom can

be given manure water.

Dentzias are easily forced into early spring bloom,

and the plants should now be potted. Two months are

required for flowers after bringing Into heat.

Enphorbias should now make good growth, being

in brisk heat with heads near the glass.

&eraninms In all cases to be kept rather dry, and
the plants near the glass. The disease known as
" spot," Is caused by excessive moisture.

Green-flies or aphis Increase rapidly If not checked.

The standard remedy Is burning one half pound of

refuse Tobacco stems to each 500 feet of glass weekly.

Keeping moist Tobacco stems under plants bedded out

or between pots, is also approved of.

Heliotrope in bloom requires liquid manure.

Heaths must have careful attention as to watering,

with air. and not too high a temperature.

Hyacinths that were started early, having fllled their

pots with roots, may be brought to heat, and are not to

be allowed to suffer from dryness.

Light naturally fails now; so don't have the glass

clouded with fllth or whitewash, the former inside.

Liiy of the Valley wanted early, to come Into heat

along the end of the month.

Orchids. Most kinds including Cyprlpediuma and
Dendroblums will be ready foi rest, so the Orchid

house may be cooled down and kept rather dry to suit

the larger number. Those like Oncidium and Zygo-

petalum which flower this month,or have not completed

their growth, will be better by themselves, in a shady,

somewhat dry situation with not too much heat. For

Orchids at rest a temperature of 5(W by night and 10°

higher by day will be sufficient.

Pelargoniunis (Lady Washlngtont that were cut

down to be repotted when new growth Is an inch long.

Reduce the ball to go into pots that were used before

or In smaller ones. Shift such early ones as are ready.

Poizisettia. Treat as directed for Euphorbias.

Remove dead leaves and mildewed twigs at sight:

these Ux)k bad and impede light and air.

Sowing of Candytuft, Mignonette, Sweet Pea, and

so on, outside for early spring bloom should be done.

Tubers of the Dahlia and Tuberose class that are

now cured to be stored in dry places under the benches.

Verbenas from fall cuttings to be kept cool and near

the glass, with plenty of air in all suitable weather;

fumigate with Tobacco once a week.

Water sparingly now as a rule; with all plants hav-

ing ample drainage. Should the water stand In the

pots for some time after watering, the drainage needs

to be looked after. -Better shift into new soil and pots.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Drainage. The orchard must be free from standing

water; where needed, now is the time to drain, putting
In enough tile to keep the soil dry and mellow.

Fences and gates to be kept In order, as at this

season of scant outside feed, animals that get out are
likely to Injure trees.

Fruit. Keep the ventilators of the storage place

open day and night; as much as weather allows, have
the temperature of the place uniform at *4.**

Grape Vines. For pruning, see article " Complete
Garden," in September Issue. From the vines cut off

In pruning, select the best for cuttings; cut Into lengths

of eight or nine inches, tie In bundles and bury In the

open ground, or pack In moist sand, over winter.

Grafting. Scions should be cut soon now If required.

Packing them In soil or sawdust and storing in a cool

cellar until wanted: sort when burying them. Care-

fully label each bunch: never trust to memory.

Labels, on newly set or other trees, should be looked

after before winter sets In. Those that come from the
nurserj- are not to be trusted, as the wire, for one
thing, is usually too light to be durable. A zinc or
white-painted Pine label, secured with a large loop,

using Xo. IS wire. Is what Is wanted.

Manuring Orchards. The amount of manure needed
varies; some land may already be rich enough, but
this is not often the case. Let the growth be the guage;
If much less than one foot of new growth appears
throughout the tree per season, the soil is not rich

enough; If above this, it is richer than It should be,

winter killing being liable. Heavy manuring must
never take the place of good tillage.

Mulching. For this purpose strawy manure or

swamp grass is probably the best. Evergreen boughs,
with some leaves are also good.

Raspberries of tender kinds should be covered be-

fore the month is out, by bending the canes along the
line of the row and covering with soil.

Records. See to correcting the orchard records now
that each tree has shown what its kind is.

Seeds, pits, and nuts saved for spring planting to be
mixed with sand and subjected to freezing.

Stocks for root grafting to be lifted this month, and
stored In the cellar ready for use later.

Strawberry beds to be lightly covered, between the
plants, rather than over them, with leaves or straw
before winter sets in.

Trees for spring planting should be gotten at this

time and heeled-in, to be ready for the earliest suitable

planting time.

Vineyard. Flowing later in the fall is suitable for

the South; North, however, winter-killing if often the

result, as In plowed ground, the frost goes deeper. A
plan followed by some Grapemen, is to sow Oats at the

time of the last cultivating, doing nothing more until

the following spring.

Washes for the bark of trees are applied for killing

eggs and insects. Some believe that they prevent a

•'hidebound" condition, in protecting the trunks from
exposure to the hot sun and drying winds. Whitewash
Is unobjectionable excepting the color. Prof. Cook
recommends one quart of soft soap in a gallon of

water, when boiling, a pint of kerosene, thoroughly

stirred In. Weak lye is also useful and safe.

Toung trees to be banked up to steady them. To
prevent girdling by mice after the snow falls, use

an old tin can, take off the bottom, open the side seam
and put It around the tree above the soil, fastening

with wire: if one is not enough, fasten two or more
together sideways.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Cabbage. No better way for storing can Iw devised

than to lay down two scantlings or rails, two or three

feet apart, and between these place the heads closely

together, roots up, afterwards covering them over with
soil about four inches deep, but not more. The cover-

ing is better deferred until cold weather is at hand.

Carrots. Store like Potatoes.

Celery should be stored this month; a small amount
for early use in the cellar, the main crop in trenches

outside. These should be made about one foot wide,

and of a depth to accommodate the length of the

stalks, which are to be kept even with the regular sur-

face. Set the plants, the tops of which should be dry,

closely together in these, with nothing between them,

cover with straw, and on this a few boards. Later, as

the cold increases, the cover over the trenches should

also be Increased.

Clear the land as fast as crops mature, both for

appearance and economy. Such others as are vacant

may be manured and worked over roughly,prepara tor}'

to next spring's use.

Leeks. Take up and store in sand in a cold cellar.

Onions. Store In a loft, even where It freezes, rather

than in the cellar. In the latter they will sprout, to

their Injury; kept frozen, this Is prevented.

Parsnips for winter may be lifted, and stored In

sand in the cellar

Rhubarb should have a heavy coat ot good manure.

Potatoes. Store In bins one foot oris Inches deep,

raised somewhat from the floor. Do not bruise or they

will be likely to rot.

Roots in the nature of Salsify. Soorzonera. Horse-

radish and Parsnips, freezing does not hurt, so the

main lot may stay out where grown; but some to be
dug and put in earth in the cellar for v^inter use.

Spinach. Cover lightly with litter before winter.

Sweet Potatoes. Pack in boxes of dry earth, not
having the roots touch each other; then store ihe boxes
where no frost can come to them.

Sea Kale. Late in the month cover with a good layer
of coarse manure.

Squash. Keep dry and cool, but protect from frost.

Turnips to have earth or sand worked between
for keeping them crisp and solid.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Asparagus and similar vegetables may be forced
under the greenhouse stages, or In pits, or hot-beds, in
the spring, with the greatest ease. For this purpose,
lift old roots and store in any place, so as to be easily
reached by Februar>-, or later, for starting up.

Lettuce. Air the plants freely, even leaving off the
sash In all but the roughest weather, and when It Is

freezing. Scatter Tobacco stems around the plants to
protect from gieen fly.

Mushrooms. Beds made now under the stages or
in warm sheds will soon begin to produce. Let the
stuff be beaten firmly In making up the bed; a large
bed Is better than a small one; mix turfy loam with
the dung, to secure moderate heat and longer bearing;
do not spawn the bed until the heat has declined to a
moderate point. The beds ought not to be too wet or
too dry for good returns.

Parsley. For winter use take some of the earliest,

outside sown, and plant in a cool house or frame.

Pine-apples. Young plants require a moderately
dry atmosphere, good ventilation, with 35* to 60* of
heat. Those In fruit need plenty of moisture, both
at the tops and roots.

Rhubarb. See directions above for Asparagus.

Strawberries brought along in pots should now go
into cold frames, plunging the pots to their rims In

earth or coal ashes, in order that the roots shall not
freeze; water sparingly. About one month later

they may come in to be forced.

THE POULTRY YARD.
Weak Legrs. Sometimes the rapidly growing

Brahmas "give way" on their leg?; when they are
four or five months old. Bone meal and Barley
would be suitable for such.—National Monitor.

Fresh water is what fowls need. Anything
not fresh is bad. But the worst of all, in its ev3
effects, is the stagnant [mioIs that are filtered
through manure heaps.—Colman's Rural World.

Eggs or Butter. Wuen a dozen eggs bring as

much in the market as a pound of butter, the
farmer who keeps hens and manages them well,
is a little ahead of the dairyman whose cows
hardly return enough for the keeping.

Feeding Turkeys. Turkeys are readily fat-

tened on thick boiled corn meal and oatmeal,
mixed with chopj>ed suet, and then should be
kept in closed coops, away from other birds. A
shed which is only partly lighted is a suitable
place, and the food being given every three
hours. 7\0 water being required with this fcHxl.

The birds will be fit fnr market in twenty days.

A Kat Proof House. It is an easy matter
to keep them out of the poultry house, by the
use of half-inch wire mesh laid under the floor
of the house. *;>n a ground floor, dig out to a
depth of six inches, lay down the wire, and re-
place the dirt. The edges of the wire may be
turned up and tacked to the sills. Rats cannot
cut through wire, and so they will soon leave the
place.—Mirror and Farmer.

Turnips as Food. As winter food for poultry,

the Turnip gives good result*; fed in the cooked
state. If a mess of Turnips and grain be fed,
the hens will keep in better condition, and hiy a
greater number of eggs than when grain ahme
is fed. The poultrjTiian will some daj' know, that
when he feeds a mixed diet of Turnips, chopj>ed
Clover, and other bulky f'ootl. with only enough
grain to balance the rations, as is done for the
cow, he will get better results and at a lower
cost.—Mirror and Farmer.

Look Out for Cholera. The latter part of Au-
gust and fore part of September is the time
whfn cholera " oreaks out " in places where it

can obtain a foothold ; but it won't break out if

it can't get in, and it can't get in if you keep it

out ; you can keep it out by taking proper
sanitarj' precautions. 1 know poultry raisers,
who have kept fowls for yeiu*s without even hav-
ing a single case of cholera on their premises,
while their neighbors' fowls died off to the num-
Ix'r of 60 or 70. And the lucky ttnesdid not "keep
their fowls well" by dosing with "cholera pills'*

and "powders;" they saved them by simply tak-
ing care of them. Mrict cleanliness ab<»ut the
houses, yards, and coops will do m^ire towards
keeping the cholera away, than all the cholera
medicine ever inventtNl. Nine tenths of the
"sure cures" advertised to cure and prevent
cholera are worthless, »>r nearlv so; and yet some
of them do gomi, l>erause in the accompanying
"directions " there is gumi advice abiiut cleaning
and disinfecting, and the t>eople who buy the
remedies follow the directions, Ix-cause they have
paid for them.—Prairie Farmer.
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970. BUck Lice on Chrysanthemums. Do these

inlure the plants? How can they be destroyed ?

-

E. D. H., Baltimore, Md.

971. Thin Oloth Bags for Grapes. Would such

allow water to escape, or must an outlet be provided ?

—Mrs. J. B. B., Raleigh, N. C.

972. Soot on Chrysanthemums. How can this best

be appUed ?-G. B. H., Paducah, Ey.

973. Liquid Manure. In what way is the best arti-

cle, for general use to be made ?—G. B. H.

974. Carnation Buds Turning Yellow. Can win-

ter buds of Carnations be prevented from turning

yellow and drying up ?—G. B. H.

975. Japan Iris. Will some one direct as to the cul-

ture of Japan Iris, soil varieties, etc.—Z. W. Shimer,

Orange Co., N. T.

976. Fruit for the South, My place is thin, red and

vellow clay. Pine land, with good subsoU, 100 miles

north of New Orleans. Am anxious to learn what
fruit and vegetables are best for planting here ?—

C. D. W., Bogue Chitto, Miss.

977. Transplanting Celery. Which Is best, trans-

planting Celery directly from the hot-bed to the grow-

fng bed or to transplant twice before setting In the

field.—C. H. J.. Mass.

978. Pear Blight or Rust. On Onondaga Pear

trees, the fruit was so affected that mauy were only

half grown, both this season and two years ago, by
being covered with a sort of rust, mixed with black
spots Two years ago the leaves also had black spots,

but not this year. Other varieties .standing near are

not affected ?—C. H. Jossei.vn, Middlesex Co., Mass.

979. Lily of the Valley not Blooming. After grow-

ing and running well the year before, why should
clumps of our common Valley Lily fail to bloom.

WouU the Imported pips be more satisfactory.—

J. O. H., S. Bufleld, Mass.

980. White Grubs Eating Strawberries. I have

lost several thousand plants from these grubs, and
would like a remedy, if any is known.—A. J. OUN-
NELL, Randolph Co., Mo.

981. Plum Tree Ailing. On my Plums trees I find

holes bored in several feet from the groimd. What is

the trouble ami how can they be gotten rid of?—
J. K., Nova Scotia.

982 Rust on Raspberries. On my Red Raspberries

I find the leave's curled and rusty; and the fruit rip-

ening prematurely. It is confined to no one variety,

how shall I treat it. J. K., Annapolis ralley, N. S.

983. Lettuce Rotting. I would like some points as

to watering Lettuce; temperature of water, best time,

etc.—P. F., Sound Beach, Conn.

984. Caring for Banana and Pineapple Plants. Can

any one tell me how to care for Musa Cavendishil and
the Sugar-loaf Pineapple ? Do they require a season
of rest?-Mrs. S. M.. St. Paul, Minn.

985. Evaporated Fruit. 1 wish information con-

cerning prices, exports, and yield of 1888, compared
with past year ?—W. C- B.. Shanesfille, Mo.

986. Blight on Le Conte. Is there any ca.se known
where this Pear blighted when grown on its own root.
—Wm. M. J., Rockwood, III.

987. Non-Blooming Wistaria. My Wistaria is six

years old and has never bloomed. Can anything be
done ?—MBS. R. E. Samsos, Butler Co.. O.

988. Book on Flower Growing. What book or books

can I buy that will inform me as to the growing of
various flowers, both outside and under glass, how to

make and attend to flower beds?—G.B.H.,Padiicafc,£!/.

989. Propagating Plants. How can I propagate

Carnations, scented Geraniums and Heliotrope? I

have no trouble with Scarlet Geraniums, Roses,
Colons, etc.—L. B., New York.

890. Vineyard Trellis. How much No. 12 wire will

be required for a four acre vineyard, two strands,
vines 8 X 10 feet, and the price? Which will be the
best for the ends of Oak posts, charring, coal tar, or
kerosene oil.—S. F. B., Forsyth, Oa.

991. Oxalis, without Bulbs. Seed that I bought for

Oxalis made flue plants and flowers, but this fall 1

could not flnd a single bulb. Is there such a sort ?—
X. X., Charlton, Mass.

992. Planting Lilies. Which is the best time to

plant Lilies?-S. H. S., Wellington, Kans.

993. Hemerocalis Varieties. Are golden or yellow

Lily (H. /iaia). Orange or Corn Lily (H. fulva), and
Lemon Lily {H. graminea) three varieties ? I received
the same thing for H. flava and graminea.-C. B. E.,

Barry Co., Mo.

994. Lapageria Growing. What are the best va-

rieties? Soil and other directions would be liked.—
L. R. F., Hatnpton, Iowa.

995. Canned Fruit Spoiling. Sometimes it spoiled

within a few days after putting up, othertimes not

untU after a number of weeks, even where every care

was exercised. Can the trouble be in the fruit? The
spoiling has occured in many separate cases.—Wm. F.

B.4SSETT, Atlantic Co., N. J.

996. Plan for Building small Greenhouse. Can

you not give directions, estimate of cost and other par-

ticulars In regard of putting up a small glass house for

private use.—E. A. B., Kittaning, Pa.

997. Lilium Longiflorum Hardy. Is this Lily hardy

in thlssection?—W. A. P., Waterville, N. T.

998. Best Blackberry. Which is the best for market,

hardiness not considered ?—D. M. Dimmick, Santa
Barbara Co., Cat.

909. Preserving Fruit. Can any reader furnish a

receipe for putting up Gooseberries, Currants etc., for

showing as samples.—J. M. C, Rochester, N. T.

1,000 Le Conte Pear. In this latitude what shaU I

do with a two year old orchard of this Pear ? I am
afraid of frost, would Bartlett or Kiefler be best for

working on them ?—C. J. C, Neic Castle, Ala.

1.001. Sawdust Mulch. Is this safe for fruit trees ?

—M. A. P., Londonvilte, O.

1.002. Pineapple Salvia. Can you tell me anything

about such a plant?—C. V. W., nion, N. T.

1.003. Rabbits Injuring Trees. How can I protect

my fruit trees from rabbits in the winter ?—John McK,
Waterloo, Iowa.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
962. Baising Tea. There is a Tea farm at

Summerville, S. C, that was started by Com-
missioner of Agriculture LeDuc. There is also

good Tea produced at Georjfetown, S. C—MBS.
J. S. R. T., Spartansburg. S. C.

945. Lady Slippers or CypripediumB. These

can be procured of Edward Gillett, Southwicls,

Mass., or Woolson & Co., Passaic, New Jersey.—
Chas. E. Parnell.

946. Olass or Canvas for Hot-Beds. For hot-

bed work early in the season I prefer glass. For

use later on, the Waterproof Fibre Cloth can be

used to great advantage, as less attention is re-

quired for ventilating. It not only protects bv
night but the temperature is not raised too high
during the day. I have had no experience with
canvas, oiled cloth is unsatisfactory and for var-
ious reasons I do not advise its use.—C. E. P.

955. Azaleas. Keep them in a cool, airy situa-

tion and water sparingly until you desire them
to bloom, when they should be given a higher

temperature and a liberal supply of water, both
overhead and at the roots. Don't give any ma-
nure water until growth commences. When the
plants are in bloom keep them in a cool dry
atmosphere and the flowers will last much longer.

—Chas. E. Parnell.

9.50. Selling Flowers. A note addressed to

W. S. Allen, 36 East 23d, St., New York City,

would give you all the information you desire

on this subject.—Chas. E. Parnell.

958. No Flowers on Laburnums. Tour La-

burnums are growing too rapidly. After they
become a few years older and the rapid growth
ceases they will bloom freely enough.—C. E. P.

880. Fall Sown Cabbage Seed. In this vicinity

the varieties generally sown in the fall for early

spring use are the Early Wakefield and Early
Summer, the former being sown from the 15th

to the 25th of September, the latter ten days
lat«r.—C. E. P.

893. Sowing Cherry Pits. I would sow them

as soon as possible after gathering.— C. E. P.

894. The Blue or Sour Gum Tree. I presume

Eucalyptus globulus is referred to, if so, would

say that it is not hardy north of the Carolinas,

and consequently can only be used for sub-trop-

ical planting or as single specimens on the lawn

during the summer season, where it forms a very
ornamental plant and will attract considerable
attention on account of the reputation it has of

absorbing malaria. It is of rapid growth and is

readily increased by seeds. In this vicinity of

New York City it can be grown by planting it

out as soon as" the weather becomes warm and
settled, and taking up and potting as soon as cold

weather sets in. Winter in a cool, dry cellar.—

Chas. E. Parnell.

898. Uulberries for Market. No, it will not

pay to grow Mulberries for market.

885. Potato Tops as Manure. They possess no

manurial value, but can be used as the founda-

tion of a manure or compost heap, or to fill up
low wet places in the cowyard or hogpen.—
C. E. Parnell.

900. Moving Grape Vines. It will not pay to

move a Grape vine over four years old.—C. E. P.

911. Plantain and Weeds in Lawn. Nothing

but a careful weeding will remove Plantain,

Dandelion and other strong growing weeds.

Smaller weeds may be easily kept in subjection

by encouraging the growth of the grass in every
way possitile.—C. E. P.

912. Single Dahlias, Take them up carefully

on a dry day, place in a box or barrel, cover with

sand and store in a dry, warm cellar for the win-

ter.—C. E. P.

909. Bindweed. This can be banished by cut-

ting off the young shoots with a sharp hoe as

often as they make their appearance.—C. E. P.

902. Stocks from Cuttings. You cannot well
raise stocks from cuttings. If you wish to pro-
cure good flowers, obtain the best seed possible,
regardless of cost.—C. E. P.

906. White Clematis. C. flammula is a robust
growing variety producing small, white, and very
fragrant flowers. C. laniiginosa Candida has
large grayish white flowers. C. Henryi has large,

finely formed creamy white flowers,while C. For-
tunei has double, rosette formed flowers of a
creamy white. These are hardy and free flower-
ing if given a good mulch of coarse littery
manure as soon as the ground commences to
freeze in the fall, and then placing the vines on
the ground, covering with Evergreen branches.—
Chas. E. Parnell.

913. Onions for Wintering. There is no differ-

ence in the winter keeping qualities of large or
small Onions.

919. Callas. The best soil for Callas is one
composed of two thirds turfy loam, one third

well decayed cow manure, and a fair sprinkling
of bone dust. Mix well and use the compost
rough.—C. E. P.

921. Delawares Not Fruiting. With me the
Delaware has proved to be one of the most relia-

ble for setting its fruit, and I think that the
flowers of your vines were injured by cold, rainy
weather at their period of blooming.—C. B. P.

923. Blackcaps Not Growing. They succeed
not only on good soil, but many sorts produce
large crops on the lightest kind of sandy land.

They should always be planted in the spring, as

they are difficult to make live if planted in the
autumn. They propagate themselves by taking
root at the ends of the long branches, which, if

allowed to grow, will by fall reach over and
touch the earth. They will be rooted by spring,
when they can be taken up and planted.—C!. E. P.

796. Copperas. See article, page 8, last issue.

803. Transplanting Tree Peeonies. See page
261, Vol. III.

873. Peach Tree Pruning. See article headed
" Complete Garden," page 23, last issue.

873. Peach Tree Pruning. The Peach tree

requires more severe pruning than most other

standard trees, for two reasons. 1st. The fruit

is borne only on last year's wood, hence, to secure

good crops we need to stimulate the growth of

new wood. 2d. The Peach is a very vigorous
grower, and unless headed in, the branches soon
grow out so long that they are unable to sustain
the weight of a good crop of fruit. I make it a
rule to cut off, each spting, about one half of the
new growth on all the branches, and in addition,
to thin out the new shoots, wherever they grow
too thick. This keeps the trees in a fine, compact
form and furnishes abundant young wood to
bear fruit.—E. S. G.

903. Aquarium Management. A few plants

in the aquarium are indispensable, to supply the

water with oxygen which the fish inhale. In the

nearest brook or clean pond you will flnd a
variety of plants. Get the roots of them as long

as possible, wash them to clear off any objec-
tionable matter, separate the best, tie them firmly
in bunches, and fix them in the bottom among
the stones. They should be left in the water a
few days before the fish are put in. The com-
mon Duckweed is useful during sunny weather,
for the shade it affords. The water snail is not
much good, but will add to the interest of the
aquarium.

—

Remle.

853. Smilax. Your plant is in a state of rest

and should be sparingly watered until Septem-

ber, when it should be repotted and started into

growth. When grown as a pot plant for the win-

dow garden it should be given a compost of one

third well decayed manure, two thirds well rot-

ted sods, and the pot should be well drained.
When growing freely it should be given liquid

manure once or twice a week and sprayed or
syringed occasionally to keep it free from red
spider. It also requires a winter temperature of
from 55° to 60°. When repotting in September,
place in as small a pot as possible,and when itcom-
mences to grow shift into a pot two or three sizes

larger. The plant will pass into a state of rest

early in May, when it can be plunged in a par-

tially shaded border, and treated as above.
—C. E. P.

935. Peach Seedling Growing. Save the Peach

stones and bury them in the ground a few inches

deep in the fall—have a stone or a stake for a

mark—let them remain until spring. When the

soil is in a suitable condition for planting, dig

them up, you will flnd some already cracked and

sprouted. Those that are not cracked, crack by
striking on the edge of the Peach stones. De
careful and get the meats out whole; you can
plant in rows three or four feet apart and six

inches apart in the rows if you want a nursery.

If you want an orchard without the trouble of

transplanting you can measure off your ground
and drive stakes at suitable distances, and plant

three or four meats around each stake. When
they come up, let them grow one year and then
take up all but one to each stake, lea^^ng the

best.—WM. Hale, West iV., Mass.
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6'.il. Mulberries for Profit. In your section

there would be no raone> in (growing Mulberries.
Downing is !is good as any.— E. E. S.

694, Evergreens for Texas. See answer to 827

in last issue.

6«i. Propagating Weeping Trees. European
Ash (F. cm-Uktr), English Goat Willow (S.

Caprea), and seedling stocks of the the Wych or
Scotch Elm ( U. Mrmtana'. Fuller's Propagation
of Plants for sale at this ofti«^.

698. Started Cucumbers Fairly. The most
likely cause is a fungus, the history and treats

ment of which is but little known.

702. Uarket for Hoarhound Herb. Inquire of

some wholesale druggist in Chicago or other
large city.

703. Leading Snap Bush Bean. Early Bed
Valentine, Refugee or GoldenWax, are all largely
grown for market.

708. Non-blooming Ozalis. There may be
something wrong about the soil for continuous
bloom, or they do not receive sunlight enough.

709. Time for Shrub Pruning. The safest

guide is found in the manner of flowering of the

various kinds. Those shrubs which bloom on
last years growth should be pruned immediately
after Howering in the summer. This class in-

cludes such as Lilac. Honeysuckle,Deutzia, Japan
Quince, Rhododendron, .\zalea, V'iburnum,
etc. Such as flower from the new or spring
growth are pruned in the fall or early spring,
and embrace the Althea, Fall-flowering Spirea,
Hydrangea, Rose, etc.— E. E. Summey.

710. Improved Horning Glories. Probably

the most certain way is to carefully pick the
worms oft by hand.

712. Clematis Under Glass. With their proper

seasons of rest being observed, there is likely to

be no especial difficulty in growing them in the
Grapery.—Remle.

821. Baspberry Picking, A light picking stand

large enough to hold si-T or nine pint boxes, is a
favorite with many growers.

722. Tomato Shipping Package, Nothing,

unless it might be a light crate or box holding a
half bushel.

726. Book on Hnrsery Uanagement South.

There are many valuable works, no one of which

perhaps contains all the points. For two, Barry's
Fruit Garden and White's Gardening South,
would be valuable. For sale at this ofBce.

744, Growing Winter Onion, The time of fall

sowing varies according to locality, and they do
not always do well. I should think that a light

covering of straw would be of benefit.—Remle.

862. Lapageria From Seed. As they grow
quite readily, no especial treatment is required

other than that the soil have in it coarse sand, and
be rather fibrous. Giving free drainage is the
most important point.—Ke.mle.

904. Tan Mulch for Strawberries. I have used

this material with good results. It is thought

best not to apply the tan fresh from the yard,
but to haul it some weeks before using. Fresh
tan is thought by some to induce worms.—E.S.G.

881. Nitrate of Soda in Lawns. The effect of

this is to stimulate the growth of grass and to
impai-t to it a rich, deep green color.

882. Tomatoes. The Mikado is not one of the

earlier varieties. It is. however, productive and
of good quality, though the fruit is often rough.

920. Introducing New Fruits. Now that

every State has its Experiment Station, the very

best way of introducing new fruits to the public

would seem to be to have the varieties tested on

the station grounds. Their reports and bulletins

have extensive circulation and their testimony
is entirely impartial. One of our leading origi-

nators of"new fruits said recently in a private
letter, that he should do all he could to discour-

age the introduction of new fruits until they
had first been critically tested at the Experiment
Station.—E. S. Goff.

924. Black Cap Cultivation. The failure to

secure plants noted by the inquirer, would indi-

cate that his soil is decidedly unfavorable to this

fruit. The plants are propagated from the ends
of the canes. Late in summer these grow down
to the surface of the ground, and under favora-
ble circumstances will strike root of themselves.
But the rooting may be much encouraged by
burying the tips slightly with soil.— E. S. G.

894. The Blue or Sour Gum Tree. No, they

are not; growing tall and slira, similar to a Pop-

lar, thev cast a long shade, in consistency with
their shape. The "Pepper" and Texas "Umbrella"
Trees are best, but only for climates like our own.
—F. Weidenmiller, Calif'/rnia.

933. Vineyard Posts Betting. I know of no
preparation that will assist the posts in resisting

decay, but as Cedar or Locust wood is the most

durable would advise the use of such for posts
if they can be procured. For a trellis there is

nothing so good as wire stretched on posts. It

may cost more than others, but from its dura-
bility will prove cheapest in the end.—C. E. P.

H4.'!. Wintering Strawberries. strawberry
plants are readily kept o\'cr winter by heeling-

in. either in the open ground <>r in a cold frame.
Cover with a little straw ox- other litter to keep
the gi-cmnd about thcra from heaving by alter-
nate freezing and thawing.— E. S. G.

94y. Wintering Strawberries. If I understand
this query right, would say that you cannot pre-

pare Strawberry plants for planting this fall and
keep thciii n\fr. st) as to have them in a proper
condition in the spi-iii^'.without going to consider-
able labor and expense; I would not advise the
attempt.-C. E. P.

895. Plum Grafts Failing, Plums should be
grafted earlier than Peai-s or Apples; the scions

should be cut some time before the grafting is

done—March would be none too early. If you
want to graft them in Api-il you should cut the
scions in March, as the stocto should be in ad-
vance of the scions.—Wm. Hale.

901. Blistered Peach Leaves. The trees are

affected with the disease known as " curl-leaf,"

due to a fungiis K.r')a,sci/.s ih'forniaiiit. No certjiin

cure has been discovei-ed, but a \~igorous cutting
back of the new gi-owths each spring tends to
lessen it.— E. S. G.

875. Hollyhocks Changing Color. No. As a

rule these always come true to color, either from
seed or where plants are kept over from one
year to another.—A. A. H., BcWiws Fatts, Vt.

908. Blanching Celery. No material, on the

whole, has been found so satisfactory as earth.

Drain tiles and paper answer well early in the
season. It is unnecessary to tie the stems to-
gether in using earth, proWded they are held
firmly together with the left hand, while the
earth is placed about them with the right.

911 Plantain and Weeds in Lawn. It is

doubtful if there is any better device for destroy-

ing weeds in the lawn than the lawn mower per-

sistently used. The soil should be kept fertile,

and in places where there is a dearth of grass, a
mixture of June Grass and Red Top seed should
be sown as soon as the frost is out of the ground
in spring. I have never seen the plantain or
dandelion eradicated from the lawn by digging
out. The attempts that I have seen made re-
sulted in a multiplication of the weed.—E. S. G.

925. Purslane Killing. It will be impossible

to kill out Purslane as you suggest. I know of no
other wa,v of killing it than to keep the ground
well cultivated so that they will be destroyed
while small.—C. E. P.

926. Ammonia for Trees. The trees will not be
benefited by using ammonia water as you sug-
gest. C. E. P.

927. Le Conte Pears, I am selling the Le
Conte and Duchess in bushel boxes. The Le Conte
are fair and large and sell more readily than the

Duchess, which are equally as large, but dark;
yet I would not ad^Tse the growth of them in

the north; they are grown in immense quantities
in Georgia and ripen early. They sell well in

New York City to the Italian fruit dealers, at
street stands.-^C. W. Idell.

930. Lncretia Dewberry. I do not think that

this would prove profitable if grown as a market
crop.—C. E. P.

931. Hen Manure. Plaster is the best for mix-
ing with hen manure. It should be applied in

the drill and well mixed with the soil.—C. E. P.

932. Stable Manure or Artificial. Stable ma-
nure is the best and cheapest for you to procure,
and for soil of your description you cannot ap-
ply too much.— C. E. P.

937. Bark Coccus on the Magnolia. This

Coccus can be destroyed by an application of

Tobacco soap which may be procured at any
seed store in ixmnd boxes. Apply according to
directions which accompany it. Or dissolve two
pounds of potash in two gallons of water, and
apply with a paint brush to all the infected parts.

—One or two applications will be sufficient.—

Chas. E. Pahnell.

938. Growing Onions. Onions can succeed

Cabbage if the soil is in a proper condition, and
no weeds have been permitted to mature their

seeds.-(!. E. P.

939. Tent Caterpillar. If the nests are on

small limbs it is best to cut them off. and destroy

by burning. Or they may be brought down and

destroyed by means of a round brush fixed to

the end of a long pole, and worked around in the

nest. All this, however, should be done as early

in the morning as possible, before the cater-

pillars leave their nests which they usually do
about eight or nine o'clock.—C. E. P.

939. Tent Caterpillar. Rub off the nest with

a swab saturated with kerosene or turpintine.

SiM-aying the foliage of the trees with water con-
taining Paris gri'iii or Lon.lou purple-an ounce
to 10 gallons will destroy them—E. S. G.

940. Trees and Shrubs for Wet Places. The
basket Willow would proliably thrive if the

ground is not too wet, and in many localities

would prove fairly profitable. Cranberry cul-

ture would doubtless pay if the soil and other
circumstances were adapted to this fruit.—E.S.G.

966. Getting Out Stumps. It no stump ma-
chine is within reach, try boring a large auger
hole into the soundest part of tlie stump, and
filling with sulphuric aciil.— E. S. G.

927. Le Conte Pears. This is not a success in

Western New York.—E. S. (!.

962. Baiting Tea. The reports of the Departs

ment of Agriculture is.sued during Commissioner
LeDuc's administration, give much information
upon the subject of Tea growing, with the results

of experiments in growing it in the Southern
States.— E. S. Goff.

967. Lawn Infested with Worms. It you can

saturate the entire mass of earth with the lime

water, you may succeed in banishing them. Two
applications would be necessary to ensure a fair

trial. Otherwise I know of no remedy.— C. E. P.

One of the Harvest Flies.

Cicadas or Harvest Files and
Beetles.

CLARENCE M. WEED, OHIO AOR. EXPERIMENT STATION.

No summer sound is more familiar than

the loud drumming of the cicadas or har-

vest flies, one of the commonest of which is

shown in the ac-

companying illus-

tration. There are

several species of

these insects, the

most notorious be-

ing the periodical

cicadas or 17-year

locust, a.s it is com-
monly called. This
noisome pest has
appeared this year

in many parts of

the country in

great numbers.
As is well known
it only appears in

a given locality

once in 17 years,

though Dr. Riley

ha,s found that there is also a variety which
appears every 13 years.

But we have our common species with us

every year. The one illustrated is the dog-

day harvest fly, and is about an inch and a

half long, with a wing expansion of about

three inches. Its body is black above, ex-

cept a portion of the head and thorax, which

are marked with olive-green lines. A large

portion ot the under side is while: the legs

are olive-green as are the eyes. The head

is almost square, and the thorax (the part,

next behind the head, to which the wings
are fastened), is very robust, as would be ex-

pected from the strong and rapid flight of

the insect. The wings are olive-green near

the body, and brown a short distance away.

The dogday harvest fly deposits its eggs

in the twigs of various fruit and shade

trees. Soon after hatching, the young are

supposed to drop to the ground, like the

young of the 17-year cicada, where they bur-

row down and eat the roots of trees and
shrubs. When ready to become adults, they

come out of the ground, attach themselves

to some support, when the skin splits along

the back and the adult insect emerges.

Dr. Harris describes tlie curious drum-
ming process as follows: "The musical

drums of the males consist of a pair of ket-

tle-drums, one on each side of the body,

which, in some species are plainly to be seen

just behind the wings. These drums are

formed of convex pieces of parchment
gathered into numerous fine plaits, lodged

in the cavities of the body behind the thorax.

They are not played upon by sticks, but by

muscles or cords fastened to the insides of

the drums. Wlien these muscles contract

and relax, as they can do with great rap-

idity, the drxim heads are alternately tight-

ened and loosened, recovering their natural

convexity by their own elasticity. The
eff'ect of this rapid alternate tension and
relaxation is the production of a rattling

sound, like that caused by a succession of

quick pressures upon a slightly convex and
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elastic tin plate. Certain cavities within
the body of the insect,which may be seen on
raising two large valves beneath the body,

and which are separated from each other

by their partitions, having the transparency
and brilliancy of mica, or of thin and highly

polished glass, increase the vibrations of

the sounds and add to their intensity."

Blister Beetles. A number of beetles

sent by a Missouri subscriber, who found
them injuring garden crops, are common
species of blister beetles (Epicnuta,) some-
times called the old fa^ioned Potato-beetle,

and they often do serious damage to various
crops in the Southern and Western States.

These insects are rather difficult to get rid

of; they may be driven out of a patch in

flocks, as they are easily frightened, but will

return usually before much time
has elapsed. They may also be killed

by arsenical poisons, where it is safe

to apply these to the plants attacked.

for regular breaking from top to bottom.
The third spring shorten both top and roots

of those in pots, giving fresh soil. By re-

peating this treatmefit and the use of quite

strong manure the plants can be kept grow-
ing for years in a satisfactory condition.

A neat combination may be had by graft-

ting a trailing sort like A. Mesopotamicum
variegata on the top of a standard, A.
striatum or other strong grower, some four

or five feet from the ground, and as the

branch grows, cut away the original top,

and you may soon have a weeping Abutilon
that will be quite ornamental.
Some of the best varieties are the follow-

ing, to be had of most florists. Golden Bells,

Gauntlet, Wm. Fowler, Robt. George,

Snowstorm, Boule de Neige, Mesopotami-

Abutilons and their Culture.
CHARLES N. KRULL, YORK CO., PA.

With those persons who grow an
assortment of tender plants, few
shrubby kinds are more deservedly

popular than the Abutilons, known
also as the Chinese Bell flowers and
Flowering Maples. Of late years so

much improvement has been ob-

tained over the older ones, by seed

lings variously crossed and hybrid

ized, that the original species are

nearly superceded.

This class shows a number of pecu-

liarities of flowers, foliage and habit.

There are some which assume the

form of standards, others are climbers

or droopers; all are satisfactory, and
many of them strong growers. In

foliage there are varying colors and
forms all of which are interesting,

the flowers include white, rose, yel-

low, maroon and orange colors in

endless shades, many of which are

thickly veined or striped with red
and carmine.
Propagation is easily done in the

spring from cuttings of the young
wood, inserted in sand in a tem-
perature of 60" and covered with
glass. When roots are formed move into

larger pots of loam and leaf mould with
some coarse sand. As soon as they begin to

grow, pinch out the points to induce stocky
growth. When shifted into blooming pots,

which ought to be done before the roots

become matted, use only good loam in quite

a rough state, for free bloom. The points

may be stopped again, and syringing
thoroughly every day is helpful. As autumn
comes they will require rest, and not to be
given much water, and to have a winter tem-
perature of 4.5° or so at night.

When wanted as trained specimens, as

shovsn by our engraving of the variety Boule
de Neige, some more attention to proper
pruning, etc. , is all that is required. Where
a wall is to be covered, or they are wanted
to grow on pillars, planting in a well pre-

pared border, having good drainage where
space is not limited, otherwise pot culture
will be the best; a portion of the shoots are
to be cut back to different lengths each
spring for furnishing young blooming wood
over the whole plant. Never allow any
more shoots in any place than will just cover
it, not having them at aU crowded, as this

interferes materially with the health and
flowering of the plants. Do not give too
much water until the roots have got well
hold of the soil, then they will need when
in full growth a most liberal supply, together
with some manure water. Keep the ground
merely moist in winter, and before spring
growth begins cut the strongest shoots back

A WELL-GROWN POT ABUTILON.

cum, Darwinii, Tancreda, Thompsonia Dou-
ble, Royal Scarlet and Fraseri.

Winter Protection of Trees and
Plants.

DANIEL K. HERR, LANCASTER CO., PA.

We are already reminded of the wintry
ordeal to which our fruit trees and berry
plots, our vines, and shrubs, will soon be
subject while the axe has left so few
protecting forests. Fortunate are those,

who, long ago, have planted belts of Nor-
way Spruce, Hemlock, or Arbor Vitas, for

backed with such, the trees and plants need
little extra care.

But while patiently waiting|for what seem
like slow growing evergreens, some artific-

ial shelters can be made, 10 feet or more in

height. Posts, about 5 inches in diameter,

and 12 feet long, are set 8 feet apart; or, in-

stead of long posts, butts of some timber,
3 feet long, dug in, and 3x5 scantling firmly
spliced onto them will answer. To these
are nailed boards 6 inches wide, and left 3

inches apart, and on the side where of least

hindrance, 8 feet from the shelter, butts are

dug in opposite each post, with the top
about 6 inches above the ground, to which
to nail braces about two thirds way up the
posts, and if wires or lath are secured on
them, they make the best of Grape trellises.

Such shelters allow the wind to go
through, but it is cut up and its force

broken, and inside such an enclosure it is

more calm, than if the shelter were made

close, as no eddies and rebounding of the
storm are created. A better and neater
shelter can also be made of good quality of

heavy plaster lath, nailed three quarter
inches apart, on horizontal rails secured to
the posts. If snow banks or drifts are ob-
jectionable inside the enclosure, the lower
part, 3 or 4 feet high must be made tight.

Such shelters as these, or belts of ever-
green,do not,however,produce much change
in the actual temperature, rather, their
value is the prevention of rapid evapora-
tion during cold,drying storms. Such storms
are common, over country not near large
bodies of water, and where woodlands exist
only in small patches. Large timber tracts

retain the snows, and give off much mois-
ttire, while other land is bare and frozen.

These conditions are all the reverse
of nature. Nature congregates her
trees and vines; the storms are
checked, and leaves mulch and feed
the roots.and here we learn the lesson.

It seems most reasonable that
orchards and fruit gardens, bare of
snow, bare of leaves, and the ground
frozen down below the roots, have a
poor show to withstand a dry, icy

storm. We know how woodwork
dries out, and joints open during
such a storm, how streets dry off, ,, nd
clouds of dust caused by evapora-
tion, fly everywhere. Let any one cut
a sappy twig of a tree or a cane from
a vine, and put where they are ex-

posed to winter storms, and see how
soon they dry out. Mulch our fruit

trees, our berry patches, our Grape
gardens heavily, with no matter how
rough a material, and nature will

treat us more kindly.

Such a mulch will give the roots a
chance to throw up sap, when so

sorely needed during those dry, cold
waves, that often last for days, and
as nature both checks the storm and
mulches the ground, so they whose
grounds are sheltered should notstop
here, but also give the soil a covering.

Much is said and written as to

the laying down and covering vines

and plants with earth or otherwise,

even thatching tree tops, tender
Roses, and other shrubbery with

straw. This is all proper for a few, but in

extensive gardens it is next to impracticable,

because it is difficult to get these plants laid

close to the ground. If soil is used we
mutilate and lay bare the roots between the

rows, and other material often wears away
too much to be effectual. Simple mulching
presents no difficulties, save the material in

sufficient quantities, and requires no re-

moval unless for appearance sake. If left

in place it will retard somewhat the early

blossoms that are sometimes caught by late

spring frosts; it will keep the weeds back,
saving ciUtivation at a time when there is

plenty else to do; it will retain the rain fall,

and still more, when hot, dry days continue,

the soil is kept cool and moist. These ben-

efits alone are worth the cost.

As for material, there can be much saved
up through the summer on every farm and
garden, that may be utilized, to which may
be added straw, or better, strawy litter from
the stables, and where procurable, shavings

from planing mills, waste from broom fac-

tories, midribs of Tobacco from cigar manu-
factories, leaves from forests, etc. On farms
weeds cut down before the seeds ripen,

or Corn stalks cut up from foui to six inches

long make capital miUching. For general

winter mulching, a mixture of any suitable

material that does not contain seed of foul

weeds, is better for continual use as a

fertilizer, than to use but one kind of mater-

ial, unless a change is made, using a certain

kind a year or two, then something else.
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A. W. Livingston's Ways of Produc-
ing New Tomatoes.

It no doubt would be of interest to our

readers to know by what means the geutle-

man, whose name is given in the heading,

goes about producing new Tomatoes, a work
in which he has met with such marked re-

sults. This he has recently told in the

Horticultiu-al Advertiser, and we are glad

to reproduce the article here;

My plan is, selection and cultivation—not

such as is commonly known, by selecting

the finest specimens from stocks that pro-

duce both rough and smooth fruit. Fifteen

years of that kind of selection and trial

proved it to be an utter failure. I then turned
my attention to the process by which all my
varieties have been produced—that is by
selecting small, perfect Tomatoes without
a rough one on the vine, and cultivating

them up from a small to a large one, which
usually takes five years. Not every small
Tomato will cultivate up—only such as have
the right kind of seed. As yet I have not
given that part of my experience away, but
such is the fact, however.
My commencement was in 18fil, with a

small red Tomato, all being perfectly

smooth, but small, with not a rough fruit on
the vine. In 186ti I sent out my product, and
named it Paragon; this was the first per-

fectly smooth Tomato ever introduced. It

was immediately named over by others, and
advertised extensively under false names.
I then sent out the Acme, which I adver-

tised extensively; no Tomato ever had
such a run. But it would not bear shipping
on account of its delicate skin, and as ship-

ping became a business, I got up I>iving-

ston's Perfection, and gave it to seven lead-

ing seedsmen to introduce. Its qualities

were the best for shipping purposes, as it

has a tough skin.

My next was the Favorite, which is the

best for canning purposes, and is now used
more than any other variety for that pur-

pose. My next was Golden Queen, a fine

yellow variety, used for slicing: then came
the odd Potato-leaf Foliage, and the last,

Livingston's Beauty, a purple variety, much
larger and more productive than the Acme.
The above named seven varieties are my
sending out, and every other variety now
on the market bears a striking similarity to

mine. I have been frequently told that they
are the same, by the very men that use

them under an assumed name, and many
catalogues say they are crosses between
two of my varieties. Some hybridize them.
In conclusion, I would be pleased to see

some other parties come out under their own
signature and let us know just how they

manufacture their new varieties.

Eariy Tomatoes from Cuttings;
Forcing.

ELMER E. SUMMEY, NIAGARA CO., N. T.

As late in the season as may be possible, get

succulent young growth fit for cuttings,

from Tomato vines, where somewhat pro-

tected; as on the stem close to the ground,
taking the tips several inches long. Cut the

end square just below a leaf joint, and put
them in a cutting bed composed of sand,

and having bottom heat.

Such cuttings will root easily, after which
put them into small pots or boxes, setting

them in a temperature of 4.5° to 50°, where
they will grow but slowly during the winter.

Do not attempt to hurry them until about
the first of March, when the soil may be
shaken from the roots and the plants, with
new rich soil, put back into the same pots,

and given .some more heat, about .5.5° to 60'.

From this time on, until they can be planted

out, have them grow without check, yet

not so rapidly as to prevent the formation
of good strong plants; which, when so

treated, will repay all extra trouble, In the

earliness of the fruiting so induced, over
the earliest seed grown plants, even if the

seed is sown the last of February as many do.

While those who make a business of

forcing Tomatoes, may have, by this time,

young plants either from seed or cuttings,

ready for the winter's work, yet where these

are lacking or only a few are wanted for

private use, the uninjured roots of old Tom-
ato plants will furnish very satisfactory

stock for a winter supply, if lifted and
planted inside, in as light a place as possi-

ble, in pots, or preferably, in beds of six

inches of very rich soil. Cut away all the

old growth except two or three of the best

young shoots, nearest the roots. When
these are a foot or so high, select the strong-

est and cut the others off to throw all the

strength into the one, from which, also, as it

grows, cut out all laterals except one on
each side, about every eight inches, thus
forming a flat vine that can very easily be
fastened to a trellis.

This matter of properly pruning, so as to

keep the growth down to a point which will

just furnish the vine with sufficient foliage

and fruiting wood for good results, and yet,

not be in such excess as to prevent the for-

mation of fruit buds, is of the first impor-

tance. After the fruit is set, thin out where-
ever crowded, not allowing more than three

or four to each cluster; while the fruit is

developing, frequent doses of manure water
will be required.

The trellis on which the vine should be
fastened, unless wire is used, need be only

a strong, three or four foot or longer, upright
stake, with horizontal strips nailed on at

distances to correspond with the laterals on
the plant. The main stalk and laterals are

secured to this trellis, and as fruit appears,

the clusters are also tied, otherwise their

weight would be likely to tear the plant.

The air where Tomatoes are being forced

must be kept moist with frequent syringing,

to keep down red spider, and fumigating
with Tobacco will be required because of

the green fly. A temperature of from 65° to

75° is about what is required for the most
successful results, also, the use of warm
water, on the plants, is beneficial; during
the winter months over-watering must be
guarded against, as it would be fatal to any
sort of a Tomato crop.

Fruit Growing at the Far North.
E. W. MERRITT, AROOSTOOK CO., ME.

Mulching Strawberries as far north as the

46th, parellel with anything except Spruce
or Fir boughs, which abound here, is posi-

tively injurious; if lain on properly they do
not press down the plants, while with straw
mulch, the three or four feet of snow, which
we always have here, crushes the plants so

that they are injured; but where the snow
fills in among the Spruce leaves they

come out clear and bright in the

spring. The boughs are put on quite

thickly to exclude the heat and light in early

spring, not removing them until after the

middle of May, when plants begin to grow
where the boughs admit any light. This

prevents thawing and freezing when we
have an early spring, which however is not

usually the case.

An important advantage of this treatment
consists in the fact of its retarding the bloom
until after the late frosts, thus producing
late fruit, which is an advantage here. We
commenced to pick, last season, about July
5th, and continued nearly three weeks. As
probably wild Strawberries never grow
larger or more abundant than in this

county, especially as the farms are new;
these berries come into the market so plen-

tifully that we strive to keep back the culti-

vated fruit until the wild is gone. A profit-

able business for us is raising late Straw-
berries for the Boston market. We grow

mostly Sharpless and Manchester, which do
not have an insect enemy, as is also the case

with the Raspberry and Blackberry. Mulch-
ing is not specially essential, as the snow
generally comes on in November and re-

mains until the middle or last of April, the
ground freezing but little, often not any.

The Currant Wor.m and its Enemy.
We are well stocked with Currant worms,
but are in hopes to soon be rid of them, as
there has appeared a bug in the nursery,

somewhat larger than and resembling a
Raspberry bug. This bug approaches the
Currant worm, darts its proboscis into its

hea<l and soon sucks it dry, leaving only the

skin. This to me, new bug, has in some
adjoining localities kept the worm in check
the past season, no insecticides being used.

On Some Insects and Insecticides.

lExtr(U-tn from Bulletin No, 1, Division of Ento-
mology, U. S. Dept., of Agriculture.]

Eaii Celeste for Rose Beetle. It is

reported by Col. A. W. Pearson, of New
Jersey, that Eau Celeste, a simple solution

of sulphate copper with ammonia, has
proven not only a remedy for Grape mildew,
but al.so ridded the vines of Rose beetles

which were so numerous as to threaten the

entire destruction of both fruit and foliage.

Kerosene Emulsion for Cabbage
Worms. As soon as the butterfly (Picris

rapcc) appeared,! prepared for him. Not hav-
ing milk, in making the solution, I substi-

tuted common soap-suds, and at dusk show-
ered the enemies, (using one gallon of the
mixtivre to 13 gallons of water) upon the
plants through a coarse-spouted watering
pot. The victory was complete, partly ow-
ing perhaps to the prompt and early use of

the remedy.—Frank E. Anderson.
Privet Web Worm. The best remedy,

and one that suggests itself, is trimming the
hedge infested, when the young caterpillars

are noticeable, sometime in June. The
shoots cut off should be removed at once
and burned, else the worms will find the
plants again. Applications of the various
insecticides will also prove effective, applied
in a powerful spray, because of their protects

ing web.
Lime and Tobacco for Currant Worm.

Last summer I found the Currant worm
(Nematus vmtriconts) had attacked one
side of the Currant and Gooseberry bushes,

I sprinkled the foliage, then applied a com-
pound of two parts unslacked lime and one
part tobacco dust. This killed every worm
by one application.—N. M. Firor.

A New Pear Enemy in Oregon. A
snout beetle (Araqnom-UK ijriseus) is said by
R. S. Wallace, of Oregon, to have been des-

tructive on young Pear trees, after having
spoiled the fruit of older trees. This beetle

has never before been known to be injur-

ious, and nothing is known of its breeding
habits. We would advise spraying the trees

with a solution of Paris green or London
purple, one pound of either of these poisons

to 100 gallons of water.

Buckwheat vs. Cut Worms. Every,
where cut worms are plentiful, but on half

an acre where there was turned under a crop

of Buckwheat, the land is free from them
while adjoining plats are being overrun.

—

Zimmer Bros., Alabama.
Canker Worms. Both birds, especially

the black-polled chickadee or titmouse, and
the chickens destroy great quantities, but
not overcoming them so, I used London
purple, though it may also kill fowls and
birds.—W. S. Newton, Kansas.
The Garden Web-Woum Reappears.

In Kansas the garden web-worm (Eurycreon
rantalts) has again appeared, and is eating

Pigweed, Sweet Potatoes and Cabbage.
Spraying with London purple or Paris green
solution will likely prove effective.
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Some Additional Articles for the
Home and the Garden.

Steam Egg Poacher. (337)—We believe every

one likes to have their eggs poached. Here is a

utensil that housekeepers will prize, for it renders

the difficult process of egg- poaching a most easy

one. The Poacher with parts separated is shown
in the engraving, Five eggs are taken at a time.

The cooking is done mainly by steam arising from
the water in the pan. The eggs may be trans-

ferred to toast or a plate without breaking, and

iilii

Double Bladed Mincing Knife. (For one
name. See Premium 228.)

Railroad Dinner Pail.
(See Prfmiiim 229.)

they are of uniform shape and inviting appear-

ance. A single trial will convince all that this

article has a place in every kitchen. One com-

plete Poacher made of the best retinned ware

given for a single new name and 20 cents addi-

tional. Price 90 cents. Receiver paying express

charges whether sent as a premium or purchased.

Improved Adjustable Mincing Knife. (328;—

This two bladed Chopping Knife has the merit of

being double adjustable, that is, it can be opened

for cleaning and sharpening as shown in the

engra\-ing, while for use the blades are brought

closely together side by side, thus cutting rapidly.

There is nothing about it to get out of order.

Made of the best east steel with black enameled

wood handle. Given for one new
name; postage paid. Price 40 cents

each, post-paid.

A Complete Dinner Pail. (239)—

This is known as the Railroad Din-

ner Pail. It has two main compart-
ments, besides an ample receptacle

for coffee or other liquids for drink

and a cup. The cover is hinged. Its

length is 8!4 inches, its height %
inches. Such a pail would often come
in use. Given for one new name
and 35 cents. Price $1.00, receiver

paj'ing express charges, whether
send as a premium or purchased.

Enterprise Coffee and Spice Hill.

(330)— It is weU-known that ground
Coffee and Spices are largely adul-

terated, while if the housekeeper
does her own grinding in an ordinary
mill, often poor enough, there is a
large wastage through inferious

work. These considerations have in-

duced us to offer a Family Mill of the most perfect
description as a premium. It is all iron except
the grinding part which is a hard chilled metal,
warranted equal to steel. It grinds fast and
even, and is regulated by a thumb screw. Can
be clamped instantly to a table or bench, or may
be attached permanently to a shelf. Given for
one new name and 30 cts. Value $1.35. By ex-
press only, charges to be paid by receiver.

Press and Strainer. (231)—This is a recent and

cup has another, the two being hinged together

at one end. Works very easily and rapidly. Given
for one new name. Price 65 cts., post-paid.

Patent Beclining Backer. (232)—in recent

years there has sprung up for parlor use, a great

demand for what are known as "Patent Rockers"
in which the old-fashioned rockers are done
away. These new rockers are both easier and
handsomer than the old style. The present one
embodies all features of the best patent rockers
made, and in addition by a simple contrivance

the back may be made to recline at

any desired angle, after the manner
shown in the engraving. By this

means together with a moveable foot

rest extension, the chair is instantly

convertable into oiie of the most
comfortable reclining chairs to be
imagined, suitable for taking one's

ease, or as a reading chair, or as the

perfect invalid's chair. It can also be
converted into a comfortable couch
for sleeping. All the changes involved
are made by turning a knob while one

is occupying the chair. The back can again be
brought forward to an upright position or to any
angle at will. The foot rest has legs which are

turned out of sight in the engra\ing, and this

when detached with legs down is a handsome
Ottoman for general use, 19 inches square. The
writer has had one of these chairs in use for

several months, and is so favorably impressed
with its comfort and beauty as a parlor piece (or

pieces he should say), that he is glad to be able to

offer it to all readers on the favorable terms
here named. One complete chair as illustrated,

the woodwork of li4 inch stuff, fully upholstered,

with Japanese and curled hair, spring in back,

seat and foot rest, covered with extra quality Of

a few years ago, would have been thought unat-
tainable in an instrument costing even several
times the price we can offer this at. It has tt

condensing lense, which other toy lanterns gen-
erally have not, making a larger and clearer
picture. Each lantern has 12 slides with four to six
pictures, also a comic one and one Kaleidoscope.
The sUdes are covered or double glass, so that

Bone, Shell, and Com Mill. (See Premium 241 .

1

very simple invention, offered for pressing out
fruit, vegetables, etc., and for mashing potatoes.
A metal cup with a screen bottom, and sides
has one handle attached, and a plunger to fit the

Steam Egg Poacher. (For one new name and 30 cents oddifionai.

Se« Premium 227.)

Mohair or SUk Plush, (any color, or with Leather,
Nickel Plate attachments, given for fifteen new
names and $16.00 additional, or for thirty-eight

new names. Price $30.00. Freight to be paid by
the receiver. (333)—A similar chair in all re-

spects to the above, except that their are no
springs used in upholstering, and one grade
cheaper of plush is used in covering, ' or a fine

quality of cretonne or tapestry may
be substituted if desired) will be given
for ten new names and $13 additional,

or for thirty new names. Price $20.00

Freight to be paid by the receiver.

Lawn Tennis. (234)—This is a re-

cent game that has attained to im-
mense popularity since it was first

introduced. On city lawns it has
nearly superceded all other lawn
games. In almost every place of con-
siderable size also there are nc>w

Tennis clubs which have Tennis
^rnunds. The e(iui|)ments are neces-
sarialy much more e.xpensive than of

('ro(iuet,but our terms for a good set

are so favorable no one need be with-
out one. The set consisting of four
Regulation Balls, four Regulation
Rackets; Net 37 feet long by four
feet high; Poles, lines, and runners,
mallet, book of instructions, complete
in box, given for eight new names
and $5.00, or seventeen new names.
Price $13.00. Packing 30 cents. By express only

;

charges to be paid by receiver.

German Magic Lantern. (235)-The itistrument

we offer has been imported from Germany, and

Family Meat Chopper. (Foronf new name and 50
cents. See Premium 36, page VIII.)

the pictures cannot be damaged by cleaning.
Given complete for three new names and 30 cents.
Price $2..50. Postage and packing 30 cents when
sent as a premium or purchased. Extra slides

from 50 cents to $6.1X1 per dozen, several pictures
on each slide. A magic lantern affords the means
of giving first-class evening entertainments
either in the home or a public room.

A Beal Steamboat. (336)-Thi8 little boat is made
of brass, and is but nine inches long. It has hori-
zontal boiler and oscillating cylinder. Its rudder
can be set to guide it straight ahead or within

the compass of a tub of water. It

will go for about 30 minutes with
one filling of water. It is a per-
fectly safe toy in every respect.

Given for two new names. Price
$1..50. Postage and packing 30 cents
when sent as a premium or bought.

Self-Inking Printing-press and
Outfit., (237) — This is a perfect
printing outfit weighing 30 pounds,
and suitable for printing small jobs,

such as cards, envelopes, etc. It

will print a card 2J.^x4 inches. As
the type is ordinary metal type, it

wlU be seen that unlike the rubber
stamp described, the type is suita-

ble for regular job work, to be set

up and distributed at will. Many
boys earn a good deal of extra

money with such presses. It carries

two inking rollers and re^'olving ink
disks, and works to a charm. The
handle is beautifully nickel plated.

Besides the two fonts of type, the outfit includes

ink, furniture, and .50 cards. Given for six new
names and $4.50 additional, or for fourteen new
names. Price $10.00. Freight charges to be paid

by the receiver.

The People's Syringe. (338)—No family can

safely be without a good rubber Syringe. Itis*

the only effective yet mild relief for a number of

The Peopte'i (Given complete in boJ.'for
See Premium USS.)

new name.

represents a combination of good qualities, that,

distressing pains, and may save life. In procuring

an article of this kind one should accept only the

best. Ours is made by the celebrated Goodyeai-

Rubber Co., of the best white rubber, and has

two adjustable pipes which fit to the end of the



POPULAR GARDENING
AND FRUIT GROWING.

"AOOVaX NOT NATURE, SBE HATH DONE HEB PAST; DO THOV BUT THIATB. "-Milton.

Vol. IV. X)Ec:E3]s^cB:E3ia, isss. No. 3.

Now comes on the wintrj' bllKht;

Ami the stilly earth is white
With the blowing of the Lilies of the snow;

Once it was red
Witli the Roses summer shed,

But the Roses fled with summer long ago.
We sung a merry tune,

In the jolly n\onth of .June,

And we danced adown the garden in the light;
Now December's come.
And our hearts are dark and dumb.

As we huddle o'er the embers here tonight.

—R. R. Stoddard.

The charming Pissards Purple Plum yields
fruit an inch in diameter and quite edible.

Wateioielons to the number of over seven
and a half million is said to have been the
Georgia crop this last season, with a value of a
million and a half of dollars.

Take Notice Florists. It is now well known
that under some conditions, wood, if contined in

a heat that is but little more intense than that of
boiling: water may ignite. Looli to the wood near
your hot water pijies.

For Ton Also, HoRTictrLTCRiSTS. Congress
having accepted the invitation of the French
Republic to take part in an International E.\po-
sition to be held in Paris next year, has directed
Commissioner of Agriculture, N. J. Coleman, to
collect and prepare suitable specimens of the
agricultural productions of the several States
and Territories for exhibition at said Exposi-
tion. A special division has been organized in
the Department for this purpose and agents
have been appointed to collect specimens. Agri-
culture furnishes four-fifths of our exports, and
it Is to our interest to be creditably represented
at the great Exposition at Paris, which will
attract countless visitors from all countries of
the world. In view of these facts all cultivators
are cordially invited to co-operate by every means
in their power with the agents appointed. The
Department of Agriculture would be pleased to
hear from any one and to get their views as to
the most approiiinate products of any section.

Fast Bcdders in Texas. Out brethren in
the South have become considerably worked up
concerning what constitutes fast budding, and
as t<5 who is the fastest budder in Te.xas. It seems
that one Ramsey, through the Texas Journal of
Horticulture, claimed to be the champion Texan
budder, but the exact claim he made is not at our
command. This was met in the last issue of that
paper by one nurseryman who biings forward a
young man, T. A. HilUird, as able to outdistance
Ramsiiy . H is daily task, between sometime after
sunrise and before sundown, is said to be the set-
ting of 2,200 to 2,4.50 buds. He cuts his own bud
sticks from the orchard and preiJares the buds
but does not tie them. He is paid $3.00 per
thousand for all buds that take and there is but
little failure. Another fast budder challenges
Mr. Ramsey to a trial of speed in budding, being
willing to put up any sum from g.50 to $300
against the other man. It will be seen that Mr.
Ramsey has his hands full in establishing
his claims.and the country at large not yet heard
from. Who knows but we shall yet have regular
budding matches and budding teams starting up
in all sections of the country. Look out, Texas

!

On Pruning the Early Harvest
Blackberry.

JAMES H. BITER, BRmoEVILLE. DEL.

First we find them very peculiar regard-
ing fruit buds. Some seasons they have
them along the limbs to the main stalk;

other seasons only near tlie tips of limbs.
In the latter case, early trimming leads to

cutting oflf the fruiting buds so there is

little or nothing left to fruit.

To overcome this difficulty, we have
adopted the method of pruning after the
blossom buds begin to make their appear-
ance, just as soon as we can discern which
are blossoms. Under this method we have
not failed to have a crop, but previously had
two decided failures; at one time having
cut the fruiting buds all off, and the other
time left too many of them.
To have this variety at its best care should

be taken not to leave too many fruit buds
on, as the value of the crop is reduced by so
doing, for they will not ripen early. When
too much fruit was left on one season the
bulk of our crop did not get ripe until the
la.st of August, and 1st of September. We
have noticed that the first year's fruiting of

this variety is nearest the tips, while the
second year it is down the stalk.

For a good, early crop, we leave three or
four laterals on each limb. This, we find,

gives us a profitable crop. Perhaps some
would think they had cut all the crop ofT by
so doing, but we get plenty of berries, and
pick them all within a week after commenc-
ing, and are about done when Wilson's
Early begins, or at least we stop then. This
past season we made all our money from
the Early Harvest, and did it before Wil-
son's came in, for Wilson's did not pay
much, and Early Harvest did not sell for less

than ten cents per quart in Philadelphia.

disc will be impressed on the retina of the
eye with the color for which you are seek-
ing; in the above instance the impression
wiU be green, if the disc is painted green
the subjective color will appear as red.

It is only successful as an experiment
with those who are not "color blind;" in
fact this is a test of the presence or absence
of the organ of "color," a physical organ of
the mind, which cannot be distinguished
outwardly. This law of "light" is written
upon every conceivable thing in the uni-
verse, both natural and spii-itual.

The Law of Light in

Colors.
Combining

w, T. ALAN, MERCER CO., PA.

There are three colors that constitute the
primary colors of light. They are yellow,
red and blue, all other colors are but shades
or combinations of these three; if this is

once understood and retained in the mind
it will solve all questions of combination of
color in floral arrangements. When you
have any certain color and wish to know-
its "subjective" color think of what the
other two colors would be if mixed and you
have the color necessary for the combination
to form "light."

Suppose for instance you have a border of
yellow Coleus and you wish to know what
will be suitable next it; we mix the other
two colors together and it gives us purple,
so purple Asters or Lobelia will be the sub-
jective color. Suppose, however, we have
Orange (a combination of yellow and red)
then the subjective color is of course blue.
This law of color is stamped on the human

mind, is in fact a part of our very being,
and should the memory fail in regard to

this combination of colors, it may be tested
thus ; supposing you have red as a color
for which you are seeking a suitable com-
bination. You cut out a round piece of
cardboard and paint it red, then with a pin
stick it on a white wall in a room well
lighted by the sun, then seat yourself a few
feet from this disc and closing one eye gaze
with the other steadily for about one minute
on the red cardboard, then cover the head
with a dark cloth and the exact form of the

Horticulture at the Ohio Centennial
Exposition.

The praises have been loucl for the grand
horticultural exhibit made at the Exposi-
tion lately held at Cfilumbus, Ohio, to com-
memorate the centennial of the state. No
other such exhibit of fruits, vegetables and
flowers had ever before been brought
togetlier within the boundaries of that
commonwealth. Almost every fruit that
could be grown in the country, north or
south, was represented, and large numbers
of plants that were grown in greenhouses.
The counties vied with each other in the

extent and beauty of the exhibits made. Of
these there were seventeen, viz.: from Mont-
gomery, Muskingum, Stark, Belmont,
Wayne, Wood, Lorain, Morgan, Lake,
Clark, Marion, Van Wert, Lucas, Ottawa,
Ross, Miami, and Franklin ; each contain-
ing two hundred plates or more of the
choicest fruits.

As may be understood, the awarding of
the four premiums was no easy matter, and
among the crowds of visitors there were not
a few who—with no present responsibility
resting upon them—felt sure they could
have made a better award.
The first examination for premiums

(there were two others, at intervals, later)

resulted as follows : Best, Clark county

;

second best. Lake ; third best, Muskingum
;

fourth best, Ross.

Owing to the unaccountable vacation of
tlie curculio the present season, the exhibit
of Plums was remarkable. Grapes were also
in abimdant supply, and there were more
Pears than might be expected, considering
the short crop. Peaches were also plentiftU

and Apples in endless disjilay. Van Wert
county exhibited the most very large Ap-
ples and had a fine show otherwise.

The departments allotted to the Ohio
Agricultural College and Experiment Sta-

tion were extensive and well filled and gave
ample evidence of skilful and well-directed

labor. Besides improved implements of

different kinds they had a very attractive

collection of vegetables, grains, grasses,

mounted insects, insecticides, etc., and Po-

tatoes in almost endle.ss variety, including

many entirely new. Among the latter were
two, named respectively Mrs. Foraker and
Governor Foraker, which certainly have
never been surpassed in beautiful appear-

ance, and the quality is understood to be of

unusual excellence.

Livingston Bros., the well-known seeds-

men and originators of new Tomatoes, had
a fine exhibit of Onions, Melons, and other

vegetables; seeds of all kinds,Tomatoes. etc.
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The plant department contained a most
interesting collection of Palms, Bananas,

Ferns, Caladiums, Geraniums, besides nu-

merous other fine exotics.

The Southern California exhibit, which
had a building all to Itself, contained

Messrs. Parsons «fe Sons, of Flushing, N. Y.,

another Japan species, S. Japonica, which
attracted much attention. This species is

described as having small biit exquisitely

formed flowers. It may be remarked that

the Messrs. Parsons are the only American
nurserymen we know of

who catalogue our native

Stuartias. All are decidu-

ous shrubs which in a suit-

able latitude succeed in or-

dinary good garden soil,

not appearing very partic-

ular as to situation,though
a moderately sunny posi-

tion suits them best.

A NEW JAPAN STUARTIA (Stitdrtta psCMfio-CameHlO.

Pears, Melons, Grapes, Onions, Figs, etc., of

enormous size, and Corn twenty feet high.

The Stuartias. Why so Neglected?
The Stuartias must be classed among the

flowering shrubs native to America, which,

like our native Azaleas, Rhododendrons and
some others, are more popular abroad than

at home. It is an illustration in the horti-

cultural world of the scriptural proverb that

a " prophet" is not without honor except in

his own land. In the hope that we may
draw fresh attention to the genus, we this

month present an illustration re-engraved

from the English .Journal of Horticulture,

of a far-fetched Stuartia, namely, the Cam-
ellia-like Stuartia (Stuartkt pseudo-Cumel-

Ua) which is a native of Japan. Our much
prized shrubs like Weigelia, Deutzia and
Syringia, are natives of Japan and other

Asiatic countries; perhaps a Stuartia from
the same distant regions will also be more
popular than our natives.

The Stuartias native of America are hand-

some shrubs that abound in the woods and
along streams in the highlands of Virginia

and Kentucky, and from there southward
to Florida. It will be observed therefore

that they are shrubs for Southern gardens
rather than for the North. Still in the var-

ious catalogues at hand from nurseries in

the Southern States we do not find the Stuar-

tias included. There are two species, S. Vir-

ginica and S. pentagyna, both of which have
large white or creamy white saucer-shaped

flowers in .July, with rich green ovate leaves,

and constitute really attractive shrubs that

when in flower are hard to excel.

The beautiful Asiatic addition to the class

which we illustrate, proves to be as hardy
as our own species—it is hoped that fvirther

trial will show it to be even more so. This,

when shown at the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety's meeting in London last summer, re-

ceived recognition from the plant committee
in the shape of a first class certificate. Sev-

eral years ago there was exhibited by

Horizontal Training
of Vines.

A correspondent of the

New York Tribune says

that each added year's ex-

perience convinces him
further of the superiority

of the horizontal training

for vines; and he states

that he is gradually sub-

stituting flat trellis for

erect ones,and prefer them
of good height — seven
feet or over.

The thrip, he remarks,
has become a pest with
him, and as the flies shel-

ter on the under side of

the leaves they can readily

be drenched to death by
using a syringe or force

pump. Water alone is ser-

viceable, but the addition

of some kerosene emulsion
makes it very effective.

Tlie Grapes hanging free under the screen

of foliage attain full perfection, and are

more readily bagged, if their best quality

and preservation are especially desired, or

if left unbagged they are less liable to injury

by birds than on erect trellis. The canes

should be well separated and tied down
close to the rods, which should be far enough
apart to allow of head and shoulders rising

through for convenience of pruning, etc., if

the bower be wide.

For a single long row of vineyard vines a

trellis need not be over three feet wide.

One of the most useful positions for such a

bower is an awning or screen for lower win-

dows and back doors, to shade the lower

story of a house on the sunny side. There

is always abundant
fertility and moisture

for the vines to gather

up, and they ripen

more perfectly under
the reflection of heat

from the walls; and,

as their leaves are con-

tinually Inhaling
moisture copiously,

one always feels an
agreeable coolness
under a wide luxuri-

ant Grape arbor, even
on the hottest days.

Such an arbor can
readily be made a

handsome extention

of the lower portion

of a house, while hor-

izontal training may come in play in various

other ways.

and as it is designed to replant the ground
with this variety, your present vine-

yard tells you plainly that it is good enough
as it is. Additional drainage might help it

for other varieties, but the expense might
be greater^than theretum, and unless espe-

cially good prices are realized, one would
hardly be justified in incurring it.

As to my former article on this subject in

this paper, my advice was questioned and
characterized as injudicious by two other

correspondents, so our readers must con-

sider the pros and cons and decide for them-
selves. My commendation of the plan, or

advical if it can be so called, was based on
practice. A few years ago when I began
to entertain the idea of planting my vine-

yard for profit, the only ground I had was
already planted to Standard and Dwarf
Pears and Peaches, not very unlike yours
as to slope. The rows of trees were 2.5 feet

apart and the trees 1.5 feet apart in the rows,
running north and south. Between these

rows I planted two row^ of vines and one
vine alternately in the tree rows between
them. The Peach trees and some of the
Dwarf Pears failed and have been removed
and a vine put in their places. All of the
Standards and some of the Dwarfs still re-

main and are four to six inches in diameter
of trunk. Thus the vines are seven and
one-half feet from the trees in the tree rows
and a little over eight feet in the vine rows.

I have yet to see any serious effects on the
vines from the presence of the trees. I

have as poor vines in the vine rows as in

the tree rows and vice versa. It would
hardly be possible for all vines in a vine-

yard to be equally strong and vigorous,
even if there were no trees in it. I have
this season taken 20 to 25 lbs. of Grapes
from a vine within eight feet of a Pear tree

15 to 20 feet in height, which satisfies me,
(though when I planted the vines, theory
made me doubt the wisdom of the practice)

that practice is ahead.
In .J. W. H.'s case I would not advise

more than one row of vines between the
tree rows. I think this will be found better

and more profitable in the long run than to

plant two rows as proposed.

Supporting Gladiolus and Similar
Plants When in Bloom.

Our correspondent. "Sister Gracious"
says she would like to know the best way
of securing a Gladiolus, so that its brittle

stalks will not bend or break either by the

wind or brushing against them. She has

Ans.Crapes and Pears Together,
to Inquiry No. 1,014-.

E. WILLIAMS, ESSEX CO., N. J.

While Grapes are generally considered to

do best on dry, well drained soil, as they do
not like wet feet, your Concords tell a very

different story so far as they are concerned;

Supporting Gladiolus and Like TaM Plants, when in Bloom.

tried tying them singly, but made awkward
work of it, and trying to fasten them to one

stake makes too much string in sight, and
not enough plant to look well.

Then our correspondent goes on to give

a description and a pen sketch of an excel-

lent method for securing these plants that

is m use near her own home. It is in one

of the large gardens of D. M. Ferry & Co.,

of Detroit, Mich. The Gladiolus were
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planted in rows, perhaps eight feet long,

a strong stake was placed at each end, and

a small rope wound in and out as in the

Illustration.

If any reader knows of a better way than

this tor managing such plants we would

like to have them report it in these columns.

On the Cultivation of Celery.
MANSFIELD MILTON. MAHONING CO., O.

The culture of Celery svithin the last

decade has been greatly siniplifled. Instead

of being planted
with the niiuiure

placed in the bot-

tom of the trench,

it is now planted

on the surface after

the manure is

thoroughly incor-
porated with the
soil, the same as

we do in general

vegetable and fruit

growing,
Stautixg the

Plants. The seeds

of Celery being very

small require the

seed-bed to be well

pulverized before
sowing. A position

sheltered from cut-

ting winds and not

too much exposed
to the hot sun is the

best for the seed-

bed. Thoroughly
incorporate in the

soil a heavy appli-

cation of well rot-

ted barnyard dung,
making the earth's Pii'i: <i'<'"i Cck'-ies: Ooldeii

surface as smooth as possible, and if of a

very retentive nature a good mixture of

sand and muck or leaf mould should be used.

The surface of the soil once in good condi-

tion, sow carefully in shallow drills, beating

along the row with the back of a spade,

making the soil firm and compact around
the seeds in order to insure vegetation. I

find where it is practical that a shading

from evergreen boughs placed on the bed
insures a more rapid vegetation than when
left entirely exposed.

As soon as the seedlings can be seen, stir

the surface of the soil to prevent all weeds
starting and to encourage a rapid growth
of the young Celery plants. Should the

weather be dry, water sufficiently to wet the

soil to the very ends of the roots.

In late and northerly locations, where
ground cannot be worked much before the

first of May for early Celery, it is necessary

to start the seeds in a nearly spent hotbed,

and transplant as soon as the plants get

large enough to handle; where only a few
dozens of plants are wanted, they could be
raised by sowing the seeds in a box and
transplanting, when large enough, in some
sheltered corner where the soil has been
previously well prepared.

Preparing the Soil. There is no use

trying to grow a paying crop without

heavily manuring with well rotted manure
thoroughly mixed with the soil. The plan

I adopt with my Celery groimd is to first

plow in a good heavy coating of manure,
then I apply another coating of thoroughly

rotted manure on the surface, harrow and
cultivate to perfection before planting the

crop. No half-way measure with tliis crop

is allowed.

Setting out the Plants. In preparing

the plants for setting out, about a week
before planting I go over the seed bed and

cut the tops of the leaves off, then, if possi-

ble, select a cloudy day, dig up the plants

and set them out within as short a time as

possililefor the roots to be out of the ground.

When planting, care should be taken to

pack the soil llrinly around the roots.

Unless this is done new roots cannot be

readily formed. The distance apart for the

r<iws depends a good deal upon the variety

planted. The self-bleaching kinds can be

Iilanted as close as S\i to 4 feet, while in

order to get sufficient soil to bleach the

green kinds a distance of f> feet is neces-

sary. The self-bleachiug kinds require,

however, soil placed around the plants the

Dirarf, Wliitr S'lUil, Hniileivn

same as the green kinds

good flavor. They do not require as much,
it being only necessary" to keep the leaves

upright and close together.

To insure a rapid growth the ground
between the rows should be well worked
and not a single weed allowed to appear.

Thorough, but not deep cultivation, after

the plants have made a good growth, will

carry them through a dry period better

than watering unless sufficient can be given

them to soak the soil around the roots.

Drawing soil up around the plants for the

purpose of blanching them should not be

done until they have made a good strong

growth. If started too early it retards the

growth and during hot weather rust is apt

to appear upon early banked-up Celery.

What is wanted for early use should be

banked nearly to the end of the leaves, but

what is wanted late should only have suffi-

cient soil put up against the plants to keep
them m an upright position. Celery should

only be handled when dry, for when wet it is

liable to rust.

Storage. Celery should be stored for

winter before it has received frost severe

enough to injure the leaves. \Miile it will

endure a good sharp frost without getting-

killed outright it only takes a few degrees

to injure the leaves sufficiently to prevent

their keeping well. Where large quantities

are stored, cellars for the purpose should be

used; these should be so constructed that

on all good days plenty of air can be given

to prevent damping and rotting of the

leaves, and still moist enough to keep the

plants in a good, healthy, condition. A
temperature not to exceed 40" should be

uniformly maintained.

Celer>' can also be kept in trenches suc-

cessfully. These should be dug in some
place where the water can drain off freely;

they should be about eighteen inches wide
and deep enough to allow the top of the

plants to be below the surface of the soil

when packed. When packing the plants

place them as close together as possible

without bruising them. Place over the

trenches boards, on the top of which can be

placed straw or leaves sufficient to keep out

frost. I keep a good many thousands in this

way every year, sometimes to the middle of

April. Hats and mice are frequently de-

structive in these trenches by cutting and
eating the Celery. In small quantities it

can be packed in boxes close together, with
sand or soil placed over and under the roots,

the boxes stored in

a cool part of the

cellar, and care

taken that the
plants do not get

too dry, but at the

same time use care
in not wetting the
foliage as it causes

decay. A great con-

venience in water-

ing the roots of
Celery stored in

boxes is to have a

few holes near the

bottom on the sides,

into which thewater

can be poured with-

out wetting the foli-

age, a watering-can
being a handy arti-

cle for this purpose.

Marketing. In

different sections of

the country differ-

ent methods are

adopted in putting
Celery up for mar-
ket. With us and
through most of the

Half-Dwarf, Large Rilibed, nimliin Marhet. West it is put up in

to give them a bunches of one dozen or half dozen heads

:

sometimes when it is poor we often see from
fifteen to eighteen heads tied together and
sold for what they will bring Good
Celery, well trimmed and well cleaned, put

up in bunches of twelve heads, always com-
mand a good price in all cities of any size,

especially in manufacturing cities; but

poorly blanched or rusty Celery is always
at a discount.

In cleaning Celery we strip off all outside

leaves, then cut the root off, leaving the

base in a pointed form; this is more at-

tractive than when cut straight across. We
iise a brush with long bristles when wash-
ing, being always careful to have it thor-

oughly cleaned. In tying we use two strings,

one near the base and one near enough to

the top to keep the leaf stalks straight.

Varieties. There are a great many va-

rieties of Celery in cultivation;thedwarf and
half-dwarf kinds being the most suitable

for general culture. They are generally

conceded to be of better flavor and of easier

cultivation than the tall kinds.

Hendcrson'f Half-Diiurf is a standard

Celery and probably one of the best flavored

in cultivation. It has a strong, compact
habit and is a good winter keeper.

(ioJrhn Dwarf is one of the best keepers
during winter. I have kept this variety as

late as May in good condition. Its flavor is

good, nutty and crisp.

Tl'/iitc Solid can be grown to a large size

and is one of the most solid growing kinds.

Lanjc Ribbed is a strong grower, of good
flavor, when not grown too fast, but w-hen
fed too strongly with liquid manure, is

liable to be soft and the stalks hollow.
Boxtiin Market is still largely grown by

market gardeners in the east. It is a re-

markably fine flavored, nutty variety. It is

one of the very best white Celeries.

Wliitr Pluiiir. The introduction of this

renuirkable variety was a new era in Celery
culture, and Mr, Henderson, had he only
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been the means of introducing this alone,

outsirle of liis many other acquisitions, de-

serves a lasting fame among market gar-

deners and all others interested in Celery
culture. The second year of its introduc-

tion I grew 15,000 plants of it and since then
have grown but few of any other. It costs

me less to have it ready for market and it

commands a better price than any other.

It, however, requires to bring it to perfec-

tion, the best of cultivation and an abund-
ance of thoroughly decomposed manure.
No variety rusts worse in half decayed or
fresh manure, but where suitable culture

is given larger profits can be obtained
from it than any other. While it gets white
in the stalks without earthing it is not
nearly so well flavored as when blanched
by being "handled" and soil drawn up
against it. It takes only a short time to get

sufficiently blanched to be fit for use; there-

fore, where a succession is required it should
be attended to accordingly. It can be kept
to the middle of April, if it be stored before
any soil has been drawn up against it. I

tie it up about a week before storing, which
gives it an erect shape and makes it more
easy to store. It requires to be kept in a low
temperature to keep long.

Horticultural Notes by Samuel
Miller.

To grow fruit successfully in ahy country
where dry summers are the rule, some
plan of irrigation seems absolutely neces-
sary. I never was more convinced of this

than at the present season. May and early

part of .Tune was unusually dry, and all

manner of fruits seemed to be at a stand-
still, so that it looked gloomy for a crop.

Then came spells of warm, rainy weather
in succession. In those ten days the fruit

grew more than in four weeks previously,

and soon gave a promise of the finest crop
had for many years.

Give me water enough, easily applied, and
I don't care much for insect, pests, or any-
thing else, to grow fruit successfully. Dur-
ing that rainy spell the curculios, which I

had been fighting all along, held a recess.

In fact, when it rains every day I don't
think their eggs amount to anything. But
I have digressed. The question is: How are
we to accomplish this water affair? That
there is rain fall enough in this latitude in

the year to supply all wants there is no
doubt; but four fifths of it passes oft' on the
surface and goes to the sewers. Terracing
and dams are the only plans. Build little

dams in the ravines, and whenever possible
make terraces, even if narrow; they will

reta.in the rain water and let it go into the
ground, leaving its fertilizing matter in the
soil, instead of running off and taking the
best soil with it.

I have land here of the very best for

growing fruit, that must and shall be pro-
tected in some way. The hills are being
washed ofif, so that it will require deeper
plowing and more manure to keep it up.
I have, before now, run to the garden with
a spade .just before a heavy thunder gust,
and dug holes, here and there in places, over
a pretty good patch. When the rain was over
all these holes were full of water, and none
of the earth washed away; while, where it

was not done, quite an amount was washed
out. To terrace, a man need not get a sur-
veyor, but can do the leveling with the aid of
a carpenter's or mason's level.

PEACHES FROM STONES.

Any one who has Hale's Early Peaches
and will plant the stones, stands a fair

chance of getting one half of them as early
and as good as the Amiden. Such has been
my experience with more than lOU trees,

all of which have been washed out by the
Missouri river. Some were superior in

quality to Amiden, and fully as large. One
tree, yet standing, within one foot of the
river bank, ten feet perpendicular, bears
the largest early Peaches we ever raised;

one half of the fruit would fall into the

river it not gathered. This Peach I shall

bud, as it is a perfect beauty along with its

great size and good quality. Whether a
man who has plenty of fruit for his family,
friends, and strangers, could make much
money or not out of such Peaches I do not
know, but he certainly can have a great
deal of pleasure in growing them. There is

not a poor family in this whole neighbor,
hood who need be in want of fruit if they
apply to me. Those who can pay for it

must do so. To give children, or those who
cannot grow or pay for them, a lot of good
Peaches, many of whom have not seen a
Peach before, does me as much good as to

eat them myself.

If plenty of fruit and flowers don't help
to make people happy I don't know what
will. I work sixteen hours a day, yet would
not exchange with a Vanderbilt or Gould
if I had to take their cares, with their

wealth, and be deprived of tilling the soil.

KASPBERRIES.

This fruit grows to perfection here so tar

as the varieties can be relied upon. Black
Caps come first; Centennial, and Souhegan,
earliest and about the same time; both pro-

ductive and good size. The Centennial is

still my favorite, as the canes are not so

vilely thorny, and the fruit is sweeter, as
also finer in flavor. Close on these comes
the noble Hopkins, a match for either, and
in my opinion as valuable as any other
Black Cap that we have. Mammoth Clus-
ter is coming on also, with Gregg to wind
up. I still have a few of the Senecas, but
they have been set aside by the newer ones,

yet it is well worth having.
Of Reds, my collection is not large. Tur-

ner conies first and best to my taste. Cuth-
bert is only half hardy, and never has given
us half a crop, while Marlborough is a
failure. Crimson Beauty, Scarlet .June,

and Staymans No. 3 are everbearing, but not
suitable for extensive planting for market.
But the berry for general purposes is the

Schaffer; while not of the best flavor to

most tastes, it is good, and cannot be beat
for size and productiveness. Plant vigor-

ous, and should be planted further apart
than others; a week later. Just now the

bees are taking the Schaffers as fast as they
get ripe, but they are welcome. My sons
got 30 gallons of honey a few days ago..

THE GARBER PEAR.

It now turns out that the Pear that I have
been fruiting under the name of Cocklin's

Hybrid, is in reality the Garber. The latter, a
much larger and better Pear than theCock-
lin. Those who have received grafts of it

from me are not cheated, but only wrong in

name. The original grafts were sent me by
Mr. Garber, the originator of it, but as his

eyesight failed, in his latter years, he made
the mistake, having both varieties growing
on his grounds.

That this Pear deserves extensive trial I

am sure. It seems to be free from blight,

as La Conte, budded on to it, have suc-

cumbed to the blight, and have been sawed
oft close to the stem of the tree while the

main tree has not a sign of the disease.

The tree is a rampant grower, with dark
shining foliage, that I can see glitter in the

sunshine from two miles off on a hill. The
fruit is of the largest size; golden yellow;

quality good, and has a quince flavor that

no other Pear that I know of has.

MELONS AGAIN.

After trying some six varieties of the new
and old ones, it seems that in point of

quality, none of boasted ones are better

than some that we had for many years.
First and foremost comes the Orange for
home use, but it is no commercial Melon,
as it will not stand rough handling. Next
in quality comes Hungarian Honey, which
last season did not please me. This season
it is excellent; is not large but easily grown
to fifteen pounds; round as a cannon ball;

red flesh; very sweet, and with the smallest
and finest seed of any Melon I know.
Green and Gold, while not quite a good as

represented, is undoubtedly the handsomest
thing of the kind that ever graced a table.

Landreth's Extra Early (an early strain of
Phinney's) is a solid rinded excellent one,
and would ship well. Reid's of Georgia is

a fine large Melon of good quality. Maule's
Early Ripe—this gave us a big crop, and is a
pale green, large and fine looking, but the
poorest in quality of any Melon I ever grew.
Some pretty intelligent people don't seem

to know how to eat a Melon. They bring
them to the table at the beginning of the
repast, cut in slices crossways, and by the
time one is ready to eat of them they have
lost that freshness so pleasant in this fruit.

In my home the Melon is not seen until all

are ready for it, when it is brought from its

cool retreat, cut in slices lengthwise and
divided among the party at once. Our
usual plan is to tackle them an hour or two
after dinner.

If I did state that a Melon should be fresh
cut when to be eaten, there is a way in

which a part of a Melon can be kept for a
day or two without suffering; when it is

too large too be eaten at one time. Cut
straight through crossways, then set it on a
plate with the cut side down it must be flat

however, then pour half an inch of fresh
water into the dish to exclude the air. It

will be found all right 24 hours after.

The Paragon Chestnut.

The engraving of a group of Chestnuts,
that appears annexed, represents the exact
size of some specimens of this fruit which
recently reached our table. As compared
with the ordinary sweet Chestnuts that
grow on the Popular Gardening Farm,
these specimens were three times the size

of the former. Three of the large fellows
occupied a single burr; it is said that in some
cases the burrs contain four full sized nuts.
The Chestnut to which reference is had is

known as the Paragon, and the stock is in

the hands of H. M. Engle & Son, of Marietta,
Pa., for dissemination. These gentlemen
received their first tree some twelve years
ago from an amateur in Pennsylvania
under the supposition that it was an Ameri-
can seedling. The best authorities agree
however, that it is not American, or at least

not a pure American variety,hence the name
"Great American" which at first was given
to it has very properly been dropped, and
the present name given instead.

That it is a foreign kind would seem to be
indicated by its large size, for it is a mark
of the foreign sorts from Japan and Spain
that they are very large as compared with
the American Chestnut. These foreigners
are moreover coarse in texture and lack the
full sweetness of our own, in which respect

the variety now under consideration is not
altogether an exception, although it is said

to be much superior to the average Japan
or Spanish Chestnut.
Whether this sort will prove hardy as far

north as the native species has not yet been
determined. A tree of it will be planted at

"Woodbanks" early next spring. It is said

never to have suftered in the least from
cold in south-eastern Pennsylvania where
it has been the longest in cultivation. In
general it is safe to say of this variety that

so far as it has been tested it has proven to

be as good as can reasonably be desired in
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regard to hardiness, vigor, quality, and
early and regular liearing. Its dissemina-
tors report that none of their bearing trees

have had off years thus tar, while if it has a
fault it is that of a tendency to overbear.

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to ichich all a re in rited to send notes of

experience and observation concerning topics that re-

centlu have been treated on in this Journal. Many
such contributions monthly would be weleome.

How TO Make Kerosene Emui.sion. I see
kerosene emulsion recommended frequently in

Popular Gardenino as an insecti-

cide. It is a splendid tiling when
properly made and apjilied, but a great
many horticulturists do not know
how to make it or to what it may be
applied with benefit. My way of mak-
ing it is as follows: Take eight pints

kerosene, four pints water and one
half pound of hard soap—whale oil

soap preferred—boil the soap in two
pints of water until it is all dissolved,

then take it awa.v from the Are and
add the remainder of the water and the
oil; agitatedit in such a manner that

it will become thoroughly emulsified

—I use a Nixon force pump for this

purpose, also in applj'ing it: pump it

back into the vessel from which it is

drawn for a few minutes until it takes
on the granular appearance of butter
about '*to come." When made this

wa.v you will have no trouble from
the oil and water separating. Dilute
this mixture from seven to ten times
before using and you will have no
trouble from its burning the foliage.

Kerosene emulsion ma5' be used with
good results on aU smooth bodied
worms, and on moths and butterflies,

etc., but is of little account in destroying beetles.

1 can especially recommend its use on Peaches,

Pears, Cabbage, and all kinds of berry bushes
when the fruit is advanced to a point where it

would be unsafe to use London purple or Paris

green. Where it is safe to use London purple I

consider it superior to Paris green or kerosene
emulsion as a cheap and reliable insecticide.—

J. O. Alwood, of U. S. Divrisiim of Kntomology.

The Gandt Prize Strawberry. Concern-
ing the remarks in the October number regard-
ing the Strawberry Carmichael being six to ten
days later than the Gandy, I wish to say that as

it originated with me some five or six years ago,
the first plants beingsold in the spring of '87 no
one could have fruited it successfully except,dur-
ing the one season of '88 (a very dry one in Ohio).

The statement referred to as coming from Rock-
ingham Co., N. H., that the grower gathered
quite a lot of nice looking berries of Carmichael
on July 20th, indicates that marketable quantites
of that variety were about exhausted for the
season. That was far north where berries should
be several weeks later than in southern New
Jersey, where I picked fine Gaudy's Prize as late

as Jul,v 19th, and quarts of them on July 10th,

and sent them to market on July 1st. I will

place Gandy with any varieity grown for market,
Jessie and Carmichael included, side by side,

treated the same, and get more net cash from
itthanfroraanyof thencwersorts.—O. S. Oandy,
Cumherland Co., N. J.

Commercial Fertilizers ob Stable Manure.
Uepeated trials on my soil, a stony loam, has
shown scarcely any noticeable effect from com-
mercial manures, probabl.v owing to the literal

use of stable manure, but on sandy loam in this

neighborhood good results have been obtained
from guano and otherfertilizers. on Onions and
Grapes especially.— jD. N. Long, Erie Co.^N. F.

The National Flower. Suggestions as to

what shall Ix? America's national plant or flower

are made on all sides. California would like the
jolly Sun flower, and this idea is not to be sneezed

at. Does not this sun loving flower flourish from
Maine to California. Is it not both useful and
ornamental, a medicine and a fuelV But we
don't like the idea generally. Now I propose the
Onion, it, too, flourishes everywhere; the small
silver kind could make up quite prettily with
pink or blue ribbons for the young girls to wear,
and they grow in ail sizes. They have regular
two pounders in California; think what an ener-

getic symbol for a political cami)aign. A conven-
tion of howling delegates each with a big (.)niou

in his buttonhole would bean exceedingly strong
affair; its influence would stretch far and wide.
Some one suggests the Tobacco plant, as America
is its native coimtry. Half the population alread.^

use it, sticking out of their mouths, (a* stulling

their no-^es. The women could wear its rather
prctt.v flowers f(tr coi-sage bouquets; Ainci-icans

are noted fc^r their excessive use of it, in the way
of cigars, etc. They might offer as an excuse that
it wasour national emblem; perhaps so considered

it would cease to be a nuisance.—^'iV-^^rr (iracinus.

White Huckleberries. White Hucklel)er-

ries are without doubt what might be termed a

rare fruit, but not to the extent indicated in the

* •>.t>.V* NS; i.

PARAGON CHESTNUTS. SHOWN NATURAL SIZE.

paragraph in the November issue from the New
York Sun, although the patch at East Knob, Pa.

is more extensive than an.v of which we have
any knowledge. The White Huckleberry also

grows to quite a little extent in the town of

Mansfield in this state, also in one of the towns
of Massachusetts the name of which has escaped
our memory, and we have also seen numbers of

them in other places but of which we made no note

at the time. The Huckleberry has become one
of the desirable small fruits, the only detraction

from it being the tendency to greatly discolor

the mouth in its being eaten, either in its raw or

cooked state. The white berries that we have
seen are of good size, possess the same rich

flavor that is chai'acteristie of the black fruit,

but are of a pearly white, being tinged upon the

sides exposed to the sun, with a pinkish liue. It

is believed that there are difficulties in the way
of the general i>ropagation or cultivation of the

Huckleberry; if this is erroneous or could be
removed and the white variety could be more
largely increased, it would be quite desirable.

It seems as though some attempt should be made
to bring the fruit into more general ctiltivation

if it is among the possibilities. The Huckleberr.v
seems to have a sort of native habitat and can-

not be easily disturbed.—ITm. H. Tueman, Tol-

land Co., Ct.

Pruning the Grape. Notwithstanding all

that is said and written on the subject of prun-
ing the Grape, the majorit.v of experienced
growers think that no one particular time is any
better than another, and this is proven by a few
of the knowing ones, of whom some prune in the

faU, others in the winter or spring, but all with
tile same result. There are some who profess to

believe in pruning early for wood and late for

fruit, yet who only in part carry it out, as their

desire fftr fruit is so strong that they prime late

always; yet have plenty of wood.—J. H. Tryon.

Fruit Pheservino w^TH Salicylk; Acid.
This being re(;ommended for preser\ing cider.

I wish to give the following on the use of salicyl-

ic acid for other fruits, according to experi-
ments by Dr. V. Von Heyden, of Dresden, who
advises the use of not more than two teaspo(Hi-

fuls (one drachm of the acid crystals) to three
pounds of fruit, berries so treated having kept
over a year, no sugar iK'ing used, the jars being
covered with paper saturated with a sfjiution of

the same; such paper may be used to wrap about
raw fruit, which will preserve it for some h?ngtli

of time. For every hundred pounds of fruit, in

marmalade, and (ttlier manufactured preserves,

two ounces are needed, in Germany and some

other countries, its use is on the increase, but
in France its use has been forbidden.—Kem?c.

Wood Lilies. Noting the favor with which
.vou regard hardy native iierennial plants, I wish
to call attention to the White Wcjod Lily,(7'n7/iiim

{fraiuUllin'um , which is one of the most singular

and Ixautiful of all hardy plants. It grows from
six inches to one foot higii, an*l, when in good
health, each stem bears a lovel.v wliite, three-

petaled flower, fairei* than the White Lily, and
almost as large when the plant is strong. It

thrives under almost any kind of treatment, and
becomes a free-growing herb of goodly sizx;

in a shady, peaty border in the open air. If

placed in a sunny, exposed position,

the large, soft green leaves are not

sufficiently developed, and conse-
quently the plant fails to become
strong. Deprest-ed shady nooks in the
rock garden or hardy fernery will

suit it admirably. It is now sold

cheaply. There are several other spe-

cies in cultivation—T. atropurpur-
eum, erythrocarpiim, sessile, and
Pendulum, none of them equal to T.

grandiflorum, but some are pretty,

and all are interesting.— C. Gram/cr.
Fall Plowino to Kill Cut

Worms. That is good advice N.Y. L.

gives in the October issue, on getting

rid of garden pests by fall working
the soil, and especially in the way of

destroying the cut worms, for hard
frost is one of the sure remedies, but
even then to be effective the worm
must be turned up to the surface so
the frost can get a fair chance; if this

is done but few will escape, and cer-
^"* tainly not if the land, early as possi-

ble in the spring, is cross-plowed, giv-

ing the frost a second chance. No fear

need then be felt about putting in

any kind of crops.—K. E. S.

On THE Sale of Pears, I find on looking over
the condensed statement of the sale of Pears last

year, given on page 24", that in a few instances the

printer has reversed my meaning, and possibly it

may be well briefly to correct the errors:- 1 am
made to say that Flemish Beauty and Vergileau
were so excellent in quality that they were re-

served for home use. It so happened that they
were not up to the average, although good. It

was the Bosc that was so excellent that it was
not put on the market. In another place I am
made to say that the Seckel sold well for "its sur-
passing beauty of appearance," which remark
will hardly apply to so unattractive a Pear as the
Seckel. These errors are hardly worth correcting,

yet might possibly lead some person into mistake.
—J. J. Tliomas, Cayuga Co., iV. I".

Fruit Sorting. Apropos of the recent illus-

tration of a canvas bott<jmed fruit sorter, an
orchardist of a quarter of a century's experience,
Mr. Seth Fenner, of Erie Co., N. Y. uses one
quite similar, having the sides converging some-
what more, down to a canvas bottom, and not
having the attachment for running into the bar-
rel. On the subject of packing Apples, Mr. Fen-
ner expresses the opinion that filling the middle
of the barrel with low grade fruit is the "mean-
est business in the world."—E. E. S.

Pruning Raspberries. I lost fifty bushels of
Kaspberries this season by trimming off the ends
of the laterals when they were about 1.5 inches
long the season before, thinking thereby to
thicken up the bushes and get more lierries, but
it checked the growth so that nearl.\- half of the
canes died by spring. Hows adjoining that were
not so trimmed bore a full croi). Moral—"Let
well enough alone."

—

A, W. y.
House Plants and Consumption. I have

latelj' read in the paper, of a physician's i-ecom-
mending the cultivation of house plants to those
of his consumptive patients who lacked strength
or means for travel. He did this believing that
the e.vhalation from growing plants so purifies

and oxygenizes the air as to arrest the tendency
to lung iliseases, if taken in time. I do not know
how true this i.s, but it coincides .so entirely with
my own theory that the presence of jilant life in

a house promotes the health of the occupants,
that 1 am quite ready to bi'lieve it. .An instance,
when a florist's wife regained health by leaving
the kitchen to hired help and spending her time
in the greenhouse, hius come uncler my own ob-
ser\ation. It is now generallj- adniitt^>d by all

intelUgent observei-s, that an atmosphere where
plants cannot flourish contains some elements
for human life.—J. R. Gardiner, Lake Co., O.
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Notes from my Vineyard.
E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

The season last year was about a week
or ten days earlier than this year; crops of

all sorts, Grapes included, have been ten

days to two weeks late in ripening. This

gives a basis of judgment as to the average

time of ripening of different varieties. Last

year I picked Lady Grapes on the 30th of

August, this year they were ripe about
September .5th. Last year Worden was ripe

September 1.5th on arbors, where this year it

is not fully ripe October 5th. But when
well trimmed and open it was ripe this year

September 10th. Lady in reality should be

put down as ripening in this latitude about

the first of September.
I propose to give a few notes of some of

the best sorts out of sixty varieties which I

am fruiting. The increase of really fine sorts

has been remarkable for the last few years;

and out of my sixty sorts I should not like

to part with at least twenty five or thirty.

Agawam is a fine, large Grape rather late for

the Red Rt>gers varieties, and quite inclined to

scattering bunches under ordinary treatment.

SaUm is a finer Grape every way, ripening about
September 10th in this latitude. Findley is still

better, but not always sure of setting fine bunches
as the blossom is not perfect, ripens September
5th. Massasoii is a trifle later, and not quit« so

pure a quality, but is extra good.
Of the Black Rogers I should by all odds select

Berbert as the noblest, it ripens September
15th, and will keep till December or January.
Wilder, Barry, and ilfcrrimae are not unlike, and
about equally good. I shoidd find it hard to

choose, but think I should prefer on all accounts
the Merrimae. My favorite of all Rogers Grapes
is No. 30. It ripens about September 15th, is a
light red, very handsome, prolific, and keeps
nicely. It is a meaty, tender Grape, and while
not highly flavored is very pure. Moore's Early is

ripe before September, and sometimes gives a
fair crop, but is not generally a good cropper.
Worden comes soon after and is one of the best

Grapes at all points ever grown. It is an enor-
mous bearer of fine bunches, very sweet as soon
as colored, in that unlike t'oiicord, as well as

ten days earlier than ('(Hicord. I omitted among
the Hogcra to name Gaertner, one of the best and
earliest. It should not be omitted in a list of a
dozen, a handsome large berry and bunch.
Of the white Grapes, not one is finer all in all

for show, quahty and proUfic bearing than
Duchess, it is a marvel of beauty. Lady is earlier

and the very acme of quality, but I cannot get
good crops from it; ripens about September 1st.

Moore'i! Diamond I think is the equal of Lady
in quality, and nearly as gooti otherwise as

Dtichess. Lady Washinyton gives me superb
bunches,but is too ]ate,ripening this year October
5th. No Grape in this latitude that fails to ripen
before October can get its real character and
sweetnes.s. Prentiss is a failure every way,
it is tender, not a good bearer, bunches only
medium, and flavor very moderate. Jessica is a
miserable fraud; those who have praised it have
left out the important facts that it is not only
small but half seeds, and the flavor is in no way
comparable to Lady, Duvlicss, and Diamond.
Niagara is a magnificent grower, bearer and
bunch. It is not quite first-class in quality, and
is late; but not later than September 20th.

Jefferson is a superb Grape in bunch and
quality, light red in color; and comes almost to
the ideal, only itis too late for some 5'ears, about
October .'jth this year; generally September 25th.

Of all delicious Grapes of course we rank lona
about fli-st, one of the best three or four. But
lona is too late tor vineyards and is too tender,
but instead of lona we have its progeny Bright-
on, a Grape of Grapes. With me it bears su-
perbly, giving large bunches of large berries and
every berry a sack of wine, ripens aU along from
September 1st to September 30th. Early Victor
will do for a few \ines, its compact little black
bunches are ripe with Moore's Early just after
Lady, and are sweet. I would not plant many
either for profit or table. Poughkeepsie Red is

good enough, but no reason for planting it

beside the Delaware. Ulster Prolific is of fair
quality, small bunches, red, and not very desir-
able. Vergcimes is better than the last two, and
a good keeper, but I do not see any reason for
planting many of the Wnes. Oreins' Uolden is

the handsomest yellow Grape I have seen. It is

howe\'er very sour; which is too bad, it bears well,

fine bunches, and large berries, and so hand-
some. Pocklington is another golden sort, and I

lilie it better every year. It is a large compact
bunch, ripe about September 20th to 25th, bears
hea\ily, and pleases everybody. Quality some
years better than others. Oreins'' No. 7, a little

nuisance, no quality, no size all seeds. Golden
Gem really a nice little Grape, small, but so

good you can afford it room. Hayes, I have not
had enough fruit from to make sure of it; but I

think it is not over praised. It is good in

quality, grows fairly and is a good sized bunch.
Martha is a very sweet Grape, and when fully

ripe, of fine quality, it bears enormously of fine

bunches, ripens about September 25tb. Aiignst

Gia7it is an astounding grower and the quality is

better than I expected. I recommend this Grape
as a hardy rampant grower to cover arbors,

rocks, out buildings, etc. Diana, all old Grape
growers understand. It is a soUd fine bunch of

good, but peculiar flavored berries, and a very
excellent keeper, it does not ripen till last of
September and often not then. Empire State is

an admirable grower, prolific, fine bunch, me-
dium sized Grape; and no matter what is said, it

is only medium quality, but it is one of the best

late white Grapes. Goethe is a a fine Grape if you
can thoroughly ripen it, light red. This and
Rogei'S No. 30 are most Uke hot-house fruits of
any of the Rogers Grapes, but I would not plant
it except below the line of New York City.

Among the best of the list, place, for white,
Moore's Diamond and Dichess; for medium,
Ma/rtha and Hayes; for late, Niagara, Empire
State, and Pocklington. In black Grapes take
for early, Wmdcn; for medium, ITiWer, Barry, or
Meinmac, or all of them; for late, Herbert. For
red Grapes take for early, Brighton and Lind-
ley; for medium, Salem and Gaettner; for late,

Rogers 30 and possibly Agawam.
There is no excuse for planting any more Cxtn-

coi-ds, Hartfords, Champions, Ives, Cottage, or Isa-

bellas, unless as a winter Grape, or Rebecca a poor
grower. Of Eaton I cannot speak as I have not
grown it; of Witt I have high expectations.

Woodruff Red is, I think, a humbug if my vines
are true to name.
Plant Grapes I say. It is the healthiest fruit

in the world. For yield it is the Banana of the
North. Cover your barns with them, your out-
buildings, fences, rocks, stone walls, stone fences,
and then have a small vineyard. Grow to wires,
two wires fastened to poles, about six feet high.
If you grow but one vine take the Worden, it

will take care of itself as well as the Concord.

Vines That Lack Vigor.
D. S. MARVIN, JEFFER.SON CO., N. Y.

Looking over some Croton and Duchess
vines this morning, has reminded me to

record for others my experience with these
and some other varieties. I have retained
for my own use a few of these two sorts,

because of their fine, delicious fruit, and
good keeping qualities for winter.

The early spring was propitious, and the
vines started vigorously, but there was some
drouth at blossoming time, and neither
variety had strength enough in the filament
of the stamens to push off the petals, there-

fore, there was failure to fertilize the ovules,

and the vines have no fruit upon them. I

shall dig them up, for this is more or less

their condition the majority of seasons, there
is too great a preponderence of V.vinifcra
in their make up.

Some of our own native varieties are also

too feeble for general cultivation, but not
always for the same reason. Lady is one of

these, always a feeble grower here, never
bearing enough fruit to repay its cultivation.

In and in breeding appears to be the reason
for its failure. Pocklington has the same
fault but not so marked; in rich soil and
while young If not allowed to overbear, it

usually does well.

While Cottage is vigorous enough, yet
there is some defect in its reproductive
organs, apparently deficiency of pollen,

which makes it likewise an unprofitable
sort. And while Hayes seems better in

quality than other seedlings of Concord, it

too lacks vigor of vine here. Miner's Vic-

toria is more showy in fruit, but the vine is

feeble, while Worden and Brighton are both
vigorous and reliable here.

The Apple Tree of the Future in the
North.

J. L. BUDD, IOWA AORICULTmiAL COLLEGE.

The suggestion of Mr. Wier, in regard to

the proper method of top-working the Apple,

is valuable. But his experience as to rela-

tive hardiness of root grafts and top-worked
trees of green varieties at Lacon, 111.,

nearly 100 miles south of the 43d parallel,

will hardly warrant the idea that top-work-
ing will be the one thing needed to make
old varieties profitable on, or north of, the
43d parallel west of Lake Michigan.
With an experience of over thirty years

near the 43d parallel, in central Iowa, and
an intimate acquaintance with the fruits

and fruit growers of northern Iowa, I have
reached conclusions that differ from his.

Top-working does not materially benefit

varieties liable to disease of the foliage in

our dry, interior climate, nor varieties liable

to kill from the top downward. Our close

observers need not be told that leaf troubles

have usually preceded our loss of many
varieties of the Apple of the grade of hardi-

ness of Ben Davis and early Richmond
Cherry, and that top-working such sorts

will not save them.
Again, varieties liable to kill down from

the top, even where they have retained per-

fect foliage, such as the Peach, the Chicasa
Plums, the Chinese Pears, and the .Jonathan

and Dominie Apples, are not materially

benefited by top-working.

Varieties liable to stem injury, but with
good foliage, and wood not liable to be in-

jured at the top, are benefited by working
on hardy stocks. Fameuse, Grime's Golden,
Roman Stem, and Willow, are examples of

this kind. But stocks cannot be selected at

random. All our experience and observation

favors the idea that winter sorts worked on
varieties as early as Duchess and Wliitney's

No. 20, ripen their fruit prematurely. We
have seen Grime's Golden and Ben Davis
on Duchess stocks that dropped their fruit

in a mellow condition by the middle of

September.
South of the 42d parallel, Gros Pomler

has proven a good stock. North of this line,

the best available stocks we have are those

of the Hibernal, Recumbent, and Silken

Leaf, but I know of no winter variety of the

old list hardy enough to work on profitably,

except the Roman Stem, and that will not
stand up to the 43d parallel.

How the Chicago Gardeners Gather
and Keep Onions.

Relatingto thissubject the Prairie Farmer
gives the following account:

"The Onion crops, one of the great market
and shipping crops of gardens in the vicinity

of Chicago, bid fair so far to produce a full

yield. Onions are pulled as soon as the tops

begin to turn, and thrown into windrows,
where they are left to dry down. If there

is much rain the winrows must be stirred

out occasionally. When dry enough so the

tops will rub of easily, and when perfectly

free from dew, they are freed from the tops

and placed under cover, thinly on racks,

where they become fully seasoned. Some
growers place them first in piles, to sweat
slightly. This assists in drying out. They
are also sometimes seasoned by laying in

long ventilated piles in the fields, being
covered with hay and mats to protect fully

from rain. If to be sold in the local market
this seasoning and hardening is not needed.

To keep through the winter they may be
kept on slatted racks, one above the other

in layers not more than six inches thick.

The place where they are kept must be dry,
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well ventilated, and as near the freezing

point as possible, since the bulbs will sprout
at about 45°. They are successfully kept
near Chicago, by heaping them in long
piles just before freezing weather, covering
them with almost six inches of earth and
letting the frost enter. When frozen, litter

Is heaped over the earth to keep the frost in.

If allowed to remain thus until the frost is

drawn out naturally in the spring, the
Onions will come out intact and perfect,

but will not keep long after removal.

Some Vital Points in Vegetable
Culture.

BY L. F. ABBOTT, ANDRESCOGOIN CO., MAINE.

In the growing of vegetables I am satis-

fled that one of the greatest errors is over
crowding. The mistaken notion is enter-

tained by many persons, that the quantity

of a crop is increased by closely growing
or planting. On the contrary, both in weight
and quality, the crop of all vegetables to

be as large as the nature of the ground
planted permits, will be found to increase

in proportion, as sufficient space is afforded

for the proper tillage of the ground during
the growth, and for the admission of the

requisite influence and circulation of light

and air.

Another great impediment to success in

the production of fine vegetables Is the lack

of due attention to the proper tillage of the

ground. While I do not fully concur with
the teaching of old Jethro Tull that tillage is

manure, yet I do admit that oftentimes bet-

ter crops and more satisfactory returns in

first-class vegetables might be realized,

with less expenditure of fertilizers and a
more lavish expenditure of elbow grease.

Nothing can supercede the advantages ac-

cruing from deep culture, and while this is

true of all, or nearly all crops that farmers
cultivate, it is most emphatically true of

garden crops.

Good drainage is another requisite to grow
satisfactory crops of vegetables. Plants

nor trees can thrive at their best with cold

feet. A hea\'y clotted, soggy soil is unfitted

for growing anything except Cranberries

and Chickweed.
A proper rotation of crops upon the gar-

den soil is a matter for consideration. Ma-
nure should be given to those plants above
ground, as the Cabbage tribe. Peas, Beans,
Potatoes—the latter is not properly a root

—

and similar vegetables, and these followed

by root crops, as Carrots, Parsnips, etc.

Experience seems to favor the practice of

continuing the Onion crop year after year

on the same spot.

Those who are experienced cultivators

have no need of these suggestions, but few
who are not so will not be easily convinced

of the importance, until by direct experience

they are satisfied of their value and truth.

Matthew Crawford's Hints on Small
Fruit Growing—Work for Women.
This well-known horticulturist of long ex-

perience in small fruit raising, is well quali-

fied to instruct those who are about to start

in the culture of fruit, and he is especially

sanguine of the place women will eventu-

ally hold in this work.

The first thing required, according to a
recent statement from his pen in the Chau-
tauqua Farm and Vineyard, is to post up on
the work. Study your facilities, your land,

capital, nearness to market, and ability to

obtain needed help. Secure the control of

some good land. It costs as much to pre-

pare and cultivate poor land as rich, and
the profits are little or nothing.

Plant but few varieties, and only such as

generally succeed. You can well afford to

do without those new kinds that are "des-

tined to supercede all others." Be more

practical than theoretical. Be more ready
to believe what you see than what you hear.

Take some good horticultural papers, and
read them attentively. Join a horticultural
society if there is one within your reach.

Do your work well, for both profit and sat-

isfaction come from a little well'done, rather
than a large plantation grown in a slipshod
manner. Sell no poor berries, as they will

injure your credit more than they are worth.
Use them, or give them to those who have
none, and cannot afford to buy.
Keep your plants growing during the

growing season, but injure no roots in culti-

vating, for while plants make their own re-

pairs, they should be better employed. The
force expended in healing a broken root

might be more profitably used in building
up the plant or storing away nourishment
for the next crop of fruit.

All the berry plants do best on land that

is rich, moist,—not wet,—and cool. With-
out richness there is nothing to make fruit

of. Without moisture to dissolve the food

in the soil it is unavailable, for all plant

food is taken up in solution. Without a
comparatively cool soil the plants cannot
remain healthy. Each plant should have
plenty of room, and no other roots should
be allowed to rob it of food and moisture.

The surface of the soil must be kept loose

by stirring or mulching, so as to admit air

to the roots, for they cannot live without it.

As a plant can make its wants known only

by signs, whoever is most faithful in sup-

plying the wants will succeed best.

Each plant set out is an independent es-

tablishment, and if not hindered will go
steadily on doing the work appointed to it

by nature,—gathering its food, and chang-
ing the raw material, by means of the rain,

the sunshine and the atmosphere, into deli-

cious fruit. It is the fruit grower's province

to see that all the conditions are favorable,

so that their returns wiU be in exact pro-

portion to his judgment and thoroughness
in this respect.

Here knowledge is power, and this fact is

a strong reason for women ;taking up the

business of small fruit growing for market,
as there are few pursuits which offer more
advantages with fewer drawbacks. It is not
laborious neither does it reqiiire much capi-

tal, and fruit growers meet with less oppo-

sition than almost any other class, and next
to none from coarse or ignorant people.

Their protlucts generally meet with a ready
sale, and here for once, woman has an
equal chance with man. When she sends
fruit to market no one demands it for half

price because it was gro^vn by a woman.
There is not a single qualification needed
for the business of growing small fruits

that woman does not possess.

Fine fruit sells on its own merits, and a

good article is always in demand at a paying

price. No advertising is needed to sell it,

and no money is spent in building up a

trade. It can be grown in any part of the

country, and there is a market for it where-

every people live. The demand for fruit is

not based .simply upon its being delicious

and attractive, it is a real need. The human
system has a natural appetite for the coralii-

nation of acids and sugar that is found in

berries, and the market for direct fruit is

never overstocked.

Small fruit growers have another advan-
tage in the tact that their products come
into market in the summer, when people

have money and are liberal in spending it.

One reason for women being so generally

successful is that they attend to details.

They are in sympathy with their pets, and
learn their habits much sooner than men do.

As a rule they are not so ready to neglect

their work, and this is important in this

business where it is not hard work, nor the

ability to do hard work that makes fruit

growing successful; it is the heart work, the

real interest, the carefulness, the faithful-

ness, and the good judgment that are put
into the enterprise.

A Report on Raspberries in Canada.
Ked : Cuthbert has proved to be by far

the best with us. Though somewhat ten-

der, it has stood our severe climatic condi-
tions well, and proved itself to be prolific,

large, good color, firm, and of delicious

Havor. The .severe winter of 188(>-87 injured
many of the canes. It is somewhat late but
extends the time of berries, and is a variety

« hich should be found in every Kaspberry
plot. Growing side by side \vith the Phila-

delphia, an excellent opportunity is found
for comparison; and, as, from time to time
I have gone to the ground in the berry
season with visitors, I have always found
they soon judged in favor of this variety,

popiUar Ijoth for home and market use.

Philadelphia with us ranks second. It is

very prolific, hardy but not a firm berry,

and thus not so marketable. It makes a
fine show on the bush, but does not pick as

readily as the Cuthbert. It has rather a

poor color and ripens comparatively early.

Turner comes next, of good flavor but not
very firm berry, and consequently not a
good shipper; hardy, and seems as if it would
grow under adverse conditions better than
most varieties, but not an early berry. Her-
stine has not done much with us. Its bear-

ing season seems short; berry soft and canes
fairly hardy. Niagara has given a fine yield,

but late. Clarke is a large, bright, luscious

berry, but soft and not very prolific here;

canes tender. Highland Hardy is a small
bush, and a poor grower, tender with us,

killing down and bearing soft berries.

Brandywine has produced some fair crops,

but on the whole has done poorly. Thwack
has not fruited well.

Black: None have done remarkably well.

All have suffered considerably from our
cold seasons, many hills have died out com-
pletely. Davison's Thomless, though
killed badly, has proved to be a strong
grower and has furnished some good fruit.

Gregg is a little late in the season and has
also suffered, but has yielded a fine, large,

firm berry. Mammoth Cluster has killed

out very much; it is medium early. Saun-
ders' Hybrids have proved themselves to be
prolific; the berries are inclined to be soft,

a good flavor, but a very poor color; being a
cross between the red and black, they have
the color of neither the one nor of the other,

but a sort of moldy-like appearance. This
no doubt would affect their sale, but for

home use these berries are worthy of a good
place. They seem to possess the flavor of

black more than red berries.

White: Caroline has been fairly prolific

and comparatively hardy.

CONCLUSION'S: 1. We have been very suc-

cessful in obtaining a satisfactory yield

from red Raspberries, especially the flrst-

mentioned on the list.

'2. We are inclined to believe, that leaving

the old canes till spring aids in keeping the
snow about the hill, and thus serves as a
protection during tlie winter months.

3. Our climate is rather severe on black
varieties.

4. Ground for Raspberries should be well
drained and thoroughly cultivated.

.5. The best red varieties are: Cuthbert,
Philadelphia, and Turner; of black, Gregg,
Mammoth Cluster, and Saunders' Hybrid
(57); of white, the Caroline. These make up a
collection likely to do well in most places

in Ontario.

6. Farmers, with a little care and a small
amount of labor, might easily grow Rasp-
berries for home use, and thus save many a
toilsome tramp and weary hour to members
of their household, who strive to gather wild
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Raspberries from patches where fruit is

obtained under most adverse conditions.—

[Bulletin from the Guelph (Ont.) Agricul-

tural College.

Our English Cousins Air their Know-
ledge on Fruit Marketing.

At a recent conference of more than fifty

of the leading English fruit growers, held

in Sydenham, near London, the following

points were brought out as reported by the

Gardener's Chronicle. We also present

several illustrations of fruit pacliages

Pig. 1. Crate Complete tmth Trays.

recommended at this meeting. Fig. 1 show-
ing a case of trays for holding the fruit,

Fig. 3, one of the movable trays previous to

placing in the case.

Ignorance as regards packing and the con-

dition in which fruit should be marlteted
are the principal causes of loss to the fruit

grower. We frequently send it too ripe,

and make use of any package that may
come to hand, with little regard as to

whether it is too deep or too shallow, or is

otherwise suitable. Packing is an import-

ant factor in securing good prices; what is

the use of growing the best fruit in the

world if it be spoiled in transit '! Never
send fruit too ripe. Peaches and early

Pears especially should be packed hard, as

they travel better in that condition, and are

rarely used by the retailer for several days
alter purchasing. If possible, never send
fruit for Saturday's market, except small

fruits. Monday and Tuesday for the first

part of the week, Wednesday and Thursday
for the latter part. All fruit should be
sorted into bests and seconds, and in some
cases into thirds. There are always buyers

of first and other grades, but seldom of

mixed qualities.

Anyone could grow fruit if they had the

.
trees, land, and climate; but not everyone
could get the best price for it. "To put the

best side towards London," is very unfair

to the salesman and the customer in town.
This is the reason why many complaints
were made of certain growers receiving

poor prices.

But did the English fruit growers ever

trouble whether the fruit was bruised or

not? No; in nine cases out of ten all he
cared about was getting it off the trees and
into market, many times without consider-

ing which sort ouglit to go first. One grow-
er's packing wouUi make double the price

of another's if his mark had become known
as an honest packer. The French often

realized more for one ton of tlieir fruit than
English growers for two tons, because they

did not begrudge employing labor. Labor
would and must pay.

None but the finest fruit should be put in

the trays,(shown in Fig. 3). With respect to

marketing, fruit must be disposed of in the

most economical way, and also having
facilities for preserving fruit and vegetables

in superabundant seasons, besides, the sur-

plus left from each day's sales must be
utilized, for it is to this surplus that the

growers iu extended fruit cultivation must
look for the profit.

As regards Apple packing, it was said

that if English growers wished to compete
successfully with American fruit, more
attention must be paid to this matter.

Notes from the Germantovi^n. Pa.,
Nurseries.

VV. FALCONER, QUEENS CO., N. T.

If Professor Thomas Meehan were not so

great and good and esteemed a citizen the

City of Brotherly I>ove, no doubt would let

him stay home and mind his own business,

and not insist upon his presence in their big

town to mind theirs, But they have heaped
well deserved honors upon his head and
every gardener in broad America feels a
personal pride in the honors bestowed upon
Prof. Meehan, always our friend and
teacher. While I was rambling through
his nurseries the other day, he was sitting

in the Council, in Philadelphia, but his son

Thomas, and his brother Joseph were my ca-

pital companions. In an old established nur-

sery like this, and especially the home of a

botanist, we are sure to find many trees and
shrubs, and lesser plants not generally

grown in other nurseries. The following

notes are about some things I noticed.

Of Halesia Diptera. A bushy plant, lb

or 17 ft. high, on a sloping bank and closely

shelteretl by a clump of other trees, is now
bearing a cup of seed pods, and this for the

first time. Many evidences of tenderness
exist in the form of stubs of old kilied-back

branches. But if we cannot rely upon this

species, we find in the commoner and more
northern Snowdrop Tree, (H. tetraijtcra,) a
hardy and lovely flowering shrub tree.

The Supple-Jack, (Bcrckemia volubilis)

of the south also shows evidences of hard
battles with former winters, but as we have
many handsomer vines that are perfectly

hardy with us, we can well spare this deni-

zen of oiu- southern swamps.
Of Ilex monticola, I observed several

nice thrifty plants. This species is indige-

nous to the mountains of North Carolina

and behaves as if it were hardy enough
about Philadelphia and New York, at least

our plants on Long Island have survived

the winter unscratched. It is a deciduous

species and highly recommended by those

who have seen it in its mountain home.
The Gordonias. Handsome shrubs from

the Southern States. The Loblolly Bay
(G. Liisian-

thus) bloom-
ed this year
for the first

time in this

nursery. The
Frankllnia
(Q. pubes-
censj has sev-

eral flowers

Fig. 2. Character of the Trays. Open nOW
(Oct. 31,) and that too on plants not over

two feet high. But at this time of the year

it is not the white blossom but the crimson

foliage of these Gordonias that is so attrac-

tive, and nothing now is brighter. But
Gordonias are rather tender in their youth

and require some nursing in the way of care

and shelter for tlie first few years.

The Russian Ivy, (Hedcra Tauricaj is a
pretty little Evergreen Ivy and said to be
perfectly hardy. It is running over a rock-

ery at the office door and climbing up a tree

near at hand.
Mr. Meehan has received a good many

complaints to the effect that the Weeping
Flowering Dogwood (Comitsflorida) is hard

to transplant successfully. Why should

there be more difficulty with it than with

the typical form I cannot see, for isn't it

grafted on the common species ? But I can
guess. In transplanting deciduous trees

and shrubs we should cut the tops well

// A/A/AA/A//
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had just cause of complaint if no variega-

tion at first occurred, but in this case the

variegation is a whim of the plant and can-

not be or has not yet been controlled by the

nurserymen, so this Viburnum should be

marked as one likely to produce some varie-

gated leaves. Perhaps it behaves differently

in California, but on Long Island,where we
have large old plants, the above is just how
it acts in this matter.

Indian Cherry {Rhamnuis CdroUniana).
"Now that's one of my favorite shrubs,"

remarked Mr. J. Meehan, "it is so pretty

when in fruit." True, it is a shrub or small

tree indigenous to Long Island, south and
west to Eastern Texas, but not much culti-

vated in gardens. But it well deserves to

be grown among our choice shrubs on ac-

count of the immense profusion of its small

but ornamental red and black fruit. Why,
in summer the bushes are covered all over

with small greenish flowers, and unripe and
ripe fruit at the same time. At the Arnold
Arboretum, at Boston last summer I saw
it in this condition and thought it was one

of the prettiest shrubs in that almost un-

equalled collection.

WiTcn-HAZEL {Hamamclis- Virtjinica).

Our woods hereabout are full of it and we
grow it in the garden, but at Mr. Meehan's
and Mr. Child's I saw it in a finer condition

as a garden shrub than I remember having

seen it elsewhere. The specimens were large,

broad-spreading at the top, dense, and not

at all lank and straggling as we so often

find it in its wild state. This is because

they had been pruned back a little in their

earlier years. It Is an odd shrub at this time

of year, (October and November), to be

covered with its modest yellow flowers which
come before the leaves fall and continue for

sometime after the plants are leafless.

Hardy Jasmines. The Naked-flowered

Jasmine (Jasminum nudiflorum) is grown
in limited quantity. If the people could only

see it when in full bloom and know what
a good thing it is, demand would soon in-

crease the supply. It is a deciduous species

of shrubby vine, and a native of China. Its

flowers are yellow and appear in great pro-

fusion along the leafless flexible branches

in earliest spring when the Snowdrops and
Crocuses are in bloom. The plant is fairly

hardy if in a sheltered place, and may be
trained to a pillar, trellis, or other support, or

allowed to spread over rockwork, or root-

work, or form a dense isolated bush-speci-

men as we often do with Fortune's Forsy thia.

Of thecommon White Jasmine (J. officinale)

Mr. Meehan had several small plants, and
which are quite thrifty. In the warmer
parts of Britain, also along all'Southern Eu-
rope, this is one of the commonest^of garden
plants, and is used as a vine, also clipped

in a warm, sheltered spot, slightly shaded
from bright sunshine, on well drained land,

and with a wmter mulching of dry Oak
leaves and some evergreen Spruce brandies,

1 am sure we can grow this Jasmine good
enough to bloom it well in the neighbor-

hood of New York. It is to the South wliat

the Mayflower is to the North.

Out Door Cellarfor Roots, etc.

CHARLES WILLIAMS, ORANGE CO.. N. Y.

Not having enough cellar room for my
root crops, two years ago I built an outside

Fig, 2. Open Air Root Cellar. Lengthtoise Section.

low for a garden edging as we sometimes cellar with
have Euoityinus radicans, and running
loose on rockwork. Its flowers are white
and appear from midsummer and later.

The species is indigenous to Persia and
Northern India. As I do not Itnow of any
large flowering plants of it growing out of
doors in the Northern States, I cannot say
how hardy it is. The Southern Jasmine
(Oclscmium .'icmperirirens) is gro\vn in con-
siderable quantity and it looks first rate,

but I am told it blooms very little. Now,

' Fig. 1. Cross btctioi of Ruut L\Uttt\

cellar, which possesses some advantages.

It holds all the Potatoes and other roots I

have to store. It is convenient to the house,

while all stench from decaying vegetables

is prevented from entering the dwelling, a

menace to health. It is easily fllled, it is

perfectly durable and with being banked
over and the soil coated with turf, it

presents not a bad appearance.

To give others an idea of the formation of

this cellar, I present some rude drawings
herewith. Figure 1 shows a cross sectional

view of the structure, Figure "2, a similar one

taken lengthwise. The letters in the two
illustrations refer to corresponding parts.

The main feature of this cellar is an exca-

vation three feet into the ground on a dry

site, the same being ten feet wide and forty

feet in length. The sides and roof are of

brick (stone would answer also) arched as

shown by Figure 1. Over the arch is a cover

of 30 inches of earth, the surface of which is

sodded. There is a storm house entrance

at one end through which access is had to

the interior.

In the Figures, A represents the floor,

being lower at the center where is a drain

L. The floor and drain are cemented, and
the latter is protected by a board walk. B
is the arched wall of brick. C is the first

room of the cellar, and which is furnished

with benches and shelves for storing milk,

fruit jars and the like. D D represent the

bin sections; the bins being to the out.side

of a central walk which extends through

the length of the cellar. E shows the cover

of earth, F the sod on top of it. G is the

storm house which protects the entrance.

H is an incline from the interior through
the inner door, I to the

outside entrance J;

this incline is made of

plank and admits of

readUy entering the

cellar with a wheel-
barrow. K is a boxed
opening, ha\'ing a
window and an outside

door, and is used as

a ventilator, for ad-

mitting light, and to

serve for filling the

roots as may be safely

L Is the drain before

such
handled over a clmte
referred to, and M the outlet to the same.
In the summer, a wire screen is placed on

the opening K, as well as a screen door
being provided at the regular entrance at

the other end. By having both doors and
the opening at K, the air in the cellar

changes place constantly, with good effect.

It is a fine milk room; nothing has ever
frozen in it. A cellar similar to this could
be made for much less first cost money than

this, by using studding and boards instead
of brick or stone for the sides and top. In
the long run the brick structiu-e would
be the cheapest and by far the most
satisfactory.

Keeping Garden Vegetables Fresh
the Year Round.

An exchange says : "Apples, Potatoes,
Cabbage, and sometimes Beets, Turnips,
and Parsnips, may be kept till spring,"
upon which the Country Gentleman com-
ments as follows :

This length of time will doubtless apply
to ordinary modes of storage in cellars, but
with suitable packing we find no difficulty

in keeping garden roots quite fresh the year
round. There is little difficulty in retaining
Potatoes in nearly as good a condition as
those freshly dug, provided the temperature
is kept .so low that they will not sprout or
grow, the skin being nearly impervious to
moisture so that they %vill not wilt.

Beets, Turnips, and especially Parsnips,
become withered and dry in a compara-
tively short time, and it is essential to imbed
hem in a suitable packing substance to
prevent the escape of moisture. Sawdust,
slightly damp (but not wet), answers an ex-
cellent purpose, provided it is placed in
boxes sufficiently small in size to prevent
heating. All the interstices between the
roots must be compactly filled. They
should then be kept in a cool cellar. Saw-
dust being an excellent non-conductor of
heat, a few degrees of frost in the cellar for
a few hours, during an excessively cold
snap, will not be likely to reach them. We
have kept garden Beets in this way through
the twelve months, and taken them out in
November apparently as fresh as the day
they were dug, although with some loss of
flavor.

Parsnips, which wither rapidly when
exposed to the air, may be kept fresh in
this way during winter, but those needed
for spring use should be left in the ground
where they grew, and taken out in the
spring for ready use, or else packed away
by the mode already described, for longer
keeping. They may be allowed to remain
in the ground a few weeks longer, if the
roots are not allowed to become exhausted
by the growing leaves,which is prevented by
cutting off the starting foliage rapidly with
a light hoe ground sharp on the grindstone.
Cabbage, intended for early use in winter

or for a few months, may be kept by a mode
somewhat similar, u.sing slightly damp
moss in.stead of sawdust, or the latter will
answer nearly as weU. Procure good sized
or long boxes, cover the bottom with two or
three inches of the moss, place a stratum of
the Cabbage heads regularly and compactly
on this layer, then having added another
layer of moss, proceed as before, till the box
is fllled. A quite low temperature for the
boxes is desirable, and some frost occasion-
ally will do no harm.
When moss is used for packing roots, it

answers a good purpose if rubbed or ground
rather flne'or pulverized. It may be neces-
sary during winter to examine the degree
of moisture, and if quite dry or likely to
become so, to apply more with a watering
pot, but not to drench them. It is e-ssential

to maintain a low temperature, to prevent
any danger from rotting.

fl63. Cracking of Pears. I have experimented
for some time with many remedies, and have
found it to be a disease attacking the young
wood, going from one tree to another until I

expet it will go over my whole orchard, The
best I have ever done was to cut off all last
year's growth, fruit buds too, and unless there is
left some that are cracking in the near vicinity,
wncn they come out fresh, the fruit will prove
healthy. This disease treated in dciiiirtmeut
report 1836, is confounded with Pear blight en-
tirely distinct.—P. H. Foote, Suffolk Co., JV^. Y.
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The Canadian Lily. It Deserves Bet-
ter of our Flower Lovers.

A love for novelty, or for whatever is far-

fetched, has often led American growers

away from that which, among our native

plants Is meritorious, to things far less so

from the nations of Europe or of the East.

A case in point is that of the remarkably
handsome native Lily known as the Cana-

dian Lily {Lilium Canadensis) of which an
engraving of the flowers is shown on this

page This Is a bulbous plant found native

to nearly all parts of our country and of

Canada, and which in the graceful habit of

its growth, and the beauty of its flowers,

stands among LOies simply matchless for

beauty. The plants grow from two to four

feet high, bearing on slender stems terminal

clusters of drooping, brown-spotted and
orange-colored flowers; varieties also bear

red(i. C. ritbrum) and yellow (i. C. flavum)
flowers.

The Lilies known as L. parvum, L. niti-

dum, and L. columbianum are somewhat
similar to the Canadian Lily and require

the same treatment.

The Canadian Lily is by no means diflBcult

to cultivate, the principal thing being to

plant its peculiar rhizomous bulbs in a com-
post abounding in vegetable fibre. In a situa-

tion that is always fairly moist, without

being soggy, and the roots after being

planted should not be disturbed, as then

they will gain in vigor every year. While
generally the soil should be quite largely of

peat, or some similar substance like decayed

turf, no strict rule can be laid down as it

is found doing well in an open loam in the

wild state, and has been also known to

naturalize well. A slightly shaded position

seems best for this Lily, but it must have
light enough to keep it in a thriving state.

The Canadian Lily flowers in late sum-
mer, and when in bold masses such as may
be seen more often in the gardens of Eu-
rope, than (be it said to our discredit) in those

of our own country, is very attractive.

Both it and the allied forms will make ele-

gant groups among choice shrubs in rich

beds. With such treatment we are often

able to get a second crop of bloom, as well

as a variety of forms from beds that other-

wise would have only a single lot of flowers

and rather unsightly plants. In this method
the shrubs should be kept from forming a
stiff solid mass, having them so grown
as rather to provide a shelter to the Lilies,

without doing them harm by excluding
the necessary light or preventing the devel-

opment of the flowers.

A Trio of Deserving Plants That are
Little Known.

W. E. EKDICOTT. NORFOLK CO., MASS.

Three genera, Gloriosa, Littonia, and San-
dersonla, are so much alike in many ways
that no person, however ignorant of botany,
could fail to perceive the relationship.

Gloriosa and Littonia, indeed, are almost
indistinguishable, except in flower and root.

They both make long rambling stems, set

with glossy, bright green leaves, the tips of

which are prolonged into tendrils, by which
the plant will climb up a string under the
roof of a greenhouse to the height of eight

or ten feet. Sandersonia has the same
glossy leaf, and might be taken for one of

the former, which had not advanced far

enough to begin to climb, which the San-
dersonia never does.

They are all showy plants and deserve
extensive cultivation. The tubers should be
potted, two or three in a five-inch pot, the end
of March. If the house be warm they start

in a few days; otherwise they remain dor-
mant for some time. When plants (Gloriosa
and Littonia) have reached a height of two
feet they begin to flower, and continue for a

long time. Sandersonia will blossom when
ten inches high; its full stature never ex-

ceeding two feet.

They are self-fertilizing, and every flower
will form a long, three-lobed pod of a most
brilliant and glossy green, which at the end
of the season will split open and display
rows of bright, red-skinned, round seeds

A Fine Native Lily- Lilium Canad^nse.

about as large as a very small Pea. I have
raised very many Gloriosas and Littonias
from seed, and have always found the seed
of the former to germinate in about six

weeks, while Littonia seeds never sprout in

less than eighteen months, and sometimes
they take two years. When the foliage and
stems turn yellow, the pots may be turned
down on their sides under the benches until

time for repotting, or the tubers may be at

once taken from the earth and put away in

a box, no packing being needed or repotted,

and be kept dry and warm over winter.

Gloriosa was named by Linnaeus, but the
name is objectionable for two reasons, flrst,

the word is an adjective, not a noun; sec-

ond, it conveys a very exaggerated idea of

the appearance of the flower. The best
known species is Oloriosa supcrha, a name
which is fitting for only the most brilliant

and beautiful of flowers, which the one in

question, though showy and attractive, most
certainly is not. Methonica and Clinostylis

have been suggested as fitting names, but
Gloriosa has the precedence, and by botani-

cal custom it must stand.

O. superha has reflexed flowers of scarlet

or orange, and yellow, the former color oc-

cupying the outer half of the floral divisions.

It is found throughout India and the large

islands adjacent, and throughout the south-
ern half of Africa. O. vircsccns, occupying
the same parts of Africa but not extending
into Asia, is not unlike the former species,

but its variety ijrandiflora, which is found
in equatorial Africa,is quite distinct, bearing
larger flowers of a beautiful clear yellow.

Seedlings of Gloriosa make in their first

year, a triangular tuber from one corner of

which the stem springs; the other two con-
taining the "eyes" from which growth

starts the next year. As the tuber increases
in age, (if we may so speak of an annual
tuber) the shape change and the two
branches (sometimes three) attain a length
of several inches, and are frequently much
contorted by their crowded condition in the
pots. The natives of India believe that one
of these branches is a virulent poison and
that the other is its antidote.

Littonia has but one species, modcsta. Its

flowers are less showy than those of Gloriosa,
but are pretty and graceful. They are of a
clear egg-yolk yellow and are not reflexed,
but hang like little bells among the leaves.
They are not more than an inch long. A
new variety, Kcitii, has lately been found,
which is fully twice as large in all its parts.

The plant is a native of Natal and Kafl'erla.

The tubers of Littonia are of the shape de-
scribed above, but much thicker.

Sandersonia, with two species, is also a
South African plant. L. aurantiaca has
orange-colored, urn-shaped flowers, resem-
bling those of the Blackberry in shape,
though considerably larger.

Sister Gracious' Comments on Sev-
eral Matters.

A new motto for plant lovers. Be bold !

Be bold !

Many look at my plant shelf and say, "I
wish I could raise plants, but it's no use
for me to try, plants won't grow tor some
folks." Take right hold of something, if it

dies, try again. Make a rule never to buy a
plant in bloom. Get a slip, raise it yourself,

you will have learned lots about its habits
and needs, and when you have coaxed a
bud, the pleasure will be double than if

you had bought the plant at some florist's,

only to see the flowers fade in a few days.

Amateuk's Disappointments. These crop
out all along the line, and are sometimes
overwhelming. My pretty Chrysanthe-
mums were covered with pure white blos-

soms that lightened the parlor windows, and
drew a smile from the passers by, but the
darlings were covered with disgustingblack
bugs. I made a strong Tobacco tea, filled

the watering pot, removed the plants to the
kitchen sink, and deluged them well. Poor
little things, they held down their heads,
dropping tobacco juice tears, and the next
morning the white blossoms were spotted
and looked as if they were afflicted with
smaU pox. Will some benevolent plant
raiser, give to the suffering sisterhood, a
sure, quick, clean remedy for these black
pests on Chrysanthemums, that flourish and
increase like the flies in Egypt?
Chrysanthemums. October and Novem-

ber are the months for this queen of

Autumn. In Detroit they flourish royally.

One sees them in the windows of grand
houses and cottage homes. The flower mar-
ket is one grand display. The florists'

wagons are laden mth them delivering to

rich customers, and the street cars are
bright with great pots of them, carried, per-

haps, with live fowls in one hand, or a big
basket of vegetables, and perhaps one baby
in arms and another clinging to the skirts.

In the ardor of our admiration let us make
a resolve to grow them ourselves. The
pleasure then will be distributed along
through nine months in the year. If one is

beginning, go to the florists' in May, and get

slips. He will pull them off two or three

inches high from the old plant, and sell

them for a few cents. Plant them in the

garden for a while, water every day, and
now and then with cow manure tea. How
they grow! .Jack's bean stalk is hardly a
circumstance. Keep pinching them off or

they will be looking over the fence into your
neighbor's yard. Pot in July or August, and
in September the buds will begin. Keep
out>of-doors until October.
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Encouraging Boys. My little nephew
brings home lots of "trash" in the shape of

weeds, stones, etc. , to beautify Aunty's plant

shelf. He pulled out some water plants,

and I put them in glass cans, and even

didn't object to several disgusting looking

worms that he insisted belonged in the

water, and there they drag out a miserable

existence half buried in the pebbles at the

bottom of the cans. In return for my for-

bearance, the little tellow is always willing

to help Auntie, he climbs the step ladder

to fasten vines, and hails a new bud as en-

thusiastically as heart could wish. The
trash he brings home sometimes turns out

well; he picked up from the sidewalk a

withered looking bulb that had been stepped

on, it looked as dead as a door nail, but to

please him I tucked it into a pot. It soon

sent out leaves, much to my astonishment,

and in a year it gave me beautiful flowers.

It was a superb Calla.

A Good Garden Plant: The Platy-
codon.

A hardy perennial that has been growing
in the writer's grounds for the past flfteeu

years, and all the while giving much satis-

faction, has been the plant known botan-

ically as Platycodon grandiflont. It is not

that the flowers are as showy as are those of

the Paeonies, or of the Phloxes, or that they

are quite as freely produced over the plant

as the artist who made our engraving would
have it appear, which make this one of our
favorites, for these qualities do not exist so

markedly. But the plant is one, which in

our heavy, loamy soil, lives, and thrives,

and blooms regularly, year after year, with-

out petting or coaxing, and the flowers

which appear in profusion about July 1st,

are always appreciated.

Measured by the standard that requires a
flashily colored flower, or none, then this

Bellflower would disappoint. But for those

vase or bouquet, by bringing in some of

them. On this account the flowers are in

some demand with florists, for purposes
that call for wliite and other delicate flowers.

The form of the flowers is that of a five

pointed star. They are from two to three

inches across. The texture of the petals is

firm enough to make the flowers quite last-

ing for cutting purposes.

Had we started out to say that this plant

is very near the Companulas or ordinary

Bellflower, we would at once have given a

fair insight as into characteristics. For-

merly it was classed with the last named,
and is yet in some catalogues, but incor-

rectly, for while it resembles these in

general habit and in freedom of growth and
bloom, it is yet sufficiently distinct in botan-

ical features to entitle it to be considered a

separate genus. It is a native of China and
Japan.
The culture of the Platycodon is identical

with that of the Companulas, and this is

equivalent to saying that few plants are

more easily cultivated. It thrives in any
ordinary garden soil well enriched with
manure, and here it will grow into an ele-

gant, cleanly looking plant. It dislikes

damp, undralned situations, for here its

thick, fleshy roots are liable to decay. It

may be propagated by dividing the roots, or

by young cuttings in the spring, or from
seed. The plant does not divide readily.

Cuttings three inches long placed in gentle

bottom heat root with fair readiness. Rais-

ing the plants from seed is one of the easiest

ways of getting up stock. Young jjlants

may be bought from most nurserymen who
sell hardy perennials.

A GOOD GARDEN PLANT; PLATYCODON GRANDIFLORA.

who appreciate flowers of delicate coloring

and clean form, we have something pleasing

in this. The color varies from white, slightly

suffused with lavender or blue, to a pro-

nounced blue ^vlth lavender center. It is

mostly just enough off from a dead white to

strengthen the effect of white flowers in a

An Amateur's Successful Chrysan-
themum Show.

Mr. John Lane, of Chicago, who contrib-

utes occasionally to these columns, is a very

successful cultivator of plants and flowers.

One of his favorite plants is

the Chrysanthemum, and in

Its culture he has achieved

some remarkable results. Re-
cently, he gave an exhibition of

the handsome Chrysanthe-
mums he has raised during the

past season, and this was so

pronounced a success as to call

forth notices from the leading

Chicago papers. From the

Tribune, of that city, Oct. 26,

we make the following extract

touching upon Mi\ Lane's

recent show:
The grounds of John Lane,

No.4801 Lakeavenue,Kenwood,
presented an unusual and
handsome sight yesterday. Mr.
Lane is a wealthy inveutor,who
of late has turned his attention

for health and amusement to

amateur floriculture. His pets

are Chrysanthemums, and yes-

terday he exhibited his flowers

and invited his neighbors to

see the result of his labor. The
attendance was large. The
grounds were profusely decor-

ated with rare effects in every

choice variety of this favorite

tall flower.

Mr. Ijaue had invited a num-
ber of the local florists to dis-

play collections, and .lohn

Goode&Co., George W. Miller,

and the Oakwoods' Hothouse

were represented. Eastern florists sent

plants, including the Philadelphia prize set

from Robert Craig of that city, a set of fancy

seedlings from Hallock & Sons, Queens,

N. Y., some small plants from M. A. Hunt,

Terre Haute, Ind., and some choice varie-

ties from M. K. Harris, Philadelphia.

It was Mr. Lane who distanced the com-
mercial florists in last season's Chrysanthe-

mum exhibit, and his collection of 130 varie-

ties has been carefully nourished. The
visitors were enthusiastic in their praises of

tlie showing, not only in varieties, but the

remarkable ad-
vancement shown
in securing early

blooming.
In the display

were some ex-

tremely large
plants, one six feet

high and four feet

across, loaded
with flowers.
Dwarf plants six

inches high in full

bloom, and a min-
ialure plant one inch in height, fully leaved

and budding, were among the curious effects.

The choice plant of the collection was ''The

Gorgeous," a delicate orange flower of rare

beauty. An advance of ten days has been
made in blooming the Chrysanthemum
under Mr. Lane's care since last year.

Rnbbfr Riu{i /<>!• Packhtg
Hat Water Pipes.

Rubber Rings for Packing
Water Pipes.

Hot-

One of the latest devices tor packing green-

liouse hot-water pipes is a molded rough
socket ring of India rubber, which takes

the place of ordinary packing. The makers
claim that they are sviperior to anything of

the kind in use, and being stout and made
of one piece there is no joint to allow the

water to enter, and that being slightly

rough they get a good grip on the pipes. It

is also stated that by using these rings any
man can himself take his pipes to pieces

and put them together again, saving both
time and labor. This would, of course,

necessitate the staying of the pipes in some
manner to keep them flrm. Whether these

rings could be had in this country at the

present time we do not know. They are being

offered in London, England, by Stanley,

Morrison & Co., 9 Graceburch street. If

these rings are as efflcaceous as is claimed,

some of our dealers in horticultural supplies

would do well to keep them in stock.

%8. Planting Hyacinths. It will not answer
to plant these hulbs over four inches in depth.

9!14. Celery Worm. The worms have changed
to chrysaUds on the way from Missouri, and if

they are allowed to live will again change next
spring into beautiful black swallow-tailed but-
terflies [PapiUn Astencus), the worms being the
cateri)illai'S of them. They are common on Pars-
nips, Celery, etc. all over the country.—C. M.W.
(17.'). Japan Iris, They are hardy herbaceous

perennials, close, tufted, vigorous, upright grow-
ers, and love deep, rich, moist soil. Every two
or three years divide them in spnng and replant

in order to maintain their health and vigor.

Seeds sown in spring will give blooming plants
two years afterwards. All are good, hut the
"double"white, intense purple, and marbled va-
rieties arc must liked. It is useless to gi\e names
of varieties, ln-i-uise the names are tiot \'ery au-
thoritatixc, mid ciltcii toiisidi'i-ably nii.xed; better
get the cataliiguf of som^- resiiDnsible tlorist, and
select from it such varieties as you think you
like; all are lovely.—Wm. Falconer.

»84. Caring for Banana and Pineapple.
Success depends upon your accommodations.
Neither requires a season of rest. Bananas may
be planted or placed out-of-doors in summer,
lilted or potti'<l in fall, and mntered in cool green-
house. Ityou wish to fruit it, plant it out or give
it a large pot or tub in a warm greenhouse, and
let it have lots of room. The Pineni)plc iicjuires

warm quarters at all times, say not under 50°,

but iireferably lin° in winter. —W. F.

ii.Mi. Maiden Hair Ferns. I would divide them
as early in May as pcissible. For soil use a com-
post composed of two thirds well decayed sods,

one third well ilecomposed manure, and a fair

sprinkling of sharp sand. Mix thoroughly and
use the compost rough. Dining the summer
they sh< mid Ik- given a moist, .>ihndy situation, and
an :i\ iTa^ii' ttinpci-atnre of triim ti.5'' to 70°. In
the winter a tempL-iature of from .5.5" to (iO° will

answer very well.—(.'has E. Pakneli,.
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Pansies in Winter.

Were they sleeping sweet In their wintry bed,

That shelters the living as well as the dead?

Would they wither if I should with tender touch

Raise the delicate robes lest they sleep too much?

Then softly I lifted the snowy screen,

And bright as the stars at evening seen,

The Pansies rose from their setting of green.
—M. A. m.

The Murmuring Pine.
Thou wilt not tell me, O murmuring Pine tree!

What thou art whispering, day by day;

I cannot guess thy song's vague burden.

And cares are calling me, far away.

And so I must go from thy half-guessed secret;

Thy mystic spell must not hold me long;

Mine is the strife of the far-off city.

Thine, to murmur thy woodland song.

—J. S. Cutler, in Youth's Companion.

"Farewell, Sweet Summer!" Thus In minor key

The poets, with bent brows, are sadly sighing;

But nothing of the kind she'U get from me;

I was extremely glad to see her flying.

For though she gave to us the "fragrant rose,"

To it a host of horrid bugs were clinging;

And her "dear birds" my berries boldly stole.

Thus making me pay dear for their "glad singing."

—Margaret Eytinge.

Begin to plan next years garden.

Where do all the flower pots go to?

Spinach is not found in a wild state.

Small gardens call for the most skill.

Suggest this journal to your friends.

Let there be light for the window garden.

The knife to old exhausted wood on Roses.

Cions ought to be cut before hard freezing.

Prize varieties are usually petted varieties.

Asparagus roots are known to grow 30 feet long.

For Pansies light protection is better than that
which is heavier.

Horticulturists ! Serve the cause by getting
others to subscribe.

What plant can equal the Poinsettia in its in-

tense scarlet floral dress.

When you call on a neighbor try to win him to

the PdPUL.vH Gardening family.

With Primroses err, if at all, on the side of giv-
ing too little rather than too much water.—J.f'.C.

What Makes Good Gardeners. A bad climate
and a tolerably sterile soil, says the old Scotch
gardener.

At the Chrysanthemum shows how few esti-

mate the iinjtoi-tant pai-t that liquid manure has
• played in lu-oducing the finest results.

Double Glazing- High hopes were once enter-
tained that this plan would come into general
use. It has been tried and found wanting.
" Christmas Boses " may have beenall right as

a term for Hellebore flowers years ago, but to-

day the real Christmas Roses are the sweet Tea-
scented Rose buds.

A machine may show its value in a single year,

but it is only by long continued experience that
we can decide as to what varieties of fruit are
the best.—E. TF. TToods.

Indian Corn or Maize is actually grown sis a
window plant in London. It is not a bad one by
any means, wherever, as in England, Com does
not succeed in field culture.

Shall our subscription list be doubled before
January 1st ? We understood our last month's
premium list to say " yes." Still it is the present
subscribers who largel.v have it to say.

Tuberose growers may be interested to know
that when the flower stalk is full grown and the

buds begin to open, if a paper bag is hung over
it, rust is prevented and the flowers will be per-

fect.—T. Herriclt, Ashtabula Co.. O.

Vegetables in the North. Last spring was an
unusually late one; vegetables were not sown
until about May 1.5th, but by the middle of July
we were starting second-crop Radishes, Lettuce,

Spinach, Peas, etc. Potatoes do especially well

here, haWng new ones the last of July, and if the

season is at all favorable get from a50 to 450

bushels per acre.—C. Rcdpath, Pembina> Co., Dak.

Apples or Pears for Profit- Our neighbor, H. C.

Howai'd, informs us that from his Apple orchard

of 25 acres, his crop netted him after expenses,

$1,300, the fruit having gone to a preserving fac-

tory. From the pi'oduce of a two acre Pear
orchard, to which was added about 25 barrels of

Pears from a younger orchard, the same gentle-

man realized nearly as much as from the entire

Apple orchard and with tar less labor.

It is a common thing to make a Holiday present

of a year's subscription to this journal. What
could be more acceptable to a friend of horticul-

tural taste, than the monthly visits of such a

journal and serving to remind the recipient of

your friendship. But one request we have to

make in all such cases, and that is that our sub-

scription department be notified when a subscrip-

tion is sent as a present, as we are desirous of

keeping all such separately.

Stakes for Plants, I had gotten tired of split

wooden stakes for my pot plants. I was in an
old umbrella and parasol maker's shop the other

day and seeing a quantity of old ribs of umbrel-

las tied up together, I asked the man what he

wanted for the lot; he ofl'ered them for nothing,

I gave him ten cents, and since then I have not

been short of good stakes. Wire would not do so

well because it bends and these old ribs do not.—
Mrs. M. I hire. Worcester Co., Mass.

The Victoria Begia's near relative, the Eury-

ale terox, from China, is reported to have been
flowered during the past season by Mr. L. W.
Goodell, of Massachusetts. Like the former, it

is an annual, and much resembles It, except in

the flowei's, which are only the size of our com-
mon white Water Lily, but of a violet color.

There is a chance of its becoming naturalized in

Southern watei's, otherwise it has no special

value to justify the trouble and expense of

growing it under shelter in the north.

The slowness of the gardeners of England to

take up advanced ideas which do not originate

in their own brains, is well shown by their now
waking up to the improvement of propagating

Carnations from cuttings, instead of by the

old way of layering. They are now beginning

to talk of the former course as a new thing,

while in America it has been the practice for a

score of years. Imagine a large Hudson Kiver

florist propagating the 10,000 Carnation plants he

annually needs by the laborious layering system.

Black Insects on Chrysanthemums. A Bemedy.
My Chi'ysantheraums look nicely, and are free

from the disgusting black insects that have

troubled me greatly in past years, I have tried

Tobacco and hellebore, but I couldn't keep the

pest away for more than a day or two. An old

Scotch gardener told me to take up a handful of

dry fine soil and gently rub on the stems. It

seemed so simple, and the remedy was so close at

hand, that I tried it rather scornfully, but was
delighted with the result.—jl. Lyman, Wayne
Co., Michigan.

Heat for House Plants. One successful ama-
teur over in New Hamiishire says she don't allow

frost bites to her plants so long as she has a two
gallon jug in the house and can get up hot water.

She first coats the jug with layer after layer of

paper to keep in the heat and also to modify it.

Then in severe nights she places this jug on her

center table and all around it the tender plants,

and over all a sheet or water-proof cloak sup-

ported by some sticks thrust into the pots. This

method carries the plants safely through any

kind of a cold night.

Keeping the Savory Herbs. While in com-
mon with, all housewives, I take pride in the

rows of glass fruit jars that weigh down certain

shelves in the cellar, I take equal pride in the jars

and tin boxes filled with savory herbs of my own
raising that occupy a shelf in the pantry. Such
collections are seen less often than those consist-

ing of jars of fruit. I send a little sketch of my
shelf. The wide-mouthed bottles cost six cents

each at the drug store, the tin boxes eight cents

each at the tinners. They will last endlessly.—

Mrs. H. SouthwicH, Oscorfa Co., Mich.

Prize Sorts not always the Best. Beginners in

Chrysanthemum or Rose culture often make the

sad mistake of copying the names of the fine

flowers that take prizes at the shows, and order

plants of these for their first efforts. Far better

let the order be sent to a reliable floinst and ask

for \'igorou8 growers suited to a beginner. The
florist will be Ukely to send kinds that are of

vigorous habit and good bloomers. After exper-

ience is obtained and a stock gathered, then the

finer sorts will come into use, with the prospect

of raising specimens that should be piize earners.

The Chnfa or Darth Almond. This is an edible

tuber which is almost as palat<>ble as a Hazel nut,

and easily grown in any dry soil. It is a native

of the south of Europe and the north of A frica.

Its culture is most simple, all that is required is

to drop a tuber at a foot apart in shallow bur-

rows three feet apart. Its habit of growth and
its productiveness is indicated by the engraving
on the opposite page. It is indeed so productive

that its culture for hog feed has often been
advocated. The tubers should be gathered when
frost stops the growth, and they must be stored

in a place secure from frost.

A delightful fernery may easily be gotten up
at home according to Judith Smythe's directions

in the Home Maker. First use an inch of coarse

charcoal, covered with fine potsherds on which
is placed three'inches of wood's earth; this to be
covered with Mosses in which is some Partridge
Berry iMitchelta reiiens) growing, the scarlet

fruit of which remains all winter. Dwarf Ever-
green Ferns, a root of the Pitcher Plant (Sarra-

cettia), together with some trailing Arbutus,
and some Ground Pine. Use a Begonia tor the
center, with Ribbon Grass (Phalaris arundinacea
picta), English Ivy, Wandering Jew {Ti'adescantia

varicgata) and Violet roots. Deep in the soil

place some Hyacinth and Crocus bulbs.

Several Wrinkles from English Gardeners.
The first is simply an earthern pan that can be
had to order at any pottery, the dimensions
being dependent upon the size of the glass which
is to cover it, sliding in grooves. The back is

about a foot high, the front several inches lower
to give the glass pitch. In this miniature frame
can be sown fine seeds like those of Primula,
Calceolaria, Cineraria, etc., and cuttings can well

be rooted in it. There is little risk of damping-
ofC in such a case. Of special value in the

window garden because of its cleanliness and
wide adaptability. The second figure shows a
perforated metal flower pot. It is claimed that

the growth of plants will be strong and rapid,

while the pots, of any size or shape, have a neater

and lighter appearance and are much more dur-

able thait those of common earthern ware.

Oregon Fruit Notes, Up to four years ago I

never saw a codling moth in Oregon. This year
we have an abundant supply. I sprayed my Pear
and Apple trees last spring with London purple

solution, and as a result out of 714 tons of Bart-

letts there were not half a dozen wormy ones.

My later fruits fared worse. Perhaps one sixth

of my winter Apples were affected and had
dropped from the trees. Fruits of all kinds were
very abundant this season, and Oregon orchard-

ists have dried a great many Prunes, Plums and
Pears. My orchard contains 17 acres mostly

young, but nearly every tree was over-loaded.

Four hundred Yellow Egg Plum trees planted

four years ago yielded over 3H tons of fine fruit.

Our principal crop is of Italian (FaUembcrg) and
French (Prune de Agen) Prunes. They yield

most excellent returns, as we have no curculio

yet.—D)'. (I. P. Pliimmcr, MvUnomah Co., Oregon.

Desirable Heat-Loving Shrubs. One of the

last articles from the pen of the late P. W. Reas-

oner, of Florida, was on the subject of those fine

Some Wriukles/rom the Kiii/lisli; Propai/iittng Case,

Perforated Flower Pot.

pot plants, the Taberna-montanas. He referred

to them as a genus of tropical American and West
Indian plants, of which there are many species,

most of them white or yellow-flowered; they

vary in size from small shrubs to good sized

forest trees, but the commonest ones in cultiva-

tion are shrubs very much resembling the Gar-

denia or Cape Jessamine. The commonest
species as weU as one of the most beautiful, is

the double flowered form of T. coronaria, which

has white flowers with somewhat wavy petals,

and is covered with flowers almost all summer.

A beautiful sort, T. alba, is cultivated by the

acre, by the florists of Havana for their cut

flower trade; the flowers of both species are very

fragrant, and are favorites in floral work-some
growers in the north devoting considerable space

to their production.
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Bnib Flowers and Balb Culture in Holland,
One enthusiastio visitor to the great Inilb grow-
ing district of Holland last year, ri'niarked that

on each side of the road the country looked like

two immense crazy quilts, whose patches were
represented by laige fields of Hyacinths in a hun-
dred different varieties, as well as Tulips and
Narcissuses. The soil is very sandy, and it is be-

lieved that this part of Holland was formerly the

bed of the sea. In September the bulbs are put

into the soil; in December they are covered with

Ihrlis in an K.ri-i'!h:nl Sliaiii /or IVintir I'si:

hay, remaining until February when the covering-

is removed. The.v are allowed to be in blossom
untilJuly, when the flowers are cut off as grass

is mown, and after lying on the field to rot are

used for manure. Immediately after the blos-

soms are cut the bulbs are pulled and taken to the

dry-house. The crop depends very largely upon
the weather.and the quantity of rain this year has

harmed the Hyacinths considerably; the produc-
tion being twenty-five per cent less than last year.

The e.\portation to America is on the increase.

The Window Pot Culture of the Fig, according

to a ecu-respondent, is a simple matter if the fol-

lowing points are observed: .-ibout the middle

of October, or as soon as all the leaves have
fallen,the wood having been ripened out-of-doors

during the summer, it is thoroughly washed and
placed in a light warm window. Along the mid-

dle of March it will begin to show signs of life.

Water it during the spring months with tepid

water, and do not allow it at any time to become
dry. As soon as six good leaves are made each

shoot is stopped, and when the weather becomes
warm, the tree is occasionally taken outside and
well syringed, which keeps it clean and healthy,

a most essential point if a good crop of fruit is

desired; the tree should also be placed out-of-

doors during every shower. Keep the bottom
side of the leaves clean, for if this is neglected

i-ed spider will quickly make its appearance.

When the fruit is swelling, an occasional watering

with liquid manure assists both the fruit and
wood, although it must not be too strong. In an
eight inch or larger pot the plant will not need
repotting every year if an annual top-dressing

of loam, ground bones and wood ashes is given.

On this You may Depend "I hope you will do
as you say and not sell anything from your E.\-

perimcnt Farm, for then we can have confidence

in your opinion on new varieties." So writes an
esteemed reader from Missouri, We do not won-
der that people write in this strain when with

perhaps a single exception aside from the present

journal, all of the so-called horticultural periodi-

cals in the country are conducted as advertising

adjuncts to some nursery or seed house. But
here, good reader, is one which is a marked ex-

ception to that rule, and so it shall remain in-

definitely. Within one year after ha\'1ng become
owner of this fann we shall have planted more
than g.T0O worth of fruit and ornamental trees,

shrubs and plants, with the sole view of report-

ing (in the comparative merits of kinds, and
methods of cultiire, for the benefit of our read-

ers. We are prepared to defy any person

directly or indirectly ,or by cunning, if you please,

to buy .so much as a single plant, tree, slip or cion

at any price from tliis place. This journal

was st^irted in the belief that the American
people would be ready to support a strictly first-

class independent horticultural journal, whose
opinions were not measured by the nursery stock

its owners may have for sale, and the older

we grow iis publishers, the better are we pleased

to stand by that principle. The fact that we
have consented to allow the sale of the excellent

articles included in our premium department,
has no bearing on this matter, for they have no
special relation to horticulture.

The True Geranium or Crane's Bill. What arc

known as the common Geraniums, are in a bo-

tanical sense Pelargoniiuns. Among the distinct

class of true Geraniums, or Crane's Bills, and
which are in the main hardy everywhere, are

illtpiisitc IKlilC.

some plants quite well wox*th growing, either in

rock work or as border plants. They will succeed
in almost any well-drained soil. With a selection

of kinds, bloom may be had from May until late

in September. Those better adapted to border
culture, none beingoverafoot high, are the Iber-

ian Geranium (G. Ibcrica) with large blue llowers,

and its variety poly petalum, having \iolet flowers

with reddish veins; the Dusky Geranium (G'.

p/i<rKm ) almost black with white spot on base of

petals; the Meadow Geranium (G. pratciisci a
lilac purple, bloom-
ing in July and Au-
gust. A double form
of this is excellent

and sh o w y. Kn-
dress Geranium (G.

Enflrcnail) is a light

rose, useful for cut-

ting and one of the

best; Richardson's
Geranium (G. Rich-

anlsiinii) large red-

dish purple. The
Spotted Geranium
(G. maculatum),

pale lilac, is good for wet places. Such as are
more suitable for rock work are the Silvery Ger-
anium (G. argeiit(uin), pink flowers, darker
veined: the Gray Geranium {G. cinereum',, red,

dark striped, very green foliage. Large-rooted
Geranium (G. macmrhizon\ bright purple, and
the Blood Red Geranium (G. sanguineum], a hand-
some neat spreading species, with crimson
flowers all through the season. All the kinds are
easily propagated from seeds or root cuttings,

and they also hybridize freely. The most of these
varieties may be had of the leading growers of
hardy plants.—Remk, Newport Co., R. I.

An Introduction to Entomology. There has
come to our table a work under the above title,

and to which we take the utmost pleasure in

calling the attention of our readers. It is the
work of an able entomologist and teacher, John
Henr.v Comstock, formerly United States Ento-
mologist,now Professor of Entomology at Cornell
University, assisted by Anna Botsford Comstock
who drew and engraved a large share of the 200

very fine illustrations, in Part 1, now before us.

What makes the publication especially valuable
is that it has been prepared as a text book for
anyone who desires to find out something about
common insects. When the aggregate loss of
products by insects, to our Amei ican cultivators,

runs up into the hundreds of millions of dollars

annually, it is beyond a doubt time that thou-
sands who have never given the study of the de-
stro.vers serious attention should do so. Here is a
work that will provide exactl.v the help this class

needs and by which they may instruct themselves.
One feature of the work that impresses us as
being especiall.v valuable, is that which relates to
descriptions of the species that are of interest to

horticulturists and other land tillers, and to indi-

cate methods of controlling the injurious ones.

By means of that part of the work which leads

to a thorough knowledge of the elementary prin-

ciples of Entomology and then the analytical

keys similar to those used in Botany, the student
can readily determine to what famU.v any insect

of which he has specimens belongs. Only the
first iiart of this work has been issued up to this

date. It can be procured of the author at Ithaca,

N. Y. A sufficient recommend for the general
elegance of the work will be given when it is

stated that it is from the DeVine Press.New York,
the same firm that prints the Century Magazine.

Random Flower Notes by our New
York Correspondent.

Many are the autumn weddings, but very few
are the novel wedding decorations. Of course
autumn flowers and foliage have been well used,

but they have lost their novelty. At one pretty

wedding reception the rooms were banked in

ferns and palms, with large Makart bunches of

bright-colr. d leaves put on the walls above
them. The regular mantel bank is giving way
to a more irregular and picturesque grouping.
Kerns have always been in favor, but their use

seems to be decidedly on the increase like that

of all foliage plants. The favorite colors may
be considered pink and yellow, though piirples

and violets are often employed.
Of course there is the usual Chrysanthemum

cyclone, sending other flowers out of the way
for large decorations, loose Posies, and Corsage
knots. But every year proves that designs of

Chrysanthemums are regular monstrosities, and.

entre nous, most Chrysanthemum bouquets are

the same. One cannot help thinking that any
man who will make up a bouquet of these flow-

ers in conjunction with Adiantum is lost to all

artistic feeling, and yet this is often done by
peojile who know enough to do better. Let us

have loose I'osies, or big jars or baskets fllled

with these flowers, but set designs or arrange-

ments with fine foliage—never

!

Asparagus plumosus—which is not so much
grown as A. teuuissimus, is likely to be used for

the finer work, while the latter, which is much
more readily propagated, is used like Smilax in

large decorations. Neither are so well-used for

bouquet work as Adiantum, which can ne\-er be

impro\-ed upon. While the delicate bridal bou-

quets fringed with light Orchids are used for

special orders, the average bride is content to

carry a bunch of Roses and LUy of the Valley.

The Lily is now produced twelve months in the

year: the price averagas about $» per 1(10, all the

year round. There is not really such a great

demand for it during the summer, but some
jjeople want it at all seasons.

Some very pretty bridesmaids' bouquets seen

recently, were round loose bunches of Grace
Wilder Carnations, fringed with Adiantum and
tied with pink ribbon. Others were of pink

Bouvardia, a flower for which many women
have a great fondness.

Some very pretty table decorations have been

made in foliage, for which our English cousins

have quite a fancy. Irregular ornamentations

of trailing Wnes have been introduced with good
effect; the Japanese Ampelopsis, when in its

rich autumn colors, is particularly handsome.
Quite a novel and artistic lunch decoration was
made with Hop vines.

Many of the new baskets are eccentric varia-

tions of the old ones, carried out in odd wicker,

with much gilding or metallic color. The rush

baskets, though pretty, are not quite so much
used. Flat wicker creels with high round
handles, miniature wine baskets, hampers and

Japanese fish baskets, are all pressed into service.

The highly ornate ones have really less chance

of jiopularity than those of simpler form, in

which the flowers take precedence of the basket.

Ribbon may be considered indispensable for

some uses in connection with flowers, but we do
not now see an epidemic of bows breaking out

all over a basket or design. Following the

milliners' lead, the florist must now put aside

satin and moire ribbon, and use heavy gros-

grain, with a plain narrow satin edge.

Some of the plaques used to cover a casket, in

lieu of the old-style funeral designs, are beauti-

fully made of Violets, with a trailing bunch of

Perle Roses or pale Orchids. Orchids are especi-

ally decorative for such use. An arrangement

Cliufa, nr Earth Almond. See opposite page.

of decorative plants about the casket is also

used; this makes a beautiful setting for the
pUnpie covering.
People who demand set designs still call for

the orthodox pillow, often with lettering, making
it as nearly hideous as a floral arrangement may
be. A pillow arranged in two diagonal sections

with loose bunches of fine flowers is often very
handsome, but this is because something of the

set apjicarance is removed. Broken wreaths
still remain a favorite form, but the fact remains
that in the city-trade funeral designs are greatly
out of date. For every other occasion they are

more used than ever; but, unfortunately for the
trade, the prices realized are not as large as tue.v

might be. So far this season has not been an
encouraging one, and it is likely to be a short one
in the bargain. Emily Louise Taplin.
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'_jEIN(jMATTERThAT DESERVES
TO BEVrlDElYKNOWK-

Black Spot on Bose. A
sudden check to the plant,

I beUeve, would jiroduce

this disease. —yliitoiHc

Wintzei:

The Association of Amer-
ican Cemetery Superin-

tendents has nearlydouhled

its membership since organization.—President

Nichols.

Ornamental Shrubs for Wehraska. At a recent

State horticultural meeting, it was stated that

any of those grown in the Bast were hardy and

suitable for planting in that section.

The Oriental Plane Tree or Sycamore is rec-

ommended by Mr. Kobords, president of the

Bates Co. (Mo.) Horticultural Society, as being a

valuable tree for towns and cities where there

IS much coal dust, smoke, and gas.

The cause of Apple scab might have been the

drouth of la.st summer which went below the

roots, but not until after a supply of sap had

been stored, sufficient to allow the trees to put

forth their leaves while the roots were decaying

and dead.—Sccrftacy Heniu Speer.

As to Club Boot in Cabbage. At a meeting of

Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, several

speakers mentioned the planting of Cabbages

upon old pasture land, or upon a sod that has

not been cultivated for a few years, where there

was no troiible in having a crop free from disease.

Commission Men and the Growers. A com-
mittee of fruit growers and gardeners has been

appointed by the Dutchess and Ulster County
Farmers' Club, to present a bill to the Legislature,

aiming to compel the commission houses of New
York State to give on bills of sale, the names of

purchasers of consignments.

California Society of Florists. It is reliably re-

ported, that a State Society of California Florists

is to be cirganized, in consideration of the encour-

agement gi\-en by Secretary DeLonge of the

Board of Horticulture, who agreed to publish

the transactions in his annual report. The Society

will in no sense be a trade organization, but will

follow the usual methods of similar bodies.

The Ohio State Horticultural Society. The
twenty-second Annual Meeting of the Ohio State

Horticultural Society will be held at Troy,

Miama County, Ohio, on December 13th, 13th and
Itth, 1888. To this meeting, members of other

kindred societies, and all jiersons interested in

horticulture are cordially invited. Troy is the

county seat of Miami County, situated in a region

abounding in large nurseries, and enterprising

and enthusiastic horticulturists. A large, inter-

esting and profitable meeting is anticipated.—

Oen. W. Cnmiihi'U, Sccrvtary. Delaware, Ohio.

Florists, Help the Committee. In accordance

with Mr. Halliday's recent paper on Nomencla-
ture, the following committee was appointed by
the Society of American Florists. This coming
season would be one in which they should make
a good start: Robert J. Halliday, Baltimore, Md.;

Chas. D. Ball, Holmesburg, Phila.; G. H. Leahy,

West Grove, Pa.; Edwin Lonsdale, Chestnut Hill,

Phila.; J. N. May, Summit, N. J.; C. B. Whitnali

Milwaukee, Wis.; Wm. R. Smith, Washington, D.

C; Robt. George, Painesville, O.; Robt. Craig,

Phila.; A. B. Whittle, Albany, N. Y.; M. A. Hunt,
Terra Haute, Ind.; Benj. Grey, Maiden, Mass.

The St. Louis Fzposition's Horticultural De-
partment was made a grand success, through the

energy of the members of the Missouri Horticul-

tural Society, Each county exhibit was kept
separate, some twenty-five being represented. In

Apples some have shown over two hundred
varieties, from the unmatured late winter sorts to

the early Red June, as well as having Pears and
Grapes. Between twelve and fifteen thousand
plates were needed to maintain this extensive

display. The express companies gave the ex-
hibitors half rates on their goods, an example to

be remembered by the companies in other States

and for other Societies.

Are Orchids the Coming Flowers, It is my
firm belief that * trchids, some day or another,
will be " the tiower." 1 do not say that Roses
are going to be driven out—not at all. There is

no getting away from that fact, for there are

too many well founded reasons why Orchids can
never take the place of Roses, one being that you
cannot have them in ijuantities, and they cannot

be produced for the million. On the other hand.
Hoses and other flowers are proliferous. And
their growing is now conducted with such pre-

cision, that dealers can safely make contracts at

the beginning of the year for large quantities of
Roses for future delivery. With Orchids this is

impossible. Nevertheless, I believe that, at some
time. Orchids will find a place for themselves and
may take the lead.—Hfiiri/ A. SkhrecM.

Seven Growers on Mulching Strawberries. At
the summer meeting of the Michigan Hoi-ticul-

tural Society, the following was given on the sub-
ject: Parker Earle, mulches mth Wheat straw
late in autumn, covering the rows lightly, the
ground between hea\ily, and never removes it.

Prof. W. J. Beal, at the Agricultural College,

used leaves with Com stalks on top, but by spring
the leaves had all blown away. Dr. Marshall
used planing mill shavings with success. W. K.
Gibson thought that sawdust would not be sat-

isfactory. Pres. I^yon: Sorghum begasse has
been used by some, and highly recommended.
Being crushed it soon decays, forming a valuable
fertilizer. Marsh hay cut before being ripe is

good, said E. H. Scott, while A. G. Gulley spoke
of spent tanbark being used successfully.

The Cost of Fertility in Land. It is beyond
question that the essential elements to be suppUed
in plant food consist of only three, viz: nitrogen,

potash, and phosphoric acid: all the other ele-

ments seem to be abundant and available in most
soils; but some of these three are often lacking,

or are locked up in combination beyond the
reach of most plants, and must in some way be
unlocked or supplied artificially, or we can have
no healthy plant growth. These elements have
an almost fixed value the world over. Soluable
nitrogen is worth over 16 cents per pound potash
.5 cents, phosphoric acid 8 cents. Comparing the
various land products it is demonstrated that

selling $.500 worth of hay would remove fertilizers

with a value of 8366; $.500 worth of Corn, $180;

same of Wheat, $155; of Wool, $.50; like amount
of dairy products, $38; $.500 worth of fruit would
cause a loss of much less than either of the last,

thus in the matter of fruit growing it is shown to

impoverish land only in a small proportion that

ordinary farm crops do.—S. S. Bailey, before the

West Michigan Farmcra' Club.

Horticultural Belationship. My idea of this

subject is, that the local societies should meet
once a month and discuss matters, compare notes

as to varieties for their section, arrange about
marketing, and unite in getting up displays of

fruit and other produce at the fairs. The com-
bined societies should get updistrictexhibitions.

pass on the merits of new fruits, give premiums,
and interest growers. They can start canning
factories in co-operation; and arrange with ex-
press and railway companies about shipping.

The exhibitions should be under the manage-
ment of the State Horticultural Society, whose
duty would be to see that all fruit was correctly

named, that no old varieties were worked off as

new fruits by unprincipled dealers; to examine
all new varieties and decide as to worthiness

for general or local culture, and advisability as

to putting them on the market. The State Society

to be a court of appeal, whose decision should

be worthy of the confidence of all fruit gr(jwers;

no man having an axe to grind being elected to

any ofRce of the Society. The judges should be
selected from the best men; work for the general
good, setting down liard on all frauds; be willing

to tell all we know that will help the cause of

horticulture, and working to keep up prices of

produce to a living figure.— ir/n. Watson, Ben-
thiini, Tex., Pres.of the State Horticultural Society.

The Massachusett State Society's (iOth An-
nual Exhibition was held during September, but
on account of the wet weather during the month
the displa.v of outside flowers was less extensive

than usual, though of good quality. Greenhouse
plants and blooms were fine, and were well

shown by an unusually attractive an-angement.
In fruits the exhibit was on the whole not inferior

to past shows, and while Apples and Pears were
hardly as abundant, they were exceptionally

free from any disease or insect injury. Vegeta-
bles were uniformly good; a display of Tomatoes
numbering .56 plates being noticeable for the mass
of color and perfect forms. Pitcher & Manda, of

New Jersey, contributed a fine collection of

Orchids and decorative i.>lants; an admired dis-

play of Nymphieas and other aquatics wiis made
by L. W. Goodell, of Dwight. Wm. Martin took
first prize on six specimen greenhouse plants.

A collection of 38 varieties of native Asters, by
Mr. J. F. C. Hyde, including some hybrids, which

he has under cultivation. Among the large
exhibit of Harvard Botanic Gardens were Olive,
Cotfee, Pepper, Cinnamon, and numerous other
specimens of economic interest; in this display
the labelling was a noteworthy feature. B.
Fewkes & Son showed some fine tuberous Be-
gonias and new Cannas, while a number of ex-
hibitors had good Dahlias. In the Roses was
shown the new Md. Watteville.

Illinois Growers Talk About Fruits.

[Reported to the Alton Southern Horticultural Society
by Secretary E. A. Riehl.\

The year 1888 will be remembered as one
of great frultfulness. The winter left the
buds uninjured (except of Peaches); there
were no late spring frosts, and abtindant
rains through the summer carried the fruit

to a size and perfection seldom seen. The
scarcity of fruit in previous years so reduced
the fruit insects that all were more or less

free from insect injury.
Among Pears, I have found Howell, as in years

past, the most profitable. It is larger and hand-
somer than Bartlett, and later, which is an ob-
jection. The tree is a fine grower, very produc-
tive, and with me the least subject to blight of
any; Mount Vernon also gave me an immense
crop of fine fruit. Pears properly grown are
profitable; the early varieties more so than the
later ones. We should try something of good
quality and size that is earlier than Bartlett.
Of Peaches 1 have had a crop about double the

average. The fruit was large, well-colored and
quite free from insect injury, but in flavor not
as good as usual, owing to rains and cool weather
when ripening.

The smallness of the croji is owing largely to
the planting of tender varieties like the Craw-
ford, which usually set a light crop of fruit, but
attain to a large size, and so sell well. I think it is

better to plant hardy varieties and thin the fruit
as most varieties, and even seedUngs can be made
large by proper thinning. It is less labor to thin
the fru it while young than to pick it when grown.
In the former case it is only necessary to break
the young fruit off and drop it to the ground.
In the latter, aside from careful handling, the
small ones must also be taken out, so that really
to thin fruit makes less labor than not to do so;

and it is a satisfaction to market fruit that you
know is good all through the package.
There are two Peaches that have proved earlier

and in some respects better than Early York,
and are called Amelia and St. John. They have
no fault—and should be largely planted wherever
it pays to grow Peaches. The Chinese Cling
and its seedlings. Gen. Lee, Family Favorite, and
Thurber have been satisfactory, being hardy,
productive, of fine color, and large, but not of
the best quality. George the 4th has been in the
past one of the best, and no orchard should be
without it, as wellasOldmixon and Stump. Ship-
pley's late Red proves desirable, ripening at a
time when there are few good Peaches. Great
Western, a white cling like Heath, but ripening
earlier, is hardy.productive, and should be largely

grown; trees two j'ears planted are loaded with
fine fruit. Wilkins, a seedling of Heath Cling, is

like it in every way excejjt being double the size,

and will likely supercede it.

The Apple crop is good in some neighborhoods
and orchards and not in others, but ()n the whole
the croi> promises much better than it did at the
last meeting.

J. M. Pearson remarked, that Some years ago
he iilanted a few trees of Clapp's Favorite Pears.

They are earlier and larger than the Bartlett,

but not so salable. There is no Pear that will

pay better than Bartlett. S. F. Connor was of
the opinion that generally the Howells in the
market don't compare in size with the Bartlett,

nor do they sell as well. Clapp's Favorite is pos-

itively of no value whatever for market. When
ripe it is too soft to handle or even for eating.

Wm. Jackson said he did not pick his Plums at

all this year, but let them fall on blue grass sod,

so they were not hurt. Monawa is a new Plum
which he fears will be a light bearer. The Weaver
is one of the best of red Plums, but the skin is

too thick. He thinks it is best to graft Plums on
Peach stock, as then suckers will never bother.

Mr. Pearson couldn't understand how any one
can plant Wild Goose or Weaver, when Damson
is so easily grown. They will grow from slips

and bear three years after setting, and are cer-

tainly far superior to anything else, a full grown
tree bearing several bushels. The only objection
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is their being hard to pick. If Plums are desired

for cooking, the plan of letting thcra drop from

the trees will not work, as they are then too soft-

J. S. Brown was of the opinion that if a late

Plum is desired. Golden Beauty is several weeks

later than Damson, and of the finest quality.

Damsons are often picked before they are ripe.

Concerning vineyards, Mr. H. G. M'Pike said,

our main object in growing Grapes now is to Bnd

a good rot-resisting variety combining the good

qualities of the Concord and Norton's Virginia.

Last year he had grafted most of his vines over,

and many have fruited this year. But they have

not had a fair test, as the grafts grew so fast that

the wood did not mature well.

Floral Nomenclature and other
Matters.

[Summary ofpaper by Robt. J. HaJliday, before the

New York meeting of the Society ofAmencan Florists.]

The nomenclature of plants admits of the

following divisions: Scientific nomencla-

ture; all botanical names given to plants,

subject to the universal rule of priority.

For example, Ampelopsis, Camellia, etc.

Floral nomenclature: the naming of varieties

by their originator, and here the rule of pri-

ority should also be observed, but is not always.

An example is Camellia, Jenny Lind, Fuchsia,

Rose of Castile, etc.

Popular nomenclature: much confusion arises

from not giving in catalogues and periodicals

the scientific as well as the popular name. What,
to illustrate, is Boston Ivy? Is it Ampelopsis

Veitchii, Seneclo scandens, or a variety of IvyV

Market house nomenclature: I have designated

this but a more fitting appellation would be hum-
bug nomenclature, since a name is substituted

which not only puzzles the botanist and the

amateur, but may "deceive the very elect."

How manj' vines are sold as the "Cinnamon
vine," the "Wax Plant," "Painter's Brush,"

"Beefsteak Plant?"
There is nothing so important as the honest

presentation, through catalogues and other

advertisements of what we have to dispose ot.

To correct scientific nomenclature is not the

object of this paper, but the correcting of floral

nomenclature and popular names.
My views are that with a committee much could

be accomplished towards amending our present

nomenclature, and it is to be hoped that such a

one will be ordered here. We need reform in

the matter badly, one and all. Our catalogues

require pruning. A committee would have
great influence, and a rule would be established

as general and final, and settling the question as

to whether scientific, floral, or popular names
should be used, or whether the three are not

better than any one employed alone. I am in

favor of popular names as well as scientific, but
the former must not be misleading; or, are you
going to allow them to continue to be known in

different parts of the country by as many aliases?

This has been the great source of confusion.

Benaming. This growing practice should be

condemned. Allow it to extend, and in a short

time many of us ^vlll be classed with those which
humbug the public. Plants are advertised with
high sounding names, other than those given by
the originators; some even going so far as to

give pretended warning, "We are the only firm

which has the true Eureka," etc., etc.

Coleus Dr. Gross of the west was taken east

and called "NeUie Grant," Heliotrope Madam
Blomage from Europe was renamed "Snow
Wreath," sent back to England under this new
name, returned to us again under the name of

"White Lady." Against fraud, fictitious nam-
ings, deluding the trade and the public, a tribu-

nal is needed whose authority should be recog-

nized as effective and final.

The florist in moderate circumstances, the be-

ginner, who has only gone into a modest business

for himself, want authority for what is now
advertised the country over.

Every florist should have the right to name his

own seedling, (and this right ought to be sacredly

preserved to him, and no one allowed to change
or rename it) and to place it upon the market as

he thinks best. His reputation may be such
that it will go at once and upon his own word,
but one man's word generally goes but a short

way in our line now-a-days; the people want
something more reliable. Establish here to-day
the suggested committee, and you will at once
accomplish much towards laying a foundation
for the correction of nomenclature, of substitu-

ting, of renaming, and of humbuggery.

As a practical grower lacking knowledge, I

would ask the i)ropcr names and synonyms of

the following plants, so they may be catalogue<l

correctly. How does Fuchsia Storm King of

New York differ from Frau Emma Topfer of

Germany? What is the proper name for Ipomrea
Me.xicanum? What is the proper name for Rose,

Ball of Snow? Is it Boule de Neige of French
origin? Is Geranium, White Swan, American,
or Cygne which was sent out two years ago?
Would not your committee recommend giving

the French as well as the English names for not

all lovers of flowers, any more than myself, arc

French scholars. Is Ipomeea Childsii new, and in

what respect does grandiflora differ from bona-

nox? What is the correct name of the groat

Siberian Lily, so broadly heralded over the coun-

try a year or two ago? How does the new Tea
Hose, The Gem, differ from Marie van Houtte?

Substitutingf. By this is meant sending one
kind or variety of plant for another ordered of

the same color, or nearly so. As for example,
sending Rose Cornelia Cook for The Bride. Give

to plants known to be good and distinct the seal

of the association's approval, and substitution

will be seldom practiced. There are some who
class substituting with what is more aptly to be

designated as fraud, as where a hundred kinds

are taken from one batch and labelled to suit the

order. This kind of substituting will always be

practiced by street venders or peddlers, but, of

course, is not thought of for an instant by any
florist of reputation.

Approved Varieties. By some it is claimed

that the more names and the longer lists the

more demand. Henceforth I hope our practice

will be fewer names and more distinct kinds.

Take for instance the Roses. Agrippina and
Queen's Scarlet, so near alike that one of them
will answer every purpose. Then we ha\e Hoi

de Cramoisie and Eugene Beauharnais, I do not

say that these are identical with Agrippina, but

they are very similar. Go through the Teas, the

Bourbons and the Hybrid Perpetuals in the

same way, and the florist with moderate glass

will be able to compete for popular favor; the

beginner will not be bewildered, and the amateur
will not be humbugged, and our business will be

conducted by a higher standard. Then those

living far from floricultural centers would have
something else to depend upon than the flaming

catalogues description.

It would be no part ot the duty of the com-
mittee to condemn any plant, save upon sufli-

cient evidence that there is fraud connected

with its introduction or naming. The indorse-

ment or authorization—say the initials S. A. F.,

or any other mark to be adopted, would be a

guarantee that it had received the favorable

verdict of 12 competent judges, confirmed by a

majority vote of the members of the association.

Some plants like the following might be desig-

nated and decorated with the sign of the asso-

ciation's approval if deemed worthy: Asi>idistra

lurida variegata, Pandanus Veitchii, Palm,

Latiinia borbonica. Palm, Seaforthia elegans.

Cyclamen Persicum, Acacia pubescens, Farfu-

gium grande, etc.

Many may ask what would be done with Roses,

etc. of recent introduction, for example, Prin-

cess Beatrice, Meteor, Viscountess Folkestone,

Ye Primrose Dame, Puritan, Luciole, etc. These

are all advertised and catalogued as fli'st-class in

every respect, but, would a committee of twelve

men give such an endorsement? It is doubtful

as they have not been long enough disseminated

for their true chai'acter to be known. Members
should be invited to submit lists of plants grown
and offered for sale by them, for the committee

to pass upon; and as this was done, in the course

of time we would clear oft the rubbish.

New plants and those ot recent introduction

should he fully tested before receiving the

sanction of the association, if not worthy of ap-

proval they will fade from lack of notice.

What of the Future for Marketing
Fruits.

[B. F. Adams, before the State Horticultural Meeting,

at Platteville, Wis.]

As population and wealth increase, wants
multiply rapidly. Over 40 years ago a cargo

of Apples was brought to Milwaukee, but

sold slowly, and the owner soon became
convinced that had his barrels been filled

with groceries, coarse merchandise, etc., he
wjuld have realized more profit; the citizens

of the young metropolis were then all so

busy speculating that they could not buy
more than one Apple at a time.

The farmers planted Apple seeds, and set trees

obtained from other states and awaited results

which were unsatisfactory; and the first trials at

Apple, Pear, and Peach growing in the northwest

demonstrated the fact that the generation mak-
ing them must buy fruit if it obtained a supply.

A large per cent of our population now regard

them as necessarie.», and the quantity .shipped

into the northwest is enoriuous and increasing.

We have improved on our first efforts, but con-

siderable time will yet be required to fill this

northwestern land with home grown fruit. In

summer time and autumn small fruits are plenty

in our markets and sometimes apjicar in great

abundance. Twenty-five years ago only a limited

quantity of small fruit was gi'own, and so ignor-

ant then were our people generally, that only

here and there were they grown.
I have seen small fruits raised near the Missis-

sippi, sent to Chicago, and then reshippcd over
another railroad three fourths of the distance

towards this river and sold, thus making betiveen

300 and tOO miles transit when 100 miles direct

shipment would have placed it at the selling

point, in better condition and sold for more
mone.v and given the consumer better satisfac-

tion. Those best qualified to realize profits from
growing fruit in the future will be the ones who
not only relish the business but understand
thoroughly all its details, its requirements and
its contingencies. So much rosy literature on
fruit growing has been scattered that many have
been stimulated to embark in it that have not

even a conception of its requirements, so failures

are quite common.
The market for fruits will continue to expand

with increasing population; choice fruit in larger

quantities and at even lower prices are in future
prospect. To the few engaged in growing small

fruit 15 or 20 years ago in this region the profits

were large, but now they must grow and handle

four or five times the quantity once required to

supply the market, and receive from one half to

one third less money. Were it not for careless

cultivation, management,and severe winters less-

ening production, the price would be still less

than it now is. Still even now we do not produce
enough fruit to supply our population, but we
cannot depend on high prices, for the facilities

of transportation are so vast and varied, and
fruit districts so numerous where it can be grown
cheaply, that all who can buy will not likely want
for a supply.

Many millions will yet people these cold north-

western States and beyond, fruit will find a ready
market; audits cheapness will depend largely on
the cjuantity of home grown fruit. Discourage
the growing of it under the plea that the climate

is unfavorable and other products can be raised

at so much greater profit that we shall have a
purchasing power and we certainl.v will not buy
fruit cheai>ly. It is the aim and policy of this

society to redouble its efforts to stimvilate the
cultivation of fruit in Wisconsin, for if it be true

that the average income of American farms is

only about $.500 per annum, the purchasing
power of the average farmer is not very great,

and unless he grows some fruit he will probably
live without it.

In Strawberries we can do better than shipping

them to Chicago. Take this one fruit, which we
have been growing more than any other fruit,

and the consumption has increased from 100

quarts to 1,000 quarts with a potiulati^Mi of 12,000

to 14,000 inhabitants, and I shall expect to make
money out of it hereafter, only we shall have to

handle it more skillfully and watch the market.

Ohio Gardeners on Deep Drainage.
IDincussioyi at Ohio State Hort. Society Mcetiitg.]

C. W. Harris : The best way to water land

is to drain it four feet deep. Subsoil, if

possible, before planting. One foot ot loose

ground will hold a good deal more water
than a foot of hard ground. In the cotu-se

of time it will become loose tour feet down,
regardless of how hard the soil may be. As
far as the water goes, the air will penetrate

the capillaries of the eartli work and fetch

up moisture. .Just so far as you can loosen

and warm the ground, so far it will bring up
moisture. Subsoil your ground and it will

be like a sponge, if not, it will be like a

baked pancake—thin.
M. T. Thompson . Subsoiling four feet deep,

has been my idea for years. I woidd rather have
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one drain, four feet down, than two drains, two
feet down. I knew a man who tiled four, and

four and a half feet deep, and was laughed at.

In two or three years he had the best crops in

that neighborhood, although the same farm had

almost broken down another man who undertook
to work it without drainage.

N. Ohraer : I think these views are generally

correct about under-draining; but, in regard to

muck land, which is all vegetable,for Onion grow-
ing, four feet under-draining almost ruins it.

Two feet is as far as we ought to go, to have
Onions do the best. I advocate three and a half

or four feet for ordinary land.but underdraining

is •specially bad for Onions. As for Pears,we don't

expect to grow such fruit here as they do in

Boston. They tell me the nearer they get to the

water, the better fruit they grow. Away from
the influence of the water it is not so good. We
have insects, and they have insects, but we know
how to destroy them; we know how to get around
such as the codling-moth, which does more harm
than all the others, especiall.v to Apples. We
ought to do better than we are doing.

Leo Weltz : I believe Mr. Ohmer is correct as

regards draining for Onions. If you drain your
land four feet deep, of course the roots can't get

to the water, and you can't grow bulbs, such as

Hyacinths, Onions and Tulips. They raise fine

bulbs in Holland, because the roots touch the

water. If you drain the ground, they have to go
so much deeper. As to Pears, if we had the

climate they have in the East, we could raise

them as well, but besides that we have here more
worms and borers.

W. C. Harris: I used to see them making tUe

in England—the first that was made. They were
foolish enough to think the water could not find

its way into the tile, and so they punctured holes

into it. They then drained ver,v shallow, but

kept getting deeper and deeper. Go through a

drained orchard in a drouth, and you can tell

where drains are by the moisture and growth.

Roots go down easily four or five feet to the tile.

Seed per Length of Drill.

The latest bulletin of the Michigan Agri-

cultural College furnishes the following re-

lating to quantity of seed for a given length

of drill: It is stated that careful record.s of

the quantity of seed used in these vegetables

ordinarily sown in drills shows that the

quantity required, is usually much less than

that recommended by seedsmen. The fol-

lowing flgxires indicate the extent to which
this is true, the quantities recommended
being taken from "Gardening for Profit."

Peas. One quart to 100 feet of drill recom-

mended; S.50 feet of drill used four quarts of

McLean's Advancer, or one quart to every 212)^

feet; 850 feet of American Wonder required 3H
quarts, or one quart to about 24.1 feet of drill;

850 feet of McLean's Little Gem used three

quarts, or one quart for every 28.3^ feet; 850 feet

of ilural New Yorker used 3H quarts, or one
quart for over 3C1 feet of drill; 8.50 feet of Cleve-

land's Alaska required three quarts, oroneijuart

for 2831^ feet. These figures indicate that the

recommendations of Henderson are from over

twice to three times too high. The following fig-

ures will show that our sowings wei'e thick

enough; One pint of McLean's Advancer con-

tains l.noo seed. A pint sowed a trifle over 10(j

feet of drill, giving over 15 Peas for every foot

of drill, or a plant every four-fifths of an inch.

Radishes. One ounce for 100 feet of drill rec-

ommended; 1,000 feet of drill, sown thickly to

Early Long Scarlet Short-top, required BH ounces

of seed. In this case the figure is not extravagant.

Beets. One ounce to 50 feet of drill recom-
mended: Long Dark Blood, Eclipse, and Bas-

sano each required four ounces of seed for 'S^U

feet of di'ill, or an ounce for 83J^ feet, and the

sowing was much too thick. An ounce of Long
Dark Blood Beet contains about l,:i00 fruits or

seeds, or over 15!4 fruits to each toot of drill, as

we sowed them.
Parsnip. One ounce to 200 feet of drill is rec-

ommended; 1,000 feet of drill of Holland Crown
took four ounces of seed, or an ounce to 250 feet

of drill. The sowing was made in very hard
ground where a thick growth of seedling is nec-

essary in ox'der to break the crust. Yet the sow-
ing proved over twice too thick.

Carrot. One ounce for 150 feet of drill recom-
mended; .586 feet in hard ground used 1)4 ounces
of seed, or an ounce for over 377 feet of drill, and
even^then they were much thicker than desirable.

Landscape Gardening for the
Prairies.

[E. R. Brown, Elmwootl, before the Illinois Horticul-

tural Society.']

In a prairie country variety and pictur-

esqueuess are not so easily produced as

where the face of nature is more diversified.

Now the chief point I wish to make, is that a
level tract and one that is hiUy require different

treatment. I make an exception in the case of

the American Elm, the king of trees, which, if it

can have space, justifies itself everywhere. In

raaturit.v it combines in itself grandeur, grace,

strength and beauty beyond any tree that grows.

It will stand with its feet in the water all the

year around. To be sure, he who plants an Elm
will hardly live to see its maturity. But why
not, in this line as well as in others, do something
for posterity?

Everything above the turf—the buildings,

shrubs, \ines, trees—should be so placed as to

exaggerate, so to speak, the natural features of

the landscape. It is especially desirable in our
regions of monotonous scenery, that we make
the most of such variety of surface as we have.

Nature gives us a hint. On the summit of moun-
tains, the spire-like Redwoods and Sugar Pines

shoot upwards two and three hundred feet, sug-

gesting indefinite and infinite height. The Black
Spruce (Afnea Hiyra), with its pointed top, crowns
old Greylock in famous Berkshire, while in the

valley below grow clumps of Alders, tufts of

Willows, round-headed SugarMaples (^cer.^ac-

charinitm), and the Sycamore, spreading by the

river bank.
Low grounds, first allowing ample space for

turf, should be planted in \'ines, shrubs and trees

of low-growing habit. The common Alder ( Almis
gluUnosa lacin lata) should be there, with its large

corymbs of white flowers, for wild Grape vines

and Clematis to run upon. Suppose that there is

at the rear a gentle roll or rise of five or ten feet,

which we wish to enhance and make the most of.

Leaving the first part of the declivity as open
lawn, set a line of low shrubs; next behind these

place low-headed trees—The American Judas
Tree or Red BudfC'crc is Canadensis), or the beauti-

ful Hawthorn (C'rata'f/ns o.ryacantha); then

Sugar Maple and Box Alder ( ,Vc(/»mi(i areniiclcst,

or trees of similar fonn; and bring up the rear

with tall or pointed trees; or, beginning with

Gooseberry bushes, follow back of them in order

of height with Plum, Apple, Butternut and so

on to the tallest to be had. The trees will appar-

entl.v be growing on a ledge twice or three times

its actual elevation. On level tracts, trees of

medium height, Loney Locust (Gleditschia triM-

canthus). Ash (FraxinuK), Sugar Maple and Elm,

{Ulmus) are appropriate.

The lawn should be arranged on the same prin-

ciple as a properly executed landscape painting,

the lines in the foreground free and bold, dimin-

ishing and softening toward the background,

gi ring the effect of distance and depth There

should be no shrubs at the front; simply a few

goodly trees on a smooth turf, with wide hos-

pitable spaces between, to " let the light in and

the sight out." Toward the rear the shade may
be more dense, nearly hiding the ground, giving,

if possible, suggestive glimpses of the silver sur-

faceof pondorstream; but, at least, leading, here

and there, narrow peeps through to some vague

and indefinite beyond. So we may help out the

fancy, and an acre or two may seem to stretch

away to a wide estate.

Do not try to have every fine thing that grows.

The lawn is often made a sad and meaningless

jumble of things, pretty in themselves, but made
a nuisance by their aimless setting.

Now a word as to flowers and color. In some
retired and partially shaded nook, let the early

spring bloomers have a chance. Especially let

us have the Spring Beauty (nmjtmUa Virginica)

and the Dutchman's Breeches (Dicentra cucid-

laria). followed a little later by the Lady Slipper

{('jlliriiiidiiini imrviflorurn) and Buttercups (Ra-

mi ;ii'»Ihs'i"('"is"'<). In midsummer and later, give

our native Asters and glorious Golden Rod
iSulidago) a fence comer in which to bourgeon

at their own sweet will. The trees should be

selected with a view to the grand autumn object

lesson in tints and shading, which they furnish,

the lemon tint of the Elm, the bloody hue of the

Virginia Creeper, (Ampelopsin) the Claret of the

small Oaks, and the ruby of the Sumach, while

the Sugar Maples glow with the whole chromatic

scale of reds and yellows. Even the blue of Rasp-

berry stems, and the Coffee color of Blackberries

add to the infinite range of tint and shade that

signalize and delightfully prolong the glow and
glory of autumn for several months.

Report on the New York and Phila-

delphia Chrysanthemum Shows.
The first-named exhibition opened on Nov-

ember 8th, in a marquee or tent,at the corner

of .5th Avenue and 14th street, with a superb
display of Chrysanthmum plants and
flowers. The central part of the tent was
arranged in three large groups of plants;

the stages around the sides were devoted to

cut flowers, mainly Chrysanthemums.
In the cut flower department, W. Tricker, gar-

dener to Judge Benedict, of Long Island, took-

the 1st prize on the following lots of Chrys-

anthemums: 13 Anemone-flowered, 12 new varie-

ties, 6 Japanese varieties, and on 6, 12 and 24

varieties each of the Chinese class.

Wm. Hamilton, Alleghany City, Pa., 1st silver

cup prize for seedling, showing a bloom of un-
equaled large size, deep maroon color on inside

of petals, outside of light flesh color.

E. Fewkes & Son, Newton Highlands, Mass.,

showed nine blooms of imported Japanese varie-

ties, which were very fine and of types new to us.

The most noticeable that had names attached

were " Emma Rick," white, petals reflexed;

"Empress of Japan," whit«, petals reflexed;
" Lilian B. Bird," white, pink center, very fine

slender quilled petals, seven inches in diameter;
" Kioto," yellow, globular, petals incurved and
curled in a whorl, good color; " Mrs. Fowler,"
nice shade of light pink, large size.

Mr. T. H. Spaulding also made large displays

in new and choice varieties, and P. Henderson
& Co. made a display of not less than 200 vases

of Chrysanthemum flowers. John Thorpe took

1st prize on six, 25 and 12 Japanese sorts. In cut

Roses, J. H. Taylor, Long Island, took 1st prize

on Cusins, Mad. de Watteville, Perles and Bride.

J. N. May, of New Jersey, 1st on American Beauty
and Niphetos.

In Chrysanthemum plants, John Dallas took
1st prize on six Chinese and on one specimen
Japanese, " Fair Maid of Gumsly," a fine white

variety grown in tree form. John Thorpe 1st

prize on six and 24 Japanese, six yellow varieties,

30 plants and six plants in six inch pots. T. H.
Spaulding 1st prize on :30 plants and 15 plants in

six inch pots, and on six well grown Standards.

The Philadelphia show opened Nov. 13, and
altogether it may be said to have been the finest

show of Chrysanthemums ever held in this coun-
try, due chiefly to the wide-spread interest

shown by the local florists and gentlemen having
private floral establishments, together with the

liberal spirit displayed in the regular prizes

offered by the society, and the special ones pre-

sented by individuals.

The decorations of the hall were rendered sing-

ularly effective by the use of Palms, Chrysanthe-

mum plants and flowers, garlands, etc., with
large clumps of greeneries and flowers in the

gallery, placed at intervals against the wall.

Upper main hall was filled with Chrysanthemum
plants, and all of very fine quality.

Following we name the prominent prize takers:

J. W. Colflesh 1st prize of $100 for 12 plants In 12

varieties. The list including Mrs. M. Wana-
maker, flesh color; Mrs. C. W. Wheeler, flesh

color outside, petals red inside; Mrs. Joyce, pink,

semi-double; Puritan, white, semi-double; C>il-

lingfordii, double red; Gloriosum, semi-double,

lemon color;' Eugene Wizard, crimson and pink,

semi-double; Retta C, white, semi-double; Sur-

prise, double, somewhat globular shaped, pink

with yellowish center; Mrs. Frank Thompson,
large semi-double, deep pink inside of petals,

flesh tint outside. J.W.Colflesh, Ist prize on Pom-
pons, six plants in si.x varieties, and also on in-

curved, six plants, six varieties, and general

collection; whUe W. K. Harris received 1st prize

on Japanese, si.x plants, six varieties, incurved,

and for a single specimen of the white Puritan.

Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, already famous, and
shown by Pitcher & Manda, New Jersey, was
awarded a silvermedal. This has a large, white,

somewhat globular form, recurved in a sort of

whorl. The fleecy fringe on incurve of petals is

very noticeable and gives it a distinctive appear-

ance, while its character of growth seems favor-

able; a plant in a three inch pot showing three

well de\eloped flowers of fair size and full foli-

age to the base of stalk.

The show of cut flowers in the committee
hall. Chrysanthemums especially, was fine, and
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impressed me beyond past displays of this kind.
Blooms fully eight inches across were not un-
common, and the range of form and coloring
was more bewildering, while the number of
specimen fiowei'S shown seemingly ran up into
thousands. A few vases of cut Koses called for
favorable comment, as did also several Thanlss-
giving designs in flowers and fruit contributed
by local Borists.

The florists club and invited friends sat down
to the annual supper at 10 o'clock. A delightfully
social time was enjoyed by all, the toa.sts and
responses being numerous and felicitous.

CONDENSED CLEANINGS.
A Bulb Disease: Black Canker. The bulb

growers of Europe recognize a certain disease of
bulbs under the name of "black canker" or
"black rot." In typical cases the buds are
studded with minute black projecting spots, as
shown in the upper part of our illustration; this
is the resting or hibernating state of the fungus
which causes the disease. Narcissus bulbs are
imported in apparently sound condition, but
really with the fine threads of a fungus mycelium
just beneath the outer membrane, and it is im-
possible to tell without a microscopic examina-
tion whether the bulbs are free from taint or
not. In the course of a few weeks (or months)
the spawn beneath the membrane congregates in
little knots (like grains of gunpowder), which
speedily become black outside. These grains are
sclerotia. If the membrane of the bulb is care-
fully laid open with a needle, and one of the
black grains enlarged ten diametei-s, it will appear
as shown on the left of the illustration. A frag-
ment of the sclerotium under the microscope,
enlarged 300 diametei-s, shown, as in the right-
hand bottom corner, one compact mass of fine
fungus threads. The warmth and moisture fav-
orable to the bulbs is exactly suited to the grains,
which after about nine months' rest produce a
small fungus named Peziza—possibly P. cibor-
ioides, Fr., which sometimes grow on Oak leaves
and Clover. This fungus produces spores which
germinate and produce a new crop of sclerotia,
by which the life of the "black canker" is car-
ried in a passive state from year to year. As in-
fected bulbs propagate the disease, no bulbs
showing the granules of "black canker" should
be sold or planted.—Gardeners* Chronicle.

No Bnbbish Heap. Most gardeners are in favor
of a rubbish heap, as being of considerable value
from a manural point of Wew, while in the case
of heavy soils the free use of such refuse is of
the greatest possible help in bringing the soU
into proper working order, but some time since
I observed an instance of the "no rubbish heap"

X zoo-

Black Canker in Bulbs.

principle. The accumulation of rubbish in large
and small gardens goes on at an alarming rate,
and soon becomes offensive; it was with a view
to avoid this, that the rubbish heap was abolished.
The garden where this is carried into affect is of
considerable size, and forms part of the grounds
of an Orphanage, and consequent upon the
number of inmates, precautionary measures are
freely employed against disease; with this object
the superintendent has studiously avoided a
rubbish heap, and to get rid of the refuse a
deep trench is formed across the garden, and the
refuse as fast as made, is deposited in it and
covered with soil. When the trench is full, it is

Blled in, leaving another by its side; this is served
likewise, and so the operation continues till the
whole has been traversed. By this process the
soil receives a good dressing, and is thoroughly

Reduced.

trenched, while at no time is there any great ex-
tent of land unoccupied. The plan answers
admirably, and excellent crops are the result;
nothing is simpler or more etfectual, for mo.st
gardens.—Foreign Exchange.

The 1888 Plum Crop. This year was unusually
favorable for Plums. The crop is many times
larger than it has been for a long time, and trees
which never perfected any fruit before have
had a greater load than they could well
carry. Imperial Gage, Prince Engelbert,
Sharp's Emperor (Victoria),Bavay's Green
Gage, Shropshire Damson, and a number
of others, to say nothing of the old Dam-
son, have all borne remarkable crops,
.lust what occurs in a number of years to
cripple the curculio so that, although
present in greater or less numbers, they
can only do a smaU portion of their bad
work, it is difficult to say. Possibly there
was some part of the winter which was
unfavorable to them, or something in the
preceding summer, or both. But such
events, occurring from whatever cause,
give hope that sooner or later some of the
unseen forces of nature may make a clean
sweep of the "little Turk," such as hap-
pened in the case of the tent caterpillar
several years ago. Hut while the curculio
did little or no harm, as much cannot be
said for the rot which attacked a number
of the large varieties. Several of these, ^'^- '• Sprayed Bartlett Pea

however, notably Sharp's Emperor and
Prince Engelbert, have been almost wholly
exempt from this malady. Trees growing in
door yards, or where pigs and chickens have free
access, have done best in all respects, as usual.—
National Stockman.

Results from Spraying Bartlett Pears. Spray-
ing young fruit with liquid poison, to destroy
noxious insects has proved particularly advan-
tageous to Bartlett's, which from their earliness
appears to be particularly liable to the attacks
of the codling moth and curculio. The spraying
is done when the young Pears are between the
size of Peas and Cherries. It is sometimes neces-
sary to repeat the operation to replace loss by
hea%-y rains. Paris green thoroughly mixed
with 700 times its bulk of water, ami lightly
showered over the tree destroys all the codling
worms just hatching in the calyx, and before the
Pears are half grown the rains have washed off

all the poison; and though Paris green is a very
imperfect remedy for the curculio on Plums, it

is more effective when they are on Pears. An
orchard^of Bartletts was sprayed three times, the
rains interrupting somewhat. The result was that
the heavily loaded trees had scarcely a defective
specimen, while on a tree 40 rods away nearly
every Pear was more or less disfigured by the cod-
ling worms and the curculio. Fig. 1 represents a
specimen of the fruit much reduced from the
sprayed trees, which is smooth and uninjured,
and Fig. 2 a specimen from the unsprayed tree,

disflgured chiefly at the sides by the curculio.

London purple, if pure, answers as well as Paris
green.—Country Gentleman.

The Culture of Bhubarb. While the best
time to plant Rhubarb is in the fail it ma.v be
done early in spring; the old roots should be
divided so as to have but one or two eyes to

each piece, and set about three feet apart in fur-

rows four feet apart. Cover two inches deep.
Rhubarb is in no way particular about the land
it grows upon, provided it is not a dry gravel,

but demands very heavy manuring; 10 or 15

cords per acre every year of strong manure, rich

in nitrogen. Rake off the dead leaves and rub-
bish about Nov. 1st, plow a light furrow from the
plants at each side, fill this with manure, and
cover with plow, ridging the land well over the
crowns. In early spring cultivate across the
ridges, and stir often with plow and cultivator,

and hoe until it has grown too high. The best
variety for general marketing in Boston is the
Victoria, on account of its large size and very
heavy yield. The Linna'us variety is earlier and
milder acid, but it does not yield much more
than half. The bed should be replanted after
about five years' bearing, the new plantation
not being cropjjed the Hrst year, and will not pro-
ducea full crop the second, butafter that for five

years it is in its prime.—American Cultivator.

Trees for Streets. All things considered, the
silver-leaved Linden is one of the most suitable
for avenue-planting, though whether it will en-
dure the gas and smoke of the densely crowded
city remains t(j be seen. Its chief merit consists

in absolute hardiness, entile exemption from

destructive insects and diseases, a vigorous
growth, and a beautiful, compact head. The
bark is smooth, and the trunk straight and sym-
metrical. Many so-called street trees droop
their branches to the annoyance of travellers,

but in the silver-leaved Linden the tendency of
every limb is upright, and is clothed with charm-
ing foliage. While little difliculty is experienced
in providing suitable trees for small towns and

Fig. 3. Unsprayed Bartlett

Pear Reduced.

country places, the list that will accommodate it-

self to the closely-built city, and especially to
the manufacturing districts, is smaU indeed, so
that the Carolina Poplar has been introduced in
such positions. It has demonstrated its ability
to withstand the hardships of its surroundings,
and shows to advantage in a comparison with
well-known trees. Whether il will continue to
thrive remains to be seen, but for the last decade
it has seemed to defy both confinement at the
roots and vitiated air.—Tribune.

An Apple Inspector. Mr. N. Hudgin advocates
the appointment of an inspector of Apples for
export, for the purpose of fostering the trade,
which is largely on the increase, and requires a
more careful selection and proper branding.
The shipper employs a number of packers who
endeavor to pack as large a number as possible,
regardless of the employers' Interest, and it is

hard to trace this; or the farmers compel them
to pack Apples that are hardly fit for evaporat-
ing, thus injuring the foreign market, and sub-
jecting the shipper to a heavy freight bill on
goods not worth the transportation. The farmer
should pack his own Apples and save 15 cents
per barrel, and the trouble of a lot of men, if

desirous to do so, and likewise take the conse-
quences. Then the packer would have to look
after his own interest, as every tenth barrel
could be gone through, or more or less as neces-
sary, and this would have a tendency to check
abuse.—Canadian Horticulturist.

The Peach Borer Cure. The eggs are laid on
the tree, close to the ground, where the tender-
ness of the bark makes it easy tor the young
grub to get through to the soft new wood, on
which it feeds. Gum mixed with the sawdust-
like castings of the worms, indicates the presence
of the pest. Cutting into the tree with a knife,
will soon find a soft, dull-whitish worm with a
brown head, and the knife puts him beyond do-
ing any more harm. Sometimes the track ex-
tends down under the bark, but one need not
fear to follow, as the cutting heals over with no
harm to the tree. When left to itself the grub
comes out and makes a cocoon of the gum and
castings. The perfect insect, which lays the eggs,
is a slender, dark blue, four winged moth, not
unlike a wasp. Nothing can be done to prevent
the depositing of the eggs; but cutting out the
grub is a perfect protection if done in time.
Twice a year, fall and spring, the trees should be
looked over.—National Stockman.

Home Horticulture for Children, Farmers,
grounds should lie neat and attractive. The wise
man will begin earlj', with his children, to gather
these attractions. If he takes an interest in grass
and flowers, he may convey this mental inheri-
tance to his children by pointing out their
beauties and wonders. A neatly kept home and
surroundings, facilities for the study of the
natural sciences, home collections of minerals
and insects, teaching the art of budding, pruning
and grafting, making dried collections of weeds,
and of grains and grasses, will in the course of
years ma ke the country permanently attractive.
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to growing up families, and incite a taste for

rural ana scientiflc study.—Albany Cultivator.

Protecting Peach Trees Energetic cultivators

In the Northwestern States grow superior Peaches

every year by giving winter protection. Two
methods are noted. In one, the trees are planted

in a sloping position and trained to a flat, or fan-

shaped form. Late in autumn the branches are

bent down and covered with Corn-stalks, which,

by retaining the warmth from the soil, prevent

hard freezing. The other method is to jilant the

trees at the base of a steep slope, or high bank,

when, by training in the same manner, the

branches may be laid over against the back, and

covered as above not«d. The expense of cover-

ing is slight as compared with the value of a fine

crop of Peaches.-Country Gentleman.

Treating Scale Insects and Parasites at the

South, clean away the top earth in the fall for

two or three inches deep, and for three or four

feet around the tree, and sprinkle wood ashes

over the place, leaving it until spring, then re-

place the dirt, and when the trees are done

blooming, smoke them on a still night with

Tobacco and brimstone. I use charcoal in a vessel

or pan, and after it gets to burning, put on the

Tobacco and then the sulphur. This has saved

my Plum and Peach trees, both of which have

done 50 per cent better since I began this treat-

ment. I find that Pear trees are benefited by hav-

ing a dressing of iron filings.—Farm and Home.

Hollow Brick Wall. At the greenhouses of

the Diugee & Conard Co., their Superintendent,

Mr. Antolne Wintzer, states fliat walls of this

construction have stood on their plaee for nearly

20 years in good condition. The sketch shows

plainly how the wall is constructed The great

advantage of a hollow wall is admitted and it

would seem that such a simple manner of con-

struction should commend itself. It would be

well to give such a wall a strong stone founda-

tion, and sink it well into the ground to prevent

heaving by frost, in any latitude north of

Philadelphia.—American Florist.

Cyclamens for tlie Window Garden. These

succeed admirably, especially wherever gas is

not used to a great extent. Repot if necessary,

when the new growth is commencing, using a

mixture of loam, leaf-soil, and sand, with good

drainage. Keep the soil constantly and evenly

moist after roots have freely formed, and the

plants in all the light possible, and sate from frost.

In May remove to a lightly shaded position out-

of-doors, and stUI keep the soil .iust moist.—

Gardening Illustrated.

No use for the Potato Blossom. The seed of the

Potato, which results from the blossom, are not

only unnecessary to the formation of the tuber

below, but are a prejudicial strain on the plant,

for it stands to reason that the plant which is

propagated from its root-stem ought not to spend

its energies in the production of flowers and

seeds which are of no economic value whatever.

—Mark Lane Express

English Cut-Flower Trade. Of the London
flower trade, we can safely say that the designs

and decorations _-—-

—

_
'

^^_ ^
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are much behind ^„ _^:- '— —- ^1 p,
those of the J ; ,. l,.i

-

leadings florists

of the United
States. The de- '.':^-'—f*f:*r"*"i
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signs are more g^g,,^,^^^^^ ^^jj^o^ gt^eenTiouse.
formal, lacking
the ease, grace, and warmth of color which char-

acterize the American florists' productions.

Only in jilant decorations do the English florists

and decorators excel.—American Florist.

Foreign Fruit Evaporating. In England land

is too high to devote to Apples, with a view to

competing with the United States in evaporated

fruit. Attempts made in Germany to establish

the fruit evaporating business have failed. An
adequate supply of good fruit could not be had
to keep the evaporators running.—Chautauqua
Farm and Vineyard.

The Dwarf Champion Tomato. We have observed

the growth of this Tomato with much Interest. It has

not the sprawling habit of other varieties, Its stem
being self-supporting. The foliage also differing. For
the home garden the plant will commend Itself by its

neatness, and the fruit which Is produced quite abun-
dantly, is of fair size, extra smoothness, and good
quality.—Farm Life.

Testing Seeds at Experiment Stations. We would
suggest that the seed tests he made as soon as possible

after the seeds are harvested, and the results made
known before the time of sowing, then growers would
have the opportunity of selecting the best.—German-
town Telegraph.

A New Winter Delicacy. A Pearl river plantsman
Is bleaching the tops of Russia Turnips, which are in

favor abroad, and are prepared for the table much the
same as Sea-kale. These and Cauliflower, will be in

market about Christmas.—Garden and Forest.

What Ashes are Worth. A bushel of average hard
wood ashes is worth eighteen cents for the potash and
phosphoric acid alone, according to the commercial
price of these ingredients.—Bulletin Mass. Ex. Station.

The Fruit-eating population of the United States is

Increasing far more rapidly than the fruit-raising

population.—Chautauqua Farm and Vineyard.

Sharp Californians. The fruit driers of California

have organized an association that seems very much
like a " Trust " from this distance.-R. N. Y.

The late Emperor Frederick was a munificient
patron of the gardening art, having a great love for

flowers.—Gartenflora.

Apples are shipped from California to Australia.-
Garden and Forest.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

The Sharpness of Vinegar is entirely owing to

the pointed figure of its salts, which float therein.

—Scientific American.

Celeriac, Scrape the roots carefully, boU in

water till tender; when half done season with
salt, and when cooked serve with a cream sauce.

Stewed Celery. Cut the Celery into pieces two
inches long, boil half an hour, drain, pour
fresh water on, and boil for another half hour.

Drain and serve on toast with melted butter.

Fried Squash. Sieve two and one-half cups of

cooked Squash; add a pint of milk, two eggs, a
teaspoonful of sugar, a pint of flour, two tea-

spoonfuls of baking powder and a little salt.

Beat together until smooth and fry in butter.

Onions Fried. In a hot pan, put butter (or

meat fryings after frying meat), and the Onions
sliced with a little hot water, sprinkle with pep-

per and salt and cook twenty minutes; add a

teaspoonful of flour in a little milk and serve

when it boils.

Sweet Potato Pone, To one and ahalf pounds
of Sweet Potato, boiled and mashed, add a heap-
ing tablespoonful of butter, a Uttle salt, two
tablespoonfuls of sugar, one of ginger, and half

a pint of milk, beat well, pour in a buttered pan,

and bake an hour.—Farm Journal.

Sugared Popcorn, Boil in an iron kettle a

spo( mful of butter, three spoonfuls of water and
a cup of granulated sugar; when ready to candy,

pour in three quarts of well popped Corn; stir

until the Corn is covered with syrup, remove
from the fire and continue the stirring until cool.

Preparing Salsify. Scrape the salsify and put
into cold water with one tablespoonful Lemon
juice. Boil in salted water until tender. Sauce,

—melt two tablespoonfuls of butter, add one
tablespoonful flour and pour on slowly one and
a half cups white stock; season with salt and
pei)per.—Mass. Ploughman.

Parsnip Cakes. Peel the Parsnips; cook them
soft in slightly salted water; mash, and to a pint

add two tablespoonfuls each of butter and
cream, or milk. Heat and stir in two well-beaten

eggs; when cool make into small cakes. Dip
these in beaten egg, then in bread crumbs, and
fry in boiling fat.—Prairie Farmer.

Baked Cauliflower, Boil tender, cut into neat

clusters and place in a buttered pudding dish,

stalks downward. Make a soft paste of bread
crumbs, melted butter and cream; add salt and
pepper and one egg well-beaten. Place this over

the Cauliflower or Broccoli, cover closely and
bake eleven minutes, browning the last five.

Serve very hot.

Belish of Cabbage. One good head of Cab-
bage, shaved as fine as possible; one tablespoon-

ful of grated Horse-radish to each quart of Cab-
bage; one pint cider vinegar; let it come to a

boil. Three eggs, a little salt. Beat the eggs
well, stir into the vinegar until cooked, then
pour it over the Cabbage and set away to be
eaten cold.—California Patron.

Using Sea-Kale. An excellent sauce for Sea-

kale is made by rubbing several ounces of but-

ter in flour; then stir in the yolks of eggs, accord-

ing to quantity of sauce wanted; flavor with a

squeeze of Lemon juice, serve with the plain

boiled Sea-kale, but not pouring over. Cold

Sea-kale may be cut into pieces, dipped in

batter, and fried, forming a palatable side dish.

-British Journal of Catering.

Baking Sweet Apples. Most kinds of sweet
Apples do not easily bake soft as the best cook-

ing sour varieties do. They have, besides, too

little acid to fit them for pies, though where no
other fruit can be had, the demand for pie may

be met by mixing them with cider vinegar. But
they need no addition for baking by themselves.
The sweet Apple thus prepared is e.xcellent and
healthful and are easily digested by the most
delicate stomach.—American Cultivator.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Airing. Observe this closely to secure a uniform

temperature without drafts.

Aspidistras need plenty of water at the^rootsand
the foliage wiped off with a wet sponge.

Azaleas may be treated Uke Aspidistras.

Begonias not in bloom can be somewhat shaded,
while flowering ones like a sunny position in 55° to
60° of temperature.

Century plants and all others of its class to be kept
rather dry, but free from dust on leaves.

Chrysanthemuras. After labelling properly, cut the
tops oft' and keep in a cool place, watering but little

until cuttings are wanted.

Cob(Ba scandens, being a rapid grower, requires

attention as to tying. Green fly and red spider often
spoil its beauty. Use Tobacco water for the fly, and
sponge the leaves for the latter.

Farfugium grande while growing slowly to have
less water. It does best In light soil.

Frosted plants should be promptly moved to warmth
of only about 3(5° to thaw out gradually, as nothing can
be worse tlian high heat. Carefully wet the frosted ones
with cold water, and do not handle the leaves.

Hyacinths in glasses, as the roots are well developed
are to be brought in for flowering.

Ivies for beauty as well as for health must be kept
free from dust and Insects.

Jerusalem Cherry and other Solaniuns require the
fruit and foliage to be kept clear of dust; cover when
sweeping, building fires, etc., wash sometimes.

Lantanas are especially liable to suffer from red
spider; syringe often.

Light. All that can be had at this dark season Is

needed; curtains should be rolled to the top through
the day. Nothing should come before the glass of the
upper window sash.

Lily of the Valley. Clumps taken from where the

plants are strong in the garden will bloom in a warm,
light window.

Mignonette does best In a light place; loosen the soil.

Othonna often damps off at this season if carelessly

watered. A light, rich soil with a temperature of 50"

to 55° suits them.

Plants in the cellar not to be allowed to dry or shrivel

up but avoid to much dampness.

Primroses need warmth and freedom from damp-
ness and drafts.

Sempervivums. Keep somewhat dry, from 45° to 50°.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN,
Allheas. For one or two years after planting these

should have the soil mounded up over the roots and
the tops tied in straw.

Clematis. Protect each plant after being cut back
or laid on the ground, with several forkfuls of manure.

Compost Heap. The chief substances for it to be

turf rich in vegetable fibre (from a pasture or roadside)

and manure, say two parts of the former and one of

latter. In addition there may go to it muck, wood's

earth, road scrapings, leaves, soil sittings, old piaster,

ashes, hen manure and all like materials to be gathered

about a place. These should be built up in regular

layers to form a shapely pile. In the spring with work-
ing from one end of the pile to throw It over once or

twice, all the matter will soon be in capital shape.

Drains. New ones may be laid in fair weather; old

ones til be watched, seeing that they are in working
shape. Sometimes drains become stopped by rats or

other causes. This can only be corrected by following

up the drain tile by tile from the opening to the place

of trouble.

Evergreens. Whenever snow lodges on these shake

It off, as they are likely to be Injured.

Herbaceous plants of the hardy class to have a

covering of strawy manure.

Lilies like Auratum and other delicate sorts to be

protected by earth or ashes over them.

Protection. Plants like Pampas Grass, Chrysanthe-

mums, Tender Roses, etc., may in many places, be

wintered outdoors by hilling earth around so as to leave

the plant in a hollow which is filled with leaves, so

roundedup as to remain above the groimd after settling.

Rockeries. Have coarse manure strewn over the

more exposed places, keeping it in place by brush.

New ones may be commenced.
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Roses. Of the Bourbon. Bengal, PolyautUa, and simi-

lar classes to be bent over and covered with soil or

sods laid grass side up. Hybrid Perpetuals especially

such as are delicate, to be protected with straight straw

tied on with heavy twine. The surface of all Rose beds

to be heavily mulched with nuiuure that Is half rotten

or less, for when well rotted It Is not so good.

Staking Trees. With Evergreen trees, three stakes

should be driven close to the tree, and from each a

coarse cord be brought to the stem and back again,

protecting the bark where the cords come with a band

of leather. A mound of earth placed around the base

of the tree will aid further In steadying It.

Trellises and support that are moveable, to be

sheltered, repaired, and painted where needed.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Ageratum seed, for line early plants, may be sown

during this mouth.

Air-loving plants like Azaleas, Camellias, Heaths,

etc., should be freely provided with this element daily

when the weather is favorable.

Azaleas. Give the forced plants when in bloom a

dry, cool place, while those coming next to be kept

warm. Push young plants as rapidly as possible, by
giving warmth and water. Guard against thrlp and
red spider.

Bulbs. Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissuses, Crocuses, aud
SelHas, to be brought into heat for succeeding the

Roman and other earliest kinds; air freely and give

plenty of water.

Calceolarias should now have a cool situation near

the glass, but protected from cold winds aud frosts.

Ventilate only enough to keep down mildew. Avoid
both over watering aud not watering enough.

Callas. See that they be kept clear of aphis, as no
plant suffers more when once It becomes infested.

Give plenty of space aud water freely, using liquid

manure sometimes.

Camellias show white scale now, if at all: examine
often, and cleanse with water and a brush. Water
carefully and syringe lightly twice a week, gi-ving an
even temperature.

Cannas. Keep the roots of potted plants dry, and
in a cool place.

Carnations. Avoid over wetness at the roots, but

syringe sometimes, and air as freely as possible.

Centaureas. For strong plants the seed should be

sown promptly. Candida especially Is a slow grower.

Oentradenias. When showing buds, give light and
manure in liquid form.

Cinerarias. See under Calceolarias.

Cold Pits containing half hardy plants should be

aired freely In mild weather and covered on cold nights,

as the plants cannot well stand sudden and extreme
changes of temperature.

Cyclamens for early young plants may be sown now
in pans near the glass.

Deutzia gracilis for early blooming should be given

a warm, light situation.

Fern spores may be sown in rough peat, either in

pans or pots under bell-glasses.

Francisceas- Young plants to be shifted, then as

growth begins keep warm and well watered, syring-

ing several times each week.

Heliotrope will be benefited by a warm, moist at-

mosphere and some manure water.

Hellebores (Christmas Roses) force well In a cool

house, having flowers scarcely inferior to Eucharis.

Insects. Fumigate twice a week for aphis or green

fly, and syringe daily or oftener to destroy red spider.

Mealy bug or scale can be gotten rid of by washing.
Slugs can best be captured at night, when they are

feeding, by the aid of a light.

Mildew^ Is often present on Roses, Verbenas, and
such plants at this season. Dust powdered sulphur

over the plants early on a sunny day, first wetting the

foliage, aod then keeping the house close.

Orchids require close attention; any drip from the

roof is injurious. While many kinds are still at rest,

others are inclined to move, and should be encouraged
by giving a warm moist situation; such varieties like

Aerides odoratum need a good deal of heat, with par-

tial shade, not allowing the roots to become dry. Re-

potting or renewing the Sphagnum or baskets is not
advisable at this season.

Palms. Never allow the soil to become dust dry, and
thoroughly water when needed.

Frimalas. Do not water overhead as it has a ten-

dency to cause the stems to rot; carefully give water

onlj' at the roots. As the weather admits, air freely, a
cool temperature, say from 45'= to 5l)° will favor stocky

growth.

Roses. Syringe blooming plants twice dally. Prune
the "monthly" class, as the buds are taken, back to

within two eyes of the ba.se of the shoot. Once in a

while go over the plauts removing all "blind shoots,"

or such as have ended their growth. A night heat of

from 55° to 60** is the best suited tt> the free develop-

ment of the bloom.

Stocks. Scatter Tobacco stems about the plants and
fumigate freely, as they are liable to suffer from green

fly. Water carefully, remove dead matter, aud look

out for damping off in the Winter Flowering and Ten
Week sections.

Thunbereias. For ))looming plauts have about 55'^,

syringing freely for red spider.

Verbenas. Keep the plants cool and well aired. If

there is moss on the soil, remove it with a little earth,

replacing with fresh soil. Guard against over-water-

ing. See under mildew.

Violets. Air freely when weather allows, stir the

soil and remove decaying matter.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Bark. By applying a wash of lime, soot, and clay

with a brush, moss and vlrmin may be gotten rid of.

Care needs tol}e taken that no fruit spurs are Injured.

Clearing up. Stakes, ladders, barrels, etc., to be

sheltered; exposure injures more than ordinary wear.

Cuttings of Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, etc., to

be well covered with evergreen boughs or similar

protective material.

Dwarf Fear and other bush trees should not suffer

from accumulated snow; shake it off.

Fruit. In the storage room remove any fruit at the

first sign of decay, as it will spread. As the earlier

varieties approach ripening bring to a warjner place

to finish the process. Market before softening begins.

Well-kept Pears win find a good market this mouth.

Grapevines. Prune on mild days; those set out last

spring to be cut back to three eyes; older ones to have
the past season's canes cut back to six or eight buds,

according to strength. As even the hardy sorts are

better for winter protection, lay the canes on the ground
covering with straw, branches, or soil, seeing that the

roots are well protected.

Manuring. Now is an excellent time for applying
well-rotted manure to fruit trees of all kinds.

Propagation by root-grafting can be done at any
time during the winter. Scions should be cut in mild
weather, choosing good ripened shoots; pay close at-

tention to labelling and store in a cool cellar.

Rabbits may be kept from injuring trees by using

tarred felt, or smearing fresh liver or blood over them
frequently; for mice and such pests, remove all weeds
and tramp tiie snow firmly about the tree.

Raspberries. Lay the tender varieties down and
cover with earth, top-dress the hardy ones about the

roots with good manui'e.

Staking. Young trees in windy places should be

steadied by driving stakes dose to the tree, wind up a

wisp of straw to place between the stake aud tree;

cut a piece of old heavy duck, or else use leather of a

length to pass from the stake arouud the tree, and
back, drawing the tree tightly against the straw, and
nailing the duck fast to the stake.

Strawberries. It is not yet too late to cover these if

not already attended to.

Water. Ditches should be opened to carry off any
standing water.

Winter leisure may profitably be employed in study-

ing improved methods, reading horticulture matter,

visiting different growers, and attending the meetings

of the societies held at this season.

Tools as they pass out of use to be overhauled and
put In order, awaiting use in the spring; a coat of white
wash is easily applied and is a good preservative.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Cabbage should receive final covering for winter-

ing over.

Celery. As the cold increases, Celery in trenches

should receive additional protection, in the shape of

leaves, litter, or the like.

Cellars for vegetables to be kept as near 3.5°, the

temperature being regulated by a thermometer which
ought to be in every cellar. In warm cellars all roots

should be covered with soil which is kept moist.

Cold frames containing Cabbage and other plants

to be daily aired In mild weather, but keeping close

and protected with shutters and mats at night and
during cold spells. Cauliflower plants are less hardy

than Cabbage or Lettuce. If mice trouble, trap or poi-

son. Clear snow from the sash promptly, unless the

ground within is frozen, when if it lays a week no
harm will be done.

General Matters. Provide stakes, etc. for the com-

ing season . Repair frames, sashes, and tools for spring

use; repaiut and provide new ones where required.

Remove old bushes, do underdraining or trenching and
make any other alterations that are desirable.

Kale. In the North treat as directed for Spinach.

Manure is the foundation ol" all profitable vegetable

gardening; it should be collected from all available

sources, slaughter houses, breweries and like places.

Onions. Keep dry at not over 40^. -September sown
seeds to be treated as for Spinach.

Ridging the garden may be done any time before

the ground freezes hard. If with the plow the ridges

to be about four feet wide and as high as possible; by

spade-work there would be less of a ridge, but the

ground should be left lying uneven. If part of the

garden Is thus worked over and a part not, much
difference will be seen in earlluess and quality of crops

on the respective parts next year.

Roots In pits to be banked over with additional

earth as winter fairly sets In.

Spinach is helped by a coat of an Inch or two ot hay

or leaves, as hard weather comes on.

Trimmings of trees and vegetables should not lay

about to harbor mice. Insects and other vermin.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Asparagus roots can be brought into heat for an
early supply. The roots for succession to be stored

where easily procurable.

Dandelions may be treated as directed below for

Parsley.

Grapery. In the cold house, vines after being pruned
to be laid down and covered completely with soil. In

early houses vines breaking should have a gradual rise

of heat, beginning at an average of 65** at night, with
10'^ degrees of sun heat. Too sudden a rise will make
long joints, weak growth, and Inferior crops.

Lettuce. This Js a time of slow growth, aud there

may be many days when air cannot be admitted.

Water sparingly, as too much wetness In dark, close

weather will be likely to spoil the crop. Green fly

will be on the increase now, so keep the house clean by

smoking semi-weekly. Remove all decayed leaves. See

Answer to Inquiry No. 983.

Parsley plants may yet be gotten In from the garden
for wluteror early spring use. Plant the roots lu rich

soil, not crowding them.

Rhubarb. Treat as directed for Asparagus.

Strawberries prepared as directed in previous

months may come to heat during December. Begin
with about 45'^, and as growth advances increase to 60^

or 65*^'. Water amply, but avoid flooding.

THE POULTRY YARD.
Boiled Peas and Beans fed warm are excellent

winter eg"g"-foods.

Don't crowd the poultry in their winter quar
ters if you expect them to thrive.

The breast bone of a young goose is soft aud
easily bent, if hard and firm, it is impossible to
tell how old it may be.

"Pumpkin Seeds," says Prof. Groff, "contain a

medicinal principle, which, in large quantities,
proves poisonous to chickens and turkeys eating
them; some bcccnir jnuMlyzcd in the legs, while
others walk as thou^'-h inloxicated."

Using Wood Ashes. Wood ashes, when scat-

tered over the poultry yard, causes sore feet,

due to the alkaline properties of the ashes. The
best mode of using is to first leach it, allow-
ing to dry, and placing them in a bex for the
fowls to pick over.

Cabbage in Winter. Cabbage can be either

chopped fine and fed to the hens, or tied to small
stakes so that they can pick the heads at will.

There is no great amount of nitrogen in Cabbage,
but it serves as a change from grain to green
bulky food.—Ind. Farmer.

Dressing Poultry, Dip the fowls in cold water,

let them drip and apply a half teacupfuj of pul-
verized rosin to the feathers with a dredging
box, then scald in the usual way. The rosin
sticks the feathers together, so that the pin-
feathers come out with the others, saving much
trouble. Use the common cheap article.—Am.
Poultry Yard.

When to Market. If poultry raisere will ship

during the holidays, they will find " the other
fellow" about to do the same thing. Never sell

between Nov. 15th, and Jan. 15th as prices will
always be down. Hcrausc during That jieriodthe
markets are overst'iL-kcd, as poultry is perishable,
but high prices at other times, however, can be
had.—Poultry Keeper.

A Poultry Car. The car is built for the con-

veyance of live poultry. It stands about 2 feet
higher than an ordinary box car; contains 116
compartments, each four feet square, in a series
of eight decks, with aisles running through it

crossways and another one lengthwise. The
capacity of the car is from 3,500 to 4,500 fowls.
Ily a sy'stcm of ilroj) decks, the fowls are loaded
and unloiuUd at thr bottom of the car, the sides
ol whiuh arc ot strong wire netting, in which
are the doors to the several compartrments.. On
the top of the car, in the center, is a water tank
largo enough to supply a full load on a journey
of two thousand miles. The food being carried
in a receptacle beneath the car.—N. Y. Commer-
cial Bulletin.

Old Hens. My flock is mainly composed of old

ones, many being from eight to ten years old,
and they are still good layers. I have seen a
physiological or anatomical analysis of exactly
now many eggs a hen can lay, and invariably we
are tolil to kill all that are over two or three
years. 1 think the most important matter is to
secure a breed of non-setters. Mine are mainly
Plj'mouth Hock crossed with Hamburg Kock.
There arc also a few Hamburgsand Leghorns.
This cross of Plymouth Kock sjiorts to black,
and a non-setter. For mothers I keep a few
Brown Games-the best of mothers. But in
selecting a setter, I am careful tocho<^scone who
is not too wild, as the (iaims an- itu-liiied to be
flighty. Certainly, old hens if well led, and c-^pec-
iafiy through the moulting tieasi)u, will continue
to be good layers.—E. P. Powell.
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Correspondents are urged to anticipate the season H pre-

senting ^sfions. To ask, for tnslanee, on April IS or 80

what Peas had best be sown, could bring no answer m
the May issue, and none before June, when the answer
would be unseasonable. Questions received before the 14mwould be unseasonable. v««siio«jt f ciciw«irt^^. i ..^ .-.-

of any month stand a good chance of being answered, m the

next paper. Not mare than three questions should be sent

at oie lime. Answers to questions bearing on tne am^
parative value of implements, etc., offered by differen

dealers must not be expected. Neither can we promise t

comply with the request sometimes matte to please answe

by mall." Inquiries appearing without name belong to the

atone time. Answers to qucstiv...^ ..„.--„
_^ .-^_ ,

implcmenfs, etc., offered by different

s expected. Neither can we "^""-^a" to

comply with the request sometimes made to "pie

by mail." Inquiries -.""«-

name next following.
Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from our

readers. In answering such give the number, your

locality and name, the latter not for publication, unless

you desire. Write only on one side of the paper.

1.004. Peach Stones Splitting. Is there any remedy

for tills?—R. T., Harrington, Del.

1.005. Apple Trees for Miss. Which Is the best

sort for this latitude, time for planting and distance ?

—A. C, Magnolia, Miss.

1.006. Camphor Tree. How is this tree grown and

propagated, etc.?—R. H. Y., Dayton, Tenn.

1.007. Fern Roots. When Is the proper time to

divide these?—W. O. M., Eerclieval, Ind.

1.008. Moving Rhododendrons. How large can

these be tor safe moving? Would 8 feet high be too

large?—.!. D. R., Legser. W. Va.

1.009. Corn Flowers. What are these and how are

they grown ?—B. U. F.. Laurenburg, Vt.

1.010. Removing Stones. Is there any advantage

gained bv clearlug off stony land, or do they serve any
useful puriwise ? How do they act upon the soil I—

J. P. W., Johnsonville, Conn.

1.011. Heating Small Greenhouses. How can one

16x30 ft., be weU heated with the most economy?—
Jno., Stark Co., O.

1.012. Begonia Rex Failing. What Is the cause of

my plants getting rusty, and leaves falling oft ?—L.
A. G., Hancock, Minn.

1,01.3. Maiden-Hair Ferns. Soon after cutting the

fronds of this Fern, they shrivel up. Ought they do so?

Why is It?—Q. T. P., Guthrie, Kg.

1.014. Grapes in Orchard. My orchard (Pears,

Plums, and Morello Cherries at 20 feet apart with

Raspberries between) slopes to the west. On a low

part of clay loam, (underdralnedl the berries fruit

poorly because of suitarc clr^iluage from the higher
parts. On similar laud rcmcdrd Drapes do well. Now
could not Grapes take the iilan- of the berries between
the trees here, the shade nut being heavy, with due
fertilizing?—J. W. H., Cleveland, O.

1.015. Growing Cabbage in Cold Frames. 1 would

like a practical method for thls.-C.J.B..Por« Perry.Pa.

1.016. Chip Manure Insects. How can 1 destroy

the insects In chip and cow manure, as I think them
Injurious? Is acid good?—B. J. G., Dalton, Oa.

l,un. Lake Bed for Grape Cuttings. The bed is

dry, of light vegetable loam, shells, etc. Would Orape
cultiugs succeed here?—F., Michigan.

1,018. Grafts from Nursery Trees. Would It hurt

foot-high Salome, oldeon, or Russian trees to lake off

some grafts, or had I better buy such?-F., Michigan.

1,01<). Lime for Land. How much air-slaked lime

should go per acre on rather wet Oak land with lime
stone at 10 feet below?—D. T., Oakalla, Ind.

1.020. Lime for Truck Patch. On clay soil what

kind and how much, and the best to apply?—W. C,
Holmesburgh, Pa.

1.021. Name for Monthly Honeysuckle. The petals

are curved circle-like, flowers very fragrant, yellow
aud white streaked with red.-Mrs. G. M. W., New
Rochelle, N. Y.

1,032. Blood Peach. I would like information re-

garding this, also known as Indian Peach?—G. A. W.

1,023. Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer. Have these any

value?—G. A. W., Roxburg, Mass.

l,VrU. Storing Cabbage. What is the best method

to enable getting at them at any time?—A. W. N.

I,i:r25. Geraniums Acting Queerly. My young plants

cease growth after flower buds are formed aud until

they opeu, then start up again, repeat this indeflnltely.

Whafs the trouble?—W. R. H., Detroit, Mich.

1.026. Scale on House Plants. How can I rid CaUas,

Ferns, and the lUie of these?—Hks. Dr. H. Clayton, O.

1.027. Begonia Rnbia Ailing. The plant Is healthy,

but the buds drop. What's the remedy?—Mrs. Dr. H.

1.028. Hydrangea Propagation. How can H. panlc-

ulatagraud be propagated? From a hot-bed of spring
cuttings? I got but one plaut.-A. T. H., Lewiston,Pa.

1.029. Sowing Water Lily Seed. When is the best

time and the best way in a greenhouse?—G. B. H.,
Paducah, Kg.

1.030. Pruning Grapes. What Is the best method;
also the besi book on pruning?—H. S., Watertown Wis.

1.031. Blackberries Dying. Stone's Hardy and
Snyder, looked and bloomed well last spring, but the
canes soon dried up. They were not protected last

winter; are worse on black soil.-H. S.

l,o:J2. Renovating an Apple Orchard. Can a 19

year old orchard, pastured for nine years and un-
pruned except the dead limbs, be successfully treated,
and if so, how?—M. W. J.. L*'^an/in, Mo.

1,03:!. Grafting Mulberries. Will the Downing and
New American grow on the Russian?—R. M. K.,

Buntley, III.

1.034. Liquidized Cow or Horse Manure, 'Which
is the Best? Is there any difference between them?—
C.i\,Uariara,Ill.

1.035. Raising New Gladioluses. How are the

named ones Increased and the flowers fertilized, do
they come true from Beefil~C.'W.B.,Binghampton,N.y.

l.ttM. Growing Cinerarias. I have nice plants,

but they die during the summer from heat. Can 1 do
anything to help them?—A. L. H., lola, Kans.

1.037. Wild Everbearing Raspberry. It has thick,

dark greeu foliage, stock growth, green canes covered

with brown spines, fruit is large, firm and fine. On
old and young wood It fruits from June until late fall.

Should 'this not be a valuable sort?—G. M. A.,

Boulder, Colorado.

1.038. Apple Tree Borers. My three year old trees

are injured badly. What can 1 do to destroy them?
Would cutting the trees down and re-grafting do It?

I.tti9. Pruning and Grafting, (a) How ought young
Apple trees of different varieties be trimmed? ib) I

desire directions for grafting the various fruits includ-
ing Cherry, Plum, etc.—Beginner, Worth Co., Mo.

1,(M0. India Rubber Plant Cuttings. How can
these be rooted?—W. N., Joitnstoirn, Pa.

1.041. Two Crops in one Season. I wotild like some
information on this matter as mentioned on page
thirty-one —C. L. H., Worcester Co., Mass.

1.042. Cutting Cions for Grafting. When is the

proper time to do this for Apple, Pear, Plum, and
Cherry?—J. W. Rakge, Simkane Co., W. T.

1.043. Starting a Market Garden. We have a

good market, 1 am a beginner and wish to know which
books I should read and which would be the best line

of business to follow?-J. A. E., West Bag City, Mich.

1.044. Marketing Celery and Cauliflower. How
should these vegetables be prepared for market'?—J.A.C.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
890. 'Vineyard Trellis. I take from a wire

manufacturer's circular the following table:

One pound of wire catalogued as No. 13 reaches

34 feet; one pound of No. 11 wire reaches 26

feet; one pound of No. 10 wire reaches 30

feet; one pound of No. 9 wire reaches 17 feet.

According to this table it would require 1300

pounds of No. 12 wire to trellis four acres of

vineyard with two straight rows planted eight

feet apart, or twice that much of No. 9 wire. If

rows are planted 10 feet apai't it would of course
take J4 less wire. About the onlj; wire used now-
adays in vineyards in this section is No. 9 steel
wire, which we buy of local dealers at S.W per
ton. Our general practice here is to put pi ists 24

orSOfeet. Use the heaviest for end posts; nu'dium
sized ones every second or third post, and lighter
ones between. However, if lighter wire is used,
the supports should be correspondingly closer
together. I have not had experience enough to
say what treatment would be best to preseire
posts from rot, but from general principles I

judge that if the posts arc thoroughly seasoned
and are dry, either oietliod mentioned would be
good. But if nnt tlioroughly seasoned and ilry 1

should say that charring would still be gixid.

Petroleum is useless and coal tar worse than use-
less. The charring should be carefully done so

as not to unnecessarily weaken the posts.—L.
RoESCH, CltautauQua Co., N. Y.

998. Beat Blackberry. The Kittatinny will

produce the most satisfactory results.—C. E. P.

1001. Sawdust Mulch. My experience with

sawdust as a mulch has been so unsatisfactory

that I would not adi'ise its use. Not only does it

harbor, but it appears to be the cause of many
fungoid ailments which eventually destroy the
plants.—C. E. P.

970. Black Lice on Chrysanthemums. Yes,

they will injure the plants if allowed to increase.

You can readily destroy them by an application
otFirtv il. Henderson's Insect Death Pow-
der, aiiplicd with a powder beUows or gun will

alsi> banish them.—C. E. P.

882. The Mikado and Beefsteak Tomatoes.
These are not the earliest. The former is good
and reliable for medium to late. The Dwarf
Champion has good points for early. "Improved
Acme," though not entirely smooth, I make
most money from as first early.—A. W. N.

949. Evaporated Fruit Keeping. I saved some
evaporated Apples two years ago for our own
use, that are apparently as good now as when
dried. Thev are kept in a dry place in a tight

barrel with the head in, so that no flies can get
to them.—A. W. N.

977. Transplanting Celery. I prefer plants

that ha\'e been transplanted once.

973. Liquid Manure. See answer to 972. Or
dissolve two ounces of Peruvian Guano in one

gallon of water and apply twice a week. This is

the best article for general use as the guano can
be easily procured in large or small quantities at

any seed store.—C. E. P.

988. Book on Flcwer Growing. Henderson's

Hand Book of Plants will give you a great deal

of valuable information i-oncerning the treat-

ment of plants both inside and in the open air.

Solly's Book of Plants, contains many excellent
plans for beds and fancy flower gardens. Vol-
umns 1, 2 and -i of Popular Uardening also ccm-
tain an immense quantity of useful information
on the subjects that you refer t«.—C. B. P.

979. Lily of the Valley Not Blooming. Your
plants have no doubt become exhausted and re-

quire another season's growth to enable them to

become properly developed for blooming. By
all means give them a good dressing of well de-
cayed stable manure this fall. Imported pips
will prove more satisfactory if a crop fif flowers
is desired the coming season.—C. E. P.

980. 'White Grubs Eating Strawberries. I

know of no remedy except to plant them in
another place.—C. E. P.

982. Bust on Baspberries. I would cut out
and burn all stalks that show indications of rust
as soon as noticed.

987. Pear Blight or Bust. I can suggest no
remedy. The Onondaga Pear is perfectly worth-
less in this "Vicinity on account of this blight or
rust, so affecting the fruit as to render it worth-
less.—C. E. P.

987. Non-Blooming Wistaria. It is growing
too rapidly. After it becomes a few years older
and the rapid growth ceases it will bloom freely
enough.—C. E. P.

993. Hemerocalis Varieties, You should have
received three distinct varieties.—C. E. P.

997. Lilium Longiflorum Hardy. Yes, if given
a good mulching of leaves, or well covered with
Evergreen branches.—C'. B. P.

971 Thin Cloth Bags for Grapes. I have never
used them, and know of no one who has experi-

mented with them, so would advise their use on
a small scale only. 1 think they will allow water
to escape without an outlet being provided.

972. Soot on Chrysanthemums. I don't under-
stand this query but presume that it refers to its

use in the liquid form. For this purpose dissolve
two or three ounces of soot in a gallon of water,
and apply twice a week.—C. E. P.

991. Oxalis Without Bulbs. Yes there are

Oxalis that do not have bulbs. The genus em-
braces a great number of species differing very
widely in their manner and habit of growth.

1002. Pineapple Salvia. Sahia rutilians is the

plant referred to. It is a plant of free, compact
growth, attaining a height of from two to three

feet. The foUage possesses a peculiar yet delight-

ful fragrance that renders it agreeable to most
persons. The magenta colored flowers are pro-
duced in neat spikes during the late autumn
months. Unfortunately they are produced so
late in the season that frost soon destroys them.
When well grown it forms a pretty plant for the
mixed border, or for large collections, but for
most persons it has but little to recommend it

unless grown for the peculiar fragrance of its

foliage. It is commonly called the Apple-scented
Salvia—C. E. P.

992, Planting Lilies. The best time for plant-

ing Lilies is during their jieriod of rest, but late

autumn plantings should be avoided. Lilium

Candidum should be removed in autumn, L. Ex-
celsum, Martagon and its varieties in September.
All the other species and varieties can be planted
in September.-C. E. P.

989. Propagating Plants. All the plants re-

ferred to can be readily Increased by cuttings of

the half ripened wood. The wood is in a proper
condition for rooting when the cutting breaks or
snaps off clean instead of bending.—C. E. P.

975. Japan Iris. Iris Kcempfei-ii and its num-
erous varieties require a deep, well emiched soil

and a sunny situation. They can be readily in-

creased by a careful division of the older plants,

or by seeds, which if sown early, will produce

plants that will flower the second year. They
are really grand hardy plants and worthy of a
place in every garden, as they do not flower until
midsummer. The flowers are both single and
double, and present the greatest variety of color
from pure white to dark purple, with all the in-

termediate shades and markings. A protection
of Evergreen branches is of decided benefit to
them during the winter m<mths.— C. E. P.

983. Lettuce Sotting. During the winter

season Lettuce should be very carefully watered.

The best time for watering is early in the morn-
ing of a bright sunny day, and if at all possible

five a little air. Water slightly warmed is pre-
erable.—C. E. P.

986. Blight on Le Conte. I have never heard

of a case of this Pear being affected with blight
when grown on its own roots.—C. E. P.

978. Pear Blight or Rust. The mixture of

sulphate of copper and lime, commonly known
as "the boideau mixture," would undoubtedly
prevent this blight or rust if thoroughly sprayed
on your trees at the flrst appearance of rust.

980. White Grubs Eating Strawberries. The
best way to got rid of these is to pull up your
infested plants and burn them up. Then plow

the ground and expose the remaining grubs to
Insectiverous birds, etc. Plant some other crop
on the land that will require cultivating for a
yearortwo. Bi-sulphideof carbon will unilmilit-

edly kill the grubs, but it is a cnstl.N uml some-
times dangerous drug to handle.—J. O. A.
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(185. Evaporated Fruit. It is too early to get

at the coming evai)orated crop. The Peaches
are not boxed yet, and Apples are many of them
at this writing yet <in the trees.—C. W. Ideli..

969. Black CnrrantB. These will thrive and
hear well ou any good soil. Lee's Black Prolific

is one of the best varieties. They require no
special treatment other than clean culture and
occasii>nal thinning out. Plant in spring or fall

in rows seven feet apart and in the row four
feet apart.— E. S. Goff.

!I44. Climbine Hydrangeas. To cultivate

these successfully, plant close to the trunks of

large trees, and if at all possible, in a deep well
enriched soil. While small, water thoroughly
during hot dry weather, also mulcli \\ ell and keep
the base of the plant free from grass. They can
be procured of most nurserymen.

991. Oxalis without Bnlbs. Yes, lots of them;
several ornamental species are only annual and
and have no need of bulbs. Again the purple-
leaved Sorrel now so much used for bedding pur-
poses multiplies itself from seeds and runners
and not from an increase of bulbs.—W. F.

993. Hemerocalis Varieties. They are three
distinct species. Be careful about A. flava and
A. graminea as they look very much alike to a
casual observer. Both have long narrow leaves
and yellow tiowers, but flava is about done
blooming before graminea begins to blossom.—
Wm. Falconer.

983. Lettace Hotting. An e.xcess of water or
e.xcess of any other condition causes Lettuce to
become subject to rot. The only remedy seems
to be to control all conditions of moisture, tem-
perature, ventilation, etc., so as to preserve per-
fect healthfulness. Lettuce likes moist soil, but
soggyness should be rigidly avoided, and is

worse than rather dry, especially in winter. A
good rule is to water only when the surface of
soil shows dryness, which may not be tor weeks
or months during Nov. Dec, and Jan. Although
care should be exercised that the lower part of
soil does not become dust dry from bottom heat,
before the surface shows dryness. Excess of
warmth without sutflcient \entilation, and ex-
cess of cold especially if allowed to freeze, so as
to check grovvth and vigor, are probably the
most prolific causes of this difliculty of the
Lettuce grower.—D. N. Long.

978. Pear Blight or Enst. The fruit was prob-
ably affected with a fungus allied to or identical

with "Apple scab," which was very injvn-ious to
Pears in Ohio this year. For an excellent ac-
count of it see the Report TT. S. Uipartment of
Agriculture, 1887, page 341.—C. M. W., UMo Ex-
perimetit Station.

970. Black Lice Injorions to Chrysanthe-
mams. They can be destroyed by spraying
with a decoction of Tobacco and soap. Do not
use too strong a solution. There are several dif-
ferent brands of potash soap on the market that
are good for this purpose, and directions for use
are given with them.—J. O. A.

946. Glass or Canvas for Hot-beds. I raise a
good many thousand Cabbage, Tomato, Sweet
Potato and flowering plants, and have only two
glass sash, all the others are covered with muslin.
I commence sowing seed in February and con-
tinue sowing at intervals until warm enough to
sow in the open ground in the spring. To have
Dice stocky plants under muslin the soil should
be within three inches of the cloth. Sow in
drills three inchesapart and transplant into other
frames when the fourth leaf forms, setting the
plants in rows three inches ai>art and two inches
apart in the row: as they become crowded trans-
plant again into a cold frame, setting the
plants three inches apart each way, and harden
as soon as the weather will admit. The muslin
on the first frames is oiled with linseed oil, and
the later ones as it gets warmer,are covered with
cloth unoiled. Last year I grew several thousand
heads of Lettuce under muslin covered sash, and
I never saw finer Lettuce grown under glass.—
A. L. H., I'Aa, Kas.

1037. Everbearing Baspberry. While I could
not undertake to name the variety from the
given data, j et I may say that the description
reminds me of Belle d'Fontenay, Henrietta, etc.

It is probably a seedling of some of our native
species which are widely disseminated. Possibly
it may be a valuable addition to our class of au-
tumn or so-called Everbearing varieties—if fruits
of this class out of seasfm ma.vbe called valuable;
I should set more v'ulue on the summer croyt.
The foliage seems good, and it may be especially
valuable in Colorado. It is not uncommon for
many of our varieties, both black and red, to
show fruit on canes of the present season's
growth, but the profit of a fall crop of this fruit
IS questionable.—E. Williams.

805. Bemoval of Large Limbs, (a) No special
rule can be laid down as to safety in this matter,
except that one should never cut off a larger
branch than is absolutelj' necessary, (b) Just
before growth begins in spring, (c) White lead
thickly appUed to the cut surface is excellent, as
also is melted grafting wax and shellac varnish.—Kemle, Newport Co., R. I.

KTO. Babbits Injuring Trees. Metal iirot<>e-

tors, wire screen and tari-ed roofing paper or folt

have all proven elTcctual. It is also reliably rec-

ommended to smear the tree with bloody meat
once a week or so during" the winter. A white-
wash, in which, to a perk of lime, <)ne-half p()und
of co])])eras is dis.solved, thickly applied, is cheap
and said to be effective.

791. Perennial Phloxes Dying. The question

is hardly explicit cm^ugh to admit of ad\ice being
given, as a number of causes might occasion

death; having standing water about the root-s

during winter, or not being taken up and divid-
ed every three or four yeai's, thus bec<^ming
weakened, or some underground insect may be
at work. The remedy for these is obvitius, to-
gether with ileeply digging and manuring the
plants in spring. —Kemle.

992. Culture of Day-Lilies, This is extremely
simple if their requirements of shade and moist-
ure are supplied, and in no way can they better
be grown tnan by planting under trees along
some water course. Propagating is simply done
by dividing the roots.

795. Asparagus Turning Oreen. Perhaps the
only thing to do would be to keep it in complete
darkness.

802. Cultivating Native Cherries. I would
not suppose that in the cultivation of this Cherry
there would be any great profit unless grown
for the timber, which affords .a fair substitute
for Mahogany. The fruit is also in some demand
for fla\-oring brandy. There would seem to be
little hope of increasing the quality of fruit, and
a danger to be feared from them is black knot,
in which they are very prolific, to the damage of
Plum and other Cherry trees.—Remle.

816. Water in Pipes in Summer. I have never
perceived any ill etfects from allowing water to
stand in the heating i>ipes during the summer.—
E. E. S., Miayara Co., JV. Y.

810. Greenhouse Buildings. In an early issue

directions will be given for the erection of green-
houses suitable for various purposes.

8.56. Baising Cauliflower Seed. All of the
most reliable Cauliflower seed is imported, no
part of our climate as yet being found suited to
growing it. Whether seed would mature suc-
cessfully in Colorado could only be learned by
experiment.—E. E. S.

879. Fertilizers for Shade Trees. Bone dust,
guano or other good commercial manure applied
broadcast over as large a surface as the tree top
covers would certainly be beneficial. The same
manures could be applied in liquid form, or
stable manure water can be prepared by using a
bushel of horse or cow manure to a barrel of
water, and which can be refilled several times
before the manure is exhausted. For the same
quantity of water four pounds of commercial
fertilizers would be sufficient.

—

Remle.

899. Hop Worm Troubling. The question is

so indefinite as to not admit of a satisfactory
answer. There are a number of worms or cater-
pillars which injure the Hop either on the vine or
at the root, though the worst of the latter (Hein-
oUts liumuli) is but little known in this country as
yet. The one meant may be the caterpillar of the
semicolon butterfly {Vanessa interrogationsin),
which sometimes abound to such extent as to
destroy the Hop crop. So far as known the only
remedy is, when the insects have become chrys-
alids and hang downwards from the leaves, to
cut oft the vines, save the ripe Hops and carefully
burn the rest. There is also a maggot parasite
(Ptcromaiuit Vanessa) which destroys great num-
bers of these worms. These caterpillai's usually
do not appear on the Hoji vine until .\ugust, and
are of a brownish color, variegated with yellow,
or vice versa, having a yellow line on each side;
the head is rust-red, with two spines. The chrys-
alis is ashen brown.—Remle.

8.H4. Oreen Koses. You can do nothing with
them, and if you do not care for them it is best
to destroy all. It is the variety known as vir-
idiflora or \-iridiscens, which produces green
flowers of no beauty whatever, and is only grown
as a curiosity.-Chas. E. Parnell.

1002. Pineapple Salvia, or Salvia Batilans.
Thisis aSage in the way of the well known S.

cocinea, the tiowers being;crims<in and [inKluccd
in long slender spikes. It isa continuous bhiora-
er as the main spikes are succeeded b.v others,
which greatly prohmgs the beauty of the plant.
The foliage ha-, a scent somewhat like tliat of the
Pineapple, ami it isa desirable winter flower-
ing greeniiousc plant.

1013. Maiden-hair Fronds Fading. Too much
heat and moisture were gnx'n while growing so
they are too tender to last well when cut. It is

probable, too, that they have had too much
shade and not enough air. From May onwards
they simiild have no artificial heat, but plenty of
air anil shade from hot sun. The mature frcaids
then, while not so large, will keep good for days,
it. after cutting, they are laid in water for a few
hours. From (jctober on the plants ought to
have a steady temperature of about 50", for then
they will remain green all winter.—Remle.

991. Oxalis Without Bulbs. You probably

have one of the annual varieties. The genus
Oxalis includes annuals, jierennials, and green-

house shrubs. Some have tuberous rtjots, others
ar-e bulbs ; many are tender and others perfectly
hardy.—M. B. Fa.xon, Suffolk Co., Mass.

992. Planting Lilies. Spring is the best time

to plant Lilies, as b>- so doing there is hardly

any danger from their being winter killed. If

the bulbs will not keep till spring they must of
course be planted in thefall. All the Lancifoliums,
the l,orn:iflorum,and the Auratum will keep tUl
spriUKiugoiid condition.—M. B. Fa.\on, Suffolk
Co., Mass:

997. Lilium Loneiflorum Hardy. This Lily is

perfectly hard.v' with us — .M. B. Faxon.

984. Caring for Banana and Pineapple Plants.
Given heat and moisture the dwarf species of

Banana iMusa CavendMH) may be easily grown.
They may either be planted in a pit, supplied

with bottom heat, or in pots, and plunged either

with or without bottom heat. A house for

Bananas should not be less than from 14 to 16

feet high with a night temperature of from 65°

to 70°. The soil should be turfy loam, three
parts, and old hot-bed manure, one part, with
some sand and crushed charcoal to make it por-
ous. If grown in pots they ma.v be ranged along
the sides of an ordinary warm greenhouse
devoted to foliage or flowering stove plants. As
a plant reaches its full size the flowers are thrust
out from the center and the first open flowers
set, and the fruit begins to swell rapidly. When a
sufficient number to form a good cluster of fruit
has set the remainder may be cut off. During
the time the fruit is swelling frequent waterings
with liriuid manure should be given. When the
fruits are approaching maturity the plants
should be kept rather drier at the root than
hitherto, and water should not be allowed to
touch them. The plant throws out offsets or
suckers from the bottom, which may be potted
singly, sartng all roots possible, kept in a
wai"m house, with plenty of moisture, they will
fruit in from twelve to eighteen months.— Re.mle.

994. Lapageria Growing. The White (i. alba)

and the Red {L. rosea ) arethe best varieties being
usually grown against the wall of a green-
house. The best soil is turfy loam and leaf-
mould with very free drainage. Lapageria alba
being rather more difficult to manage, may be
given some extra care.

1006. Camphor Trees Growing. There are

two trees from which the Gum Camphor of
commerce is obtained. Of the Sumatran Cam-
jjhor tree {Oryblalanops aroniatica) a native of
Borneo and Summatra, I can give no informa-
tion, and have not heard of their ever being
grown in this country. The common Camphor
tree iCinnamomum CampJiora) which belongs to
the family of the Laurels and is "a native of
China and Japan, is hardy in the Lower Gulf
States and can be raised from seed or cuttings,
under a bell glass, plants can be had of Reasoner
Bros , Manallan, Florida.—Remle.

989. Propagating Plants. No special difficulty

should occur where the last named are rooted
without trouble. Carnation cuttings might be
given more air together with less top heat.
Scented Geraniums usuall,y root as easily as the
common ones. The earUer that Heliotrope
cuttings are put in after January the better for
rooting easily.—E. E. Su.mmey, Niagara Co., N.T

New York Market Quotations,
Showing Tendencies.

Week euillug Week ending
Nov. 17. Nov. 5.

.•ipples—Kiug, per bill.,. $1 Trxs/J 75 S300®225
SpitzeuVjlu-K, perbbl 2 IX%2 25
Greening, choice bbl 1 7.5(7n2 OO 1 5(>«)1 87
B.ildwiD. choice bbl., lS7{.ijl5() 1 50®! 87
Twenty Ounce, per bbl 2 (lo@2 25
Gravenstein, per bbl 20l)<rij300

Cranberries—Cape Cod. per bbl., 6 75<ij7 25 7 5U(gj8 Ou
(irapes—Delaware per bbl 5(& 7 4^ 9

Concord, per lb 3@ 3 2® 4
Niagara, per lb 8® 7 4(1^ 6

Quinces— per bbl., 50® I SO 125@150
Apples—evaporated, 1888 prime. (icwj (iW

Evapoiated issa, common 5}i<iii mi
Evaporated IS87, per lb 5(<ii e^
Chopped, per lb 2(r« 2^
C<»re.s and skins iu<«i

I'eaclies— Del., evap't'd, peeled,. 18(a) 20
Del., evap't'd. uiipeeled 7(''j 9
Scmtliern. iieeled 8foj 10
southern, unpeeled, 1888 .t^,(^i

Raspberrlcs-evap'fd 18S8, lb.,.. <«. 22
Sun-dried 188S, lb @ 20

lilacklierries, evaporated 1888 5}M*^ 5>.i

Potatoes—State Burbank, ISO lb. 75a)l"25 ' 125@1S2
.state Rose, per 1801b., 1 25<in 50
Sweet Jersey 2 00(oj2 50 1 50®2 00
Sweet Virginia 1 25<",1 75 137@150

Cabbage. Louj- Island, per 100... 200(.«30O 20O(rf800
Onions—state yellciw, per bhl.,. 1 l^tsq 25 1511®—

.

Ea,sp'ru. " Idle per bbl 2(5<;.'.i325

Celery, per duz. i.unehes 75 50® 75
Squash. Hubbard, per bbl 1 O0o<jl 25
Turnips, Russia, per bbl 50fe 75 C2Js® 75

nECEUTS AT NEW YORK.
Week eu<llug Cor.

Nov. 17. days 87.

Dried fruits, pkgs 21 821 11 309
Apples, pkgs 743.35 84094
Potatoes, bbls 75 668 143 163
Onions, pkgs 5 376 8 523
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School Yard Horticulture.
"WARREN BrANNINO, READING. MASS.

With a view to permanently satisfactory

results, a plan should, anaong the first things,

be devised for the school lot Varying as

school lots do in soil, suri'oundings, etc., care

must be used in selecting the trees and
shrubs,with reference to their size at matur-
ity, the soil, and situation. Were a com-
petent person to be employed to attend to

these points, the expense would be more
than offset by the more satisfactory re.sults

and the economy that would come from
having system in the work.
Often the teacher alone will be able to

devise and carry out the improvements.
Even if there is town aid, much will depend
on the teachers for successfully doing the

work proposed, especially if the scholars

are to have a personal interest in it, as they

certainly should have. By all means, lead

the children to be governed by the pride

and respect they may have for the

results of their own work, prop-

erly directed.

Arbor Day is established in

many of our States as a public

holiday, and in this day, above all

others, the children should take

part, that they may more fully

appreciate tree planting.

Among the things to be aimed
at should be ample shade, fresh,

green grass, and flowers in abund-
ance, and good-sized play spaces.

We should employ those kinds of

flowering plants that will be of

greatest value in the education of

the children, and among such we
know of few that are more desir-

able than the native species of

our woods and clearings.

The grounds must not be so very

nice that a good deal of careless

play would do them conspicuous
injury. Plants and trees should
not be employed that will require

the care of a skilled gardener,while
weedy plants must also be avoided.

In the matter of trees, it will

usually take but a few of our lar-

ger growing kinds like the Elm,
Maple, Pine, and Spruce to supply
the need in this direction. The deciduous
trees may be used along the roadsides, but
to plant in the small school yard, few, if

any, would be desirable. There are many
small growing trees and shrubs that are
just the thing for placing throughovit the
grounds in masses. With a good selec-

tion of such shrubs, a few vigorous, hardy
herbaceous plants among them, and a flower
bed if desired for the finer hardy perennials
and annuals, a sufficient variety should be
secured. If as complete a representation of

the native flora would be secured as practic-

able, it would be of great help in the study
of botany. Each plant and tree in the
school culture should be carefully labelled

not only with the common name but with
the botanical one as well, and the natural
order should be given.

Whenever a plan is made, regard should
be had for the present features of the
ground, and for surrounding scenery, and
the planting should be made to harmonize
with it as far as practicable; a rough tree

may form the center of group; the trunk
of a noble .shade tree may be brought out in

relief against a backing of smaller trees and
shrubs. Climbers will make a rude stone
wall or ledge a mass of foliage, or a plain
board fence can be covered with their grace-
ful wreaths; and even the bare walls ot the
school house can be made ornamental with
a dress of vines.

The most available side of the yard should
be reserved for a play ground. A few trees

could be placed on the outskirts in groups

or irregular lines, connecting with a broken
belt of trees and shrubs at the comer and
along the back; screening (with evergreens)
the outhouses from view.

Th9 other side of the grounds should be
devoted more to the ornamental. The
groups, arranged with the larger growing
kinds in the center, should be so disposed
as to hide unpleasant views, with openings
where the outlook is agreeable. Arrange
the shrubs along the wall among and in

front of the trees, with the herbaceous
plants among them. The greatest care
should be taken, however, not to plant too

close; a well-grown tree is much better than
many, crowded. The smaller growing trees

will not require much room, and low grow-
ing shrubs can be filled in about them; the
outline should be irregular, and future
planting should be rather at the projections

of the grounds than in the recesses formed
by previous planting.

with the finer herbaceous perennials, tender
plants, and annuals.
The large tree, as well as a few smaller

ones to protect the front of the building,
without excluding light and air, is not out
of place, and a collection of low growing
shrubs, directly under the windows on the
ornamental side, would be very pleasing.

EMBELLISHING THE SCHOOL YARD BY TREE AND FLOWER PLANTING,

Allow grass to grow where it will, but do
not try to have an absolutely level lawn as a
few irregularities would make it more in

keeping with the nature of the place; it

should, however, be kept well cut and all

parts scrupulously neat. Walks with cut

edges would be impracticable where there

are so many thoughtless, hurrying feet, but
there should be good gravel paths on the

lines of greatest travel.

These suggestions are made more espec-

ially with reference to the small school

yards, scattered all over the country, but
they will also apply with equal force to more
extensive grounds.
The accompanying plan may be sugges-

tive, for no plan would fit every lot.

The trees at the street should rarely be
planted less than 30 feet apart, and such
trees as the White Elm, in favorable soil, .50

feet. But for an immediate effect, rapid

growing kinds can be placed between, to be
removed when they begin to crowd the

permanent trees.

At the back are shown some evergreen
trees for a center, and lower growing kinds
in the foreground to make a pleasing group
and complete screen; stronger growing
kinds on the boys' side, the more choice ones
on the more ornamental side.

The groups to the outside of the orna-

mental ground could embrace a larger

variety, with trees, shrubs, and occasional
clumps of strong grooving herbaceous plants.

The flower bed should be away from the

roots of the larger trees, and may be filled

General Hints on Window Plant
Culture.

DANIEL K. HERR, LANCASTER CO., PA.

The first requisite to success is to cherish
a love for plants, so their needs are met with
pleasure. Appearance as to fine shelves,

pots, and other fixtures should be secondary,
beauty of fine healthy plants first.

As plants in living rooms do not have the
moist air and dew of summer nights, let the

pots stand on a layer of Spagnum or cotton

or even a good thickness of papers, to retain
the water from the necessary
spraying that by its evaporation,
moisture is given to the air among
the plants. The spraying should
be done every morning or two.
Use the rubber bulb sprayer, or

have a tin can made to hold a
quart or two, and with very small
holes in the rose. Plants of vigor-

ous growth are not soon over-

watered ,but slow growers,or those
newly planted must be kept mere-
ly moist, or the soil will sour.

The soil for potting should be
put in preparation twelve months
before it is needed. Take good
friable garden mold, or sod, and
to each birshel add one half bushel
of best stable manure, and one
quarter bushel river sand. Work
this over two or three times dur-
ing the year, then pulverize it fine

^for use. If the ingredients are
not convenient at hand, as is often
the case with window gardeners
in town, then buy potting soil

from your nearest florist.

The pots should be heayy, or
else covered outside with paint, or
better with some cloth or paper,

to keep the roots in moistures

that distribute themselves around the inner

surface of the pots. For this reason, wooden
pots or boxes are best of all. Stir the soil

frequently over the surface, or mulch with
Spagnum. or other moss, pulverized, and if

plants show any loss of vigor, mix with the

,mulch a tablespoonful or two of fine bone
meal according to size of plant. This will

save repotting for a while, but the latter

must not be deferred when the pots become
filled with roots.

The hardiest plants should be set nearest

the glass, as the air is somewhat cooler; all

must have plenty of room and light; rather

than crowd, some maybe wintered in a cool

room, watered sparingly to keep almost
dormant. Low growing plants that will do
in partial shade may go under the taller to

fill up and help to hide the mulch on the

shelf or stand.

Ventilation should be admitted to window
plants from above in a thin stream, or by
some way that no cold blast will strike the

plants, as they will "catch cold" quicker

than we do, and every ill befall them.

If aphis, or plant lice, appear, fight them
with persistence until thoroughly cleared.

Use a stiff feather dipped in insect powder,
and brush them off daily, or in a suitable

place wash them off with soapy water.

When all is provided and fixed, to give

the plants congenial conditions to thrive,

and greet us with bloom and fragrance,

and beauty of leaf, our care must not cease,

they must be given a weekly cleaning, and
scrupulous care to meet all needs.
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BY A WELL-KNOWN HORTICULTURIST.

Continued from page 23.

THE PLUM.

In its better varieties, tlie Plum is not ex-

celled for deliciousness by any other fruit.

The tree is hardier than that of the Peach or
Cherry, and will grow freely on a greater
variety of soil than any other fruit tree.

Comparatively it is a dwarf grower, which
suits it for cultivation in small grounds,

- while its handsome appearance at all times,

but especially when in flower, commends it

for ornament as well as for utility. With
the slightest at-

tention to protec-

tion from insects

it is a sure crop-

per,and lives and
produces fruit to

a good old age.

*!o)7, Cultivn-
tinii, etc. While
this tree no
doubt prefers a
rich clay loam,
having an ad-

mixture of sand
in its composi- .

,^ „
t i o n it will Well-shaped Quince Tree.

succeed in almost any soil except that which
Is low and wet. Good cultivation is essen-

tial to the best results with Plums ; by
attending to this point young trees will

usually bear freely in the fourth year from
planting. The bearing stage arrived at, a
liberal supply of manure should be worked
into the soil, and many good growers invari-

ably apply a couple quarts of salt over the

surface about each tree, at this time. The
salt serves the double purpose of promoting
health and vigor to the trees and of rebut-

ting some kinds of insects. The above fertil-

izer should be applied and the land be worked
over at about leafing time in the spring,

after which, for six weeks, the soil should

be kept thoroughly tilled, not permitting a
weed to exist. A second turning over of the

soil should take place in early midsummer,
working the soil slightly towards the trees,

and, after pulverizing the surface thor-

oughly, a mulch of coarse manure or half-

rotted straw should be spread under each

tree as wide as the branches extend. No
further treatment should then be given
until the following spring, when the above
course should be repeated, and this every

year. Without heavy manuring Plum cul-

ture will not succeed. Bone manures and
ashes, besides the ones named above, suit

this tree very well. No pruning is needed
for the Plum beyond cutting out any super-

fluous branches and heading back rampant
growing ones, to induce shapliness of form.

A Selection of Varieties. Yellow and
Green: Bauvey's Green Gage (Reine Claude
of some), Coe's Golden Drop, McLaughlin,
Washington. Yellow Egg. Purple or Red :

Bradshaw, Fellemberg (Italian or French
Prune), Lombard, Pond's Seedling or Font
Dill, Shropshire Damson, Quackenboss.

THE QUINCE.

This fruit deserves better treatment at

the hands of growers than it usually re-

ceives. Aside from being much esteemed
for jelly and preserve making and for flav-

oring other cooked fruits, the tree is hardly

excelled among ornamental growers for

. beauty both in its blooming and in its fruit-

ing stages. There are but few varieties of

the Quince; those known as the -4pple or

Orange and the Angers being the most com-
monly grown. Rea or Rea's Mammoth is a

superior new variety.

Soil and Cultivation. The Quince suc-

ceeds best in a deep, rich, loamy soil. It is a

•Copyright, 1887, Popular Gardening Publishing Co.

mistake to suppose, as many people would
appear to do, that it requires no manuring,
for no tree responds more quickly than this
to liberal treatment both in this respect and
that of good cultivation. Not only should
the trees receive a top dressing of manure
every autumn, but the surface of the earth
about them should be kept tilled during the
early part of each season.

Pruning. Naturally the Quince tree is

rather a crooked, irregular grower, but
with a little pains bestowed on training, it

may be had to be a regular and handsome
little tree. The best form, ordinarily, to
train it is to have a trunk two feet, or a little

more, high, and preceding from this a
rounded top. After planting the young
tree, attention must be given to securing a
vigorous, erect stem which may be done by
keeping it tied to a stake. To form the heail
side branches should be allowed to develop
above the height desired for the trunk, hav-
ing them so distributed as to provide a well
balanced, open, symmetrical head. The
Quince tree bears its fruit on small twiggy
shoots produced on wood two or more years
old. The fruit appears singly at the end of
spurs several iuches long. Such fruit spurs
should.after bearing, be cut back somewhat,
to cause new spurs at the same point.

THE R.\SPBERRT.

This delicious small fruit directly succeeds
the Strawberry, and like it commands the
attention of those who have scarcely room
for fruit trees. The sub-acid fruit is hardly
surpassed for the dessert and is held in the
highest esteenj for making preserves, jellies,

tarts and the like, while for evaporating
the black cap varieties stand unexcelled.
Raspberries possess one advantage over
Strawberries for growing in small places,

namely: that they seem to be benefited by
slight shade, while the latter are not.

The Raspberries generally in cultivation
embrace three distinct species with their

hybrids and varieties. The species are rep-
resented by the large fruited kinds of for-

eign blood, with red and yellow berries

(Ruhitf: Idws); the native Red Raspberry,
{R. striijosuK) with its improved varieties,

and the native Black Cap Raspberry (K.
occiclentalix) also known as Thimble-berry,
with improvements. The two former kinds
may be classed as the Upright Growers, the
latter as the Caps.

Soil and Cultivation. The Raspberry
will thrive in any .soil that is rich and deep,
but it naturally prefers light to clay land.

Previous to planting, the soil should be
deeply spaded or plowed, trenching the
subsoil in the former case, subplowing it in

the latter, and be at the same time well ma-
nured. The best time for planting is early

in the spring. A good distance apart

to set the plants is in rows four or five

feet apart, the plants three or four feet

in the rows. This admits of cultivat-

ing with the horse both ways in areas

of fair size, while in the smaller plats

it aids in securing clean culture, which
is important, and in confining the red

kinds (sending up, as they do, suckers
from the roots) to a small compass. The
soil between plants should be kept deep-

ly stirred during the first summer and some-
what less so later, but at all times the aim
should be to allow no weeds to grow Still

the cultivation should cease by August of

each year, in order that late plant growth
shall not be promoted. If weeds appear after

the cultivation period they should be cut

with a sharp hoe near the surface or else

pulled up by hand. A heavy mulch of

swamp hay or old straw applied after the

spring cultivation may take the place of

summer cultivation and serves the excellent

purpose of keeping the ground moist.

Prnninf/. Young Raspberry plants

should be set with the germinal bud about

two inches below the surface, then after
covering them over, cut oft the old wood at
two inches above the surface. No further
pruning will be needed the first year. In
the second year and later the upright grow-
ing class should have the young bearing
canes cut back in the spring to one-half
their length on an average. After the canes
have had a crop of fruit they are of no fur-

ther use and should, for neat culture in the
garden and where staking is done, be pruned
away after the crop is gathered. In field

culture it is now customary to allow the old
canes to remain until the following spring
in order that they may support the young
canes somewhat. The plants should, in the
garden especially, be restricted to hills and
all suckers beyond four or five, be kept down.
The cap class does not sucker from the roots
as the young growth proceeds directly from
the old plant. In pruning these, the canes
of which bend toward the earth, cut the
canes about midway of the bend.
Protection. Nearly all kinds of Raspberry

plants succeed better for being protected
during the winter. The preferable way of
doing this is shown in our engraving. First

aspadeful of earth (A) is thrown close again.st

one side of the plant over which to bend the
canes, and then these are covered entirely

over with earth (B) to several inches deep.

A ScJcction of Varieties. Upright Grow-
ers: Clarke, Fontenay (good fall bearer if

the canes are cut to ground in the spring)
Herstine, Hudson River Antwerp, Orange,
(Brinckle's), Cuthbert, Hansell, Marlboro,
Reliance, Turner (very hardy). The Cap
Class]: Gregg, Mammoth Cluster, Ohio,
Shaffer's Colossal, Souhegan or Tyler.

THE STRAWBEURY.
In rank of popularity the Strawberry

stands at the head of all the fruits known
as small fruits. Were it not that the Apple
has the advantage of a season extending
almost the year through, the Strawberry
would undoubtedly crowd it hard for first

place over all fruits in the esteem of con-
sumers. The advantages that the Straw-
berry possesses as a popular fruit are : first,

that it can be grown perfectly in quarters so

small that the planting of tree fruits could
not be entertained. Second, it comes into

full bearing the second year from planting
;

third, its earliness in the season; fourth, its

ease of cultivation and productiveness

;

lastly its beauty and lusciousness. The
absence of anything short of the universal
cultivating of the Strawberry by land
holders can only be accounted for on the
score of neglect to set out the plants.

Soil and Cultivation. Any soil that is

suited to growing ordinary garden or field

crops will answer for the Strawberry. Still

Rasphcrrij Plant, Before and After Covering.

we should bear in mind that this fruit is

composed of a vei-y large part of water
and the plants are rank feeders; hence, to

secure the best results, the soil should,
previous to planting, not only be deeply
stirred by trenching or subsoiling to pro-
mote the retention of moisture to it, but it

should be well enriched. Then, with thor-
oughly clean surface culture, it is one of
the easiest feats of horticulture to rai.se

an abundance of most superior fruit.

Two methods of cultivating the Straw-
berry prevail, namely, the hill method and
the matted row plan. For general culture
whether in the garden or in the field, we
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prefer the latter system as being productive

of the best results with the least labor. In

tlie garden, beds of three rows side by side

at 15 inches apart, and the plants the same
distance apart in the rows may be formed

across the plot to be occupied. Then one

row should be skipped, bringing a new bed

of three rows thirty inches from the first,

and so on. The spaces between the beds

will serve as walks, by means of which the

soil can be kept clear and the fruit be gath-

ered without treading on the mat of plants.

In field culture the method does not vary

materially from that described, excepting

that the rows are planted a uniform dis-

tance apart, usually three feet, to admit of

horse culture between them and the plants

set at one foot apart in the row.

The simple idea of the matted system is

to allow the plants to run and propagate

freely, occupying the bed or row with a solid

mass of fruiting plants. The only attention

needed in the way of cutting the runners,

which always appear freely, is to cut the

first set that comes out on plants put out

the spring previous, so that the young
plants may become the better established

for sustaining runners, and then cutting

these as they extend too far into the walks

or between the rows. By this system beds

had best be newly set on a fresh spot every

second season, for if allowed to stand long

the plants become injuriously crowded and

weeds are liable to get a strong foothold.

Hill culture is suited to the case of those

persons who do not object to be at the pains

of cutting away, all through the season,

every runner that appears on the plants.

When this is done the plants, in good soil,

form large, handsome stools that present a

very fine appearance, and the fruit is large

and highly flavored. But the gross product

to a certain area is usually less than by

the matted system and the work consider-

ably more. The planting for the hill system

should be done in beds, as recommended for

the matted method, except that the walk
between the beds might be six inches nar-

rower. Whatever system of culture is

observed it is important that the surface of

the soil between the plants be kept tilled

to entirely prevent the presence of weeds.

Protection and Mulchhxj. In all locali-

ties where tlie winters are severe, Straw-

berry plants should beslightly covered with

coarse manure, marsh hay, leaves or straw,

at the approach of each winter. This cov-

ering should not be applied until after the

ground is frozen, usually about December
first, or a little earlier. The covering must
also not be thick. Many errors are made by
covering Strawberries both too early and

too heavy. The cover must be drawn from

the crowns of the plants early in the spring,

but here it may remain for keeping the

fruit from soiling until after the current

season's crop is gathered. Some, who like

to be at nice pains about a fruiting mulch,

remove the winter covering entirely, replac-

ing it just before fruiting time with a coat

of cut hay or straw, or grass mowings
from the lawn. Besides keeping the fruit

clean the mulch serves to keep the ground
cool and prevents it from baking.

Sch'ction of Varieties. Of the multitude

of varieties that are offered in the cata-

logues the following list embraces an ex-

cellent selection of tested sorts: Crescent (P),

Cumberland, Jersey Queen (P), Triomphe
de Gand, Bubach (No 5) (P), Sharpless,

Wilson and Charles Downing.
Of the above kinds, those followed by the

letter (P) have not perfect flowers, being
destitute of Stamens, and are termed pis-

tillate. All the others have perfect flowers.

To supply the defect of such or any pistil-

late sorts, it is only necessary that to every

four rows of these there be planted one row
of any kind that has perfect flowers. Usu-

ally the pistillate sorts are splendid bearers,

well worthy of this special attention.

Peach Culture in Western New
York.

We have had three successive good
crops of Peaches in Western New York,

and as a result much fresh interest is

awakened on the subject of Peach tree

planting. Land tillers are always ready to

try experiments that promise better returns,

and in the revival of Peach culture many
of them are now looking hopefully forward

to good paying results.

Commenting upon the essentials to suc-

cessful Peach culture, a writer to the Rural

Home presents an excellent article from
which we make the following extracts:

Those who embark in Peach culture and
will choose favorable localities and soil,

prepare the soil well; select good trees of

profitable varieties, plant them as they

should be planted, and keep a sharp look-

out for the grubs in the roots; pick, pack,

and market the fruit in accordance with

true business maxims, you will be likely to

succeed, while those who pursue the oppo-

site course will meet with doubtful success.

Don't try to grow all the Peaches that

consumers may demand. You will be more
likely to succeed if you start with four or

five acres than if you exceed that number.

You have got to be educated in the business

partly by experience.

Do not plant Peach trees in a locality

where the mercury falls, nearly every year,

below 16' below zero. The probability is

that so low a degree will kill the fruit-buds,

although under some favorable conditions

buds have survived 30°. In the same neigh-

borhood the mercury will frequently fall

from five to ten degrees lower in a valley

than on a hill-top ; hence, select elevated

ground for Peaches. Northwest protection

by a wood lot or a range of hills may save

the crop in some seasons. In the absence of

this an Evergreen belt is a great help.

Peaches need a dry soil, and generally

succeed better on a sandy or gravelly loam

than on a clay loam. Still we have seen

splendid crops on underdrained clay loam.

Quite frequently, in years past. Peach

orchards on the light, sandy soil of Ironde-

quoit, between Rochester and Lake Ontario

have borne crops when those on heavier

soils in other directions have borne no fruit.

For planting, choose good, vigorous trees,

one year's growth of bud, and give prefer-

ence to those having a healthy ancestry.

Although the "yellows," the great scourge

of the Peach growers of western New York
and Michigan, is probably a contagious dis-

ease, propagated by living germs, those

germs are more liable to take hold of trees

with impaired constitutions than of sound

ones. The stocks should, if possible, be

propagated from pits of seedlings grown
where the yellows have never prevailed,

and the buds should be taken from bearing

trees growing where the scourge had never

been known. At any rate, we should insist

upon sound ancestors.

As to varieties, you want but few, and
those the best. You want two or three of

the very early sorts, such as Waterloo,

Alexander, Early Rivers ; to be succeeded

by a few Mountain Rose, or some other

equally good sort. By this time Early Craw-

ford will be ripe, and you want no other

ripening at the same time. Then between

that and Late Crawford you may work in a

few Fosters and Stumps, perhaps, and Old

Mixon Free. This latter will come in con-

flict with I^ate Crawford, but as it is a surer

producer we would plant it. If your soil is

certain to grow the Late Crawford well, we
would advise you to plant pretty largely of

that splendid variety, but if you have never

tested it upon your soil you would run con-

siderable risk in doing so; but we would ad-

vise taking some risk at any rate. Then to

follow the last named there are Ward's Late,

a white-fleshed, and HUl'sChili and Smock,
yellow-fleshed.

To make sure of obtaining varieties true

to name, we know of no better way than to

contract, in writing, with some reputable

nur.seryman for the varieties you want.

Should they fail to be what you paid for

you could collect damages if the nursery-

man was reliable. We have seen but a few
large Peach orchards where there was not

more or less of spurious, worthless, or

nearly worthless, varieties growing.
Plant your trees in perfectly straight

rows about a rod apart each way, requiring

160 trees to the acre. Carefully examine
the roots of every tree, before planting, for

the grub, and if found cut them out. Many
would say, head back the top to three or

four buds, so that it will branch near the

ground, but we think we should prefer to

have them branch as much as four feet from
the ground, so that a horse might be able to

pass under the branches in cultivating the

trees, for don't you forget that the trees

must be cultivated thoroughly.

If the trees are well-fed, hoed crops may
betaken from between the trees for the first

three years, but allow ample space around
every tree for its roots to forage in, and
suffer no worthless weeds to rob the trees

of food. Bone-dust and potash are good
special fertilizers and should be used freely.

To prevent grubs simply raise a mound of

earth twelve to flfteen inches high around
the stem of the tree. It would be likely to

prevent the moth from laying her eggs in

the roots. This course has long been recom-

mended by writers on Peach growing.
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POPULAR GARDENING
AND FRUIT GROWING.

"ACCUSE NOT NATURE, SHE HATH DONE HER PART; DO THOV BUT rffUVB."—MuTOS.

Vol. IV. iT.A.a5rTr.A.ieir, isss. No. 4.

"And Natuie, the old Nurse, took
The child upon her knee,

Saying. "Here is a story-book

Thy Father has written for thee.'

'Corae, wander with nte.* she said;

'Into regions yet untrod,
And read what is still unread
In the manuscripts of God.'

"

Good pl.^xnino in January will facilitatfKood
planting in April.

The Dandelion is worthy of more attention
as a cultivated garden crop. Raised in the frar-

den its salad is much tinerthan that from meadow
plants.

Vegetables by Weight. The Retail Grocers'
Union, of New Yorlt, last week urged Mayor
Hewitt to sign a resolution compellingrthe sjile of
\'egetables by producers by weight. As the said

resolution did not stipulate that the dealei-s

should in turn retail such products b.v weight the
mayor promised them no encouragement until

this point was adjusted. The representative of
the growers left the meeting in high feather.

Chrts.vnthemums are Staple. Those per-

sons who fancied that the Chrsanthemum "craze"
was about spent a year ago, should by this time
be able to note the failure of their predictions.

The shows of this llower during the recent season
have, both in lai'ge towns and in small, been as

popular as ever. Three qualities common to this

plant have much to do with its hold on public
appreciation, namely: As to the flowers, the
artists ideal of simple beauty: as to season, com-
ing at a time of extreme general scarcity of

blooms: as to fciardiness and culture, accomodat-
ing itself well to the average grower's circum-
stances.

The National Meeting Kept in View. The
florists of Buffalo in their club organization, are
carefully considering and carrying out plans for

rendering the meeting of the Society of Ameri-
can Florists in this city in August next as success-

ful as possible. The regular meetings of the
flub are held semi-monthly, and they are usually
well attended and the meetings lively. Vice-
President, W. J. Palmer, of the American Society

is President of the local association, with D. B.

Long, Secretary. The executive committe of
the National Society will meet in Buffalo, early

in January, to outline a plan of the Society's

work for ia'<9.

On to Florida Next Month. P. J. Berk-
mans, President of the American Pomological
Society, informs us that it is now definitely

settled that the next Biennial Meeting of this

Society will be held at Ocala, (not Sanford as pre-

viously talked of) Florida, beginning February
20th, next. He assures the members and friends

of the association through the country, that the
horticulturists of the South intend to give them
a most cordial welcome. A programme will

be arranged such as will tend to give them much
pleasure and profit. The aim will be to pro\ide a
few short essays, such as will serve to draw out
a free discussion. The Florida Horticultural

Society will tender an excursion to the visiting

members to the places of gi'eatest interest to

fruit growers. It may be well to state here, that

Mr. E. B. Engle, Waynesboro, Pa., Secretary of
the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, has re-

cently informed us that steps are being taken
by this Society to organize for securing reduced
excursion rates for the Florida trip, and an invi-

tation is extended to members generally to
co-operate with them. The present Secretary of
the American Pomological Society is A. A. t'ro-

zier, Washington, D. C, elected in place of C. W.
Garfield, who resigned on account of ill health.

Water and Other Close Covers on
Strawberry Beds.
M. CRAWFORD, SUMMIT CO., O.

At the November meeting of our County
Horticultural Society Prof. Claypole stated
that lie had seen a Strawberry bed in Eng-
land that was overflowed by the Thames
and remained under water thirteen weeks
without in,iury. Gooseberry and Currant
bushes in the same garden were killed.

I once had a bed that overflowed twice in

the one winter and each time the water re-

mained a week or more and froze. No harm
was done. At other times I have seen beds
partly overflowed and re-

main under water and ice

for several weeks without

in.iury except around the

edges where the soil was
full of water and had frozen

and thawed several times.

I have seen patches in a

wheat field that were under
water and ice, and, with the

exception of the edges of the

pond, came out in better condition than
other parts of the field. I have seen Straw-
berry beds covered all winter with six

inches of soil and they were in perfect con-
dition when spring came. In an experi-

ence of over thirty years I have never seen
plants injured by too deep a eovering_when
uncovered early enough in the spring.

The shafting of this device is made of
ordinary }^ inch gas pipe resting on brack-
ets, fastened to the back wall, with staples
to hold it in place. (They should, however,
be made of iron in order to make a nice ,iob,

in fact if the house is a double pitch they
would necessarily havetobe raatleof Iron).

A Heat Governor of Simple Con-
struction.

L. L. ESESHOWER. BERKS CO., PA.

How often has a forgotten ventilator or
an unexpected change of temperature been
thecau.se of " Jack Frost's" squeezing his

presence into the greenhouse or conserva-

tory with sad consequences. The only way
to obviate the possibility of such an evil is

with the aid of a thermostat, yet as usually

contrived it is an expensive affair to obtain.

The present article is intended to afford

the information for surmounting this diffi-

culty, and with the aid of the annexed
illustration to enable the florist to make for

himself an automatic heat governor or ther-

mostat of real value.

First there is a frame of wood, strongly

built, the boards B, B, being nailed against

the upright piece of scantling so as to pro-

ject about two inches inwardly, the dotted

lines indicating the edges of the scantling.

In the hollow thus formed are placed the
ends of elliptic-shaped springs made of

heavy zinc, {as it does not so readily oxidize

and its expansion and contraction is greater
than steel. Zinc of the ordinary thickness
is too light!. These springs are bent and
their ends after lapping at the center of the
under part, are riveted together.

Now we will suppose the temperature of

the house to be rising; each spring expands
not in a lateral direction, on account of the
strong wooden frame, therefore it loses its

elliptical shape and becomes more rounded,
and as each spring does thus the height of

the column is considerably increased,

pushing up the pin H, which in its turn
pushes up the lever C, which working the
same on E, turns the shaft D, and conse-
quently by a like mechanical motion on the
upright arm raises the ventilating .sash.

A II Easily Constructed Heat Qovernor for
Greenhouses, Oi'aperies, etc.

Thus it will raise not only one ventilator
but a whole row of them. When the
weight of these from being numerous is

heavy, some resort should be had in the
way of balancing each sash so that it will
raise by a slight pressure.

Now, with regard to the fittings; anyone
with some mechanical genius and handy
with tools would be able to make the pat-
terns and the castings will cost but a trifle

comparatively. Any machinist will bore
the holes and tap them for the set screws, F.
The other end of these levers are cast in the
shape of a fork, and a hole drilled through
for a joint; the other levers are made of
wrought iron.

To set the thermostat to the requisite
temperature we have only to loosen any of
the set screws, F, F, and when that is

attained tighten them up with a wrench.
It is always in order, never needs any
attention. Should it be thought to be
unsightly it can be enclosed in wood, leav-
ing, however, an opening below and above
for the free admission of the air to the
springs. If at any time its range of action
is not great enough, removing the fulcrum,
I, nearer to J will increase this.

More About the Stuartias.
WM. FALCONER, «VUEESS CO., .S. Y.

I am glad you are calling attention to

these handsome flowering shrubs. We have
some fine large specimens of .S. iirntiigyna
and they blossom gloriously every July and
August, large, open, frilled white flowers.
They bloom at a time when we have very
few other trees or shrubs in flower and as
their blossoms are so unlike the general
make up of those of common shrubs they at
once rivet attention. And they bloom for

so long a time, five or six weeks.
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This tree is perfectly hardy with us. I

remember a fine large plant of it in the old

Hovey nurseries at Boston. It is a native

of the mountains of Carolina and Georgia.

But S. Virginica, the other American spe-

cies, is not hardy with us. It is indigenous,

to the coast regions from Virginia to Flor-

ida. It is rather humiliating to us that the

handsome Japanese Stuartia (S. pfcudo

CumcUia) sliould be brought to the notice of

the American people by the storm it raised

in Europe this year.

To a genuine lover of plant life such a

method of utilizing a small space, and on a

plan in every way tasteful, should prove

most interesting.

To assist those who may desire to adopt

this or a similar plan for their own yards,

we give below a list of superior hardy shrubs ' antha); July

Wood Snowdrop {Anemone tsylvestris); April

and May.
St. Bruno's Lily {Ant.tu:rit.vm liUastrum); May

and June.
Columbine ( Aqtdk^la), double in variety; June.

Columbine, caerulean {AquiUgia cttrulea); June.

Columbine, Golden-spurred {AquiUyia chrys-

and flowering plants, such as attain to a

size adapted to somewhat narrow borders

like these, and.[which can be procured at

first class nurseries. The limited lists given

are of the choicer kinds only, and these

This plant blossomed in Veitch's nurseries might be supplemented by hundreds of other

London, last summer, for the first time in

Europe, and was exhibited July aith last at

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society of London. And what a fuss they

made of it, and how the papers lauded it

and illustrated it. And right here in New
York this plant has been grown and flow-

ered tor a dozen years. Well, it is just

another 'Case of lighting a candle and put-

ting it under a bushel.

This shrub is the same thing that we
used to call Stuiirtia Jaixniicd. When we
get new plants from Japan, plants we know
nothing at all about, and about which we

cannot And out anything, we usually tack

on "Japonica" as a provisional specific

name till botanists decide about it and

tell us .vhat its right name is. True, this

often leads to much confusion afterwards.

This Japanese Stuartia, hardier than

either of the American species, is a capital

grower and a comely shrub. It blossoms

late in June and in July. Its flowers are

white, smaller than those of S. pcntaqyiia

and the individuals only last a day in good

condition, but the plants keep in bloom for

about three weeks or longer. As a flower-

ing shrub it is not as showy as S. pentw-

(lyna, but as a fine leaved shrub it is by

ifar the best. It is well clothed, retains

its foliage into November, and its leaves

assume a deep, bright crimson tint in fall.

^_ V'AJ

Gardening in Small Front Yards.
Some Select Shrubs

and Plants.

Perhaps a majority of the front yards in

American towns and villages have a street

frontage of less than 40 feet wide, with a

depth'from the house to the street line falling

even below thismeasvire. Is it worth while

in such small plats to attempt any orna-

mental gardening beyond having a grass

plat and a few small flower beds?

The annexed engraving patterned after

an actual example, should at once help to

answer this question. Here is a small front

area laid out on a graceful plan, which pro-

vides not only quite a fair proportion of

green sward, but also borders for holding

300 shrubs large and small and hardy plants,

besides many summer bedding plants.

There is also a vine covered arbor in the

front right hand corner. The features of

this admirable garden are indicated by let-

ters in the engraving as follows: a, entrance

to home; b. street entrance by the front

yard walk; e, street entrance to walk to rear

of house; d, vine covered arbor; f , walks; /,

grass; 9, small flower beds; h, small shrubs

and hardy flowers in borders; (, larger

shrubs in borders; .(, vine covered fence.

What is especially commendable in this

plan is that the center with l)eing open and

occupied mainly with green sward tends to

impart an air of breadth and repose to the

scene, scarcely inferior to wliat it would be

if the hundreds of shrubs and plants of the

marginal borders were absent, while the

mere fact that these latter objects are pres-

ent, attracting the eye seems also to direct

attention from the actual size of the interior

part. In other words here is a plan for

making the utmost of a small area, and so

occupying the space with a diversity of ob-

jects as to lessen the idea of it small size.

Plan for a Front Yard Garden, Showing how to

make much of a small area.

hardy things, not to mention also the almost
1 endless number of annuals and tender

plants that are raised in greenhouses, all of

which might be of service in such a garden.

The season of greatest attractiveness of the

kinds named is also given.

HARDY SHRUBS OF SMALL DIMENSIONS.

Dwarf Mock Orange {Philadeliihus); June.

Golden-leaved Mock Orange; June.

Mountain Honeysuckle (ioiiicera); June.

Dwarf Weigelas {DUinnUa); June.

Golden UeU {Forttythia virvli&s-ima); spring.

Sweet Scented Shrub {(alycanthus); June.

American Ceanothus; June to August.

Lilac Dwarf; May.
Barberry in sorts {BerlierM; June.

Berberry, Purple-leaved; June.

Panicled Hydrangea; July and later.

Flowering Currants {Rihea); spring.

St.John's Wort (Hyperleum Kalmianumh J uly

.

Spira-a, Reeve's; June.
Spiraja, Fortune's (S. callosa), rose and white;

all seasons.

Spira'a, Plum-leaved (S. prunifolia); spring.

Spiraea, Thunberg's (S. Thiuihergil); spring.

Roses in large assortment; June, July.

Azaleas, Hardy; Spring.

Deutzias in variety; June.

Waxberry {Symphoricarpus milgarhi); spring

and fall.

Corchorus, Silver-leaved; all seasons.

Mezeron Pink {Daphne Mczentm); early spring.

Garland Flower (Drtpfi lit' Cnemttm); spring.

EVERGREENS OF SMALL SIZE.

Dwarf Spruces; all seasons.

Dwarf Firs; all seasons.

Dwarf Arbor Vita?s in large variety; all seasons.

Dwarf Junipers; all seasons.

Narrow-leaved Laurel; all seasons.

Dwarf Yews; all seasons.

Box {Bvxus) in variety; all seasons.

Mahonia (Berberis aifuifolium); all seasons.

CHOICE HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS.

Daisy {BeUei» perennis); spring.

Spring Colchicum (Bulbocodtum vernum);

spring.

Campanulas in variety; summer.
Centaura Montana; May to July.

Valerian {Centi-anthus), red and white.

Crocus, Spring; early spring.

Crocus, Autumn (Colchicum Auttinrnalis).

Lily of the Valley (Convallaria); spring.

Crown Imperial {FritUlary); spring;

Larkspur (Delphinium} in variety; summer.
Sweet William (Dianthus); summer.
Pink Garden (Dianthusr. spring.

Pink Maiden (Diantlnts deltoiden), red and

white;

Bleeding Heart (Dicentra Spectablis); spring.

Gas Plant (Dictamnus fraxinella); summer,
Doronicum Caucaslcum; spring.

Dog's Tooth Violet (Erythronium); early

spring.

Epiloblum angustitollum; summer.
Winter Aconite (Erayithis hyemalis); spring.

White Snake Root (Euoatorium ageratoides);

summer.
Plantain Lily (Funkia} in variety; summer.
Galllardia aristata (and others); July and later.

Snowdrop (Oalanthtis); early spring.

Gentian in sorts; spring to autumn.
Geranium maculatum, hardy; summer.
Echinacea intermedia; August.
Sun Flower (Helianthus), double, etc.; per-

ennial.

Christmas Rose (Hellebore) in sorts.

Day Lily (Hemerocallin) in sorts.

Liver Leaf {Hepatica tnloba): spring.

Hollyhocks; summer.
Hyacinths in assortment; spring.

Candytuft Perennial (Iberis); spring.

Grape Hyacinth (Muscaribotryoides); spring.

Forget-me-Not (Mj/osotfe).

Narcissus in assortment.

Star of Bethlehem (OrntthogaUim); spring.

Piponys in large assortment; June.

Oriental Popples (Papa ver orientalis); June.

Phloxes, creeping kinds; spring.

Phloxes, upright kinds; summer.
Platycodon grandlflorum and others; spring.

Polyanthus Primroses in variety.

Pansles in variety; spring and fall;

Buttercups (Ranunculus), double; spring.

Bloodroot iSanguinaria CaiuuUnxin); spring.

Saxifragas in variety; spring.

Sedums In sorts; summer.
Lychnis in sorts; early summer.
Goat's Beard (Splrcea anmcus); June.

Purity (Spiraa ulmaria); June.

Prince's Plume (Spircea lobata); June.

Tulips in sorts; spring.

Spider Wort (Tradescantia); spring, summer.
Wake Robin (TriUium grandijlorum); spring.

Speedwell (reronica); spring.

Periwinkle (Vinca) in sorts; spring.

Violets (Viola) in sorts; spring.

What we have above alluded to and chosen

plants for, might well be called concentrated

gardening. It possesses advantages even to

those who, having large grounds, might

desire to set apart a portion of it to such a

purpose, namely, that the labor and expense

of preparation may be concentrated to a

smaller area, with the effect of making

it so much better. The writer has always

contended that if the work and fertilizers

put upon the average garden were to be

given to an area of one half the size, the

results would be more satisfactory.

Monkshood (Aconitum) in variety; summer.
Milfoil (Achillea), Rose colored and yellow;

July to September.
Anemone, Japan, in variety; August to Oct.

Some Winter Notes.
E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

For some reason mulching is still the last

thing fruit growers will attend to. If they

could realize how great the advantage is

and how easily it can be applied they would

not neglect the work as they do.

Mulching of any sort that shades the soil

serves to retain elements of fertility. A
bared soil from which nothing is taken is

always growing poorer. The moisture

secured by mulching disintegrates the soil
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and prepares it to take in food elements

from the air. Nitrates are formed most
rapidly out from under the sun's glare in

shaded and sheltered spots. So by mulch-

ing you not only equalize the temperature

and prevent drying up, but you actually

eurich and teed your tree.

In winter, as in summer, there are special

advantages from mulching. We are always
robbing our lands by feeding too close in

the fall. I am satisfied that the loss is

many times over the gain. There is also

only mischief from raking up leaves in the

autumn. They should be allowed to lie on
the lawns until spring and then be removed
only where they are too thiclc.

Those who were crowded for time in No-
vember may still in midwinter find it desir-

able to go on with plant protection. The
larger part of the damage done by winter is

not by direct freezing, but by thawing after

freezing and then a sudden freezing again.

So it happens to be best to plant the less

hardy shrubs on the north side of hedges or

houses, where they cannot be touched by
midwinter suns. Most of the injury occurs

as late as March or April. In addition to

other protection it is well to go about in late

winter and pack snow about Grapes and
Quinces and whatever may be affected by
getting started too eiirly. If you can keep
the ground frozen about them and so pre-

vent the flow of sap for ten or even tlve days
you may have saved your flowers and fruit.

Snow is a splendid mulch and a snow
mulch is as good as a straw covering. I

have a friend who tramps half the winter
about his yard of trees and gets a solid ice

mat over the ground. His trees are always
well loaded. It is equally useful in the way
of delaying the appearance of some insect

pests, and when these are delayed they are

as good as killed.

I used to be content with hilling up rows
but it is so little trouble to bend down the

long canes and cover them and one gets

such magnificent pay for it, that now I in-

but if kept damp they will surely mildew,
therefore after they are thoroughly dried

cover them up with very dry sand. The
same of Cannas, Gladiolus also must first be
thoroughly dried and then stored away from
frost, but not so dry
as to shrivel away.

It is quite neces-

sary to protect young
shrubs of all sorts.

They grow hardy as
they get age. It is

but little trouble to

hill them up and
then invert kegs or ^'

barrels over them
with leaves worked
under.

Lilies are better if

well mulched for the

winter, and I should
prefer leaves, as most
of the Lilies rot
promptly if manure
is applied to the
roots, and there is

also danger in plac-

ing it on the surface ^ ^"

unless thoroughly rotted before it is applied

contains a collection of scores of hardy
Evergreens, this one stands out conspic-
iously for its beautiful, dark green vendure
the year around, and for its regular and
graceful form. It ranks with the hardiest

Specimen nf the Norclmaiin's Silver Fir.

variably do it. Use sod, but if the stalks
are strong lay a sod or more under to pre-
vent breaking by bending.
The safety of winter bulbs and tubers de-

pends on several things. Dahlias must be
well dried, but not kept drying all winter.
If they are they will be spoiled before spring.

Two Valuable Evergreen Trees.

One is quite naturally drawn to consider
the Evergreens in winter, because their at-

tractions are now so marked. We take
pleasure therefore in inviting attention to

two of the most hardy and satisfactory trees

of this class, for general planting, we know
of, namely, the Dwarf Mugho Pine and
Nordmann's Silver Fir.

The chief merits of these trees'apart from
their marked beauty is their adaptability to

culture in most parts of the country, and
especially in the northern belt, and on a
large variety of soils. Unlike the ma,iority
of Evergreens offered in the catalogues of

nurserymen, these kinds require no special

petting in order to develop into

handsome specimens; in this respect
bearing well to be classed with such
old reliables as the Norway Spruce,
Austrian Pine, Red Cedar and the
like. Both of these trees may be
had of the leading nurserymen of

the country.

The Dwarf Mugho Pine is a hand-
some compact growing tree or shrub
with stiff, dark green foliage, a na-
tive of the Alps and Pyrenees of

Central Europe. Ordinarily it

would be classed with shrubs, but
it is known, under the most favora-

ble conditions, to reach a height of

25 feet or more. Of a number of

trees under culture as lawn trees,

with which the writer is famUar,
not one has reached a height of

eight feet, although the oldest have
been growing for fourteen years or
more in their present places. There
are, however, several forms of the

Mugho Pine recognized, such as the

Compact variety and the Round-
headed variety, and it is not unlikely
that the tree varies also in the direc-

tion of stronger growing forms.

This Pine is used with excellent

effect as a single specimen or for

forming a clump on the lawn, while
the fact of its small size indicates

its use in grounds too small for

other Pines. It also serves well for

massing irregularly in front of the
Black or Austrian, the White and other
large gi'owing Pine trees.

Of the Nordmann's Silver Fir, it may, we
think, be safely said, that it has never been
known to disappoint the planter who has
given it anything like commonly decent
treatment. In the Biiflalo Park, which

art .iJuiiltii finti on ine Lawn.

of trees here grown, and is of remarkably
free growth.

This tree was first discovered by . Prof.

Nordmann, on the Adshar mountains, at an
elevation of 6000 feet, and growing 80 or
more feet high, with a straight stem. It is

quite common on the Crimean mountains,
and those east of the Black Sea.

For the use of the engravings on this page
we are indebted to the firm of Ellwanger &
Barry, Rochester, N. Y.

The Manure Question Solved by the
Fattening of Live Stock.

D. N. LONG, FORMER ASSOCIATE EDITOR OF RURAL LIFE.

In my early experience in market garden-
ing and fruit growing I was obliged to

haul a considerable portion of the manure
used for a distance of ten miles or more,
and this with the bad roads often prevailing
was found to be so large an item of expense
as to eat up a large share of the profits,

hence ways and means of securing a good
supply at low cost were studied up. As my
business was what might be termed farm
gardening, and in which the keeping of live

stock figured somewhat, I was naturally
led to look to enlarging our stock of cattle as
a source of manure. A thorough trial of the
plan resulted most satisfactorily, keeping
the live stock on hand during the fall and
winter mainly, then selling it to the butch-
ers. The number of head of cattle with
sheep sometimes has increased fiom year to

year, till during the past winter over 70
head of cattle were fattened, besides keep-
ing some milch cows and horses.

I am now satisfied that manure can
often be made on a place at a much less cost

than it can be bought for, and especially

where farm or wholesale gardening is car-

ried on. In my experience I have usually

made a clear profit on the advance in price

on cattle, above all the expense of feed,

labor, interest, etc., let alone the great

object of securing large quantities of the

best of manure absolutely for nothing right

on the place where it could be hauled to

the fields at any time of leisure.

The hauling to the fields was usually done
during the leisure of winter when the

snow was not too deep or the ground not

covered with a thick coat of ice so as to

cause the manure being carried off by rains,

spreading from the vehicle, by which means
it was only handled twice, once in loading

and again in spreading.

A peculiar advantage in farm gardening
in thus making manure is that with grow-
ing large quantities of Cabbage, Cauliflower

and roots for late marketing the tops and
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other trimmings afford large quantities of

excellent food, a thing also true with grow-

ing Sweet Corn. This food I found could,

with the help of the silo, be kept any desira-

ble length of time, and was often worth

nearly the cost of producing the entire crop,

especially in the case of Cabbage. By this

system Cabbage can probably be grown at

less expense to a certain area than Com,
reckoning the extra manure needed very

low, as it costs really nothing.

By ensilaging the Cabbage trimmings and

leaf tops so often wasted and feeding them
with straw (usually to be had cheaply) and
hay, when not too high priced, with a liberal

allowance of oil-meal, cotton seed meal,

bran, malt sprouts and similar foods, we can

produce an increase in weight beef at an
extremely low cost, at the same time that

we are turning out a large pile of manure
of superior fertilizing value.

In this country the feeding of cattle has

never been studied as it has been in Europe.

Result; a great portion of our oil meal and

cotton seed meal is exported to enrich

the soils of European farmers. The prices

of these excellent feeds are actually gov-

erned by the price the foreign farmers feel

they can afford to pay for them. Beef and
mutton can be shipped to Europe much
cheaper than the feed from which it is pro-

duced. Let us see to this matter and have
the manure, now largely overlooked,for our

own use. Let us learn from the European
farmers, who sees his cheapest way of get-

ting manure in buying and feeding these

concentrated foods, even if he loses money
(as we here need never do) in the fattening

speculation.

The Successful Gardener.

JAMES CUERIK, FORMER EDITOR "CTJRRIE'S MONTHLY."

In gardening, as in all other professions,

there are men who enjoy almost unbroken
success in all they undertake, and, in time,

amass a respectable fortune. Others seem
only to meet with misfortune although

apparently as well situated and having all

needed requirements to properly conduct
their business, including perhaps, also, a

fully equipped range of greenhouses, and
withal a thorough business education,

coupled with an extensive botanical know-
ledge of plants and plant life.

The inexperienced may have difficulty to

account for this diversity, but not the suc-

cessful plantsman. Fully appreciating, as

he must, the importance of a good educa-

tion including, if possible, botany, he is yet

alive to the fact that his success is due to

the strict attention he has always given to

detail in his business, and particularly to

the watchful care he has bestowed on his

plants. Such a man when he sees others

always in trouble over hard luck with their

seeds and plants, rightly attributes this nine

times in ten to carelessness.

It appears strange that any man depend-

ing upon plants or their products for a liv-

ing would knowingly allow them to suffer,

even die, for want of proper attention, yet

this is constantly occurring. We have all

known men, well equipped in all essential

respects, to meet with shameful failure

simply because they were careless in the

many little points recognized as vital by
the successful cultivator.

Among the matters of first importance in

gardening are proper care In seed sowing,

the potting of plants, the temperature of

the houses, the prompt destruction of in-

sects, and most important of all, the judic-

ious watering of plants. What does the

ability to name and classify plants, to know
their seeds, to explain the grand plan by
which vegetables propagate themselves, and
to understand their heat and moisture requi-

sites amount to, if we then fail to apply this

knowledge to all proper details, and with

necessary uniformity.

What if a man becomes so expert at pot-

ting plants, that he can pot thousands while

his neighbor pots only hundreds, if after the

potting he allows them to suffer tortures

from neglect as well as from the ravages of

every known insect enemy:
I recall to mind at this moment an inci-

dent of such a kind which came under my
direct observation recently. One of our

men had in charge the sowing and care of

some Primula seeds. When the young plants

should have appeared it was found that all

the seeds were dead; that inattention was
the cause of failure was denied by the man.
More seed was obtained from the same lot

as the first and which I knew had germin-

ated freely with other growers. I gave the

seed to the man warning him that Primula
seed is almost certain to perish if allowed to

suffer from drought about at the germina-

tion stage. Naturally I was on the outlook

and one day, at the most critical time,

found the Primula soil quite dry. I had it

promptly watered, but it was too late and
only a few seeds started. Here was an in-

stance of carelessness, for the man has had
an extensive gardening education.

Understand me, I am an earnest advocate

of a thorough education for the gardener,

including at least the rudiments of botany,

and earnestly urge all young men to include

it amongst their studies. But what I wish

young gardeners to especially heed are those

apparently little things so easy to learn if

attention is paid to them, and yet for some
far harder than whole vocabularies of botan-

ical names. Let him turn to some of his

successful neighbor gardeners to be fouud

everywhere yet who do not profess to be

gardeners. They have learned a few of the

first principles of plant culture perhaps, and
they practice them faithfully. They watch
their plants as they do their children, dis-

covering immediately as far as their knowl-

edge goes, their every want. Experience

brings with it knowledge. In all operations

they exercise care and success is the reward.

Young gardeners, learn to do all things

well and do them with your whole might.

If then you are in love with your profession

you will soon learn much about it ; if you

are not in love with it give it up as soon as

you can secure anything else to do, for the

chances are that you will never make a

successful gardener.

Several Subjects Treated on by the

Former Editor of " Rural Life."

CHRISTIAN WECKESSER, WAYNE CO., OHIO.

Strawberry Matters. I planted a trial

plot of about 30 varieties of Strawberries

which caused considerable surprise at their

almost uniform productiveness and large

size. It lead me to see that the secret of the

extraordinary vigor and size claimed for so

many new sorts lay in the material that is

wheeled into the patch, for in this experi-

ment the poorer varieties did comparatively

well. This particular plantation was treated

with a good supply of stable and hen

manure, and a year later some decomposed

animals, bones, etc., were very liberally

mixed in with the soil. While the exten-

sively circulated statements that Strawber-

ries will do well on any soil that will produce

a crop of Com, may be true, still I am con-

vinced that it is poor policy to plant them

on any but thoroughly enriched soil, and

there is little danger of getting it too rich.

The method of cropping from potted plants

does not come anyways near paying with

us, our profits depend largely on getting

the largest possible crop with the least out-

lay of labor. A satisfactory and profitable

method has been to plant the field to early

Potatoes, the first year setting a plant then

a hill in the rows, and turning the runners
into the rows after the Potatoes are dug.

The Crescent variety is largely planted

here for a home market; the Cimiberland

Triumph seems to be unequalled; Miners'

Prolific is probably giving the best satisfac-

tion for amateur culture; .lessie, Bubach and
Summit promise well; the Wilson has been

discarded as well as the Downing; the Ohio
is latest in season, but poor in quality; the

Parry and Jewel do not do well.

About Seeds asd Seed Growing. The
excellency of the seeds sown having so

much to do with the results from market
crops, it is no wonder that gardeners' be-

come scrupulous concerning the character

of the stock they are about to purchase. It

is this idea which leads all reliable dealers

to exercise great care in growing and testing

the seeds they offer for sale. Tests to prove

vitality are important without question, but
to my mind the field tests are far more so.

There is much to be learned by trying

different strains of the same varieties on
various soils, etc., and comparing them.

The possibilities thus opened and In time

realized, will, no doubt, pay for the outlay.

In this as in every other business, natural

adaptations to it is what is needed to best

succeed. One cannot make the most of his

possibilities unless he has a watchful eye.

Xew developments constantly unfold, and
must be closely observed and noted to appre-

ciate which no one can teach like experience.

Getting varieties mixed, especially of the

vine family in many cases may not be very

apparent the first year, but in time anything

but the supposed varieties would result ; and
experience not having demonstrated the

necessity of the utmost care in selecting

stock-seed , they also are likely to have deter-

iorated In desirable qualities as well.

Lettuce Forcing on Long Island.

A correspondent of the Country Gentle-

man, referring to the extensive Letttice

forcing establishments on Long Island , says,

regarding culture, that the soil used is the

common earth of the fields, enriched with

rotted manure. It is not changed every

year, as we do in the case of growing Roses

or Carnations, but once in a few years. So
long as the Lettuces grow well in it, so long

is the soil retained. In preparing for the

first or September planting, the soil is forked

over, and a liberal dressing of rotted manure
is added. For the successional crops, instead

of adding fresh manure each time, after the

plants get fairly started a dressing of some
artificial fertilizer is applied.

In planting, the Lettuce are set out seven

inches apart each way—the measure is pre-

cise, for it is indicated by a marker. This

marker is a very simple affair; it consists of

a board the width of the bed, and with two
rows of short, nipple-like pegs in it, set ex-

actly seven inches apart each way. I ob-

served that Mr. Frederick's Lettuce were a

little farther apart than were the other

growers; he says he plants at eight inches

apart each way because he believes he gets

finer Lettuce. The plants are set with dib-

bles, and there is no eflort made to firm the

earth very solidly about the roots. The
workmen claim that as the plants are

watered liberally as they are set out, this

firms the soilt enough. May be so, but I

have faith in firm planting.

Mr Hopkins tells me that for Lettuce they

run a temperature of 40° to 4.5° at night,

allowing it to get up as high as &)° or 70°,

with sun-heat if need be. Of course the tem-

perature depends a good deal upon the con-

dition of the crop; a high temperature and
dry atmosphere are prejudicial to the good
development of Lettuce. Young Lettuce,

like blossoming plants, love bright, sunny
weather, and in the sunniest parts of the

houses are always the finest.
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A department to wh ich all are invited to send notes of

e-J^perience and observatiojl eonceming topics that re-

cenllu have been treated on in this Journal. Many
such contributioiis monthly would be u'eleome.

Lachenalias in Hanging Baskets. >rary

B. Spamfield has a good article on bulbs. Apropos

of her remarks about Lachenalias I may say that

in thebeautifulgardensof Mr. George \V. Childs,

of Philadelphia, I noticed a lot of hanging bask-

ets in the greenhouses, which were filled

with Lachenaliiis. The plants were sprouting all

around the biiskets and looked quite pretty. The
gardener declared himself highly

jileased with Lachenalias grown in

this way, and said they are very easy

to manage.

Catalogue Illustrations Not
Entirely Bad. Mr. Grant, don't get

angry; take everything with a grain of

salt. Buy unknown species or varie-

ties on probation. No fear of this

thing being " done away ^vith before

long," it is only in its infancy. It may
be "evil" still there is good in it. It

causes people to buy, sow, grow and

reap, and become interested in horti-

culture, who could not otherwise be

reached. And so long as you get a

good gardening paper for a dollar a

year, and which will gladly give you
any information you may wish for

alwut novelties or other horticultural

subjects free and just for the asking,

the proper way, as it appears to me,

of heading 08E these exaggerations is

by spreading the circulation of Popu-
lar Gardening. Put it where these

glaring catalogues are sent, and then

If the readers are gulled, affix this

proper verdict—" served them just

right."

That National Flo^ver. The
Phloxes are magnificent and indis-

pensable, both the annual and peren-

nial. But many of the European
varieties ai-e not good enough for

America. I remember about a dozen

years ago EUwanger & Barry, after

trying most every kind in cultiva-

tion, simmered down theii' collection

to about eighteen really desirable ones

(of the late blooming perennials) for

here. Now, while it is all very well to

grow the cream of our already choice

sorts, we may have great pleasure and
reap a rich reward in raising new
varieties for ourselves from seed.

Seeds are freely y>roduced, and we
oftfn find tops of little seedhngs

around the old stools. The finest

bright crimson colored Phlox that I

know of anywhere, was raised from
seed by John Thorpe. It is still un-

named. And as these handsome
flowers are hardy any person in the

country may have as good success in raising

new and extra fine varieties as John Thorpe has

had. Try it.

Nepenthe " Easier to Grow Than Ver-
benas." Not much. In May or June Verbenas
are advertised in New Jersey—Stock plants, $3.00

per 100; rooted cuttings Sl.OO per 100, $8.00 per

1,000. There isn't a florist on earth who will or

can supply Nepenthe plants or rooted cuttings of

them at this price, nor, do I believe at ten times

this price.

Philodendrons AMD Clethras as Window
Plants. "What Philodendron is referred toV

The finer fruited one with " palm-like leaves

with slits in," I should think would be Monstera
deliciosa, a plant I have never known to be
grown as a window plant. But we have
many true Philodendrons of more vine-like na-

ture, but lesser leaf proportions, and of which
small plants can be cultivated in warm rooms in

glass cases as ferneries where sunshine cannot
reach them. Clethras are mentioned among
shrubs recommended for window work. As their

ordinary season of blooming is July and August
it would be interesting to know how they are

treated and how they behave as window plants

and when they bloom.

Tree Planting-Right and Wrong. When
planting " grasp the stem firmly about the lower
part and move the tree up and down ^igor-
ously " (page 39). No, no, don't do anything of
the sort. Leave that with your grandfather's
ancestors. Get up your tree with all its roots

fresh, plump and moist; have your hole ready,

deep, wide and filled in with a hillock rather than
a basin in the middle, and so that the incoming
tree may set on it firmly, and at about the same
depth as it was before; then with your coat off

and your shirt sleeves rolled up, bend your back
and spread out the roots so that they shall ha\'e

an outward and downward tendency. Then with

yoiu- left hand regulate the roots, while with
your right y(^u introduce fine earth among them
and jiack it with your right hand into every hole

and cranny. But positively avoid moving or

shaking the tree while it is being planted. After

THE MOVER QilAPE, RED.

the hole has been well filled and the soil firmly

packed as filling proceeded, if you are at all

doubtful that all the holes about the roots have
not been filled with soil form an earth basin

about the bole of the tree and give a thorough
soaking of water. We transplant a large num-
ber of trees every fall and spring, and many of

these are big trees, too—in some cases requiring

two teams of horses to haul each of them—but
there isn't a man on this place who would dare

shake a tree when planting it. With what suc-

cess? Come here and see, we will gladly show
you.— n'ni. Falcuncr.

A Scarcity of Black Currants. People as

a rule don't like the smell of the bushes, let alone

the smell or taste of the fruit.

The Bubach Strawberp.y. T consider the

Bubach No. 5 Strawberry with a good kind to

fertilize it the "boss" of the Strawberry field.—

A.W.Nifhnlg.

Fast Budding. New Jersey Heard From.
For fast budders I think New Jersey can hold

her own. I can pick ten men right here who can

set 50,000 Peach trees in ten hours. Where every-

thing is in good working order they will have the

buds cut from the trees for them and the leaves

cut off, but they will do all beyond that up to

tying, which is done by men or boys. A few
years ago four of our men rode five miles and
set 40,800 buds up to tying, in three days of about
ten hours each, and part of the time it was rainy.

We have had our men set 19.000 in one day; these

were not all the fastest of budders, nor were they

paid by the 1,000, but were our regular monthly
men. We have men here who can bud t),000 in
ten hours, and one man who has set 800 in one
hour. I am not of a betting character, but if

any one doubts my assertions, and feels like put-
ting up money, he can be accommodated on any
sum from S.'iOO to $1,000 that what I here say can
be done. And furthermore I will guarantee that
as many buds will live as of any man who sets
but -,.'500. There are scores of budders here, and
few if any but can bud 3,000 and over. We have
grown millions of Peach trees, and have brought
every part of it down to a science. Men bud here

for $1 per 1,000, and then make good
wages.—(JliarlesBlac}(,Hwhstf)n'n,N.J.

Golden Queen Raspberries. In
your Octolier number E. P. Powell is

made to say of this berry, " I am not
so well satisfied that it is a sport from
the Cuthbert. Probably this is a typo-
graphical error and should read
sport. The Golden Queen was found
simultaneously on the fruit farm of
Ezra Stokes in Camden Co., N. J„
and at the Monmouth Nursery in

Monmouth Co., but was undoubtedly
carried to the latter with Cuthbert
bought of Stokes. The Stokes farm
is only 16 miles from here, and I re-

peatedly visited it before the Golden
Queen was introduced, and saw it

growing in several places in a field of
Cuthberts, and examined the growth
and compared the berries, and never
could detect any difference in either

except in color, the canes ha\ing the
same growth of foliage, but, like the
the fruit, being of a light color. My
oldest son was employed at the Mon-
mouth nurseries for several years,and
informs me that he saw plants at these
grounds not only bearing both red
and yellow fruit, but specimens which
were partly red and partly yellow,

which I think may be considered de-
cisive evidence that it is a sport.

This a matter of some importance,
partly as a historical fact and especi-

ally as going to prove that in quality

the Golden Queen stands exactly with
the Cuthbert. Any apparent differ-

ence may readily be accounted for

by difference in soil and circum-
stances, and from testing it at differ-

ent stages of ripening, all of which
often cause a marked difference in

quality.— II"m. F. Bassett.

Prunus Pissardii. This has fruited
several times here, but as yet only
produced a few specimens. In color,

both outside and the flesh, the fi-uit

is much like the foliage; in quality,

whUe there is nothing harsh or un-
pleasant, it is neither sweet nor rich,

and the most I can say for it is there

is nothing bad about it. In texture

it is much like the European Plums, moderately

acid, and may prove good for cooking. We have

not had enough to test them in this way yet.—

Win. F. Baesctt, AUantic Co.. N. J.

The New Red Grape Moyer.

Specimens of this fruit were received at our

office from the vineyard of Louis Roesch, Fre-

donia, N. Y., on September 17th, last, which may
be considered very early, as none but the earliest

Grapes in this section were yet ripe. The fruit

somewhat resembles that of the Delaware in

color and flavor, but is rather darker, and not

quite so sweet and delicately flavored; as it ripens

some weeks in advance of that variety, it wiU

seldom come in direct comparison with it, but

with the earlier varieties. The pulp is juicy,

rather tender, and without the foxine^ common
to many early Grapes. It is said to be sweet and

good as soon as fairly colored. The skin is thin

but tough, which is in its favor for shipping.

The Moyer originated some eight years ago, in

Lincoln County, Ontario, The vine is said to be

very hardy and vigorous, though rather a short-

jointed, compact grower. Its disseminators do

not claim that it will yield as many tons to the

acre as either the Niagara or Concord, or that it

is necessary for it to do so in order to be profit-

able, for owing to its earliness and fine quality

it will always command a good price; and on

account of its hardiness and freedom from

disease it is believed that it will almost certainly

always yield a fair crop of fruit.
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A List of Pears.
E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

A good list of Pears for market as well as

for home use should include:

1. Tyson. There Is no early Pear to equal

this. I shall never forget my first acquain-

tance with it. It is a great bearer and if

headed low, as all Pears should be, comes
early into fruit. The tree is upright, open,

stout and healthy. Season, August.

3. Bartlett, to the exclusion of Clapp's

Favorite, which Is decreasing in favor with

growers and shippers. Season, September.

3. Howell. This is a grand and handsome
Pear; growth strong and does well either as

a dwarf or standard.

4. Flemish Beauty. This variety cracked

badly for a few years but is doing grandly

now. It needs an open, sunny location and
must not be at all crowded. Let the land

also be well drained.

5. Sheldon, the finest table Pear in the

world, and good for canning also, but not

as good as Flemish Beauty, Bartlett and
Louise. Picked early in September and
stored in a cool cellar, it will be in good order

for two months. It is large and handsome
and the tree is very productive. Even the

smallest Pears on the tree are always deli-

cious; so there is no waste fruit.

6. Louise Bonne. This Pear was tor a

time under a cloud, but it is an admirable

fruit. The tree is always loaded and if kept
well opened to the sun the fruit is finely

flavored. It should not be picked too soon;

indeed, it is one of those sorts that should
be left on the trees till frost, then placed in

cool rooms to ripen slowly,

7. Onondaga. This Pear is too large, too

prolific and generally too well flavored to be
left out of the list. But I have had astrin-

gent Onondagas. The tree is a noble, large-

headed grower and bears young.

8. The Seckle everybody knows and while

it is no longer profitable for market, it is so

delicious that it must remain for home use.

9. Clairgeau. This Pear is the most
beautiful of all as well as the largest and
heaviest. When ripening it colors up in

crimson and gold. It must be picked about
October first and stored, and is fit for use

about the last of November. It has one
drawback, it must be marketed at once, as

the coloring on it turns black.

10. D'Anjou—the noblest Roman of them
all. This tree is perfect in form and grows
with great rapidity. The quality of the

fruit is simply superb. The Pear is smooth,
large, light green, ripening to a lemon
yellow, melting, juicy and refreshing. It

should be picked in October and will keep
until Christmas. It is the Pear for profit.

n. Lawrence, for early winter, is a capital

sort, smooth, bright, prolific and sweet.

13. The Jones Pear promises to be the

best for midwinter and Josephine de Malines
for late winter.

Besides the above I grow a group of

Buffums on my tree lawn, for their upright
form much resembling the Lombardy Pop-
lar. It also gives the most gorgeous coloring
of all Pears as to autumn foliage.

Mulch your Pears when set and always
keep them mulched. Let no manure be
put in about the roots, but top dress with
manure if the land is poor. Seckels and
some others need considerable stimulating
and feeding by top dressing. Don't plow
your Pear orchard, but fork about the trees

thoroughly and then renew the mulch.
Scrape the bark and dig out all bark

borers; the wood borers seldom attack Pears;
kill ofl" profe.ssioual tree trimmers; let no
suckers or weak shoots grow; keep the trees

headed low; head back halt the growth the
first five years; it is also essential to keep
the top open and let the trees stand far

enough apart to be freely open to sun and air.

Good materials for mulching are coal ashes

(anthracite), hardwood sawdust, loose ma-
nure and other substances.

The best dwarfs are Louise Bonne. Howell
and Duchess, with all odds in favor of

Louise. Among the very good sorts I have

not included in the above are Dr. Reeder,

Bosc; in some localities and double worked.
Gray Doyenne, Beure Superttn, Belle

Lucrative, a sweet and great bearer, but
too dull in color, and White Doyenne or

Virgalieu, which is no longer cracking as

it did tor a time.

The Fifty Million Dollar Soldering
Iron.

Recent telegraphic dispatches have stated

that Lewis McMurray, and others, had
obtained a verdict in the United States

Circuit Court against George R. Emerson
proprietor of a fruit canning establishment
at Somerville, Mass., for using a patent

soldering iron without the permission of

the owner of the patent. It was fvu-ther

stated that " Counsel for the defendant said

if the plaintiffs should proceed against all

who have infringed the patent they could
probably collect .*.50,U0U,U()O. Suits are to be

instituted against all manufacturers who
have violated the rights of the plaintiffs.

Mr. C. M. Fenton. secretary of the Erie

Preserving Company, of Buflfalo, has been
asked if this decision afl'ected his company.
He replied that. he supposed that they had
,at one-time u.sed this iron, which was prob-

ably that known as the Tillery patent, but
that they had discarded it some time ago
for a German-silver steel solderer, with
which 5,000 cans could be made in a day,

against 3,000 with the Tillery, and were now
getting ready to use a machine made in

Chicago, which was almost human in its

operations, the unsoldered can going into it

on a train, and coming out finished.

He did not imagine, though, he said, that

the big companies would accede to such a

decision without appealing it, unless they

could comi)romise with the patentee at

reasonable rates. Emerson was a small
manufacturer, as the small verdict, fi93

showed, and there would be further resist-

ance. He did not see.why some larger firm

was not sued. The Erie Preserving Com-
pany, with which he is connected, is turning

out 3,.50O,000 cans of preserves this year,

and the award of $1.87 per thousand would
amount at this rate to $(i,545 per year so

long as this iron was used.

In this connection it may be stated that a

new company has lately been formed out of

the Erie Preserving Company by way of di-

vision. The old company still exists, but

the jelly-making interest, itself a large one,

has been made separate to see which is the

more profitable. The new company is to be
called the Buffalo Conserve Company with
acapitalstock of *13.'5,O00.

The canning busine.ss is said not to be so

profitable this year as last. "We have to

contend with a curioussort of competition,"

said Secretary Fenton. " After a good year

a large number of small concerns will

spring up. They will not put money enough
into the business to meet obligations when
those who have fiirnished fruit cans, etc.,

begin to press. They have nothing but
goods to meet the demands with and they

throw their only assets on the market
for what they can get. This breaks down
prices, of course, but to counterbalance this

feature of our business, there is much en-

couragement found in the rapid growth of

the foreign trade. Phirope does not seem
to know how to can fruit. We have just

sent 1,000 cases of Apples in gallon cans to

England and Scotland. The California

fruits are in great demand, and the San
Jose Packing Company has this year sent

four carloads to the Czar of Russia."

Selection of Seeds.
N. V. L., ADAMS CO., ILL.

Says Peter Henderson, who in this matter
may well speak as one having knowledge:
" No matter how carefully the selection of

seeds is made, deterioration will take place

when the crop is grown under conditions

uncongenial to it." And again: "When
seeds are sown in a latitude unsuited to

their development they will invariably per-

petuate weak progeny."
Now, instead of these conditions rightfully

opposing the careful selection of seed, they
are properly in favor of it. If the conditions
are unfavorable to the plant, then we may
as well go elsewhere for seed, but should be
none the less careful in selecting it. Or, if

we conclude to use home grown seed, the
fact stated by Mr. Henderson makes it all

the more important to make a careful selec-

tion. While it is true that the most careful

selection of seed will not prevent the deter-

ioration of a crop grown under unsuitable
conditions, it is equally true that the con-
tinued use of poor seed will cause the deteri-

oration of crops surrounded by favorable
circumstances; also, that where the condi-
tions are unfavorable we may retard, and in

some cases prevent, the deterioration of the
crop by using only the very best seeds.

One frequently sees statements made by
persons of unquestioned reliability, about
the results from seed selection, that are
puzzling. Perhaps when we know the rea-

son the matter will then appear very simple
indeed. As an example of these puzzling
things, at one of the Wisconsin Farmers'
Institutes held this year, Mr. .1. M. Smith
said: " Last spring I saved a bushel of the
seed ends (of Potatoes) and planted them by
themselves right in the middle of the piece

of two or three acres that I was planting,

and I found that when we came to dig them
the yield was just about the same, and the
Potatoes about the same size. But those
coming from the seed ends were nearly a
week earlier than the others."

Now, we might say that one swallow does
not make a summer; that likely if Mr.
Smith did the same thing this year he would
get a different result. But at the same
meeting Mr. Lockwood corroborated Mr.
Smith. Mr. L. said: " Having tried the ex-

periment for seven years I find that the seed
end invariably produces an earlier Potato."
Experiments covering seven years ought to

be well nigh conclusive, especially when
the results were the same every year.

Now, why not plant the seed ends for our
very early crops? Quite often getting the
crop on the market a week earlier makes all

the difference between a handsome profit

and a disagreeable loss.

Of course the gain of a few days in the
time of marketing other garden crops would
be equally profitable. Peas are a fine case
in point. Now at the New York Agricul-
tural Experiment Station it was determined
one season to see how much could be gained
by selecting the earliest pods for seed.

There were gathered for the purpose the

earliest and the latest ripening pods from a
row of Tom Thumb. One hundred seeds of

each were planted from these selections

April 31, and again May 13.

Of the first planting the early pods gave
Peas fit for use in 68 days; the late pods in

74 days. Of the second planting the early

pods gave Peas fit for table use in .5f; days;

the late pods in 00 days. Nor was all the

gain in the earliness of the crop. The ear-

lier ripening Peas vegetated better in both
cases, the average difference in their favor

being Wi.i' percent. Also, there wasadiffer-

ence in favor of the early Peas of 3.3.5 pods
per plant and of .015 Peas per pod.

This station has also experimented with
Oats, planting small and large plump supe-

rior grains, making the conditions otherwise
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ths same. In every case (ten) the plump
grains gave the better results. The report

says: "The large seeds made the earliest

growth, started the best and presented a

better appearance from first to last than did

the plants from the small seed.s. This supe-

riority was manifest in evei'y particular all

through the season." On an average the

weight of the crop from the plump seed was
no per cent of the weight of the crop from
the small seed. A gain of ten per cent is not

small—if made at an expense of live per

cent would almost double the net profit

from the Oat crop. The same laws of selec-

tion and reproduction were obtained in gar-

dening and agriculture.

Probably many readers will remember
that the New York Station experimented
for two years with seeds from few-celled and
from many-celled Tomatoes. The results of

the two years' experiments practically

agreed. The second year, fifty fruits gath-

ered at random from the plants grown from
three-celled fruits contained 1.5S cells, while

an etjual number from plants grown from
six-celled fruits contamed 2.")9 cells. The
Station says that "as few-celled fruits seem
more likely to be smooth than many-celled

ones, it is possible that an advantage is to

be gained by selecting few-celled fruits for

seed." The experiment gave results full as

valuable in that it showed that some fruits

transmitted through their seeds special

characteristics, the reproduction of which
would hardly be expected, thus making the

promise of seed selection greater than
might be supposed.

Fruits for a Month when Fruits are
Scarce.

B. GOTT, ARKONA, ONT.

The only seeming attempt heretofore

thought of for a fruit supply in August has
been to import—to ship from southern
points. This we are disposed to call a great

mistake on our part, for a supply, by a little

effort, may be had from our own fertile

lands, by our own skill. Not, perhaps, to

offer ouj customers blushing Peaches, or

bloated Watermelons in July and August,
but we do know from our observations and
experience that it is possible to offer them
Grapes, Watermelons and Muskmelons, Red
Raspberries and Blackberries, Tomatoes,
Currants, Pears, etc.

For the Grapes we would erect glass struct-

ures especially for this industry, growing
some of the best European varieties that

are known to do well under moderate treat-

ment, and produce them in large quantities.

Experimentation might develop the suita-

bleness of some of the best of the American
Grapes for this purpose. These Grapes dur-

ing this month in moderate quantities, and
at prices \vithin the reach of the public

would be readily taken and used. The
question of cost can be practically worked
down so fine as to come within reach of

ordinary consumers.

For Watermelons, etc., though not so

early or so large as those from Georgia,

Tennesee or Kentucky, yet we could have
them for this month fine enough to .suit our
people, and of much better quality than the

imported article. Take the earliest varieties,

nurse them under glass and put them out.

Then find sheltered vales where these plants

could be fostered into fruitage in the short-

est possible time and do the same with some
of our most desirable Muskmelons. These
products, we believe, would readily displace

the southern articles.

The suggestions for Melons will also

closely apply to Tomatoes and immense
quantities could, in August, be disposed of

in almost every market in Ontario. The
Tomato is so very easily managed that it is

a constant wonder to us that far more of

them are not offered early on our markets.

Our plan with Red Raspberries is the fol-

lowing: Take varieties known to be
liable to fruit on the young wood after

the old canes are cut off close to the ground
in the spring, such as the everbearing varie-

ties, or even Cuthbert. Our plan with this

last (the best Red Raspb'erry so far produced

)

is to cut down close to the ground in early

spring and, after thoroughly stirring up the

ground, to mulch heavily with old straw or

other litter, just baring the crowns. Most
of the canes will produce an excellent crop

of the finest fruit during August. This

would be one of the best things to fill the

requirements of the season.

The Blackberry stands pre-eminently at

the front of this question of fruit supply for

August; it can be produced so readily and
in such variety, quantity and excellence

that there is absolutely no excuse for short

supply. What is required is a cane perfectly

hardy and a good, rampant grower, the

fruit large, bright colored and excellent

qiuility, and that can be made to produce its

crop late by mulching. These desirable

qualities I think can be had in some of the

varieties. I believe the Snyder could be

made to ilo much for us, also Stone's Hardy,
and likely there are others equally good.

Red Currants; Some of these have the

(luality of hanging long without loss of

quality, but rather improvement. Ruby
Castle would do well for this purpose. These
fruits could be produced in great abundance
cheaply and fresh from our own soil.

Another fruit not to be overlooked is the

early summer Pear. What is the reason

we do not grow them ? No people can have
a finer list of good ones to select from, or

better soil, better locations and better sun-

shine in which to have them to perfection.

They come into your hands during the whole
of August. The varieties to use are Osbum's
Summer and the Summer Doyenne, with
others that may be readily tested.

Why this famishing poverty of all home
grown fruits during the heated season? I am
confident that it is within the range of pos-

sibility to annually place thousands of dol-

lars worth of these fruits on the market.

Field Turnips.
WM. H. TEOMANS, TOLLAND CO., CONN.

We are particularly pleased with the

quality of our Tui-nip crop. The patch
where they were to be planted was selected

in a field that had not been under the plow
for nearly or quite a quarter of a century,

but possessed a fairly firm sod. Being away
at the time orders were left regarding the
planting of the Turnips, which was to be
according to the old rule, "on the 3.5th of

.July sow your Turnips, wet or dry."

The sod was very carefully tiu-ned over

and a good dressing of fine manure spread

upon the surface and mixed with the soil by
dragging over it a bush, leaving the surface

level and smooth. The surface received a
moderate top dressing of super-phosphate
and the seed was immediately sown.
Whether the seed was not first quality or

for some other cause, it did not come up
well and the appearance was decidedly

discouraging.

There were a few plants scattered here
and there and little or no show was made
during the months of August and Septem-
ber, but with the frequent rains, by October
the plants began to develop themselves both
in leaf growth and in roots, and when
pulled on the '22d of November we had as

fine a lot of Turnips, being of good size, very
smooth, and of the sweetest quality of any
we ever ate; so, what at one time appeared
like a total failure, turned out to be a grati-

fying [success, which we attribute partly to

being planted on an old sod.

California as a Fruit Crowing State.
D. B. WEIR.

Col. S. N. D., lola, Kansas, asks me many
questions about California, the answers to

which I felt were facts of value to many
others, so I repeat them here.

This is a truly great state for good climate,

soil, health, fruit growing, etc., if one settle

rightly. In its northern half most crops,

except Strawberries, grow well without

irrigation. Grain crops are not certain in

the interior northern valleys, owing to dry
seasons, but are in the west valleys. In the

north one has, therefore, but little else to

look too than the quality of the soil. Here
fruit growing, etc., has been mainly done
on valley lands. Many of the foot hills and
high plateaus have also rich, lasting soils.

and with greater altitude have more rain

and a healthier, milder climate, but are far-

ther from transportation at present. The
higher lands are comparatively cheap; tim-

ber and water are in plentiful supply to-

gether with a fine climate.

In the south half, or nearly two thirds of

the state, crops generally can be grown only

by irrigation, a few valleys near the coast

with water near the surface being excepted.

Elsewhere nothing can be grown without
water being brought to the land. Then if

the soil is good and the water is good (uncon-
taminated with injurious caustic ingredi-

ents) and plenty, magnificent crops are

assured yearly. To bring permanent water
to the land is often very costly, for in a hot

climate, with the wind blowing softly but
continuously, it takes an enormous amount
of water to supply crops.

If the irrigation water holds in solution

even quite a small amount of carbonate

salts or sulphates of soda, in time soil irri-

gated with it in a climate where the evapor-

ation is greater than the rain fall, as it is in

all southern California, so accumulates by
capillary attraction at the surface as to "kill

the soil." Owing to its caustic nature car-

bonate of soda burns or eats into the tender

plant and kills it. Millions of acres of the

best and richest soil are to-day, from such
causes, "alkali deserts."

The fact is that much of the waters being
used in this State to-day for irrigation carry

enough alkali to, in an easily calculated

period, kill the soil they are being used on,

although for a limited time bearing grand
crops. In many instances even the soil

naturally carries too much alkali.

These facts have been shown by Prof.

Hilgard and indicate that settlers in the

south have something to look to other than
climate, soil and water for irrigation.

To get rid of the bad effects of alkali in

irrigation water can only be done by deep
and thorough underdrainage and then

flooding the land with sufficient water in

the winter time to carry off the alkali.

Those who have, at vast expense, gone
away up into the mountains after pure snow
water, have got that which will give food

and fruits to all future generations, but
those depending on alkali streams are

building very unwisely. What little rain

water falls here is only during the three

months in winter time. With successful

irrigation ten acres will give the grower a
larger and more certain income than 160

acres of prairie farm land in the East.

Take Riverside, a fruit growing colony

southeast of Los Angelos, for instance.

Twenty-five years ago this valley in mid-

summer was a desert, surrounded on all

sides by desolate brown mountains. A
party of men one day wandered into this

valley and saw that the soil was very rich

and the climate very choice. The plateau

was sheltered and nothing seemed lacking

but water. Good water could be brought

there in plenty at great expense and it was
done. The world has heard of Riverside
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and her Oranges and other fruits. One can

ride there for eighteen miles through nearly

a continuous line of Orange groves, the

finest for their age, perhaps, in the world.

This land that went begging for a purchaser

but a few years ago at 3.5 cents an acre, now

FRUIT OF THE JAPAN QUINCE.

occasionally changes hands at from $600 to

$2,.500 an acre. The sales taken from the

books of the fruit growers show that these

lands are a good investment.

Fruit of the Japan Quince. Does it

Possess any Value?
With the interest that is taken by horti-

culturists of the present day, in Plums,
Pears, Persimmons, etc., from Japan, not

to say from other foreign lands, the question

naturally arises whether the fruit of that

long-since introduced shrub, the Japan
Quince, possesses any value, save for the

seeds for propagation. In the Buffalo parks

where many of these shrubs are growing, as

well as in private gardens, we see them
fruiting year after year but have never seen

the product put to any use.

This fruit which is well represented in

our engraving, but somewhat reduced in

size, is of a dull green color, and presents a
waxy appearance. It is quite hard and so

acrid that it would appear to have no value
tor culinary purposes. Still we have seen it

stated that a handsome .jelly and not unpala-

table to any but a " sweet tooth " has been
made from it. Has any reader had experi-

ence in its use for the table ? If so, we
would be glad to have them report with a
view to publishing the information.

Notes on some of the Newer Grapes.
E. S. GOFF, ONTARIO CO., N. Y.

Among the very promising varieties soon
to l)e introduced to the public is the Green
Mountain, a very early greenish white Grape
first brought to notice by Mr. Jas. M. Paul,
of North Adams, Mass., who found it grow-
ing wild in the mountains whose name it

bears. I have fruited this Grape for the
past two seasons; it ripens about with Cham-
pion, whUe its quality ranks among the
best. The vine is vigorous and quite pro-

ductive, bearing medium sized, not very
compact bunches, of which the berries are
a little larger than those of the Delaware.
The flesh is quite free from hard pulp, and
entirely without harshuess or foxiness, and
its flavor is very sweet, with a slight in-

clination toward the vinous. I must pro-
nounce it the only Grape thus far tested
that ranks first both in earliness and quality.

The Rochester deserves to be better known
than it is. While not equal to the above
in quality it is nearly as early, and greatly
surpasses it in the very large size and sur-
passing beauty of its bunch. Indeed, in the
latter respects, the Rochester is not excelled

by any native Grape with which I am ac-

quainted. Unfortunately the berries are

somewhat liable to the brown rot which
sometimes disfigures the otherwise perfect

bunches. The vine is hardy and very pro-

ductive, and the foliage appears perfectly

healthy. I am told that this Grape is quite

difficult to propagate, which may account

for its limited dissemination.

Marvin's Centennial I shall have to give

up as a failure. It mildews so badly that the

vine cannot grow and the fruit cannot ripen.

It blossoms most freely, and sets a bounti-

ful crop, but the canes do not grow to the

top of the trellis, and the bunches remain
green until frost,hav-

ing insufficient foli-

age to develop them.
The fruit however is

of excellent quality

when it does mature.

Among the finest Grapes for

quality, I must place the Jeffer-

son. Its firm, almost crisp, meaty
flesh is deliciously sweet and
rich, and though lacking the

marked vinous flavor of the lona

and Catawba, it is difficult to sur-

pass. Unfortimately this Grape

is a little too late for the latitude of this

county. I have it growing upon the

south side of a brick wall, and in this fav-

ored place, it scarcely ripens before frost.

The vine appears healthy and hardy, and is

quite productive.

Values in Pomace. How to secure
them.

Mr. T. S. Russell, a correspondent of the

Rural New Yorker, recently commented
upon the waste that usually goes on

through loss of seeds and otherwise in fruit

pomace, in a very intelligent manner, having

accompanied his remarks with drawings of

cleaning apparatuses which we have had re-

engraved from that journal.

This vsTiter says in substance that it is

not generally known that there is as good

a market for Apple seed as there is for

Clover seed, and the prices for each are

similar, ranging from $4 to *8 per

bushel, in any quantity. He has

received frequent orders, ranging

as high as .500 bushels, from one

firm. If all cider mills would
save seed there would be an over-

supply, but this will not be done;

so if anybody wants to enter the

market, and he has good water

privileges, here is one way to save

Apple seed.

A stream o£ water is essential.

Construct a V-shaped hopper, as

shown in Figs 1-2, varying the

length according to the amount
of pomace you desire to handle

and your water supply, etc. Make
the water-tight hopper of wood
or galvanized iron say four feet

square at the top and six inches

by four feet at the bottom, and
four feet deep. Make one side of

the hopper double, and allow it

to extend above at least six inches,

space between the double walls

one inch. Let this double wall ex-

tend half way across the bottom,
and leave a one-inch opening in the inside

bottom in the middle.

Now make a sieve of copper wire-cloth

one-twelfth of an inch mesh, that will fit

snugly two inches above the bottom of the
hopper. Fasten it down on cleats with a
button so that it can be removed easily.

Now cause a stream of water to pass down
the double wall of the hopper and through
the bottom through the sieve. When it

begins to overflow have your pomace
loosened up and throw in a few scoopfuls;

stir it a little. The seed will all settle to

the bottom and the pomace will float off

with the overflow.

After operating this way for a short time,
turn off the supply of water, and by means
of a two-inch plug in the bottom of the
hopper drain it dry and lift out the sieve of
seed and proceed again as before. This
small device will clean from three to five

bushels per day. Now spread the seed in

the shade to dry, and if it is not entirely clean
it can be run through a fanning-mill and
cleaned ready for market. Drying quickly
in the sun or otherwise wUl discolor the
seeds and frequently crack them. Letting
the pomace lie in large piles to heat will
spoil the seed; if the grater is very fine, it

cuts and spoils them. Seedling Apples fur-
nish the most and best seeds.

The seeds can be sold to any of our large
seedsmen or direct to the nurserymen. A
device similar to the one described, was
claimed to be patented some years ago, but
Mr. Russell thinks the claim is doubtful.
Another more simple plan is after the

plan of gold washing, as shown by Fig. 3.

Make a trough 18 inches wide and six inches
deep; place partitions across the bottom,
about every 1.5 inches. They should be three
inches high, and the length of trough—16
feet. Now, place the trough so that a stream
of water will flow rapidly through or over
it; throw the pomace in at the highest point,

and as the water washes through it, the
seeds will lodge behind the cross-partitions,

from which they can be removed by stop-

ping the flow of water and turning the
trough over on the platform or floor.

Either of these devices will allow the
operator to further save the pomace by
causing it to drop from the seed-washer on
a wooden screen , thus permitting the water
to escape. The pomace should now be carted
to a suitable place where it may be piled in

heaps and mixed with an equal bulk of

stable manure, leaf mould, ashes, decayed
vegetation, lime, anything and everything
that will rot. Have this heap of refuse
forked over half a dozen times from fall to

spring, and apply it to gram crops or fruit

Fie.B

DEVICES FOR SEPARATING SEEDS FROM POMACE.

trees, on gravel or sandy land, and if the

result will be as good as it has been with
me, the pomace will never again be con-

sidered a nuisance.

Then here is another plan to get cash out
of the pomace. Prepare a piece of good,
rich, loose soil that is free from stones or

roots. Plow and pulverize it to a depth of

10 or 12 inches. Now make flat furrows
about two inches deep and six inches broad,

and three feet apart; take fresh pomace and
scatter it thickly in these farrows and cover
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with one inch of soil. Do this before winter.

Next spring the seed will come up, and now
comes thinning out to about two inches

apart, and careful weeding and plowing

until fall. These seedling Apple trees, will

be from one to three feet high, with nice,

straight roots 12 inches long, and there will

be from 200,(HIO to .50(),tHKl on every acre thus

planted, that will sell readily for from *4 to

.<H) per 1,000. Talk to any leading nursery-

men about it, and see how quickly you can

contract for all you desire to raise.

Pointers for Peach Growers.
W. F. BASSETT, ATLANTIC CO., N. J.

Making Peaches Pat axd the Reverse.
In reply to my question, what varieties to

plant, a successful Peach nurseryman said:

It depends as much upon the grower, as

upon varieties, whether large high colored

fruit of good quality, and abundant crops

are secured or the reverse.

Trees of the same varieties have been

planted by two men in the same neighbor-

hood and one would have choice fruit and
large profits and the other inferior fruit and
a loss. The former fertilized and cultivated

well and kept the borers out, while the

latter cultivated rarely and perhaps tilled

deep enough to injure the roots in some
places and too shallow in others, took out

the borers once in two or three years and
allowed grass and weeds to overrun the

orchard. Some men with the best kinds will

never produce fruit larger than a Walnut.
I recall the case of one man who planted

1,000 trees of common standard varieties,

Oldmixon, Stump, Crawfords Late, Rare-
ripe, etc. He plowed and harrowed from
April till September, to keep his orchard
clear, manured heavily with stable manure
every fall and allowed no borers in them.
The 4th year he sold his Crop for $1,000 on
the trees, the .5th year the same, and the 6th

for $950, upon same conditions, the 7th year

proved unfavorable in various respects, but
still the crop netted him nearly $600, and he
considered the orchard good for 7 years

longer; he had just cut down an orchard
which remained in good condition 17 years.

A neighbor of his set 1,800 trees of similar

varieties from same block, plowed his land

once a year, removed borers once in two or

three years and on naturally poor soil, fer-

tilized very little, in consequence of which
the trees are all yellow and small withered
fruit cling more or less to the pits. The for-

mer considers his 1,000 trees the best he ever
purchased, while the latter claims that he
was cheated in the stock.

Vert Late Varieties. It is an un-
doubted fact that fine Peaches bring extra

large prices late in the season, but in re-

peated trials with such varieties I have
never made even a partial success, and the

very fact that extravagantly high rates are

maintained points to a want of general

success. The opinion of an intelligent and
successful grower of Peach trees on these

points and his reply was that very late va-

rieties had not proved generally successful,

but that in certain localities they seldom
failed to ripen up well. Moral: the grower
should invest very lightly in such varieties

if at all, unless known to succeed in that

particular locality. 1 am told that an Island

in Cumberland Co., in this State which was
formerly occupied as a truck farm, changed
hands, and the new proprietor set a few
Peach trees which produced abundantly of

very large fruit of extra quality and appear-
ance, and acting xipon this hint he had
planted the whole Island with Peaches and
is realizing very large profits.

One Cause of Yellows. In a large

Peach orchard were a few old worthless
Apple trees, and in reply to the question,

why these were not removed, the owner

said that if these trees were taken out the
decaying roots would produce Yellows
among the Peach trees near them, but that

while the trees remained no such effect

would follow. This may be a mere whim
with no foundation in fact, but I am toUl

that the Peacli growers iu a certain district

near the Hudson River generally consider

it an established fact.

The Secret of Success. One Peach
grower in Mercer Co., whose Peach orchards
were observed to produce fine crops and re-

tain their health and vigor for a long time,

declined to explain the treatment which
ensured success, but it was noted that he
used large quantities of ground bone and
kainit.

Moderate Productiveness versus Thin-
ning. Several rather extensive planters

here, have included in their selection, some
varieties which are reputed to be only mod-
erately productive, because they fully un-
derstand that a half crop will bring more
money than a full one, a basket of extra

fine fruit being worth very much more than
two baskets of ordinary quality, and the

cost of transportation, etc., being only half

as much. Thorough thinning at the proper
time would, of course, answer the same
purpose, but this is very apt to be neglected.

Vegetable Rotation and Culture.
WM. FALCONER, QUEENS CO., N. Y.

Apropos of Mr. Abbott's remarks, page 55

I would say that while I believe in the rota-

tion of crops, I do not find it always practic-

able or convenient. I make it a point in the

summer season never to have an empty
patch of land; indeed, most of my ground
is carrying two crops at one time, that is, the

second crop is planted or sown before the

first crop is off, and if this cannot be done,

it the first crop is ofl" to-day the second is in

to-morrow. This often renders much rota-

tion impracticable.

I have one patch of good rich ground that

for some reason or other won't grow Melons,

Celery or Cauliflower, but Lima Beans
thrive on it, so I crop it year after year with
Limas in summer and Lettuce or Spinach
in spring, and these crops seem to improve
rather than deteriorate. I have gro^vn Par-

snips for several years without intermission

on the same ground and with no apparent
evU effect upon the crop, but Salsify and
Scorzonera show their disapproval of such
a course of treatment.

I have cropped one piece of ground with
Peas in spring and Celery in summer for

several years and these crops were finer this

year than ever before.

With plenty of cultivation (before plant-

ing) and plenty manure, Corn and Snap
Beans seem to thrive most anywhere. I

cannot raise as good Potatoes in the fatted

ground for garden vegetables as in the less

fertile farm fields.

Cauliflower is peculiar. Fifty miles east

of here—about Jamesport and Riverhead

—

Cauliflower grows without any trouble. So
it used to here, but now-a-days it needs

some humoring on account of the club root.

In fresh, rich farm land it does well yet, but
in garden ground we have to be careful.

Onions, till they become attacked by some
disease or trouble, can be grown success-

fully, year after year for many years in the

same ground, but should they be attacked

by the Onion maggot, which appears in

May, or thfe leaf tlirips which come in June
and .Tuly, it is time to stop cropping that

particular ground with Onions.

We should be guided by rust in Celery,

maggots in Spinach and worms in Turnips
in the same way, only, iis the maggots infest

the Spinach in fall and the worms the Tur-

nips in the spring, clean Spinach may be

grown in spring and clean Turnips in fall.

Native Nuts Commercially Con-
sldered.

C. W. IDELL, NEW YORK CITV.

In years past the Walnut, Hickoiy and
Chestnut were but little known outside of

the family circle where they occupied the

attention of all during winter evenings, but
now they have emerged from this obscurity

and become prominent articles of commerce.
The Black Walnut is not a popular one in

our market and the few that arrive are gen-

erally sold at from 50 cents per bushel to one

dollar per barrel. The Hickory Nut is a pop-

ular one and large, quantities are sold

annually. They vary much in size and
shape but those known as Shell Barks are

preferred to all others, owing to their shape

and the color of the meat. This Nut is

bought and sold at .50 lbs. to the bushel. In

purchasing for our market one should select

those that are large and possess a light shell

as well as meat, for appearances have much
to do in disposing of them readily. The
large ones known as Bull Nuts, are not

sought for although at times they are sold

in quantities to confectioners to work up
in candies.

The Chestnut is the most popular of all

nuts and has many peculiarities connected
with it. The larger portion of these Nuts
are bought by Italians for roasting and
during their season, which lasts until

Thanksgiving, they can be seen at almost

any street corner with their little roaster

devoting their time in preparing them for

their customers. If one were to stop to look

at them for a short time he would notice

that an x is cut on each Nut before being
placed in the pan to roast. One might be
induced to think they cut this cross through
a devotional consideration, for they are all

Romanists, but it is not so; it is done to ex-

pedite and improve their roasting qualities,

and just here I would call attention to a
mistake many speculators in these Nuts
make in holding them for a late market.
When a Nut is thoroughly dried it will

not roast, consequently these Italians will

not buy them, there not being enough mois-

ture in them to generate the steam required

to pop the shell. When purchasing for our
market it is the better plan to ship often

rather than to retain them until a large

quantity is collected for then one can get

all the advantage of an early market and
best prices. Select the largest, brightest

Nuts, and I would advise them to clean by
sifting before shipping and if there are any
wormy ones among them, such should be
pains takingly thrown out.

Chestnuts are apt to heat when kept in

bulk,and by sifting the refuse dirt and furze

is removed, permitting more air to circulate

among them. A good sifter can be made by
taking a width of wire netting with half inch

mesh ; one can make the length and height of

sides any size they choose, then place it on an
empty barrel, fill it only moderately full and
by taking hold of it at the side one can get

either a rotary or back and fore movement
which will soon remove the dirt and
also brighten the shells.

The Nuts received from the Southern
States are larger than those grown Nortli

and are eagerly sought for when theNorthern
crop is generally small as they have been
this year, but they are more infected with
worms. In some instances when they meet
with a slow passage to market, there is so

much life developed in them, there being no
demand for fresh meat of this kind, that

they will not .sell for the cost of transporta-

tion. An instance this season was when a
lot of twenty barrels sold for *20, the cost of

freight being ^U.
The common grass Cofl'ee bag is a good

one to ship Chestnuts in as they are open
and admit air freely. When sent in barrels

they should be well ventilated.
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A New Plant of Promise but with
a Hard Name. ^

Last month attention was called to the

Platycotlon as a desirable plant of the Cam-
panula or Bellwort family. Now we have
the pleasure of introducing an entirely new
member of the order namely, Ostrowskya
magnifica, and this, if the signs fail not, is

likely to be the most valuable of all the

numerous excellent subjects of this family.

From the information which follows, for

which we are mainly indebted to

the Gardener's Chronicle, of Eng-
land, it will be seen that the advent
of its flowering in England occa-

sioned prominent notice.

The plant is spoken of by that

world-renowned authority Dr. Kegel

of St. Petersburg, Russia, as a won-
derful Campanulaceous plant. It

was collected by Dr. Kegel's adven-
turous son, on the high mountains
of Chanat Darwas, in Eastern Bok-
hara, Asia, and was first described

by Dr. Kegel himself.

The plant was exhibited by Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons, from their

nursery in London, in July last, and
constituted the most striking feat-

ure of the remarkable exhibition of

the Royal Horticultural Society on
that day. It obtained a first-class

certificate from the floral commit-
tee, but in the case of an entirely

new plant ot this excellence a botan-
ical certificate would surely have
been the more appropriate award.
This, however, is a matter of rela-

tively little consequence. The plant

amply deserved any award.
It is a hardy perennial with tuber-

ous roots. As shown the stem is

about three feet in height, green,

sprinkled with small red spots, with
four-leaved whorls at intervals.

The leaves are glabrous, rather

fleshy, shortly stalked, oblong acute,

coarsely toothed. The inflorescence

is cymose, the flowers on long stalks,

at first pendulous,afterwards nearly
erect; when fully expanded they
measure the magnificent size of five

and three quarter inches in diame-
ter. The sepias are linear-lanceo-

late,without appendages at the base,

shorter than the bell-shaped, pale
lilac, eight-lobed corolla, the veins

of a darker bluish-lilac color. The
fllaments are dilated at the base, the style

beset with collecting hairs, and the inferior

ovary deeply furrowed.
The plant, despite a paleness of color in

the flower, is certainly one of the finest

herbaceous plants ever introduced, and as

there can be no doubt as to its hardihood in

England and likely in America, and little if

any as to its adapting itself readily to culti-

vation it promises well to become a favorite.

in a cluster, of a Uniterm size and ver y
large and fine. The plant is worth five

dollars as easily as the other was worth two
dollars. The plants are ot the variety of

Mrs. Prank Thompson.
Again, another plant had fifteen flower-

ing stems; fourteen of them were disbudded
to single crown flowering, and the other

stem had the crown bud cut out and the

side buds left on. It was fed with liquid

manure and well cared for, and by the flrst

two or three times daily until recovered,

then return to maniire watering as before.

FLOWER OF THE OSTROWSKYA, REDUCED IN SIZE.

being
eight

Disbudding and Other Points in
Chrysanthemum Culture

JOHN LANE, A31ATEUR FLORIST, CHICAGO, ILL.

I had two plants which were quite alike

at the end of September, both having been
grown the same up to that time. Since then
one has had the ordinary watering and care,

and by November 10th was loaded with
flowers three to five inches across, with
many smaller inferior blooms. The plant
is worth and would readily sell for two dol-

lars. The other plant was disbudded and
fed with liquid manure; each stem was
disbudded to three buds each, and liquid
manure applied every two or three days
from the time the buds were well set untU
the bloom was nearly out, watering at other
times as needed. This plant also at the
same time was loaded with flowers, three

in November was in full bloom. The single

stem blooms were very large, heavy and
fine; the one .stem had three small flowers,

two smaller and two imperfect, seven in all,

and was quite pretty, yet the seven would
not have sold for one-halt that the one single

stem bloom would bring. The plant is Mrs.

E. W. Clark, the prize taker, and was sent
to me by Robert Craig, of Philadelphia,

about the middle of October.

Few Chrysanthemums can mature all the
buds that set, and disbudding should be
done on all large-flowering sorts. They
had better be picked ofl' when very small;

as they get larger use a knife and cut the
stems which bear these ott. Take away
one third to three fourths of the buds; it

is no great amount of work.
Liquid manure may be readily prepared

by filling a barrel half full with cow manure
and filling up with water. Have the barrel

elevated upon an inclined plank with a tub
under it to catch the liquid and drip, and
with a spigot near the bottom to run out the
liquid as wanted. Keep the barrel full of

water as the liquid is drawn away. In using
reduce with five time as much water at flrst,

and after a time with three times, applying
two or three times a week. If the liquid

used too strong, or is applied too often, the
leaves will be quite certain to droop, and
its use must stop for a time and pure
water be applied by syringing the leaves

The Ornamental or Chilian Beet.
JOHN F. RUPP, CUaiBERLAND CO., PA.

Though it has been several years since the

introduction of the Chilian Beet, its great

beauty and ornamental uses are but com-
paratively little known. Planted either

singly, or as a border to larger growing
plants, they produce an
effect which can not be
excelled by any winter
class of plants.

The past summer, I

have given them a
thorough test, and am
highly pleased with
them in all the different

ways that they were
grown. As a border to

a large bed of fall grow-
ing Cannas they gave
an appearance that was
grand beyoml descrip-

tion, gaining the admira-
tion of all who .saw them.
The bed was in the cen-
ter of a circular drive
way in the lawn, the
plants grew to height of

about thirty inches, hav-
ing leaf stems twelve
inches long by one and
one half inches thick,

beautifully colored.
Some of the stems were of brilliant scarlet,

others deep crimson, dark blood red, and
a few striped with scarlet, yellow, and
crimson. The leaf blades were of a dark,
glossy green, measuring nine by eighteen
inches. Plants grown as single specimens
attained a very large size, of strong, sturdy
growth, the leaves measuring three feet,

with stems eighteen inches long by three
inches thick, higiily colored, and blades
twelve inches wide. They also do admira-
bly as pot plants, making a unique and
pleasing effect wherever placed, as their
large, lustrous leaves and colored stems at
once attract attention, and can thereby be
shown to advantage.
They are really quite hardy plants; those

out in several heavy frosts were not in the
least injured, and showed as well late in

the fall as in the summer; this will prove
a great advantage in having large foliage
plants late in the season. The Chilian Beet
will grow luxuriantly in any good, rich

soil, with very little attention, and will suc-
ceed where many other oraamental plants
would prove a failure. Next summer I

shall test the Brazilian varieties.

Do You Grow the Calandrinas?
C. E. PARNELL, ytrEENS CO., N. Y.

The several species or varieties of Calan-
drina form, when taken together, a group
of very beautiful free flowering bedding
plants belonging to the Natural Order Por-
tulacacae. Somewhat like their near rela-

tive, the Portulaca, the plants are of pros-

trate habit, having succulent stems,
fleshy, smooth alternate leaves, and large
purple or rosy pink flowers, which are pro-

duced in the greate,st profusion during the
summer and early autumn months.
On account of their succulent habit they

are invaluable for growing on rock work,
dry, hot banks, or sunny situations, and
then they will endure heat and drought
equally as well as the Portulaca. Although
they will thrive in almost any soil and situ-

ation provided it is not too wet, yet to ensure
satisfactory results it is best to give them a
deep, moderately enriched soil.

The seeds should be sown about the mid-
dle of March, in a well drained pot or pan
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filled with turfy loam; sow thinly, cover

slightly, and place jn a warm moist situation

as close to the glass as possible. As soon as

the young plants are well up and strong

enough to handle they should be transferred

to other pans or shallow boxes similarly

prepared and placed in rows an inch and a
half apart each way, and grown on in a cool

airy situation until the tenth of May, when
they can be removed to the places where
they are to bloom. Or the seed can be sown
in a cold frame, as above advised, about the

first of April, or on a nicely prepared border
about the first of May, and the plants re-

moved to their blooming places as soon as

they are large enough to handle. Under
this treatment, however, the plants will not
flower so early.

The following are the varieties briefly

described: C. .spcff'o.srt (or A/oisicsi/) flowers

of a rosy purple color and the plant which
grows about six inches in height is a most
profuse bloomer, a native of California.

C. spcciosa alba is a very beautiful and
distinct white flowering variety of the pre-

ceding. C. grnndiflara (or discolor)

grows about one foot in height, produces
flowers of a rosy pink color and is a
native of Chili; C. umbellata is an exceed-

ingly beautiful variety from Peru, growing
about six inches in height, and producing
its rich rosy-violst-colored flowers in the

greatest profusion.

A Portable Propagating Case.
MARY A. NEWCOME, BUREAU CO., ILL.

I herewith enclose a sketch of a propagat-

ing case now in use in my conservatory, and
which pleasesme better than anything I have
ever beforeseen. Water (having an oil lamp
below) is the heating medium for the sand,

and this is preferable to a body of heated air

as sometimes used, a fact that any good
propagator will, I think, substantiate.

In the construction of this case (size three

feet by four) a strong board outer case with
no bottom is made. A tight-fitting glazed

sash should be hinged on, and the woodwork
Is in the main finished. Two feet of the lower
part is made double with pro.iecting pieces

as shown, upon which the water tray rests,

and other projections on each side about
an inch wide should be fixed inside the

frame, and about four inches from the bot-

tom, which will hold the sand tray.

Assuming the frame to be four feet long,

three feet wide and two feet deep inside,

a tray of fairly stout galvanized iron, three

[//
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1
A Ptyrtahle Prnpai/ating Came.

feet nine inches long, two feet nine inches

wide, and four inches deep should be had to

form the water tank, and the one for the
sand to be half an inch less than the frame
in length and breadth, and about six inches
deep. Besides these a kerosene lamp of

ordinary form will be necessary to stand
under the case to keep the water warm, but
not touching the tray standing on a sup-
port to raise it to the proper height. The
bottom tray is placed in position and nearly
filled with hot water. Then the second tray
half filled with sand is put into place, and

the case covered down. The lamj) should
be lighted, and after the sand has become
warmed the cuttings or seed pans can be
placed in, and by regulating the distance

between the lamp and the water tray, a
proper uniform heat can be maintained.

Double Gladiolus, and A New Form.
V. S. MARVIN, JEFFERSON CO., N. V.

Again this year I have observed Howers
with a double .stigma five and .six stamens,
and ten petals and one with but two; but
the most singular form was caused by the

two and a half inches of rainfall early in

August. A normal spike has flowers upon
two sides, and it requires two or three spikes

tied deftly together to present a show all

around, with no vacant spaces, but these

spikes have four rows, and a single spike is

a full bouquet in itself; some of them that

have doubled began half way up, commenc-
ing just where the rain commenced to stim-

ulate the growth.
Dracocephalus is a most singular form,

yellow specked with red, upper petals curved
downwards so as to force insects to rub the

stigmas with their backs and thus fertilize

the ovules, but even this device usually

fails, for in order to get seed 1 have had to

fertilize them by hand.
Purpurea seems a hybrid similar to

Madam Lemoine with longer flower stalks

and slimer growth, but inferior to them.
Among my liCmoinei and Lemoine seed-

lings, I find similar but handsomer flowers.

The climate at Watertown seems propiti-

ous, for originating the most vigorous and
gayest seedlings. It has been a great source
of enjoyment to me this fall to watch these

opening seedlings, with expectation on tip-

toe, and the show has been most gorgeous.

Nothing was lacking but fragrance, and I

see it stated in a Washington Territory hor-

ticultural paper that they have fragrant
Gladiolus there. Who knows about this?

Where can the bulbs be had?

The Care of Plants in Winter.
MISft C. L. v.. CRAWFORD CO., PA.

Much heat is not so necessary for the
welfare of the window garden in winter as

many seem to believe. As plants get but
little sunlight at this season, they are apt
to grow spindling if kept at too high a tem-
perature, and red spider will prove most
troublesome, unless moisture is provided
by keeping a vessel of water on the stove

and the plants be frequently sprinkled.

A temperature of 7.5° through the day,
and 4(1 at night, seems most suitable, though
even the quite tender ones will endure
.3.5° for a short time if the wind is not blow-
ing directly upon them; therefore, all

cracks or crevices about the windows should
be stopped up early in the season. If incon-
venient to keep fires at night, the plants
may be moved to the center of the room,
—when the mercury outside indicates the
advisability of such a course—carefully
wrapped in papers, and the windows like-

wise covered.

A lighted lamp in the room will do much
to prevent a freeze; an ordinary sized one
will raise the temperature 5°; for the reason
that some houses are warmer than others it

is inexpedient to make rules; we must keep
an eye on the thermometer.
There is a large class of plants that require

or are benefitted by, an annual rest of one
or two months, that may be kept in an or-

dinary cellar, through the coldest season.
As the catalogues give names, a lengthy
list is unnecessary. Even Tricolor and Sil-

ver-edged Geraniums and Pelargoniums are
not such hot-house plants as might be sup-
posed had not our lengthy experience with
them proven otherwise.

Lead Glazing.

Judginpr from the attention the subject of

lead glazmg is receiving in England it mu.st

be possessed of some merit. As is well

known, sheet lead is one of the most pliable

of metals, and it seems to be in certain ways
well adapted for holding glass securely in

place on sash bars and ensuring tight joints.

»»>

Lead Glazing for Oreenhottses.

One of the most simple methods of using

lead for this purpose is shown in our illus-

trations. The sheet is cut into narrow strips

which are bent lengthwise to the shape of

the letter T in the manner shown by the

left hand cut; annexed. Then the T is in-

verted on the sash bar, and small nails with
good heads are driven at intervals through
it to attach it securely to the bars. The
nails easily penetrate the lead, no punching
being required. To complete the glazing

the panes of glass are placed on the lower

doubled part of the metal strip lapping the

glass in the usual manner, and the upper
edges of lead are folded down over them,
being pushed closely down at the corners

formed by the laps to prevent the glass from
slipping. No tacks for the lights and no
putty are required. To replace a pane of

glass in case of breakage is far more easily

done than when putty and tacks are used as

in the ordinary way of glazing.

1010. Stones in Soil. Many times mischief is

done rather than good by the practice of closely

removing stones as they serve more than one
useful purpose. When laying on the surface
they act as a mulch, checking evaporation.

Their slow decay and disintegration by the frost

and the action of the elements contribute to the

replacement of the food extracted from the soil
by the roots of plants. Their action is specially
beneficial on stiff clay, breaking up and modify-
ing its te.xture. Professor Wrightson says

;

" Many soils now worked as light lands would be
unworkable clay were the.v not lightened up and
divided by countless stones." Yet light, stony
soils soon dry up, as the subsoil is usually of the
same character and the water is soon
drained off ; but while the amount of moisture
absorljed by the soil ordinarily decreases with
the quantity of stones it contains, removing the
stones wilt not remedy the evil, as the only effect
would be to render the soil shallower. Stones
check capillarity in the iiinvard morion of the
moisture, and so indirectly retard c\'up(.>ration.
However; if the subsoil contains material of
sufficient quantity and it is practii-alilc I)j' deep
trenching to form a soil of rigtit depth and
texture tor plants' growth, then removing the
stones might prove an advantage.—Kemle.

1009. CornflowerB. These belong to the family
of Centaureas, which includes many species,

among which are the well known tender annuals,
C. candissima and C. gymnoearpa. The Com-
Hower (C. cyaniis) is also called Bachelor's But-
ton and Bluebottle, and is largely grown for the
flowers, which bloom in a variety of coloi-s rang-
ing from rich blue thrimgh pinks and purples to
white. It is justly a favorite garden plant for
cutting from, but for pot culture it may be said
to be rather weedy looking. In this respect the
Dwarf Centaurea (('. {(cprfssai might well super-
cede the Cornflower, as it only grows about one
foot high and is altogether neater in appearance
while having as large flowers of the same rich
blue, with broader, silvery hued leaves.—Resile.

1012. Begonia Eex. The cause was probably
defective root action brought about by unsuita-
ble soil or injudicious watering. This Begonia
likes a i-ather moist atmosphere when making its

growth in the spring. With a temperature of
5,5° or t)0° from March to ,Iune this fine-leaved
Begonia will grow very well, l)ut not without.
From now on 50° will he enough with .just keep-
ing the soil moist. During March shake away
the old soil and put in a pot only large enougn
for the roots, using fibrous soil with plenty of
sand. Be careful only to water as the soil gets
dry, giving good light but not sun.— E. E. S.

1007. Dividing Fern Boots. As the variety is

not mentioned definite advice cannot be given.
Usually the best time to divide them is in the
spring, just before they stjirt into growth, but
some species of Fern do not take kindly to divi-
sion and others are not at all injured.—Remle.
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Jacqueminot—Fame in a Rose.

Who Is there now knows aught of his story ?

What is left of him but a name?— *

Of him who shared in Napoleon's glory.

And dreamed that his sword had won him his

fame!

Ah! the fate of a man is past discerning!

Little did Jacqueminot suppose,
At Austerlitz or at Moscow's burning,

That his fame would rest in the heart of a Rose.
—Bessie Chandler in American Magazine.

The Elm and the Apple.
The Elm in all the landscape green.

Is fairest of God's stately trees,

She Is a gracious-mannered queen
Full of soft bends and cui-tesies.

And though the robins go, as gue.sts,

To swing among the Elm's soft leaves.

When they would build their snug, round nests.

They choose the rough old Apple trees.

The Apple has no sinuous arras.

No smooth obeisance in her ways;
She lacks the Elm's compliant charms.
Yet she commands my better praise.

— Wid^ Awake .

Tree-Snow.
The Beech is bare and bare the Ash,
The thicket's white below.

The Fir-tree scowls with hoar moustache

—

He cannot sing for snow.
—Bayard Taylor.

Hake up a label supply.

Taste may be cultivated.

Get sanshine to the plants.

Add to the Celery pit cover.

Sqoiirels are great Nut planters.

Why not scrape the tree trunks now?

Herb-trinity was the old name for Violet.

A Popular Act: Subscribing for this journal.

Hardy shrubs are becoming more appreciated.

The bark of Magnolias is enticing to rabbits.

For a shipping market dark Cherries are the
best.

Flanta have the "blues" in these short, dark
days.

The Cucumber Uagnolias can be easily raised

from seed.

Oood drainage is the best aid to winter
protection.

The manure pile should now be making its

best growth.

Pot Hyacinths should be opening the 1889

flower season.

We don't dote on chip diit for plants. Rotted
turf with manure is better.

The florist will tell you that the size and beauty
of flowers depend on good culture.

The Cherokee Bote so common to the south is

not a native but Is of Chinese origin.

Has any reader bad successful experience in

butting instead of lapping greenhouse glass?

If the leaves of Hyacinths grow faster in water
than the stalk, cut off a third of the roots.—H. S.

French.

Insects numerously found in the greenhouse
are a sure sign of shiftless management; no
excuse for that!

Are We to Have Blue Oladiolus^ Now comes
word that that expert hybridizer, Monsieur
Lemoine of France, has raised a Gladiolus of a
positive blue color.

An investigation of the seed purchasing
business of the Department of Agriculture is on
the boards as part of the work of the Senate
Agricultural committee.

Evergreen Trees. Lift the beautiful ever-
greens that are in near view from the writer's
window and the greatest charm of the winter
landscape would be gone.

On the Popular Oardening Farm winter closed
In with the fall plowing, subsoiling and under
draining not so far on as we would like, owing to

an excessively wet October and November.

The Keiffer Pear. One tree of this variety
planted in the spring of 1887 ripened seven large
Pears. We consider the quality very gO(jd, hav-
ing ripened them in a cool room.—i?Von(c Ailtin.

Phylloxera in Spain. A royal decree ad-

vises the importation of American Grape vines
and periodical inspection of \ineyards by officers

as a safeguard against the further spread of this

scourge.

AHint for Florists Tasteful arrangement with
cheap flowers can make better for trade and rei>.

utation than poor arrangement and the most
costly blooms. Aim first of all for simple, taste-

ful arrangement.

Hake Home Beautiful. A good season this to
study the landscape from the windows of the
living rooms and decide on where one or more
clumpsot Evergreens could next spring be intro-

duced with the best effect.

A Gardening Pastime. Procurea largesponge,
wash it clean, scatter grass or other seeds thickly
over it, hang it in a warm window, moisten the
sp(Uige daily and enjoy the result of a bit of nat-
ui'al winter greenery.-fiHima L. Wales.

As to the Matter of Weeds, One of our
exchanges encourages the idea of composting
weeds and thus reap some benefit from them.
Perhaps all right it you have weeds, but good
gardeners don't need any such suggestions for
they don't grow weeds.

Cosmos hybridus, bearing pink and white
flowers, is one of the most floriferous of iilants,

either in the window or greenhouse, and is wor-
thy of being extensively grown. Sow the seed
in early spring and keep the plants closely cut
back during the summer.- B. B. S.

The Feet at Work. Mr. Peter Henderson
never tires of discoursing on the use of the feet
in seed sowing through firming the soil over the
drills. For winter Popular Gardening sug-
gests a similar use of the feet In firming the
snow against orchard trees to prevent the
attacks of mice.

It might be Tried. An amateur in England
recommends the immersion of plants—that is

their tops—in cold water for from 20 to 10 or more
hours as a cure for plant scale and other insects.

He says: '• Garderuas thus soaked for 48 hours
were none the worse for it while the insects
were used up entirely."

Some Noted Trees Destroyed. President Gar-
field's memorial tree, a Locust in the Botanic
Garden at Washington was, by the severe storm
last fall, overturned; at the same time also,

Vice-President Hendrick's Buckeye or Smooth-
fruited Horse Chestnut was uprooted. Consid-
erable other damage of the same nature was
sustained.

Mice and Peach Trees, A near neighbor of
the editor at "Woodbanks" successfully diverts
the attacks of mice from Peach trees by strewing
the ground here and there in the orchard with
superfluous branches cut from the trees. The
mice win never trouble old trunk bark if they
can get that which is young and tender. In ten
years this remedy has not failed him.

Agricultural Education East and West.
A recent report of the number of students at
the .\gTicultural College of California would not
Indicate a great hunger for an advanced agri-

cultural education among California youth.
There is but one student each for the halt dozen
professors at their Stjite College; while at the
Michigan Agricultural College there is an attend-
ance of over three hundred students.

Beader have you had a share in extending the
acquaintance of this Journal among those who
know it not, or in swelling its circulation thi'ough
forming a club? The more .subscribers we have
the better paper we can make. This is why we
offer such liberal premiums for new names. A
lift from you here is a lift for an improved
American Horticulture. This is the time lor

good resolves and for entering upon and car-
rying them out.

Natural Gas and Insects. Our esteemed
friend of the Indiana Farmer, we fear, ma.y be
jumping at a hasty conclusion. He is disposed
to link the fact of a noticeable decrease of insects

on fruits in certain towns where natural gas is

used as fuel, to the presence of this gas. It now
seems to be accepted that most kinds of insects

destructive to fruit were less prevalent every-

^^-^^^

-1 Convenient Ther.

mometer Box.

-S. T.

where during the past season than for some
years previously.

"Our Rose Hedges have done remarkably>ell
this past season," writes Mrs. Wade Burden
from southwest Missouri, "some varieties like
Madame Chas. Wood, Appolina, Louis Odier and
Hermosa blooming almost continuously. A
recent fall wedding brought out a most conspic-
uous design composed of Nasturtium flowers and
leaves combined. A fine funeral decoration
consisted of a flat wreath on casket, surrounded
by loose bunches of blooms,
nearly covering the lid."

Easy Bose Propagation. Last
August I made a six inch cut-

ting of the Hybrid Perpetual
Magna Charta and inserted It

into the ground at a depth of

two Inches in a partially shaded
spot covering it with a glass

fruit jar. I kept the cutting

well watered. About the mid-
dle of October it was callu.sed

and putting it in a two inch

pot I removed It to the house.

It has now (Nov. 9) a shoot on
it two inches long and looks

very healthy. Another year I

shall try my cuttings in July
for this certainly is a very sim-

ple method fif increasing Hybrid Roses.-

Whnc.Kinvs Co.,N. Y.

Potato Blight and Bot. This disease appears

when rain follows a drouth or when cold damp
weather follows hot weather. Brown spots ap-

pear all over the leaves and soon they look as

though frosted and dry up. The diseased top is

disastrous to the tubers unless they are dug at

once. The sap flows back carrying the germ to the

tuber where it begins its work and which nothing

can then stop as it works on the inside, the very

opposite to dry rot, which latter may be stayed

by dusting thoroughly each basketful with a

handful of dry air slaked lime.— H'. T. Alan,

Mercer Co., Pa.

The Horse Chestnut is not such a bad or value-

less luit after all as Is generally supposed. In

this country, according to a recent report of the

Agiicultural Department, bookbinders make a
paste from the flour that is prepared from these

nuts, the bitter principle in it serving to prevent

the attack of insects on the paste before and
after use. In France a number of uses are made
of this fruit among which may be mentioned

:

A charcoal from the skin of the nut forms the

base of different printing inks, a sort of soap,

yellow matter for dyeing, potash, as a substitute

for chinchona and for bleaching various fibers.

Perfumery Humbuggery. Have you walked
along the street of some city and observed the

fragrance arising from the baskets of certain

"Rose seed" or "Lavender bloom" venders?

Well when you do see them don't invest in these

wares unless you enjoy being fooled. The arti-

cles are offered for placing among clothes and
are " warranted " never to lose their fragrance,

but a dozen times a day the venders retire for a

bit and in some unobserved place squirt perfume
over their stock to keep an odor about it; any-

thing that rattles in the envelopes does duty for

the seeds or dry leaves.

The Strelitzia regina, or Bird of Paradise

Flower as it is sometimes called, is well adapted

for common gi-eenhouse culture and also for the

window garden; its brilliant orange and purple

flowers, produced from a hoi-lzontal sheath, one

above another, together with its ornamental

leaves, form a most striking object well worth a

place in any collection. Its culture is not diffi-

cult, as a temperature from 55° to 65° is needed.

The plants require rich, sandy loam, plenty of

pot room and a light situation, being kept out
doors duiing July and August. Propagation is

slow but is most easily performed by means of

suckers or dividing the old plants.

A Simple Feat in Flo'wer Forcing. Try it, A
year ago in January 1 placed some Cherry

branches having fruit buds in water and set them
in a light window. In two weeks the branches

wei-c covered with the beautifid white blossoms

which lasted some time. Of course any shrub

that naturally flowers as early or nearly so in the

spring as does the Cherry, will be likely to do as

well. I have seen the statement that the Andro-
medas, both the dwarf foot-high shrub, so fa-

miliar to Cranberr.v men, or the Southern

(.4. fliinbumla) will, if treated as above, in a

short, time put forth its Valley-Lily-like flowers.

Our popular yellow flowering Forsythia should

do as well.—JBemic.
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OrowiDg the Hollyhock as an Annual. For
this purpose the seed should be sown now in

January, or at latest in February, and the most
generous treatment given at every stage of

growth. Sow thinly in pans in good soil, giving
(JO" or more of heat with something over this at

the bottom. When seedlings appear place them
on a shelf near to the glass to prevent a spind-

ling growth and let tliem occupy the seed pan
until March lj>, when thej' may go into 4-inch

pots, to remain in these until planted out, beep-
ing them after potting a little cooler. With this

treatment fine tioweis (if not tiuite so fine as

from second year plants) may be expected the
same season. The Hollyhock, as a rule, comes
quite true from seed.

A Word for Frames. Growers of vegetable
and flowering plants do not as a rule sufficiently

appreciate the value of cold frames and mild
hotbeds for finishing out the gi"owth of most
any kind of jilants before the setting out season
in spring arrives. Plants transferred in April
from the greenhouse to frames will become
more healthy and far more stocky and handsome
than they possibly could do if kept in the green-
house from that time on. Being comparatively
cheap to construct frames may serve most
profitably as adjuncts to the greenhouse by per-
mitting of the raising of one half more stock
than could be done without them andthisshould,
through not being crowded, be a half better in

quality. Frames are easily managed. This is a
good season to provide the sash for such a use.

Callas. Why don't my sister plant-growers
have Callas V Even without their pure and
graceful flowers the leaves are elegant, and a
great ornament to the plant shelf; but a little

study of the needs of the plant will give a suc-
cossi()n of flowers for a long time in winter and
up to planting-out time. 1 put hen droppings in

the bottom of large sized pots, on that, rich
meadow earth, then the bulbs, looking as dead,
after their summer's rest, as a last year's Cat-tail.

After the leaves begin to grow, stimulate,

stimulate, stimulate. A CaUa is as hungry as a
little.boy. I wish some of our scientific Popular
Gahdeninq readei-s would explain why a Calla

likes raw oysters. 1 have tried it time and again
tucking one or two under the soil each week; in

a few days you cannot find them. They easily

absorb into the earth, or the plant digests them.
At aU events they make splendid blooms. Let
othei"s try it.—^Uiter ijracwus.

Thermometer Box. At the side of our green-
house entrance door we have a convenient ar-

rangement for handling the thermometer in

the winter. This is shown by the engravings
opposite, the lower one of which is a cross

sectional view as seen from the bottom looking
upwards. Here a is the thermometer attached
to the upright board c on the top of which and
slanting is attached the roof b. On the board
marked e, which is the base of the whole, being
secured to the building by screws, are two flange
pieces, d cl. Into these flanges the piece c, hold-

ing the thermometer and having the roof piece

as alluded to, may easily be slid. Then when one
desires to consult the thermometer at night by
reaching out and taking hold of the roof piece
the parts a, 6, c in one, slip up and can be brought
quickly to a light inside the door to be read and
then returned. The wind has no chance to blow
away or otherwise disturb the thermometer.

Some Sonthern Chrysanthemnms. For some
weeks our grounds have been an attractive

Chrysanthemum show the like of which has
never before been seen, so visitors say. Glorios-

um, a fine yellow Jap, was the first to open, but
all were more nearly November, than "Octo-
ber tiowers." the common name for them here.

Blanch Coles, recommended as early, was only
medium early and like an Ox-eye Daisy. Tuberi-
Uorum seems to be a misnomer and probably
should be Tubitiorum, as each leaf is roiuid or
tube-like; any way it is an odd variety, rosy

maroon in col()r and quite pretty. Mrs. Cleveland
is much like it but white, and the flowers I saw
(not on our grounds) were inferior. Mrs. Van-
naman is probably the finest one we have. It is

bright red, tipped and splashed with yellow, and
the flowers form great masses that seem almost
like one blossom. Diana is a beautiful white
and attracts much attention. Many of the

varieties lasted well into December.—Henry A.
Qi'een, Cheater Co., S. C.

Thoroaghness with Insects. In cleaning such
hardwooded plants as the Ivy, Oleander, Laures-
tiuus, etc., and which are quite subject to scale

insects, people often are puzzled to know why a

new lot of these pests show up so soon after the

plants have been cleaned of them. Plain enough:
the means employed for destroying these were
notelfective against the yoimg broods, so small

as to escape detection when the plants were gt)ne

over. Now to prevent just such vexatious hap-

penings we use water in washing plants, that is

sharpened to about l-'O" of heat, and by the addi-

tion of Tobacco juice to give it a color like weak
tea, or else whale oil or common soap to create

suds freely. Such a licpiid starts up young and
old alike, and the former, if they should not
happen to be brushed awaj', Iwcause from their

minuteness overlooked, are not likely to settle

back at-d thrive. Some advocate the use of hot
water alone, we prefer the addition of either

Tobacco or soap. The washing thoroughly done
then wait a little, after which drench off the

strong liciuid with clean water.

First Greenhouse in this Country. To convey
an idea of the advances made in constructing

greenhouses in this country an illustration is

given of the first known structnre of the kind.

The building was erected in lliU in New York
citj' on the grounds of James Beekman, the site

being the center of what is now .52d street; the
sketch shown was made by Mr. B. J. Lossing, L.

L. D., in 1852. This style, according to an account
before us, gave way to a sort of hooded green-
house, with i>artially slanting windows, and it

was a great improvement. Then came the lean-

to, as it is called, or one with a back wall of

brick, 12 or more feet high, with a front wall of

4 feet or so, with sloping glass top. This was a

vast change for the better, and it was only nec-

essary to join two of these together, back to

back, to produce the span roof, and except in

variations of building, the greenhouse of the
present day is the result. The main object of

the greenhouse is to admit light—the more the

better—and exclude cold. Glass does the one,

and fuel the other. With these appliances and a
skUled gardener, an atmosphere exactly suited to

the wants of a particular plant can be produced
with no drouth or winds to destroy. Nature
alone rarely shows her produce so faultless as

she does with the aid of man.

Of Course Keep a Diary. Because, three per-

sons out of four who start in at the beginning of

each year to keep a diary, indulge in skips after

a few weeks and eventually quit, is no reason
why the fruit grower or gardener should not re-

solve at this New Year to undertake it with the
idea of keepuis.' at it permanently, for it should

gJ:5!iLr[Lll i!Jr>II f_>-'^iL li''?!a'r|
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The First Greenhouse Built in America.

be business to him. That it can be done the
writer knows for he has done it year after year.

One of the most valuable books on his shelves

to day is a dairy kept up on the following plan,

and which he now believes is by all means the

best plan for a horticulturist's dairy. Instead of

starting off with a small dairy such as can be
bought at the stationers, he invested in a com-
mon well-bound blank book, size 12 by 1.5 inches

when open and having 370 pages, or a page to a

day. This book served him for four year's, by
entering the record for the same date on the
same page year after year, keeping the matter
for each year well separated from that of the

next preceding one. After the first year espec-

ially, a diary of this kind becomes a fascination,

and this increases with other years for one enjoys
looking back to see how the work and the weath-
er compare year after year, a thing far more
easily done when the record of years is at once
under the eye. Of the outright value of such a

book no arguments would seem to be needed.
Not the least of this is the inspiration to better

efforts for the future that arises from seeing a

record of the sum of past operations with their

attcndcnt results, successful or otherwise.

New York Flower Notes.

<_'hrysanthemunis arc over now to the joy of

many growers; they have been as fashionable as

ever, both for decorations and bouquets. At
several pretty weddings a screen of these flowers

covered the wall, the clergyman standing in

front of it while performing theceremony. The
bridesmaids usually carried bunches of Chrys-
anthemums. The arrangements of these flowers

at the various shows around New York were
usually of little merit, ami displayed no origin-

ality. A big case or jar filled with a hiu'm<inizing

mass of Chrysanthemums is very tasteful, but
baskets where they are jammed together tightly

with the additional insult of light Ferns for gar-

niture, utterly ruin their original beauty.

The original design which received fii*st prize

at the New York Horticultural Society's autumn
show was the work of John Finn; it contained
no flowers whatever. It was an irregular pyra-
mid of small foliage plants half buried in Adrian-
turn, Little Marantas, Pandanns Veichtii and
the like. The whole erection, which was about
four feet high, was crowned by a small plant of

Anthurium Criptiillinum. It was charming in

effect, harmonious in coloring and attracted
much more admiration than the pretty but
hackneyed baskets of Koses which were in

competition against it.

One beautiful arrangement seen at the Orange
N. J., show was a tall trumpet shaped tazza about
four feet high. This was loosely filled with Koses
mingled with a few smaller flowers with trailing

vines hanging over the edge. Such a vase is

placed on the floor in a reception room in some
prominent position. The high-class florists dis-

play very handsome bowls and vases in new
styles of French ware for theii- decorations.

What is known as "tapestry ware" is new and
beautiful. The surface is slightlj' rough and
displays bold pijtterns in gobelin colors, giving
an effect greatly like tapestry; other Haviland
and Limoges ware has a satin cream surface
with large figures in dull gold. These vases are
loosely filled with fine tiowers.

Undoubtedly the reigning sensation in the
horticultural world is the wonderful new Chrys-
anthemum, " Mrs. Alpheus Hardy." All the

authorities describe it as the most remarkable
and uniiiue introduction of recent years, a \'er-

dict in which the general public concurs. One
who has only seen illustrations of it, which have
all been poorly done, can scarcely conceive its

real beauty. The tower is a remarkably pure
white, to begin with, and the incurving petals

firm of substance. This displays to the fullest

extent the strange glandular hairs covering the
backs of the petals and it can only be likened, for

the fiftieth time, to a snowy ostrich tip. This
received special honors at the New York
Horticultural Society's show and at Orange,
Boston and Philadelphia.

The prettiest show this autumn, taken all

round, was an exhibition of decorative plants
held by Siebrecht & Wadley, in the Eden Musee.
Quantities of Palms turned the winter garden
into a bit of the tropics; there were just enough
Chrysanthemums to make a show, and a lot of
other good flowers. A miniature Japanese gar-
den, arranged on the platform with beds of

Primulas and Hyacinths and stiff hedges beyond
the little gravel paths, was really very pretty in

its prim formality.

The florists report few notable festivities so
far, though they say the season is not really dull.

The weddings are over and dinners have not
begun; decorations at lunches and teas are not
so elaborate as they were. A great many debu-
tantes are being brought out, and to the joy of
the florists, the fashion of presenting them with
bouquets is again revived. A popular girl may
receive any number from two dozen to two
hundred. They are usually made of Koses, flret

quality flowers only being used. Siebrecht &
Wadley recently made a very beautiful bouquet
for a Chicago debutante, it being sent there by
special order. It was composed of Cattleyas,

Laelias and Cypripedium Spicerianum with a
veiling of fine Ferns

Some very good American Holly with plenty
of berries is to be seen, but the best in the mar-
ket is imported. One firm is importing small
Holly trees three to five feet high, and covered
with berries. There is plenty of English Mistle-

toe too. Another very hanilsome E\'crgreen is

the so-called California Needle Pine, with \ery
long leaves, ft docs not, however, owe its ori-

gin to California. Beauties are the most popular
Koses; they ranged from fifty cents to one dollar

each at retail in December and would go higher
at the holidays.

Emily Louise Taplin.
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Pansies in flfty-flve dis-

tinct varieties were shown

at the Wisconsin Horticul-

tural Society's late meeting

by Wm. Toole.

Wonder Saspberries of

tine quality were shown

the last of September at the

Indiana State Fair. It is an everbearing variety

of considerable promise.

A Cabbage trust is reported from Ohio, the

membei-s of which refuse to sell any of their im-

mense crop for less than five cents per head.

Early Potatoes. I grow these early by starting

in greenhouse or hot-bed, because I like to raise

Potatoes better for 40 cents per peck rather than

for that much a bushel.—-i. J. Ruct-

A Dove Flower {Peristerta data) was exhibited

by Miss Baldwin, of Philadelphia, at the Penn-

sylvania Horticultural Show. It did not fail to

attract the attention it deserves, being one of

the finest f)rchids.

Sulphate of Ammonia. It Is a powerful nitro-

genous manure and should be handled carefully,

as if put on too strong it will kill the Roses, but

if needed, and applied in a very dilute state, the

effect will be beneficial, though asarule it would
be better to apply ordinary liquid manure.—J.iJ.
Taijlor at FloriMn" Vanvention.

Some Grapes that have proven hardy and good,

both in flavor and yield, at Ottawa, Canada, at an
elevation of 1,200 feet, out of nearly a hundred
varieties planted si.x years ago, was reported at

a meeting of the Ontario Fruit Growere' Associa-

tion to be: Black,—Wilder, Worden, Moore, Con-
cord, Barry; Red,—Delaware, Brighton, Lindley,

Agawam; White,—Niagara, Lady, Martha.

Vegetables on Muck or TIpland. You cannot
get such quality nor the best keepei-s from a

miu-k bed as from upland, even though the

former are larger and better looking. On high

laud it may be more expensive, and if the best

conditions do not prevail, failure may ensue,

j'et where quality is desired these risks must be

taken.—Ruber! Graham to the Michigan Horticut-

tural Society.

How to Get Early Strawberries. At a recent

Strawberry meeting it was stated that by sum-
mer mulching a late variety the season can be

prolonged a week, and the greatest earliness can
be attained by not mulching earl.v varieties.

Grown beside the early May King, heavily

mulched, a variety no earlier could be advertised
as a week earlier and inexperienced growers in-

duced to l>uy plants.— _L. B. Pierce.

Large vs. Small Fruit. Peaches that averaged
sixty-four specimens to the bushel were worth
four times as much per bushel as those averaging
two hundred to the bushel. The cost of growing,

picking and marketing two hundred medium
sized Peaches is more than it would be to grow
and handle sixty-four, and when grown and sold

they bring only a fourth as much. It pays to

raise the best.—P. M. Auyur at the American
Ptiiiiithiuieal Meeting.

Irrigation, or No Irrigation, Many membei-s
of the Slitter i/o. (Cal.) Horticultural Society,

after 2.5 years' trial urge the more thorough cul-

tivation of orchard and vineyard, as producing
better flavored fruit than artificial watering,
besides being more certain and cheaper, for the

fruit grower cannot depend on f>ther than aver-

age conditions, and it is not profitable to build

ext«nsi\'e irrigating works which at most are
but seWom really required.

State Horticultural Meetings. The annual
meeting of the New York State (formerly West-
ern New \''ork) Horticultural Society will be
held in Rochester commencing on Wednesday,
Jan. 23rd, 1889. Full particulars may be had by
addressing Secretary P. C. Reynolds, Rochester,
N. Y The next meeting of the State

Horticultural Association of Pennsylvania will

he held at Lewiston, Pa., January 10 and 17. Cir-

culars with programmes and full particulars will

be issued shortly. Meanwhile further informa-
tion and orders lt>r excursion tickets may be had
by application to the Secretary, E. B. Bugle,

Waynesboro, Pa The Mississippi State
Horticultural Society will hold its next annual
meeting beginning with .January Itith, at Crystal
Springs, Miss. Abo'it 1.50 members are expected
to be present.

At the Ohio Horticultural Society meeting it

was suggested by Entomologist Alwood, that

fruit suffered less this sea.son from insect depre-

dations because the year before there was a

scarcity of fruit and vegetables, and that there-

fore the coming year will be greatly exposed to

the ravages of insects, because everything that

insect life needed for their development and
hibernation was abundant. The canker worm,
coddling moth and fall web worm, and all other

insects which pass the winter in cocoons may be
largely destroyed during the winter by careful

search. It is well also to scrub the trunk and
branches of trees with an alkaloid solution.

Six Eoses for Canada. At the Picton meeting

of the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association, Mr.

F. Mitchell, a successful Rose grower, gave the

following as his choice: Gen. Washington, Victor

Verdier, La France, Madame Gabriel Luizet,

Coquette des Alps, and Prince Camllle de Rohan.

In treating them he ad^^sed showering with

Tobacco water, for thrips, aphides and other

pests. Pruning after the first blooming will

cause the shoots to send up fresh shoots with

later bloom. During the winter the bushes

should be covered with Cedar boughs, rather

than straw, sus the latter favors mildew, and some-

times kills the bushes; all kinds of Roses are the

better for a covering; a little digging on one

side will render them easily bent over.

How Farmers Can Grow Raspberries. Phila-

delphia, Turner and Cuthbert are the best for our

climate, and will grow on any good Potato

ground. Plant four feet each way, and cover

the ground so deep with straw or other mulch

that no grass or weeds can grow, and there will

be no trouble with suckers. Late in November
with a load of straw drive astride the row, bend-

ing the canes all one way with the wagon axle,

throw over them enough straw to hold them
down and cover them. This gives protection

from freezing and thawingand exhausting winds

and leaves the vitality in the canes where it is

needed to produce a good crop of fruit. The
Turner will not kiU down if left uncovered, but

the cane becomes so exhausted that it will not

produce much fruit. The increased yield, when
protected, will pay the expense ten times over.

Uncover early in the spring, stamp the straw

well in around the roots, cut out the old dead

canes, shorten the new ones t<i about three feet

and tie to stakes or wires.—C. L,. Smith, at a
Minne,^fta Farmers' Institute.

Does Girdling Eifect Grape Vines'! It has been

thought that where the renewal system was

practiced, the bearing cane (the growth of the

last year), which would in any case be cut away
at the autumn pruning, might be girdled with-

out injury, and this has been tried to a consider-

able extent by some of the Concord growers, in-

cluding Mr. Wright, whose place was the one

visited. After a careful examination the com-
mittee were of the opinion that the vines had

become lessened in vigor by the girdling

practiced, and that this effect was espec-

ially to be seen in the shoots of this year,

which will form the bearing canes for

next year. Mr. Wright's \-iews were quite

decided in regard to the deterioration in

the quaUty of the fruit. But its effect in

increasing the size of the fruit and hast-

ening its maturity was plainly seen. On
part of the vineyard Concords were only

beginning to color, and apparently would

not be fit for market before frost, while

where the vines had been girdled they

were about ready to cut.—Beport of the

Garden Committee of the MamachtisetU

Hort ieultural Society.

The Value of Organization. Mont-

gomery i\>unty, (O.) was the mnner of

the first prize offered at the Ohio Centen-

nial Exposition for the best county dis-

play of horticultural products. This re-

sult shows plainly what may be accom-

plished by organization and co-operation. The

County Centennial Commissioners organized

working forces and held meetings in every town-

ship. About one thousand dollars of public

funds were used (though other countries used

from two to eight times this amount) for pre-

miums to the various townships as a special in-

centive, thus centralizing all the resources of the

county upon the Columbus exhibit. In the

arrangement of the display nothing but plain

tables and plates were used, no extraneous de-

uces being employed to attract attention, but

the intrinsic merit of the exhibit was relied upon
for favor, also conforming themselves strictly to

the rules, showing but one plate for each variety.

not seeking advantage from largeness of display

by duplicating. A scale of points as deWsed by
the authorities was used by the judges in the
difficult matter of making the awards. Three
different judges made three separate examina-
tions, each working independently, and strange
to say the successful county did not receive a
single mark on the first examination, while on
the other two it was far ahead, and it is a just

pride which any county might feel at standing

at the head of such an exhibition of the best

efforts of the State in so fruitful a season.

Improving Country Cemeteries.
lAbstraet of Paper by A. H. Sargent, "Glendale,"
Akron, Ohio, before the Association of American
Cemetery Superintendents.]

Many plans have been adopted in estab-

lishing "grave yards." Some have been

opened in connection with our churches and
at various "four corners" in the country.

Others have been opened (not maintained)

by township and other public authorities,

and very many as private famUy burial

places, but afterwards became common
property. About all are in a most luxuriant

state of neglect. It seems as though they

were set aside merely for the purpose of

furnishing a place in which the people could

bury their dead with as little expense as

possible, and for the erection of a slab with

inscription, etc.

The church yard is perhaps not quite as bad as

the family burying ground, for it is oftener used,

and consequently oftener mowed, so that it pre-

sents a little more tidy appearance; but the con-

gregation,who will worship in a church in whose
back yai-d the graves of their brethren and sisters

in the church are neglected, as nine tenths of

them are, I have little confidence in. " By their

works, ye shall know them."
The rtllage or township cemetery is more

modern, and can at least be cared for, provided

the trustees have any taste for the care and em-
bellishment of them, and are not afraid of losing

their office by making the requisite levy upon
the citizens for their proper maintenance. I

have just noticed that in the county where I

live, six out of IS townships have made a levy

of from Ave hundredths to two tenths of a mill

for graveyard purposes, certainly not an ex-

travagant outlay of money.

Cause of Neglect. The principal cause of

neglect in these graveyards is the want of ade-

ciuate pro\isiou for their proper care. No pro-

vision has been made for the sale of lots, from
which a maintenance fund could be established,

and neglect naturally follows. I would abandon
the private burying ground, and only maintain

the churchyard and the village or township cem.

The Cemetery as It Should Be.

etery, and remodel the form of management. I

would charge per lot, or grave, enough to cover

the permanent care of each lot sold, and then

let an investment be made in such a manner as

would insure proper care for all time.

Nearly every State has a provision for the

establishment of cemetery corporations, com-

posed of lot owners, who have entire control.

There is no sense in having a village or township

cemetery paid for from the public funds and

controlled by the votes of a majority. Let those

most interested run and control it, and then have

a permanent fund for its permanent care. The
argument wiU be the cost. Well, my dear friend,

a good horse or buggy costs, and do you not ex-

pect to see your kin decently buried, as you have

tried to have them live, at least respectably ?
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Site and Improvement. Having: iiuiohiiseii

our ground, it must bo hiid out and gi-aded for

use. Mucli can be done by selecting a piece

which will need but little srading. Pi'obably
from five to twenty acres will be all we shall ever
need; I would locate far enougrh away from the
possible gi-owth so as not to be encroached upon.
If possible, a pleasant site should be selected on
the elevated bank of u river or lake, or on one
which commands a good view of the country
ai-ound, if no water view is obtainable. Next
best is a gently undulating piece of ground,
where quiet Wews may be easily made.
Having determined your boundaries,

lay out roadways, 13 to 18 feet wide in

small grounds, following the base of
your undulating surface, as tar as possi-

ble^ without making too manj- road-
ways. This will give curved lines,which
are always beautiful if proiierly fol-

lowed. Your lot sections have been
naturally formed by your roadways and
the former should follow the lines of the
latter, and far enough back to secure a
border, for trees to not interfere with
either the roadway or the lots. Irreg-
ular spaces may be left throughout each
section for trees, which will give oiipor-
tunity to occasionally straighten a lot

line, or turn an angle in a roadway.
Lots. The size of lots will dcjjend

very largely upon the size, shape and
location of sections. It is sometimes
desirable that certain sections should be laid out
into larger lots than othei'S.so as to avoid any
undue number of monuments upon the lawn in

those particular localities. As a rule, do not
make front lots less than 16 feet square, back lots

smaller, and none less than 1.50 square feet.

Every second row of lots should be separated
by a pathway at least live feet in width, which
should be reached by a pathway from the front,
about every sixth or eighth lot. All pathways
should be kept in grass, and regarded as reserved
ground, but not sunk below the grade.
No hedges or enclosures of any kind should be

permitted upon lots. But one monument should
be allowed upon an entire lot. No headstone or
marker should be over Iti inches above ground,
(six inches is better) and no footstone allowed.
The deepest grief is of the quiet kind.

Trees. Trees are essential, and places must be
provided for them, so that once planted and
growing they will not be disturbed, as they surely
will be, if planted upon, or too near, lots where
burials are eventually to be made. I have often
thought whether or nt^t Abraham, in v^urchasing
the field of Ephron, did not think as much of
"all the trees that were in the field, that were in

all the borders round about," as he c id of " the
cave (Machpelah) which was therein." If not
why are they so especially mentionedv
Deciduous trees and shrubs should form the

largest part, having enough evergreens to form
a border around the ground, and enough
throughout for contrast.and to relieve the drear-
iness in winter. Wherever largely used they
should form a background for lighter colored
deciduous trees. One great mistake is too many
evergreens, for they become monotonous.

I recommend, when the soil is adapted, Maples
in variety. Sycamore Maple, Silver-leaved Maple
and the Sugar Maple. Then the American, Eng-
lish and Scotch Elms, Lindens, European and Cut-
leaf Birches, Purple-leaved Beech, Hawthorn
double-flowering, Judas tree or Red Bud, Purple-
leaved Plum, and many others. Evergreens may
be selected from the Spruces for borders and
large trees, Norway, Black, White and Hemlock,
Arbor vitie in variety, Ketinispora^, Junipers and
English Yew, and others.

Shrubs may be selected from ,\lthea. Berberry
Deutzia. Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora,
Japan Quince, Spirea, Hard,v Uoses, etc.

Care must be tiiken that no crowding will take
place at maturity. If it is decided to fill the
bordi^r with Spruce, for instance, at least M feet
should be reserved for that purpose. Do not use
the knife too freely, as many trees should be
allowed to grow as nature intended they should.
Evergreensshould never be trimmed higher than
to allow the ends of the limbs to touch the
ground, and if they are planted in a location
where this cannot be allowed, remove the tree
but do not deform it and allow it to remain. It

is exceedingly painful to go into some cemeteries
and see every evergreen trimmed from si.x to
eight feet from the ground. The grace and
beauty of the tree is spoiled, and it would be
much better to remove it and replace it with a

decidu<ius tree. The Lindens and Beeches should
also be allowed to grow to the groun<l,when thej^

will form beautifid pyramids. I have seen
them growing 'M and 40 feet high, and perfect
pictures of beauty with their contrasting foliage.

Vegfetable Gardening: Past and
Present.

L-fVo/. W. W. Tracy, beforr the Micliigan Ilorticultunil

Meeting at Saginaw.]

In the garden of thirty years ago the beds

Ttic Ccni€ti:nj tis It Tim tjftt n Is.

were four feet wide and 10 to 2U feet long,

and eacli filled with .such vegetables as
Onions, Beets, Radi.shes, Turnips, etc.,

planted in rows across the bed and every
part easily reached from the narrow patiis.

Beyond this were the Cucumbers, Squashes,
Melons, Corn, Potatoes, Tomatoes and
others, making a complete assortment of

the vegetables and herbs in common use.

Around the outside were the rows of Cur-
rants, Raspberries, Gooseberries, etc.,on one
side a bed of Strawberries; at the end were
Grape vines, and back of all the orchard.
Now what do we have in its place? Two, three

or five miles from the center of some large town
we find a five or ten acre lot. As we drive in, by
our side, not three inches from the wheel track,
is a long, narrow bed filled with young Cabbage
and Celery plants, and on the other side a half
acre each of Rhubarb and Asparagus, aiid beyond
this a quarter of an acre of hot beds filled with
Radishes and Lettuce. Every foot of the rest of
the lot, except barely room at the side of the
house and in front of the barn to drive in and
turn around, is occuiiied by long rows of Onions,
Lettuce and Radishes, and as soon as pulled their
places are occupied by Cabbages and Celery.

As we enter, the proprietor, usually a German,
advances from the hot-beds. We try to learn
something of his methods, and can only bring
out the fact that he asks so much a bushel for
his Lettuce, and so much a bunch for his Onions,
and that he hasn't any Tomatoes, Melons or any
vegetables, but those mentioned.
Every morning before light he fills the gi-eat

wagon with Rhubarb, Asparagus and green
Onions (often with only one of them) and drives
to town. There he is met by buyei-s, and soon
the bargain is made and he unloads. During the
day, or the following one, a part of the load is

packed in crates and shipped to some village or
town .50 to 200 miles away; there it is displayed
in a commission house and sold to retailci-s. who
get it to the consumers in from one to four days
from the time it was gathered.

Now as to this chauge in methods. Does it not
tend to the almost exclusive use of these varie-
tief which have good market qualities'/ M.v ac-
quaintance with the seed trade enables me to
answer most positively in the alhrmative. I

believe it to be true that in most species of our
common vegetables, where a dozen varieties are
listed, nine-tenths of the seed sold is incluiled
within as few as three sorts; and, quality for the
table to rule, not more than one of these would
be included in what a competent .iudge woidd
c<insider the best six varieties.

By growing large quantities of the particular
vegetable suited to his soil, selecting the sort
which is most profitable tor market, and makes
the best show thei-e, without regard to its actual
table quality, by delivering direct his entire daily
product, the m()dern market gardener can put
into the market his particular vegetables at
prices which a few years ago would te considered

much less than cost, and a general collection is

made up from different localities, so that the
city markets are filled with great quantities of
fine looking vegetables at low prices.

But when the old time gardener brings in his

stock he finds that he can get so little that he
declares it is useless for him to grow them, and
that henceforth he will buy what he needs, and
so gives up his garden, but fails to buy as he ex-
pected and gradually gets out of the habit of
using vegetables at all. The result is an increas-

ing consumption of vegetables in the cities and
larger towns and a decreased use in the
\'illages and on the farms.
\'egetables as now grown and brought

to the table are merely articles of food,
to which there is attached no interest
outside of simply satisfying hunger; for
the vegetables do not reach the con-
sumer until long past their freshness,
and lacking all flavor and quality. I

lielieve there is no opening in a horti-

cultural way that promises such large
pecuniary returns as the establishment
near our cities of gardens where a va-
riety of vegetables can be grown and
delivered fresh, direct to the consumer.

I think the tendency of this change is

to make a mere vegetable grower in-

stead of a gardener, to make gardening
a mere trade instead of an art; to cause
the producer to lose all pride in his
product save as it brings dollars and

cents. This is evident in our exhibitions, which
used to be a contest for acknowledgement of
superior skUl in producing the exhibit.
But at the fairs I havertsited, not l-20th of the

space was occupied with exhibits made with any
such view; it was all taken up by displays which
were made up simply to take the premium f(jr

the sake of the money; often not even growing
them but collecting them where they could, be-
cause the premiums would pay them for doing
so. To correct the evil, a feasible way is to
change the character of our premium hst, giving
much more prominence to exhibits by amateurs
and making the awards attractive and intrinsi-
cally beautiful and honorary rather than of
pecuniary value.

On the More Natural Pruning of
Apples and Pears.

I
Shirlei/ Hibberd. before the English Fruit Conference.

It is commonly asserted that pruning tends
to augment the vigor of trees. But tliere

can no longer be entertained a doubt of the
fact that pruning, so far from augmenting,
actually diminishes the vigor of the subjects
operated on, and the one reason that this is

not so noticeable in the outdoor world is that
Nature is generous and a certain amount of
pruning may be done without harm, and
even with positive benefit. Biit we must
prune in a way to ensure a maximum ad-
vantage for ourselves, with a mininuim of
disadvantage to the trees.

With standard orchard trees that bear abund-
antly it may be observed that pruning neither
augments the vigor of these trees nor does it

promote their fruittulne.ss, for as, generally
speaking, they are not pruned at all, they teach
a lesson of its non-necessity. Now the pyramids
of Xpple and Pear formed by years of pruning
and pinching are perfect of contoiu-, dense with
foliage, with scarcely room anywhere to allow
one to thrust a hand in, and they are healthy and
bright from the ground to the summit, but they
produce so little fruit as but rarely to jiay for
the land occupied. To increase the prcjduction
of fruit we a\<)id trees of this form, or if we
have them we will, having fruit in view, rather
promote an open growth, as loose bushes, and
the difference between them and the pinched
ones is seen, not only in the form and furnishing,
but in superior fniitfulness.

Summer pruning tends to promote secondary
growth, often immature when the sea.son closes,
that therefore has been obtained by a false sys-
tem, and is a proper commentary on the violence
to Nature, as seen in the pyramid. While the
free bushes that are not pruned at all, or but
moderately, are, as a rule, far more fruittul, and
the free standards are ahead of either. Thus the
order of fruitfulness is usually in an inverse
ratio to the order of pruning.
The natural growth of a fruit tree is definite

and orderly, but our practice appears based on
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the hypothesis that it is accidental. There is sent
forth a certain number of long rods, when these
are cut back secondary rods appear, and by stop-
ping these we obtain a lot of soft spray. But the
long rods if left to themselves would throw out
side branches and form fruit spurs the greater
part of their length. The obvious lesson is that
long shoots admitting light and air freely, are
more serviceable than such as are systemati-
cally cut back, and forming compact trees im-
pervious to light and air.

I place before the meeting a number of trees
that were selected for their ugliness, but which,
having for some years occupied a good soil in a
suitable situation, have acquired symmetry and
fruitfulness without the pruning knife; each
annual growth allowed to mature, and no sec-
ondary giowth promoted by summer pinching.
Nature has something to do with the produc-

tion of fruit and since 1876 we have entered upon
a new cai-eer in fruit culture,common sense guid-
ing the way. While we repudiate reason Nature
destroys our false work.
Observation and experience have taught me

that summer pruning is too promotive of use-
less secondary growth to be advantageous; and
it tends also to keep the roots in action until late
in the year, when they ought to be at rest. The
effort of the tree to ripen useless wood is detri-
mental to its more profltable duties. Prune im-
mediately after the fruit is gathered, fli-st cutting
out all dead wood, then cutting out cross and
ill-placed shoots that would interfere with the
free play of light and air, and then stop.
Trees of many sorts of Pears will acquire

beauty of contour, become regularly furnished
and will produce an abundance of fruit with-
out any pruning whatever, as I have shown by
trees that for fifteen years continuously were
never touched with the knife. The lower
branches of pyramid trees never bear fruit,

probably from proximity to the ground and its

exhalations, as well as from the low temperature
that often prevails at that level. When left to
form themselves or aided in quite an in-
finitesimal degree they remain open to Ught and
air, and soon become well clothed with spurs
that ripen perfectly and do their duty. The
dense, leafy pyramids are useless in proportion
to their leaflness, and it must be owned that
many of the lean trees are amongst the most
profitable. Long rods pay; short rods are more
plague than profit.

Annual Meeting of the New Jersey
State Horticultural Society.

{Abstractof proceedings of the vieeting held at Tren-
ton, N. J., Dec. 12-13, 1888. Reported by T. Greiner.]

As an extra good new variety of Potato
the Crown Jewel is mentioned. The Early
Cory Sweet Corn lacked sweetness and was
generally badly affected by the black fungus.
Triumph and MinnesoUi are recommended
for early, and Eivrcireen for late. The fol-

lowing vegetables are mentioned as among
the very best of their respective class. Rosy
Oem and White Strnsslmrii Radishes; Cali-
fornia Crmrn Lettuce; £c( ipse Beet; Ameri-
can Wonder and Bliss' Evcrbearinij Peas;
Rochester Tomato; EmeraUt Oem and Prin-
cess among the red-fleshed, and Improved
Early Hackcnsnck among the green-fleshed
Melons; the true white-seeded Ice Cream.
Watermelon.
Beport on New Fruits. Dr. Ward of the com-

mittee reported QoUlen Queen Raspberry as a
strong grower, very prolific, of excellent flavor,
but its color against it for market. Suckers ex-
cessively. Crystal, Mr. Caywood's new Rasp-
berry, is four or five days earlier and handsomer
than the preceding, perhaps not quite so prolific;
bright yellow or straw color. Cnhanzie Straw-
berry is a complete failure. Unprolific, with fruit
hard and very acid. Minnewanki Blackberry
holds its own, and improves on acquaintance.
Ripens with Wilson; fruit large, very sweet;
plant a heavy bearer; hardy even where exposed.
Neither rust nor double blossoms have been
noticed thus far. Fruit does not turn red after
being picked as some varieties do.
Worthy Fruits Not Much Disseminated. Many

older varieties, .says Mr. W. R. Ward, ai-e new to
some people, and often prove as good as the
newer ones, and could be grown with as much
profits. The Kieffer Pear, for instance, is one of
these older soits that are not yet fully dissemi-
nated. Growei-s now concede it to be a good cook-

ing Pear and a valuable and profltable market
fruit, His Kieffer crop this year brought him
$1.10 per bushel in the Newark market; and
whUe his Anjous sold for $1.&5 per bushel, it

should be considered that the Kieffer in the
average produces double. The loss in ripening
and from insects is very slight. It is popular in
New Jersey and profltable. Dana's Eovey is one
of the oldest of our Pears, yet very little grown.
Its high flavor and other good qualities make it

worthy of wider dissemination. The Quinn Pear
is one of the very best late Pears, and a good
keeper. The Lawsoii tree is a good grower, but
has not been fruited enough to give us an esti-
mate of the value of its fruit.

Many Strawberries ha\e been introduced, but
few are receiving field culture. The Jf.ssiV, es-

pecially on heavy soil, is doing well and gi-owing
in popularity. Sltaffer's Colossal Raspberry is

objected to on account of its dull, unattractive
color, and its place is satisfactorily filled by the
Marlboro and the later Ciithbert. Marmoro is

gaining in popularity. Fay's Currant is sustain-
ing its reputation, and justifies the claims made
for it. Some of his three year old bushes bore as
much as twelve quarts each, which brought ten
cents per quart in the Newark market. Of
Cherries the Montmorency and English Morello
are named as valuable older sorts that are but
little grown. Mooix's Early is one of the very
best early black Grapes. In Newark this season
it sold for eight cents a pound. The later Con-
cord in its height, dropped to four cents. Moore's
Early finds hardly any competition in market,
except poor Ives and Champions and Concords
from States further south.

Mr. Beebe speaks highly of Ch-imes' Golden and
Wagner Apples. These are hardly much dissem-
inated and deserve better. The new Russian
sorts find little favor with him. CanfieU is a
tough sweet Apple, perhaps good for cooking
and for cider. Mr. J. T. Lovett thinks highly of
the Yellow Transparent Apple. The Delaware
Winter, he is quite certain, is the same as Lawver.
Grime>i' GoMen is a fine handsome Apple and
worthy of being grown more largely. Mr. Wil-
cox pronounces the Lawver a good keeping
Apple, but of poor quality, never fit to eat.

Concerning Certain Other Fruits. What is the
difference, if any, between the Erie and the
Lawton Blackberries? Mr. Black states that he
has been unable to discover a difference in vine,

flavor, shape or any other way. The Erie has
the same tendency to turn red after being picked,
and if not the same as the old Lawton, may be a
seedling of it. Mr. E. Williams, also, cannot
recall any difference. Triumph Gooseberry is

highly praised by Secretary Williams, who con-
siders it the best sort now in cultivation. Has as

yet seen no mildew on it. Mr. Wilcox states that
if confined to one variety of Strawberries he
would grow Pearl, which is a seedling of Cres-
cent. As to the best varieties of Grapes for
general culture, named the following: For
hlacii, Worden, Concord, Moore's Early; for red,
Brighton; for white, Niagara, Empire State.

Bemedy for Bark Lice. In reply to the ques-
tion found in question bo.Y of the secretary, how
to destroy bark Uce on trees, Mr. Nicholson rec-
ommends a solution of salsoda in one gallon of
water, applied to the affected parts of the tree
by means of a brush. The solution wUl go
through the scale and kill the pest. This remedy
is also good for the woolly aphis.

Market Value of LeConte Pear. Mr. w. c.
Idell says it is very popular with the Italians.
Large shipments are received from the South,
but there seems to be no difficulty in disposing
of the fruit. It is a much abused Pear, but is

really the only one reliable for cooking.
Are Quinces Profitable? Mr. Idell complains

of the great abundance of poor Quinces last fall.

They could be bought by the truck load at $1.00

a barrel. There were generally a few good ones
on top, and the rest were culls. Many did not
bring over 50 cents a barrel.

Fungus Destroyers of Insects. Mr. Nicholson
speaks in favor of introduciug among injurious
insects such fungus diseases to which they are
subject elsewhere. The Cabbage worm, for in-
stance, is not very troublesome in Europe be-
cause its excessive increase is checked by fatal
diseases. This is also the case with many other
insects, and these fungus diseases would un-
doubtedly prove quite effective weapons in our
hands against such insects, if wo were to intro-
duce diseased specimens and set them at liberty
here, thus spreading the disease among them.

il'o he Continued.)

Growing Ferns for Market.
fC. D. Ball, before the Florists' Conee7ition, New York.]

Ferns are increased by spores or seed, and
by division. Davallijis, and some other var-
ieties, produce creeping rhizomes or runners,
which, when pegged down and allowed to
root, can easily be separated from their
parent. Aspleniums form small bulblets
along and at the ends of the fronds, which
can be rooted. Those varieties that produce
spores freely are by far the most valuable
to the grower; and nearly all the Adianturns
and other Ferns most useful for florists'

work are propagated in this way.
The collection of spores at the proper time is

the first and all-important matter; close exam-
ination, and the dark color of the son, and the
bursting of the cases containing the spores, will
indicate when they are fit to remove. The
fronds should then be cut and carefully folded
in smooth wrapping paper, placing the packages
in some warm and perfectly dry place. After
a week or so the spores will have been shed,
then clean them and either sow or store them
away in tightly corked vials until ready to use,
but many varieties soon loose their vitality.
Those sown in the fall will make plants for

spring and summer sales, while the spring sow-
ing will make stock for fall and winter. Some
rapidly growing kinds, such as Pteris tremula,
argyrea, etc., may be allowed several months
less time, or they will become too large. The
soil used for sowing in should be about three
parts peat or leaf mould, two parts loam, and
one of sand; sifted fine and baked, to destroy
all of the life that otherwise is sure to be in it,

and which if allowed to grow would soon crowd
out the minute Fern plants.
Use shallow pans, six inches square and two

inches deep, which should be prepared by plac-
ing a thin layer of broken pots or charcoal in the
bottom for drainage, then filled with prepared
soil, with the surface pressed firm and even.
After thoroughly saturating the soil with water
the spores must be lightly dusted over the sur-
face. This one watering wiU generally be suffi-
cient until the green scum denoting the flrststage
of growth appears, if the pans are placed an inch
or so apart in the rows, for watering between.
Watering overhead is to be avoided while in the

earlier stage of growth. The pans are arranged
in a well-shaded frame, that is kept close until
the pan is covered with the mossy-looking
growth, only raising the sash a little every day
to ;permit a change of air; of course judgment
must be used ; if the weather be wet and hot more
air should be admitted. Fungus and damp are
to be prevented if possible.

As growth advances more air should be ad-
mitted until such a time when it will be necessary
to only partly close the sash during the sunny
dry part of the day. Do not allow to get dry, but
do not keep too wet. When large enough trans-
plant put small clumps into other pans, as a pre-
caution against damp and fungus, for when
crowded together they damp off very easily, be-
sides many will be crowded out, and when less
crowded they make much better headway.
The next stage is to separate and transplant

individual plants again into pans, leaving them
there until well enough rooted for thumb-pots.
The young plants should be kept close for a

week or so after being potted, using seed bed
soil and never be allowed to get the least dry.
After this the potting soil is made of light fibrous
loam and sand, notsifted, but mixed and chopped
sufficiently fine for use, when growing them for
fronds, as they will be harder and keep better
after being cut. When once established in thumb-
pots they are comparatively safe, as it is merely
a matter of repotting as larger plants are re-
quired; want of a larger pot will seldom kill

them, as they can be kept a long time if necessary
in this condition, and then, if shifted, will start
ahead immediately. Established plants should
be allowed plenty of fresh air and water when
weather will permit, keeping the houses well
shaded during the warm months of the yeai-. In
winter, less water and no shifting is required.
My remarks apply only to those easily culti-

vated varieties of Ferns that are grown in larger
quantities to supply the store trade. Some
choicer kinds require far more careful handling.
The best varieties of Ferns to grow for a gen-

eral retail business, can be answered by giving a
Ust which Mr. Craig, of Philadelphia, has pre-
pared, being only those that can be grown in
quantity at moderate cost: Adiantums Aneitense.
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ciliatum, eaudatum, cuneiitum, ouneatum
grandiceps, gi'acilliinura, dolabriforme, decorum,
t. farleyense. mundiiUim, pubescens, Roenbeckii,

and Williamsii; A^^jiUUnnt sodida andtrifoliatum;

Asplenium Belangcri; DaveUia Mooreana, U'liui-

folia strietaand hirta; l>icl<so)iia Davalliodesand

resrale; Pnlypndium aureum; Pteris serrulata,

cretica alba lineata, palmata, nobilis, ar^ryrea,

tremula, Sieboldii, and serrulata cristata major;

0"|/c)iii(ni Japonicum; Nephrokpls Davallioides

furcans, exaltata, reetinata and Duffli; Ncphri)-

dium Imraer-sum and F. ni. eristata.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Concerning Arbor-Vitse. Though its nati\e

place is swamps and low grounds, it has learned

to accommodate itself to most of our wants, ex-

cept that of growing imder the shade of trees.

Indeed, in our garden culture, it seems to'prefer

a high and dry place to a low and wet one. One
of its best offices is to serve as a screen from un-
sightly buildings or objects. It occupies little

room, seldom extending more than two or

three feet, and though it grows up tolerably

rapidly it keeps itself clothed with branches

close to the ground and is very hardy. For
hedges to mark boundaries we have nothing so

cheap or tractable. Vegetable and fruit gar-

dens would be especially benefited by tall

Arbor-Vita? around them particularly where
early spring vegetables are aimed at, being often

as good as two weeks added to the earliness of
the crops. As single specimens on a lawn there
are few things that will command more respect

than a well grown Arbor-Vitjc. To be well

grown means to ha>e a good open place all to

itself and to have only one good leader allowed
to grow. \Vhen several shoots are permitted to

grow up together the time will come when rain,

or snow, or winds will separate them, and then
the beauty of the Arbor-Vitie is gone forever;

but keep one leader and the plant's beauty is

not only maintained for years but is annually
added to.—Germantown Telegraph.

A Carious Strawberry Growth. The so-called

Strawberry is not a berry at all, and, except in a
very loose sense, not even a fruit. In point of

fact, the true fruits in the Strawberry are the

little dry pips commonly but erroneously called

seeds, and which spring from and are more or

less imbedded in the fleshy end of the flower stalk.

On most plants the flower stalk or axis, after

having given origin to the several parts of the

flower, ceases to grow, and disappears from
sight; but in the Strawberry it swells out into

that delicious succulent mass which is so nice

that the partaker heeds not for a moment the
botanical pedant who tells him that it is not and
could not be a berry. That it is really the dilated

top of the flower stalk is, however, shown on
^arious grounds which it is unnecessary Ut dis-

cuss. Suffice it to say it is the office of a stalk to

produce leaves, leaf-buds, shoots or flowers, or

all of them, as the case may be; and in the illus-

tration wc have three or four such buds spring-

ing from the sides of a Strawberry, and one of
them so perfectly organized as to have not only
leaves (A) but adventitious roots (») the com-
mencement of a rimner (c), and a terminal
flower.—Gardener's Chronicle.

The Violet Disease Bemedy. At this period

of the year that dire fungoid disease begins to

assert itself among the Violets which have been
grown for winter blooming, and it needs no
practiced eye to detect the spotted leaves, the

forerunners of complete destruction. No one
can account for this disease which has rendered
Violet growing almost a failure. It no doubt
was encouraged by the custom of propagating
plants from the parent plants which had been
grown in a high temperature for winter bloom-
ing. In this way the vitality was lessened until

the disease found an enfeebled race of plants
with no strength to resist. Many remedies have
been tried with slight success. This season the
writer experimented with air-slaked Ume, dust-
ing the plants over with the lime when any ap-
pearance of the disease had been noted, and in

consequence the spots have entirely disappeared.
It is a nice thing to use no manure in the soil

where Violets are planted; good strong loam
possesses all the essential food elements, with-
out the addition of manure, which seems to favor
the development of the disease.—Am. Cultivator.

The Meaning of Substitution. The follomng
instructions are posted up in fhe packing room
of a certain establishment for the employees who
fill catalogue orders. After noting this it would
seem largely an " error " for a customer to get

ij^<

5^.

even one variety ordered true to name. For Perle

des Jardins give Safrano, Jean Pernet, M. Margot-
tin, Isabella Sprunt or Marie Van Houtte. For
Duchess Edinburgh, either Mme.de Vatry, Aline

Sislcy or Souv. de David. For The Bride give

("els Tea, C. Cook, Bella or Mile. Rachel. Substi-

tute for Mabel Morrison, Couquette des Blanches,

Olga Marix or Perfection des Blanches. We are

informed that this list is changed from time to

time to suit the stock on hand, so that they are

always able to " fill complete " any order received.

Let us no longer dally with this matter, but act

decisively. The substituter is a criminal guilty

of obtaining money under false pretenses, and
should be punished. If the trade or the National

Society of Florists would crush out this practice

let them take legal action in every case where
conclusive proof can be obtained. Fear of the

consequences would
then deter those who
have lost all sense of

honor.—Amer,' Florist.

The Chinese Pumpkin.
We have a new vegeta-

ble which no seedsman
has ever advertised,

that is called the Chi-

nese Pumpkins. It was
brought here in 1870 by
a Chinese cooUe and

Transplanting Large Trees, ^as given to US. Its Chi-

nese name I forgot, but
in describing it he said "Punkee," and Chinese
Pumpkin it has been ever since. It often weighs
25 pounds, has a vine resembling the Cucumber;
and flower like a Pumpkin, but one half as large.

The young fruit borne very proliflcally which is

covered with stiff bristles, fall off as the plants

grow larger; when the fruit is half grown it has
a thick covering of white powder, resembling
whitewash, that rubs off easily, but when the
fruit is ripe but very little powder remains. It

is a light gi'een, soUd color, and greatly resembles
a Watermelon, with a rind similar, tender flesh

very white. When cooked with sugar or molas-
ses it tastes much like Watermelon preserves.

Stewed, with some acid added, it makes a fair

substitute for gi'een Grape pie.—Southern Live
Stock Journal.

How to Choose Fruit Trees. In selecting fruit

trees for a home supply one may choose the best

varieties irrespective of api>earance or yield, for

the popular and most salable fruits are not by any
means always of the best quality, and produc-
tiveness is preferred before quality in market
sorts. The same is true of small fruits, of which
the finest are either too soft for shipping or not
sufliciently productive. But for selling, one kind

only will be preferable. In Pears, the fruit of a

certain orchard of 2,00(1 Duchess has always solil

at iiricesM per cent in advance of the market, be-
cause the fruit could be gracled evenly in quality
and packed sei>arately. An orchard of Newtown
Pipi>in Apples has its crop engaged in advance
for ten yeai-s on a regular contract, and another
of Northern Spy is under contract in the same
way. Had these orchards been made up of 20 or
more different kinds the product would had to

have been pe<ldled abi>ut.—New York Times.

How to Grow the Bennett Bose. It has been
found that two-year-old plants almost in\ariably
produce better flowers and have a stronger and
more rapid growth than yearlings. . In many of
the large Bose establishments the houses are re-

planted each year, and the Bennett should be
treated on the same plan, except that, with the
majority of varieties, young stock struck during
the preceding winter should be planted; but
the Bennett may about March be lifted out of
the beds in which they have been growing for
one season and potted up into such pots as the
size of the plants may require, and the plants
grown afterward in the same manner as young
stock, until the usual planting season arrives,

when they should be planted in fresh soil. It is

not advisable to use the same plants after the

second year. A temperature of about 50° has
given satisfaction.—Garden and Forest.

Errors in Landscape Gardening,—The object
of the so-called landscape-gardener in many
cases seems to be to have as many walks as possi-

ble where not needed; to plant trees and shrubs
in inappropriate places; to use as many jilants as

possible, without regard to suitability. Itissure-

ly worth the attention not only of those engaged
in the business, but of gentlemen who have
country houses, for everyone doing such work
should at least consider the fundamental features
of landscape art. There can be no stereotype
plans for the embellishment of grounds; each

domain calls for different treatment. The natural

surroundings should be the first consideration,

and not ignored, and yet with all this malpractice,

and although we have but few good works which
treat the subject in a right manner, it is evident

that we are slowly progressing.

Transplanting Large Trees. This operation

is performed in the winter while the ground is

frozen. Considerable of the earth is removed
from around the outside before frost, care being

taken not to disturb the roots any more than is

absolutely necessary, the amount of earth left

depending upon the size of the trees, and when
frozen hard enough to stand moving, the

apparatus (consisting of a swing made of scant-

ling to which the tree is lashed and then a stone

boat to be reached by the mass of earth) is ap-

plied as suggested by the illustration and the

tree well protected after it reaches its new home
which is of course prepared before the ground
freezes. The size of the arms of the standards

is governed by the weight they must sustain and
for very large trees guy ropes will have to be
used.—Orange Judd Farmer.

Where Pampas Flumes Grow. Pampas Grass,

bearing plumes, are in Southern California cul-

tivated as a profitable industry, producing large

bunches of silvery plumes, which always find a

ready market. Santa Barbara has until lately

been the only producer of this ornamental Grass,

but now nui-sery men of other sections have
given their attention to the cultivation of the

Pampas for export. The plumes are harvested

in September by carefully cutting the stalks, and
are then sun dried for several days, when they

are ready for shipping. Aside from gathering

the plumes, there is little expense attached to

this industry, and an acre of land will produce
$250 worth. A constant market is found for

these, dyed with various hues, in the Eastern

States and Europe.—American (Cal.) Paradise.

Beplanting an Old Orchard. The trees were
36 feet apart each way, and we reset by planting

in the center of each four trees, and wherever
any had died we planted another, flrst digging up
the old stump and getting out all the old roots.

For each of the young trees we spaded a space
eight feet square, planted our tree in the cen-

ter, and then kejjt the ground loose for three or

four years after planting, by digging around it. I

never saw trees grow more thrifty on fresh land.

I have tried jilowing old orchards, but without
good results, as it appears to make the soil so
loose that many of the trees blew up by the roots,

so that to destroy the weeds and grass under and
about the trees I mulch with coarse manure, old

straw. Corn stalks, or almost anything that will

cover the ground.—National Stockman.

Success with Cottonwood Cuttings. Of cut-

tings ten inches long, taken in the spring from
the last year's growth Iiefore the buds have e.v-

pandeil, a large per cent will grow. If cut any
lengi h of time cover with water for one or two
weeks, then jilant, taking care not to let the cut-

tings get dry. Set in ground perpendicularly,
all being buried but
one or two buds,

^uT which should not get
>''^U^ covered. A great

'^ i^^=s^ deal depends on the
'-^^^ season—if wet, nearly

all will live; if dry a
large per cent die. In
planting use a spade,

go down its full

length; put in the cut-
ting and press down
the earth around it

firmly. — Farmer's
Review.
Plant Growing in

Frames. Those flor-

ists who grow bedding
plants and have but
little frame room,

, „ . „. , „ ,. should employ an in-
A Curtou. StrarvberniGrou^ll,

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^
only is their value gre^t for relieving the over-
crowded greenhouses in early t-pring, but plants

grown in them are much more stocky, and will

give far bett<?r satisfaction. This is especially

noticeable with Geraniums, and we hope that
those florists who have been (growing those " long
drawn (mt" specimens, will adopt this method
and have for sale the coming spring plants which
have less length of leaf-stem.—American Florist.

Proper Care of Baspberries. Last fall I

mulched my Raspberries heavily with long
manure, and in the spring after raking off the
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loose straw, the rotted poi-tion will he duff in and

the soil jri\ en a heavy dressing of wood ashes.

The canes will then be severely pruned and freely

thinned and tied to stalica. I am more than ever

convinced that to raise fine berries one must fer-

tilize freely, retain but few canes, and head them
well back in early spring. My experience is that

for home use the following fu rnish an abundance:

Hansen for the first of the red^, Marlboro of the

same color for later. For black, Gregg is all I

desire; and for yellow, Caroline is difficult to

excel f c »r productiveness and quality, its darkness

being the drawback to its really fine character.—

Josiah Hoopes, in Tribune.

Five Crops a Year at the South. Mr. B. W.
Holmes, Norfolk Co., Va., sowed Spinach in Sep-

tember; cut and sold the same the next Janu-
ary, then plowed the laud and put in Radishes,

which were cleaned up April 4tb; after plowing

a second crop of Kadishes were sown. About the

middle of; April, Canteloupe seed was planted at

proper distances among the growing Radishes,

and for fear of frost the hills were covered with

glass; both crops came off about August 10th,

and the hmd was sowed to Millet, which came off

inside the 12 months, making five crops in one
year from the same piece of land!—The Southern
Cornucopia.

Packing Lettuce for Market. The delicate

Cabbage Lettuces sent throughout the winter to

our markets, are sometimes objectionable from
the fine earth adhering to the roots spreading

over the Lettuce leaves. This necessitates the

Lettuce being washed, which to many salad

lovers greatly injures its flavor. The Cos Lettuce,

however, which comes in early spring, is gener-

ally packed in paper, as shown in the accompany-
ing little cut, and in this way there is no danger
of its being soiled by the root-earth. The simple

plan is worthy of general adoption in the packing
of early Lettuces.-Gardening Illustrated.

Reliable Strawberries. Crescent, Downing,
Sharpless and Wilson are the only varieties rec-

ommended for either market or family use in

Illinois or Indiana, though of course many other

kinds are grown by amateurs. It is estimated

that only about 18 per cent of the farmers of

these States grow Strawberries for family use,

and those who are in the business for commercial
purposes are discouraged.—Farm and Home.

How Foreigners Make Floral Designs. Among
the set pieces recently shown in Cologne, one
represented a life-size baby in swaddling clothes,

and in another a swan was figured by means of
the detached petals of Water Lilies. Beyond this

last, misplaced ingenuity could hardly go; for, to

dismember the flowers employed, is, of course, to

deprive a result of all right, even to the name of

a floral arrangement.—Garden and Forest.

About the Giant Zittan Onion. This is said by
English autlicirities to be one of

the best ( >nions introduced during
the last -*0 years. It is of Italian

origin, and is somewhat like the
Tripoli, but of a chamois-yellow
color. The neck is fine for size

of bulb, the outer coats are firmer

and tougher than the Tripoli, and
it is a very good keeper.—Prairie
Farmer.

A Good Market Pea. The Strat-

agem is a fine and very salable Pea
for mid-season, because of its large

size combined with good flavor.

Vet for home use some of our older

favoiites yield more of an eatable

supply from the same space of^^^^p/^;;^ „^^
ground.—Tribune. for Market.

California Grape Disease. A new disease has broken
out among the vines of the Santa Anna and San Gabriel
valleys of California that is termed the sapsour, the
cause being unknown; the vines wither and die, and the
disease being infeftlous, spreads very rapidly.—Amer-
ican Cultivator.

Le Conte Pear in Florida. We began eating Le
Conte Pe;irs early in July, and continued to enjoy the
first crop of this delicious fruit imtil along in October,
the second crop eomini; later.—Tallahasse Florldan.

Manuring Asparagus. A heavy dressing of manure
means one that covers the crown two or three inches
deep. Such an application Is profitable in sections

where earliness means big prices.-Farm .Toui'nal.

How to Soften Putty. A simple but practicable way
is to heat a piece of iron and rub it up and down the
putty, which will soon soften and can then be readily
removed.-Amateur Gardening.

The Endive-leaved Celery. It grows about five

Inches high with a multitude of little stems and luxu-
riant leaves, which when blauched are said to be use-

ful for salads. That may be true. But it is not worth
growing.— Rural New-Yorker.

We hear less and less every year about overdoing

the fruit business, for every year It becomes more pos-

sessed of the regularity of a well-established business.

-Farm and Vineyard.

Many fruit growers would make good farmers, but
few farmers would make good fruit growers, as they
have no time to bother witli such little (?) things.—Ohio
Valley Farmer.

Buying or Raising Fruit. Purchasing means going
without much of the time; raising means having a
cheaper and better article most of the time.—Farmers
CaU.

The Potato beetle, it Is said, has more than twenty
species of parasites that prey upon it.—Prairie Farmer.

One pound of seed will yield about lO.OUO Asparagus
stalks.—American Cultivator.

Plants and flowers are better pets than lap dogs.—
Agricultural Epitomist.

Bear in Mind. Potash is found in all plants.—R.N.-Y,

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Cooking Turnips. Boil sliced Turnips in water
until tender, then throw off water and boil in

milk thickened with flour, adding butter, pepper
and salt to taste.

Apple Marmalade. Peel the Apples, and grrate

cores and all. For every pound of pulp, vise one
poimd of sugar, boiling and stirring until done.

—Mrs. S. Bernstein.

Date Pie. For two pies take one pound of

Dates, one quart of milk and three eggs; no
sweetening. Boil the Dates in the milk until

soft enough to sift.—P'arm and Home.

Vegetable Oyster Cakes. Grate good-sized

Salsify roots, add milk and flour suflBcient to

make a stiff batter, salt, drop tablespoonfuls into

hot lard. Fry till brown.—Boston Budget.

Parsley Vinegar. Fill a jar with fresh Parsley

and cider vinegar, cover tightly. After several

weeks strain off the vinegar, add salt and pepper,

bottle and cork. Use on meats, etc.—Farm Life.

Onion Soup. Cut Onions fine and stew them
with butter; when brown pour on water and
season with salt and pepper, and also add Rice for

thickening, then boil an hour, and milk maybe
added.—Florida Dispatch.

Pineapple Jelly, Soak three-fourths of a box
of gelatine in one and a half cups of water for an
hour. Then add one cup of boiling water, a large

cup of sugar, and one sliced Pineapple. Keep
cool for several hours before ser\-ing.

CranberryPie withTwoCrusts. Slit unstemmed
berries with a knife, to preserve the fresh flavor

of the fruit. Use equal quantities of berries and
sugar, add two thirds of a cup of water to each

pie and a tablespoonful of flour sprinkled over

it before the upper crust is laid on.

Potato Croquettes. Mash boiled Potatoes very

finely, add milk, butter, salt and pepper, mix a

beaten egg through the Potato and make into

oblong shapes. Dip each first in egg and then in

cracker crumbs, and frj' in hot lard suspended
in a small wire basket while cooking. Drain the

grease, and serve.—Kural New-Yorker.

Dried Apple Cake. Two cupfuls of sweet dried

Apides, soaked over night and chopped with two
cupfuls of molasses, are simmered two hours;

when cold add one cupful of sugar, two eggs,

one half cupful of sour cream, sour milk and
butter, two tablespoonfuls of soda, four cupfuls

of flour, four teaspoonfuls of cinnamon, one tea-

spoonful of cloves and one of nutmeg.

Banana Cake. Put two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder with three cups of flour. Thoroughly
beat one cup of butter with two cups of sugar,

add three eggs, and beat together, stir them into

the flour, first adding one cup of milk. Now mix
all together lightly, and bake in layers. Make
an icing, and when the cake is done spread each
layer and then cover thickly and entirely with

thinly-sliced Bananas.

A Rat Proof Platform. After one winter's ex-

perience with rat^ we adopted a contrivance

which eft'ectually kept rats out of barrels, etc.

We made several platforms having blocks of

wood, 10 inches high, for supports. On top of

each block we placed an inverted tin pan, and
whitewiished the blocks and pans. On these i)an-

capped blocks we laid boards, on which wc set

our barrels. Apples, vegetables, etc.—Prairie

Farmer.

Swiss Apple-tart. Butter a round plain mould,
and line with short-paste; fill with Tapioca,

mixed with suet; bake, turn it out, and scrape out

the Tapioca. Apples stewed with sugar, the peel

of half a Lemon and some Cinnamon, are when

done passed through a sieve, and mixed with the

yolks of two eggs; fill the mould with the Apple,
and lay strips of paste on the top; bake half an
hour. Serve cold with Red Cun-ant or Apple
jelly.—English Farm and Home.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Alyssum. Attention shoiUd be given to propagating

a good stock in season, either by sowing the seed or

shipping.

Begonias. After blooming prune out the older
growth, keeping rather dry at the roots. Sometime
later they will start. After new shoots have started

shake out the present soil, then repot Into the same
sized pots, using fresh soil.

Oallas- They are sul>-aguatlc, so there Is but little

danger of over-watering, but do not have them In

crocks without drainage, for the soil will be little else

than sour mud. Their wants summed up are, very rich

soil, good drainage, plenty of wat^r, and not crowded.

Camellias in the window want a temperature of not
over 5(J'^, and their leaves sponged off several times a
week.

Fern Cases. If over-watered the soil becomes soiu*.

For several days after watering keep the case some-
what open to lessen the excessive state of moisture
within. Daily airing is also in order by tilting up the

glass when no dust Is moving.

Fuchsias brought from the cellar at Intervals for

succession of bloom should be pruned as needed. Then
week or more later, as new leaves show, repot into

light rich soil, using pots a size smaller than they were
taken from.

Heat. With burning coal there is no great trouble to

keep up continuous warmth. A light wooden frame
of a size convenient to handle and covered with paper
on both sides, set between the plants and the glass will

help to keep out cold. On a cold night a lamp burning
near the plants is a benefit. Or place all movable
plants on a table away from the window and cover
with newspapers.

Hydrangeas, if wanted specially early, may now he
started. But for general use a month or so later will

be better.

Insects. With a few plants the thiunb-nail remedy
thoroughly applied does well In the case of the aphis*

scale and mealy bug. Red spider cau only be well

dealt with a wet sponge or otherwise applying water.

A grayish discoloration on the under side of the leaves

shows its presence.

Lemon Verbenna. Grown for Its pleasing foliage,

may be treated as directed for Fuchsias.

Propagation. With a view to having good early

plants for spring use, all cuttings of a suitable size can
be started in a bos of sand having a warm sunny place.

Keep the plants that furnish the slips lather pot-bound.

Seed Sowing. Mignonette, Petunia. Maurandia,
Centaurea gymnocarpa, Stocks of ten week section cau
be sown for stroug early plants.

Sponge off the leaves of all large-leaved plants at

least once a week, using tepid water. This Is beneficial

to the health of the plants in keeping them free of

dust, which otherwise would soon accumulate.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Borders. Perennial plants may have manure roughly

spread over them . This protects the roots and provides

food to replace that used by the past season's growth.
Such treatment wall bring finer bloom the next year.

Hedges of deciduous kJuds might now be clipped.

Fansies. Where fall sown plants are not at hand
seed sown this month will make spring blooming
plants.

Perennials. Delphiniums, Sweet Williams, Holly-

hocks, etc., by sowing seed now in the window or

greenhouse, with fair treatment until planting out

time, will bloom by September. Summer seedlings of

these plants should have winter protection.

Flans. Study up ways and means of making Im-

provements about the place at this sea.son, for the best

gardens cannot be planted in the haste of spring work^

but during this month of leisure planning should be
done, as the success of our work largely depends upon
the Intelligence and foresight given to it. Then again

early orders receive the first attention at the nurseries,

so send them on a month or two in advance of plant-

ing time.

Roses of the hardy class If not earthed up a foot or

so may be helped by the use of coal ashes for this pur-

pose, and their safety be insured.

Snow often mjures deciduous or Evergreen Shiubs.

and should be shaken out and a light board shelter
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placeil over e;uli. Wlicre drifteii aljout yimuK' trt'es

abuvv the limbs it should be shoveled away to prevent

injury wheii it settles.

Trellises, stakes, labels, hand glasses, arbors, rustic

vases, etc., which are required in every garden, should

be made during the winter. Where Cedar is used when
the swamps are frozen affords the best time to lay in a

supply. The roots of the Laurel Is also a favorite

material.

Walks cmght to be neatly cleared after each snow
storm. Be prompt also In scattering ashes over those

that are slippery.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.

Azaleas. Those for coming bloom may be had for a

longer time if part are kept in various degrees of tern

perature, some, the last ones, to be quite cool, others

warmer, and those for Immediate flowering can have

considerable heat and an abundant supply of water.

Plants, as they go out of bloom, ought to hav'e a warm
place and plenty of water on top and root, to Induce

growth for next season.

Begonias. To propagate the Rex division, take

well matured leaves and cut the main ribs on the

under side at half a dozen or more places, just below
their dividing point. Lay the pieces on the cutting

bed with a little sand on top to keep thera well down.
The flowering sorts are increased from cuttings kept

rather dry while rooting.

Oaladiums, Cannas and such tubers stored for the

winter should be overhauled to make certain of their

safety and well-doing, for mice, wood-lice and other

enemies often destroy them.

Carnations. After a heavy crop of bloom retle and
clean out the old stalks. If red spider has affected

them, syringing them in bright weather will help.

Lime water may be used on them once in a while.

Dahlias. See directions for Caladiums.

Geraniums shoidd now advance rapidly. Repotting
old plants should be done in each case a few days after

the cuttings have been taken. In the Tri-colored sec-

tion nothing suits them better than shelves near the

glass in a rather dry house, with about 55'^ of heat.

Hyacinths and other Dut<?h Bulbs should generally

come in bloom this month. Sun and an abundance
of water Is what Is wanted, as may be Inferred from
their growing in water alone. As they pass out of

bloom remove the flower stalks and set the pots In a

cool but not dark place, keeping moderately watered
until spring, when they may be planted outside.

Ice and Snow are a fruitful source of glass breakage
Where the edge of a roof over-hangs any kind of

lean-to or the end of an abutting glass house, an Ice

shield should be provided for the winter. For remov-

ing soft snow the use of a light scraper, some three

feet long to ride on the glass bars Is an excellent tool.

For a shovel, one having a blade fully eighteen Inches
wide, is the best.

Lilies of the Valley that were started earlier In sand
or are now to be started, can be brought in twice

a month. If the clumps are of good quality and rightly

treated these will bear above 80° bottom heat, and
nearly as high for the house. For the finest blossoms
shade with cloth to keep off the sunlight and cold air.

Mignonette of the eai'llest should now be in bloom
in a temperature of 45^ to SO*, plants for spring bloom
to be kept somewhat cooler, but guarding against

frost and have them near the glass.

Orchids now at rest ought not to have more water
than enough to prevent the buds shiiveling; Vandas
Aerldes and similar ones may require some more than
the fleshy Oucidlums, Cattleyas, etc. The required

watering must be done vplth care so that the foliage

does not become wet and the early part of the day is

the best time for this. The temperature ought to be
kept quite regular all through the dormant season.

.Over Crowding. With more light weather more
room between the plants must be given, for nothing
injures plants more as to appearance than standing
too close, when growing rapidly.

Pelargoniums like a warm place with air and sun-

light. Much of their beauty depends upon their free

growing at this season.

Petunias. Propagate from cuttings as fast as good
growth permits. Seeds also can be grown this month.

Pots. Carefully estimate the quantity required,

being sure to calculate on enough, then engage them
to be promptly delivered. Wash the old pots before
putting new stock In them.

Primroses of the Double White class ought to receive

careful attention in the way of space, cleaning both
plants and pots In good shape for propagating later.

Propagating such as Heliotrope, Geraniums, Carna-
tions, Veibenas, and other summer blooming plants
should be well under way this month. Geranium cut-

ting may at once be put In thumb pots for rooting,

being watchful In the matter of watering them.

Seed of Golden Feather. Lobelia, Verbenas. Salvia

splendua. Sweet Alyssum. Sensitive Plant, Dianthus.
Antirrhinum, and Mlniulus may be sown for early.

See under Rouse Plants.

Schizanthus. These want something like a heat of

5(.t" with air and light. Staking also will probably be
needed.

Ventilation on all favorable occasions Is highly
necessary for the best health among the stock.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Fruit In sttirage should be kept cool, aiming at a

temperature of aboutW and well ventilated.

Insects. A sharp Inspection of the young twigs

should tletect the dugs of tent caterpillar eggs on them

near the ends, ami of cocus insects, when present.

Each lot of eggs destroyed now will lessen the next

season's caterpillar crop by hundreds.

Labels that are on the trees when purchased are not

to bo trusted. A heavy pine label painted white and

written on before dry with soft lead is excellent, while

onr made of zinc and similarly written upon Is still

better. Fasten to the trees by copper or brass wire,

making loops so large that they will not Injure the

tree in many years of growth.

Manure may be more easily drawn over frozen

ground than to wait until soft spring weather. By
spreading at the same time under the trees, extra pro-

tection is provided with benefit to the roots.

Orders for trees and plants that are wanted for

spring setting should be sent early to the nursery. As

a rule give little ear to the tree agent, for even If they

are relia))le (often they are not) there Is usually an ad-

vantage In dealing with the nurseries direct.

Protecting material on Strawberry and other plants.

If in danger of being blown off. should be secured by

branches and boards. Coal ashes are also good for

this purpose.

Pruning of the hardier kinds of trees to go on In all

suitable weather, but bear in mind that more harm
comes from over pruning rather than not doing enough.

Aim to open the head to sun and air.

Root-graft during the winter, packing the grafts in

sand or saw -dust ready tor spring setting.

Scraping the trunks ot trees, by which means many
Insects are driven off, Is bencflclal to the trees. A good

bark wash Is made of lime, soot and clay, stirred up

with water, and should be well applied Into every

crevice. Some growers also use Unseed oU.

Scions cut In mild weather should be packed In saw
dust or sand, the former being, perhaps, preferable.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
MANSFIELD MILTOK, MAHONING CO., O.

Cold Frames containing vegetable plants of any
kind should have all the air possible on suitable days.

Clean off all decaying leaves and stir the surface of the

soil should it incline to hardness.

Boxes for Seed. As a good many seeds have to be
sown next month, boxes should be got ready for use

when required. Use boxes of uniform size, 3ft.xl8in.

and three inches deep, made of half inch boards sawed
at the mill to three inches wide, and of a suitable

length for cutting without waste, the same material

being used for sides and bottom. Where only a few
are needed shoe or soap boxes can be cut to this size.

Lettuce which has been kept growing in hot beds
should be watched for green fly and damping off of the

leaves, which often takes place after a long spell of

cloudy weather. Fumigation should be done with

care as the tender leaves are easily destroyed with the

hot smoke. The best plan to ward off green fly In the

Lettuce bed is by sprinkling short cut tobacco stems
over the surface of the soil about the plants.

Manure for Hotbeds. But iiltlecan be done during

this month, with the exception of hauling and com-
posting manure both for putting on the ground and
for early hot beds by placing in loose piles to encourage
fermentation. Horse manure with considerable straw

or leaves makes one of the best materials for hot beds.

Where spent hops can be secured from the brewery
one third hops with two thirds horse manure mixed
thoroughly makes a material which will retain heat

double the time manure alone would, be it ever so well

prepared. In preparing material for hot beds care

should be taken to have it sufficiently moist through
the entire heap, so that every part may be warm alike,

none being dry enough to create burning.

Mice in Celery trenches at this season often do lots

of damage. Poison them with a mixture of cornmeal
and arsenic. Where unsafe to use this, try trapping.

Seeds. If not already procured attend to it at once;

it is bad practice to wait until they are required. Upon
no consideration buy cheap seeds, that is, seeds of

inferior type and quality, and purchase only from
reliable firms. Nothing Is more discouraging than,

after spending time and money on raising some im-

portant crop, to find we have been caring for some
worthless variety.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Asparagus to do Its best must be watered wltlmut
stint.

Cucumbers will require a heat of TO"-' at night, ai" in

the day, and above this in the sun. Do not encourage
too much with stimulants unless the plants are quite

strong. Train the leaders their whole length heftire

stopping; side shoots to be stopped at second joint.

G-raperies now starting should not have above ."iS" of

heat at the first and be well syringed twice a day to

assist the breaking of the buds. As the young growth
appears air should be given sufficiently to prevent Its

being weak and the foliage thin. Advantage should

be taken of mild days for this.

Lettuce. For some weeks yet this will require great

care In watering and airing, not gi\ing too much of

the former or too little of the latter. The fumigating

Is not to he neglected. See under Vegetable Garden.

Mushrooms. The nearer the temperature of bear-

ing beds can be kept to ert*^ the better. A steady tem-

perature \\ 111 greatly prolong the crop. Manure should

be saved for new beds.

Rhubarb. Directions for Asparagus will apply.

Strawberries must not be allowed to overbear or

small fruit will result. Apply the syringe for keeping
down red spider and for the best results avoid both
under and r)ver watering at the roots.

THE POULTRY YARD.
Small £ggs are likely to come from tou much

fattu'ss.

Clover hay for laying bens is recommended by
good authority.

Cold Weather Fowl has a small comb, thick

feathers aiul does well when confined.

Frozen Eggs taken iu a warm room and scald-

ing water quickly poured over, then cooled^ are
said to be uninjured for use.

A Good Feed. ^0 pounds of Corn, 15 pounds
of Oats, 10 i>ounds of Barley, and 10 pounds of
Wheat bran, ground fine and well mixed.—
Poultry Monthly.

The Chicken that commences its develop-
ment with nature, in the spring, makes the most
perfect one, both physically and as a breeder.—
Farmers' Advocate.

A Louse-proof Perch. We have found that
perches made of Sassafras poles, with the bark
on, will make lice run. This wood is a native of
so many places that no diflficulty is found in
procuring it.—Poultry Keeper.

The "Winter Care. Let the fowls run out on
dry days. In a place that is dry and sheltered
against the winds they will not care for the cold.
An oi>enshed, facing south, with no draughts of
air. is better than a poultry house full of cracks.
—Mirror and Farmer.

To kill as humanely as possible, hang the
fowls up, heads down, and stick them in the
throat, giving a cross cut, severing the large
vein at the back of the throat, and at the same
time letting the point of the blade enter the
brain.—Farm and Fireside.

Cleaning: a Poultry House. The best and
warmest floor is of boards, and the proper way
to clean out a poultry house is to use a broom,
and this is very easy when there is half an inch
of dust of some kind on the floor to absorb the
moisture from the droppings and prevent them
fi'om sticking to the floor. The dust mixed with
the dropjiings should be stored in a dry place.

Eggs for Hatching should be of a uniform
size. Such as contain double yolks are of no
value, and eggs from immature pullets produce
immature chicks. Usually when eggs are placed
under a hen they are taken without any
knowledge of from which hens they were de-
rived. Select eggs from vigorous parents and
more chicks witb less difficulty will be raised.—
Mirror and Farmer.

Warm Food for Poultry. In a large pot,
standing on the sto\'e day and night, the refuse
of every vegetable prepared for the table is

thrown. The ou tside leaves of Cabbage, Potato,
Apple peelings, etc., all go in together,
where they are boiled until tender, then chopped
fine, and thickened with AVheat bran or Corn
meal. While many declare milk unwholesome
for fowls, ours drink nothing else and no
flock can be healthier.-Country Gentleman.

Sunlight for Hens. Sunlight is healthful and
necessary to i>rovide it in winter without ex-
posure to the cold. As good a way as any is to
nave a room separate from their roost and laid
with dust and t-oal ashes, but filled at least on its
cast, sniitli and west sides with large wintlows.
Here thr h<.'Ms may \>v fed and watered in the
morning, and then allowed to roll in the dust in
the sunlight. The effect of this treatment in
prninoting winter egg production is really won-
derful. Many hens do not lay at this season be-
cause they are kept in the dark and not stirring
around enough.—American Cultivator.

The Profitable Way with Incubators. Incu-
bators arc of L^reat aclvantiige in large poultry
yards. For fully x'O per cent of all cliickens
hatched by hens get crushed in the nest. But by
taking the eggs after the hen hjis been incubating
U> days and putting them into the incubator, this
^H) per cent is s;i\ cd. and all the hens kept incu-
bating until tlu y can be given ^1 healthy chicks
to rear. In this coiuicftion the brooder has
even more to conunnid itscU for. (iuring the
first two or three days the hen, tn- scratching, is

apt to kill one or more, while chickens kept in
the warm brooder for three or four days become
strong. From April to July t.iere is no better
way than to gi\ e each hen 20 chickens to raise.
But for the early broiler trade, whether the
chicks be hatched by the machine or by the hen,
from February to April, the brooder is the best
mother, for until May meat and green food
must be furnished, and this is accomplished
easiily in a bro<iding house, where gi-een oats can
be i-aised.—American Poultry Journal,
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Correspondents are urged to anticipate the season In pre-

senting questions. To ask, for instance, on April 15 or 20

what Peas had best be sown, couid bring no answer tn

the May issue, and none before June, when the answer
would be unseasonable. Questions recetvedbefore the \'ah

ofany month stand a good chance of being answered m the

next paper. Not more than three questions should be sent

at one lime. Answers t.t questions bearing on tne com^
parative value of implements, etc., offered by different

dealers must not be expected. Neither can we promise to

comply teiih tne request sometimes made to "please answer
by mail." Inquiries appearing without name belong to the

name next foltoiping. ^ ^ .,

Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from our
readers In answering such give the number, your
locality and name, the latter not for publication, unless

you desire. Write only on one side of the paper.

1,015. Selling Evaporated Fruit. Where Is the bent

market lor this, especially small fruit?—H O. W..
Westfiehl, N. Y.

1,M6. Lawn Grass Seed. Is the use of White Clover

act\-isable and if so the proportion to be used?—Max..
Akron, Ohio

1.047. Remedy for Tomato Rot. This was very prev-

alent the past dry season. T« there any remedy?-
A. Y. L., Belmont Co., O.

1.048. Soot for House Plants. What is the differ-

ence in value between the soot from bituminous coal

and wood ? In what way is it the best used?—E. E. B.,

Norfolk, ra.

1.049. Rubber Plant Treatment. Will daily spong-

ing injure the leaves ? When is the proper time and
way for watering ?—F. D.

1.050. Watering Passion Flowers. What is the

right course with this plant?—F. D., Philadelphia, Pa.

1.051. Keeping Oanna Tubers How are they best

preserved over winter ?—W

.

1.052. Floor for Greenhouse. What is the best

material to use where a basement is wanted?—W.,
Natick, iilass.

1.053. Snails in Rose Soil. Will these injure hardy

ones at any time? The soil is fresh about them.—H.T.

1.054. Amaryllis Failing. After starting well in the

fall, the leaves later turned yellow. Can it be due to
overwat«ring?—H . T.

1.055. Chrysanthemum Leaves Burnt. Last fall

the affected plants were twice a week given water
from cow mauure,fresh wood a.shes and soot combined.
Could this have hurt the leaves?—H. T., Frederick, Did.

1,05(1. Orange Tree Leaves Dropping. This has

grown well for Hve years in a 18 inch tub, in a living

room in winter, (and watered but little), but now all of

the leaves are off, although the tree is not dead. What's
the trouble?—E. D. M., Pitchburg, Mass.

1.057. Spent Hops as Manure. Are these of value,

if so how to be used?—A. P. W., New York.

1.058. Salicylic Acid for Preserving Fruits. I

would Ukc some furtiler information as to the use of
this article than is given on page 53.—H. P. S., I'lifta

City. Cat.

1.059. Stopping Rot in Trees. Can decay in the

trunk coming from limbs which were improperly cut
off be stopped ?—O. M. "W., Lotus Club.

1.060. About Artemisias. Are they hardy perennials?

What treatment Is required?—T. T., Charleston, III.

l,Ofil. Smilas Blooming. How old must it be from
seed? Does it ncetl a season of rest ?—T. T.

I,0fi2. Using old Mushroom Beds. For what spec

iai purpose can the worn out material be used ?—
M. C. R., Amherst, flais.

1,0()3. Lilium Auratum Failing. In large pots,

first in cold frame then in greenhouse they made a
§ood start, but when a foot high, turned yellow and
ecayed. Why't—L. A. J., Jamestown, N. Y.

1,0(j4. Ferns Eaten by Snails. On account of these

pests I am unable to grow such plants. Can the mat-
ter be remedied?—X../oica.

1.065. Cyclamen Infested by Grubs. My plants

appear all right but some, if handled, pull out of the
ground, the roots and lower half of the crown being
eaten by a .small white grub. Can .anything be done ?

R. O. N.. Meriden, Conn.

1.066. Poinsettia Treatment. After blooming my
plant.s droop and loose their leaves. How ought they
to be treated?—O. L. C, Xeiiia, O.

1.067. Are Angleworms in any way hurtful? Or
are they beneficial in the way of keeping the ground
open and pulverizing it ?— P. B. M., Indianapolis, Ind.

1.068. Cypripedium Spectabile. I would like some
directions as to the culture of this Orchid.—AMATEun,
New Jersey.

1.069. Ferns as House Plants. Will the Maiden-
hair succeed in the window under fairly good con-
ditions? Are any other kinds better?—E.R.N., IVrinonf.

1.070. Strawberry Fertilizers. Aside from stable
manure, what fertilizers are the best?—H. N. J.,
Concord, N. II.

1.071. Peat ashes for Strawberries. Are these of
any value?—O. L. D., Canton, O.

1,0?2. Failure with Spinach. Although usually
successful, this .season this crop is a failure and I know
of no cause.—Market Gardener.

LO?.?. Carrot Leaves Turning Yellow. This occurs
here each year when tlie plants are half grown and is
thought to be caused by the worms. Is there any
remedy ?—W. H. (.).. Jackson, Mich.

1.074. Manures for Vegetables. My soil is sandy
and stable manure hard to obtain; I desire to know
the best other fertilizers for growing general vege-
tables.—I. N. T., Polkton, N.C.

1.075. A Climbing Rose. Would Md. Margottin be
suitable 'for such purposes ?—Mrs. L. A. O., Kentucky.

1.076. Tuberoses after Blooming. Are these of any
value and how should they be treated?—F.D.T.,JWi«0iS.

1.077. Toadstools on the Lawn. Last summer
these were a nuisance. What will kill them?—Harry.

1.078. Onion Seed Saving. What method Is fol-

lowed in raising this seed for market?—B. P. A.,
West Virginia,

1.079. Rose Nomenclature. Why is the term Hybrid
Perpetual so improperl.y applied to a certain class of
Roses ?-G. M. C, New York City.

1.080. Camellia Buds Falling. What causes this and
how can it be avoided ?—An.xious.

1.081. Passion Flowers for Greenhouse. Which
are the most suitable and what treatment is required ?

—Y. O. J., Hartford, Conn.

1.082. Chinese Lily Treatment. Are ail bulbs after
blooming good for next season, and how cared for?—
E. S. J., Salem, Mass.

1.083. Mailing Out Flowers. Is the rate the same
for these as for seeds, biUbs, plants, etc.?—C. F. G., St.
Johnsbury, Vt.

1.084. Chrysanthemums Not Blooming. What is

the cause and remedy for these coming blind.— C. E. G.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
998 Best Blackberry, <1ne of the best Black-

berries for market is the Dorchester. It is per-
fectly hardy and very produetive; in quality
the best.—M. B. Faxon.

1008. Hoving Large Rhododendrons. These,
in late fall, may be safely moved, large or small,
the size mentioned not 1 leing: too frreat. A round
hole should be dug out, deep and large enough
to amply accommodate the root ball, then All it

up with a compost.—Remle.

856. Baising Cauliflower Seed. The raising of
Cauliflower seed has been made a success on
Long Island, the climate and soil there being
very congenial to this vegetable, the raising of
which has reached enormous proportions. Be-
yond a doubt it is the humid saline atmosphere
of that section which makes tiie cultivation and
raising of seed of this \"e'j:etuMe a success, there-
fore I should deem it t|uiti- unlikely to succeed in
Colorado where the air is t,^cm.'rally of a dry and
rarifled nature.—G. H. -M.

980. White Grabs £ating Strawberries, To
avoid these set the plants in ground that for sev-
eral years previously has been planted toPotatoes
or other hoed crop. This year of two small beds
one after Potatoes none have been injured by the
grub. The other planted where Strawberries had
been the previous two years, about half of thera
were destr<.)yed b.v grubs.although b.v digging the
plants out whenthe.vlirst began to wilt tlie grub
could often be caught and killed. Mks. E. S. B.

980. White Grabs Eating Strawberries. In
this part of the cotintry it Is best not to set

Strawberries on land the first year it is broke up
from the sod. Better set them on land that has
been cultivated a few years. Kill all the horn
bugs that .vou can, for the.v deposit tlieir eggs
on your mowing ground near the r(.)ots of the
grass. Even after mowing the grass many of

the eggs are left in the Held, and when hatched
they produce tlie grubs which go intti the ground.
.Some of tlu' i'iXiss are on the ha.v which is carried
to the l):tni. and wlien led you will find some of
the grubs in tlK-uianilrc heap. When you jdough
up the gra.ss-grouiid do it late in the fall, so
that the grubs may be r\pose<l t<» the cidd of the
following winter. When .you plant or cultivate
the ground, which should be (lone two or three
years before setting Stiawberries, kill all the
grubs you find. If a few days after setting the
plants you notice that any of them wilt and ap-
pear to be dying, take a garden trowel and dig
at the rfpot; you will probably find a grub at work
there; kill him and set out another jilant.—
Wm. Halk, Kx-vcv Co, Mass.

970. Black Lice on Chrysanthemams. The
remedy for black lice is so simple and certain

that there is little excuse for their presence.

Tobacco stems thrown on the ground under the

plants, sa.v an inch deep, will soon cause them to
disappear. A syringing will help to clean up the
plants. The simplest wa.v is the best in the
garden, and nothing can be simpler and more
effective than this. Snuff or powdered Tobacco
is dirty and not always efficient, while Persian
insect powder produces no effect, its action being
to strangle not poison, and you cannot strangle
aphides.—J. N. Gerard, Union Co., iV. J.

994. Lapageria Growing. They need to be
planted out on the shady side of a cool house,
using peat chopped up in rough lumps, with
broken bricks mixed through, taking care to
have good drainage, as Lapagerias need abund-
ance of water during the season of growth.
There are only two species, L. alba and L. rosea,
though there are many forms of both. See that
you get go<id ones, as some varieties are vastly
better tlian others. Plant them that they may
intertwine aiul the effect will be pleasing.—E.G.O.

997. LiliomLongiflorom Hardy. This is quite
hardy here when covered with plenty of dry
leaves in fall, and boards placed over' to throw
off the wet.—E. O. O., Passaic Co., N. J.

970. Black Lice on ChryBanthemums. These
may be killed by dusting with Tobacco powder.
—E. O. Orpet.

97.5. Japan Iris. To grow well a moist, rich
soil is necessary. It can scarcely be too wet.
Obtain good named kinds, not seedlings, and
plant two feet apart if arranged in masses, taldng
care to arrange the colors effectively. We have
over 40 kinds, from the purest white to deepest
blue and purple, planted in low swampy ground
where the water stands during fall and winter,
and the.v thrive amazingly.—E. O. O.

984. Caring for Banana and Pineapple Plants.
Bananas need plenty of water at all times as it is

necessary to keep them growing right along to
mature the fruit quickly and well. Pineapples
need to be kept on the dry side during winter, as
a superabundance of water speedily causes them
to lose their roots, sicken and turn yellow. When
water is applied let it be warmed to the tempera-
ture of the house, which should be 70° to 75° by
day and 6.5° at night during winter.—E. O. O.

992. Planting Lilies. This work should always
be done in fall, as there is great danger of break-
ing shoots and roots in spring. If manure is

used see that it is well rotted, and be careful not
to let it come in contact with the bulbs or they
are liable to rot. Decayed leaf soil is preferable
to stable manure.—E. O. O.

993. Hemerocallis Varieties, Hemerocallis
fulva is tawny colored as the specific name im-
plies. H. flava is clear yellow: H. graminea is

similar in color, but has narrow foliage, resemb-
ling grass. All three are good distinct species, to
which might be added H. Thunbergii; this grows
five feet high with flowers similar to H. flava,
but is produced in .luly and August. The best of
the genus H. Mittendorfianum and H. Dumor-
tierii have orange colored flowers, and are pretty
dwarf species —B. O. O.

1,002, Pineapple Salvia. Salvia rutilans is so
called on account of the pleasing odor of the
foliage when rubbed.— E. O. Orpet

!«)5. Canned Fruit Spoiling. While we do not
know the cause of your fruit spoiling, we believe
that the cause of ours spoiling is owing to the
shiftless way in which the cans are made. We
use the " Mason " jars and used to have much
success in keeping things. But they are not as
well made now as formerly, there being a large
seam or ridge of glass on one side where the
cover screws on and comes in contact with the
rubber. B.y taking pains and using new rubbers
the covers may be made to fit tightly on some of
the jars; on others it is simply impossible. We
are getting disgusted trying to use them, for
after all the care taken, there will be a good
raan.v jars the covers of which thtaigh seeming to
have been fastened securely, will loosen up
enough to let in the air and thus spoil the pre-
serve.—W., Natieh, il/a.s.s.

1,001. Peach Stones Splitting. No remedy is

known to us.—C. E. P.

1.007. Fern Boots. The proper season for
dividing Ferns generally is early in the spring or
just before the.v start into growth.—t;'. E. P.

1.008. Moving Bhododendrons. With a little

care and attention you can remove Rhododen-
drons five or six feet in height. The best season
for removing them is from April 18th to May
18th.-C. E. P.

1,012. Begonia Bex Failing. The roots are
evidently in an unhealthy condition. I think
that their pots are imperfectly drained. Or you
may be keeping your plants too cold and wet.
At this season Begonia Rex and its \arieties
should be more sparingly watered, especially if
grown in a temperature of less than .5.5°.—C. E. P.

1,023. Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer. Unbleaehed
hard wood ashes are far superior to coal ashes as
a fertilizer, in fact my experiments with coal
ashes have been vei-y unsatisfactory.—M. B.
Faxon, Suffolls Co., Mass.

1.009. Corn Flowers. One of our easiest culti-

vated hardy annuals (Centaurea cj'anus) com-
monl.v called Bachelor's Button or Bluebottle.—
M. B. Faxon, Suffolk Co., Mass.

1,011. Heating Small Greenhouses. You do
not state what the structure is to be specially

used tor. If for what is generally termed a
"Spring house" for the forwarding of garden
and bedding plants, then the "flue "is what is

most commonly used in this section. But if to

be run the year round for a general collection

of greenhouse plants, where the flrst cost is not
so much of a consideration, then heating
by hofVater or steam would be preferred; but
as you ask for the most economical phin, I take
it for granted that you do not desire- to go to the
gi-eater expense of putting in hot water, although
no system of heating b.v smoke flues is as satis-
factory. But to many the smoke flue method
is one that will commend itself both in point of
simplicit.v and cheapness, together with giving
general satisfaction as it does with my house
of about the dimensions spoken tif. Plans for
constructing alirick flue have been from time to
time publisned in Popular Gardening (pages
84 and lOSi of the Januaiy and February issues
respect!vely) to which you are referred.—G.H.M.
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1,005. Apple Trees for Mississippi. Tin- fol-

lowing: varieties can Ix" recommended: For
summer. American Summer, (""arolina, .Tune,
Early Harvest, Horse and Red Astraehan
for fall. Taunton and Fall Pippin; for
winter. Tillaijiiah and .Stevenson's Winter.—
M. B. Faxon, Siiff'tlh Co., .Vn.s>-.

1,03.'. SenoTatincr Apple Orchards. Ves; plow,

trim, and use larjrely of manure.— M B. F.axon.

1,014. Grapes in Orchard. I would not ad^^se

any one to plant Grape vines bet^veen trees in an
orchard, no matter how much fertilizing
material they intended to apply.—C. E. P.

l.nOH. Corn Flower. Centaurea cyanus is the

plant referreii to. It is a showy free flowoiinw
hardy annual growiupr about a foot and a half in

height, and producing it*: variously colored flow-

ers in the greatest profusion during tlie summer
months. The flowers, which are very useful for
cutting, are of ever.v conceivable shade of blue,
pink, purple and striped, and the seed can be
procured in separate colors or mixed varieties.
The plants will do well in an.v common garden
soil, and the seed can be sown in a gentle hot-bed
about the first of April, or on a nicely prepared
border about the first of May: but then they
will not flower so earl.v. Sow very thinly or else
transplant as soon as they are strong enough to
handle, and remove to their blooming places
before they become too large. Keep the plants
at least 16 inches apart to allow them space to
properly develop.—("has. E. Parnell.

fl93. Hemerocallis Varieties. Hemerocallis
flava and graminea are distinct varieties. Gra-
minea is more dwarf and the leaves are narrower.
—M. B. FAXdN.

977. Transplanting Celery. All plants, and
especially Celer.y plants, should be transplanted
twice at least before they are set where they are
to remain.—M. B. Faxon, Sufollt Co., Mass.

928. Plums, (a) At the last American Pomo-
logical Society Meeting Dr. Hoskins of Vermont
said that Moore's Arctic was the only hardy Plum
he had. It is also claimed to be curculio proof,
(c) President Berckman.s believes that the Kelsey
Japan will not be profitable further north than
the 30th parallel, but is a promising variety for
the South.

939. Cherries. Montmorency of French origin,

ten days later than E. Hichmond and sub-acid is

hardy and prolific, and together with Dyehouse,
which comes from Kentiuky. is claimed to be a
week ahead of E. Richmond; hardy, of better
quality, and as productive, we think may prove
profitable as market fruits. As to the value of
Sudas Hardy we cannot speak.

952. Iris or Fleur de Lis. Their culture is

very simple as they only need good soil, well

drained during the winter, yet having plent.v of
moisture during the summer blooming season;

they are impatient of much disturbance at the
roots by replanting or otherwise. This applies
to the German and similarspeciesmoreespeciallv
which are entirely hardy; the Spanish and En-
glish sections are too tender for out door culti-
vation north of New York City, but are well
worth growing in pots for early spring blooming,
being potted in the fall as for other bulbs. Direc-
tions for the .Japan Iris are given in answer to
No. 975, in this and the last issue.

961. Asparagns Forcing. A satisfactory

method is to place strong three year old root

clumps in a strong hot-bed, digging them care-

fully and packing in the frame quite closely,
filling in with light rich soil and watering at fii-st

with tepid water, not giving any air until the
shoots show, when some may be given each fav-
orable day. By this method the plants are ren-
dered useful for the future.

!I64. House Plants. For gas lighted rooms as

well as those heated by burning coal there are few
plants that last any length of time but among
the best are Aspidisti-a lurida and its \ariegated
variet.v, Dracena congesta and rubra, Chamtv-
rops ekcelsa, Rhapis flabelliformis and the Rub-
ber plants <Fici(s rlagtiva\ The leaves of these
must be washed off several times a week, both
upper and lower sides, in order to be at all satis-
factory.—Remle.

955. Azaleas. The main points in their treat-

ment is to give a light position and the soil moist;
neither dry nor soggy.

1,005. Apples for Mississippi. The following
kinds are recommended as doing well in the

South, and in your particular sectirm may pro\e
of value: Summer—Julian, Early Harvest and
Red June; autumn — Buckingham, Disharoonand
Taunton; winter— Kittageskee, Culhisaga, Caro-
lina Greening, Etowah and Stevenson's Winter.

9.53. Everblooming Plants, strictly speaking
there are no everblooming plants, but the follow-

ing will yield flowei's a g<.>od share of the time,

and from which a selection can be made: Of
Climbei-s, Srailax, Passion Flower, ( Vtbea'a scan-
dens, Thunbergii, Maurandia, Clematis and
Stephanotis, can all be gn twn in pots. The flower-
ing plants can include Orchids, Roses, Heliotrope,
Gleraniums, Carnations, Pansie-s, and in fact^any
plant that one desires.—Remle.

~9(K1. Azalea Forcing. Begin with a night tem-
perature of 4.5° to .50", with 5° or so higher dur-
ing the da.v, as more heat may injure the buds;
after several months it may go up to (JO*^ or even
higher. Stimulate? with weak guano water occa-
sionall.v. also use soot water, but be very careful
not to over water.—RKAf i.e.

9.5.'<. Seed Grown Hoses. The seed vessels of
each sort arc, when thoroughly ripened, taken
off, separately mixed with sand and kept in pots

until February, when the seeds are cleaned and
sown in light sandy soil, covered about an inch

deep in shallow pans or boxes. Place them in a
somewhat shady situation, with a uniform t<'m-
perature of about .50'=', and do not allow them to
become dry. In these months some seedlings
usuall.v appear but the most will not vegetate
until the following spring. As they become
strong enough to remove they should be picked
ouf into other pans, kept shaded and watered
until large enough to plant out, man.y wiU per-
haps oloom the first year, but except the color
no certain characteiistics can be known until the
second blooming.— <'. (t. S.wel.

97.S. Liquid Manure. Doubtless the most sat-

isfactor.v article tor all general purposes may be
made b.v the use of fresh horse or cow manure
not too strong. About a peck well stirred in a
barrel of watt>r, rain water preferabl.v, and
allowed to settle before using. When the barrel
is half emptied the rest may have a third of clear
water added. It is hardly possible to do harm
with this liquid, while guano or other similar
fertilizers in liijuid form must be handled with
care to avoid injury to foliage or other parts.

974. Carnation Buds Turning Yellow. This
is probably due to over watering which is one
great cause of Carnations not doing well in the
winter, t'arnations, as with most other plants,
only require water when the top looks dry; then
a soaking is required and it must be seen to
where bottom neat is used, that the lower soil
is wet through.

976. Fruit for the South. Tou will find the
information you desire in White's Gardening for
the South, a work which also treats on vegeta-
bles. Its price is two dollars.

999. Preserving Fruit. We think that for
such purposes the use of salicylic acid would be
excellent. An English authority recommends
its use at the rate of one ounce to three gallons
of water and one pound of sugar heated until
the sugar is dissolved. It is claimed that fruit
can be preserved for a year with a natural ap-
pearance. For various fruits the proportions
probably will vary, and experiments with the
acid will be necessary to show the extent of its
powers in this direction.—Remle.

1004. Peach Stones Splitting. This has been
attributed to deficiency of lime in soil.—Remle.

1057. Spent Hops as Manure. Hops which
have been used in brewing make a valuable fine

manure when rotted down to appear like leaf-

mold. The best way of preparing them is to

expose to the atmosphere where they quickly
decompose and become fit for use, the pile being
turned frequently. When mixed with potting
soil they suit Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Coleuses,
and other rapid growing plants that require rich
porous soil, being a good substitute for leaf-
mold. As spent Hops produce strong heat,
they are used in frames for striking cuttings off
rapidly; also for starting Asparagus and Seakale
into active growth. If mixed with leaves and
stable litter they form a good manure for
man.v garden purposes.

iMi- Starting a Market Garden. Various
works on market gardening are to be had from
the several horticultural news publishers, among
which may be mentioned as desirable, being
Henderson's Gardening for Profit, and Garden
and Farm Topics, and Brill's Farm Gardening
and Seed Growing. I would also ad\'ise the care-

ful perusal of the many excellent articles touch-
ing on the subject, which haw apj)eared notably
in Popular Gaupeninc :iiii1 othn standard hor-
ticultural periodicals of the day, thereby gaining
the knowledge and profltiug by the experience
of others, Ijcaringiumindthatin market garden-
ing like any other pursuit upon which one ma.v
enter, unacquainted perhaps with many of the
smaller but nevertheless important details, it is

always best to begin on a moderate scale and
enlarge as experience and necessity demand.
While competition is very brisk now in most
markets (m vegetable and fruit products, yet
the ambitious and trul.\- <leser\-ing gardener may
content liinis.il' with Ihc thought that remuner-
ati\'e i'rici.'s can always lie obtained for A 1

articles put up in attractive shape.—G. H. M.

1,0'27. Begonia rubra Ailing. If the plant has
been permitted to become too wetor dr.v at the

roots the buds will drop; or it may be becoming
exhausted by excessive blooming. In such cases
a litili' liiinid manure will be beneficial. If the
plant is growing in a cool temperature many of
the buds will drop.-C E. P.

l.Oiil. Liquidized Cow or Horse Manure. For
general ]nirposes I don't think there will be found
much difference between them. I would use
whichever could be readily procured.-C. E. P.

1,01.1. Maiden Hair Fern 'Wilting. They have
been growing in a close, warm, moist atmo-
sphere, and this is the reason why their fronds
shrivel so quickly after being cut. You cannot
remedy this now, but another season gi\'e them
more air while growing, and do not keep them
so close and warm. Thus treateil the fronds will
not be so large, but will have more substance
and last much longer after being cut.—C. E. P.

1.016. Chip Manure Insects. While the insects

in the cow manure will notpro\'etobe injurious,

I would not advise an.v one to use chip manure,
as I am of the opinion that it will harbor many
fimguoid or insect pests that might eventually
destroy or injure the crop.—C. E. P.

1.017. Lake Bed for Grape Cuttings. The
Grape cuttings will succeed providing the bed
does not contain too many shells or stones. You
will have to be the best judge of this, and if you
are unwilling to run any risk prepare another
bed.—('HAS. E. Parnell.

1.018. Grafts From Nursery Trees. I would
purchase the grafts.—C. E. P.

1.021. Name ofthe Monthly Honeysuckle. The
plant cannot be named from your description.

l.tf^-^. Blood Peach. Persica vulgaris follis

purpuris is no doubt the plant referred to. It is

a pretty dwarf tree in spring having leaves of a
deep blood red color and which is preserved on
the young growth the entire summer. To ensure
handsome compact specimens pruning must be
resorted to.—

<
'. E. P.

l,(lrXi. Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer. I have tried

them on Potatoes alongside of phosphate and
wood ashes, and find the coal ashes did as well
as the wood ashes and nearly as well as phosphate.
The tubers raised in coal ashes were very smooth.
My farm is moist hill land.—Wm. N. Hott, Hamp-
.sftire Co., Mas!<.

1,010. Bemoving Stones. I own a farm on
which st<ine is a familiar object, and I have found
it the best policy to make walls of them and cul-
tivate the soil.—Wm. N. Hoyt.

1,033. Benovating an Apple Orchard. My ex-
perience with an orchard which was not pruned
for 14 years, is that by careful pruning for 10
years I have managed to get a respectably good
crop. Care should be used not to trim too much
the first year.—Wm. N. Hott.

1.042. Cutting Scions for Grafting. I am not
a grafter, but the best results I ever saw was
where scions were cut in the spring and immedi-
ately set.—Wm. N. Hoyt.

1,033. Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer. I am of the
opinion that these possess a manurial value if

spread rather thickly and well worked in the
soil. They tend to lighten up heavy land and in
this way alone are decidedly beneficial —C. E. P.

l.O'^e. Scale on House Plants. You can wash
them off carefully with common soap suds or
with Tobacco, soap and water, which is better.

If the fronds of the Ferns are badly infested it

will be better to cut off and bum them. After
you succeed in cleaning your plants, watch them
closely and remove ever.v scale the instant it is

noticed. In cases of such pests as these, preven-
tion is better than cure.— (;. E. P.

1,037. Wild Everbearing Baspberry. This
may prove to be a valuable addition to our list

of everbearing or autumnal Raspberries, at least

for amateur cultivation. Before increasing or
distributing it however, I advise you to wait
until another fruiting season, and then send
specimens to some of our prominent small fruit
growei-s for an opinion as to its merits.—C. E. P.

1,039. Pruning and Grafting. To answer these
queries as fully as their importance demands
would occupy more space than could be sjiared

in this department. You should by all means
procure Downing's Fruits and Fruit Trees of
America, and Barry's Fruit (Jarden. and study
them up carefully during the winter mouths.
Valuable articles have also appeared in Popular
(iARDENINO.—C. E. P.

1.042. Cutting Cions for Grafting. I prefer to
cut before hard freezing weather sets in.—C. E. P.

1.043. Starting a Market Garden. Henderson's
Gardening for Profit, Quinn's Money in the Gar-
den and Rawson's Success in Market Gardening
books that could be studied with profit.—C. E. P.

970. Black Lice on Chrysanthemums. These do
injiu'y by feeding on the juices and thus weaken-
ing their vitality. The.v ma.\' be destroyed by
dipping the infesteil plants in a strong decoction
of Tobacco, made by pimring hot water (not
boiling) over a quantity of Tobacco leaves or
stems, and permitting these to soak in the water
for an houror so.— E. S. G.

997. Transplanting Celery. It is better to

prick out yoimg Celery plants in boxes before
the final transplanting. The root pruning that

takes place during the process stimulates the
growth of new fibres close to the base of the
stem, and renders the plant better able to endure
the removal to its final place. Set the young
plants two inches apart m shallow boxes filled

with rich compost. Water thoroughly and shade
for a day or two.— E. S. G.
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What Causes Tomato Rot?
O. H. MAHAN, CHENANGO CO., N. Y.

It is variously claimed that this disastrous

disease is the result of either extremes in tem-

perature, an exceedingly wet or dry season,

the using of plants grown from seed saved

from a previously affected crop, etc. Now
while I would not say that these causes may
not tend to this effect, yet I am inclined to the

belief, based on experience, to attribute it

more directly to the fact that the plants had

suffered a sudden check at some period of

their growth.
Each spring I raise large quantities of gar-

den and bedding plants^

Tomatoes being one of the

principal ones of the for-

mer. After being trans-

planted once or twice in

the boxes or "flats" in

which they are grown I

usually set them in the

open ground quite closely

together, removing them
from there as wanted for

selling. I usually try and
leave a plant every three

or four feet in the row to

mature its fruit.

The foregoing is what
was done the past season,

and now the point I am
trying to make is this:

plants were taken from
this bed and removed to

three different locations in

town widely separate,

combining at least two
very different soils, and in

each instance three fourths

of the fruit borne on these vines were
affected with rot at the blossom end, while
the plants left remaining in the rows bore
exceedingly fine fruit perfectly free from
the affection. Now why was it?

Certainly the season was the same in each
case and they were all from the same seed.

To my mind it was clearly the cause given
above; that at the time they were taken
from the bed and set out, the weather being
very dry, the plants sustained a check in

their growth which so weakened theii-

vitality that they became an easy prey to

their most common ailment. Care should
therefore be exercised at all times in setting

such plants to arrange to do so in a wet or

cloudy time and thereby remove the ten-

dency to this fatal disease.

high is the appreciation of the value of

botanical knowledge that in the parks of

even the smaller cities a portion of the land

is usually devoted to a systematic botanic

garden. It is gratifying, therefore, to see

that an interest is at last being awakened in

this matter in some quarters of America.

The people of New York city, for example,

are quite earnestly agitating the subject of

a botanical garden in their Central park, as

may be seen from the following account

from the Herald of that city. It is a subject

that .should be agitated in other cities also.

" The prominent florists of this city, in

. - J* » j#^,.i-^ ^'fiV^O'C *'^*^'Af*'^

Pig.m.

Botanical Gardens in America: In-
terest in the Subject in New

York City.

When it comes to the making of large out-

lays for magnificent parks and garden cem-
eteries, the cities and towns of America in

this latter part of the nineteenth century,
no doubt excel those of all other countries.

But, in what some would term a charac-
teristic American way,we seem to have more
regard to grand general effects in our parks
and park systems than to that completeness
of detail which should make the work also

in the greatest degree useful. We plant
thousands of ornamental trees of large

variety in these, biit where is the park in

which the trees and other plants are syste-

matically and plainly labelled for theeduca-
tion of the public? Ijarge sums of money
are annually spent by the managers of parks
for bedding plants to please the eye only,
and which pass entirely away with one
sea-son's use, but in what American city

does the park system include anything wor-
thy of being called a botanic garden where
instruction may be coupled, with the admir-
ation of plant beauty and the breathing of
pure air?

In these latter respects we stand far behind
our European brethren, for in Europe so

„ £-»re-t.^-^«i-. S<^^i-e ^SfT. TO },NCH.

A one-fnurth Acre Garden, arranged after the Chart on opposite page.

interviews published in the Herald, showed
conclusively that we are in urgent need of

the study ground that would be afforded by
a botanical garden. The necessity admitted
the next thing to be done was to find out

how such an institution could be established.

Consequently I called at the Corporation
Counsel's office in order to obtain a legal

view of the situation.
" Sections H94 and and 69.5, Consolidation

act, say in effect that the Park Department
shall have the power to establish and main-
tain in Manhattan Square or in any part of

Central Park, a botanical and a zoological

garden, and that admission thereto shall be
either free to the public or on the payment
of a small fee.

" The management of said garden may be
delegated to any society heretofore incor-

porated but the above mentioned grounds
shall always be under the control of the

park department.
" 'I'his was interpreted to mean that the

botanical garden would be ostensibly under
the control of the Park Commissioners and
that they would police the grounds, but the

Park Board is willing to have some proper-

ly qualified society manage the proposed
botanical gardens.

"President Robb of the Board of Park
Commissioners, declared himself a warm
supporter of the idea. He said: 'We suffer

considerably from the want of a botanical

garden. The proposition to establish one in

New York forms a splendid opportunity for

some rich man to hand donm his name
to posterity by founding it and thus benefit-

ing the whole community. All suggestions
are welcome, and if any society is prepared
to take the initiative the Park Board will be
pleased to consider them. The direct man-
agement of such a garden is a specialty and
should be in competent hands.

" 'I ^^ould suggest, for instance, that a
school of gardening should be established

in connection with the botanical garden and
perhaps the Bureau of Design, of the Park
Department, might be converted into a
school for landscape gardening, for it is

very hard to get competent landscape archi-

tects. We want them now and shall need
them more and more when we get to

work on the new parks.'
" 'We should have everything good here

that they have in the great cities of Europe.
We have great wealth and a great nation

behind us. So far as the idea of making
the botanical garden a State affair is con-

cerned I am opposed to it. I am in favor of

home rule. If the State feels the want of a
botanical garden let the State establish

one at Albany.'
" Park Commissioner M. C. D. Borden

said: 'The argument that,

as we could only give
about twenty .five or thirty

acres to the proposed
botanical garden in Cen-
ttal Park an admission fee

would have to be charged
to prevent overcrowding,
is not a good one. The
public should have free

admission into public
grounds. I feel very
strongly in this matter
and shall be pleased to

meet members of the Hor-
ticultural or any similar

society and discuss the

matter with them.'
" Mr. Peter Henderson,

one of the oldest seeds-

men and greenhouse pro-

prietors in this city said:

'When the subject of New
York city having a botan-

ical garden under the con-

trol of the Park Commis-
sioners is proposed, every one interested in

horticulture, will most heartily acquiese.
" It should, in my opinion, be controlled

by the City rather than by the State, and, if

possible, be located in Central Park, for

even if a hundred acres of the Park were
devoted to such a purpose it would not in

any way lessen it as a breathing space; it

would simply change the landscape to be

one of instruction as well as ornament, and
if its management be properly administered
by practical horticulturists—not by kid

glove professors, or worse yet, political place

hunters—it would be of vast benefit.

" 'There is no botanical garden worthy
of the name in this country except at Wash-
ington. The superintendent there, William
R. Smith, has probably no peer as a botan-

ist in this or any other country, and is

enthusiastic in his work. But the way that

the United States doles out its appropria-

tions for botanical science is miserly

compared with that of England and other

European countries.
" 'The Botanical Garden of Kew, near

London, has been not only a great filed of

instruction for the masses, but it has also

served as a training school for horticultur-

ists not only for p]urope but for America, as

is well known by the fact that many gradu-
ates from Kew are prominent in this coun-
try both as managers of private horticul-

tural establishments and as . successful

commercial gardeners.
" 'In this country there is estimated to be

nearly two hundred thousand men engaged
in commercial horticulture in its various

branches, employing many millions of capi-

tal, so it can easily be seen that a botanical

garden would be valuable as a training

school as well as a pleasure-giving result.' "

Coal Ashes as a Fertilizer.

These contain little or no plant food.

They, however, exercise a beneficial effect

on heavy clay soil by preventing baking and
increasing the capillary power for water.
They form an excellent mulch.
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Continued from page 72.

HERBACEOUS AND SEED-GROWJJ PLANTS.

In the preceding sections of this serial the

attention has been confined, with a single

exception (that of the Strawberry), to

growths of a woody nature—trees, shrubs

and vines. Now we will take up that divi-

sion of vegetable life suited to use in a Com-
plete Garden which embraces plants of a
herbaceous or succulent nature, a chief

characteristic of which is the producing of

a new growth from the ground upwards
annually and which dies down as often

either soon after maturity or in the fall.

The plants under this head may be classi-

fied according to their habits, duration and
other characteristics as follows: Annuals,

Biennials and Perennials.

Aniiualx. All those plants that flower

the first year from seed, and, after yielding

a new crop of seed, die, root and all, are in-

.cluded in this class. Among familiar il-

lustrations are Peas, Corn, Asters, Morning
Glories, etc. The Annuals may be again divi-

ded according to hardiness, as Hardy, Half-

Hardy and Tender Annuals. Hardy An-
nuals readily germinate their seeds and
make their growth to maturity, if planted

in the open air early in the spring and
without the aid of artificial heat. HnJf-
hitrdy Annuals are more tender than the

hardy class on which account the seeds

should be started either under glass or else

sown in the open ground only after danger

of frost to the young seedling is over. Ten-

der Annuals are yet more susceptible to

Injury from cold than the last named. To
sow the seeds of these in the earth before it

is well warmed, either artificially under
glass or by the sun in the open air, is to in-

vite their loss. To this class belong such
lovers of heat as the Squash and Gourd,
Castor Oil Bean, Salvia, etc.

Bicn n ials are plants that ordinarily flower

the second year after sowing and then ripen

their seed and die, root and all. They may
be hardtj, as the Parsnip, Salsify and Can-
terbury Bell, or half hardy like the Beet,

Celery, Brompton Stock, etc.

Perennials live from year to year pro-

ducing a new herbaceous growth above
ground annually, but which dies to the

earth as often while the root continues

alive. This class is divided into Hardy
Perennials and some H(df Hardy and Ten-

der Perennials, each of which includes

some bulbous and tuberous plants. Pa^onies,

Hyacintlis, Rhubarb and Asparagus are

representatives of the hardy perennials.

A most important division of the seed

grown plants is that of the culinary vege-

Fiy. 57. Garden Marker and Line.

tables which form such an important article

of food, and to these some attention will

now be devoted.

THE VEGETABLE DEPARTMENT OF THE
GARDEN.

In no department of horticulture has
there been greater advances made in recent
years than in that which relates to the cul-

ture, use and wonderful variety of culinary
vegetables. Not only is the light, pleasant
and excellent food afforded by the green

•Copyright, 1887, Popular Gardening Publishing Co.

vegetables moi-e sought for and eaten than

ever in the past, but it is also of better qual-

ity as a result of selection and improved
cultivation. That the improving health

and increasing length of life, which statis-

tics prove to be certainly gaining in the

present age, are in some part due to the

increased consumption of vegetables and
fruits in large variety, cannot be doubted.

Admitting all this, as readily can be done,

there is yet vast room for improvement in

tivation. The improved horse or hand im-

plements, which are such a great help In

keeping a garden clean, can be used to far

better advantage through long rows than
through short ones. In the engraving oppo-

site I aim to show the most desirable and
simple form of a quarter acre vegetable

garden.

Another advantage of the elongated gar-

den is that the plowing and other operations

of preparing the soil can be better done

'Ye'n%\™ds.''"^- Asparagus, 2 ft.xl ft. Rhubarb, 4 ft.x4 ft.

Class B — Kinds Tomatoes, 4x4 ft.

3°^.^RT.'*°^^'^^* Potatoes. 3 to 4x2 ft.

Artichoke, .3 to 4 ft. apart.
Artichoke, Jerusalem, 3 ft.

Class C — Includ- xM-
INO kinds for Borecole, 3x2 ft.

ROWS 3 FT. APART. *Beans, running, 3 t't.x4 ft.

*Sweet Corn, 3 or 4 ft. apai t.

;*Egg Plant, 3x2 ft.

Celery, tall, ixl4 ft.

under C).

(See Squashes, MelonSt
etc., See under D.

Peas, Tall, D 3 ft. I

Potatoes, Early, 3xM ft. \

Cardoon, 3x1!^ ft.

Cucumbers, 3 or 4 ft. apart.
Nasturtium, D.

f
Celery, Dwarf, 3 ft.

I
x^ ft. Mail abio

"1 foUowEarlyBeets,
I

Early Cahbage,
I Onione.

Cabbage, Late, 'MZft

2 ft.xlj^ ft,

Class D — Ikclud-

S?wsT"p\."SSP«--Dwarf,D2ft.

Cabbage, Early, I Plant Early Spinach, Lettuce, Radish, Horseradvih, midway

MULTIPLES OF 2
FT. APART.

lit, .1^Ml I tiff (.J^J^C/IUO/llj J^l/t't' «.VT>1 <«iU'U.L>:3f ti

between rows <ir foUuxo with Celery.

I

Follow with Late Cabbage, (2*3 /t.) Celery, <JixHft.)
Plant at intcri^als in Pea rows to occupy g-round later.

*Suminrr Siiiia.ili,{i.rif1.) *Mcurrows, (iVS ft.) *Fall

I
and Winter fiiimvli. iWxW ft). *Mmk Melons, (6.r6/t.)

I *Water »i((o;i,s, ;.s.cS ft.)

Horseradbih, ZxVAft-. may follow Early Beets atul Early Cabbage.
Broccoli, 2x21^ ft. Bvussel's Sprouts, 2x2 ft. *Beans, (Bush), D 2 ft.

*Martynia, 2x2 ft. »Okra, Dwarf, 2x2 ft. *Pepper, 2x2H ft.

^ .„„ 1? T„„, i„i^ 'Carrots, Dl)^ ft. or less. I S DriU Early Radiehts or Ea/rly Spinach between
(..LABS El— iNCL D G Parsuips D li4 ft ( I row^

fi"^ '»*!?«»'!?'"* Kohl Kabi, IWxMft. Celeriac. ikx^ ft. Chervil, 1^x1^ ft.
1^ I r. APAKT. Turnips, Dli^ft.,may follow any early season crops.

Class F — Includ-
ing kinds for
rows 1 ft. apart.

Beet, Early, D

1

ft ) Follou' with Celery, [SxH"
1 Spinach, (D 1 ft.)

ft.),and Horseradish, (arlM/f-) FiM

Beet, Late, D 1 ft.

\ Follow with Celery.iSxiift.),
Onions, D 1 ft.- ft. or lightly broadcast).

I broadcast.)
Spinach, Early, D 1 ft., folUnv with Tomatoes, (4r4 ft.)

. Fall Spinach, (D 1 /(.), Turnips, (D 1

Winter Radishes, {D 1 ft. or lightly

Salsify, D 1 ft.

Collard, D 1 ft.

Spinach, W. Radish,

. I *Anise.

g Balm.
a I

*Basil, Sweet.
a

1
Caraway." ' Catnip.
Coriander.
Feuuel, Sweet.
Lavender.

Dlft.

Endive, 1x1 ft.

Corn Salad, D 1

Lettuce, Radish.
ft.

D. 1

Marjoram.
Mint.
Rosemary.
Savory.
Saffron.
Sage.

. Thyme.

. or between Early Cabbage.
Cress, D 1 ft.

Dandelions, D 1 ft.

Garlic, IxH ft.

Leek, IxH ft.

Mustard, D 1 ft.

Parsley, lx% ft.

Schorozonera, D 1 ft.

Chives, IxJ^.
Onion Sets, IxH ft.

D kinds tor drills. Successional crops are printedA Indicates the kinds that ai'e more tender,

in Italics.

A Chart for Guiding the Arrangement of the Vegetable Garden, showing the Distance apart

for Kinds, Successive Crops and other Information. Copyrighted.

the average vegetable garden of the land.

Many and many a tiller of the soil, for

pleasure or for profit, has notyetdischarged
his full obligation to himself and to his

family l)y providing such a free and steady

supply of garden products the year around
as the best of health and economy demands.
The oljject, therefore, of the present chapter

is to outline sucli a course as will lead to

the conducting of the vegetable raising

branch of a Complete Garden on the most
simple, economical and varied plan. The
important subject of fitting the land for

vegetable growing by underd raining, cul-

ture and manuring, has been referred to in

former chapters. 1 will therefore proceed

with the subject of arrangement.
Arranijinti the (lanlen. The l)est plan

for the vegetable garden is the most simple

one that can be made on consistent lines.

The land should be free from fruit or other

trees, as well as of anything like walks,

edgings, flower beds, etc., partaking of a

permanent nature, unless indeed, the latter

be at the sides or ends. The openness

which is secured by the absence of trees,

tends to the securing of a better quality and
flavor in the products, for sun and air are

essential to raising the best vegetables.

A most common obstacle to be met in gar-

dening is the presence of weeds, which start

up thickly everywhere. To keep the ground
perfectly clear of these, asshoukl always be

done, it is best to have the rows extend from
end to end through the greatest length of

the garden, with a view to simplifying cul-

than when the turns are shorter. Such a
garden as I refer to does not necessarily do
away with the idea of plenty of walks. In

the engraving it will be observed that there

are two main central crosswalks, besides

several shorter ones in the lower left hand
corner and those skirting the plat. But the

former are mere temporary walks, being

formed by discontinuing the rows crosswise

of the area wherever the walks are wanted.

It may often be convenient to bring in such

temporary cross walks as are shown in the

herb garden of the lower left part wherever
kinds are to be grown that require but a

short length of row. The only permanent
features of such a garden as is liere outlined

are the lines of perennial plants like Rhu-
barb and Asparagus at the upper side, the

space for frames in the same line and the

screen of evergreens which skirt the plat to

the north and west.

Distanee of Phnitimj and Surressional

I 'raps. To keep the garden ground very rich

and then useing it to the best advantage is

an excellent rule in vegetable culture. To
use it to the best purpose implies the plant-

ing of the crops at proper distances apart so

that there shall be neither a waste of land

or a crowded state of the plants. And in

addition to this due regard must be paid to

have the early crops succeeded by later ones

throughout the season. These are matters

in which many err. In order to render

the subject very clear even to the inexper-

ienced, the engraving figure .56 and the chart

pertaining thereto are offered.
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The principle in the main observed in this

plan is the simple one of classing the kinds

that require rows the same distance apart,

or multiples of that distance by themselves.

SLx classes are employed, varying in the

distance between rows from upwards of

three feet apart (A, b) to 1 foot apart (F),

and into one or another of these all vegeta-

bles likely to be cultivated are brought.

In the chart the vegetables of each class

are named, in ordinary type, with the second

or other successional crops in italic type.

Another important distinction made is that

of indicating which are the more tender

kinds of plants all such being preceded by a

star. These kinds are half-hardy and ten-

der, hence sensitive to cold and cannot

safely be trusted out in the spring so long

as there is any danger of frosts. All other

kinds, as a rule, may be sown as early in

the spring as the soil can be worked up
finely. By keeping this chart before one
the intelligent laying out of the vegetable

plat becomes an easy matter, whatever may
be its shape or extent.

Half of the beauty of a vegetable garden
depends on having the rows, which extend

from end to end, without reference to cress

walks or the length occupied by any partic-

ular kind of vegetables, as nearly straight

as possible. To thus lay it out, pro^^ding

at the same time for rows of the different

widths apart, the implements shown in fig-

ures 57 are needed. The first is the common
iron reel with line, used for guiding the

other implement, namely the marker, in its

first trip across the garden. If after one or

more rounds of the marker any material

deviation from a straight line is observed in

its course it is well to again stretch the

line to correct this.

This marker is a simple affair to be drawn
by hand and which can be made by anyone
who has a few good tools and the lumber.

On one side the marking teeth should be

one foot apart on the other 1)^ feet apart.

By using the full markers sowing to each

mark and by skipping one or more of the

marks regularly in sowing, rows of any
distance apart from one foot up may be had.

(To be Continued.)

Fruit Trees in Front Yards.

Few things in this world are handsomer
than well-grown fruit trees when they

are in blossom and when carrying a crop of

fruit What better argument is wanted

therefore, for convertmg the fiont yard of

A Front Ta/rd Planted with FYuit Trees

many small places into dwarf Pear or

dwarf Apple plantations.

In the accompanying engraving is shown
one of a type of gardens common near Paris,

France, planted to fruit trees and this shows
how much may be done in such a direction.

A mere spot of ground is planted with care-

fully-selected and choice trees, well-trained,

and the result is, even from an ornamental
point of view, better than it often is where

subjects that have only beauty to recom-
mend them are planted.

It will be observed that the trees are set

in cultivated areas outlined by tile edgings.

Beneath the trees, Pansies, Pinks, and other

hardy flowers grow, and the presence of the

trees does not prevent the little garden from
being made gay with flowers. In winter,

the graceful pyramidal Pear trees and well

and simply-formed Peach and Plum
trees against the walls, certainly often

look better than little gardens arranged
otherwise ; in spring there is the beauty

of fruit-tree blossoms ; and in autumn,
the crown of trees—good fruit.

prizes and awarrls gratuities just in the same
manner as they do for flowers, fruits or vegeta-

bles, e.vcept that all the exhibitions except of

window gardening are held at the society's ball,

while the exhibitions of window gardening are

held in various parts of the city and suburbs, in

order to save the children the journey to Horti-

cultural HaU; and the great drawback this com-
mittee first encountered (that of keeping children

from their dinner) is overcome. You may won-

A New Enemy to the Apple Tree.

In addition to the list of 179 species of

insects that, according to Prof. Ltntner,

prey upon the Apple, Prof. Popenoe, In

Bulletin No. 3, of the Kansas Experi-

ment Station, reports on another one
that has been found quite extensively

distributed throughout Kansas. The «"

insects, which he suggests might be
called the Apple flea-beetle, is known
to scientists as Ornptodera foliacca, usu-

ally occurring upon plants of the Even-
ing Primrose (Otiariraccce) family, being
especially partial to the Silky Gauras
{Oaura pnrviflora), the leaves of which are

often riddled by the beetle in question,

and which attracted attention during May
and June on the college grounds hj its attack

upon the Apple trees. In orchard trees

only the branches near the ground suffered,

and these but slightly. The greatest injury

was done in the nursery where the beetle

often defoliated the spring-set root-grafts,

the yearling trees, and seriously injured

even the 3-year-old trees. The insects are

most active in bright warm weather and
are then attracted to the trees in great num-
bers, where they feed upon the parenchyma
of the leaf as in the illustration, avoiding

the veins and midrib. But on young shoots

of the root-grafts their work is most injuri-

ous for they keep the new growth cut so

close that the graft sometimes fails to

recover. The yearlings though denuded,

usually recover and throw out new leaves

after their attack is over.

Like its near ally, the steel-blue Grape
beetle, the species is easily alarmed, and
on being approached, springs off the leaf,

and seeks safety in flight, but only to return,

however, and occupy its feeding ground
when the danger is past.

The advance of this beetle was easily

checked by timely spraying with the mix-
ture of arsenical poison {Paris green or

London purple) in water, as used against

the codling moth. As the beetles fly well,

they may come in from time to time through
three weeks or more from other localities, it

may be necessary to repeat the application

especially if heavy rains should occur. The
strength employed, about six ounces of

London purple to a barrel of water we
found did some injury to the tender leaves.

The following is a brief description: The
Apple-flea beetle measures from 4 mm.
(.15 to .19 inch) in length, is ovate in general

outline, and is inmost parts highly polished

and brassy green in color. The antennfe,

except the first-three joints, are usually

dark-brownish black, the color obscured by

a short gray pubesence. The feet are dull

or reddish brown, and, with the legs and
under parts generally, are thinly clothed

with gray pubescence.

Work of Insect, (b) Apple Flea-Beetle, enlarged. {Drawn
by Marlett.

\

der why our exhibitions could not be in the fore-

noon or afternoon, but that plan was tried and
found wanting in time, as it is an immense
amount of work to look over 200 or 300 plants,

repot a lot of them, trim and tie to trellises, etc.,

in so limited a time. Now we have the children
bring their plants in the morning, go home to

dinner at noon (they can, li\ing near the exhibi-

tion) and return in the afternoon to find the
prizes awarded. The plan works perfectly, and
is leading to an immense amount of good.

Window Gardening Association.

A reference is made to an association of this

kind at Boston, Mass., as if it existed independ-

ently. This is a mistake. The thing referred

to is simply one of the committees of the Massa-
chusetts Horticultural Society—the committee
on Window Gardening—and our society offers

Grubs Eating Strawberry Plants.

To avoid loss from this pest do not set plants on
an inverted sod or near decaying stumps. Their
presence at the roots of a Strawberry plant may
be detected by the foliage withering in dry
weather. The infested plant cannot often be
saved, but by killing the grub its neighbors ma.v
escape destruction.— E. S. G.

New York IVIarlcet Quotations,
I

Showing Tendencies.
Week ending Week ending

Dec. 18.

Apples—King, per bbl $1 7.')®2 50
Pippin, perbbl.,
N. Spy, perbbl I 00®1 50
Baldwin, per bbl 1 00®1 37

• • loooaooGreening, choice, per bbi
Snow, per bbl

Cranberries-Cape Cod, per bbl.
Grapes—Concord, per lb.,

Catawba, per lb.,

Niagara, per lb.,

Delaware, per lb.,

Pears—Duchess, per bbl. ,

Virgalieu, per bbl.,

Vicar, per bbl.,
KieBEer, per bbl

Quince.'*—per bbl.,
Apples—evaporated. 1888 fancy,

Evapotated 1888. common. .. _
Evaporated 1887, per lb i@
Chopped, per lb 19|®
Cores and skius, 1®

Blackberries—evaporated 1888,.. 5@

2S0@8 50

a® S

Dec. 4.

«1 75®2 00
150@3 00

75@ia5
1 00@1 75
1 50@2 00
3 50®8S0
1^21^

4 00@4 5(1

4nu@5 00
2 50@aoO
3 00®4 50
50®125

4H®
5
2

IM
5J4

Cherries—evaporated 1888 13@ 15

1|^®2«

5®514
13® 16

mi® UJ^
18® 20
7® 9
7® 10

22
20

3 0C@4 00
50®2 00
75®100

100
2 7.5@3 25
I 00®1 25
125®150
3 00®2 75
lifl®125

75(51 1 00
1 50® 1 76

Huckleberries—evap'edperbbl., 103^@ 11

Peaches—Dei., evap't'd, peeled, . IS® 20
Del., evap't'd, luipeeled. 7@ 9
Southern, peeled, 7® 10
Southern, unpeeled, 1888 3J^

Plums—South. Daw.son, per lb„. 7
Raspberrles-evap'fd 1888, lb.,.. 21® 23

Sim-dried 1888, lb 19® 20
Cabbage, Long Island, per 100,. . 1 OOeS 50
Cauliflower, per bbl 150®4 00
Celery, L. I., per doz. bunches. . 75®1 uo
Kale. Norfolk, per bbl., 50® 75
Onions—State yellow, per bbl... 1 00

Eastern, white per bbl 2 i.5®3 75
Potatoes—State Burbank, 180 lb. 1 12® 1 25

State Rose, per 180 lb 1 37@1 75
Sweet Jersey, per bbl 2 00(52 50

Squash, Hubbard, per bbl 2 0(lei2 50
Spinach, Norfolk, per bbl , 1 5lJSi2 00
Turnips, Russia, per bbl 40® 75

Hickory Nuts 100®176

EXrORT APPLE TRADE.

Liverpool quotations given by Dp Long, Mayer & Co.
Week ending Week ending
Dec. 17. Dec. 10.

Baldwins . per bbl $1 69® 2 18 $1 93® 2 64
Grccnlni;s!, iicr bbl 1 81 " 2 00 218"266
Newtiiu-u Pippin, per bbl 145"(i05 1 93 '* 7 50
Boston Biiklwin, per bbl 1 45 " 1 81 1 81 " 2 25

Shipments Week ending Week ending
Dec. 15. Dec. 8.

Fi'om all ports to Liverpool, . . 18,206 hbls. 44,897 bbls.
From all l)orts to Glasgow,... 7,494 " 27,365 "
From all ports to Loudon, ...5,641 " 17,416 "
From all other outside ports, 400 " 4,923 "

A totat export for week of. . .31,741 bbls. 94.591 bbls.

The total exports for the season, up to Dec. 15, had
aggregated more than 1,000,000 bbls., as against totals
for the years of 1887 of 591,000, and lor 1886 of 744,539 bbls.



POPULAR GARDENING
AND FRUIT GROWING.

"AOOUSE NOT NATURE, SHE HATH DONE HEB PAST; DO TBOV BUT THINE."—Vlujaat.

Vol. IV. iFEBiexTJ^iair, lass. No. 5.

The Voice of Spring.
I come, I cornel ye have called me long—
I come o'er the mountains with light and song!
I have breathed on the south and the (Jroeus flowers
By thousands have burst from the hidden bowers,
And the ancient graves and the fallen fanes
Are veiled with wreaths on Italian plains;

But It Is not for me In my hour of bloom,
To speak of the ruin or of the tomb!
From the streams and founts I have loosed the chain.
They are sweeping on to the silvery main,
They are flashing down from the mountain brows.
They are flinging spray o'er the forest boughs.
They are bursting fresh from their sparry caves.

And the earth resounds with the joy of waves.
—Felicia Bemans,

Look out for sharp night freezes after bright

days.

Few trees are better suited to cemetery plants

ing than the Thorns; fine form, foliage and bloom.

Off with the Black Knot. A fine of five

dollars is the just Canadian penalty for permit-
ting this fungus to grow.

In time of Peace Prepare for War. Every
cultivator of the soil should make a study of our
common foes, the insects; howbeit some insects

are friends and should be chei-ished. Do you
know the good from the bad 't It is possible to

know for Harris, Saunders, Cook, Packard and
others in their works will tell you. Knowledge
here is power to the plant grower.

Commissioner of Agriculture. A successor

to Commissioner Coleman will be chosen by the

incoming administration. It is important that

an able agriculturist be selected for the place.

Could a better man be named than Professor J.

L. Budd of Ames, Iowa? He is progressive and
wide awake and for many years has devoted his

time lai-gely to the interests of the soil products
of the country. His observations have been
widened by extensive travels abroad in the in-

terests of new fruits. He is near to the people as

is shown by his numerous valuable contributions

to the agricultural press of the entire country.

He is an able jn-actical cultivator and student

not a theorist.

On to Florida. Arrangements have now
been completed for what promises to be one of

the best meetings the American Pomological

Society has ever held, to take place at Ocala,

Florida, on the Mth to the 2'3nd of this month.
This will be the first time that a meeting of this

society has been held in the extreme south and
extensive preparations are being made by the

Pomologists of the south for the reception of

their northern friends. The session wUl open
February 20th and continue three days at Ocala,

located in the central part of the peninsula, in

the midst of the Orange region. The climate is

salubrious and healthful. No cases of yellow
fever have occurred in that region, and the direct

railroads leading to Ocala from the north pass

through none of the districts where it has

existed. No fear, however, need be entertained

of visiting any portion of the state on this

account. Since the occurrence of severe frosts

the last quarantine, that of Jacksonville, has

been raised, and the tide of winter travel is

in progress. The Florida International and Sub-
Tropical Exposition, which opened in .lanuary,

will be held at the same time and its commo-
dious buildings have been tendered to the use of

the society, A matter of much importance to

northern visitors is that 35 trunk railroads offer

to carry passengers the round trip for a fare and
one third. All persons who think of attending
the meeting should apply to Secretary A. A.
Crozier of Washington, D. C, for a list of these

roads and instructions. The programme of the

coming meeting is a most excellent one as
follows: Results of Recent Experiments in the
Treatment of Vine Diseases, B. T. Galloway,
Washington: Orange Culture in Louisiana,
A. W. Rountree, New Orleans; Cherries for
the Mississippi Valley, J. L. Budd, Iowa; Nomen-
clature Reform, T. T. Lyon, Michigan; Improve-
ment of our Native Grapes, Geo. W. ("ampbell,
Ohio; Relation of Hybridization to Acclimatiza-
tion, Prof. L. H. Bailey, New York; Judging
Citrus Fruits, H. E. VanDeman, Washington;
Gluts, their Causes and Remedy, Burnett Hroth-
ers, Chicago; American Fruits in Foreign Mar-
kets, H. G. Foster, Florida; Co-operative Sell-

ing, Westley Webb, Delaware; Insects Injuri-

ous to Fruits, C. V. Riley, Washington; Peach
Yellows, Erwin F. Smith, Washington; Prob-
lems in Pomology, E. S. Gofl, New York; Pine-
apple Culture, G. L. Lucas, Florida; Cross-fertil-

ization, J. C. Neal, Florida; Peach Growing in

Florida, G. L. Taber, Florida. Other important
topics will also be presented; while the discus-

sions upon new fruits, methods of judging
fruits and the subject of markets will be of

special value.

The Points of Good Pruning
Summed up.

V. H. AUGDB, CONNECTICtJT STATE POMOLOOIST.

To have an ideal tree, one should com-
mence at the outset and prune annually at

least. A young tree should have only three

or four leading branches, all others should
be pruned out; and as the tree grows, super-

fluous branches should never be allowed to

remain. Thus in the earlier years we have
a very open tree which becomes a model at

maturity; but let no year pass without its

annual pruning.
Varieties vary as to needed pruning, thus

the R. I. Greening needs a dift'erent plan

from the Baldwin or the Ben Davis. The
Northern Spy needs spreading, the Green-
ing needs throwing up, and all need keeping
in evenly balanced heads.

With Pears, those varieties like the

Buffum and Sheldon need spreading, and
the Seckel always much thinning out, but
neither the Apple nor the Pear usually need
shortening in unless one sided in shape,

never let branches crowd for sunlight and
free circulation of air are indispensable for

welldeveloped fruit and a superfluous branch
is a needless drain upon the resources of a
tree. A good pruning knife, and an iron

mallet and thin bladed chisel are excellent

tools for pruning.

When trees are properly attended to no
large branches should need removal, but
when that is the case a good saw is required,

but not one orchard In one hundred is what
it might have been with proper pruning.

First have the ideal in mind, and then
step by step, year by year, proceed towards
its attainment.

Successful Violet Growing.
.TAMES CURRIE, MILWAUKEE CO., WIS.

Within the past few years the cultivation

of the Violet, for winter bloom, has been at-

tended by such doubtful results that many
of the growers who used to devote large

areas to its culture, are now rejecting it

altogether, as the flowers, though yet pop-
ular, are not so much in demand as they
were five or six years ago. It has been our
fortune to escape the disease which has been
so destructive in certain sections of the

country; and we have also been remarkably
free from the attack of red spider, which in
our neighborhood has been very annoying,
and no doubt in sections where dry weather
prevailed,similar troubles were experienced.
Our exemption from red spider is, no

doubt, wholly attributable to the treatment
given our plants during the hot dry weather;
whether this also accounts for the non-ap-
pearance of the disease we will allow those
of our readers who have had sufficient ex-
perience with it to be the judges. The gen-
eral plan of culture of this plant is simple
and familiar; but that nothing of the plan
which proves so successful with us may re-

main unexplained, a brief account is given:
In the spring in preparing our plants for

the following season, we use young shoots
or runners, whether rooted or not, rejecting
the old plants. These young plants, if not
rooted, are put closely together in boxes
until roots are formed, after which they are
potted in three inch pots about the middle
of April. They are kept in cool houses for

a time, and as early as the weather will per-

mit are set in a cold frame. When the
ground is in proper condition, and danger
of severe frost is over, they are planted out
in beds, when begins the treatment to which
we specially refer.

First we carefully avoid doing that which
many growers favor, namely, planting in a
somewhat sha<ly place. We are convinced
that a fully exposed situation is of the ut-

most importance to secure a strong, stubby,
healthy growth, and we plant accordingly,
in soil that is moderately rich and thoroughly
pulverized ; and when dry hot weather sets

in water is liberally supplied by means of an
ordinary lawn sprinkler, regardless of how
hot the sun may shine on the plants, which
grow thriftily throughout the summer, no
matter how hot and dry it may be. The
sprinkling is continued as the weather and
soil demands; and on very hot days, even if

the soil is wet, the plants are given a bath.
All runners are removed as they appear,

and the soil is kept loose by frequent stirring

with the hoe until steadycold weather setsjn,

then the plants are taken up and housed,
generally about the 10th of October, at

which time the plants are invariably well
supplied with buds; and under the sprink-
ling treatment, however hot and dry the
summer may be, tlie plants are always free

from red spider, which under favorable con-
ditions often utterly ruin the plants.

While it is our practice to propagate by the
young plants only, yet single cuttings from
the old plants sometimes succeed, but can-
not be relied upon to do as well as the young
ones. It has been proven to our satisfaction

that plants which have once been forced are
of no further value, and it is a mistake to

grow them a second year, and we would
advise growers who have been in the habit
of growing old plants, or even portions of

them, year after year, to propagate by run-
ners or young shoots. If growers who allow
their Violets to depend on the rain for
watering were to liberally supply them with
water in any way most convenient, they will

have instead of small sickly plants at the
end of the summer large thrifty clumps,
with clean, healthy foliage and innumerable
flower buds.
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On the Crafting of Trees.
Can you graft? No doubt a majority of

our readers could answer this question by
"yes." But we are aware also that thous-
ands who have an interest in gardening and
horticulture yet feel that in some way graft-

ing is a practice beyond their reach. They
would feel timid about undertaking the
operation even when marked advantages
were in sight. This should not be. for it is

an art that may be easily understood and
practiced by any intelligent per.son, man,
woman or child. Let us look into the
matter somewhat.
The Gains from Gkafting. The prin-

ciple of grafting is that of setting a scion
of one tree, usually such as has some
specially desirable quality, on the stem
branch or root of another, usually of

inferior quality, to have them unite by
growth, and eventually form an im-
proved tree. Tlius by means of grafting,

rare and improved ornamental or fruit

trees may be secured in a few years
through setting scions of the same upon
a well established stock of some related

kind. An improved seedling Pear tree

tliat would not fruit in a dozen years
might be made to do so in three or four
years by grafting it on the extremities of

a mature tree.

Some other desirable points to be gained
through gi-afting are: Adapting kinds
to soils and climates for which they
would not be suited on their own roots,

by grafting such on species more hardy,
thus the Peach and Apricot on Plum to

adapt them to heavy soils; delicate Apples
on hardier stocks for northern regions;

to render dwarf certain kinds of trees suit-

ing them to smaller grounds, by grafting
on suitable stocks of slower growth, as the
Pear on Quince, the Apple on Paradise
stocks, the Cherry on Mahabel stocks, etc.;

grafting several kinds on the same tree for
securing fi-uit in a succession of varieties in a
small garden; in ornamental trees of two
sexes, bringing both on one stock in order
that fruit bearing may be promoted.
Conditions to Success. Contact of Cum-

hluin-hiycr. The fundamental principle
which applies to all grafting is the necessity
of forming a direct communication between
the line of division, consisting of cells gorged
with sap that lays between the wood and the
bark, in order that the sap may pass to and

Relation of Stock ond Scion. There must
be near relation here, either as varieties of
the same species (e. g. one Apple on another
Apple) or as species of the same genus (e. g.

an improved Grape on the wild one, Eng-
lish Elm on the American species etc.), or
at farthest as genera of the same nattiral

family (e. g. the Pear on the Quince, the
Peach on Plum, etc. ) Outside of grafting
one variety upon another, no absolute rule
as to what sorts vrill "take" upon others,

T

Fig. 1. lUiistrating Cleft Oraftinn. Knife above.

from the inserted scion. This narrow circle
of cells is called the Cambium-layer, and it

is the point at which the growth of both the
wood and the bark proceeds. In the season
when the sap How's freely the bark may
easily be separated from the wood at this

layer. It is discernable without any diffi-

culty, and in the engravings annexed this
layer is shown by the inner mark which de-
fines the l)ark of the shoot, where a cross
section of wood is represented.

i'eiiecr (Jraftiim at carious stages, and Shiiwi

the point of Union after one year.',

even of the same family, can be laid down.
This is an interesting field for experiment.
Time for Graftimj. The proper season

for trees growing in the open air is In early
spring when the sap is in motion, previous
to leafage. In fruit trees this commences
earliest with the Cherry and Plum, and
ends with the Apple and Pear. If the grafts
are cut in the winter and kept as nearly dor-
mant as possible, they may be set some
weeks later than if they are cut as used.
Many ornamental trees, such as Magnolias,
Dogwoods,OaliS,Japan Maples, Horse Chest-
nuts, Pines, Spruces, are grafted In August,
in the close atmosphere of a shaded green-
house, using young potted plants for stocks.

Othtr RcciUifiitcs. Properly setting the
graft so that it wiU be secure against being
displaced by the wind, properly protecting
the place of union from drying or from ex
ternal moisture, by applying grafting wax,
and a healthy condition of the stock and
scion are of these. A sharp knife with
flat blade should be used for dressing all

faces, and another one for other uses.

Some Modes of Grafting. Cleft

Qrafting. This is the most common method
in use in the United States. It is especially

adapted to trees of some years of maturity.
For the operation a grafting knife such as
is shown in the upper part of figure 1 is de-
sirable, and which may be made of iron,

with the part a of steel, by any blacksmith.
A scion ready to be set is shown by (t (of

the lower part), in which the bottom end is

neatly shaved to a wedge, h represents the
head of the stock after being cut off hori-

zontally with a saw, smoothed with a knife
and splitready to receive the scion. Tlie split

is made with the blade a by slightly tapping
it. The part !> of the knife is inserted in the
center of the split at the top to slightly pry
it open for receiving the scions at each side;

after removing the blade the spring of the
stock should hold the scions securely, d d d
represent scions properly in place. The
right hand figure shows a shoot only
sufficiently large to receive a single scion.

The dotted lines e c represent the probable
outline of the wax to be applied.

Crown or Rind drafting. This method
shovsTi by Fig. 3 is a favorite one with some
grafters. Its advantages are that the stock
is not split, and less wax or other substance
will suffice to keep out the moisture from
the wood than by cleft grafting. In pre-
paring the scion a it is cut in only from one
side and about half through, and then is

cut out smoothly to the end. To set the
graft, directly between the bark and the
wood, a smooth wedge of hard wood or bone

is first inserted to make a way for the
former. Some do not tie the parts, as
shown in the cut, previous to applying
the graft, but tying is the safer way.

Tonijue or Splice Oraftinrj. This is

usually applied to young twigs or to
root grafting on a large scale in nurse-
ries, and is also called whip grafting.

For a stock the root of a seedling that
was stored in earth or sawdust in the
cellar in the fall is used. This should
be about the size of a lead pencil on an
average. The scion may equal the stock
in diameter or be a little smaller. In
grafting the root h is taken in hand,
and with a sharp knife a smooth sloping
cut is made upwards at the collar, and
ill this a tongue or split downward as is

shown. The scion ii of the desired kind
and three or four inches long is then cut
in a similar manner, excepting that the
slope is do^vuward and the split upward,
the two are united as at c, making sure
that the two parts are even on one side.

The aperture is compressed by tightly

^
winding the joined parts with a strip of
paper or cloth saturated in grafting wax.
This work is usually done in the winter,

the grafts then being set into boxes of earth
until planting-out time in the spring.

Veneer or Side Graftinrj. This mode for

small twigs and roots, like crown grafting
for larger stocks, obviates the need of splits

ting the wood, and this is by some is claimed
to be a gain, while others estimate it but
lightly. Our engraving, taken directly from
nattire, shows first to the left the stock (in

this case a root), prepared for the scion.

This is done after cutting off nearly square
above by a simple downward gash into the
bark with a sharp knife, and then taking a
shaving ott' on the side above this cut, but
not deeper than the bark, with a downward
slope of the knife. The scion is shown above
the root, having been prepared by taking
a shaving from one side above the lower
end, and cutting this end obliquely below
to fit the cut in the stock. In the centre the
parts are shown united and tied. The right
hand figure represents a graft as united
after one season of growth. This is the
mode of grafting usually practiced on young
trees under glass in August. It is not con-
sidered necessary by this method to use wax,
especially in the case of root grafting and
grafting in a close greenhouse.

Grafting Wa.r. The ingredients used in

making wax are rosin, beeswax and tallow.

These are melted together in the propor-

tion of three parts of the former to three of

beeswax and two of tallow. Sometimes the

proportion of rosin is increased, and that

of beeswax, the most expensive ingredient,

diminished, but such a composition does

not work as nicely as the first named. For
use the wax is either rolled into sticks as it

hardens from the pot, and then is drawn
out into a ribl)on with the warm hands as

needed for applying, or else is thinly brushed
over sheets of weak cotton cloth, which then
are torn into strips an inch wide and wound
on a ball; orthe cloth may be loosely wound
up on a ball first and then be soaked in the

melted wax. In the latter cases the strips

are wound around the parts until snugly
closed up, and then are torn oft'. In all out^

door grafting care must be taken to exclude

the air from the wounded parts.
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Some Flower Notes.
L. W. G., HAMrsHIKE CO., MASS.

Amaranthus Gibbosu.s is an excellent

plant for decorative purposes, differing from
Caudatus in the sjiikelets being fewer in

number, Init mucli longer, often two feet or

more; only about .lO per cent, of the plants

come true from the seed.

CANDYTUFT, "SNOW QUEEN," iS the old

sweet-scented Candytuft {Iheris pccthinta),

with a new name. The flowers being tinted

with Lilac. The best white Candytufts are

the Dwarf or Tom Thumb, and the Mam-
moth or Empress.
Phlox Dhu.mmondii Aspidata, or Star of

Quedlinburg is a very singular form with
toothed petals, the center of each being pro-

longed to a point, thus the flower is star-

shaped, deep bluish purple with a narrow
white margin, and is likely to be popular.

Salvia Prunelloides is an annual from
Mexico, of a fine blue color, but the flowers

are too inconspicuous for garden culture.

Chenopodium atriplicis "Victoria."
A European novelty with variegated foliage

that turned oiit to be a poor, sickly thing
which soon died and is of no value.

Verbena Hvbrida Compacta makes a
poor growth, has flowers of dull color and
is of no account whatever.
Anchusa Capensis. a seed grown

annual, although not new, is one of the fin-

est of flowers for cutting. The plants grow
about 18 inches high, bloom freely; flowers

of a rich blue color, about the size and
shape of the large-flowered Forget-me-not.
Celosia, Fire Feathered, is a poor,

weedy plant in no way different from the
old feathered Celosias discarded a dozen
years ago. The only one that is worth grow-
ing is Plumosa superba, and this, if well
grown, is elegant.

A Fine Rustic Stand for the Lawn.
THOMAS HARVEY, DEARBORN CO., IND.

There is a charm about rustic work in the
garden that will always make it popular.

This fact, coupled with an additional one,

namely, that it is easily within the province
of the average amateur to construct some of

the finest specimens of this kind of work,
and at a very small outlay, renders the sub-
ject a particularly interesting one. I desire

in the present article to illustrate how I

made a rustic vase which when filled with
fine plants and flowers was the admiration
of everyone. A neighbor's vase of iron,

which cost fifteen dollars, has not attracted

as much attention as this one, which cost,

aside from the time of making, less than 83.

The foundation
shown in Fig. 3 is

constructed of inch
pine free from sap
and strengthened at

the corners with
scantling. The pieces

for the bottom part

(without slope) are 18

inches long and from
this the base tapers

upwards to be 13x13

inches at the point of

the projecting board
which surmounts it.

On this board is set a
square Ijox 13x13
inches and .5 inches
high, which in turn

Fig. 2. Stand and Vase
Begun.

supports the earth receptacle, 11 inches high
and about 11 inches square at its top.

The material used for covering this foun-
dation is rough-barked branches of Cedar
and Oak split through the center, smoothed
off and nailed on with the bark side out.
Any design that one chooses to use may be
worked out in the manner suggested. If

all the wood used, and especially the foun-

dation boards, are well soaked in crude
petroleum, it will last much longer than
otherwise, while to secure the longest and
most satLsfactory service one can have a
watertight zinc or galvanized iron form
made to receive the soil and which will fit

into the upper box.

In the way of plants for such a vase I use
ordinary greenhouse plants of full growth,
taking care to fill the center with tall

upright growing kinds like Geraniums,
Coleus, or even a Palm, or Begonia.

Fig. 2- Crown Grafting, Fig. 3. Tongue or Splice

iltiistrated. Orafting.

Around the edge such plants as have trail-

ing habits, among which may be included
nearly all climbers. Ivy Geranium, Lobelia,

Tradescantia, Thunbergia, Maurandia,
Verbenas and others are used.

With good, rich soil and proper attention
to watering during the summer (bearing
in mind that all lawn vases dry out quickly)
nothing can be more effective in the line of

floral decorations for the lawn or cemetery;
the plants will grow and bloom fi-eely during
the whole season. These notes may suggest
to those who desire to construct window or
verandah boxes for plants, of rustic mate-
rial, how to proceed in doing the work.

Some Strawberry Experience.
S. p. SHEFARD, LORAIN CO., O.

In the year 1883 I bought eleven acres
partly planted to Apples and Peaches, about
one-half of the latter being too old to be of

any use. I cut them down, plowed the
ground the following spring, and planted
part of it to Strawberries.

I did not get many berries the next year,
taking most of my pay in experience. The
first season I noticed that the plants began
to wilt along in August, and it seemed to be
contagious, and I did not know what to

think of it, but upon taking a plant up I

found it eaten off just below the ground;
old fruit growers know what the trouble

was, but I will say for the benefit of begin-
ners, don't plant Strawberries on new or

sod ground, as they are likely to be eaten
by the white grub.

In the spring of 188.5 1 Interested a neighbor
in the matter, who agreed to pay for the
plants, furnish the land and the necessary
straw for mulch, oversee the picking and
pay for half of it, while I was to see to get-

ting the plants, plowing, planting, cultivat-

ing and harvesting, and pay for half the

picking, we to run the patch four years.

I got 43,000 plants of standard varieties of

a nurseryman near home at ^i per thousand.
He bought 35,000 of them from an eastern

flrm a very poor looking lot, as they had
heated some and looked dead; 8,000 he got
of another eastern flrm which did well; the
balance he secured somewhere near home,
and they became homesick before I had

them a month. I did not get much of a
growth the first year as the plants were poor
and tlie season dr.v.

Our first crop was about 1.50 bushels and
sold for about .^iOO. Though the land was
somewhat poorer than I expected we put no
fertilizer on, as there was nothing said about
that in the contract. Our next crop sold for

about .*300, and tluityear we burnt the straw
off of the patch after fruiting, but as the
season was very dry, the plants got a poor
start, so our crop in 1888 was light, and we
concluded not to run the patch another year.
During these years of experience I was

getting my own ground in condition for
Strawberries, and last spring I set about
5,000 plants of three different varieties be-
tween Raspberries, which were planted at
the same time, and I got a splendid stand;
rows all full and about two feet wide. They
are all mulched with fine manure and coarse
manure, and clean wheat straw; and last

week, just before a rain, I applied about two
hundred pounds of phosphate to about two-
thirds of the patch.

I have had experience in Strawberries,
Raspberries, Blackberries and Peaches; have
bought it in large lots and paid well for it.

But these lessons learned by experience
win not be soon forgotten, and while I know
several fruit growers who think they know
it all, and do not take horticultm-al papers,
I certainly have learned that I cannot get
along without them.

1,0.53. Snails in Bose Soil. The snails may
give you considerable trouble when the Koses
start into growth and you should take measures
for destroying tliera. By iihieing Cabbage leaves
among the plants the snails may be readly cap-
tured as they will collect thereon and can then
be destroyed.—C. E. P.

1,057. Spent Hops as'Mannre. These are fully
equal to the best stable manure and may be
used in the same manner. They heat more rap-
idly and require attention in this respect. As a
top dressing or mulching in summer or winter
they have no equal. I consider them so valua-
ble that I use all I can procure.—C. E. P.

1,059. Stopping Hot in trees. In many cases
the decay or rot can be stopped by carefully
remo\ing all the decayed portion to the sound
wood, then covering it with liquid shellac or
common white lead, being careful not to paint
the bark.—C. E. P.

1,0«0. About Artemisias. I don't know what
plants are referred to. The Chinese Chrysanthe
mums are frequently miscalled Artemisias and
full directions for their cultivation can be found

Fig. 1. Fine Rustic Vctse and Stand.

in back numbers of Popular Gardening. The
genus Artemisia contains among other plants
the Southernwood or Old Man {A. abratanum)
and the Wormwood (A. absinthium). These are
perfectly hardy and will thrive in any common
garden soil.—C. E. P.

1,0B4. Ferns Eaten by Snails. Tou can readily

capture these pests by placing fresh Cabbage
leaves among the plants early in the evening.
ITndcrru-ath those the snails will collect and the
next mnrning t lu'.\- can be gathered and destroyed
Kepeat until all are captured.
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Horticultural Experience Meetings.

The idea of holding "practical experience"

meetings, instead of tiring an audience of

practical fruit growers and gardeners with

long and learned dissertations of theorists,

as is so often done on the occasions of horti-

cultural meetings, we believe originated

with the Secretary of the N. J. State Horti-

cultural Society, and seems to be quite a

success judging from the general tone of

the meetings which have been conducted on

that plan. Other Societies might very profit-

ably follow the example set by the N. J.

Society. Abstract science is well enough in

feet high is practiced and it would be hard

to exceed the crop shown and no doubt it

would be as profitable for the establishments

in this country that make a business of

winter growing of Tomatoes as it is in Eng-

land where growing this fruit by any course

out of doors is the exception rather than

the rule.

The average wholesale price of Tomatoes

grown under glass in England is equal to

13 cents per pound of our money, though the

fruit in the particular instance which we
have had engraved (from the London Jour-

nal of Horticulture), by its superior quality

brought 16 cents per pound and over.

Hot Bed Lettuce.
Crow.

How to

An English Tomato-Forcing House.

its place, but the tiller of the soil wants

science that he can apply to his business.

The professional entomologist, for instance,

might give a scientific treatise on the life

history of the scaly bark louse, its first dis-

covery, local distribution, emigration, or

scientific classification. The average cultiva-

tor will care very little about it, and may not

retain a vestige of it in his memory. But

when told that a salsoda solution is a sure

cure, he will go home rejoicing, and prepare

at once to apply the solution, and save the

affected trees in his yard.

Forcing Tomatoes and Training to

Single Stakes

In the November issue, page 47, a sub-

scriber gave some directions for Tomato
forcing under glass by a method which

requires a trellis aad pruning for the best

success. In England where the open air

culture of Tomatoes is not generally prac-

ticed owing to the cool summers, forcing

the fruit under glass is the main reliance

for securing it, hence English gardeners are

proficient in the art and which might un-

doubtedly at times be of use to Americans.

On this page is presented a view of an

English Tomato house, the variety in use

being the Ham Green Favorite which is

considered the best and most generally

useful sort for market purposes; the plants

are grown to a single stake, ten or twelve

feet in length, and are not stopped, nor is

any pruning done excepting where the foli-

age is so thick as to injuriously shade the

fruit, and here it is removed without stint

for it is natural that such a course does not

effect the abundance of the crop.

The stakes being so tall, require cross

braces to prevent any swaying or possible

accident. There is no doubt but that this is

the most economical plan lioth in time and
space, that could for good results be adopted;

having no masses of side shoots to keep in

order, as is the result when stopping at 3 or 4

AI.BERT WILLIAMS, MERCER CO., PA.

The best and cheapest way to grow

Lettuce in the early spring is this:

About February 1st sow one-half

ounce of Black Seeded Simpson

Lettuce seed for every 300 plants

wanted, and as soon as large enough

to handle, transplant two inches

apart each way into boxes filled

vrith three inches of good rich soil.

In four weeks these plants will be

in nice shape for planting out in the

hot-beds, which in the meantime

should be gotten ready as follows:

Dig out a pit to the depth of a

foot or fifteen inches of the right

length, and line up the sides vrith

rough lumber to the level of the

ground. Then set on your sash

frame, 16 inches high at the back, 13

inches high in front, and as long as

the pit, 13 or 1.5 feet being a good

length, and bank it up well with

soil and manure. For heating material

in an experience of over twelve years in

growing large quantities of hot-bed Lettuce

for market I have never found anything

better than good fresh horse manure. If

steam should be coming out of the top at

the stable, pile it in a conical heap as It Is

unloaded, and tramp it down thoroughly;

the heap then becomes heated all through,

and does not need any further turning be-

fore putting it into the frame. But if there

is no heat showing when handled there is

no necessity for tramping it, as It must be

turned before putting It into the frames. It

is ready to turn as soon as it begins to steam

freely; pack It down and tramp it firm as it

is turned, so that the heat will permeate aU

through the pile. Many hot-beds are made
that are hot only in name, for down under

the soil they are as cold as icebergs from

neglect of this point.

When the manure is well heated through,

which may be known by thrusting your

hand into the heap, throw it into the frame,

and tramp it down evenly all over the frame,

in the corners and under the cross bars, so

that it will settle evenly up to within a foot

of the top, leaving the surface level. Now
put on from four to six inches of soil; it

can't be too rich for maturing a good crop

of Lettuce; rake it down evenly, put on your

sash, leaving about three inches open at the

back for three days to allow the rank heat

to pass off, then open up the beds and plant

sixty plants to each 3x6 sash. Water

thoroughly after planting, even if the soil

does seem wet. Give plenty of air on all

mUd days, especially in sunny weather;

about 9 o'clock in the morning the beds

should be freely aired. Neglect In this par-

ticular wiU do more towards failure than

any other one thing.

In four weeks from the time of planting

the crop ought to weigh 15 pounds to the

sash; I have raised Black Seeded Simpson

Lettuce that in six weeks from planting

weighed 33 pounds. These beds may be re-

planted as the first crop is cut out, and after

the second crop comes out, a hill of Cucum-
bers may be planted in each. These will

fruit a month earlier than those planted in

the open ground.

The Remarkable Chrysanthemum,
Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.

This remarkable flower first described, so
far as we are aware. In Popular Gardening
AND Fruit Growing for April, 1888, has all

through the past Chrysanthemum season
created a great stir and received premiums
wherever it has been exhibited. It has well
fulfilled its early promise of distinction in

the way of special attraction by its admira-
ble growing and blooming qualities and its

high rank now seems to be unquestioned.
Whether this pecitliar form is but the first

of a unique race differing materially from
the familiar type of Chrysanthemums,
remains yet to be seen. The peculiarity of

this new variety is well shown In our en-

graving. The pure white petals, which are
somewhat incurving like the Chinese class,

being covered with a fleecy fringe on their

surface a quarter of an inch and less in

length. This very noticeable feature is

becoming more pronounced with each year
of its growth. In addition to the excellence

of its flowers the plant's character of growth
seems all that is desirable, being one of the
freest growers even in large collections.

One grower reports that some August
stuck plants the past autumn gave proof of

its vigor by each bearing three fully devel-

oped flowers that measured four inches

across. Those most intimate with the

variety ask the horticultural world not to

be surprised if within a few years we shall

have red, yellow and other colored blooms
with its characteristic hair-like appendages.

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to which alt are imnted to send notes of

experience and observation concerning topics that re-

centtu have been treated on in this Journal. Many
such contributions monthly would be welcome.

The Turner Hybrid Tomato. I see some
subscribers object to this on account of its rough-
ness. My experience with Tomatoes is that we
may raise rough or smooth Tomatoes from the

same variety. My plan is to remove the rough
fruit as soon as the shape is seen; by this means
those left will be much better.—Pi«r(in Baird.

No CuBCULio Proof Plum. A curculio proof

plum does not exist. Spend your time and
money shaking the best sorts twice a day over

large cloths; catch the curculio and crush it.

That is the only sure cure; and it is sure.

Ornamental Beets to my taste (others say so

too) had as well give way to better things.

On Substituting by Nurserymen. Nursery-

men should not assume to All orders for stock

different from that which is ordered without a

permit from the person so ordering. A promi-

nent nurseryman the past season leceived an
order with the money for special kinds of Apple
trees. He being out assumed the privilege of

sending dwarf Pear trees for the money In his

possession. Is that right and just? Would he be

satisfied with his groceryman if he sent him
money for a barrel of sugar and he being out

sends him a barrel of %'lnegar? Should one set

of business men have greater priWleges than

others in this respect? With the wonderful

growth of the fruit and vegetable business in

these United States the time will come when
some of these obstructing eWls in its progress

must and will be remedied.—.4. M. Nichols.

Licking County, O.

Evergreen planting is a thing I wish also

to speak of. I think there is nothing more cheer-

ful and pleasant in the winter season especially

as Evergreens, as they retaiD their green foliage

when everything else is almost dead. We can all

beautify our homes by these beautiful trees, and

a row of Evergreens make such a nice wind

break, besides adding cheerfulness to our homes,

yet so few are planted.-s-M. T. Thompson.

Tartarian Honeysuckle for Hedges. The
best ornamental hedge plant is the Tartarian, or

Bush Honeysuckle. It is of rapid and easy
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g-rowth, filling? any g'ap in a single season. There
is also this ad^•antage that it bears large quanti-

ties of berries that the birds like, and are thus

kept otT from our Kasiiberries.

KmriT Thkes for Ohnament. Your recom-
mend of fruit trees for a flue lawn is judicious.

There are no handsomer trees, either in flowers,

fruit, form, or color than English Cherries, and
some of the Peai-s. I recommend the Buflfum

Pear for an avenue or drive way. Dwarf Apples
make nice groups of large shrubbery, so do
dwarf Pears, especially Howell's. Bear in mind
that no foliage in a\itumn colors more finely also

than Pears. Can you conceive a handsomer
picture than a Montmorency or Morelo Cherry
tree hanging full of fruit ?

Unworthy New Frihts. If you do any
better service to horticultnro than tn ^rjuplch

the new sorts of

fruit that do not
equal the old, in other
words,are'not needed,
you will be wise in-

deed. The torment of

fruit gi'owers now is

to sort out. To test

all the new candidates

is a serious tax. I

have long, felt the

fact that many very
excellent horticultur-

ists are incapable of

analyzing the claims
of a new fruit. They
sometimes are too ex-

citable and enthusi-

astic. Others have
not nicety of taste. I

have friends who
cannot tell a Sheldon
Pear from the Bon
Chretien, e.xcept that

one is more juicy.

The Jefferson,
gcethe, and other
Grapes. Mr. Goff's

endorsement of the

Jeffei'son is none too
strong. Grow it even
if you get its fruit

only in the best Grape
years. It is delicious

even if not fully ripe.

I add a note for

Guetbe: I have always
found it too late for
us; but this year I

left it out after
several fi-cezes, such
as had spoiled many
sorts, like Concord;
then picketl it, and
now in January, it is

delicious. My three

sorts now in best con-

dition are Herbert,
[Ona, and Goithe.

A New (iuvDiOLUs. Among my seedling Glad-
iolus I have one that holds its flowers up like

Tulips,and unlike other Gladiolus the corolla cup
is uniform in petals, or nearly so. I shall care-

fully propagate it. I have also two double sorts.

This is a grand flower to experiment with.

Hyhrid Beans. Among my cross bred Beans
I have a succulent sort, that goes all to pod, and
is solid as large around as one's Qnger. The
problem is to get seed enough to propagate it.

It is delicious eating. I have white and golden
pods eight inches long, and nine Beans to a pod.

Some pods are three inches in circumference.

White and Ked Currants. A reference in

your January ninnber to red Currants, reminds
me that few people know the advantages of white
Currants. They are better in quality to start

with, sweeter and richer. The worms know this

and attack the bushes more readily than they do
the Beds, which is the only drawback. But the

birds mistake white Currants for gi'een ones and
rarely touch one. They will hang on, gi-owing

betterand undisturbed,a month beyond the Beds.

Montmorency and Dwarf iherries. Speak
even more strongly than you have of Montmor-
ency Cherry. It is grand every way; late, hard.y,

prolific, tine quality. Dwarf trees of Early
Kichmond I have long grown to great advan-
tage. Dwarf Cherry trees can be easily covered
with mosquito netting against the birds. Two
or three trees will keep you in eating all sum-
mer. I ate my last Morellos in October, in 1888.

AuoUT Wakdian Cases. Boys and girls should
resurrect the Wardian case. Nothing finer for

amusement or for instruction was ever popular-
ized. For window i)lants I have used to great
advantage a case half Wardian and half Wal-
tonian; that is, a large Wardian which could be
opened by doors at either end. You can in such
a case grow any greenhouse plants.

How TO treat Kose Seed. In growing Boses
from seed I have had best success since following a
plan I somewhere saw suggested of putting the
seeds over winter in a bag and bur.vnng a few
inches in the ground. In the spring dig out and
sow them in a cold frame. In this way I succeed
in starting the seed readily. Plants will some-
times blossom the first season.

Using Coal Ashes. You cannot say too much
in fin-nr of c.ini ;i<his ;is;i fertilizer for clay soils.

THE NEW CHRYSANTHEMUM, MRS. ALPHEUS HARDY.

Their office is mostly to open and loosen the soil

to the fertilizing effects of the air; but they work
wonders. As mulch for Raspberries, trees of all

sorts, and even Strawberiies they are superb.
On sandy soil 1 should say they would prove of
little use.—B. P. Powell, Oneida Co., N. Y.

IMMER.S10N AS AN Insecticide. Have tried

plan of immersing plants to kill insects. I put a
Coleus under water 48 hours; result, the tips of
the plant are killed, but otherwise it is all right,

and so are the mealy bugs. It took off their

jackets and that seems to be all, but will try it

for scale.—James Front, Jeffermn Co., N. T.

"Firm the Seed in the Soil." Good advice"
generally, but I made a failure of it in the first

season. A piece of ground having been prepared
for seed and moderately firmed with the feet;

Pansy seeds were sown in rows and pressed firmly
into the soil with the back of a narrow weeding-
hook. This left the seed in gutters ?4 of an inch
deep and slightly covered with earth. Now had
we not, following on this, had a heavy rain

which washed the ground and filled the gutters
with soil, burying the seeds too deep, all would
have been well, for another piece not so washed
came up nicely. Thus, to always be successful
with small seeds, care should be taken to have
the whole surface of seed bed, especially such as

ax'e exposed tn the weather, evenly firmed to

prevent such washing.

—

W. C. Jeunisim.

Butting or Lapping Greenhouse Glass.
On page 84 you ask for reports on experience in

butting instead of lapping glass. Have hiid butted

glass in use tor the last four years on a lean-to

40 feet long, the size of glass being iaxl.5 and the

broken glass from all causes has only been five

lights in that time. The firm of W. W. Green,

Son & Sayles have put up over 6,000 feet using

12x16 glass, all butted, being laid in white lead

mi.xed with whiting and spread with a Scollay

puttying bulb; it makes a tighter, lighter and to

my mind a stronger roof than lapping, for the

reason that the gla.ss has a bearing the whole
length on the bar, a thing it can't do in lapping

and using luitty, as the putty will work out by
freezing. In butting, with a little care to keep
the rafter straight, there are few lights but
what will make a nearly tight joint, and what
won't can go at the top or bottom; a man will

f;lnzc niorr than half as fast again by butting

and there will not be
half the drip from in-

side moisture as the
water has a clear

course to the bottom
of the roof.—J". Frost.

The New Gladio-
lus-Flowered Can-
nas. Mr. Henderson
does well to call at-

tention to these. I

have seen some fine

collections of them in

bloom, and consider

they are one of the
finest things lately

given to the horticult-

ural world. And not
only are they availa-

ble as out-door sum-
mer plants, but as

many of them are of
dwarf growth they
are also well adapted
for greenhouse dec-

orations in the winter.
— TFm. Falconer.

Errors in the
Garden. The writer

of these is wrong in

saying there is no such
thing as a Squash vine
borer. I have often
[lulled up wilted
Cucumber vines and
cut away the stem
near the ground in

slices, and have nearly
always found the
borer in the heart of
the stem. It goes in

near the ground,
then makes its way
upward, boring as it

goes. The borer is

15-16 or )4 f^^ an inch

long.—Franii Aihen.

ViNEY'ARD Trellis,
No. 890 Dec. No. I see

that my recent contribution on this point is not

as clear as it might be. Where it reads "it

would re<iuirc l,;i(X) pounds of No. 12 wire to

trellis four acres of vineyard with two straight

rows ijlanted eight feet apai't," it should read,

"with two strauds.rows planted eight feet apart"
And where it reads, "Charring would still be
good, petroleum useless," etc., it should read,

"Charring would still be good, petroleum use-

less," etc., that is, if not seasoned.—i. Bneiich.

One Commission Man's Way. In the Decem-
ber number is the statement that a committee is

appointed to present a bill to the New York
State Legislature aiming to compel the com-
mission houses of that State to give on bills of
sale the names of purchasers of consignments.
That is a move in the right direction. If a com-
mission house is disposed to deal fairly and
squarely with its consignees it will do nobody
any hurt; if they are not so disposed it will bring
them to time or shut them up. The past season
I consigned some produce to a prominent com-
mLssion h<tuse in a certain city. They sold it and
were prompt in returns at fair prices. A month
later they made returns for other shipments and
included by mistake a second bill of sale on first

shipment; in the latter the freight was more and
sales about one half of first statement, showing
they made the figures to suit their own pocket-
book when they could. Can we producers con-
sign our property to such rascals'/ Not if we
know it.—.4. M. Nichols, Licking Co., Ohio.
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A Hudson River Grower's List of
Pears.

H. HENDRICKS, ULSTER CO., N. Y.

Mr. Powell brings together a very excel-

lent list of Pears for market and house use

on page "8. It is not often that another

man's list corresponds so nearly with my
own notions. An orchard could be planted

on this basis pretty safely. I would be in-

clined to add three or four varieties to the

selection, and yet I deprecate a multifarious

list of any fruit.

What surprises me, however, is that Mr.

Powell should have left out the Bosc from
his regular list and only alluded to it in his

addenda of good sorts. My own e-xperience

and observation of late years have almost

led me to give this magnificent and excel-

lent Pear first place. In flavor it is not

excelled. In shape and appearance is it not

an ideal Pear? In habit of growth and regu-

larity of bearing it is almost perfect. The
American Pomological .Society's catalogue

gives it 28 stars.

What then is the matter with Bosc for

first place? The only thing I know against

it is the tree does not begin to bear so soon

as most other sorts. Even this may be an
advantage in the end. Look at its graceful

pyriform proportions. It's a Pear! no doubt
about it. There is no suspicion of any cross

with an Apple, a Tomato, or a Squash, nor

is it an "Idaho" Pear. Put your teeth in it

and all your other impressions are confirmed

and enhanced. These are some of the rea-

sons why I would plant the Bosc in every

family garden and market orchard. This

Pear is now 83 years old, having been pro-

duced by the distinguished Belgian Van
Mons in 1807. Any man might be proud to

leave such a legacy to the garden.

Mr. Powell's estimate of the Tyson is quite

correct. It is a valuable early Pear, not of

high flavor, but sweet and pleasant, an
aljundant bearer, good size, fine shape, good
grower. I should also add the Summer
Doyenne to this early list. It is really a

beautiful little Pear, almost the first juicy

gem of summer. It has a rich yellow color

often with a red cheek when properly

thinned, as it always should be. The fruit

is always fair, solid and delicious. The tree

is hardy, grows freely, and bears heavily.

The Bartlett is still the leading market
variety, and perhaps .iustly so, liut I would
not exclude Clapp's Favorite by any means.

It is too valuable in quality and appearance,

and the tree is a vigorous grower and great

bearer. It is an American Pear.

The Howell is a hand.some and valuable

Pear, not high flavored, but sprightly and
attractive to the eye and palate, a fine

grower and bearer. Flemish Beauty is a

little more uncertain in behavior under
varying conditions, but when it don't crack

or mildew, and when it is fully exposed to

the sun on all sides it is a fine Pear. But it

has been cranky with me of late and I almost

forgethow a decent specimen looks or tastes.

The Sheldon Mr. Powell calls "the finest

table Pear in the world." I like it too, but
am unwilling to accord with this broad state-

ment. I would name several other varieties

in preference, for fiavor, such as Bosc,

Seckle, Dana's Hovey, etc. It is also easily

excelled in external beauty. The Onondaga
is scarcely worth a place in this list, being

too coarse in texture and somewhat in-

different in quality.

The Clairgeau is a fickle-minded French
contribution which is indeed difficult to

classify. It has in turn challenged my ad-

miration, elicited respect and awakened my
disgust. In growth and appearance it is

uniformly handsome, and some seasons the

quality has been really good. But at other

times when the fruit was equally attractive

to the eye the flavor was positively bad;
sawdust would be as good. The magnificent

specimens of it seen on our fancy fruit stands,

mostly from California, are usually a de-

lusion to the palate.

The Anjou which Mr. Powell forgets to

write without the French prefix "D'An.iou,"

iis now decreed is indeed a grand and valua-

ble Pear. Its brisk vinous fiavor is very

pleasing and it grows vigorously. It keeps
well, and is very slow to rot. But I have
found it shy in bearing at least while young.
It presents no very attractive coloring, but
no collection should be without the Anjou.
The Lawrence is a .small sweet Pear that

comes in nicely during early winter, and it

is an abundant bearer. There is no special

character about its flavor. The Winter
Nelis is better and the .losephine of Maline
better than either. This is the most valua-

ble of all winter Pears to my thinking. It

should certainly have a place in every family

garden and amateur collection, and will

make itself profitable in the market orchard.

Its melting, juicy, salmon-colored fiesh is

most delicious along in .Tanuary, February,

and even through March. The old Virga-

lieu or White Doyenne, is also a valuable

Pear when it behaves well, as it has lately.

As to the training of Pears, I should keep
the trees low by frequent heading while

youug, and do away with long ladders. In

fact I am almost inclined to let the branches
grow from the ground up, or within two
feet of it, making a pyramidal tree, of course

keeping the interior properly thinned and
having an eye to symmetry. I think the

plan has advantages which are not over-

shadowed by the ground space taken or the

consequent Inconvenience of tillage and
cultivation. Except in a small private

garden dwarf Pear trees are in my judgment
a poor investment. Standing as I do in the

retrospect of some years of experience and
careful observation in the culture of fruit,

I incline to the opinion that the man who
plants an orchard of standard Pears, of the

best varieties, in proper soil, with an earnest

determination to take care of the trees,

makes about the safest investment which is

open to him in fruit culture to-day.

space is needed. Nor is light essential for

all does well if the temperature is kept at as

near (iO° as possible.

In one instance a frame such as we have
referred to was fitted up properly and early

fowls were raised therein until the broiler

age was reached and I was assured that
nothing had ever proven more satisfactory

for the purpose.

On Utilizing Certain Waste Heat.
REMLE, NEWPORT CO., R. I.

Cases are not altogether wanting in which
the steam or water pipes used in heating

greenhouses, are extended for heating the

dwelling house also. Naturally there is a
chance for some loss of heat from the pipes

between the glass structures and the dwell-

ing, unless the latter adjoins.

To overcome such a loss of heat consider-

able ingenuity has at times been brought to

bear. A florist in Fall River, Mass., having
no great extent of glass, but using steam for

heating both greenhouses and dwelUng,
utilized the heat of the connecting pipe for

a distance of 30 feet in this manner.
The pipe runs along the bottom of an

excavation several feet deep, and is not

covered with any thing in the way of non-

conducting material. This space is six feet

wide; over it a hot-bed frame, one foot above

the surface at the back, and six inches high

in fi-ont, is placed and furnished with the

usual cross bars for the sash. One foot

above the steam pipe scantling are laid a

sufficient distance apart to admit of roofing

slate being laid fiatwise across for a bottom,

on which soil is placed. A hot-bed is thus

had with no extra heating expense, and one

that in various ways can be used all winter.

It is to be observed that as a rule.as in the

case referred to, pipes enter the cellar of the

house and here also can this warmth be used

to great advantage, by fitting up Mushroom
beds. With due regard to moisture a bed
could be formed on the floor, of any desired

dimensions, and shelving beds be arranged
along the walls in tiers above; no great

Samuel Miller on Horticultural
Progress.

In looking over the collection of fruit at

the exposition in St. Louis, exhibited by the
Missouri State Horticultural Society, it

struck me forcibly that our favorite pursuit
has advanced fully up to that of the arts and
sciences of this marvelous age.

My earliest recollections are of Green
Gages, Blue Plums, Purple Mignon and
Apricots on terrace wall. Golden Chassele
trained against the wall, choice Cherries,

Pears, Peaches and Apples as far as they
could be obtained. But what was that com-
pared -with the present? Had all the fruit

growers in the United States joined together

they could not have gotten up a show to

compare with what was shown at St. Louis.

Varieties without number of recent years

were shown that will have a place in the

future and still new ones are coming.
Of Grapes we then had the native Fox

Grape of the woods, the Frost or Chicken
Grape as it was called, with here and there a
Cape or Alexander vine; the Isabella and
Catawba were just then being introduced.

What have we now, sixty years after? Of
Grapes more than 200 varieties, among
which are many good enough for the most
fastidious, and Apples, Pears, Peaches and
Plums without end in variety.

Then there were a few nurseries scattered

over the country and when a man wanted
trees he would go with his wagon ten,

twenty or fifty miles if necessary. Now the

tree agent traverses every nook and corner

of the country and it takes carloads of trees

to fill the orders. Then nurseries were con-

ducted on a primitive scale while now they

have become among the coUossal institu-

tions of the age. Take, for instance, the

firm of Ellwanger & Barry of Rochester and
compare it with nurseries sixty years ago;

and of such there are scores in the country.

The seed business has kept pace with the

other branches of the industry.

The small fruits were scarcely thought of.

Then all the Strawberries 1 saw until 1833

were the little wild ones of the field. Of
Raspberries we had a tame I'ed one in the

garden and the wild black caps of the woods.
I have had as many as .«ixty varieties of

Strawberries and twelve of Raspberries.

Then the selling of Strawberries was scarce-

ly thought of; now there are places where a
special train of carsdaily carry away loads.

The diseases of plants and trees and also

the way to fight the destructive insects, are

becoming better known so that there seems
a fair prospect for the good cause to prosper
until perfection may be nearly reached.

Judging from the past what may the future
bring? The rising generation seems to take

an interest in horticulture that bids fair to

see its development in all the various

branches. Amid all the improvements
there are still some old varieties of fruits

that hold their place on the list: Select,

Rarabo, Red Romanite, Yellow BellHower,
Newton Pippin and Winesap, all these

were among the first Apples I can remember
and to-day, sixty years after, I have still the

pleasure of seeing them, not only in their

original glory, but so far surpassed that one
not posted would scarcely recognize them,
Bellflowers weighing 1 lb. and Winesap 11

inches in circumference, etc.

But it takes Missouri to grow fine Apples.
My Rhode Island Greenings this season
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were uimsally lar^e and so superior were
those shipped to Lucerne Co., Pa., on fail-

ing there, that no one would believe them
to be that Apple. The art of representing
fruit and flowers on paper has advanced like

everything else. I can now buy colored
plates of fruit at ten cents a copy that cost

me *3 to have painted forty years ago, and
the cheap work of to-day is quite as well
done. So much for lithographing. I>et the
young men of to-day take hold of the fruit

business and keep the ball rolling. Even
if there is not dollars and cents in it from
markets, at least have enough good fruit

tor yourself and family.

A few days ago we put into the cellar

about eighty bushels of select winter Apples
besides selling forty bushels, I have enough
left to boil for Apple-butter besides putting
away cider to do us the whole winter. All
these tree.s I raised from their infancy and
it is a comforttokuow that they are reward-
ing me for the labor spent on thera.

New Jerseyans on the Peach
Yellows.

T. OREINER, MONMOUTH CO., N. J.

Those members of the New Jersey Horti-
cultural Society, who had been in hopes
that Prof. E. F. Smith, the specialist of the
Department of Agriculture, who has been
giving his best efforts to the investigation
of the yellows during the past eighteen
months, would bring out some new infor-

mation about the true natiu'e of the disease,

or suggest some line of successful treat-

ment, were destined to be sorely disap-
pointed. The results of his labors, thus far,

seem to be mostly of a negative character;
and we fear that all of his conclusions are
not altogether correct.

The arguments and data making out the
bulk of his recent address before our State
Society, and purporting to establish the tact

that the disease is not the result of soil

exhaustion, were hardly needed, since this

fact has long since been accepted by the
observant general grower; and the deduc-
tion, that special foods, such as potash in

one form or another, nitrates, and other sub-
stances applied to the soil are very unlikely
to have any curative or preventive effect,

must necessarily tend to discourage the
Peach grower and prevent him fi-oni mak-
ing further experiments with just such sub-
stances as kainit and muriate of potash,
which in many cases under our own per-
sonal observation have effectually cured
what every grower of experience pronounced
the genuine yellows.

Prof. Smith suggests that there may be a
true disease, for which a remedy has not
been found as yet, and a similar one caused
by starvation which is curable. The disease
is now less prevalent in districts where the
law compelling growers to tear out every
diseased Peach tree is strictly enforced,
[very naturally, Ed.] The query, whether
the yellows is a fungus disease or not, cannot
be answered by Prof. Smith, as he has not
been able to find the incipient disease with
the microscope. Tlie investigation is not
completed, and the matter as unsettled as
ever. Neither could we take much comfort
from Prof. Smith's assurance that the
Department will be able, after .some years,
to give more definite information.
A member of the Society states that he

has cured apparently diseased trees by the
free use of salt, and also of muriate of potash
(TOO to soo lbs. per acre), and that vigorous
accidental pruning (in consequence of the
breaking down of the greater part of the
branches when overloaded with fruit), has
given good results in improving the health
of Peach trees. Another member, however,
protested very vigorously against the prac-
tice of pruning, especially that of the roots,
and the cutting away of the tap root in

transplanting. It is safer to grow trees
from seed and leave them standing where
they came up.

How I Crew a Crop of Cauliflowers.

E. H. CDSHMAN, CUYAHOGA COUNTY, OHIO.

The growing of this vegetable the past
season has been an experiment with me,
previously I knew very little of its culture.
The public as they passed by have shown
their interest, for the reason that early
Cauliflower growing is not common in our
community.
The first move made was to learn what the

product usually sold for; inquiry in Cleve-
land revealed that SI. 3.5 to S2..50 per dozen
were near the outside figures. These prices
looked pretty fair when inOO dozen plants
could be grown on an acre. To learn how
to grow it, an old English gardener was
consulted, and as usual, good seed, thrifty
young plants set out early in rich, moist,
well prepared soil, and well cultivated were
the directions. It looked easy, especially in
the winter time when there was no other
work to hinder.

Here let me say is a mistake that many
make when plans are maturing for the next
season's work. They lay out more than it is

possible for them to do well when the time
comes. The seed I purchased consisted of
one ounce of Early Erfurt, one ounce of Le
Normande, two papers of Early Snowball,
costing .?2..50 together. An eighth ounce of
Snowball at .50 cents would have been
cheaper than two papers at a5 cents each.
A troublesome point was the proper time

to sow the seed. Done too soon the plants
would get too large, and sown too late valu-
able time would be lost in promoting their
early maturity. I sowed March fith on pre-
pared soil, consisting of garden loam, leaf
mould, and lake sand, placed in shallow
boxes, in rows an inch apart. The boxes
were placed in a warm room and kept
watered; seed nicely up in a week.
On the ground selected eight large two

horse loads of fresh horse manure were
drawn in the spring. These piles were
turned over several times, and later were
spread over the ground and ploughed in. A
hot bed of four sash was also made, and was
ready on the lith of April for the plants.
Previously the plants had grown a little

spindling and had damped off. The plants
grew in the hot bed until the llth of May.
Hot weather prevented planting out earlier
and many plants rotted off in the hot bed,
so that my 3000 plants had been reduced to
1500; many of these died and about half of
the ground planted was not fit for their
growth. They received three hoeings and
twice as many cultivatings.
The first cutting for market was made on

June 28th, but might have been done at
least 10 days earlier. The cuttings for mar-
ket lasted until Aug. 33nd, when 35 heads
were cut. On July 17th, T3 heads were sold
for .*8.10; on July 3<ith, 96 heads were sold for
*fi.OO, these were the largest cuttings made
at any one time. The total number of heads
sold were .5.54, bringing S51.05.

We can very fairly judge the expense of
the main operations as follows:
10 loads of manure, hauling, turning,
and spreading 183. .50

S^eetl ...'. 2.f,0

Transplanting to hot bed 3.00
Ploughing anil transplanting to the

field • • •

4 ,jo

Three hoeing.s
;^ qq

Six cultivatings
;^ 00

Tying up heads ] .50

Preparing 554 heads for market 5. .54

Total 511H.04

Balance in favor of the crop 5.01
These figures do not take into account the

marketing, as they were sold with berries.

Five dollars is not a large sum, but there
are some circumstances which will change
the view a little. Only half of the ground
produced the crop sold, the other half was
too wet; that would reduce some of the
expenses about as follows :

Manure $11.25

Seed and work 7.25

18. .50

To this add the .<15.01 and you have the
respectable sum of «23..5i, now the area of

crop producing ground was one-seventh of
an acre, if we multiply .«33.51 by seven we
have the profit of *1()3.5T per acre.

Some things learned are that one ounce
of seed will produce about 2.500 plants; that
Early Erfurt did the best; that Le Normande
is not a variety for early or late planting;
that the best way would be to sow the seed,
in the hot-bed about the first of April; that
the plants must be kept growing without a
check if possible; that to have fine white
heads the leaves must be tied together as
soon as the little heads begin to show; that
green rye straw about eighteen inches long
is an excellent material for tieing; and
lastly, that it is not best to base your opera-
tions on the expectation of 1000 dozen to the
acre, at -?1..50 per dozen. It is better to wait
and take what you can get.

Fruits for Cold Climates.

Mr. T. H. Hoskins, of Vermont, says in
Garden and Forest that as a rule a fruit-tree

should be a variety that ^vill endure all

weathers in the place where it is planted.
It must be hardy enough to stand the test
winter; otherwise, just when the owner is

looking for a first full crop, he may find only
a dead tree.

Experience has proven that the fruit-trees

of western Europe and their seedlings will
not, as a rule, endure the winter climate of
similar latitudes on the American Continent.
All of Europe north of Rome is north of
Boston. Boston is nearly the extreme north
limit of the Peach, Plum, Quince, and
Apricot; and of the Apples and Pears of
north-western Europe very few can be
planted with profit more than 100 miles north
of Boston. Seedlings from these do not, as
a rule, show more resistance to cold than
their parents. So seldom do they, that those
of us who have had most experience, at once
suspect that such a seedling is an accidental
cross with a hardier variety, like those of
Rtissia and Siberia.

The Russian tree-fruits are undoubtedly
of hybrid origin. Those of Poland and the
Baltic Provinces are much mixed and
crossed with west European species. But,
working eastward in the empire, less and
less of this blood is found; and in the valley
of the Volga and the Steppe region the in-

fluence of north Asia stock preponderates.
It is from these trees that we get our most
perfect "iron-clads" of all the tree-fruits.

Our north-eastern states and provinces
require hardiness against cold alone; but in
the Prairie States this is not enough. In-
tense summer heat and drought, and the
fatal sap-blight, must also be encountered
there; and trees for that region must thus
be triply clad. The fruits of the Russian
and Asiatic steppes furnish the best material
to meet these contingencies.

As New England lies mostly on the lati-

tudes of sotithern Europe, so Canada lies

mostly on the latitudes of Russia and
Siberia. Not only climate, but the length
of seasons and of days, .-hould Ije considered
in estimating the value of fruit-trees. The
winter Apples of Russia are many, but
south of 45° they are only early winter or
fall sorts. This lessens their value for our
Northern States; but as they can be grown
among our tender long-keepers, there is a
fair probability that iron-clad crosses can
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be obtained that will prove long-keeping

below latitude 45°.

Unquestionably many European trees are,

in their seedlings, gradually adapting them-

selves to the American climate. The law

of the survival of the fittest is all the time

in operation, and interested parties are find-

ing along the not'thern limits of our orchard

region (and even within it) seedling varieties

which show unusual resistance against

cold. After trying several hundred of the

Bot Bed Heated with Fire.

hardiest Apples of Southern Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts in

vain, and after coming to believe that there

were no iron-clads among Massachusetts

Apples, it was accidentally discovered (at

the Centennial, I believe), that an Apple

which I had received frcjm Canada as the

Strawberry of Montreal, is really the Found-

ling, which originated in Gorton, Mass.

Now that an interest has been aroused by

the practical successes already attained,

hardy seedlings are being sought out and

tested all aloug our northern borders and

in Canada. Scott's Winter is one of the

Apples thus obtained, and though not an

Apple of high quality or large size, it is a

reliable keeper and a useful fruit, not only

in itself, but as a future beacon of hope.

As for the Pears and Stone fruits, the

future is pretty secure, not only from the

improvement of our native species of the

last, but in the importation of the highly

satisfactory Russian, Siberian, and North
Chinese varieties. 1 see no reason to doubt

that, by discoveries already made, the

orchard region on this continent can be ex-

tended from two to three degrees of latitude

northward. That this is a wonderful gain,

as the result of scarcely two decades of

effort, is manifest; and there is more to

come, for the work is scarcely begun.

Hot Beds With Fire Heat.
CHRISTIAN WECKESSEK, WAYNE CO., O.

My experience has demonstrated that in

many cases these are more satisfactory and
probably cheaper than where manure is

used. They can be started earlier, be regu-

lated better and can be cheaply and easily

constructed. The first one I put up was
somewhat defective; profiting by my exper-

ience I shall construct the next one pretty

much after the following plan:

As coal is best for heating, being easily

regulated , a simple furnace to be constructed

of brick, or a large coal stove that is of no
further house service, can be put in instead

of a furnace, throwing the ground against

and around it on all sides except the front

one, but in either case leaving a large open-

ing by which the flues can connect; this can

be made by setting up several flat stones on
edge and covering with a larger one and
connecting three six-inch tiles with this,

closing any openings at the connections

with stones or brickbats to prevent the soil

from rattling in. Common hard burnt drain

tile will do for the flues, one of which is to

run through the middle of the bed and the

other two branch out on each side running
near the border of the bed.

They should be three to four feet below
the surface where they start from the fur-

nace, gradually rising about one foot in

fifteen. They may extend about sixty feet

where the tiles again unite in the same
manner as at starting, into an upright flue.

which may be made of planks for use as a

chimney. For raising Cabbage ami other

plants requiring less heat it could no doubt
be advantageously extended an additional

forty or fifty feet.

On a gently sloping side hill would be the

most suitable place for the construction of

such a bed, as then no excavation for the

furnace would be necessary. Where availa-

ble the basement of a building is a con-

venient place for the furnace. If properly

made a comparatively small amount
of fuel will keep up the temperature
to a sufficient degree in any weather
and usually will not need to be fired

up more than three times a day.

The great advantage of such a bed
lies in the fact of its being ready
for use at any time.

In the annexed engraving a indi-

cates the furnace, b the head of flue,

f c c the tile flues, d the chimney, c the

margin of the bed.

Short Notes on Some of the Newer
Vegetables and Flowers.

BY A PENNSYLVANIA tJ.ARDENER.

Bush String Bean Extra Early Flat is the

earliest and most productive, with large

green pods of robust growth and should be

sown thinly; it does well on all .soils; its

abundant foliage also protects the pods from
early frost so it is valuable for a fall crop.

The Extra Early Refugee is an enormous
cropper with large, succulent pods, both

early and late, and lias given great satisfac

tion the past unusually cool, wet September.

Stablers' Sugar Corn has proven very

good, of medium height, fine full ear of

best quality, used either fresh or evaporated.

Free from smut and yields well on ordinary

soil; medium early. Corn Banana is a

dainty high flavored variety, tender, and of

a beautiful color, but more suitable for

amateurs as the ears are small; but two to

four are borne on each stalk. It roots so

firmly that storms seldom injure it. Carrot

St. Valeroy is one of the flnest, in shape
tapering regularly from crown to tip; large,

of a beautiful color and mild in flavor.

Lettuce, Yellow Seeded Butter, supplies

every requirement. It is remarkably tender

in every stage of growth and heads when
others fail; delicate color, crisp and free

from bitterness all through the summer.
Okra, White Velvet, made a stately growth
but is not as productive as some of the older

sorts. A group of it would present an orna-

mental aspect on the lawn.

Pea Stratagem has proven quite recom-
mendable. Extra large pods, fine flavor,

long and late continuation of bearing, re-

quiring no brush. Minimum, very dwarf,

extra early, productive and more satisfac-

tory than American Wonder. It fills every

requisite for fine quality and in rows 1 foot

apart yields more per square than taller

varieties. Melting Sugar is one of the best

edible-podded Peas. Large, fleshy, tender

and sweet. Much superior every way to

the older Tall and Dwarf Sugar sorts.

Pepper, New Celestial, forms a fine com-

pact bush, setting fruit early and by late

summer is thickly studded with green,

cream colored and bright scarlet sharp

flavored Peppers. Golden Mango is of good
size, thick flesh, mild, of a fine shape for

mangoes and superior to Dawn in every way.

Tomatoes have been a specialty with me
for years and of many varieties none had as

many good qualities as the Cleveland, sent

out in 1887. It is a most vigorous, healthy

grower, the foliage protecting the fruit well

from scorching sun and early frosts; medi-

um early and very, prolific with extra large,

round, smooth, bright red fruit. Mikado is

an immense cropper, good for canning but

too irregular in shape for a profitable mar-

ket fruit. But why grow a small or irregu-

lar shaped Tomato when so many good
round varieties are to be had? Volunteer
stands next to the Cleveland.
Salsify Mammoth Sandwich Island is so

much superior in size and vigor to the com-
mon that it will doubtless supercede it.

The new Aster Comet has proved highly
satisfactory the past two seasons. It is a
compact grower, with many large double
Rose colored blooms like a Japanese Chrys-
anthemum, each petal being bordered with
white. Delphinum Hybrids are very fine

and showy, blooming the first year from
early sown seed. They are various shades
of blue, with attractive distinct centers,

very hardy and when planted in clumps
is quite effective.

Mina lobata is a rapidly climbing vine,

with vivid scarlet buds, slowly changing to

creamy white flowers in racemes; very at-

tractive, but begins to bloom late and is

in.iured by the flrst frost so it must be started

early in pots and somewhat starved until

planting out time. Pansy Giant Five
Spotted, is among the vanguard of this

much improved flower. They are stronger

growers than some others of the fancy
types, with very large blooms of finely pen-
ciled, brilliant shades.

Petunias, Yellow Throated, have been
improved amazingly by careful selection.

Their strong, sturdy growth and abundant
foliage set off' the fine delicate flowers very
effectively. The blooms are abundant, but
not so variously colored as some other

strains. Striped Zinnias have so far made
but a poor show. Amongover lOU seedlings

less than a dozen were really fine, but as

the season of '88 was an improvement on '87

there is some prospect that this strain

can be established.

Hovi I Force Asparagus.
CHAS. B. BROWN, BENTON CO., IND.

It is well known that the one great draw-
back to lifting and forcing this highly
esteemed vegetable under glass is that the
strong three year or older plants required

can only be used a single time, the strain

upon their vitality being such as to render
them practically worthless for future
use.

Now I would like to describe how I have
for several years secured a crop of Asparagus
earlier by two weeks than usual and the
means are very simple, as may be seen by re-

ferring to my sketch. A trench some three

feet deep and as wide as the distance between
rows allows, is dug lengthwise of the rows

On Forcitig Asparagi(Si in the Open Air.

and then packed full of manure as in hotbed
making. Some scantling are set up along

on the ground at the right distance for sup-

porting the sash, the idea being to cover the

whole surface, having the glass sutficiently

high to permit the stems growing up for

cutting. Before the tops show themselves

above the ground the sash should be kept

closely shut to retain heat and to hasten

root growth, but as soon as they appear some
air is admitted in suitable weather.

While by this method we can not get a
supply as early as under glass, yet it has

this advantage: the same plants can be used
indefinitely by giving natural culture in

alternating years, not repeating the forcing

business on any one part for two years.
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Hints by Two Growers on Plant
Raising for Local Sales.

M. MILTON, MAHONING CO., O.

In many a locality a good profitable busi-

ness could be built up in raising vegetable

plants for sale and I shall give a few details

of the business taken from a fifteen years'

experience. Two requisites are nece.ssary

from the start, namely, to raise the best

varieties and to have strong, stocl^y, healthy

plants. Don't expect to build up and retain

trade unless good kinds are raised. Pur-

chasers once disappointed when the crop

matures will not be likely to come again.

Another thing; if. for instance, you are sold

out of Henderson's Summer Cabbage, but
have a lot of Fottler's Brunswick and a cus-

tomer comes for the former variety, do not

sell him the latter for the former but tell

him honestly. Yon may loo^e an order or

two but people will soon gain confidence in

yon and Iiecome satisfied purchasers.

For early plants, now (early February) is

the time to sow the seed in either hotbed or

greenhouse. As they are better for being
transplanted, they can be so«ti in boxes or

in the frames. Cabb.iges, Cauliflower and
Lettuce recjuire a temperature of .50' to .5.'>'

to start in and should be transplanted into

boxes as .soon as ihey show the first two
characteristic leaves; set them about two
inches apart each way to secure strong
plants. The reason for recommending
boxes for planting them into is because pur-

chasers often prefer buying them in boxes
and setting them out when the weather is

suitable. Another reason, the frames can
be used in raising Tomatoes, Peppers, Egg
Plants and Celery.

Tomatoes, Peppers and Egg Plants for

early are best grown singly in pots or small
boxes manufactured for the purpose. For
late planting they can be grown in boxes or

in hotbeds, bearing in mind that a high
temperature is needed and plenty of water
to prevent their getting stunted and drop-

ping their leaves. On all occasions give

them plenty of air, at the same time do not
allow a cold current to rush against them.
For raisingall kinds of vegetable plants the
waterproof cloth makes an excellent substi-

tute for glass and is much cheaper.
In this locality we have to raise early Cel-

ery in frames or half spent hot beds. There
is always a good demand for early plants and
in order to secure strong growth transplant

in rich soil and give abundance of water.
For raising later plants of Cabbage,

Cauliflower, Lettuce and Celery, the ground
has to be gotten in the very Vjest con-

dition by deep digging or plowing and ap-

plying a heavy coating of rotten manure to

the surface and thoroughly incorporating it

with the soil. As a sandy loam well en-

riched Is the best soil for raising vegetable

plants of all kinds, a clayey soil should have
sand or ashes applied to open it. Having the

ground in good condition and the surface

level, where large quantities are wanted
sow the seed with a drill, wide enough apart

to admit a hand cultivator, working just as

soon as the plants appear above the ground.
The best and only satisfactory remedy I

know of for that pest of the Cabbage seed

bed, the Hea,is a continued stirring of the soil

between the rows. It encourages growth
and keeps the insects on the move. For the

Cabbage maggot in the seed bed the only

effectual remedy I have ever found is an
emulsion of turpentine; while the kerosene

emulsion sometimes does considerable good
when applied in the early stages of the

plants' growth, it has not always the effect

of the turpentine.

During dry weather Celery seed is some-
times diflticult to vegetate and even after

vegetating the plants dry up before the

roots get a good hold of the soil. Shading
the bed after sowing is a great benefit but

as soon as the seedlings are large enough,

begin to cultivate and keep it up. No better

safeguard have we got against drought
than cultivation.

GEO. H. MAHAN, CHENANGO CO., N. V.

To obtain the best results one should have

a greenhouse or rather a spring plant hmise

used with heat only in the spring and which
may be a lean-to or span roof affair covered

by 3xfi feet sash, and usually warmed by a

simple flue. Nearly or quite as good returns

may, however, be had from the use of hot

beds or frames, but with increased labor to

say nothing of the inconvenience of the lat-

ter in not permitting one to enter at all

times. Yet a few frames will be found of

great service in the hardening off process of

certain plants.

The kinds of plants usually grown for

sale are Tomato, Pepper, Early Cabbage,
Cauliflower and Celery, and sometimes
Cucumber, Sweet Potato, Egg Plant and
flowering annuals such as the Aster, Bal-

sam, Pansy, Petunia, Phlox, Verbena,
Zinnia, etc. A supply of good friable, mod-
erately enriched loam secured under cover

last fall, should be on hand. Next obtain a

lot of soap or store boxes of your grocer

about 18x24 inches in size and cut them up
for making shallow boxes or flats each

about three inches deep.

Some prefer sowing in these flats, others

directly on the greenhouse benches; the .ad-

vantage in favor of boxes is that they can be

moved to different parts of the house in case

more light or heat is needed for certain kinds.

Tomatoes. For extra early plants sow
about February 15th. Such early plants

will require considerable space before

planting out time. For main crop, seed

sown March 1st to 1.5th will be about right.

In two or three weeks from sowing the first

transplanting will be in order, doing so Into

additional boxes or on the greenhouse
benches, planting one or two inches apart.

A second transplanting should follow about

two weeks later, giving more space as they

increase in size. Above all else never allow

the plants to become drawn and spindling

for want of room or air. After this they

generally must remain in this way until

about May 1st or till such a time when it

would be safe to remove them to a mild hot

bed or a cold frame provided with straw
mats or boards on cold nights to gradually

harden them off.

By May 15th, about the time Tomato
plants can be set out in this latitude, they

will be fine, stocky, well rooted plants. They
may be disposed of directly from the bed or,

to meet the demands of the store trade, may
be placed in bo.xes of a size of 4x4x12 inches

containing four plants per box which retails

for 15 or a) cents. Some, however, put
them into flats containing several dozen
plants and wholesale them In that way, 40

cents per dozen being the usual price. The
above instructions and dates will also apply

to Peppers e.xcept in consideration perhaps,

of their being less rampant growers, they

will require less transplanting, and selling

for 25 cents per dozen.

Early Cabrage and Cauliflower. The
seed is usually sown from the middle of

February to the first of March, or even later

for second early, and the plants transplanted

when they have made their first true leaves,

either into flats or into a slight hot-bed,

where by careful attention to watering,

airing, etc., fine plants may be had as soon

as they can be planted out. Plants intended

for retailing are generally transplanted Into

flats, being more easily handled, although

often grown entirely in this way, as, being

usually sold in lots of one or more hundreds
it is more convenient; .50 cents and $1.0(1 per

hundred is the general price for Cabl)age

and Caulittower respectively.

Celekv. Altliough this is a second crop

with most growers yet the early demand for

transplanted plants is greater each year;

seed may be sown at intervals from f^eb. 1.5th

the young plants being transplanted to flats

when quite small even if at considerable

disadvantage, as the roots are very fine and
and extend into the soil six or eight inches

when the young plant is no more than an
inch in height. When established they may
be removed to the frames,with due attention

to airing lest they become drawn. Prices

range from .50c to 75c per hundred.
Flowering Annuals. While these may

not be strictly in the line of market garden
plants, yet where the grower is so inclined

he will usually find a ready sale for any of

the plants previously mentioned. Asa gen-

eral thing March and April are the best

months for sowing and many of the seeds

being very small, dally attention as to water-

ing, shading, etc., will be required. Trans-
plant as soon as large enough to handle,

which will tend to prevent them from
"damping off." The selling price is from
25 cts. to .50 cts. per dozen.

The prices mentioned are for this section;

in some places double the prices could be
realized while in others it will be otherwise.

I.iisl. Passion Flowers for tlie Oreenhouse,
Passitioras inearnata, Decaimeana, Princeps
and Iraperatrice Eugene are the most desirable

for a cool house where an average temperature
of 45^ is maintained. Where 10° more is given
Tacsoniiis Buchanani, Exoniensis and Van Vol-
exemii nrv nuito indLspensalile. as when well
grown thrir lii-illi;int rolored tiowersand profuse
bloomiIl^' liahits rank them as the finest of Pas-
sitioras. All roiiiiire about the same treatment,
a comiiost composed of two thirds turfy loam
and ime third well decayed manure, abundance
of root room, to be syringed freely, and waterrd
occasionally during their season of growfli witli

liquiti manin'e. In the winter or during their
season of rest they should be kept rather dry at
the roots.—Chas. E. Parnell.

1.069. Ferns as House Plants. The Maiden
Hair Ferns will succeed in the window under
good conditions, but, in my opinion, the Pteris

will prove more satisfactory as they are of a
more robust habit of growth and will thrive in a

lower temperature than the Maiden Hair
(Adiantums). Pteris argyrea, P. cretica albi-
lineata, P. seirulata, P. serrulata aristata, P.
hastata and P. tremula are excellent window
garden Ferns, while Polypodium aureum, Las-
trea aristata variegata, Lomaria gibba and
Dicksonia antartica will also do well in such a
situation.—Chas. E. Parnell.

1.070. Strawberry Fertilizers. There is no
better fertilizer for Strawberries than good well
decayed stable manure, but where this cannot be
procured in sufficient quantities cover the
ground with ground bone dust, poudrette, dry
blood fertilizer, or blood and bone fertilizer and
barcow or fork it in thoroughly to the depth of
six inches.— Ch.vs. E. P.\rnell.

1,0U7. Are Angleworms In any Way HnrtfaU
Yes, give yom* plants a good soaking with lime
water and get rid of them.—H. C. T.

l.iiiKl. Lilium Auratum Failing. The princi-

pal cause of failin*e is not allowing the bulb to

fill the pots with roots before the top begins its

growth, thus naturally exhausting the bulb and
as there are not sutficient roots to furnish nour-
i,shmeut it will turn yellow and die.—H. C. T.

1,00.5. Cyclamen Infested by Grabs. I have
found great relief in using Phosphate in small
(juantities around the plants; it keeps the grubs
at a distance and is esisily tried.—H. C T.

1,075. A Climbing Rose. The climbing Roses
that for hariliness and free blooming qualities

seem to recommend themselves to everybody are

as follows: Bn((imi>reBeile, pale blush; VUmhlny
Jules Margiittin, bright rosy red; and Queen nf
the Prairir, beautiful red and a very strong
grower. .M. H. Faxon.

1,0k:!. Mailing Cut Flowers. The law says

that plants and cuttings can be sent by mail for
eight cents per pound and cuttings are liowers,
as I understand it.—M. B. Faxon.

1.071. Peat Ashes for Strawberries. A good
dressing of these will prove decidedly beneficial.

1,075. A Climbing Rose. I cannot answer
this query as preciselj' as I could if I knew the

piu'posc for which it is wanted, but if good,

hardy, hybrid perpctuals are wanted you have
Princess" bcmise Victoria, Climbing Victor Ver-
dicr, .lulcs .Miirgiittin, (!lory of Waltham and
Charles l.cfc\ re In select from and one will not
go astray in i:hoosiug any of them.— C. E. P.
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Oxalis—The Summer Blooming.
ELDER'S WIFE, DANSVILXE, NEW YORK.

Nearly every one, I think, is acquainted
with the winter-blooming Oxalis and very

cheerful little plants they are, with their

pink or white blossoms and Clover-like

leaves. They are not at all difficult to grow
demanding only a warm, sunny place, and
are content with soil, drainage and watering
such as suits other plants.

But I write more especially to say
a good word for the other, and I

think less known class, the summer
bloomers. I have grown four or five

varieties of these for several year.s,

and like them very much as edgings
of beds, etc. The bulbs are small
and require planting quite closely to

form a close unbroken line of foliage,

above which is borne the clusters of

blossoms, resembling those of the

winter blooming class, excepting, I

think, that the individual flowers are
larger but the clusters smaller.

One variety has three-parted foliage

and is a robust grower; of these there

are two colors, a pale purplish pink
and white, while all the varieties with
which I am acquainted have a pale

green throat. I do not know the
name of these two sorts as they were
sent to me unnamed and I have been
unable to find them sufficiently de-

scribed in the catalogues to be cer-

tain. If anyone can tell me the name
of these and a large flowered variety

1 shall mention later on I will esteem
it a great favor.

Oxalis Deppli of this class is a shy
bloomer, having pale, scarlet blos-

soms, but its greatest beauty is the
four-parted foliage marked with a
zone of bright maroon; it is well
worth cultivating for that alone, if it

never-bloomed at all. O. Lasiandra
has nine-parted foliage which looks
like a little parasol; opening in sun-
shine and closing at night and in

cloudy weather. The flowers are a
beautiful rose pink.

Another still more beautiful variety
has the bulbs covered with a dark
colored skin or husk like a Tulip
bulb, the leaves all rounded, three-
parted, and of a lovely shade of green.
They do not spring directly from the
bulb, as do the other kinds, but have
a creeping stem. The flowers are not
m clusters, are large as a dime and
bright pink in color. 1 have tried it

as a summer bloomer, but the dry weather
perhaps did not agree with it, as it seemed
stunted and small, but in pots for winter it

has been a grand success.
I once purchased a packet of Oxalis seeds

in mixture; these I covered in a box and
soon had a quantity of little plants. These
bloomed when very small, and among them
were several with bronzy brown foliage and
yellow flowers; this is of creeping habit and
is not bulbous. It makes a very pretty mat
out of doors in, summer, or is pretty as a
bracket pot trailer in winter, grows readily
from seeds. This I think is O. tropieoloides.
The summer blooming class with bulbous

roots require only common garden cultui-e,
planting out when other summer bulbs are
planted, and digging and storing for winter
as in the case of the Gladiolus.

long, having a delicious perfume resembling
Hawthorne and lasting in full beauty for
quite a month. The leaves are long and a
bright, shining green. For aquaria there
could be no more suitable plant.

We grow ours in a vessel filled one third
its depth with soil composed of common
garden soil, a little well decayed cow ma-
nure and charcoal. The tubers are then

harmoniously with all other flowers if a
little care be used.

The Heliotrope is also of much value for
bedding, if planted m full sunlight and
given a rich soil; cultivate the ground about
them, and not let them suffer for water,and
immense trusses of delightful blossoms will
result. The leaves of Heliotropes are easily

turned black by gas or Tobacco smoke, but
if the foliage is well sprinkled before
fumigating, they will not be injured.
Of many beautiful varieties, the

best may be mentioned as follows:

Queen of Violets, is a good bedder,
the color being deep violet purple
with large white eye; White I^ady,

also known as Md. Blomage and
Snow Wreath, is fine for the green-
house, foliage large and strong, with
very large trusses of almost pure
white blossoms; Albert Delaux, is a
grand novelty which probably will

be quite popular on account of its

beautiful foliage,which is golden yel-

low, marked with bright green, and
the flowers deep lavender, making a

fine contrast of foliage and bloom. It

is good for beddingand free flowering.

A Fine Pond Lily, Aponogeton Dis-
taoliyon.

E. ORPET PASSAIC CO., N. J.

This beautiful Cape Pond Lily is deserv-
ing of cultivation by all who can find room
in winter for a vessel in which to grow it.

The flowers are pure white produced in a
curiously two branched scape about 4 inches

FINE POND LILY: APONOGETON DISTACHYON

gently pressed into the soil and water poured
on and in a few days growth commences.
Flowers are produced with the first leaves
and it only needs to add a can or two of
fresh water every week till in May when the
growth shows signs of ceasing. The water
is then allowed to dry up and the tub placed
in a cool place till fall when fresh soil is

added and the tubers replanted.

Seeds are produced freely. These sink
and germinate in about six days and speed-
ily form plants large enough to bloom. It

is a pity the blooming season of Cape plants
cannot be reversed, that one might enjoy
them in summer and store in winter, but in

the case of this plant it is not easily done.

Thie Culture of Heliotrope.
G. BASTING DIEMER.

The Heliotrope is a favorite of the window
gardener, and indeed no collection of plants
would be quite complete without it. The
great charm lies in the rich perfume,
though the flowers themselves are entitled
to no small consideration as they are useful
in floral work, although the range of color
is only in the varied shades of purple,
lavender, lilac, and white, for they blend

On Growing the Auratum Lily.

JOHN LANE. ABLATEUR FLORI.ST, CUICAGO, ILL.

Two years ago I called upon florist

Mr. A., and asked him how to grow
as fine Auratums as he had last year,

my own not being satisfactory, "Pot
them .John, pot them." " But is there
no special directions as to when and
how to pot them, and the after treat-

ment?" "No, just pot them." 'Twas
in February I potted them.
Thinking that Mr. A. did not care

to give away secrets, I bought a plant,

took it home and examined how it

had been potted , I found good drain-

age, covered with moss, and the pot
filled with heavy loam, in which con-
siderable coarse sand and some peat
had been mixed, and the bulb about
the mitldle of the pot with more soil

above than below it, I also found two
sets of roots, one set seemingly per-

ennial, large and fleshy, from the
bottom of the bulb, another set an-
nual, smaller and flbrous-like from
the flower stalk just above the bulb,
apparently one set for preserving the
life of the bulb, the other for the
support of the stem and for the pro-

ducing of flowers.

Here was new teaching. I had read cata-

logues, papers, and some books, little of

which agreed with what I gleaned from the

pot. I procured some good imported bulbs,

placed one inch of cinders ijroken finely,

(worms don't like such), in eight-inch

pots,covered with moss, to keep the soil from
settling below. Then with prepared heavy
loam having some coarse sand mixed there-

with, under and about the bulb, just cover-

ing it, firmly packed about the sides to close

up the scales of the bulb into a solid mass.
Then as the finer roots above appeared to

require a finer and richer soil I added about
one third of rich, light or peat-like soil to

the already prepared soil and filled the pots,

packing lightly, and placing on the damp
cellar floor to await spring time, the three

lots of December, .January and February,
all being potted in the same way.

I gave no water to the potted bulbs until

I saw the stem above the soil, then I moved
them to the greenhouse and gave water
moderately until the flower buds had formed,
then gave water more freely for a time until

the flowers were out. Then I called my
friend Mr. A. to see my Auratums, ".John,

you beat me, I never had such fine Lilies,

how did you make them so grand ?" "I just
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potted them, as yoii told me, tliough I used

some common sense in the mixture of soil

in addition to what 1 found out from the

pot I jiot of you."
In the garden I had some fine ones of the

February pottiut?, growing in the borders,

bu( kept in the cellar until April iith, then

plunged pot and all four inches under

ground. But I should add that these pots

are old peach baskets, about (he size and
shape of an eight-inch pot; leave

these out over winter with protec-

tion from frost, and they «ill be

good for several years. Two years

have passed since they were planted,

but my Lilies have been very flue.

Auratunis that have flowered in

the greenhouse had better be ripened

in the house before returning to the

cellar, and in September replace the

top soil with fresh; I do not dry
them dust dry but keep them ccjol

and moist through their resting

season, and when I notice they want
to grow I move them tt) the green-

house and let them.

to call attention to some of these, in the
hope that they may as a result more i)ften

find a place among the embellishing material

used about homes. The place which t hey are

especially suited to adorn is the Wild (iarden

—any plat that is given up to free growing
ornamental plants which after once they are

planted will thrive and bloom without
cultivation.

The best known plant of this rlivision is

Tying up the Stalks
Gladiolus.

of

JAHES nUNTEK, BERKSHIRE CO., M.4SS.

I can give a plan which I think

is much better than any other I

have yet seen. On three sides of

several plots about .50 feet square

in my vegetable garden I plant out

about two thousand Gladiolus bulbs

each season. I set them in double
rows, the first one being nine inches

from the grass border, and the

second row nine inches from the

first,' alternating the bulbs, plant-

ing both rows with a garden line at

the same time, setting the bulbs four inches

deep and six inches apart in this style:

As they look better this way than if exactly

opposite or in squares.

As soon as the flower stalks begin to ap-

pear I drive a stake one inch square sawed
from good straight grained pine, and about

3}{ feet long, at the end of each row and one
near the centre. Then I tie a strong cord

(that called wool twine is excellent) to the

first stake and run it along on the outside

of the double row about 18 Inches from the

ground as it is much easier thus to tie the

stalks to the string.

When the buds are all above the cord, I

pass a piece of string around the stalk,

wind it once around the cord, and tie, being

careful not to make it too tight. The sun
will likely cause the cord to become slack

by drying it, and this trouble can be remed-

Fig. 2. Aponogeton growing in water.

ied by nailing a small cleat crosswise of

the stakes, then as soon as the string loosens

wind it on the cleats until taut again.

The Ornamental Brambles.

Besides those members of the Bramble
genus that are cultivated for their fruit,

namely the varieties of the Raspberry, and
Blackberry, there are still others that are of

interest chiefly for their ornamental quali-

ties. It is the purpose of the present article

BRANCH OF THE WHITE POMPONE-FLOWERING BRAMBLE

the Purple Raspberry (Bubus odoratm), a

fine shrub that abounds here and there in

uncultivated land over a large part of the

continent. The flowers are nearly two

inches across, of a pleasing purple color, ex-

cepting the conspicuous crown of stamens,

numbering from 100 to 300, which are of a

creamy color. The form of the blossom is

not unlike that of a single Rose. The time

of bloom is from June to September, especi-

ally if the plants have the benefit of a shady

location. Indeed one of the best recommen-
dations for this plant is that it succeeds to

perfection in shade that hardly another

flowering shrub could endure. In town
gardening there is a constant demand for

plants that will succeed in the shade of

buildings, fences and trees; in this and
other Brambles they are exactly found. The
present one attains to a shrub form and
reaching a height of about five feet.

Quite similar to the foregoing except in

the color of the flowers is the White Bram-
ble {Rubus NiMd mis). In this as the name
indicates the petals are white, and somewhat
narrower than those of the last named, but

the flowers are large and showy. It is also

less free-blooming than the Purple. The
leaves are coarsely toothed. Native to the

northern belt of the country from Michigan

westward to the Pacific.

Among other native ornamental species,

the Rocky Mountain Bramble fR'ibus

dclicioinis), is one of the finest and this has

received more attention from European
growers than from our own. Unlike the

White Bramble, the canes of this one has

neither spines nor prickles. It forms a

round spreading bush about four feet high.

The flowers are large, single, and snow
white, exquisite in form and borne in sprays

in June, at which time no flowering shrub

can excel it in elegance and beauty. The
Salmon Berry (H. njjcctabiliif), is spoken

of by European authorities sis an elegant

shrub, flowers bright-red, though somewhat
less profuse than Ls common with the above.

Perhaps the tinest of all this cla.ss are the

double flowering Brambles of which Riihiis

fnwticosiis is tlie type, and which has curi-

ous, fine, double flowers or masses of narrow
petals. This is to be ha<l of several of our

nurserymen. A variety of the last named
is the Pompone Flowering Bramble (/{. /.

1/1)111 i>i))iiiix, oriilhiix iih'iiiixvf some), shown
in our engraving. Tliis one, together with

its companion the Double Pink Bramble
{R. t. rosi'iin II. pi.), is from its pic-

tures(iue habit, suitable for isolated

specimens on the lawn. The flowers

of the Pompone Bramble remind
one of the miniature Roses more
than of their real relatives; they are

semi-double, pure white, and afford

a charming effect in contrast with

the foliage, which is paler hned than

are many of its family. It thrives

often where no other ornamental
plant would grow, and in any soil,

though preferring one light and

warm. Its full beauty can only be

seen where it has a chance to fully

spread itself in every direction, mak-
ing a large symmetrically shaped

bush, which from early spring until

late autumn bears more or less

bloom.
The Cut or Parsley-leaved Bram-

ble (R. f. Uieiniatufi), is a distinct

trailing variety with finely cut foli-

age, and bearing a profusion of

white bloom followed by a not un-

palatable fruit.

One of the Brambles well-known

to florists is the half-hardy winter

flowering Rose-leaved Bramble {R.

roswfolius co)'OH(U-ii(.s), which some

years ago was a favorite in all

greenhouses. It has a small dense

bush like form, of upright habit, and bears

miniature double Rose-like white flowers.

1036. Scale on House Plants. Wash the plants

in strong soap suds, taking care that the liquid

touches all parts.— E. S. G.

10B5. Cyclamen Infested by Grubs. I am not

acquainted with this pest but advise you to de-

stroy by burning all infested plants promptly
and not to use any soil contained in the pots for
other plants.—C. E. P.

1038. Apple Tree Borers. Cutting the trees

down and regrafting would hardly be advisable,

though if they are very badly infested they may
as well be abandoned. If, however, a tree con-

tiiins but a single borer this may often be des-
troyed by prolilng tlie liolf with a flexible twig.
Then wash the trees tile iinuffhly the latter part
of next May, and again 111 August with a strong
solution of soap in which is dissolved a Uttle car-

bolic acid. In addition to this keep a lookout for
the entrance of borers during the summer and
autumn.—E. S. G.

988. Book on Flower Orowlng. Practical

Floriculture, by Peter Henderson; and the Home
Florist for sale at this office.

1016. Chip Manure Insects. Cover the chip

manure with tine soil, make holes in it with a

crow bar into which pour a few ounces of bi-

sulphide of carbon. Then fill the holes with the
earth and let the heap remain undisturbed for a
few hours. Bi-sulphide of carbon may be pur-
chased at the drug stores. It should be handled
with care as it is very poisonous and explosive.
—E. S. G.

1024. Storing Cabbage. Set a barrel in the

soil in a well drained place, up to its top. Place

the Cabbage heads cut from their stumps in this,

cover with a top made of boards (not too tightly)

o\ev which throw a little straw. Or by another
method; place a thin layer 1 if straw on the ground
floor of an outbuilding on which place the heads
cut from their stumps, only one layer deep,
ttover with two feet of straw. In this situation
the heads will not readily freeze, but having
frozen they will remain frozen throughout the
winter or liutil taken out.— E. S. G.

1014. drapes in Orchard. It would doubtless

answer well to plant Grapes in the orchard

while the trees are small, as the shade will not be

great and the vines would bear .several crops at

least before the trees would spread sufficiently

to obstruct the sunlight much. If the trees are
already full grown they would probably shade
tlie vines sufficiently t-o retard the ripening and
injure the flavor of the Grapes.-E, S. G.
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Ever the Same.
God does not send us strange flowers every year;

When the Spring winds blow o'er the pleasant places.

The same dear things lift up the same fair faces.

The Violet is here.

It all comes baclc, the odor, grace and hue,

Each sweet relation of its life repeated.

Nothing is lost, no looliing for is cheated;

It is the thing we knew.

So after the death-winter it will be.

God will not put strange sights in heavenly places.

The old love will looii out from the old faces;

Veilchen, T shall have thee.

—A. D. T. Whitney.

The Tired Foot.

The potter stood at his dally work.
One patient foot on the ground;

The other with never slacking speed.

Turning his swift wheel round.

Silent we stood beside him there,

Watching his restless knee.

Till my friend said low in pitying voice.

How tired his foot must be.

The potter never paused in his work
Shaping the wondrous thing;

'Twas only a common flower pot.

But perfect in fashioning.

Slowly lie raised his patient eyes.

With homely truth inspired:
•' No ma'am; It isn't the foot that kicks—
The one that stands gets tired."

— The Continent.

If the winds have an alphabet.

And the trees know it well,

Then it Is natural to suppose.

That they can read and spell.

And when their boughs are swaying.

Full of green leaves and bare.

They still are practising the art

Of writing In the air.

— Youth's Companion.

Is the 1889 planting planned?

Botany is a good winter study.

Early orders secure early attention,

A delightful art is plant propagation.

Wait antil April to prune Evergreens.

Plowing at Woodbanks on January 5th.

We like to sow our Diantlius seeds early.

There is a crimson Calla (Arum Palestinum).

Cabbage succeeds remarkably on Clover sod.

Have the Spring open on all pot plants clear

of insects.

Peas can be giown with less manure than
most crops.

An ounce of fresh Cabbage seed should give

2,000 plants,

Wanted. More brief pointed notes of informa-
tion from subscribers.

The commission seeds are abroad, seeking
whom they may defraud.

Growing plants show their liking for these
longer days plainly enough.

The robust Hyacinth candicans is well adapted
to pot culture, setting the bulbs now.

The re-naming of varieties for commercial
advantage is the meanest kind of fraud.

Look out for the Cinerarias when about to
fumigate; they'll not bear much smoke.

Sow a little Hadish seed in the Parsnip row to

mark the line tor aiding early cultivation.

If your Wax Plant (Hoya carjwsa) does not
bloom, too rich a soil or too much is the cause
most likely.

Moderate dryness at the root is one condition
for securing the l>est colors in most variegated-
leaved plants.

In choosing annuals as well bear in mind that

the blooms of Phlox Drummodi are rarely
marred by bad weather.

These long evenings should give you time to

write out .some of your best ideas for the good of

the PopuijAR Gardening family.

In your selections of small sized ornamental
trees don't overlook the Cork-barked Maple,

(.Acer cainpcstre ) Asa handsome, small cemetery
tree it stands without an equal.

Christmas Boses- I protected my plants in a

very simple wa.v; four sticks with crooks in

them to support two pieces of scantling upon
which rested the sash secured by wire.—M.

Would you have magnificent shrubs of the

Panicle-flowered ^Hydrangea the coming season'/

Then prune severely back and thin out the
growth somewhat the coming spring, and
manure liberally.

Camellia plants dislike drouth; I help matters
by suspending one or two good sized sponges in

the top of the tree and keeping them constantly

saturated with water.—Jtfrs. L. E. Perrine.

Orange County, JV. T.

It is Vile Smelling Stuff. Bisulphide of carbon
has the endorsement of M. Pasteur as a superior

insecticide in the case of root lice of all kinds.

It is applied by puncturing the soil about the

roots and depositing a little of the article in

the hole formed.

Bulbs at the Paris Exposition. The Holland
nurserymen, E. H. Krelage & Son mean to see to

it that Dutch bulbs are fairly represented at the

great exhibition of this year. Large beds of late

Tulips were planted last autumn with a view to

their being in blossom at the opening next May.

Twenty-five Superior Dahlias. Mrs. Bunn,
Cupid, Miss Browning, Mrs. Langtry, Constance,

James Stephens, Purity, Marmaduke, Dawn,
Gladstone, Maud, John Dawkins, Bird of Roses,

Orient, Emotion, Peacemaker, Khedive, Polly

Landell, James Corker, Sappho, Picotee, Woman
in White, Magician.—E. P. Powell.

Electric Light and Plants. Has any reader,

in this day of the wide use of electric light in

towns, studied the effects of this light on plants

that are brought within the near influence of its

rays '/ Would Tulips, for instance, close at night

under a strong electric light"/ Notes on this

subject in general would be welcome.

Three common wild flowers which should be in

every garden: The Bloodroot, tianguinaria Can-
ademis, beautiful white flowers, handsome
foliage; the Liverwort, Hepatica triloba, blue

flowers, handsome leaves; the Wake Robin,

Trillium grandijlorum, large white flowers.

There is also a desirable crimson flowering

species of Trillium.

A Veteran's View. When I peruse a copy of

this journal and compare it with those of a simi-

lar character fifty years ago, it shows the vast

progress made in that time. Why one number of

Popular Gardening and Fboit Growing is

a whole volume of information; it would be un-
just to the good cause for me to withhold what
little I can do for it.—Samuel Miller.

Shipping Plants in Pots. The course of the

careful old lady who would have a distant floiist

ship in their pots the plants she ordered is not to

be commended. Need we say to our intelligent

readers why'/ An increase of the weight and
bulk of the shipping case to almost double;
extra labor in packing, and most important of

all, the average of plants can be packed to carry

with greater safety without pots than with.

Easy Befrigeration. A subscriber who re-

cently visited Woodbanks told how he reduced
the temperature in his Apple cellar by some
degrees. He has a large rough box inside of each

window to reach to the floor and these he filled

with snow, packing it down. The cellar floor

being well drained no inconvenience was met
with from the melting snow, while the increased

moisture and dampness was good for the fruit.

The Ailanthus for Bapid Growth. A writer

in Garden and Forest points out the ad^'antages

of this tree for rapid growth by saying that it

makes fuel twice as fast even on poor soil as do
any of our other trees of like value, including

the White Oak, Black Walnut and Birch, the

amount of ash left being remarkably small. The
proper way of avoiding the disagreeable flowers

is to propagate by root cuttings from trees

which do not blossom.

The White Grape Niagara. From two year
old vines of this variety planted in llWB, I m 1887

gathered a tew very fine clusters and in 1888 had
the flnest lot of Grapes ever seen hereabouts,

many of the clusters weighing from 16 to 'M

ounces each. I have Delawares, Brightons,

Champions, Moore's Early, Dracat's Amber,
Empire State, Wyoming Red, Moyer (not yet

fruiting) and others and while all are good the

Support Jor Flower in Glass.

Niagara suits me best.—.4. A. HaUaday,
Windham County, Vt.

The Value of Carrots. The past season, from
eighteen rows, thirteen inches apart and 180 feet

long I harvested 105 bushels, making a rate of

1,300 bushels per acre worth 25 cents per bushel,

I gave a neighbor twelve bushels of Carrots for

ten of Oats. At this rate the yield of my plot

was equal to about 90 bushels of Oats. A care-

ful experienced feeder said that he would rather

give his horses eight quarts of Oats and four of

Carrots than twelve quarts of Oats per day,

while such as are not subjected to steady, hard
labor will do finely

on them alone.

—

Fred.W.Card, Brad-
foril Counly, Pa.

Earth Mulch for

Grape Vines. In

the fall of 1887 I

buried a part of my
vines, just before
the ground closed

for the winter, with
about eight inches

of dirt. Other near-

by vines were
treated the same,
except being cov-
ered with Spruce
boughs. Those that

were buried came
on vigorously when
taken out late in

the spring and the

abundance and
quality of the
fruit was convinc-

ing evidence that this was good winter treat-

ment. The yield of those under the boughs un-
covered at same time was about fifty per cent
less and the qualit,v was inferior in about the

same ratio.—J. C. Webster. Hartford Co., Ct.

The Fruit of Ficus Bepens. Subscriber A. S.

Cox, a plant grower of longexperience, living in

Pennsylvania, teUs of a fine specimen of Ficus
repens or stipulata in his vicinity; this plant
covered the north wall of a greenhouse for a
space of nearly fifty square feet. What made it

specially interesting was the fact of the vine

(which as is well known is a member of the Fig
family) having on it four or five small Lemon-
shaped fruits of a pea green color. Our corre-

spondent asks whether the fruit is edible. A
reference to a list of the edible species of the Fig
does not find this one included; it is a shy bearer.

The Quince tree cannot be at its best without
some intelligent pruning. Unlike other fruits

the Quince does not bear from buds that are

formed the year before, but on short spurs that

form the saraeseason Justin advance of the blos-

soms. To throw vigor into these spurs the
oldest branches should be pruned out except to

leave enough to give the tree a moderately full

top and all the long new shoots of the pre\ious

season be cut back to five or six buds apiece.

This is all the secret there is for pruning to pro-

duce fine fruit—fruit that will sell, when the

small stuff from unpruned trees will be
lacking a market.

A Point in Growing Seedling Liliums. One of

our observant correspondents writes: "It is

probable that many like myself have been disap-

pointed in the number of plants that seem to

come from Lily seed. I sowed several varieties

in March 1885 in pans and kept them in a warm
place but it was only late in summer that any
plants showed and then but a few. The pans

were allowed to stand around carelessly until a

year later when I dug the soil over and ffiund so

many small bulbs that I concluded that during
the two seasons nearly every seed must have
germinated. Tell your readers not to turn out
their Lily seed pans too soon."

Transplanting Trees at Night. This course

finds an advocate in Professor E. Gale of Kansas,

according to report. We see no wisdom in it.

When trees are planted more light is needed for

the nice operation of working good soil among
the roots than a lantern or two could wel 1 afford.

Label reading, writing and attaching would also

be inconvenient not to mention the digging and
pruning of trees. If it is the best coui'se for the

orchardist or the amateur logically it must also

be for the nurseryman who sets tens of thous-

ands of young trees each season. What an absurd

sight a nursery would present during planting

season if night work was generally to prevail.
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LauristxnuB. I Ki'outly fciir this fa\orite of

old time gariiens is being too miieh crowded
aside by less worthy subjects of reeeat introduc-

tions. It is easy of culture, very liandsorae in

foliage and bloom, almost hardy and it preserves

the cjuality of permanency (that is the same
plant can be kept in a tractable shape for many
years) in a way that is not allowable with many
favorites. The leaves are heavy and dark

green, the flowers white and borne in great pro-

fusion in the summer. I set my plant in the open
ground in summer and repot or bo.v it each fall,

giving it about the same treatment as the (!)lean-

der. The Laurestinus is of the same genus as

the well known SnowbiUl tree of our garden.

A Flower Support. A single Rose or other

long-stemmed flowershows to so much better ad-

\ antage in a light glass vase if it is held erect as

it grew ou the plant, that it is often considered

desirable to supply a support for the purpose.

Usually a wire stem or even a match stick to

which the flower stem is bound with thread or

light wire has been employed, but this leads to

more or less injury to the leaves. Our illustra-

tion shows a device for ovei-coming the last

named defects, and which is the best thing of the

kind with which we are acquainted. It is made
of wire and is so simple that any one can under-

take with a pair of pliers to shape one or more,

.lu.st the thing for use in exhibiting cut flowers.

''Insects Injurious to Fruits." A second edi-

tion of this comi>rehensive volume, by William

Saunders, Director of the E.xperiment Farms
of Canada, and late editor of the Canadian Ento-

mologist, with the matter brought down to date

has appeared from the press of the Lippincott's.

In some respects, notably the manner of group-

ing the enemies of each fruit, the insects being

numbered to facilitate cross reference, together

with practical remedies, and in the simple lan-

guage of the descriptions, it is the most desirable

volume for the general fruit grower that has

come to our notice. It is illustrated with over

400 fine wood cuts which will assist in the identi-

fication of insects by other than skilled scientists.

The price is two dollars.

The Tulip Tree. A fine specimen of this excel-

lent native tree, some :iO feet in height, is one of

the attractions of the editor's farm at La Salle.

The foliage is large, of peculiar form, smooth,

firm, and always pleasing to the eye. In the

spring it is a soft, light green which gradually

changes to a dark green, while in autumn it as-

sumes a rich golden hue. But one of the greatest

attractions of the tree is its profusion of verita-

bly Tulip-shaped flowers that appear in June.

These are of a yellowish color on the outside and
orange within and present a flne and substantial

appearance. The tree prefers a deep loamy soil

and here under fair circumstances it wiU in time

reach a large and handsome form excelled by no
other tree, (jne point of importance is to set

none but small trees, say such as are less than

four feet in height, as large sized nursery

trees rarely succeed.

Shade for Greenhouses. No good plantsman

will sutter his Fuchsias, Palms, Callas, CamelUas
and other plants to be burnt during this and the

coming months by the action of the sun's rays.

Shading the glass is the preventive, doing so over

the parts most susceptible to injury. The
standard mixture now is that of white lead

reduced by naptha to a milk like liquid. From
an English source we cull the following recipe

for a greenhouse wash to be applied to the

interior: H pound each of white lead and
Brunswick green are stirred into a half pound of

boiling glue; continue boiling and stirring for

ten minutes then allow it to get cold, when it

will be like jelly and before using soften a little.

Then it can be very easily painted on glass as

thick as desired. Warm water applied with a

sponge or cloth is said to easily remove it in au-

tumn, afterwards syringing with clear water.

The Maiden Hair or Ginkgo Tree. This re-

markable and elegant tr€* is not so often met
with in cultivation as it deserves to be. Its most
striking peculiarity is the form of the leaves,

which as our engra\'ing shows, resemble in shape

the fronds of the Maiden-hair Fern but are about

three inches broad. Another remarkable fact

is that botanically it belongs to the Conifers or

Gymnosperms, embracing the e\"ergreens like

Pine, Spruce, Fir, < 'yprcss, etc., although singu-

larly enough this one is strictly a deciduous

tree, that is, it sheds its leaves in the fall. The
gi'owth is naturally rapid and upright, but it cau

if one chooses, bt; trained against a house or over

a trellis like a climber and in this way be made

to yiresent a moat singular appearance. This

interesting tree is a native of Japan but like the

Weigelia, Deutzia and many other Japanese

plants, is entirely hardy. Botanically It is known
as CUnhoii atUanttfnlia. The genus has been
called SallibvvUi, a name which must give

way to the older (Jinkgo.

A Subscriber on Sending Orders. As the season

is at hand whcTi dealers send their catalogues of

seeds and idants to their customers and those

whom they desire as such, a few hints to those

sending orders for seeds or plants may aid them
to make out their orders so as to be a comfort to

the one that fills them and a benefit to themselves.

As I ha\e filled some nicely made out (uders and

Tmig of the Makl&n Hair or Ginkgo Tree.

also many that were otherwise, I know of the

pleasure of filling the former and the vexation

of the latter. First use the order sheet, if there

is one in the catjilogue, and make each successive

order somewhat like it in form. Have your order
for seeds plainly written; first naming the flower

seeds, then the vegetable, then the greenhouse

and bedding plants, hardy plants and shrubs, and
so on. As these things are in different depart-

ments, it will be plain to see what a time one
would have in filling an order where every thing

was mixed up. It would necessitate the running
from one department to the other, or else re-

arranging the order,which does not make one feel

very good about it, seeing there is so much to do.

Make out your orders plain and you will be bet-

ter served, get nicer stock, and likely some
extras. Put down your seeds in alphabetical

order, write kindly, and don't blow up your
florist every time you write, for sometimes you
yourself are to blame, not he.—G. BastinMj Dieiner,

In Suspense. Messrs. Putney and Woodward,
nurserymen in Suffolk Co., N. Y , enclose to us a

letter lately received by them and which they

think might be made a text for some i-emarks on
the carelessness of correspondents. This letter

was from a reader of Popular Gardening, as

Its contents state, and ten cents were inclosed to

pay for the little work on Strawberry culture

issued by the firm named, but no clue is given as

to who the writer was, both the name and post-

office having been omitted. To our correspond-

ent we would say that every advertiser and
dealer doing a large mail business is sure to fre-

ijuently meet with cases similar to this. In our
own oflice we have a drawer labeled "suspense

matter" to which communications of this

kind are often committed. Usually the writers

are heard from again and by this means the way
is opened for properly attending to their orders,

a thing that never could be done but for such

subsequent letter in which the name and address

are given. Not infrequently when a second

letter comes it shows great impatience on the

part of the writer if it does not prove satisfactor-

ily to himself that we are swindlers. Cases have
occurred in which we never again have heard

from the writei-s. While on the face it would
seem as if the public could be instructed against

such a habit, the trouble is that the very pei-sons

who send such lettere would think it impossible

that they could be the ones to make such

blunders. All know enough to sign their names
and addresses to the lettere they write and

obviously when this is not done it may usually

be attributed to pure oversight. Let us however
strive to be more careful in such mattei's.

Floral Notes From New York.

A dull season, say the wholesale men, and the

same cry is echoed by the retailei'S. A great

many growers complain that their crops are

poor, but the increase in glass prevents any de-

crease in pr<)duction.

Tulips seem to be out of date. Comparatively

few were sent in at the holidays, but they were
hardly salable. The market was glutted with them
last year—they were forced by the hundreds of

thousands, and consequently they formed all the

cheap and showy decorations. The natural re-

sult followed, people tired of them, and the de-

mand is now limitc<l. Freesia is another flower

in less demand. It is more than likely that these

bulbs would still bring paying prices if the mar-
ket hail not been s*) greatly overstocked.
The t^hristmas trade was fairly g(jod—New

Year's very poor. Most of the large decorations

around the holidays were chiefly composed of

Christmas greens, and called for few flowers,

thus giving showy effectiveness at small cost.

The small Holly trees imported for this purpose
were yery pretty—in tact the Holly generally

was good, lait the Mistletoe was very poor, hav-
ing lost most of its berries. Palmetto leaves and
a handsome Southern Pine were used with the

Holly and Mistletoe.

A very pretty conceit was carried out at one
New Year's dinner, where the meal, entertaining

over one hundred guests, was ser\-ed on small

round tables. Over each table swung a gay Jap-

anese umbrella. These umbrellas were covered
with loose flowers. Just as the clock struck

twelve, and the guests began to offer New Year's

wishes, all the umbrellas were closed simultane-

ously by a clever mechanical contrivance, send-

ing a shower of flowers over the people seated

below. At this entertainment the walls and
ceilings were completely covered with Holly,

Pine, Palmetto and other greens, turning the

room into an absolute bower.
The Patriarch balls have shown no new features

in decorations this winter—in fact, to tell the

truth, the display has been rather meagre. Some
flne effects in Palms andlai-ge foliage plants have
been seen at i.irivate houses.
There has been a decided eftort on the part of

some fashionable men to make the Camellia the

correct thing for a boutonniere. It is truly

British, and also cheap, but Violets take first rank
for this purpose, or for women's street wear.

A beautiful funeral wreath seen lately had at

one side a large loose bunch of Violets. On the

opposite side were two delicate mauve Cattleyas,

resting on a bed of Roman Hyacinths; the re-

mainder was filled with small Callas, backed by
Hyacinths and Narcissus. The whole arrange-

ment was extremely loose, but very graceful.

A handsome basket was one of the French fish

basket shape with rather a high square handle.

One half of it was loosely filled « ith Papa Gen-
tler Roses, the other with Cypripedium insigne,

mingled with light Fern. The effect of the

flowers was charming, but the basket was marred
by an unsightly sash of scarlet satin ribbon tied

on the handle. The scarlet absolutely swore at

the color of the Gontiers, and it was surprising

to see such a combination made by a good florist.

Some very pretty baskets are made of Lilacs

and Beauty Roses. Lilacs are much used in bou-
quets: white Lilac, Lily of the Valley, and Bride

Ro.ses make a favorite arrangement for fashion-

able wedding bouquets.
There was some rumor of forced wild flowers

for the holidays, but they did not appear; it is

bkely that there will be something of this sort at

Ea.ster. Some of the forced shrubs were in for

Christmas, notably, the Japan (,>uince, both red

and white, which met with much fav(a'. A lot

of good Cyclamens are in now, many varieties

with extra flne foliage. These are used for table

decoration, and also in banks and clustera about
the room. To be salable they have to be well

covered with flowers; in many cases the white

ones sell the best.

As for Orchid blooms, quite a lot were sent in

before the holidays, and at that time they did

not bring large prices, though a good many
doubtless paid fairly well. The commission men
complain that they can scarcely sell the darker

colored Cy pripediums; insigne is the only member
of the family in regular demand.
Cattleyas and ('alanthes are fairly in demand,

but these flowers, while gradually growing in

favor, have not yet caused the revolution pre-

dicted. They form a beautiful finish Ut any bas-

ket or design, but of course they cannot take the

lilace of other flowers.

Madame de Watteville Rose is being used with

favor; some predict that it will supplant Cusin,

but the latter, in addition t«> its beauty, keeps so

well t hat it will alwa.\s be a favorite.

Emii.y Louise Taplin.
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Ben Davis, Willow Twig

and Jonathan arc the Ap-

ples recommended by the

Missouri Society tor that

State.

Apple Scab is caused by

a parasitic fungus which

also attacks the leaf and is

then called leal blight or mildew.-X. L. llateh.

The Missouri Horticultural Society has for

one of its objects the improvement ot the

grounds about railway stations, and a beginnmg

has been made at Kidder, Mo.

Cultivating Strawberries. The best thing

that I have vet found for cultivating Strawber-

ries is a one-horse harrow. It keeps the ground

loose and throws nodirtontherow.-X S. Brown

Bagging Grapes. While I follow it success-

fully yet I find tlic following objections to it: It

retards ripening 7 to in days; the expense; the

resulting thin skins which render shipping ira-

practicable.-G. B. NoWieni at the Illinois

Society Meeting.

Eemedy for Black Spot. At the Florists' Con-

vention Mr. B. O'Neill of Illinois stated that sul-

phur added to boiling soft water in which soap

powder has been dissolved, makes a wash which

has been valuable in cases of black spot and

mildew on Roses, and Verbena rust.

Trees for Arbor Day Planting. I am emphat-

ically in favor of planting younger trees than

has been the former custom ot roadside planters

of growing them in nurseries instead of digging

them up in the shady woods, and ot thus creating

a taste for tree culture in the minds of the

young. -HoH. B. G. Northrop.

For English Industries. An increased interest

in canned fruit is shown in England by the offer-

ing of prizes by the Royal Agricultural Society

for preserved fruits, both to fruitgrowers them-

selves and to manufacturers who are not grow-

ers, on the condition that the jeUies, jams or

other preserves must be made exclusively

ot British grown fruit.

Spring-grown Pansies. I sow the seed about

the first ot March in a box, wetting the

the earth with warm water before sowing;

cover lightly with .sand, then I lay a news-

paper over it which I keep moist and leave

on until the plants appear. Transplant them as

soon as they can be handled; do not keep them

too warm and later plant them outside into rich

soil.—Mrs. J. B. Lathy, before the Alton

Southern Socitty.

Early Beets. The middle of March the seed is

sown in shallow boxes of a size 18 inches wide,

24 inches long and 4 inches deep, getting four to

five hundred plants from a box. They are placed

in a warm house to grow rapidly until the mid-

dle of April, then put out into cold frames to

gradually harden until a light frost does not

hurt them. By the first week in May they can

be transplanted to beds previously well worked

and warmed. Turnips, Onions, and similar crops

can be treated in the same way.—Jos/ma Allyn,

Hid Winy, Minn., to State Horticultural Societn.

Easy Orchid Browing. A house in which

Roses and Ferns grow will answer very well for

Orchids; put them together in a shady corner

where the leaves will not burn, as these must be

retained for the next season. While growing all

Orchids need a good quantity of water, but

little usually while resting, when they require a

low temperature. By placing the Cattleyas,

La-lias and others of like nature in the warm end

and Odontoglossums and Cypripediums in the

tool end of a greenhouse, one can have a good

number of flowers simply by having a difference

of 10° in the temperature.— Be»i.?'rtnii)! Graij-

Orchards and Underdraining. Underdraining

makes the on-liai-d grow twice as well. An
orchard underdraincd is always more healthy,

and stands the changes in the seasons better than

one not undeidrained. Underdraining, too,

helps to make the soils more porous, so the

water that falls on it gradually sinks in and the

excess is carried off by the tile though it retains

more water down in the soil, not on the top;

roots run farther tlirongh the soil and reach

more ot the moisture held in the porous soil

than they could if the soil was harder. I have a

drain every two rods on 2.")U acres, and the drain

has been an advantage in both wet and dry

seasons.— Dr. Toicn.soirt at a- Colvmhva, 0., Horti-

ruliural Soriiit) Mretiiifi.

Apple Tree Planting in Kentucky, of an

orchard the greater portion should be good,

hardy, salable winter varieties, with not too

many kinds in one orchard. The distance to

plant is from SO to a5 feet with the trees leaning

about 40" to the one o'clock sun as a protection

to the bbdy ot the tree from the effects of the

sun. Young trees should be well cultivated.and

a most excellent tool for the purpose is a two
pronged steel hoe, also Ijcing careful not to plow

too close to the tree. Head Apple trees low,

this being essential both in iirotecting the body of

the tree, and gathering the fruit. Keep the free

properly shaped and pruned when young, and

later on it requires very little cutting. In this

latitude the Apple, Peach, Cherry, Plum, Pear,

and Grape gi-ow to a great degree of perfection.

—J. H. Stewart at a Kentnihij Institute.

A List of Good Chrysanthemums is the follow-

ing, nearlj- all Japanese, as gi\en by Mr. Charles

Anderson, of Long Island, licfore the New York

meeting of florists, and comprises those which he

grows for the cut flower trade: The earliest

section includes, white—Precocite, Mme. Des-

grange, Planchenon and Timball d'Argent; yel-

low—Mme. Desgrange and Gloriosura; pink—

Foisure, Planchenon, W. F. Piercey and Mme. C.

Audiguer; orange red-Tokio. Intermediate

section: white—Elaine, Mrs. (Jeo. Bullock,

White Dragon, Lady St. Clair and Diana; orange

—Barbara, Lord Byron, Source d'Or, Mrs. Wm.
Barr, Julius Ciesar, and Pietro Diaz; pink—Mrs.

M. Morgan, Admiration, Lady Slade and Frage-

die; yellow—Golden Dragon, Mrs. Brett, Mrs. C.

Wheeler, Glow and Jardine desPlantes; amar-

anth—John Welsh and Mrs. Norris. Late sec-

tion: white-Robert Bottomley, M. F. Carey

and Syringa; yellow—Golden Eagle, Sadie Mar-

tinot and Temple of Solomon; pink—Pres. Ar-

thur, John M. Hughes and Mrs. F. Thompson;

crimson maroon—Cullingfordii.

Water and Soil. A coarse sand may hold ffi

per cent, of water; a very fine sand or clay will

hold .50 per cent or more, while a good loam may
hold more than its own weight of water, and

peat two or three times its own weight. When
the upper layers of the soil dry out the water

moves upward to supply that lost by evapora-

tion and transpired by the plants. In soil com-

posed mainly of gravel or coarse sand, the spaces

between the particles are so large that water

passes through them too rapidly and they have

not the power to lift the water from below more

than a few inches. Green manures improve the

water holding capacities of such soils. With

clay or very fine sand the spaces between the

particles may be so small that the movement of

the water is very slow from the increased friction

and will not let it come up fast enough to supply

the loss from the surface, and to these an appli-

cation of lime or nitrate of soda or other saline

matter often improves the drainage and capil-

lary powers by causing the clay to shrink.—Pro/

trititneij before a South CaroUna Institute.

Girdling Trees for Fruitfulness. At a recent

meeting of the Summit Co., 0., Horticultural

Society, there was much discussion of this sub-

ject aiid with no great difference ot opinion as to

the utility of this treatment of otherwise un-

fruitful trees, or to induce earlier bearing. The

Secretary mentioned the case of a Pear tree

which had never borne fruit, but was brought

into bearing by having most of the bark acci-

dentally torn off from the lower branches late

in the spring; each limb so injured was loaded

with fruit the following season and the tree has

been productive ever since. Several similar

instances were cited, all of which seemed to

result in no harm to the subjects so treated. A
tree that ccmtinued to bear for nearly forty years

after the bark was peeled off, was spoken of by

Dr. Fenn, and an Illinois Apple-grower was said

to plant his trees only half the permanent dis-

tance apart then bring a portion into early

bearing by girdling; when the permanent trees

need the "space the girdled trees are then re-

moved. Matthew Crawford thought that any

branch might be caused to fruit by removing a

narrow ring of bark frf)m it late in the spring

when it may be peeled easily; by tying a wire

very tightly around the limb in the spring and

leaving it on two or three months; by running a

knife or saw around the limli cutting through to

the wood and by bending the limb by hanging a

weight on the end. The crude sap passes up

through the sap wood but in descending it

pas.ses between the bark and the wood, and if

hindered in any way, it must remain above, and

cause a development of the fruit buds, but that

while we may use any of these means for a pur-

pose, it is well to remember, however, that a

wound to any part of the tree is a blow to its

vitality and will shorten its life.

Apple Culture Cost and Value of an
Orchard Figured up.

[Jacob Faith before the 3\st Annual meeting of the

Missouri Horticultural Society, at Nevada.^

There is no farm crop, which on the aver-

age will produce half as much income per

acre as a good Apple orchard. But as it

takes five to eight years to come into bear-

ing, some people hesitate to plant, regarding

the time and expense in a great measure lost.

Fifty Apple trees is about the number on an

acre, but as small trees should stand thicker to

protect each other from the wind, therefore

|)lant double that number.
100 trees costing $800
Planting one acre 2 00

Protection from rabbits and borers 50

Culture of trees 3 00

Rent of !4 acre (M planted to other crops) 50

Total first year »13 00

2d year, interest at 10 per cent 1 30

Rent 50

Pruning ^
('ulture 2 00

Washing for rabbits, etc 50

Total Sn 80

:)d year, interest 1 75

Rent 50

Pruning , 50

Culture -^ 2 00

Washing 50

Total $23 05

4th year, interest 2 31

Rent 50

Priming 50

Culture 2 00

Washing 5o

Total 828 86

.5th year, interest 2 88

Rent !4 acre ™
Pruning 50

Culture 2 00

Washing ^
Total P5 U

Credit, the .5th year, 1 pk. per tree, 25 bu.

at 20 cts. per bushel 5 00

Leaves balance 30 44

6th year, interest "^ "1

Pruning '^

Clover seed, sowing and plowing 8 00

Rent, the 1 acre • 2 00

Total S*:^95

Credit to i4 bu. per tree, 50 bu _iO^OO

Balance P3 95

7th year, interest 3 40

Pruning ^
Total 93"! 85

Credit 1 bu. and 1 pk, 125 bu 25 00

Wind fallen Apples and Clover 10 W
Balance $ 2 85

8th year, 3 bu. per tree, 300 bu 60 00

Pasture 1 ^

Total' STO OO

Deduct balance 2 85

Washing and pruning _L^
Leaves credit for orchard $ 66 15

9th year, 500 bushels 100 00

Pasture over pays washing and pruning. . 1 00

Leaves a total of $176 15

10th year 700 bushels 1*0 ™

Total. $316 15

The tenth year one half of the trees should be

cut out, the wood paying tor that work and the

Clover turned under, when the seed ripens

enough to seed the ground again, for which

Deduct labor * 2 00

Washing and pruning 1 00

Total 3 00

Leaves balance $313 15

At this rate one acre of Apple orchard would

bring $31:i.l5over the expense the first ten years.

These figures both in yield and price have been
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doubled, as I picked over oae bushel of Apples
from a live year old tree, and over twelve bush-
els from a ten year old tree. But, like Corn, one
hill is too much for profit, if no care and
culture is ^'ix'en.

Distance to Plant. Remember the above
described number. If the object is to have the
standard Apple trees 32x:i3 feet each way in a

diamond form instead of 30 feet in a stjuare; in

the plantinii:, say in the row running north and
south opposite each 30 feet or standard tree, is

the tree to be cut out when their room is needed.
.")0 trees on an acre :K.\33 feet each way set in a
diamond form, are left after the middle tree is

cutout. It wt)u Id be inconvenient for culture,

were more than the UK) planted as described.

California for Fruit Growers of
Moderate Means.

[Extracts/roni an Essay by J. .V. Snnth,befort' thf Wis.
cunsin HortictitUirat Socit.'ty.]

With the advent of the trans-continental
railroads came the development of the fruit

growing interest In California, and the mar-
velous real estate boom which greatly in-

creased the value of land. Some, in the
earlier days had made fortunes In fruit

growing, and this attracted thousands of

others from the Eastern States into the same
business. Those there first had land at the
original low cost, but values constantly in-

creased in the Orange growing districts

of Los Angelos, Santa Ana, or Riverside, to

almost a prohibitive figure, ranging from
^1,000 per acre for wild uncleared land, up
to-i!l,.'JOO, and more, for improved property.
The only place where anyone with small capi-

tal can begin Orange or Raisin growing with any
chance of success is in a new part, say ten miles
back from the railroad or market, where the
price is $150 to $200 per acre. Then one-half is

required to be paid down and the land must be
cleared and leveled to allow of irrigation.

The cost of Navel Orange trees is at least

$200 per acre planted, and for five or si.x years
ceaseless care must be given; watering and cul-

tivating afterwards seven times yearly; taxes,

interest, water rent, and living expenses must be
paid during this time. Later on the grove will

yield an income rather over expenses, unless the
scale appears, in which ease the fruit commis-
sioner is likely to order the orchard cut down,
for this pest is much dreaded. Then again a sand
storm may destroy the crop so that not a single
box may be fit for market, and also injure the
next year's crop. When there is a full crop of
fruit for market on 40 acres, it is worth about
$10,000, gross, at the very highest calculation,

while my own Wisconsin farm, of 40 acres, yielded
a gross return considerably larger than that.

For Raisin growing, the expenses are less and
the time of waiting shorter than for Oranges.
but the returns are not so large either. Four
tons of Grapes per acre is a good crop, which
would make one ton of Raisins, that would be
worth, if first-class, about $80, while the lowest
they could be sold at to make any kind of a
living would be $60 per ton.

The question of fertilizers is most important
to fruit growers there. The idea that the irri-

gating water will supply all necessary elements
of growth has pi-oven to be pure nonsense.
Through the absence of pasturage for stock the
only way is to import fertilizers at a heavy cost.

Nearly all fruit can be grown, but these two
mentiimed seem to be the most profitable. One
of the largest fruit growers, who had been in the
State fifty years, claimed that none were very
profitable as yet, but he hoped to do better in the
future. A former Wisconsin man, who went to
California in 184.5, said on the subject, "If you
have a property in Wisconsin that will take care
of you, stay where you are." The hterature of
the real estate or railroad agents tell a ditferent

story it is true, but I tried to get facts while I

was there and so give them.
The treatment of our party, at the hands of

wide-awake citizens of California, was simply
magnificent, but with the high price of land, and
the great expense necessary in getting started, it

is in my opinion entirely unsjife for a man with
even $3,00<1 or $3,000 to attempt the business.

Roses from the Grower's Standpoint
[^f'^dwin Lonsdale, before the 1888 Meeting of tlie Soeietu
of American Ftorists.]

No matter how desirable a Rose may be,

if the cost of production exceeds the amount

realized, it is of no value to the commercial
florist. The varieties that can be grown
satisfactorily tor winter blooming are few
compared to (he number in cultivation.

Some .seasons one variety may thrive better

than another, or fashion may increase the
demand for some variety more tlian another.
The most free bloomer is not the most popular;

people want that most which is the hardest to

obtain. The plan to be followed generally, is to

grow a variety tif those Roses which are recog-
nized as winter bloomers. As for novelties, try
tliem, for as the world moves we must also move
with it.

Fertilizers. It is unwise to give the beils a
heav.v top dressing of cow manure in the late

fall months; much damage has been done in the
past by the injudicious use of cow manure at the
season mentioned. It e.xcludes the air from the
root«, and if the beds are wet at the time of ap-
plicjltion, there is little chance for evaporation
in those dull, sunless months. More satisfact4)ry

results are obtained by applying a light top
<lressing soon after the Roses are planted in .luly

or August, and if it is thought necessary to feed

the plants at any time during the winter, a weak
solution of guano may be given at intervals of
ten days or two weeks, occasionally varied by
some other liquid manure as a change of diet.

Too often there is more harm than good done b.v

the application of a fertilizerin a liquid form, on
account of its being used too strong. How strong
to apply it with safety is best determined by ex-
periment. To begin with, a thumb-pot full of

guano to eight gallons of water will be far safer
to use than to give double that quantity. It

could be administered at more frequent intervals
with less danger than if given in stronger doses.

Varieties. Bon Silene, an old favorite, is still

one of the most profitable varieties to grow in

many localities; its fresh pink color, sweet scent,

and ideal shape commends itself to all flower
level's, and its productiveness will keep it on the
list for some time to come. During the season
just passed of 1887 and 1888, it was two per cent
more profitable than the second best and about
eighteen per cent, better than the lowest, which
was in this case Papa Gontier.

Catharine Merinet has been described as one of
the most beautiful varieties in cultivation. Its

delicate coloring and exquisite form has made it

a deserved favorite, but Mermet requires special

treatment to bring out its paying qualities. It

is much inclined to run to blind wood in too light

a soil; so it is better to grow it in rather stiff

soil, although it must be porous, for no Rose is

more impatient of excessive moisture at the

roots than M'ermet, and a night temperature of

not higher than 55° produces the finest flowers.

The Bride is a "sport" from the last named
variety with which it is identical, excepting that

it is white, and one of the best, though it does
not compare with the Puritan at its best, nor
with Niphetos for productiveness. It has almost
entirely displaced the Cornelia Cook, and will

hold its own for some time to come. With Mr.
C. F. Evans last winter he realized more cash per
square from it than from any other variety.

Niphetos. It has been said that the old Niphe-
tos will be grown when all the white Roses now
in cultivation have been forgotten. For pro-

ductiveness, taking quality all through the
crop, I think it leads them all.

Puritan. The majority of the many buds
formed produce only imperfect blooms. After
the experience of last winter it cannot be
placed on the list of Roses at all likely to

prove profltable.

Perle des Jardins. For general purposes it is

today one of the best varieties that we have. It

is true that some of our very best Hose growers
do not find it profitable on account of so many
flt>weis coming malformed. It is believed by
some Horistatcj require a more porousand lighter

soil than some varieties do, and a night tempera-
ture of sixty tosixty-flve degrees.

Sunset is a sport from the last named, and re-

c|uires the same treatment. It has almost
entirely superseded Safranoand Md. Falcot and
is likely t^i be more popular than it has been.

Papa Gontier. Its color, and coming as it does
with long stems and grand foliage, places it high
on the list. Its tendency to lose leaves in win-
ter is a fault with another wise first class variety.

.Sou. d'un Ami. Its populaiity is e\'idently on
the wane in New Vork, possibly on account of
the larger hybrid Roses being more plentiful.

La France is a great favorite with all flower
1 overs and generally speaking it is profitable to

the grower. More than a dozen florists have told

me that it has been the best pa.ving variety
amongst the list that they grew. La France, and
in fat't all the hybrid Teas—under which head
may be classilied Duke of Connaught, Win. F.

IJcnnett and Countess of Pembroke—are more
siLsceptiblc to the attacks of black spot than the
true Teas are. A cool moist atmosphere seems to

cause it. So as a preventive avoid too much
mt)istui-e during cool weather. The American
Beauty is liable to the same dtsease.

Those florist,s, with few exceptions, who in-

vest<'d ill Wm. F. Bennett when it Wius first dis-

tributed have had little cause for regret. It is a
hard Rose to get started on account of its tree
blooming qualities, but by persistent disbudding
anil if planteil in a rich light soil not more than
three or four inches deep on a well-drained table

it will prove to be one of the most profitable
varieties grown. Many growers find that it is an
advantage to let it remain undisturbed for two
t>r three yeai-s, while others prefer to tninsfer
the olil plants to fresh soil. It requires nxjre
heat than most of the Teas; 00° to (i5° at mght
suits it well, and if planted in porous soil, it

delights in plenty of moisture, taking care of
course that the temperature is not below 70°

when the water is appUed. It seems to improve
in constitution every year. For general plant-
ing so far, it is the best of the crimson ever-
blooming sorts that we have.
Duke of (tonnaught. For the fall and early

winter trade and for the time the space is occu-
pied few Roses pay so well. It flowers so freely
that if the disbudding is not attended to it will
not prove satisfactory.

Md. Cuisin, if cut too soon has a diminutive
appearance, but when allowed to get two-thirds
blown, at which time it is at its best, it looks to be
"ready to drop." It is, however, one of the best
varieties in the whole list for keeping. In some
places it has a tendency to drop its leaves.
Several growers place it at the head of their Ust
for profit during the past winter.
American Beauty is perhaps the most remark-

able Rose on the list. A Rose of its size, form
and fragrance, and at the same time a perpetual
bloomer, is indeed a grand stride onward. Good
fiowers of it should never sell at wholesale for
less than $35 per 100 so long as the fires are going.
It is obtainable from January to December. Its

extreme vigor, throwing up shoots several feet
high, on top of which is a large, finely-formed

,

sweet-scented Rose, would make even its severe
European critics change their tone. It seems to
do better the second year after planting out than
the first. The plan of bending down the strong
shoots seems to be the best for this Rose, for it

causes flowering shoots to break from the base,
which generally produce fine blooms.

A Few Points from the Ohio Society's
Recent Meeting.

Irrigating Strawberries. Prof. Green of
the Experiment Station described his at-

tempt to irrigate a half acre of Strawberries
dtiring last summer's severe drought, but
with water at the rate of BOO gallons per
hour, he could not run the water to the end
of rows 13 rods long. He estimated that to
have thoroughly soaked the ground it would
have taken over lOCO barrels per acre, which
at the price paid for city water, would
cost seven dollars.

( )f the new Strawberries he thought that .lessie

and Bubach were reliable enough to warrant
planting largely. Haverland, Gandy and Pearl
were the most promising of newer sorts. Palm-
er's Seedling Raspberry compared favorably
with the Tyler in earliness and was a lietter

yieldcr and a larger berrj'.

Grape Cnltnre in Ohio. Figures presented by
B. H. Cushman of Cuyahoga County, showed
that there was grown within a radius of 13 miles
from cicMlauii and marketed in thatcity, about
7,.''ilX) tons of (irapps.

About Currants. Successful results in growing
Currants was reported bj' W. W. Farnesworth ot
Lucas County, whose crop averaged at the rate
of B (luarts per bush or 330 bushels per acre, the
price he received being $3,511 per bushel. It was
generally agreed that the Currant worm was
being gradually gotten rid of through the use of
hellebore, at least it was less destructive
the past season.

Profit from Small Frnits. From 30 acres of
Gregg Raspberries, and Taylor and Snyder
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Blackberries, Mr. N. Ohmer of Montgomery
County, reported a net return of $3,500. He stops

the new growth of Blackberries at 4 feet and

cuts the laterals back to 1 foot.

The American Association of Flor-
ists. The Recent Executive

Session.

The Society of American Florists, as rep-

resented by its executive committee, enjoyed

its first iutrodnction to the City of Buffalo

on -January 15th to 17th last. The occasion

was the meeting to arrange for the fifth

annual convention of the Association, which

is to take place in this city in August next.

The committee, consisting of I.t men, in-

cludes some of America's most eminent

florists; men who, for what they have

achieved in fostering a love for the pure and
elevating art of florictiltnre and of the gen-

eral use of flowers, would honor any city by

their visits.

About the Society. Although only in its fifth

year, the American Society of Florists is in num-
bers and intelligence without doubt the strongest

horticultural association in the world. Even
now it is the wonder and envy of Europe, not-

withstanding her old and famous Royal Horti-

cultural Society of London and similar organiza-

tions on the Continent which have become famous
for their accomplishments in advancing the art

of horticulture. Our own society numbers at

this time over 1,000 members, residing in all the

States and in Canada.
The annual attendance last year reached almost

1,000 members. It is expected that the coming
Buffalo meeting will excel all pre\ ious ones in

the number of visitors present. If the high ap-

preciation, amounting indeed to enthusiasm,

which was shown by the executive committee
for the City of Buffalo, her hospitality, her Music
Hall in which to hold the meetings, her excellent

hotels, the various attractions of the city and
vicinity, and more important still, if the really

superior programme decided upon are to count,

we feel sure that the ne.xt meeting will be the

most successful one in the history of the society.

The Programme. That the executive com-
mittee did most excellent work at the meeting is

evident from the programme that follows, which
is subject to some slight changes. Main essays:

On the Elevation of our Business, Kobert Craig.

Education of the Florist, H. H. Battles.

Establishment of an Exi)eiiment Garden in this

Country, John Thorpe.
Relation of the Horticultural Press to the

Florist, M. A. Hunt.
Summer Blooming Flowers, A. E. Whittle.

Roses from a Nurseryman's Standpoint, Will-

iam C. Barry.
On Landscape Gardening, William McMillan.
What shall be done to make Exhibitions more

Popular and Profitable? E. Lonsdale.
Questions, with names of jiersons to whom

answers were assigned, as follows:

Orchids for the Commercial Florist, W. A.
Manda.
Best Methods of LTtilizing Space Under Green-

house Benches.
The Winter Flowering Heaths, Mr. Gardner.
The Best Way of Keeping Green Fly from

Koses, W. J. Palmer.
What Varieties of Roses Recently Introduced

are of Value to the Florist ? E. G. HIU.
The Benefit of Electric Light, James Park, of

Orange, N. J.

Where Does the Rose Bug Secrete its Eggs?
Mr. Ben.iamin Grey.
WiU the Hose Bug Stand Frost ? Assigned to

Charles Anderson.
Slate versus Wood for Greenhouse Benches,

for general discussion.

Can the General Plant Florist Increase on the
Hardy Plant and Shrub Business for Lawn Dec-
oration to Advantage? Wm. Scott.

The Best Method of Caring for Wrought Iron
Boilers During the Summer when not in use.

M. A. Hunt.
In What way can a Florist Most Successfully

Start in a Country Town? A. Giddings, Dan-
ville, 111.

(.)n Southern Roses. Mr. Forsterman.
How can our Local Clubs and the Society Best

Work Together ? J. D. Raynolds, of Chicago.
Palms, Ferns and Foliage Plants for the Retail

Dealer. M. H. Morton.
The Forcing of Hardy Shrubs. Henry Bird,

of New York,

How to Prevent Excessive Waste in Fuel?
Open for general discussion.

What Present Advance over cost Should be
the General Basis in Conducting a Retail Flower
Trade? John Westcott.

Is the Practice of Advancing the Price of Cut
Flowers Certainly Injurious to the Trade? .T. C.

Vaughn, Chicago, 111.

What Materials are the best for Building a Flue
for Greenhouse Heating ? For general discussion.

What is the Experience with Oude Petroleum
in Heating Greenhouses? Expected that Detroit

florists will give points on the subject.

What would have to be the Cost of Water Gas
before it would be as Cheap as Coal ? J. T. Tem-
ple.

Does the Early Housing of Violets have a Ten-

dency to Create Disease ? H. A. Seibrecht.

Will. Carnations that have been Propagated

from Plants grown on Light Soil reach Perfection

when Grown in Heavy Soil, and vice versa ?

The Men who compose the Executive Com-
mittee. Of the men composing the executive

committee of this society, John N. Ma.v, of Sum-
mit, N. J., is the president. Still a young man,
he is one of the founders of the present society,

and by his activity and enthusiasm in its work
he begets the same spirit in others. This gentle-

man is exclusively a grower of choice Roses,

having a glass area of over one and one fourth

acre devoted to this croi>. Many of the finest

Roses that reach New York market are cut from
his Rose-houses, while not a small part of the

product finds its way also to other inland cities

to delight the lovers of the superb in the queen
of flowers. The famous American Beauty Hose,

a large, fragrant crimson flower, occupies the

first position in importance in his collection of

decorative Roses. Following on this, his list of

favorite Roses includes the W. F. Bennet, Bride,

Catherine Mermet, Sunset, Perle des Jardin,

Niphetos, Bon Silene, Marechal Niel, Glorie de
Dijon, in the order named, and yet others.

The most famous man of the entire committee
is Mr. Peter Hendei-son, of New York City, a

gentleman whose influence for an Americanized
horticulture has been far in advance of that of

any other horticulturist. As is well known he
is the author of numerous standard works on
gardening, including a "Dictionary of Plants,"

and is a prolific writer for the press. As the head

of an extensive seed and florist establishment, in

the prosecution of which he has realized a

fortune, he has tested more novelties and intro-

duced to notice more meritorious new flowers,

ornamental plants, vegetables, and fruits than

any other man in America. His glass and green-

house range, covering four acres, are the most
extensive of their kind in the world. Mr. Hen-
derson has been engaged in the florist business

for 40 years, and has seen wonderful advances in

the art during that time. In appearance he is

tall, and has a distinguished air. Although up-
wards of 60 years old, he still prescr\-es the bright,

clear eye, ruddy complexion, and elastic move-
ments of a young man. A Scotchman by birth.

Mr. John Thorpe, of Pearl River, N. Y., enjoys

the distinction of having been the first president

of the societ,v, and to him more than to any other

man is due the founding and the remarkable
success of the present organization. He is presi-

dent of the New York Horticultural Society at

this time. This gentleman is one of the most
skillful growere of choice plants in the world—

a

botanist of note, and especially familiar with the

culture of Orchids and Chrysanthemums. His

favorite branch, however, is the originating of

new varieties of flowers from seed, assisted by
the art of hybridizing and cross fertilization, in

which he is an expert. He has originated numer-
ous valuable varieties of Chrysanthemums, and
has contributed largely towards the movement
which has brought these flowers to the front in

recent years. He is also an extensive grower of

improved Carnations. Mr. Thorpe is one of the

strongest men of the executive committee, and
his word is respected as authority on all matters

pertaining to floriculture.

A shining light of the society, one of its ex-

presidents, is genial Robert Craig of Philadelphia,

a magnetic speaker, and a ready, able writer.

His establishment has become noted in dissemin-

ating new varieties of Roses and other novelties

in plants. As a whole-sfiuled man of progressive

mind, who loves his business for the love of it,

and is ever ready in helping others, he is looked

up to as a leader in his chosen profession.

E. G. Hill, Ex-President of the society though
born in this Stiite, is a Western man of Richmond
Ind. He is an active, wide-awake business man

engaged extensively in the growing of young
plants rather than of cut flowers, while Rose
bushes, new Geraniums and Begonias are given
special attention. He is an authority on heating

hot-houses with natural gas as fuel.

Mr. W. J. Palmer, vice president of the

American Society is an extensive florist of Buf-
falo and president of the Bufi'alo Florist Club. He
is a veteran in his line, ha\ing been engaged in

the florist business continuously since 1863. His
greenhouses are located at tiancaster, N. Y„ and
here he has about 30,000 square feet of glass

alone devoted to the forcing of Roses. He is one
of the largest growers of cut flowers in the coun-
try outside of the New York city vicinity.

W. J. Stewart of Boston, Mass., the secretary

of the society, wields a read.v pen in a forcible

style. Mr. Stewart has been a member of the

executive board from the organization of the

society, and, being a clear-headed business man
who handles at wholesale the produce of hun-
dreds of growers,"knows flowers." His counsel

is always highly esteemed.

Charles D. Ball of Holmesburg, Philadelphia,

is a grower of Palms and Ferns and a ready
writer on topics relating to them. His suavity

of manners has rightly entitled him to the repu-

tation 0)f "the genial man" in the society.

The other members of the executive committee
are: Treasurer M. A. Hunt; Robert J. Halliday,

Baltimore; A. P. Calder, Boston, specialist in

Violet culture; Frank Huntzman of Cincinnati,

retail florist; J. M. Kellar, Bay Ridge, L. I., a

Palm and Rose grower; A. E. Whittle, Albany,
N. Y.; J. D. Raynolds, president of the Chicago
Florists' Club; J. T. Temple, a florist of the west,

being situated at Davenport, Iowa.

Annual Meeting of the New Jersey
State Horticultural Society.

Continued from page 88.

Insects . Beneficial and Inj arions. The destruc-

tion caused by insects is not an unmitigated e\'il,

says Prof. Geo. D. Hulst, the entomologist of the

experiment station. It makes production of

fruits and vegetables a little more laborious, and
relieves the careful and industrious manager of

a great deal of competition. In order to fight

injurious insects successfully, the grower should

ac(iuaint himself with the life history of his

enemies, and learn in which of the four stages of

development—egg, larva, chrysalis, or perfect

insect—they can be got at most easily. Some
insects are exposed in one, others in more or all

of these four stages. The Cranberry fiy lays its

eggs on the outside of the berry; and can only be
fought in this style, as the worm enters the berry

immediately on being hatched, and the perfect

fly takes wing, lays its eggs and soon dies. The
remedies must be applied in accord with the

natural habits of the insects. We may pick the

eggs, or kill the caterpillars or maggots by appli-

cation of poisons, or catch or poison the beetles

and butterflies. Arsenical preparations answer
the purpose for destroying leaf-eating caterpil-

lars in almost every instance. But these reme-

dies, Paris green, London purple, etc., should be
used in very weak solutions. By touch we can

kill insects with kerosene emulsions and Pyre-

thrum. Best of all is a mixture of arsenical

poisons and either kerosene emulsion or pyre-

thrum. The grower thus secures two chances

of success, killing by poison or by touch.

Birds do much good in destroying injurious

insects. The destruction of birds ought to be
strictly forbidden by law, except under certain

contingencies. A live game bird is worth more
to the farmer than a dead one for the sportsman.

Prof. Hulst's defence of the English sparrow was
not relished by his audience, however. Among
the gardener and fruit growers' friends the essay-

ist names toads, snakes, moles. Rosebugs in larva

state have almost no enemy except moles, and

the latter have been greatly decreased by the

traps set for them in garden and lawns. Lady
bugs destroy myriads of aphides.

Can Wild Goose Plums be Made to Fruif! Mr.

Dye says he has a number of trees. Those ex-

posed to the fury of the last blizzard in March
did not bear this year. One tree standing in a

protected situation near a building was loaded

with fruit, no other Plum or Peach trees being

near. Mr. WUcox tells of a neighbor who has

one large lone tree, no other Plum or Peach tree

being within fifty rods of it, and who claims to

have realized the amount of $50 from fruit sold

off this one tree during the last three years.

Application of Manure. To the query wheth-

er there is any loss of plant food by applying
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manure in the fall on tlie surface without plow-

it unrter, Mr. Thco F. Baker says he prefers to

apply manure broacieast in the fall after plowing.

This method gives him good reeults. His aim is

to store plenty of soluble plant food in the soil

water. Most of the members also express them-
selves in favor of fall application, and do not

fear as much loss of plant food by evaporation

or leeching as would occur from the same
causes in the barn yard.

Chemistry and Agriculture. Dr. P. T. Austin,

chemist of the Experiment Station, in the course

of a most interesting lecture, gave us the grati-

fying assuninee that the mineral elements of

plant food are not liable to be washed or leeched

out of the soil. A solution of phosphates applied

to the soil soaks in but leaves its phosphoric acid

near the surface. The upper few inches of the

soil hold it fast and retain it there until plants

appropriate it. Potash when applied in solution

sinks in a little deeper, but is held fast there.

Nitrates, however, go through the soil as through
a sieve, and the excess of it may escape through
drains, etc., and be lost. Since phosphorid acid

exists in the soil in smaller quantities than pot-

ash, neither of which can be replaced by natural

agencies, while nitrates are constantly carried

down to the soil by rains, or absorbed by the soil

fn)m tae air, we see that the soil holds these fer-

tilizing substances according to the degree of

their rarity. A knowledge of this fact may be
used witli profit in the applications of the various

plant foods to the soil.

Xapthaline, Or, Austin calls attention to tl\e

new substance "Napthaline" which was formerly
considered a waste product, but is now largely

used for coloring. This is particularly adapted
to kill the lower forms of Ufe, and may prove
valuable as an insecticide. It may be imrchased
of the N. Y. Coal Tar Co., Warren Street, N. Y.,

and is a harmless substance, not soluble in water
but very volatile. May be put into the soil

around the roots of trees without injury to them.
Costs about 12 cents a pound and our fruit grow-
ers should test its virtues as it may prove to be
one of our most valuable fungicides. In conse-

quence of its volatile nature a plant or tree

might easily be enveloped in an atmosphere of

naphtaline, effectually protecting it against
fungus and insect attacks.

Bisulphide of Lime. Bisulphide of lime is also

spoken of by Dr. Austin as a valuable deodorizer
and antiseptic, and should be more generally
used by farmers in stables, outhouses, cellars,

etc. There is really no better antiseptic in ex-
istence than sulphur (sulphurous acid) but its

use in the old wa.v, by burning sulphur, is at-

tended with danger and inconvenience. Bisul-

phide of lime is manufactured in large quanti-
ties, is cheap and has a thousand and one uses
around the house and on the farm, and is just
the form of sulphur acids to be applied with
least inconvenience
and risk. It may also

turn out txi be effec-

tive as a remedy for

fungus diseases of

trees, like leaf blights,

etc. Experiments are

in order.

Bran and Cotton
Seed Meal as Uannre.
Prof, (ieorge Cofik,

director of the Ex-
periment Station,says

farmers here do not
use our waste pro-

ducts ai! largely as

they should, especi-

ally bran. Cotton
seed meal, etc.,and are An Effective Mode of Crown
not willing to pay for Grafting.

them what foreigners do. Hence Wheat and
Corn and Cotton seed is largely exported in the

grain, while we should diversify our industries,

export the flour, keep more stock and feed more
bran, Cotton seed meal and retain for our use

the plant food now exported in the grains.

Cotton seed meal as a fertilizer is worth all it

costs. Feeding it to animals is the most profita-

ble way in which to use it. The farmer thus
gets part of it in the growth of the animal and 70

per cent of its fertilizing elements in the manure.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
How to Eegraft Old Pear Trees. Fig. 1 repre-

sents a tree with a dozen grafts inserted into the

lower branches for forming a new rounded head;

to prevent the upper branches from reducing

"iKSftrj

the vigor of the newly started grafts, a broad

ring of bark is shaved from the stem just above
the inserted grafts. The next season the portion

of the tree above the ring may be sawed off, and
the wound covered with grafting wax or shellac

varnish, and the grafts will soon take possession

and form a well rounded head. The new trees

bearing from half a bushel to a bushel of hand-

some Pears the third year. If the whole of the

tree were to be headed back and grafted the same
year, many water-sprouts would
spring up among the grafts and
a check be gi\'en to the tree.

Grafting at the top of the tree to

prevent undue shading of the

newly started grafts would do
for a ti ee of horizontal growth
like the Apple, but in an erect

growing Pear tree it would throw
the new top too high. As repre-

sented in Figure 2, where the

dozen inserted grafts would be
seven or eight feet from the

ground; if the lower limbs were
worked the following year, the

larger grafts abo\e would shade
and abstract the vigor from the

new ones. Fig. 3 with a naturally

horizontal growth has enough of

the smaller shoots sufficiently

near the ground for forming a
new top in the centre above the

lowest branches, to allow a por-
tion of them to remain till the

next year, when the grafting of
the whole may' be completed.
Fig. f represents a tree of that

excellent but crooked grow-
ing variety, the Winter Nelis,

grafted at standard height on a sti'aight stem,
and is thus transformed into a shapely tree;

varieties of slender and feeble growth may be
placed upon such beautiful growers as the
Buffum. Fig. 5 shows a pyramidal dwarf a few
.years old, from which aU the branches have been
cut, except those into which thrifty grafts have
been inserted quite near the main stem in order
that the bearing portions may be near the centre.

The appearance of such a tree, after a year's

growth, is represented by Fig. a, the shoots hav-
ing already grown two feet or more, and require

the same care and skill as would be needed for

other dwarfs.—Country Gentleman.

The Finest Weigelias. Among the most dis-

tinct of the newer introductions is a beautiful

dark red called Pecheur ills, somewhat in the

way of W. floribunda. Another similar form is

Voltaire, a very vigorous grower with large,

coarse foliage. None of the recently introduced
variegated Weigelias are equal to the old W.
variegated nana in effectiveness, although Looy-
mansi has a yellowish tinted foliage which is

good early in the season. Gigantiflora is only

noticeable for a few very large flowei-s. Candida,

not strictly new, but is little known, is a strong
grower, and produces an abundance of pure
white flowers, which gives it precedence as a

valuable haidy shrub as, W. hortensis nivea,

heretofore our only white form, is not reliable.

Another excellent form is Groenewegenii, pro-

ducing dark rosy-red tlowersin the greatest pro-

fusion. A specimen ten feet high and the same
in diameter was, the past season, a perfect ball of

flowers. One of the most valuable of the newer
Weigelias is Abel Cariiere, a profuse bloomer of

a deep rosy ])ink, and a fine grower.—Josiah
Hooiies in Tribune.

Growing Currants. Satisfactory crops of Cur-

rants are only possible with good culture and a

soil enriched with plenty of manure. Of the

large Cherrj' and Versailles Currants, I have
found the latter to be the more productive of the

two, while the White Grape is the best of all in

quality, and for the last decade these three varie-

ties ha\e been the most popular. But now
Fay's Prolific has been dul.v tried and found to

be one of the few new fruits which justified the

promises of the advertiser. Such a fruit is a fit-

ting monument to any man's memory. A white
Currant of as fine flavor as the White Grape with
the other merits tif Fay's would be a welcome
addition to the list. In black Currants we have
not found any great improvements. The most
recent addition we have tried is Lee's Prolific but
the improvement over the old Black Naples is

is very slight. The demand for this fruit seems
on the decline, as its peculiar pungent flavor and
aroma are disagreeable to most Americans, but
when made into jellies or preserves it is distinctly

good.—E. Williams, in Garden and Forest.

An Effective Method of Crown Grafting. Saw
off the branch at right angles to the stem to be
grafted, as at a in the illustration. Then cut a
clean slit in the bark through to the wood, as

shown—the same as in budding. Separate the

bark frcjm the wood and insert the cion h, one for

each slit. The number of slits for each stock

will be determined by its size. We will suppose
the stock illustrated to be six inches in diameter,

and that six cions are to be inserted. The stock

FiB 2. r.sj

HOW TO REGRAFT OLD PEAR TREES.

after receiving the cions is shown at e. A thick

paper is wound about the top of the stock ex-

tending about one inch above it and securely tied

with strong twine, as at d. The space above the

stock formed by the inch of paper may then be
filled to the top of the paper with a puddle of

soil and water. This mud protects the surface of

the wood of the stock and excludes the air from
the insertions, giving every advantage of wax
without its objections. Stocks of any size may
be worked in this way, and one, two or any num-
ber of cions inserted.—Rural New Yorker.

Vegetables in Medicine. Asparagus is a strong
diuretic, and forms part of the cure for I'heumatic

patients at health resorts. Sorrel is cooling, and
forms part of the soup which the French order
after a tiling journey. Carrots contain a quan-
tity of sugar, so are avoided by some peoide,

while othei-s think them indigestible, but it is

only the yeUow core that is diflficult of digestion

—the outer layer being quite tender. The Onion
is rich in alkaline elements which counteract
rheumatic gout. If slowly stewed in weak
brfith, and eaten with a little Nepaul pepjjer it is

an admirable article of diet for patients 4)f seden-

tary habits. The stalks of Cauliflower iun'e the
same value, but is so ill-boiled and unpalatable

that few persons would make part of their meal
to consist of so uninviting an article. TurniiJS,

in the same way, are often thought to be indi-

gestible, but the fault lies with the cook quite as

much as with the root. The Lettuce has a slight

narcotic action, and when properly cooked is

easy of digestion.—Medical Record.

How Contagious is Yellows^ The first dis-

eased one (imi)i)rtedi cou\"eyed tlie raaludj' to the

nearest branches of the four which surrounded
it, bj' pollen in the wind, through the agency of

bees, or by other means; a knife used in pruning
a diseased tree gave the malady when used on
healthy ti-ees. Peach stones, if sUghtly affected,

will carry the yellows to future trees grown from
them, but if badly diseased the stones will not
grow. We have also known the disease t<i appear

in health.y old trees miles from any known 1.0 be
affected, which may have been carried by bees.

Different degrees of virulence seem to appear in

different localities; sometimes it affected but a
few trees and disappeared when these were
destroyed or it yielded to the copious application

of muriate of potash; in other places it has made
a clean sweep, imtash remedies or rich soil not
checking it in the least.—Albany Cultivator.

How to Grow Ardisia Crenulata. This is an
Evergreen plant of considerable beauty adapted
for window culture. It is of erect habit, leaves

dark green, flowers reddish violet, small but
produced in gi'eat abundance, and are followed

by bright coral-like berries, which, with the

bright, glossy foliage, makes the plant onc.of the
finest tor decorative purposes. It is propagated
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from cuttings, l>vit preferably from seeds early

in the spring; they will generally vegetate in

about two weeks. When large enough to handle

put the strongest plants singly in small pots,

keep close until a fresh start is made, shift into

larger pots as they increase in size, giving plenty

of water while making their growth. After

flowering and fruiting. If kept cool, the berries

will remain on the plants for over a year, or until

fresh ones are produced.—Country Gentleman.

The lucretia Dewberry not well Thoaght Of.

Everybody praises it except the reports from the

Rural Grounds. The berry is large, early to

ripen and of fair quality, but the same might be

said of a score of upright varieties like Minne-
waski, Kittatinny, Agawam, Lawton, Taylor,

Erie. But with the Dewberry the berries are

well concealed by its prickly foliage which
spreads out o\er at least 12 feet and one has to

stoop low and try his patience sorely in gather-

ing the berries without tearing his flesh. Our
final opinion of the Lucretia is that if we were
obliged to have Lucretias or go without Black-

berries we shoidd go without.—Rurdl NewYorker

Sparrows Eating Potato Bugs. The \*ineyard-

ist in charge for Messrs. Ellwangerand Barry for

the last fourteen years, says that he has never
seen a sparrow puncture or eat a single Grape,

and so far as his observation extends the charge
of Grape eating must be considered not proven
against the sparrow, and he also said that he does

eat the Potato beetle. Not the mature, old hard
shelled fellows, but the little tender half or

quarter grown bugs. I have seen the sparrows
feeding on these and have known them to clean

up a Potato patch in short order.— Farm Life.

Preparing the Soil for Easpberries. A success-

ful grower deijends largely on thorough prepa-

ration of the soil, summer-fallowing the ground
if it is necessary to kill the weeds, but not other-

wise. He manures heavily and reduces the

whole to fine tilth. He estimates that this thor-

ough pre|)aration aids principally in giving him
a crop worth about three times as much as one
from ordinary management, the berries l)eing

larger, finer and in greatly increased quantity.

—Country Gentleman.

Getting the Best Seed. It seems as if it would
pay to pay a good deal extra for large, perfect,

plump seeds, and we can all of us send for sam-
ples of the seeds we want before purchasing,

getting a five cent package; then compare the
seeds obtained from difl'erent seedsmen and pur-

chase the best. When you send your order state

that the seeds sent must be fully equal to the

sample and though this will take time and trouble
it will pay.—Gleanings in Bee Culture.

Weed Law Wanted. Every State should have
a weed law. One man finds it nearly useless to

destroy the weeds on his place because his neigh-

bor lets them grow and ripen their seeds to

scatter everywhere. This matter is serious. It

costs too much money to keei» land free from
weeds. Hence we hope to see more stringent

legislation for if people will not do the projjer

thing voluntarily they should be made to do it.—

Western Rural.

Recreatiou in Soil Culture. Mo.st of our public

meu have found their chief delight in the cultivation

of the soil and in pursuits closely connected therewith.

Jeffersou was an indefatigable gardener and planter

of trees. He had everything growing on his place

which could be coaxed to Hve in the latitude of Vir-

ginia. Voltaire was an euthusiastic farmer who culti-

vated a great deal of laud. He kept bees, cultivated

vineyards, and had plantations of young tree.s, in

all of which he took an extraordinary interest, and
maintained a force of thirty laborers working upon
them.—Youth's Companion.

The Best Way to Plant Cherries. Alternating
varieties in the i 'hcrry or Plum nrehard favors regular

fruitage. A variety that might be a poor bearer when
depending on its own pollen may greatly improve
when intermingled with other sorts. Again if the

weather diu-iug the blossoming period is hot and
wludy, a variety may waste its pollen before the

stigmas are ready and in such the pollen of adjoining

sorts may supply the want.-Garden and Forest.

The White Flume Lettuce. I got one nice plump
head of Lettuce that is almost entirely milk-white only
the extreme ends of the leaves having patches of green
on them; but it Is quite evident that the goal is not
very far off as the main thing now is to get this head to

send up a seed stalic and form seed.—Gleanings.

Timber Screens. The continued experience of

orehardists of the high autumn winds in liaving a large

portion of good market fruit blown oft shows the

great value of windbreaks on the exposed sides of

orchards.— Rural Home.

The Variegated Dogwood. Of the conspicuous
form known In the catalogues Cornus Slberica varie

gata, the leaves are almost entirely white and retain

their tlut bravely all summer long.-New York Tribune.

Three Good Grapes. Mr. P. M. Augur recommends
for a garden where there Is only room for three

varieties, Concord (black), Brighton (red), Pockllngton
(white).—New York Voice.

As the canned fruit jars are emptied refll with Ap-
ples for July. It takes ten bushels for each member of

the family through the year, and we count it cheap
food.—Farm Journal.

Poor Tree Seeds. Those who buy new seeds know
those emanating from the Department at Washington
often to be the veriest trash.—Prairie Farmer.

The Blue Spruce requlies constant moisture until

well established.—American Garden.

English Walnuts, we believe, will thrive wherever

Peaches do.—Orchard and Garden.

Thinking must be done to raise a good crop of

anything.-Rural New Yorker.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Loosening Fruit Jar Covers. Invert the jar

and place the top in hot water for a minute;

then it will turn easily.

Oooking Sweet Potatoes* Pare, slice thinly

boil until tender, then fry brown, sprinkle su^ar

on to taste, serve hot.—Henry A. Green.

Cranberry Sauce. To one quart of berries add

a pint of sugar and a cup of water. Cook ten

minutes and with neither stirring nor straining

this will be clear and delicious.

Cabbage Soup. To water in which bacon has

been boiled, add a Turnip, one half head of Cab-

bage, three Onions and two stalks of Celery

seasoned, chopped fine and stewed till tender.

Nut Cake. One half cup of butter, one cup of

sugar, one half cup of milk, two cups of flour,

one cup of seeded raisins, one cup of nut meats,

two eggs, one and one half teaspoons of baking

powder.—American Cultivator.

To Stew Parsnips. Boil several slices of salt

pork an hour and a half ; cut half a dozen or so

Parsnips in quarters lengthwise and add to the

pork and let boil one-half an hour, then add a

few Potatoes and boil until soft.

Frosted Apples. Pa re, core and slice the A pples

aud bake \nitil nearly done. Allow them to get

entirely cold, then pour otf all the juice and lay

sugar icing thickly on the tops and sides and
return to the oven to harden a little, then

serve with cream.

To Make a Fig Pudding. Take a half pound
each of new fresh Figs, bread crumbs, sugar,

beef suet and 3 eggs. Chop the suet and Figs

fine, mix them with the bread crumbs, then add

the sugar and eggs beaten. Boil steadily for two
hours and eat with a hot sauce.—Prairie Farmer.

How to Cook Lettuce. Cut off all outride

leaves, wash and put into biuling water until

they have become nearly white, then put into a

stewpan with Can-ots, Onions, butter, pepper

and salt. Cover with water aud boil for two
hours, then put into another stewpan with butter

a pinch <»f flour and sauce, cook for ten

minutes and serve.

Canned Fruit Pudding. Place in the bottom

of a puddiug dish fruit ot any kind, as Peaches,

Strawberries, Pliuus with but little juice and
sweetened to tastf. In one pint of milk stir in

the yolks of four eggs, a bttle salt and sugar, one

teaspoonful of corn starch and let it cook till

stiff, constantly stirring, then turn over the

fruit and let it get cold.

Salsify Cakes. Pass half a pound of boiled

Salsifies and half a pound of boiled Potatoes

through a sieve; add the yolk of an egg, the

juice of a Lemon, half a teaspoonful of salt, a

pinch of pepi>er aud one ounce of melted butter.

Beat imtil well mixed, then form into Hat round

cakes half an inch thick; roll each cake in tiuur,

dip into a well beaten egg, after which cover

with bread crumbs and tht^u fry in boiling fat.—

English Farm and Home.

Puree of Lima Beans. Si lak oue quart of dried

Limas. Put iu boiling salt water aud add two

ounces of butter, and any vegetables and herbs

desired, including a Carrot, Onion, Cloves, Pars-

ley and Garlic, boiling until soft. Drain oft' the

liquid and mash the Beans. Dilute with the

liquid. Press through a sieve, then boil and add

more liquid if necessary, skim well and finish

with four ounces of butter, chopped Parsley and

one cupful of cerealine flakes. Season to uxste.

Orange Pudding. Put into a bowl fou r ounces

of crushed loaf sugar, the grated rind of one

large Orange, three ounces of stale sponge cake

finely crumbled, nutmeg and salt. Pour over

these ingredients half a pint of boiling milk, the

strained juice of three Oranges, and three well

beaten eggs. Mix all thoroughly; line a pie dish

with good puff paste, pour in the mixture, and
bake half an hour. Sprinkle white sugar, mixed
with grated Orange rind, over the top before
serving.—N. E. Farmer.

HOUSE PLANTS.
From now on, with longer days and more sunlight, it

Is easy to keep healthy plants looking well. They will

appear as If awakening from the half-sleepy winter

state, and these fresh movements in growth must be
backed by treatment that will ensure the formation of

healthy roots and wood.

Begonias of the free-blooming sorts will now require

but moderate supplies of wat«r.

Bulbs at this season grow and bloom remarkably
well, and are to be regularly brought in for succession.

The glasses must be kept filled with water for those

growing therein.

Camellias in bloom want a temperature of about 45"

at night and lU" to 15" higher through the day. Keep
somewhat warmer after blooming, with a moist atmos-

phere; and they should have air freely (but not cold

draughts), in all suitable weather; frequently sponge
the leaves on both sides.

Chrysanthemums. St«.rt up the old plants of the

varieties from which it is desirable to propagate, and
also decide upon the new sorts to be purchased.

Fuchsias that have been repotted and started up,

may have slips, if good and strong, taken from them,

to root. Old plants are more satisfactory for being at

this season cut back. Young plants for the tlrst year

usually reach a better shape without cutting back,

except It be of any strong side-shoots for Inducing

symmetry. Guard always against their becoming pot.

bound, for growth should be constant.

Geraniums of the Scarlet or Zonale section, with
the exception of some wanted for present bloom, may
be severely cut back for propagation; the slips taken
now will make tine plants for bedding, and the old

ones come along well for summer bloom In pots or beds

Heliotropes struck now make fine plants for sum-
mer. Sliift old plants as they gel pot-bound.

Oleanders may be started up for extra early

flowers. Free watering aud later some stimulant to

the roots Is necessary.

Plants in cellars and pits to be given air occasion-

ally for hardening them. If the earth in the pots or

boxes Is very dry, give water.

Pruning. Amateurs are needlessly afraid of the knife;

soft-wood grovFths may be pruned freely and fine,

bushy forms from the groimd be the result; otherwise

oue is liable to have long-legged, unattractive plants.

Roses will begin to show growth ami bloom; give

a sunny situation, but avoid too much warmth. Keep
down all vermin. Hybrid Perpetuals, (wintered in

pots) now in heat, quickly start up, and when buds

appear, stimulate with liquid manure in small doses.

Seed Sowing. Mimulus, Maurandia, lee Plant, Sen-

sitive Plant, Snapdragon, and Chinese Fiuk> may con-

tinue to be sown for summer decoration. All annuals

may be sown in heat by the end of the month.

Sweet Alyssum. Propagate from slips or seed.

Watering. Let no plant sutler from dryness, neither

from over-watering, and keep a watchful eye as to

which kinds dry out soonest, as their Is much varia-

tion both In plants themselves and also in their situa-

tion as to this. To water all kinds alike is not the

best of management.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Bedding Plants. Whatever stock that will be

wanted, if U> be bought, may usually be contracted for

witli the rtorist's thus early at reduced rates.

Hedges of deciduous kinds should receive their

winter pruning in mild weather. Tramp down the

snow to prevent any injury from mice by girdling

under it when loose.

Hot Beds are of almost Invaluable assistance in

bringiug along pot aud bedding plants for summer.

Labels, stakes and like necessaries to the garden,

should be made or bought for spring use.

Lawn. A three inch dressing of flue, well-rotted

manure is needed by the turf every second or third

year. A Uberal application of a good commercial

fertilizer may be given instead if the manure is

objectionable.

Pansies. If no stock has been wintered over, by

.sowing seeds now, iu moderate heat, good spring-

blooming plants may be had.

Plans. The main operations to be carried out the

coming season should be decided upon before the time
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for the work Is actuaUy at hand. Well-laid plaus are

more economical than in waiting until busy, then

jumping at eonelustons.

Root Grafting may be applied to ornamental shi'ubs,

climbers and trees.

Seed Sowing. At the South the hardier annuals
may be sown out of doors. In the North, Balsams,

Cockscombs, Globe Amaranths, Portulacas, Schizan-

thus, Phloxes, Brachycomes, Stocks. Tropteolums,

Cobaeas, Lophospermums, Acroclinlums, and the kinds
named under House Plants, may be sown in heat

before the month Is out.

Shrubs. Pruning in the South may now go on.

North, however, it may be deferred several weeks.
The class including Roses, Hardy Hydrangea. Burning
Bush. CoronUla, Amorpha, Hypericum, Althaeas, Late-

flowering Spiraeas, and a few others that bear their

bloom on the new growth, may be cut back very
severely at this season with good results. But nearly
all other shrubs bloom from buds now on the old wood,
and to prune these now Is only to cut away many of

the flowers, so that but little more should be done at

this time, than to Improve the general shape. Just
after the blooming season, some months later, is the

time for the main priming of these.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Angle-worms. A perfect remedy for them in the

pots, is to soak the soil with lime wat«r once a month.

Begonias of the tuberoussection, that were wintered
in pots to be started, and later given fresh rich soil;

those out of pots may be potted, and seed sown for
late summer flowering plants.

Carnations for next winter's flowering should be
struck from cuttlDgs this month. Later, keep the
young plants robust by free airing. Flowering plants
should be restaked and retied.

Cinerarias. For greatest beauty, flne foliage Is as
necessary as good flowers; watering regularly, with
considerable air, will help in this matter.

Cytisus, when done blooming, should be cut back.

Fumigating with Tobacco is now to be attended to
regularly, at least twice each week; with so doing
little tntuble will be had. If neglected, however, it

will be almost impossible to clean out the green aphis,
etc., by plant selling time.

Hollyhocks are easily raised from cutting If a stock
is at baud iu shape to start up.

Insects. The usual remedies of fumigating twice
a week with tobacco smoke, for green fly, and others;
syringing daily for *-ed spider, in houses of high heat,

must not be neglected for they increase with great
rapidity at this season of high sun-heat and closeness.
Scale and mealy bug, though increasing more slowly^
do not yield so easily; hand-picking, washing or brush-
lug are the best remedies.

Mignonette may be sown now with advantage. The
plants will, during the summer months, make rapid
growth, and later on be prized for winilow and con-
servatory decoration.

Orchids that begin to grow during the time they are
in flower, should be shifted immediately, as the beauty
of the flower wanes. The materials for use in shifting
are good Hbrous peat, sphagnum moss, broken crocks
and charcoal. Aerides, Vandas, Saecolabiums, Den
drobes, <:;felogynes, and several others do best in
sphagnum with small crocks or sharp saud. Cattleyas,
La-lias, Oncidiums and Odontoglossums do equally
well In peat mixed with crocks and a little coarse
charcoal; a mixture of peat and moss is more suitable
for some others.

Felaigoniums. Water freely, in warm, bright days.
but over watering will cause spotted leaves; light
rich soil, free airing, and fair pot room are needed.

Poinsettias after drying off, are best placed in a
somewliat cool place, even If not very light.

Potting. All cuttings, as roots appear should go into
small pots, using light, rich soil, potting rather ttrmiy.
In potting or shifting plants, broken pots or gravel in
the bottom ot every pot larger than six inches Is

usually required for drainage. In six-inch pots or lar-

ger, there should be a layer of sphagnum or hay on
top of the hard drainage before filling in the soil, to
prevent clogging.

Roses. For propagation use cuttings from the best
woo<Iof recent growth; after the cuttings are put in
they must never suffer from lack of water, as this
would put them in a bad condition.

Salvia splendens. If the giowth, of stock
plants be greatly checked at any time In the winter, It

is difficult to get good plants for the following season.
The proper conditions are ample root room, and a
rather cool temperature.

Schizanthus. Use open soil that is one-third dry
rotten cow manure. Shift from now on until Ihey
are in 4-inch or r)-inch pots for flowering; air freely.

Sedum Seboldii to he taken from their winter quar-
ters, started and then repotted, in good soil.

Stove plants need a geueral going over at this time
or a little later. Such as have been blooming iu the
winter, require to be cut back, and encouraged to
break, then to be shifted if needful, or have top-dress-
ings. Any of these plants In flower, must be kept
dry over-head.

Verbenas. If the plants are at a stand sttll. by shak-
ing out and repotting In rich, fibrous new earth, they

will usually Improve quickly. Keep near the glass and
give plenty of air.

Watering. See under House Plants.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Firming the soil over the roots of Sti-awbervles or

any fall set plants or shrubs, by tramping It as soon as

it thaws, is a good stroke of work for early spring.

Grapes. In a dry place, a good fertilizer is stable

manure, but avoid using it on wet ground, else the

vines may become diseased; wood ashes, bone dust,

and similar material would be better.

Manuring. Top-dressing orchards that are not

growing with vigor with flne old manure would be iu

order. Spread the mamire evenly,

Pr ning. Push In comfortable weather. See last

month under this head.

Recording Maps of the orchard and fruit garden,

should be kept to ensure against loss of names by loss

of labels. Such are easily made by using smooth,

strong, heavy paper, striking Hues and cross lines as

many as there are rows of trees or plants, and then

clearly write the name of every variety in its place.

Root Grafting is seasonable work, and Is much
practiced for increasing the Apple, but answers as

well for many other subjects. See page 98 for further

directions.

Soil. For an orchard site, a deep, even If rather

a poor soil is to be preferred to one much richer, but

shallow.

Top Grafting. If the grafts have been cut and prop-

erly buried in earth (this may yet be done, if at

once,) to keep them naturally moist, late grafting, say

at the time the leaf-buds burst, is better than earlier.

See page 98 this Issue.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
MANSFIELD MILTON, MAHONING CO., O.

Cabbage and Cauliflower. Sow seeds for early

plants aliout the middle of the month In boxes if to

be staited in a greenhouse; if in hotbeds in drills six

inches apart. Secure the best seed and sow thinly

Water after sowing with tepid water and keep close

until vegetation takes place. Any heads that are buried,

lift and market as soon as possible; the frequent
freezing and thawing from now on causes rot.

Have all your plans made now about cropping.
Know ju.^t exactly how many plants of this crop you
intend planting, liow much ground you require for

that crop and the place you are to plant them. If yitu

are a market gardener raise what your marked
demands; if for family use put in what your family
likes l>est.

Hotbeds should now be made for the raising of early

plants. See that the heating material is in good condi-
tion by iteing thoroughly heated all through. Whether
pits are used or surface beds, spread the manure and
shake it up well with the fork so that It settles evenly.

Mats for covering the glass cold nights should be on
hand and should be large enough to lap over
the sides of the sash.

Onion Sets wanted for early can be profitably
raised in hotbeds and greenhouses. Plant them deep
so that they will have a long white neck. The Silver
Skins are best for early.

Parsnips. Dig in favorable weather and have
ready for use.

Radishes may now be sowu. the Turnip-rooted
varieties being the best for forcing.

Salsify. See under Parsnips.

Soil for Hotbeds should be of a light nature, half
h)am an<i lialf leaf mold or well decayed hops or ma-
nure: use sand if the loam inclines to clay. If there is

a depth of two feet of heating material place six inches
of soil; if less manure use less soil.

Tools. Look them over and see that they are in
good condition. Repair such as are out of order and
purchase any new ones wanted. Good tools save labor

Tomatoes in localities where they can be planted iu
the ground the first of Way, and a few seeds for extra
early plants should now be sown.

Ventilation should be carefiUly attended to on all

suitable days. Be careful not to allow the sun to shlue
bright on the bed with the sash closed, as the young
plants are easily scorched. Sometimes the bright sun
shines with a cold wind; shade the glass with some
light material Instead of raising the sash and allowing
a cold current to pass over the plants.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Cucumbers. Keep down any fruit that shows before
the plants are <iulte strong. When ready for fruiting
the hills will want earthing up somewhat with nice
Uglit loam, and the vines stopped regularly one joint
beyond the fruit.

Figs that are being forced should now be freely
syringed. They need more water also at this time, and
weak, useless growth, thinned out.

Grapery. In early houses keep the vines well trained,
and the laterals dlslntdded. After blooming, do not
syringe the liunches. but every inch of wall and path
should be well nudstened to keep down red spider.
Do not, however, create so much moisture as to cause

mildew. As to newly starting up vines, see directions

in the .lanuary issue.

Lettuce Is u crop that grows flnely under glass during
this month and later. Provide about 45*^ of heat at

night. Give an abimdauce of air In mild weather.
Water liberally, but not to excess, and fumigate or lay

cut Tobacco stems about the plants to destroy or
prevent the green fly.

Orchard House- The trees will set their fruit better
for free airing while blossoming is going on. Keep
the atmosphere dry at this Important stage, but after

the fruit is set, syringe freely with tepid water.

Rhubarb. Continue to bring in for succession.

THE POULTRY YARD.
Fowls tbat are kept supplied with gravel,

charcoal and green t'ciod ai-e not often troubled
with indige-stion or diarrhoea.—O. J, Farmer.

Turkeys for Setting. Set a good hen to hatch-
ing chickens; take her first brood away as soon
as out and let the incubator keep right on for
raising twt.t or three broods.—vVm. Farmer.

The best hatching egga are those first laid in

spring though the first laid by pullet-s should not
be set. After a hen has produced thirty or forty
eggs in regular succession, the system becomes
enfeebled and the eggs are more or less wanting
in vitality.—Poultry Monthly.

Variety in Feeding. By this we mean both
raw and cooked food—meat, \'egetables, scraps,
green food. Corn, Oats, Kice, Barley, Wheat,
pounded bones, etc. For any class of fowls, the
varied feeding plan is always the most bene-
ficial.—Poultry Yard.

The Season for Profit. The winter season,
though laborious, is really the most profitable,
for poultry and eggs are then usually high and
but little other work could be done, and, while
the hens lay test in summer,when eggs are cheap
yet, if warm quarters are provided, the eggs
received in the cold season will be a large item.
One source of winter profit is from the usually
scarce winter broilers.

Care of Young Chicks. No food is allowed for
thirty -six hours after hatching, being kept m the
brooder where a temperature of UO" is main-
tained. The first food sht)uld be stale bread
dipped in fresh milk and squeezed dry given a
number of times daily, with fresh water. Gran-
ulated Oatmeal is also placed so they can help
themselves at anytime. Three times a week a
beaten raw egg, at the rate of one for 2.5 chicks,
may Itc mixed with the bread and milk. Hard
boiii'il I'ggs ami much meat cause bowel disease,
but a little may be given twice a week. Mashed
Potato is always excellent, and after the first
week give cracked Corn and screenings instead
of * atmeal.—Farm and Fu'eside.

Improving Poultry. The old proverbial "barn-
yard fowls" are rapidly disappearing, making
room for thoroughbreds. By systematically
selecting the best birds for breeding j.urposi-s.
the stock will improve constantly, and there are
realized, not only the profits of general poultry
raising, but the breeding stock will soon l)<-c<«m"e
known and briiig extra prices. Plymoutli li(»k.
Wyandotte, and Lutigshan stand forem«»>t as all-
purpose fowls, while the Java, Houdan, and
Dorking have aK<i stmng elaims and meet manv
general requirements. Whatever breed is chosen
success dejiends upon the careful selection of
the breeding stock in poultry, as m ueh as in other
animals.—American Agricultuiist.

Food for Fowls. Buckwheat is fatt«^ning, and
fed sparingly-, there is no better food. Wheat
is (me of the best egg producing fooils. < hits corn-
ing next. Corn is excellent for a night-teeil und
for setting hens, as it keeps a emttinual body
heat. Rye occasionally, gi\es lite to tlie st4>ck,
while oyster shells and ground bone form egg
shells; sand aiitl gra\ el helping to grind their
food. Beet .scraps, mixed with corn-meal mush,
fed several times a week increases the egg sup-
ply. Wo(id charcoal is tasteless, so feed that
made from Corn col)s. in liberal quantities.
Milk with cornnnal scalded in a stitf mass, is rel-
ished and is good lor eggs. Sunfiower seeds pro-
mote laying and hcalth.—Farmcr's Magazine.

Eggs in Winter. I ha\-e for a few years past
been able to secure a good showing of eggs in
winter and from old fowls at that. My first
point is to feed well during moulting season thus
helping the fowls over this trying period, so as to
get them to laying again before severe weather.
Farm fowls are neglected at this most important
perioil,and not being profitable are allowed to
grub as they can. With feathers half off they
aieehilled and weakened; and then bitter weather
comes on and they are too worn out to lay I>e-
fore spring, so give plenty of warm feed in ( >cto-
ber and November. My next rule is to house
them warmly in roomy winter (luartei-s. Their
room is a part of an underground stable open to
the south with a sunny window. Fi'om this they
can go out as they like into a yard nn<l into the
stables. The ground is c(tvered with sluning.s
ami cleaned once a week; while at the same time
kerosene is p(mred over the nests and njosts. I
have a mixture of White Leghorn, Brown ijeg-
horn. Silver Hamburgh, Plymouth Hock, and
Hrown tbime. Roosters have been Hamburghs.
Thecrossisalaying stock and mostly non-setting.
It does not pay a farmer to raise cliiekens. lie
can buy his pullets more cheaply when he counts
the loss of chicks from weasels, skunks and rats.
What I want is eggs.—E. P. Powell.
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Correspondent 8 are urged to anticipate the season in pre-

senting questions. To ask, for instance, on April 15 or 20

what Peas had best be sown, could bring no answer in

the May issue, and none before June, when the answ^
would be unseasonable. Questions received before the 12m
ofany month stand a good chance of being answered in the

next paper. Not more than three qiiestions should be sent

at one time. Answers to questions bearing on the com
parative value of implements, etc., offered by different

dealers must not be expected. Neither can we promise to

comply with the request sometimes made to "please answer
by mail." Inquiries appearing without name belong to the

name next following.
Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from our

readers. In answering such give the number, your
locality and name, the latter not for publication, unless
you desire. Write wily on one side of the paper',

1.085. An Underground Cellar for Celery. How
can I best construct a cellar In a .'Jand hill for both
Celery and root rrops.—B. S., Huron Co., O.

1,086 Hed Mites in Greenhouse, First appeared

about the windows of dwelling house, then in green-

house, mostly on Centaurea gymnocarpa. Cold does

not hurt them but they disappear towards spring, re-

tuminKlnthe fall. They injure plants somewhat as
red spiilor diins, yet many stay on the glass apparently
eatijiK niittiiiig. Bright red, becoming black as they
grow, and have appeared at several places in this vicin-

ity. Tobacco smoke and whale oil soap do not affect
them. Can any one help me ?—W. E. .S., Liberty, Ind.

1,087. Buckwheat Remedy for White Grub. Is it a

tact that a crop of this grain on iufested land will rid

it of them ?—A. N. .S., Mazo, Mania, Wis,

1,(0^. Forcing Tomatoes, Cucumbers and Musk-
Melons. When should the seed be sown to ripen fruit
in April and May ? Steam heat is used, would like any
points essential to success.—A. G. C, Peperell, Mass.

1,081). Growing Bletla TankervilliEe. What treat-

ment is required for this Orchid?—J. W. C, Akron, O.

l.ir.n. Springs for a Fruit Marketing Wagon. Can
any one tell me how to satisfactorily attach platform
springs to a lumber wagon (bolster springs being to
stiff) so they may readily be removed for ordinary
farm work.—W. W. F., Waterville, O.

1.091. Worm Eating Currants, Last year a small

green worm ate the inside out of the green fruit, the
bunches lieiug covered with a web. What is its name
and how to be gotten rid of ?—E. W.R., Providence,R.J.

1.01)2. Dahlias Turning Yellow. A year ago, 1

had a choice vaViety of flowering tubers, carefully
wintered, which seemed all right when planted in the
spring: In the summer however the flowers all came
yellow. Canauy one explain it ?—H.M., Cardinal, Ont.

1,093. Building a Rockery; Suitable Plants. I

would like to make one that will not appear more like
an ordinar.v stone pile than anything ornamental.
What plants arc good ?—Mr-s. C. G. J., Portland, Mich.

1,0!)4. Buying Rhododendrons. Where can I get

such as would grow here; the culture required, etc.—
Mrs. H. E. Twiss, Watcrtoirn, Cuiin.

1,0'.).5, Pear Growing. Will the.v do well on low
ground, near a creek, if it is underdrained ?

1.0911 Beurre D'Anjou Blighting. Is this as liable

to blight as other varieties? Will it grow on clay ?

1,097. KiefTerPear Hardy. Would it be hardy in

Northern fIhio ?

1,0'.)H. Quince Trees. Will ar below zero hurt them?
To what age do they grow ?—H. B., Brooiclyn, O.

1.099. Chrysanthemum Foliage Dying. After pot-

ting outdoor grown plants which did not even wilt, but
seemed perfect in health and appearance, the lower
leaves began to blacken and die off and this continued
until not a healthy leaf remaiiicii, tlicy tiloomed tlueiy.
Is this disease fungoid or causcil by ins,Mts y Is there a
special point iu management that nilgjit prevent or
cause the trouble ¥ Have others been troubled In a
similar way ?—B. ti., Arkona, Ont.

1.100. Japan Persimmons in Illinois. Are they
hardy In this section. If not what protection is needed?

1.101. Japan Chestnut Grafting. Can this be done
on Black Walnut or Hickory ?—P. B., lUt. Caryyiel, III.

1.102. Chrysanthemums Mildewing. After getting
them iu the house they became as white as a Dusty
Miller. Can au.v one give name and color of four that
will not do this in the house ?—T. G., Balcaygcon, Ont.

1,10;J. Preparing Horseradish. Will this keep long
after preparing? What Is the best method? Can
other than cider vinegar be used ?—W. H., Rockport, O.

1.104. Good Grapes for Virginia. 1 would like a
list of the finest that will succeed here, even if neces-
sary to give protection. J. S., Elizabeth City, Va.

1.105. Apples Exported. I would like to learn how
many were exported for the year 1883.—C. E. B., Co-
lumbia, .S. C.

l.lofi. Manettia Rose Cuttings. Where can they be
obtained .'-H. J. S.. Woodland, Cal.

1,107. Sending Cut Flowers by Mail. How can
they best be sent fresh.—T. M. Coi.D, Key West, Fla.

l.los. Salsify Losing Flavor. That left in the
ground over winter was so affected the last two sea-
sous. Why ?-W. S. W., Shatcona, Wis.

1,109. Name of the Beefsteak Geranium. What Is

Its botanical name ?—E. R. L., Curntrattis, Oregon.

1,110 Mulberry Leaves lor Silk Worms. Are Rus-
sian Mulberry leaves good ?—.T. M.S., BiacJyool./da/io.

1,111. Brown Fly on Chrysanthemums. For sever-
al years this Insect has destroyed and poisoned the
ends of the shoots so that they come blind. Hellebore
has no effect on them. Thev are neither black lice or
aphis, as I have no difficulty with these. Can you tell
me anything about them IS. W.C, Hingham, Mass.

1.112. Ellling Locust Trees. How can this be man-
aged, the sprouts come up all over and robbing other
crops?—Mrs. O. G., Walla Walla, W. T.

1.113. Sowing Sweet Peas. When is the best time ?

—A. B., Fulion, N. T.

1.J14. Onion Seed. How long is it good?—X.,Ga;e,/.

1.115. Peas for Market. What are the best varie-

ties for earlv, medium and late crops for home use ?—
A. P. W., aalloiray. III.

1.116. The Best Hardy Roses. Will some reader
kindly name the twelve best hardy Roses In cultiva-
tion ?—Flower, Fyan. Pa.

1.117. Potato Growing. What is the best Potato
for New England ?—Farmer, Freetoijcn, Mass.

1.118. Some Good House Plants. Will some reader
kindly name a good list of plants for my library win-
dow; plenty or sun and no furnace heat ?—X. Y. Z ,

Frederica, Joira.

1.119. Watering Plants. When should It be done;
how much at a time ?—H. A. Eastman, Freeport, Me.

1.120. Making a Garden. 1 have a small lot of land
that is all run out; how shall 1 prepare it for vegetables
and flowers?—Amateur Gardener, GainsvilU, Mu^s.

1.121. Manure for Celery; Hoes, (a) What kind is

best for this, {b) Is there any hoe made specially for
banking up ?—D. F., Peekskill on Hudson, N. F.

1.122. Chilian Beet Seed. Where can It be obtained?
—A. A. N., Chafee, N. Y.

1.123. Russian Apricots for Illinois. Can they be
grown where the Peach fails ? How about Curcullo ?

1.124. Orchid Information. Are they bulbs or raised
from rfted; hardy or greenhouse plants? Are they of
easy culture or not?—J. W. M.. Fanner City, lit,

1.125. About the Non-kinking Hose. Can you tell

me where these may be had, the probable cost, etc.—
C. H. H., Hickman, Ky.

1.126. Propagating Grapes by Grafting or Cuttings.
What Is the proper time and method.—A. A, W.,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

1.127. Onion Sets Growing. Mine always grow too
large though 1 sow 150 seeds to the square Inch and
cover it with an Inch of pure sand; the seeds all come
up, and the tops ripen before pulling. Could they be
pulled when ol the right size even if not ripe ?

1,128 Pruning Apples. Crabs, Plums and Cherries,
I would like some general directions suited to this state?

1.129. Worden Grape Cuttings. Do you consider
this a variety that It would pay to propagate exten-
sively ?-E. C, Carton Cli]r. Ill-

1.130. Pocklington Grape Grafting. When they
were high priced 1 got a dozen vines, of this variety;
I propagated largely, but after fruiting they proved
worthle.ss. Can I graft good sorts on these ? Can I get
damages from the seller ?—E. C, Carbon Cliff, III.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
1.076. Tuberoses. After Blooming. After the

bulb has once flowered it will never flower
again and the only value it has is in the offsets
^vnich it may have formed.— C. E. P.

1,080. Camellia Buds Falling. This is due to
many causes. Avoid them by keeping the foliage

clean and free from insect pests by frequent
spongings with soapy water. In the gi-owing
season they should be given an abundant supply
of water both overhead and at their roots and
after growth ceases a more moderate supply.
When brought inside they should be given a cool
temperature and water as often as necessary,
being careful to saturate the entii-e mass.
Syringe freely two or three times a week and
avoid e.\tremes of tempeniture.—C. E. P.

1,084. Chrysanthemums not Blooming. They
must have been given an unsuitable soil, situa-
tion and culture.—C. E. P.

1,051. Keeping Canna Tubers, I permit mine
to remain outside until the first of November
then the tops are cut off and on a dry day the
roots are carefully lifted and stored in a dry
situation underneath the greeuhou.se bencn
where an average temperature of 55"* is main-
tained.—Charles E. Parnell, Long Mand.

1,074. Manures for Vegetables. Aside from
good, well decomposed stable manure the best
fertilizers are ground bone dust, poudrette, dry
blood fertilizer or blood and bone fertilizer.

1,073. Failure with Spinach. Not knowing
your treatment of the crop cannot suggest any
remedy.—Chas. B. Parnell.

1,073. Carrot Leaves Turning Yellow. An-
other season plant them on fresh ground and so
avoid the loss of the crop. A good dressing of
lime applied in the spiing would be decidedly
beneficial but might not prove a certain
remedy.— t'HAS. B. Parnell.

1.077. Toadstools on the Lawn. I wish Harry
had said whether the toadstools on his lawn
were to be found in shady places: if they were
plenty of wood ashes and some grass adapted to
shaded places sown thickly will weed them out,
or more properly give them no chance to
grow.—M. B. Faxon.

1.078. Onion Seed Saving. Like all biennials

it takes two seasons to raise Onion seed; plant
the seed and raise large Onions one season and
the next set out the large Onions and raise the
seed. B. P. A. had better talk with some tinion
grower who will no doubt give him full
information.—M. B. Faxon.

1,046. Lawn Grass Seed. White Clover is one
of the best seeds that can be used in obtaining a
beautiful lawn. About three pounds to every
bushel of seed is a good proportion. In this con-
nection I will say that about six bushels of lawn
grass seed is required to properly sow an acre
Wood a.shes (unbleached ) is one of the best fer-
tilizers that can be used on a lawn, being free
from weed seeds, They also bring in large
quantities of White Clover without using any
White Clover seed.—M.B.Faxon.Si(#o((c Co.,Mews

1,040, Bemedy for Tomato Eot. I find my
Tomatoes are entirely free from rot if I take
pains to stake them well. My Tomatoes always
rot badly when I crowd the \-ines, which should
be at least six feet apart each way in a private
garden, but eight would he better. Let the sun
in between the vines and rot will not trouble
you.—M. B. Faxon.

1,049. Eubber Plant Treatment. There is no
need to sponge the leaves of any plant every
day; this is as bad as no sponging at all. Sponge
when a plant shows that it needs it by being
dusty. Water when dry and do so thoroughly,
then wait until they are dry again. Follow na-
ture as nearly as possible and everything will
go well.—M. B. Faxon.

1.060. About Artemisias. The two best known
sorts of this genus are Southern Wood or Old
Man (Ai-tcmisUi ahrotanum) and Wormwood M.
absinthium). Both are very hardy and bear
smcjke without injury. These kinds ai-e both
shrubs of simple culture.—M. B. Faxon.

1.061. Smilax Blooming. Smilax seed is

usually planted in .lanuary or a little later in
shallow boxes in the greenhouse, and when the
plants are well up they are put into thumb pots
and then shifted from size to size until about
August, when the plants (now in three inch pots)
are transplanted into permanent beds. Set the
plants eight inches apart in the rows and make
the rows fourteen inches apart. The January
following the vines will have made a growth of
from nine to twelve feet and be i-eady for cut-
ting. Growth will begin immediatel.v after cut-
ting and another crop will be ready the following
April. After second cutting let the plants rest
and thoroughly enrich the bed and the plants
will start again in August. Smila.\ is of easy
culture; only one caution comes to my mind:
Tobacco smoke will kill the vines. " Liquid
manure will greatly increase the growth and
frequent syringing of the vines with water will
keep the plants in a healthy growing con-
dition.—M. B. Faxon.

1,067. Are Angleworms in Any Way Hurtful?
I have never found a single instance when our
common eaith worm injured any plant; think
them a benefit rather than otherwise.—M. B. F.

.1,01)0. Ferns as House Plants. The finest

Maiden Hair Ferns I e\x'r saw were growing in

a house window, but where the.i(' were growing
there was no furnace heat; it is hard work to
have plants in our city homes on account of the
dry atmosphere. There are no handsomer
Ferns than these when properly grown.

1,070. Strawberry Fertilizers. The best fer-
tilizer for Strawberries is a mixture of unleached
hard wood ashes and pure ground bone. Take
halt of each, mix thoroughly and harrow in this

mixture the fall before you intend to set out
your plants. Set the plants early in the spring
and top dress with same mixture when well
started. Use one ton to the acre in the fall and
about 300 to ,500 pounds to top dress with in
the spring. If you iilow your land in the fall,
harrow, spread with manure and then harrow
twice, once each wa.v, and your bed will be in
perfect shape in the spring. The results obtained
will ampl.v repay for the extra labor.—M. B. F.

1 ,074. Manure for Vegetables. Light soils as a
rule re(iuire a feitilizer strong in potash; such a
fertilizer would produce excellent crops of early
vegetables. Cabbages, Melons, Turnips, Toma-
toes, Beets, Cucumbers and Onions. Without
manure I use about l,.'iOO pounds of phosphate
per acre, say 1,000 pounds spread liroadcast and
harrowed in^ and the remaining .500 pounds in
the drill at the time of planting. You will be
able to secure such a fertilizer by writing to any
of the reUable dealers who advertise in -PoPirLAR
GAKDENINQ AND FliUIT GROWING.—M. B. FAXON

1,04.5. Selling Evaporated Fruit. It would be
difficult to say where the best market is. If the
fniit is of best quality and put up as it should be
it will sell well in any large city.—M. B. Faxon.

1.061. Smilax Blooming. The plants will

bloom when they are about eighteen months
old. It will require a partial rest the second
year and this should be given after the second
crop has been gathered or from April to
September.-Chas. E. Parnell.

1.062. Using Old Mushroom Beds. The mate-
rial of which they arc composed can be used to

good advantage for potting plants, etc. Expose
it to the action of the atmosjthere for a short
time in order to destroy any spores that might be
in it and mix with two thirds of turfy loam. It
is also an excellent material to use for top
dressing lawns.—Chas. B. Parnell,
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l.OtM. Ferns Eaten by Snails. The term snail,

prt)perly speaking, belongs to a family of Crus-
taceans, but it is often applied to a slimy black

slug whicli is quite troublesome in greenhouses
and is also very common in damp places in the

open air. They work only at night, in damp
weather. t)r in shady phices and may be found
during-- tlie ila,\' on tne damp sides nf the pots or
conrealcd uikIVt tlieni and they can ii-enerally be
kept down etteetuall.\' li.\' searehintJ out and kill-

ing them. They are very partial to swfct .Vpj'les

and pieces of these are sometimes phu-rd among
the i>lants and examined in the evening and the
slugs destroyed. I have also found them under
pieces of glass which were accidentally left on
the soil of the benches —W. F. B.

],08B. Bed Mites in Oreenhonse. The speci-

mens sent are a species of red mite related to the

red spider of the greenhouse. They are so small
and often so numerous that it is difficult to get

rid of them. Where the windows on which they
are present can be washed with hot soapsuds
they will doubtless be killed. The Egyptian
Insecticide, which is composed largel.v <d pow-
dered Tt>liaci-o stems, I presume woidd kill them
on plants. Pyrcthrinn or the "insect j'owdi'r" of
the drug st<»res would probably also be eflcctive,
as would kerosene emulsion.—C. M. Weed.

l.OM. Chrysanthemamg Not Blooming. I

have never heard a good reason given why plants

come blind; a satisfactory solution of this point
would be a great help to us all.—M. B. Faxon.

l.uwi. Foinsettia Treatment- The plants are

passing into a state of rest and from itow on
should be kept dry.— (_'. E. P.

1,0<J7. Are Angleworms in Any Way HartfaU
Yes, to |iot plants, by reason of their obstructing
the drainage. In the open ground I do not think
they are in any way hurtful.—C. E. P.

1,0.51. Keeping Canna Tubers. Last fall im-
mediatel.v after our Srst light frost, which only
partially killed the tops of my Cannas, I cut them
off about a foot from the ground, dug and placed
them under the greenhouse benches with large

balls of earth attached, covering the roots lightly

with sphagnum, and I occasionally sprinkle them
a little. With this treatment the new buds con-
tinue to grow slowly and bid fair to go through
in fine condition; probably if stored in a light,
airy cellar with about the same treatment they
would keep nearly as well; When frost<'d clraV
down to the ground or cut very close, decay is

likely to follow, or if the earth is all shaken out
and the small roots get dry there is danger
that the whole tuber will dry out or if damp
enough to prevent that they are liable to mould
and destroy the whole plant.—W. F. B.

1,060. About Artemisias. This is the botanical
name for the Wormwood family, but my earliest

recollection of the Chrysanthemum is of two
plants, one with pure whit« and the other with
dark red flowers belonging to a lady neighbor,
which she called Artemisias and probably this is

the Artemisia referred to; if so, some of them
are entirely hardy and almost all of them are so
with a little protection.—W. F. B.

1,028. Hydrangea Propagation. By cuttings
taken in the spring just after the sap begins to

run; cut the desired size with a sharp knife and
place them in wet sand in a cool shady place and
do not expose them to the sun under glass until
they are potted off and well established on their
own roots.—H. C. TowNSEND, Dutchess Co., N. Y.

1,049. Rubber Flant Treatment, when you
cannot spray the Rubber Plant sponging the
leaves freiiuently is necessary to the health of
the plant. Water onl.v when the plant is in need
of it; do not let any water stand about the roots.

1,051. Keeping Canna Tubers. To keep Can-
nas in good condition over winter the roots are
placed in dry sand in a dark, cool cellar free
from frost.—H. C. T.

1,0.54. Amaryllis Failing. Amaryllis may be
successfully grown by potting in rich soil with
good drainage; water sparingly until the plant
begins to make vigorous growth; then and when
in bloom give an abundance of moisture but do
not let the water stand around the bulb as it is

likely to sour the soil.—H. C. T.

l.OtiO. About Artemisias. The Artemisias are
better known as the Chrysanthemum and are
probably hardy in 45° north latitude with pro-
tection of straw or leaves as a covering through
severe weather. These plants require a rich soil.

Set out in spring in a sheltered situation. Mulch
well through dry weather, give manure water
often and as they bloom very late shield from
severe frosts.—H. C. T.

998. Best Blackberry. Dorchester may do for
a cold climate but is too small and will not yield

more than half as much as Wilson. There are a
great many varieties offered as best but it is

doubtful whether there is any variet.v yet before
the public which will pay better as a market
berry than the Wilson where the climate is

not too cold.—W. F. B
1,070. Tuberoses After Blooming. These are

of no value except for raising bulblets and that
does not pay as they can be bought much cheap-
er than the amateur can raise them.—H. C. T.

l,(tl,5. Baising New Gladiolus, I have suc-

cessfully increa-scd the varieties of Gladiolus by
cutting the bulbs similar t<i ^'uttirig I'otatoes,
alwa.\'s liciiig siii-c to lca\-c a iiortinii (»i the base
of the Imlli on eiu-h jiicce. The tiuwers do not
come true from seed.— H. C. T.

1,054. Amaryllis Failing. The Amaryllis
requires a season of repose and I think that the
plant had completed its growth and was passing
into a state of rest was the reason the leaves
turned yellow. You should now place the plant
in a dry situatif)n, at a temperature of .55°, and
let it reimiin there until the middle of May when
it can be planted ovit in the open liordcr. Take
up and reiiot towards the end of September and
When you wish tn throw the plant into l)loom
place it in a teniptTaturcof .55^' graduall.\ tiscend-
ing to 60°. When the leax'es appear water abund-
antly. In potting use porous or soft baked pots
and see that they are thoroughly drained as this
is ver.v important.—C. E. P.

982. Bust on Baspberries. Cut plants off close

to ground and burn as fast as it appears. Culti-
vate well and place phosphate around the plants.
Sow salt broadcast over the ground m the
early spring.—W. T. Alan.

1,0.55. Clirysanthemum Leaves Burnt- You do
not say in what proportion you used the liquid

manure. I would infer, however, that you used
it too strong. But there are other causes that
would lead to a similar result.—C. B. P.

1,052. Floor for Greenhouse. A cement floor

is the best in a greenhouse.— C. E. P.

1,003. Babbits Injuring Trees. Rub the trees

with a piece of liver or paint with blood from
slaughter house in early winter.—W. T. Alan.
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BY A WELL-KNOWN HORTICULTURIST.

Continued from page 96.

STOCKING THE HERBACEOUS AND VEGETABLE
GAEDEN.

The plants referred to in the previous
paper as being Annual, Biennial and
Perennial Herbaceous plants are chiefly

propagated from seed. This fact renders it

important that the gardener should under-
stand the principles of successful seed plant-

ing or sowing and to this subject the present
article will devote attention. In the case of
perennial plants, it is true, a common
method of increasing the stock is by the
division of the roots as illustrated by the
Iris in figure 58 and of which among vegeta-
bles Rhubarb and Asparagus afford famil-
iar examples, but even vrith such there are
few cases in which seed propagation could
not also be well applied. Usually propaga-
tion by division comes into use for peren-
nials when a moderate increase of plants is

desired and by seed when a large stock is

wanted. Certain improved varieties of
perennials which do not bear seed, can only
be increased by root divisions and in some
instances by cuttings of the shoots.

Seeds and Seed Sowing. The requisites

to success in growing plants from seed are

Rolling. Treading.
Mulching Boverlng
with Hay. with Board

.

vC'-.i-:

Fig. 59. Covering Seed by the rule of the Seed's diam-
eter. Promoting Germination by Rolling etc.

as follows: good seed, suitable soil, a proper
degree of temperature and of moisture, and
right methods of work.
Procurinrj the Seed. With many reliable

seed houses located all over our country
there need be little difficulty in procuring a

stock of good seeds for all departments of

the garden. To trust one's orders to such
seedsmen as advertise regularly in reliable

horticultural journals would be a safe course
almost without exception. If there is a
regularly established dealer in your own
•Copyright, 1887, Popular Gardening Publishing Co.

Dividing a Herbaceous
Perennial ilri^), the line a indicat-
ing Ijlace of cutting.

town it will generally be safe to intrust
orders to him for filling. The seeds that are

on sale with grocers, druggists, etc., all over
the country and known as "commission
seeds" are in many, perhaps I should say in

most, cases unreliable, and should generally
be avoided by all who aim to possess a
complete garden.
The Soil for Seeds. The soil in which

seeds are sown should be made as fine as
possible by proper tillage so that while fine

particles are
brought into
contact with
the seed and
the air can
readily pene-
trate to the

seeds and roots

it will at the
same time be
retentive of

moisture and
with having
the capillary

attraction i u
the soil broken
up. If the seed

is sown direct-

ly where the
crop is to be
raised the soil,

previously t o
sowing, should
in most cases be tilled deeply and be well
enriched after the methods described in

previous papers. In the case of starting

seeds in beds specially prepared and then
transplanting them, as is done with many
kinds, the depth of soil in these need not be
so great, for transplanting should ensue
before the roots have had a chance to

penetrate far.

Temperature. Mistakes are often made
by the inexperienced in submitting seeds
and seedling plants to a wrong degree of

temperature, for to start seeds too warm or
too cold, if they grow at all, will be to re-

sult in producing feeble plants. For those

kinds classed as Hardy annuals, biennials

or perennials a temperature of the soil of

about .55° Fah. will be the most favorable to

growth. Half-hardy kinds will bear from
HO' to TO" to advantage while Tender kinds
will find above 70° the most congenial. In
sowing seeds, therefore, constant regards
must be haj:l to adapting the kinds to the
temperature, a thing easily done if one will

observe the hardiness of each kind as noted
throughout the pages to follow. But to

plant as one sometimes sees done, the hardy
annuals or biennials like Cabbage, Peas,

Turnips, etc., in 80° of heat, and the heat
loving class, including Squashes, Egg Plant
Martynia, etc, in a temperature of 45° is to

invite almost certain failure.

Moisture. It is clear that seeds require

moisture to induce germination. Very
many failures in their sowing arise from
either the lack of sufficient and steady mois-
ture or from an excess of moisture which
may be quite as fatal. If on the one hand
the seed is provided with enough wetness to

cause it to swell and start sprouting and
afterwards is dried again the germ will be

killed; if on the other the seed bed is kept
heavily saturated with water the seeds may
sprout but fail to grow further for lack of

sufficient air. Only the .seeds of aquatic
plants will bear an unlimited amount of

moisture.

Metliods of Sou'iiii.i. Provided the soil of

the seed bed is reduced to a proper degree of

fineness and its temperature is suited to the

seeds, then about all other requirements for

successful germination and growth may be
secured through the methods applied in

sowing. It is clear that seeds may be sown
at such a depth that there need be no lack
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of moisture, but this might be at the cost of

the little plants never being able to pene-

trate to the surface, or if they did they

would be so enfeebled as never to become
strong. The aim, therefore, in covering

seeds should be to cover so lightly that air

and warmth can readily reach the seed

while the seedling may easily penetrate up-

wards through the mellow soil at the same
time having the cover thick enough to pre-

vent the seed from drying out needlessly.

The illustration on preceding page (Figure

59) is designed to show at a glance some of

the more essential points to be observed in

covering seeds as well as some aids to pro-

Fig. 60. must rating the Construction of a Hotbed

Sash and Frame. Figures indicate inches.

mote germination. As regards the depth

of covering no fast rule can be laid down
but the old one of covering to the depth of

the seeds' diameter will .seldom lead one far

astray. In the figure four seeds, n to d, are

shown as thtis covered, the consistency of

the method being (juite apparent. It is easy

to see how by transposing the depths, that is

covering the little seed d to the depth of o

and ulcc versa, the former would be buried

too deeply and the latter would lie so near

the siu'face that it might not be able to ab-

sorb sufficient moisture to induce complete

germination. Sowing in drills either with

a machine or by hand is always to be recom-

mended because the depth of covering may
thus be more easily adapted to the size of

the seed, than by broadcast sowing.

Aside from covering seeds the proper

depth some assistance to germination may
be variously provided after sowing. In

operations on a large scale the most import-

ant one of these is to properly firm the soil

by passing over it with a heavy roller, or

what is no doubt better, passing along the

row and treading with the feet, placing one

foot closely ahead of the other along the

line. If the soil is in a condition to work up

finely such a course is one of the very best

for insvjring free germination, as drying

out will be largely prevented and the firm-

ness secured should prove no hindrance to

the seedling finding the light above.

In small operations to cover the surface of

the seed row or bed with a light mulch of

straw, hay or other similar substance until

the young plantlets appear, is one of the

best of courses. Almost as well in the case

of drills is it to lay a board over the line of

seeds until these are sprouted and starting

upward, but the greatest care must be ob-

served to not allow the board to remain on

too long otherwise the seedlings will be

tender of the light and unshapely.

Hothrclg and Frames ((.« Aids in Raising
Plants fmm Seeds. As a means of advanc-

ing the season of vegetables and flowers,

desirably, hotbeds and frames are used in

nearly all well managed gardens. The prin-

ciple of the hotbed is that of a close frame
protected by sashes of glass (or sometimes
cloth) overhead for admitting light and
sun heat, and then having a bed of horse

manure mainly beneath to provide heat by
fermentation. By this means the seeds of

many plants can be sown fully a month
earlier than it would be safe to sow them in

the open ground, bringing them along to a

fine size by the time the season is sufficiently

advanced to trust them out doors. The hot

bed is also useful for starting cuttings of

pot and bedding plants, starting bulbs,

growing on young pot plants of all kinds

and for raising early Lettuce, Radishes, etc.

In short it might be termed a miniature
greenhouse suited to the early spring

months and gotten up cheaply. Its atmos-
phere, with careful attention to ventilation,

is wonderfully congenial to plant life,

being somewhat moist.

As the subject of the hotbed is one of wide
interest to gardeners I will bestow some
attention to describing its make-up and
uses. In figure fiO is shown the shape
of the sash, with the dimensions of some
of its parts, the sash bar, etc. a repre-

sents a sash with some of the parts broken
out to show its construction, h gives the

shape and dimensions of the side bars

and the upper end bar, the latter having a

tenon on each end which enter mortises in

the side bars. Usually the side bars are

extended a half inch beyond the end bars

for greater strength to the mortises, c rep-

resents a center bar, giving dimensions.

In this sash the glass used consists of 8x10

inch panes and these being placed length-

wise with the sash, it brings the bars a trifle

over eight inches apart between grooves.

The lower cross bar is % of an inch thick,

being equal to the other bars from the

groove down, so as to permit the lower

panes of glass to rest on top of it for shed-

ding the water from the sash, d represents

the side of the bed in this case double with

an air space in the center, as the writer

always prefers to have them, e is the cap of

the frame on which the ends of the sash

rest when the bed is closed. / represents

the bar that supports the sash, consisting of

a 1% inch piece of planed Pine 3J3 inches

wide with a 1x1 inch strip along its center on

the upper side, against which the sash

slides, fl above shows a lengthwise section

of a portion of the sash with the manner of

laying, lapping and tacking the panes of

glass, the black tapering lines underneath

representing the putty into which the glass

is bedded. Each pane should be lapped not

more than }{ of an inch on the pane next to

it^less than this down to say >i of an inch

being even preferable. The tacks the writer

has used in recent years for holding the

glass in place are shoe nails % of an inch in

length. Besides using nails as shown at r/

it is a capital plan to drive one against the

pane at the bottom end to keep it from
sliding. No putty is placed on the upper

side of the glass. A sash such as is here

illustrated would be about 3 feet 5 inches

wide and fi feet 2 inches In length.

Figure 61 shows across section of a double

line of hotbeds as used by the writer with

much satisfac-

tion in the satu,

past. The beds

were located

between two
walks and a
space of the

width of one
bed (about
six feet) was
provided between the two beds. The beds
slope towards the south, as always is desira-

ble. The sash bars are 13 feet long and

extend beyond their respective beds into the

space between as shown by the figure, those

of the south bed to be considerably above
those of the other one. The advantage of

this arrangement is that the sash need never

be handled beyond sliding them and when
they are oft' the bed they are entirely out of

the walks and out of danger from breakage
thus obviating the greatest evil of movable
sash. The frames here shown are double

walled as referred to at d, figure 60. A more
common kind of frame is made of a single

thickness of plank. As regards length a
hotbed may be made of any size from one
sash upwards.
With fi'ame and sash provided, there are

two common ways in which the manure for

heating is applied to the bed. One is by
having an excavation, as shown in figure 61,

the other by forming a mass of manure to

extend a foot beyond the bed on all sides

and on this to set the frame. The kind of

manure preferred for supplying heat is that
from the horse and such as has not been
"spent" by heating. As a number of loads

will be requu'ed lor a bed of even ordinary
size it may be necessary to gather up the

dung for some time previously to using it in

which case the accumulation should be kept
from getting wet and be frequently over-

turned and to lay loosely to check its heat-

ing before it is needed. For most uses a
portion of the manure may be from other

animals without detriment, for In this

shape the heat will be less intense but
longer enduring. The mixture of leaves

with horse manure has a similar efl:ect.

Whatever the ingredients are they should be
thoroughly mixed, attention being paid also

to working the older and the fresher manure
well together. In placing the manure into

position it should be done in a succession of

even layers over the entire surface, tramp-
ing each layer with the feet well and uni-

formly all over the bed. The object of this

is both to promote uniform heating and to

prevent the bed from settling unevenly.

On top of the manure should be placed

enough fine rich loam to make a seed bed
about four inches deep. A thermometer
placed into it to reach the manure ought
soon to show near 100° of heat^—when this

has fallen about 30° it will be safe to start

on sowing seeds, putting in cuttings, trans-

planting from other beds and the like. The
main points to be observed in attending the

hotbed is to admit air in the day time, and
especially during sunshine, and to keep
properly closed and sheltered in case of

hard frosts at night.

Most of the advantages of a hotbed are

secured in the cold frame, the difference

between the two being that the latter

depends only on the glass and frame for

warmth and shelter. It cannot be started

by some weeks of as early as a hotbed. A
very common use of the frame is, after the

hotbed has been planted for three or more
weeks, to receive some of the plants of the

latter as they require more space.

For economy sometimes both the hotbed
and cold frames are protected with sash that

are covered with factory or specially pre-

pared muslin, instead of with glass. Indeed,

for protecting the seed beds of some of the

hardier plants, such as Cabbage, Lettuce

Fig. 61. Ai-rangementof the TFriter's Double Lime of Hotbeds.

and Celery, the cloth sash is really by some
preferred to those of glass as producing

more stocky and robust plants.

In sowing seeds in the hotbed and frame

the directions given above will in general

apply but the drying out will be far less

early in the season when the bed is kept

closed most of the time, than it would be

out of doors, hence it is not necessary to

cover the seeds quite so deeply as a rule.

My favorite method of sowing seeds in the

hotbed or frames is in driUs.

(To be Continued.^
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WIndx and muddy, and fitful and dark-
Sloughs for our footsteps and clouds overhead;

Oh ! tor the not<;s of the bluebird and lark.

Whispering hopes that the winter has sped.

Ah ! there is blue smiling out of the sky-
Never a day but has one gleam of light;

Never a winter that clouds did not fly;

Never a time but a day followed night.

Here Is a blossom right down at our feet,

Pearly and pure as the first flakes of snow;

List to the songs of the warblers so sweet,—

Smiling is hope and forebodings may go.

—Oood Housf^keeping.

Settino trees deeply is not a sigu of good

planting, a lesson many planters have yet to learn.

Dunn's Kbpobt says that for 1888 the sales of

nursery stock and seeds in our neighboring city

of Kochester, amounted to $2,535,000.

Postage Rates on Fruit. While the postage

on seeds, cuttings, bulbs, plants, etc., has been

reduced to a half cent per ounce, yet contrary

to the idea of some of our readers the reduction

does not include samples of fruit sent by mail; a

recent ruling of the Post OfiBce Department being

that the old rate of one cent per ounce must
apply to these.

HoHTK^ULTnRAt. SOCIETIES generally might

well follow the example of the StateHorticultural

Society of Missouri; they seem to have got a very

large number of lady members, and we all know
where our wives and daughters talie a hand, it

makes it extremely interesting. I must say that

of the many excellent society reports I receive,

that from Missouri is ahead in interest.—itf. T.

Thompson, Ohio.

A New Vine Disease in California. Much
alarm is being manifested in certain portions of

the State over the appearance of a mysterious dis-

ease attacking the vines' in all southern districts

except that of Riverside, seeming especially par-

tial to the vineyards in the irrigated sections.

No variety seems exempt, and the study of it by
experts offers no relief for this disease, which
perhaps might be termed a wet rot apparently
resulting from a stoppage of the sap flow.

A New Departure. Early in February the

President approved the act to enlarge the powers
and duties of the Department of Agriculture,

and to create an E.vecutive Department, having
a Secretary who will bo a member of the cabinet.

The functions or limits of this new department
are not defined by the law creating it and must
be in a degree experimental. That agriculture

the most important factor is our nation's wealth
and prosperity .thus finds recognition at the hands
of our representatives in Congress and the Ex-
ecutive is a most gratifying fact, which augurs
well for its future.

Andrew J. Catwood. In the death of this

gentleman a valued contributor to these columns,

at his home in Marlborough, N. Y., in January,
the country lost a most intelligent and enterpris-

ing horticulturist, one who by his efforts left

his beloved art richer than he found it. As a

hybridizer and grower of new fruits he gave the

world a number of valuable new varieties,

among which are the Duchess, Ulster, Pough-
keepsie, and other grapes, the Marlboro Rasp-
berry, the Minnewaski Blackberry, etc. He was
a prominent member of the leading horticultural

societiesof the counti'y, and an extensive grower
of fruits, in the Hudson River Valley. Mr. Cay-
wood was in his 70th year. He left a wife, two
sons and two daughters.

Stick to your Business Looking to
the Main Chance.
H. C. SMITH, BROWN CO., WIS.

This past season has been marked by ex-

tremely low prices for vegetables of all

kinds in the Chicago market, and the grow-

ers got very little for their work. But what

was our loss was the consumer's gain; they

surely could not complain that the prices

were not low enougli.

Still I do not feel that we should be dis-

couraged from putting forth our best ettorts

for the coming season's crop. One thing is

certain, we don't have to figure on any old

crop on hand as the grain grower so often

does. So pile on the manure; see that the

hotbed frames are ready for business; fix

up the tools and running gear; have the

teams ready for their work; lookout for

first-class seeds and plants; and we may
reasonably expect to do eaough this year,

to make up for at least part of the losses

of the last year.

Do not drop your regular line of crops

because there has been no profit in them.

The man that goes from Cabbage and Pota-

toes into Strawberries, and then into

Onions, and from these into Celery, and

then into something else, generally manages
to strike low prices all around. One year

we put over a thousand bushels of fine

Onions into the dung heap. The next year

we managed to dispose of the crop at a los-

ing figure, while the next year we sold all

we had or could buy in the fall at 60 cents

per bushel, and the fourth year averaged

very nearly or (luite one dollar per bushel-

We raised four acres of Onions each one of

these years, and the average crop was over

BOO bitshels per acre all through.

We have had a good many such expe-

riences with various crops; at one time

dumping out a hundred or two barrels of

Kraut in the spring, because we could not

sell it for as much as the barrels were
worth, and then two years after selling our

whole make at eight to ten dollars per

barrel. These things have taught us: First,

not to be discouraged because our goods

will not sell at a profit in any one season,

and next, never run in debt heavily on the

strength of what you make one year, think

ing to do as well or better the next; more
than one fellow has made a failure by going

counter to that last point.

Water Lily Culture.

E. r. POWELL. ONEIDA CO., N. T.

The common Water Lilies may be grown
in any dooryard to perfection. I have a
neighbor, a lady of great taste, Mrs. Owen
Root, who has them in profusion. You
must first secure a few tubs that will not

leak, and will hold half a barrel, plant them
in the ground nearly or quite to the top.

Place in the tub six inches of soil or any
good garden sod, plant in this a large piece

of Lily root, then fill up with water. Keep
the tub full as it evaporates, and you have
nothing more to do. In the tall lift the tubs

and store in a cellar where they will not
freeze. You can pour off the water and
leave the roots nearly dry all winter. When
a tub is crowded with roots divide, but they
blossom best with the tubs well filled.

Tile Draining at "Woodbanks." A
Detailed Account of the Work.

The thirteen acres which are embraced by
the Pori'LAR Gardening and Fruit Grow-
ing experiment grounds, at LaSalle, were
tile drained years before we came into pos-

session, but the old system of drains does

not work. As a chain is only as strong as

its weakest link, so any draining operations,

however costly, can only be as effective as

their weakest features. The work here re-

ferred to had been done so obviously imper-

fectly, and there being no record of the loca-

tion of the pipes, and the former owner not

being available to consult regarding their

courses, we saw no other way than to under-

take a new system of draining for the place.

This we did in part last autumn, beginning

in October and finishing the work under-

taken near .January 1st. As our farm is

in a sense our reader's farm

,

we purpose in the present

article to show how we did

the underdraining, for we
feel satisfied that the foun-

dation has been laid for as

perfect a system of work for

a moderate outlay as well
could be carried out.

The Lay of the Land.
It might at first

glance seem a
difficult job to

drain this place

well, for sing-

ularly enough
the surface of

the land, in the
main, slopes

away from, in-

stead of to-

ward the creek
which forms
one boundary
of the place.

To this fact is

naturally to be
attributed the

failure of the

former drain-

ing done, for

without doubt
proper level-

ling was disregarded. When, therefore, we
undertook to secure good drainage for the

place, the first thing carried out was an ac-

curate course of levelling, indicating the

results on a suitable map prepared, as repre-

sented by Figure 1.

The Levelling. Before our intelligent

readers we will not argue the importance of

basing all tile draining operations on a care-

ful course of levelling. Enough to say that

the course here adopted was a most simple

one, such as can be followed by any person,

while the implements employed were gotten

up on the place at almost no cost. A first

move was to locate at the point indicated by
I on the map, Fig. 1, and which commands a

view of every portion of the farm, the simple
device for taking levels, shown in Fig. 3.

The level used was a common carpenter's

level, its support consisting of a frame 18

inches each way, nicely made of inch stuft'

sawed to about three inches wide and the en
tire upper surface smoothly planed to be pe r

hraril F^ines

if Drains.
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fectly even so that the level might be

freely turned upon It. This frame was sup-

ported by light stakes vrith shoulders at the

top upon which the frame rested, being se-

cured thereto by nailing. The frame work
having been set on the ground at I (see also

Fig. 3) the stakes were made to enter the

earth by careful driving, for firmly steadying

surface, yet at ten feet further back the

height to the datum-line was but 3 ft. 6 in.

A still higher point on the bank was at D,
where the measure from the soil to the line

was but 3 ft. 11% in., as seen by the table.

The Fall and Depth of Drains. As the

creek's level is amply low to give any de-

.sired fall to the drains, it was determined to

Levelling the Bottom and Laying the
Tile. After having located the ditch bot-

tom at its outlet as previously described, it

next followed to secure the uniform rise of

X inch to the rod decided upon throughout.
This was done with the greatest ease by the
use of the inexpensive level of Fig. 6, con-
structed by our carpenter. It was made of

Fig. 3. Determining the Datum-Line at various Pmnts oiicr Hie Place with Measuring Bod, and Sighting over the Level at T.

it, and then as a finishing touch to have its

upper surface come exactly level, as shown
by the carpenter's level which was turned

in all directions on it as the stake-driving

progressed.

The D.\tum-Line. Now the object of thus

locating a level at / (Figs. 1 and 3) was to

establish what is termed a datum-line or

level over the area to be drained, from which
to calculate the comparative height of the

surface throughout, as well as the depth of

the drains. The datum-line at I being rep-

resented by the upper surface of the carpen-

ter's level, it is evident that inasmuch as the

top of the frame (Fig. 3) was perfectly level

the entire range, embraced by sighting

over the level's top as it was turned in all

directions would represent an exact level,

hence the desired datum-line, throughout.

In all such cases there is nothing arbitrary

as to the height of the datum-line, so long as

It is convenient.

To make the datum-line available for use,

it was needful to locate its height above the

siirface at numerous points over the place.

The points chosen were along the main
drain and at the outskirts of the part to be
drained, as indicated by letters yl to If in

Fig. 1. In Fig. 3 is shown how the levelling

was done. It is seen that one man did the

sighting over the level at /, while an attend-

Fig. 3. The Level set up; Sighting over it.

ant held a measuring pole successively at
the various 'points, and marked on a map
the height of the datum-line, as determined
by the sighting, above the surface. A per-
manent stake was also driven at each point,
the top to be even with the datum-line. In
this engraving the attendant is shown at
the point C (see also Fig. 1), and as having
moved to F and H respectively. The record
of the datum-line measurements from the
surface upwards at the different points is

given in the first horizontal line of the table
presented on this page. It may be said that
while the measuring pole held at A (at a
point partly down the creek bank) showed
the datum-line to be 6 ft. 2 in. above the

start these with a depth of ditch of 3 ft. 6 in.

at H, the point farthest from the outlet (A),

and then to secure a uniform fall of Jf inch

to the rod throughout. The proper place of

beginning the work being at the outlet, it

was easy to compute the level for the ditch

bottom at this point as follows:

It is to be observed by the table annexed
that the datum-line at H was .5 ft. 3 in.

above the surface of the soil. Now as the

tiles are to be 3 ft. 6 in. in the ground here,

it is clear that the drain bottom here must
be 3 ft. (! in. plus .5 feet 3 inches (7 ft. 9 in.)

below the datum-line. And as the distance

in rods from H along the course of the

drain to the desired outlet A was found to

be 70 and the fall to be }-.2 inch per rod, so

the ditch bottom at A must be 35 inches

lower here than at H, or 10 ft. 8 in. below
the datum-line. The surface at A where
the measuring pole was held is seen by
the table to have been 6 ft. 3 in. below
the datura-line, so that to start the drain

rightly on the above computation it is seen
that the ditch bottom was to be exactly 4 ft.

6 inch below the soil's top,and so it was made.
By the heavy lines in Fig. 1 is shown the

general arrangement of the drains, the dis-

tance apart being 40 ft. for the laterals and
the depth below the surface from 3 ft. *! in.

upwards, as shown by the lower horizontal

line of figures in the table. With having
the proper level of the ditch at its outlet, or
point of starting the digging, it followed that
with all tile then having been laid by the

rule of a rise of

work proceeded
inwards a perfect

fall was the result,

this fact being
shown by the free

flow of the water Depth of the Ditch

from the drains

after the season's

work was completed.
Digging the Ditches. Previous to dig-

ging, the lines were staked off according to

the plan of Fig. 1. The tools used were such
as can be had of most implement dealers,

and are shown by Fig. 4. The common spade
was used for "topping" the ditch, while
the narrow one cut the ditch down to its

approximate depth, as determined at each
stake left for indicating the datum-lines at

points marked by letters on Fig. 1. The
hoe-like or bottoming scoop formed the bed
for the tile; the digger throwing out the

dirt as clean as possible with his spade for a
space of half a rod or so, then cleaning the
bottom with the scoop which he drew to-

wards him. These draw scoops come in dif-

ferent sizes to fit the tile to be used. Fig. .5

shows an iron that fits the sole of the dig-

ger's boot against the heel,to protect the foot

in driving the spade into the hard under-
soil. With such tools the workmen were
able, in the somewhat firm soil of this farm,
to throw out a ditch 4 feet deep and being
not more than a foot wide at the top.

', inch to the rod as the

FROM DATCTM-LINE
A

ft. in.

ToSoll 6.2,

To Bottom of Drain. 10.8,

4.6,

(

an inch board one rod in length and nine
inches wide at one end (b) and a half inch
narrower (equal to the fall for one rod) at

the other end. At the center (c) a .small

spirit level was attached to the top by
screws, being protected by a block at each
end. To use this device it was only neces-
sary to apply it to the ditch bottom with the
wide end towards the outlet, and when the
bubble indicated that the top ot the board
was level, its bottom edge resting evenly on
the ditch bottom, it was obvious that the
ditch for this rod had the desired one-half
inch fall towards the outlet, and so of every
part ot the main and the lateral drains sim-
ilarly treated. If the level showed insuffic-

ient fall the draw scoop
brought in play soon
shaved the bottom
enough to produce it. If

shaved too deep a quan-
tity of soil returned eas-

ily remedied the defect.

Another style of level

is shown by Fig. 7 directly over the former
one, in which a plummet attached to the

central upright is used to procure the proper
level instead of using a spirit level as in

the former one. By marking, for further

guidance, the position of the plummet when
one end of the level (16} .< feet long) is raised

one-half an inch, there is no ditBculty in

securing the same results with this level

as with the other.

Following immediately on levelling the

bottom the tile were laid, working from the

Fig. 5. Boot Iron used
in IHgging.

B
ft. in.

.5.7,

10.1,

4.6,

C
ft. in.

4.11,

9.6,

4.7,

D
ft. in.

3.11M,

E
ft. in.

5.1H,

8.2H.

3.1,

F
ft. in.

5.6,

8..5,

3.U,

G
ft. in.

5.6,

9.3,

3.7,

H
ft. in.

5.3,

7.9,

2.6,

Table showinn Measurements from the Datum-line, Secured at the
various Points indicated in Figure 1, by Letters.

surface by using a six foot pole having a
piece of X inch iron rod, one foot of which
was turned at right angles, fastened into

the end with which to handle a section of tile,

and firmly placing each one in its proper

position. This last operation, next to shap-

ing the bottom, is the most important point

in the laying of drains, and one on which
largely rests its permanent value. All the

joints were made as close as possible and
the junction of the laterals with the mains
were protected by placing over them pieces

of tile. Where in any case the bottom was
so soft that the tile did not lay firmly, a thin

layer of straw or similar material was
placed beneath them. As fast as the tiles

were laid a covering of soil at least a foot

deep and well packed was put on to keep
them in place, the filling having been com-
pleted at our leisure. In our work six inch
tile, inside measure, were used for the first

half, and four inch tile for the last half of

the main, and two inch tile for the laterals

throughout. The laterals having the great-

est length were 43 rods long.
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The Success of the Work. So far as the
work at Woodbanks has been completed it

has been entirely successful, the water pass-

ing from the outlet with a strong current.

A Fine Hotel Conservatory.

Buffalo's most elegant hotel, the Niagara,
is rendered all the more charming for con-
taining as one of its features a magnificent
conservatory and a greenhouse. These are
located on the ground tloor facing
the east, and are surrounded on
three sides by the main part and
the wings of the hotel. Doors from
the elegant main hall, from the din-
ing room and from the parlors open
directly to the conservatory piazza.

The conservatory proper is 23xR0
feet in size and is skirted by a l(i

foot wide piazza on three sides.

There are also winding walks
through the conservatory and lenil-

ing to the greenhouse which adjoins.

Our engraving, taken directly from
a photograph, shows a view from
the north end of the conservatory,
the piazza being plainly in sight at

the right and at the fiu'ther end.
The piazza is furnished with easy
chairs, tables and lamps and is a
favorite retreat and lounging place
for guests the year round. The
temperature of this apartment even
in the coldest weather is kept at

about seventy degrees, and hence is

always and agreeable agreeable.

As our engraving shows, this apartment
is stocked largely with Palms, of which
there are many magnificent specimens. Not
only are the more common kinds like La-
tania Borbonica, Phoenix dactilyfera, Pan-
danus, etc., employed freely, but the writer
on a recent visit to the place, noticed some
fine specimens of rarer kinds Including
Pritchardia Pacifica, Phoenix recUnata,
Areca VerschalTelti, Areca lutescans, Pan-
danus Veitchii, etc. Numerous large Ferns
and other tropical plants also abound. For
flowering plants, drafts being made upon the
adjoining greenhouse, enough of which
former are employed to give vivacity to

the tropical scene.

The greenhouse referred to adjoins the
conservatory on one of Its longest sides,

being separated from it by glass partitions

and is approached through two doors from
the latter. Its size is 30x70 feet. In this

structure is grown a large assortment of
flowering and ornamental plants, a chief
use made of which is the adorning of the
dinner tables and the apartments of the
hotel on special occasions.

Unlike some attempts made in Chicago
and elsewhere to have complete plant apart^
ments connected with hotels this one at the
Niagara is an entire success. This undoubt

The admirable conservatory at the Niagara
was visited by the executive committee of
the American Society of Florists, in their
recent visit to this city, and culled forth
hearty praise from all. Included, as it is, as
one feature of a superior hotel, it finds gen-
eral appreciation with the traveling piiblic.

No doubt when the American Society of
Florists meet here in August next, this novel
attraction will serve to lead many of the
visitors to make the Niagara their tempo-

INTERIOR VIEW OF THE NIAGARA HOTEL CONSERVATORY.

rary home while in the city. The hotel is

immediately adjacent to the Front Park,
and commands a fine view of lake and river.

F̂igs. 6 (and upper one 7.) Tido forms of Levels for
use in Ditch Bottoms.

edly is owing to the fact of its being located
near to the ground, while others which have
failed, notably the one formerly connected
with the Palmer House, Chicago, were loca-

ted on the roofs of the buildings. In a roof
conservatory there is met the almost fatal
difficulty of a dry and heated atmosphere,
which is uncongenial to the plants, and to
freelyemploy water over the flowers or about
the house, while it cannot entirely reme-
dy the defect, it is almost certain, sooner or
later, to give trouble by leaking into the
apartments underneath.

Apple Tree Planting in Kentucky.
T. T. LYON, VAN BUREN CO., MICH.

In the February issue It is advised to plant
Apple trees leaning about 40° to the one
o'clock sun, as a protection to the body of
the tree from the effects of the sun. This is

by no means a new or even a rare recom-
mendation. Against it, however, we most
earnestly protest as being the lazy man's
remedy for his own ill-judged errors.

If trees of three or four years' growth are
to be planted, already branched at five to
seven feet and especially if, as is too fre-

quently the case, the roots have been badly
shortened in lifting from the nursery row,
and the tops left unshortened, it will require
greater wisdom than most planters possess
to determine at just what angle the tree
must be planted so that the force of the
wind shall just exactly lift the tree to the
perpendicular by the time that the growth
of its branches shall suffice to protect the
trunk from the heat of a "one o'clock sun."
Better shorten the top to correspond with
the less of roots, plant the tree upright and
compel it to remain so.

Better still, plant one or two year old
trees, which have been dug with the roots
nearly or quite entire; head the upright
growers down to one to two feet, and the
more spreading ones to not higher than three
or four feet, for starting the tops at these
heights, and plant them upright, assured
that they will continue in such position
without compelling and that they will
become more healthy, and ultimately more
satisfactory and profitable trees, and that
they will, as a rule, come into bearing fully
as early as those first described.

proportion of the others invariably did, and
it blanches al.so in half the time of other
varieties. It is a good thrifty grower and
with good cultivation it will grow as large
as Crawford's half dwarf.
Ooldcn Dumrf—This has been the leading

Celery for years past but it is now losing its

hold here at least, for we cannot get the gen-
uine seed any more; if we could get the
same seed that we bought five years ago it

would still be the leader, but the .seedsmen
seem not to have it.

Perfection HrnrtweU was grown
here a good bit the past season and
I have failed to find one grower who
was dissatisfied with it. It grows
larger than the Golden Dwarf, the
hearts are of a fine golden yellow
and in fact is more like the Golden
Dwarf of the past. It will be grown
extensively here the coming season.
Boxton Market—For a late Celery

and as one of the best keepers I

would prefer the Boston Market. It

is of good flavor and size but a very
slow blancher, hence its superior
keeping qualities.

Crawford's: Half Bimrf—This
variety grows larger than the Golden
Dwarf and in some seasons pro-
duces excellent Celery, but it is lia-

ble to be soft and on that account is

not so extensively grown as many
others; though one gardener here
told me a few days ago that he
would grow principally of this va-
riety. It is a good keeper.
C(;7cn/—These varieties are not
here much as the trade does not

want them, although it is recommended
very highly by some of the seedsmen who
say they are much better flavored than the
white varieties.

Growers of Celery here will commence
sowing their seed in their hotbeds or green-
houses the 1st of March. Some venture-
some ones will sow before that time and in
consequence their Celery will mostly run to
seed. The general practice is to sow every
few days from March 1st until the 15th
when the main sowing under glass is made,
then waiting with all further sowing until
we can sow outside.

An illustration in some of the catalogues
of the Celery shipping business at Kalama-
zoo gives some idea of the immense business
in this line and which is still on the increase.

Pink
grown

Celery; What Varieties to Grow.
JNO. R. VAN EOCHOVE, KAI.AMAZOO CO.. MICE!.

White Plume—For early I decidedly rec-
ommend this variety as having many points
of superiority over other sorts. Sown at the
same time and alongside of other varieties,

receiving in all respects exactly the same
treatment, it has not run to seed as a large

Fiff. i. The Draining Tools used.

It is estimated that over 2,000 acres of Celery
are grown here each year. The past season
has not been as profitable as other years
owing to the working of a combination
for the sale of the crop which turned out
the wrong way for the growers.
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Successful Cultural Experiments
With Plants.

MRS. J. S. R. THOMSON, SPARTANBtTRQ CO., S. C.

One must love their work I believe to sue-

ceeil init to any great extent. I have become
possessed of many things suited to our soil

and climate and others easily cared for in

an ordinary greenhouse. I read so much of

plants requiring such different soils and
treatment in which I do not concur; I agree
with Peter Henderson when he states that
he uses the same soil and treatment for the
general run of plants—exceptions of course
there are to the rule—but for the general
culturist one may safely rely upon it, that If

they succeed with one plant success may be
hoped for with others.

A florist once gave me this rule for making
up potting soil: 1 part sand, 3 parts well
rotted cow manure, 3 parts garden or vege-
table mould, and following these directions
I have had marvelous success. While it is

not agreed with all that drainage is essen-
tial with pot plants yet my best success
came from a liberal use of same.
Liquid manure is one of the right hand

measures to a vigorous and thrifty growth
of plants; strong enough to color the water
and applied regularly once a week the result
will astonish you. I have also used, as
cleaner and less objectionable, a weak
solution of ammonia.

I think in Geraniums I had my poorest
luck; I have read of and occasionally seen
plants covered with blooms, but I never had
the joy of possessing them. My plants
made vigorous growth, but rarely had over
three clusters of blooms, sometimes not
that. I knew I fed them and tended them
faithfully, but no blooms, whiLst my friends,
whom in my conceit I thought I could teach
how to grow plants, often surpassed
me with these.

I came to learn after a long while that
small pots and plants root bound were the
best for bloom. I have often bought a
Geranium growing in a rusty, dirty Tomato
or Peach can and carefully transplanted it

into what I considered far better soil and
quarters, but which as a rule ceased to be a
thing to be desired, though with the scented
Geraniums I always succeeded.

I often wonder at not seeing more written
about the Apple-scented Geranium, often
incorrectly called the Spice and Nutmeg
Geranium, though it bears but a slight
semblance in leaf to these. On fine speci-
mens the leaves often are as large as in the
Zonale section ; in habit the Spice and
Nutmeg is of shrubby growth, while the
Apple-scented is almost a climber, shall I

say, or trailer; yet not really a climber,
because it does not cling, but its branches
have a viney look, long and slender, with
no off shoots.

Another peculiarity of the Apple Gerani-
um is its not growing from cuttings, being
propagated from seed alone. The plant
throws out leaves and branches directly
from the crown root, like a Strawberry.
One lady who grows these to perfection
once had a plant in an eight inch pot with
leaves 4 inches in diameter and having a
dozen branches, many three and a half feet
long. The odor is delicious.

Another plant I have succeeded with is

the Garland Flower or Butterfly Lily {Hcdy-
ei^lm) which is so common in Florida gar-
dens. It resembles a dwarf Canna but the
flower is a pure waxy white and deliciously
fragrant; fresh blooms appear each day in
spring from under a sheath-like or burr-
shaped head, one plant bearing from twenty
to forty flowers before being exhausted.
The blooms are wonderfully like a pure
white butterfly in full flight.

This coming season I intend to experiment
with two new plants: Freesias in open
ground from seed, hoping to prove my

belief in our climate being adapted to their

successful growing. Lately in trying to

procure seed of Preesia I wrote to a German
seed grower for price per ounce and pound,
but when his reply reached me the price was
given in German money and I had to ask the
grower to give it in American money, but
ventured to guess at the price and said to

him: "It my guess of .*3..50 per pound is cor-

rect send me one pound," but the real price

was ^37.50 per pound. I was relieved that
the pound was not sent and reduced my
order to two ounces.

The other plant I had never heard of until

last season. An article in the Scientific

American, which advised Americans to test

it in that part of the country south of Penn-
sylvania, said that more money was to be
made thereby than in growing either Sugar
or Tobacco. This plant is the Ambrette or
Musk Plant {Hibiscus tiheimoschus) used
in perfumery and by tobacconists and has
a delicious musky odor. I have received
one pound of seed from an importing house
in New York, which in a closed box emits a
delicate odor; and coming from India re-

calls that of Sandal wood.

Concerning Apple Culture.
A. P. REED, JJO. BRIDOTON, ME.

Generally speaking Apple trees are
thought to be able to take care of them-
selves after they are once in bearing. True
the trees can take care of themselves and
remain in a paying condition by virtue of
theirown vitality much better than the Pear,
the Peach, or almost anything else, but it

is also true that no other tree will better
repay for good care and attention. Here in

New England, where some of the finest

Apples are gi-own, both as to flavor and
keeping as well as to appearance, we have
the past year exceptionally fine fruit.

This should encourage our farmers to push
the Apple as a foremost crop. Notwith-
standing the past favorable crop it is still

true that more care and attention bestowed
upon trees, more fertilizing and removing of

dead and decaying wood, would cause the
Apple crop to average better both as to

quality and quantity. In fact the possibili-

ties of this little .spot called New England in

Apple culture can hardly be estimated, under
proper care, and the same is probably true of
some other sections of our land. And at

the lowest figures there is always a paying
demand for Apples.

A Convenient Hot-bed Frame.
M. B. NEWBERnI" ONTARIO CO., N. Y.

Useful as the hot-bed frame may be dur-
ing the spring, it is not only of no use for
the greater part of the year, but as ordi-

narily made and managed, it often becomes
a perfect weed breeder.

Now I am speaking of the frame as ordin-
arily made, but I have in use one that over-
comes the evil referred to and has advantages
besides. It is a cross between the ordinary
frame and a wagon box, the peculiar fea-

tures being that it can be taken apart and
laid away compactly in the dry when not in
use. The parts, excepting the cross slats,

are held in place by rods at each end like a
common wagon. The end pieces fit between
slats on the side sections as shown in
the sketch.

The cross bars are fastened with screws
to steady the frame and keep themselves in

place, and a stake is driven down against
the sides to keep the frame from spreading.
After the sejison is over I unfasten the ends,
take off the bars, and having the pieces of

each frame similarly marked, I pile them
together neatly, and use the ground for late

crops, while my frames last nearly twice as
long as the other kind.

About Stachys (or Crones) and
Dandelions.

JOHN F. RUFF, CUMBERLAND CO., PA.

The peculiar vegetable Stachys tuberifera
(commonly called Crones, from the French
town of Crones, where it was first culti-

vated), recently introduced from Japan,
proves to be a meritorious novelty in the
way of garden products, and is a new de-
parture in the manner of growth of the
species. The plants grow in globular form
about one foot in height, having medium
sized, oval leaves, and small pink flowers.
The tubers, which are the edible part, are
produced in such an abundance as to be

Tubers of the Stachys or Crones; JSdibte.

truly wonderful, as many as 300 having been
grown from a single tuber in one season.
They average about two inches in length

by one-half inch in thickness, grovring in
shape of a series of circular ridges which
give them an appearance of large caterpil-

lars or worms.
Their uses, and best modes of preparation

for the table are not yet known. We find
by mashing them and preparing as we do
Egg Plants, that they closely resemble the
latter; having that pleasant, spicy charac-
teristic flavor, and as they are as easily kept
as Potatoes, it is a real treat to have this very
good substitute in the winter. They are
also good when fried or roasted. As they
have been cultivated in this country but
one season, their real value is not, as yet,

fully determined.
Dandelion Culture. I refer to the im-

proved varieties, which show but little re-

semblance to the wild forms. We have
grown it for quite a long while and would
not do without it since learning its value for

an early spring and summer greens. Plants
have been grown measuring 30 inches in

diameter, having tender and crisp leaves

which, when prepared for the table were
equal to the best Endive.

If planted in good soil the plants can re-

main from year to year, and will produce
two profuse crops of leaves each spring, if

cut closely at the first cutting. It may also

be tied and blanched like Endive. A small
bed of it should be in every garden, as it is

considered most healthful.

1.117. Potato Orowing. This question the
farmers of New England have been for years
trying to solve; my fa\orites in Potatoes are

:

Early Beauty of Hebron, Early Rose, Clark's No.
1, and Pearl of Savo.v. Early Rose are good
enough for anyone.—M. B. F.

1.118. Some Good House Plants. X.T.Z. should
be able to have a very nice window of plants
with " plenty of sun and no furnace heat." No
better plants for a window can be selected than
Geraniums, Fuschias, and English 1%'ies; of
course there is a long li&t of plants that will
succeed well in windows but the above named
are probably the best to begin with.—M. B. F.

1.119. Watering Plants. Plants as a rule
should be watered when comparatively dry and
then watered thoroughly. When the soil be-
comes dry which may be known by the appear-
ance of the surface and sides of the pot, water
should be applied until it begins to run into the
saucer. No more water should be given until
it again becomes dry, or nearly so,—which will
depend upon the dryness of the atmosphere,
the amount of soil in the pots and the loliage
upon the plant—when water should be used as
before ; the true principle being to keep the soil
as nearly as possible in the same condition as for
the best growth in the outdoor garden. More
plants are injured by over-watering than tinder-
watering, yet plants should not be allowed to get
so dry as to wilt. Pots should be washed as often
as mould or fungus growth appears, to allow
evaporation and a free access ot air.—M. B. F.
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COMMENTS BY READERS.
A d^partnwnt to which all are invited to send notes of

experience and observation concerning topics that re-

centlti have been treated on in this joumaU Many
such eont ribut ions monthly icould be welcome.

HuTTiNQ Instead of Lapping Glass (page 84).

I bviilt a greenhouse five years ago, on wliieh the

glass was butted, anil I found it leaked very
much, not because the glass was butted but
because it was done by cai'eless and disinter-

ested workmen. Last summer I unglazed the

whole greenhouse (that is all that the blizzard of

March 12 did not unglaze for me,) and laid it

without lapping, but did the work myself and I

am well pleased with the result. Moreover I did

not use any putty. The glass was laid down
on the bare wood and tacked down with little

squares of tin, each tin holding four corners of

glass (the sash bars are rabetted out only to the

thickness of the glass. Rabbets might be dis-

pensed with altogether, and the sash-bars

reduced to the thickness of 96-in). I then filled

all craeks between glass and wood with thick

paint, strewing dry sand on the fresh paint. The
result was a roof as tight as a drum. I have
many hot bed sash glazed in the same manner,
and I see no reason why I should ever use any
other method.—('.ErtTdiii!;, New Haven Cn. Conn.

The PUK.SLANE Caterpillar. You speak of

this as having appeared in the West. I noticed

several here near the close of last season for the

first. Whenever a plant had escaped the hoe I

found it stripped of leaves, and then the seeds

apparently failed to ripen.

The Mikado and Champion Tomatoes. Des-

pite many crooked and unsalable specimens, the

Mikado proved the most profitable the past

season, increasing in popularity with my best

customere as its merits became known. The
Early Champion, quite early, also continued in

bearing throughout the season, and showed far

less cracking than the Acme or Perfection, and
was of good shape and fair size to the end. As a

rule in this vicinity. Tomatoes showed an un-
usual tendency to crack.

The Emperor William Bush Bean. My
experience with this Bean has led me to discard

it, as a variety grown by me for years is similar

in appearance, its etiual in earliness, and superior

in quality when grown side by side.

Growing Cold Frame Cabbage and LExrncE.
I find considerable difficulty in keeping my cold

frame Cabbage and Lettuce plants from hea\ing,

but by pressing the roots down I saved them
last spring, so they did finely after setting in the

open ground about April 1st; this fall I set them
as deep as the leaves would permit. The beds
were sandy loam with gravelly sub-soil; but,

only watchfulness has saved my Lettuce plants

so far.—^. Jud.-'un Sill, Montour Co., Pa.

Oiled Muslin for Hot-beds. That this

answers a good purpose there is no disputing,

but such sash are short lived, as mine which I used
last spring began to rust before they were out of

use so much that they will not be fit to use

again. In fact they are nearly rotten. Whether
the lightness in handling them, and the exemp-
tion from breakage will warrant us in renewing
the muslin every j'ear or not, it will be for those

who use them to learn.—Samuel Miller.

Mulberries in Market. I saw these sold in

Cleveland this year for the first time; they sold

readily for $3.00 per bushel, and as they furnish

fruit for such a long season, I think every one
should plant at least one, whether llrtng in the

city or the country, as they are a beautiful fruit

and very ornamental tree. The American or

Downing are much the best varieties for fruit.

Raspberry Planting. The advice given on
page 86, of planting the rows four feet apart

does not agree with my experience. I never
planted Raspberries nearer than six feet from
row to row, as they should be kept. Cultivate

up to a few days before picking, and I cannot
see how this can be done without injury, as when
the bushes are laden with fruit they will bend
over and come very close together, even at six

feet, or at least mine do, and when so close the

pickers cannot possibly get through without
knocking off considerable fruit.

The illustrations of a cemetery for Janu-
ary were good. We have one in our neighbor-

hood just about like it; some grave stones are in

the proper i)lace, some fully a foot out of the

way, and some more; but one neighborhood has

been aroused, and they are fixing it up by sub-

scriptions, and I hope your suggestions may set

a great many more at it. Although it will do no

good to the dead, it certainly is more of a credit

to the living.- J»/. T. Thompson, Cuyahoya Co., O.

Valuable EvEiKiHEENS. Nordmann's Silver

Fir is certainly (jiie (it our best. Two specimens
in a front yard on our main street, about 2.5 feet

high, are just about perfection in all essential

points, and are more universally admired than

any other Evergrcns in the place. Dwarf
Mugho Pine is equally fine in its way, but com-
paratively few apprrtiate it, and it is not so well

suited to all circumstances, though I have one
in mind which has been planted nearly 20 years,

and is now about four feet in height and still

more in breadth. This stands on a large lawn
which is considerably elevated above and slopes

toward the street, and it just suits this situation.

Lawson's Cypress is another very beautiful Ever-

green of a different character, being of a light,

gracotul, feathery habit. This is not always
quite hardy \\ hen young, but after being well

established does well with us. All three grow
finely in our lightest New Jersey soils.

Ornamental Beets. I planted all the varie-

ties of Chilian and Bi-azilian Beets last summer,
and do not think favorably of them. A few
specimens were extremely rich in coloring, but
these were exceptions, and they did not
develop their character till half grown; a border
which I planted around a bed of Cannas was not
more effective than ordinary Beets would have
been. Both stems and leaves are very brittle,

and easily defaced by insects, by high winds or

wet weather, and I'll not try them again, unless

they can be bred uij so as to come true to name.

A Portable Propagating (^ase. This would
be valuable not only for starting cuttings, but
also for seeds which require a high temperature
like Peppers and Egg plants, but I see no ar-

rangement for replenishing the water. If nearly

air tight it would propably evaporate very little,

but it would be easy to have a small tube pass

through the upper tray so that with a funnel it

could readily be filled when necessary, and the

tube stopped with a cork.

Flowers Opening in Water. It might
naturally be inferred that if branches of Cherry
placed in water in winter flower freely, other

shrubs, equally early flowering could be forced

readil}' in the same manner, but experiments do
not show it to be so in all cases. Branches of

Peach and double flowering Crab Apple treated

in this way last winter bloomed finely, but
Chinese Wistaria and Lilacs, although the buds
swelled and for a time gave promise of success,

all shriveled and dropped without opening, and
the only way to ascertain which can be forced is

by actual trial.

Southern Chrysanthemu s. Mr. Green's

Chrysanthemum was undoubtedly Tubiflorum,

not Tuberittorum. He should try Lilian B. Bird.

This is by far the best Chrysanthemum with

tubular florets, and excelled by few of any class.

Natural Pruning. The remarks of Mr.

Hibbard upon this subject agree with my obser-

vations in the main, especially with regard to

trees symmetrically headed back to pyramid
form, but pruning in spring or before growth

Hot-bed FYame Put together Like a Wa^o7i Box.

commences, by lessening the number of leaf

buds, throws the whole vital force of the tree

into the remaining buds, and often causes a
much more vigorous growth in these, although
the absolute amovmt of new wood on the whole
tree may be increased by the pruning, and some-
times a tree which would otherwise give a feeble

growth may, by rather severe pruning, be made
to throw out a few vigorous shoots, and if fol-

lowed up by the proper treatment may be per-

manently increased in vigor. Again I have seen
trees which were unfruitful, induced to form
fruit buds freely by a liberal pruning in summer,
but this should be done only a short time before
growth ceases in midsummer, and perhaps it

might not be so successful in England as in South-
ern New Jersey, because when we get a late

growth it rarely fails to ripen.

The Japan Quince. This fruit has no great
value for cooking, but may be used to advantage

with sweet Api>les or anywhere that fruit acid is

required. They cook readily, but although they
have a strong Quince smell, they have very little

of the (Quince Ua\or. They can be kept nearly
all winter, and if placed in a drawer with cloth-

ing give the whole an agreeable perfume. Per-
haps they might be hybridized with the common
Quince or with the parent and produce some-
thing valuable.

Erie Blackberry. My experience does not
differ much from Mr. Black's; it is no earlier than
Lawton, and does not differ materially either in

plant or fruit from it, but perhaps it does not
require to be so thoroughly ripened before it is

sweet enough to be palatable, and it may be
hardier, but of that we cannot decide. Both are
among our best varieties for home use if allowed
to remain on the bushes until fully ripe and soft.

Now that Erie is offered at moderate rates, it

may take the place of Lawton, which is becoming
scarce and difficult to obtain.— irm. F. Bassctt,
Atlantic Co., N.J.

The English not Slow. You attribute slow-
ness to the gardeners of England on page CO. The
fact is, the practice of propagating Carnations.
Pinks and Picotees by cuttings, has been general
in England, Ireland and (last but not least) Scot-
land to my own knowledge, for the last thirty
yeai'sat least, and as I have only come within the
past year from the Old Country, I cannot quite
tolerate the stigma of slowness as applied to Brit-

ishers. In fact since my anival here, I have not
found the Americans so remarkably smart as
they would lead one to believe -Quite the re-
verse, I have found that in many things they are
far behind Old Country people.—G. D. C, Elli«,

Kentucky.

The Japan Quince South. In Southern Ala-
bama the trees bear at an early age, and usu-
ally a heavy crop of very large fruit. It is valued
highly for culinary purposes, as it makes a
most beautiful and palatable preserve or jelly.

I never heard of their being raised for market,
as I suppose there is no demand for them.—
Frank Warren, Mobile Co., Alabama.

Grubs and Strawberries. One reply to No.
980, page 92, appears to be somewhat mixed.
The more we know of an insect, the better
able are we to contend with it. When we find

the mischief maker at the roots of the Straw-
berry we know him, but when we meet him in
some other place do we know him from others?
The advice to kill all the horn bugs we can is

well put. A closer observation may convince the
above writer that the beetle produced from the
white grub which attacks the Strawberry has its

horns well drawn in, and that it does not deposit
its eggs at the roots of the grass to be gathered
with the hay, but in the ground in both grass
and cultivated land. In this section we have
several white grubs so near alike that they are
often mistaken one for the other; the one that
usually eats the Strawberry is the larva of the
May beetle or dor-bug, probably so called from
the humming noise of its flight. It is of a brown
chestnut color, about nine-tenths of an inch in
length, with two or more elevated lines length-
ways on the wing cases and is nocturnal, feeding
on the leaves of trees, especially on the Cherry;
it can be easily taken by placing large tubs of
water near to trees with a light in the center, on
the surface of the water; it flies from the middle
of May till near the end of ,Iune, according to
the season, then the males die and the females go
into the ground to lay their eggs. The shortness
ot this period calls for active work to reduce this
numerous and destructive tribe. The larva
state, which extends over three or more sum-
mers, give a longer time for their destruction,
provided we can flnd them. Another white grub
closely resembling the foregoing, found in
manure heaps and cattle draftings, and with
them carried to cultivated fields, is the larva of
the dung beetle, and much less destructive. It

is commonly called muck worm, and a close ex-
amination will show it to be quite a different
insect in all its stages. The hornet or stag
beetle, which I suppose our friend has reference
to in his article, ha.s a formidable appearance,
but it is harmless, and not being numerous, its

injury must be small. The larva feeds on the
roots of decayed trees, and is often found in
chip dirt, and its sire wUl readily distinguish it

from the others. It pays the gardener to know
his friends and foes in the insect line as well as
in the vegetable. If it is important t<i know
what plant each distinctive seed will produce, it

is equally so to know what insect each distinc-

tive grub will produce.—P.P., n'orcester Co.,Maji«.
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Horticultural Notes by Samuel Mil-

ler of Missouri.

Plums of 1888. Wild Goose and Mari-

anna ripened about the same time, the first

as usual a full crop, and many went to

waste. The Marianna is no earlier nor as

large, and is inferior in quality, while it is

much more injured by the curculio than

Wild Goose. Deep Creek came next, and is

a superb Plum; Louisa two weeks after

Wild Goose, and a much better fruit, about
the same size, darker in color. De Soto,

although not as large as the pictures repre-

sented it, is of good size, very nearly as large

as Wild Goose, while it is so much better

that if they ripened at the same time the

Wild Goose would hardly be touched. The
common Blue Damson and the Freestone
Damson ripen with the former.

But the crowning one is the Golden
Beauty. Young trees here in the bottom
lands are dropping some damaged speci-

mens that are half decayed, and some are

cracking, which I attribute to much rain and
the rich soil in which the trees stand. The
trees on a hill of about 1.50 feet elevation

are loaded with their bright fruit about an
inch in diameter,round, as bright and clean

as gold, sweet and pleasant, almost a free-

stone. The tree is a rapid grower and very
ornamental. My intention is to graft this

and the Blue Damson on alternate branches
of a tree to see the contrast, as they ripen

about the same time. The yellow and blue
would make a picture. Last year I grafted

Purple-leaved Plum on the Golden Beauty
for the contrast in foliage, but for some
reason they faUed to grow.
Kelset's Japan. A friend of mine had

several specimens on a bud but one year old

and when they were the size of a common
hen's egg he thought it would be a show.

But the curculio had done its work so that

they all dropped prematurely. This refutes

the idea of its being curculio proof. Golden
Beauty is the only curculio proof Plum that

I have formed, not that the curculio does not

attack it, but it is so firm during the season

when the insect does its mischief, that the

puncture don't amount to anything, and if

it did, there is always enough for them and
us both. A neighbor recently sent me some
very fine blue Plums that are new to me,
and look very much like a cross between
our common Damson and the German
Prune. Hardy and productive, with no
marks of curculio on them.
The Kieffer Pear and Others. Close

observation and repeated tests of the above
Pear for the past two years, convince me
that it has come to stay, and those planting

for profit will do well to set it out freely.

My impression is that it will soon take the

place among Pears that the Ben Davis now
holds among Apples. The Garber is another
that will soon come to the front, on account

of the beauty of the tree, the large size of

the fruit, as well as its excellence for pre-

serving and canning, and it is also good to

eat fresh. My Garbers sold at retail for

$1 per bushel the present season, while mo.st

others only brought $3 per bushel.

Another old variety, the Clairgeau, has
not received the attention that it deserves.

For five years in succession my trees have
done nobly, and always command the high-

est prices. When we grow fruit for profit

we must grow such as pleases the public

eye as well as taste, for appearance more
than quality, takes among the masses.

What Grapes to plant. Prom my
standpoint I would advise the following:
White, Martha, Lady, Pocklington, Moore's
Diamond, Empire State and Niagara. These
are all healthy, vigorous vines, productive
and hardy. Moore's Diamond is the best in

quality; Empire State is an excellent Grape
also very handsome and an good keeper;
Niagara is late and valuable on that account,

while Moore's Diamond and Empire State

are both early. Rid, Delaware, Brighton,

Catawba, Vergennes and Jefferson; the lat-

ter the best of the lot, but not entirely

hardy here, nor is the Brighton. We lay

them down and cover through the winter.

Black, Jewell, earliest and best; Early
Victor, nearly as early, excellent also;

Moore's Early,Worden, Defiance,Norton and
Cynthiana. If a man has all these there

will be a succession from early to late.

Pecans on Hickory Failing. In an ar-

ticle last spring I stated that the time would
come when the Hickory trees would be con-

verted into choice nuts and Pecans,and men-
tioned what I had done in that line. But
unless better success attends the operation

hereafter, it will be a long time before that

takes place. Two years ago two out of five

grafts of Nusbaumer's Hybrid Pecan grew;
while the past spring out of at least one
hundred grafts set of different Pecans on
Hickory of improved varieties, not a single

one is alive to day. Why this is so I cannot
tell, hut this spring it will be tried again.

Persimmon Trees from Root Cuttings.
One asks whether these can be so grown ?

Yes, easily, and such trees can be trans-

planted with as much success as any ordin-

ary tree. Take roots one-third to one-half

inch in diameter, cut in pieces three inches

long and put them upright in sand, covering

two inches and most of them will grow.
The general impression that this tree is diffi-

cult to transplant is an error, for I have done
it successfully with a tree four inches in

diameter, that took four of us hours to get

it out of a land slide in the Missouri river.

It remained fresh in the wood but did not

put out a single leaf the first summer. The
following spring I sawed it off at the ground,
and thought our labor had been in vain, but
to my delight it sent up three shoots from
the stump, and in this, its third year, has
borne a few dozen of the finest of fruit. It

is an early one ripening before frost.

I gathered from a young tree of the Ruby
half a bushel on the last day of December,
1888. It is the smallest of my collection,

but is considered a good one. That there

may be a cross produced between our natives
and the Japanese I think possible; and if

we can get a hardy one with the size of the

foreign and the quality of our own, it will

be a treasure.

How TO Use Apples. I have hit upon a
good plan—bring up a good sized basketful

every morning, and have them where the

family can see them all day; and when
strangers come in there is a free lunch for

them. As the post office is in my room,
it comes very handy to those (and there are

plenty such) that have none at home.
New Vegetables. Of new Sweet Corns,

Perry's Hybrid is an excellent one with good
sized ears. But the best, in point of flavor,

is one, the name of which I do not know;
the ears are of good size. The Polaris Potato,

which I had from the Agricultural Depart-

ment last season, and from which we raised

half a bushel, has done better this season

that Early Rose, and is a week earlier. The
Early Ohio is becoming a great favorite

here, and this season I invested a couple of

dollars in the Chas. Downing, but the Col-

orado beetle and the black backed bug are

so numerous that with all my warfare they
did not have a fair chance.

Starting Early Vegetables. Any time
after the middle of February seed can be
sown in boxes in the house, such as Cab-
bage, Cauliflower, Egg Plant, Pepper and
Tomatoes. Inordinary cases narrow boxes,

say six inches wide and five inches deep,

long enough to fit on a window sill or on lit-

tle shelves in the window are very handy.
The seed can be sown in these boxes,

which are filled with rich garden soil mixed
with well decomposed manure or leaf mould

but not sown too thickly nor too deep—one-
half inch being sufficient, in drills half an
inch broad and one inch apart. The boxes
can be placed near a stove or under it if con-
venient; with a damp cloth laid on the top.

It will hurry them up, but as soon as they
show themselves the cloths must be re-

moved and the boxes set by the window,
where they can get all the sunshine possible.

When they are half an inch high the boxes
should be turned every day or they will soon
be "leaning towers," and when one inch
high draw a finger or a pointed stick along
between the rows, going half an inch deep.

This will hill the ground up to the plants a
little, then fill up the little furrow with fine

manure. One important thing is too give

the plants just enough water, which com-
mon sense will teach any one; for if too dry
they will wilt, and if too wet will damp off.

When these plants get two inches high they
can be filled up a little more.

These will be in admirable order to set in

the hot-bed as soon as the weather will per-

mit, which is usually about the middle of

March in this latitude. In the hot-bed they
should be set one inch by two, and if well
attended will give their first ripe fruit long
before they could be raised in the open
ground. If no hot-bed is provided they can
be set in larger boxes, and these set out in

the sun on warm days.

My living room faces the south, the door

of which is open, and a sash placed upright

on the outside. This door frame has a num-
ber of shelves with boxes and pots with
flowering plants that makes the house look

cheerful. On cold nights these are taken
dowTi and the door shut, and the fire in a
big stove kept all night, even if I must at-

tend to it several times. Those who have
no flowers during the winter miss a great

pleasure in my opinion.

Persian Rose Tobacco. While not a
smoker, and never before raised Tobacco, I

last spring sowed a small packet of the

above that a friend in the East sent me. It

is a very handsome plant in leaf and in

flower, and will answer as an ornament in

the lawn or flower garden.

What A Vegetable Garden Should
Mean.

WM. H. TEOMANS, TOLLAND CO., CONN.

It is a great mystery why there are so

many owners of land having the oppor-

tunity, that are so careless and appear to

have so little thought regarding the vegeta-

ble garden. When given that attention that

it ought to have, and when made what it

ought to be, to entitle it to its name, there is

no more profitable portion of cultivated

land upon an entire farm.

But a vegetable garden is unworthy of

the name that produces only a few hills of

Corn, Beans, Potatoes and Cucumbers. An
ideal garden should contain a full supply of

all that can be grown in the vegetable line.

Nor is it sufficient that it have only such as

may be supposed to be necessary from one
planting. The very thought of a vegetable

garden should carry with it the idea of a
constant and liberal supply of every kind
that may be produced successfully.

Vegetables of some kinds arrive at their

best condition and then commence to de-

cline rapidly in their desirable qualities.

In such cases the planting should be made
at such intervals of time as will be likely to

secure a succession of the product. How-
ever desirable earliness may be, nothing is

gained by planting before the soil gets suf-

ficiently warm to cause a speedy germina-
tion and a rapid development of the plant.

A slow unnatural growth is very likely to

produce undesirable vegetables.

Sweet Corn is an important factor in a
vegetable garden, and should be planted for
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a succession. It is even better to have some
that fails of full maturity than to have a

wantage before the end of the season. This

season we had Sweet Com continually

from the time of the first ripening to the

first of October, while others having less

care for the garden en.i'oyed this luscious

product for only a short period of time.

Success in a garden requires labor and at-

tention, but it must be remembered that it

is labor that pays for itself many times over.

Grapes and Grape Culture in

New Jersey.
T. GREINER, MONMOUTH CO., N. ,1.

Col. Alex. W. Pearson, Ex-presideut of

the N. J. State Horticultural Society, whom
the writer visited at Vineland, N. J., a few

weeks ago, surprised him by several remark-

able statements. Three fourths of the

thousands of Grape vines in Vineland will

in all likelihood be torn out next spring.

Some fields have not borne a sound cluster

for some time. While it now seems to be set-

tled beyond a doubt that we have a sure

preventive for the fatal Grape rot in

sulphate of copper when applied properly,

early enough and often enough, even some
of his nearest neighbors seem to be wholly

ignorant of the work done by the depart-

ment, and of the successful experiments

made under Mr. Pearson's supervision in

Vineland right under their very noses.

In close connection with this fact is the

other stated by him that among fruit grow-

ers of that place there are not more than

two or three that read a horticultural or

agricultural paper. The proposition to de-

stroy the vineyards, and abandon Grape

culture seems to be clearly traceable to

ignorance of growers concerning the

achieved success in treating these diseases,

and to the criminal neglect of growers to

acquaint themselves with the horticultural

literature of the day. It also proves the

great cost of unprogressiveness, and the

losses to the fruit grower often resulting

from their refusal to subscribe for one or

more good horticultural journals.

The Ironclad is a wonderful Grape. At
its home in South Jersey it ripens about the

last week of September, but colors early

like Ives. One teaspoouful of its juice in a

tumbler of clear water colors it a deep pur-

plish pink, two teaspoonfuls give it a most
beautifiil royal purple. The vine seems to

be disease-proof, as there is no identified

case of Ironclad being affected by rot.

The system of training seems to have no
Influence upon the susceptibility of Grape
vines to rot. Vines tied to stakes, or train-

ed to one wire, to two wires or more, and
under the various systems of pruning—all

were affected alike. The slightest covering

above, a coping, a board, a strip of muslin,

the foliage of a tree, etc., afford more or less

protection against Grape diseases.

Michigan Notes; Spraying Fruit
Trees.

W. A. SMrrH, BERRIEN CO., MICH.

The winter of '88 and '89 will long be
remembered here for its mild temperature.

Plowing all through December and down to

the 9th of January; 18° being the lowest

thus far. The past season, however, has not

been favorable for horticultural products in

western Michigan. Small fruits averaged
reasonably good; Apples nearly a failure

(owing doubtless to two full crops and dry
seasons the two prior years). The middle,

eastern and northern parts of the state

yielded a good crop of superior Apples.
Peaches, on the lake shore, in the fore

part of the season, gave unusual promise,

but a destructive drouth set in when about
one fourth grown from which they never
recovered. This, added to the low tempera-

ture in the latter part of the season, which
actually froze the late varieties on the trees,

left the crop in poor shape for marketing, or

even for home use, and the consequence was
a general complaint of over-production,

though the main trouble, I fancy,was under-

consumption, owing entirely to the worth-

less character of the fruit.

We have got to learn the imperative

necessity of thinning our fruit so as to get

size, color and quality. This is an essential

precaution wherever drouths are liable to

occur during the growing season. This

lake shore county has had three consecutive

dry seasons and this is the dryest of all.

pur forest timber is well nigh gone and the

land is being tilled. Apple orchards under
cultivation for some years past, have yielded

larger crops and better fruit than those

remaining in sod.

I sprayed my Apple trees once and had
nine tenths of the fruit wormy. In a dry

season like the past two or three applications

will,be necessary to save this fruit though
once spraying has saved my Cherries for the

past two years, and four or five applications

have done the same for my Plums. I have
no longer any doubt about saving stone

fiTiits by spraying.

I shall try the same remedy on Peaches
this year. If any of your readers have made
a trial in spraying Peach trees it would be

interesting to hear from them. The foliage

however will hardly stand as strong an
application as that of other fruit.

Black Rot of Grapes.
ABSTRACT OF THE SPECIAL REPORT BY PROF. F. L. SCRIBNER

OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Black Rot occurs throughout the States

east of the Rocky Mountains on all wild and
cultivated vines. It is especially frequent

and destructive in the States bordering the

Atlantic, the Great Lakes, the Gulf of

Mexico and along the banks of large ^-ivers,

notably in the states of Missouri and Ohio.

Its virulence lessens as the humidity dimin-

ishes. Thus in Texas its ravages are unim-
portant, excepting along the banks of the

Red, Brazos and Colorado; in western Texas
where it is very dry, the disease has
not been observed.

Black Rot is the most serious and import-

ant disease of the vine in the United States.

There is no disease of the vine yet known
that causes in a few days such great losses.

Mildew is less common and causes less loss

to the crop, although in consequence of

repeated attacks during several years may
cause the death of the vine. This never
results from Black Rot. In Vineland, N. J.

Seabrook, Md., Charlottesville, Va., the
vicinity about St. Louis and Neosho, Mo.,
and at Dallas, Texas, the majority of the
vines lost, in 1887, 80, 90 and 9.5 per cent of

their crop by Black Rot. In Virginia, New
.Jersey and Maryland vine growers have
given up Grape culture where moisture is

most abundant during summer. In years
of severe attack it was not possible to save
Grapes for the table unless the precaution
was taken to cover them with paper sacks.

All hybrids of T^ vinifcra are very sus-

ceptible to the disease. We have observed
Black Rot on the wild varieties in the for-

ests from the Northern States as far south
as Texas; e.g., Vitis labrusca, V. riparia,
V. cordifolia, V. cestivnlis, Ampelopsis,
qxiinqucfoUa, A. bipinnaU, Vitis Arizonfca
V. CaUfornica, V. Nova-Mcxicana and V.
rotiindifolia. The young leaves of Vitis
Arizonica and V. CaUfornica, growing at
Denison, had their foliage spattered with
spots of Black Rot in some cases, but it Ls

especially T'. lalirusca which in its wild
state has its leaves and fruits destroyed by
the disease. Vitis rupestris, V. Berlandicri
V. cinerea, V. Linceumii, V. monticola,

and V. candican.'i occasionally have a few
disease spots on their leaves, but never on
their fruit. Black Rot is seen but rarely on
the fruit of Vitis riparia., V. Novo-Mexi-
c<ina,V. cordifolia* and V.'rotundifolia.

Among the varieties which have been cul-

tivated in the United .States those with

large, juicy berries are the ones most svib-

ject to Black Rot, a fact confirmed by our

recent observations. It appears also that

the later the berries are in ripening the less

effect Black Rot has upon them. Cynthiana
or Norton's Virginia, is least subject to

Black Rot of all American varieties, and on
account of this fact viticulture is economi-
cally possible in certain parts of Virginia,

southern Missouri, and northern Texas
Even this variety, however, loses much fruit

during those years when the summer
is very moist.

CONDITIONS FAVORING DEVELOPMENT.

At all points where the ravages of Black
Rot are most severe the summers are very
warm and moist. In the Central and Nor-
thern States, when the seasons are dry, little

injury is done. The year 188", during which
rains were infrequent in those States, af-

forded ample proof of this. At Hammonds-
port, New York, in consequence of the alti-

tude and exposure, dews and mists are rare

and Black Rot causes but little damage; the

losses, however, sometimes reach 10 per cent.

In the islands of Lake;. Erie (Kelley's

Island, Middle Bass, etc.; in wet years the

losses reached 7.5 and 80 per cent, of the

crop; in 1887 it was necessary to search in

order to find any berries showing the effects

of Black Rot; at Sandusky,'on the shore of

Lake Erie, where Black Rot frequently
destroys 80 per cent of" the fruit, the loss in

1887 was only 4 or 5 per cent;^i.the same was
true at Fredonia, Dunkirk and Brockton, in

New York, and in all these places the ab-

sence of dews or. fogs during this year
was marked.

HISTORY.

The existence of Black Rot in the interior

of virgin forests upon most of the wild

species of vines of .the United States, from
the Rocky Mountains to the Atlantic and
from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico, proves

beyond question that the disease is of Amer-
ican origin. The oldest specimens of Black
Rot are in the Curtis herbarium; they were
collected in 18.50 and named Phoma uvicola

by Berkely and Curtis.

As the Black Rot appears on the leaves

much before it attacks the berries, Grape
growers have believed it to be a different

disease from the berries and unimportant.

The recent study of fresh specimens has

demonstrated the identity of these forms,

and also of these with Phoma on the fruit.

Black Rot always begins by attacking the

leaves, by preference young tender leaves,

especially those at the ends of the branches.

As .soon as the parenchyma becomes firm,

the spots, although they may be numerous,
are very limited in size, and the leaves thus

affected do not seem to suffer. They are

generally affected a month or three weeks
before the disease shows itself on the ber-

ries. At Neosho, Mo., in 1887, the disease

appeared on the leaves about May 30 and on
the fruit .Tune 10; the first spots of mildew
were observed .June 13. When the weather
is warm and dews frequent, the earliest

varieties are attacked when the berries are

no larger than small Peas. The berries of

late varieties, like the JEstivalis, are not
actually attacked much before the period of

ripening. In New Jersey, District of Co-
lumbia and Maryland; the berries may be
attacked by Black Rot by the lst>f June.

*Thls year (1888) I received from Mr. Hermann Jaeger
Of Neosho, Mo., clusters of Vitis cordifolia, with the
berries literally covered with the pustules of Black
Rot.—F. L. S.

{To be Continued.)
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Packages for Shipping and Market-
ing Small Fruits.

T, T. LYON, VAN BUREN CO., MICH.

The modern requirement, at least at the
West, is that such delicate fruits as Rasp-
berries and Blackberries be put up in either

pints or quarts; and, in the case of Red
Raspberries, pints are always to be preferred.
To be entirely satisfactory the packages

should possess the following characteristics:

They must be cheap enough to be given
away, with the fruit, when the latter is sold:

and yet they must be neat, clean, compact,
and easily handled.
For convenient handling, the boxes or

baskets should be put up in crates or boxes,
properly ventilated, in even parts of a
bushel; the crates also to be cheap enough
not to require that they be returned to the
shipper; which, if required is seldom satis-

factorily done; since, if returned, both boxes
or baskets and crates soon become so stained
and discolored with the juice of the fruit,

and otherwise, as to repel rather than at-

tract purchasers.

Crates should be broader than high, so
that they will be less likely to be placed
upon the side or end, in the haste of hand-
ling. Three quarts in width by two in
height and four in length, (with a division),

is a very good size; as is also a similar ar-
rangement with pints.

Quart and pint boxes are neatly and very
cheaply made of veneers, cut partially
through at the corners. These are very
convenient and in most respects very satis-

factory, though fragile. A nearly square,
slightly flaring basket, made of splints, is

much stronger and better ventilated, but
unfortunately, is somewhat more expensive,
although intended to be given with the fruit.

Currants and Cherries, being picked with
the stems, are decidedly better in baskets,
since they yield to slight pressure, without
special injury, while these afl:'ord more per-
fect ventilation.

The stands or drawers, from which small
fruits were formerly scooped up with a
wooden paddle, and measured out to cus-
tomers , were always a sad drawback upon
the condition of small fruits, as sold in the
market; but these, we are happy to say,
have now been very generally superseded.
Baskets are extensively used for Peaches

and Plums, and even for early Apples and
Pears, for which they appear to be well
adapted, although the use of an open cover,
with bright tarletan, to heighten the color
of the fruit, should be treated as .sin' cjcneris

with "facing" and other deceptive practices.

return of his crates. As customers often
would not care to buy the entire contents of
a large crate while the smaller one just
suits, it is only a matter of time when the
old crates will be done away with.
For Gooseberries, Currants, Grapes and

Peaches we now use a gauze covered market
basket containing from 13 to 16 quarts and
weighing from 18 to 2.") pounds. These cost
about 4 cents each and are weighed and sold
with the fruit. The old pail shaped Peach
baskets without handles have been deserv-
edly dropped. During the past year a smaller
basket with a wooden cover and costing a
little more has been somewhat used for
Grapes. They are I think more largely
used in the United States, and, as the gauze
is troublesome and liable to other objections,
the wood covered baskets will be very
largely used here in the future.
The Canadian quart basket is narrower

and deeper than most of the American pat-
terns and contains the same amountof fruit
when neither is heaped. Our crates are
therefore smaller and deeper than similar
American ones. A few years since the large
Imperial quart was made the legal quart in

Canada. Berry baskets, however, are made
in one style only and have not been altered.

Canadian Fruit Packages.
E. MORDEN, NIAGARA FALLS, SOUTH ONTARIO.

Until recently the greater proportion of

Canadian berries have been carried in box
crates containing .54 quart boxes. As these
weigh about 100 lbs. and are about 33 inches
in length and cost about 75 cents each they
are heavy and expensive. Of late years the
party who buys the berries usually steals

the small baskets, shelves and crates, which
of course means ruin to the grower. Com-
mission merchants seem to be able to endure
this shape of things but if they were the par-
ties to thus lose about one dollar on each
crate we should hear a great howl

.

The introduction of a basket crate holding
24 quart baskets and having a thin wooden
cover has improved the chances of the
growers. They cost about 12J^ cents each
and are stolen very promptly, being handy
and useful. Three of these, containing 72

baskets, rate at 100 lbs. and cost 2.5 per cent,

less for freight than the others, so the saving
in freight will enable the shipper to lose the
crates and baskets and yet be in as good a
position as the user of the box crates even if

the latter is fortunate enough to secure the

Getting rid of the White Grub in

Strawberries.
M. T. THOBIPSON, CUYAHOGA CO., O.

My experience with the white grub in the
Strawberry beds, is as follows: Some years
ago I had a piece of land of about Ave acres,

one-half of which (2)^ acres) had been
planted the previous year to Corn, while
the other half was in Oats with which I had
sown Clover seed, so I had a fair Clover sod
to plow under, though I was somewhat
afraid of the white grub, but the Strawber-
ries all did well until about the latter part
of July, when the plants kept going until
not more than half pulled through; when
the ground was frozen hard enough I went
to work and hauled on about 20 loads to the
acre, of good rotten manure. The next sea-
son I had bright clean berries of Wilson
and Crescent. After fruiting I had the
patch cleaned out, and the following winter
I hauled on about the same amount of
manure, well rotted, and was not troubled
by the grub so much. The second year I

plowed under the whole patch and gave it

another top dressing and planted it to late

Cabbage, kept them well worked and clean,

and then tried Strawberries again. I

never saw better Strawberries, but still

there was an occasional plant destroyed, so
I did not entirely get rid of them, nor have
I ever planted a patch but what I would
find an occasional plant taken by these des-
tructive pests. But this has convinced me,
that on my soil, plenty of manure, and well
working the land, will in some way or
other, destroy or get rid of the white grub.
I have understood from those that have
tried it, that hog manure will not answer
the purpose as well as other kinds.

A Handy Garden Implement.
S. MILLER, MONTGOMERY CO., MO.

Instead of a rule and line, I use in my
garden what we call a marker, a sketch of

which I send. It is simply a piece of inch
board, two feet long, three inches broad,
shaved to a point like a sleigh runner, and
having a handle six feet long fastened to it

at an angle most convenient to the person
that uses it; it should also be rounded on
the bottom edge. With this and three
stakes I can mark out rows one hundred
yards long, so straight that a four poimd
cannon ball would clean out a row from
one end to the other, a foot from the ground,
at a single shot.

Western New York Horticultural
Society

MEETING HELD IN ROCHESTER, JANUARY 2SD AJJD 24TH.
1889, REPORTED BY T. GREINER.

In his annual address President Barry
stated that owing to the failure of the effort's

to obtain the desired State aid of «2,.500, the
organization of the Society as a State Society
has been postponed until fiirther action by
the Society. The firm, therefore, is to con-
tinue on the old stand, and under the old
name, of The Western New York Horti-
cultural Society.
Spraying Fhutt Trees. The suggestions of

Pies. Barry are always valuable, and few more so
than the one in which he emphasizes the great
result* that have been and can be obtained by
spraying not only Apple trees but all other fruit
trees, with ai-senical poisons. The codling worm
and aU leaf eating insects, the Plum curculio
among them, can be gotten rid of almost
entirely by these means.
No Fear op Over Production. The prospect

of over production of fruits has no terrors for
Mr. BaiTy. The outlook was never better, he
says, and the consumption of fruits is increasing
all over the world. But more regard is now being
paid to quality than formerly and the slovenly
fruit grower must go.
A National Loss. The Society has to record

the loss of six members by death the past year.
Mr. Hiram Sibley, the great seedsman, died in
July, at Rochester. Mr. Dillon M. Dewey's death
occurred in January, of this year, also at Roch-
ester. He was weU known to the nursery trade
as the original publisher of colored plates and
plate books. The death of Mr. A. J. Caywood,
which event occurred recently at Marlboro, N. T.,
cannot be considered other than a national loss.
His energy and skill has given to the fruit-loving
public the Dutchess, Ulster and Poughkeepsie
Grapes, the Marlboro Raspberry, Minnewaski
Blackberry, and some other excellent fruits.
Election of Officers. The old and well

tried staff, P. Barry, of Rochester, president,
S. D.WUlard, first ^ice president, P. C. Reynolds,
secretary and treasury, were pressed into service
again by unanimous vote, and the society seems
to prosper nicely under the leadership
of these good officers.

A Noble Gift. Worthy of imitation by other
horticulturists of means is the action of the ven-
erable president, P. Barry, by which he denotes
the sum of $2,000 to the Society. The annual
interest of this amount will be of material aid in
defraying the expenses of a Society which is

denied assistance from the state treasury and the
usefulness of which is always hampered and
limited by want of funds.
Worthy New Vegetables. Carried too far is

the novelty business, at least in many instances,
is what Prof. E. S. Goff of the Experiment Sta-
tion thinks of the introduction of vegetable nov-
elties by over-enterprising seedsmen. To test all

these novelties is a pleasure for those who do not
expect too much, for others it is often a disap-
pointment. Many of the extravagantly praised
new introductions prove only old sorts renamed,
or so closely resembling old sorts as to be un-
worthy of a new name.
The Mango Melon (or Melon Peach, as named

in some catalogues) is no Melon at all; superior

A Handy Garden Marker.

for Mangoes. Of real novelties Mr. Gofif mentions
the Celestial Pepper as highly ornamental, pro-
lific, and good where a pungent article is wanted.
Bears yellow and red fruit at the same time.
[The immature fruit is yellowish, with more or
less purple, and in ripening turns to bright red;
the contrast rendei-s the plant quite attractive.]

White Chestnut and Sibley seem to be quite
valuable novelties in Squashes. Indeed the Sib-
ley may prove to be a serious rival to the old and
as yet unsurpassed Hubbard. Of Tomatoes the
Dwarf Champion deserves to be mentioned as of
great value. No fault is io be found with it

except perhaps in color. The claim that it is self

supporting, however, was not sustained, but the
plant is strong, vigorous, prolific, the fruit hand-
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some ami of excellent quality. Mr. Goff has

nothing to say in favor of Ely's King- of the

Earlies; tor liome use it is absolutely worthless;

Mornins !*tar is identical irith Mikado. Kural

No. 2 Potato has taken the lead in yield.

A Good Word for Birds. Mr. Chas. A Green
has remained a firm friend to the birds, and the

denunciations of many fruit growers, it seems,

have not l)een able to convince him that it be to

our interest to annihilate the whole bird tribe

because they took a few fruits, especially Cher-

ries, which they perhaps prefer on account of the

worm that is generall.v in them. While they do
some damage they undoubtedly do more good.

The Countv Reports. In a general way the

reports from the vaiious Counties of Western
New York prove that the Apple crop there must
have been much larger than was thought, earlier

in the season. First sales were made at about
$1.00 per barrel for the fruit. 4fter that buyers
became scarce and at the present time there are

thousands of barrels reported to be still in the

hands of growers in each County. The.v seem to

keep remarkably well owing, perhaps to the mild

weather, and it is hoped that increased demand
both in the cities and abroad will soon increase

the chances of sale at acceptable figures.

Apples in the FtrruRE. Theie is no doubt
that the supply will yet largely increase in future

years. In Cayuga county, for instance, there are

now from 300 to 400 acres of orchards in cultiva-

tion, and only half of these are yet in bearing.

The consumption must increase quite largely if

full crops from these trees, after they all have
come to bearing age, will find a ready sale

at paying prices.

Shipping the Word^sn Grape. The Worden
Grape, although excellent in many respects, is

certainly not a very good shipper. Cayuga
county people have found a good way to over-

come the dithculty. When packing in baskets, a

leaf is put under each cluster and the Grapes
thus handled have arrived in good condition in

the market; the same method might perhaps
be profitably employed with other varieties.

The Old Story of M.4.nures. The best results

n Strawberries financially, were obtained where
the most manure was used and the best care

given. Barnyard manures are preferred by most
growers to commercial fertilizers for Straw-
berries. The Wilson is yet largely grown as no
new variety has been reported to ship as well.

Fruit Growing is Profitable. In spite of
all the complaints expressed of late by fruit

growers all over the country that the business
does not pay, the general sentiment among the
Western New York people is that with the excep-
tion only of market gardening no industry
makes a more favorable sho^ving in regard to

profitable returns than does this. It is the ener-
getic, skillful and painstaking manager who
makes money, while the slovenly fruit grower is

unable to make the business pay—and surely the
latter will have to go. His retii'ement can only
make the success of the successful more assured.

The Foreign Apple Market. A large New-
ark dealer and exporter complains of the abom-
inable methods of sorting and packing Apples in

vogue in Western New York, as also of the con-
fusion resulting from the use of different sized

barrels. A change for the better is urgently
needed and until this is had, it is useless to depend
much on a foreign market for profit. On Apples
which he bought already put up he often lost

money, but when he sent his own men to put up
the Apples he made money.
Packing Apples for Export. Apples for

export should be packed still tighter than for

domestic markets. Well shaken before taken is

a good motto. Mr. Hooker says a barrel for
export should contain 4 quarts more Apples than
for home markets. Can't pack too tight. Ship
best fruit only, preferably Baldwins, and only in

three.bushel barrels. Barrels, after being packed
for export, should be kept dry.

Feeding for Plbjis. From Orleans county,
where Plums aie grown largely and successfully

it is reported that overloaded Plum orchards,
when hen droppings and ashes were applied to

them in July, with rain following, brought out
their excessive crops nicely and perfectly.

The Baldwin Apple. Chas. A. Green saysthe
Baldwin is not good enough for market. We
should look for a better sort. The general senti-

ment among leading orchardists, however,
is in favor of the Baldwin as the most
profitable market Apple.
A Good Apple Gatherer. A new device tor

gathering fruit, especially Apples, in a less ex-
pensive way than by hand, had been exhibited in

the council chamber during several previous

meetings of the Society. A number of orchard-

ists spoke in such high terms of the merits of the

machine that Mr. Cook was requested to bring

one of them to the hall and again show it to the

members. This time it attracted greater atten-

tion than ever before. It looks like a good thing

and has the endorsement of all who have tried it.

Membei's say it picks as well as can be done by
hand and at half thi' expense. Five men in a

common orchard could easily gather 200 barrels

per day with the machine. If it does not go back

on its record now it will become a necessity for

every orchard. Thought to be as good for

Peai-s and Plums as for Apples, but it takes

good men to operate it; green help will not do.

The machine costs S-W.

Spraying Trees. Chas. A. Green emphasizes

that all fruit trees, not Apples alone, can be

sprayed with advantage. Mr. Willard recom-

mends a solution of 3 oz of Paris gi-een in 40 gal-

lons of water kept constantly stirred. For con-

venience's sake he buys Paris Green put up on
his order in 3 oz. packages.

Cultivation of Plums for Market. Mr. S.

D. Willard's essay speaks of high cultivation and
high feeding as chief requisites of success Not
all varieties do equally well on all soils, and the

selection of varieties has to be made with refer-

ence to the adaptability of the soU, and not less

to the peculiar wants of your market. The
Reine Claude is best for canning, but not profita-

ble to grow for the canneries as it is not a rugged
tree and the fruit is very subject to the curculio

sting. Canning factories cannot afford to pay
the price that gi'owers can get for the Reine

Claude in other markets. In some city markets
Damsons are more highly prized than better

sorts. Profit or loss often hangs on these ques-

tions. Mr. Willard named the Stanton as a newer
sort of much promise. Jarring the trees is rec-

ommended for the curculio. Sprajnng with

arsenical poisons should be entrusted to careful

hands, as the foliage is very sensitive and easily

injured by solutions not harmful to Apple
foliage. Good culture and rich soil may often

ward off the dangers threatening from leaf

blight and insect attacks. For black knot no
remedy is known except cutting out the affected

parts and burning them. A law should be en-

acted compelling owners of trees to fight the

disease with knife and fire. Look the orchard
over twice a year and cut. Plums are perisha-

ble; handle them tenderly. Pick with stems
adhering, pack carefully in 8 pound baskets.

Don't denominate "first class" when inferior.

Plums, if well grown, properly handled and
marketed, will pay.

Pruning Plum Trees. Mr. Willard cuts off

from one half to two thirds of the new growth
every season. Some varieties make a long wood
growth; these must be trimmed more than
others. Heavy bearing will stop excessive wood
production. Sometimes the limbs may be
thinned a little with advantage. Mr. Willard
begins trimming his trees when the leaves first

begin to drop, and continues until done.

Grapes in Chautauqua County. Concord is

yet in the lead. Worden, Moore's Early, Pock-
lington, Niagara and Brighton come next. The
Moyer, which somewhat resembles Delaware in

appearance, is a good new sort. The three wire
trellis is now coming in favor; formerly two
wires were in general use. Mr. Chas. A. Green
speaks of the low prices of Grapes. Growers sell

Concords for 1)^ cents per pound, or S30 per ton,

and some say they are doing well. This shows
we are learning to produce cheaply. Of all the
thousands of women, many not strong, who
work among Grapes all through the summer,
and until almost winter, few complete the season
without gaining from fifteen to thirty pounds in

weight. So states Mr. Watson.
Small Fruits in Wayne County. Wilson

Strawberry is again gaining in favor. It is em-
phatically the shiiijiing variety. Shaffer's Colos-
sal is getting to be quite a popular sort among
Red Raspberries. Most growers cling to the
Ohio as the best Blackcap for evaporating, but
by planting Tyler, Ohio and Gregg, the time of
ripening can be extended fully two weeks, so
that the evaporating business can be carried on
with fewer hands. Erie Blackberry ia of but
little real value.

Cherry Culture. An awakening in Cherry
culture is repoi-ted from various quartei-s.

Many trees are being set along road sides, in
yards and orchards, and growers begin to under-
stand more generally the chances for good profits

which are hidden in this industry.

Trimming Raspberry Canes. Mr. Van Dusen
speaks against the practice of fall pruning. Has
made a series of experiments, and is sure he has

ruined whole plantations by trimming in fall.

The tops should be pinched off when the canes

have grown to be 18 inches high.

What is the best Early Grape? In answer
to this question Mr. Hubbard says: "Can't tell."

Mr. Queen mentions Moyer, which is a week or

ten days earlier than Brighton or Worden,
Wyoming Red, Green Mountain, Wimbell, etc.,

are also mentioned. Wyoming Red is early and
salably, but not very good. Mr. Varney pro-
nounces it earlier than Delaware, and quite
satisfactory for market. Mr. Goff says Green
Mountain, a white Grape, that ripened with
Champion this year, is delicious in quality,
although small in bunch and berry.
Systems of Cold Storage. Sawdust pack-

ing for making buildings comparatively inde-
liendent of open air temperature seems to have
few, if ;any advocates. Dead air spaces have
come in general use and favor. Mr. Green says
Parker Earle uses three or four dead air spaces
in his buUdings, and the whole arrangement is

cheaply put up. Mr. Hubbard finds no difSculty
in making a budding frost^proof with three two-
inch spaces and one four-inch space. The cheap-
est rough (hemlock) lumber may be used.
Building paper held on with strips of boards
make good and cheap partitions. The house
can be above ground entirely. Prof. Cook says
sawdust produces dry rot in lumber, hence ob-
jectionable. This is found out by the silo-build-
ers. Prof. Cook also describes his bee cellar,
which is of under ground construction, supplied
with sub-earth ventilation by means of six inch
tile. This pipe ought to be longer than usually
made, 300 feet being better than less. A uniform
temperature of ia" can be kept in such a room
with Uttle trouble. Rooms are constructed in
Canada above ground, with 20 inches of sawdust
and other packing between the double walls and
under the roof.

Prof. Cook on Bugs. The crawling, creeping
and flying things that injure our fruit and
vegetable crops, and which common people in-
clude under the term "bugs," will undoubtedly
have yet to suffer in consequence of the excel-
lent instructions how to fight them most success-
fully, given by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan
Agricultural College. Mr. Cook is very emphatic
in recommending the use of London purple
instead of other arsenites. It is much cheaper
than Paris green, dissolves in water, and is not
apt to blast the leaves. White arsenic, formerly
recommended by him, is cheap and effective,
but its white color is against it. The conspicuous
color of London purple or Paris green is an ad-
ditional and effective safeguard against any
danger from poisoning.

Annuals that Bloom Long.
But a very few of the annual class of flower-

ing plants which may be regarded as of quiet
beauty, are more desirable than Godetias and
their attractiveness does not greatly decrease
before late autumn. A main point in their cul-
ture is to keep them steadily growing, and to
keep all the seed vessels picked off, together
with ha\'1ng good soil, and in times of drouth
free watering at night during summer.
The plants should stand not closer than five

inches each way. Seed can be sown early out of
doors where they are to bloom.

For sunny corners about the garden the
creeping Portulacas are well adapted, and are
remarkable for the brilliancy and variety of
colors, both single and double, continuing in
bloom all summer. Start the seeds under glass,
in well drained pots, in a soil composed of equal
parts of crushed mortar, sand and soil, three
inches of which should also be spread over their
summer quaiters; and be cautious in watering
them, !is they easily get too much; harden some-
what in a frame before planting out in the bed,
about seven inches apart each way.
Marigolds are excellent and widely used bed-

ding annuals, but do not sow before the middle
of April, for they mature quickly. A capital
substitute for yellow Calceolarias, or for use in
yellow bedding, is furnished by Tagetes pumila,
which lasts longer in bloom than any of the
general line of summer plants. Their treatment
is quite similar to the Marigolds. The best
hardy blue annual is Convolvulus minor, which
alone makes an effective small bed, or a fine

edging to a large one. Sow the seed where it is

to bloom, in fairly good soil.—C. G. Rose.
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The Window Garden in Summer.
For summer window gardening rather

more plants are available than for the same
purpose during the winter,and it given a suit-

able situation out of doors, with good treat-

ment, they will do well. Nothing need be

done until later by those who have window
boxes on hand and depend on the florist for

filling them. But when it is desirable to

use plants of one's own raising and where
necessary to get new boxes, it is time to

be making needful preparations.

Common planed inch lumber is used

for the boxes, which should be six inches

or upwards wide and the same in depth,

with a length corresponding to the width

of the window sill. The inside is ren-

dered less liable to decay if charred; this

is done by simply covering the wood
with parafine oil and then burning It off.

The outside may be covered with cork,

bark,or other similar material, or else be

painted some pleasing color. The box
rests on the window sill, fastened to the

casing with wire and screw eyes, or if the

sill is narrow, cheap iron brackets can

be used as supports.

This style of gardening is as well

adapted to the fifth or sixth story win-

dows as to the ground floor of a building.

The best soil is composed of two parts

of common soil and one part flnely rotted

manure, having a little sand added, and
after the roots have taken up the plant

food in the soil in the boxes, water with

liquid manure or use plant fertilizers in a

dry state to prolong their beauty. .

The plants used in these boxes may
be divided into two classes. Those of an
upright habit for in the center, and those

of a drooping form for over the sides and
ends; climbers being included in the lat-

ter class. Among the former, Begonias,

Geraniums, Coleuses, Fuchsias, Helio-

tropes,Drac!Bnas,Caladiums,and other o£ the

choicer plants are better purchased, which
is also true of the following trailing plants;

Ficus repens, Gazania, Ivy Geranium,
Isolepsis gracilis, Lonicera aurea reticulata,

Mesembryanthemum,Moneyvine,Saxifraga
sarmentosa, Torenia Asiatica, Variegated

Thyme and either the variegated or green

Vlnca. The Canary Bird Flower, Dwarf
Morning Glory, Cypress Vine, Linum, Lo-

belia, Mimulus, Nigella, Oxalis, Petunia,

Portulaca. Mignonette, Salvia, Sweet Alys-

sum, and Dwarf Tropajolum may readily be

grown from seeds or bulbs, if now started.

As shown by our illustration, it may be
desirable to shade the window by means of

a trellis, over which could be trained Cobea
scandens, Lophospernxim scandens, Mau-
randia. Convolvulus major, some of the

climbing Tropaeolums, Madeira Vine, Ger-

inau and English Ivies, and others, adding
thus to the pleasing effect. In the center of

the window may be suspended an orna-

mental flower pot or basket, containing

a thorough soaking almost every day will

not be too much, but judgment must be
used. Any plants that crowd unduly will

need pruning, and dead leaves should be
removed, otherwise allowing them to grow
in a natural manner.

Growing the Callirhoe.
CHAS. E. PARNELL, QUEENS CO., N. Y.

The several species or varieties of Callirhoe

Ftg. 1. End VUw of Mr. Emmerich^ $38.50

Oreenhoxise.

a specimen Ivy Geranium, a number of

Othonna or some other attractive plant.

No special treatment is necessary after

planting except to be particular in supply-

ing enough water; during the hot season

-C -f n'-^'-x—«—v-a'-^-$^-i~'^^^"^'^^^-.
Slimmer Window Oardening.

form, when taken together, a very interest-

ing and beautiful group of free flowering

border plants, belonging to the natural or-

der Malvaceae, and may be described as be-

ing a small genus of American plants, mal-
low-like in habit and manner of growth,
having large purplish, flve-petalled flowers,

about two inches across which are freely

produced for some three to five months. The
plants commence to bloom when about five

inches in height.

When well grown, they are very pretty

border plants, doing best when given a deep
well enriched soil, and a sunny situation.

The seed should be sown in a well drained
pot or pan, filled with light loamy soil, about
the middle of March. Sow thinly, cover
slightly, and place in a warm, moist situa-

tion, as close to the glass as possible.

As soon as the plants are well up and
strong enough to handle, they should be
transplanted an inch and a half apart each
way, into other pans or shallow boxes simi-

larly prepared, and kept close and moist for

a few days, until they become well rooted,

when they should be removed to a cool, airy

situation and grown on; when the weather
becomes settled they can be removed to the

places where it is intended they are to

bloom. Keep the plants one foot apart so

that they can properly develop themselves.

The following are the most desirable vari-

eties: C. pcdoffi grows about two feet iu

height, and produces flowers of a rich violet

purple, with a distinct white edge. C.

pcdata nana, a variety of the above, differ-

ing only m its dwarf manner of growth, be-

ing one foot in height. C involucrata, a
variety of trailing habit; blooming through-
out the season. Flowers large, of a rich,

purple color: a native of western prairies.

C. digitata, grows about two feet in height,

and produces deep rose-colored flowers. C
macrorhiza alba is a form with pm-e white

flowers and of a neat habit of growth.

English Notes on Roses of 1 888.
With Koses, as with other things, one can

hardly rely upon the introducer's description

as to the permanent value of a new variety;

we present an English Rose grower's notes
as given in the Gardeners' Chronicle. With
their climate it is easy to understand their

estimate of American Beauty, for dviring the

winter it requires sunshine, and even in this

country does not do well out of doors.

New Ro.ses. ,S/c Rowland Hill has
risen in public estimation. The color,

beautiful and novel, is a deep claret,

- flushed with bright scarlet, in size and
substance of petal it is stout and well

formed. When dying off' it becoiues al-

most black, and like all dark colored

Roses requires protection from the sun's

rays; plant growth vigorous.

Eurl of Dufferin. An Irish Rose of

strong constitution and vigorous habit:

the flowers are of a brilliant, rich crimson
color, with a high pointed centre, the

outer petals somewhat recurving, and
the brilliant tints of brownish-crimson
are seen to great advantage. Some have
called it a dark Maurice Bemhardin, and
others a better Pierre Notting; but I

think it is a perfectly distinct Rose,

likely to be a universal favorite.

Lady Helen StcwnH, also from Ire-

land, is a very bright red Rose, of good
habit, very free flowering, and I was
pleased with it.

Dnehens of Leeds. A Rose, which
may be described as a pink La France,

with a dash of Marie Frager in it, while
for exhibition it lacks size, yet as a
garden Rose it will be most valuable as

it can be cut in sprays.

Mr.s. John L<iinij. One of Mr. Ben-
" nett's seedlings. Has a beautiful soft

pink color. The flower is large, good in

form, very free, and a good autumnal,
bloomer; not so liable to spoil as Her Maj-
esty, and has attracted much attention.

Madame Joseph Desbois. This Rose was
sent out as a Hybrid Tea—a fashion which
the French raisers have adopted, but if they

do it thinking that a Rose so described is

likely to find more favor with us, I think
they are grievously mistaken; such Roses
are regarded with suspicion.

Oiand Mo(jul. Has a good form, bril-

liant crimson shaded with dark maroon-
crimson. Those who have grown it say that

in growth and bloom it bears a strong re-

semblance to Jean Soupert.

Miss Ethel Browidow. A Tea Rose,

very distinct in color, salmon-pink shaded
with yellow at the base of the petals, the

centre high, and outer petals somewhat re-

flexed. Of vigorous growth, likely to be an
acquisition owing to its distinct character.

Lady Cnstlereagh. A new Tea-scented

Rose, which is likely to prove a useful addi-

tion. It is well-shaped, vigorous in growth
and profuse in its blooming; very pale pink
or white, with salmon pink in the centre.

Unlike any Rose in this class.

Lucille. The bud is long and pointed

—

a true Tea; the color is a bright carmine-red,

but with some of those extraordinary com-
binations of colors which distinguish the Tea
Roses—fawn, copper color and bronzy-red,

are all mixed together, or rather placed

together in the bloom without being mixed,

blending with one another, and constituting

a strikingly beautiful flower.

Lady Aliee. A sport from Lady Mary
FitzwiUiam, creamy-white with a faint yel-

lowish tint at the base; in cool weather hav-

ing rather more color.

Some WonxHr Older Roses. Oloire

Lyonnaise. Brought out as a yellow Hybrid
Perpetual; but it is white with a faint sus-

picion of primrose at the base of the flower,

and as a garden Rose will be appreciated,

as it will stand a good deal of rain without
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damage. Evidently a Perpetual, contain-

ing a dash of Tea blood.

Victor Hugo. A very fine dark Rose,

bright crimson-red, shaded with darker

color, perhaps ordinarily it may not be so

dark as during the past cold season, when
even Prince Arthur and General .lacquemi-

not came out in colors, hardly recognisable.

MamhuU P. n'iUlcr. To all intents and
purposes this is a reproduction of Alfred

Colomb, which, however, is not a bad Rose.

American Beautji. This is generally con-

sidered to be but a synonym for Madame
Ferdinand .Tamain, a Rose sent out more
than ten years ago, and of so indifferent a

character that it has never been considered

worthy of a place in our catalogues.

Lord BiiCtm. This we have in one of those

deep crimson Roses which are so acceptable;

shaded with scarlet, and very beautiful.

Madame Sussanc Rodoconachi. A Rose
with light silvery-white shading; very dis-

tinct, likely to be of value as it has been
doing well even in this unduly wet season.

Comtessc de Freoncusc. Tea-scented,

bright primrose yellow; very free flowering

and generally quite good.

Souvenir dc Oabricl Brevet. Silver-white

with bright rose centre, and oftentimes a
mixture of colors hard to describe; of good
size and valuable for general culture.

Pride of Reigatc. One might as well ad-

mire a fair face pitted with smallpox as this

spotted thing, which neither on the exhibi-

tion table nor in the garden can do anything
but spoil its surroundings.
Vicountcss Folkestone. A hybrid Tea, of

bright and pleasing color; free flowering.

Notwithstanding the great perfection to

which the Rose has been brought there are

still prizes to be gained by raisers of seed-

lings, as is shown by the past season's record.

the ground, resting on stones with some
smaller ones between, and to these for mak-
ing the sides, boards one foot wide were
nailed lengthwise. Over these horizontal

boards a second layer was nailed, but to

have them run up and down, and with strips

nailed over the joints. Two coats of paint

were given to the exterior. The inside sur-

face of the wall was covered with heavy

exterior surfaces are straight instead of

being in part curved as is often the case

in ornamental structures of this kind. Bvit

notwithstanding the advantage thus offered,

the general architectural effect is both beau-

tiful and picturesque.

Greenhouses for Amateurs.
That use of glass and other artificial

agents which permits of extending the sea-

son of plant growth and bloom perpetually,

always possesses an interest to the true

3^

Fig. 2. Ground Plan of Fig. 1.

plant lover. We herewith append plans of

two small greenhouses that are designed

to be attached to dwellings, both of which
are from actual examples, and together

representing rather wide extremes as to cost.

The first of these in point of low cost is

shown by Figures 1 and 2. This represents

a structure erected by our subscriber, H. J.

Emmerich, Baltimore Co., Md, who fur-

nished the drawings of the same together

with a description in substance as follows:

Size of building 9 x 16 feet, being a lean-to

against the dwelling. Cost f28..50 complete,

including the heating contrivance which
consists of kerosense oil stoves and drum
with connecting hot-air pipe about 13 feet

in length and three and a half inches in

diameter inside measure.
The average cost of heating is but ten

cents a night. A pipe leads from over the
lamps to the outside of the building to con-

duct away any smoke or smell from the

lamps. This pipe turns upwards outdoors,

and is protected with a cap-like cover to

keep the rain out.

The plan of putting up the structure was
this: First six 4x4 inch posts were set in

Fig. 3. A Somewliat Contly Amateur^s Qreenhiiuse.

building paper, an eighth of an inch thick.

Altogether this wall is so warm that during
the great blizzard, which last March (1888)

visited our correspondent's region, a night
heat of 47° was easily maintained.
Concerning the plan of heating with oil

stoves, Mr. Emmerich says he got his first

idea for this from Popular Gardening,
and that in his case, it is entirely satisfac-

tory. Two small stoves, made by the Kero-
sene Oil Stove Co., and having two four

inch wicks each, and an oil receptacle con-

taining seven quarts to each. The drum
from which the hot air pipe extends, is

situated upwards from and between the

lamps. While the 3)^-inch pipe is effectual

in conveying heat to its further end, still

Mr. Emmerich is of the opinion that if it

were a size larger it might be even more
satisfactory.

Regarding oil lamps smoking when put
to such a use and of which some complain,

no trouble has ever been realized. The
lamps are kept perfectly clean and nothing
but the best 1.50° test oil is used. Care is

taken, however, to not have them turned
up too high at any time, for if they were,

naturally, they would smoke. By means of

the pipe leading outside all smell of the

burning oil is removed.
Concerning the general success of this

house, the writer says he wishes our readers

could see the beauty and perfection of the

many plants grown within its walls.

Still it must not be forgotten that the

general attention bestowed on plants

has at all times quite as much to do
with their success as the providing of

sufficient heat and light for their wants.
The other plant structure herewith

illustrated, is quite a different affair

from the last named. It is to be
assumed that this is too elaborate to be
constructed without the aid of a skilled

builder and plumber. It could not be
erected complete for less than from
.$1,200 to $3,400, according to location,

size, and other circumstances. As the
ground plan shows, it is to be heated
with hot water, the boiler being located

in the basement of the dwelling house.

The main features of the present plan are

indicated by letters as follows, a the con-

servatory (walk), h, dwelling, c, veranda
connecting the two, enclosed by sash in the
winter, d, approach from the garden, e,

plant stages, /, hot water heating pipes, g,

entry by stairway to the boiler and work
room in the basement, h, boiler, /, smoke
pipe leading to chimney.
The elevation shows an exterior that would

add beauty to any home and garden scene.

A chief merit of this design is that all the

Native Trees for Ornamental Use.
A. P. REED, CUMBERLAND CO., ME.

I am glad to see a growing interest in the

capacities of our native forest trees for use-

fulness on ornamental grounds. If they are

every way as competent as the foreign pro-

duct, they have the additional advantage of

not having to be acclimated. And then again

the native trees are within the reach of

all classes of people; the humblest home
may be made more attractive by their use,

and the finest lawn may be pleasingly em-
bellished by their presence.

Our native Fir trees, as well as the White
Pine, are all capable of serving for orna-

mental purposes—and all being susceptible

to fine training. The latter can be made thick

and dense by repeated cutting back. No tree

in the evergreen family is more beautiful,

even its natural state, than the Fir Balsam
{Abies baisamea). This is also true of the

Spruces which are capable of a great variety

of shapes in their manner of growth.

Considerable of the poor success had in

adorning lawns and public parks with trees

may be traced to the use of foreign varieties,

procured oftentimes at much expense of

time and money. If I ever get so I can

afford it, I am going to see how fine a
park can be made with native growths
alone, even to the grass upon the ground.

I expect to be able to make such a park

as this would be long before I can make one
which would contain all the requirements

and embellishments of other lands.

A specially neglected ornamental native

tree is the Striped Maple (^ccc Pemusni-
vanieum). This never attains a large size,

and is well adapted to lawns, or in fact, to

any place in which a small tree is desirable.

It has a pretty, dark green bark streaked

with white, and a very large leaf, and is

known in some quarters as "Moosewood."
Our common Sumac is also quite orna-

mental when its red cones are developed.

There is one thing to avoid in selecting

native trees for these purposes, however, and
that is anything that has a tendency to

spread from suckers, the Locust for exam-
ple. But I would encourage any who
contemplates planting, to put in a good

Fig. 4. Oround Plan of Fig. 3.

variety of trees native to his section, and
giving them the same treatment, and no
le.ss care than he would give foreign varie-

ties; I believe he will be highly gratified.

As with trees of every description it is best

to move these when quite small.

1,(M9. Boot for House Plants. As to soot from
Bituminous coal I would not advise its use. Soot
from wood I use frequently and with very sat-

isfactory results. Mix two ounces in a gallon of
water and keep well stirred while using, not
applying ottener than twice a week.—C. E. P.
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Trailing Arbutus.
Trailing Arbutus so dainty and sweet,
Blushing when'er the sun's glances you meet.
Hiding with modest coquetry so rare,
Knowing dead leaves make your beauty more fair,
Oally I pluck you with light, eager Angers,
While close beside me caressingly lingers
Some one, whose glance Is to melilce the sun.
Yet as Arbutus, his gaze I would shun.
Ah! little Mayflower, you are half human—
The form of a flower, the heart of a woman.

—Home Companion.

March, you great blusterer

!

March, hustUng flusterer

!

Bleak oft and bitter the breeze you bi-ing;

But we can stand it all.

Since Nature planned it all

As thine equipment, forerunner of spring.

Deceitful Month ! Thy DaflodUs
Were born too soon: their golden bells
Are hanging full of icicles.

And hyacinths their perfume spread
O'er tempting Maple blossoms red
Where cling the wild bees frozen dead.

—Edwin S. Hopkins.

Sow only tested seeds.

Fetanias for a dry season.

A poor hot-bed is a cold affair.

Dress weak lawns with bone dust.

Dwarf Cannas are mowing in popularity.

One may feed plants too generously for bloom.
Destroy the basket worm often to be found on

Evergreens.

Try some lifted Pansies in the window garden
for earlier bloom.

Beets grown on heavy land are sweeter if sand
be mixed in the soil.

"Worthless seed" is often only another term
for careless sowing.

For delicate flavor the old Early York Cab-
bage is hard to beat.

The Dwarf Ageratum gives us our best laven-
der blue for bedding purposes.

Are the profits too low in some years? The
same is ti-ue ot all Unes of industry.

Why not add materially to your collection of
hardy perennials and shi-ubs this year?

The Fruit Out-look in Western Michigan at
this date iFeb. llth), is good.—J". JV. Steams.
No seed should be planted on land that is not

as rich as that which produced the seed.—OM
Gardener.

Primroses form a large family. Herr Pax, of
Germany, in his recent work on this genus men-
tions 16 sections that contain 150 species.

A Hint for the Season. The south side of a
board fence is fully a hundred miles south of the
north side, speaking as to warmth and earliness.

Sweet Peas, an exchange tells us, are Mrs.
Harrison's favorite flowers. Well! that must be
safe enough to say, for with whom are they not
favorites/'

A plant lover must above all else be on guard
to arrest the underhand depredations of numer-
ous insects that prey on the foliage and flowers
of our pets.—Jlf. B. W.
New Bush Lima Bean, whatever the final

verdict concerning the worth of this novelty
shall be, it is represented as having an unprece-
dented sale in small quantities for trial.

The Pests. An English reader recommends a
thick dressing of soot in the drills in which Sweet
Peas are sown, where birds and mice destroy
the seed, and when the plants appear above the
surface scatter Tobacco dust over them.
Consider the Profitable Side, it does not re-

quire the outlay of many dollars for ornamental
trees, vines and plants about the home to add
some hundreds ot dollars to the real value of the
place. Such improvements tell for cash when
one comes to sell or rent the grounds.

The Eose, Vick's Caprice. Some specimens of
this Rose received at our ofiice show the striped
characteristics rather more distinctly than any-
thing we before have met. The body color is pink,
with both darker and lighter stripes. The mark-
ings, quite pronounced in the buds, are not
specially attractive in the open blooms.
A Violet luncheon (the latest floral caprice, ac-

cording to the New York Sun) was given by
Marion Harland to the contributors to her jour-
nal. Violets formed the decorations, and the flow-
ers candled were served to the guests as favors, to-
gether with corsage bouquets of the same. Every
thing even to the ices was of that Violet hue.

Plant Orape vines around your buildings, and
train them on the walls by means of galvanized
wire staples. They keep the buildings cool and
will bear plentifully; the fruit is not so large but
of ;a more delicate flavor than when grown on
trellises in the open field. Those grown on south
or east walls will be finer flavored than on north
and west walls.—radar's Wife.

With the young C^abbage plant comes the Cab-
bage flea beetle. The surest way to get rid of
him is to use either Paris green water prepared
as tor Potato bugs, using one-half ounce of
poison to five gallons of water, or mix it or Lon-
don purple with plaster, flour or dry leached
ashes, at the rate of one part poison to 50 parts
of the other material. Apply as soon as the
seedlings begin to break through the ground.
Of Weeds Professor Prentiss says it is essential

for a plant to be successful as a weed that it be a
hardy strong grower, and to multiply itself rap-
idly either by cuttings, seeds or roots, or all com-
bined. While he is familiar with 130 weeds, yet
of those only iJO are natives,and of those common
in gardens (a total ot .54) but 11 were natives. Of
the Mayweed, a single plant in one season wil]
produce 40,000 seed; the Burdock 34,000, the Ox-
eye Daisy and the Dock each 13,000, the Ked
Poppy 50,000 and 2,000 come from the Dandelion.

" A Xey to the Families of Insects," From the
Popular PubUshing Co., Chicago, has come to
our table, a useful little work bearing the above
title. Although there are many keys to particu-
lar families, yet, excepting this, there is not to
our knowledge a key published in compact form
that starts the young entomologist in the way to
use these particular keys by indicating under
which family this or that unknown insect is to be
classed. It is from the pen of Prof. N. M. Eber-
hart, who is the author ot numerous treatises on
insects.

A pleasing dwarf form of Ivy Geranium has
been received at this oflice, .which is said to be
entirely new by its originator, H. Growner, of
Illinois, who describes it as follows: It is a sport
from Lucie Lemoine, and has the leaf but not the
usual trailing habit of its class, as it grows in a
very compact form not higher than six or eight
inches, and is useful as an edging for beds. The
flowers are double and produced freely in clus-
ters, being white with a pink center. After four
year's culture it is believed to be valuable and
shows no signs of reverting to its parent.

A Noble Ambition. Our correspondent, Jacob
Faith, of Missouri, writes* " I wish to leave this
world better than I found it, and place on record
that I have been here, that it may be said he
is missed,' for the work of our hands, the bloom
and fruit on the trees and ^Ines, and evergreens
in winter will tell that we have been here. So
we should plant fruit that will give us pleasure
and treasure, to shed their blessings on milUons
when we are no more. So that it caimot be said
we ate the fruit of trees and vines planted by
our fathers, and in return did not plant for our
children."

Salt and Plants. In the years of my inexpe-
rience, I was advised by a professional grower
that salt was beneficial as a top dressing for
plants. I knew of it being used on Asparagus
with benefit, so without further instruction I

appUed a liberal dose of salt to several choice
plants; their death was the natural result. But
from subsequent experiments I have found that
at the rate of a quart sown broadcast to about 20
feet square, at least on some soils it would in-
crease the brilUancy of colorand help the growth
of the plant. For each case, careful experiment
will give the proper quantity to use.

Table Decoration with Plants. Our Ulustra-
tration explains itself so fully that hardly any-
thing additional is needed. The idea is that in
case a single plant decoration is wanted the pots
should be concealed by means of a box-Uke
receptacle Just beneath where the leaves of the

Children and Flowers.

extension table part. Or the opening may be
made wider, in which case short boards should
be fitted in on each side for the table service. The
opening is surrounded by pots of Moss-like plants,
Lycopodium and Ferns, or with wood moss, cut
greens and similar material. It is obvious that
two table cloths, and these meeting at the centre,
should be employed with this arrangement.

Good Chinese Primroses. Our contributor,
J. F. Kupp, of Pennsylvania, sends us a collection
of very attractive Primrose flowers, and which
illustrate the advances being made in improving
this popular flower. Here we noticed magenta
colored blooms some thickly striped and speckled
with white, and other very fine selfs, a rosy car-
mine, the petals of which (having deeply fimbri-
ated edges) did not lap, as is usually the case, but
curled entirely free from each other; a remarka-

bly distinct
white, had a
star-hke centre
of yellow most
clearly outlined
and another
white had a fine

red center.
There were
various shades
of crimson,some
intensely clear
and deep, and
pink, purple,
etc., ruiming
through various

.— tints.

The Plum and
Hop Louse. A
c o rrespondent,
whose name
has been mis-

laid, sends in the following: '• Dr. C. V. Kiley
has shown that there are 13 generations of the
sexless or agomic females of the Hop louse. The
winged generations of this louse being developed
to permit migration in the spring from Plums
to Hops, and again in the fall from Hops to
Plums, where the last brood of females (wing-
less) lay their eggs. We have usually supposed
that the lice were preyed on so extensively by
other insects that they disappeared early from
our fruit trees. Have we been wholly or partly
wrong? It is possible that other formsor species,
beside the Plum aphis leave the fruit trees for
some other planfir"

Tuberoses After Blooming. A Tuberose bulb
never blooms a second time. This is the i-ule,
there may be exceptions, as a bulb may some-
times contain two embryo blossom stalks and
send up both at once or one soon after the other.
Such a thing may be possible, though among
many thousands of bulbs that I have had bloom,
not one has had more than one flower stalk. The
bulb after blooming has no value, except If it be
planted out in summer there will be found in
the fall a good many set around where the old
bulb was. At the north it will require two or
three years of cultivation to bring these to a
blooming size, whUe here they often grow large
enough to bloom in one year.— TI'?1C, Sfeete, S(.
Johns Co., Fla.

Spiraea Astilboides, This plant is destined to
become a great favorite on account of its per-
fect hardiness, free flowering propensity, ease of
culture and compact habit, in which respect it
resembles its well-known congener, Spirea or
Astilbe Japonica. The comparatively large pan-
icles of blooms produced are white and similar to
the form of Spirea aruncus, figured in the Au-
gust number of Popular Gardening, and the
cultural direction there given are equally applic-
able to the subject under note. It may be readily
increased by division of the crowns after the
foUage has died down, and these when planted
singly may be lifted after a season's growth,
potted and placed in a warm place, when they
will rapidly come into bloom and give great sat-
isfaction on account of their durability as a pot
plant, or for cut flower work.—jB. O. Orpet, Pas-
saic Co.,N. J.

Three Late Autumn Bloomers. Professor By-
ron D. Halstead, of Iowa, mentions the following
trio of wild plants that he thinks should be
worthy the best attention of the floriculturist:
Eupatorium ageratoides bears flowers of almost
coral whiteness in a convex mass several inches
across, yet not losing the gracefulness of an easy
cluster. After being cut the flowers of all these
last perfectly for a week or more. The Fringed
Gentian (Gentiana crinata) has flowers of a large
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size and of the richest blue color imaginable, the

tube being bordered by a beautiful fringe which
adds to its attractiveness. The last is named
Droo|)ing.BlossomsiPiTiiaii(/ifs alljo) as fr<im its

habit, for the small lieads of white llowei-s wliich

are enclosed in a purplish cover are pendant like

clusters of little balls. These three plants bloom
after September for a long time, undisturbed by
autumn frosts.

How to Propagate Yuccas. While most of the

herbaceous species yield seed, whi<^h it sown as

soon as ripe in slight heat, will make good plants,

yet the variegated forms of Yucca filamentosa

and Y. aloifolia must be propagated by cuttings.

An English method is to tnke some tieshy roots

from outside plants iu the fall, put them in bo.xes

of sandy soil and give them some protection,

when they will in the springstart into growth.
Where they are in pots the dormant eyes usually

come out to the side of the pots, from which they
can be readily removed by using a knife, and pot-

ting them. When any are transplanted many
dormant eyes can be taken off and started as

well as some of the roots. When Yucca aloifolia

inclines to run up with a naked stem it can be
cut into six inch lengths, and treated as directed

for roots, when young plants soon appear from
various parts of the buried stem, and these when
large enough can be removed and potted.

Children and Flowers. Begin with your little

children to give them a lo\e for flowers. It may
serve them a good turn in after life; perhaps by
their becoming successful agriculturists, or by
keeping them from insane asylinus. A lady,

after severe afflict ion,was brought back to health

after suffering untold nervous horrors, by work-
ing in her garden. My sister gives her little tots

on Easter morning a pretty flower growing in a

pot. Little three year old Daisy hugged the
quilled Daisy to heart, as if it was a new dt^lly,

and finally went to the open grate, and holding

it as close to the fire as she could get, murmured,
" Poor 'ittle tiling, it's cold ! " Of course we ex.
plained in simple words the needs of plant life

and the children year by year are growing more
interested in the garden. There is a great deal

said and written about " The Coming Woman."
If she turns her attention to growing plants and
small fruits, wonderful success may be hers.

So may it be l—Sutei' Oracious.

How do You Treat Lily of the Valley? Many
persons treat this favorite as if decent care and
fertility did not count in its case. This is a mis-

take. A glance at our illustration shows the
character of plant that should more commonly
be seen of this sweet flower. Take the usual
mat of crowded plants, productive of enfeebled
.flowers and it may be greatly improved by the
following course: The bed should be laid off

into blocks about one foot square, then every
other block removed to a good dei)th (one foot

at least), cutting down the sides siiuare and the
hole be filled with well manurefl soil, treading it

Device for Bkliinj Plant Pot in Table Decorating.
See OpiMSilc Paye.

firmly; then the roots and off shoots of the re-

maining plants wUl soon occupy the fresh soil

and all will yield vastly finer flowers and foliage.

In a few years the operation can be repeated by
then taking out the oldest squares and replacing
with fresh soil. To give the whole surface of the

bed a coating of coarse manure each winter,

through which the plants will force themselves
in the spring, is an excellent course. For new
beds, while a somewhat shady place is best, yet
it is not essential to success; any garden soil is

suitable if top dressing as above is not neglected.

A Good Bouquet Flower. Keference is had to

a little known member of the Pink family, called

Gypsophila, which means a love of gypsum or

lime in the soil in which it is grown. This genus
contains both annual and perennial species, not

aU, however, being specially desirable, the best

being named below. The White Panicled (G pan-
iculata) grows about four feet high and when
in bloom during June and July, the whole

plant is so covered with its myriads of minute
flowers, that at a little distance it appears to

be wrapped in a transparent cloud. Still, deli-

cate as they seem, the blooms will bear rain and
wind without injm-y. When used fresh in

bunches with highlj' colored flowers, they add a

delicacy and grace not attainable with many
other and perhaps more appreciated subjects.

The above mentioned is the best of the perennial

class that is ottered in the country. While in the

hardy annual class are the Elegant Flowered (C.

eUgans) growing a foot or so in height, and com-
ing in two colors, rose and white, and the Dwarf
Gypsophila (G. miiraii's) that is covered with

beautiful pink blossoms. Of the latter class seed

may be had of leading seedsmen at five cents per

packet. While these are not true everlastings,

yet if cut when the flowers are just fully ex-

panded they retain much of their pleasing habit

when dry, as they retain their color perfeetly.^^^
They thrive best in a dryish soil, in which is'

~-

mixed a considerable proportion of lime or

plaster and brick rubbish.

Drainage for Plants. All plants, even aquat-

ics, are benefited by good drainage. In the case

of young Geraniums, Coleuses, Abutilons and

other rapid growing free-rooting plants we sel-

dom use drained pots at this time of year, but in

the case of all plants in five inch or larger pots

drainage is beneficial. When it comes to plants

like Show Pelargoniums, Camellias, Azaleas and
others that are grown all along in pots, drainage

is positivelj' neces.sary. And in raising Gloxinias,

Begonias, Calceolarias and the Uke, that are ^ery
deUcate to begin with but more robust towards
maturity, thorough drainage in their early life is

of more importance than it is at their flowering

time. For draining pots, I use broken pots,

broken tiles, brick bats, rotten stone, cindei-s and
charcoal, in all cases broken moderately small

and sifted free fi-om all earthy matter and the

finest broken parts. And if they are dirty, as

broken pots often are, I wash them in a tub of

water by stirring them around in it with a stick.

In draining the pots, see that there is a good
sized hole in the bottom of the pot, lay a largish

piece of broken pot over it, then considerable of

the loosely broken material, according to the

size of the pot, one-half to two inches deep, and
over this drainage scatter some swamp moss
chopped fine, the rough siftings from the leaf

mould, some chaffy manure or turfy loam, in

fact, most anything that isn't bulky and which
will effectually prevent the soil in the pots from
being washed down into the drainage to clog or

render it ineffectual.— William Falconer.

used. The first row of Adiantums along the edge
of the mantels were laid siileways; these were
overshadowed by othei's, and the remainder
filled in with the taller plants.

The Genistas used on the mantels were com-
pact round plants, grown in the European
fashion and covered with bloom. This plant is

in great favor for decorating. Big Palms were
used in the hall beneath the large stairway; in

New York Notes on Flowers.
The most noticeable event of the season, as far

as florists' work is concerned, was the marriage
of Miss Roosevelt to Baron Von Zedlitz. Sie-

brecht and Wad ley were the decorators, and they
were given full liberty to carry out their own
views with an extremely fine result. The cere-

mony took place at St. Thomas's church, where
the decoration consisted of a line of Bermuda
Lilies in pots, hiding the chancel raUs, and a bank
of fine Palms on either side, forming a semi-

circle. The bride carried a bouquet of Lily of

the Valley, mingled with Myrtle, the latter plant

being used in deference to the German custom;
at one side of the bunch was a cluster of Orange
blossoms. Myrtle and Orange blossoms composed
the bridal wreath. There were four bridesmaids;

two carried bunches of yellow Roses and two
pink, these colors being chosen to go with the
groom's Uhlan uniform.
At the reception, held at the Hotel Bristol, the

decorations were entirely yellow. The bride and
groom stood to receive under an arch formed by
two grand Palms at the end of the room. On
either side was a bank of Palms and Genista,

rounding out a semi-circle at the end of the
room. All immense mirror at one side of the
room had a double curtain of Smilax, looped
back at either side with a band of yellow Acacia,
while a big bunch of Acacia hung in the middle.
No cut Bowers were used in the decorations,

except in the basket on the supper-table, even
the mantels being banked with growing plants,

very tastefully arranged with Adiantums, small
Arecas, and Cocos, Genista, and some of the
lighter Dracaenas, none of the red sorts being

Vigorous lAly of the Valley.

fact, most of the plants used were such handsome
specimens that they added greatly to the un-
usual excellence of the decoration.

The high-class florists say that large decora-

tions of cut flowers are on the wane; their place

is taken by showy arrangements of fine plants.

We read every now and then in the daily papers
of extraordinary arrangements in flowers, such
as floral muffs for bridesmaids or for favors, but
a fashionable florist declares that he has not
made a single favor in any shape except that of

a loose bunch this season. He says that the most
fashionable favor is three or more large Roses
with long stems; sometimes caught together by a
fine wire hidden under the leaves, and sometimes
tied with ribbon.

At a dinner, the centre-piece is often a flat

basket, covered with Moss, the favors being laid

upon this. In other cases the Roses are stuck in

the Moss, to be distributed afterwards. The pre-

vailing taste is for a low basket on the table, but
sometimes several fine small Palms are massed
together, Cocos or Kentias, and blooming Cycla-
mens put all under and around the Palms, hiding
their stems.
Of course there is decided difference between a

table at which the guests are seated and a table

used simply for serving while the guests are

seated about the room. The latter was the ease

at Miss Roosevelt's wedding, where the decora-
tion consisted of a tall square basket standing
diagonally. This was filled with Mre. John Laing
Roses and yellow Jonquils, and was tied with
pink and yellow ribbon. On a table of this sort

at the side of the room a one-sided basket is often
used, such as one of the big rush hats on an
easel. Very few wired flowers are used in these.

It is encouraging to notice that the most fash-

ionable effects in flowers are the simplest and
most natural; where an elaborate design would
have been demanded in former years people of

taste now ask for a basket or vase loosely ar-

ranged with long-stemmed Roses. There is also

a very decided increase in the sale of loose

flowers, especially for gifts. The steamer trade
cajls for a good many baskets, for the simple
reason that this is the only way flowers can be
arranged on shipboard, and baskets are also used
largely for receptions.

Large Roses are really the most salable flower
with the high-class florists; many of them say
that Tea Roses are not salable at all with their

customers. Violets are enjoying quite a boom;
every one wears them, real or artificial. Fine
white Violets are in the market—Swanley White
—but one florist said that where he sold one
bunch of white he sold ten of purple.

Emily Louise Tapun.
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Blackberry Browine
My hardy varieties yielded

from 65 to 100 bushels per
acre. I do not think the
wild Blackberry could be
pruned and cultivated

profitably.-Jacob Faith.

Spring Prnning of
Baspberries, I have to acknowledge mj' con-

version to the theory of the late pruning of the

Raspberry. Just before the buds begin to swell

is the most suitable time—T. P. Longnceker.

Use Pure Water on Plants. Dr. J. W. L.

Thudicum, in a communication to the London
Society of Arts, says that impure water breeds a
sort of fungus at the roots, which soon

destroys theiu. ~Viuciiardi.'<t

.

Is there Money in Berry Growing:1 Yes ! As
much money can be made in small fruit culture

as in any other branch of horticulture or farm-
ing; but a beginner should begin at the bottom
and work into the business by degrees to make it

a success—B. P. Smith, Katisas.

Black vs. White Grapes. There are too many
white Grapes jjlantcd. It is proper we should

have some, but the man who plants too many
here in the West will be left. You can sell a

hundred bushels of black or red Gi-apes to one of

green or white. I think those particular kinds of

Grapes are being pushed too much.—N. Ohmer.

The Adornment of Roadsides. Nothing gives

better indications of the industry and good taste

of a community than neat, well kept roadsides

and door yards. Of later years the practice is

to clear the stones out of the highway instead of

their being brought from the field and placed

in the road.—.Sfocfacy Gilhert nf the Maine
Pfnnohtgieal Sitciety.

Catalpa as a Timber Tree. L. C. Francis at

the Illinois meeting ad\'isefl every farmer to

have three or tour acres of f'atalpas, then the

problem of cheap fencing is solved. With three

barbed wires, a pole at the top and one or two at

the bottom, it will turn hogs and furnish a good
lasting fence. As the trees get large enough for

building posts its lasting quality will make
it valuable.

A Snccessfnl Uan on Frnlt Growing. A big

pile of manure is the fruit grower's bank— To
raise Strawberries successfully the ground must
have rested the year previously as a summer
fallow... Currants will bear fruit for twenty-

five years and not lose their vigor An estab-

lished home market is worth five foreign ones—
Three or four varieties of Grapes are better than

a larger number Grapes do not pay as well as

Strawberries, but they pay 200 per cent better

than common farm crops— To succeed a man
must know his trade, be vigilant and honest and
not expect to get rich all at once.—4 . ji tidersnn

ftf/orc the Wisennsin Horticvltuial Society.

Favorable Reports on the Sand Cherry were
given before the Dakota Horticultural Society

by a number of its members. The bush resem-

bles the Currant, perhaps, a little more tree

like, and is indigenous to the Missouri river

district; but those of a trailing habit were to be

avoided. The fruit varies from oblong to Pear
shape and roimd, about the size of a Concord
Grape and varying in color from purple and
black to yellow, the latter being round and the

best in quality and ripening in July; too string-

ent to eat out of hand, but in cooking this

disappears, some thinking it equal to the Early

Richmond for cooking. Propagated like the

Cu rrant,while pits germinate readily from spring

planting in favorable conditions and reproduce

their kind with little variation.

Willow for Tying Up Vines. Mr. G. Schoen-

feld: Had rather have Osier Willow than any
other material as it holds the vines the best. The
manner of tying up vines quickly learned and
then a pei-son can tie much faster than with

twine and is not liable to injure the vines by

chafing. Mr. Blowers: have used the willows for

several years; is more durable than twine and
cheaper. Would advise all Grapegrowers to

plant enough for their own use. Likes the three

wires to which to tie. President Keyes: Glad to

learn of the Willow, as twine is quite expensive.

Mr. Duncan: Willow is decidedly the best and
they grow well on dry lani.—Discussion at the

Chautauqua Co., (JV. 1*.) Qrapegrowers^ Meetiny.

Some Points Abont Asparagns. About 400

acres of Asparagus arc required to supply
Boston. One grower had the same bed forty-five

years. Sandy soil, with plenty of manure
annually, is preferred, and the distance to plant

is four feet by two, from root to root. Sprouts

will become crooked from bruises or wounds.
Salt is not essential, but is useful to kill weeds;

Captain Moore, the prizetaker, uses none. Mr.

Tapley raises Asparagiis where the tides run
over the beds at times, so salt does not harm it.

Mr. Wyman said that as between ground trenched
three feet deep and land merely plowed, the

latter was the best through twenty yeare. Setting

six to eight inches is best as the stools gradually

rise in the soil, and cultivation easier, the

sprouts are less numerous and therefore larger;

the covering should be sandy.—BostOJi
Gardeners' Club Discussions.

The New Grapes Beviewed. George W. Camp-
bell stated before the recent meeting of the Ohio
State Horticultural Society that the Jewel is

hard.v, healthy, of good size, early, and fine

quality, ripening about the middle of August,
nearly equal to the Deleware. Nectar is black,

handsome, with regular and large clusters.

Eaton later than Concord and more acid. Wood-
ruff is valuable, Pocklington hardy, but late in

ripening. The Witt is a good new variety and
worthy of cultivation, as is also the Colerain.

Mary's Favorite, a seedling from the Deleware,
is of excellent quality. Of new varieties he said

he had rejected hundreds, many being valuable
in some respects, but not up to his standard. He
had one new variety that he hoped would prove
worthy of cultivation. What he wanted was a
variety of good quality, hardy, vigorous and
productive. Mildew and Grape rot can be effect-

ually thwarted by the use of sulphate of copper.

Eau Celeste having also proven effectual in num-
erous experiments, is reliable and inoffen.sive.

Fruits that Succeed in Dakota, The Horti-

cultural Societj' names the following sorts

which have been successfully grown in the Ter-
ritory up to this time: Apples— Wealthy,
Duchess, Whitney, Hibernal, Switzer, Zolotereff,

Anis, Antonovka, Ai-abka, Prolific Sweeting and
Kremen. Crabs.—Richland, Winter Sweet,
Early Strawberry, Hyslop, Virginia, Martha and
Briar Sweet. Pears—Bessemianka and Limber-
twig. Pi.uMS—Forest Gai'den, De Soto, Rolling-

stone, Miner and native Plums. Cherries-
Sand Cherry (native) and Ostheim. Grapes—
Moore's Early, Janesville, Worden, Delaware
and Concord. Currants-Red and White
Dutch, Long Bunch Holland,Tay, Prince Albert

Black Naples and White Grape. Gooseberries
—Houghton, Downing and native varieties.

Raspberries—Bed, Philadelphia, Turner, Cuth-
bert, Shaffer, Black, Souhegan, Gregg, Ohio
(late), and native varieties. Blackberries—
Windom, Snyder and Lucretia Dewberry.
Strawberries—Crescent, Wilson, Cbas. Down-
ing, Mt. Vernon, Glendale, Downer's Prolific,

Jessie, Bubach and Gandy.

How and What to :Plant for Ornament. But
few people have a correct knowledge of how to

plant trees in a lawn in accordance with the im-

proved landscape gardening. By all means if

the grounds are not very limited, consult a prac-

tical landscape gardener, that he may sketch off

and direct the planting, if you expect a beautiful

lawn and surroundings. If, however, you take

upon yourself the task of the ornamental
arrangement of the homestead, permit me to

caution against the too common error of for-

mality in the arrangement of trees, shrubs and
flowers, in straight rows. The latest authoi-s

substitute curved lines, walks and drives, and
planting trees and shrubs in clumps and fringes,

and massing the flowers and foliage plants in

given places so as to preserve unbroken a large

portion of the lawn to a smooth surface of blue-

grass. The jilanting of trees presupposes a cor-

rect knowledge of the growth and nature, per-

taining to habits whether spiral, conic, upright

or spreading, and size of mature trees, to avoid

crowding beyond what is desirable.—J. S. Ragan
before the Mfesouri Meeting.

The Question of Sub-Irrigation. On this sub-

ject Mr. Samuel Reynolds spoke as follows at the

Kansas State Society meeting: " Water under
the ground is incomparably more available for

plant growth and fruit production than water

on the surface. In New York and other Eastern

States, what is known as the New Agriculture

is nothing more nor less than sub-irrigation

artificially produced. The roots, by capillary

attraction, will soon become saturated and the

plant food in this manner directly supplied.

The advocates of this system claim that crops
can be doubled and even quadrupled by this

process without any possibUity of failure, but it

is hardly possible that its use can become gen-
eral there because of the great expense attend-
ing it. Here, however, where the water under-
lies our valley at a depth of only a few feet,

nature has done the work for you on a magnifi-
cent scale, and much better than it could be done
by artificial means. All you have to do is to go
and possess the land and you will find your
bread and butter, fruits and vegetables, and all

horticultural and agricultural productions suit-

able to the latitude in the soil awaiting
your pleasure."

How to Prune Hybrid Perpetual Boses. Prun-
ing should be done the second or third week in

March though I have known the first week in

April to be early enough. First take out all the

small or sickly looking shoots, then prune the
remainder from six to eighteen inches according
to their growth. Many shoots show black
blotehes or rings on the last year's growth and in

such oases the shoots should be cut away below
such spots, even if you have to prune down to

the plant itself. As a general rule moderate
growing sorts should be pruned to about six

inches, and strong growing ones from twelve to

eighteen inches. The whole pith of the subject

of pruning and aftergrowth depends on the
careful observance of the habits of each indi-

vidual plant, also the object in view; some pre-
fer to have their plants dwarf and bushy, and to

do this they must be kept well pruned in; but
such as have small gardens should not prune too
closely, rather aiming to make fine, tall bushes,

as gardens are generally so surrounded by trees,

fences, etc., that it is only when the bushes get to

a considerable height that they can obtain the
light and air, which no plant requires more
than the Rose.

—

John Henderson.

The Business of Market Gardening
Discussed by Gardeners.

{^Abstract of Paper by Mr. J. Wellington before the

Boston Market Gardeners' Association and a Dis-

cussion.^

Millions were never made by market gar-

dening, but a good living may be. Rather
pay $1,000 per acre for first class land than
to have the ordinary run of farms at one
quarter of that price. Nearness to market
and location on a good road of course being
points to be considered in buying or

renting a farm.
If the market gardener can have both light and

hea^-y soil, the former for early crops and hot-

beds, the latter for late crops. Onions and Celery,

he is lucky . He should raise a variety in order to

have something to sell during the entire year,

although, if one has land suitable for raising

superior products and can make a specialty of

them, he can secure an advanced price after his

reputation has once been established. At least a

portion of the hired help should live on the place

as it is easier to get a good man with a family,

than a single man who is more Uable to leave at

the first opening that suits him better. The best

days for hotbeds and greenhouses about Bos-

ton, have gone by.

One great advantage is that our goods are

usuaUy sold for cash \vith few losses from poor
bills. As for selling through commission men,
when supplies are scarce it is pleasant, but in

case ;ot an over-supply the commission mer-
chants are more read.v to slaughter prices in

order to get it out of the way.
In all cases a man should love his business and

have for its a devotion that will make it arduous
labors seem light, and he must needs have much
perseverance to overcome the disappointments to

be met, energy to drive his business and not

be driven by it.

President Rawson remarked that gardening is

a hard life, if you choose to make it so, but there

is no need of it; it all depends upon the love of

the business. The past year had not been very

encouraging, but we must have the bitter with

the sweet. We need to keep pace with the

times, and when the the margin is small, increase

our business so as to have enough to live on and
something more. He was well pleased with the

outlook. Within the past 25 years he had done
everything on the farm from the bottom round
to the top, and now it takes his entire time to

superintend his operations. It takes a large

business in merchantile lines to make much
money; it is so with market gardening. Th
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business pays if well understood and managed,

and some of our expenses are growing less;

manure is cheaper. An investment of ten thous-

and dollars will give a yearly return of

four thousand profit.

Mr. Varnum Frost said market gardening was
a hard life and that the business had not im-

proved of late yeai-s; better crops of Lettuce,

Radishes, Celery and Potjitoes were grown thirty

years ago than now, and that the opportunities

for making money tlien were better than now;

it needs more energy and more capital now to

raise them, but all business is done on a smaller

margin of profit than formerly.

Mr. John Crosby asked how the business of

market gardening compared with other busi-

ness; does it attract young men today? He
thought that the market gardenei-s worked
longer hours than any other class, and that very

few men who had followed it for twenty years

had a sound constitution.

Mr. Wellington said he had spent eight years,

as a young man, at mercantile life in the West,

and then came back to the farm wheie the

investment of one hundred dollai'S seemed to be

the surest means of returning a profit and has

never regretted the investment. He found the

first one thousand dollars the hardest to make:
after that it was plain sailing. He believed that

a gardener who was devoted to his business had
abetter chance than in any mercantile pursuit

he knew of. Of several men for whom he had
worked in other business, only one was now
successful.

Mr. Pierce Cutter, of Arlington, produced his

account book of 30 years ago, to show that prices

were 33 per cent higher then than now.

Mr. Henry Allen did not want young men to be
discouraged, the present being as auspicious as

any past time for a young man to engage in the

business and would advise hira to go into gar-

dening business rather than go to college, for we
are overrun with professional men. If a young
man puts into a farm the money and time that

he puts in college he will be better otf. Ninety-

five per cent of the merchants fail. A young
man in mercantile or professional life cannot

expect to earn more than a living for the first

ten years. Ninety-nine farmers in every 100 pay
their bills, and some of them get to be well off,

the cash system being the great blessing

of the business.

Mr. E. P. Kirby said he had once been employed
in mercantile lite and took to the farm on ac-

count of health, on advice of a physician. He
liked the business and meant to follow it. He
considered that success in market gardening will

in the near future be drawn along the lines of a

knowledge of nature's advanced laws. Capital

will be found to be a great factor of success in

gardening as well as in other business. What is

and wanted is push, both early and late, wet
weather as well as dry.

Mr. Tapley had thought methods had changed
during the past twenty years. Crops that paid

then will not pay now. But if the man keeps

abreast of the times, today is as good a time to

engage in the business as thirty years ago. Pluck

is necessary to succeed in the business and there

is a good chance if one would look closely after

the details. The business is better near smaller

cities and towns than around Boston.

Mr. S. Hartwell: This business is much as far-

mers make it. My hobby is fruit; there is less

margin now than formerly but we manage to

live by doing more business. He would not rec-

ommend keeping cows in connection with mar-
ket gardening, as the whole of one's time is

consumed in taking care of his garden. For-

merly, we got from $7 to S8 per barrel for eai-ly

Pears; now $3 to $4. Formerly $4 to $5 per

barrel for Baldwin Apples; now $1 to $1.2.5, but
then we went to market in the night; now we
send our stuff to a commission house and
live more comfortably.

Mr. J. Stone: The profits of the business are

not so good as thirty years ago and could not

blame the young men for leaving the farm. If

we had the old EngUsh laws where estates were
handed down to future generations it would pay
for the young man to stay on the farm. All the

money that is made now in market gardening is

in the rise and price of land.

Mr. Hall commencedr,gardening in 1856; thinks

that there is as much money in it now as then;

for one thing, hired help is better now and there

has been a great imF>rovement in the selling of

late years. When he commenced it was necessa-

ry, after selling his vegetables, to have to carry

them all over town, up two or four flights of

stairs, etc.; now it is all changed; we drive our

teams into the market the night before and are

sold out before ten o'clock the next day, and

have the cash fi>r our produce.

Mr. Derby said he got along with his help better

now than in yeai-s gone by as he has a system as

to what he expects of his men. They go to work
at five in the morning, breakfast at six, and are

through at six at night except on rare occasions.

He would not liciard help as it makes too much
of a slave of the women. He has found that his

friends arc no better off today than he is, and

they have pursued mercantile pui'suits.

The discussion being clo.sed a vote of the asso-

ciation was taken, and it was the inianimous

sense of the meeting that market gardening

compared favorably in a pecuniary sense with

any other business that a man can pursue.

A New System of Refrigreration for

Fruit Keeping.

[£. fl. Cnshnian before the recent Ohio Slate Horti-

ciiltttral Society Meeting at Troy.]

It has long been known that by a steady,

coltl atmosphere fruits and vegetables

could be kept far beyond their natural

season and sold at advanced prices, espe-

cially Apples, Pears, Grapes, Onions and
Potatoes. It is also known that necessary

for success are dryness of atmosphere and
absence of light; of the last two conditions,

dampness has been the most difficult to

eradicate, especially where ice was used as

the cooling factor.

The vast commercial movement of our perish-

able food products has created a demand for a

storage where any temperature down to zero can
be steadily maintained together with a dry

atmosphere to tide over a glut of perishable

products and save producers and holdei-s from
the ruinously low prices of.such times. To reach

this result the inventive genius of our and other

countries have been at work for the past 15 years.

The first machines were very expensive, dan-

gerous and complicated and could only be used

at a profit in warm climates far from nature's

supply of cold. The principal chemicals that

have been employed in the various ice machines
are ether, one of the napthas and ammonia; of

these ammonia has been the most successfully

used, and today forms the basis of the most
scientific, practical and economical methods
now before the public.

The Cleveland Automatic Refrigerating Co. is

equipped with an apparatus to produce the new
freezing agent anhydras ammonia which they

use in reducing the temperature of their storage

rooms of 260,000 cubic feet capacity. The ma-
chinery to a casual observer appears to be a

steam boiler and a complicated system of pipes

and stills. These are in a separate room from the

storage boxes and are used to convert the com-
mercial ammonia of 26° to anhydras ammonia,
and this (which in its natural state is a gas of

about 120 pounds pressure) is liquified and in

this state is ready for its work of refrigeration.

The extreme degree of cold which this ammo-
nia water can produce was ver.v forcibly im-

pressed upon my mind. Mr. Iddings, the super-

intendent, drew about a gill of the liquid from a

still into a tumbler and passed the glass to me. I

took it between my thumb and finger just above
the liquid and held it for a few moments only; it

gave the same sensation that buining would.

I returned the glass to Mr. Iddings and we
passed into the laboratory. The bulb of a
Fahrenheit mercurial thermometer scaled to 40°

below zero was placed in the ammonia; the mer-

cury immediately dropped to the bulb and was
frozen. The mercury was warmed to 60° and
again placed in the ammonia. This time the

mercury dropped to zero in 3 seconds and in 11

seconds more was again in the bulb. This showed
a drop of 100° in 14 seconds by the watch, and by
this illustration we can form some idea of what
can be accomplished by anhydras ammonia.
The thermometer was withdrawn, and a tin

basin with about a half pint of water was pro-

cured and the glass containing the ammonia was
placed in it. The water began to congeal around
the glass the instant it was placed in the basin.

During all this time the Uquid ammonia was seen

passing off in its natural state of vapor or gas.

We left the tumbler standing for about a half

hour; on our return we found the ammonia had
evaporated and left the tumbler empty with

about an inch of ice surrounding it.

The liquid ammonia is passed through a system

of pipes with which the storage boxes are fitted

and in its efforts to regain its gaseous form by
evaporation or expansion, it absorbs heat, the

moisture condenses in frost on the pipes and a

perfect refrigeration is produced. The ammonia
gas as it passes from the refrigerator pipes is

condensed into the litjuid form with no waste

and it is then ready to again perform

its circle of duty.

The refrigerating boxes are about 45x15x8 feet,

the walls are lOJ^ inches chick, consistingof three

air spaces and one constructed of studding,

matched stuff and paper; around the sides and
ends of these boxes are the 1J4 inch iron pipes.

The amount of pipe per box varies from 10 to 15

hundred feet, according to the degree of cold

required. These boxes are constructed in ranks,

with alleyways between. On the outside, at

each door, are two thermometers and a checked
card for registering the temperature of the box;

one thermometer showing the outside, the other

so arranged as to show the inside temperature of

each room. The degree of cold can be guaged in

the different apartments suitable to preserving

the contents of the rooms and the ammonia can

be turned on or off the same as steam or gas and
otherwise regulated as may be requited, without
the least perceptible odor.

This system of cold stoi-age is in successful

operation in St. Louis, Nashville, Atlanta, Kan-
sas City and Chicago, and the time is not far

distant when this system of refrigeration will

entirely supersede ice.

At the time of my visit, Dec. 5, the company
had in storage eggs, butter, cheese. Apples,

Onions, Grapes, Pears, fish, meat and poultry.

Seventy dozen eggs put in storage August 13 and
taken out Nov. 23, were candled and only two
spoiled ones were detected.

For Pears it is not to be excelled. I saw as

handsome Flemish Beauties as one could wish to

look at that had been in storage three months,

and I was informed that other varieties kept

equally well. Apples were in store but had not

been in a sufficient length of time for a test.

Catawba Grapes placed in the box Sept. 10 were
in excellent preservation; the berries were
plump and fresh and the stems were as green as

on the day they were taken from the vine.

This fruit, 15 tons, was placed in the box under
very adverse conditions. The baskets were of

green timber and at the time the Grapes were
gathered the weather was very damp. After the
fruit was placed in the bo.x the air resembled a

dense fog. Just here comes in one of the strong

points of the system and an impossiblity with ice.

The pipes condensed the moisture in the form of

frost, and in three days the atmosphere
was dry and clear.

The company received a number of sacks of

dried Peaches which were placed in storage

during warm weather with the very best results.

These Peaches were very damp and wormy
when received and when taken out they were
like newlj' evaporated fruit; the wormy tenants

finding the climate not congenial to their tender

natures, made a rush tor the door every
time it was open.

If we let the idea take firm hold upon us that

this is to be the coming establishment of the

future, preserv'lng in time of plenty and low
prices for the time of scarcity and high prices,

carrying the fruits of one season far into the

next, many times saving from waste the bounti-

ful harvest we are so frequently blessed with,

then we can readily conceive the vast revolution

that will take place in our commerce.

On Rose Forcing: By a Successful
Grower.

[Paper bj/ Pi-csident TT. J. Palmer before the Buffalo
Florists' Club.]

The starting point to successful Rose
forcing Is propagation. This should take

place during February or March, using cut-

tings from well matured young shoots taken
from strong healthy plants.

The cuttings placed in au ordinary sand propa-

gating bed having some bottom heat, ought to

root in about four or five weeks, then put them
in 2]4 inch pots, using good loam five parts, well

rotted cow manure, one part, and a little sand.

Give them a temperature of about .54° to .56° at

night and water carefully, yet at all times giving

enough water to keep the leaves from wilting.

In four or five weeks repot into three or four

inch pots according to size of plants, keeping
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them in the same temperature until the end of

May or a little later.if the weather is not too wai-m

The next step is to repot into five inch pots

placing them in a frame, keeping them free

from green fly by the use of tobacco, and also

keeping down all weeds. About the first of July

prepare the soil on the benches inside, using about

ten parts of good fibrous loam to one part of old

rotten manure with a little sharp sand. Set the

plants in this soil fifteen by sixteen inches apart,

give a good watering and syringe regularly- over-

head and under the benches three or four times

a day. Put on just enough shading to break the

extreme sun heat. Air should be left on night

and day until October or even later if warm
enough. Give a light mulching of old manure
with a little bone dust.

From the end of September until cold weather
comes is a veiy trying time for the Rose grow-
er, because, as the temperature sometimes
goes quite low, it often does a great deal of dam-
age to healthy plants by producing a fungus on
the young wood which takes off every leaf. To
prevent this, start just enough lire to create a

circulation, lea'^^ng the ventilators open to admit

a little air and the plants can be kept in perfect

health, and if at the same time some sulphur is

put on the pipes, it will prevent mildew.

As soon as cold weather sets in and fires are

kept steady, the watering and syringing should

be done in the morning, on bright days if possi-

ble. During October give a second light mulch,

as in July, Through the summer and until the 1st

of October pinch out every bud as soon as they

show and by this time they ought to be good sized

bushes, a stake can be given each one, but do
not tie the branches too closely. F rom now to

the end of the season keep the house clean, giv-

ing moisture as required, a free circulation of

air on every favorable opportunity, and a

profitable crop should result.

The following twelve varieties I consider the

best for winter growing: Mermet, Bride, Perle

des Jardlns, Bon Silene, Nephetos, Papa Gontier

La France, Bennett, American Beauty, Sunset,

Safrano, Souvenir dc .^mi.

Secretary Engle's Notes on the
Pennsylvania State Meeting.

The Thirtieth Annual Meeting ot the

State Horticultural Association of Pennsyl-

vania, was held at Lewiston, January Ki and
17, with an attendance of members surpris-

ingly large; the display of Fruits was
extensive and handsome, including a new
seedling Apple, the "Gutshale," from Perry
County, which attracted much attention for

its beauty, its keeping and eating qualities.

Strawberries, Mr. Brinser in his essay, on
'Small Fruits" chiefly devoted to Strawberries,

said that Sharpless and Cumberland are his leading

varieties, while among the newer ones, Jesak was
highly commended for hardiness, size and pi-o-

ductiveness. Bubach yields more large berries

than any other. Manchester produced heavy
crops of fine berries, but has blighted more the

past season than ever before. May King is no
earlier than Cumberland, though very produc-
tive of good quality and firm. Crescent is too

small and acid for a profitable market berry.

Jewell wonderfully productive, large, and good
quality, but foliage is scant and berries subject

to scald. Crimson Cluster, Parry, Mammoth
Seedling and Belmont have been discarded for

better varieties. Half of his Strawberry planta-

tion was mulched with common barn yard
manure, the other half with clover straw trans-

versely across the rows so that each variety had
an application of the two kinds of mulch. The
portion mulched with manure produced a crop

of fine berries, while that covered with clover

straw produced nothing ;but "buttons" or im-

perfect berries. Soil, location and treatment
being the same; no definite conclusion was
reached as to the cause. Mr. Brinser's first pick-

ings are made into two, and his late pickings

into three grades: his object being to have berries

of uniform size in the same boxes, no " topping
out " being allowed.

Baspberrles, Mr. Davis of Juniata County,
who grows largely for market, recommended
Ohio, Souhegan, and Gregg, for black, and Citth-

bert, Turjier, and Marlboro, for red varieties,

Cuthheti standing at the head of the list, and
among Black Caps the Ohio is preferable to Gregg.

Prof. Meehan stated that in eastern Pennsylva-
nia the Kaspberry has three enemies, leaf blight,

the stem borer, (similar to the Curi-ant borer,)

and the honey bee. Notwithstanding the claim
that bees cannot eat fruit or berries, they do
destroy great quantities of Raspberries.

Bagging Grapes was strongly recommended
by some as a preventive of rot, while others pro-

nounced it a failure. The general verdict how-
ever was that it paid with the finest bunches even
for ordinary market purposes Prof. Butz of

the Experiment Station stated that some of the
remedies for Grape rot recommended by Prof.

Scribner of Washington, D. C, had been tested

there and had proven satisfactory.

Spraying Frnit Trees. This subject was intro-

duced by an interesting jiaper by Geo. T. Powell
of Ghent, N. Y., who has had very satisfactory

results with insecticides during the past two
years. One, or at furthest two applications are

suflicient unless followed immediately by rains,

H. M. Engle of Marietta, sprayed his orchard the

past season for the fli'st time and the result was
the finest crop of Apples he has ever gathered.

Cold Storage was treated by Col. McFarland of

Harrisburg, who has made this topic a special

study for several years. Cold storage of the

future, when conducted on a large scale, will

dispense with ice, and be accomplished by am-
monia and brine; with the necessary machinery.

Experiments in keeping fruits by this system
have been very satisfactory.

Live Fences wexe briefly discussed,the members
generally denouncing them as being too much
trouble, taking up too much space, and not to be
depended upon.

Potato Culture. Mr. Engle's method is to

])lant for early crop as early as it is safe to plant,

and for the late crop, from the middle of June
to July 1st is the best time as it gives the crop

time to mature, and yet in a degree escape the

extreme heat and drouth of midsummer. Early

Ohio was considered the best early variety.

The next annual meeting will be held at Mitf-

lintown, in the midst of some of the most ex-

tensive and profitable Peach orchards in the

State. Following are the officers for 1889.

President, H. C. Snavely, Lebanon, Pa.; Vice-

President, Josiah Hoopes, West Chester Pa.; H.

M. Engle, Marietta, Pa.; W. M. Pennebak, Lewis-

town, Pa.; Recording Secretary, E. B. Engle,

Waynesboro, Pa.; Corresponding Secretary, W.
P. Brinton, Christiana, Pa.; Treasurer, J. Hib-
bard Bartram, Milltown, Pa.; Librarian, Thos.

J. Edge, Harrisburg, Pa.

Practical Value of Chemistry in

Fruit Growing.

{Paper by Prof. W. R. Lazenby of the Ohio Agricul-

tural College before the State Agricultural Meeting,']

The art of horticulture consists in trans-

forming, by means of cultivation, crude and
worthless materials into wholesome food

products. These raw materials are furnished

by the soil and such substances as may be

added thereto, together with certain ele-

ments of the air and water.

The Needs of the Soil for Profitable Fruit

Froduction. Plants are composed of certain ma-
terials, whereof by far the larger portion comes
from the atmosphere, a smaller, though con-

stant and essential part, coming from the soil.

The former is yielded freely and abundantly,

hence.the important question relating to the sub-

stances furnished by the soil. Chemistry can
help us to an answer, though it is doubtful if

analysis of the soils wlU ever do more than fur-

nish mere hints as to what may or may not be

required. We do know, however, that the

analysis of plants and fruits furnish oftentimes

reliable guides as to what can be profitably

added to different soils as fertilizers. The stems,

branches and leaves of dift'erent fruit trees con-

tain comparatively large quantities of Ume and
VKitash, and few orchards have ever been seen,

the productive capacity of which could not be

improved by the application of one or both of

these compounds. Chemistry also tells us that

our fruits, especially those producing much
seed, contain a considerable amount of phos-

phoric acid, which is often lacking in the soil.

Average analyses of Grape seeds, give in 100

parts of the ash, 39 parts potash, 34 parts lime,

and 24 parts phosphoric acid. The univereal par-

tiality for barnyard manure, is because it is,

when well made and preserved, an almost com-
plete fertilizer. Next to the barnyard manure,
unleached wood ashes is probably the best fertili-

zer for the garden and .orchard. Then comes
lime, where the soil is deficient in this element.

and phosphates or ground bone wherever the
soil has been despoiled of phosphoric acid.

The Advantages of Thinning Fruit. The
direct gain from thinning is the increased size

and enhanced market value of the fruit, ('hem-
istry, however, informs us of another benefit.

By increasing the size of the fruit, we diminish
the weigh of the seeds. A given measure of
Apples containing one hundred specimens has
but little more than one-half as much seed as
when a similar measure of the same Apple con-
tained two hundred specimens. As a large per
cent, of the mineral ingredients of the Apple is

found in the ash of the seed, it is obvious that
to make as slight a draft as possible upon the
soil, as well as upon the vitality ot our fruit

plants, we should aim, not to diminish the total
weight, but to diminish the amount of seed by
increasing the size of the individuals.

In the case of small fruits a selection of varie-
ties with a comparatively small seed product
woiUd probably give the .same result. An analy-
sis of the Turner and Ohio Raspberries, made at
the Ohio Experiment Station gave the following
results: The Turner was found to contain 84}^

per cent, of water and 1^ per cent, of solid

matter. The Ohio contained 80 per cent, of
water and 20 per cent of solid matter. Of the
solid matter in the Turner a little less than 34 per
cent, was seeds. In other words, the Turner had
less than one-half the amount of seed found in

the Ohio. These figures may not show which
is the more profitable for market, but it does
show which is the more exhausting to the soil,

and the more profitable for the consumer.
Judicious thinning of our small fruits by

pruning, or by the removal of fruit as soon as it

is set, would likely not only give better results,

but would also delay the exhaustion of the soil

and prolong the life of the plant.

The Advantages of a Fruit Diet. Most of
the substances found in fruit are essential con-
stituents of human food. The two qualities that
render fruits especially wholesome and cause us
to crave them for their taste is juiciness and
flavor. The juice is mainly water, but it comes
in a grateful and refreshing form. The flavor is

due to the presence of certain organic acids,

together with certain volatile oils and ethers.

When taken into the body they undergo oxida-
tion, which process tends to lower the tempera-
ture of the blood, thus correcting any slight

tendency toward a feverish condition which
often exists. They also tend to keep the organs
of secretion in healthy condition. In our climate,

subject as we are to great extremes of tempera-
ture, ha\ang an ' arctic winter and a tropical

summer, and passing as we often do abruptly
from one to the other, the system is naturally
debilitated, and in this condition we are predis-

posed to malarial troubles, for which fruit, on
account of the free antiseptic acid it contains,

is a great corrective.

Unripe fruit is not wholesome as instead of

digesting it ferments and decomposes in the

stomach, giving rise to serious gastric disorders.

The same is true of over-ripe or partially decayed
fruit. The question is often asked whether such
or such a fruit is " healthy." This is bad Eng-
lish, unless you have special reference to the

condition of the fruit itself; it is safe to say,

however, that the teachings of chemistry, as

well as our own experience, show that nearly all

"healthy" fruits ai'e wholesome.

Will Irrigation Pay.

[Mr. W. W. Raivson, before the Massachuaetts Board
of Agriculture.]

It is one of the leading subjects relating to

horticulture and agriculture at the present

time. Of the four articles important in the

growth of plants, viz., light, air, heat and
moisture, of the latter, there is from SO to

95 per cent, in the composition of vegetables;

from 70 to 8.5 per cent, in fruits, and from 70

to 80 per cent, in grasses.

The Necessity. The average rainfall of our
New England States is about one inch of water
per week or 50 inches a year. If that amount of

water could be equally distributed each week in

the year no irrigation would be necessary in this

climate, but as we often have three or four

weeks when no rain falls at all, the deficiency

can only be supplied with irrigation. The arti-

ficial method of supplying moisture to gl-owing

plants is of most ancient origin. It has been in

use by all foreign countries, while the most e.x-
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tensive irrisation in this countiy is carried on in

California and Colorado.

Western Uethods. I visited a portion of Cali-

fornia this summer, and saw one irrigating

plant where there was (KX) miles of canal 20 feet

wide and 10 feet deep that extended 40 miles
from the head and the^water flowed at the rate of
two miles per hour. This canal had various
branches running from it and was capable of
irrigating liOO.OOO acres. The land was mostly
covered with vineyards and fruit trees. The
enormous outlay for constructing this

plant was paid for by an assessment
upon the land at so much per acre.

Then I a'so rtsited the market gar-

dens which are irrigated principally

from rivers or driven wells by means
of a windmill or steam pump. The.v

pump the water up to an elevation and
run it down from the elevated tank on
to the land in a broad trough about 10

inches square. The land cultivated for

vegetables is arranged for irrigation

previous to being planted and then irri-

gate from about the fii-st of June. Some
had from four to six windmills upon
their grounds, and others two or three

windmills and a steam pump. The wind
in that section of California always
blows at the rate of 20 miles an hour,

at least eight houre in the day, so that

a limited quantity of water can very
easily be supplied by means of pumjis
and a windmill, but where a large

amount is required a steam pump would
be necessary.

In the New England States there are

four seasons, so that it is quite difficult

for us to tell just when irrigation will

be needed. It may be in the early summer or in

the early fall, so we should be prepared for it at
all times. To irrigate in this section the water is

supplied from rivers, ponds, brooks, or driven
wells. Where it can be taken from an elevated
pond or stream, no steam pump or windmill is

necessary, but where it cannot a steam pump or
windmill must be supplied. I prefer a driven
well myself,with both steam pump and windmill.

Cost per Acre, The expense of arranging
for irrigating a farm of 10 or 1.5 acres would be
about Sl.OOO; but I consider it only as an invest-

ment, because if the farm was to be sold, with
that plant upon it, it would sell for as much
more as the cost of the plant. The windmill
furnishes the cheapest power for pumping
water, but a sufficient quantity cannot always be
obtained in that way. I prefer driven wells as a
source of supply because in the summer the
temperature of the water from the well will be
lower than that from rivers or ponds, and it is of
some benefit to have the water a little cooler;

while in the winter season if we should need it

for greenhouses, water taken from the pond
would be very cold and would have to be heated.

The expense of irrigation by steam pump, after

pump, boiler and pipe are furnished, is the ex-

pense of fuel and labor. A steam pump which
will pump 100 gallons of water per minute will

irrigate four acres per day of

twenty-four houi-s, putting
34,000 gallons upon each acre,

which is about one inch of

water upon a level. The ex-

pense of that would be: Coal,

$3; for labor, §7; incidentals,

$1 , or S2.75 per acre.

Eastern Methods. There
are three methods of irrigat-

ing: first, by applying the
water to the surface of the

ground; second, by applying
it Ut the foliage, and third,

by sending it through tiles.

On low or heavy lands I

should recommend irrigating

by the way of tiles. Close

the tiles at the lower end and
fill with water from the high-

est pt>int. On sandy or loose

ground I should irrigate on
the surface, because less

water is required than by
irrigating through the tiles

and the soil would allow

the water to work
rather than compelling it to rise to the surface
In irrigating under glass I would water the
foliage, putting it on in fair weather inside,

while in the field it may be applied with better
advantage on a cloudy or stormy day.

I would as soon think of being without a wind-
mill or a steam pump upon my market gaitlen
at the present time as the farmer who cuts hay
would be without a mowing machine. I would
rather have a farm of ten acres well irrigated
than one of fifteen acres without irrigation.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Chrysanthemnm Protection, Where desirable

to keep these out of doors until the bloom is

«». 1. Fia. 2.

Iviiilemt-ntsfor Prun-
down ing.

Protecting Chrysanthcmumn for Bkiom in the Open Air

past, our illustration, from Mr. Jno. N. Gerard's
garden, shows a simple way of managing.
The plants at the side of house are grown in
that situation and when frosty weather comes,
they are protected by cold frame sashes resting
on a temporary frame work, and, if the weather
is very severe a canvas curtain is dropped
down in front, and in this instance the window
of a warm cellar can be opened at the back
of the plants. Some 250 plants or more were
thoroughly pretected from frost or winds by the
tent, shown on the right of the picture, which
has a ground area of 20x30 feet, and is made of
sailduck and strongly roped. The walls are
cleaned up in pleasant weather, the plants hav-
ing as cool treatment as is sate. Heat is supplied
by a base burner boiler, set in the cellar, from
which runs a two-inch wrought-iron flow and
return ]>ipe around inside the lower base of the
walls, and the plants have stood luiiujured with
an outside temperature of 20° Fahi., and doubt-
less would stand a much lower one. The colors
are not affected, and air enough comes in with-
out an.v special ari-angement being made for it.

—Garden and Forest.

A New Hook Pruner. I use a hook pruner
like Figure 1. The handle is two feet long, and
a strong leather guard securely fastened on,
after the manner of a sword. With a buckskin
gauntlet on my left hand, and this hook in my
right, I can thin out a Rose or any other sort of
bush expeditiously and neatly, even where
almost any other tool would be useless. For
trimming out my Raspberrj' and Blackberry
patches I use an invention (Figure 2) that for
this purpose is without an equal. Instead of
pulling the carver against your face and break-
ing off half of those you wish to leave on, you
can chip them off as slick as a whistle, leaving
them stationary or pushing them awa.v at the
same time. The blade of one is one and one-half
inches wide, and of another one inch wide, which
I use among Currants and Ciooseberries, the for-

mer among Raspberries and Blackberries, and the
handles are five feet long. In using, the person
stands up to his work, and he can chisel out canes
and suckers more than twice as fast as with any
other tool I know of, and no backache, no
scratehed hands or face, no cutting off or break-
ing out the wrong canes.—Philadelphia Press.

A Fine Native Azalea. One of the showiest of
native shrubs in cultivation is undoubtedly the
flame-colored Azalea (Azalea valeiKhdacea). Al-
though found wild on the mountain ranges of
Pennsj'lvania and stiuthward, it will succeed ad-
mirably in almost any position, though total

shade is an injury, while a partial covering from
the sun's rays is welcome. Fibrous loam is what
the entire family delight in; a portion of leaf-

mould incorporated with old, partiaU,v decayed
sods meeting all the requirements of the Azaleas.

While they love moisture, a surfeit about the
roots will soon cause death. This i)articular

species forms a beautiful large bush, eight or
ten feet high, and during May is literally covered
with its brilliant orange *)r flame-colored flowers.

It is somewhat difficult to remove successfully

from the woods, but, b.v pruning the top se^'crely

and never allowing the roots t<t dry, a fair suc-
cess may be had, provided the plant is set in a
shady location and faithfully watered for the
first year or two.—New York Tribune.

The Vegetables Wanted in Market.
Most of the Peas in our market are Mar-
rowfats, very prolific butgi-eatly infer-
ior in quality. A few small lots of
American Wimder and Champion of
England were found, but these, though
of the best quality, cannot be grown
with profit. McLean's Advancer and
Stratagem, enormous beard's needing
no bushing,and largely grown at Arling-
ton for the Boston market, are recom-
mended. The chief Sweet Com in the
Buffalo market is the Evergreen, a
large late sort, there seeming to be no
early sort grown though Crosby's Early
and Marblehead are excellent, as is also
Potter's Excelsior for medium and late.

Buyei-s should insist upon having these
superior kinds and growers wimld soon
find them far more profitable than the
inferior varieties. Do not pack green
Corn in close barrels as the sweetness
is spoiled by heating. - Buffalo Courier.
As the English See TTs. We have now

before us the report of the fourth an-
nual convention of Society of Ameri-
can Florists, held at New Tork in Au-
gust last. The gathering was evidently

a successful one, and the record is both amusing
and instructive. To our taste there is too much
" voicing " in the report, and many things that
doubtless were appropriate and effective at the
time seem to us not worth reproducing in type.
But tastes differ, and while the Americans are
mostly good speakers, we " er—er—er " so much,
as to have provoked the just sarcasm, that we of
all people best illustrate the truth of the state-
ment that to err is human!—Gardener's Chronicle.

Is Salicylic Acid Injurious. To test the matter
Kolbe took fifteen grains dally in his drink for
nine months without suffering an.v inconve-
nience. Dr. Lehman gave to two laborers in Mu-
nich during three months about this daily dose,
without inducing any apparent derangement of
the system. It seems probable from these expe-
riments that the prejudices against salicylic acid
as a preservative agent in articles of food and
drink is not well founded. We have in benzoic
acid an agent equally efficient, against which no
such prejudices exists.—Pharmaceutical Era.

Progress in French Gardening. The usual
formal arrangement of plants in the Paris flower
beds was not observed last year. Instead the
beds were surrounded with a formal row of
plants of one variety; the remainder, except
when the bed was divided by lines of color, being
filled with various combinations of flowering or
foliage plants, grouped naturally, and some of
the combinations made bj' the Parisian garden-
ers are far more attractive than the ribbon-
border arrangement followed in the United
States and England. Re\-ue Horticole.

Appaarance, Not Qnality, Sells Fruit. Can
fruit growers be censured for supplying that
which buyers most delight in—showy specimens'i"

Sweet Strawberries are apt to be sh.y bearers and
small, while the sour or insipid variety is likely
to be large and productive. Our cultivated var-
ieties are picked as soon as colored (and many
kinds color long before ripe), and often before
coloring, in order to reach distant markets. Pick
the wild Strawberry in that fashion and its repu-
tation for quality will go.—Green's Fruit Grower.

About California Baisins. In 1.S73 6,000 boxes
were made. B.v IKso the production had reached
75,000 boxes. It steadily increased to 170,0(X1 in

1884, and the following year jumped to half a
million. The increase has been maintained and
bids fair to continue as 700,000 boxes were turned
out in 188r., 800,000 in 1887, while it is estimated
that the output for 1888 will exceed a million of
boxes. In a few years we will be able to supply
the whole of the United States.—San Francisco
Journal (if Commerce.

The Nigella in the Oarden. " Love in a Mist,"
or "Lady in Green," or Nigella is one of the
lovliest annuals with which I am acquainted, and
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they are exceedingly useful in many kiuds of

florists works. And in addition the seed is de-

liciously fragrant, and as elegant for sachets as

Rose petals or Orris root, and the fragrance
seeras not to wast« or lessen as is the case with
Kose petals, and for the sake of the sweet seed,

the plant is worthy of a place.—The Mayflower.

An Ancient Watering Pot. This is described
in Hone's Year Book as illustrating a text of
Shakesi>eare. This thing was a heavy piece of
pottery, holding but a small quantity of water,
and to use it must have been a task to draw tears

from a man. Such pots are not wanting in col-

lections of ancient pottery, and quite a consider-
able group of them may be found in the Guild-
hall Museum, London, Whoever, having had a

little experience of watering, sees that group of
unwieldy pots, will be bound to bless the tinman
or whatever man we are indebted to for modern
pots that weigh little and hold much.—London
Gardener's Magazine.

Market Gardening in Texas. We are now en-
tering a new era in farming—that is, truck-farm-
ing and market gardening, though for the vege-
table grower the seasons do not continue
long enough. Cabbages, Beans, Green Corn, To-
matoes, Potatoes, etc., begin to get scarce when
the dry season comes on. prices go up, and unless
supplied from the distant fields of Calfornia there
is nothing of that sort in the markets.—Texas
Journal of Horticulture.

Stocks for Dwarf Pear Trees. On examining
a dwarf Pear tree there will be found evidence of
the; disagreement in an enlargement at the point
of union and this disagreement affects the fruit
more or less, in the case of the Angers Quince
(which is generally used as a stock) always fav-
orably, while with the Mountain Ash and the
Thorn (sometimes used for a stock as a matter of
curiosity) the fruit is more acid than is agree-
able.—National Stockman.

The Kew Japanese Squash. In cooking quali-

ties I find it surpasses any Squash 1 have ever
tested. The vine is a rank grower of a dark
green color and very productive, 15 Squashes
coming on a single \ine. The Squashes are from
4 to 5 inches thick and about S inches in diameter.
The flesh is a rich yellow and thick, leaving only
a small cavity for seed and keeps in excellent
condition till Spring.—Delaware Farm and Home.

American Apples in England. The brilliant

appearance of a mountain of Baldwins tells that
there is more to be done to meet the home de-
mand f<)r fruit than the organization of leagues
and conferences. We want better cultivation,

more spirit in speculating, more care in market-
ing, a bold sweeping out of inferior varieties,

and considerable improvement in the sunshine.
—English Gardening Magazine.

Is this Experience General. The waterproof
fibre cloth, as a substitute for glass in covering
hot-beds, cold frames and plants needing protec-
tion, is said by many who have tested it, to be
very unsatisfactory. I cannot speak from expe-
rience. But I have grown suspicious of things
for which such extravagant claims are made.—
Hartford Times.

Growing Onions in the South. In January we
have green Onions from seed sown in November
and these lasted until April, then ripe ones to
October. In August we planted sets and they
gave us green Onions the latter part of October,
which will last till the seed grown crop is large
enough to use.—Florida Agriculturist.

Red Celeryjs the ^choice in English markets,
three parts out of four being that color in Covent
Garden market, and the same is true of its useiu
private gardens. It is considered more nutty in
flavor, hardier, has less hollow stalks. Here there
is very little red Celery grown; white seems to be
the choice.— Prairie Farmer.

The Buhach stands among the most approved
of newer Strawberries; is a strong grower, good
bearer and a large handsome berry, but in some
localities it is quite poor in flavor, while in

others it is succeeding admirably as a market
variety.—Country Gentleman.
A Report on Pears. Bartlett. Anjou, Lawrence,

Lucrative and Louise Bonne bore the most fruit.

Kieffer failed to make the rapid growth credited to It,

aud Le Coute was blighted, notwithstanding the claim
that It was blight proof. Lawson and Early Harvest
are believed to be synonymous, and the latter Is en-
tirely worthless.—Bulletin Mass. Experiment Station.

Some Good Roses. A. K. Williams and Marie Bau-
nianu seem to be the two best Hybrid Perpetuals, while
among the new Roses the Duchess of Leeds, a seedling
from La France, possesses its parents characteristic
In habit of growth and type of flower, though smaller;

but It is deeper in coler and it Is likely to make a pretty
garden Rose.—London Garden.

Cherries for Roadside Planting. These are about
the only fruit trees which can be recommended for

shade along roadsides, as the hardy varieties of Cher-
ries are not affected by the trampling of stock or pass-

ing of vehicles, which would prove Injurious to most
other fruit trees.—Riu"al Canadian

Treating Split Trees. If split by frost, spread melted
grafting wax over a piece of muslin, and place it over
the wound, tying securely in place. The waxed strip

should be large enough to entirely cover the wound.—
Farmer's Call.

Planting Young Trees. The planter of one-year-
old Pear trees will, imder ordinary conditions, have a
more productive and profitable orchard than by plant-
ing older trees.—Michigan Farmer. *

Each tree and flower planted should be so well
grown as to inspire in every beholder a love for
horticulture.—California Florist.

But one Mulberry, the Downing, Is worth cultivating

for its fruit.—O. C. Farmer.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Parsley Omelette. To some chopped Parsley
add six beaten eggs, pepper and salt to taste,

a little flour and a pinch of yeast powder; and
when well baked serve hot.

Baked OnionB. Cook in two waters, the second
being salted. When tender, drain; then bake,
seasoning with pepper, butter and salt, pour on
soup stock or milk thickened with flour, and
serve when brown.—Michigan Farmer.

A Fruit Hash. This consists of Oranges, Ba-
nanas, Lemons, Apples, Raisins, and Pineapples
cut into little bits and served with nutmeg and
and sugar. A hole is cut into the stem end of an
Orange, the inside scooped out and the skin
is filled with the hash, and frozen.

Tomato Soup. Take a pint of canned Toma-
toes, cut up fine, add one quart of boiling water
and boil; then add one teaspoonful of soda and
one pint of sweet milk, pepper, salt and plenty
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of butter. When this boils add eight crackers
rolled fine, and serve.—American Cultivator.

A Custard of Apples. Peel, core, and slice the

Apples, put over a slow fire, stew as for Apple
sauce: beating with a fork until smooth adding
lump sugar to taste, and add two drops of lemon
extract when cool. Stir one well beaten egg
thoroughly into the mixture; then turn into a

glass dish.—Detroit Free Press.

Stuffed Sweet Potatoes. Bake enough to give
easily when pressed, cut off the top above the

middle aud take out the Potato, keeping the
skin intact. Mash the inside with butter, a

little minced meat, and a well beaten egg, then
replace in the skins; fa^en on the tops, and leave
in the oven for five minutes.-Poultry Monthly.

Usiug Dry Peas. Wash a half pint of split

Peas and soak over night, drain and add two
quarts of cold water. Cook an hour and a half

then add a small Onion chopped fine, salt and
pepper to taste and boil an hour longer, then fla-

vor with Celery cut in bits and cook half an hour
more. Toast stale bread and pour the soup over
it.—Mirror and Farmer.

Potato Using Without Waste. In paring the
Potato if it is cut deeply, as is likely where the
eye is deep set. there is much waste of the nutri-

ive part. One of the best ways of preparing

Potatoes is to bake in their jackets; the mois-
ture evaporates until the starch beneath the
skin cracks when opened. The skin itself, if

properly buttered and salted, is liked by many
as well as any part of the Potato and thus the
whole may be eaten without waste; but baked
Potatoes when cold are not so easily made
palatable.—Rural New Yorker.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Achimenes. Start at intervals of a couple of weeks,

to secure a succession of bloom.

Amaryllis. Occasional applications of weak ma-
nure water will help them when in bloom. Consider-
able sunlight Is required for perfect flowers.

Begonias. For plants wanted for next winter's
decoration the cuttings should now be struck. The
large show-leaved section (B. Rex) can be Increased by
laying the older leaves flat on their underside,weighting
them down with a little sand, on soil. In a warm shady
place,and they easily form roots; the main ribs should
be cut at the joints to assist this somewhat, potting the
parts seperately later on. Old plants for summer use
can be started and repotted in light, rich soil.

Caladium Esculentum. Remove the little bulblets
from the large ones before starting. Place one Inch
apart in sandy loam, well firmed and with good drain-
age, when large enough give five or six Inch pots.

Callas. For continued bloom top dress the soil with
fine maniu"e or apply liquid maniu"e twice weekly, or
shift into larger pots, using rich, light soil. To secure
large plants keep side shoots down, aud give plenty
of pot room.

Canary Bird Flower. Start as directed for Rlclnus.
Grow In light soil. Plant in sheltered situation.

Oanna Bulbs. Place in heat for early, and after they
have started pot in very rich soil. They are increased by
division, leaving a strong shoot to each part, or sow
the seed after soaking it in water for 24 hours, starting
with this when boiling hot.

Cyclamen seed sown now and grown near the glass

until warm weather, and with good treatment later

on, may be had to flower by January next. Shift in

light, rich soil, leaving the bulb or corm half uncovered.

Dust. Keep the foliage of all plants clean by the fre-

quent use of a damp sponge.

Insects. At no time do they increase as rapidly as
now If given a chance. Whale-oil soap suds and To-
bacco water sprinkled on or applied with a sponge
will be effective if faithfully applied.

Osalis, with plenty of sun will do well; the flowers
do not open in the shade.

Primroses. Seed of the hai'dy class may be now
sown; shade the seedlings from the direct rays of the
sun, and aim to have them ready for planting out when
the ground Is warm.

Richardia or Spotted Calla. Thlsmonth is the proper
time for starting these In pots.

Ricinus (Castor Oil Bean) sown this month singly in

pots in heat will quickly germinate and make flne

plants for the center of summer beds.

Salvias. Grow either from seed or cuttings. They
require a light rich soil, with fair pot room. Scant
watering and small pots are Injurious.

Vallottas. As the growth increases these will need
more pot room, yet too much Is undesirable.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Annuals like Mignonette. Candytuft, Larkspur. Col-

liusia, Clarkla, etc., may. for early cutting, be sown
outside as soon as the ground works up well.

Border Perennials in the way of Phloxes, Irises,

etc., that have been occupying the same place three or
four years, should now be divided and reset into new
positions, giving rich soil.

Bulbs such as Tulips, Hyacinths, Crocus, etc.. In beds
should along with uncovering after the middle of the
month have the soil about them firmed to prevent In-

jury from the loosening effect of frost.

Cypress Vinef/pomoca Quamoclit). Seed to be started

iQ heat and the young plants to be grown In pots till

frosts are over, then set Into rich open soil.

Dahlias- If aoy Increase is desired they may be
started now, and divided later for planting out. See
Canuas, under House Plants.

Evergreens. Specimen trees had better be trimmed
before growth commences. When transplanting Ever-
greens pruning is often treated as of slight importance,
but it is no more to be neglected than the same in de-

ciduous trees.

Grass Plats. Roll these as the frost leaves, in order
to secure a nice smooth surface. Re-seed wherever
any bare spots show. For new lawns sow the seed as
soon as possible.
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Hydransea. The Grand Fanlele-flowered hardy sort,

now largely grown in clunipe, should have, to promote

to the fullest Its blooming powers, a rather severe head-

ing back each spring with a good top dressing of old

manure every other season.

Ornamental trees for planting should be ordered

without delay. If not already done. Climbers should

have their supports renewed or repaired as required,

before growth begins.

Roses. The tender section to have part of the cover

removed, while the hardy hybrids and mosses may be

entirely uncovered if the weather is favorable. The

IPrairie class should be trimmed and tied where wanted.

Well rotted manure can be worked about the roots

with advantage.

Shrubs. The condition of such as are somewhat old

will be improved if a portion of the old soil Is replaced

with fresh, or top dressed with flne manure; however.

if more foliage than bloom is produced one quart of

slaked lime to 100 sq. ft. of surface would be a good

dressing. Clear out dead wood and renew any needed

supports.

Stakes, Labels, Etc. Repaint as needed, both to

secure neatness and durability. Dipping the ground

end of new ones into hot gas tar will tend to preserve

them.

Sweet Peas do better to have the seed sown early to

secure germination before the ground becomes very

warm. Some might be started In pots and transplanted

if carefully handled.

Walks. Get these in order, raking, rolling, etc.,

among the first jobs of Spring.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Achimenes. Follow directions for Gloxinias.

Airing. The Increasing sim heat demands special

attention as to ventilation. Too little fresh air. with

free growth will cause plants to become weak and

much more liable to disease and more easily Injured by

the attacks of Insects. Still beware of rough draughts,

as an excess of cold air in this form checks growth and

causes mildew. To have stocky, healthy plants de-

pends largely on judicious airing, with ample room for

each plant.

Alternantheras. Fill the pots containing the old

plants with sand on top of the soil so one Inch of their

lower parts are covered. Place near to the glass in high

heat, and never stint them in watering. Roots form

quickly from each of the stems, and thesemay then be

divided, potting separately in light, rich soU and plac-

ing them in a warm hot-bed.whlch should be kept close

enough to cause a high heat and moist atmosphere.

Azaleas generally should now be in full bloom and

making new growth. Water thoroughly, as actually

needed and preferably in the afternoon. Much Are heat

is not desirable this mouth, and to prevent the sun's

biUTilng the foliage shade overhead lightly before

AprU 1st; syringe daUy. Admit air regularly, but not

In strong draughts.

Bedding Plants. Coleus, Alternantheras, Achyran-

thus,Verbenas, etc.. for main stock, will be of the most

suitable size for bedding out if propagated now. Many
other kinds will also make good second-sized plants if

struck in March.

Bulbs like Hyacinths, and Tulips,which were forced,

while of no use for forcing again, will better complete

their growth and ripening If kept fairly watered and

In a growing place; after the usual rest plant out In

the fall in a permanent situation.

Camellias after blooming will be invigorated by

applications of soot water, which will clear the soil of

worms and help next season's growth. The white and

brown scale too are now the most likely to prove troub-

lesome, having tender wood to work upon. Warm
soap-suds and a brush afford an effective remedy.

Oentaureas. If the seedlings of the cut- leaved gym-

nocarpa are put by twos in 2 3-4 Inch pots and left until

pot bound, and then are separated and placed singly

in four inch pots and placed into hot beds, they will

easily make flne healthy plants by planting-out time.

Do not set the seedlings too deeply in the soil, for then

a black rot at the surface may destroy them. The en-

tire-leaved C. cayidissima easily siiffers from being

kept too wet.

Double Primroses. This is the proper time for prop-

agation from slips.

Gloxinias. For succession start some of these each

month until May, and as they show growth of an inch

or so, place in the pots in which they are to bloom.

Heat, moisture and shade ai-e necessary for best results.

Klenia Repens. Old plants soon get too unshapely

for use. and a young stock should be brought along

each year. A common soil will do for these.

Liliums in pots about too bloom will be benefitted

by an occasional dose of manure or guano water. As

green-fly are very partial to these, strew Tobacco

about the pots and then.with fumigating also they may
easily be kept down.

Palms. Such as come from seed should be sown.

Pelargoniums. Give air freely and also weekly

doses of liquid manure.

Roses. Mildew will result from t<jo much airing

when the weather is raw and chilly, even though It

seems bright; while air must be admitted, yet judg-

ment should be used.

Shading the glass over hard-wooded plants, Double

Primroses, Ferns, etc., Is quite a necessary course gen-

erally about the lost of the month. A cheap and sim-

ple methotl is to apply common whitewash; while

naptha colored like milk with white lead and thrown

on with a syringe is also satisfactory.

Space. This Is a time when a close overhauling of

stock, throwing out any surplus In the more inferior

plants, is required.

Watering at this season of free growth and when
moisture becomes so rapidly taken up, is liable to be

Inadequate unless special pains be taken t<> water often

and regularly. Some kinds require more water than

others, and such should be attended to at least twice

daily, dependent upon by the state of the weather.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Blackberries. See under Raspberries.

Cherry Trees, A good disease preventive is said

to be the following mixture: One pail of common
whitewash, one pint of soft soap. In which Is stirred

one pound of sulphur and applied to the trunk and

main branches of trees. For seedlings sow the Cherry

pits as soon as the ground thaws.

Currants. For large clusters and berries thin out to

six or seven shoots. Set new plants four feet apart

each way.

Cuttings of Grapes, Currants, and sbnllar plants

which were made in the fall should be uncovered and

cultivated. Now ones shoiild be taken off close to the

old wood and set so that one eye on the Grapes show
and two eyes on any other kinds.

Gooseberries. Treat as directed for Currants.

Girdled Trees. If not eaten clear to the wood a

simple and efficient course of treatment is to paint

over the cut with dilute gum shellac, early in spring,

hilling up the soil to cover it. Where the wound is too

high, a paste of cow manure and clay bound on will

usually save the tree. Where badly girdled, Insert

several scions around the wound, with one end below

and the other above the cut. and cover to exclude the

air; this will likely prolong the usefulness of the tree.

Graiting for most trees should be done when the

buds are fairly swollen. With Cherry and Plum, how-

ever, the earlier it is now done the greater certainty

of success. See page 98, last month.

Limbs Broken off by high winds and leaving a jag-

ged surface should be smoothed with a sharp knife

and covered with grafting wax.

Manure about the trees, vines, etc., ought to be dug
under without delay.

Old Orchards are benefited by yearly sowing two
bushels of Peas to the acre, having the land well fer-

tilized, and then when nearly grown, after marketing

the main part, plow under or turn pigs in on them.

WTiere the orchard is in sod. extra care is necessary in

preventing borers, field mice, etc., from doing Injury,

as the turf affords these lodging.

Peaches. For providing a more uniform tempera-

ture to the roots, of alternate thawing and freezing, a

mulch of shavings over them will be of benefit during

the spring season. More especially, wood ashes are

an excellent, if not the very best fertilizer. The
Massachusetts Agricultural College recommends a

compost of three hundred pounds guano, two hundred
and filty pounds bone black, and two hundred pounds
muriate of potash per acre, as a remedy for the yellows

as well as a fertilizer.

Pruning. During this month, this should be fin-

nished on fruit trees and Grape vines before the busy

days of spring.

Raspberries.. Set new plantations as early as pos-

sible, two feet apart In the rows which are six feet

apart. Uncover any tender plants.

Strawberries. Upheaved plants must be firmed by
rolling or tramping the soli before the sun's heat does

them Injury after being uncovered. A portion of the

bed might be advanced a week or more In bearing by
enclosing the bed with twelve-Inch boards and cover-

ing with muslin. The earlier the plants for new beds

are set out after the ground works up well, the better,

and the soil cannot be made too rich or deep.

Trees Frozen In transportation to be so sheltered

or covered as to allow of gradual thawing.

Young Orchards. Thorough cultivation for these

will be repaid by future increased fruitfulness. In

trimming avoid the formation of crotches.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
MANSFIELD MILTON, MAHONING CO., O.

As soon as the ground Is In suitable condition pre-

pare for early crops, but do not plow or work it in a

wet condition, especially If of a clayey nature.

Asparagus. Sow seed for new plants; stir the sur-

face of the old beds before growth commences. Now
is a good time also for making the plantations of As-

paragus; being a rank feeder, see that the ground Is

supplied with an abundance of rotten manure, and

plow or dig deep.

Beets. Sow in some sheltered place.

Cabbage and Cauliflower. Plants sown last month
transplant Into other frames or boxes about IJ^ inch

each way; after they start into growth give all air pos-

sible on suitable days.

Celery Seed for Early Plants. Sow In the hot-beds

which were used In starting the Cabbage plants. Sow
thinly In rows.

Early Peas. S<nv the smooth kinds, as they will not

be Injured should the ground be frozen after sowing;

the wrinkled sorts leave until later, as they will rot

more easily.

Horse-radish. Whatever roots are in the ground

should be dug. and sets for new should be planted early

In very rich ground.

Hot-beds. :Make these for seeds of Peppers. Toma-

toes and Egg I'lants for main crop. Also start on In-

verted pieces of sod. seeds of Melons, Cucumbers and

Lima Beans; by cutting the sod In pieces about three

inches square, the seed can be sown in them, and will

make good plants for placing In the open ground In

May. This will give a month's start of such as are

planted in the open ground.

Lettuce may be .'iown for early using.

Onion Seed and Sets. Get Into the ground as soon

as possible. Unless Onions are gotten In early enough

to make a good start before the hot weather sets In,

success with them Is seldom attained.

Parsnip. See under Salsify.

Potatoes. Some time may be gained In having the

first new ones if the cut tubers are placed where it is

warm enough to the start the buds before planting.

Radishes. Some of the small scarlet varieties can

go in as soon as the ground is fit.

Rhubarb wanted for early should have a barrel

placed over each plant and covered up with manure.

Rhubarb. See directions for Asparagu.s.

Salsify or Vegetable Oyster still in the ground dig

before they start into growth, also sow seeds of them,

selecting a deep sandy soil, which has been manured
with thoroughly decomposed manure. Fresh or green

manure Is unsuitable for this crop.

Spinach. Remove the covering this month. Sow
for succession when the groimd Is ready.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Asparagus. Old roots that were lifted in the au-

tiunn may go into heat, covering them here with four

inches of earth, and placing them so thickly that the

space of a sash 3 ft. by 6 ft. ought to accomodate near

a hundred roots.

Cauliflower. About the 15tb, on the stages from
which the last crop of early Lettuce was cut. Snow-

ball Cauliflower plants brought along for this purpose

may be set a foot apart each way. It will be ready for

marketing several weeks before the outdoor crop.

Cucumbers. These now require an even tempera-

ture of from 60° to ti6* at night with a lO*' increase by

day. Bring earth up around the vine at intervals. In

new hot-beds air carefully. Far later planting sow
seed in small pots.

Grapery. In ho^house water freely now-, giving

some air. Do not allow too many bunches to continue

growth. Head lu the laterals in cold house. While the

leaves are expanding syringe daily until they are com-

pletely out.

Pines about to fruit need to be well supplied with

water, and an increase of bottom heat. Place roots or

suckers in an active dung or tan bed, and after roots

have formed they can go into pots ranging from 5 in.

to 8 in. across. Plunge these close to the glass, but

giving ample space, and give no water imtl! they make
roots into the new soil. Keep up a heat of 55" to 60® at

night, and 10^ higher by day, and give a little air.

Radishes. Sow thinly in the hot-bed in rows about

three inches apart, and thin out to one inch apart in

the rows. The Early Round Dark Red and Small-

topped Forcing are among the best.

THE POULTRY YARD.

Abundant vitality and ''broiler points" should

have the preference over "standard points"
with the market poulterer.—California Cackler.

One egg a week will pay all expenses of keep.

Every egg over is profit. The greater the num-
ber of eggs secured the lower the cost of each
egg proportionally.—Fancier's Review.

A Poultry Raiser may be very successful in

raising fowls but if he lacks the ability to dis-

pose of them at the best prices and in the best
condition he will lose much, if not all of the pro-
fits that would accrue from a well managed
lousiness.—Indiana Farmer.

A Small Beginning is Best. If you have an
ambition to keep poultry on a large scale—say a
thousand hens or so—don't begin with that num-
ber; get a small liock and increase the num-
ber as much each year as you can profitably
manage.—American Farmer.

Gathering Eggs. This should be done daily,

placing the eggs in a dry, cool room, but not in

a cellar. F< >r turning the eggs we use patent egg
boxes. ht)l<ling two dozen eggs. They are made
of wood with a luck cover so either side can be
turned up or down.—Poultry Bulletin.

Profit in Grading Eggs. Do not have several

colors and sizes together. Keep the dark eggs
and the light ones apai-t, and pick out the small
ones for selling separately. It will pay, and as-

sist in securing you a reputation. The New
York market prefers light and the Boston mar-
ket dark eggs.—Rural New Yorker.
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Correavondents are urged to anticipate the season in pre-

senting miestiona. To ask, for instance, on April lb or 2D

what Peas had best be sown, could bring no answer in

the May issue, and none before June, wlien the answer
would be unseasonable .

Questions receivedbefore the \4rh

of any month stand a good chance of being answered m the

nfxt paper. Not more than three questions should be sent

at one time. Answers to questions bearing on t„e com-
parative t>alue of implements, etc., offered by different

dealers must nothe expected. Neither c<in we promise to

comply xciih the reauest sometimes made to "please answer
by mail." Inquiries appearing without name belong to the

name next following. , , ^
Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from our

readers. In anstcering such give the number, your
locality and name, the latter not for publication, unless

you desire. Write only on one side of the paper.

1.131. Becoming 1 a Landscape Gardener. A
school boy would like bints on preiiariiiK bimself for

this professiOTi.—West, .S'^ Johnsbury, 17.

1.132. Poultry Book. Which Is the best tor one who
knows nothing of the business ?—D. C. Elmira, N. Y.

1.133. Best Banana for Texas. What one is suita-

ble for the amateur. How cultivated ?—Mrs. N. C. B.,

Sweetwater, Tex.

1,1^. Treeoi Heaven (4i7auf/tMs)for Canada. Is it

desirable tor this latitude ?-W. W. R., Toronto, Ont.

1,135. Making Insecticides. What proportion of

Paris green or Louiiou purple should be used; how to

make Kerosene emulsion ?—J. D. W.. .Savanah, Ga.

l,13(i. Geranium Leaves Diseased. They become

cup shaped in window culture, temperature 50° at night.

I.IST. Sewer Gas and Plants. May plants in a bath

room having a water closet, have died. Is the gas the

cause ?—F. C. T.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

1.139. Grapes in the Mohawk Valley. Would they

be profitable here ? We have occasional frost about
blooming time: they do well in gardens. Small fruits

are largely grown.—D. R., Frankfurt, N. T.

1.139. Heating Hot-beds with Boiler, (a) Could

not a hot-bed thus be heated having a flow and return
pipe. (61 To what length might itberun?—H. R, .S„

Bracondale, Ont.

1.140. Lily Planting in Spring. Would Lllium spe.

ciosum elegans, Kramer's and Hanlson's If planted
this spring, bloom this year ?

1.141. Iris Planting. What time is best, spring or

fall ?—W., Onida Co.. N. Y.

1.142. Propagating Rhododendrons. The easiest

and cheapest method V—A. .S., Woodstock, Xd.

1.143. Preparing Mushroom Beds. How should

this be done, using brick spawn ? Will they suceed in

cellars in the winter?—G. P. D., Rockford, III.

1.144. Arbor Vitae of Canada, la) Is this our native

Canadian Cedar or the conical Cedar of the Hudson
river, N. Y .? (h) Can the lacer be raised from seed / I

have often failed with it.—J. M.K.,—Liitsay, Can.

1, 14,";. Bermuda Lily Treatment. How should this

be managed ?-Mes. T. S„ Bedding, Conn.

1.146. Best Early Tomato. Which variety answers

tothls?—.1. H., Slerino.lhit.

1.147. The Patent Old Oak Process of growing nur-

sery stock is advertised out west. Can any one speak
as to its value, etc.—T. H. B., Louisville, Ky.

1.148. Wild Cucumber Seeds Wanted. Where can

they be had, and the cost V-J. E. L., Cotoi-odo Springs.

1,149 Almond for Peach Stock. Has any one tried

the Hard Shell, as a preventive of the borer ?—W. C. D

.

Pratt, Kan.

1.150. Keeping Onions from Sprouting. How can

this be done In North Carolina when kept over winter?

B. J. F., Ashbon, N. C.

1.151. Wintering Scions, Cuttings, etc. What is the

best way for this ?

1.152. Propagating Hardy Roses. Which is the best

method for amateurs ?—J. M., Delaware, Iowa.

1.153. Jackman Clematic Trimming. Is it the

best, to keep these all back to oue shoot or allow all to

grow ?—W. T., Saugus, Mass.

1,151. Renewing a Grape Vine' Will an old Brigh-

ton make new wood If cut to the grotmd ?

1,155. Smoke Tree [Rhus cotinus) Blighting. The
blooms on my tree never mature, why Is It ?

1,15(1. A Good Early Pear. I want one that will

ripen just before the Barlett.

1,157. Late Cherries. Which Is the latest variety?

also one that would directly follow Gov. Wood.—
E. P. C, Attleboro, 31a.vs.

1,1.58. Destroying Moles. How can this best be

done?—W. F. K., Rediving, Minn.

1,159. About the Kelsey Plum. Would it do well in

this section; Is It generally desirable ?—W. E. P., Feed-
ing Bill, Masb.

l,15:i. Azalea Leives Dying. The leaf tips first

look as if they we.-c b irned, beginning with the oldest,

and spreadi'i'.; over t.ic whole plant, which then dies.

Can anything be done ?

l.iei. Wistaria Sinensis Hardy. Will it stand be

tween 34° and 50" below zero?—R. S. S., Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

1.162. White Grape Information, (o) What is the

best for market. (&) Tlie best quality alone considered,
(c) Is Moore's Diamond, early, hardy and giving gene-
ral satisfactioj ?—D. W. Mc, Menlo, loira.

1.163. How to Start Early Potatoes. How Is this

best done ?—C. J. P., Port Perry, Ont.

1.164. Grape Production. What is the yearly Vine-

yard product of the United States?

1.165. General United States Agricultural Statis-

tics. What is the liest sort of information open to

Canadians?—E. D.. Winoito, f>nt.

1.166. Cherries for Market. Are Cherries profit

able? Which are the best varieties?

1.167. Black Knot on Cherries. Which sorts are

the least atfected by this fuugus?—.S. C. S., Livermore.

1.168. Gladiolus Changing Color. No matter what
color mine are the first year, the next they Invariably

come in the old style of reil and yellow type. Why do
my plants not seed?—L. M. D., Attleboro Falls, Mass.

1,169 Growing Fennel. What treatment does the

Celery-rooted sort require?—D. R„ Sulphur Springs, O,

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
1,046, Lawn Orass Seed, white riover is used

with lawn Grass seed in the proportion of a
quart to a bushel, I would not, however,
advise its use.—C. E. P.

1,0-19. Eubber Plant Treatment. I would not

sponge off the leaves so freely; unless they are

very dusty once a week will be sufficient. Water
should be" given tborouj^hly whenever required.
An occasional waterioff with soot water will be
of the greatest benefit

—

C. E. P.

1,050. Watering Passion Flowers. While the
plant is growing it can be well supplied with
water both overhead and at the roots but when
in a state of rest it should be kept rather dry.
Liquid manure can be given once a week duriiig
the season of growth, with satisfactor.v results.

977. Transplanting Celery, Pull plants all of

a size, or as near as possible, set a bo.x on edge
and put in some soil, then a row of plants, then
more soil, another row of plants and so on until

the box is full. The soil should only be the depth
of the length of the roots. Now turn the box up
which places the plants in an upright position.
Water well and set in the shade for about two or
three days or until young roots begin to push.
Cari-y the box to the field and set plants in the
trench in the afternoon and by morning they
will have taken hold. Plants should be puddled
in mud pre\ious to setting. Cabbage set this
way will all gi'ow. Ky this method transplanting
is unnecessary.—W. T. Alan, Merrer Cn., Pa.

980. White Grubs Eating Strawberries. Sow
salt over the land, a good big handful to every
st«p in early spring. A few days after, if ground
is in condition, harrow the ground over and
cross harrow and you will be surprised with a
large crop.—W. T. Alan.

1,113. Sowing Sweet Peas. I have had excel-

lent success with Sweet Peas by planting the seed

as early in spring as the ground can be worked.
Frost will not hurt the .vouug plants nor is there
much danger of the seed rotting in the ground.
— E. S. Gorr.

1,11-t. Onion Seed is not really "good" when
more than a year old. A portion of the seed will
grow the second spring after it is harvested.
Later than this it is nearly or quite worthless.

1,128. Pruning Fruit Trees. Apple trees may
be pruned during mild days in February or

March. Remove all dead limbs and where two
branches interlock, remove the smaller one.

Thin the branches chiefly toward the outside of

the tree in order to avoid cutting off larger limbs.

If the latter must be cut off, use a fine tooth saw
and saw the limb about half off, from the under
side first, and a little way from the base of the
branch. Then saw the branch off from the upper
side close to the base. This precaution will pre-
vent the branch from splitting down. The
same directions apply to tbe Crab. The Plum
requires less pruning. Long shoots should be
cut back in order to keep the tree in a symmet-
rical form. Where branches grow too thickly
they should be tliinued, but it is much better to
rub off su|>i'rHuoiis shiiotsas they start, than to
permit thciu to grow and then cut them off, as
the latter iirocess induces gumming. The Cherry
requires little pruning and should be pruned
during summer if at all to avoid the formation
of gum.— E. S. GOFr.

1,127. Onion Sets may be pulled before they

are ripe if this is desirable.

1,132. Chilian Beet Seed, The Large ribbed

Scarlet Brazilian Beet is very similar to the
scarlet Chilian if it is not identical with it, and
may be had of leading seedsmen.—E. S. Gopf.

1,085. An Underground Cellar for Celery. We
have kept Celery in that way and this is how we
did it. Simply.excavate three feet deep, of suit-

able dimensions, throwing the earth and grading,

so as to have the bottom about four feet below
ground level. We then put in strong chestnut

posts with tops sawed square at surface of
ground on which we spiked the plates, we walled
up the sides with old railroad sills, and through
the centre ran another line of posts, on which
the ridge pole was made fast. Boards were made
to reach from plate to lidge, laid double, and
covered over with old cornstalks. The door was
in the front end, a few steps down, window in

other end, gables boarded on both sides of 2x4
studding, filled in with sawdust. This makes a

cheap .iob, but look out for rats. A house or
cellar Wx9i, will hold about 12,000 plants, for
which drive some stakes 18 inches apart, and nail
on a board the long way of cellar.—M.GarrahAN.

1,077. Toadstools on the Lawn, Probably
you refer to the puff balls which were unusually
numerous last summer. Hand gathering them is

the only remedy. But, wait a minute: Next
summer, send a specimen to some cryptogamic
botanist and find out precisel.y what it is; if they
are common puff balls, eat them and save your
butcher's bill; they are one of the dainty good
things of this earth.—VVm. Falconer.

1,090. Springs for a Fruit Marketing Wagon.
A good temporary spring for such a purpose,
used in this section and much liked is made same
as a spiral spring bed, only made to just suit the
wagon box. It can be easily removed and is not
very expensive.—Ira D. Hill, Boone Co., HI,

1,100. Japan Persimmons in Illinois. In shel-

tered situations in the southern part of the State
some of the varieties will prove hardy, but they
will not succeed at the north, aud I question, if
anywhere in the State they will ripen good edible
fruit. Here on Long Island we have some varie-
ties that, in a well sheltered part, are hardy
enough seemingly and bear fruit every year,but
the fruit has not been well enough developed
and matured to be worth eating. Some other
varieties again have succumbed, even with pro-
tection. Protecting fruit trees by any other
means than slielter belts is more than the game
is worth.—Wm. Falconek.

1,060. Ferns as House Plants, In addition to
Mr. Parnell's list, page 105, let me add Aspidiiim
falcatum, which I think is the best of all house
Ferns. You can make a pretty fern basket in
this way: take a wire basket, an ox muzzle will
go first rate—then get a thin sod of the wild
Polypody and line the basket with this keeping
the growing side out, then in the middle of the
basket you can plant any other sort of Fern or
plant you wish, the Polypody will leaf out and
grow very prettily. In the far west, Polypodium
falcatum answers the same jiurpose.-W. F.

1,087. Buckwheat Bemedy for White Grub.
Buckwheat may be so distasteful to some grubs
as to make them seek other quarters, but have
not known of an instance and doubt it.—N. E.

1,090. Springs for a Fruit Marketing Wagon.
Try short spiral springs attached to a duplicate
floor for your wagon, a row near each side and
one in the middle; their number and strength
should be in proportion to the weight they are
to bear.—N. E.

1.095. Pear Growing, They should do well on
low ground with good care provided the drains
are not liable to be flooded from the creek.—N.E.

1.096. Bnerre, D'Anjou Blighting. This Pear
seldom blights in this section, and grows the best
in a strong lo:im with a clayey subsoil free from
standing water.—New Enolander.

1,098. Quince Trees. A temperature of 30°

below zero for a short time would not harm them
much, nor do them any good. To what age they
will grow, or live, depends on the situation in
which they are planted, and the care they re-

ceive. Have seen them giving fair crops for
40 years with prospect for longer service.-N. E.

1.095. Pear Growing. I would not advise

planting Standard Pears oic tuch low soil.— C. B.

1.096. Baerre de Anjou Blighting, This varie-

ty is much less liable to blight than many other
standard sorts, such as Clapp's Favorite, Bart-
lett, etc.—Chas. Black.

1,9s. The Quince is injured at 30° below zero,

though it mav do in the west if mulched hea^'ily

in the tall.—C. B.

1.100. Japanese Persimmons will not stand in

Illinois with any protection that could be 'given
them.-C. B.

1.101. Japan Chestnut Grafting. They cannot

be grafted on Hickory or Walnut, but.can be on
the American Sweet Chestnut.— C. B.

1,125. More About Kinking Hose. It can be

got of any large seedsman East, and suppose it

could be found in the West; it sells here at 15

cents per foot.—Charles Black.

1,137. Propagating Grapes by Grafting or Cut-

tintrs. Graft under ground by common cleft

without wax, putting the soil up firmly around
the graft instead, either very early in spring or
after the buds begin to swell. Grafts should be
as near the condition of the stock as possible.

Cut cuttings two to three buds long soon after

the leaf falls. Tie in bunches and bury below
frost, and put out early in spring.

1,127. Onions set Growing. PuU the set up as

soon as the bulbs are formed large enough, and
let them get about half dry, then remove them
into some sheltered place, spreading them out
thinly to dry. The bulbs must be formed before
they are pulled or they will be no good.

1,117. Potato Growing. As Maine is the ban-

ner state for Potato growing in "New England,"
I would suggest sending for Jerrard's Potato
Catalogue, advertised in Popular (Gardening,
in which I think the desired information may be
found.—New Englandek, Worcester Co., Mass.
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1,113. Killing Locust Trees. Peel the trunks

from the ground ui> live or six feet as early in

the season as the luirk will come off easy, make
a clean job of it to the sap wood, then let them
remain until they die root and braneh.—N. E.

1,113. Bowing Sweet Peas. Sweet Peas should

be sown quite as carlyin thesiirin;;as the ground
can be woikcil; if the srcd can In- plantt-d early
in April a^'ood su|iply of Howits is almost cer-

tain. We try \\A\- (Host on) to plant liclore April

15, but it is not alwa.Ns p(.ssil)lc. of course Sweet
Peas are planted all tliioutrh the sea.son but the
earlier planteil the better.—M. U. Faxon.

1,130. Focklington Qrape Grafting. Any good
varieties of Grapes can be grafted on your
Pocklington. You can-

not get damages if you
have the true Pockling
tons as It is all that was
claimed for it in many
places. No one fruit
succeeds everywhere.—
Chas. Black.

1,126. Propagating
Grapes by Grafting or

Cuttings. Cuttings will

atford you the easiest

way of increasing your
stock. They may be

made from prunings

at any time during the

winter, and kept in a

damp cellar, or else

buried outside until

spring when they can
be planted out in a deep
well enriched border,
in a sunny situation,
and placed in rows one
foot apart, the cuttings
three inches apart in the
row, set so that the top
eye or bud is above the
ground—care must be
taken to firm them well
in the soil. The cuttings
should be made from
the young well ripened
shoots of the pre\nous
year's growth and can
be made with two or
three buds or eyes.
Grafting can only be
employed to advantage
in working over inferior
varieties.—C. E. P.

1,12.-). About the Non-
kinking Garden Hose.

We think you refer

probably to hose wound
with spiral wire, as was
done by some parties

last year ; it costs about
three cents per foot ti >

wind hose with wire and
most of the hose used

was of the cheapest
grade; to a certain ex-
tent it prevents it from
kinking but the wire
soon gets rusty from
the water and not only
loses its elasticity but it

also, if stepped upon,
gets bent and makes
dents in the hose that
do not easily come out.
It is to our notion a
humbug, yet any hose
can be wrapped if de-
sired in quantities; b\it

a good hose well taken
care of will last three
times as long as an.v
hose we have ever seen
wrapped with wire. —
Goodyear Rubber Co.

1,1U. Onion Seed.

Onion seed is generally

Charles Ijefebvre, Duke of Edinburgh, Fisher
Holmes, General Jaccineminot, ,lohn Hopper,
Madam Gabriel Luizet, (to my mind the most
beautiful rose that exists) Marc|uisedi'i asti-llane

and Jules Margottin. It is very hard lor lue to

stop at twelve as I have in my mind tweh c more
beauties, but, as stated, the above are very choice
and, if every reader of Popular Gaiidenino
would buy this eolleetion and set them out this

spring they ma,\' expect some Hoses that are
Roses in the years to come.—M. B. F.

1,115. Peas for Market. We have so many,
excellent Peas it is difficult to pick out any par-

ticular sorts and say they are the best, the follow-

ing varieties I know are good and anyone plant-

1,092. Dahlias Turning Yellow. You must
have, in some way, mixed the roots referred to.

If the collection of tubers was from choice kinds
when stored in the fall ami the same roots were
planted in the spring, the flowers could not
possibly have been yellow. There is a mistake
somewhere.—M. B. Faxon.

G-rapc 'rrniniii'j '"

considered to be good only one season and seeds-
men try to always sell new seed. I have kno^vn
cases where Onion seed three years old germin-
ated perfectly well, but as a rule buy only new
seed.—M. B. Fa.xon.

1,093. Building a Rockery ; Suitable Plants.
Taste is necessary in building a Rockery ; after

the stones have been piled as desired fill all the
cre\ices with good loam which should be
thoroughly mixed with plenty of good manure.
Running plants of all kinds can be used; an es-
pecially good one is Running Nasturtium iTro-
pirnhnn L"ltln'(nnnnJ the flowers are smaller than
those ot the Tall .\asturtium but the colors are
more brilliant. This is a su]ierb plant and every-
one should plant some.—M. B. Faxon.

1,116. The Best Hardy Boses. A more diffi-

cult question it would be impossible to ask as no
two Rose growers absolutely agree as to what
sorts make up the best twelve ; but no mistake
will be made if the following varieties are set

out, they are all iierfectly hardy and adapted to

general cultivation :—Alfred Colomb, Anna do
Diesbach, Annie Wood, Baroness Rothschilds,

I'lle Stake. A Four Year Delaware Tine occupying sain

hy fiiur hille of Corn.

ing them will have delicious Peas. For early,

plant Earliest of All, F^rst and Best, Kentish

Invicta or Daniel O'Rourke; for medium—Mc-
Leans Advancer, Bliss' American Wonder, and
Strategem ; and for late crop use — Yorkshire
Hero, Champion of England; and if you wish
Black Eye Marrowfat. 1 might have classed

Bliss' American Wonder among the early sorts

but as this Pea is a green wrinkled variety and
cannot be planted as early as the hard white Peas
I classed it as medium.—M. B. Faxon.

1,101. Japan Chestnut Grafting. No, not to

grow; use the native Chestnut for stocks.—N. E.

1,109. Beefsteak Geranium, Saxifrage Sar-

mentosa is sometimes called Beefsteak Geranium,
also Strawberry Geranium.—N. E.

1,097. Kieffer Pear Hardy. The best Pear

growers do not recommend this Pear for general
cultivation in Ohio.-M. B. Faxon.

1,137. Onion Sets Growing. E. C. C. probably

does not plant the proper seed to raise good Onion
sets; seed for Onion sets is entirely different

from the seed large Onions are raised from.—
M. B. Faxon.

Grape Culture Simplified. The Single
Post System of Training.

" While you will find many amateur and
professional Grape growers pitching into

my single stake system of raising Grapes,"
DirectorW.A.Henry,
of the Wisconsin Ex-
periment Station,
writes to us, "yet I

cannot help saying
that we raise Grapes
abundantly, cheaply,
anil in a manner
practical for farmers
and others who may
be somewhat horti-

culturally inclined. I

think there is a world
of nonsense in Grape
growing, as there is

in bee raising; each
enthusiast claims
iliat his is the only
way. The result of

in immense amount
if talk about training
.ind pruning with the
elaborate illustra-

tions and directions

for management,
tends to discourage
many from planting
(irape vines, so that
I lie business falls to

a few specialists
w hile the multitude
no without Grapes.
Our; system, if it

deserves to be called

a system, is not ad-
vanced in competi-
tion with the work of

specialists and ama-
teurs but to get
plainer minds at

work in a new direc-

tion where there

seems to be possibili-

ties of fair success."

In a recent report

from the Wisconsin
Station, Professor
Henry makes quite

a detailed reference

to his simplified
method of Grape
Lcrowing, the sub-

stance of which infor-

mation we give as

follows:

Prepare the soil as

for Corn, and plant

the vines eight feet

apart each way. Never allow the roots to

become dry by exposure to the air; dig

large holes and spread the roots with the

hands when filling in over them with earth.

Training and Pruning. Set a seven

foot post two feet in the ground at planting

time. Train the vine to this, cutting back

at the end of the season to two buds. For

the first couple of years do not expect fruit,

but aim to get not less than four canes to

start close to the ground. Train these to

the post, cutting bsick each fall. Canes thus

pruned after a year or two will bear some

fruit, but later, the fruit will come from

buds borne on spurs, (side shoots) on these.

Aim to never have less than four canes on

each vine, each of which has from three to

five spurs which carry about three buds

each when pruned. When the canes attain

considerable size cut one out each season.

;<i/i(i (US required
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allowing a new shoot from near the ground
to take its place. Under this system the

fruit will, much of it, be borne near the

ground, au essential point with us, as such
fruit ripens earlier and is richer in flavor

than that borne higher up.

Prune after leaf fall. At first there will

only be four straight canes; later there will

be spurs which trim back to two or three

buds. By fall pruning the vine is so re-

duced in size that it is easily buried.

The tallest of the pruned canes should
;be no longer than the posts. In the

summer when all the canes have been
confined to the post, new rapidly grow-
ing shoots will spread out in all direc-

tions forming a somewhat umbrella
shaped top. Cut these new shoots off

about four leaves below the last fruit

cluster, keeping the vine in a compact
mass near the post.

Cultivation. Vineyards, as a rule,

are not half cultivated. By having the

vines eight feet apart each way, ctilti-

vators and harrows can be freely used
and there is no excuse for weeds. The
vines respond to this thorough culti-

vation in a remarkable manner, and it

seems to hasten the maturity of the

crop and increase its ability to resist

insects and disease. Let the ground be
given up wholly to the vines and no
attempt made to double crop it. For
the first two or three years when the
vines are small, it may do to grow Potatoes
or hoed-crops in the vineyard, but not after

the vines commence bearing.
Burying the Vines. As well let cqttle

go unhoused in winter as Grape vines un-
buried. Both may possibly survive, but at

entirely too great cost, nor is the labor of

properly protecting them great. A trimmed
vine is bent over, a man standing with his

foot upon it. The foot is then removed and
both men continue the covering until the
vine is buried out of sight. The object of

covering is not to keep the vine from frost

but rather to keep it frozen all winter. It is

alternate freezing and thawing, not the
steady cold, that injures the vine. Bear this

in mind and do not cover deep. Before the
buds start, but as late as possible, imcover
the vines by gently lifting them wltha four-
tinedforkout of the earth that encases them.
Fertilizing. Of course the land should

be kept rich, and well-rotted barnyard
manure will accomplish this. In our own

From an average Delaware we obtained
fine fruit at the rate of nearly three tons per
acre. Corn and Potatoes to give the same
rate of product would have to yield about
100 bushels per acre. The best loaded
Salem vine yielded at the rate of over six

and one half tons to the acre. Putting the
yield at .5,000 pounds per acre which would
sell at something like four cents per pound,
there would be a gross income of $200 per
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acre, leaving a good profit after all ex-
penses are met.

Early Vah'ntine Bean.

case, as the land was rich to start with, we
have applied very little manure up to date.
Yield of Fruit. For several reasons it

is impossible to give the yield of the entire
vineyard. The following is some of the
weights of fruits of single vine for fall of 1888:

VABIETr.
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"AOOUaX NOT NATURE, SHE HATE DONE HEB PAST; DO THOV BUT THINE."—nnJIOII.

Vol. IV. j^:e>:rxil., ises. No. 7.

April.

A little skittish and Irresolute—
And yet I like her. I like the mixture
Of her cloud and sunshine ; her tricks fantastic.
Boxing the compass of Old Probs to thwart
And muddle him. Her sigh will wake the bud;
Her tears, the Apple bloom will drink and throw
In perfume, out on the dellg:hted air

;

The pampered Pansy and the shy Violet
Are thirsty, too, and long have covet«d
Her honeyed weeping. So then, sweet April,
Welcome ! Thy blue eyes and thy tears
Are the twin artisans of Nature—Earth's
Apt upholsterers, whom she calls to lay
Her carpet for the dainty foot of May.

—Joseph Whitton, in Table Talk.

Some Gladiolus should be planted early.

Peas and Fertilizers. A large yield of Peas
is one of the easiest things to produce with com-
mercial fertilizers only. On entirely worn out
sandy soil we have grown immense crops by
scattering some good complete fertilizer along
the rows, at the rate of 1,200 to 1,500 lbs per acre.

About Crosses. A good deal of seeming light
talk is indulged in by disseminators of new fruits
about this or that one being a cross between
such and such varieties. It is a delicate matter
to claim absolute results in such cases, and we
recommend caution against making or accept-
ing such claims on the plane of certainty.

Flower Centennials. Why should not the
centennial of a flower that has given pleasure to
untold millions be celebrated as well as that of a
great battle or other event? Both of those old
favorities with all flower lovers the Dahlia and
the Chrysanthemum were introduced to the
world just one hundred years ago. In England
this fact will be appropriately recognized in

numerous exhibitions of the year, and Americans
should not be behind in similar observances.

That Insect Supplement. Refer-
ence is made elsewhere to a 12 page

I

Insect Supplement which will be
/ sent out with the May issue of this

journal. Here we desire to say that
should any regular reader see this

supplement advertised in other periodicals pre-
vious to May, they wUl do us the favor of not
sending for it as a copy will certainly reach them
with the May issue. Undoubtedly a supplement
of BO much value will be in large demand with
cultivators generally.

Prizes for Gardens. The Mass. Horticultural
Society offers the following prizes for 1889: For
an estate of not less than three acres laid out
with the most taste, planted most judiciously

and kept in best order for three consecutive
years S160, second prize $80. For best arranged
and best kept flower garden, hardy perennial
and biennial plants permissible $50, second prize

$30. For best Strawberry garden f.50, second
prize $30. For best vineyard of one acre $50,

second prize $30. Applications should be made
to the chairman of committee, John J. Parker,
Forest Hill Cemetery, Jamaica Plain.

The New Secretary of Agriculture.
From the great respect in which his acquaint-
ances of all political shades speak of the new
Secretary of Agriculture, the Hon. Jeremiah M.
Rusk of Wisconsin, it seems that American rural

people have the very best of reason to congratu-
late themselves about President Harrison's
apparently good selection. Mr. Rusk is emphatic-
ally a man of the people, who has had consider-

able experience as a practical farmer, and has
always shown himself to be the farmers' friend.

In his new position he will have abundant oppor-
tunity to prove the sincerity of his affections.

The whole tone of the Department of Agricul-
ture, under Mr. Colman, lias been greatly and
generally improved, and since, consequent upon
its enlarged scope and increased resources, still

more is expected of a ' secretary," Mr. Rusk will

not be bedded altogether on roses. The progress

once begun must go on, and it will take the best

and most willing efforts of an able man to satisfy

the farming public. At the same time we hope
that the change will result in cleaning out for
ever some of the old-established, disgraceful,

practices. Turnip seed distribution, etc., but on
the other hand leave the unpartisan character
which Mr. Colman has given the Deparimeut, as

near as possible intact.

Personal: Mr. T. Grelner, formerly
of Orchard and Garden, joins

our Staff.

Within the past three years, as is well known,
this journal has been strengthened by one horti-

cultural periodical after another, seven alto-

gether merging into it b.v purchase until it

possesses a subscription list in extent never before
equalled in the history of American Horticultural
journalism. Along with the increased circulation

there has been also from.time to time an enlarge-
ment of the paper and an improvement of its

matter and engravings, all with greatly increa.sed

labor in the editorial and art departments.
At the present time it affords the managment

much pleasure to announce a step for Popular
Gardening and Fruit Growing distinct from
any in the past. It is that of having secured as

a regular editorial associate on the paper the
services of Mr. T. Greiner, formerly of New
Jersey, and so long and favorably know as the
editor in chief of Orchard and Gardcti, pub-
lished in that state. Hereafter Mr. Greiner will

reside at La Salle, N. Y., where the experiment
grounds and editorial department of this journal
are located and be directly associated therewith.
In the past our new associate has made for him-
self an excellent record as a practical and intelli-

gent experimenter in the line of fruits and veg-
etables, as well as a close observer and vigorous
writer. Hereafter all results arising through his

enlarged opportunities will be reflected in the
columns of this journal.

With such an accession to our editorial staff

and with the various opportunities that are
broadly opening the present spring for conduct-
ing our experiment grounds of 13 acres in the

interest of our readers, the future usefulness
and value of Popular Gardening and Fruit
Growing are assured more clearly than at an.v

one time in the past.

Arbor Day and What to Make of it.

Arbor clay Is an outgrowth of the popular
conviction that the days of wanton forest

destruction will soon be past, and that

forest planting has become a pressing need.

This condition of popular sentiment ex-

plains the rapidity with which Arbor day
observance from a feeble start has developed
into all but a National celebration.

The warnings of the press concerning the
evil results of the denudation of hills and
hillsides upon our climatic and atmos-
pheric conditions are given additional force

by the grooving scarcity of timber, and they
have begun to bear fruit, so that we may
look with entire confidence into the future
of American forestry. Arbor day is a sort

of celebration of this progress.

But Arbor day means still more. It

comes as a timely reminder of the fact that

a rural home of the present day can hardly i

be considered a home without that air of

refinement, good taste and home comfort
which shrubs, and trees, and well-kept
lawns impart to it, a reminder that home
ornamentation means home enjoyment and
love of home-life.

This is not all. Arbor day means opening
a way for acquainting the young with the
laws relating to tree growth, their care and
value. From this view have sprung the
worthy efforts made to engage the pupils
of puljlic schools in Arbor day observance,
and tlie practical outcome of which may
often he observed in the improved appear-
ance of school grounds. Sometimes Arbor
day celebration may have the effect of put-
ting a wholesome moral restriction upon
the young lover of mischief who makes too

free with his pocket knife, transforming the
reckless tree destroyer into a considerate
tree protector.

At the present stage of our country's de-

velopment we cannot afford to disregard
the educational advantages of Arbor day;
but the impression that can be made upon
the young, should work in an intensified

degree upon the minds of older people.

Tree planting has now become as necessary
as tree cutting was a hundred years ago.

American Pomological Society.
Florida Meeting.

It was a field day for Florida when the
members of this influential society gath-

ered among the beautiful Orange groves,

which have brought fame and prosperity to

the State during the last 20 years. The
sturdy Orange growers fully realized the
importance of the occasion and resolved
upon making the most of the northerners'

visit. They found no difficulty in enlisting

the sympa hies of the State railway mana-
gers who have a keen scent for northern
capital. Free transportation to any point
in the state was freely offered, and altogether

a grand sub-tropical ovation was accorded
the visitors. But the weather was some-
what contrary, the sun, usually so reliable

in the South, wouldn't shine, and it rained
or threatened to during the whole session of

the convention. Later, however, it became
delightful, and the members greatly en-

joyed their many excursions to leading
points of interest throughout the State.

The Meeting. The opening session of

the Society was held in the new and spacious
building just erected for the Semi-tropical

exposition at Ocala, and there the members
assembled amid the most complete and at-

tractive display of sub-tropical fruits and
other products of the South ever brought
together, on the morning of February '20.

About half the States were represented in

the convention, and more arrived during
the day. President Berckmans was in the

chair. D. W. Adams, president of the Flor-

ida Horticultural Society welcomed the

stalwart association to the domain of the

Queen of fruits, the Orange, in a felicitous

address. Mayor Garvey of Ocala and Pres-

ident Wilson of the Exposition also joined

in the welcome in fitting remarks, to all of

which vice-president W. C. Strong of Mass-
achusetts responded for the visiting society

in a pleasing manner. The noon recess was
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taken up in part by an examination of the

Exposition exhibits, especially of the vast
variety of citrus fruits, some of which were
quite new to many northern visitors. The
specimens were unusually fine, and the ex-

hibit as a whole deserves much fuller notice

than can be given here.

President's Address. The president al-

luded to the bright position accorded the
society by foreign horticultural authorities,

and contrasted sharply the respective con-
ditions of the American and European far-

mers, greatly to the advantage of the for-

mer, who owned and was directly

interested in the land he tilled

and the results. The creation of

the new cabinet portfolio was
commended; the presence of char-

ter members of the society was
happily noted, its perpetuation
should be animated by the ad-

vancement of an intellectual and
refining pursuit. The richest

lands or most favored localities

do not always yield the highest
revenue; education of the hus-
bandman is an important factor.

The utilization of surplus fruit is

a problem approaching solution.

Cheap fruit created an increasing
demand. In the necrological

record fitting allusion was made
to Wm. Parry, of New Jersey,

Richard Peters, of Georgia, P. W.
Reasoner, of Florida, and A. J. Caywood,
of New York, members who have died since
the last session of the society.

Reports, Re.?olutions, Etc. Treasurer
Smith's report showed a satisfactory cash
balance on hand with no Indebtedness, and
the legacy of the late President Wilder well
and safely invested. All the old officers

were then re-elected without opposition. A
resolution suggesting especial attention to
the raising of new seedling fruits on scien-
tific principles on the part of experiment
stations, and urging originators to send new
fruits to the stations was adopted.
Cross Fertilization. A most interest-

ing essay was the opening essay on this sub-
ject, read by Dr. J. P. Neal of the Florida
Experiment Station. He gave the results
of much careful and intelligent experiment
in this fascinating and important branch of
pomological effort, which elicted long and
spirited discussion. The principle point dis-

cussed was as to the time visible effects of
crossing were first apparent. Many had
noted it in the fruit the first year, especially
in some species; others did not believe. Po-
mologist Van Deman had yet to be con-
vinced of such speedy influence. Dr. Neal
had met with many negative results, but
proposed to keep on working in this promis-
ing field. He wanted to obtain a hardy
Orange, combining the traits of the Navel
and Satsuma, or the Tandriff and Satsuma,
a Kelsey-Washington Plum,a Scuppernong-
Black Hamburg Grape, a Bartlett-Le Cont
Pear. With few exceptions he had seen no
influence of crossing the first year. Maize,
Sorghum, the Cucurbitaceae or Colocynth
were among these exceptions. The latter
planted with Melons produced large bitter
Melons the first year, and it saved his Melons
from dusky marauders. Grapes, Peaches
and Apples were not affected.

Prevention of Grape Diseases. Prof.
B. T. Galloway of the Agricultural Depart-
ment at Washington ,talked of the " results of
recent experiments in the treatment of Vine
diseases." Downey mildew, he said, could
easily be controlled by either of the remedies
given in the circular issued by the Depart-
ment in 188T; as to the black rot the results so
far are not so decided, but they are suffici-

ently promising to warrant a continuance
of the trials. For anthracnose he recom-
mended a 50 per cent solution of copperas

applied in winter before the buds advanced
too far. Mr. Newman of Alabama pre-

ferred bagging for rot ; said it was a com-
plete protection for rot, insects and birds,

and prolonged the period of ripening, also
improved the quality of the fruit. He got
ten cents a pound for those bagged while
others sold for four.

Japan Persimmon. Mr. B. F. Livingston,
Florida, then read an interesting paper on
the " Kaki " (Japan Persimmon.) No other
fruit tree grows so vigorously without ma-
nure or cultivation. His 600 one-year old

shortening, and yet we have known certain
varieties of the Pear,while young and thrif-

ty, to renew their growth annually, from
their terminal buds only, until the shoots
were no longer able to sustain their own
weight against the force of even a moderate
wind—a tendency which can only be re-

medied by annually cutting back the pre-
vious year's growth in spring, with the
result of increasing the number of new
shoots. Here all varieties of trees should
be branched low; both as a means of shad-
ing the trunks, and (especially with the

more upright grown,) to avoid
the undue influence of high winds.
We branch many trees within
eight to 13 inches of the earth.

Watering by Means of Perfm-atcd Statimmry Pipes. Cross Section

of House.

grafts on wild stock were from six to eight

feet high. They bear very young. The
only problem is marketing. Great care in

picking, packing and shipping is necessary.

There are now some 40 varieties, of which
only four were recommended for general
culture.

Fruit Reports. The Report of the Sub-
Tropical Committee read by Dr. Manville,
and Mr. Hubbard contained detailed reports

of sub-committees from the various States.

The progress and growth of the various
fruits were minutely set forth. The variety

enumerated was very large and some of the
peculiar names were quite unknown to the
northern visitor.

The Minor Citrus Fruits. This sub-
ject was treated by Rev. T. W. Moore, who
was in part historical, sentimental and
poetical. The Citron was among the oldest,

having come to Europe a thousand years

before the Orange. We should export it

largely instead of importing it as now. In
fragrance the flower excels all the Roses.

Many other neglected species of the Citrus
family were alluded to. Mr. Van Deman
wanted to discard the incorrect and un-
reasonable name "Grapefruit" and adopt
"Pomels" which he claimed was the pro-

per name for this fruit.

(To be Continued.)

The Points of Good Pruning
Summed Up.
T. T. LYON, MICHIGAN.

Among Mr. Augur's many excellent direc-

tions on pruning in February number, are a
few which, however well adapted to eastern
needs, may be, in our estimation, improved
for practice under the fervid skies and more
arid atmosphere of the west, with higher
winds and more extreme and trying meteor-
ological conditions generally.

Here it is needful that the head of a tree

be so filled with wood that there can be no
injury to the trunk and leading branches
from what is commonly known as sun scald.

For this reason, our ideal tree should always
have a central branch, with not less than
three nor more than five side branches, upon
which to build a weU distributed system of
subsidiary arms. Mr. Auger says truly that
neither the Apple nor the Pear (he might per-
haps have added the Cherry) usually require

Watering Plants by Means
of Perforated Pipes.
W. A. MANDA, ESSEX CO., N. J.

Where there is a good force of

hydrant water this method can be
easily adopted for plants which
require to be syringed often, or

kept uniformly moist.

As shown in illustration ordi-

nary pipes are laid in the green-
house, and short pipes lead to the
sprinkler or perforated pipe
which is fastened to the waU over-

head the bench of plants. By
turning on the water the whole

bench is thus sprinkled uniformly, and
sufficiently, if left for ten or fifteen minutes.
This system is adopted in the cool Or-
chid house at the United States Nur-
series, and not only to sprinkle plants but
also the walks thus keeping a high degree of

moistiu'e. In summer the house is from
ten to fifteen degrees cooler than the lowest
temperature in the shade out of doors.

This system may be well recommended
where the whole house or bench is filled

with plants requiring the same treatment
but would be of a great advantage in any

Ground Plan of Home.

greenhouse as a means of keeping the walls
moist, a condition so necessary for the wel-
fare of most of the tropical plants.

The working of the system may be under-
stood by reference to the parts as follows;
A (see both engravings), shelving for plants;
B, side stage: C, walk; D D, sprinkler pipes
over the beds; E. sprinkler pipe for walk;
F F F F, supply pipes for bed sprinklers;

G, supply pipe for walk sprinkler; H (lower
engraving), entrance to greenhouse.

The Wonderful Peach.
A few specimens of an apparently new

Peach on exhibition at the Mt. Holly (N. J.)
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Fair three years ago attracted the atten-

tion of prominent growers, among them E.

Williams, A. J. Caywood and D. David, on

account of lateness, size and showiness.

The committee awarded it a first 'prize and
silver medal for most promising new fruit,

and as a result the original tree, a chance

seedling in a neighboring garden, was pur-

chased by enterprising nurserymen, and
last year introduced as " Wonderful."
This Peach Mr. Williams described as a

" rosy cheeked, yellow-skinned, yellow-flesh-

ed, free stone Peach of large size and ex-

cellent flavor," and was especially pleased

with its keeping quallity. We do not know
of any grower who has fruited the variety

since, or who has
been in position to

give us additional

authentic informa-
tion about the fruit-

bearing habits of the

tree, and other points

of importance. In

the nursery row the

tree resembles Beer's

Smock, and is seem-
ingly a healthy and
vigorous grower.
Should any of our
readers fruit the

Wonderful this year,

we would much ap-

preciate an early

report regarding the

outcome.

day and night. The much increased sum-
mer heat of the far inland steppes, that fav-

ors the ripening of Dent Corn, would surely

hasten the maturity of the keeping Apples
of North France, Belgium and Bohemia, if

the cold winters of the steppes would permit
the trees to live there. Hence if we believe

it possible to secure a winter Apple for the

43d parallel in this country from South Bel-

gium, we can reasonably e.xpect to secure it

from South Russia. I am glad to report that

so far theory and practice appear to, go to-

gether.

So far as yet fruited on the 43d parallel in

Iowa the Cherries, Plums, Pears and Apples
of the 50th parallel west of the Volga river

Climate of Europe
and America.

J. L. BUDD. STORY CO., IOWA.

In connection with
Dr. Hoskins' notes in

your February issue

it may be useful to

trace the fiftieth par-

allel of latitude in

Europe and the same
line in that part of

North America, lying

to the east of the Rocky Mountain range.

The Doctor says: "As New England lies

mostly on the latitude of southern Eiu-ope,

so Canada lies mostly on the latitudes of

Russia and Siberia. Not only the climate,

but the length of days should be considered

in estimating the value of fruit trees. The
winter Apples of Russia are many, but
south of 45° they are only early winter
or fall sorts."

In our country the fiftieth parallel passes

through the British possessions a few miles

south of the south point of Hudson Bay, and
only touches Canada in the extreme nor-

thern part of the Province of Quebec. Its

whole line east of the Rockies is through a
semi Arctic region where fruit has never
been thought of, and probably never wiU be.

On the other hand in Europe, the .50th par-

allel passes through the orchards and vine-

yards of North France, the grand orchards
of South Belgium and central Bohemia,
thence eastward north of the Carpathians
on the steppes it passes through fine or-

chards of the Apple, Pear, Cherry, Plum,
Apricot, etc., and 1,000 miles inland it

pases through fields of Dent Corn, Maize,
Melons and Tomatoes. Where it strikes the
Volga, a few miles south of Saratov, maybe
seen as extensive orchards of the Apple as

can be found in Europe or America,
In Belgium on this parallel the word

hardy is scarcely known in speaking of

Apple, Pear, Cherry, or Plum growing, yet

the summers are too cool for Com, Melons,
or Tomatoes in the open air. But 1200 miles
inland the word hardy or its equivalent is ap-

. plied to all trees grown, and the aggregate
summer heat seems to be as great as in Cen-
tral Iowa when taken hourly through the

THE WONDERFUL PEACH.

have about the same season in this cotintry.

A single example will illustrate this point.

In South Central Russia the Varonesh Rosy
Apple is kept past mid-winter by early pick-

ing, storing during the mild weather of au-

tumn between layers of straw in a cool shed,

and moving into a cool cellar when cold

weather approaches. Without this extreme
care it has been shown at our winter meet-
ings in Iowa, as grown on the 41st parallel,

in quite as good condition as Grime's Golden,
and as grown on the 43d parallel it seems to

be as firm now as Roman Stem.
In speaking of Russian Apples our people

forget that our first importations—which
are best known—were from St.Petersburg on
the 60th parallel. It included the coast va-

rieties up to that far north point, and a very
few sorts from the inland northern Prov-
inces, with now and then one from the .50th

parallel in South Central Russia. Among
the best known of these are Longfield, Repka
Maleuka and Winter Aport. With us the

Longfield is quite as firm the first of October
as it was at that date on the Volga in the
fall of 1883, and the Repke Maleuka and
Winter Aport were as firm with us in Janu-
ary of this year as Milton Twig.

'To prevent misapprehension I will repeat
what I have previously written, viz.: We
will secure Apples of good size, fine appear-
ance and good quality, from South Russia
that will keep as well as Grime's Golden,
Jonathan or Fulton. We will also secure
later keeping sorts, but they will not be
higher in quality for dessert use than Wil-
low, Scott's Winter and Baldwin, and none
of these best winter sorts wUl prove as hardy
in tree as the suckers.

These remarks will apply equally to the

Cherries, Plums and Pears of the 50t-h par-

allel west of the Volga to North Silesia.

They will prove invaluable to great areas of

our country where trees are needed as hardy
as the Wealthy, but they will be useless

where the Wealthy fails to endure the win-

ters. At such pouits the orchard fruits of

interior Russia hardy 150 miles north of the

.50th parallel are needed.

The Easter Lily—Lilium HarrisM.

EMILY LOUISE TAi'LIN.

On the occasion of a visit to the green-

house establishment of Peter Henderson in

Jersey City, about the first week in January^
a house 30 x 100 feet,

containing 5,000 pots

of the Easter LUy
{Lilium Harrisii),

was then seen in bud
and bloom, making
a sea of white framed
in the deep green of

the foliage, a sight

worth going some dis

tance to see. Know-
ing the widespread
interest now taken in

the forcing of this

Lily for the winter
months, and especi-

ally for the holiday

trade, I asked Mr.
Henderson's mana-
ger, Mr. Davis, to

give me the data from

his diary of operations

which he has most
kindly and fully done.

The most minute de-

tails are given, Mr.
Henderson having
been most emphatic

in saying, from the

beginning of his busi-

ness career, that no
details of culture
would ever be held as

secrets in his establishment.

Under date September 5th, 1888, the diary

reads: " Potted up 5,000 Lilium Harrisii,

size of bulbs ranging from 5 to ~ inches in

circumference; size of pots used 5 and 6

inches. Soil used composed of three parts

rotted sod with one-fourth well rotted cow
manure, to which was added about one-

fortieth part of pure bone meal. The pots

were filled loosely with soil; the bulbs
pressed down in the center so that their tops

were covered to the depth of half an Inch.

After potting they were given one good
watering, placed in a cold frame, and cov-

ered with leaves or hay to a depth of three

or four inches, sashes being at hand so that
if continued rains occurred they could be
covered, it being important that before the
bulbs start to root they do not get too much
moisture. The bulbs thus potted on Sep-
tember 5th were bftiught into the green-
house on October 1st, having then started to

root sufliciently so as to stand the increased
temperature, which from this date, October
1st, was held at an average of 75° at night,

with 15° higher in the day time.

It is found that this high temperature
must be kept up if flowers are wanted for

the Christmas holidays; at this degree of

heat the Lilies began to show flower buds
on November 34th, and about 30 days from
that date, or December 34th, about one-
fourth of the crop was in flower.

In the month ending December 31st, 1888,

were cut 1,3<X) flowers, which at 35 cents
amounted to ?SO0; month ending Jan. 31st,

1889, 3,300 flowers at 30 cents, t«40; Jan. 31st

to Feb. 15th were cut 8.50 flowers at 18 cents,

$153. Gross receipts, .$1,093; all expenses,

$535; profit, $568. Outlay. Cost of 5,000
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bulbs, 5 to 7 inches in circumference at 7j4

cents, $375; estimated cost of fuel, labor and
interest on greenhouse for four months,
?150—S535. The prices quoted are the low-

est wholesale rates per 100; the prices re-

ceived at retail were probably not less than

50 per cent higher, because no florist can
atiord to deal in these perishable goods at

less profit than 50 per cent.

It will be observed that a medium-sized
bulb was used, the average being but one

flower to each bulb. Many had two and
some three, but many went " blind," owing
to the high temperature they were grown
in. Had they been forced slowly, so that

the flowers would have come in during Feb-

ruary, March and April, they would have
averaged fully five flowers to each bulb, but
at these dates,—unless, perhaps, at Easter,

—the prices would be much less. It is a
mistake to use large bulbs when the flowers

of the Easter Lily are to be cut, because

fashion now decrees that they must have
long stems, and if more than two flowers

come on a plaut there will not be more than
two developed at once, so that all the flowers

cannot be cut with the necessary long stem.

If the flowers can be used without stems, or

if plants in pots are wanted for church or

other decorations at Easter, then the largest

bulbs should be used, costing according to

size from two to three times as much, many
of which will give from 9 to 12 flowers.

The culture to have the blooms at Easter

is exactly the same as for early forcing, ex-

cept that the bulbs may be started any time
from September 1st to December 1st, and
kept at.,aj night temperature of from 55° to

60°, with 15° higher in daytime. If wanted
to come on more rapidly the temperature

can be increased 15° with safety.

The larger bulbs average from 9 to 12

inches, and these, of course, require corres-

pondingly larger pots than the smaller size,

say from 7 to 8 inches in depth and diameter

for the large bulbs, but no matter how vig-

orous the growth is, we find it to be the best

plan never to shift or repot the plants. If

additional food is needed when they are de-

veloping their flowers, use liquid made from
cow manure, which will not hurt them, no
matter how strong it is—we use it freely

twice each week."
Although the data above given from Mr.

Henderson's practice is from operations on
a large scale, the same rules are equally ap-

plicable, no matter whether a dozen or 5,000

bulbs are grown. The great claim made
for the profit of the high forcing practice,

when done for commercial purposes, is that

the crop is sold by the middle of February,

and in fact might have been sold by the

middle of January if the high temperature

had been kept up, but it was found with
such a large number as 5,000 that the crop

had to be held back by lowering the tem-

perature (which was an average of about 85°

from October 1st to January 15th, when the

glut came around) to an average 05° from
January 10th to February 15th.

The question is often asked whether or no
any use is made of the bulbs after forcing?

After the bulbs are done flowering, water
should be withheld for eight or ten days.

They should then be placed in a cold frame

or sheltered spot, the bulbs packed close

together, with sufficient soil thrown over

them to fill up the interstices. Then cover

with three or four inches of dry leaves, and
if in mid-winter they must be covered with
sash; if in spring the covering of leaves

alone will be sulticient to protect against

frost. The bulbs so treated wUl flower freely

again in August in the open groimd, but
would not do as well to force for the suc-

ceedmg winter; if wanted for that purpose,

they would requu-e another years growth to

be in proper condition; for that reason it is

the most economical plan to use the Ber-

muda bulbs that have been specially grown
for winter forcing.

Evaporated Apples.

The receipts of evaporated Apples at New
York for the year ending September 1st,

1888, according to the American Grocer of

that city, were 164,947 boxes of fifty pounds
each. The exports from the same port were
87,935 boxes, leaving for consumption and
distribution for home trade 77,022 boxes, or

3,631,100 pounds. It would be a very liberal

estimate to state that the production of

evaporated Apples in all the United States

was 300,000 boxes in the current year just

past. Should this be so it would show
about 213,000 boxes for home consumption,
or in round numbers, 10,600,000 pounds, con-

sumed by a population now believed to be

62,000,000 of people, or say one pound for

the whole year to every sixth person of the

population, or leaving .50,000,000 of our own
people for a field in which yet to introduce

this most desirable of stable fruits, and in

the most attractive and desirable form. The
expansion of this branch of business is by
this very evident. The first noticeable use

of evaporated Apples began in a small way
about ten years ago, before which time they

were practically unknown.
The question has been asked. Has the

production of evaporated Apples reached its

limit ? The facts now set forth, to say

nothing of a demand from all over the

world, and yearly increasing, and already

showing such exports from our port alone,

furnishes the answer and shows that it has

not yet anywhere reached its natural limit.

Feeding for Augmenting the Manure
Pile.

D. N. LONG, ERIE CO , N- T.

According to analysis bran, oU-meal, Cot-

ton-seed meal, malt sprouts. Clover hay,

and some other feeds have a very high ma-
nurial value, so much so, that it is claimed

the manure resulting from feeding them is

of greater money value than the first cost

price, in this country. Frequently Cotton-

seed, although probably the most valuable

food produced in large quantities, is largely

used in the South as a direct manure, with-

out its feeding value being utilized at all.

On the other hand Corn, the staple food for

U

starting Cucumbers Early.

stock in this country, has a manurial value

of less than one-fourth of that of Cotton

seed and much less than of Clover-hay.

By fattening proves we have the com-

bined advantages of producing large quan-

tities of excellent food, and by which means
all the straw can be utilized with advan-

tage as food, and large quantities of ma-
niu-e can be bought in the shape of concen-

trated foods, which are more than paid for

in the profit of the beef produced. Thus
we can make manure for nothing, which

we can therefore use liberally, resulting in

good crops of vegetables, which leave the

soil in excellent condition for Wheat and
Clover, and the crops of these products en-

ables us to derive more profit from farming

and to keep more stock whereby an in-

creased supply of manure results. By sow-

ing Clover largely, we can always have a

Clover sod on which to manure heavily

during the winter, and by turning this un-

der in the spring we can probably keep the

land in the best possible condition.

In early seasons with plenty of rain we
have frequently made a crop of Clover hay
from the soil before time for planting late

Cabbage and Cauliflower, which are usual-

ly followed the next season by early Cab-
bage, and Potatoes, Onions, Beets, Carrots,

etc., then seeding to Wheat the same fall,

often before the Carrots and Beets are

harvested. By sowing Clofer in the Wheat
in the spring there is only one year in three

devoted to vegetable.

One important item in the system, is to

have good barn and stable facilities, with
good water conveniences so that one man
can care for from 60 to 100 head of stock.

We have all the coarse feed, fed directly

from the barn floor level of our bank barn,

and with an over-head water tank, holding
1.50 barrels of water we can water all our
stock right in the stable in ten or fifteen

minutes. This water tank is one of the

most satisfactory things we have ever tried,

it is supplied by a windmill and pumped
from a well, and the tank also catches all

the water from the barn roof, this alone

frequently furnishing all the water needed
for months at a time. In the horse stable

we have water before the horses in a sepa-

rate trough all the time, and which they

seem to appreciate.

By getting Cabbage leaves in pretty late

they can often be kept for a long time. We
now (Dec. 20th) have enough to feed our
stock for a month or two longer that we can

keep without putting them in the silo.

A simple way of Forcing Cucumbers
and Melons.

Where the season is not long enough to

ensure the perfect ripening of Melons, or

when vine fruits are wanted a week or two
in advance of their natural season, the point

may be accomplished by the help of a mini-

ature hot-bed beneath each hill of plants.

To provide this a hole one foot square and
18 inches deep is made were the hill is to

come and this is filled with fresh heating,

horse manure, as for a common hot-bed,

and on this is put a few inches of flne good

mellow soil. Plant a few seeds in center,

cover lightly and place a tapering block of

wood or a six-inch flovi'er pot upon them,

packing the soil firmly around it, and thus

forming a sort of pit when the wood or pot

is withdrawn. Cover with a glass, which
remove when plants are well started.

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to which all are invited to send notes of

experience and observation conceiving topics that re-

cently have been treated on in this Journal. Many
such contributions monthly would be weU^ome.

Forcing Asparagus. Except as a treat for

our own family forcing Asparagus to secure two
weeks' earliness will not pay. Besides, isn't Mr.

Brown's method figured and described page 104,

a very laborious one ? It seems to me that the

digging out of these three-feet deep trenches,

carting aside the soU, and keeping it separate—

the top soil by itself and the subsoil by itself—

then getting, preparing and filling in the hot

manure, and fixing the sashes, etc., require a

deal of labor at a time when we are rushed with

spring work, and also when excellent Aspai-agus

from more southern States can be had in our
markets almost as cheap as seasonable home
grown "grass." And then again a few weeks
after undergoing all this trouble the whole thing

has to be undone,—the scantling and sashes have

to be cleared away, the manure pits emptied and
the manure carted away, and the soil that was
dug out of these three feet deep pits brought

back and replaced, and all this to "save" the

roots. Yes, three or four years old prime roots

that our farmers in Oyster Bay would gladly

grow for you for $lo to 820 a thousand. Aspar-
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afrus roots are very sensiti\e to heat, and can

easily be forced to give us " grass " in Novem-
ber, so any money we in the north are to make
by forcing- Asparagus has to be made before

Mai-ch, for after that time an abundance comes
from the south and at a price we cannot compete

with. When the roots are grown shallow as

shown in Mr. Brown's sketch digging is an easy

matter; an ordinary nursery tree digger ivill run

them out quite easUy and do good work too.

When needed for forcing they should be dug
before winter sets in and housed or pitted so as

to be. accessible whenever wanted. In forcing

they need no light, and we can force them under
the benches of a green-house, in a hot-bed. In a

cellar, or anywhere where we can maintain a

temperature of 00 degrees or over. A brisk heat

gives us quick tender " grass ", a low tempera-

ture, perhaps a little stouter but always tougher

product; and no matter how we fix it we only

get about a certain amount of "grass" from the

roots anyway, and we may as well have this in-

side of a fortnight as dilly-dally four or five

weeks over it. Mr. John G. Gardner of Jobs-

town, N. J., forces a good deal of Asparagus for

market in winter; he uses four-year old roots,

lifts them in fall, stores them till needed, and has

them forced, and finished with them before

March. Asparagus plants that have been forced

in their beds are of very little account for next

year's us3; they will bear a good stand next

spring but the quality will be hard, at least this

has been my experience, and I have done a good

deal at forcing Asparagus.

Hot-beds with Fire Heat. No matter how
you heat your beds, with fire-heat, manure, hops

or anything else, the same oW laborious,

wretched system of attention is necessary, name-

ly, that all work must be done from the outside.

In order to prepare the beds, sow the seed, set

the plants, stir the soil, clean out damp, water the

crops, gather the crops, ventilate, and all else, it

is out-door work. And then the continuous

covering at night and uncovering by day is part

of the daily routine. Hot-beds in March and

spring may be all right, but how about Januar5

and February, when they may be buried under

a snow drift for weeks at a time? No, if you

can afford to have a hot-bed heated with fire-

heat, be it by a smoke-flue or otherwise, depend

upon it, it is better and cheaper for you to make
it a greenhouse at once. In growing vegetables

for market our New York market gardeners

used to work a good deal with frames and hot-

beds, but of recent years so much and excellent

garden truck is raised in winter in the Southern

States and shipped north that it has materially

lowered the prices here, and the gardeners' pro-

fits. The winter frames and hot^beds had there- 1

fore to be abandoned and greenhouses built in-

stead, and now, considering how easy and cheap

it is to build serviceable greenhouses and how
easy they are to heat and work, we are wonder-

ing why on earth we didn't do this long ago?

And now most every truck farm near New York
has its range or ranges of greenhouses for Let-

tuce, Radishes, Rhubarb,Cauliflower, Parsley and

other crops, and the gardeners can hold their

own against the south.

Aponogeton Distachyon, page 106, is hardy.

A bull-frog taught me this. When I lived near

Boston, in the summer of '77, 1 had a large plant

In a pot which I put out into a little pond that

was two to three feet deep, setting this pot on

another inverted pot. The plant died down in

summer, but in August re-appeared in vigorous

form and continued in copious blooms all fall.

But one day in October a big bull-frog kicked

over the pot and the plant was dumped out and
lost, as I thought. But next April it re-appeared

in leaves and flowers and continued in fine state

till the end of May when it died down. It again

re-apjieared in August as before, but bigger and
stronger than ever, and so on every year from
August tUl May. So long as the roots are Ijeyond

the reach of ice so long will they live, but of

course the water should not be over three feet

deep, if as much, for they are not large plants.—

William Falajncr.

Missouri as a Fruit State. In your Febru-

ary issue, page 110, Ben Davis, Willow Twig and
Jonathan are named as the Apples recommended
by the State Horticultural Society of Missouri-

This must be an error, and if, in proper time,

you can drop into any county of this grand State

and look at her orchards, fruit gardens or fruit-

trees anywhere you'll most likely be satisfied

that no particular variety or varieties of Apples
need be recommended, nor of Pears, Plums, and
of any other fruit, large or small. All varieties

seem to find in Missouri a soil so rich in all the

elements of plant food that nearly all will do
well.—^. A. Blmntr, yiculison Co., Mo.

Crown Grafting. Last spring I tried this

method of grafting, published and illustrated in

the February number, but the only giafts that

grew were two that were set up so high that I

could not pour in the mud, and therefore

covered them with grafting wax. The weather
was exceptionally dry; the water soaked away
and evaporated, leaving a cracked surface. I

made the mud thin enough to pour, and in a wet
season it would probably have retained moisture.

Shall use wax this spring as I consider it safer.—

L. S, WilUanm-me, N. Y.

Improved Peanut fur the A'urt/i.

The Axe for Peach Yellows. A New
Jersey Peach grower, in February number, finds

fault with Prof. E. F. Smith, because he has not
done in a year and a half, what twenty years ex-
perience with the disease has failed to accom-
plish; namely, find a cure. If the writer will

heed the one deduction, that the disease is less

prevalent where the diseased trees are thorough-
ly removed, he will, in a few years, thank Prof.

Smith for his advice. Had the same fact been
understood and heeded a dozen years ago, it

would have saved the Peach growers of Southern
Michigan thousands of trees and thousands of

dollars in money. There where many who did

not believe in this radical preventive, but I think

not one can be found here now. I do not believe

that a case of yellows of the kind we have in

Michigan, has ever been cured, and I have a 14

years' practical experience with the disease,

and a knowledge of what has been done. If

Prof. Smith will impress other Peach districts,

with the fact that speedy removal of all

affected trees is a pretty certain preventive of

the yellows, I, for one, am perfectly willing to

grant him the next 15 years to find a cure. The
removal of diseased trees has reduced the an-

nual loss of trees by the disease in this section to

below one per cent, while about six yeeirs ago it

reached fully ten per cent. In localities where
the removal of diseased trees has been most
rigidly enforced, growers are most successful,

and suffering practically no losses. No system
of planting, cultivating, manuring or doctoring

has given us exemption from the dread disease.

—A. O. Ch.iUey, Van Biiren Co., Mith.

OxALiSES, Page 606. Glad the Elder's wiie

grows these, they are an interesting race, but in

order to name varieties from descriptions, the

descriptions should be full and precise. The
purplish pink and white flowered varieties are

probably Oxalis rosea and O. r. var alba both

capital and continuous summer bloomers and
easily raised from seed. Instead of 0. tropseo-

loides say O. comiculata rubra.

LiLiUMS FROM SEED, PAGE 108. "Tell your
readers not to turn out their Lily seed pans to

soon." This is sound logic. In December, '87,

I sowed a number of large flat boxes with L. au-

ratum and L. superbum seed, and the seedlings

aren't up yet, but every one is fresh and burst

or bursting, and probably all will come up next

April and May. I sow the seeds In boxes filled

with Ught earth, cover % inch deep, then place a

layer of swamp moss over the soil to keep it from

being heaved out of the boxes in winter and
dried up in summer. In winter I keep the boxes
in a cold frame; in summer in a shad.v, cool place

out of doors and never allow to get dry. Now
seeds of Lilium tenuifolium, callosum and pul-

chellum come up, if sown in a warm green-

house, inside of two weeks after sowing.

The Ginkgo Tree, Page 109. You omit one
fact regarding it, namely, that it is one of the

easiest of all trees to transplant, even after it is

15 or 20 feet high.

"The Blue Spruce requires constant moist-

ure until well established," page lU. Very
favorable conditions, no doubt, but not at all

necessary. We have Blue Spruce Picea imngens,

in all sorts of soils, even in very poor dry soil

where the subsoil is sand to the antipodes, I pre-

sume and all do well, only where the conditions

of soil are very poor, at planting time we fill up
the hole with good loam and afterwards in fall

add a mulching of manure, but we do not add
to the natural moisture as that would be too
much trouble. No, the Blue Spruce is a very ac-

commodating tree for an evergreen, and the har-

diest evergreen we have got.

—

Falconer.

How Mt Window Garden Was Arranged.
A window 5x8 feet was built out from a sitting

room with the floor made strong, covered with

cement; inclined sufficiently to carry surplus
water into a drain, and putting therein sufficient

earth to elevate the plant bed. I cover it each

fall and spring with a carpet of moss from the

woods, leaving in a few wUd Violets and Ferns
in variety. A fine specimen of Monstera, or

Philodendron pertusum occupies a central posi-

tion, with a large Screw Palm Cycas revoluta on
the edge of the fioor by it and while the space
between the moss and the sitting room is strewn
with a few large fossil corals. Gypsum specimens
and a few bright shells heightens the effect of

the moss, the result is a charming window gar-

den. Generally there are nine to ten large Palm
like leaves on the Monstei'a, which about fill the

window, but with their long stems and leathery

leaves permit some blooming plants to set around
near the glass. Overcrowding is most fatal to

the beauty of a window garden. With large hang-
ing basket in center. Begonias, foliage plants and
Primroses on brackets, and the spaces of white

wall at the sides planted to Ivies, Maderia vines,

the Jasmine-like Solanum, Yellow Jasmine,

which blooms farthest from the glass). Passion

Flower, Constance Elliott, and Max vines, fes-

tooning small pots on the ground would spoil the

effect of the arch abo\e but as the structure is of

brick, and the room warmed by natural gas, I

spray the entire collection as often as necessary,

and thus keep down the red spidei-s.-Sara A.
Pleas, Hcrino Co., Ind.

Tomato Staking and Rot. One season I care-

fully staked a few hundred plants but hardly got

a sound Tomato from them while from the same
variety alongside that lay on the ground the

fruit was sound.—.A. M. Nichols.

On Growingf Peanutsat the North.

The successful cultivation of the Peanut at

the North at least for home use has been
made feasible by the recent introduction of the

early "Improved" variety shown in illustration.

The pods of this sort grow in a cluster around
the main stalk, not spreading as the old varieties.

Select warm, rich soil, preferably of a somewhat
calcareous nature, and plant in rows two and
one half to three feet apart, placing a single

kernel every 12 inches in the row, and cover one
inch deep. Give good cultivation, keeping the

ground mellow and slightly drawn up around

the plants. Pull up the plants before frost, or at

once after the first light frost; hang up in

bunches to cure, and afterwards gather and sort

the pods. It is highly interesting to watch the

growth and development of .this semi-tropical

fruit or vegetable. There is no danger that Pea-

nut growing will ever reach such proportions at

the North, that we will have to ask ourselves, as

they do in Virginia, what to do mth all this

wealth. In the South, glowers have been com-
pelled to think of new uses for the crop. In

Virginia part of the crop is utilized for the man-
ufacture of flour from which a most excellent

and palatable buscuit is made. The roasted

kernel often serves as a substitute for coffee, and
it is also used in the adulteration of chocolate.

The natives of Georgia make pastry of pounded
nuts. We are in sympathy with these efforts to

make use of the "poor man's fruit," but we pro-

test against its being palmed off as "chocolate."
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Packages for Small Fruit. How One
Grower Does.

E. H. CDSHMAN, CUYAHOGA CO., O.

For wholesaling berries in Cleveland the

two-bushel four-drawered crate is the most

popular, where quantity rather than quality

of fruit is the obiect. It has been in use for

years, and grower, dealer, and the average

buyer seem to unite against any other pack-

age. For the first two the crate is the best,

for the consumer it is not.

Pickers prefer the four qiiart basket to

the little quarts, and the grower in empty-

ing these basket into the trays can more

easily detect poor picking, at the same time

he can make his fruit appear to Its best ad-

vantage by putting a few of the largest,

brightest berries on top. The crate is a

heavy, awkward package, but there are

usually two to handle them. The grocery-

men in purchasingexchange empty crates for

the ones with berries in. At their place of

business they are spread out to view so the

person buying can see just what he is buy-

ing: big berries he sees first, and first im-

pressions have power. These drawers give

the idea to buyers that there is nothing to

conceal, while quart baskets in a case have

the air of deceit.

Too often berries shoveled out of a drawer

are gritty, mashed, bleeding and unfit for

consumption. After eating of such fruit is

it any wonder that the appetite for berries is

dulled, and we hear the expression. Oh!

could I have the berries of my childhood,

etc. Whether this state of affairs will ever

be changed I do not care to speculate upon.

That I sell some berries in this way I admit,

but I must say it is with a feeling of protest.

I have often let berries remain at home that

would have been called fair stock on the

market.
There are a few fancy growers and grocers

who handle their berries in one, two and

four quart baskets. The fruit in these pack-

ages is usiaally of the best, commands the

highest figure, and is bought by people who
will have the best at any price. I retail

nearly all my fruit direct to the families.

Living ten miles from the center of the city

and being a small grower, I can do this in

a very satisfactory manner; there are others

who do the same. I aim to grow from a

quarter to a half acre of each of the small

fruits, and try to have these of the very best.

Strawberries are in greater demand than

any other variety of small fruit. They are

well mulched, for cleanliness is my motto

from the time the berries are in blossom

until they are delivered to the consumer,

for which purpose I have always used two

aud four-quart baskets, bxit hereafter shall

use two's only. These are new at the be-

ginning of the season and I never use a

soiled one. The berries are carefully packed

into the baskets and placed in a covered

wagon in the field; at the close of the pick-

ing the wagon is run into a fruit house where

it stands over night. The next morning at

five I start for the sale of my fruit, usually

reaching my first customers at H..3U o'clock;

selling is continued until berries give out or

I have served my fifty or sixty patrons. In

this way the berries receive very little hand-

ling and are always fresh and nice.

It is a pleasure to sell direct to people who
know and appreciate good fruit. It gener-

ally takes me about four hours to sell from

six to eight bushels of berries; if I have any

left from my retail trade the commission

houses get them at market prices. I have

sold my fruit in this way for 13 years, and

have on my list now many to whom I sold

in the beginning. They have told me re-

peatedly that it was better economy for

them to buy my fruit at highest prices than

to purchase cheaper stuff on the market,

because there was often no waste but a sat-

isfaction in knowing the fruit was clean.

When I started in this trade I purchased

a new wagon with white canvass top. I

had my name, business, and place of resi-

dence, nicely lettered on this top, the same
as any other business man does. This

wagon is kept clean, well painted and var-

nished. The horse and harness are in cor-

responding condition. I always try to be

tidy and never let an opportunity pass to be

accommodating. These are some of the

points which have brought me success.

There are the same opportunities all over

this land formy brother fruit grower. " Seek

the way and enter therein." The basket is

the best for such a local fancy trade, the

crate for the million.

Garden and Other Notes by Judge
Miller.

To Begin the Season's Work. The time

is here to prepare for work. Most garden-

ers know that such as Peas, Lettuce, Rad-

ishes, etc., will come into use much sooner

if got into the ground as early as possible.

After the frost is all out of the ground the

freeze of an inch or so on top at night mil

keep the soil too wet to work well, but some
morning when thus frozen the shell can be

laid aside, and the earth beneath will be

found in just the right condition, mellow

and fine, the surplus of moisture having

gone up into the frozen crust.

Seeds that need a depth of only about the

thickness of the crust can be put on the

surface, after the ground has been dug and
mellowed to the proper depth. Cover with

the crust and the work is done. Peas, of

course, must be put much deeper. These

seeds will soon swell and be ready to grow

as soon as the groimd gets warm. Lettuce,

Radish and Beet seeds can lay in the ground

all winter and grow as well as if kept in the

house, and one often finds volunteers far

ahead of what are planted. It is to get even

with these that the early planting

should be done.

Red Beets and Ashes. Two summers
ago I left a packet of Beet seeds on a little

pile of ashes, by an oversight, which got

torn open and the seeds scattered. Some of

the seeds sprouted in the almost pure ashes

(of course somewhat leached) and in the fall

I took up Beets therefrom, of usual size and
smooth as glass, also very highly colored.

As Ye Sow so Shall Ye Reap. This old

saying is true now, as it was when first

expressed. This is to show us that if we
sow good seed and plant good trees and
plants we may look for a just return if we
do the proper thing in the way of preparing

the ground and give good cultivation. It

one wishes to purchase good seeds he can

hardly go amiss by ordering direct from any

of our popular seedsmen. Don't go to some
store, where there may be old seed offered

cheap, for you will most likely be disap-

pointed. Most seeds will be sent you by

mail at less cost than at the retail stores

through the country.

As to trees, shrubbery and small fruit

plants that you may need, send to some
responsible nursery and don't fear the

freight, for the tree agent, if you patronize

him, will charge such prices as will make
your bill much higher than freight and all

the other way. Again, if you order from

the nursery direct you may expect what
you ask for, while from the latter your

chances are three to one that you will be

disappointed, and no chance for redress.

Don't be fooled by the exaggerated pictures

they show you, for even if the true kinds,

you may never raise such specimens as

they represent.

Russian Apricot.s. Last season my trees

bore for the first time, and the fruit was
watched closely but some one else got them.

They were small but this may be on account

of the small trees. They had no name but
now I have six varieties that are named
which will soon show what they are. They
are hardier than our old varieties.

Japan Plums. I once wrote that it

would be best to grow these in large pots or

boxes so as to put them in a cellar, but this

seems not necessary as last winter they

stood in the nursery at 14° below zero at

Morrison and bore fruit, but when nearly

grown the fruit fell oft. This winter I have
grafts of both Kelsey and Botau of one
summer's growth and they are both sound.

It is possible that two of the most difficult

traits in the Kelsey here may be overcome. It

seems hardy and our long warm autumns
may ripen it. C K. Meyers, of Illinois,

tells me that it can be worked on the Dwarf
Almond and then easily laid down and
covered in winter. This is a new wrinkle to

me and shall be tried. I know that the

Peach will work on the Almond for I once

saw a monster Peach within six inches of

the ground on such a tree.

What Variety to Plant. If one is not

acquainted with the popular fruits of the

day let him go to a fruit grower in his

neighborhood and ask his advice. There are

many valuable varieties that thrive in some
localities while in other places they are a

failure. Just here in a variety of soils some
of the Bragg Strawberries are of no accoimt.

Sharpless, Old Iron Clad and Piper have

proved a failure, while Columbia, Captain

Jack, Windsor Chief, Crescent, Harte,

and Minnesota never fail.

Among the new ones Jessie and Bubach
No. 5 are at the head while Gaudy and
Mammoth promise well. While I would not

advise going largely into any of the new
varieties offered at high prices I would rec-

ommend the procuring of a dozen each, if

one can afford it; give them good (but not

extra) cultivation, so you can learn their

merits. Don't give them such high culture

as you never gave your old ones, or it is not

a fair test. I will lay a wager that it the

same care was bestowed on the Captain

Jack that some of the new crops receive,

it will match the best of them yet.

But this thing of putting out a new Straw-

berry at «!3 per dozen seems to me to be

unreasonable although it may be legiti-

mate. Where a new one promises well the

owner should hold on to it until he can

well afford to send it out at $1 per dozen, and

this any one feeling an interest in it will be

willing to pay, but $3 is more than I intend

ever to pay for any new Strawberry, and

many prominent fruit growers have told me
that it was their idea also. The reason why
I advise getting the new ones at a decent

price is so that if they prove valuable you

will have a good start of it, while if not on

hand we feel disappointed. I would sooner

try six varieties and have five of them fail,

if the other one is good, than not to

have that one.

The New Grapes. The improvement in

this fruit is very encouraging and if the rot

can be overcome (which there is hopes of)

we will soon have plenty of superior quality.

Among the white ones I will name Moore's

Diamond, Empire State, Niagara and Pock-

lington, all hardy, productive, healthy and
vigorous in vine and in quality as named
above. Diamond best and and Pocklington

fourth in quality, though even this is a good

Grape. These can be grown to nearly 1 lb.

to the bunch, and if such won't bring a

paying price after deducting the expenses of

sacking, one man has made a miscalculation.

Young Trees in Old Orchards. That

this is not advisable as a rule is true, and

is usually condemned, yet if properly done

may prove successful. Twenty-one years

ago, when I came in possession of this place,

there was an old orchard of about fifty

trees, most of which had seen their best
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days, while others liore inferior fruit yet

were too old to make grafting practicable.

There was no other orchard near so we de-

pended on this one for Apples.

After four years I commenced cutting the

worst 'trees out, and setting young trees

in their places. Some were cut down and
the stumps left standing until nearly

decayed. In either case every particle of

old root, whether green or rotten, was
removed for at least four feet scjnare, and
two feet deep. Most of the soil in this space

was thrown out, and fresh good soil tilted in

before the new trees were planted. The
result is that I have now trees from fifteen

years old down to but three, all flourishing,

some being ten inches in diameter at the

base and we have not been without plenty of

Apples, although the orchard is in the

original ground.
Durable Stakes. Whenever Red Cedar

can be got for posts or stakes they should be
secured. Twenty-one years ago I helped to

survey in this vicinity and to lay out the

town. The town lots were marked with
Cedar stakes 2!o' inches square, driven 18

inches into the ground, with the number in

Roman characters cut Into the stakes,

which are yet in place and not decayed.

These stakes were taken from trees that

were dry and well seasoned.

In a place that I once rented there were
stakes not over two inches thick put to

Grape vines that had been put there four

years before, and the place was in my care

for three years, yet not a sign of decay was
perceptible on these stakes. They were
Osage Orange, and simply poles cut from an
abandoned hedge. That it will pay for any
one to plant the following where timber is

scarce I am sure: Osage Orange, Catalpa,

and Alianthus. Cedar grows too slow and
is more uncertain in growing after trans-

planting. In growing trees for timber they

should be planted pretty thick at first,

and thinned out as they become crowded.
FouEST Tree Growing. The three above

named I would plant four feet apart each
way; cultivate well until they are about
two years grown (of course I mean to plant
small trees in the first place). The third

spring cut them off at the ground and let

two or three shoots startup, of which when
well started, say one foot high, pinch the
tops off all but the best, and when they
start pinch the tops again. This will give

the best shoot the lead, which will be likely

to make a shoot six to ten feet high, and
perfectly straight. The following spring
the main tree is all that should be left. In a
few years these trees will make good stakes

for the vineyard, and in five years they will

be heavy enough to attach barbed wire to

for a fence. It will now do to cut out every
alternate tree diagonally which will leave

them 8 feet apart. In ten years these will

be large enough for forests when the thin-

ning can be repeated in like manner leaving

them IB feet apart, which in twenty years

from planting will yield railroad tie timber,

while the refuse will make posts and fire

wood. One acre thus grown in good soil

will produce 4C0 ties worth ^iO per 100, while
the timber taken from the ground pre-

viously will fully pay for the land and labor.

The Osage Orange is not suitable for ties,

however, but will be valuable for wagon
making. There is a possibility of ties bring-

ing double the price named as the Oak tim-

ber is rapidly passing away, and some
timber will have to be grown for the pur-

pose. This will not apply to men of my age
but for the youngmen of the laud It may be
of some importance. When a mere lad I

helped to plant tree seeds in the black soil

among limestone rocks in Pennsylvania,

and had to weed them and tend them ; on
revisiting the old place thirty years after,

there were trees fifty feet high and over a

foot in diameter ; that would have made
ten posts each, then and there worth one

dollar a piece. These hints may arouse

some of our young men, to help drive

away the threatening calamity of our forest

destruction.

Notes on Garden Work.
A. C. REED, CUMBERLAND CO., ME.

In the garden one is not in any danger of

doing too much manuring.
Then while there are many who do not

raise as great :i variety as they might, others

attempt too much with the chance of later

waking up to the fact that nothing has been

done well. The garden plot is the most im-

portant piece of ground on the farm. While
we want a good assortment of kinds, we
must not have many of any one thing.

Cabbage is perhaps one of the most ditli-

cult of vegetables to raise in the average

kitchen garden, though some, owing to

favored locality, or good understanding of

culture have no trouble with it. In many
localities the man who can grow plenty of

nice heads can sell them at a good profit.

The crop should be grown quickly, which

means a rich soil, an early start and fre-

quent hoeings. The common danger from

insects may be somewhat lessened by short-

ening the time of heading. I have also used

sulphur by thoroughly sprinkling the leaves

with it from time to time, for eradicating

both lice and worms, with good results.

[Bubach is the complete remedy against

Cabbage worms.—Ed.]
The vines demand a considerable area,

and that of the warmest loam, well ma-
nured.

It is often an advantage to change the

location of our gardens. Some gardens are

too wet, others too much exposed, but the

best garden is the one having the sunniest

exposure, providing we have a light loam as

a whole, though a little variety in soils is

sometimes xiseful.

In shirking the details of our work, we
shirk the profits almost invariably. In no

business is this truer than gardening. Look
closely after the small things and the big

ones will nearly take care of themselves.

Black Rot of Grapes.
Continued from page 125.

There are generally two periods in the in-

vasion; the first is usually mild, and co-

incides with the flowering of iEstivalis, the

time when the berries of Labrusia and its

hybrids are forming. Later in July and
especially near the beginning of August
Black Rot develops on the berries very rap-

idly and may destroy the entire crop in a

few days. When ripening begins the dis-

ease progresses slowly and the berries that

are still healthy are not attacked, but in

warm and moist regions those containing

the parasite continue to decay up to com-

plete maturity, at the same time presenting

some special characters.

Diverse systems of culture and pruning

adopted with the view of overcoming the

disease have been without effect. The pow-

ders, sulphur, plaster, ashes,'lime and ashes,

etc., solutions of lime, phenic acid in small

quantities, salts of soda, have all been em-
ployed without success. It is triie the vines

were treated when the disease was already

on the leaves and even on the fruit.—a fact

which may account for some'ot the failures.

It has l)een observed that Black Rot does

not exist or is not as severe upon vines

trained against walls that are surmounted
by roofs or partial shelter. It is the same
by training the vines against a trellis topped

with a board or cloth shelter. In the green-

houses near Boston and in Washington the

vines, even the European varieties, are ex-

empt from Black Rot, although the neigh-

boring vineyards in the open air were
devastated l)y the disease. Drops of water
are indispensable for the germination of

Mildew spores; it is also necessary for the

germs of Black Rot, and especially for

their dissemination.

It has been several times reported to us

that in the vicinity of large manufacturing
cities, where great quantities of soft or

bituminous coal are consumed, the thick

smoke throws down large quantities of soot

or coal dust. Thus at St. I>ouis, Mo., the

smoke is regularly driven towards the

north by the winds from the Mississippi.

Black Rot is rare and its attacks light in the

vineyards situated in the suburbs of the

city in this direction, while in the vineyards
to the south of the city the loss sometimes
reaches 90 per cent.

Many practice removing all the berries

which show any signs of Black Rot, and in

this way they partially overcome the dis-

ease. The Grape clusters are by many
inclosed in common paper bags to preserve

them from Black Rot. The work may be
done by children, who, when the cluster is

placed in the bag, draw up the mouth of the

latter and fasten it around the stem with a
pin. The Grapes are inclosed when they
are no larger than small Peas. The clusters

that are thus protected are perfectly free

from Black Rot, although the leaves on the
same vine may be perforated by spots and
the clusters not covered entirely destroyed
by the disease. This method is plainly

impracticable for large wine vineyards but
may serve to a considerable extent in vine-

yards where Grapes are produced for table.

Diu-ing the past season (1888) the value
of the salts of copper in treating Black Rot
has been fully demonstrated. Of the several

preparations employed the Bordeaux mix-
ture* has given by far the best results. All
have been about equally efficacious in pro-

tecting the vines from Mildew(Pcro?io.<fpo?Y()

and it is difficult at this time to account for

the diversity of action. The results obtained
where the Bordeaux mixture has been
properly applied, both in this country and in

France, are so clear that we have no hesita-

tion in saying that the Black Rot is con-
quered. It may now be combated success-

fully and by a method that is economical and
perfectly practical in the largest vineyards.

Applications were made by our special

agent, Alex.W. Pearson, at Vineland,N. J.,

during the past season with the Eureka
sprayer, May 39, June 5 and 31, July 3 and
11. The variety selected for treatment was
the Concord. On the untreated vines Rot
appeared on the leaves June 8, on the fruit

June 37, and by July 15 more than three

fourths of the berries had been destroyed by
the disease. There were no signs of Black
Rot on the vines treated with the Bordeaux
mixture—fi pounds sulphate of copper, 4

pounds lime, 33 gallons of water—previous

to .July 30. Soon after this date these vines

showed slight signs of the disease, particu-

larly on bunches that were hidden
under masses of foliage, where the spray

from the pump could not easily reach them;
the most exposed bunches—those most
easily sprayed—remained wholly free

^Copper mixture of Gironde. Bordeaux mixture—
Originalformula.—Dissolve 16 pounds of sulphate of

copper in t2 gallou.s of water; In another vessel slake

30 pounds of lime In fi gallons of water. When the

latter mixture has cooled it is slowly poured into the

copper solution, care being taken to mix the fluids

thorouglily by constant stirring. It is well to have

this compound prepared some days before it is required

for use. It should be well stirred before applying.

A solution containing the ingredients in the follow-

ing proportions has been recommended for general use.

Sulphate of copper pounds.. 6

Ltme " 6

Water gallons 22

The copper is dissolved In 16 gallons of wat*r, while

the lime Is slaked in 6 gallons. When cool the solutions

are mixed as described above.
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from disease, a striking proof of the

efficacy of the treatment.
By July 30 there was considerable Kot on

the treated vines, evidently the result of a
recent attack, as none of the diseased berries

were yet blackened or shriveled. On the

untreated vines one could scarcely iind a
bunch with more than a half dozen sound
berries on it. Knowing, as we now do, that
the period of incubation or the time from
the moment of infection to that when the
disease becomes externally manifest, is

from six to eight days, we conclude that the
attack of the treated vines occurred about
the 20th, or about ten days after the last

application was made (July 11). Had special

care been taken to spray the bunches and
another application been made about July
17, we believe, from what was really ac-

complished, that the protection would
have been complete and the loss from Rot
practically nothing.

In remarking upon the results of our'

experiments at Vineland Professor Vlala
says: " The results of the treatments are

not yet perfect, but for the present they
afford the assurance that Black Rot can
be effectively overcome by the salts of

copper, and that the same applications

will serve to prevent the development of

mildew and of this disease; the treatment
of Black Rot will not therefore occasion
any additional labors. The experiments
made in France and America demonstrate
that it it indispensable to begin the applica-

tions before the first appearance of the
disease upon the leaves; they prove also

that four or five treatments are necessary,
the last to be made just before the berries

begin to ripen."

A Convenient Barn for a Fruit Farm.
L. B. PIERCE, SUMMIT CO., O.

To the fruit grower with 30 or 40 acres of

land, a large barn is not a necessity as it is

to the farmer, yet more barn room is needed
than most fruit farmers allow themselves.
Generally such barns are patterned after the
small village style, cramped and incon-
venient, there being no place for tools, extra
wagons, or temporary storage of fruits and
vegetables, and the stable and can'iage room
being all one, 16x20 feet with from one to

three unsightly open sheds being made to

answer. Such an arrangement does not
give the conveniences which a pushing hor-
ticulturist needs. These are a separate
stable room sufficient for 4 or 5 head of

cattle and horses, a separate tool, wagon
and carriage house, and a tight barn floor to

be used for threshing Beans and seeds and
storing vegetables in summer and as a feed-

ing floor in winter. It should be large

tlvely small additional expense a root cellar

10 feet square could be put under the ap-

proach to the barn floor. I planned to build
in this manner and got along several years
as best I could until able to build with sub-
stantial stone walls and everything in the
most thorough manner, but backed out at
the last minute because the location would
be an exposed one, and an underground
barn there would be no warmer than one on
top of ground in a sheltered position at the
lee of the hill. So I am building on top of
land, with a somewhat larger ground plan.

It is 24x38 feet and 12 feet 4 inches from
top of sill to top of plate with half pitch
roof. The stable and carriage rooms are 8

feet in the clear with ten inch joists sup-
porting the floor to the lofts. These are 3

STABLE

12 X 24

MAIN FLOOR

13 X 24

VEHICLES

13 X 24

Pig. 2. Arrangement of Barn Sills.

enough to drive in a load of hay or a load of
truck over night. There should also be a
loft or scafl^old room for the storage of
several tons of forage and bedding. On a
hilly site these conveniences can be secured
in a structure 20x20 feet with an eight foot
basement, and a superstructure 10 feet at
the eaves,and a three-eighth pitch roof. The
basement will contain the stable 12x20 feet
with tool room and feeding floor 14x20.
Above the carriage room is the loft, 8 feet to
the eaves, with addition of room under
roof, while a scaffold 11 feet above the
barn floor gives a large additional storage
space for fodder or bedding. At a compara-

FIG. 1. CONVENIENT BARN FOR FRUIT FARM.

feet inches at the eaves while in the peak
they are 12 feet higher, the half pitch roof

making extra room. The stable is 12x24 on
the south end with two cattle stalls on west
side, each .5 feet wide and a 5 foot horse stall

in the center while the additional 9 feet is

left in one so that a span of horses can be

hitched in there if need be. A door 40 inches

wide gives egress at either end of the stable.

The barn floor is 13 feet wide, as is also the

carriage house on the north end. The
width of both sills (8 inches deep) are in the

carriage house, and it would have been
better if this had been 14 feet from outside

to outside or even 1.5 feet, making the build-

ing 40 feet long. The floors of both stable

and carriage house are of compact gravel

with a slight admixture of clay and are 16

inches lower than top of the sUls, the sills

being left out or cut out at the doors.

The barn floor is of two-inch plank above
the sills making a filled approach necessary

18 inches higher than entrance to stable or

carriage house. The sills rest upon an eight-

inch wall of building blocks of vitrified

sewer-pipe clay. These resting upon a
frost-proof foundation in ditch after the

usual style. The grading when completed,

will leave the barn upon a slight elevation,

falling away in all directions. The fioor of

carriage room is nearly on a level with car-

riage drive at the side of the house. Had I

built a bank barn there would have been a
climb of nine feet, and the barn from its

elevated position would have been the most,

conspicuous building on the place which
would not have been harmonized with my
ideas of the fitness of things.

The roof is of first class Pine shingles and
the siding of clapboards K inch thick and
five inches wide, the frame being balloon of

2x5 studding with sills of timber 8 inches
square. Around the stable, to the height of

the ceiling rough sheathing is nailed, then
tarred paper and then the siding. Above
this the studding is furred out one inch and
the siding put on without lining. There are

matched floors to the lofts resting on 2x10
joists two feet apart. Three studs on each
side of bam floor at each end run to the
roof, the longest supporting 2x10 joists for

purlein plates and three taking the thrust
of the roof, which is not as great as in a roof

of less inclination. The rafters are 2x.5 feet

and 18 feet long. The steep roof makes a
large amount of storage room. By refer-

ence to the plan of sills in Fig. 1 it will be

seen that the carriage house has a short
sill on west end, leaving room for one 7

foot door. On east end, which is toward
carriage drive, there are two doors opening
full width. The barn floor has large double
doors on each end.

A Handy Field Marker.
Regularity is one of the chief features

that make a garden attractive. It is not
enough that the rows of vegetables be
straight, but such plants as Lettuce, Cab-
bage, Cauliflower, etc., should also have a
uniform distance in the row, and with the
wider planted ones, if possible, also be in
line crosswise.

A convenient little device to mark not
only the rows but also the exact places for
each plant in the row, we flnd illustrated
in " Rawson's Market Gardener's and
Vegetable Growers' Manual." Our Illus-

tration makes construction much plainer
than a wordy description could do. The
pins which serve to mark the places for
plants in the row are put in with a nut,
and may be changed to mark intervals of
ten, twelve, twenty and twenty-four inches,
if the wheel is made plump 38 inches in
diameter. A field can be marked with this

implement in a short time, and with little

effort. For the purposes of marking the
rows for sowing seeds of Radishes, Carrots,

table Beets, Lettuce, etc., in the house gar-
den any of the simple home-made garden
markers, consisting of a piece of scantling
with the necessary number of teeth, and a
convenient handle, will answer well enough.

Crowing Fine Asparagus.
DANIEL K. HERR, LANCASTER CO., PA.

If two-year-old roots are not readily ob-
tainable, get seed of Conover's Colossal, Pal-
metto, or other popular sorts; and as early
as possible in the spring, sow in rich mellow
ground in drills two feet apart, covering the
seed one inch deep: should they come up too
thickly, thin out to three inches apart. Keep
scrupulously clean of weeds, and cultivate
well for two seasons. If the Asparagus beetle
appears, apply any of the poisons used for

Potato bugs. Several applications may be
necessary, as the larvas of this small beetle
destroy the foliage very rapidly.

Asparagus does well in almost any soil,

for many years; therefore, when two-year-
old roots are ready, choose a situation where
they may remain, work the soil up 10 or 13

inches deep, incorporating a liberal quantity
of well rotted barn-yard manure. Draw
wide furrows eight inches deep, and flat in

the bottom, so the roots can be spread out
all around, cover so the ground is level all

A Handy Field Marker.

over when finished. Place the roots so the
crowns are one foot apart in the row, and
have the rows three feet apart, for garden
cultiire, and at least four feet for field cul-

ture. A light mulching of fine manure as
soon as planting is done, will help to keep
the soil mellow, and promote a vigorous
growth. Cultivation must be continued for

two years more the same as for seedlings,

and each fall the growth cleared off, and
good manure spread over the entire surface
at least two inches thick.

With careful culture and liberal fertiliz-

ing, the roots will be strong enough to per-

mit cutting shoots freely the third season.
Allow the shoots to grow six or eight inches
high, and cut at the ground surface, not be-
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low. They are then tender their entire

length, and better flavored. During very

warm weather cut twice a day, or the tops

will get a seedy appearance. If blanched

shoots are desirable, to have them perfectly

tender, the roots must be planted 13 inches

deep, and a ridge of litter put over the rows

in the spring, six or more inches high, and
compact enough to exclude light and air,

and as the shoots break through this cut at

the bottom of the litter.

As the cutting proceeds, no thin or mis-

shaped shoots must be left stand, whether
for use or not. Any seedling plants that

spring up must persistently be pulled out

to prevent the ground from getting matted
with small roots. By not allowing any
foliage to grow, the lai-vae of the Asparagus
beetle have no chance even to exist. This

plan has kept my plantation entirely free

from larva?, since the first appearance of the

beetle at my place three years ago without

the use of any poisons; as by the time the

cutting season is over, (July 1st,) the beetles

have perished. These beetles are quite

small, but their presence can readily be

detected by their activity on the shoots, and
the many jet black nits attached.

The same diligent cultivation that char-

acterized the preparatory season must con-

tinue from year to year. During the cutting

season it is difficult to keep the land clear of

weeds, on account of danger of young shoots

getting cut off with the hoe, but the worst

how ever, can be hand-pulled. When
we make the last cutting of shoots,

everything that is fit to use down to

but two inches above ground is gathered,

then immediately we go over the plantation

with sharp hoes, and cut every vestige of

weeds, regardless of how many hundreds

of young Asparagus shoots, just coming
through, share the same fate. This may
seem heroic treatment, but it has given me
most favorable results for the past five years

in lu.xuriant even growth, and cleanliness

of weeds, aside of the saving of time and
difficulty of clearing weeds when the shoots

are saved. If the day is clear, the weeds
may be left exposed to the hot sun a few
hours to dry up, otherwise clean off with a
rake, and at once cover the entire ground
completely with rather light manure. This

mulch will keep the weeds in check, till the

Asparagus growth shades the ground so com-
pletely, that weeds will have little chance.

The summer manuring will promote an
enormous growth, and to have extra large

shoots for cutting the following season, the

thin stems should be cut out just before the

growth gets too heavy to pass through, as

this will throw all the strength into the

heavy stems to develope strong crowns.
When clearing off the growth in the faU,

every precaution should be used, that the

seed does not get knocked off and scattered

over the Asparagus bed, as this will save

much labor in pulling up seedlings. The
tops are best gathered and burnt on adjoin-

ing land. Give a liberal covering of rich

manure before winter sets in, and in the

spring work this into the soil with a fork or

harrow. A week or so before the shoots

appear, sow a good fertilizer at the rate of

KOO lbs. per acre, and clear out the weeds.

Asparagus is a great feeder, and will

amply repay liberal manuring. This, with
care to prevent seedlings from getting a
foothold and encouraging only strong shoots

are the requisites to produce fine delicious

Asparagus.

Some Things Not Advertised in the
Catalogues.

WM. F. BAS3ETT, ATLANTIC CO.. N. J.

With the present system of plant growing
in most, if not all, of the commercial green-
houses, no further attempt is made than to

keep down insects sufficiently to allow the

plants a fair chance until sold and custom-

ers often receive extras in the form of insect

enemies before unknown to them, and they

perhaps spread over a whole collection

before the purchaser is fully aware of their

presence or knows how to resist them.

Insects like green fly and red spider are so

common everywhere that it would be diffi-

cult and perhaps impossible to exterminate

them in any extensive greenhouses. But
others, which attack only a limited class of

plants and are not so universally distributed

it is possible to keep out entirely, and, I be-

lieve, with less cost than the present plan of

keeping them within prescribed limits.

Chrysanthemum Fly. Some years ago I

bought a dozen choice Chrysanthemums and
received with them this insect and I did not

know how to manage them, but tried soap

suds. Tobacco, picking, burning, etc., but

enough escaped so that unless constantly

watched the plants would soon become filled

with them again, so in disgust I allowed

them to die. Later I concluded to try again

and received another stock of black fly, but

this time by persistent watching and hand
picking I got almost clear of them, but the

next year, having more plants and more
apljis, they got the better of me. After the

plants were brought into the greenhouse

ready to flower I found several plants badly

infested and not being able to destroy them
without injury to the flowers, I tried

a new plan.

When my plants had done flowering I cut

down the flower stems, threw them out in

the cold and planted the roots in the open
ground. A few, however, remained in

bloom till vrinter prevented this course so I

carried them out carefully, to prevent drop-

ping any insects in the house, left the old

growth in the snow, carried back the plants

and covered them completely with Tobacco
dust for several days; the result was a com-
plete clearing out of the fly. Another pur-

chase, however, brought a new supply, but
profiting by experience I kept the new stock

by themselves and carefully watched them
every day and all which showed any fly were
turned on their sides in a box or pan and
covered with Tobacco dust for 24 hours or

more which proved effectual. I have not

seen a black aphis on my place for a year.

One of the points which must be attended

to with such insects as black fly is to use

great care not to shake or knock off any of

the insects in handling this flower as such
stragglers are sure to come up somewhere
and start a new colony.

The Round Scale. This is an insect

which came with a plant of Ardisia crenu-

lata, but not until it was in flower and the

berries pretty well grown did I observe that

the stems and under side of the leaves were
badly infested with this scale. I tried To-

bacco, soap suds, picking off, etc., but it

was impossible to remove all of them with-

out knocking off the berries. The florist

who sold me the plant said they had no dif-

ficulty in keeping down the scale by throw-
ing water forcibly on the plants, but with
nothing more than a small force pump I

could effect nothing with this remedy, so

when the berries ripened I planted them and
secured a fine stock of healthy plants. The
original plant was left under a tree through
the summer without water except the rain,

and it seemed to have died, but with cool

weather and less sunshine it sprouted again
and is now in good condition except that it

produced no berries this season; I have
seen no scale on it.

Another Queer Looking Insect. On a
plant of Lantana Californica (a fine dwarf
grower with pure yellow flowers), this insect

came, differing from anything I have seen
or heard of; the head is dark and the body,

white like a mealy bug, is extended to a
long point on each side>f the head, giving

it the form of a Beggar Tick {Bidcng fron-

dosn) seed but only 3i to X the size. I tried

immersion in Tobacco dust unsuccessfully,

and finding that these insects were spread-

ing to some Coleus near by I destroyed them
and all of the insects I could see on the

Lantana, at the same time removing the

larger leaves; I set the plant in the furnace

room intending to watch it long enough to

get clear of them but it was allowed

to dry too much ami died, which I con-

sider preferable to introducing a new pest,

though I have no doubt I should have

saved my plant, minus the insects, with

closer attention.

About Mealy Bug. These are insects

not so easily exterminated because they

work on the roots as well as on the tops of

plants, and may often be found secreted

along the edges of the pot beneath the soil,

but I believe that persistent hand-pick-

ing can be made successful, if accom-

panied by drenching the roots with

some insecticide, like strong Tobacco
water, and using carbolic acid or Fir-tree

oil freely in the greenhouse when cleared

out in the summer, also being careful to

throw the balls of earth from any pots

which may contain them well away from
the plant establishment, and then by a care-

ful quarantine of all plants received from
other sources, any place may be cleared of it.

Amateurs and those who are just com-
mencing business can often avoid some
trouble by growing plants from seeds or

cuttings as far as possible, of course, taking

care to examine the latter critically, and by
systematically following this course when
it is necessary to introduce plants from
other houses, all packing being burned or

removed to a safe distance, new houses may
be kept clear. It is an undeniable fact that

this course involves considerable trouble

but I think not more than at present results

from the opposite course, and it is very cer-

tain that a florist who could establish a rep-

utation for sending out plants absolutely

free from certain troublesome insect

enemies, would reap a reward in a largely

extended trade.

1,061. Ferns Eaten by Snails. As these pests

are nocturnal in habit, feeding at night, they
should be hunted for by the aid of a lantern and
exterminated. Small pieces of boards placed on
the soil of the pots or benches will generally
serve them !is a hiding .place and may then be
readily caught. Cotton wool placed around the
steins of plants will prevent snails from ascend-
ing them.— (1. H. M.

1,078. Baising Onion Seed. The soil in which
to grow Onion seed should be moderately rich,

but if o\'er-abimdantly manured the blossoms
are liable to blight and no seed will be produced.
Select the very best Onions and avoid those with
thick necks. As soon as the ground can be
worked in the spring, plow and harrow thor-
oughly. Onion roots run down deep and it is

therefore essential that the subsoil should be free
from stagnant water; low mucky land that will
product' giKtd crops of Onions will not always
produce ( >nion seed. In rows three feet apart
make furrows three or four inches deep in which
set the Onions about four inches apart and cover
with soil to the depth of two or three inches—if
heavy rains wash the soil away from the bulbs it

should be replaced, as this not only aids in sup-
porting the stalk but tends to prevent the Onion
rotting, as it would if exposed long to the air.
Onions for seed may also be planted in the fall
and do equally well provided they are set in time
to become established before freezing weather,
and are sufKcientl.v protected with earth, manure
or straw, and the seed will be produced some-
what earlier than by spring planting. As soon as
the seed pods ripen, which is shown by their be-
coming yellow, they should be cut and spread
thinly under shelter to dry, then threshed and
cleaned, being sure that it is thoroughly dry
before storing away in bulk.—G. H. Mahan.

1,134. Orchid Information. You should pro-
cure a cop.v of William's Orchid Grower's Manual
a work invaluable to all who are interested in
Orchid culture.—C. E. P.

1,111. Brown Fly on Chrysanthemam. I am
not acquainted with the insect referred to but
think an application of Fir-Tree Oil will destroy
them. The oil can be procured in bottles con-
taining pints or quarts. Directions for use
accompany it.—C. E. P.
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Growing the Tree Pseony.
Ill the lists of herbaceous perennial plants

is usually to be found the Tree Pa^ony
(Pwonia montans). which, in spite of its

name is a shrub, and one of the most showy
of all flowering shrubs, especially during its

blooming season in May. P. montans, the

parent species from China, is frequently to

be seen in old gardens, while the finer-hued

newer varieties are increasing in popularity,

many attaining a height of six or eight feet

when growing a number of years under
proper treatment.

Their care simply requires a rich soil and
a situation where
no water will stand
about their roots,

especially through
the printer. They
may be planted
among shrubs and
along borders, pre-

ferably where some-
what protected
from the prevailing

winds,as the flowers

are easily injured.

This protection is

also useful In early

spring when growth
begins; in preserv-

ing the tender roots

from late frosts, the

same danger may be

averted, and the

plants at the same
time much bene-

fited (although they

are perfectly hardy
during the winter),

by a slight mulch
of straw, evergreen
boughs or similar

material which
tends to retard the growth early in spring.

In planting do not make the mistake of

setting them too close, bearing in mind that
they differ from the common herbaceous
Pseonies in greater size, consequent upon
their shrubby character. The flowers are
remarkably striking and numerous, often

six to nine inches in diameter and gorgeous
in coloring, exhibiting many shades not
found in the more common class. In Eng-
land, they are, it anything, more popular
than in this countrji, although requiring
more care. Our illustration is from a photo-
graph of a plant called Louis Mouchelet,
with flesh-pink double blooms. The large
petals are gracefully curved towards the cen-
ter. The bush was five feet high by seven
feet in breadth, and bore over fifty flowers

that averaged eight Inches across. There
are, doubtless, numerous specimens in this

country equally good, if not better.

Among the sorts offered by our leading
nurserymen are Banksia, large, rosy, blush-
purple center and very fragrant; Cornelia,
semi-double, brilliant red, petals marked
with white,and Arethusa, light rose, shaded
with purple. Other fine ones, not fragrant
are Alba plena, double white, purple center;

Blanche Noisette, superb pure double white;
Josephine Imperatrice, dark rose, purple
shading; Pride of Hong Kong, semi double,
cherry-red, purple center; Roi des Cerises,

very double, pink changing to creamy
white, base of petals purple; Reine Eliza-

beth, rosy-crimson, center shaded to light

rose; Rubra plena, single bright rose;

Zenobia, double purple.

of lapping it. The glass was 10x12, of I

second quality, double thick and laid di- I

rectly on the rafters, end to end, each pane
being fastened with four M-inch brads (we
use these in preference to points) and putty
run on top with a putty squirt. The slope

of the roof is from 3.5' to 40°. There is con-

siderable leakage, but what runs through
also runs down the inside of the glass to the

eaves, and this only happens during very
hea^'y rains, as ordinarily there is no more
drip at the eaves inside than occurs even
when the glass is lapped, from the moisture,

necessarily condensing on the glass in cold

Butting Instead of Lapping Glass on
Greenhouses.

W. R. SHELMIRE, CHESTER CO., TA.

My experience in butting glass has, in the
main, proven satisfactory. Two years ago I

built two houses, butting the glass instead

A FINE TREE P/EONY, RE-ENGRAVED FROM THE LONDON GARDENER'S CHRONICLE.

weather. The roof is much tighter against
the cold, and the houses easier to keep
warm than when the glass is lapped.

There are a few points to be observed in

butting glass for a greenhouse roof.

1st. The slope must be considerable or the
roof will leak badly.

2d. The glass must be cut true and
straight on the edges, or the openings be-

tween the panes will cause too much leakage.

There is much difference in glass in this

particular. It will generally be found that

the better qualities of glass are cut with
greater care than the poorer.

3d. Double glass answers the purpose
better than single. Rain will be less liable

to be driven through. Still if well cut
single thick may be used on steep roofs.

4th. Purlins stop the drip from flowing
down to the rafters inside, making the

benches muddy underneath them. Conse-
quently, when they are used it is not ad-

visable to butt the glass above them unless
the butts are all filled in with the putty
squirt, which ,however, can readily be done.

If thought best, this can be done on the

entire roof, when, if neatly executed, a per-

fectly tight roof is secured. I believe, how-
ever, I would rather lap the glass than go to

this trouble.

The advantages of butting are: A tighter

roof against cold, which means a saving in

the coal bill. Little or no breakage from
frost. Somewhat less glass to cover the
same roof. Much less work in putting the
glass on, and the whole roof is more dur-
able. I can conceive of but the single dis-

advantage of the excessive leakage during
heavy storms; which, however, does not
affect the plants in the house a particle, but
rather the durability of the posts where
the drip falls. In constructing a roof in this

way, carefully attend to the detaUs above
mentioned, and you will find butting tar

preferable to the old style.

A Few Desirable Shrubs.
E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

Stuartia pentagtnia. This plant be-
longs to the Camellia family and is a noble
affair, but not quite hardy. Give it a north-
east exposure protected from winter suns.
It is an erect shrub arising from six to ten
feet. Its flowers are auxiliary and three to

four inches across. The color is a soft,

delicious, creamy white, and always pleas-

ing. This plant is rare even in the best
gardens. As it gets well established it is

safely hardy; in this respect it is much
like the Altheas and perhaps other shrubs.

Mahonia — An
evergreen shrub.

To describe all the
beauties of this

plant would not be
possible. Its leaves

are glaucous and
polished, resemb-
ling Holly. It is

full of freshness at

Christmas, making
admirable greens
for decorating. It

comes out in spring
bright and beauti-

ful. In May it is

covered with great
balls of golden
flowers, the finest of

yellow. The young
growth comes out a
pretty pink with
touches of carmine,
and passes to first a
light green then to

a dark. It is liable

to freeze back if set

where winter .suns

can thaw it out. I

grow it to perfection

in the northeast angle of my house. It

never rises over two feet but spreads over

a large space. I have never seen anyone
who did not admire it, yet few seem will-

ing to take the pains to grow it well.

Dwarf Horse Chestnut is a very desira-

ble shrub. When well grown it is about
three feet high and ten feet in diameter. In
July it is crowned all over with upright
stalks of miniature Horse Chestnut flowers.

These are followed by nuts of a miniature
size, but very pretty.

Purple Plum {Primus Pissardii). Its

purple is not a mere dullness, or a half

green, but a rich fruity shade of dark red.

Different trees I find differ greatly in rich-

ness. It is possible that inferior seedlings

are being sent out, or the stock may
affect the graft.

Hydrangea Paniculata. If you have
this not by all means get it. I mention it

more to say that it should be grown as a
small tree if you desire to get its full beauty.

Then keep it well mulched and the roots

moist. It flowers in August and at its best

is magnificent. It is seldom anything re-

markable, owing to bad treatment.

The Variegated Althea is the finest-

leaved shrub I have ever seen. It has a
clear, creamy white border to each leaf and
this flakes in richly. It has very double
flower buds which I think never open, at

least mine never do, nor have I ever heard
of their opening for others; but the bush
alone is sufficiently fine. Next to this I

should rank the Variegated Weigelia. This
requires good culture In clean strong soil

and no manure. It will blossom well.

ExocHORDA Grandiflora. This I should
place in any dozen that could possibly be
selected. It is covered in May and early

June with a pure white saucer-shaped
flower, parting in the middle of the corolla

into four parts. It is not an easy shrub to

propagate, and is therefore rare.
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The Double Flowerixu Thorns. It is

hard to explain why these are not more
common unless it be that they are only
"Thorns." But you will never regret hav-
ing a fine small tree or bush of the Double
Scarlet and another of Double Wliite, and
then of the other shades of red. Each
blossom is a miniature Rose so give them
conspicuous positions.

Varnish-Leaved Willow. It you have
a knoll or other place where you can observe

the growth of this you will surely enjoy the

exceedingly rich play of light and shade in

the polished foliage. It may be grown as a
small tree or as a shrub.
The Red Dogwood. For autumn and

winter select this and the two following.

The Dogwood has bright red bark from
November to April. During the summer it

is green, but the bush is pretty, with small
flowers and white berries. All winter it is

quite a warm red. Grow it in a moist
spot if possible.

The Barberry.- The best is a naturalized

English sort, always to be found in our
northern woods. It is truly superb, both
when in flower and when loaded with scar-

let fruit, which hangs on all printer.

The Euonymous—a native that has seed
vessels which open in November and Decem-
ber, showing rich crimson berries. A
European sort bears yellow berries. These
three, with the Mahonia, give a good clus-

ter of winter shrubs, brightening the lawn,
and fitting well with evergreens.

One chief pleasiu-e in growing shrubs is

lost by most people because they do not
undertake seedlings. All of our best shrubs
may be easily propagated in this manner,
and some fine novelties secured. I have
for this year undertaken a large stock of

seedling Altheas and another flue batch of

Magnolias (Chinese sorts) and some Lilacs

from seed of the Persian, as well as a few
Syringas. These will all afford great
pleasure. They can be grown in hedges if

there is no other space. September and
October are good months to plant most of

the shrubs, unless planted in the spring.

A Famous Alpine Flower, the
Edelweiss.

W. F. LAKE, ERIE CO., N. Y.

This beautiful flower, so much loved by
the Swiss mountaineers and considered by
them the emblem of purity, also being used

for it thrives best at an altitude of about
fi.OOO feet in its native home upon the Alps
and Pyrenees, in dangerous rocky places

reached only with the greatest dirticulty.

It has been so extensively collected and
sold by Swiss peasants and mountaineers
used to climbing the steep slopes that in

recent years it has bfecome very scarce and,
as with other choice Alpine flowers, the
demand for specimens has been so heavy
that tlie danger of extermination has threat-

ened. The botanic garden at Geneva,
Switzerland, is to be commended for exer-

cising much skill in preventing this unde
sirable outcome; at this place all the rarer

Alpine plants are preserved and specimens
are supplied to those botanists and collectors

who are desirous of them.
Some question has arisen as to which is

the real species that has been so much in

demand, but I think there can be no doubt
of its being Gnaphalium Leontopodium.
Europe, alone, however, cannot lay claim to

all, as an allied species, G. Supinura, is often

met with on the summit of Mt. Washington
and other peaks of the White Mountains.
The common Cudweed, or Everlasting, is

also of the same family.

The Edelweiss can be cultivated in pots or

in rockwork, in fact will succeed in most any
soil, if not too rich, and fully exposed to the
sun's rays. The flowers are of downy text-

ure, pure white and star shaped, but some-
times turn reddish; it has been said this

was due to being transferred to a lower level

than its native home. The seed can be pro-

cured of some of the leading American
seedsmen at about twenty-five cents per
packet, which if carefully sown, should pro-

duce enough plants for any amateur's col-

lection, and would be a desirable acquisition.

A Curious Growth of the Foxglove.
It is not uncommon in flowers which have

the corollas formed by the petals being
united at their edges, that an abnormal
tendency is sometimes exhibited in the re-

turn to a more regular form of bloom, as in

our illustration of the common Foxglove
{Digitalis purpurea). The natural flower is

shown on the lower part of the stalk, while
In the abnormal form the corolla has be-
come greatly enlarged and split up into

spreading segments, beautifully spotted and
very handsome. Among fifty other flower-
ing Digitalis in the same garden, this was

the only one inclining to this forma-
tion. For the account and illustration

of this singular form, we are indebted to

the London .lournal of Horticulture.
The plant of which the stalk shown

was the central stem, had four more
slender ott-shoots starting from the
ground, each of which terminated in a
monstrous flower. Contrary to the natu-
ral blooming habit of the plant, these

abnormal flowers are the first to open,

whilst the other flowers on the same
stem, though fewer in number, are with-

out any indication of this curious ten-

dency. The fiower shown is surrounded
by an involucre of bracts or sepals of

about twenty one or more leaves, in three

whorls or rather crowded spirals, re-

minding one of the Composltaj Family
{Axtcrs, etc). The corolla is over three

inches in diameter and is plaited and
lobed, the petals being more or less

separated at their terminations. Forms
of Digitalis have been known in which
the tube was enlarged like a Gloxinia.

The EdeliceisK of tM Alpx.

as a bridal flower like the Orange blossom
of more temperate climes, is much sought
after by the tourists of all nations. But it

is only he who is a daring climber that can
proudly wear it as an emblem of bravery.

Cacalias—Their Use in the Sum-
mer Garden.

CHAS. E. PAHNELL, ylTEENS CO., N. Y.

The several varieties of Cacalia, or as they
are popularly called. Flora's Paint Brush
or Tassel flower, form when taken together,

a beautiful and most profuse-flowering

genus of summer blooming, or bedding
plants belonging to the order Composite.
They may be described as being half hardy

annuals, growing from one and a half to

two feet in height, having ovate spathulate
leaves and scarlet or tas.sel-shaped flowers,

which are borne in clusters on single stalks

.C*>^^:
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A (htrious Growth of Fmtglovc

about a foot or so in length, and they con-

tinue to bloom from early summer until

late autumn, throwing up their tall branch-
ing flower stems and furnishing a useful

supply of flowers for cutting purposes. To
ensure the most satisfactory results, the
plants should be grown in beds or groups
containing six or eight plants, the plants

standing four or Ave inches apart. They
prefer a deep, well enriched soil and a
sunny situation.

It is best to start the plants under glass,

and for this purpose the seed should be sown
about the last of March in a well drained
pot or pan filled with light loamy soil. Sow
thinly, cover slightly, and place in a warm,
moist situation, as close to the glass as

possible. As soon as the young plants are

well up and strong enough td handle, they

should be transferred to other pans or shal-

low boxes and placed in rows an inch and a
half apart each way, and kept in a cool airy

situation until the weather becomes well

settled, when they can be planted outside.

Or the seed can be sown in a cokl frame
about the middle of April, or on a nicely

prepared border about the first of May, and
the young plants removed to their blooming
places as soon as they are strong enough to

handle. In this case, however, they will

not flower so early. Of the two varieties

now in cultivation, C. eoccinea has flowers

of an orange scarlet color, and grows from
one and a half to two feet in height, while

C. ourcei, is similar in all respects to the

foregoing, except in the color of its flowers

which are of a golden yellow.

1,120. Making a Clarden. It is almost impossi-

ble to advise correutiy bow a given piece of land
should be prepared for a garden, without seeing

it, but if the ground is thoroughly spaded or
1)Upw4'<1. iiiKl plfiity of good manure (use some
good cbi'inii-ul fertilizer if other manure is not
plent>) is niixt'd through the soil there is no
reason why a good garden cannot be had. It is

not enough to plant our garden and then leave
it to take care of itself; thorough and con-
tinued cultivation is as important as plenty of
manure; one without the other will only give
partial success.—M. B. Faxon.
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An April Violet.
O violet;

'Tls April yet.

The wind Is cold, sweet maid;
For It doth Ijlow

O'er lingering drifts of snow—
The ermine borders of spring's velvet green.

Oh, art thou not afraid

Thus early to be seen?

Dost think thou'st won
The fickle sun.

Because he smiles to-day?
Yet he did bring
Like homage to the spring,

Only to flout her tender, trusting grace.

Dream not then, he will stay.

Constant to thy pale face!
—Margaret Deiund, in Independent.

Plant a Tree.
He who plants a tree,

Plants a joy;

Plants a comfort that will never cloy;

Every day a fresh reality,

Beautiful and strong.

To whose shelter thl'ong

Creatures blithe with song.

If thou couldst but know, thou happy tree.

Of the bUss that shall inhabit thee!

He who plants a tree,—
He plants youth:

Vigor won for centuries, in sooth;

Life of time that hints eternity:

Boughs their strength uprear.

New shoots, every year
On glad growths appear.

Thou Shalt teach the ages, sturdy tree.

Youth of soul is immortality.
—Lucy Larcom, in Companion.

'Mid the gentle moonlight with no mortal near,

Pansles are the dresses that the fairies wear!
Soft as silk or satin and iovlier to behold
In their blended beauty of purple and of gold!

Late freezes are sore visitors.

Poor gardenini^ won't pay in 1889.

Arbor Day work will benefit the ages.

for small space let the rule be few varieties.

Try a few Virginia Creepei's over the front
fence.

Next montli a twelve page supplement with
this journal.

In labelling newly set out Trees, put on the
date of ijlantinjf.

For a solid garden walk try one part of
cement and two of coal ashes.

Wonderful .the beauty that is wrapped up in a
five cent packet of tlower seeds.

The Qolden Bod is suggested as "National
flower," Not much I it is too much a weed.

For sometliing nnique as an ornamental pot
plant try the Celestial Pepper of most catalogues.

AS for novelties, a single good one has often
paid me for twenty that proved worthless. O.V.G.

You must expect no Pansies like the catalogue
pictures unless you have the soil very rich and
mellow.

Fuctksias are by no means unsuitable for bed-
ding in places where the full noon sun can not
strike them.

A Text for Arbor Day. " Be aye stickin' in a
tree, Jock; it'll aye be growin' when ye're
sleepin'."—i'coff.

Plant trees and shrubs from the forests If you
can get no others. Any kind of ti'ee is a thousand
times better than no tree at aU.

The Common Potato is a native born Ameri-
can, and that it should be called the " Irish "

Potato, is singular enough.

That Note Book, Get it now, and keep a rec-
ord of this season's experience. The seed sown
now will bear fruit manyfold next year.

The claim that foreign Gooseberries when
grown in tree form ai'e less subject to mildew than
when grown as bushes is whoUy a mistake.

A Pink Uinulns, is found growing wild in the
Napa Valley of California. It is being introduced
into England as the Scented Musk plant.

Take the Lead. Is the school yard bare of
trees and shrubs 'r A few neighbors, if asked,
would, no doubt, be glad to follow your lead in
some public-spirited work here.

Progress in Horticulture. The first mention
of Tomatoes and Sweet Corn for table use is

stated in the Scientific American to have been
made in 1818 and 1815 respectively.

The ^oot is the Tree. Planting of young trees
is to be urged, because they grow more rapidly
than old ones, as their roots are comparatively
much less injured in taking up and resetting.

Lobelia littoralis, or more properly Pratia
angulata. with its white Lobelia-like flowers and
purplish-red fruit is a real pretty little perennial
from New Zealand, of creeping habit, and use-
ful for baskets and brackets.

Of Little Use- Some one is talking coffee
dregs as a fertilizer for pot plants. Its of little

worth except for loosening the soil. European
gardeners are said to use the material only after
it has been composted with manure.

A Novel Awning. A lady in Florida has used
the JVfoonflower vine over a skeleton awning
made of a few strips of lath, adjusted over the
top of the window frame, ajjd the awning was a
complete mass of bloom and an object of
admiration.

A group of twelve Panicle-flowered Hydrangas
the plants set at three feet apart on a well pre-
pared spot, in the front yard will easily add fifty

dollars to appearances after three years. The
cost now should be less than five dollars. This
shrub is entirely hardy.

A ttpring Hint! Why not now suggest Popu-
lar Gardening and Fritit Growinq to your
neighbor. Subscribers received this month will
secure the Insect Supplement that goes gratis
with the May issue. This alone will be worth the
cost of the yearly volume.

A Fine New Spiieea. Among the many hand-
some shrubs lately introduced from Japan,
Spirrea Bumalda is one of the prettiest dwarfs,
growing only about one foot high with wide-
spreading slender stems. The flowers, borne in
broad and flat clusters, are of a delicate pink
and render the whole bush one mass of color.

Moles in Hot-beds, A Berlin florist dips strips

of coarse sacking in tar and places them into the
mole runs outside the frames. This he says has
never failed to keep the moles at a respectful
distance. Bags satui'ated with kerosene, pieces
of Garlic, or the bark of Sambucus nigra are
frequently used in the same way by German gar-
deners with telling etSect.—Carl Marsch.

A Perfect Onion. For reliabiUty of bottoming,
absence of " thick-necked " specimens, perfec-
tion in form, and long keeping qualities, it would
be hard to find a peer, much less a superior to
Danvers Yellow Onion. For many localities

this certainly is the market variety par excellence.

We were just reminded of this fact by having
placed before us a box of really perfect speci-
mens, grown by our friend and contributor,
M. B. Faxon, Boston, Mass.

Hard and Soft Water. Several years ago I was
much troubled with small white worms, and tiny
white mites, in the earth of my plant pots. 1

tried many remedies but without effect. Until
that time I had used soft water exclusively for
watering them, but later I used very hard well
water, and since then the worms and mites have
not troubled me. If it is the lime in the water
that kills them, I wonder why waterings of strong
lime water were ineffectual 't— Elder's Wife.

King of the Earlies, Although not very large
nor very good, and having a foliage not alto-

gether thrifty or healthy, is just the Tomato
which a South Jersey market gardeners says
brings him the money. The bulk of the crop
ripens so early that he got $2.00 per crate for it,

while the bulk of the later sorts. Perfection,
Potato Leaf, even Dwarf Champion, although
consisting of much larger, smoother and more
solid fruit, had to be sold to the caiming estab-
lishments at $6.00 per ton.

A Wail Against the Express Companies.
From far oft Manitoba, subscriber B. S. Smith,
writes: the express companies make it almost
useless to buy plants from any points fui-ther

south than in Minnesota or Wisconsin; packages
from Baltimore have been kept on the road from
ten to 14 days, some of the plants arriving dead,
the remainder so used up that they took several
months to recover their normal condition. I

oannot understand why plants should be so long
when oysters are only four to flve days coming
from the same place.

The Dirt Cure, One of our neighbors is a smart
lady, very fond of gardening, and spends houi-s
every day among her plants. She -was taken ill

with pneumonia recently. The doctor declaring
her a very sick woman, and she took the medicine
prescribed obediently, but sent one of her chil-
dren out for a flower pot full of earth. She put
it on a stand by her bed side, and every now and
then took some in her hand and smelt .of it. She
said it done her more good than the doctor's
stuff. Perhaps she is right, at all events, she re-
covered.—Si«(er Oracious.

Tricks of the Horticultural Trade.~It is

stated that the floi-ists of Paris, where white
flowers are much sought after, plant the Noel
Rose, which has beautiful rose colored flowers,
in a cellar or other semi-dark place, and thus
change its color to an almost pure white. Camel-
lia buds are imitated by fitting a Hellebore bud
into a complete expanded flower of the same
plant, after the reproductive organs have been
cut away. These are rather innocent tricks of
the trade, compared with those lately exposed In
London, where the attempt was made to sell

evergreen shrubs grafted on Cabbage roots.

Do you Grow Thnnbergia. Useful in many
ways is this annual of rampant growth and free
bloom. Sow the seed in fairly good soil, when
danger from late frosts is past. High cultivation
is not absolutely necessary. The vines begin to
bloom early, and soon cover themselves with
beautiful flowers, hiding stumps or other un-
sightly objects, making a beautiful screen for
the piazza, or transforming slender poles into
ropes of living green and many colored flowers,
according to the place and treatment they are
given. Few plants give such a continuity of
bloom until frost comes to put an end to all

this glory.

That advertisers of horticultural planting
stock seek to bring their announcements before
our readers to an extent unequalled by the
patronage they bestow on any other journal pub-
hshed, is a direct compliment to the intelligence
and liberality of the grand Popular Gardening
family. And this is an attention which we trust is

fully appreciated by our readers as it certainly is

by oureelves. With the vast mass of superior
catalogue literature placed within easy reach of
the reader, by advertisers, every one should
order of it freely and study it intelligently,with a
view of improving their own planting stock
at this season.

About Fruit Growing in Oregon. Mr. J. J.
Harden writes that interest in this business has
increased to such an extent in the WilUametti
Valley that nureerymen cannot supply the de-
mand for Prune trees, and many have to defer
planting for another year. The growth and in-

crease in wealth of the western and southern
States, and especially the mining districts wUI
always keep the demand in advance of the sup-
ply of good Pears. Many large tracts of land are
being divided into small fruit farms, and the
right man can make fruit growing pay $100 per
acre, and can well attend to 20 acres, except dur-
ing harvesting.

A Hardy Tree for Lawn or Street. We are
glad to see that the Kentucky Coffee tree is

spoken of by Prof. T. J. BurrUI as well deserving
a place on the lawn or along road sides. This

Garden Edging of Brick.

tree when planted in open ground, assumes a
fine shape, and charms us with its massive yet
delicately formed and pleasantly tinted foliage,

and later with its great fruit pods that hang all

winter to the limbs; the bark of the trunk is

hard, and the wood firm enough to brave snow
and frost and winds. Let the apparent ugliness

of the young tree not prevent the reader from
planting this superb tree on the lawn, on streets

and country roads, or for variety near the house.

A Simple Garden Walk Edging. The walks
running thi'ough vegetable or flower gardens
may play an important part in giving either an
air of neatness or otherwise, according to the

care bestowed upon them. Perhaps no one thing
adds more to the general pleasing effect than to
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have the line between the walk and the culti-

vated beds plainly defined; a variety of material

being used, as sea shells or stones, terra cotta,

cast iron, ornamented tiling or briclss. We illus-

trate a simple manner of using the latter; pressed

bricks being preferred because of having more
regular outline. They are laid sloping one

against the other, one corner only being above

ground, thus forming a neat rustic-like border,

not easily disturbed.

Oarret Conservatories. A contributor "Sister

Gracious" from Michigan, relates how one man
in Detroit has worked out a good plan for using

his garret. His house is a small frame building,

with an L at the back for a kitchen, and above
this he put glass on both sides of the roof, finding

it as cheap as shingling, a register in the floor

heating it sufficiently from the kitchen stove,

while a iloor and steps lead down into the yard.

Two rows of shelves on each side gives him room
for 400 pots, besides a row of large plants in tubs

in the center. A glass door communicates with

the upper main entry of the house. He tells me
he works an hour a da.v in his greenhouse through
the winter, and finds it a great relief from busi-

ness cares, and good for his health.

Successive Crops in the Season. The most
successful raai'ket gardeners crop their soil with-

out intermission throughout the whole season.

Spinach, Radishes or Lettuce, Beets, etc., or

Tomato plants and Cucumbers follow each other

in quick succession in their cold frames, and a

similar rotation is practiced in the open ground.

Winter Spinach is harvested in March, and the

ground prepared at once for Radishes or Onion
sets. These crops will be ready tor market the

latter part of May or early in June, when later

crops. Beets, Melons or Cucumbers, late Cabbage,

etc., may be planted, or the ground prepared for

Celery. In warm soil and a favorable location,

it is by no means an impossible thing to grow
four fuU crops in one year on the same land.

The Catalognes, We wish it were possible for

us to spare the space in which to speak ade-

quately of each one of the many fine catalogues

of horticultural stock that of late have reached

our table. They have came by hundreds, and
without an exception, scarcely they are most
beautiful and most interesting, standing in this

respect, as a whole, far in advance of anything

the world before has ever seen. To begin notice-

ing these catalogues as they deserve, would, of-

course, require in justice that none be slighted,

and this obviously renders the work quite an
impossible one in these crowded columns. But
we have in a special department with great

pleasure acknowledged the receipt of each copy
that has came to us, and indicated its character

and size in pages. The catalogues are also kept
on file at our office, and are open for consultation

to all visitors.

About the Colors in Fruit. Prof. Bessey calls

the attention of students to the fact that the

green state of fruits is in most cases not a pri-

mary condition; but they are white as a rule.

The greening powers is a development, quite as

much as the reddening, or yellowing, at a later

period. Many trees blossom and fruit, as do the

Elms, in spring, before there are any leaves, and
durmg this period the great mass of green fruit-

bearings tissue flUs precisely the office of leaves;

and the whole assimilation of the tree goes to

ripening the seed. The natural time for seed

production is the autumn, and whatever of this

is done in spring needs the full force of the tree.

So if we speak of green berries we should here-

after understand that the green is not a negative

state of simple unripeness, but one stage in the

process of ripening. The signlflcance of color is

one of the most delightful problems in nature,

being in no case simply ornamental.—E.P.PouieU.

A Fine Balsam ; Impatiens Sultana. After a

12 months' trial with this plant, 1 think it de-

serves a prize for blooming over anything yet

grown. Starting with a small cutting, I gave it

a compost of mulch, fine loam and well rotted

hen manure, taking care not to overpot it; and
now the plant is 37 inches in circumference, and
13 inches high, during the whole time has been
covered with flowers. It will not allow of pinch-

ing back, as a branch so treated, will in a short

time, drop off. Cuttings do not readily root un-
less the sand is kept at a high temperature
through the day; it can be layered, however, and
is also easily propagated from seed which can be

treated as for other Balsams. In a dry hot position

the red spiders thrive best as they seem to be its

only worst enemy; as it ought to be somewhat
cool, although an occasional sponging of the un-

derside of the leaves with tepid water will do
away with the spiders.—Pat, Crawford Co., Pa.

A Twelve page Insect Supplement Extra next

Month. Has the reader noticed a shortage by
two pages of the regular reading matter of this

journal for several issues past ? This was made
necessary by the urgent demands of advertisei-s

for space too late in the month to permit of

further enlargement of the paper. But what has

been our readers loss temporaiily shall prove a

gain to them next month, for at that time a 13

page illustrated supplement, entirely devoted to

the insect foes of fruits, vegetables and flowers.

experiment work ui a manner becoming the

Empire State of the Union.

Snapdragon Plant and Flower.

will be sent to every subscriber along with the

regular issue. This course only accords with the

constant desire of the publishers to do more
and better for our readers than strictly fair deal-

ing would demand. Our readers understand the

great importance of the subject, and will know
how to appreciate the value to them of a com-
pendium embodying far more practical points

than any work on insects now in existence.

This supplement will be worth more to every

reader than the price of our journal for an en-

tire year.

Antirrhinum or Snapdragon. This plant is

such a continuous and pretty bloomer that it

should be found in every garden. It thrives in

any reasonably dry soU, and is especially adapted

as an ornamental in places not abundantly sup-

plied with moisture. It is easily grown from

seed, or propagated by cuttings. Sow the seed

early under glass, and when large enough set

them out where wanted to bloom: or the seed

may be sown in the open border in May. If the

seeds are removed a continuous bloom; is kept

up, and the plant does not seem to become ex-

hausted. For general purposes of ornamenta-
tion,8eedlings are preferable because most easily

grown; but when a good collection of choice

named sorts is wanted, it will be necessary to

perpetuate them by fi-equently taking cuttings

from young shoots, as they can not be depended

upon to come true from seed, and even the old

plants are liable to revert to the common form

after the first season. There are two races, one
growing two to three feet high on good soil, and

the other only a few inches high. The tall race

is generally used and most useful.

Our Loss a Gain to Other States. One after

another the efficient specialists of the New York
State Experiment Station have been called to

other fields of work, until now but few promin-

ent men remain on the working stalf of the

place. Our latest loss is that of Prof. E. S. Goff,

horticulturist to the station from its establish-

ment, and well known to our readers by his

numerous practical contributions to the columns
of this journal. This gentleman has recently

been elected to the chair of horticulture at the

Univereity of Wisconsin, his new duties to begin

April Ist. He will also have charge of the hor-

ticultural experiment station connected with the

University. Mr. Goff is an intelUgent and con-

scientious experimenter and will add much
strength to the stafl' of the Wisconsin University.

The recent loss of such men as Professors Goff,

Arthur, Plumb and Beckwith to the New York
Station, seriously handicaps the work of the

directors of this Station, and is owing to the

meagre appropriations granted by our legisla-

ture. It is time that New York awakes to the

situation and takes steps to sustain her special

Flower Notes from New York.

Taken all around, this has been a winter de-

void of novelties in tlie flower trade. The ball

given to Miss Hargons by her brother, at which
the decorations consisted .so largely of Peach and
Apple blossoms, had a great deal of originalit.v;

other entertainments have been more in the

beaten track. The largest proportions, if not all

of the fruit blossom mentioned, came from the

south, though they are forced here. Peach
blossoms travel quite well from Virginia, and
doubtless would carry even farther. But the

prospect of getting Roses from Georgia or Flor-

ida, now discussed by some hopeful capitalists,

does not alarm the growers here. They say,

quite confidently, that even if the flowers

would travel all right they are good for nothing.

Compare an out-door southern-grown Rose wiih

a good specimen of the same variety grown
here indooi-s; it is like comparing an ungroomed
scrub with a thoroughbred. Nor have these out-

door flowers the substance or lasting quality of

forced bloom.
One of our city florists tried the experiment of

getting Roses from Florida. They were very

carefully packed, each flower separately wrapped
in oiled paper, kept moist with damp moss. But
before they had been unwrapped two hours
every petal had fallen. Out-door bulbs from
South Carolina have also been tried in our flower

market, but they do not tra\'el in first-class con-

dition, nor do they compare in color or perfec-

tion with the northern forced flowers. Another
disadvantage complained of was that the odor
was so very much stronger than that of in-door
flowers; buyers complained that they were as

strong as Onions, and refused them on this

ground. Even if the projected fiuit and flower

express from Florida shortens the time consider-

able between that point and New York, there

must be a decided improvement in the quaUty of

the flowers, before they will suit New Yorkers.
Nor would there be a tremendous profit in bulbs
at this season if the growers shipped them from
a distant point; Lily of the Valley bringing $1.50

to $3.00 a hundred, and Tulips about the same.
The only horticultural event so far this month

is Siebrecht and Wadley's Orchid show, held as

previously, at the Eden Musee. It was an ex-
ceedingly well-arranged exhibition. Why is it

that the deceased Horticultural Society could
not get up such a good show as these individual

growers? The show plant of the place was Mr.
DeForrest's white Cattieya Trianie, labelled as

valued at $1,000. Two or three years ago, before
so many rivals were in cultivation, this plant

would have been worth twice as much. It was
a large mass, bearing 13 flowers; very strong and
vigorous. Another C. Triana; from the same
owner bore 39 flowers. Fifty distinct varieties

of C. Trianas were shown by F. Mann. There
were plenty of Cyclamens at this show, and
some vei-y good ones; this plant is increasing in

favor.

A quantity of Primula Obcouica gave a good
ettect; this a pretty thing when good, but if

poorly grown, or of a poor variety it is to tell

truth, very weedy looking. An interesting lot

of Cypripedes at the show came from Pitcher

and Manda, but naturally the largest display was
from Rose Hill Nurseries.

A very charming wreath lately noted consisted

of a loose arrangement of some pearly-white,

delicate-looking flowers, relieved by pink Roses.

Investigation proved that the dainty white
blooms were AlUum Neapolitauum, which is now
being forced. It is a beautiful thing, and no one
would imagine, if it were not bruised, that it had
any connection with Garlic.

There is an effort to popularize.Russian Violets,

but they do not take so well as the double ones.

Among Roses large hybrids take the lead; a single

lai'ge Rose is preferred to a bunch of smaller ones
for a favor. The most elegant baskets are large,

loose arrangements of these hybrids. The most
popular gifts are boxes of loose flowers. Bou-
quets are still the tremendous loose affairs that
have prevailed for the last two or three seasons.

Table arrangements still usually take the form
of low plateaus, the most sensible and conven-
ient style, though in some cases small palms are
used. Cattieya TriauiL', being the most vilentiful

orchid in the market, is used a good deal in de-

corating; a plateau filled with maidenhair Ferns,

with a few (-'attleyas stuck in here and there. It

makes a beautiful table decoration at compara-
tively small cost. Emily Louise Tapjlin.
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T'-^'^SOCIETrES
EmsMATIER'niAT DBSERVE*

TO BirWIDBXY KHOWIC

The Central Illinois So-

ciety will hold its annual
nif_'etinpr,beginnin|^ the first

Tuesday in May,at Normal.

The Cohanzick Straw-
berry. With me it was a

shy bearer, fruit liard and
acid, and diffieult to liull;

it seemed a failure.—Dr. J. B. Waitl, Neir Jciacy.

Moore's Diamond Grape was commended by
the Western New York Horticultural Society for

vigor of vine, productiveness, good quality and
earliness.

A Sonble White Pansy was shown before the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society and
awarded a first-class certificate of merit. Flow-
ere with foliage were tastefully arranged in a
basket and attracted a great deal of attention.

The blossoms are a beautiful, clear white, of
medium size and good substance, freely pro-
duced with long stems.

Various Ways of Trainii^g Grape-vines. Fig.

1 is a vine trained with a view to laying it down,
being applicable to such varieties as will not
stand exposure during severe winters. Another
trellis, No. 2, well thought of, is to run three
wires at the top, nine inches apart, the center
one for the arms of the vine and the side ones
for the branches, which are trained over them.
~E. WilUwns.
Flowers and Charity in Detroit. Early in

April (2, 3, i and .5) there will be given a grand
floral exhibit in Detroit, Michigan, for the bene-
fit of the combined charities of the city. More
than SiWO in cash premiums are offered, the
longest list being for pot plants. Competition is

open to all. The secretary is W. H. Brearly,
Detroit, Mich., of whom a schedule of pi'e-

raiums may be obtained.
Buffalo Florists' Clnb. If the coming meeting

of the society of American Florists to be held in

Buffalo is not a success it will not bo owing to

lack of energy on part of the local club. This
society now numbers ,50 members, and aU due
activity prevails on the part of the special com-
mittees of the societj' who have in charge the
arrangement for the August meeting. Meet-
ings are held fortnightly at which able papers
are read and discussed by members. The attend-
ance is always creditable and the general interest
excellent. At the meeting of March 8th the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing
year; W. J. Palmer, President; William Scott,

Vice President; D. B. Long, Secretary; T. Clay-
ton, Treasurer; W. A. Andrews, Recording Sec-
retary; E. J. Mempsted, J. Miller and Fred
Katall, Executive Committee.
The Importance of Concentration. Concen-

trate your power and get all out of the land
there is in it. In growing garden crops the fer-

tility of the soil is an absolute neccssit.v, and
where lacking must be supplied, and the more
perfectly it is supiilied, the better will be the
result. It I had four acres of land and only
manure sufficient for one, I would i)Ut it all on
to one, even though I had to seed the other three
to Clover, and then by close planting and a suc-
cession grow my four acres of crojis on tlie one
acre. And one other thing that must not be lost

sight of, if we want to get profit out of the mar-
ket garden, and that is the quality of our pro-
duct, while we are trying to get all that we can
make the land produce, and while we are trying
to get it early, just a little ahead of our neigh-
bors, let us try to get it a little better than they.
The best will always sell, and in putting your
product upon the market see that it is just what
it purports to be; if it is a prime article see that
it is prime all the way through. Honest, upright,
square dealing on the market will pay.—T/iomas
Crafts, hrfiirc Iht' Ailria}! Farmerft Institute.

Gooseberries and Currants. The Industry
Gooseberry is generally considered an ac<iuisi-

tion of value. E. H. Cushman said that we have
not yet discovered the possibilities of the Goose-
berry in America; we should work towards a
larger and better class of Gooseberries. He was
disappointed in the Fay Currant, having seen
considerable of it in Cleveland markets, and it

was difficult to tell it from the common Currants.
Mr. Geo. Davies handled a lot of Curi-ants that
exceeded in size anything he had ever seen,
which were grown near Cleveland, shipped to
Indianapolis and sold for eight cent« per pound.
L. B. Pierce tried the Victoria once, but it was

shy bearer. He thought the Crandall a vigorous
grower and a great bearer. Mr. Wilson said he
had seen the wild flowering Currant growing in
thickets in Canada where the people gathered
and used the fruit. Mr. Farnsworth said the
Currant requires a very rich soil. The White
Dutch is the best family Currant, but does not
bring more than half the price of the Red in mar-
ket. The Red Dutch is as good as any for family
purposes. Mr. Munger mixes hellebore with
eight parts of fine middlings and applies to the
Currant bushes when wet with dew, to kill

worms. The middlings cause it to adhere even
during a smart shower.—Discussion before the
iTCf «( (Diio Meetiuy.

Potato Growing Points. Last year, April 28th, T
planted ten varietiesof early table Potatoes and
had them of sufficient size to eat July 4th, al-

though they were not fuUy matured. My latest
planting was July 22d of some of the earliest
varieties, and they were ripe by the 15th of Octo-
ber. If I had cold storage so that the sprouts
would not start, I would not plant until late in
June, for they would then grow with the great-
est vigor, mature quicker, and be in the ground
less time, thus making them much better. I

planted them on fall-plowed sod, in drills three
feet apart, placing the pieces from a foot to
eighteen inches apart. After they are up I culti-

vate, taking care, however, not to tear up the
sod. For seed I take good sized tubers and cut
them to one or two eyes in a piece, putting one
piece in a hill. Never having any success with
commercial fertilizer I gave them up, and now
cover my ground with stable manure before
plowing it in the fall, and at planting time I use
a mixture of hard wood-ashes, air-slacked lime
and plaster, obtaining the best results by putting
it in the hill with th; seed. For killing the bugs
I mix Paris green with hard-wood ashes and
plaster, and apply it while the dew is on the
•s'ines. My largest yield last year was 425 bushels
per acre, while 50 varieties went over .300 bushels
per acre each. I keep them in small compart-
ments, putting air-slacked lime in the bottom to
prevent rot,—G. F. Vanderhoff, at a New York
-Farmers' Institute.

Strawberries in Minnesota, The success of
growing Strawlierries depends upon the location
and soil, and our sandy loam is adapted to all of
the varieties that can be grown so far north. We
top dress the grass land, then the next spring do

Ways of Training Grape Vines.

not spare the manure as the richer the soil is the
more abundant the crop. Plow deep as soon as

the grass is cut. In the spring plow again, har-
row well and mark off in rows three and one-half
feet apart, and set the plants from 14 to 20 inches
in the row, according to variety—14 inches for
Wilson, IS to 20 for Crescent. The latter being
pistillate should be alternated with some perfect-
flowering variety; Wilson, Crescent, Charles
Downing, Glendale and Manchester are all good.
Plant carefully, then thoroughly water. Before
any weeds are seen the cultivator should be
worked as near rows as possible, without throw-
ing any earth toward the plants. Use the culti-

vator every ten days or so through the season,

also hoeing the plants. Do not expect fruit the

first summer, therefore take off all fruit buds as
soon as they appear, and in the fall a good dress-

ing of ashes is beneficial. I have used :?0O bushels
to the acre with good results. As soon as the
ground is frozen cover the field with straw, corn-
stalks or leaves. The next spring but little is

done except to rake the mulch between the rows,
but after the fruit is gathered, if there are any
weeds, mow them, and burn the field over; or-

dinarily there are no bad results, and but little

labor is needed to secure another crop.— irm.
Daiiforth, before the Minnesnta State Societjj.

A National Chrysanthemum Society Wanted.
The i)osition the Chrysanthemum occupies in

America is such as no other flower (not even the
Rose) ever had in the short space ot ten years.

How the position was obtained is told in a few

words. The Chrysanthemum is a flower with so
great diversity in color, shape and size and it

comes at a season when all flowers are more
appreciated than at any other season of the year;
it requires no expensive apparatus to bring it to
perfection. I said when there was not one hun-
dreth part as many grown as there are today:
"The Chrysanthemum does not rely upon the
vagaries of fashion for its popularity. It is a
flower that appeals to the heart rather than to
the pocket and is grateful for all kindness
bestowed upon it, returning for such five hun-
dred fold." That the time has come for a national
Chrysanthemum society there is no doubt and
for the best interests of the flower and the pub-
lic it must be brought about. It will be a great
task and will lay heavily on the shoulders of a
few, but it will be accomplished and now Is the
time to strike. Such a society would have the
supervision and discrimination as to seedlings
before they are distributed; this is first because
there are so many foisted upon the market now
that are worthless, and from its great import-
ance; the consideration and selection to be given
to collections for all purposes; the best specimens
for all kinds and for all purposes; the super-
vision as tar as possible over those distributing
Chrysanthemums so as to insure their being true
to name; the formation and establishing of
societies in all cities, towns and ullages where
one does not already exist.—John Thorpe.

On the Growing of Squashes.
[A. II. Bulsfurd, before the Portage Co. (O.) Horticul-
tural Society.

\

The Squash is indigenous to the tropical
climates, and to the warmer portions of the
temperate zones, so that in our latitude they
require very hot seasons to grow them suc-
cessfully. While taste for Squash, like for
Tomato and Banana, seems to be a matter
of education,yet dealers who are in position
to know, say that the Squash ranks next to

the Potato in popularity, more especially
in the larger cities.

The ordinary method of digging holes in odd
corners and out of the way places and then filling

the holes with manure in which to plant Squashes
is time poorly spent, for the result is seldom sat-

isfactory; after the vine has made a growth of a
few feet, and has set a few Squashes, it is checked
in its growth, turns yeUow and dies, the roots
haWng in vain endeavored to penetrate the
gi'ound surrounding the hole in which they are
growing. As to how far the roots of a Squash
^ane will extend, it is my belief that the roots of
the Squash vine will extend as far under ground
as the vine extends on the ground above.
The great error in cultivating the Squash is to

starve it; another is to give all the food nec-
essary without allowing room for extra growth
of the vine under high cultivation. The best
results may be obtained by scattering the manure
after plowing the ground. It should then be
thoroughly incorporated with the soil. Com-
mercial manures are preferable to stable manure
for manuring in the hill from the fact that they
contain no seed, and will give the young plant a
quick stjirt, while the manure which has been
worked into the soil about the plant will be held
in reserve and be efficient in maturing the crop.
Thorough mixing of fertilizers with the soil is

important; a top dressing of well rotted manure
or super-phosphate of lime is relished by the
vine after the runners begin to show. Hills

should be from eight to twelve feet apart ac-
cording to the variety planted. Squash ^ines are
susceptible to the slightest injury or disturbance,
and as a rule it is better to allow weeds which
spring up near the end of the season to remain
than to disturb the vines in attempting to pull
them up and cut them off. No person should be
allowed to pass through or even set foot in the
Squash patch, after the Squashes have com-
menced setting.

Squashes mix in their seeds, but the effect does
not become apparent until the seeds are planted
and Squashes are produced the following season;
thus it will be seen that seed taken from Squashes,
which may yield a crop where every specimen
grown may show marks of impurity. It is im-
portant that the laws of admixture may be un-
derstood, that the risk incidental to plant-
ing seeds that look pure should be more
generally known. No matter how many varie-
ties may be planted together, no crossing from
the result of that planting will be seen in the ex-
ternal color, shape or appearance the same season

.
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To have Squash seed pure the Squashes from

which they are taken must have been grown in

an isolated locality. Where different varieties

are grown in the same locality, and it is desired to

keep any one variety pure, it may be accom-

plished by preventing any male flowers of the

other varieties from maturing. The fruit from

any particular blossom may be kept pure by cov-

ering with a screen, removing only to fertilize

with pollen from a male Uower of its own vine.

Many people professs to classify Squashes as to

male or female from their appearance of the

calyx end of the Squash. This is impussiblc, as

every individual seed in every Squash contains

the two se.ves in itself in its capacity to produce

male and female flowers.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants of Merit.

[Paper read by Qeorge EUwanger before the Western

New York Horticultural Society.]

Although hardy flowers do not come un-

der the title of ornamental shrubs, they are

many of them, after all, ornamental shrubs

in miniature, and some of them of larger

habit than not a few of the arborescent

growths that adorn the garden. Certainly

no ground, however limited in extent, can

do without some hardy perennials. A place

deprived of hardy flowers is a house with-

out pictures, a landscape without sun.

Both ornamental shrubs and hardy flowers are

required for the outward adornment of the

home; neither can be dispensed with. But hardy
flowers, somehow, are often considered as diffi-

cult to grow, and are thought to require the con-

stant attendance of a gardener. Where the

grounds are of considerable extent, and the col-

lection is large, the latter opinion may hold good.

But for places of ordinary extent where hardy

plants are grown the care required is compara-
tively slight. Some care they assuredly require

—nothing that is worth having takes care of

itself. Numerous species there are which call

for special treatment. Many foreign plants and
some natives are always difficult to grow. Some
are capricious as to soil and shade; some demand
an especial climate; some are too tender to suc-

cessfully withstand our winters. On the other

hand a large number of the most desirable hardy
flowers are very easily grown; and scarcely need

attention after they once become established.

Most good garden soils will grow good garden

flowers; and with proper soil to start with, an
annual manuring, an occasional stirring up of

the surface, and attention to watering during

the extreme dry weather, the flowers will seldom

fail to perform their part. Some strong-growing

subjects there are which will prove exhaustive

to the soil, and these may require future trans-

planting or diWding. Some species require

renewal through fresh species or cuttings. A
largo majority of hardy flowers, however, con-

tinue to increase in beauty year by year.

By herbaceous plants is meant such plants as

die down in the autumn and renew themselves in

the spring. To describe all desirable herbaceous

plants, even briefly, would require a large vol-

ume. The space accorded me is limited; and I,

therefore, in this instance, merely refer briefly

to a few species, supplementing these with a list

of some among the many others which may be

cultivated to advantage. Perhaps the most sat-

isfactory manner of growing hardy flowers is in

borders, by themselves, where the roots of trees

and shrubs may not interfere.

Some of the more robust species, like the

Pa'onies, the large Japanese Anemones, etc., may
find a place in the foreground of the shrubbery.

The lawn should not be broken for plants, unless

it be large enough to admit of a bed or two of

really desirable flowers, or a group of the large

ornamental grasses, like the hardy Japanese
EulaUas. In planting it is well to plant thickly,

so that bare spaces may not obtrude. So, also,

spring and summer-blooming flowers should be

alternated, in order that the border may at

no season suggest a dearth of bloom in large in-

dividual portions. Monotonous planting will be

avoided; grouping will be carried out here and

there, and contrasts of color carefully studied.

Both the tree and herbaceous Pa;onies will And

a place in the shrubbery and flower-borders, and

Koses, Lilies, Larkspurs, Phloxes, Columbines,

Campanulas, Irises, Hemerocallis, Poppies, Funk-

ias, Helianthus and a host of other hardy flowers

will extend the flowering season. Subjects like

the Azalea, which require special treatment and

are always more or less effected by our rigorous

climate, I have not included.

Among the medium and tall gi-owing plants I

would specify: Aiiuilegia Chrysantha, Aqnilegia

Ccerulca, many of the Campanulas, Clematis

erecta, many of the Delphiniums or Lark-
spurs, Funkia grandiflora, Funkia Sieboldiana,

Funkia Japonica, the red and white Dic-

tamnus. Coreopsis lanceolata, Papaver
orientiile bracteatum, Hemerocalis flava,

Monarda didyma, Lathyius grandiflorus, many
of the German and Japanese Iris, Hesperis ma-
tronalls fl. albo pi., Platycod<m grandirtorum,
Helianthus multiflorus fl. pi., Helianthus orgy-

alis,Helianthus Uoronicoides, Helianthus rigidus,

Helianthus decapetalus, Spiriva aruncus, Spiriva

fllipendula,Spiriea venusta,Spira3aulmaria fl. pi..

Statice latifolia, Lilium candidum, Lilium ex-
celsum, Lilium tigrinum, Lilium Chalceodoni-

cum, Lilium umbellatum, Lilium Japonicum
longiflorum, many of the Pyrethrums, the two
Japanese Anemones, Lychnis Chalcedonica, Ech-

inacea intermedia, Centaurea glastifolia, Silphi-

um perfohatum, Hyacinthuscandicans, Chrysan-
themum maximum. Subjects like the SUphium
and the taller-growing Sunflowers or Helianthus
are more suitable for the shrubbery, or placed

in the background.
Among smaller plants, Violets, Cowslips and

Primroses are best placed in beds by themselves

where they may receive partial shade. The
Primrose family is especially adapted for the

rock garden where the plants form dense cush-

ions of bloom. Indeed many dwarf plants may
be grown to the best advantage in the rock-

garden; but not a few may be appropriately

placed in the foreground of the flower-border.

All of the following are charming small hardy

flowers. Adonis vernalis, Silene alpestris, Saxi-

fraga cordifoh'a, SaxJfraga cuneitolia, Saxifraga

Schmidtii, Sanguinaria canadensis, TriUium
grandiflorum. Ranunculus bulbosus. Phlox

emoena. Phlox proeumbens. Phlox subulata.

Phlox subulata alba. Locus corniculatus, Iberis

corifolia,Iberissempervirens, Iberis Gibraltarica,

Iberis jucunda, Hepatica triloba, Cypripedium
spectabile, Cypripedium pubescens, Doronicum
caucassicum, Convallaria majaeis, Astilbe Jap-

onica, Anthericum liliastrum, Saponaria ocymoi-
des. Gold and Silver-leaved Thyme, Daffodils.

Among the ornamental grasses should be in-

cluded Eulalia Japonica, Eulalia Japonica Ze-

brina variegata, Erianthus Kavennte, Airafol.

var., and the variegated Arundo. The Rose

would require a separate paper to do justice to

its manifold forms and varieties. I have men-
tioned but a very few of the very many desirable

hardy herbaceous plants; but enough to render

any garden beautiful from early spring until late

autumn. Little care, indeed, they call for—these
nui-slings of nature—compared with the beauty

they bring. Year by year they renew their youth

and draw loveliness from the mould of spring.

The Delaware Fruit Exchange. The
Result of a Season's Work.

IRejiort to Pomona Oraiit/i', by J. W. Taylor.]

The E.xchange is an assured fact, and only

needs the application of strict business prin-

ciples and methods to make it a successful

business venture. It has already been dem-
onstrated that it meets the highest hopes

that its progenitors ever entertained in re-

gard to its bringing us a local market for

our farm produce and especially for our

fruits.

We have had, since the opening of the Ex-

change, the best market for our Peaches and

other fruits that we have ever had; dealers have

been brought to us, though there are those who
declare that this would be the case anyway; but

the Exchange was the first supporter of the plan

to bring the buyers here, and in the work of

organizing the Exchange it was necessary for

some one to take some risk and responsibil-

ity, and those who conducted the Exchange
in its infancy were the persons who have

borne the expense of upholding it and of

giWng us this needed reform in handling

fruit, and the many have thereby been benefitted,

but in many cases proper credit has not always

been, even conceded. It should now be made a

financial as it has been a general success. Hoiv

to do this is practically the real question.

It is positively necessary that enough of the

growers should be banded together under its

organization to control sufficient fruit to make
it to the interest of dealers to patronize the Ex-

change; we have the power in our hands.

Wherever the fruit is there the dealei-s must

come. The fruit growers can place the fruit on
sale at the E.xchange buildings, on the street, or

anywhere they choose, and there the market
will be.

Another cause for lack of complete success is

neglect on the part of the board of directors.

Too often the secretary has had to confront the

opposition of all adverse interests single-handed,

and yet we can't blame the directors for they

cannot afford to spend their time at a busy
season of the year, in running an institution on
the principles of charity. Still some of f)ur di-

rectors have already spent much time in this

enterprise that has redounded to the benefit of

the whole communify and indirectly benefltted

those, in nmny cases, who gave it least sujiport.

Where a community is benefited by any set of

men, let the community bear the just expenses

of the organization, and give financial support.

Then again the Exchange has worked too

cheaply. In the matter of " handling fruits " the

Exchange takes all risks in making change and
is paid $1.00 per car load of Peaches, besides giv-

ing the buyer a book costing i:i cents. This ruin-

ous rate should be doubled. Business institutions

should be run on business principles, and one of

the safest of those principles is that a business

must be made to pay its own expenses.

While we cannot afford to part with the Ex-
change, it would prove a surer financial success

if the control of the same were put into fewer
hands. All business committees should be
reduced to the lowest possible number that the

institution may not be cumbersome in its work-
ings, and only those be entrusted with its

management who have financial interests in it.

The rates for working should be raised, and
some means be adopted to secure a closer and
more determined co-operation of our fruit

growers.
A cash capital also should be raised to meet

immediate demands at all times, and then our
Exchange would yet prove to be the growers'

best friend. Let us co-operate, and prove once
for all that " we know our rights and dare main-
tain them."

Practical Market Gardening.
[Paijer reatl by Win. D. Philbrick, before the Fanners*

Meeting in Boston.]

Distance from Market. Where the more
bulky and heavy products are grown, one

of the first essentials is nearness to a large

market, although of late years the facilities

for communication by electricity and trans-

portation by steam are so great, that many
of our heavy and cheap vegetables, such as

Potatoes, Cabbages, Squashes and Onions,

and even Celery are transported considerable

distances; the advantage offered by cheaper

and better soil and cheap labor at a distance

overbalancing the cost of transportation and
commissions. There are, however, many of

the perishable vegetables for summer use,

which will not bear long journeys in warm
weather, and must always be grown near

where they are used. Such are Lettuce,

Greens, Summer Cabbage, Tomatoes, Green

Peas, String Beans and the like.

Many of these articles indeed are transported

in winter and spring from the south to the north-

ern markets, but the native grown crops when
they come are so much superior in quality that

they speedily drive out all competition. On
market gardens within less than six miles of a

market, the vegetables grown ai'e usually Let-

tuce, Radishes, Spinach, Kale, Cabbage, Greens,

Dandelions, Rhubarb, Onions, followed on the

same land by Early Cabbage, Cucumbers, Melons,

Squashes, Tomatoes, Egg Plant, Peppers, Pars-

ley, Celery, Horse Radish, Salsify or Oyster

Plant; and for fruits. Strawberries, and Hasp-

berries and Pears. At a little greater distance

from market some of the above named vegeta-

bles and fruits are grown, together with Green
Peas, Beans, Sweet Corn, Asparagus, Winter
Cabbages, and for fruits. Strawberries, Rasp-

berries, Blackberries, Grapes, Apple.'*, Pears and
Plums, although many of these are grown at

distances of from 40 or (iO miles from market,

where there are good facilities for tnmsportation

by rail, and favorable conditions as to soil.

The Best Soil. In general a good deep loam
is best, if with sandy subsoil it will suit early

crops best; if with clay or peat subsoil it will do
best for late crops, such as Horse Radish and
Celery. Good land near Boston is scarce, and
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commands high prices; many of the market gar-
dens in Arlington and Belmont are worth $1,000
to $1,400 per acre for gardening purposes. The
facility with which the owners of these farms
can supply any temporary scarcity of the market
by means of orders by telephone and quick de-
livery over easy roads gives them immense ad-
vantages over their more remote competitors.
The Bight Han. Experience, He must be one

of untiring energy and tact in managing the labor
of other men, must be a shrewd buyer and seller
and a keen observer of nature and of methods of
working, and above all must have a love for his
work and patient perseverance that
will make light of its severe toils and
disappointments. Another essential is

capital; while many men have begun in
this business with little more than their
own energy as capital, and are now
independent, the opportunities now for
such advancement are not so good as
formerly. Some of the most successful
gardeners use a capital of $30,000 to
$50,000 or more, invested in glass, horses,
manure, watering apparatus, and tools.
But even with abundant capital, good

land and a near market, there are many
details of working and variations in
management which can only be learned
by experience; some men acquire the
necessary experience in a far shorter
time than others, but no one can well do
without it. Hence, I always advise
young men who wish to. engage in
market gardening to work for a few
years as field hand or marketer for some
experienced and successful gardener,
and thus acquire the needed experience
without risk.

The Manure Question. The great
staple is horse manure, and it is in haul-
ing it easily that the gardener near a
large market has one of his chief ad-
vantages over the more remote farms.
It is no uncommon thing for lands near
the market to be manured with 20 to 30
cords of manure per acre every year. The cost
now is lower than for many yeais, being one to
two dollars per load at stables where there is a
good chance to load, and much of it is given
away where loading is difficult.

Within six or eight miles of Boston there Is

not much else used on the market gardens but
horse manure and night soil, with some wood
ashes. The horse manure and night soil furnish
the nitrogen and phosphoric acid, and the wood
ashes the potash, all in a state to be quickly ab-
sorbed by the plants, which is of great import-
ance where crops have only six or eight weeks in
which to make their growth. An important ad-
dition to these manures is sulphate of ammonia
for the growing of early Spinach or other greens
and for early Cabbage. It furnishes soluble
nitrogen early in the season when it is most
needed. The late crops have more time to de-
velop if well manured without such applications.
Preparing the Soil. Whei^ver it can be done

we plough under a heavy dressing of coarse
manure in the fall to make the land work light
early in spring, and this often makes a difference
of several days in putting in early crops, which
is a matter of great consequence; for the proHt
in gardening usually comes from the earliest
stuff in market, and when the early crop can be
cleared off promptly, the late crop which follows
upon the same land has a far better chance. We
must begin work as soon as the frost is out, and
the land requires at least two ploughings, fol-
lowed by the harrow, drag and fork and rake be-
fore it will be in suitable condition. I have best
success when the land is twice ploughed, apply-
ing a good dressing of manure before each
ploughing, harrowing thoroughly after each
ploughing and finally ploughing again into beds
and raking by hand; on such beds can be grown
three crops, viz: early Lettuce or Greens or Kad-
ish, followed by Beets, and these by Celery.
The Number ofCrops on the Land. We always

try to get at least two crops from the land in the
course of the year, sometimes three or even four,
without counting the weeds, which have no bus-
iness in a well-kept garden; exceptions are Rhu-
barb, Asparagus and fruits. It is in arranging
for a succession of crops, so that they shall not
crowd each other or glut the market, that the
gardener has room for the exercise of much
skill and intelligence, and must use considerable
forethought in conducting his work.
The use of glass in market gardening has

grown to immense proportions of late yeai-s.

There is one firm near Providence, R. I., who
use about four acres of glass, more than half of
which is heated by steam pipes, almost exclus-
ively for Lettuce and Cucumbers. Other gar-
dens use a large area of glass in growing for
winter and spring market Radishes, Dandelions,
Parsley, Cress, Mint, Rhubarb and Asparagus.
Melons are also forced for July and August sales
under glass, and all the early Cabbage, Lettuce,
Tomato, Egg and Pepper plants are grown uuder
glass. For plant growing the hot-bed is far bet-
ter than the greenhouse, but the latter has de-
cided advantages for winter work.

The Great Advantage of Market Gardeninfr.
Sales are always for cash on the spot, but the
market gardener must take the risk of the
seasons; he may be deceived in buying his seeds,
he may lose his crops by hail or drouth or flood,
yet when once in the market he can carry home
their price in cash, and ask no favors of the
banker. The life of the market gardener is

laborious, but healthy and fairly profitable. It
has its trials and disappointments and risks, but
it also has its charms for those who love an out-
door life, and an honest independence, for though
few market gardeners are rich, there are very

few who do not honestly pay their bills,

and most of them can show as sturdy
sons and cheerful daughters as are to
be found among any other class In the
community.
There is inseparably connected with

gardening much hard and dirty work,
but to those who have eyes to see there
Is also an unspeakable charm in country
life and in witnessing the truly miracu-
lous growth of plants by means of which
the most offensive refuse is trans-
formed before our very eyes into the
most delicious and beautiful vegetables,
fruits and flowers.

Insect Enemies
Currant.

of the

INSECT ENEMIES OF THE CURRANT.

The Water Supply. This is a necessary item,
particularly in the successful management of
gi'eenhouses and hot-beds. A good twelve or
fourteen foot windmill with a large storage tank
will furnish enough water for most farms in
watering the glass structures and other buildings.
The tank should be large enough to hold several
days' supply of water, and to make sure of an
ample supply in case of calm weather, it will be
well to have a steam pump. Where irrigation of
field crops is practiced, a much larger supply of
water is required, and we have to seek a supply
in deep wells and a steam pump. Several of the
large market gardens near Boston are provided
with irrigating machinery which costs several
thousand dollars, and perhaps is not needed at
all some .vears, and in others only once or twice
in the season for a few days at a time; but the
owners of such work agree in believing them
good investments on dry, sandy or gravelly land
where Early Cabbage, Strawberries, Cucumbers,
and Celery are grown, and there are times when
it pays to water Tomatoes.
The water is usually distributed by two-inch

or 2^-inch pipes, and one-inch or l^-inch hose
leading to the highest point in each row of veg-
etables, and is allowed to run along the furrows
between the rows. A good watering once a week
in a dry time will suffice.

Preparing Produce for Market. It must be
neatly washed and carefully assorted, and
although the buyer always expects to find the
handsomest specimens on the top of a box or
barrel Just as we expect always to see one put
on a good hat when he goes to town, still, the
buyer has a right to demand that the bottom of
the box or barrel shall contain no mean, nor un-
salable stuff; and the gardener who attempts to
pack his produce in this way will never sell many
times to the same person. A good name in this
business is worth as much as in any other.

Good Seed. There is a good deal of cai-e needed
to grow good seed and it seldom sells for as much
as it is really worth; ffir this reason the best gar-
deners raise enough for their own use, and per-
haps to exchange with some neighbor for some
other choice variety, but seldom for sale. The
seedsmen do their best to secure a supply of the
best seed to be had; it is their manifest interest
to do so, but they do not warrant their seeds
generally, and the gardener should plant only
seed that can be warranted. That is, he should
grow it or exchange it with some equally careful
neighbor.

Abstract from the Ontario Entmnological
Report.

The Currant Saw-fly has come to

us from Europe, and is now quite
common, although not known here
before 18.58. Fig. 1 n represents the
male, and h the female fly. The
body of the former is black with a
few dull yellow spots, yellowish on
underside, with bright yellow legs.

The larger female is especially dis-

tinguished by its yellow body. Often
these flies may be captured on the bushes
and readily killed.

The worms resemble caterpillars, but have
feet under the middle segments of the body, and
more in number. They have a habit of curling
the terminal segments. When first hatched they
are very small, of a whitish color, with large
head and dark round spot on each side of it.

Then they are found feeding in companies on a
leaf, consuming all the soft parts and leaving
only the groundwork. Afterwards they gradu-
ally scatter all over the bush. As they increase

in size their color changes to apple green, then
green with black dots, and finally to green tinged
with yellow at each end. The chrysalis, formed
within a tough silken cocoon of brownish color
and nearly oval shape, is generally hidden in dry
leaves, rubbish or in the earth near the surface.

The flies soon emerge ready for further mischief.
There are several broods in one season.

White hellebore is a cheap and simple remedy.
Take an ounce of the powder and mix with
sufficient water to form a paste; then dissolve

in a pailful of Water and spray the foliage

thoroughly and with sufficient force to reach all

parts of the bush. Watch for new broods, and
repeat the application promptly when needed.
The mode of hand-picking is more laborious, but
may be resorted to before the young are hatched
or shortly after. Examine the leaves and re-

move all that contain rows of eggs along the
ribs on under side, as shown in Fig. 3, or small
holes eaten through the leaf by the young worms.
Much hardier, and not easily overcome by

hellebore, unless of double or triple strength, is

the Currant Span-worm (Enfitchia 7-ibearia,

Fitch) shown In Fig. 3, and easUy distinguished
by its paler and more yellow color, and its habit
of arching its body into a loop when moving
from place to place. When disturbed it often
suspends itself by a silken thread. The full-

grown worm is about an inch long, of a whitish
color, with lengthwise strips of yellow and a
number of black dots on each segment. Unlike
the sawfly, this is a native insect, and attacks
Gooseberries and Currants wherever it finds
them, wild or cultivated. Even the Flowering
Currant is not despised by the ravenous feeder.
Fortunately there is only a single brood of it

in the year.

The Moth, Fig. 4, is a pretty pale-yellow crea-
ture. Its wings are adorned with several dusky
bands or spots, which vary much in different
specimens. In June or July it may often be seen
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flitting about the affected bushes in the daytime,

and may then be caught and destroyed. This
hand picking appears to be the only possible

method of protecting the bushes from the
attacli of the insect. When the bushes are

shaken the worms will let themselves down by
their threads, when they can be easily gathered.

How to Make Horticultural Societies
Profitable.

IJIfr. C. W.Idell, before the New Jerseu Ilortienltural

Soeiety Meetiittf.]

The object of these organizatious are of a
two-fold character, viz.; to give and receive;

and In order to develop this idea, every
member should come to the meeting i)ro-

vided with a new experience and increased
information; and a member who attends

without this has not done his duty to him-
self or to others, for an entire year has
passed away, giving each a new experience,

and a good member should not have failed

to note the various changes taken place

during the year. But when no notes are

taken, these events are forgotten. Although
not deemed important to you, it may be so

to others who have not a live experience.

It is not expected that one person should
learn every thing, but it is presumable that
each person could learn at least one thing;

if he does not he fails to do his duty, so far

as giving is concerned.
I have heard farmers give this excuse for not

attending the meetings: "Oh, I cannot talk."

Now, that excuse is all nonsense, for let them
gather around the stove in some country store
during the winter evenings, you will learn they
can talk fast enough, and good enough for any-
one to listen to; and many times their talk shows
a wide experience that would make them men of
note in any society. Bear in mind that our
meetings are not held for the purpose of display-
ing oratorial powers, but for the purpose of a
number of plain, practical fai-mei's to interchange
ideas and experiences.

It is easy to say, " Oh, I guess 1 will not attend
this session of our society." But suppose each
one was not only to say so, but to remain away
—and each one no doubt has as good an ex-
cuse as you had—there would be no meeting.
My experience teaches me that those remaining
at home do the least to forward the interests of
the meetings, and find the most fault with those
who attend. Perhaps the very reason why the
meeting was not a greater success was due to
your non-attendance. There is another feature
of this staying-at-home-business. They do them-
selves and those who attend an injustice, and set
a bad example for others to imitate. Don't for-
get that these are mutual aid societies, and their
motto is " Give and receive." If one comes only
to get information he is not a profitable member,
for if all do this there would be nothing to get.

Living Trees a.s Fence Po.'^t.s.

There is one point that I wish to call your par-
ticular attention to. Some think it the special
duty of the executive committee to spread be-
fore you each year a feast of good things for
your enjoyment. Of course a thing is valued
and appreciated according to the tastes or wants
of the members. Now, how is this committee to
know what you like and what you want, if you
do not tell them? If one person says " I prefer
turkey," and adds, " I will furnish the gobler,"
we realize that he is not only sensible but practi-
cal; while another says " I prefer Peaches or
Grapes," and does not offer either fruit, the
chances are that he may not get ju.^t what he
preferred. Last season I heard a complaint that

there were too many (irapes on the table, but
suppose that those members who furnished this

fruit did just what many others did—nothing.
Why, it would have been a dry aftair, for noth-
ing was exeluded to make room for them.
Think well upon this subject, gentlemen, and

when the executive committee sends around
their circulars soliciting good things for the
feast, be prepared to back up your suggestions
with a first rate paper. You have no idea what
a relief it would be to the committee in making
up their programme for the meetings. Do not
expect too much of this body without your aid.

John Wesle.v adoi>ted a remarkably concise and
instructive motto of " All at it, and always at it";

it we mil not only adopt, butcarry out this idea,

your comniittee will have less care and anxiety.
There is anothei- feature that I note with re-

gret—the omission of members to bring speci-
mens of fruits with them to the meetings. I

know that our meetings are held at a time of the
year when fruit is scarce, but there are some
varieties that, with care, could be preserved
until then, and a display would be interesting
even if some old variety is included; for instance,
the old "Sheep Nose " variety of Apples, what a
curiosity they would be to some of the younger
members. Farmers need associations of this

kind, at the best; and they should improve every
opportunity of this kind, in order to cheer and
learn. I often notice how much pleasure the
meetings of the Grangers afford them, for the
wives and even the children participate in them,
and feel the better for it; and I have no doubt
they owe their success more to the combina-
tion of the family than the wisdom of the fathers.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Shading Trees after Planting. After planting

a tree protector is at once placed around them
for protection, and the shade to the stems of the
trees until their own foliage is sufficient to do so.

For this last purpose the best and cheapest tree
protector yet used is made of wooden strips that
come six feet above ground, placed three inches
apart and bound with iron hoops; this gives the
necessary shade to the stem and at the same time
allows free circulation of air. This shading is all

important, for when trees are growing in forests
or in the nureery they shade one another, and it

must be evident, that if set out in the streets of
a city, without any protection from the blazing
sun, they must suffer. Many thousands of de-
cidious trees, both fruit and ornamental, perish
annually the first year of planting from this
cause, as from the closely planted nursery rows
the change is too great, unless the season is es-
pecially favorable, no matter how carefully the
planting ma.v have been done. Trees in orchards
and other inclosures can be shaded by wrapping
the stems up to the lower branches with straw
or anything that will shade the trunk from the
sun; the grand success in planting the avenues
in Washington is no doubt due largely to the
persistent use of this precaution, for it is never
omitted, and the results attest its value. And
there all trees for two years after planting are
cultivated, by the soil being stirred up by a
pronged hoe for four or five feet from the stem
in all directions.—P. Henderson in Harper's.

Shadow Morello Cherry. We first met with
this remarkable variety near Warsaw, Poland, in
1882, under the name of Schatten Amarelle. As
"schatten" means shadow—referring to the pe-
culiar mirror-like reflection of the skin of the
fruit—we have taken the liberty of translating
the name as above. It is said to be an introduc-
tion from north central Asia, and it is possibly a
seedling of Spate Morello, which it much resem-
bles in tree and fruit. Among its peculiarities
may be noted: A more perfect foliage and being
hardier in tree and fruit buds, than any old
\arii-ty. It has not been hurt by our trying
winter and summers, and bears full crops of
fruit. It is also remarkable for continued strong
gi-owth of wood when bearing heavily, on very
young and small trees. Trees four feet in height
were bending with weight of fruit, often bear-
ing in nursery when only two years old from the
bud. In leaf and habit it is a Morello, while in
fruit it is a near approach to the Dukes, even to
to being bitter until fully ripe, when it becomes
nearly sweet. Its size of fruit and season are
about the same as the English Morello. But the
pit is smaller and the quality for dessert or can-
ning much better.—J. L. Budd, in O. J. Farmer.
Kose Cuttings from Blind Wood. That blind

wood of Roses will produce equally floriferous
plants as cuttings made from flowering shoots.

judging from some extended tests by good
gi'owers. seems to be established. This view,
though contrary tf> the tradition of the trade,

seems to be quite reasonable. When blind shoots
are used, they should be clean and healthy, such
as are produced by Catherine Mermet, the Bride,

and other varieties during the winter, and this

growth makesa desirable addition to the cutting-
bench. Some conservative growers still prefer
to make cuttings only from flowering shoots,
but it is often difficult to procure enough such
wood, when it is wanted, therefore it is advis-
able to put in all the healthy wood at command.

And when it is desirable to

have young Roses early, it

will be best to put in cut-
tings in October, or earlier,

if suitable wood Is to be
had, because plants struck
at this time will be in good
condition early the follow-
ing season, this applies es-

pecially to Roses of the
Tea class, used for forcing.

—Garden and Forest.

Marketing the Orange
A Tree Ouard 0/ Crop. The general tcn-

Wrought Iron, after ail 1 * 1 , ^.

English Pattern dency toward speculation
that pervades our

human nature will cause many to try new
schemes, and among these may be mentioned the
auction plan in many cities that ai-e now being
boomed by a class of agents and brokers who
neither occupy stoi-es, nor have proper facilities

for handling consignments by the old established
methods. They offer great inducements, but if

tried the results will be only as it was proven in
seasons past. Fruit will be thrown on the market
in large bulk by forced sales, and with no one
to protect the shipper, a general break in prices
is caused, and if the plan be followed up, there
will be no opportunity given for the market to
react. And the hundreds of outlets in the way
of smaller dealers in distant parts of our country
sought out by the established commission mer-
chant will not be reached.—Florida Farmer.

What Hakes a Good Keeping Grape. For long
keeping qualities it seems to us that more de-
pends upon whether there is much or little free
juice in the Grape. Of two varieties of Labrusca,
the tougher skinned will prove the better keeper,
though if we compare the Catawba with the
Jefferson, both of Labrusca origin so far as
known, we shall find that while the skin of the
former is the tougher, yet the latter is the better
keeper. The Catawba has considerable pulp and
also a good deal of free juice between the pulp
and skin, but the Jefferson is meaty throughout.
The Malaga and other varieties of Vinifera are
fine keepers, though they have very thin skin,
and there is no pulp or free juice. The one de-
cided improvement in American Grapes needed,
is a hardy, vigorous variety like Victoria, Moore's
Early or Cottage, that shall bear benies with
meat.v flesh.—Rural New Yorker.

Apropos of the Electric Sugar Swindle. Some
day a man will look wise and darkly point over
his shoulder at a locked room and tell us he has
a plan for gathering Grapes from Thorns; and
we will buy his stock. There will also appear a
man in Philadelphia with a dark room and some
crazy machinery for harvesting Figs from
Thistles; and we will support him. Likewise there
will come to us a man from interior Michigan
who has a plant for extracting sunbeams from
Cucumbei-s; and he will fatten on us till he dies,
and then leave the scheme to his heirs, and we
will take care of them—we and our hard-headed,
practical English friends.—New York Tribune.

Living Trees as Fence Posts, The Prairie
Farmer deserves credit for the practical idea
given expression in illustration of wire fence
supported by living trees. The fence is put up
in the common way, with strips of wood fastened
to upper wire to give timely warning to approach-
ing cattle and stock. A iiuick-growing tree, an
Ash, Catalpa, Box Elder, or e^en a nut or fruit
tree is planted near each post on hue of fence,
and by the time the posts begin to rot, can be
used in place of the post; fasten the wire to the
trees with staples, and the fence will stand firm
as long as the wire lasts.

Strawberries and Potatoes. As early in the
spring as the ground can be worked, plow the
ground and harrow well. Then run furrows
three and a half to four feet apart, and plant
early Potatoes in hills about two feet apart, cov-
ering with the hoe so that the hills can be seen.
Plant Strawberries between each two hills in the
Potato row. In working the Potatoes the Straw-
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berries are but little extra labor, except taking

off the runners; the Potatoes should be dug as

soon as they are fit for market. Then the Straw-

berries are allowed to fill up the rows: keep the

irround clean, and by fall nice matted rows are

had with a good crop of fruit the next spring:

after picking, plow the ground and plant late

Cabbage or jSweet Corn.—Farm and Garden.

Forest Trees for Ornamental Use, It is an ex-

cellent time of the year to dig from the woods
and transplant on the grounds specimens of our
hardy forest trees; but do not make the mistake

of too close planting, especially about the house.

Maples are always fine, and to this we may add
the Tulip Tree, Basswood, Elm and White Birch.

Walnuts, Black and White, and Butternuts may
be easU.T grown from seed, also Chestnuts. A
grove may be quickl.v grown from Locust seed,

and these trees, as well as the Basswood and Tulip
Tree, are especially valuable as honey producers,

—Orange County Farmer.

The TTse of Coal Ashes. Everything grows well

under a mulch of coal ashes, provided that the

plant leaves are not covered, and that the ashes

be stirred after rains-during the growing season.

Without this they pack so as to exclude the air.

In planting the seeds we cover them with soil or

leaf mould. We have tried coal ashes, thinking

that the young seedlings might push through

the easily broken inch of ashes. But very rarel.v

has a plant appeared through such a covering,

because of too close exclusion of air, some
being indispensable at the moment of germin-

ation.—Chicago News.

Dosing Elm Trees with Snlphor. >Ir. W. H.
Dodd. of New Jersey, says that he has thwarted

the attack of the Elm tree beetle by filling holes

bored into the tree in early spring with flower of

sulphur. His idea is that the sap carried the

sulphur into the leaves and Imparted a taste to

them which prevented the larvae hatched on the

leaf from eating the foliage.—Xew York Sun.

Hardwood Sawdnst for Mtilch. This material

is good for Strawberries or any other kind of

small fruit, as it very soon decays so as to make
a substance very much like chip dirt. Rotten
wood or rotten logs make an excellent manure
or mulch for the berry family. Pine sawdust is

not good because it hardly rots at all and will in-

jure the plants, so many growers sa.v.—Gleanicgs.

Flower Diseases and Science. If only one-tenth

as much scientific attention had been given to

the diseases of florist's flowers as has.'been lavished

upon Pear blight and Peach yeUows, we would
not now be so deeply ignorant of what is of vital

interest. The florist business of America is

surel.v important enough to warrant scientific

recognition.—American Florist.

Japanese Ivy (Jmpelopsis Veitthii) for use

along railroads is of value, as its clinging habit

serves to bind together loose stones and shaly

surfaces, thus protecting the sides of embank-
ments and cuttings, while in summer delighting

the eyes of the traveler.—Garden and Forest.

As to Seedling Peaches. Michigan fruit growers
prefer the see<lUng ttees as crop producers. By plant-

ing the seed of the Smoct.SalwaT and similar varieties

they get trees that produce on an average quite as

good fruit as the original, and are themselves of

superior vigor, hardiness and longevity.—Delaware

Farm and Home.

The Donble-fiowered Chinese Blackberry was
successfully forced last winter, producing wreaths of

white blooms resembling Polyantha Roses. But while

easily grown, it requires rather more room in a green-

house than will pay the commercial grower.—Garden
and Forest.

A Hundred Forest Trees planted in suitable places

and cared for intelligently, will cause somebody at

sometime to rise and call you blessed—or. in a dozen
years or so, the trees may even bless you.—
Husbandman.

An Advantage in using Walnut tr«es for shade, is

that in addition to the nuts, it is freer than the average

from insects, and during the summer, when resting

xinder a tree, this is quite an item.—Western Plowman.

Those who buy trees grown by any new pro-

cess will usually Jind that the main new thing consists

in the way that the agents get their money, and the

buyer the new experience.—Ohio Farmer.

Tomatoes In Peach Orchard. As a crop foryoimg
Peach orchards, nothing equals Tomatoes, as they do
not exhaust the soil, and the vines give all the mulch
that the trees require.-Farm and Home.

Early Beets and Radishes are among the most
profitable garden crops that the gardener can raise,

according to the expense, and no other vegetables

have so few enemies,—Indiana Farmer.

Kohlrabi or Turnips. The drought last summer
showed that the Kohlrabi was superior to Turnips or

indeed to any other root crop for standing dry
weather—American Cidtlvator.

Roses in Florida will grow on the poorest sandy
soils in the State: the secret of success being the use

of plenty of good fertilizer and budded plants.—

Florida Farmer.

The G-ano Apple is attracting much attention, and
because of its merits we beheve that as a market
Apple, it has come to stay.—Nebraska Horticulturist.

Manure and Apples. A Baldwin tree standing
where it gets the benefit of the house slops yielded 59

bushels laiJt year.—Green's Fnut Grower.

We congratulate the American Pomological Society

on its excellent work and " independent organiza-

tion.''—London Garden.

Gooseberries and Currants make a flue hedge
for dividing the lawn and garden.—Farm Journal

The Northern Spy needs high culture and the fnUt

to be severely thinned —People and Patriot.

Shanghai Plants are good ones to not buy.—Farm
and Stockman.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Baked Parsnips. Put a few thin slices of salt

pork in a kettle with two quarts cold water.

Wash, scrape and quarter some Parsnips, and
when the water boils put them in and boil until

tender. Then turn the stew into a dripping-pan

and bake until nicely browned.

Fried Parsley for Garnishing, Wash the

parsley and divide it into sprigs; then dry by
folding it in a clean cloth and squeezing tightly.

Then plunge it into boiling fat, letting it remain

not more than a minute, or both crispness and
color will be spoiled. Drain, and it is ready for

use,—Amateur Gardening,

Apple Cake. Beat two eggs, add one cup of

sugar, beating well: add one half cup of milk ,

alternately with two cups of flour in which two
teaspoonfuls of baking powder have been sifted;

then one tablespoonful of melted butter. Pour
into two jelly cake pans, cover each thickly with

thinly sliced Apples set up edge-wise, and

sprinkled with sugar. Bake until the Apple is

done, serve with sauce.—Xew England Farmer.

Parsleyed Old PoUtoes. Peel, quarter and

wash as many Potatoes as required, boil quickly

in salted water until tender, strain and let them
steam for a few seconds over the fire: add a

liberal piece of butter and let it melt, and strew

over them some finely chopped Parsley, cover,

then taking the handle with one hand and

holding the lid down vrith the other, shake the

sauce-pan so that the Potatoes turn over a few

times, then serve.-American Agriculturist.

Preparing Evaporated Frtiit. Rinse the fruit

thoroughly in clean water, then place in an

earthen dish, covered with water for ten to fifteen

hours before using. Then in this water which

contains the flavor and nutrition soaked out of

the fruit, simmer slowly, until it is cooked

through, adding sugtu- as required; sene either

hot or cold. In this way you secure a whole-

some dish, full flavored, greatly resembling the

original fresh product.—Califomia Fruit Grower.

How to Cook Spinach. Select rather small

leaves, cut off the roots. Wash and cook 1.5 to liO

minutes in water containing a teaspoonful of salt

to gallon of water: drain and when dry, chop

fine, season with salt and pepper; melt two ta-

blespoonfuls of butter, stir into it one of flour,

and let it cook, turn in the Spinach and let it

cook two minutes, then add one-half cupful of

milk. It is done when the milk is scalding.

Have ready, and when the Spinach is dished, cut

a couple of hard-boiled eggs in slices and place

over the top.—Prairie Farmer.

Toast with Mnshroom. Take a quart of small

fresh Mushrooms and rub the tops well with a

piece of white flannel dipped in salt. Put them

into a stewpan containing three ounces of dis-

solved butter: season lilwrally vrith salt, cayeime,

and pounded mace, and stir over a gentle fire to

prevent the Mushrooms burning until the butter

is dried and slightly browned. Then add half a

pint of cream, or milk beaten up with the yolks

of two eggs, and the grated rind of a small

Lemon. Stew till the Mushrooms are tender,

but not allowing them to boil. Serve on small

rounds of bread which have either been toasted

or fried in hot butter squeezing a few drops of

Lemon juice over the top.—English Cook.

Improved Boston Baked Beans. Wash a quart

of small white Beans, soak over night in two

quarts of water containing a teaspoonful of

soda. In the morning put them into fresh water

and let them simmer until nearly soft, add salt

and pepper, half a cupftil of well-flavored

brown sugar and a piece of nice butter as large

as an egg, stirring all carefully together so as

not to mash any over-soft Beans, Pour the Beans

into an earthen baking dish, press a silver-skinned

Onion into the centre, and bake them steadily

for an hour, which will give them a rich brown
on top. There should not be water enough in

them to make them sloppy but have only such a

quantity of water on them as willevaporate by
the titne they are done. Serve with thin sliced

corned beef instead of salt jiork.—Farmer's Call.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Airing. All but the more tender plants can be fully

exposed for several hours on mild days, and even be
oecaslonallj- washed by warm rains, with benefit.

Annuals. For early, transplant into boxes at an
inch or more apart, but encourage stocklness rather
than rapid growth, with giving them more air and
light.

Begonia Weltoniensis. If given rich, sandy soll.with

fair watering, will thrive in the vtindow, making one
of the finest of spring bloomers.

Bongainvillea. Keep in an upright position by means
of stakes. No check from drouth must be pennltted,
weekly appUcations of strong manure water inducing
the required vigor for bloom.

Callas. Strong plants designed for later bloom to

receive manure water. Such as have bloomed through
the winter, should be planted In a rich bed May 1,

where they will shed their old leaves. Lift in August
and pot in very rich, well-drained soil.

Carnations. Young plants to be placed in frames
and hardened off gradually before plantlng-out time.

Ohrysanthemnms. Keep growing freely in a cool,

alrj- place. By properly hardening them off they may
be planted out among the earliest of tender plants.

Cinerarias. Specimens of a desirable strain should
be Isolated from the inferior ones to prevent unfav-
orable mixing of the seed.

Climbers in Pots. Cobjea Scandens. Maurandla and
the like now making their growth will very soon be
unshapely masses if not kept closely tied to stakes.

The earliest ones may also be cut back with benefit.

Colens depend for beauty upon the colors of the
leaves being well developed; this can be helped by
keeping the plants rather dry and pot-bound.

Droopers. For banging baskets, vases, etc., should
be increased by dividing or slipping such kinds as the
stock on hand may indicate.

Fuchsias. Some varieties as Storm King do well if

not pinched back. With good pot room and careful

watering, a good show of bloom may be expected on
strong plants, manure water occasionally, using the

liquid rather weak.

Geraniums. To gain space inside, the older plants

can go into frames or hot-beds plunged into the soil.

Keep well aired.

Geraniums intended for summer bloom should now
be making strong growth. If at all backward, whether
from excessive watering or being pot bound, apply the

proper remedies. Cuttings for next winter's pot plants

to be pnt in.

Heaths and hard-wooded plants generally should
have free ventilation as the.v come mto bloom.

Heliotrope to be at the best, must have plenty of

pot room; manure water is also of great benefit.

Hot-beds will need close attention as to airing and
shading to prevent an excessive degree of beat On
the warmest day the sash should be nearly removed.

Lilies. Gradually wlthold water after the flowers

are past until plantlrig-out time, when, if given a rich,

well-drained soil, they will shape themselves for future

bloom.

Mignonette Sow the seed where wanted to bloom,

as, ot nearly all plants, this transplants the worst.

Petunias. Shoidd any of the older plants have be-

come unshapely, a severe cutting Imck will greatly

improve them for later use.

Plunge the pots of plants in refuse Hops to reduce

fbe labor of watering; it is very helpful to plant growth
also.

Propagation. For next winter's flowering 8tock cut-

tings may be made any time now.

Richardia. Keep these growing freelj", the treat-

ment in general being as directed for Callas.

Roses. Red Spider, Thrip, etc. . are now likely to be at

their worst. Syringe freely or sponge off the leaves.

Transplanting The old tin fruit and vegetable cans

can be used instead of pots for bringing along early

stock, by .setting the plants in them, using good soli.

Verbenas rcxited before April 15th make superior

plants by bedding time if grown in thumb pots and
plimged In a frame.
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Window Boxes. For full ilirectlon for these, see

page U'8. March Issue.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Annuals. See under Seed Stiwioi;.

Bnlbs. Hyacinths. Tulips, Lilies. Crown Imperials,

Phloxes. Irises, etc.. do better if allowed t4» remain in

the ground for years undisturbed. Dahlias. TtKiidias.

Erythrina. and other tender bulbs that were wintered

inside can be planted, when danger of frost is over. In

warm rich soil.

Cold Frame plants, like Violets, Roses and Carna-

tions should be exposed to the air more and more'for

gradual hardening off prior to planting.

Flower Beds. Such as are designed for summer
flower, and in which Hyacinths, Tulips, etc.. have
been growing, may be cleared by taking the bulbs up
after blooming, with some sou adhering to the roots

and putting them Into boxes till ripened, not neglect-

ing moderate watering, and when dry store away.
The beds then can be dressed lightly with manure, and
gotten in readiness for the tender plants.

Gladiolns. Get a first planting in early in the month
and then follow with plantings at intervals of two
weeks up to June.

Hardy Plants. What these plants, which remain
year after year, require is to have their soil dug up
deeply and then later given good applications of well

rotted manure.

Lawn. Where manure was applied in the fall, the

coarser parts should be removed and the surface well

raked for livening It up, removing the dead grass also,

and then roll. As the grass growth requires mow
promptly, cutting often but not too closely. New lawns
may yet be started, remembering that the best results

follow on the best methods of making.

Planting. For all hardy things have the soil fine.

fertile and plant with great care. Some leading points

to observe; Do not expose the roots needlessly; set in

the ground only as deep as they were in the nursery;

pack the soU firmly about the fine roots; cut the top
well back, otherwise it will require more moisture
than the roots can supply.

Prune the hedges during this month.

Seed Soaring. All the hardy annuals like Candytuft,
Mi^onette. Sweet Pea, Larkspur, Pansy. Eschscholt-

zia. Sweet Rocket. Lupine, etc.. may be sown. In the

North the following varieties can go in the open grotind
when the soil is dr>'; Amaranthus, Antirrhinum, Calen-

dula, CalUopsis, Clarkia, Helianthus. Phlox Drummon-
dii. Poppy, Portulaca. Morning Glory, Gulden Feather,
Grodetia, Zinnia, Marigold, and the like.

Tuberoses ought to be started in hot-beds or the
window, as the season North of New Tork Is rarely

long enough for them to grow entirely out of doors.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Altemantheras. For bedding stock see last month.

Annuals from early sowing must not become
crowded; thin or transplant and pinch back the tallest

and weaker ones.

Carnations. Increase the later bloom by a top dress-

ing of fertilizer.

Crow^dingat this season should be guarded against

by using outside frames.

Cnttings. Examine such as are in the bed and pot

ofl^ at first appearance of roots.

Ferns in pots to now have the soil renewed or be
given a shift. It is beneficial to break the old outside

roots somewhat

.

Orchids. Shade from direct sim rays and repot such
as require it. as they are growing. Preserve the moist-

ure by generous sprinkling of the walks etc.

Pot-bonnd Plants of Petunias. Fuchsias, Hydran-
geas, Calceolarias and others can be watered entirely

with liquid manure while in bloom, with the best of

effect. This treatment Is also suitable for such hard
wooded plants as Genistas, Daphnes Azaleas, Neriums.
etc., whether in bloom or making their new growth.

Primroses of double sections, white or red, ought
not to have their propagation deferred later than the

middle of April, as the warmer weather is detrimental
to best results. While rooting, provide heavy shade,
giving air but not too much water.

Roses. For a late crop, top-dress with old manure.
Keep the young stock In a healthy growing condition.

free from weeds, well watered, and do not neglect
fumigating for green fiy. Bear in mind that two year
old Bennetts have proven the most valuable; pot the
plants when the bed is cleared, and then at the proper
time replant into new soil, just as with young plants.

Shade with naptha and white lead over such sub-

jects as are liable to blister, as Fancy Coleus, Caladi-

urns. Fuchsias, Camellias, Azaleas, Callas and others.

Shifting. This operation should go on actively in all

departments, using new or well washed old pots.

Tree Planting. For making a good job the soil

should be mellow, somewhat dry. with the hole accom-
modating the roots without crowding; the hair-like

roots being firmly packed in fine soil, no manure going
against them however, then settling the ground solidly

about the newly planted trees.

Borers. A preparation of cement, soap and skim
milk Is recommended, coating the tree for several feet

up from a little below the ground surface; enough of a
shell Is formed to repel the borers.

Grafting. For full direcUons see page 98 in the Feb-

ruary Issue.

Heel-in all trees as soon as received If not ready to

plant, keeping each variety separate, by covering the

roots with ground firmly packed against them. In

this shape they can remain as long as is necessary.

Orchard. As fruit trees require potash dress with
unleached wood ashes, or, as substitute, three parts

bone dust and one part muriate of potash.

Quinces ought to have a rich mellow soil. By giving

a liberal dressing of old manure on the surfaceover the

roots, old trees will be helped; careful trimming of

branches Is of benefit.

Raspberries. Any excess of canes beyond four or

five may be well removed. Use the suckers from the

red ones for planting another patch, setting the plants

three feet by sL\ or seven feet apart.

Seeds of Cherry, Peach and others that were kept
over winter should be sown as soon as the soil can be
worked. All fruit and ornamental tree seeds to be
sown also without loss of time.

Slraw^berries. Plant new beds as early as possible

after the ground is in shape. Before tlry weather ap
pears mulch bearing beds that require it for keeping
the fruit clean. Uncover the old beds by removing the

mulch from directly over the plants.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
SIASSFIELD MILTON, MAHOXISG CO., O.

Beans. For early sow the green-podded varieties;

they are the hardiest.

Beets. Sow for main crop.

Cabbage. For late and mediimi kinds sow in well

prepared ground. When plants of the early sorts

have been thoroughly hardened off, set into open
ground. Treat Cauliflower in same way.

Carrots. Sow both early and late kinds.

Celery. For main crop sow in open ground. Trans-

plant early kinds started in hot-beds.

Cress. Sow in sheltered place and for succession

every two weeks.

Cucumbers. Sow for succession in frames, and the

last of the month in a sheltered place in open ground.

Cultivation of the Ground. Commence as soon as

the seedlings appear; it facilitates growth and helps to

check Insects and weeds.

Hot-beds. Give the closest attention in watering
and airing.

Onions. Where not already done plant and sow at

once. This crop is hardy. The earlier in the groimd
the better. Seedlings started in boxes or frames may
be planted out for early use, a good substitute for sets.

Parsley. Sow in well prepai*ed groimd.

Peas. Sow for succession. The smooth varieties

are hardiest but wrinkled kinds can now be sown.

Parsnip thrives best where well rotted manure is

used. Sow early. Use fresh seed only.

Potatoes. Set out carefully such as were sprouted
in hot -bed.

Pol Herbs. Sow all kinds.

Radishes. Sow French Breakfast, or one of the

many first early Red Turnip sorts for early; Golden
Globe and Lady Finger for summer.

Spinach. Sow for succession.

Thinning- This is of utmost importance. Don't
neglect it. It makes earlier and better vegetables.

Turnips. Sow any quick maturing kind.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Apricots. Do not allow any water to stand about

the roots, as it Is very injurious.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Cucumbers. Generous feeding, with plenty of water
will be required to keep the old bearing plants in a

productive stale. Young plants should be growing
freely and slopped as needed. Do not use liquid

manure freely until in bearing.

Figs. With much bright weather a night tempera-
ture of eu" to To-^ may oe given, but should the weather
be dark a lower degree will be better. Figs, though
delighting in heat and moisture, do not get along well

without corresponding air or light. Top dressing the

soil with fresh horse manure is beneficial, because of

the ammonia thus sectired. Do not allow the fruit to

be too thickly placed. For young stock put cuttings

in sandy, well drained soil, with sharp bottom heat.

With good treatment fruit may be had in two years.

Lettnce. Cold frame plants if transplanted to hot-

beds will produce an early crop. For forcing. Tennis
Ball and White Forcing Head are good.

Pines that are fruiting are benefited by free airing,
and being watered with warm manure water made
rather weak.

Strawberries now in fruit will need plenty of water,
and until color begins to show, some liquid manure.
Ventilate freely. Thin the fruit somewhat on the more
heavily loaded plants for securing berries of a good
size. After fruiting harden the plants gradually. If

wanted for new beds, before moving them outside.

Vines in the latest houses should be stopped. Syringe
twice daily, and promote a sturdy growth by ventila-

tion. Water with liquid manure if growth seems weak.
Keep a close Iof)kout for red spider. Give good atten-

tion to thinning.

THE POULTRY YARD.
A Moveable Houbc. a k^>oJ I»I"n for a small

nuinlHT (»f heus is to make a small house, say
cijrlit by tfii with roosts and boxes, and let the
roosts reach through so that you can use them
at each end as handles and thus move the house
about. This f?ives the fowls a chance at fresh
grass, and clean soil.— E. p. Powell.

Keep the Hen with the Chicks. In cold weath-
er the longer the chicks remain w;th the hen
the better, as they will thrive better than if left
to themselves, even if somewhat large. The few
eggs a hen may lay after weaning her chicks
will be no equivalent for lack of warmth to
them, and they may be also in need of her help
and guidance.—Mirror and Farmer.

Keeping Eggs for Hatching. They should be
kei't as near 40 degrees as possible, though as
high as ijO degrees will keep them, but they must
not be subject to freezing. If turned half over
three times a week, they will keep for six or
eight weeks, and if not higher than .50 degrees
they should keep three months and hatch well.
The turning of the eggs is the most important
point.—Poultry Keeper.

Experience with the Guinea, I once accepted
a pair of guinea fowls, and these wretched birds
were always in mischief. They killed many
chicks, so the coops had to be guarded closely
from their most persistent attacks. At last pa-
tience was a virtue no longer, and the guineas
hung on a limb of a tree, but the birds were un-
eatable, tough, devoid of flavor; I understood
why gumeas are not appreciated by poultry-
keepers. And of the proudly-arrayed peacock,
I have only to say that it is a more monstrous
fraud than a guinea,—Xew York Tribune.

A Good CroBB-Breed. Get high-combed White
Leghorn cocks, keep two years, then cross with
Black Polands one year, and at the end of six
years you will have arrived at as near perfection
in a healthy egg-producing fowl as can be, and
they also make the best of mothers. Thin out
undesirable ones regardless of age; never allow
more than tiO in one house; have a tight floor two
feet above the ground, in each house to avoid
dampness, minks, skunks, etc., and have no two
houses closer than at least fifteen rods apart.—
Orange Judd farmer.

Marketing Points. If you don't kill and dress
your poultry in good shape and send it to market
in attractive style the chances are strongly in
favor of your getting a second-rate price. " On
no account scald the fowls before picking. Dress
neatly by drawing the intestines, emptying the
gizzard and keeping every speck of blood or filth
from coming in contact, t'ut off the head, sever
the wings at the outer joint, hare the legs picked
clean to the knee joint, singe the hair from the
body, being careful not to discolor it. wind each
bird about the wings in strips of clean, white
cotton cloth, pack in clean boxes, with rye straw
between the layers of poultry, the birds upon
their backs with legs extended.—Farm and Home
Wiere one desires to prosecute the poultry

business by natural means alone, rely on eggs for
the principal income, because it has been abund-
antly pri)\ en that there is a reasonable profit in
it; but where the main income is expected from
the much larger profit of dressed market poul-
try, and especially the early sales which bring
twice or thrice or four times the prices of the
later ones, do not attempt it unless by artificial
means, for it cannot be done 'except in a verj-
Umited extend. Brahmas will drive the or-
dinary man to the almshouse before they begin
to lay, and even when they are lai-ge enough
for early broilers, they are all leffs. and those
who want broilers will not take them.—Massa-
chusett's Piowmau.
Why not Baise More Backs. The duck is less

liable to disease, lays as many (and larger) eggs
as the hen. and the ducklings nearly grow twice
as fast as chicks. The advantage in favor of the
hen. are that she will endure confinement better,
and is not as voracious as the duck, and it has
been claimed that the ducks could not be kept
profitaV)iy without the aid of ponds, but such
ducks as the Pekins could be kept in yards
with no water except for drinking. Under such
conditions, as they have little exercise, great care
is required in feeding them. When laying, they
need more animal food than hens, but at other
times a diet of cut grass is the best food that can
be gi\eu, with a mess of cooked Potatoes and
ground Oats at night. Ducklings will be ready
for market in eight weeks after hatching, if well
fed.—Mirror and Farmer.
Advantages of Ducks. They are very hardy,

are entirely free from vermin and are liable to
few diseases. They take to confinement much
better than fowls and a cheap (very low) fence is

sutBcieut to keep them in the desired place. They
stand transportation better than most kiuds of
fowls. They are great eg^ producers, and their
feathei*s are worth about 50 cents a pound. If
kept growing when young, the Pekin duck will
commenee lajing when five or six months old,
although like pullets, somewhat less prolifically
than when more mature. They will molt slightly
iu December and soon after that will resume
laying, producing 1:^0 to Itii eggs within a year, if
well cared Utr. We have the impression that not
until Feb. 1st are ducks' eggs sufliciently fertile
for hatching.—New England Farmer.
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Carrespondmts are urgfd to anUotpaU the itaton In pre-

eentina mestiona. To ask, for inslanee, on Apnt 16 or 20

JhatPeSrfuid beat be sown, could bring no answer in

nuTMay issue, and uone before June, when the answer

tiould be unseasonable. Questions received before the 12ft

of any month stand a good chance of being ansnxredmthe
riext paper. Not more than three questions should be sent

at o^Time. Answer, to questions bearing on the eom^

iarative rvalue of implements, etc., offered by different

balers must notU expected, keither can we promise to

comply wiih the request sometimes made to "please answer

by mail." Inmirles appearing without name belong to the

name next following. *„,«„ ™,„
Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from our

re^Hrs. In answering such give the number, your

locality and name, the latter not for pubhcatton, untess

you desire. Write only on one side of tht paper.

1.170. Everblooming Roses. What kind.s would do

best grafted on wild stock?—W.A. WiUiams Bridge, N.T

1.171. Propagating the Oleander. What Is the best

method?

1.172. Grabs or Cut Worms in Greenhonses. How
can they be destroyed?

1.173. Protecting Cloth for Hotbeds. WTiere can it

be obtained?—F. O. S.. Ashland. Wis.

1.174. Destroying Green Stumps. What acids or

other chemicals can be used for this purpose?-J. A.

M., Kina.iville, Kg.

1,157. Directions for Cultivating Various Flowers.

How shall 1 treat Autigonon Leptosus, Capsidlum,

Sallcltolium, Bryophylluni Calyclnum, Llbonla Pen-

rhoslensls and Amary His? Please give plain directions.

1.176. Industry Gooseberry. Does it miIdew?-A.L,

R., Buffalo, N. T.

1.177. Bulletin of Stations and Department of

Agriculture. How can they be obtained?—F. H. B.

,Scriba. N. T.

1.\1S. Hardiness of Chinese Peaches. What can

Mr. D. B. Weir tell us about this subject?

1.179. Idaho Pear and Prunus Simoni. How are

they succeeding with Prof. .1. L. Budd, in Iowa?—F. O.

M., 'Hanover, Neb.

1.180. Turnips. What are the best sorts early and

late?—.T. B, S., Mobile, Ala.

1181. Exhibiting Potatoes. How shall Potatoes be

arranged tor exhibition? Shall a bushel or a peck of

each sort be shown?-A. B., iVt. Carmel, III.

1182. Fertilizers, How many pounds of fertilizers

to an acre for vegetables for profit? I have no manure.
—X. Y. Z., Frederica, Iowa.

1,183. Cantelope Melons. WUl some reader state

the best varieties and say when they should be
planted?—A. M. N., Philadelphia, Pa.

1,1W. Apples for New England. What kinds are

best for market purposes in an orchard of one hundred

trees?—W. H P., Arlington, iifo-ss.

1,135. Wild Flowers of Massachusetts. Is there

any publiciitlou containing a list of the common wild
flowers of this state, and where can it be obtained?—
E. P. S., .'ijiringfleld, Mass.

1.186. House Plants. I want to have some house

plants but do not know how to grow them. Any In-

formation would oblige.—Flowers, Chicago, III.

1.187. Trees for Street. What trees are best and

what will they cost?-T, A. J., Ware, Mass.

1.188. Betula Papyracea. I notice in an agricultural

journal that this tree is highly spoken of; kindly tell

me what it is and where I can get one.—P. W. S.,

Columbus, Ohio.

1.189. Hardy Perennials. Will some reader name a

dozen or so good hardy perennials; I wish to plant a

tew this spring?—Reader, Hartford, Conn.

1,19 '. Wood Ashes. Are wood ashes of much value

as a fertilizer; that is, are they worth $20 per ton, the

average price charged by dealers?—C. O. F., P?-oci-

dence, R, I.

1.191. Fringed Gentian. Where can Gentiana

Crlnlta be obtained.-A . A. N„ Chaffee, N. T.

1.192. Vegetable Crops on Red Clay Soil. I have

(our acres of solid red clay grass land under-

laid with limestone plowed last fall. How should
it he treated this season to grow a good crop of vegeta-
bles and what crops wouid best succeed.-Reader,
Buffalo, N. T.

1.193. Classification of Roses. I do not understand

what is meant by Hybrid, Perpetual. Everblooming,

Teas. etc. Will some one kindly enlighten me?—E. R.,
Waverlg, Iowa,

1.195. Spraying Apparatus. Flease tell us where we
can get the necessary apparatus for spraying Grape
vines with sulphate of copper mixtures- G. B. W..
Warsaw, Ills.

1.196. Echeverias for Bedding Out, How are they

giown and how and when propagated?—F. W. J.,

Narragansett Pier, R. I.

1.197. Single Rose. Have seen a sort with bluish

leaves and delicate pink blossom. What kind is

it and where could I get one.—Rose, Long Island.

1.198. Large Flowers in Chrysanthemums. How-
should the plants be treated to obtain large flowers?

Shall I allow the* shoots,' from the old stock above
ground to grow, or must new plants with new roots be
used? How many'stems should be left to grow from
old roots in border when there was but one last year?

1.199. Varieties of Chrysanthemums. Name the

best twelve.—J. H. W., Bristol, Pa.

1.200. Plums for Massachusetts. What varieties

can be recommended for home use?—E. L. R., Spring,
flchl, Mass.

1 .201. Cure for Ants. My flower pots and boxes get

full of black and red ants. They also work on my
Roses. What can I do for them?

1.202. Grapevine Leaf Roller. I would like to know
a remedy for the small green worms that curl up In
Grape leaves in July and do much damage to my vines
every summer.—S. P., Galveston, Texas.

1.203. Shrimp Refuse as a Fertilizer. I can get

shrimp refuse (heads and shells) here at the canneries

for little more than the hauling four miles. Will it

pay to use it extensively to apply on light saudy soil

far from rich, for Strawberries? And how had It best
be treated? Shall I compost It with leaf mold, or add
a proportion of muriate or sulphate of potash or cotton
meal?

1.204. Address Wanted. Can you give me the name
of any firm in New York who put up evaporated Apple
juice tn bulk for sale?—W. O., Biloxie, Miss.

1,2 '5. Paper Flower Pots. Such light pots are used

quite extensively for shipping on the Continent of
Europe, to save shipping expenses. Can they be ol>-

tained here and where?—F. T., Marietta, O.

1.206. Soap Suds. What is the best way of utilizing

the washing suds from the kitchen for the garden?—
AMATEUR, Virginia.

1.207. Apples on French Paradise Stock. I would
like to hear the report of one who has tried them,
whether they can be considered satisfactory for orna-
ment or practical use.—N. C. R., Luxemburg.

1.208. Forcing Tomatoes. I have had trouble in get-

ting the fruit to set. Probably the house was kept too

damp. How can we guard against excess of moisture?

—Amateur, Canandaigua.
1.209. Mulberries With Imperfect Flowers. I have

quite a number of Russian Mulberry trees. All fiower

freely, but one only bears fruit. Do the others
bear only male flowers?—J. H., Kent, Ohio.

1.210. Purple-Leaved Beech. Will it succeed in

Missouri?—Mrs. J. O. D., Eirkwood, Mo.

1.211. Liquid Putty. How is it made and how ap-

plied. Report by one who has used it Is desired.-G.
C., Niagara Co., X. Y.

1.212. Planting Blackberry Roots. Should Black-

berry root cuttings, about three Inches long, be started

in a hotbed or can they be planted directly in open
ground?—E. A. M., Pawnee City, Neb.

1.213. How to Obtain Pitch from Pine Trees.
What method is used in South Carolina?—M. C.
DeSoto Co., Fla.

1.214. Dwarf Peach. Is this of any value?—P. B.,

Mt. Carmel, Ills.

1.215. Grafting Apples, Plums and Cherries. 1

would like to have full directions. I have tried and
failed and a young nurseryman to whom I gave the
Job failed also.—D. T., Monmouth, Ills.

1.216. Bottom Heat and Plant Growth, Does bot-

tom heat really tend to stimulate root growth of

forced vegetable crops more than top growth, and
heat from above top growth more than root growth?
Practical observations only are desired,—R, S„ Mon-
mouth Co,, N. J.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
1,122. Chilian Beet Seed. Beets with orna-

mental foliage are becoming more popular, their

foliage ilocs not show any effects from frost for

several weeks after (^'oleus, Cannas, Geraniums,
etc., are killed and black. There are several
varieties, and the cost is about 10 cents per
package. Any seedsman can now supply
the seed.—M. B. Faxon.

1,124. Orchid Information. .T. W. M. cannot
do better than buy some good work on the culti-

vation of Orchids, which will answer the
questions asked.—M. B. F.

1.129. Worden Orape Cnttings. Although not
as popular in Illinois as Concord, Ives and
Martha, yet many consider the Worden Grape
better than the Concord; it is a trifle earUer and
a very valuable variety.—M. B. F.

1.130. Focklington Grape Cuttings. Sorry you
were cheated. Grape vines can be purchased so

cheaply of parties who make a specialty of

growing them that I think you will do as well to
throw away your worthless varieties and buy
some good sorts. Concord and Ives do well in
Illinois. Your chances of getting damages on a
dozen "^ines are very small, and it would cost
more money and trouble than all the "vines
you need are worth.—M. B. F,

1,104. Good Grapes for Virginia. The follow-

ing five sorts are the best five sorts for your
state: Concord, Delaware, Ives, Norton's Vir-

ginia and Worden. The following kinds are all
good and will do well in any part of Virginia:
Brighton, Clinton, Goethe, (Roger's No. 1), Hart-
ford, lona, Lindle.v, (Soger's No. 9), Martha,
Salem, (Roger's No. .52), and Scuppernong. The
following are of recent introduction, but prom-
ise to be valuable additions to the Grapes of your
state: Lady, Moore's Early, Telegraph and
Walter.—M. B. Faxon.

1,114. Onion Seed- I would not sow any that
is over one year old.—C. E, P.

1,113. Sowing Sweet Peas. Sow just as early
as the ground can be prepared in a deep, moder-
ately enriched soil.—C. E. P.

1,100. Japan Persimmons in Illinois. They
will not be likely to prove hardy with you.—CE.P

1,091. Worm Eating Currants. Try powdered
hellebore on your Currant bushes; it keeps off
all insects with me.—M. B. F.

1,147. The Patent Old Oak Process of growing
nursery stock is a new wrinkle to me, having
only recently heard of it. I suspect from hints

that it is^the growing of Apple grafts on a whole
seedling or stock, instead of cutting the roots
into pieces as is the usual practice with nursery-
men. I have long advocated this mode, but at
the low prices of Apple trees, it don't pay unless
a better price be paid for the trees. Many
years ago I grafted a lot of two-year seedlings,
using a whole root for each one and they made
trees the first season as large and stocky as the
ordinary gi-afts are in two years. If not mis-
taken, Mr. Barry, of Rochester, some years ago
wrote that what he considered root gi-afts were
but one whole root to a graft. At the time I
endorsed the idea and have not changed my
mind on the subject. If wrong in my surmise,
and some one knows what this Old Oak process
really means, let him speak out.—S. Miller.

1,067. Are Angleworms in any Way Hnrtfoll
They may or may not be of use in the open
ground, but I prefer not to have them in soil

used under cover, my experience having been
that nine times out of ten a sickly, feeble plant
will be found to be in soil that contains angle
worms, to say nothing of the nuisance of their
castings on the surface.—G, H, M.

1,070. Strawberry Fertilizers. I find bone-
dust, wood ashes and Tobacco stems the best. If
one can get enough the latter are splendid

1,047. Bemedy for Tomato Bot. One year I

planted out about two acres, a part being about
two weeks earlier than the other, so as not to

have them all come on together. The first I
planted did not rot near so badly as the later
ones, for what reason I do not know. They were
of the same lot of plants and conditions were alike,
but the last seemed to be affected as soon as they
got as large as Walnuts.—M. T. Thompson.

1,049. Bnbber Plant Treatment. The Fious

Elastica will stand considerable abuse. The
proper time to water it is when the soil appears
dry on the surface. Sponging the leaves daily
will not hurt it, but no plant should be left in a
§Iace where dust accumulates so as to necessitate
aily sponging.—Geo. Basting

1,069. Ferns as House Plants. The Maiden
Hair, or varieties of Adiantums are splendid for

the window, A Farleyense and Gracillimum
are pretty and I would add Pteris serrulata,
tremula and argyrsea. Do not expose them to
hot sunshine nor let them get dry.—G. B. D.

1,060. About Artemisias, Artemisia Absin-
thimum grows easily from seed and is hardy.

The first and second year after that it is apt to

die out, so one must keep on raising from seed or
dividing roots in spring. A. Draeunculus or
Tari-agon requires about the same treatment.
Formerly the t'lu*ysanthemums were included
with the Artemisias but these cannot be called
hardy perennials, though they live out some-
times. The Artemisias got their classical name
from the Greeks, by whom it was dedicated to
Artemis.—Geo. Basting Diemer.

816. Water in Heating Pipes in Summer. By
all means keep your pipes full to the brim of the

expansion tanks. Did you ever put a piece of

iron in water and leave it submerged for some
time? Tou will have found it did not change
much while covered with water, but as soon as
you took it out and exposed it to the atmosphere
it began to corrode quite rapidly, therefore keep
the air from rusting the inside of your pipes.

1,067. Are Angleworms in any Way Hurtful'!

I have never seen them do any good. Whenever
I knock a plant out of a pot I can feel by the

way the earth sticks to the sides whether there is

one or more worms in it. Such infested balls are
generally in a poor plight. The earth is baked
into lumps and the roots are always in a more or
less poor condition and as the roots so are the
plants. I wonder in whose brain the idea orig-
inated that angleworms are useful to keep
the ground porous?

1,016. Chip Manure Insects. I have never
been troubled from insects in this way. What
little chip manure I have used has always been of

benefit so far as I have been able to determine.
To destroy the insects I would suggest the fol-

lowing plan. Moisten the chips, then dust them
over with superphosphate (there are few if any
insects I believe that can withstand this) letting

the manure remain on a pile for a week or two
before using.—W. C. Jennison, Middlesex Co.,

Mass.

10,01. Sawdust Uulch, The resin contained in

Pine sawdust is too strong for some plants. Why
not compost it ivith "gas lime" or something that

while having the quality to change its composi-
tion, would add to its fertilizing power?—J.

1,052. Floor for Greenhouse, I should dig

down into the hard pan and then lay timbers and

put a good floor on these, or a still better though
more expensive floor could be made liy using
water Ume and sand on top of the graded and
rolled hard pan.—W. N, Hoyt.
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l,13fi. Oeraniam Leaves Diseased. You had

better throw all such diseased pluuts away and

start a fresh. I think that your plants are grow-
ing in imperfectly drained pots. You are also

giving them too high a night temperature, 45 de-
grees would be more suitable.— ('. K. P.

1,UT. The Patent Old Oak Process is un-

doubtedly a great improvement on grafting, but

it is not a patent on grafting, the Stark Nurser-
ies took out a trade nmrk on the whole-rout sys-

tem for self i.ri.teetion. I am planting theii-

trees, I am sutislied that one tree grown on whole
root IS worth two grafted on pieces. W. M. J.

1,145. Benuada Lily. Mine are grown in a

pot. They bloom in the Spring. The pot is set

out-doors when the weather is warm enough,
but not in the full sun. During winter they are
kept in the celler until they sprout.—Mrs. Rey-
nolds, McGregor, luu'a.

1,1.54. Benewing a Orape Vine. Dig a trench

about eighteen inches deep, aud Long enough to

accomodate the old part of a vine. Gently un-

dermining the root, liend the \-ine over into the
trench and co\er, tying up the last year's growth
for a new ^^ne or vines as desired. The old vine
then will serve as so much more root.

—

Mrs.
Reynolds, McGregor, Imva.

1,118. Library Window Plants. Geraniums
would head the list. Heliotropes, Azaleas, Da-

phne Odorata, Calla Lilies, some Cacti if you like

those, Abutilon, and the various kinds of Begon-
ias would place in the least sunny cornei-s.

Some (>ef)pie are very successful with the dark
leaved colors, which make such a pretty con-
trast with the Geraniums. It is a nice way to
have a jiainted wooden shelf put up at the win-
dow seats on iron brackets for the sots, and flow-
er pot brackets put up (ni each side of the win-
dow, perhaps three on each side and hanging
baskets suspended in the middle.—M. W. C.

1,070. Strawberry Fertilizers. My experience

is that when the plants are set in good well

manured soil the best thing you can do is to cover
the ground with sawdust (this keeps down weeds
aud the fruit clean) and then put some good
phosphate around each stool or hill.

1,073. Manures for Vegetables. 1 have found
nothing better for sandy soil than hen manure
and phosphate. I always sprinkle my hen
house with sand so as to have the sweepings

about one fifth of that article, and then I house
it in a large bin, and when spring comes I find
my bin contents are moist and line, and I then
mix about ten pounds of some good phosphate to
each bushel and this compound I have found to
be ahead of any manure. The phosphate
quickens the manure and does not injure it.

—

\Vm. N. Hott, Hiiiii[>!ihirc Co., J/a-ss.

1,087. Buckwheat Semedy for White Grab.
White grubs and wire worms apparently do not

eat the roots of buckwheat and if so thick a
stand of the crop can be obtained that there will

be no grass or weeds present on the roots of
which the grubs can feed, the desired effect will
probably follow.— C. M. Weed.

1,123. BuBsian Apricots for Illinois, It is

claimed that these will endure a temperature of
40° below zero and can be grown where the
Peach will fail. You will have to keep the
curcuHo in subjection if a crop is desired—C.E.P.

1,123. Chilian Beet Seed. This can be obtained

from J. M. Thorborn & Co., 15 John St., N.Y., or
V. H. Hallock, Queens, L. I.-C. B. P.

1,121. Manure for Celery. Nothing better

than well-decayed stable manure well mixed
with the soil. I know of no hoe made specially
for banking up Celery.—C. E. P.

1,130. Focklington Grape Grafting. You
can graft good sorts on them. I don't think that
you could get damages from the seller.—C. E. P.

1,127. Onion Sets Growing. Your ground is

too rich; you should choose a poorer piece
of ground.—C. E. P.

1.116. The Best Hardy Boses. The following

list I am certain will pro.ve satisfactory to any
one planting them: Anna de Diesbach, Paul
Neyron, Countess of Oxford, Capt. Christy, Gen.
Jacqueminot, La France, Magna Charta, Beauty
of W'altham, Mrs. Laxton, Perle des Blanches,
Prince C. de Kohan, Xavier OUbo.—C. E, P.

1.117. Potato Growing. Early Rose or Beauty
of Hebron are both excellent varieties for the
New England States.—C. E. P.

1,102. Chrysanthemum Mildewing. This can
be easily avoided by procuring a bottle of Hen-
derson's Mildew Mixture, and applying accord-
ing to the directions accompanying it.— C. E. P.

1,101. Japan Chestnut Grafting. You cannot
graft the Japan Chestnut on Black Walnut or
Hickory.—C. E. P.

1,091 . Worm Eating Currants. Try an appU-
cation of Henderson's Insect Death Powder,
Slug Shot or powdered white hellebore as soon as
the insects make their appearance.—C. E. P.

1,112. Killing Locust Trees. Cut off the

sprouts with a'shaip hoe the instant they appear
above the ground.—C. E. P.

l.iMi. Bed Mites in Greenhouses. Remove
them from the windows by washing. They can
be banished from the plants by spraying with
Cole's Insect Destroyer, or Fir-Tree Oil.

1 ,10<i. Name of the Beefsteak Geranium. Sax-

ifraga Siirraentosa.

1,108. Salsify Losing Flavor. Salsify often is

wanting in flavor when left in the ground over

winter. It can easily Iw avoided by taking up
the roots before freezing weather sets in.

1,110. Watering Plants. Wlienever the earth

in pots, feels dry, water with warm water, using
enough to reach the lowest roots.

1,134. Tree of Heaven for Canada. There are

several very serious objections to the Ailanthus.

It is almost impossible to eradicate it when it

once gets a foothold, and it throws up an im-
mense number of suckers. The flowers also
have a sickly odor. Nine chances in ten your
correspondent will regret it if he plants Ailan-
thus.

1,1.55. Smoke Tree Blighting. Rhus Cotinus is

diaecious and only a portion of the trees produce
full clusters of fringe.

1,156. A good Early Pear. The best early Pear
ripening before the Bartlett is Beurre Gifford.

It is of good size and of much better quality

then Bartlett, but it grows very slowly and for

this reason is not much planted. Clapp 's Favor-
ite is a very handsome large Pear of good quality
ripening just before Bartlett but the tree is quite
liable to blight and the fruit rots at the core and
must be used as soon as ripe.

Doyenne de Ete is a very early and very pro-
ductive Pear of fair quality but small. O^ands
Summer is nearly as early, a little larger and a
very sweet and pleasant Pear.

1,159. About the Kelsey Plum. The Kelsey

Plum will not succeed in Massachusetts. It is

only valuable at the South, The Botan would
probably succeed in New England, and is a valu-
able variety.

1,167. Black Knot on Cherries. The Morello

and Pie Cherries are most liable to black knot
and the Dukes next, the Heart Cherries being
least affected, but with a systematic and -prompt
cutting out and burning all the diseased wood
any variety can be grown.

1.134. Tree of Heaven {Ailanthus) for Canada.
At one time the Ailanthus was very extensively

planted as a street tree, and would not now be so
generally discai-ded- if its flowers did not emit
such an unpleasant odor, as they will thrive in

almost barren soil.—M. B. Faxon.

1.135. Making Insecticides. One pound of

pure Paris Green or London Purple mixed
thoroughly with 100 pounds fine land paster

makes a most e-xcellent bug poison for Potato
bugs. If you use Paris Green or London Purple
in water use one pound to 200 gallons. M. B. F.

l.lS-i Poultry Book. "Wright's Practical

Poultry Keeper" is a good work and can be pro-

cured of Popular Gardenlng. Price $2—C.E.P.

1,13?. Sewer Gas and Plants. What Uttle sewer

gas there might be would hardly injure the plants;

perhaps they have either not enough or else too
much water and no sun. It is impossible to advise
without particulars. M. B Faxon.

1,140. Lily Planting in Spring. Almost all

Lilies will bloom a little the first year but as a rule

one must wait until the bulbs are thoroughly estab-

lished before a good quantity of bloom can be ex-

pected. It takes two or three years to establish a
good blooming bed of Candidum or Auratum.—M.
B. Faxon.

1,148. Wild Cuctunber Seeds Wanted. The
seeds can be obtained of any seedsmen at a cost of

not over ten cents per package.—M. B . Faxon.

1,163. How to Start Early Potatoes. About as

good a way as any is to take an old sod, cut it thick

and place in a shallow box grass side down ; then

cut your seed and place the cut pieces three inches

apart on the earth side of the sod. Over all sift

about two inches of good loam and place in the

greenhouse or a sunny window until well started

and you are ready to .set the young plants in the

open ground. Take a sharp knife and cut between
the plants right through earth and sod and set out in

rows as usual; the matted grass will hold the earth
firmly together about the plant and success is al-

most sure. After a Uttle practice it is easily done
and with most excellent results. Some gardeners
tise pots but it is twice the work.—M. B. Faxon.

1,162. Propagating Hardy Boses. Hardy Hy
brid Perpetual Roses can be propagated by any of

the means employed for any Roses. Cut-
tings of this years' wood will root readily in sand
any time after the wood becomes firm. Layering
is usually the most satisfactory way for amateurs,
as it is certain and requires less care and trouble.-
M. B. F.

1,153. Jackman Clematis Trimming If you
refer to the shoots which spring from the base of

the vine I would allow four or five of them to grow,
thatia if you have the space to train them.—C.E.P.

1,143. Preparing Mushroom Beds. Take fresh

horse manure, and use nothing but the fine portion

of it, shaking out the straw. Mix this with fresh

loam, one part loam and two parts manure, and

turn every day to keep it from burning, imtil the

fiery heat is nearly all out of it. Prepare the bed

about four feet wide, and as long as required; put

in the preparation about eight inches deep making
it very solid as it is put in. Let it remain in this

condition until temperature has become reduced to
90°. make holes two or three inches deep into which
put the spawn, in pieces about as large as an egg,
and at a distance of twelve inches apart each way;
cover the spawn and let it remain for eight or ten
days, then cover the whole bed with fine loam to
the depth of two inches, making it firm with the
back of a shovel or spade. The bed must be in a
covered situation, and the prepared soil kept free
from the beginning and in a dark place with the
temperature about 50°. If everything is favorable
the mushrooms will appear in from six to eight
weeks. As regards watering, every grower must
use his own judgment —M. B. Faxon.

1,143. Preparing Mushroom Beds. This is not

a good time to make Mushroom beds. I have had
excellent success with beds made any time from
September let to January 1st, Hy plan is to get a
sufficient quantity of fresh horse manure, discard-

ing all the long straw and as much of the short

straw as possible, throw into a pile in an open shed

till it commences to heat, then mix about one-third

its bulk of sod from an old pasture, previously

chopping the sod to pieces with a spade; as soon as

it gets thoroughly heated through, turn it and mix-

it again. I find it best to let some of the rank heat

pass off in this way before making up the beds,

which is done in the following manner: Spread a
thin layer of the mixture where you have decided
on having your bed, then thoroughly beat it with a
wooden mallet or brick till it is perfectly solid, then
spread another layer and beat in the same way and
so on till the bed is ten inches thick and as solid as
it is possible to make it; now insert a thermometer
in the center of the bed. the heat will perhaps rise

to 120°, and then gradually subside; when it gets
down to 85° it is ready to insert the spawn. Break
the bricks of spawn into pieces the size of a pigeon
egg, and insert one or two pieces into holes made
about ten inches apart and two inches deep all

over the bed, fill the holes with the mixture and
give the bed another moderate beating, let it re-

main two weeks, then cover with two inches of
good fresh soil. If in a dark cellar with a uniform
heat of 55 or 60°, you may look for Mushrooms in

about from four to six weeks, if the cellar is not
dark cover over the bed with six inches of straw or
hay, if the cellar is not too dry no water will be
required till the Mushrooms appear, but it the sur-

face of the bed should get dry, sprinkle with water
heated to a temperature of 85°. The greatest diffi-

culty will be in keeping your cellar at the right
temperature, if too cold the Mushrooms will prob-
ably not make their appearance till spring, emd
then the air will be too dry to get a fair crop. I

grow them in a house built on purpose and heated
with hot-water pipes, which makes a very simple
affair—H. Tono

1,046. Lawn Grass Seed, If an honest seedsman
is asked the direct question what is the best lawn

gras?, I think the reply will almost invariably be

either " Kentucky Blue Grass and White Clover, or
the Blue Grass alone," and that the "* lawn mix-
tures " are gotten up to satisfy a demand from those
who want to pay fancy prices, or to have an excuse
for big profits.

1,114. Onion Seed. Probably it is not generally

best to risk planting old Onion seed, but soaking in

warm water will improve the vegetating power of
such seed.

1,093. Suitable Plants for a Bockery. One of

the greatest errors made in building rockeries con-

sists in making a stiff and formal pile of stones.

The principal beauty of a rockery comes from the

rough and rugged appearance, yet it is possible to
overdo it even in this respect, and it should be the
aim to imitate the very best specimens of wild nat-
ural scenery. 1 think it is better to make up a
mound of rich earth with some coarse material to
prevent it from being too compact, and place the
stones afterwards, ffiling earth among them. This
allows more root room than beginning at the bottom
with stones.

—

Wm. F. Bassett, Hammonion, N. J

1,146. Best Early Tomato. During the last

three years the Mikado has been our best early To.

mato, coming in last year 10 days before Dwarf
Champion and 14 days before Optimus. planted
side by side. We grow 8 or 10 kinds annually. 1

I find a great deal depends on the soil and situation ;

some early kinds rotting so badly as to be worthless
here.—H. Tong.

1,158. Destroying Moles. Nothing better than

a good trap. Procure one or two, and faithfully
follow the directions which accompany them.— C.

E. Parnell.

1,168. Gladiolus Changing Color. There is a

mistake somewhere. Your choice varieties must
have become mixed with the red and yellow types

and in planting you have selected the largest bulbs
which almost invariably produce the red and yel-

low tiowers. Another season store more carefully,

and plant all the smaller bulbs. Your plants may
bloom so late that the season is too short to enable
them to properly matmre the seed.—C. E. Parneix.
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1,154. Benewing a Grape Vine. The vine will

mal^e new wood it ^ou do not cut it too close to
the ground. -C. E. P.

Melon Forcing in England.

The cool, moist climate of Old England
offers serious obstacles to Melon culture,

but our British brethren, who like good
Melons as well as do people favored with

more suitable climatic conditions, know
how to overcome their difficulties with
good success, as our lUustra-

tion of Melon house taken from
Garden will show. It may be

worth while to observe their

methods somewhat, as show-

ing what can be done by inge-

nuity and perseverance in over-

coming natural obstacles, even

If of so serious a character as

England's eternal fogs and
moisture. The variety is called

Hero of Lockinge, considered

the best for forcing in England.
The house is light,well heated

and ventilated. Seeds were
sown at the end of March in

pure loam, and planted out at

the end of April in the same
kind of soil made very solid on

a bed of hot manure and
leaves, the main vines being

tied to a stake leading to the

trellis. AU laterals were
rubbed off as fast as they ap-

peared. With plenty of heat

and moisture these plants

quickly filled their required

space, when the ends of tlu-

main vines were pinched otV

to induce lateral growth. These
laterals were allowed to hang
down until they had set a suffi-

cient number of Melons, and
these were as large as cricket balls. As It

is desired to have them all of even size,

the small fruits were tied up first, leaving

the larger ones hanging down until six even

sized fruits were obtained on each lateral,

all the rest being pinched off.

Abundance of warm water is required at

this time, and occasional doses of warm
liquid manure from the barn-yard may be

given. When the Melons show signs of

netting, less water and more ventilation is

given until the fruits begin to ripen, and
now the ventilators are left open more or

less both day and night.

The fruit is supported with old strips of

fish-net cut Into 9-inch squares, a piece of

string being fixed at each end and tied to

the trellis thus forming cheap and safe sup-

ports for the fruit. This house contained

better device for large specimens, simple and
cheap, is made of a piece of tin about four
inches long by three inches wide. Bend
down about half an inch of the upper edge
at a right angle, which will form a little

coping for the label; then make two little

holes just beneath this and pass a strong
copper wire through them, firmly nailing it

to the tree. This should be about 5 or (i feet

from the ground, and in a position where it

can be easily read. Such labels last a long

MELON FORCING: THE MELONS SUSPENDED FROM THE GLASS ROOF.

ScarletQaK.
Quercus

coccineu s.

Labels for Trees and Plants.

twenty-six plants, carrying 160 good hand-
some fruits worth 3s. each in the market.
They were ripe in fourteen weeks from the
sowing of the seeds.

Labels forTrees in Pleasure Grounds
While a ground label may be the proper

thing for a young and choice tree in parks,

etc., because another kind could not be

affixed to it in a satisfactory way, a much

time and are safer from displacement or

loss and hence more satisfactory than labels

inserted in the grass at the foot of trees.

For garden plants,young trees, etc., strong
but neat cast iron labels will be found ser-

viceable. If you wish to get a stock of them
for your choicer plants, make a model of

wood, about 10 or 11 inches high, one inch

wide at the shank, the head 4 to 5 inches

across and 3 inches wide, as shown in en-

graving, and send it to the foundry. In

writing these labels first write in the out-

lines of the letters, and then fill in rather

thickly with finely strained paint. For
ground color white is preferable to black.

Write the common name first, then the

generic name, then the species, and a little

to the right below the genus. It is always
desirable to put down the native country of

tree or shrub, and date of planting. The
writings on these labels should be occasion-

ally renewed in winter.

L. Templin & Sons, CaUa, Ohio, Plants, Bulbs,
Seeds, 88
W. H. Smith, 1018 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Pa., Seeds, 104.

Floral Supply Co., Binghampton, N, Y., and
Minneapolis, Minn., Flower seeds, la.

M. S. Benedict, Crete, Neb.. Seeds and Plants, 16.

A. B. Cleveland & Co., Cortlandt street, New
York, Seed Specialties, 16.

Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y., Roses, 28.

E. W. Reed, Bridgeport, Ohio. Small Fruits,
Grapes, 32.

Lewish Roesch, Fredonia, N. Y., Grapes, Small
Fruit Plants, 16.

Joseph Harris Seed Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
Seeds 72.

Price & Reed, Albany, N. Y.,
Seeds, 48.

M. B. Faxon, 21 South Market
Street, Boston, Mass., Seeds,
Plants. 40.

Michel Plant & Seed Co., 718,
Olive street, St. Louis, Mo., Seeds,
Plants, 44.

A. W. Livingston's, Sons, Colum-
bus, Ohio, Seeds, 88,

Herendeen Manufacturing Co.,
Geneva, N. Y., Magazine Burners,8.
H. Cannell & Sons, Eynsford

and Swanley, Kent, Eng., seeds,
160, Flowers, 300.

G. H. & J. H. Hale, South Glas-
tonbury, Conn., Nursery, 32.

John S. Collins, Moorestown,
Burlington Co., N. J., Nursery, 16.

H. W. Hales, Ridgewood, N. J.,

Chrysanthemun Novelty, 55.

James J. H. Gregory, Marble-
head, Mass., Seeds, K.

MISCELLAITEOUS.

Minnesota Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 6. on Wheat Experi-
ments, E. D. Porter, Director, St.
Anthony Park, 58.

Michigan Crop Report, Nos. 82
and 89. Twenty-fifth Monthly Re-
port of the Michigan Weather
Service, Gilbert R. Osmun, Secre-
tary of State, 28.

Department of Agriculture, Re-
port, on the Numbers and Values
of Farm Animals, etc., 48.

New York Experiment Station.
The UtUity of Experiment Sta-
tions, Address by Hon. W. W.
Wright, 16.

Consuiar Reports for September
and October, 1888, 400.

llbnois Horticultural Society,
Report for 1888,Vol. 22, A. C. Ham-
mond, Secretary, Warsaw, 340.

Received at this Office.

CATALOGUES, ETC—FIQUKES INDICATE PAGES.

J. C. Smith, Erfurt, Germany, Florist's sup-
plies, 104.

T. S. Hubbard Co., Fredonia, N. Y., Grape
Vines and Small Fruits, 20.

A. G. Hull, St. Catherines, Ont., Nursery, 20.

J. T. Lovett Co., Little Silver, N, J., Nursery, 80.

J. W. Hall, Marion Station, Md., Seed Potatoes,
Seeds and Small Fruit, 12"

Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Prussia, Seeds, 186
Geo. Pinney, Evergreen, Door Co., Wis., Ever-

greens, 16.

M. J. Graham, Adel, Iowa, Nursery, 13.

Wiley & Co , Cayuga, N. Y., Nursery, 32.

John N. May, Summit, N. J.,Roses,Wholesale, 8.

Thompson Bros., Lakewood, Cuyahoga Co., O.,

Nursery, 48.

Luther Burbank, Santa Rosa, Sonoma Co., Cal.,

Olives, Nut Ti'ees, etc^ 8.

D. Landreth & Sons, Philadelphia, Pa., Seeds, 48.

V. H. Hallock & Sons, Queens, N. Y., Seeds,
Plants, Bulbs, 84.

Paul Butz & Son, New Castle, Penna., Plants,
Flower seeds, 32.

Henry A. Aldrich, Neoga, His., Plants, Seeds, 64.

Harvey Bros., 327 Washington street, Buffalo.
N. Y., Seeds, 82.

New York Market Quotations,
Showing Tendencies.

Weet ending Week ending
March 20. March 6.

Appies-Spltzenberg per bbl $1 50®2 00 tl 50®a 25
N.Spy.perbbl 150®225 1 50®2 25
Baldwin, per bbl., 1 25®1 75 1 2o@l 75
Greening, per bbl 1 25@2 00 ) 25@2 00

Cranberries—.Jersey, poor to
choice, crate 75® I 75 75®2 00

Grapes—Catawba, per lb 2ii® 4 2«®S>i
strawberries-Florida, per quart 4U@ 80 30® 75
Apples, cvap't'd,'88, fancy per lb SH(S)6H 5^®Sii

Evap'fd.'88. prune to choice 5 -95U Sii®i!4
Evaporated 1888, common 4 @4^ 4 @ 5
Ohio and Michigan, qrs, bbls 3J4®4 »?i®4?S
Chopped, per lb llimH il4®m
Cores and sklus. 1 I

Peaches—Del., evap't'd, peeled,. @ 16 15® 16
Del., evap't'd, luipeeled 5 @ t» 5® 6
North Carolina, peeled fancy 9 @9W 9^®]0
Southern, unpeeled 3®3^ 3® 3t^

Raspberries—evap't'd '88, per lb, 17J^®l8 18®19
Sun-dried 1888, per lb 16®17 16®17

Cherries—new, per lb 13® 15 13® 15
Huckleberries 10 10
Plums—state 6®7 8® 9

South Damson, per lb,,..... . 6 7
Blackberries— 1888, per lb 4® iU: 4Ji®4J^
Potatoes—Long Island, 170 lb bik 2 W 2.00

Peerless, per ISO B. 100 100
State Rose, per 180 lb 1 '25®! 50 1 25@1 60
State Burbank, 180 lb 100 1 00@1 12

Sweet Jersey, fancy per bbl ., 3 00®4 00 3 00@4 50
fair to good... 2 25®2 50 225@250

Cabbage, Long Island, per 100, . . 3 50®5 00 4 00®5 50
Florida, per bbl 1 00®2 00 2 00®2 50

Onions—Connecticut red, per bbl 76®1 00 80@100
Orange County red, per bbl.. 50® 75 50@ 75
State yellow, per bbl 75®1 00 75® I 00
Eastern, white per bbl 2 00®3 00 2 50@3 5o
Bermuda, per crate 1 40@1 75 2 00

Celery, L. I., per doz. bunches. . 1 50®2 00 1 50®2 00
Turnips, Russia, per bbl 40® 50 50® 60
Squash—marrow, per bbl 1 75®2 25 175®200

Hubbard, per bbl 2 75®3 01) 2 75®3 25
Kale, Norfolk, per bbl 75®1 00 40® 50
Spinach, Norfolk, per bbl 200®275 150®225
Bean, Florida, per crate 300®550 800®450
Beets—Bermuda, per crate 1 50@1 75 1 75

Florida, per crate 150@1 75 175
Tomatoes Key West, per box.... 60® 90 60® 90

The Eastern Flower Market.
Prices per 100 except where noted.

March 20. March 5.

Roses-Bon SUene $100® 200 S200® 300
Perles 300" 4 00 400,, 60O
Gontler, Nlphetos 300" 400 400" 600
Brides, lUermets 5 00" S 00 8 00 "10 00
American Beauty 15 00 " :J5 00 36 00 " 50 O'J

LaFrance 50O" 8 00 1000"1200
Jacqueminot 8 00 " 10 00 15 00 " 20 00

LllyofValley 3 00 4 00
Llllum Longlflorum 800"1000
violets 36" 75 50" 100
Pansles 50" 100
Marguerites (Daisies) 50" 75
Andlantums 100 ,

Smllax I6OO"2O00
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"AOOVaE NOT NATURE, SHE BATB DONE HER PART; DO THOV BUT TH/WK."—Milton.

Vol. IV. IMI^A-IT, 1889. No. 8.

I saw the bud-crowned Spring go forth.

Stepping dalty onward north
To greet staid ancient cavaliers

Filing single In stately train.

And who, and who are the travellers ?

They were night and day, and day and night,

Pilgrims wight with step fortrlght.

I saw the days deformed and low,

Short and bent by cold and snow;
The merry Spring threw wreaths on them.
Flower-wreaths gay with bud and bell;

Many a flower and many a gem.
They were refreshed by the smell,

They shook the snow from hats and shoon.
—Emerson.

A PIECE of musquito netting placed over the

hole in the bottom, and under the drainage

material, will lieep worms out of flower pots.

Association OF American Nurserymen. The
fourteenth annual meeting of this society will

be held at Chicago, Ills., beginning Wednesday,
June 5th. The Grand Pacific hotel will be head-

quarters; and hotel, hall and exhibition will all

be under one roof. Secretary Chas. A. Green,
Rochester, N. Y., may be addressed for particu-

lars as to hotel and railroad rates. The society

deserves the active support of every one who
can lay Just claim to the title " nurseryman."

The Adirondack Forests. Recognizing the

senseless destruction of timber now going on in

the north woods, and fearing the most deplorable

consequences upon the meteorological conditions

of the State, Garden and Forest favors and
urges the purchase of the whole Adirondack
region by the State, as the only plan by which
the elimination of its attractiveness can be
averted, and means provided for the permanent
conservation of these invaluable forest. We
second the motion.

A Correction. In an issue of our last volume
a statement appeared which did injustice to the

new insecticide Peroxide of Silicates. We stand

ready always to make amends for errors that

may creep into our columns. In the case of

this article which now comes well recommended
by many cultivators, we are glad therefore to

print the following letter from a well-known
seedsman of Chicago. " Yours of 15th at hand,

Our experience with Peroxide Silicates has been
very satisfactory indeed. Whenever tried by
customers it did the work every time. Men who
bought only small quantities at first, came back
for more and in many cases their friends came in

and asked for it. We tested it on our trial

grounds with good results, and we believe it to

be the best bug destroyer in the market. Yours
truly, S. P. Leonard."

St.\ples on Deck Again. Vor regularity of

appearance, the illueberry man from Michigan
may be likened unto '*the flowers that bloom in

the spring," etc. This time he comes up smil-

ingly with a big two-column ad. in Garden and
Forest, and the latter, to make the matter com-
plete, might have given an editorial on the "Won-
derful Blueberry and Its Cultivation," in the

style of the Prairie Farmer, which endorsed Mr.
Staple's new departure (advertising Lucretia

Dewberry plants) with an editorial notice and an
overdrawn illustration (probably furnished by
Staples) of the wonderful Lucretia (we wonder if

he digs his Lucretia plants in the wild woods as

he did his " Blueberry," or rather common Huck-
leberry plants). For the undeniable fact that

frauds of this class, in spite of all exposures,
readily find new victims, the explanation is often
ventured that the defrauded belong to the un-
progressive of their calling, and have failed to

acquaint themselves with the agricultural liter-

ature of the day; but what shall we say when a
man like Staples finds it so easy to rope in pub-
lishers of " leading" journals, who are supposed
to read up their exchanges, as for instance.

Garden and Forest, and Prairie Farmer.

Angle Worms not our Frlends.1
PETER HENDERSON.

I noticed one of your correspondents, some
time ago, said that angle worms were in no
way liurtful to plants. It may have been
that opinion that has induced several of

your readers to again bring up the subject.

There can be no question that they are hurt-

ful, both in the open ground and in the

greenhouse, not that they in any way feed

on the roots, but they seriously disturb

them, and besides, so honeycomb the soil in

their movements that the roots must of

necessity meet empty space, hence injury to

growth; that together with the glutinous

packing of the soil, is where the mischief is

done. Did you ever see a professional gar-

dener, even with five years' experience, who,
finding a worm when knocking a plant out

of a pot, or when digging in the ground, did

not make short work of the "vermin?"
Some one has said, may be with more
poetry, than truth, that

"The meanest worm we tread upon,

In corporeal suffering feels a pang
As great as when a giant dies."

But the gardener is rarely influenced by any
sentimental sympathy, and the older his

experience the harder he is likely to tread

upon the worm that has invaded his flower

pot or his garden plot.

The Remedv. To destroy angle worms (for

they should ever be destroyed if the best

culture is desired) is, if to be used in the

greenhouse, to mix about five pounds of

lump lime with 30 gallons of water, stir it

until thoroughly mixed, then let it settle,

using only the clear water in which sufficient

of the caustic quality of the lime will remain
to kill the angle worms. Use enough of it

to reach the bottom of the pot or the bench.

Two applications will usually be sufficient.

When they are troublesome in the open

ground, dust lime over a raked or harrowed
surface sufficient to nearly whiten it, (about

as thick as sand or sawdust is usually strewn

on a floor), and as the worms come to the

surface they are killed by coming in con-

tact with the lime. It is a common thing

for thousands of Cabbage and Lettuce plants

that have been"pricked off"—planted closely

together—in outside frames, to be destroyed

in one night by angle worms; for though
they do not apparently use them as food, yet

they delight to draw up the newly set plants

and drag them down into the soil, where
from carelessness or ignorance the surface

had not been sprinkled with lime dust. We
have in our time planted many millions of

such plants, but the angle worm has not

often got a chance to devastate our work,

for we rarely transplant small seedling

plants of any kind in cold frames, without

dusting the planted surface with lime dust.

Spring Notes on Grapes.
E. P. POWELL, ONEmA CO., N. Y.

I have kept Herbert Grapes in good con-

dition until March, and without special care

except to lay them away in baskets in close

drawers. This Grape I reckon to our very

best late keeping black Grapes, while the

Worden is distinctively the best early black.

The latter ripening from September 1st to

10th, has a brittle skin and is not a late

keeper, while the Herbert ripens about the

1.5th to 30th of September and keeps easily

all winter. With equal distinctiveness I

would class Gaertner and Brighton as the
two best red Grapes for general planting.

Although the latter colors before Gaertner,

it does not mature its crop until October.

Givrtner is fully ripe before_10th of Sept.

I should not find it as easy to confine
myself to any two of the white Grapes; but
would select Moore's Diamond tor early and
Niagara for late, yet would wish to add
Duchess and Hayes. With this list of eight
Grapes, I should feel that I had an adequate
vinery for home use.

The only possible method of properly test-

ing a Grape is by comparison. No doubt
many persons who have only grown the
Concord and some of the inferior older sorts,

may be pleased \vith the Jessica, Ulster Pro-
lific, Woodruff Red, and Prentiss. By com-
parative judgment I set dowTi Prentiss as
so very inferior in hardiness and quality
that it should no longer be offered for sale.

Jessica is a small white Grape with a small
bunch, and at least one-half seeds. No
honest judgment on the part of those who
have grown largely the best varieties, can
recommend this Grape for planting.

In my opinion. Woodruff Red has nothing
more in its favor than that it is in large

Feeding the Orchard for Fruit. Sfr pnijr

stock in the bands of our Grape propagators,

and must be boomed to be got rid of. I do
not deny that it is of good size and just de-

cent quality. I have ripened it wii h sixty

other sorts and discarded it wholly and em-
phatically. Who ever plants it for a choice

Grape will be disappointed. Early Victor
is also a very tolerable Grape with some
good qualities, but quite unable to hold
rank with Moore's Early or with Worden,
and should be planted very sparsely. The
bunch is small—an improved native.

Eaton is only a good-sized Concord, ripen-

ing a little later, and not as good in quality.

Does not deserve planting. Empire State is

a great deal later than it has been reported

to be; and is not of the highest quality. I

never found a purchaser who asked for it

ijy preference,and "the lioys never touch it."

It withers soon after picking and loosens

from the stem. I^ady is first in quality but
will not give good crops. Ijady Washington
does not ripen until October 10th to 1.5th

—

quite too late, and it is not then of first

(juality. Poughkeepsie Red and Ulster Pro-

lific are only fairly good Grapes, and when
tested beside a large number of others pre-

sent no valid claims.
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Of the newer Grapes probably Jewel will

prove so very early as to receive a place.

Moyer has nothing to show why it should
be planted. The Nectar is another black
Grape not as large as Concord, and like

Concord, not by any means ripe when it

first colors. It is in fact only one more late

black Grape of moderate quality. Of the

Witt Grape and the Green Mountain I have
much better hopes. They are probably ad-

ditions to our list of Grapes of sufficient

merit to make them permanent in vineyards.

I do not raise a vine for sale under any
considerations, and make my report from
careful testing of sixty sorts side by side. It

is provoking to find inferior sorts crowded
on the market now that we have a list suf-

ficiently long of really noble sorts. I might
easily from my seedlings send out Grapes
that would get thousands of commendations,
but in my judgment not one of them is com-
paratively a gain on the best standard sorts.

A new Grape should have positive qualities

rendering it by comparison better than the

larger majority of good Grapes. We do not

need a new Delaware or a new Concord.
Worden came in as ten days earlier than
Concord, ripe and sweet as soon as colored,

and enormously prolific. It was assigned

a special place, and it has filled it well.

It is desirable that millions of vines be
planted about American homes this spring,

as educators of popular taste, and as pro-

motors of health. It is better to plant vines

than to run up doctor's biUs.

Manure the Corner Stone of Success.
WM. H. TEOMANS, TOLLAND CO,, CONN.

If there is one point that requires atten-

tion in the preparation of the Vegetable

Garden, more than any other it is its fertili-

zation. However important tillage may be,

no amount of it can compensate for a lack

of fertility. The desirable qualities of crisp-

ness, tenderness and superior size in veget^

ables can be attained only by means of in-

ducing rapid and vigorous growth, but this

is not possible on a poor soil.

Market gardeners understand this thing

fully and one might sooner expect to catch

a weasel asleep than a market gardener

planting vegetable seeds in a soil that is not

sufficiently fertilized.

Thoroughly decomposed and composted
maniu-e has always been looked upon as the

best that could be employed and scarcely

any limit was fixed to the amount. We
have always found well composted night

soil and hen manure, when applied liberally,

are excellent fertilizers. Commercial fer-

tilizers applied with manure give a vigorous

start to vegetables. While plenty of manure
is desirable, it is also necessary that the

same should be thoroughly mixed with the

soil, and it is well to plow in a portion,

plowing quite deeply, and to spread the bal-

ance upon the surface to be well harrowed

in. The greater the degree of mixing and
pulverization the better the results.

Befriend the Birds and Build Them
Houses.

We are apt to magnify others' faults, and
think lightly of their virtues. Under this

only too common dispo-^^^"o^

sition of the human ani-

mal, the songsters of

our woods and fields

and their reputation has

had to suffer quite seri-"

ously in recent years and^ ,jhcap Bird Home.
the grave charges fre-

quently preferred against them at our
horticultural meetings often make the case

look pretty dark for them.
Birds do eat fruit. Why should we deny

it? They deserve them, too, not only for

that feature of gay life that adds variation,

interest and endless attraction to our lawns
and orchards, not only for their sweet notes
that delight our ears, but also for the prac-
tical fact that by the destruction of insects

they save us more fruit than they them-
selves consume.
At times, it is true, they become trouble-

some by excessive numbers and then fruit.

Merry Spring Time.

growers may be compelled to resort to vio-

lence. But the poison and shot gun policy

should be reserved for cases of extreme
necessity. Under ordinary circumstances
the fruit grower hardly ever misses the few
berries they take, although it is true Cherries
often suffer.

Sometimes a rough imitation of hawk, owl
or other bird of prey hung into the tree, a
little windmill with rattle or bell attach-

ment, some pieces of looking glass, etc.,

fastened or swinging about here and there

may keep the marauders off. We also see

it stated that birds eat Strawberries only
when tormented by thirst in a hot glaring

sun, and that a pan of fresh water placed in

or near the patch and occasionally renewed,
will furnish the birds with what they desire

and save the berries. We have some faith

in this device from the fact that our family
fruit patches, when we had them near a
brook of fresh, sparkling mountain water,

were never visited to their serious injiu-y by
birds, although the latter abounded in

the vicinity.

Certain growers claim that their sole

reliance is In poisonous sprays and that we
can dispense with the services of birds as

insect eaters. What of that! We do not
want the earth and what would our orchards
fields, woods and lawns be worth vrithout

bird life? A live quail in the fields is worth
more to the farmer than a dozen dead in the

huntsman's pouch. A live robin on the

lawn pulling up the earth worms and
hunting for grubs and cutworms is worth
more than all the stuffed birds on the bon-

nets of beautiful womankind. A hoggish
disposition only can begrudge a few berries

in compensation for all the good services

that the birds render us.

Let us build them houses and invite them
to make their homes in otu- orchards and
around our buildings where they will enlist

our children's interest and solicit their

watchful care.

Mrs. Reynolds, one of our subscribers,
sends us the following description of a
cheap bird house: ' Get a cigar box about
four inches high. On the top of front side
cut a hole about two inches in diameter.
Tack a small piece of tin under this open-
ing and bend it out for a step. Nail a piece
of thin board on the back of the box, al-

lowing it to project about two Inches above
its top, then nail on the cover and paint
like the cornice of your house and fasten
by the projecting end of board."

Notes from the Popular Gardening
Grounds at La Salle-on-the-

Niagara.
For the benefit of many new subscribers we

will here repeat some information pertaining to
the Popular GARDENrNO experiment or test
grounds, known as " Woodbanks," and located at
La Salle-on-the-Niagara.

These grounds are situated in the heart of the
fruit region of Niagara County, N. T., 17 miles
from Buffalo and si.x miles from Niagara Falls,

Thirteen acres of land are comprised in the place.

It is the design that every rod of the area shall

be managed solely in the interests of the readers
of Popular Gardenlno and Fruit Growing.
The home of the editor is on the grounds, as also

is the editorial office of the journal. Whatever,
therefore, may be said in Just reproach of those
rural journals which are edited and managed in
cities by "sidewalls farmers," will not apply to
the present Journal, in the midst of a famous fruit
and marketing region tor not only is it edited on
a rural home, but every member of its staff is a
practical horticulturist, who divides his time be-
tween the field and the editorial oflice.

The Nature of the Work. The nature
of the work to be carried out here is in
the direction largely of testing all new fruits,

vegetables and ornamental growths as they ap-
pear, with a view to comparing them with the
older standard sorts, and to give in the columns
of this Journal reliable unbiased reports on the
same. Much attention will also be bestowed on
trying and reporting on new implements, ap-
pliances and methods of horticulture, and of fer-

tilizers, remedies for plant diseases, insects, etc.

Stress is laid on the fact that all operations will

be conducted on the plane of ordinary horticul-
tural practice, employing the means usually at
the command of cultivators, but striving for
profitable improved practices. Those who visit

the grounds, therefore, with the idea of meeting
an extreme system of culture impracticable to the
average grower, may expect certainly to he
disappointed.

We desire to state explicitly that the grounds,
aside from affording material for this journal,
are always open to the public on week days, and
our readers especially are invited to come and
see and study as they iiave opportunity. A con-
sideration in deciding on the present location

was its superior accessibility to the travelling

pubUc. Here we are almost midway between
Buffalo, one of the great railroad centers of
America (more than 32 railroad lines center at
Buffalo), and of Niagara Falls, the mecca of
travelers from the world over, with twenty
trains stopping daily at La SaUe-on-tbe-Niagara
from both points. As our work progresses there-
fore we hope to have the pleasure of greeting
multitudes of our friends directly on the grounds.
But (or all readers we expect to conduct a
monthly chat about our work in these columns
which shall as far as possible keep them informed
of what is actually occurring on the grounds.

Present State of Work. What could \'isitors

hope to see on the Popular G ardening grounds
in this year of 188(1? Not much of finished work
perhaps, but a most earnest and promising be-

ginning that cannot fail to prove interesting to

all horticulturists. It must be borne in mind
that it is less than one year since this farm was
purchased by the present owner. To give an
idea of the stock that is being planted the present

season will perhaps best convey information of

the work now in hand.
In the fruit department the following stock is

at this writing mostly on band from nurseries

widely apart and the planting well under way:
Strawberries, 107 varieties, 8 plants each.

Raspberries, 44 varieties, 5 plants each.

Blackberries, 23 varieties, 5 plants each.

Currants, 10 varieties, 5 plants each.

Gooseberries, 24 varieties, 5 plants each.

Grapes, 103 varieties, from 1 to 5 plants each.
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Apples, 75 varieties, 1 and more trees eacb.

Peal's, 51 varieties, 1 and more trees each.

Plums, 46 varieties, 1 tree each.

Cherries, 26 varieties, 1 tree each.

Peaches, 40 varieties, 1 tree each.

Apricots, 9 varieties, 1 tree each.

In addition to the foregoing. Mulberries, Al-

monds, and other nut-ljearing trees in variety

are being planted, and a select list of Russian

fruits from Prof. J. L. Budd the specialist in

these, residing at Ames, Iowa. As far as possible

every novelty in fruits that has been advertised

in the rural journals this year, has been ordered

for testing, and many others not yet so advertised.

All this is but a beginning.

In the culinary vegetable

department we ordered

freely of both novelties

and standai-d varieties from
the catalogues of the lead-

ing seedsmen,and these will

be carefully grown and re-

ported on.

The ornamental depart-
ment of these grounds is to

occupy nearly one-si.\th of

entire area. Special pains
are being talten to make it

instructive to the masses
for encouraging the more
general adornment of rural and suburban homes
with trees, shrubs, lawns, etc. For the e.\tent of

ground to be devoted to this branch the largest

possible assortment of stock that can be accom-
modated is being set out. Without going into

details it may be said that this spring's nursery
orders called for stock for this department as

follows:

Deciduous trees, 1.53 in almost as many varieties.

Deciduous shrubs, 441 (1 to 20 per each variety),

Evergreen trees, 207 in large variety.

Climbers in large assortment.
Hardy Herbaceous Perennials 182, mostly one

of a kind.

Lilies, 24 species and varieties.

Besides a varied assortment of aquatic and
bog plants, bulbous plants, annuals. Ferns, Hardy
Orchids, wild garden flowers, etc. Fortunately
the woody banks of the Cayuga Creek, which
skirts one side of the farm, and from which it

receives its name " Woodbanks," is rich in a large

variety of native trees, numbering up into the

hundreds. Numerous grasses, both separately

and in mixture, are being tested In lawns.
Nnthing fur Sale. Let no reader get the idea

that a commercial nursery is being established

on these grounds, after the manner of certain

nursery and seed houses from which periodicals

are published as advertising adjuncts. Nothing
could be farther from the truth in our case. We
are growing stock purely for tests and experi-
ments, and in no instance can our reports on such
be biased by trade considerations, for we have
absolutely nothing for sale, nor shall be have, but
this journal.

An lllustra-

tvm in Lawn
gi'a<ling. One
featiire of the
work now al-

most complet-
ed at "Wood-
banks" we de-

sire here to

describe and
illustrate, as

strongly con-
firming the

position more
than once
taken t>y us,

that some at-

ten ti on to
grading and
otherwise improving the home surroundings
is profitable as a matter of dollars and cents.

No doubt in the case of the mjority of coun-
try homes, the difference between spending some
money in fitting up the grounds about the house
by judicious gi'ading and tasteful ornamental
planting or not doingso, would make a ditferance

amounting to many times the cost of such im-
provements were the place ever to be sold. It is

a point not enough appreciated by land owners.

Let us show its force as applied to "Woodbanks."
In the upper engraving is shown in cross sec-

tions the location of the editor's home on these

grounds fronting on the Cayuga creek, and in

the lower left-hand cut its position relatively t^

the highway, the bridge etc. While a former

owner liad so graded a narrow strip between the

house and the bridge as to afford a slight fall

from the former, yet in the direction of the

highway towai'ds La Salle, (indicated by dotted

lines in the lower cut) no thought was had to

this although here should be the most command-
ing view of the house from the highway.
As has before been intimated the land here

slopes back slightly from the brow of the creek's

bank. This is shown by the line ^1 ^ in the

upper engraving. Previously therefore this

house as seen from the highway towards the La
Salle appeared to poor advantage being in a de-

gree sunken below the creek bank. Last autumn.

£
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unaffected ones are left to grow. At the same
time we shall set plants grown in frame and trans-

planted and hope to be able to tell our readers

how great, if any, is the gain secured by the lat-

ter plan. We have but one aim, namely, to learn

the best method.
Lettuce in Drills. The same method of plant-

ing in drills, and gi\ing proper space for head,

by gradual thinning, we also follow in ca.se of

Lettuce. The thinnings may be utilized for the

table, as leaf salad, just as the Cabbage thinnings

may be used for greens, or be thrown into the

poultry yard, (fowls eat young Cabbage and Let-

tuce plants with great aridity, and considerable

benefit). The market gar-

dener can not practice this

plan, nor afford to spend
his time in gradual thin-

ing. He is after early mar-
ketable crops.

Lawn Orading at the Poptdar Gardening Oi-numls, niuntrated.

however teams were employed and the bank
was cut down in this direction scraping the earth

back towards and to the side of the house with

the desired effect of completely reversing the

slope in this part of the grounds, exactly as

shown by the line BB. At the highest point the

soil to fully three feet in depth was cut down. A
number of trees also were sacrificed, a loss that

was as nothing compai-ed with the general gain

for appearances, which was so striking as to be

commented upon by all passers. The front slope

(dotted line BB) now devoted to a lawn, is easy

and graceful in outline from the house to the

waters edge, and raises the house into prominence
where before its foundations were hid from the

highway. The effect from the residence is equal-

ly improved. The young trees and shrubs located

on the cur\-ing slope show to superior advan-
tage, and the improvement simple as it was un-
doubtedly has added hundreds of dollars to the

value of the place.

But this is not all. On the opposite side of the

creek and highway is a considerable tract of

land sloping towards the creek which the owner
contemplates cutting up into building lots, and
filing. So marked has been the improvement
referred to on the general appearance of the lo-

cating, that this neighbor has been reputed to

have said that the work is worth a thousand
dollars for the sale of his own land. What did

the work t« which we allude cost? Independent
of the planting but three weeks labor by man
and team at $18 per week, total $54. We believe

that nine per.sons in ten would estimate that all

in all the gain has been more than twenty-fold.

Tools of Tillage. Perfect tools give perfect

cultivation. Our grounds now present an illus-

tration of this fact. On soil like oui-s, a strong

loam underlaid with clay, sub soiling is next to

indispensible for best results, and so the Wiard
subsoil plow has been made to do its work, fol-

lowing in the furrow freshly thrown up by the

common plow, on perhaps two thirds of the 1.1

acres. The Disk harrow (Corbin's flexible) now
run repeatedly over the plowed land, cut up four
inches or more in depth, breaking lumps, mixing,

levelling and grading, and gi\ing the whole sur-

face a presentiible shape. Then came the Meeker
harrow (four sections of small disks a total of .54;)

and for a tool to give the finishing touch, noth-

ing better need be looked tor. In the prepara-

tion of the soil for sowing it enables us to dis-

pense with the steel rake altogether, making as

nice and smooth a seed bed as we could wish. To
sum up, the proper use of the tools named has

given us a soil stirred to the depth of full 16

inches, with the upper half thoroughly fined

and pulverized, and a surface smooth enough for

lawn, and mellow enough for the proper recep-

tion of the finest seed.

Cabbages in Drilli. Following a custom adopted
j'ears ago, we again sow Cabbage seed thinly in

rows, with the intention of gradually thinning

them to the proper distance apart in the the row,

and letting them head right there. A row of

Radishes planted between each two rows of Cab-
bages will come off in time to give the latter the

sole occupancy of the space when needed. This

method requires considerable seed, but insures

comparative immunity from bug and maggot
attacks, as all the weakly and affected plants

come imder the thinnings, and the thriftiest and

A Simple Plant Pro-
tector.

The natural and uni-

versal desire of both

market and home
gardeners, is directed

towards tlie gain of a little time in the

production of all sorts of vegetables, and
many devices are used to obtain that end.

We start Lima Beans, Cucumbers, Melons,

Squashes, etc., on pieces of inverted sod in

a hot-bed; we push Tomato and Pepper
plants far ahead, before setting in the open
ground, and even than our labor often

comes to naught, when a late cold snap,

or stormy chilly wind touches the tender

plants, or worms and bugs find and des-

troy them. To give early tender plants

full protection against all foes, Mr. Joseph
Harris in his catalogue, recommends the

simple device which we have illustrated.

It consists of two pieces of % inch board,

(a and b) as end pieces, with slightly

rounded corners. A strip of cheap muslin
is tacked over them, and kept taut by nar-

row pieces of board (c) braced in between
the end pieces. Dimensions are given in

the illustration. A protector of this kind

set over a Tomato plant, a hill of Cucum-
bers, Melons, etc., will prove more than a
protector in name, when the hungry cut

worm and the hordes of striped beetles are

looking for prey, or when a late frost

threatens destruction. In storing and ship-

ping the braces are removed, allowing the

end pieces to come together, thus making
a package requiring very little room.

Wild Fruit Trees and Caterpillars.

In response to the direction frequently

given that roadmasters and others should
cut down all the Wild Cherry and other

A Simple Pla)tt Protector.

native fruit trees they can, a writer to the

Journal of Agriculture says:

Look before striking a blow at a native

tree. Our fruit and fruit trees are all in-

jured more or less and sometimes destroyed,

because the forests are fallen and the wilds

all plowed up. The destruction of their

natural homes does not destroy these insects,

but only compels them to seek new homes
amid our orchards and gardens. But the

great destruction of all our forests is also

breaking up the homes of our friends and
helpers—the birds, who being stronger of

wing and of a higher organization, leave us
—thus breaking up the equilibrium of na-

tiu'e, and seek homes in the recesses of the
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rivers and mountains, spots where the hand
of man cannot destroy. Therefore, insect

life multiplies to the almost complete de-

struction of this necessity of the health and

happiness of the human animal.

The "tent caterpillar" uses the Black

Walnut tree as its choicest harbor. Cut

them down and these pests make the Apple

tree their next choice.

The Black Locust is the choice tree upon
which the "borer" operates. Cut them,

and the borers attack also the Apple tree.

These three of our most valuable trees-

Walnut, Locust, and Cherry, are among the

greatest harbors of our enemies, and at the

same time protectors of our orchards. There

are also many plants and flowers in nature

called by naturalists "carniverous" which

are appointed by nature to keep these insects

in check and which cultivation necessarily

exterminates. Who of you early settlers

that does not remember with a sigh of re-

gret the beautiful fruits In perfection that

we first enjoyed while yet half the wilder-

ness remained ? The air was filled with the

music of birds—where are they ? Few rematn.

Where are the beautiful flowers that

adorned the prairies and made the heart of

man happy and joyous? All gone, except a

few poor specimens starving for society in

some neglected corner. What have we in

return? Dry, hot summers, half crops,

withered vegetation, a few stunted fruit

trees constantly decreasing when they

should be flourishing in youth, and beauty.

Sickly desolation instead of the former

freshness and loveliness. To bring back

the former state of luxuriance, instead of

cutting down and cultivating every availa-

ble spot that can be spared; protect what
few birds we have and try every means to

induce others to come and help us to recover

the equilibrium of natiure.

the latter, in the great majority of cases,

might be cured by such simple means and
made to bear fruit for many years to come.
Fooling with trees nearly dead, will pay no
more in New Jersey than in Michigan.

Another New Gooseberry.

The variety introduced this Spring by

John Charlton of Rochester, under the

name of Golden Prolific, is an American
Seedling, but undoubtedly of the English

type. Its foliage is a dark dull bluish-green

,

and its wood when young unusually spiny.

The fruit is large, of a deep golden yellow

and good quality. The plant seems to be a

prolific bearer, and less liable to mildew
than most English sorts. The Introducer,

who gives us this discription, although hav-

ing great faith in the merits of this fruit,

writes that he does not wish to speak extrav-

agantly in praise of any novelty until it has

been subjected to more tests than the

Golden Prolific has as yet been given. It

is being tried at the Popular Gardening

Experiment Grounds.

Peach Yellows: The Point of View.

The criticism of Professor Smith's paper

on Peach yellows in the February number
should be considered solely from the stand-

point of eastern people, and in relation to

the version of the question given on New
Jersey soil where Peach trees affected with a

disease having every known symptom of the

true yellows have so often been permanently

cured by the potash applications. Any man
will believe his own eyes quicker than he

will the report of other people, especially at

a considerable distance.

The disease raging in Michigan (we have
no reason to doubt the testimony given by
Michigan Peach growers) must be of a

much more virulent and malignant char-

acter than the New Jersey yellows, and if

it, for some reason, cannot be stamped out

by the remedies often used in the east with
telUng effect, nor with any others, why,
the axe must have its sway.
But don't let us compel New Jersey peo-

ple to cut down their diseased trees, when

Spraying Fruits Warmly Recom-
mended.

J. N. STEARNS, KALAMAZOO CO., MICH.

After having experimented vrith spraying
Grape vines, Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry and
Quince trees, I am fully convinced that a lit-

tle time can not be employed to greater profit

to the fruit grower than that spent in spray-

ing all kinds of fruit trees with arsenical

poisons. I like London Purple as it stays

in solution best, and I will here say, there

is more danger in getting the solution too

strong than not strong enough.
One pound of good- London Purple is suf-

ficient for 200 gallons water, for Apples; for

Plums .50 gallons more of water should be
added. The experience of others seems to

correspond with my own, and proves that

spraying not only heads off the Codling
moth, but appears to destroy the fungus,

which produces the scab, or black spots on
the surface of Apples and Pears. It is also

sure destruction to the slug, which is so

often destructive to the leaf of the Pear,

Plum, Cherry and Quince.

For the Apple, Pear and Quince the

spraying should be done very soon after the

blossom drops, and if thoroughly done, and
no heavy rain immediately follows it will

be found effectual, although it will pay to

repeat the application about ten days later.

Plums and Cherries should be sprayed once
before the blossom begins to fall, and fol-

lowed up once a week for sLx weeks.

Of a large crop of Pears we raised the

last season, and sprayed as above, we had
none wormy or scabby, and no worms in

our Cherries.

The fruit will also bring a better price,

besides the pleasure in handling such fruit.

I am now using the NLxon Nozzle, which I

much prefer to any I have seen, as it cuts

the spray up to such a perfect mist there is

no danger in injuring the foliage.

Notes on Fruits.
SAMUEL MILLER, MONTGOMERY CO., MO.

Within the last ten years we have had
several winters that played havoc with the

Apple orchards, even as far south as North-

ern Illinois. It was thought that the new
Russian varieties would fill a great need ; but
some disappointment has been experienced

with them. Some are subject to blight;

few seem to be long keepers, while, as a

rule, they are sadly deficient in quality.

I notice that some have adopted the mode
of growing hardy Russians for stock, and
top-grafting them with our best varieties.

This will be a great help, no doubt.

Some forty years ago I saw in an old

pasture field in Lebanon Co., Penn., three

Apple trees, at least thirty inches in diam-

eter, each one having quite a bunch about

two feet from the ground. From the owner
I learned that these three trees were grafted

above ground, while the rest of the orchard

were common root-grafted trees from the

nursery, and the latter have all died and
were removed years before, whUe the three

remaining looked as though they might last

ten or twenty years longer. Whether they

had been grafted on natural stocks, or on

the same as the others, he could not say; nor

does this make any difference.

Some varieties are much hardier than

others; and if the hardy kinds are used for

stocks, and the choice ones top-grafted on

them, they will also be much hardier than

on their own foundation. I have seen a top

of a tender variety fresh and sound, and
leaving out in spring where the stem was so

damaged by the cold that the tree died.

Observation also teaches that top-grafted

trees come into bearing earlier than those

grown from the root. Top-grafting seems
to have the same effect as girdling. It

somewhat retards the return flow of the

sap and forms blossom buds.

Some of the hardy Russians that are sub-

ject to blight might be used if they remain
healthy long enough to take a graft. I once
imported a lot of Dwarf Pear trees from
France, thirty-two varieties, some with
names as long as my arm. Some did well

while others were utterly worthless, soon

attacked by leaf blight and bearing scabby
and cracked fruit. Upon some of the most
affected I grafted Autumn Melting; the

grafts grew well. Some of the limbs had
perfect foliage and splendid fruit, while on
the same tree and almost touching were
the miserable, scabby, cracked Pears and
deseased foliage. This shows that an un-

healthy stock can be improved by putting

a healthy top on it.

From present Indications we will have a

fair chance for another crop of fruit. The
crop of Apples last year seems to have over-

stocked the market here and abroad. The
great trouble is to get the fruit among the

people, for there are thousands who seldom
get an apple, simply because the railroad

freights, commission, and retailer's profit

make the price too high for the poor class

to buy, even if the producer don't get even

a paying price for his fruit.

I would advise any one going into the

fruit business to look well to the outlet for

his production, as it is the chief matter of

importance to sell at a paying price.

It is a mistake to think that the large city

is the place to sell best. The reverse is the

case. I live but one hundred miles from

St. Louis, and have been growing fruit here

for nearly twenty years, yet in all that time

I only sent five consignments of fruit there,

and each time received less for it than in

the smaller towns in the interior of the

state. Neither was my fruit of inferior

quality, for I don't send that kind. Plant

Uoine-Made Mole Trap.

good varieties, cultivate well, don't let them
overbear; then sell as near home as possible,

avoiding express charges, commission, etc.

As a rule, these two items take half of the

receipts, while the grower has to raise,

gather, and pack for the other half. The
man who can devise a plan, whereby the

grower can obtain what he earns in growing
fruit, will deserve a monximent.
The home market gives the profit; last

summer Wild Goose Plums rotted by the

bushel under my trees, because they only

brought $1.00 in the city, just what the

boxes, express charges, and commission
amounted to. I sold a few at home, but

gave many more to the neighbors. If I

could get a dollar a bushel for WUd Goose

Plums, would undertake to make a fortune

in ten years out of them.

How to Catch the Ground Mole.

Living almost exclusively on a diet of

grubs and worms, the ground mole as an

eater is really a friend of the gardener, but

in its efforts to procure its food, and as a

burrower,it often becomes very ti'oublesome.

:^,
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especially on sandy or mucky soil, and on

well-kept lawns, so troublesome indeed,

that we must find means to get rid of the

little nuisance.

All the traps now being made work pretty

much on the same principle; and good, effec-

tive and reasonably cheap ones can be had

at almost every hardware store. One of our

former neighbors, on New Jersey's sandy

soil, used the home-made contrivance here

illustrated, with very good success. Two
pieces of inch board, of the shape shown,

seven inches wide and thirty inches long,

are hinged together on one end. The iron

trigger is ten inches long, its lower end

somewhat like a flattened spoon or paddleand

the upper end notched as shown.

The upright post is curved

to correspond with the sweep of

the top board. On each side of

the top are six teeth,either fastened

directly on the board, or riveted

on a plate an inch wide and
screwed on the board. The top

board is weighted with a brick, a

flat stone, or a chunk of wood.
Before setting the trap put the

foot firmly upon the part of the

mole track upon which the trap is

to rest, for the purpose of ob-

structing the run. Also press the

teeth down into the soil, so there

wlU be no obstruction when the ^

trap is sprung. Then set the trap

as shown in cut. The paddle part

of the trigger should touch the

surface of the ground exactly over

the line of the track. The mole

finding his accustomed path filled

up, at once begins to re-open it,

and heaving up the surface,

springs the trigger, and is pierced by the

teeth on one side or the other.

Moles are especially active in making
new runs right after a rain; and where
they are abundant, many may be caught by
watching for them at that time, with spade

in hand. When that heaving up of the

soil is noticed, trust the spade into the

ground behind the mole, throw out and
kill It.

exclude the air and leave no room for discharg-

ing the chips, and I have seen no borers since.

Transplanting at Night. I have no doubt
there are advantages to be gained in planting at

night, but I do not think the absence ot light has

any important effect. The damp atmosphere
and immunity from the direct rays of the sun
are the chief factors, and these points can be
gained in cloudy weather, and to a great extent
during the early morning and late in the after-

noon. It is undeniably a logical inference that

what is best for the amateur in planting trees is

best for the nurseryman, but it may not be pos-

sible for the nurseryman with his extensive

planting, to complete it all in proper season if he

only takes the short time which may happen to

be exactly suited to the work. I am a nursery-

man myself, but when I have any extra choice

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to which all are invited to send notes of

experience and observation concerning topics that re-

cently have been treated on in this Journal. Many
such contributions monthly would be icelcoine.

No CuRCTJLio Proof Plum. The Wild Goose
and Botan are practically curculioproof, and

the latter has, in some places at least, borne

enormous crops ot large handsome Plums of good
quaUty, commencing to bear when quite small.

Spraying the trees with arsenical poison may
prove an effectual remedy for curcuUo, although

it is yet a Uttle premature to depend upon it, but

I have no faith in jarring the insects on sheets as

a univei'sal remedy. In large orchards of Plums
where it can be done on a large scale and to the

best advantage, it may and probably does pay.

Tartarian Honeysdckle for Hedges. If

this shrub is to be used for this purpose (and it

has some very good points, among which its full

foliage, which comes out very early in the season,

is not the least) some rapid and cheap plan of pro-

pagation is needed, and sowing seed just meets
this acquirement. Sow the seed as soon as ripe

in boxes ot earth and place in the shade, giving

the proper attention to watering, etc.; and the

plant will grow a few inches the first season, and

in three years a good sized hedge can be made.

Rogers' Hybrid Grape Goethe. This Grape
has not been so generally disseminated as some
other members, but it has more ot the meaty
character of the foreign varieties than any other

hybrid I have ever tasted except Jefferson. It is

very large and quite good even before it is fully

colored, and the vine is a strong grower.

Apple Tree Borers. Having a valuable Ap-
ple tree which seemed likely to be destroyed by
borers, and not being able to reach them with a

flexible wire, I concluded to try suffocation, and
banked the tree with coal ashes high enough to

GohJen Prolific Gooseberry.

or valuable stock to plant, I do not do it whUe
the sun is shining with a full blaze, or the wind
blowing hard.

Arbor Day Planting. One serious difficulty

with Arbor Day here has been that it comes too

late, and when trees are too far advanced. It

would be better for each county to fix upon the

day best adapted to that particular locality.

Japan Persimmons. What is to be inferred

by S. Miller's remark " If we can get a hardy one
with the size of the foreign and the quality of

our own?" Our native Persimmons are edible in

their best varieties in their best condition, but
that is about aU that can be said of them in their

present state of development, and in view of the

claims which have been made for the Japan sorts

this looks to me like a pretty hard hit upon it.

Horticultural Literature. The allusion to

the ignorance of Grape growers upon subjects

fully treated and explained in all our prominent
horticultural journals touches the key note to a

very large portion of the unprofitable farming
and gardeningof thiscountry. Itisavery poorly

conducted agricultural paper that does not give

plain, direct ond expUeit information enough in

the course of a year to pay the subscriber for its

subscri])tion price, but it is not in this alone or

chiefly that their readers derive benefit. Failure

in all branches of business is mainly the result of

mistakes, and it is pre-eminently so with tillers of

the soil ; and in these days of sharp competition

and close margins, those who commit serious

blunders are sure to " get left," and the compar-

ison of \1ews and habits of thought induced by
reading sharpen up the intellect to see the best

and cheapest methods. There is another point

in this connection that is worth considering. The
man who carefully reads several horticultural

journals will be much better quaUfied to place

the proper estimate upon the descriptions of

novelties which are brought out in such num-
bers, and will often save much more in this way
than the cost of halt a dozen journals. Among
the large number of catalogues I receive every

year I can tell at once which are intended for

customers who read horticultural journals, and
which for circulation among those who read

a country paper or a sensation daily.

The Ohio Raspberry. It seems to me that

the difference in the weight of seeds in the Ohio

and other varieties ought to condemn that var-

iety, and those who buy the evaporated fruit

should learn to distinguish it, and force the price

down. I planted a few of the Ohio here several

yeai-s ago, and it was so plainly seedy that I threw

it out after one year's fruiting.

Grape Training. All our extensive growers

here have trained their vines to single stakes for

years but generally they only plant about six

feet apart. Our Italians almost invariably prac-

tice the renewal system, allowing two canes to

grow up from near the ground each year. These
are cut off in spring at about four feet, and after

fruiting are removed entirely and new canes

take their place for fruiting the following season.

There is another advantage in this single stake

plan—it admits of cultivating in both directions.

—Wm. F. Bassett, Hammonfon, iV. J.

Lettuce on Frozen Ground. Take an old tin

pan, grub up enough frozen ground to flU it and
set under the stove to dry; when it is dry, reduce

it to powder. On some sunny morn-
ing when the ground is slightly

thawed, select a warm spot in the

garden and with a pointed stick

^>v scratch some drills nine inches apart,

J~^ and scatter curled Silesian Lettuce
seed therein. Cover it with the dry
powdered earth, and leave until time

to make garden. By the time the ground is ready
to sjiade or plow, the Lettuce will be found al-

ready up and growing. The ground can then be
loosened between the drills with a narrow hoe
or a potato hook. From one to two weeks can
be gained in this way.

The Ailanthus for Rapid Growth. These
trees are of two kinds, the staminate or male
which produces flowers but no seed, and the

pistillate or female which bears seed. It is the
former which produces the poisonous odor.

Propogate from cuttings of the pistillate plant,

and you will have no bad odor. In some parts

only the staminate plant has been Introduced,

but here both kinds are common.—H. A. O.,

Chester Co., S. C.

Effect of Electric Light on Plants. 1

have a number of tuUps placed on a shelf, in a
window, and fully exposed to the rays of a four-

light Brush electric light tower only 200 feet

distant and burning all night. The tulips close

at night as usual, and in no way show any effect

of the bright Ught. I have also a pear tree so

situated as to receive the full force of the light

but fail to see that it effects it in any way.—i. if.

Oilmore, Wayne Co., Mich.

Sports among Gladiolus Seedlings. The
cases mentioned lately in Populak Gardening
of the appearance of double flowers in Gladiolus
are such as come under the observation of all

who raise numerous seedlings. The first in-

stance 1 remember to have seen was in the

variety named Ulfius, a very striking and
beautiful kind, whose flowers were pink abun-
dantly striped with brilliant scarlet. After a

few years it began to come with eight or ten

petals, and finally nearly every flower was as

fuUy double as could be imagined, especially the

upper ones, which, in some cases, had forty or

more narrow petals, all closely packed together.

As the doubling proceeded the scarlet stripes

faded out and this originally excellent kind be-

came utterly worthless. Since then I have had
many partially double Gladioli, but have kept
none of them, for this flower is not improved by
doubling. Some other curious seedlings have ap-

peared from time to time; one has its petals folded

in the bud like those of a Poppy; another has a

flower crimpled all over, like crape; a third pro-

duces two flowers from every spathe, and a

fourth has the spathes confluent from the base

of the spike to the tip. Of these the third men-
tioned is really valuable, for the double allow-

ance of flowers makes the spike a solid mass of

bloom. As for the " blue " gladiolus which M.
Lemoine is said to have raised, I propose to be

somewhat skeptical until I have seen it. Kel-

way describes several of his varieties as having
blue centres or blotehes, but I have found his

blue to be nothing more than a gray-purple.

—

W.
E. Endicott, Norfolk Co., Miss.

Japan Quince for Kitchen Use. Last au-

tumn we left the fruit, it being especially fine

and nearly as large as medium-sized Roman stem
Apples, on the bushes until hard frost. When
fully matured, sometime after picking, they had
a little of the true quince fragrance, but proved
too sour for preserves. So I put some in Apple
marmelade imparting to it a sprightly and de-

licate quince flavor. The cores were as large as

the fruit pictured in January number, and as

full of large plump seed as an egg is of meat.—
Sarah A. Pleas, Henry Co., Ind.
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Get Ready for the Codling Moth and
Curculio.

Our insect foes are now ready to put in

their destructive work, and the orchardist,

if he desires to save his fruit in that condi-

tion of perfection which alone can insure

him profitable returns, must prepare to

meet them with poisonous solutions and
spraying apparatus. The utter necessity of

spraying orchard trees is now quite gener-
ally recognized by leading growers, but the

experience of A. C. Hammond, Secretary
of the Illinois State Horticultural Society,

may be of especial interest to our readers.

He relates his proceeding as follows;

"I took the heads out of two 50 gallon
barrels, bored a large hole in each head in

which I kept a stick for stirring the mix-
ture, and put the heads back in the barrels

as floats. I then placed the barrels In a
wagon and filled them nearly full of water
—about 40 gallons in each. A pound of

London Purple was then thoroughly mixed
in a pail of water, divided between the
two barrels, and stirred untU the poison
was well mixed with the water. One man
was needed to drive, and keep the pail or
tub in which the pump worked filled, and
another to work the Lewis combination
force pump. We drove very slowly along
one side of a row of trees, and back on
another, and used great caution to see that

every part of the trees was reached, and
so thoroughly wet that the water would
drop from the leaves. The spraying wa.s

done June 1st, when the Apples were
about as large as a half-grown Cherry,

but should have been done a week earlier.

The second application was made 10 days
later. The orchard yielded fruit, 60 to

75 per cent of which was perfect, and
85 per cent was marketable, while ad-

joining orchards not sprayed,did not produce
a peck of perfect fruit. In fact, not another
orchard in the county produced so much
perfect fruit. My mixture was too strong
and burned the leaves somewhat, and here-

after I shall use a pound of London Purple
to three barrels of water (about 130 gallons)

and even a weaker mixture may be just as

good. [One pound of London Purple to 200

gallons of water is sufficiently strong—Ed.]
With the cheap pump that I used, two men
can go over a 10 acre orchard in a day, so
that a high priced spraying apparatus is not
absolutely necessary."
The matter of pumps and spraying ma-

chines is as yet puzzling the minds of many,
and inquiries about them are frequently re-

ceived by us. With so many serviceable
pumps in the market, and freely advertised,
our friends can hardly go amiss. These im-
plements may be had of every working ca-

Home Made Asparagus Bunohers.
The modern devices for bunching Aspara-

gus are numerous, often too expensive, con-
sidering cost of production, and, after all,

perhaps not much more serviceable or con-
venient than the simple contrivances shown
in our illustrations, and copied from " Parks
and Gardens of Paris, (Robinson). Fig. 1

represents the buncher most commonly used
in France, and needs no other explanation
except that the front piece slides backward
or forward to correspond with length of

"grass." Fig. 2, represented with a finished

ArgenteuU A«pa/ragu» Buncher, Fig. i.

bunch, has no movable parts. The tip end
of grass is dropped through the wedge-
shaped opening, and kept close together by
the circular enclosure. The Argenteuil
buncher is shown closed in Fig. .3. and open
in Fig. 4. The board E, with the standard
B and C, slides in the grooves D D, and
when drawn out (an operation facilitated

by Inserting two fingers underneath into

the cavities indicated by the circular marks
near E) gives an opportunity for the removal
of the bunch when finished.

Asparagus Buncfier, Fig. 1.

pacity and almost any price, from a single
cheap hand spraying pump, such as used by
Mr. Hammond, (Lewis' Combination, P.
C. Lewis,;Catskill, N. Y.)to the more or less

elaborate geared machines of various firms,
such as Rumsey & Co., of Seneca Falls, N. Y.;
Nixon Nozzle and Machine Co., of Dayton,
O., the Field Force Pump Co., of Lock-
port, N. Y., etc.

Plum Knots and other Nots. Obsta-
cles to Overcome.

E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO, N. Y.

Most of the Plum trees In Central New
York are destroyed, and most of those that
remain should be, as black knot has made
them valueless to the owner and a danger

to unaffected trees in the neighborhood.
Yet the black knot is one of the easiest

managed of all horticultural pests, and
I wish I could get on as well with the

curculio. My right-hand man, after a
lesson or two, fully comprehends the

proper method of extracting the knots:

and I have only to say to him twice or
three times a year "You may go over the
Plum trees to-day." The proper method
is to carefully cut off and out the warts

t; and every scrap of the festered wood.
Then cut above and below so far as you

^, find a black Une lying along the heart
- of the limb. This makes some ugly sores,

but if done thoroughly, they will easily

heal over. When the knots appear on
small limbs, cut these off altogether. Collect
every exscinded part and burn it. When
trees have been long neglected cut them
down and burn ; then take care of the young
ones and keep them from getting diseased.

A really worse evil is a grub that tunnels
under the bark. These must be followed
with the knife and destroyed.
The time to cut black knot is in summer

after the new growth. I also go over the
trees very carefully before the leaves start
in spring. I insist that Plum trees can
with comparative ease be kept clean after
being once well cleaned.
"Apple trees are playing out in our cli-

mate. We cannot hereafter expect to raise

as good Apples as formally and the crop is

very uncertain." This common saying is

owing to three or four causes which do not
wholly cover the case. (1) There has been a
great deal of planting of new sorts of
Apples without considering their hardiness
or adaptability otherwise. The result Is

a loss of tender sorts. (3) The removal of

forests exposes our orchards far more than
formerly, and we have but one remedy,

—

to select sheltered slopes, and plant wind-
breaks. (3) The trees obtained of nurseries
are often grafted on inferior stock. (4) We
have fallen Into the habit of supposing
Apple trees can take care of themselves.
A portion of the orchards in this State are
half grown to suckers.
Orchard culture is not a thing of the

past, yet it is time that the same ground
should not be replanted to the same sort
of trees any more than sown to the same
sort of cereals. Nature rotates her forests.

Birch follows Beech; Butternut, Maple. I

find very little trouble in successfully
growing quite a long list of Apples. Among
those quite hardy are of the sweets, Ladies'
Sweeting, Sweet Bough, Tahnan Sweet,
Belle Bourn, and Pound Sweet; of sour
sorts, Northern Spy, Kirkland, Ben Davis,
Wealthy, Fameuse, Jonathan, White Pip-
pin, Astrachan and other Russian sorts.

Greening, Spitzenberg, Belmont, Baldwin
are less hardy except grafted on old trees.

The true rule Is to replace a diseased tree

promptly and not wait till there are large
gaps in our orchards. The expense is small.
There are constantly arising new condi-

tions for all sorts of vegetation. These
must be met by us and made favorable.
Fruits most easily grown at present will

likely meet with obstacles ere long. The
Cuthbert raspberry for instance is almost an
ideal success in large sections of the Rasp-
berry States. But pretty soon there will be
a wail of despair owing to a rust, or blight,

or insect. The Niagara Grape is an ideal for

a late white heavy cropper. How long be-

fore there will be an enemy that we must
conquer for the Niagara ? A few years ago
the A.sh tree borer came near ruining for me
a row of white Ash that for timber alone
was worth a thousand dollars. But by

Asparaytis Buncher, Fig. 2.

putting coal ashes in large quantities about
the trees I rescued them. The Pear tree

blight was terribly discouraging for several

years. It ruined so many that the end of

Pear culture was at hand. But we hav*
weathered the trouble, and now know how
to grow Pears in spite of the blight. We
have had to give up a few susceptible

sorts and the rest must be headed low, and
well drained and not overstimulated, and
kept well mulched, and the ground slightly

dug over, rather than plowed, and the re-

sult is plenty of Pears.

The very first thing for a young man who
purposes to be a horticulturist to resolve

upon is to get rid of Plum knots and " can-
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nots." He must make up his mind to con-

quer ; and then fruit growing is a success

in any part of the hind. Plant fruits that

on general principles are adapted to your
section ; and then take care to make them
grow and to keep their enemies away.

Natural Gas and Insects.
SN'EAD THOMAS, GRANT CO., IXD.

In the January issue our friend of the

Indiana Farmer refers to the decrease of

insects in natural gas districts. Whatever
effect gas may directly have in this way, I

know that night insects are attracted by the

torches, and millions arc burned to death,

whether friends or foes I am not entomolo-
gist enough to always tell. The number of

insects that will acciimulate during the

night on the ground beneath the torch south
of my house is almost incredible. June
bugs were unusually numerous the past

season, and I have picked up as many as

two hundred and fifty scorched bugs In

one morning. The bugs almost defoliated

some young fruit trees planted the spring
before by the north side of the house, and
that in the full glare of the torch not a hun-
dred feet away. A sowing of Beets near by
was also and almost entirely ruined.

A neighbor of mine piped gas to his Plum
trees, and kept it burning at night, letting

the gas escape during the day, but his suc-

cess was no better than mine. The only
curculio preventive which I found efficient

was the old and tried one of letting chickens

run under the trees and feeding them there.

The large green Tomato worm, usually

very destructive, has been very scarce the

past summer. I attribute the almost entire

annihilation of this pest to the nximerous
natural gas torches that are burning every
night, as I have found numbers of moths
with singed mngs beneath the torch.

A Test of the Nevi/er Potatoes.
GRANVILLE COWING, DELAWARE CO., DJD.

A writer familiar with the Chicago
market says there are some twenty varieties

sold in that city to-day for Early Rose,

which are not of that variety. In fact

Early Rose are rarely seen there. The same
is true of Peerless and Burbank. Mammoth
Pearl and a dozen other varieties of that

type are sold for Peerless, while the White
Star, White Rose, Jordan's Prolific and
other long white kinds sell for Burbank.
The selection of pure seed of the best

varieties would probably double the Potato
crop of the country without enlarging the
area planted.

Of new varieties of the Early Rose type, I

have found Lee's Favorite. Early Pearl
and Early Maine very productive and in

every way desirable. They mature with
Early Ohio, are of the best quality, and their

tubers are generally smooth and shapely.

New Queen and Sunlit Star, early varieties

of more recent introduction, promise to he
the most productive varieties of the Early
Rose type yet offered to the public.

Sunlit Star is an extra early variety with
tubers uniformly large and smooth, and of

the best quality. New Queen is ten days
later, and is also remarkably productive,

with tubers generally large, smooth and of

good quality, and resembling Early Rose in

appearance. I planted one pound of seed
of this variety last spring which, in un-
favorable weather and without petting,

produced ninety pounds of fair tubers.

Charles Downing is an early white Potato,

decidedly productive, with smooth tubers,
generally of marketable size, and of the best
quality. On account of its appearance, fine

flavor and greater productiveness, it pro-
mises to take the place of Snowflake in the
Boston market where that variety has long
been a favorite.

Of late varieties I have found none as
good in all respects as State of Maine,
Green Mountain and Empire State—all in

shape and color somewhat like Burbank,
but all much more productive, of better
flavor and with tubers uniformly large.

Green Mountain and State of Maine ma-
ture in August. On my soil neither of
them have quite equaled Empire State in

productiveness. They are all of good
quality and keep late in spring without
sprouting. Empire State here matures in

September, and is remarkable for its ability

to withstand drought and beetles. Last
season only about 4 per cent of its tubers
were too small for market.

Experiments in the Treatment of
Black-Rot in France.

Abstract of a Letter from M. Lasserre Printed in
" Progres Agricole et Viticole."

TRANSLATED BY B. T. GALLOWAY.

In 1888 I found one case of Black-rot and
have no doubt it would have proved a center
of infection. My neighbor. Dr. Descoture,
who had a single diseased vine of Herbe-
mont, which was not treated in 1888, in-

fected the vineyard for 30 meters around it.

The first step in treatment with copper
sulphate is to make sure that it will prevent
the germination of the spores by keeping
the vines immersed, so to speak, in a copper
bath by means of 'repeated sprayings every
eight or twelve days from leafing until the
Grapes are ripe.

On April 13, 1888, I applied eau celeste

(sulphate of copper 1 k, ammonia m litres)

and repeated the applications every eight
days up to June 30th. The result was that
not a single spot of Black-rot appeared,
and on Sept. 4, the grapes were ripe.

Against a stable wall there is a large
Chasselas, having two arms each about
three meters long. One of these arms was
treated with eau celeste from the beginning
of May, receiving three thorough sprayings.
Result: upon the treated side no disease,

and fine and numerous clusters of Grapes;
upon the untreated side the berries were
peppered with Black-rot.

A third experiment was made in the open
field on a row of Muscat vines trained on two
long arms. This row, excepting one arm on
the last vine, also received three treatments.
There was no disease excepting on the un-
tended arm, which suffered a disastrous
attack, the fruit drying up completely.
A vineyard situated upon a plateau, form-

erly produced a hundred and upwards casks
of wine, but a Black-rot invasion reduced
the product to five or six casks. One
hectare was placed at my disposal. The
first applications were made June 9, re-

peating every eight days on one portion and
every fifteen on another. The ends of the
rows were not treated. The remainder of
the hectare received only two treatments
toward the 20th of the same month.
On July 30, the foliage was spotted with

Black-rot, some leaves having twelve spots
on them, on that part of the vineyard which
had received the two late applications. As
to the other treated vines, their foliage was
badly burned by eau celeste (which would
have been avoided if I had used Bordeaux
mixture) but the grapes were saved. The
treatments having an interval of 1.5 days
were as efficacious as those at eight days.
The two late treatments were, it is true,

only a pallative, but absolutely nothing re-

mained upon the untreated vines.

It is my opinion that the spores are lodged
upon the foliage or berries very early, prob-
ably by May 1st, and that it has a long pe-

riod of incxibation. When July comes, it

appears everywhere and by Aug. 1.5, it is

suddenly and spontaneously arrested; from
that time the diseased berries are powerless
to infect the healthy ones, though in direct

contact with them. I am of the opinion
there is in their cycle of development some-
thing analogous to the winter spores of
mildew, and these rest until .spring.

The result of my observations seems to be
that only the May treatments were efficaci-

ous; it is necessary that the germinating
spore find the],foliage well protected; if it

has penetrated the tissues, the copper com-
pounds are powerless against it as they are
against the mildew.
In my experiments, early and continued

applications give perfect success; at Fabric
and Aiguillon, (treatments by M. Prillieux)
the results were excellent and convincing,
but not perfectfuly successful, the first

treatment not having been made until late
in May or early June. During the month
elapsing between the treatments the new
leaves not covered by copper were attacked,
and some were attacked before May 13.

All varieties of vines are capable of sup-
porting the Black-rot fungus, but some are
more resistant than others. I have seen a
hectare of three year old vines of Riparia
and Solonis planted together without regu-
larity, whose branches trailed on the
ground and were everywhere interlaced;
and while the leaves of Solonis were badly
spotted, those of Riparia were healthy.
The Herbemont seems to be more resist-

ant than other vines. I own two rows, but
the last seventy vines in each row are
Othellos. In spite of three rather late treat-

ments the Othellos lost a little by the
Black-rot, but although the Herbemonts
had not been treated at all, the disease
absolutely stopped were they began.

Feeding the Orchard for Fruit.

Farmers in general, who have a barnyard
full of manure and lots of it wasting by fire-

fang, leeching, etc., hardly ever feel very
liberally disposed towards orchard trees,

although the few they have often give them
bigger returns than large fields of grain
bountifully manured. A barrel of Apples
contains but a fraction of the original plant
food that is found in a bushel of Wheat. In
fact, a ton of fairly good compost supplies
all the food used for the production of one
hundred bushek of Apples.

It is but fair to return to the soil its just
due and if the grower adopts the practice of
drawing a good load of manure to the
orchard for every .30 barrels of Apples he
takes away from it, the trees will be enabled
to do their full duty year after year. Where
so little is required stinginess seems to be
altogether out of place.

A queer method of feeding the orchard,
quite commonly practiced by farmers (not
by professional fruit growers, we hope) is

shown in our illustrations. A few forkfuls
of strawy manure are placed directly against
the body of each tree, likea poultice outside
the stomach. The plant food in the manure,
in order to get inside the tree body, and to

become available for transformation into
fruit and foliage, should be placed in con-
venient reach of the many mouths at the
extremities of the roots. These, as the pic-

ture shows, are all over the ground, but
especially numerous and active at the points
furthest from the tree. The dotted lines

indicate how the manure should be distri-

buted, namely, evenly over the whole sur-

face, except, perhaps, in immediate contact
with the tree, where little is needed.

Pollen Producers for the Crescent Straw-
berry. I believe of all varieties that I have tried
for fertilizing the Crescent the Old Ironclad stands
at the bead. It is a wouderful grower, has a large
bloom, and the blossom stems stand up high.
Then, the Ironclail begins blooming just a little

earlier than the Crescent, thereby oatching all

first blossoms, and is in flower as long as the Cres-
cent. For second best as a fertiUzer I prefer
Miner's Prolitic.
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The Aster— Its Culture for the
Greatest Beauty.

For brilliancy and gorgeousness of color

and display, few easily cultivated flowers

equal, and none exceed the modern Aster.

In the production of new and improved va-

rities during the last 15 or 30 years, special-

ists really have done wonders, and the gen-

eral public should learn to realize the fact.

A bed of choice Asters, arranged vrith

taste, and with a judicious blending of

colors, is in its season, an object of never
ceasing admiration, the only drawback
being its naturally somewhat late and short

season of bloom. This can in a measure be
remedied by starting the plants under glass,

if very early

(in March)
with heat; if

not until
April, in cold

frame. If but
few plants
are needed, a
pan of good
rich loam in

a sunny
kitchen win-

dow will do
for starting

inem.
The plants

when a few
weeks old
may be trans-

pi a t e d in
small pots,
or in other
boxes, given
them more
space, the
aim being to

make them
grow stocky,

and to har-

denthem ~^^'

enough for
outdoor life.

When danger from freezing is past, the
plants should be set in the open ground.
A deep and very rich loam and plenty of

moisture alone can support them well
enough to bring out the desired profusion

of bloom during the season; and since the
roots run rather near the surface, a mulch
of forest leaves (best after having been used
as absorbents in the stable) or other litter,

is of great benefit, and in a dry season next
to indispensable. Applications of liquid

manure will be of considerable help, and
weak solutions of nitrate of soda, as bloom
producing applications, deserve a trial.

Of the numerous varieties the Dwarf As-
ter, especially the pure white, is above all

of interest to the commercial florist as a
prolific source of handsome and delicate cut
flowers, which he can produce at any time
at will, by sowing seed at the corresponding
time. To this class belong the Dwarf
Bouquet, Pompon, Dwarf Chrysanthemum-
Flowered, Pyramidal Bouquet, etc., type
shown at the right of our illustration.

Another class shown at the left, is repre-

sented by Paeony-Flowered, Perfection, Vic-
toria, Giant Emperor, and other fine Asters,
some with petals incurving to the center,

others recurving to the edge, and all in

every imaginable tint of color. In center
of illustration we see the elegant and state-

ly Crown Aster, its white center sur-
rounded by a broad margin of color.

The general public, when speaking of
" Asters," have in mind the rather inferior
flower of 35 years ago, and have no inkling
of the beauty of the Asters of to-day. They
deserve a fair trial, and the person who con-
sents to give it, will not regret it.

We are also glad to note that the time
when foreign florists had a sort of mono-

poly on the~Aster and its improvements,
is now past, some of our own'specialists
having taken hold of the matter with great
energy. We believe in home production,and
shall not fail to^give every encouragement
to people, who, like Faxonfwith Asters and
Pansies, or March with Cauliflowers, at-

tempt to free us from the necessity of de-

pending on foreign seeds, that might be
grown here as good, and as cheap as a broad.

A Word fori ourVNative Hemlock
(Abies Canadensis.)

L. F. ABBOTT, ANDROSCOGGIN CO, ME.

I fully agree with Mr. Reed as to the

beauty of our native evergreens when trans-

SPECIMENS OF WELL GROWN ASTERS.

planted to the lawn and properly trimmed.
One of the most satisfactory trees for a com-
pact^growing hedge or for individual speci-

mens singly or in eliimps, occupying a cor-

ner or center of an area, is our native Hem-
lock Abies Canadensis. Closely set and
properly trimmed it forms a handsome
hedge, an object of beauty winter and sum-
mer. The Hemlock is what may be termed
a slow grower, yet by proper attention to

shortening the side growth, and allowing
the terminal shoots to grow their own way,
three or four young trees grouped upon a
space two or three feet in diameter, will

make a beautiful broad-based column of

dark-green foliage, 10 to 15 feet in height,

in a few years, in congenial soil.

Trimmed in conical form, giving the lower
branches access to light and air, thus en-

couraging twig-growth, the graceful habit
of slightly drooping foliage will be retained

without the fault of bare lower trunks.

Young trees set in clumps should have the

branches pointing to the center of the circle

cut back close enough at time of setting so

as not to crowd each other, but leaving the

outer branches nearly intact. By a little care

in selecting trees for this form of planting,

the necessity of cutting may be obviated by
setting the side with greater amount of

branches outward.
Any form of trimming our native ever-

green trees (Norway spruce, Abies exceJsa

also) which departs from the conical,

favoring a broad base with a graceful oval
shape to its top, will be at the expense of

beauty and the desirable feature of hedge-
solidity, and close branching to the ground
which are so very desirable.

In our nothern latitudes, spring is the only
time to set evergreens with a surety of suc-

cess. Nursery-grown trees are far surer to

live than those from the forests or pastures,

although, with care in digging and re-set-

ting, 85 per cent, of the latter will live, pro-

viding trees are selected not larger than
from one foot to two feet and a half in

height. If possible, choose a cloudy or

damp day to remove evergreens, never a
clear or windy one, unless properly prepared.

As a rule little earth will adhere to the

roots of evergreens when taken up in the
pastures, hence greater necessity of afford-

ing all the protection to the roots possible,

as the roots of the Hemlock and Spruce are

long and fine, and quickly efllected by a

drying atmosphere. As fast as the little

trees are dug,
let them be
carried to the

cart and
covered with
damp straw
or cloth satu-

rated for the

purpose.

The most
satisfactory
results will

be attained
by making
the ground
mellow and
fine for sever-

al feet in
width where
your line of

trees are to

be set, then
open a shal-

low trench 18

or 30 inches

wide; and it

a liberal
amount of

rotten leaves

and surface

soil from the

woods can be
covered in Immediately upon the roots of

the evergreens, it will be found congenial
to their wants in starting. This kind of

soil thoroughly saturated with water will

hold its moisture for a long time, and
covered in by the soil from the trench will

afllord excellent conditions for the trees to

start and their continuance afterwards.
But little cutting will be necessary the

first two years other than to clip old strugg-
ling growth, and if any individual trees

push upward faster than their companions,
the top should be shortened to keep the
whole fairly on a level. A mulching of

leaves, Piue needles and soil taken from the
woods will be an advantage to the young
trees if applied each fall for a year or two.

A Valuable Bedding Plant.—Acalypha
musaica.

JAMES CURBIE, MILWAUKEE CO., WIS.

Of the hosts of different plants cultivated
for ornament but a very limited number are
thoroughly adapted for outdoor decoration
in our climate. Every year we see an in-

crease in the number of flower beds around
private houses and in our public parks and
cemeteries. Still it is always desirable to

add to the varieties of plants so used.

For two or three beds only we have no
better plants than the many excellent Gera-
niums, Verbenas, Petunias, Coleus, Alter-

nantheras etc.; but when more extensive

bedding is done stiU others are needed to

prevent monotony.
A few years ago my attention was directed

to Acalypha musaica as a bedding plant. I

obtained some plants and gave them the ex-

posure and treatment bedding plants are
ordinarily subjected to. The result was most
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satisfactory, revealing a plant of greater

beauty and adaptability for the purpose than
we were led to expect. In its foliage lies its

beauty, the flowers being insignificant.

The habit is drawf and bushy. Occasionally

It inclines to grow tall without branching, a
defect easily remedied,however, by pinching,

to which treatment it is very submissive.

The foliage is firm in texture, not unlike

that of Hibiscus ; heart-shaped, and serrat-

ed, and, ordinarily, about four inches long,

and closely ranged upon the branches.

No description of the varigation of the

leaves would convey an approximately cor-

rect idea of the beauty of the plant. The
various tints are those usually assumed by
the Maples in autumn.
When grown in the greenhouse, the colors

are less pronounced, particularly the red-

dish hues. Bronzy-green is the predomin-
ating color. When fully exposed to the sun,

the tints darken, so that the plant at some
distance, somewhat resembles Coleus Ver-
schafTeltii, being a little brighter. Closer by
the variegation becomes preceptible, and
the glossy leaves heighten the effect.

As an edger for flowering and foliage beds
it is especially valuable. But it is also found
very effective for massing in large beds in

combination with other plants, and also in

smaller beds alone. Being a hard-wooded
plant, it is a rather slow grower, although
not much more so than many Geraniums.
Two systems of propagation are practiced

by the writer. Cuttings of the young shoots
root readily in a gentle bottom heat. They
may be made at any time, but to secure
strong, bushy plants for planting out the
next summer, they should be made in fall

or early winter. I also propagate by divi-

sion of the plant. If originally dwarf and
bushy, and planted deep in the garden, the
several branches will emit roots during the
summer, so that each when separated in the
fall, will become a distinct plant. To main-
tain the dwarf form of the plant it should
be closely pruned In fall, which quickly in-

duces the latent buds on the lower stem to

start into grovrth.

A Fine Bed of Showy-leaved Plants.

Many examples of fine effect in the use of
bedding plants are not uncommon in this
day, but for both simplicity and georgeous-
ness, few can surpass the one of which the
ground plan is shown in the illustration

which appeared originally in the Gardener's
chronicle. The center was composed entirely

Plan of Bed of Shouy leaied Plant

of fckliage plants, while the border included
some flowering plants as well.

The bed in question was several years ago
laid out in the Royal gardens of Wilhelms-
hohe, near Cassel, which is one of the
many interesting and splendid spots in

Germany. The Royal garden and parks,

under the management of the Hofgartner
Franz Vetter, being open to the public
daily, thousands of visitors from all parts
of the world visit the place every year.

The bed measured 34 feet in length, and
33 feet in the broadest part. The centre of

the bed was filled with different foliage
plants, including Ricinus, Nicotiana, Sola-
nums in variety, Senecio, Canna, and edged
with a couple of lines, one of Achyranthes
Gilsonii a, the other of Veronica Andersoni
/). About five feet space was given for the
broad edging c, laid out vrith the white
Alyssum variegata, whilst the circles were
planted with the brilliant Lobelia fulgens
var. Queen Victoria e, and the more or less

square spaces alternating with the circles

were filled with the beautiful white flower-
ing Anemone japonica Honorine Jobert /—
both the Lobelia and Anemone patches
being edged with a single line of the useful
Festuca glauca d. An outside edging to
the whole consisted of two lines of the dark
red Alternanthera atropurpurea </. The
effect was striking, and I doubt if any bet-
ter way fur displaying foliage plants could
be employed. The edgings of Alyssum,
Lobelia, and Anemone were good ideas, con-
trasting well with the heavy foliage plants.

Home made Hydrant for Lawn and
Garden.

L. L. ESENHOWER, BERKS CO., PA.

A " lawn" or "garden sprinkler," unfor-
tunately, is of no use where there is no
water pressure, and usually those to whom
it would be most useful, are situated far

from any city or town where such can be
had. I propose to show how that pressure
can be obtained where a cistern is available.

Filtering is not necessary. Take a large

barrel, place it on the lefi of some out^build-

ing at least 31 feet above the point of appli-

cation, as each 2 1-10 feet of elevation gives

us one pound, and we want to get a pres-

sure of not less than 10 lbs. per square inch.

To fill the barrel we want a force pump.
This consists of a simple brass cylinder,

(iron would rust, and get rough inside) with
a plunger. The lower end is reduced, and
with a % inch nipple screwed to a % inch T
having a valve at each side, both facing the
same way. From the entrance side of the

valve, carry a line of pipe to the cistern,

letting the lower end reach within one inch
of the bottom ; run the other end into the

line of pipe, leading from the bottom of

your barrel to your garden. A is the cylin-

der made of brass, to be had at any brass

foundry, or machine shop, together with
the reducer at the bottom; B is the % inch

T, and C the pipe, which can be had at any
machinist's supply shop at a price not ex-

ceeding five cents per lineal foot : D D are

the check valves, can
be had for about 3.5

cents each, E is the
crank which alter-

nately raises, and de-

presses the piston of

the pump. To get the
motive power,we har-
ness up "Old Dog
Tray," get him up
over the bridge F,a,ad

it won't take long be-

fore he will learn to

work it the same as

a tread power from
the steps HS. These
must be made low
and near enough to

require only small steps. So few have
been able to construct such a machine,
not from the lack of mechanical skill, but
from the improper application of the force

at hand, with the resistance to be over-

come, that a little explanation here of the
philosophy of power and resistance may
not be amiss. If the cistern is situated 11

feet below A, a weight of five pounds has
to be lifted per square inch, and as the cylin-

der has an area of 4.9 square inches, 34..5 lbs.

have to be lifted at every stroke, (it has,

however,greater resistance to overcome, and

if the barrel is to be 31 feet high, there is a
resistance of 49 lbs. against 34..5 lifting, not
counting the friction). If the leverage from
the fulcrum or center, of the wheel, (a

wheel being only a continuous lever) is

seven times greater, than the distance from
the center to the end of the crank, our
pound power is able to overcome seven
pounds resistance, consequently the animal
should weigh one seventh of 49 pounds, or
seven pounds, but considering all outside
influences, friction, etc., etc., he ought to

weigh 13 or 14 pounds.
Miner points of difficulty in the construc-

tion of this machine, may be overcome by

PriwUling Hydrant PresKure.

perseverance, and a little ingenuity. If

well built, it will last a lifetime; as O is the
floor of the building, the working parts are
situated in the basement, and thus protected
from freezing. The power should be applied
between the two dotted lines, and as near
the lower one as possible without getting
beyond it. In some localities a wind wheel
or wind engine, may be preferable.

New Uses for an Old and Tried TooL
C. W. rOTTENOER, KANKAKEE CO., ILL.

To those readers who propose getting one
of the excellent Planet Jr. Horse hoes this

spring, I would suggest the importance of

investing in certain of the attachments
which have given perfect satisfaction.

In cultivating Strawberries I have found
the " sweeps " invaluable, using three,

with or without two small shovels in front.

These will cut from 14 to 30 Inches wide, deep
or shallow, as desired, and leaving the
ground level. To run them shallow forms
a mulch, and destroys all small weeds.
After the runners appear adjust the

marking attachment and work it so that it

will turn the runners around in the row,
and at the same time act as guide, enabling
the operator to tell just how close to the
rooted plants the sweep points are running.
These sweeps are also valuable to use in the

Potato patch, after the Potatoes have been
laid by, or when other cultivators would be
a detriment to the crop. When run shallow
they will clear out the weeds, and save
much trouble in digging time, enabling
you to dig them with the same implement.
This can be done to your satisfaction by

putting the large furrowing steel on back
standard. Set standard so as to point as far

forward as possible; then put the two "side
steels" with concave next to the row.
These are to help you hold the furrowing
steel directly under the row. Then allow
the two front standards without any shovels
to remain in front, to prevent vines or
rubbish from getting back under the culti-

vator. Next get the long clevis with ring
from your harrow, so you can use double
trees and two horses, and you have a Potato
digger that will surprise yoxi when you
look at them rolling out on either side, or
falling into the furrow.
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rn an Apple Cellar.

Red. and russet, and yellow,
Lying here In a heap

—

Pippins, rounded and mellow;
Greenings, for winter iseep;

Seek-no-furthers whose blushing
The soul of a saint would try,

Till his face showed the crimson, flushing
The cheeli of a Northern Spy.

Apples scarlet and golden.
Apples juicy and tart.

Bringing again the olden
Joy to the wear.v heart.

—Thos. S. Collins.

Break the soil to make the bloom.
Bruise the flower to get perfume.
Lose the gem to set a crown
Of loveliness.

Do you hear the insects hum ?

Cherries are usually profitable.

Mulch where moisture is needed.

Annuals pay well for decent care.

Consider morale when hiring help.

Asparagus culture is far from overdone.

Of trees Evergreens may be moved the latest.

TreeBlossoms—the promise of usefulness in the
garb of beauty.

Flowers and fruits above most things make
life worth living.

For mildew and rot spray Grape vines with
Bordea.x mi.xture now.

For grower's reputation buyers gladly pay $1
per barrel of Apples or crat,e of berries.

Uore fine seeds are killed from covering too
thickly than from not covering enough.

The Moore's Arctic Plum Dr. Hoskins pro-
nounces as the only hardy one for Vermont.

A recording map of the orchard and fruit gar-
den is a necessity to the intelligent cultivator.

An Evergreen Shrub. In this line we know
nothing finer and hardier than the Mugbe Pine.

Plants and Pianos. A thrifty plant kept in
the room with Piano will provide moisture .just

right for the instrument.

The Popular Gardening experiment grounds
are to be carried on absolutely in the interest of
the readers of this journal.

For the Water, Aponogeton Distachyon
blooms quite well in summer when growing in
cool spring water in partial shade.—Geo.

A Climbing Bose planted in 1079 in Southern
Germany is said to be the oldest now in existence,
and its main branch larger than a man's body.

Another Native Plum, the Hawkeye, is being
introduced by H. A. Torrey, of Crescent City,
Iowa, as being as large as Bradshaw, and em-
phatically an Iowa variety.

Coat the Pruning Scars. Many persons who
would doctor a tree where accidentally barked,
overlook analogeous cases of pruning scai-s. Coat
with any kind of linseed oil paint.

This is Becommended. For Pear blight try a
mixture of four parts muriate of potash and one
of sulphate of iron (copperas). Apply several
pounds of it around the tree, and repeat in ob-
stinate cases.

For mildew on Boses salt is recommended. A
solution of six pounds in 100 quarts of water is

the formula used by Jean SisUy, the famous
French Rose grower, to destroy mildew and other
fungi on Roses.

Matrimonial. Our correspondent, Emily
Louise Taplin, who provides New York floral
news so acceptably to our columns, was married
to Mr. Edwin Royle, March 37th of this year, at
Hackensack, N. J.

A bureau of information for every reader is

what Popular Gardening with its experiment
grounds purports to be. From the many hundreds
of varieties of trees, shrubs and plants in all de-
partments now set out, we shall very soon be
able to speak with authority concerning the re-
spective merits of these.

The Berry Harvester. The verdict of Rasp-
berry growers who have used the harvester,
seems to be quite generally in favor of this new
and rapid method of gathering the crop for
evaporating purposes; and it can hardly be
doubted now that with the further improve-
ments sure to be made in the device, it is bound
to come into general use. Berries intended for
the table, however, will probably still

have to be gathered by hand for some
time to come.

Popular Horticulture. What Pop-
ular Gardening and Fruit Grow-
ing wants to see is more homes each
with a good small fruit area, vine-
yard, vegetable garden and with
plenty of hardy plants, shrubs, climb-
ers, etc., about. It is assumed that
the orchard of choice tree fruits has
been provided, but if not.a start must
also be made here. From the central
farm of all our readers, namely, the
Experiment grounds at La Salle-on-
the-Niagara, we expect to give in-
numerable suggestions and ideas to
aid the work.

Staking Trees Firmly. Thatitisan
advantage to have newly set trees
staked firmly until new roots have
issued is not a matter of question.
For doing this completely we know
of no better method than that shown
in the engraving annexed. Three
stakes are driven obliquely as shown
and to meet at one point. This is

easily done by binding the tree to one
side a trifle. At the top of the stakes
a band of canvass or leather is wound
around the trunk and is slit down at these
places. The flaps thus formed are tacked over
the tops of the stakes.

The German Horticultural Exhibition. This,
an important exhibition, designed in part to
bring out the close relations which exist between
architecture and horticulture, will be held in
Berlin, and will be open to all nations. 2a5 classes
of warm house-plants, 377 classes of green-house
and hardy plants, besides fruits, vegetables,
nursery stock, tools and machines used in horti-
culture are included in the prize schedule, and a
section of classes for showing the morphology,
anatomy and growth of plants; physiology, use-
ful and poisonous fungi ; officinal and economic
plants, plant geography, etc. Among the chief
attractions of Berlin are some of the finest
examples of landscape gardening of which
Europe can boast.

Pyrothrnm Boseum. The Pyrethrums or Fever-
fews are hardy perennials of easy culture and
quite pretty border plants. P. Roseum, here
illustrated, is the often mentioned " Pei-sian In-
sect Powder Plant." In an experiment made with
it at the New York Experiment Station, the
plants grew well the first season and bloomed
profusely the next; and the pulverized flowers
compared favorably with Buhach (the California
grown powder of P. cinerariaefolium giound
rather fine) m death-dealing effect. The flowers
are showy and of various colors lasting through
several weeks, and their beauty well repays for
growing the plants. What effect the living
flowers have on insect life we do not know. It
seems that ever.v gardener might gi'ow enough
''insect powder" for his own use.

To Transplant Plants in Bloom. The list of
plants that flower freely the first season, and
that may be easUy transplanted while in flower is

not large, but happily some of the very best are
among the number. Such as the Zinnia, Petunia,
Pansy, Portulacca, Phlox Drummondi, Chinese
and Japanese Pinks, can be used by those who
wish to raise a variety of flowers, in beds or rows
of a color, but cannot well afford to purchase
each color separately. Sow mixed seed in boxes
in the house or in a frame in March or April, or
where this is not practicable sow in the open
ground; the only difference is that the flowering
season will be .somewhat shorter. When the
plants show four or five leaves transplant to two
or three inches apart, and in two or three weeks
transplant again. As they begin to bloom select
the colors desired and plant where they are to
remain, handling them carefully in the opera-
tion.— IF. C, Jcnniaon, Middlesex Co., Mass.

The Johnson's Amaryllis. What a splendid
pot plant is Amaryllis Johnsonii when in bloom.
It recpiires a rich soil. A plant that we have was
potted in the early part of the season last year
and made a good growth; then in the early fall

it was turned down and allowed to rest by dry-
ing until there was danger of frost, when it was
taken into the house and shortly showed an im-
mense amount of vigor in sending forth rich
green lanceolate leaves two feet in length and
two and one-fourth inches in width, in thick
clusters. The last of January it sent out its first

flower stalk, which is an inch in diameter and S

Flower of Pyrethrum Roseum.

inches high; from this sprang four blossoms op-
posite each other of rich dark crimson striped
with white, the petals spreading to a diameter of
six inches. Another flower stalk is pushing itself
upwards, and what is to follow remains to be
seen. It is seldom that so ornate a plant can be
had that requires so little attention, for during
the summer this plant was planted under some
trees and was hardly noticed, but during this
period of rest it was gathering strength with
which to unfold the great beauty concealed
within.— ITfli. H. Ycomans.
" Hollyhock Crimson Jackmanii " has a very

large, fuU double, crimson flower, and is a very
showy back ground border plant. I have had
blooms as early as June 20th, and as late as Nov-
ember 10th. The seed may be planted in May,
and again new seed planted in August as soon as
ripe. The latter makes the best plants. Old plants
may be lifted in the spring and divided to single
eyes and planted at once. The ground for them
should be dug deep, fifteen inches or more, and
enriched all the way down. Dig deep when set-
ting out, and straighten down all the roots. Keep
the ground stirred, and allow only one stem to
grow, which keep tied to a stout stake. They do
not need much watering.
Hill them up about six

inches in ciiltivating so
that the water and the
rains will enter the ground
around the plant in-

stead of close about the
stem. In July mulch the
ground all over with old

manure. About June 35th

some of the plants will

commence blooming near
the bottom of the stalk,

opening in succession over
the stalk from bottom to
top. All this first blooming
must be picked off, just as
the blooms wilt, not allow-
ing the seed to mature
and exhaust the plant.

About the time the first

has passed midway of the stalk, a second bloom-
ing wUl commence at the bottom and pass along
up over the stalk as did the fii-st, and before
arriving at the top a third blooming will start at
the bottom on branches six to fifteen inches long,
having from five to nine single blooms, branch-
ing at intervals along up the stalk, keeping up a
succession of bloom until cut down by frost.

The first blooming wiU give the largest and
best flowers, the second and third blooming will
be smaller, less double and produce more seed.
I lift all my plants in April, young and old, and
in planting cut away all the eyes save one to each
root or part of divided roots, and plant about
two feet apart in rows.—John Lane, Illinois.

.staking a Tree
Firmly.



POPULAR GARDENING SUPPLEMENT

An Insect Supplement
TO

Popular Gardening and Fruit Growing.
Containing Descriptions of Insects and the Means

' for Destroying Them.

ACCORDING to the census of 1880 it is computed

that the aggregate losses from injurious Insects in

the United States equals two himdrcd millions of dollars

a year, while able economic entomologists are not wanting

who place the loss at least one-half higher. It is esti-

mated that the Apple Worm or Codling Moth alone has

In recent years destroyed nearly one-half of the Apple

crop of the country, representing to our fruit growers a

loss that runs high into millions of dollars yearly.

But along with the marked increase of injurious insects in late years, there has

happily been increased activity also on the part of cultivators and of the National and

State Governments, in devising means and remedies for successfully destroying the

former. And with excellent results too, for it is most gratifying to note that at the

present time hardly a single formidable insect enemy to the horticulturist exists but

that there is also some simple remedy known for its destruction, or at least for greatly

lessening the force of its damaging attacks.

It is for the purpose of bringing before the cultivators of the country at this time a

summing up of the most approved methods for dealing with our more prominent insect

enemies that the present treatise has been published.

In its preparation we have been fortunate in receiving valued help from Prof. A. J.

Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College, (Agricultural College P. O., Michigan), a

gentleman,whose close study and many experiments in the field of our insect foes, as

well as in that of the Honey Bee, has made his name widely famous; and also from

D. B. Wier, of Lacon, HI. Mention is also gratefully made of the works of such eminent

entomologists as Prof. J. A. Lintner, of Albany, N.Y., Prof. C.V. Eiley,Washington, D. C,

and of those of Dr. Harris ; besides of the assistance of other practical cultivators and

observers. Together, it is believed that the collection of remedies brought within the

following pages, possess such value as will enable every cultivator of trees, plants, and

flowers to very successfully cope with the multiple foe.

In conclusion, however, let the fact be impressed that no Insect remedy can prove

successful unless it be applied promptly at the proper tune, hence it is urged that what-

ever is done in the war against this enemy be done early, vigorously, and with all due

persistence.

Ban. 6. Kernsetie Eifuhef(>u^ It« fully proven
that the kerosene sjap ^n(}. mi.vturo when
rightly applied will surt;ly kill iilant lice. I (Vxo-
fessor Cook) use one quiirt.^f soljt spap, one pint

of kerosene oil, and two^ijuai^s of Witter. Thcea
are mixed and stirred unfcU a pernijuieiit unijjij >

is formed. One quarter pound of whidc oil .soap

may replace the soft soap, v^ go^od way to miyc
them is to use a j?ood force pul«a>, iuiti>force the
liquid back into the vessel cuutaj^ilng it. T^ds.

Alum Water. See Remedy 5.

Ants. (Formica). These very common
insects are sometimes troublesome not only

from their manner of throwing up hills, but

also through being destructive to vegetation.

Bcmedy 1. Trapping with Sunken Bottle in

Hills. The advantage of this course Is that no

injury can possibly result to the roots of adja-

cent plants, as is the case when scalding- remedies

are applied. The mouth of the bottle should be

even with the surface of the hill, and it should

be partly flUed with sweetened water.

Rem. 2. Trapping
tcith Sponge. Obtain
pieces of coarse sponge.

Dip them in sweetened
water and place on old

dishes where the Ants
abound. When thej^are

black with Ants throw
them into boiling water,

afterwards washing
them out and renewing
the process till the col-

ony is destroyed.

Rem. 3. Fresh Bone«.
By lajnng these where Ants are troublesome
they will quickly gather on them. When these

are black dip in scalding water, repeating the
operation.

'

Bern. 4. Molasses and Poison. Place a dish con-
taining some molasses in which a small quan-
tity of arsenical poison or cyanide of potassium
has been mixed; or the same may be spread on
trees, fences, leaves, and other frequented places.

Bem. 5, Destroying in Nest. Apply boUing
water, hot alum water (prepared by dissolving

one pound of common alum in three gallons oi'

rain water, and heating) or soluble phenyle
water, (prepared by dissolving three spoonfuls of

fluid to four gallons of water) freely to the nest.

Aphis or Plant Lice. It is probable that

every kind of tree, shrub, flowering plant

and herb has some species of louse of the

family of AphididiB infesting it. The com-
mon Green, Black and Blue Lice which
trouble our house, greenhouse and garden

Fig. 3. The Hose in the
tree top. Applying the
kerosene emulsion or
otlier poisons.

Fig. 2. Aphis or Plant Louse Greatly enlarged; an Ant "'vnlking''ttie same.

plants, those of similar colors infesting the

Apple, Cherry and other fruit trees, besides

numerous ornamental trees and shrubs, af-

ford familiar examples. The past year or

two has found the kinds which trouble fruit

trees, and especially the Apple, unusually
prevalent in many sections, causing on the

whole immense damage.

stirs the mixture so

violently that a per-

manent mi.\ture is soon
formed. This liquid is

then diluted with four
gallons of water. To
use this it should be ap-

plied by the use of a
good spray nozzle, and
powerful force t>ump,
which I have found the

best for all purposes.

This throws a fine spray with great force,

and thus is very sure to touch all lice, and
yet is so dilute that the plants are not injured,

and the fine spray insures economy as well as

safety. Of course it goes without sa\nng that

the leaves, esjiecially when they roll up, as

they often do in such plants as the Snowball,

if attacked by the lice, are a serious obstacle

in the way of making this application. The
liquid must touch every louse. This is more
likely when applied with gi-eat force as sug-
gested above. Yet even then, though every
pains be taken, the lice will not all be reached.
The past spring we found that the young Uce on
the buds, and even the eggs, just before hatch-

ing, were ahke susceptible to this treatment. At
this time there was no foUage to interfere, and
so it was not difficult to make very thorough
work. I recommend, especially to nurserymen,
that they leai'n to detect the httle dark eggs
which are usually spread thickly in and nT-nut

the buds, where they were placed by the mother
louse ^he previous fall, and if they are found
very common, that he apply the kerosene mix-
ture early, just as the buds are swelling prepara-
tory to bursting.

Rem. 7. Oial Tar Fumes. Mr. Crane, a success-
ful fruit grower of Lockport, N.T., stjites that he
has found the burning of a wad of rags attached
to a pole and coated with coal tai', a safe and
complete remedy for the Aj^his. Plum trees that
were black with this pest were, by a few appUca-
tions, perfectly cleaned. The wad should be
burned underneath and not too near the foliage.

Rem. 8. Tohaeeo Water, Dust, ete. For use
on a small scale as about Roses, Geraniums,
Salvias, Verbenas, Chrysanthemums, flowering
shrubs, etc., the old remedy of whale oil soap and
tobacco water, or the more recent and more con-
venient one of sprinkling the affected parts

with tobacco dust, arc effective.

Rem. 9. Fumigation until Tobacco. For dealing
with this pest in the greenhouse fumigation with
tobacco is almost universally practiced. This
consists in burning dampened tobacco stems
from the cigar maker's two or three times a
week in all grenhouses
during the season, to
serve both as a remedy
and a preventive. One
]>ound for each five

imndrcd feet of glass

will usually sulfice. A
simiile wa.v of ut^ing the
toliacco is to place the
above quantity on a
handful of liyUted shav-
ings, either on the floor

or in a fumigator made
for the purpose, which
will cause a dense
smoke. On a cement yj^ 4 The Daisy Pump;
floor the fire needs no f^r throwing Liquids.
attention, as it quickly
dies out, but with a wooden one or with wood
near by, care will be required to protect it with
sheets of metal or otherwise.

Bem. 10. Nieotyl. In the greenhouse and win-

dow garden, as well as under low bushes outdoors,

Xicotyl vapor, produced by steeping toliacco,

:,tems in water and causing the latter to evapor-
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ate, or by simply scattering moistened tobacco

stems between the plants, is one of the most sim-

ple and complete remedies known for these in-

sects. The vaporizer shown in Fig. 21 is a capita!

thins where special regai-d to neatness is re-

quired in the use of the tobacco liquid, but it is

no better than a lamp set under a shallow pan.

Bern. 11. ParaffineOil. When young Larches, !

Pines, or other plants are infested, by watering

them at intervals of three or four days for about ,

three weeks with diluted paralfine in the proper-
j

tion of a wineglassful to a watering can of

water, they may be saved and restored to health.

Rem. 12. Hot Water. To submerge affected

plants or branches in water of a temperature of

about 125° or 130° wiU kill Aphis.
*

Rem. IS. Colonizing the Lady-bug. The com-
mon Lady-bug (see Fig. 18) (C'occinellida^) is an

insectivorous beetle that destroys the Aphis with

avidity. By encouraging the presence of this in-

sect on house and other plants, the lice may be

completely kept down.

Rem. 14. Promoting Growth. It should perhaps

be stated that plant lice, as well as all other insects,

are always more troublesome on plants or trees

in an enfeebled condition than on others. Any
course ttiat tends to promote vigor will be help-

ful in withstanding their attacks.

Apple Worm or Codling Moth. (Carpocap-

sa pomoncUii Linn). For this most injuri-

ous insect a very complete remedy is novy in

use, one easy of application, and which, if

Fig. 5. The Codling
Motli, (perfect in-
sect of Apple
Worm).

Fig. 6. The
lioungApple
Worm work-
ing in tow-
ards the core.

rightly used, vpill result in saving at least

seventy per cent of the Apples commonly
lost by its ravages. The remedy is the ar-

senical poison found in both of those well

known insecticides, Paris Green and Lon-
don Purple. Referring to the use in detail

of these remedies. Professor A. J. Cook
gives the following:

Rem. 15. Liquid Ai'senical Poisons—London
Purple or Paris G-rcen. The best remedy for the

Codling Moth is to use either London Purple or

Mg. 7. Worm of Codling Moth in (Tie matured Apple.

Paris Green. The remedy is not only efficient,

but is also easy of application, and not e.\pen-

sive. I have now tried this thoroughly for six

years, and in each and every case have been
more than pleased \\ith its excellence. I know
of no one who has tried it in vain. The past sea-

son has shown that in using Paris Green or Lon-
don Purple—the last seems preferable, as it is

cheaper, more readily mixed, and very effective

—one pound to two hundred (200) gallons of
water is quite strong enough. It is best to wet
the powder thoroughly and make a paste before
putting it into the vessel of water, that it may all

mix, and not form lumps. It is best to apply the
mixture as soon as the blossoms fall, and again
in three weeks, in case of any heavy rain. Usu-
ally I have found one thorough appUcation,
made early, so effective that I have wondered
whether it was best or necessary to make more
than one. I do think, however, that it must be
early. In May and June the calyx of the Apple is

up, (see Fig. 6) and so the poison is retained suflB-

ciently long to kill most all of the insects. For a
few trees we may use a paU, and a hand force

pump, always keeping the liquid well stirred.

One common pail of liquid will suffice for the
largest tree. A teaspoonful of the poison is

enough in a pailful of water. For a large orch-

ard common barrels should be used, and drawn
in a wagon. I prefer to have the barrels stand

on end, with a close movable float, with two
holes through it, one for the pipe or hose from
the pump, and the other for a stii-rer. If very
large orchards are to be treated a good force

pump should be fastened to the barrel. In western

New York the handle of the pump is connected

with the wagon wheel so that no hand power
is required other than to drive the team and
manage the pipe which carries the spray. The
spray may be caused by a fine perforated nozzle

or a cyclone nozzle. The finer it is the less liquid

will be required. In treating an orchard the

great point is to be thorough. If a still day can
be had I would drive on a very fast walk and
drive through the orchard twice in each space,

first north and south, then east and west, so as to

go on all sides of each tree. This makes very
thorough work. A stop-cock so arranged as

to permit the instant change of water from the

hose so that it will flow into the barrel or tank in

case of vacancy of trees in the row is often

convenient. Hardly any one thing on the farm
will pay better than this spraying Apple trees

with the arsenites. As to the danger of using, this

amounts to nothing provided the spraying is done
before the Apples have began to hang down-
ward.
Apple Maggot. This maggot, which most-

ly infests fall Apples, but occasionally at-

tacks winter fruit, is much to be dreaded.

It is now a fruit enemy from New England
to Wisconsin. From the fact that it tun-

nels Apples through and through and thus

utterly ruins the fruit which it attacks,

makes it more damaging in some respects

than even the Codling Moth. Should it be-

come as common as the Codling Moth, and
should' it attack winter fruit generally, it

would indeed be a serious pest. Like the

Codling Moth, it causes the fruit to fall to

the earth. In September and October the

insect leaves the Apple and passes into the

earth to pupate.

Rem. 16. Feeding the Fruit. Feed all the

affected Apples in early September. An enter-

its grub or larva state, not only eating

through the stems of the plants, but also de-

stroying the leaves and seeds. See Fig. 8.

Rem. 17. Dusting with air-slached lime on a
quiet morning while the dew is on the plants.

Rem. 18. Gutting the Stalks. Those infested

should be carefully cut out and carried away
and burned.

Rem. 19. Fowls. Employing a flock to feed

on the beetles.

Aster Root Louse. See Ajihis or Lice.

Bag or Basket Worm. This species, which
proves not only a serious depredator to

shade and fruit trees, but especially to the

Arbor Vitee in some places, appears to be on.

^£^
d.

Fig.%. Asparagus infested with the Asparagus Beetle

in its different stages. See Remedies 17 to 19.

prising Michigan farmer, at my (Professor Cook)

suggestion, made full use of this remedy, after

suffering seriously for two years. He has ap-

parently exterminated the pest.

Arsenical Poisons. See Rem's. 1.5, 43, S4, lOS.

Asparagus Beetle. This is becoming very

troublesome in some parts of the country in

Fig. 9. Bag Worm. A, full grown larva with bag. b, c,

follicle and pvpariuin cut open to show eggs, d,
young larua with their conical upright coverings.

the increase, and should be carefully looked
after. During winter their dependent sacks
or bags (See Figure 9) may be seen hanging
on the twigs of the trees. As early as May
of the next season the eggs on the bags
hatch into small active larva, which crawl-

ing on a leaf, at once begins to gnaw it, and
construct a portable case or bag in which to

live.

Rem. 20. Hand PicMng the Bags. The best
method of arresting the depredations of this

insect is to collect the cases when they have
attained a size to permit of their easy discov-

I
ery, and crush or burn them. This is a very

j
effectual method, for as the female has not the
power of flight, being without wings, and never
leaves its case even for the deposit of its eggs, a
tree which has once been cleared of the bags can
only become re-infested from contact of its

branches with another infested tree, or from
such a pro.vimity to it that the intermediate
sp.ace of ground could be traversed by caterpil-

lars driven to migration for theii" food.

' Rem. 21. Arsenical Poisons. Undoubtedly
I either of the arsenical insecticides (which see)

appUed to theii' food-plants would destroy the

[
young larvie.

Bagging Grapes. See Remedy 78.

Baits of Potatoes, etc. See Remedy 153.

Bands on Trees. See Remedies 39, 45.

Bark Lice or Coccus (Coccidae). A common
class of insects, varying very much in form
and which are injurious to many trees,

shrubs, and plants, hardy and tender. A
familiar form of the genus is represented in

the numerous scale insects that infest the
bark of Apple, Peach, Elni and many other
trees, as well as that of greenhouse and in-

door plants. Of these insects in this scaly

stage some of them are oval with slightly

conve.x scales, others are decidedly convex,

and either formed like a boat turned bottom
side upwards, or are globular or kidney-

shaped. Another form is found in the white
scale on Ivy, Oleander, Orange and similar

leaves. Still others, while in a younger
stage of growth are mealy, hairy or woolly,

of which the well-known Mealy Bug of our
greenhouses and window gardens forms a
good illustration. The insects live by in-

serting their beaks into the bark or leaves

and draw from the cellular substance the
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sap that nourishes them. Concerning the

Bark Lice or Coccus on Apple trees, the

young shoots of which in many cases are

completely covered with them, Professor

Cook says he has known whole orchards to

languish because of this pest. The young
lice appear about two or three weeks after

the Apple blossoms fall, insert their little

beaks—really suction pumps—and soon suck
the sap and vigor from the trees. By Au-
gust the full formed scale is seen, under
which are stored 80 or more small white

eggs ^vhich will hatch the following June.

Ecm. 22. CarhoUc Acid and Soft Snap. A
strong solution of soft soap is the old and reliable

remedy. Professor Cook has improved on this by
the addition of crude carbolic acid, making the

mixture as follows: One quart of soft soap to

two gallons of water heated to the boiling point,

when one pint of crude carbolic acid is added,
stirring the solution well at the same time. This

should be applied early ia June, and agpln some
months later, \rith a cloth or scrubbing brush, to

aU affected parts.

Han. 23. Wliiskey for Mealy Bugs and Others.

Applied to the insects ^vith a brush, this is an
effective remedy. Alcohol diluted with a little

water answers the same end.

Rem. 24. Fir-tree Oil. This is one of the most
recent and highly px-aised remedies for all species

of Coccus. The oil is mixed with water at the

rate of one fourth pint of the former to two and
a half gallons of water and syringed over the

plants about once a week. For strong-gi'f)wing

Dracenas, Crotons, etc., a somewhat larger pro-
portion of the oU might be used.

iie(?i. 25. Pyrethrum Tea or Decoction. Prof.
E. W. Hilgard found that a tea simply prepared
from the uuground flowers of P.vrethrum, when
spra.'ied from a fine rose, to be eflicieut even
agaiiL«t the armored scale-bug of the Orange and
Lemon, which fell off in two or three days after
the apphcation, while the young brood are al-

most instantly killed. The tea should be made
with Viriskly boiUng water covered over closely

to prevent evaporation, but not boiled, as that
would seriously imiiair its strength.

Rem. 26. Fi.4i brine. This article has proved
effective, the oil with which it is charged doubt-
less jienetrating the scale and killing the eggs
beneath.

Bean Weevil (Bruchus obsolctits). This
insect is becoming quite troublesome in

some sections. As the beetles do not all

emerge from the beans until spring, they
are liable to be planted in the seed and the
evil thereby be continued and increased.

Rem. 27. Keeping over the Seed. If the beans
intended for seed be tightly tied up instoutpaper
bags and be kept until the second year, there
\rill then be no living beetles within them, and
they will be equally valuable for seed. If, how-
ever, they have been badly perforated they
should not be used for planting, as many of
them would not germinate. For other remedies
see Pea Weevil.

Bisulphide of Carbon. See Remedies 102,

11.5, 120.

Birds that Destroy Insects. (28) Besides the
kinds named under remedies 41, 46, 47, 9t),

as destructive to certain pests, the following
are to be classed among the most helpful
kinds in the general warfare against insects:

Robins (cut, and other earth worms) Swal-
lows, Night Hawks, Purple Martins, (moth-
Catcher) Pewees, (striped Cucumber bugs)
Wood Thrush and Wrens, (cut worms) Cat
Birds, (tent caterpillar) Meadow Larks,
Woodpeckers, Crows, (wireworms) Blue-
throated Buntings, (canker worms) Black,
red-winged birds, Jays, Doves and Pigeons,
Chippys, (strawberry pests) Quails, (chinch
bugs, locusts) Whip-Poor-Wills, (moths)
Hawks, except Cooper's, all night birds.

Owls, etc., Tanagers and black-winged sum-
mer Red birds, (curculios) Nut Crackers,
Fly Catchers, Chimney Swifts, Indigo Bird,
Chipping and Song Sparrows. Black Birds,
Mocking Birds, Titmouses, Vireas, Orchard
Orioles.

Blister Beetles. Of these there are a num-
ber of species, known as the Ash-gray, the
Margined, the Striped, etc.

Rem. 29. Beating Down. This should be done

into a pan of water, soap suds or oil.

Borers. (Sec Peach Borers, Currant Bor-

ers, and Sugar Maple Borers.) There are

three species of beetles that do serious in-

jury to all parts of our country by boring

into the Apple and other trees. The big or

llat-headed borer, which cuts out a wide

space just under the bark on the southwest

side of the tree, and in case of small trees

entirely girdling the trunk, and two species

of beautiful longicorn or long horned

beetles, Saperda Candida and Saperda cre-

tata, which bore through and through, and

keep feeding for three years. The first of

these three work only one year, and seem

most destructive to trees that are not quite

up to the standard in vigor. Thus newly

set trees are specially susceptible to the at-

tack of this beetle. All three of these in-

sects lay their eggs in June and July, and

all may be best treated in the same way and

at the same time.

Fig. 10. Butterfly ufthe Cabbage Worm.
RemedifS 35 and 38.

Rem. 30, Preventing Egg-laying. My experi-

ence has met with excellent success by use of soft

soap. I rub the trunk and mam branches with

this, early in June, and again three or four

weeks later. If I can make but one application,

I use the crude cai-boUc acid and soft soap rem-

edy No. 23. With this, and ungloved hands, and

uncovered arms, I, by use of a cloth, rub the

whole trunk and large limbs of the tree, using

care not to sprinkle the foUage. In case the

acid is very strong it might kill the foUage.

This is applied to the trees two weeks after the

blossoms fall.—Professor Cook.

Rem. 31. Probing for the Borers. See 103.

Rem. 32. Coal Tar Paper—Bands of paper thor-

oughly saturated with coal tar, and eighteen

inches wide, tacked around the base of trees

troubled by the Boot Borer have proved success-

ful.

Rem . 34. Coal Tar Direct—Mr. Chas. E. Thesher,

cif Shawnee Co., Kansas, recently wrote to the

Prairie Farmer as follows: " I have lost one or-

chard by the Round-headed Borers. In another

orchard I am having better luck, keeping them
out with coal tar. I apply with a brush to the

tree up J8 inches, after first looking for any
borers then in the tree. It has no bad effect. As
the tree grew, open spaces of new bark appeared
up and down the trunk. Next year I filled these

up. That year the bark under the tar loosened

more or less, exposing healthy new bark. Next
year I scraped off the rough loose scales and put

on a new coat. That, or someth'ng else, has kept
out borers. Any way it don't kill the trees."

Buhach. See Pyrethrum.

Cabbage Maggots or Club Root. See Mag-
gots.

Cabbage IForm. (Picris rapha^). This

worm, produced from the eggs of the white

Rape Butterfly, represented by Figure 10, is

a most injurious pest to Cabbage in most
places, and especially in small gardens.

They come in two broods, the first Butter-

flies being seen in May, the second in Au-

gust, and the progeny of the latter causes

the most trouble. Either the same or else a

very similar worm also devours the Mignon-

ette and some other plants.

Rem. 35. Pyrethrum or Buhach—Liquid Form.

A tablespoonful of the pure powder to two gal-

lons of water, applying it by sprinkling with a
watering pot, or better yet, by force with a

pump Here, as in all cases where we use liq-

uids to destroy insects, especially if as in this

case it kills by contact, we must apply with

great force, so that the liquid will spatter every-

where and so touch every insect.

Rem. 36. Pyrethrum—Dry Form. One part of
the dry powder mixed with fort)' parts of finely

sifted wood ashes, dusting this over the Cab-
bages. If the mixture is i)reparcd a day or two
before using, keeping it in a perfectly tight ves-
sel in the meantime, it will ha\'e even a better
effect than when used freshly mixed.
Rem. 37. Hot Water. Sprinkle the plants with

hot water with the aid of a watering can and hose.
Rem. 38. Quanta Water. An infusion of one

pound of Quassia to one third barrel of water is

recommended for killing the Caterpillars and
preventing subsequent attacks. The same
remedy has been used with success for plant lice

and other insects.

Canker Worm of the Apple, Elm, and Some
Other Trees. (AniKopterijx vernata Peck.)
—\\Tiile this insect is not of frequent occur-
ence outside of the New England States, it

is of the utmost importance to fruit growers
and others that it be not permitted to in-

crease and extend until it shall become es-

tablished. Its sluggish wingless female
moths rise from the ground and creep slow-
ly up the trunks of Apple, Elm, and less

abundantly many other trees, cliiefly in

March, but also later, and somewhat in the
fall, laying their eggs in clusters on the
bark, these being secured by a grayish var-

nish. The eggs usually hatch about the
time the Red Currant is in blossom, and
the Apple leaves begin to grow. The little

worms attac'K the tender leaves near by,
first piercing them with small holes, which
later become larger and more irregular,

and at last nearly all parts but the midrib
and veins will be consumed. When young
they are generally of a blackish or dusty
brown color, with a yellowish stripe on
each side. When fully grown, at which
time they measure one inch or less in length,

they usually assume an ash color on the
back, and black on the sides, below which
the pale yellowish line remains. They vary
in color somewhat, however, being at times
found of a dull greenish yellow, or of a clay
color, and even green.

Rem. 39. Banding. Banding the trees with
strips of heavy paper or cloth, coated with tai- or
printer's ink, early in the spring, to prevent the
ascent of the wingless females, is an old and ef-

fective remedy. It has been found that the
residuum of kerosene oil is one of the best reme-
dies that can be used on bands, it being both
cheaper and lasts longer (about six days) than
ink or tar. The latter articles must be frequent-

ly renewed. Traps made of tin and muslin to

prevent the ascent of the worms are also in use.

Rem. 40. Arsenical Poiaons. The spraying rec-

ommended in Remedy 15 for the Codling Moth on
Apple trees answers at the same time to destroy

the young Canker "Worms. On Elm and other

trees this same remedy may be applied for its

destruction.

Rem. 41, Birds. The Cedar bird devours large

numbers of Cankerworms; a hundred caterpillars

have been found in the stomach of one of these.

Next in usefulness according to Dr. Lintner,

come the Indigo bird, the Chickadee, the black
billed Cuckoo, Yellow Bird, the Summer Warb-
ler, the rose-breasted Grosbeak, the Blue Bird,

the King Bird and the Robin, in the order named.
Rem. 43. Swine. By allowing swine to run in

the orchards in the spring many will be destroyed.

Carbolic Acid. See Remedies 22, 159.

Caterpillars. The remarks which here fol-

low will apply to most kinds of Caterpillars

that infest fruit and shade trees, shrubs,

Fig. 11. Caterpillar of IHiife T-ussock Moth, Rem. 43, 47.

etc. But to the well-known Caterpillar of

the white-marked Tussock Moth {(^rfpjia

leiicostirjma), aiul which is shown feeding
on a leaf in figure 11, special attention is

here called. It is more commonly familiar
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in the cities than elsewhere, owing to its

depredations, often severe on street and
other shade trees, and calling for the com-
mon but questionable remedy of cotton
bands about the trunks. In color it pre-

sents the rich and varying diversity of

cream yellow, (sometimes changing to

white), velvety black and browmish spots,

stripes and brush-like hairs, with a coral

red head. There are also two long plumes
of black hair rising from the head and a
similar one from the last dorsal joint.

Bern. 43. Arsenical Poisons. Same as 15. "Ion-
don purple, as already shown," says Professor Ri-

ley, in a recent report, " is perhaps preferable to

white arsenic or Paris green, in that it is not so
liable to burn the leaves, whUe Its color enables
one to readily distinguish poisoned from non-
poisoned trees. Moreover it is very cheap.
From one-quai-ter to three-quarters of a pound
of this substance and three quarts of cheap or
damaged flour, to render the mixtui-e adhesive
and to lessen the tendency of the poison to burn
the leaves, should be used to a barrel of water.
The greater quantity of the poison may prove
too strong for delicate young trees, and it wUl
be best for general application to make the
amount from three-eighths to one-half pound
to the barrel. An apparatus for appljing can
be readily constructed, such as has been used on
the grounds of tlie Department. It should con-
sist of a water tank mounted on a cart and fur-
nished with a strong force pump, operated by
one man and furnished with two sets of rubber
tubing, each supported by a bamboo extension
pole (Figure 3), with a cyclone nozzle at tip.

With such an apparatus as this three men could
drive along the streets and thoroughly spray
two trees simultaneously, while if it were found
advisable, four independent tubes and four men
to work them could be employed, with a suflic-

iently powerful pump, and thus expedite the
work.
Rem. 44. Destmction of tlie Orgyia Eggs. This,

Prof. Lintner suggests, may be accomplished to
a great extent with moderate labor. During
June and later, and especially late in fall and
during winter, the egg-masses may be seen as
glistening, sUghtly woven white objects, becom-
ing weather-woni after long exposure, and often
occurring in patches of a dozen or more. They
may be met on the trunks or larger branches of
trees—a favorite location being where limbs are
cut— in the corners of angles about fences, un-
der window sills, etc. Children prove ready col-

lectors for a small reward. Those out of arm's
reach can be removed with a scraper prepared
for the purpose. To show how efl'ective may be
this means of preventing the Caterpillar's ap-
pearance, it may be said that over 700 eggs of
these have been counted in a single egg-mass.

Rem. is. Cotton Baiicb. The indiscriminate use
of these, says our able State Entomologist, Prof.
J. A. Lintner, in his last report, must be con-
demned for the Orgyia. They may be of serrice,
and they may be decidedly objectionable, from
the fact that the attack, in almost every in-
stance, proceeds from the eggs deposited the pre-
ceding year upon tlic tree. If, therefore. Remedy
43 could be applied with the certainty that no
egg clusters are upon the tree, then a band ap-
pUed would prevent any wandering Caterpillars
from ascending its trunk. But with the eggs or
the young larvfe being already upon the tree,
the band will prove a positive evil, in prevent-
ing migration to other feeding ground. The
barriers, too, prevent the mature Caterpillars
from descending to the rougher bark of the
lower part of the trunk, in the crevices of which
they prefer to build their cocoons, and would
conflne them to the tree, where it would be diflB-

oult to discover the egg-clusters, and destroy
them.

Rem. 46. WarUpon the English SpaiTows. Our
troublesome English sparrows not only decline
to eat this Caterpillar, but by force of numbers
and their pugnacious dispositions they drive
away the few birds that would feed upon them.
Of such, according to Prof. Lintner, there are
but the four named under Remedy 47.

Rem. 47. Birds. Of these but four species that
destroy this Caterpillar are known, namely: the
Robin, the Baltimore Oriole, the black-bUled
Cuckoo, and the yellow-billed Cuckoo.

Celery Fly. For preventing the ravages of
this pest the following remedies may be of
use:

Rem. 48. .'ioluble Phemjle. By syringing the

! plants with a very dilute mixture of this drug,
and water, the insect may be checked.

Rem. 49. Gas Lime. This applied freshly in
the autumn to the ground to be planted the next
year, incorporating it a few Inches deep, will kill

the pupic of the fly.

Celery Worm. Treat as directed for Cab-
bage Worm or for Sphinges, which see.

Cherry and Pear Tree Slug. The Cherry
and Pear tree slug is two brooded. The
black tlies come in May, lay eggs on the

Fig. 12. Cherry and Pear Tree Slugs at Work,
Remedies 45, 47.

leaves of the trees, and the larvae or slugs,

which are brown and slimy, feed upon the
cuticle of the leaves. A second brood comes
in September.

Bern. 50. Road Dust, Ashes, or Air-Slaked
Lime.—I know (Professor Cook) by actual trial

that road dust thrown on to these slugs mil
sometimes drive them all from the trees. I also

know that at other times it will apparently do
httle or no good. Whether this arises from the
vaiying character of the earth or a different

condition of the insect, I do not know.

Rc7n. 51. Pyre(h™morB!(6ac;i—Same asRem-
edy 36. We have used, always with perfect sat-

isfaction, using a Woodason dust bellows.

Rem. 52. Lirfltid Hellebore. One pound of Hel-
lebore powder to twenty-five or thirty gallons of

water, finely sprayed over the atfected trees or
bushes, is one of the best and most easily ap-
plied remedies. The Hellebore kills not only by
contact but also by being eaten. Hence Profes-
sor I-ilntner finds that the addition of a small
quantity of flour to the water gives it greater
adhesiveness and worth, over a longer period.

Rem. 53. Kerosene Emulsion. Same as 6.

Cherry Worm. See Curculio.

Cnrysanthemum Lice. See Aphis, or Plant
Lice.

Coccus. See Bark Lice, or Coccus.

Coal Tar. See Remedies 7, 32, 137.

Codling Moth. See Apple Worm.
Corn or Boll Worm. (HcUothis armigera).
This pest, so destrutive to the Cotton
and Corn-fields of the Southern States,

has in recent years made its appearance
as an injurious insect in the Nortii. Fig-
ure 14 represents the worm at about its

ordinary size. It not only attacks grow-
ing Corn, devouring the soft kernels in

patches, but also bores into the fruit and
stems of the Tomato; it eats into the
pods of Peas and Beans, and burrows
into Squashes, Peppers, Pumpkins, as

well as into the stem of Gladiolus, etc.

Rem. 54. Uand-pich-
Ing. Experience in the
South has shown that
if the first brood of the
Caterpillars are col-

lected and destroyed
their ravages may be
controlled. Their pres-
ence can be discovered
either when at work on
the surface, or else, as
in the case of Corn, by
the holes eaten into the
husks.

Rem. bb. Attracting by Odorsand Drowning.
Where the Insect occurs abundantly it is very
successfully dealt with by attracting the moth
to a mixture of molasses and vinegar. The
odor, it is said, will draw them quite a distance,
and in their attempts to feed they readily be-
come caught and drown.

Copperas or Blue Vitriol Water. (56). A
solution of Blue Vitriol (Sulphate of Cop-
per) iu the proportion of one ounce to a pail

of water, will serve to kill many feinds of
grubs, maggots, etc., in the soil, and of
small caterpillars on plants.

Cucumber Beetle. (Diabrotica vittata.)
This is a well-known small striped beetle
that troubles Cucumbers, Squashes, and
Melons, making its appearance as soon as
the leaves begin to expand, and a number
of broods are produced during the course of
the season. It is to the young plants that
the Insect is most injurious, and the great
secret in dealing with it is to begin the
treatment positively in advance of the in-
sect's appearance.

Rem. 57. Plaster or Ashes, etc., and Kerosene.
To two quartos of plaster, wood ashes, or flour of
bone, add one tablespoonful of kerosene, rub-
bing the mixture between the hands until the
oil is well distributed. Sift or hand sprinkle
this over the plants as soon as the first leaves ap-
pear, repeating it a few times until all are
through the ground, and also later if this be re-
quired.

Rem. 58. Arsenical Poisons (which see.) Apply-
ing a little when the vines are dry.

Curculio, or Weevil, of the Plum, Apricot,
Cherry, etc. (Conotmchclus). This is the
greatest enemy of the Plum and some other
stone fruits, while also affecting the Apple

and other kinds. Within a
few years especially serious
damage has been done to
Apples. Its attacks are fol-

lowed by great deformity
in the fruit. The Apples
are often stung many times
and become so gnarled, dis-

torted, and scarred as to be
wholly worthless. From ob-
servations made the past
season, I believe the Apples
will suffer attack very rarely

if Plum trees are scattered liberally among
the Apple trees. In this case the Weevils
will attack their favorite, the Plum, and so
the Apples will go free. If this prove in-

variably true, as it has in several cases which
have come under my observation the past
season, then it will pay doubly well to plant
the Plum trees. The Plums will protect
the Apples, and by jarring, the Plums may
be saved and the fruit grower will secure
good crops of both fruiis. Dr. Harris says
that the Cherry Worm, which is very com-
mon in this fruit, is identical with the Plum
Curculio, but unlike the effects of the Insect
on the Plum, it does not cause the Cherry
to drop prematurely to the ground.
Rem. 59. Jarring Process. This is a simple

and adequate remedy within the means of every-

Fig. 14. Curculio
Beetle stinging
a Plum previ-
ous to laying
its eggs.

Fig. 14. The Corn or
Boll Woiin.

Fig. 15. Popular Gardening's Non-Patented Curculio
Catcher.

one's employing. It consists of spreading cloth
sheets, or frames of some form covered with
cloth, under the tree, jarring the tree sharply by
striking on an inserted spike or on the stump of
a lower limb removed for the purpose. An ex-
cellent device of our own for this purpose is il-

lustrated in Fig. 15. The cloth at the near end of
the frame is attached to a single light strip of

board, while at the center of the entire area it is

di\'ided into two parts, the further end of each
being attached to a short cross piece, which in

turn is supported by one arm of a light frame,
as shown in the figure. The two further cross

pieces are one foot apart at B to admit of bringing
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the frame under the tree, with its center and main

cross arm resting against the trunk during the

jarring. A flap of cloth. A, extends from one of

the projecting parts to the other, to be raised

and again let down in adjusting the frame. Con-

cerning the jarring operation, this should be be-

gun as soon as the insect commences its work,

which is soon after the fruit is set. The work of

the insect may easily be detected by the small

cresent-shaped mark that is left on the fruit.

The jarring process need not necessarily be per-

formed early in the morning while the dew is on,

or late in the afternoon. The insect will not so

readily let go its hold, as when it is actually at

work, and this is not until the dew has dried off

and the atmosphere has become warm. The num-
ber of times that an orchard should be gone over

depends upon the varieties. Those that become

hard and downy soon, like Richmond, Lombard,

Beine Claude, etc., require much less jarring

than large, smooth kinds like Pond Seedling,

TeUow Egg, Coc's Golden Drop, etc. It should

be repeated daily for one week, and then at in-

tervals of a day or so between, so long as the in-

sect remains at work.

Rem. 60. Poisoninahtj using the arsenical pois-

on of number 15, spraying the trees, Weir says:

First, just before the blossom buds open; second,

two weeks after the petals fall. If a weak, soapy

kerosene emulsion is used at this spraying to

mix the poisons in, it will also destroy the leaf

lice, aphides, bugs and all other insects injurious

to the fruit and foliage ; and then a third spray-

ing about June 10th, and your fruit is safe.

Bern. 61. Plant Uia WM Plums. These Plums
planted en masse in sufficient quantity on a

place wiU gather unto themselves all the Plum
Curculios on the place and so protect all other

fruits from its ravages. And being on them the

female naturally lays her eggs in the fruit, few

of which ever hatch, and so few reach maturity

in this fruit. The extensive planting of the

same on a place mil alone well nigh extermin-

ate the pest.—WiER.

Currant Borer. This little Caterpillar, for

it is really the larva of a beautiful little

blue moth, is becoming more and more
common. The moth lays the eggs on the

canes of the Currant in .Tune, and the larva

as soon as the egg hatches enters the stalk,

and not only hollows it out, but kills it out-

right. I (Professor Cook) know a certain

region in Michigan where these little pests

have ruined every Currant plantation ex-

cept a few that have been carefully looked

after.

Bern. 63. Removing Affected Parts. Cut all

such off late in the fall or early in the spring and
burn them. As the borers are now in the stems

they are also burned. The diseased canes can

easily be told by their dead or dying tips. Such
treatment is the price of the Currant bushes

wherever they are attacked by these insects.

Currant and Gooseberry Slug or Worm. (JVc-

wiatMS ventricosus.) This voracious in-

8ect differs from the Cherry slug. The flies

are yellow, not black. The slugs are green,

or green dotted with black, and not brown.

They feed on the Gooseberry or Currant,

and eat the leaf entire, instead of merely

removing the cuticle. It is so readily dealt

with by the timely application of remedies

that there can be no possible excuse for the

shocking damage often seen done to these

useful fruits about town and country

homes.
Rem. 63. Powdertd Hellebore. Hellebore

the best of kn(jwn remedies and a perfectly ef-

fectual one. Properly applied no harm can pos-

sibly result from it. It should, according to

Prof. Lintner, be used in the following manner.

Early in the spring, as soon as the leaves of the

Currant have fully put forth, watch for the first

indications of the hatching and commencement
of the y.oung larv*. You have only to look for

these on the liywest leaves of the hushes near the

ffround. The indications will be numerous
small holes eaten into the leaves. Sprinkle pow-
dered Hellebore over these leaves, renewing it

if washed away by rain, and the desired end is

accomplished. If the Hellebore remains upon
the leaves during the time that larvaj are hatch-

ing all will be killed, and none will remain for

subsequent spreading over the leaves and for

the need of future attention. It the first brood

of worms is thus destroyed there wUl be few if

any to form a second brood in June.

-. '.-/,//////////.t/,.'.'/;//j'l^m///,

JF%g. 16. Cut Worms turned
away. Remedy 68.

Rem. 64. Band Pinehino. Some find it con-

venient to watch for the fli-st eaten leaves, and

to pinch them off by hand and destroy them.

The eggs are always to be found conspicuously

arranged in rows upon the veins of the under

side of the leaves.

Rem. 65. Nicntyl. laying some refuse to-

bacco stems from the clgarmaker's in the center

of each bush about May 1st, or mulching the

bushes with tobacco stems, or these mixed with

strawy manure, afford a complete remedy.

Rem. 66. Dusting u'ith Soi)t. This has recent^

ly been recommended as being equally as de-

structive to this worm as is Hellebore.

Cut-Worms. (Aijrotis, etc.) Of these de-

structive worms, which have the habit of

leaving their places of concealment in the

soil at night, coining to the surface and cut-

ting off almost every kind of newly set

vegetable and
flowering plants,

there are now
known to be many
species. Those of

the genus Agrotis,

being mostly
thick,greasy-look-

ing Caterpillars of

some shade of

gray, brown or

green, variously

marked, are the

best known and
well to be looked
upon with dread.
Rem. 67. Poisoning. Put a teaspoonful of

Paris green or London purple in two gallons of

water, and sprinkle handfuls of grass, or green

sods, which can then be scattered throughout the

patch, walking crossways of the harrow marks.

By doing this towards evening after the last

harrowing, during the night the cut worms that

are deprived of their food will be out looking for

fresh pastures and will appropriate of the pre-

pared bait, the smallest particle of the poison of

which will kill. If the worms are very trouble-

some, the remedy can be repeated, it being easily

applied.

Rem. 68. Shielding the Stem. By encircling

each plant that is set with a bit of tar paper, or

even other paper, as shown in Figure 10, the rav-

ages of the worm may be prevented. The paper

should extend upwards several inches from a

point just beneath the surface of the soil.

Rem. 69. Fall PUnoing and Digging.

Rem. 70. Hunting and Kitting. By closely ex-

amining the surface of the soil in the morning,

in the vicinity of their spoils, their place of

retreat may usually be discovered, and the

worms be killed.

Earth or Angle Worm. This common red

worm, found in all soils, is harmless so far

as eating the plants is concerned, but does

damage by feeding on the nutriment of the

soil and otherwise doing it injury.

Rem. 71. Lime Water easily kills this worm,
the caustic of the lime acting fatally on its

cuticle. One peck of lime to a barrel of water

will make the needed solution, allowing this to

settle and watering the plants once thoroughly

with the clear water.

Elm-leaf Beetle. The worm and larvae of

this pest has now become widely extended,

doing great injtiry to the Elm trees of our

cities. It is shown at work in the accom-

panying engraving, and its presence is soon

apparent by the blighted appearance of the

trees.

Rem. 12, Araenical Poisons. Same as 4.3, which

should be applied for the first early in June, and

again a lew weeks later, if it seems necessary.

Fir Tree Oil. See Remedy 34, 149.

I Fish Brine. See Remedy 20.

Flea Beetles. (IldUlca.) As soon as the

Cabbage, Radish, Turnip, Ten Week Stocks,

and some other plants show their first leaves

in the spring they are liable to be visited by

the Black or Striped Flea Beetle. These

minute beetles soon do great injury to the

young plants if not checked. They are so

I

.shy in their habits that it is quite difficult to

get a view of them, but their presence may
always be known by the spotted appearance

of the leaves. The Grape-vine Flea Beetle is

a near relative, varying in color from steel

blue to metallic green and purple.

Fig. 17. Imported Elm Beetle. A, eggs; b, larvm feed-
ing; c, adult; d, beetle enlarged; c, eggs enlarged.

Rem. 73. Poisoning. The surest way to destroy

them is by using Paris green or London purple

mixed with land plaster, flour, dry leached

ashes, etc., one part of the poison to fifty of the

plaster. If the plants can be dusted in the morn-

ing so much the better, but I generally do it

when I first see the insects at work, which is in

the heat of the day. One application usually

suffices.—B. J. Coryell.

Rem. 74, Dusting with Lime, Ashes, etc. This

common, simple remedy, if not so positive as the

last, yet proves very effective if persistently ap-

plied.

Rem. 69. Domesticating ToacU. The large com-

mon toad is a most successful nocturnal collector

of beetles and other forms of insects, and its

presence in the garden and greenhouse should be

constantly encouraged. The stomach of one
examined was found to be nearly full of flea-

beetles of a species abounding on Cabbages and
Turnips in a garden. The toad is not partial to

any one kind of insect, however, but devours all

kinds with aridity and in immense numbei-s.

Fir Saw-fly. See Saw-flies.

Flour. See use of in Remedies 43, 78, 108.

Fowls. (76.) Under Remedies 19, 79, etc.,

some reference Is made to these, to which
may be added that Turkeys,Ducks and Geese

are devours of great quantities of insects. We
have known of a garden being kept entirely

clean of these by permitting a small flock of

Ducks to make it their home. They do not

scratch like chickens. Muscovy Ducks are

objectionable, for they consume buds also.

Young Turkeys are voracious consumers of

insects.

Gall Flies and their Grubs. Excrescences

of various kinds known as Galls and pro-

duced by the deposit of eggs of insects in the

bark or leaves of plants may often be seen.

What is commonly known as the Oak Apple
' is caused by a Gall Fly. When cut longi-

!
tudinally the Gall is seen to inclose a great

! number of granules, each containing a

minute larva. The Rose Gall, frequently

seen as rather a handsome globular excres-

1 cence on the branches of Wild Rose bushes,
' is the work of another Gall Fly. The Elm,
Beech, and other trees, besides many other

forms of growth, frequently show Galls of

some kinds, either on the twigs, leaves, or

roots.

Rem. 77. Removal and Biirnino. The only

remedy is to cut off the excrescences as soon as

they are observed, and putting them into the fire.

Gas Lime. See Remedy 49.

Gooseberry Slug. See Currant Slug.

Grape Berry Moth Larva. This worm at-

tacks the yoimg berries about July 1, show-

ing its presence by a discoloration at the
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point of entrance. It generally eats out the

interior of the berry, and if the fruit is dis-

turbed the worm wriggles out and lets itself

to the ground by means of its silken thread.

Rcm.TS. Bagging the Clusters. The course is a

most simple one. Common light maniUa bags,

the size known as two pound bags, are usuall.v

employed. These are slipped on oyer each clus-

ter of the fruit and secured somewhat loosely by
pins or a loop of wire or thread. If the stem of the

cluster is brought against one end of the opening

a single pin to a bag will answer, if in the middle,

to have the paper Ijear evenly on all sides, then
several pins or stitches are needed. A small slit

should also be made in the bottom of each bag,

to allow escape for any water that may enter

into it along the stem. From 500 to 1000 bags can

be put on in a day by one person, and costing

from 1.^ to 1 cent per pound of fruit. Bagging
also serves as a prevention of mildew and rot,

and protection from birds, fowls, etc. The time
to bag the fruit is as soon as it is well set.

Grape Leaf Hopper. {Eryth roneura vitis.)

This active little insect, often erroneously

called Thrips, is one of the most trouble-

some known to the Grape grower. It is

hardly above an eighth of an inch long; it

jumps with great vigor, and dodges around
quickly with a sidewlse motion when ap-

proached. It congregates in great numbers
on the underside of the leaves, where it sucks
up the sap, causing numerous Drown spots

and often killing the leaves. Of this insect

there are several species, differing only in

color.

Bern. 79. Torch Remedy. Pass between the

rows with a strong torch at night, one person to

carry the torch and one on each side to slightly

shake the treUise for starting them towards the

flame. They fly readily to the light and being

small are at once destroyed.

Rem. 80. Kei-osene Emulsion. Same as 6.

Rem. 61. Oeanliness. As they pass the winter
under leaves, loose bark of the stakes, etc.

Cleanliness in removing and burning the leaves

in the fall, as well as cleaning away all lodging

places, is of the first importance.

Grape-vine Flea-beeiles. bee Flea-beetles.

Grape Curculio ( CicUocli'n in(rquaUs.} The
larva of this curculio infests tlie Grape in

,lune and July, causing a little black hole in

the skin and a discoloration of the berry

immediately around it. This Curculio is

small and inconspicuous, being of a black

color, with a grayish tint. It Is very bad
some years and in others scarcely noticeable.

Sem. 82. Jarring and Removing Berries. All

infested berries should, from time to time, as

they are noticed, be collected and destroyed, and
the beetle may be jarred down on sheets, as with
the Plum Curculio.

Hem. 83. Bagging the Clusters. Same as Rem-
edy 78.

Grasshoppers. A remedy that gives prom-
ise of being a most excellent one for this

well-known pest comes from the Pacific

Coast, having first been published in the

Pacific Rural Press as follows:

Rem. 84. Mash of Bran and other Ingredients.

The mash consists of four parts of bran, one part

of sugar and one and one-half parts of arsenic,

to which is added a sulEcient quantity of water
to make a wet mash. Mix the arsenic thoroughly
vrtth the bran; put the sugar in the water and
stir until the sugar is dissolved. Then pour this

sugar-water into the bran and arsenic and stir

thoroughly, A common washtubful of this mash
is sufficient for about five acres of Grape-vines.

Throw about a teaspoonful of the mixture be-
neath each vine infested, and in a short time the
Grasshoppers will leave the vine and commence
feeding on the bran, and in a few hours will be
found to be dead. The mixture costs from thirty-

five to forty cents per acre of vineyard. Mid-
dlings or shorts have been used in the place of
bran, but are not so desirable.

Grape-vine Fidia. (Fidia viticicla.) This
beetle, often confused with the Rose bug
(See Fig. 3.5), which it somewhat resembles,
being rather shorter and broader, is in

many places very injurious. 1 1 comes around
during June and July, intlictiug damage
liy riddling the leaves, sometimes if very
numerous so that they are but mere shreds.

Rem. aS. Jarring. Same as No. 59. The least

jar is sufficient to cause the Insects to fall.

Rem. 86. Fowls. By starting a flock of fowls

in the vineyard, having one boy go ahead to

shake the infested vines, and another behind the

fowls, vineyards have been completely cleaned

of the pest.

Grape-vine Worms. See Sphinges.

Green Fly or Lice. See Aphis.

Grubs, White. See May-bugs.

Hellebore. See Remedies 53, 63, 137.

Honeysuckle Sawfly. See Sawflies.

Hot Water Remedy. See Remedies .5, 13, 37,

1.54.

Household Insects. See Pyrethrum; also

Remedies 2 to 4. It may be added that as a
remedy to be applied on living creatures a
mixture of crude petroleum and lard will

kill all insects.

Insect Powder. See Pyrethrum.

Jarring. See Remedy 59, 75.

Kerosene. See Remedies 6, .57.

Lady Bug. See Remedy 13 and Fig. 18.

Leaf Crumplers. (Phycis indigcnclla.) A
conspicuous pest of various fruit trees and
widely distributed. Its presence is at once
known by its work of bringing a considera-

ble mass of leaves together, (which soon turn
brown), and attaching them to each other

and to the twigs by means of silken threads.

The brown, wrinkled worm is within. The
next season yottng worms appear from the
mass and feed on the new crop of leaves.

Rem. 87. Gathering' the masses and burning
them.

Leaf Skeletonizers. Under this head might
be brought a number of insects. Including

Slugs, thct feed on the parenchyma of the

upper surface of the leaves. Tliey may be
destroyed by remedies 6 and 43, according to

their habits.

Leaf Rollers. There are many Caterpillars

that curl or fold up the edges of the leaves

of plants, securing both habitations and
food to the insects. In the case of the Grape-
vine Leaf Roller, Verbena Leaf Roller and
others, the worm is of a grass-green color.

Fig. 18. Lady Bug and Larva.

very active, wriggling, jumping and jerk-

ing either way at every touch.

Rem. 88. Crushing. The most simple meth<id
to destroy the worms is by crushing them sud-
denly within the leaf with the hand.

Rem. 89. Fall Burning of Dead Leaves. As
the last brood hybernates in the chrysalis state
within fallen leaves, much may be done, especi-
ally in the case of the Grape and other fruits
towards checking the ravages of this worm by
raking up and burning the leaves in the faU.

Lime, Ashes, Lime Water, etc. See Remedies
17, .50, 71, 74, 131.

London Purple, (90.) This insecticide,which
has assumed so much importance to plant
cultivators, is a refuse material obtained in
the manufacture of analine dyes, heretofore
worthless. It appears to be mainly an ar-

senite of lime. Its efficacy in the destruction

of insects seems to be about equal to that of
Paris green, although it does not act upon
insect life quite so rapidly. Its cost is also

less. See Remedy lOS; also, 1.5, 43, 67.

Lye Solution. See Remedy 116.

Maple Borer. See Sugar Maple Borer.

Maple-tree Scale. See Bark Lice.

Maggots of the Cabbage, Onion and Radish
Flies. (Authoinyia.) These terrible and
widespread destroyers are very hard to

combat, and so are among otu- worst insect

pests. The little flies, which look like small
house flies, lay their

white eggs at the base
of the plants. The little

conical maggots groove
and deface the Radishes
and utterly destroy the
Onions and Cabbages by
tunneling to under-
ground stems, causing
club-root. While the
kerosene and soap mix-
ture and bisulphide of

carbon will surely kill

if they reach the insects,

they are not satisfactory

in real practice. Owing ^^;»- E?rf!ftg^r'at
to difference in soil, work.

and the speed with which the Maggot enters
the plants, such remedies are not practi-

cal. I have found as yet no satisfactory

insecticide to destroy these insects.

—

Pro-
fessor Cook.

!
Rem. 91. Covering the Beds. For the Radish

{
Maggot I know of no sure way except to keep
the beds of early Radishes entirely covered with
thin cloth.—Professok Cook.

Rem. 92. Cliange of Location. For Onions
1 and Cabbage a frequent change in the location
' of the beds serves the best. We have found now
for two years that a removal of our beds one-half

I
mile with an intervening orchard has saved our

I

Cabbages. If the same insect attaxiks both Onion

I

and Cabbage, as I believe is true, then we must
! move the location of both vegetables at the same
;
time.—Pbofessob Cook.

i Rem. 93. Destroying Affected Onions. In case

of an attack all affected plants should at once be
taken up by means of a broad-bladed knife to

lift the larva', and then promptly burning and
otherwise purifying the soil and other matter
lifted.

Rem. 94. Preventing Club-root. Experiments
of the Eastern growers show that a Mberal dress-

ing of lime and gas-lime to the soil, and harrowed
in, acts as a preventive to Club-root and also kills

the Maggot.—COBYELL.

May-bugs or May-beetles and their Larva.

(Lachnostcrna.) Of this well-known pest,

Ijoth the beetles in their winged state and
its larva, the White
Grub, are often to a
very injurious degree

destructive to vegeta-

tion; the former injur-

ing the leaves and
growth above ground,

the latter the root.

Indeed, in some seasons

May-bugs have been so

numerous as to devour the leaves of fruit

and forest trees and shrubs with an avidity

not much less than the Locust. They are

partial to the leaves of the Cherry.

Rem. 95. Jarring f(n- May-hugs. Same as .54.

Rem. 96. Crows. These destroy many of the

perfect insects, as well as the Grubs.

Rem. 97. Artificial Breeding Places. Some
such made by covering piles of fresh cow-dung
with fine earth abcmt the month of May will

attract the Beetles, as depositing places for their

eggs. As these hatch before winter, by then

turning over the heaps and spreading them out

so the material will lay loosely and not more than

Fig. 21. White Orub of
the May Beetle.
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six inches deep, doing this as the earth is about
to freeze up, all will be killed by freezing.

Kent. 98. Deep phmniiy of infested lands in the
fall.

Rem. 99. Swine will root up and destroy the
grubs if turned upon infested laud.

Melon Vine Borer. See Squash Vine Borer.

Mignonette Worm. See Cabbage Worm.
Molasses and Poison. See Remedy 4.

Mustard Water. See Remedy 100.

Nicotyl. See Remedies 10, 05 and Fig. 21

Onion Fly and Mag-
got. See Maggots.

Paraffine Oil. See
Remedies 11, 15.5.

Paris Green. See
Remedies 15, 43, 07.

Petroleum Crude.

See Household In-

sects.

Pine Tree Sawfly.

See Sawflies.

Pea Bug or Weevil.

This is the well-

Icnown bug found
in Peas, and which,

by the time it is of

full growth has
consumed a large

portion of the grain, Fig.zi. a Nicotyl Vapor-

to the great impair- '^^'

ment of its value both for food and seed.

Rem. 100. Soluble Phenijlc. Miss Oraerod, the
accomplished Enghsh entomologist, reports that
by sowing the Peas along with coal ashes (snnd

should do as well) saturated with a tablespoonfu!
of phenyle to a gallon of water, the ashes left

covered several days before use to become
thoroughly charged with the smell, the attack 0I

weevil was prevented on the new crop.

Rem. 101. Turpentine. Peas that have been
stung may be rendered bugless by placing them
as soon as gathered in jars or other tight vessels

adding as much as a teaspoorjful of turpentine

to each jar. This will kill the immature bugs
very soon.

Rem. 102. Biitulphide of Carbon. For treating
Peas on a large scale it is usual to submit them
to the heavy fumes of bisulphide of carbon, an
abominable smelling but destructive drug.

Peach Tree Borer. This is a most destruc-
tive insect when allowed to increase for a
few years without molestation, and their

multiplication should be prevented by all

possible means. The eggs are deposited in

summer on the base of the trunk, near the
collar, where the bark is soft. There they
are hatched and bore their way under the
bark of the tree, either in the stem or roots,

or both, producing an effusion of gum.
Rem. 103. Probiny the Borer.—Ashes anil Lime.

Bank up the soil around the stem firmly eight to
twelve inches directly after blooming, taking
it away in the middle of the following August-
and trace the grub through its holes in the tree
and kill it; then place a shovelful or two of
wood ashes around the base. Wood ashes or
slaked lime may be applied every spring and at
the end of summer may be scattered about the
tree, both of these articles forming an excellent
dressing for the Peach. See 31, 14.1.

Pear Slug. See Cherry and Pear Slugs.

Phenyle, Soluble. See Remedies 5, 100.

Pine Bark Chermes. The appearance of

this insect on Pine trees of several kinds is

known by little patches of a white wool-
like substance adhering to the bark. The
iuseet is found beneath this substance which
serves as a covering.

Rem. 104. Crushing irilh a Brush and Cloth.

By using a stiff brush on the branches and a strip

of cloth to draw rcpeatedl.v backward and f(^r-

ward through the a.Kils of the branches, the in-

sects can easily be killed.

Rem. 105. Wliale Oil Soap. A solution formed
with a quarter of a pound of soap to a gallon of

water and applied with a force pump wouh?
destroy the insect.

Plant Lice. See Aphis.

Plaster and Plaster of Paris. See Remedies
50, 73, 108.

Potato Beetle. This Insect is now too well
knoTVTi to require any description.

Rem. 106. Early Foisoning. To poison the
adults when first they appear and before the

Potatoes are tip is an etfectual way of preventing
a large share of later trouble. By simply slicing

Potatoes thinly and dipping the pieces into Paris

green water, and then scattering these about the

field, the task is done.

Rem. 107. ArseniealPnUon ^0.15,^. Apply-
ing for a few plants with a whisk, or for more
with a flue watering pot or force pump, taking
care not to deluge the plants, but only to cover
with a light spray.

Rem. 108. Arsenical Pni.son, Drij Forms. This
may be prepared either from Paris green or
London purple, both of which appear to be of
about equal elhciency. The latter is the cheapest
and it has the advantage of being more readily

seen on the plants, but it does not accomplish its

work so rapidly, for often its eBfects are not ap-
parent until the second or third day after its

apphcation. Used in a dry form the best results

have been obtained when cheap flour has been
used to dilute it, although road dust, land plaster,

plaster of Paris, etc., are employed for this pur-
pose also. The advantage in using flour is that
the compound seems to adhere better to the
leaves of plants and to be more readily eaten
than are the mineral and other substances. Po-
tato leaves will safely bear the poison as slightly

diluted as ten or twelve pounds of flour to one
pound of Paris green or London purple. Some
other vegetation will show injury to the leaves,

urUess twenty pounds of flour be used with one
pound of Paris green, while of this poison even
thirty pounds of flour to one of the pure drug
will destroy a large proportion of insect pests.

In actual use London purple seems less liable to
injure the leaves of many plants than Paris green.
When the purple is prepared of the strength of
one pound of poison to ten of flour it will injure
only delicate vegetation. The latter reduced
with even seventy pounds of flour will be found
to kill nearly all leaf-eating larvae. For general
use the preparation of London pur]>le recom-
mended and which has given the best practical

results, is one jiound of the purple to forty of
flour. In using land pliister and plaster of Paris,

Instead of flour about 150 pounds of the former
should be used to each pound of poison. Dry
road dust at the I'ate of one and one-half bushels
to one pound of poison, and of ashes two bushels
to the pound, have been found to be in about the
right proportion for effectually destroying the
Potato bug and its larva. In all cases the mater-
ials must be thoroughly mixed and should be
applied in early morning while the leaves are
wet with dew, that it may adhere the better. A
simple mode is to tie a muslin bag containing
the powder to the end of a stick and shaking it

over the plants. A rather better method is

that of a tin dusting box having a cover and
a finely perforated bottom, or one consisting
of light wire gauze or thin muslin turned up
over the end and bound on, and the box attached
to a handle about three feet long. By then walk-
ing along with the box turned over the plants
and supported with one hand, tapping it with a
small stick in the other hand, the powder can be
uniformly distributed. In ease the growth of
vines nearly cover the ground the plaster or
ashes mixture can be sown broadcast over five
or so rows at once with economy of labor. Care
should in all cases be taken to keep to the wind
ward of the plants to be dusted, in order that
the poison may not be breathed.

Rem. 109. Prepared remedies, such as Slug
Shot.

Potato Worm. See Sphinges and their

larva.

Probing. See Remedies 31, 134, 14.3.

Promoting Growth as a Remedy. See Rem.
14.

Pumpkin Vine Borer. See Squash Vine
Borer.

Pyrethrum or Dalmation Insect Powder, " Bu-
hach." (110.) This remarkable vegetable in-

secticide consisting of the finely pulverized
flowers of Pyntlirum cineraria-folium,

(Another form is known as Persian Insect
Powder, from Pyrethrum ro.seiun and P.
carneum), has the peculiar property of not
being injurious to human beings, bvil

stangely enough kills most kinds of insects
or spore-breathing creatures. On such the
powder appears to have the effect of produc-

ing a iJaralysis, from whiclx they rarely re-

cover, although life may linger for several

days. The powder is now produced on a
large scale in Califor-

nia. Pains should be
taken to use the article

fresh and pure, and to

keep It in air-tight bot-

tles or boxes, for its

active principle is vola-

tile and it loses its

strength unless care is

taken to keep it in air-

tight receptacles. This
powder is the insect

powder of the stores,

but in that form it is Fig. 22. The Red Spider

apt to be weak from <""™"" •""ii'"J>'»'-

adulteration, or age and exposure. This has
become almost the universal, as It is a most
safe and effective remedy against all hotise-

hold insect pests as flies, mosquitos, roaches,

bed-bugs, etc., all of which it kills, if applied to

them in a closed room, by means of a small bel-

lows box or otherwise. See Remedies25, 3t>, 51.

Quadruped Foes to Insects. 111. Remedies 42

and 01 refer to the usefulness of Swine as de-
vourers of insects. To the Swine may be added
the Skunk and the Raccoon, neither of which,
however, is to be recommended without a quali-

fying clause. The Skunk, while feeding almost
wholly on insects, is disposed to attack the
chicken roosts and nests,—shut him out from
these and he is a harmless and most helpful
agent in the insect war. Raccoons devour great

numbers of grubs and other worms in the
spring, but they have a gi'eat fondness for the

Green Corn crop also later In the season.

Quassia Water. See Remedy 38.

Quince Curculio. See CurcuUo of the
Pltim, etc.

Radish Fly and Maggot. See Maggots.

Raspberry Saw-fly. See Saw-flies.

Raspberry Slugs and Worms. See Slugs.

Red Spider. (Aca>~iifiteUariu.<<.) This well
known minute insect pest is one that is

peculiar to dry and warm conditions of the
atmosphere. It is not only troublesome on
window and greenhouse plants, but often

in dry weather greatly so to garden plants

and trees. The insects, generally in large

numbers, attack plants when they are in a
weakened state, from want of sufficient

water or other causes, spinning webs over

the under side of the leaves, and sucking
out the sap. They are not spiders at all, as

may be seen by the greatly magnified repre-

sentation of one in Figure 22, but belong to

the family of mites.

Rem. 112. n'ater and Moisture. These pro-

Fig. 23. Plant inclinedfor Syringing the
underside of the teavcs.

TREATING POT PLANTS FOR RED SPIDER.

REMEDY 110.
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Tided with persistence are complete specifics.

As the insects exist on the underside of the

leaves, the best way to destroy them is by re-

peated forcible syringing. In the case of pot

plants there is some danjrer (if trottiiiti' too much
"water to the soil and roots, hcTirc tlic nirtlicds of

preventing this suggested bj' Figures :.':{ and ~4 are

useful. With garden plants there is little danger
of excessive moisture at the root from syringing.

Bem.llZ, Sulphur. Where plants are confined,

as in a greenhouse, the fumes of sulphur are also

employed as a remedy. This, however, must be
applied with caiition, as excessive fumes will

also kill the plants. A safe course is to put
flowers of sulphur on tin or iron plates and set

in the sun near or under the plante. Applying a
wash of sulphur mixed with guano or lime and
water to the hot-water pipes is another common
mode of applying sulphur.

Eoad Dust. See Remedies .50, 108, .57, 131.

Boot Aphis or Lice. These are species of

Aphides which, instead o£ feeding on the

leaves and shoots of plants, attacli the roots,

hence are not to be directly treated by the

remedies for Aphis or Plant Lice, which see.

Undoubtedly the most important insect of

this class is the Phylloxera or Grape-root

Louse, which has in recent years spread
with such wonderful rapidity throughout
the vineyards of Europe. In France a prize

of $60,000 has been offered in vain by the

government for an effectual means for de-

stroying it. It was first detected in this

country about 18.5.5, but happily is not seri-

ously injurious to native American Grapes.

The varieties of Root Lice we are more in-

terested in are those which attack the Apple,
Peach, and many other plants, including
those of the flower garden and greenhouse,
feeding underground on their roots.

Bern. 114. Salt Water, Snap Suds. Dr. Harris
has found that in the case of hardy plants water-
ing with salt water was useful in destroying root
lice, but tender herbaceous i)lants would suffer

from the same treatment; these, however, he
has assisted against the injuries of the pests by
free and frequent watering with soap suds.

Rem .115. BUnilpMde of Carhon. This material

was first brought into use in France. It was ap-

pUed by puncturing the soU two or three feet

deep under a tree or vine, or, if these were large,

making holes four feet apart each way, into each
of which an ounce and a half or two ounces of

the bisulphide was poured. Very good results

attended its use in this manner. This drug, how-
ever, as Prof. Saunders suggests, has its draw-
backs, namely, it has an abominable smeU, it is

explosive if brought near a light, its fumes are

heavy and poisonous and it is too expensive to

be employed on a large scale.

Fern. 116. Wood Ash L/yc. Mr. Deming, of the

Missouri Horticultural Society, says he eradicates

the pest by sprinkling with wood-ash lye.

Eose Beetle, Chafer or Bug. (Macrodactylus
suhspinosus.) This insect, shown in Fig. 25,

is one of the greatest pests linown to the

gardener. It devours buds, blossoms, young
fruit, and leaves. Not only does the Rose

Fig. 25. Rose Beetle,
Ctiafer or Bug. Reme-
dies 117, 13U.

Fig. 26. Rose Saw-fly (per-
fect insect of Rose-stnq)
enlarged. Remedies 126

suffer badly from its depredations, but en-

tire crops of Peaches, Grapes, Apples, Cher-
ries, vegetables, etc., have been blasted by
the same insect. They seem to have a spec-

ial fondness for the Ox-eye or Field Daisy;

it is a pity they do not confine their atten-

tions to that weed. They are of a grayish or
ashen yellow color. Their time of attack
continues for a month or more from the

blossoming of garden Roses.

Bern, in. Jarring and Burning. Same as 59.

Rem. 118. Band Picking and Burning. This
is the most common remedy for small bushes and
not so serious as it might seem. Gather them
early in the morning by picking or brushing into

a vessel of water. Afterwards they should be
burned or destroyed with kerosene.

Rem. 119. Planting Clinton Ch'ape-mnes. It

has been found that this insect shows a decided
preference for the Cltaton and its close allies,

over all other varieties of the vine. It is there-

fore suggested that in vineyards, as the beetles

must be gathered by jarring or hand picking,

this variety be planted for bringing the work of

gathering them within a smaller compass.

Rem. 120. Bisidphide of Carfmn. It is stated

from a reliable source that small vials containing

a few di-ops each of this liquid tied among the

bushes or vines affected, at intervals of a foot or

two, the liquid being renewed occasionally, pro-

tected them entirely, while those beyond were
badly eaten by the beetles.

Eose Gall. See Gall Flies and their Grubs.

Eose-leaf Hopper. (Tcttiijoniarontr.) This

little white hopper, often mistaken for

Thrips, lives, it is believed, exclusively on

the leaves of Roses, and is very injurious to

them. Swarms of the perfect insect may be

found In various stages of growth in the

leaves throughout the summer, and even on

indoor plants.

Rem. 121. Whale Oil Soap. Same as Kem. 128.

Rem. 122. Nicotyl Vapor. Same as Remedies
10,65.

Rem. 123. Infusion of Tobacco. Pour boiling

water over cheap Tobacco or Tobacco stems so

as to cover completely and leave it standing over
night. Dilute for using with four or five times

the quantity of water and apply with a syringe

or force pump, taking care to distribute it also

over the underside of the leaves. The applica-

tion, like most other liquid appUcations to leaves

for the prevention of insect injuries, should be

made in the evening or early in the morning. It

should be first applied early in the season before

the injuries are very apparent and as soon as the

young larvfe, looking like little white specks, can

be discovered upon the underside of the leaves.

As often as may be needed, in order to check the

attack, the showering with the infusion should

be rei>eated.

Eose Midges and their Maggots. One of the

most destructive pests that growers have to

deal with, especially in forcing the Rose, is

this minute Fly, which attacks the flower

buds and from which the Maggots, found
usually in large numbers under the outer

petals of the buds, come. These are not
more than 1-16 in. long, and seem to have a
strong desire to eat to the center of the bud
as quickly as possible.

Rem. 124. Fumigation with Totiacco. For
Roses under glass the best remedy is to fumigate
for 6 or 8 evenings very strongly with tobacco in

the usual way, so as to effectually kiU the fly,

and cut ofl" all the buds and burn them. Continue
this treatment for 3 or 4 weeks. If the Roses

should be outside it is more diflicult to get rid of

this pest.

Rem. 125. Slug Shot for Outdoor Bose.'t. Re-
peated applications of Slug Shot is a great help,

but the crop of flowers that are affected must be

cut off and burned, whether outdoor or in. A
good plan is to go carefully over every plant and

take off every flower and burn them, then apply

Slug Shot. In every case it is a most trouble-

some pest to get rid off, but by persistent effort

it can be done.

Eose Slug and Eose Saw-fly. (Selamlrid

rosfc.) These pernicious vermin are known
to all Rose growers. The Rose Saw-fly,

shown greatly enlarged in Fig. 36, is a shiny

black insect which appears in the latter

part of May and up to about June 15th, and

also again in August, the female laying its

eggs in incisions made with its saw obliquely

into the skin of the leaf. The young, which

appear in from ten to fifteen days, are the

greenish almost transparent Slugs that are

frequently met in such great numbers feed-

ing on Rose bushes until the whole foliage

looks as if scorched by ftre.

Rem. 126. Tobacco. Same as 65.

Rem. 127. Hellebore, Dry. Promptly dust the

powdered drug lightly over the affected bushes

by the use of a tin can with a piece of muslin tied

over the end; the foliage should be moisi at the

time. Professor Lmtner suggests that before

using Hellebore its strength should be tested by
applying a small pinch to the nostrils. If it fails

to produce a tingUng sensation it should be re-

jected as comparatively worthless.

Rem. 128. Whale Oil or Other Soap Suds.
Whale oU soap dissolved in water in the propor-
tion of two pounds of the former to fifteen gal-

lons of water, adding also a double handful of

salt, and with this wetting the foUage affected.

Ordinary soap used instead of the other makes
nearly as good a remedy.

Rem. 129. Paris Green Solution. Same as 15.

Rem. 130. Kerosene Emulsion. Same as 6.

Rem. 131. lyitst. Dry air-slaked lime, plaster of
Paris, wood ashes, or even road dust, if regularly
and repeatedly applied, will destroy the slugs.

Salt Water. See Remedy 114.

Saw-flies and their Larva. Tliere are
numerous species of Saw Flies, and which,
both in their perfect state as flies and in the
larva state as slugs, live almost entirely on
vegetable food. {See Rose Slug and Rose
Saw-fly, Cherry and Pear Slug.) The
name of the class is derived from an in-

geniously contrived saw or saws with which
tlie female is provided and with which she
saws slits in the stems and leaves of plants,

wherein the eggs are dropped and hatched.

Rem. 132. Hellebore, Dry and lAquid. Same as
Remedies 53, 63, 127.

Skunks. See Quadruped Foes.

Slug Shot. See Remedies 109, 13.5.

Snails. These are often bothersome both
to the indoor and outdoor gardener, while
sometimes they prove to be terribly destruc-
tive. What makes the matter of their

attacks worse is that they do their work
under the cover of night, hence much mis-
chief is often done before the real cause is

understood.

Rem. 133. A Search at Night. A night search
with the light of a lantern after a shower of rain,

or In the greenhouse any night, will afford the
best opportunity for catching large numbers of
snails and slugs. They can then be put into a
strong salt bath, where they wiU speedily die, or,

the fowls in a confined run will be very grateful

if they are thrown to them in their prison.

Rem. 134. Trapping. The only sure method
of dealing effectually with these pests is to lay

traps. Pieces of Orange peel, if laid on the
ground, may be examined in the morning with a
fair chance of rewarding the searcher, for the
slug is so fond of Orange peel that instead of
returning to its home at daybreak it clings to the
peel, and may be found underneath gorged with
much over-feeding. Pieces of boai-d placed

firmly in the ground are good traps, as these keep
the soil moist and slugs and snails love moisture
and take refuge under them.

jRem. 135. Paraffin Oil Soluilon. Apply a weak
solution of Paraffin oil and water,—about one
wine-glassful of oil to four gallons of water,—
and the solution applied through a syringe to the
plants; at the same time the surrounding surface
of the soil must be moistened. The time to apply
the solution is in the evening.

Soap Suds. See Remedies 6, 33, 114, 128.

Soluble Phenyle. See Remedy 100.

Soot Dusting. See Remedy 6(1.

Sphinges and their Larva. In the winged
state the true Sphinges are known Ijy the

name of Humming-bird Moths, or Hawk
Moths, being large Moths that are familiar

by their flying during the twilight with
swiftness from flower to flower, and hover-

ing in the air like a Humming Bird. The
worm of one of the species is the large green
Caterpillar which infests the plants of the

Potato and Tomato. This insect is often

of a most repulsive size, being as thick as

the fore-finger, and three inches or more in

length. It is capable of doing great injury

to the plant. Other species of these worms,
varying somewhat in size and form, trouble

Grape-vines and various other plants and
trees.
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Rem. 136. Picking vyith Tweezers. This ap-

pears to he the only remedy. A pair of tweezers

easily made by anyone out of a piece of band
iron is shown in the accompanying engraving.

The worms may be fed to swine or be killed with
kerosene.

Squash Vine Borers. {Mditia cunubiUc
Harris.) This worm, which seems to be on
the increase and in some seasons is very bad,

Fig. ^. Hand Tjreezersfor qafhcrivg remiLtive insects.
Made of ordinary band iron. Remedies l;i6, 142.

works in the vine mostly near the root, often

causing the plant, after it is nearly grown
and set with fruit, to suddenly wither and
die. Upwards of a hundred Borers have
been taken froni a single vine.

Bern. 137. dial Tar. Placing Corn cobs dipped
in coal tar among the plants about the first of

July is known to greatly lessen the attacks by
borers.

J\'cHi. 138. Outting Chit. This, on a small scale,

is u successful remedy. In practice one may
soon become quite expert in discovering the lo-

cation of the borers and digging them out with
a knife point.

Rem. 139. Laiiering. A Mr. Milton, in the
Ohio Fanner, says that the best remedy he has
found for this- pest is to go through the patch
with a hoe when the vines have attained a length
of two or three feet and throw a large hoeful of

earth on the fii'st or second joint from the hill.

The \'ine will form new roots from this joint,

which will enable it to perfect its fruit should
the borer kill the old root.

Squash Bug, Black. {Anasntristisde Oecr.)

About the last of June throughout the

North these troublesome bugs appear on
Squash-vines and lay their patches of egas,

which soon develop into troublesome broods.

A most striking characteristic of the insect

is its offensive odorwhen handled or crushed.

As the eggs are not all laid at one time, the
young appear in successive broods.

Hem. 140. Plaster aiid Kerosene. Same as 57.

Rem. 141. Trapping. By laying shingles

about the hills the bugs, after feeding in the

night, may be found collected on the underside of

such. Proceeding to the patch early in the morn-
ing with a pail containing some kerosene, the

shingles should be gently raised and the insects

jarred or brushed into the kerosene, returning
the shingles again for successive catches later.

Rem. 142. Picking with Tweezers. Same as

Remedy 13«.

Strawberry Worm. Apply Remedy 53.

Strawberry-Crown Borer. This is an insect

first described by Prof. Riley in 1871, and
which is not much known outside of the

Mississippi Valley. It bores down through
the crown of the Strawberry plant into the

pith. We have heard of no effective remedy.

The plants that are injured should certainly

be removed and burned.

Sugar Maple Borer. Of late years this in-

sect has become comparatively abundant as

a destroyer of highly valued Maples. Its

attack is usually made on perfectly healthy

trees. In its simplest form it reveals itself

by the bark parting longitudinally and
breaking away, disclosing a narrow strip

of the wood some five or six inches in

length. On the surface of the wood can be

seen the furrow of the grub, increasing in

its dimensions as it descends and at the

lower end entering into the trunk of the

tree, or more often winds horizontally about

half way around the trunk before entering.

With numerous borers at work the circula-

tion of the tree is cut off and it dies.

Rem. 143. Killing lljung Larva.--Probing.
Professor Lantner is of the opinion that the bes-t

method of dealing with this pernicious borer

would be to watch for the commencement oi the

operations and kill the young larvfe. The eggf

are laid in July and August. It is said that the

place where the egg has been deposited upon the

bark of the trunk may be detected "by a rusty

discoloration of tlie bark about the size of a cent;

and especially by the frass or castings which, to

the length of an inch or more, are attached like

a broken corkscrew to the bark." The larva'

upon hatching burrow upward, remaining in the

bark until the following spring, when they bur-

row into the solid wood. At this season of the

year [October] the larvte may be found beneath

or not far from these discolored spots of egg de-

posits. If by cutting into these the burrow is

found to have extended too far to follow it with

the knife without injury to the tree, a fle.\ible

wire may be used as a probe for i^aching and

destroying It, as is done for the notorious Apple-

tree borer, Saperda candiila Fnhr.

Sulphur. See Remedy 113.

Sulphuric Acid Water. (144.) This made
in the proportion of one part of the acid to

fifty parts of water is an effective and safe

insecticide to be used on hardy plants.

Swine. See Quadruped Foes to Insects.

Thousand-Legged Worms. These are often

confused with the Wire Worms, (which see)

and from which tliey differ considerably.

They live on Potatoes, Radishes, Carrots,

and decaying vegetables, and have also been

accused of destroying the plants of Cucum-
bers, Strawberries, etc.

Kem. 145. Oas Lime. Same as Remedy 19.

Bern. 146. Trapping and Scalding. By laying

boards about the ganlen in the evening they will

accumulate undi'r fhi'si' in numbcTs, and in the

morning can be collected and scalded.

Thrips. Minute insects varying in size
\

from that hardly perceptible to the naked

eye to the size of a Plant Louse, and varying

in color from whitish yellow to dark brown.

It is an active, jumping insect, and when
once it gets a foothold is very destructive.

As it luxuriates in close, shady places it is

generally found where plants are unduly
crowded and neglected as to ventilation and
syringing. (.See Grape Ijeaf Hopper.)

Rem. 147. Nicotyl. Same as No. 10, 65.

Bern. 148. Fumigation with Tobacco. Same
as Remedy 9.

Rem. lid. Fir Tree on. Same as Remedy 24.

Tent-Caterpillar on Apple. Rem. (150.) Band
Picking the Eggs. The eggs of these Caterpillars

appear in the shape of rings on the small twigs.

numerous. Not only do they leave signs of

their presence in the denuded trees, but such
are also disfigured by old and new webs
made by the Caterpillars, in which bits of

leaves and leaf stems, as well as the dried

frass has collected, producing a very dis-

agreeable sight.

ficm. 153. Arsenical Poiso7is. Same as Rem. 43.

Ttcm. 154. Pruning and Burning. Ontheflrst

appearance of tlie webs they should be looked

.!.,mM¥^

Torch Remedy. Same as Remedies

See Remedies 8, 9, 10,

Fig. 28. Thrip very mvch enlarged.

and are coated with a varnish-like substance. A
sharp eye run over the branches in the winter
or early spring when bare of foUage will show
them, and then they should be removed and
burned.

iSem. 151. Gathering the Webs. With a forked
stick the webs may readily be gathered in the

spring, when they are small, by twisting them on
the stick.

Rem. 152.

7, 79, 1.58.

Tobacco Insecticide,

123, 124, and Nicotyl.

Tobacco Worm. See Sphinges.

Tomato Worm, See Sphinges.

Torch Remedy. See Remedies T, 7!), 15,"i.

Trapping Insects. See Remedies 134, 146.

Turpentine. See Remedy 101.

Weevil. See Curculio.

Web Worm,Fall. (Hyphantriarunrn.) This
insect is attracting increasing attention by
its great injury in defoliating both fruit and
shade trees, shrubs, etc., in many instances
not a vestige of foliage remaining. Its name
indicates the season when its webs are most

Fig. 30. Fall Web Worm, the dark form, there being
also a light one. Remedies 153, i55.

for with care and should be cut off or burned off,

and if cut olf should be burned at once.

Rem. 155. Torch Remedy. A little thorough
work with some simple torch at the right time
will in nearly every case obviate the necessity of

any other treatment later. A campaign
torch mounted on a long pole is one of the best

implements for the purpose. The best substitute

for this is perhaps a piece of porous brick pre-

pared as suggested by Mayor Key, of Washing-
ton. Take a piece of soft brick, commonly
termed salmon brick, trim it to an egg shape;

then take two soft wires, cross them over this

brick, wrapping them together around the oppo-

site side so as to firmly secure it; now tie this end
to a long stick, such as the boys get at the plan-

ing mills, Ijy wrapping around it; then soak the

brick in coal-oil, Ught it with a match, and you
are armed with the cheapest weapon known to

science. H olding this brick torch under the nests

will precipitate all the worms on one or two trees

at least from one soaking of the brick, and it can

be repeated as often as necessary.

Whale Oil Soap. See Remedies 6, 105, 114.

Whiskey. See Remedy 23.

Wire Worms. These are the hard, flatfish,

smooth-skinned, mostly light-colored, larva

of the Elaters or Snapping Beetle, but the

name Wire Worm is often wrongfully ap-

plied to the dark-colored, cylindrical Thous-

and-legged Worm, (which see). They feed

on roots of herbaceous plants, and on Po-

tatoes, Carrots, etc., and are often very in-

jurious. In the Beetle state they devour

flowers and the tender leaves of plants.

Rem. 156. Baiting. This method consists in

burying sUced Pototoes or other vegetables be-

neath the ground in gardens, upon the end of a

stick for convenience of examination. The slices

should be examined every morning and the in-

sects collected and destroyed.

Woolly Aphis. These are not true Aphis

or plant lice, but are known as Schizoncura

larkjcra. There are two forms of the insect,

one being usually found on the limbs and

trunk of young trees in masses of a white,

woolly substance, the other attacking the

Fin 29. Tlie Woolly Aphis. A, root affected by the Aphis;

h. the Aphis iireatly enlarged; c, the Fly greatly

enlarged. Renu:dies 157, 158.

roots, giving them a knotty appearance, as

at a in the annexed engraving. At b in the

same engraving is shown a greatly enlarged

representation of the young insect, with the

natural size indicated, and c is the same of

the insect in its fly state. The eggs are laid

in autumn on the bark and remain in this

condition through the winter. Young nur-

sery trees are often infested with this insect.
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ii'cni. 157. Hot Water fur the Root For^i. Mr.

Saunders, in his work on Insects Injurious to

Fruits, observes that the most successful means
yet devised for destroying these root-lice, is the

use of scalding hot water, freely poured around
the roots of the tree. If the trees are remaining
in the soil, the roots may lie laid bare, and the

water used nearly boihiig, without injury; but
where they have been taken up for the purpose
of transplanting, and are to be dipped in the hot
water, the temperature should not exceed 150°

Fahr.,—under these circumstances, from 120° to
150° would suffice for the purpose. A mulch
placed around the trees for some time previous

to treatment has been found useful in bringing
the lice to the surface, where they can be more
readily reached by the hot water.

i?cm. 158. Kerosene Emulsion. Same as Rem-
edies 6, 57. Prof. Forbes has recommended that

the roots of infested nursery trees be "puddled "

with the kerosene emulsion before sending out,

and that if the lice are seen upon the trunks,
these be also treated with the emulsion, applying
with a brush, sponge or cloth.

Worms in Pots. Sometimes a little white
worm, entirely distinct from the Earth or

Angle Worm elsewliere referred to, proves
troublesome in plant pots. The following
remedies may be counted upon as being
effective in their destruction.

Rem. 159, Carbolic Acid Solutinti. Add one
teaspoonful of carbolic acid to one quart of water
and with this water the plants.

i?fm. 160, Mvstard Water. Stir a tablespoon-
ful of sharp Mustard in a gallon of water, repeat-

ing the stirring at intervals for a day, then soak
the soil with the water.

SOME INTERESTING NOTES ON INSECTS

INSECT COLLECTING.

THE word insect, which was derived from the Latin, means cut or

notched, referring to tlie cliaracteristic of this group of creatures

found in tlie cross-lines or incisions that mark the body. Between these

cross-lines are the segments or rings, consisting of numerous jointed

pieces, more or less movable on each other.

Organism. Insects, according to Dr. Har-
ris in his standard treatise on tliis subject,

have a very small brain, and, instead of a
spinal marrow, a liiind of knotted cord, ex-

tending from the brain to the liinder ex-

tremity ; and numerous small whitish
threads, which are the nerves, spread from
the brain and knots in various directions.

Two long air-pipes, witliin their bodies, to-

gether with an immense number of smaller
pipes, supply the want of lungs, and carry

the air to every part.

• Insects do not breathe through their

mouths, but through little holes, called

spiracles, generally nine in nttmber, along
each side of the body. Some, however, have
the breathing-holes placed in the hinder ex-

tremity, and a few young water-insects

breathe by means of gills.

The heart is a long tube, divided into sev-

eral chambers, lying under the skin of the

back, having little holes on each side for the

admission of the juices of the body, which
are prevented from escaping again by valves
or clappers, formed to close the holes

within. The blood, which is a colorless or
yellow fluid, does not circulate in proper ar-

teries and veins ; but is driven from the fore

part of the heart into the head, and thence
escapes into the body, where it is mingled
with the nutritive juices that filter through
the sides of the intestines, and the mingled
fluid penetrates the crevices among the flesh

and other internal parts, flowing along the
sides of the air-pipes, whereby it receives

from the air that influence which renders it

more fitted to nourish the frame and better

maintain life.

In winged or adult insects, two of the
transverse incisions with which they are
marked are deeper than the rest, so that the
body seems to consist of three principal por-

tions, the first whereof is the head, the sec-

ond or middle portion the thorax, or chest,

and the third or hindmost the abdoincti, or
bind-body.

The eyes of adult insects, though appar-
ently two in number, are compound, each
consisting of a great number of single eyes
closely united together, and incapable of
being rolled in their sockets. StJth also are
the eyes of the larv;c, and of the active
pupae of those insects that undergo an im-

perfect transformation. Moreover, many
winged insects have one, two or three little

single eyes, placed near each other on the

crown of the head, and called ocrUi, or eye-

lets. The eyes of grubs, caterpillars, and of

other completely transforming larva-, are

not compound, but consist of five or six

eyelets clustered together, without touch-

ing, on each side of the head ; some, how-
ever, such as maggots, are totally blind.

Near to the eyes are two jointed members,
named antennm, corresponding, for the

most part, in situation, with the ears of

other animals, and supposed to be connected
with the sense of hearing, of touch, or of

both united. The antennae are very short

in larva', and of various sizes and forms in

other insects.

The mouth of some insects Is made for

biting or chewing, that of others for taking
the food only by suction.

Repuoduction. Insects, contrary to the

supposition of some.are neverspontaneously
generated from putrid animals or vegetable

matter, but are produced from eggs. A
few, such as some plant-lice, do not lay

their eggs, but retain them within their

bodies till the young are ready to escape.

Others iuvariably lay their eggs where
their young, as soon as they are hatched,

will find a plentiful supply of food immedl
ately within their reach.

Ch.vxge or Transformation. There are

three periods in the life of an insect, more
or less distinctly marked by corresponding

changes in the form, powers and habit.

First or Infant Pcrinrl. In the first, or

period of Infancy, an insect is technically

called a larim, a word signifying a mask,
because therein its future form is more or

less masked or concealed. This name is

not only applied to grubs, caterpillars, and
maggots, and to other insects that undergo
a complete transtormation, but also to

young and wingless grasshoppers and bugs,

and indeed to all young insects before the

wings begin to appear. In this first period,

which is generally much the longest, insects

are always wingless, pass most of their time
in eating, grow rapidly, and usually cast off

their skins repeatedly.

The second period—wherein those insects

th-at undergo a partial transformation re-

tain their activity and their appetite for
food, continue to grow, and acquire the ru-
diments of wings, while others, at this age,
entirely lose their larva form, take no food,
and remain at rest in a deathlike sleep—is

called the pupa state. The pupse from
caterpillars, however, are more commonly
called chrysalids, because some of them, as
the name implies, are gilt or adorned with
golden spots ; and grubs, after their first

transformation, are often named nymphs,
for what reason does not appear.

Adult Period. At the end of the second
period, insects again shed their skins and
come forth fully grown, and (with few ex-
ceptions) provided with wings. Thus they
enter upon their last, or adult state, where-
in they no longer increase in size, and dur-
ing which they provide for a continuation of

their kind. This period usually lasts only a
short time, for most insects die immediately
after their eggs are laid, bees, wasps and
ants affording some familiar exceptions.

Classification. To facilitate the study
of the myriads of insects in existence, some
kind of a classification was found neces-

sary, and that referred to below and relating

to the four great divisions or orders is the
one very generally adopted by naturalists.

The basis of this classification is founded
upon the structure of the mouth in the

adult state, the number and nature of the

wings, and the transformations.

1. COLEOPTER.i (embracing the Beetles).

AntJLTS with ja»'s, two thick W'm(7-core/'s meeting
in a straight line on the top of the back, and two
fllmy wings, which are folded transversely.

Transformation complete. Larv^, called grubs,

generally provided with six tiiie leys, and some-
times also with a terminal prop-leg ; more rarely

without legs. Pup.i with the wings and the legs

distinct and unconfined.

2. Orthoptek.4. (Cockroaches, Crickets, Grass-

hoppers, <ic.) AnnLTS with jaws, two rather

thick and opaque upper wings, overlapping a lit-

tle on the b-ick. and two larger, thin wings,

which are folded in jilaits like a fan. Transfor-
niatiim partial. Larv^ and Pup.*; active, but
wanting wings.

3. Hemiptera (Bugs, Locusts, Plant-lice, &c.)

Adults with a horny beak for suction, four
icings, whereof the uppermost are generally
thick at the base, with thinner extremities,
which lie flat, and cross each other on the top of

the back, or are of uniform thickness through-
out, and slope at the sides like a roof. Transfor-
mation partial. Larv^ and Txjpje nearly like

the adult insect, but wanting wings.

4. Neuroptera (Dragon-flies, Lac4:^wlnged

flies, May-flies, Ant-lion, Day-fly, Wliitc Ants,
etc.). Adiilts with jaics, four netted wings, of
which the hinder ones are the largest, and no
sting or piercer. Tran.^formation complete, or

partial. I.arva and Pupa various.

5. Lepidoptera (Butterflies and Moths).

Adults with spiral sucking-tube; wings four,

covered with bi'anny scales. Transformation
complete. The Larv.e are caterpillars, and have

six true teas, and from four to ten fleshy prop-

legs. Pupa with the cases of the wings and of

the legs indistinct, and soldered to the breast.

6. Hymenoptera (Saw-flies, Ants, Wasps,
Bees, lie.) Adults with .iatcs, four veined wings,

in most species the hinder pair being the small-

est, and a piercer or sting at the extremity of the

abdomen. Transformation complete. Larv^
mostly maggot-hke, or slug-like ; of some, cater-

pillar-like. Pup^ with the legs and wings un-
confined.

7. Diptera (Mosquitoes, Gnats, Flies, *c.)

Adults with a horny or fleshy proboscis, two
wings only, and two knobbed threads, called

balancers or poisers, behind the wings. Trans-

formation complete. The Larvae are maggots,

without feet, and with the breathing-holes gen-

erally in the liinder extremity of the body.

Pup.E mostly encased in the dried skin of the

larvip, sometimes, however, naked, in which case

the wings and the legs are visible, and are found
_

to be more or less tree and unconfined.

Insect Collecting. Few occupations are

more pleasant and instructive, especially to

the cultivators of plants and trees, than

the making of a collection of insects. The
first thing needed for the business is a net
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made of mosquito netting in the form of a
short hag, and which must he attached at its

edges to a ring (say of wire, or a Willow
twig) to be about twelve inches in diameter,

and this to a short handle. A butterfly or

moth caught and you give the net a twist

so that the insect cannot fly away.
To catch moths, which fly mainly at night,

set a little lantern out-of-doors near a cup of

cheap, strong-smelling molasses, and with
net in hand capture them as they appear
drawn to the sweets. Collect also by put-

ting caterpillars and the leaves on which
you find them into a box, with netting top,

and letting them spin cocoons, or grow hard
and dry. Cocoons or chrysalids found on
bushes, fences etc., may similarly be bo.xed.

To Kill the Insects. Provide three bot-

tles of different sizes, into each of which
place some cyanide of potassium for poison-

ing the insects by placing them in the bot-

tles. Attach a small lump of the cyanide to

each bottle bottom by pouring over it a
mixture of plaster of Paris and water
to harden and hold it fast. The bottles

should be large mouthed and have ground
glass stoppers; any druggist can furnish

such. Another excellent way of killing is

to have a small vial of chloroform or ether,

if of which a small drop is applied to the

head of an insect it will succumb at once.

COLLECTIXG Box. Such a one should be
provided in which to pin the insects after

they have been caught and killed. If possi-

ble a thin sheet of cork, or even sliced bottle

corks, should be glued to the bottom to hold

the pins. So-called entomologist's pins are

to be preferred to ordinary pins.

Labeling. As the insects are put into the

case they should be numbered by writing on

a round piece of paper that is placed on the

pin which is thrust through the insect. Then
catalogue the numbers of the insects with

the name of each, location and date of col-

lecting and any other remarks.

Most insects should at all stages be pinned
through the midtlle of thorax (the part back
of the head); hard-shelled beetles through
the middle of the right wing.
Preparation. To properly get butterflies

in shape a pressing board Is necessary. This
is made of two pieces of common siding

about a foot long, placing the thin edges
toward each other, leaving a space between
them wide enough to admit the body of the

insect, and nailing the pieces carefully to a
cross-piece at each end. Then with the in-

sects in this opening, spread the wings and
stick a needle in the board to hold each in

place until a small strip of card-board can
be placed over the wings on each side and
fastejied down with pins. Care must be
taken not to rub the scales ofl" the wings.

If the legs are cramped under the body,

draw them out and extend them as they ap
pear when the insect is walking. By a little

practice you will be able to get them pre-

pared in good condition. The insects should
be left on the pressing board for one or two
weeks.
The Cabinet. For temporary use a good

insect case may be made from a confection-

ary or other light wooden box. Cover the
inside with strips of white paper and paste

strips of cork over the bottom, over which a

bottom of thin white pasteboard should be
placed. Pin the larger insects directly to

the bottom. Very small ones should be
glued to small, triangular pieces of card-

board, through one end of which the pins

are passed. Try and get the insects as near
the same height on the pins as possible.

For a permanent case it will be necessary

to employ a cabinet maker to make this, as

It must be nearly air-tight, in order to keep
live insects from destroying the specimens.

The best size is 14by 10 inches, and 3J^ inches

deep. If of this size, insects can be put in

at both the top and bottom, thus saving
room.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Fungi Which Kill Insects.

ADSTRACT OF OTTO LUGGEr's REPORT IN BULLETIN OF
MINNESOTA EXPERIMENT STATION.

It is now a well-knowu fact that quite a
large immber of diseases attacking plants,

insects, animals and man are produced by
very lowly organized plants. All such vege-
table parasites are produced from seeds or
spores, and their growth produces a diseased
condition of its host, and eventually its death.

As famihar instances of fungi producing dis-

ease in plants I mention : blights, rusts, mil-

dews, smuts, etc.

The same assertion can be made m regard
to insects killed by contagious diseases. In
turning over an old piece of decaying board
quite frequently numerous dead ants can be
seen fastened to it, and all plainly show tlie

cause of their death by being surrounded
with mycelium threads, or by having a horn-
like process growing through the soft integu-

ment between their heads and thorax. Cer-
tain plant-lice, frequently found upon clover,

coidd be seen in vast numbers upon the
leaves of that plant, dead, and surrounded
and imbedded by spores. Various caterpil-

lars, chiefly those of our gaudy diurnal but-

terflies, die from the effects of a disease pro-

duced by a fungus. Chinch Bugs suffer

greatly by one of these diseases, as will be
mentioned later. Even the common Two-
striped LiOC\ifit{CaIoptenus bivittatus), usually

a rather tough insect and proof against the

usual ailments of insects, was kiDed in num-
bers by a vegetable disease.

The " Faulbrood" of our honey-bee is also

produced by a microscopic plant, the Bacil-

lus melitophtliorus or alvei. This disease is

well known in many regions, and frequently
threatens to put for the time a stop to any
further attempts in raising bees.

The larvfe of our May-beetles, well known
I)y the popular name of White Grubs, are
quite often attacked by a fungus, Oordyceps
militaris Fries, and when found always
attract the attention of the curious. The
inflorescence generally presents the appear-
ance of a pair of elongate horns, one issuing

from each side of the head. These two
horns—sometimes there are four—are usually

of different lengths, and grow to the length

of three to five inches. Other larvae are also

affected in a simUar manner, for instance,

those of our Stag beetles, of the Seventeen-
years Cicada, and others.

The most thoroughly studied species of in-

sect-killing fungi in Europe is Entomoph-
thora radicans Bref

.
, which produces quite

frequently an epidemic disease upon the

larvse of the Cabbage butterfly. It occurs

in this country as well. The usually lively

caterpillars of this noxious butterfly soon
show the effects of an infection: they become
quiet, slow in all their motions, die suddenly,

and are soon entirely enshrouded by a green-
ish-white fungus, the infloresence of which
lasts but a few hours, leaving nothing of the
caterpillar but a. brown shrunken skin, sur-

rounded by large masses of white spores.

One of the most frequently observed dis-

eases produced by fungi is the " Fbj Cholera,"

produced by Einpusa muscce, Cohn. This

disease can here be observed every year,

from the middle of September to the begin-

ning of winter, but in more southern regions

it is found throughout the year. The first

stages of it are indicated by the restlessness

of the attacked flies; they soon, however,
become weak and slow in their motions.
Having securely fastened themselves with

I their broad tongues to the object upon which
they happen to be when attacked by the last

stages of the disease, a succession of spas-

modic tremors pass through their wings and
legs, and the tormentor and destroyer of our
slumber is no more. The abdomen of the

victim of this disease, previously already
swollen, becomes more and more distended,

and a fatty, whitish substauce pushes through
the softer membranes between the rings or

segments. Soon after a whitish halo of

spores is formed around the dead body,

readily seen if the fly happens to have fast-

ened to the glass of windo^v or mirror.
These spores gradually cover the whole in-

sect with a white dust, and they appear in
ever increasing numbers as the body of the
victim dries up, until at last its whole interior
is empty and only a shell remains.

The Chinch-bug and its Disease.

During the last three years Chinch-bugs
have occasioned immense damage to the
various crops in the west. They have been
steadily on the increase, and were rapidly
spreading in a northerly and westerly direc-
tion. This increase was entirely due to the
very favorable atmospheric conditions pre-
vailing throughout the summers of 1885,
1886 and 1887, which were very dry and
warm, and just suitable to these bugs, which
are essentially dry and warm summer insects.

Owing to a wet, cold, and very backward
spring in 1888 they were not in a very healthy
conditionwhenwarm weathercommenced,and
large numbers were killed in their wintering
quarters. After this no bugs could be found,
and all danger was thought to be over. Real
warm weather now became the rule, and the
slumbering vegetation, as by magic, became
a blooming reality; so became the Chinch-
bugs ! The gentle southern wind was loaded
with them, and they landed in immense
numbers, everywhere, to begin their destruc-
tive work in our fields. To prevent their

inroads, all the infested fields and experi-
mental plots were surrounded by a low board
fence, six inches high, and snugly fitting to

the ground so as to prevent the insects from
crossing under this fence. The upper edge
of the boards were painted from time to

time with tar, which prevented the bugs
from crossing. The insects were at this

time of all sizes and ages; adults of the first

brood, eggs, young hatched bugs, and pupae
of the second brood were all mixed together,
and all were decidedly hungry, as their in-

tense activity and the swarming armies of
famishing bugs plainly indicated. To gather
in this crop of bugs, round holes, about six

inches in diameter, were drilled in the ground
close to the fence, and as one hole became
filled with insects, it was closed and another
one was opened close by for the reception of

more victuns. So matters worked to our
satisfaction, when an unexpected assistant

came to help us, making the structure of

more fences unnecessary. The above-men-
tioned holes were quite deep, and conse-

quently were always wet, and the starving
Chinch-bugs soon became unhealthy and
weak, thus presenting the best conditions for

any disease to claim them as its victims.

And such a disease, produced by a fungus,
was not slow in making its appearance, as

could be seen by the numerous dead bugs.

The margins of all the holes, but chiefly those

more densely crowded with captives, soon
became whitened with dead bugs enshrouded
in white mycelial threads and dust-like

spores; in fact, in a few days the upper rims
of these holes looked as if recently white-

washed. Nor did the disease stop there !

On the contrary it spread very rapidly to

adjoining fields. The victims of the disease

could be seen everywhere by the thousands.

All showed the characteristic white myce-
lium threads and spores of the disease.

Although almost exclusively attacking

Chinch-bugs, the disease was not slow in also

slaughtering such small flies as found the

society of such companions to their taste.

Most, if not all, the Chinch-bugs would
have been killed at the Experiment Station,

if the suitable conditions for this disease had
lasted a few days longer. But the wet spell

soon passed, and was followed by warm and
very dry days, which soon stopped any fur-

ther increase and spread of the disease.

But by artificially producing such conditions

the disease was kept at work for some time,

but only on a very limited scale. Nor could

it be spread, because in nature such artificial

conditions could neither be produced nor

maintained on ,any extensive scale.

As many parts of the southern portion of

this State were overrun with Chinch-bugs,
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I thought that an inviting field to purposely

spread the disease. All that was necessary

was to gather a number of the diseased bugs,

put them into tight-fitting tin boxes, and mail

them to regions infested by C'hmch-bugs.

Arrived at their destination, the contents of
i

the boxes could simply be thrown in any field
|

known to be infested with such bugs. This !

was done, and eighteen diflferent places in

southern Minnesota were made centers of

distribution for this disease. And as it

seems, with remarkable good results, as the

disease has killed off the bugs to such an ex-

tent that careful search in a majority of

places failed to produce a single living speci-

men, whilst the traces of the disease were
found everywhere. The disease spread so

rapidly that even Corn growing near Wheat
fields crowded with Chinch-bugs were entirely

protected, and no bugs had entered them in

all the places visited by myself. It is possi-

ble that the disease was there already, un-

known to any one, and that I simply re-intro-

duced its germs. Be this as it may, one

thing is certain, viz.: the disease has been

there, and consequently the spores of the

fungus producing it are there also, and
remain there, to act whenever the conditions

are favorable, and I firmly believe that our

farmers need not entertain any fears of

Chinch-bugs for the near future.

The Tdrp Web-worm.

Mr. Herbert Osborne, in his "Report
npon the Insects of the Season in Iowa " to

the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, gives an ex-

cellent account of the ravages of this worm
(Crambus exsiccatus, Zell.) which is the larva

of a light-ash-colored moth about one-half

inch long, and having wings that expand
about one-and-a-quarter inches. It attacks

both grass and corn, doing vastly more dam-
age to grass than to corn, though its work is

much more noticeable in the latter, since it

will completely destroy fields planted in sod.

infected by young worms.
In grass-land the larvfe form a web-lined

burrow about half an inch below the surface,

extending it as the larvae grow to a length

of four or five inches, nearly straight and
opening at the surface of the sod. The
grass in the immediate vicinity of these bur-

rows is cut off at the surface of the ground,

but generally the roots and crown are injured.

The injury to corn results from planting in sod

There are two broods in the year, the

adult moth of the spring-brood appearing in

June. These deposit eggs which hatch in

eight days. The larvse require from five to

seven weeks to become full-grown. The
pupa-stage lasts from twelve to fifteen days,

the fall brood appearing in August.
To prevent attacks in corn to be planted

in land previously in grass, plow the grass

under at such time, as this will prevent the

egg being deposited in it. In the fall, this

should be done before the first of September;
in spring, before the first of June.

Mr. Osborne does not give a remedy for

their attacks in lawns, except that the striped

ground-squirrel might be utilized to keep
them in check. Perhaps the application of

kerosene emulsions, followed by heavy
sprinklings, which would drain the emulsion
into the ground, would destroy them, as

their burrows are so near the surface.

[A lawn in Western New York has been reported to

us as being effected in a manner which would suggest
the presence of the above worms. Said lawn proved a
great attraction to fowls; they scratched it over from
end to end. Whether the plot will again be attacked is

not yet known.

—

Editoks.]

An Enemt to the Parsnip.

Prof. Eiley has recently discussed an enemy
to Parsnips, in Insect Life, to which the name
Parsnip Web-worm has been given. The
larva webs the flower heads together, devour-
ing and destroying the immature blossoms.
When about full grown they bore into the
hollow stems, where they pupate and in due
time emerge as moths. As to remedies,
Bethune suggests that whenever the young
caterpillars appear on the flowers, the
umbels may be dusted over with powdered
white hellebore, repeating the operation oc-
casionally. Should the flowers be destroyed

before they are noticed, cut off and burn all

affected stalks before the moths emerge from
the pupiB. The larvae are easily disturbed,

and may be dislodged from the flowers and
collected in pans and burned. It is called by
entomologists Depressiiria heracliana.

Insect Lore of New England.
PARTI.\L REPORT ON PAPER, AND DISCUSSION BEFORE

MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Prof. C. H. Fernald, a prominent fruit

grower in Maine, told me that he was accus-

tomed to employ a boy to climb his Apple trees

and destroy the tent caterpillars as soon as

they appeared, but he was obliged to send the

boy several times, as new tents were formed
after the destruction of the old ones. Later

on his father took the hint from these obser-

vations, to send the boy to destroy the cater-

pillars only early in the morning or late in

the afternoon, and then the work was effect-

ual for the caterpillars were all in the tents

when the boy crushed them.

To Destroy the Codling Moth.

If we estimate the cost of showering an
Apple tree to be ten cents, which I have no
doubt is twice as much as the actual cost

would be, I believe it would then prove to be

the cheapest and most effectual way of de-

stroying all leaf-eating species, and the

most effectual method thus far suggested for

the destruction of the codling moth. The
experiments of Prof. Forbes, conducted with
great care through two seasons, resulted in

the saving of seventy-five per cent, of the

Apples which would otherwise have been
injured by the codling moth; and when we
take into account the fact that by the same
application numerous other insects were de-

stroyed, we must admit that spraying the

trees, even at ten cents apiece, is an exceed-

ingly profitable investment.

The common Squash bug has proved very
troublesome in various parts of the State

This insect does not consume the surface of

the leaf, but forces its tubular mouth-parts
down through the epidermis and draws its

food from the inside of the leaf, and is not

effected by poisons on the surface. It is

necessary, therefore, to use some substance

that will effect it otherwise than through the

digestive system, and for this purpose pj're-

thrum has been found to work admirably.

This sub.stance may be used as a powder,
and dusted on by means of bellows prepared

for that purpose, or it may be used in solu-

tion in water, which is believed to be the

most economical and eflicient method. The
bulk of the powder is dissolved in the water,

to which it at once imparts its insecticide

principle. No stirring is necessary, but it

should be applied in a very fine spray ; the

finer the more economical is its use and
the greater the chance of its reaching all the

insects. This solution should be used when
first made, for it gradually loses its power
when it is allowed to stand.

O B. Hadwen said that he had used pyre-
thrum in solution to destroy insects. He
mixes it with warm water and stirs it up
with a whisk broom and showers the plants,

and thinks this is, perhaps, better than a
pump. It wiU destroy Currant worms.
Insects can be kept in check by constant at-

tention He was once much trot:bled with

borers in his Apple trees, but conquered them,

and now they do not trouble him. He picks

off Rose bugs and throws them into a dish of

soapsuds. Prof. Fernald suggested, instead

of the soapsuds, water with a little kerosene
on top. The oil would fiU the breathing holes

of the insects and destroy them.
Daniel T. Curtis said that cimker worms

were very abundant on his trees, and he put

a tablespoonful of Paris green into a tub
holding five or six pailfuls of water, and
sprayed his trees on the windward side and
underneath in the evening, and hardly a leaf

had the parenchyma eaten through. For the

codling moth he used it when the petals of

the flowers had just dropped and the Apples
just begtin to form, and got ten barrels of

fine, perfect specimens from two trees.

Since then he had used it on almost every-

thing, but always at night, and had had no

trouble from any insects. He used a Vose
pump. He had used pyrethrum on Roses, but
never saw a Rose bug wliere Paris green had
been used. He puts half a teacupful of the

latter into a pail of hot water and stirs

thoroughly and dilutes it afterwards. A
smaller quantity will answer for slugs. He
thinks sifted coal ashes excellent on Squashes.

William C. Strong thought picking off Rose
bugs too tedious. They had forced him to

give up growing grapes. He has a good
deal of grass ground, which favors their in-

crease. Picking must be done morning,
noon and night, and Sundays.
He did not believe in picking, but if one is

going to do it, Spircea sorbifolia is the best

trap; it will be covered with them. He has
bushels instead of quarts.

.Alfred Paul thought that the sudden dis-

appearance of insects might be caused by
parasites. He had noticed such a disappear-

ance of the Cabbage worm. Rose bugs were
very numerous with him, but three years

ago they suddenly disappeared. Some years

ago, the larvae of the May beetle were so

abundant that the turf where they had cut

off the roots could be raked off. This con-

tinued for two or three years and then they
entirely disappeared. He had noticed the

same thing with regard to the tent caterpillar.

Prof. Fernald said that in Maine a few
years ago a species of moth in prodigious

numbers was destroying the Evergreen for-

ests in three or four of the western counties,

so that the owners cut down their trees by
the acre to save their lumber. It was of

the same family as the codling moth, and had
been so rare that only three specimens were
known in all the collections of the world.

Prof. Fernald published an account of its

history in the "American Naturalist" and
collected specimens from which all sorts of

parasites emerged. The next year there

were no more ; the parasites had destroyed

them. This great abundance gave the para-

sites a chance to multiply, and it will be sev-

eral years before the cycle comes round
again. On his father's farm, at Mount
Desert, the Cabbage worm was so abundant
as almost to force him to give up the cultiva-

tion of Cabbages. But Prof. Fernald found
I some pupaj under clapboards, from one of

which he bred forty-two parasites. These

he sent to his father, and in a few years

there were no Cabbage butterflies to be seen.

The Mabgderite Fly.

This little European insect, only recently

found in this country, and resembling some-
what the little flies so abundant about fer-

menting horse-manure, attacks plants of the

order of Compositje, apparently giving the

preference to Double White Feverfew, and
Daisies (Marguerites), but not despising Heli-

anthus multiflorus. Cinerarias, etc. The
fly lays its eggs singly under the skin of the

leaf, and wart-Uke specks form over the

eggs. In a few days' time little white grubs

are hatched, and at once commence devour-

ing the leaf. The perfect insect is developed

in about two weeks. It is thought that there

are at least three successive broods during

the autumnal and winter months.
Remedy.—None is known except examin-

ing the plants at brief intervals after the

first recognition of the attack, and picking

off and burning every infected leaf.

Remedy fob Onion Maggot.

Prof. Cook says that the Onion and Radish
Maggot are one and the same, and advises

plantiug a few radishes, cabbages or turnips

near the onion plot. The maggots, prefering

the latter to onions, will there congregate,

and the infested plants may then be pulled

up and destroyed.

Remedy for Radish Maggot.

To raise a crop of radishes free from mag-
gots. Prof. Cook also advises to grow them
m a frame covered with muslin. A heavy
application of ashes from a burned rubbish

heap put on the surface and raked in, and
seed sown immediately afterwards, has al-

ways seemed to keep the patch entirely clear

of the pest. _ .i^._«.. ^ .......
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Good cultivation is tbe

best and surest insecticide.

—Pro/. Weed.

Turner for early and

Cuthbert for late, are the

most reliable of the Red
Raspberries. — Ohio State

Hiitiicultural Society.

Yellow Transparent Apple will kill itself fruit-

ing in live jcars if left alone. Tetofsky is profit-

able.—0/ii(i State Hortieultural Society.

The Dwarf Champion Tomato appears to rae

the really valuable novelty of the season.—E. S.

Oojf, before W. N. T. Horticultural Society.

Market and Home Growing. No one can be a

successful commercial fruit grower and a farmer

at the same time. We do not need as many var-

ieties for market as for home use.—T. R. Palmer.

Strawberries. No other berry introduced

within the last ten years has stood the test as well

as the Bubach. Jessie will probably rank as the

best fertilizer. If your culture is good enough,

don't give up the Cumberland.—Ohio State Hor-

ticultural Society.

mulching for Berries. Very large yields of

Blackberries have been gathered where the

ground received an accidental mulch of forest

leaves. Ohio Raspberry is not as large as the

Gregg, but is prolific and hardy. Seventy bushels

per acre is regarded a good yield.— T. B. Palmer.

Stachys Tuberifera, a so-called new vegetable

from Northern Africa cannot be pronounced a

very great acquisition. It belongs to the Mint

family, and produces small, fleshy tubers, which

in our trial only attained the size of acorns.—

E. S. Goff, before W. N. Y. Horticultural Society.

Japan Persimmon. I believe it is admitted that

the Japan Persimmon is a failure north, perhaps,

of the southern line of Tennessee. I have eaten

the fruit raised south, and it is right good. It

has the Persimmon flavor, and one advantage

over our Persimmon- it has no seeds.—iUr. Cook,

before Kentucky Horticultural Society.

Currants Profitable. J. A. Hale, of Connecti-

cut, stated at a recent meeting that Currants are

one of the most profitable of small fruits. From
1,500 to 2,000 quarts can be raised on an acre, and
a field can be kept fruiting an indefinite number
of years. The only insect remedy of particular

danger is the Currant worm, easily kept in check

by the use of Hellebore.

Fruit Grower's Prospects. In my opinion

prospects were never better. The consumption

of fruits is increasing wonderfully all over the

world, but as is natural, as we advance, more
regard is paid to the quality of fruits and the

manner in which they are placed in the market.

The slovenly fruit grower must go'.—President

Barry, before the New Yorls Society.

About the Morven Apple. A seedling of the

Lady Apple, from New Castle, Del., of medium
size, somewhat flat, skin smooth, red cheek,

sbadiug off to lemon, many specimens mottled

with dark brown spots. Flesh white, crisp, aro-

matic, subacid, delightful, a long keeper. Tree
an upright, strong grower, bears heavy crops in

alternate years.—Shoi«« at the Delaware Penin-

sula Horticultural Society Mectinfj.

Fertilizers for Market Gardens. The ordinary

stable manure is yet used almost exclusively by
the market gardeners of Hudson Co., N. J., and
that, too, at the rate of seventy-five tons to the

acre. Very little phosphates or other concen-

trated manures are used on our lands, which are

continually under tillage; these are always more
telling on land broken up from sod, where the

fibrous roots of the sod stand in lieu of stable

manures.—Peter Hetidereon, before the Farmers"

Institute at Jamaica, N. Y.

Evergreens for the Prairie. C. Ferris said at

the Iowa .State Horticultural Meeting that when
beauty and jirotection alone are sought. Ever-

greens should have first choice. They are a wind-

break in winter and summer, and are beautiful

even though they are economical. They cost

more per hundred, yet it takes less ti-ees and
space to gain the results. The variety best

adapted for Iowa, he said, was the Scotch Pine.

J. A. Williams said Pines could only be planted

safely when buds begin to swell. B. F. Ferris

favored early planting. President Patten said

that the Austrian is not worth as much as Scotch
Pine for windbreaks, and that the latter is better

than Norway Spruce and White Pine.

Nova Scotia as an Apple Country. Secretary

Lincoln, of the Worcester Co. (Mass.,) Horticul-

tural Society, states that in the ^Vnnapolis and
Gaspereau valleys nearly 40,000 acres are planted
with Ajiple trees. Nearly half a million ban-els of

Gravnestein, Baldwin,Tompkins Co.King and Bus-
sets are exported, and as over three-quai'ters of

trees are yet young, it is expected that the future
product will be greatly increased, and that to

five million bushels within a decade. The climate

of Nova Scotia appears to be especially favorable

to the growth of the Apple, but to obtain and
hold tbe market for so large a crop, it will be
necessary to secure the shipment of only the best

selected specimens, excluding all imposition.

Ohio Growers Talk About Oriental Pears. N.

H. Albaugh: The Kieffer Pear tree does not
blight in the nursery, and the fruit is growing in

favor. Mr. Farnsworth: I have no trouble in

growing the Kieflfer. If its quality proves pop-

ular it will be a success. 1 have the LeConte
about as hardy as a Peach tree. Prof. Ragan:
There will probably always be a market forshowy
fruit, regardless of its quality. Some Indiana

man has said that the crop of fools always ex-

ceeds the crop of Ben DaWs Apples. Mr. Trow-
bridge: Le Conte is hardy and of better quality

than Kieffer. Mr. Cushman: It is hardy around
Cleveland, and highly ornamental. Leo Weltz:

The Mikado is very hardy and beautiful, whether
in fruit or foliage. W. J. Green: The fruit of

the Mikado partakes of the Quince and the Tur-
nip, having the taste of the former, and the tex-

ture of the latter.

The Vineyards of California, Tou will see

nothing but stumps about one to two feet high,

planted in straight rows whichever way you
look, as when pruned, there seems to be nothing
left but the stumps. Upon close examination,
several butts are noticeable of canes of last

year's growth, about two to three inches long,

with a bud or two on each, six to ten buds all

told, and from these they get from 30 to 60

pounds of Grapes to the stump. The \ines are

allowed to run over the ground like Dewberries,
having no support but the stump, and many of

the large bunches of Grapes lay partly on the

ground, but as there is no rain during the sum-
mer, the Grapes are not injured. In the early

summer when cultivating, the vines are drawn
to one side so they can be worked without injury,

then placed back where they were before. The
ground is so covei'ed with \'ines that weeds can-

not grow; this is the entire process of Grape
growing in California —iV. Ohmer, to the Ohio

Horticultural Society.

What Some Chrysanthemums Were Worth.
Chrysanthemums went for rather low prices at

the auction sale of the New York Horticultural
Society's specimens which were exhibited at

their show. In the larger plants a florist of

Brooklyn bought ten plants consisting of large

white, yellow, old bronze, pink and maroon
Japanese Chrysanthemums for $1.5. Of the

single plants, which were sold one at a time, the

one which brought the highest price was a large

plant with abundant clusters of bright golden
yellow, reflex Japanese variety, called Mrs. J. M.
Thomas, and sold to John Thorpe for $10; Mrs.
Pratt, a large cluster of standard form, white
Japanese, went for $8. A large whorl-type
variety, standard form, rosy pink clusters, sold

for $6. Robert Crawford, incurve pink Japanese
clusters, standard form, and The Duchess,
bronze and old gold Japanese clusters, standard
form, were bought for $6.50 each. The Prince of

Orange, pompon, went for $3; Eleanor Oakley,
white I'hinese clusters, S3; Blanche Neige, white
Chinese clusters, $2..50; the Snow-storm, white
Japanese $2; Orange Beauty, pompf)n variety,

$2. Altogether some 1,000 plants in all were
sold, $700 being the amount realized.

Decorative Floral Work in England. The
main point in arranging groups of flowers and
plants for effect was to have a feathery ground-
work of Maidenhair Ferns, prominent plants

like Palms and Crotons being invaluable for

house decoration. People who had a profusion

of plants and flowei-s were almost certain to

overdo their decoi-ative work ; this should be
particularly remembered in the decoration of

halls and rooms. Here the gardener was not

called upon to add to already existing

grandeur, but to relieve, enliven, or tone down
with suitable foliage and flowers. It was the

taste, culture, and the skilful blending of colors

that gave pleasure, and not the prodigal use

(or abusel of what ought to be beautiful. The
present arrangement of the dinner table gives

more scope for the work. The tables themselves

were much narrower than formerly, and the

decorations were mvicli lower, the principal

point being to a\oid any suspicion of excess.

Plants for this purpose should be light-leaved,

feathery, and graceful, such as could be seen

through, for if densely foliaged, they formed a

most objectionable barricade down the center of

the table. Plants, however, were almost gone
out of fashion for this branch of decorative art,

Howei's at the present being better appreciated.

.S. Elkin, before the Manchester (Eng.) Horticul-

tural Society.

Market Gardening as a Business.

\Extractfrom Paper read by Peter Henderson at Far-
mers-Institute, Jamaica, N. F".!

Soil is of first importance. Choose land,

when it can be done, that is level and well

drained by having a gravelly or sandy sub-

soil, and not less than ten inches in depth

of good soil. Again, get as near to your
market as possible, and see that the roads

leading thereto are good. This is particu-

larly important if your market is a large

city like New York, Boston or Philadelphia

but less important for a local market.
The business of market gardening, though

healthful and fairly profitable, is exceedingly

laborious, from which any one not accustomed
to manual labor would quickly shrink. The labor

is not what might be called heavy, but the hours
are long—not less than an average of ten hours
a day for both summer and winter. No one
should engage in it after passing middle life, nor
men of feeble constitution, for it is emphatically

a business in which one has to rough it; and if it

is to be prosecuted successfully the owner must
put his own shoulder to the wheel at least as

strongly as his roughest employee.

The capital required for beginning market
gardening in the vicinity of any large city

should not be less than iSOO per acre for any-

thing less than ten acres. The first year rarely

pays more than currant expenses and the capital

of $300 per acre is all absorbed in horses, wagons
implements, sashes, manure, seeds, etc. If the

capital be incufficient to procure these properly

the chances of success are correspondingly di-

minished. Above all, be careful not to attempt

the cultivation of more land than your capital

and experience can properly manage. More men
are stranded, both on the farm and garden, in at-

tempting to cultivate too much, perhaps, than

from any other cause.

It has been the practice in the past to use hot-

bed ashes almost exclusively for the purpose of

forcing vegetables, or forwarding plants for use

in the open ground. But of late years green-

houses are being largely used, both for the pur-

pose of forcing Lettuce, Radishes, Beets and
Cucumbers, as also for grmoinq plants of early

Cabbage, Cauliflower, Lettuce, Celery and To-
matoes, and in either case, we believe that in well

constructed greenhouses not only is work better

done, but that the saving in labor in three years

will more than ofl'set the greater cost of the

greenhouses.
Lands, in some gardening localities, have be-

come actually surfeited with manure, and for

this reason vegetables, such as ('abbage. Lettuce,

and Celery, do not now average as good as those

grown where land is cheap enough to allow one-

third to be put down annually with some grass

and Cloverlcrop. I believe that, in a garden of

fifteen acres, if one-thiid is laid down to grass

each year, and the balance kept under the

plough, the gross receipts will be greater, and
the profits more than it the whole fifteen acres

were under tillage; for loss labor will be re-

(luired, and manure tells better on sod land than

on land under tillage.

I can teU you nothing new on the subject of

manure, except that the use of the dried Peat

Moss, now being used in the cities for bedding, is

likely to be of great value to the market garden-

er, if it can only be had in suflicient quantities.

We have had it in use in our own stables for

about a year and find it not only more economic-

al than straw for bedding, but its absorbing qual-

ities make it of gieat value for fertilizing pur-

poses. We can buy ordinar.v straw manure in

our vicinity for $1.00 per team load ; but we are

buying all we can get from stables where the

moss is used at $2 per ton,but is yet quite scarce.
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The Onion: Its Origin, Value as
Food, and Cultivation.

\ Abstract of paper by J. J. H. Gregory, before the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

^

Botanically the Onion belongs to the Lily

family. All the leaves begin- at the bulb,

and it makes its greatest growth while the

leaves are dying down, which seems to con-

firm the popular saying among farmers that
" top has gone into the bottom." The native

home of the Onion is Asia. The Israelites

after leaving Egypt remembered vrith long-

ing the Onions and other vegetables which
they ate there.

As an article of diet the Onion is generally

looked upon here merely as a relish, whereas it

is really a nourishing food. In the \Vest the

speaker had seen miners making their dinner of

half bread and half Onions. Their unpleasant
effects on the eyes while peeling may be avoided

by holding them under water. The peculiar

flavor of the Onion is due to a volatile oil, and
consequently to be in perfection it should be
eaten as soon as it is taken out of the ground.
Their fine flavor is even more volatile than that

of Green Peas or Sweet Corn.

Kinds, There are two distinct classes of

Onions—those which do, and those which do not
produce flowers. In the latter class are the
Potato or "multiplying" Onion and the Shallot,

which, as we all know, are propagated by what
are commonly called " sets," botanically offsets,

though occasionally the Shallot will make a show
of seed. The Shallot is the longest keeper of all

the Onion family; sometimes it will keep for two
years, and therefore it Alls a place of its own.
They are sometimes sold in the market as Potato-
Onion sets. There are several varieties of Shallot

Top Onions, Potato Onions, Rareripes,Egyptian
Onion, Onion sets and annual Onions, or, as the

last are termed in the South, "black seed"
Onions, to distinguish them from those raised

from sets, include all that market farmers and
gardeners handle, with the exception of Chives,

a species which makes but a suggestion of a bulb,

the green tops cut for salad being the marketa-
ble portion. These Chives appear to be natives

of this country.

Calture. Onions will grow on any soil from
muck meadows to clay loam. Muck soil will not
make a flrst-class Onion without silica added in

the form of gravel or sand. Two hundred loads

of gravelly, gritty soil should be carted on to an
acre; otherwise the Onions will be coarse, thick

necked, of bad color, soft and spongy and poor
keepers. In other respects the muck may be

treated like upland soils. Apply bone and ashes

rather than barnyard manure; this applies not
only for Onions but for any crop In such soil. A
gravelly, sandy loam gives Onions the strawy
color so much desired. Very heavy manuring
gives earlier, harder and thicker bulbs and causes
them to npen all at once. To put in more ma-
nure than is really needed makes the crop much
earlier and often pays well.

A weedy soil should be avoided. Twitch grass,

Purslane and Chickweed are especially injurious

in an Onion bed. If a bed is badly infested

it is better to try new land. Sod should be well

rotted by other crops before planting Onion ;

they can be raised the second year from pasture
sod and in three years from mowing sod. In
pasture land there are few weeds. As much
as 700 bushels of Onions per acre have been
raised on black muck soil without manure.
They seem to do better in the West on such soUs
than here.

Onions will foUow Carrots, Potatoes or Com
kindly, and Cabbages and Mangel Wurzel, which
have drawn heavily on the soil for potash, pro-

dded an extra dressing of this element is given.

It is often said that Onions could be raised suc-
cessfully for many years on the same ground,
and in one instance they had been raised about
ninety years continuously, but now we can get
only a few crops oft the same piece of ground.
A deep, strong soil is best; it should have suflic-

ient moisture and be level or nearly so, so the
wash of the land will not cover the young plants.

Varieties, CnltlTation, etc. The Danvers is

mostly cultivated in New England. The Cracker
is earlier and of fine quality, and will grow
farthest north of any. The Southport White
Globe is very handsome, but requires great care
in curing. After being pulled they should be
piled in heaps of two or three bushels each and
covered up or placed in airy buildings six inches
deep. The White Pearl and Early Queen are
very nice for early bunching; about as early as

those raised from sets. In Connecticut the red.

white and yellow Southport are favorite varie-

ties. The Top Onion is sometimes planted in

August for May marketing. The Egyptian be-

longs to a distinct class; it is of irregular form,
and is planted in September, and starts early in

spring— earlier than the weeds. They have to be
planted but once. Onion seed raised here is much
better than foreign.

With the Monarch pulverizer and Meeker har-

row three and a half acres were prepared in

four hours. The Meeker harrow consLst of four
series of wheels, and will do the work of eighteen

men: it makes the ground as fine as raking, but
does not press down the stones.

Manure. Apply at least ten cords of barnyard
manure per acre, or its equivalent. Farmers in

the vicinity of Boston use 20 cords of stable

manure. But he thought it better to use half

the quantity of manure, and the other half in

commercial fertilizers, or cheaper yet, to use all

fertilizer. The latter can be applied at any period

of growth, but there is danger from using a

phosphate continuously. The application of

three or four hundred pounds of nitrate of soda
per acre can be recommended, or if the crop

looks feeble, a complete fertilizer may be used.

Use less manure and more nitrate of soda.

Four pounds of seed is about the usual quantity,

but four and a half or five pounds may be used

on new soil, and from five to six pounds on very
rich soil. It is important to plant early. The
rows should be from 13 to 18 inches apart. Blank
spaces should not be filled in with Tomatoes,
Cabbages or other large growing plants.

Weed just as soon as a row can be seen. It is a

good plan to sow Kadish seed with the Onions,

that the rows may be distinguished more plainly.

Two or three rainy days mean an extra weeding.

The flnger-weeder gives the ojierator very com-
plete control over his work. With a sliding

weeder there is danger of cutting or bruising the

bulbs. It is an excellent plan to double slide

them as we go along, first close to one row and
then close to the other. They should be weeded
from five to seven times during the season.

For the Onion maggot hens and chickens were
found an effectual remedy. A hen and brood of

chickens will take care of from an acre to an
acre and a half. Gas lime has been used with

effect, but abounding in chlorine must be used
with care.

In harvesting, green ones should not be mixed
with dry ones. When most of the tops are down
there is danger of their re-rooting. On highly

manured land they will be ready to hai-vest

earlier than on land not much enriched. I freeze

a part of my crop, piling them fifteen inches deep
and from fifteen inches to two feet from the

wall of the building, the space between the wall

and the Onions being filled with hay; they are

then covered two feet deep with hay. They
must not be touched or handled while frozen.

For marketing they should be evenly assorted;

many small ones cause extra loss in price.

The Retail Florist.— Essentials of
Success.

Paper read before the Buffalo Florists' Club, February
7, 1889, by Daniel B. Long.

What would to many retail Florists seem
business obstacles, the wide-awake man,
with a natural taste in this direction accepts

as spice quite attractive to him. The
chances he takes every day in handling his

perishable products, have their charms, if

not profits, invariably. And yet the cus-

tomer who thinks the man behind the coun-

ter is having only pleasure besides making
a good deal of money, would, on trying it,

find out his delusion very soon.

The florist who shuns nature's simple guid-

ance in his work must find sooner or later that

he has turned away from his best preceptor. I

maintain that there is less in " fashions in flow-

ers " than we were wont to be taught a few
years ago, so-called fashions being very local

and very temporary. The stately Camellia was
east aside after such a prominent use years ago,

not because fashion demanded it, but that the

taste for variety absolutely called for a change
here, and such an assortment of Roses came in

as would have fairly turned the head of the flor-

ist of thirty years ago.

The artiticially tinted Lily of the Valley, and
the made up " Emerald Pink," had to take a

back place almost as soon as they appeared in

the storas.

I well remember that when Bishop Coxe of
this city some years ago condemned the luxury
of flowers at funerals, I feared that from his in-

fluence this might materially reduce the demand,
but this it did only in a temporary sense. Even
to-day when it is fashionable to publish that
flowers are not desired, the matter in fact does
not affect the trade unfavorably.
To arrange after simple natural principles is

often made difficult by the tastes of our cus-

tomers; but the florist, when master of his own
actions, has httle excuse for flagrant transgres-

sions. In decorating within doors, the differ-

ence between heavy and Ught materials must be
recognized. A nice specimen Palm of sturdy
growth is most attractive when set on or near
the floor, but for a blank wall space over a tow-
ering piece of furniture use something light,

airy and graceful. Flowers like Tulips, Hya-
cinths and most bulbs appear more natural and
are far more effective if we look down on them,
tipped forward to the view when in a high po-
sition, hence it is not easy to err.

Liberabty is a necessary condition of general
success. Not the people with miserly minds are
those that buy flowers and sustain your business.

No indeed, the buyers are people whose acquaint-
ance is an honor to you, and who themselves are
possessed of liberal spirit. If you don't make as

much this year as you would like to, and can't

see the way clear to do a great deal better next,

don't become discouraged. Sooner or later, if

you've been schooling yourself properly, and
got ready for the rush, you will reap the benefit,

and be surprised at how easy success came.
No good reason exists for beUttling your pro-

fession. The calling is a noble, useful and worthy
one ; but it will bear more ennobling before we
pass away.
A liberal feeling toward one another sufficient

to keep selling prices of flowers at a paying stand-
ard at all times should exist among florists of
one locality. If one happens to have an over-
stock of one thing I consider it a gross indignity
to the trade, and an injury to his own business,

to offer and sell it regularly at prices way below
real value. Far better adhere to fair prices and
give away the surplus to worthy institutions

of charity, or else make displays for display's

sake only of such surplus and so benefit others.

I do not believe that the man who attempts to do
a rushing trade by offering ruinously low prices

at times, wUl accomplish any permanent advan-
tage.

In competing tor patronage we should aim to

impress people with the idea that a degree of
confidence in the florist, in his ability to please,

and in honest intentions, is of far more conse-
quence in placing their orders, than the advan-
tage of a few cent's saving by securing competi-
tion prices.

The enterprising florist visits, his neighbors at

home and elsewhere, thus broadening his mental
vision. He also takes an interest in his local

Florists' Club, the National Society and kindred
associations.

In this business, experience gained in years of
steady every-day practice,is of more consequence
I think, than capital. Beginners should learn the
trade thoroughly before venturing boldly on un-
certain issues ; and be the gainers in the end.

Western New York Horticultural
Society.

{Report ofJanuary Meeting Continuedfrom Page 127.)

London Purple Solution. One pound of the

poison in 300 gallons of water is the proportion
recommended by Prof. Cook as certain and safe.

Can be used to destroy codling moth, curculio,

leaf rollers, tent caterpillars and canker worms.
For codlin apply just after the blossoms have
fallen, and again two weeks later. For curculio

apply as soon as the calyx falls, and again twice

at intervals of ten days. The force pump
with geared attachment is Mr. Cook's favor-

ite implement for applying liquid insecticides.

This with being a power machine, there is consid-

erable satisfaction in the use of it. You can let

the horses walk quite fast, and go all around each
tree. The liquid goes on with a tremendous dash
In fact all liquid poisons should be thus appUed,

in order to reach through the protecting foliuge,

and do the work thoroughly.

Curculio Remedy. Spraying with London
purple solutions is a safe and sure remedy for the

curculio. Another sure cure is a mixture of one
pint of crude carboUc acid and 50 pounds of plas-

ter thrown over the tree in curcxilio time. Plas-

ter is better than air-slacked lime, although the

latter can be used with perfect success.
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Kerosene Emulsion. Prof. Cook's kerosene

and soap mixture is a perfect remedy for aphides

or plant lice, bark lice and many bugs. Take

soft soap one quart, or hard soap—preferably

whale oil soap—one-fourth pound; two quarts

hot water and one pint kerosene. Stir till all are

permanently mixed. Then add water until the

kerosene forms one-flfteenth of the whole com-

pound. Apply with force pump when insects are

at work.
Caufobnia Pyrethrum. Use Bubach, which

is the California-grown Pj-rethrum, and let us

cease to ask for or speak of "Persian or "Dalma-

zian" insect powder. The essential ingredient in

these powders is an oil, and extremely volatile.

The home-grown product naturally is more apt

t6 be fresh than the stuff imported from foreign

lands; use one ounce to three gallons of water.

This is a specific for Cabbage caterpillars. Cherry

and Pear slugs, etc. Dash it upon the affected

plants with spray bellows or force pump.
White Hellebore. This is a sure cure for

the Currant worm. Dissolve one ounce in three

gallons of water; apply with force in spray.

This method is much better than applying it in

powder form.
Carbolic Acid and Soap. In this Prof.

Cook gives us a sure preventive for the borer

and remedy for bark lice. Take one pint of

crude carbolic acid, one quart soft soap and two
gallons of hot water. Mix thoroughly and apply

with a cloth to trunk and large branches, two

weeks after the blossoms fall, and again two
weeks later (say first week in June, and again

last week in June). The trees seem to be thank-

ful for the application, and to be invigorated by

it, while the insects go or stay away.

Peach Tree Borer. For borers that have

once made their way into Peach trees, there is

no remedy except cutting them out or killing

with a bent wire. Examine the trees in Septem-

ber and again in May, and kill all the worms.
Cabbage and Onion Maggot. The maggots

that infest the roots of Cabbages, Turnips,

Radishes and Onions, are all one and the same
insect. To protect Onions successfully, plant

Cabbages close by. The insects prefer the latter,

and will all congregate on them. By moving
Cabbage patches a considerable distance every

year away from where Cabbages were grown
. the previo\is season, we can in a measure baffle

the maggots. Kadishes free from maggots may
be grown in cloth covered cold frames.

Prof. Prentis on Fungi. Prof. Prentis of

the Cornell University, calls attention to the

fact that fungi are of more serious consequence
to the tiller of the soU than even insects, and
that the subject needs more thought and investi-

gation. For Apple fruit scab and leaf spot

(which are practically the same), a solution of

soda hyposulphite has been tried by Prof. Goft

of the New York Experiment Station, and the

results are encouraging. The Bordeaux mix-

Hot Water Pipe Propagator.

ture (sulphate of copper and hme) seems to be

effective for black rot, downy mildew; and

flour of sulphur, or the liberal use of salt are

cures for powdery mUdew of the Grape, and a

potassic sulphite solution applied in spray, a cure

or preventive of Gooseberry mUdew. We have

no positive knowledge as to cause of or remedy
for the Peach yellows. The disease is contagious,

and the entire eradication of diseased trees is

recommended. Pits and buds should be used

from healthy trees only. For Pear blight and

black knot in Plums and Cherries no remedy is

known except the knife and fire; for Plum rot

none except the destruction of the diseased fruits,

and for red rust in Raspberries, removal and
burning of diseased plants.

Excessive Manuring and Grape Rot. Mr.

Van Dusen tells of injury done to a neighbors'

Grape vines by rot in consequence of the applica-

tion of 40 wagon loads of stable manure to one
acre. The excess of ammonia was the probable
cause of injury. Mr. Hubbard also asserts that

heav.v applications of manure biing disease into

the vineyard. Light applications should be made
except on very poor soil.

The Canning 1NDU.STRY. Mr. Curtice (mem-
ber of the large Rochester canning house)

crowded most excellent adWce into his remarks
on the canning industry. Growers and canners
must work hand in hand, as their interests are

identical. Only white Cherries are generally

wanted for canning,especially Bigarreau, Spanish

and Napoleon, or any good-sized fair meated sort,

of the red acid sorts. Montmorency is good,

ha\'ing paid 11 cents per pound for them. He
knows of a single Cherry tree having yielded $80

for fruit in one year. Plums pay the grower
well. He has paid from $5,000 to $8,000 a year
into the little town of Webster for Plums; and
yet there is nothing that might be called a Plum
orchard. Imperial Gage, Moni-oe Egg, Reine
Claude and a vai-iety he only knows under the

name of " Mottled Egg," are the ones used for

canning. Prunes are too high for canning pur-

poses. German Prunes average $.3 a bushel.

Prefers the Bartlett to all other Pears for can-

ning. The supply of fine quality in fruits does

not keep up with the demand, and the canners

have hard work to get such fruits as they want.

The persistent grower of superior fruits will be
successful financially, and need not be discour-

aged by the cry of low prices and overproduc-
tion. Canners want an acid, firm Strawberry,

and the Wilson is now the only one used. Of Red
Raspberries Cuthbert is as good as any. The de-

mand for Quinces is rather limited, but for that

good Western New York Peaches there is no
limit. Growers should not confine themselves to

Early Crawford, as it lasts only a short time.

Any large, yellow-meated Peach is good. Wag-
er, Allen, Foster, etc. By planting these varie-

ties besides the Crawford, the season can be
greatly extended. The Crawford, however, is

best in flavor. Of Currants the Dutch is highest

flavored and best for canning. He pays% to 5

cents a pound in the average.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.

Effects of Using tTnsuitable Stock. In our
orchards we frequently meet with a tree having
an unsightly enlargement, where the top was
budded or grafted upon the stock, and apparent-

ly just at the point of union, but in reality above
it. The cause of this bulging is obviously the

use of stock which grow slower than the variety

worked upon. An instance of this kind is illus-

trated in Gardener's Chronicle (see cut) and rep-

resents a Peach tree budded upon Damson Plum
stock. The sof(^wooded peach grows faster than

the harder Damson, and soon sweUs to a large

bulging and unsightly growth. Often such trees

die off when comparatively young, and the

weakened growth and early decay might be at-

tributed by the inexperienced observer, to some
mismanagement on the part of the gardener,

while the fault rests with the propagator who
selected an unsuitable variety of wildings as

stock. The swelling does not take place until the

budded sorts attain the size of the stock in diam-
eter, therefore generally after the tree has left

the hands of the nurseryman. There is not
much danger in this respect in budding peaches
or peach stock, but in a general way it is well to

bear in mind, that stock and top should be suited

to each other in rate of growth.

Shelter Tress for Minnesota. We flrst planted
Cottonwood, which is utterly worthless; then
White Willow, Soft Maple, Box Cedar and White
Ash, in the order named. The White Ash is not
large and has been broken down often by the

snow. If we were to set another grove, we would
start with Soft Cedar and Box Elder, which make
about equal growth, growing very fast, too, if

well tended. They are both very beautiful trees,

and useful, when large enough, for building

fences and fuel. Two years after planting the

Soft Maples and Box Elders we would plant
rows of White Willows north and west of them,
not over 12 inches apart in the row. Ash, Walnut
and Evergreens we would plant by themselves
entirely out of reach of snowdrifts made by the

fast growing trees. The White Ash and Black
Walnut are very beautiful trees. We have two
Black Walnuts which have been planted about
thirteen years; they had nuts on them last year
for the flrst time.—Farm, Stock and Home.

Defective Union of Stock and
Scion.

Hydranireas with Blue Flowers. Hydrangeas
produce blue flowers, not on account of the mere
presence of iron in the soil in which they are

growing, but on account of the increased vigor

of growth which it engenders. In Japan, their

native country, the flowers of the Common Hy-
drangea (H. fiortfnste) are generally blue, and
when we in this country apply salts of iron to the

soil, the plants

inconsequence
return to the
conditions
which prevail

in their native
habitats. Even
better results

are obtained
by watering
the soil with a
weak solution
of ammoniacal
alum, which
causes a great-

ly increased
vigor of
growth and
more ample
foliage. On
the sea-coast

of Glamorgan,
where the
Hydrangea is

planted in the
open ground,
it grows with
great vigor,

and flowers of

various shades
are produced
according t o

their age, from
pink to a deep
blue, owing,
doubtless, to

the Iron pres-

ent in the soil.

-L'll lust ra-

tion Horti-
cole.

Fond Lilies for the Lawn. One of the most
beautiful lawn ornaments is a tank of White
Pond LUies (Nymphea odorata). An excavation
is made in the earth to suit the fancy, and the
bottom and sides are walled and cemented, leav-

ing a clear depth of three feet. Into this is placed

a foot and a half of dark sediment from the bot-

tom of some pond or sluggish stream. The Lily

roots are laid on this and another six inches of
the same sediment on top. Boards are then cov-
ered over all and weighted down, and the tank
filled with rain water. At the end of two weeks
the weights and boards are removed. Add water
as it evaporates, keeping the tank full all the

time. This should be done about May 1 in the
latitude of New York. When in bloom it is a
beauty, pure white blossoms sending their del-

icious fragrance all about—New York Tribune.

The Spanish Ja8mine(Jasminum grandiflorum).
This, like many other Jasmines, has flowers of
delicious fragrance. It is of a loose habit of
growth, though it can scarcely be called a
climber. The blossoms are much larger than
those of the common Jasmine, and frequently
suffused on the exterior with a reddish tinge,

while the foliage is of a very deep green. Where
large plants of this Jasmine exist they are very
valuable for cutting from. Small bushy speci-

mens may be obtained if the young plants are
stopped freely during their earlier stages. The
plants must not be over-potted, as the roots are
by no means \ngorous. It is readily propagated
from cuttings put in during the early spring
months. This Jasmine is a native of the Hima-
layas, but is largely cultivated throughout the
tropics.—Garden.

An English Propagating Device. Many Uttle
contrivances for rooting cuttings in a small way
have been recently brought out by enterprising
firms, and the device put on the market by an
English firm, and here illustrated, can hardly be
called a novelty. Still it appears to be a useful
article for amateur purposes. It consists of a
tank made to fit any hot water or steam pipe,

about l.*) inches long, 6 inches wide and 7 inches
dee]), with one inch of water in the bottom, and
a perforated dish 5 inches deep, above. The
cuttings are placed in the latter. The whole is

made of zinc,with a smaU feeder on one side, and
less liable to get broken, than similar propagators
made.of clay.
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About the Japan Maples. The Many-Formed
Maple (Acer poJiimori>)nim), and its colored-

leaved varieties, bear our winters without injury,

and more are planted from year to year. The
specific name indicates its striking peculiarity,

that of producing its leaves in a variety of forms.

The plant is a shrub rather than a tree, and its

growth is very slow, and probably it will not, at

the very best, exceed 10 feet in height. For trees

of eight and 10 years planting are now only some
six feet high. The leaves are small five-lobed,

dark green, changing in autumn to a dark crim-

son. Varieties of most other species besides the

above have not proved suflSciently hardy. The
variety dissectum atropurpureum is of a dwarf
and weeping form. The leaves ai^ of a beautiful

rose-color when young, and change to a deep
purple as they become older. They are deeply

and finely cut, giving them an elegant fem-Uke
appearance, and unlike that of any other tree.

The young shoots are slender and drooping, and
colored like the leaves. These plants can be set

on the lawn singly or in gi'oups, and by prefer-

ence, should be placed, if possible, where they

will have a background of green and taller trees.

They are frequently kept in pots and form beau-
tiful greenhouse decorations.—Vick's Magazine.

An Ohio Grape Hoe, Mr. B. H. Cushman de-

scribed a Grape house in use in Euclid. It con-

sists of a light tapering pole with an iron extend-

ing in front of the horse's breast in a cur^'e, with

a slot in the end which was strapped to the col-

lar. Back of the hoi"se a piece is framed at right

angles to which the whifBe tree is attached, and
also the lower ends of the handles, the middle
being supported by a post farther back. The
pole is on the right side of the horse and on the

under side of the pole near the back end is

framed a standard sticking out in a slanting di-

rection to the right at an angle of about 40°. The
lower end of this standard carries a steel hoe four
inches deep and ten Inches wide, and this hoe
cleans the ground almost up to the Grape vine

stems. Its cost is about S.5, and it is as well

adapted to Raspberiies as to Grape ^nnes. It is

shown in the cut.—rihio Farmer.

Care and Food Makes the Orchard Fay. I have
never yet seen an orchard too rich for profit, or

one upon which the last load of manure did not

pay the most profit . An orchard of the Williams'

Favorite Apple in the vicinity of Boston is kept

"as rich as a barnyard." The fruit is double
what might be called the normal size of the var-

iety; every Apple is handled like an egg, and is

got in the market at just its point of perfection.

This orchard, though small, is very profitable.

The only orchard to rival this, that 1 have seen.,

is in the CSty of Montreal, where some seven
years ago the fruit of thirty-six trees of Fameuse
was sold, ungathered, that season for $800. They
were very large and perfectly healthy trees

which had, all themselves, almost an acre of

rich land.—T. H. Hoskins in Vick's Magazine.

Trimming Evergreens. Evergreens do not
n^ed much trimming. As a rule they should not
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be pruned when young unless it is for the pur-
pose of giving them some particular, shape.

When several leaders are produced, take out all

but one; or if any side branches grow beyond or
out of proportion to others, cut them back. This
pruning may be delayed until the tree has be-
come well established and five to ten feet in

height. For timber, long erect stems will be re-

quired; for screens, preserve as many lower
branches as possible to give density. When trees
are grown singly for ornament, they will usually
take a natural form, which is always more beau-
tiful than any distortion given by the pruner.
Study the habits of the tree.—Western Rural.

The Grape Crop of Portland, N. Y. The total
of baskets shipped from this town was l,476,3a3

at the average selling price of 16 cents per basket,
which amounted to $336,0.53.38. The bearing
acreage of the vineyards already planted is about
one-fourth, so that in one and two and three
years the output of Grapes from this town and
Grape county wUl be doubled, tripled and
quadrupled. The Concord remains the favorite

Grape in the market. &Vi car loads of Grapes
were shipped over the Nickel Plate between
Dunkirk and Cleveland during the Grape season;

over 400 car loads being from Euclid, O.—Chau-
tauqua Farm and Vineyard.

Where Lime is Beneficial, If you have such a

soil as ours in which there is plenty of potash to

let loose, you cannot put on too much lime. If

your soil is full of vegetable matter and vege-

table acid, or is of a red, sandy, ferrous-sulphate

character, use lime, but in more moderate
amount. If your land abounds in decomposing
feldspathic rock, use lime heavily to aid the de-

composition. But if you have a poor, old, sandy
piece of land, destitute of either vegetable mat-
ter or potash, don't buy lime, but buy car tickets

and get to a better place as soon as possible.—

W. F. Massey in American Farmer.

Happy Grape Growers. The Grape growers of

Piedmont are in a jubilant mood. The experi-

ence of the past season has satisfied them that at

last they have a preventative of the black rot in

Grapes. Neglected \ineyards, which the owners
had almost abandoned in despair,are being cleared

up, fertilized and pruned, and bright visions of

old-time profits fill the dreams of the vine grow-
ers. From all lands comes the testimony that

the copper mixtures recommended by the Agri-

tultural Department have furnished them the

means for destroying the enemy.—W. F. Massey,

in Phila. Press.

A New Use for Peach Stones. From experi-

ments tried in California, where Peach stones

accumulate in great quantities during the can-

ning season, it appears that they make as good a

fire for household purposes as the very best kind

of coal. For this purpose the fruit growers now
dispose of the stones at $6 a ton. It will last

as long as the same number of pounds of coal

and will give much more intense heat. Apricot

stones will not burn as readily as those of the

Peach.—Mass. Plowman.
Preserving the Colors of Flowers. A process

of preserving the coloi-s of flowers in dried spec-

imens, as used in Berlin, consist in steei)ing the

plants in a solution of sulphurous acid contain-

ing one-fourth of its volume of metylated spirit.

Delicate flowers require an immersion of but five

or ten minutes, and thick leaves as much as

twenty-four hours. They are then removed,
the fluid Is allowed to evaporate, and the plants

are dried between paper in the usual way.—Sci-

entiflc American.

White Plume for Early. For early Celery I

still adhere to the White Plume. It is slightly

strong in flavor and a little hard unless it is

banked up; but the ease with which it is grown
and its attractive appearance compensate for

these defects. For use after Christmas I like

the Golden Heart. It keeps well, is excellent in

quality, and its delicate creamy tint very pleas-

ing.—E. S.Goff, in Rural New Yorker.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Spinach. Boil in salt and water, drain, chop
and then return to the saucepan with some but-

ter; set on the fire until the butter is melted.

Parsnip Cakes. Boil six Parsnips tender, peel

and mash them, mix with them one or two eggs
well beaten, and two teaspooufuls of wheat flour,

with salt to taste. Make them up in small cakes

and fry them in hot lard.

Potatoes in Spring. When the Potatoes lose

their mealy quality, inire them and put to soak

in cold water an hour before boiling. Rice is a
good substitute for Potatoes when they have
grown soggy.—Farm Journal.

Stewed Tomatoes. Open a can of Tomatoes,
put in a saucepan and set on the back of the

stove; cook one hour, add a teacup of bread
crumbs, two ounces of butter, with salt and x^er-

per; cookhalf an hour.— Farm,Home and Garden.

Vegetable Oyster Cakes. Select good, large-

sized Oyster plant roots, grate them, and add to

each gill of grated Oyster plant two eggs, one
pint of milk and flour enough to make a batter,

and salt. Drop it by tablespoonfuls into hot lard.

Fry till brown.—Home Companion.

Various Vegetables. Sweet Corn (dried) is im-

proved by adding twice as much sugar as salt

used in cooking it. Turnips cooked in the same
way are better than when boiled with meat.
Parsnips boiled in water slightly salted, which is

thickened with a gravy made of rich milk, with
a little flour stirred in, are excellent.

How to Keep Lemons. Lemons, always so

grateful in illness and better than medicine for

a disordered stomach, may be kept plump and

fresh for months in a tight jar or cask and cov-
ered with clear, cold water. The water should
be changed every two or three days, and the jar

kept in a cool place.—American Farmer.

Stewed Asparagus. Break the Asparagus in

pieces about two inches in length, casting aside

the portions that will not snap, and cook fifteen

minutes in very little water Add a spoonful of
butter, also a spoonful of flour stirred into a cup
of cream, a little pepjier, and salt if needed, boil

three minutes and serve.—Medical Classics.

Asparagus Omelet. Steam a half a pint of

fresh, brittle Asjiaragus until tender; chop fine,

and add to the eggs, using half as many whites
as yelks, and beating them separately; to the

whites of three and yelks of six eggs add three

spoonfuls of cream. Heat a frying pan, put in a
spoonful of fresh butter, and when it has melted
pour in the omelet.—Medical Classics.

Cherry Pudding. Two eggs, one cup sweet
milk, a tablespoonful of baking powder in the
flour, making the batter about as thick as for

pancakes. Stir in as many Cherries as it will

hold, say well on to a quart (canned ones will do);

put it all in a pan and cover, then put the pan in

a steamer and steam three hours. For the sauce,

use Cherry juice, sugar, butter and a little Corn-
starch.—Germantown Telegraph.

Spinach with Gravy. Wash and boil in the

usual manner; then drain, squeeze, and chop it

very small. Melt a slice of butter in a stew pan,

mix with a tablespoonful of flour, and beat the
mixture with a wooden spoon till every knot is

bruised out; then add the chopped Spinach, a
good seasoning of salt, and as much rich stock as

will sufficiently moisten the whole. Stir over
the Are until quite hot, then serve in a hot dish.

—Country Gentleman.

To Can Asparagus. Wash and prepare it as for

cooking; put in glass jars tips upwards, set the
jars in a pan of hot water and then fill each jar

with boiling salted water. Put on the covers of

the jars without the rubbers and set each one
upon a wooden frame in a boiler of boiling water.

It is best to place kitchen towels between them.
Let the water reach up to the neck of the jars.

Cook the Asparagus twenty minutes in this way,
then remove the jars from the boUer, unscrew
the covers, put on the rubbers, fill up with boil-

ing water weU salted if it has boiled down in the

jar while cooking, replace the covers, screw them
down as tight as you can, when they are cold

tighten them again and set away.—Farm Journal.

How to Cook Seakale. After being cut, keep
in a dark, cool place until cooked. Use the

young spring shoots and stalks of the unfolded
leaves, blanched by being earthed up and
covered, whilst growing. Sometimes the ribs of

the large leaves are peeled and di-essed as Aspar-
agus, after the plants have ceased to send up
young shoots. The shoots should be cut off

close to the crown of the plant, carefully washed
and tied in small bundles. These bundles should

be thrown into boiling water slightly salted, and
kept boiling forty to fifty minutes. The Kale
should then be drained, the bundles untied and
served on buttered toast, laying all the heads in

one direction, with plain melted butter or white

sauce. Or soak the toast in the water in

which the Seakale s boiled instead of having
it buttered. If a change is desired, for variety,

the Seakale may, after being boiled in salt and
water for a quarter of an hour, be drained and
put into a stew-pan and covered with brown
gravy stew until tender, then lay on a hot dish;

add a little Lemon-juice to the gravy and pour
over it.—English Farm and Home.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Abutilons can now go outside. Put them In good

soil and attend to proper syringing and pruning. Later

give a top dressing of manure.

Begonias like rich soil, an abundance of water and
plenty of light, but no direct sun rays. Keep in a
sunny window lightly shaded.

Boxes are better than pots for young plants. Have
handles and castors on them for convenience In mov-
ing. Shift plants every third year. A top dressing of
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good luauure will answer in jilace of ahlftluK for two

ears. Shift at least every third year.

Cactus. Water sparingly while dormant, and freely

when In bloom.

Chrysanthemums. Take cuttings from old stocks,

and when rooted pot singly in small pots filled with

sandy loam. Water freely. Shift when needed.

Clerodendrons need ample pot room for tho best

flowers. Use rich, light soil in repotting and set In

a shady situation, giving free airing. Propagate while

plants are in bloom or afterwards.

Ficus elaslica or India Rubber Tree may remain in

the window the year round. Water occasionally with

Uquiti manure and sponge the leaves frequently to

keep off red spider.

Fuchsias should have a partial rest after blooming.

Water less freely.

Nitrate of Soda Is worthy of trial as a stimulant for

house plants. A small handful of it dissolved in a

common garden sprinkler full of water makes the

most convenient and effective liquid manure.

Oleanders should be set out doors. Water well,

preferably with manure water. They do best in rich

loam and in a warm place.

Palms require shifting at least once In two years

This should be done when plants are moved out doors.

Shifting, especially of larger plants, had best be done

at this time, and Just as the new growth begins.

Tubs. Fine plants show off to best advantage when
set in an attractive tub or box. Empty butter tubs,

nicely painted, may be used with good effect.

Window plants when in full bloom should not be

removed to open air too soon. If they can be cared for

it will often be better to leave them in the window all

summer, shading and watering as required.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Annuals can be sown in open border. Scatter the

seeds in shallow drills, then sift some dry mold or pul-

verized moss over them, and pat down lightly.

Cannas require rich soil and free supply of water.

Edgings If kept neat and well detlned, highten the

effect of beds.

Evergreens may be transplanted even after it would

be unsafe for deciduous trees, provided the roots are

kept moist while out of the ground, and proper care is

taken to pack the soil around them in planting.

Ferns like a shady or half shady spot, and light, well

drained soil. Plant out at once. Water freely in a

dry time.

Gladioli succeed best on somewhat light soil, but

dislike stiff clay. Plant the bulbs at least three Inches

deep, and arrange colors with taste.

Morning Glories are easily grown, and used with

good effect to form attractive screens, or to hide un-

sightly objects.

Mulching the beds is very beneficial to most an-

nual flowering plants, especially Asters.

Phloxes. The improved annual sorts are used with

good effect in masses, and are among the best border

plants.

Plans for the flower bed must be ready before plant-

ing day comes.

Planting Out. Verbenas, Carnations. Stocks, and
other more hardy plants should be bedded out at once,

while the tenderer kinds, like Geraniums, and espec-

ially Coleu.s, Alternantheras, Tuberose, etc., nmst be

kept inside until settled warm weather. These tender

plants when set too early, often receive a shock from
which they require considerable time to recover.

Seedlings of Gloxinias. Tuberous Begonias and sim-

ilar summer flowering bulbous plants, already started,

if planted out in the spent hot beds used for early

seedlings (digging up fresh and deep so as to mix the

manure thoroughly with the soil) and well shaded will

produce much stronger plants than by growing them
in pots. Many will bloom satisfactory the present

season, and all will be strong plants for next year.

Water Lilies. A tank, how-ever small, of any of the

white Pond Lilies makes quite a lawn ornament. Get
the roots now from the nearest pond.

Weeds. Kill them on sight.

Yuccas reciuire a light rich soil.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Camellias can go outside after danger from frost is

over. Put in a somewhat shady and sheltered spot,

and keep well watered and syringed.

Cinerarias. Guard against drought and the green

fly. To propagate any variety. All the pot nearly full

of sandy compost, and when well rooted, divide the

plant, potting each rooted part separately in good soil.

Cyclamens may be kept during summer In a shaded

frame, giving occasionally a little water, or go into the

open border until fall.

Gloxinias do best in partial shade and a moist at-

mosphere. They need porous and well-enriched soil.

Orchids, especially those of the Indian section, need
a moist atmosphere.

Pelargoniums, (Lady Washingtons) should now
bloom freely. They thrive in a somewhat shady and
cool position, with plenty of air.

Propagation. Strike cuttings of Geraniums, Helio-

tropes, Euphorbias, Begonias and all other plants

needed for next winter.

Shading is now necessary. Common whitewash, or

a mixture of uaptha and whiting as thick as milk must

be applied to the glass, which is easiest done by means

of a syringe. Or screens may be made of lath, nailed

one Inch apart to light frames of just such size as de-

sired. DracEenas, Ferns, Fuchsias, Camellias, Orchids,

Palms, etc.. are more in need of shade than Roses. Ger-

aniums, et^-.. and shading should be applied accord-

ingly.

Tradescantia, Lycopndium, Othonna, Linarla, etc.,

may be grown on narrow shelves placed halfway be-

tween the walk and the stages, as they thrive without

much direct light.

Water must be given frequently and abundantly.

Wet the whole house, walks and walls Included, daily

and thoroughly

.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Borer. Prevent its attacks by placing coal ashes

around the body of trees, or wash occasionally with

hot soap suds or with the carbolic acid emulsion.

Buds on budded stock, except those inserted, should

be rubbed off as fast as they grow.

Crates and berry baskets must be on hand before

they are wanted for use. Fine berries in new boxes

bring the best price. Mark all-packages neatly with

your full name.

Cultivation. If any crop is t« be grown in a young

orchard plant hoed crops between the trees, especially

Potatoes, Cabbages and Beans. Then cultivate

thorouglily. Never plant Oats, Wheat or other cereals

In an orchard.

Currants pay when well manured and cultivated.

Spraying the bushes with a solution of hellebore, one

tablespoonful to a bucketful of water, will clear them
of worms. Repeat the dose when needed.

Grafting can yet be done when dormant scions are

on hand.

Insects. Our supplement gives complete informa-

tion how to fight them.

Planting can yet be done at the north.

Sap suckers, so-called, can be removed from the

trees at any time with advantage to the latter.

Spraying with London purple solution Is now a rec-

ognized necessity for all trees except Peaches.

Stakes. Tie the crooked tree to a stake, and gradu-

ally draw straight. Plant a small stake with each

Grape vine.

Strawberries. Remove the mulch, cultivate and

mulch lightly before fruiting. Apply ashes and bone

dust next to the rows. Liquid manure also helps the

crop.

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.
MANSFIELD MILTON, MAHONING CO., O.

Beans. Plant the wax kinds, also Limas and other

Pole Beans.

Beets. Thin from four to eight inches apart, accord-

ing to variety.

Cabbages. Set out in the open ground. Cultivate

often and deep such as were set out last month. Keep

stirring the soil between the rows In the seed bed; it

Induces growth and disturbs Insects.

Carrots. Thin and weed as soon as large enough t<i

handle. Use wheel-hoe freely.

Celery. For first early set out intrenches. Culti-

vate between the rows in seed bed as soon as plants

appear above ground.

Corn. Plant for succession In well enriched soil. No
use trying to produce good sweet Com on poor soil.

Cucumbers. Sow main crop for large fruit, also

make first sowing for small Pickles.

Egg Plant. Set out towards the end of the month.

Highly enriched soil and thoroughly decomposed ma-

nure is necessary fur success.

Endive. Sow for first crop.

Hardening off all plants grown under glass before

setting in open ground should not be slighted. It is

one of the chief essentials of success.

Kohl Rahi. Sow in beds and transplant when about

five inches high.

Leek. Sow in rows and thin to six Inches.

Lettuce. Keep up a succession of heat-resisting

kinds, such as Deacon, Salamander, etc.

Martynia. Sow in rows, and transplant to two feet

apart each way.

Melon. Plant both Water and Musk varieties after

the middle of the month.

Okra. Sow in drills three feet apart.

Onions. Hoe and weed.

Peas. Keep up successive sowings. Bush the tall-

growing kinds.

Parsnips. Thin and hoe.

Peppers. Set out two feet each way.

Radishes. Sow for succession.

Squash. Plant the bush kinds four feet each way,

the running kin<ia 8 to 12 feet.

Thinning early Is as necessary as weeding. In order

to come to marketable size early plants need their full

allowance of space, and the whole food which that

apace contains.

Tomatoes. Plant out after middle of May. Look
out for cut worms.

Weeds. Take care that all are destroyed before they

appear above ground, by stirring the surface with a

steel rake.

Wheel Hoes. No gardener can afford to do without
the help of a good wheel hoe. Use It early and often.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Cucumbers now need free ventilation, but protection
at night.

Figs. Syringe to drive off red spider as soon as fruit

Is gathered. Give a fresh supply of good compost.
Ventilate freely.

Grapes. Thin without iiandllng the berries. A day
temperature of 70" and 65'' at night, with a somewhat
dry atmosphere is just right for pushing the crop
toward maturity.

Pines. Covering is necessary at night. Have tem-
gerature about 95*^ dui-lng the day, and 70 to 75« during
the night. Keep the atmosphere moist by wetting
walks and walls. Water the plants with guano water.

Strawberries. Remove the plants out doors when
done fruiting.

Succession. When Lettuce, Spinach, Radishes or

other early crops are cleared off, replant at once to

Cucumbers or Melons.

Tomatoes. Treat as recommended for Cucumber

THE POULTRY YARD.
Sprinkle snuff iu nests of sitting heiw and the

vermin and mites will disappear.

Ducks Lay Early. Keep them in their pen
until they have deposited their eggs. If permitted
to have their liberty they will drop one-half of
them along the streams and in the meadows
where they roam.—Farm Journal.

Nests for Setting Hens. There are many ways
in malring nests, and many positions in which
they may be placed. When possible, it is best to
have the sitting hen away from the other stock
in some shed or outhouse, so that she may not
be disturbed.—The Girls Own Paper.

Lice on Chicks, These are now the great pest

of the poultry keeper, and the cause of much
loss. Buhach or some other fresh insect powder
gives us almost absolute coutrnl over lice. Dust
the powder two or three times thoroughly
through the feathei-s of the sitting hen shortly
before the eggs hatch; then keep the brood away
from other fowls, and you are safe.

Watering Young Chicks. Many young chicks

die because they get wet when drinking, which
chills them and causes them to droop and lose
appetite. Always have foimtains for chicks that
permit them to insert their beaks only into the
water. Placing the water before them in saucers,
into which they tread and get wet underneath,
is dangerous.—Mirror and Farmer.

Hen Spiders. Now comes the time when the

roosts of most hen houses are alive with the ter-
rible little mite. In kerosene we have a cheap
and never falling remedy. Soak the roosts with
it from time to time, or still better, spray it all

over the inside of the building, reaching every
crack and crevice. It kills whuicx'cr it touches,
and the treatment will save uuich suffering to
the poor fowls, and monoj for the owner.

How Many Eggs Does a Hen Lay? Usually a

hen will lay one egg every other day through the
season. The most prolific varieties, as the Span-
ish and Leghorns, will lay an egg daily for a few
days, gradually laying later until a day is missed.
Then the hens stop for the moulting season,
for about two or three months and during cold
weather, making the product from 100 to liO eggs
for the year.—Farmers' Home Joui'ual.

Empty barrels placed in convenient spots in

the orchard or on sod ground with some shade
near, make excellent places for nests and broods
of newly hatched chicks. Lay the barrels on
their side, the open front slightly sunk in the
ground. Put some fresh soil in the ban-el, with
a little straw or hay on toj) for a nest. Provide
proper drainage. :ui<l clusi' the opening by sticks
drivt-n into thognmiulin In mt, just close enough
apart tu coutine the mother hen.

Care of Turkey Chicks. Grown turkeys show
more intelligence than almost any other fowU
yet their young spend the first month of their
existence in trying to commit suicide in every
conceivable maimer. The amount of enterprise
and ingenuity which they exhibit in that direction
is wonderful, and the one who is most successful
in raising them, is the one who is most untiring
in watchfulness during the first six weeks of their
existence.—Farmers' Home Journal.

Scaly leg is very contagious, and a single fowl

affected with It, if left without attention, will

soon effect every fowl In the yard. Treatment
should promptly follow discovery of the first

signs of the di^eusc. cspt'cially since it is so easily
cured. Amiint the iilleutud part of the fowls
legs with a mixture of kerosene and lard, or
simply dip the feet in pure kerosene, and repeat
this treatment two or three times at intervals of
a few days. The cure will be complete.
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Correspondenta are urged to anticipate the season in pre-
senting questions. To aak, for instance, on April 16 or 20

what Peas had best be sown, could luring no anstrer in

the May issue, and none before June, when the ans-wer
would be unseasonable. Questions received befare the 12m
of any month stand a good chance of being answered in the

next paper. Not more than three questions should be sent

at one time. Answers to questions bearing on tne com-
parative value of imptements, etc., offered by different
dealers must not be e3T>ected. Neither caii we promise to

comply with tne request sometimes made to ^'please answer
by mail." Inquiries appearing without name belong to the

name next following.
Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from our

readers. In answering such give the number, ycntr

locality and name, the latter not for publication, unless
you desire. Write only on one side of the paper.

1.217. Mushroom Culture. Please tell me how to

raise Mushrooms?—.!. S., Bradu's Bend Pa.

1.218. Apple Trees From Seed. Will Apple trees

from seed of a shy and late bearer retain said unde-
sirable qualitiesi-—E. W. M.. IJoulton, Me.

1.219. Green Sand Marl of Virginia. What fs its

effect on well worn land? What could I afford to pay
for it?~G. R., Baltimore, Md.

1,2211. Preserving Seed Potatoes. Has any one

tried cold storage, with or without ice, for keeping
them from sprouting? Tubers here sprout in winter so
that we have to import Northern grown seed at a con-
siderable cost.—Pierfmonf, Va.

1.221. How is sulphate of copper used to prevent
Grape rot?—M. E., New Lisbon, O.

1.222. Spent Hops. Are fresh spent Hops suitable

to put over the drainage In repotting plants? What is

the best way of rotting it to mix with soil? Some kept
in a tub for over a year looks as fresh as when first got.

1.223. Cactus for Day Blooming. Will some one
acquainted with the best varieties name some, and
tell me the best methods of treatment?

1.224. Geraniums for Winter and Summer. Are
Geraniums weakened for winter flowering by having
been used for summer bloomers?—D. H. C, Ontario.

1.225. Nicotiana What treatment does It require

after blooming? How Is it propagated?—W. C. S..

Muskatine, Iowa.

1.226. Pot-Grown Strawberry Plants. How and
when are they grown, and in what size of pots?—E. E.
S., Lincoln, Neb.

1.227. Christmas Rose. What treatment Is needed?
One I had four years has never bloomed.—Mrs. M. W.,
Lyndonville, N. T.

1,22s. Treatment of Narcissus. What Is the best

time /or dividing the clumps for bloom next year?—
M. D. A., EUicott City, Md.

I,22y. Canning Sugar Corn. With us It always
ferments and spoils. How can this be prevented?-H.
S,, Cincinnati, O.

1,230. Are Manure Hot-beds Dangerous? Are
they Injurious to public liealth as claimed? In 18 years
use of them I have discovered no ill effects.—B. R. W.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

1,2^1. Pear Bark Louse. Some of my trees are
nearly covered with small white spots, more like a
scale than mildew or mould. What can I do for them?
—N. A. H., Catawba Island, O.

1232. Grafting Was. Please give receipt to make,
also for French grafting liquid.—A. M.., Hainittoii, Out.

1.233. Plan of Hen-House. Is it safe to build one
four feet in and four feet out of ground, with glass on
south side from ground up?—J. S., Kinross, Iowa.

1.234. Water Lilies and Their Culture. Can plants

be raised fiom seed? If so, where can I get it; if from
plants, when is the proper time to get at the roots?

1.235. How to Make a Rockery. How must I pro-

ceed?—T. M., Hamilton, Out.

1.236. Grafting the Grape. How and when is it

done?—Mr-s. J. L., Cotlieriitle, Tenn.

1.237. Bleeding After Pruning. Can the flow of

sap be stopped when tne vine Is pruned too early?—W.
A. D., Anniston, Ala.

1.238. Plum Golden Beauty. Where can I get
trees?—J. S., Elida, Ohio.

1,239 What is the "Mango." At New Orleans 1

saw the so-called Mango, looking as if made of bleach-
ed wax, is oval and ridged, growing upon a cantaloupe-
like vine, over a frame, it is propagated from the
seed. I should like some of the fruit. What is Its
botanical name?

1.240. Gas in Greenhouse. My small flue green-
house (wood-flre) has no partition between greenhouse
and furnace room. Hence a little smoke escapes, i

never let temperature rise above Tu'^ in the day, and 40
to 50 at night. My plants (Cabbage and Tomatoes)
look bad, as if sun burnt. Is the smoke the cause, or
what can I do?

1.241. Treatment of Cuttings. What method is

best to callous Grape and other cuttings? Would my
small greenhouse answer, and how must I proceed?-
J. G. K., Bttckners, Ky.

1,242 The Orris Root of Commerce. Which of the
Iris is the true Orris root? How is it prepared?—L.M.D.

1.243. Vitality of Pansy Seed. For how many
years is it good? Is there any work giving the vitality
of the seeds of the different flowers, and where to be
had?—V. S. S.. Reading, Pa.

1.244. Oriental Pears in the South. Can any one
give practical experience with these in Southern Ten-
nessee?-M. H. D.

1,245. What ails the Gregg Raspberry. After last
seasons tips were taken off, the canes stopped growing,
and this spring many are dead, but not from cold.
The canes left untrinimed, by over-sight, seem healthy.
Who can explain this?-A. M. N,

1,346. A Lite Raspberry. What variety could re-
place Gregg in lateness, size and productiveness, and
yet be hardy and healthy?-A. M. N.

1.247. Naphtaline as a Germicide. Has any one
tried Naphtaline for blight, rot, mildew, etc., or to
keep off Insects; if so with what results?—R. G., Pa.

1.248. Subsoil Irrigation. Is it preferable to sur-
face irrigation; how should it be arranged?-G. T.,
Steuben Co., N. Y.

1.249. Granadila Vine. What is its botanical
name?—R. S.. Fta.

1.250. Thymo Cresol. This has recently been men-
tioned as a cure for all sorts of insects. Has any one
tested it in greenhouse and open groiind, and if so
with what effects?-T. O., Ills.

1.251. Smut in Sweet Corn. How can It be pre-
vented or cured?—E. S., CiJicinnati, O,

1.252. Rose Slug. What Is the remedy for the green
worm that destroyed leaves and buds of my Rose bush
last season?-L. F. C, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

1.253. Propagation of Roses. Can Roses be grafted
on the wild stock? What stocks are used by nursery-
men, and what is the best method of propagation, by
budding, grafting or from slips?-W. D. H., Odin, III.

1.254. Chinch Bug. Is there any mixture that can
be applied to growing crops to destroy the chinch bug
without Injury to the crops themselves?

1.255. Lime and Sulphur. Would a peck of lime
and four pounds of sulphur, slacked together and dis-

solved in a barrel of water, be a good and safe applica-
tion for Peach trees, and will it destroy the codling
moth?—Wm. M. T„ Wilmot, Ohio.

1.256. Hellebore for Curcnlio. I do not like to use
Paris green. Can I use any tiling as good or better for
the curculio?—V. B., St. Louis, Mo.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
1,340. Gas in GreenhouBe. Regarding the " lit-

tle smoke " in greenhouse, if it be but little I

think this should do the plants no harm. We
know from much experience that even heavy
smoke of burning Tobacco does plants no harm
when applied to greenhouses even as often as
three or four times a week. I rather fear it is

gas from the flue that works the injury you speak
of. Gas is thus troublesome when the draft is

defective, or the tlues somewhat leaky from
cracks, and occasionally in dull lowery weather
even when at other times there is no trouble.
The only thing then to be done is to admit air as
freely as the weather will admit.—A, H. E.

1,241. Treatment of Cuttings. The essentials

generally recognized in propagating are to set

the cuttings (the leaves of which have been
trimmed off) into a bed of sand of some four or
more inches in depth, and then to have provisions
for bottom beat by which the sand may be kept
about ten degrees warmer than the atmosphere
above. If the house has flues under the stages,

by simply boarding up in front of the flue for

the distance to be occupied by the cuttings, the
proper bottom heat will be secured. Cuttings
should be aired rather freely at the top as a pre-
ventive of damp. Their want« as to watering
should be attentively met, by going over the bed
with the can at least three times a day. To
spriukle the bed lightly as often as once an hour
seems to provide a congenial atmosphere. Cloth
or lath shades (the lath an inch apart) must be
provided over the propagating bed for all sun-
shiny weather. It will also help matters to sus-
pend a tight factory curtain in front, and across
the ends of the beds, assuming that this is in one
of the side benches of an ordinary plant house.
In such cases or in any event it Is well to have
several lights of glass directly over the bed so
that they can be moved for admitting air directly
to the cutting bed. When the cuttings have made
roots, be they no more than a fourth of an Inch
long they should be potted.—L.

1,163. To Start Early Potatoes. A number of

private gardeners in this State practice cutting
the tubei"s in pieces and planting in 3J^ or in 4-

inch pots some time in March and placed in a

cool greenhouse or in a light cellar,watering them
when required. About the latter part of April

or 1st of May they are planted out in a sheltered

position deep enough so as to expose only the tip

of the growth. A little hay or straw is scattered
over the rows for a week or two to protect
against late frosts. The Potatoes will be fit to
eat four weeks ahead of the general planting.
If C. J. P. wants to plant on a larger scale he can
cut his Potatoes three or four weeks before
planting time and spread them out closely in flat

boxes or trays filled with moss; set them in a cel-

lar or greenhouse, keeping them moist, and after-
wards plant them out carefully in proper time.
In this way many of the roots get damaged and
disturbed, and at best the gain will be about two
weeks. The pot plan is surely the best, and four
or five hundred hills planted in that way will
keep a very large family supplied until Potatoes
planted in the regular way mature.—J. B. K.

1,231. Pear Tree Bark Louse (Lecanum pyri).

Wash the trunk and large limbs early In June
with a solution of half a pound of washing soda
to two gallons water. Use a scrub brush.—W.

1,160. Azalea Leaves Dying. Your plants are
either kept too wet or have unsuitable soil.

Shake and wash out the balls of earth now and
repot into smaller sized pots in a mLxture of two
parts decayed sod with loam and one part good
peat or eat mould with liberal allowance of sharp
sand; give the pots plenty of drainage and place
in a warm corner of the greenhouse. If your
plants have any sound roots remaining they will
recover. By supplying fresh sweet soil new roots
will form freely to invigorate the wnole system
of the plant.^J. B. K.

1,163. How to Start Early Potatoes. About
April 1st I lay Early Ohlos as close as possible,
and with the eyes up in a cold frame on an inch
of clear sand, and cover with two inches of the
same. When they begin to sprout air is given
freely to produce stocky plants; and when just
coming through the sand tney may be carefully
lifted, placed in small baskets and planted In ricn
garden soil, covering immediately to prevent
dr5nng.—T. W. Blackman, Iowa.

1,125. Non-Kinking Hose. I have the non-
kinking hose In use, and find it a great improve-
ment over ordinary hose, although heavy. It
will last a life-time with care, and at ;i5 cents per
foot, I think it worth difference In price. Can
be obtained of any reliable dealer.—G. L. L.

1,150. Keeping Onions from Sprouting. Little
more can be done than to keep them in a dry,
cool, well ventflated room. Spread them out
thinly.—C. E. P.

1,142. Propagating Bhododendrons. To in-
crease these beautiful shrubs requires a great
deal of skill and experience, and I advise you not
to make the attempt, but to procure your sup-
ply by purchase from some firm that makes a
specialty of their culture.—Chas. E. Parnell.

1,156. A Good Early Pear. Manning's Eliza-
beth is the variety for your purpose.—C. E. P.

1.140. Lily Planting in Spring. If the bulbs
are in good condition, and you succeed in plant-
ing them early, it is possible that they may
flower this year. It is better, however, to post-
pone planting or disturbing them until October.

1.141. Iris Planting. I would plant in spring
just as soon as the ground can be properly pre-
pared.—C. E. P.

1,115. Peas for Market. Rural New Yorker,
Alaska and ^Ipha for early. Champion of Eng-
land and Yorkshire Hero for medium,and Black-
eyed Marrowfat for late. Sow as early as the
ground can be worked and every ten days there-
after untfl the first of June, to ensure a
succession.—C. E. P.

1,092. Dahlias Turning Yellow. As it is an
Impossibility for Dahlias from tubers to change
their cold's there must in some way be a mis-
take or else varieties were removed or misplaced,
and those with yellow flowers left in their place.

1.066. Beurre d'Anjou Blighting. This Is less

liable to blight than many other varieties.—C, B,P.

1,121. Manure for Celery^ Hoes, (a) Thor-
oughly rotted cow manure Is best; next to this is

hoi-se manure, but whichever is used it should
be thoroughly incorporated with the soil, (ft)

There is a long-handled broad hoe used by Celery
growers in banking up, but where only a small
quantity is grown the common hoe is all that is
necessary.—M. Milton.

1,016. Chip Manure Insects. I think chip
manure equal to cow manure; the majority of
insects die soon where the manure is put broad-
cast. The worst thing in either of the above
manures is the grub, and lime will kill them and
most other manure insects.

1.067. Are Angleworms in any Way HurtfuU
I think angle worms are no injury if not too
numerous, but I have known rich ground to
contain so many that they would nearly destroy
a Potato crop, producing scab equal to the grub.
One remedy is good for both, i. e. lime sown
broadcast.—W. N. Hoyt.

1,090. Quince Trees. 20° below zero does not
seem to injure Quince Trees in this section ; the
Quince will bear a great many years if taken
care of, but as a rule young trees well established
are preferable to old ones.—M. B. Faxon.

951. Grafting Scuppernong Orape. In the last

volume (October, March and May numbers) will

be found complete directions for grafting, which
will likely be of value to you for this species.
The fruit committees of the American Pomo-
logiual Society recommends the following north-
ern sorts for culture in Tennessee which would
do for grafting on your vine: Catawba, Concord,
Delaware, Hartford, Isabella, Ives.

2.252. Bose Slug. See remedy 126 (65) and 137

in Insect Supplement.

1.253. Propagation of Eoses. They are mostly
grown trom cuttings; but can be budded on com-
mon Wild Rose stock.

1.254. Chinch Bug. The only thing that prom-
ises relief to infested localities is the introduction
of the fungus disease so destructive to the bug.
See our Insect Supplement.
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934. Liliain Auratum. I suspect that your

correspondent has had trouble with the cutting.

I once lost a line bed of Lilium speciosum, and
learned a lesson. These Lilies will not endure
manuring. I have found many old flower growers
failing with Lilies from this cause. The Aura-
tum needs good garden soil with some siiud, an<l

you can topdress with a compost. b>it do not let

the bulbs touch manure. I do not know of any
LUies that are an exception, although Tigridium
likes rich soil and does not easily rot. I top-
dress my Lily bed in November and use it as a
winter covering.— E. P. P.

954. Freaerving Cider. The best method that

I ever tried is to put into a barrel a quarter of a

pound of mustard seed and break in a half dozen
eggs. The plan is a good one and keeps cider
admirably all winter. The only object of the
eggs is to help in clarifying.— E. P. P.

1,151. Wintering Scions and Cuttings. The
best way I have found is to get a box of con-

venient size, set it in the ground in a well drained

situation to within one inch of the top, fill in the
ground all around up to top of box so that the
water will run off in all directions, put three
inches of moist sand in bottom, tie scions in

bundles and set with buts about one inch deep
in sand. J'it a water-tight lid to box and cover
with six or eight inches of straw. Scions will

keep dormant in this until trees are in full leaf.

1,100. Japan Persimmons in Illinois. I find

no ditliculty in protecting Figs so they will win-

ter in the open ground, and Japan Persimmons
are certainly as hardy. As to their ripening I

think our season is at least four weeks longer
than in New York State. The method described
on page 140 for prelecting Grapes will answer for
Figs and Japanese Persimmons, only the ground
should be mulched to prevent alternate freezing
and thawing. Use clean earth, sis lea\es or other
organic matter in contact with the branches will
cause decay.—C. K. Meyer, lUimiis.

1,355. Lime and Snlphnr. The solution will

hardly prove effective against the codling moth,
nor can we see in what way it could possibly be
of especial benefit to Peach trees.

1,256. Hellebore for Cnrcnlio. We recommend
spraying Plum trees for curculio with London
purple solution, one pound 300 or 350 gallons of

water. Helebore will not do. but if your objec-
tions to the use of arsenic cannot be overcome,
get a pail of crude carbolic acid and mix
thoroughly with a peck of common land plaster.
Keep the trees well dust«d with this and tne cur-
culio will be apt to stay away.

1,093. Dahlias Changing Color. A friend had
12 roots of as many varieties, carefully labeled

and placed in the cellar without dividing the

roots. The next spring she placed the same 13

clusters (without dirtded) in the ground, and
much to her surprise they all bloomed white.

An old Betsy told her there would surely be a

death in her family because the Dahlias bloomed
white. It so happened her child died, and she
firmly believes that was the cause. I have had a
similar experience but I made up my mind it

was because they had been planted in the same
place for four years and had exhausted some-
thing in the soil that they needed. So I placed
them in another place the next year and they re-
turned to their former color. I have a yellow
Dahlia, quilled, and with end of leaves bright
red. It is lovely on my ground, but I have let

three different parties have a piece of it, and on
their soil it was the dirtiest shade of color imag-
inable, and not even quilled. I think if 1,093
would change locality the plants would change
to their original color.

—

Lizzie M. Dabling.

1,093. Building a Sockery; Suitable Plants.
Use a natural hillside for its site. Arrange
smaller stones so that they, partly hidden by
straggling plants, will appear like large rocks.

Beneath and behind the stones should be plats of
fertile soil to support the plants, which are to
run over the surface of the rocks, and cover the
artificial seams. Of hai-dy plants for this pur-
pose I know of none better than the Ivy, Creep-
ing Myrtle (Vinca), Sedums, etc. The most ir-

regular, secluded portion ot the grounds is the
proper place for it.—F.

1,110. Mulberry Leaves for Silk Worms. The
Russian varieties furnish good food for silk
worms; so also does the (>sage Orange when Mul-
berry trees are not at hand.—T.

1,133. Bussian Apricots for Illinois. They are

perfectly hardy in Illinois, but since the different

varieties vary m size, quality and every other
essential feature, fully as much as Cherries, Ap-
ples or any other kind of fruit, and the better
sorts have not been fruited in this country long
enough to give us a full estimate of their value
plantmg Russian Apricots should only be at-
tempted in an experimental way. The curculio is

especially fond of Apricots, Bussian, as well as
others: and where you cannot raise Plums on
account of the insect it will be useless to plant
Bussian Apricots in the hope of getting fruit.—F.

1,17(1. Industry Gooseberry. Does not mildew
in this neighborhood, and under good culti\ation
never failsto produce a crop.—H. Tono, iirie. Fa.

1.130. making a Qarden. With plenty of good
manure there will lie little trouble in preparing

a little piece of worn out land for vegetables and
flowei-s. Put the coarser portion of it on thick

and plow it in; top dress with the fiber part and
harrow it in. In the absence of compost the ap-
plication ot bone dust, wood ashes, hen manure,
complete commercial fertilizers, nitrate of soda
and other fertilizing materials, will i-cndcr the
land available for garden purposes. If too clayey,
add sand, if too early, add clay, and peat or muck
in either case. Make the s<Jil rich in some way,
give crops the best of culti^'ation and jilenty to
eat, and you will have no trouble to make your
"poor "soil now, a wilderness, gay with bloom
and fruit —T.

1,159. About the Kelsey Plum. A magnificent

Plum for the South, it is of no value whatever—
too tender and too late—for Massachusetts. In

quality and size it far surpasses the other varie-
ties recently introduced from Japan, but like
them seems particularly subject to rot, at least
in New Jersey where we have watched its be-
havior with great interest for some time. Even
there it is no proof against ^vinter kill.—T.

1.198. Large Flowers in Chrysanthemums.
To obtain them for exhibition start with strong

young plants in very rich soil, and give plenty of
moisture. Water with liquid manure three times
a week, and allow but one blossom to each stem.
—H. TONG.

1,183. Fertilizers. For most vegetable 2,000

pounds of bone dust, sown broadcast on the

ploughed ground and harrowed in would not be
any too much if you use no other kind of ma-
nure.—H. TONO.

1.199. Varieties of Chrysanthemums- For best

twelve I select Mrs Jessie Barr, Comte de Ger-

many, Gloriosum, Christmas Eve, Thorpe Junior,
Lord Byron, Mr. Frank Thompson, S. F. Morse-
man, M. A. Vilmorin and Robert Hotoinley.
Novelties of 1888 are not included in this list.

—

H. TONQ.

1,188. Betula papyracea. This mature Birch,

popularly called the Paper Birch, forms a large

tree with beautiful white bark. Can probably
he obtained of Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester,
N. T.—H. ToNO.

1,308. Forcing Tomatoes. The trouble is more
likely caused by a low temperature than an ex-

cess of moisture. I have never had any trouble
in getting the fruit to set in a temperature of 60°

to t)5°.—H. ToNQ, Erie, Pa.

1.131. Becoming a Landscape Gardener. Get
and study all the best works on the subject, in-

cluding Robinson's Parks and Gardens of Paris.

Study natural scenery; get acquainted with
trees and shrubs, their height, shape, color of
foliage and general characteristics, then work
under a thorough professional landscape gard-
ener for a while. There is room for good ones
while poor ones are plenty.— H. Tong, ErU, Pa.

1,231. Sulphate of Copper. The copper mix-
ture of Gironde (Bordeaux mixture) is found to

be the safest to apply, although other and simpler
solutions are sometimes used with good effect.

Dissolve six pounds of sulphate copper in 16 gal-
lons of water, and in another vessel slake six
pounds of lime in six gallons of water. When
cool mix the fluids thoroughly by constant stir-
ring, and have this remedy ready a few days be-
fore using. Apply thoroughly to the vines with
force pump and spray nozzle, making first appli-
cation at once, and subsequent ones at intervals
of 12 to 15 days.

American Pomological Society.
Florida Meeting.

{Continued from page 142.)

History or Orange Industry of Flor-
ida. Senator C. F. A. Beilby, of Deland,
Fla., gave a complete history of the Orange
industry in the State, with practical details

of the best methods of culture and general
management. From nothing to 3,000,000

boxes annually in less than twenty years,

is the story of the Orange industry. The
comparative value of soils was discussed.

Raw bone, though slow In effect, is the best

fertilizer, too much ammonia inducing
"die-back" impairment of vigor in tree

and coarseness in fruit. " Foot-rot," an-

other disease is due to low, sour soil. Trees
must be planted with roots near the surface.

Speaking ot Florida he said, " All nations
have paid toll of their best to her, and she
has distilled into the fruit of every clime
the sunny fragrance and sweetness of her
cloudless skies and inimitable soil."

Varieties of the Orange. "E. H. Hart
contributed a paper on this subject. As in

ladies' bonnets, he said there was fashion in

Oranges. He referred at length to the differ-

ent strains of the sweet Orange and their

gustatory, festhetic. and commercial quali-

ties. 1.50 varieties had ^been listed by the

late P. W. Reasoner. The best variety

to grow is yet a grave question. Many of

the excellent sweet seedlings are hard to get

to market. The common prejudice against

budded trees is largely erroneous. Of very

late sorts Hart's Tardriff takes the lead for

quality and long keeping, growing sweeter
from March to August. The Navel strain

is still in high favor. Of the Washington
Navel, he said, " it is a superb 'berry, fine-

grained, solid, sweet and succulent as a

strawberry pine, ample as the full moon's
di.sk; no wonder enthusiasm should run
mad over it."

The Standard of Citrds Fruits. Mr.
Van Deman read a paper on "Judging
Citrus Fruits," offering a standardjof points

for the various sorts .for adoption. This
evoked long discussion.as to thickness of

peel, quality of flavor, character of "rag,"

number of seeds, size of core, color and tex-

ture of skin, etc.

The Growth of Palms. T.^L. Mead of

Florida, said that out of 80 sortsgrowing in

the open ground only 13 were found ot value
for general decorative use. The habits and
characteristics of the different varieties

were described. A paper on " Vitls Vini-

fera in Florida," by Baron von Lutchin,

was next read, also one by Henry Foster, of

Lake Charm on " American Fruits in

Foreign Markets."

Fig Culture. Ex-Governor Reed then
followed with an essay on this subject.

Figs are easily grown and most productive
at the South, he said. He grows and
markets 40 bushels annually on a farm near
Jacksonville,jbegan.'in 1872, produces fruit

in sixteen months from the cutting. Lively
discussion was elicited, and Mr. Reed was
the target for a volley of queries.

"Peach Growing in Florida." This
was treated by G. L. Tabor. He has shipped
400 bushels of the Peen-to in a single season,

and spoke very highly of this type of Peach
in Florida. The Honey and its seedlings

are also valuable there. A Peen-to that will

bloom two or three weeks later, to escape
frosts is desired in Florida.

Improvement of Our Native Grapes.
An essay read by Geo. W. Campbell, the
veteran Ohio grape grower, awakened much
profltable discussion. The quality and
value of the much abused Ives Grape came
up incidentally. Mr. E. Williams and
others agreeu that when left to ripen on the

vine thoroughly it was better than Concord
and would bring good prices.

Packing Fruits for Market. Mr. Wil-
liams read a practical and sensible paper
on " Honesty in Packing Fruit." He con-
tended that in this matter "honesty was
the best policy," careful grading, truth-

ful representations always paid best. He
cited his own experience in evidence.

Other Papers. G. R. Fairbanks follow-

ed with an essay on the "Orange Industry
of the United States" and Rev. Dr.White on
" Pineapple Culture in Florida " which gave
all the details in the successful growth of

this favorite tropical fruit.

Awards. Next Meeting, Etc. All the
awards very naturally went to Florida and
the South, there being no fruit from the north
on exhibition. The Idaho Pear was most fa-

vorably reported as to appearance and flavor.

The catalogue of fruits was then taken up,

changes advised in starring, several new
sorts discussed, much of this was hastily

gone over in the brief time allotted. Chicago
was favored as the next place of meeting.
After adjournment the Society was taken to

Ciira on Orange Lake to see the vast Orange
groves there, among them the famous
Harris' grove '200 acres in extent. C. K. S.
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Borecole or Kale (class C). A foreign

dish, the production and consumption of

which is constantly on the increase in this

country. Borecole is a species of Cabbage,
and needs very rich soil. Sow in April or
May, in beds like Caljbage, and transplant

to the open ground in three foot rows two
feet apart In the rows. Cultivate same as

Cabbage. Dwarf Green Curled Scotch is the

leading sort and quite hardy. A variety of

Snijichall tauhflowei

.

Kale, known under the names :
" Siberian

Kale," "German Greens" or "Sprouts," is

much cultivated and used as greens In

early spring. Sow in early fall in rows one
foot apart, and treat as for Spinach.
Broccoli (class D). This vegetable

closely resembles Cauliflower, and requires
the same treatment. Excessive richness of

the soil is the first requisite. Plants are

grown in beds, from seed sown early in May,
like Cabbage or Cauliflower plants, and set

out in open ground late in June or early in

July, two feet apart in three foot rows.
They are ready for use in late autumn.
White Cape and Purple Cape are the varie-

ties generally grown.
Brussels SpRotTTS (Class D). Cultivated

for the miniature Cabbage heads which
form all along the main stalk, often entirely

enveloping it. Although a delicious vege-

table, it is rarely seen InAmerican gardens,
owing to its being somewhat tender. Grow
plants in beds, sowing seed in April or May,
then set them out two feet apart each way,
early in July, and cultivated same as Cab-
bage or Cauliflower.

Cabbacje, Early (Class D). Highly ma-
nured, deeply plowed, and well-prepared
soil is required to bring this crop to the

greatest perfection. For the early crop,

sow seed in hot bed in February or March,
and transplant into cold frames three or

four weeks later; here by gradual exposure,
to harden them preparatory to planting.
Or plants may be bought from the nearest
market gardener, or the seed may be sown in

the rows right where the Cabbages are to be
grown, and gradually thinned to the proper
distance. The entire destruction of a patch
by the ravages of the Cabbage maggot can
often be prevented by the latter plan, as
there are almost always enough unaflfected

plants left in a crowded row to give a full

stand. Avoid growing Cabbage in succes-

sion on the same land, or planting it after

other members of the Brassica family. Dip
the roots of plants in water, when setting;

cultivate often.

Cabbage, Late (Class C), is generally
grown to follow early Peas, Radishes, Let-

tuces, etc. Sow the seed in a bed late in

March or in April, and transplant in June,
two by three feet apart. If the heads are
inclined to crack open, push them over
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with the foot. Select varieties : French
Oxheart, Early York, Early Jersey Wake-
field, for early; Henderson's Early Sum-
mer, Vandergaw, and Winningstadt for

second early. Flat Dutch, American
Drumhead, Fottler's Brunswick, and Drum-
head Savoy are among the best late sorts.

Buhach or California Pyrethmm, if fresh

and dusted on the Cabbages when needed,
or applied in solution by means of a force

pump, is an infallible, cheap and conven-
ient means of clearing the plants of the
dreadful green worm now so common.
Caulifower (Class C). As a rule. Cauli-

flower is a doubtful crop for the market
gardener, though ordinarily in home
garden it will yield enough for the
table. In growing plants in cold frames
for wintering over, as is done about
New York and south, the seed is sown
the fore part of September,and in about
five weeks the plants will be ready to

prick into the frames .500 or60o to a sash.

During the severe weather the sash are

kept closed, airing freely on suitable

days as spring approaches. These plants

should be planted in the open ground
as early as possible in April, so as to

have the heads well formed before the

hot weather, otherwise only " buttons "

are liable to be produced. An early

crop may also be grown from seed sown
in March in a hot-bed and transplanted

several times before the final field

planting. For the late fall crop the

seed is sown at the same time as late Cab-
bage, planted, cultivated, and otherwise

treated like it, except that the ground
should be somewhat richer and the cultiva-

tion cleaner, though not to be worked late

as its roots are shallow; irrigation can
sometimes be given it with advantage. In

the final stages of growth about one-half of

the leaves should be tied together above the

forming head as soon as this shows, for if

this is not done it will become discolored

from the sun, dew and rain, and in very hot
drying weather it might be even necessary

to employ paper or other artificial covering,

as the leaves are likely to wilt and let the

light in between them. Select Early Varie-

ties; Early Snowball, Early Erfurt and
Early Paris: late, Algiers, Le Normand,
Walcheren and Autumn Giant.

Cardoon (Clase C). In some ways resem-
bles the Artichoke. Sow seed in early

spring in rows three feet apart, and thin to

about 18 inches. Tie the leaves together in

early fall, bank, blanch and preserve some-
what like celery.

Carrot (Class E). As an early crop
for forcing in cold frames, seed is sown in

March, in rows, six inches apart, and the

plants thinned to two or three inches.

When the roots have attained an inch in

diameter at the thickest part, they are

pulled, bunched and marketed. For garden
culture sow in early spring, and perhaps a

few weeks later for succession, in rows 14 to

16 inches apart, and thin to three or four

inches apart in the row. It is advisable to

mix and sow a few Radish seeds with the

seed, to indicate the rows for early cultiva-

tion, which is only second in importance to

the earliest practicable removal of weeds
from among the young plants. Deep warm
soil, and good cultivation are of greater

consequence with this crop than excessive

manuring. For field culture, for stock

feeding and as a money crop these Carrots

are not appreciated as they deserve. Three
hundred barrels per acre on common good
soil is by no means an unusual crop. Plow-
ing a furrow away from the row in digging
makes this work quite easy. Top and store

in fall like beets.

Early French forcing is the earliest grow-
ing under glass, but Half-Long Red and
Half-Long Scarlet, and Danvers are used

by many gardeners. Long Orange and
Danvers are grown for main crop, also
largely for stock. White Belgian and Yel-
low Belgian are by far the heaviest croppers,
but considered inferior and less nutritious
than the Red sorts.

Caraway (Class F). The aromatic .seeds

of this are used for flavoring. Plant thinly
in rows, and give clean culture.

Catnip (Class F). Useful for medical
purposes. Entirely hardy, and easily grown,
it is generally considered more of a weed
than a plant for the garden.
Chervil (Class E). Is cultivated the

same as Carrots or Parsnip and has a
peculiar Sweet Potato flavor, which is still

improved by freezing. Sow the seed very
early, as during warm and dry weather it

requires a long time to germinate.
Celeriac (Class E). A distinct variety

of Celery, cultivated for its bulbous roots,

which are used for flavoring soups, or boiled
and sliced and served with oil and vinegar
as a salad. Start the plants very early un-
der glass and set out in spring in rows IX
feet apart, five or six inches in the row.
hill up slightly. The newer Apple-rooted
variety is an improvement on the common
Celeriac.

Celert.—(Class B and C). For first early
the plants may be grown in frames, al-

though this method is not practiced much
except in a few favored localities on a rich,

cold, moist, peaty soil. The home grower
can get a good supply of excellent plants
by sowing seed just as early as the condi-
tion of soil permits in shallow drills, one
foot apart (Class F), merely firming the soil

with the feet or otherwise, applying small
doses of nitrate soda or more liberal ones of

liquid manure, giving good cultivation, and
keeping scrupulously clean from weeds.
Thin by narrowing the rows of plants, and
cutting out, leaving not more than forty or

fifty to the running foot.

With good plants to begin with Celery
is easily grown. In the latter part of June
or in July (and further south even in Au-
gust) set the plants in rows, 3J< feet apart
for the dwarf, and four feet for the later

sorts, six inches apart in the rows. Celery
is generally used to follow earlier crops,

such as Peas, Beets, Early Cabbage, Let-

tuce, Onions, Spinach, etc., and if the land
was heavily manured in spring for the pre-

ceding one, little more is needed. Most

Evergreen Sweet Corn.

growers, however, open a furrow for each
row, throw in some well rotted compost and
fill in with soil; then set the plants. This
practice gives good results. Radishes or

other quick maturing crops may be grown
between the Celery rows, and will be out of

the way by the time the Celery needs all the

ground. Clean cultivation is essential.

Mellow soil will retard the evaporation of

the moisture which this crop needs above
most others.

" Handle " in September, by packing soil

up against the plants to make them grow
erect, and later bank up clear to the top

leaves in order to bleach the stalks. Celery

intended to be wintered over should be
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banked to not more than half its height. On
a well drained spot, dig a trench of width
of spade and of depth answering height of

plants. Pull the crop when entirely dry
and unfrozen, shake off soil from roots, and
place them closely together in trench in an
upright position. Cover with a board or

several of them, and protect from frost

with litter and soil until this covering is

gradually made one foot deep. White
Plume ;is a good self-blanching sort, need-
ing little "banking up," and perhaps best

for early use: Golden Heart is the most
popular variety for main crop. These are
dwarfs. The tall sorts, such as Giant
White Solid are now but little grown. The
red sorts, owing to their

crispness and fine flavor,

are especially valuable for

the home garden.
Chives (Class F). The

tops are used for flavoring

soups and to eat raw. Of
easiest cultm-e, and gen-
erally propagated by divi-

sion of the roots, which
are little bulbs (the small-

est of the Onions) growing
in clumps.
COLLARD (Class F). This

is merely a synonym for

the tops of common Cab-
bage plants,grown in rows
one foot apart and cut for

"greens" when large

enough. A distinct curly-

leaf variety of Cabbage is

grown under this name
and for the same purpose at the south.

Anise (class F). A pleasant, spicy, aro-

matic herb, the seeds of which are a favorite

condiment with many, to flavor sauce, pies,

etc.,also used in medicine. Sow after ground
has become warm, thin to several inches

apart giving clean cultivation later.

Beets (class F). For early use sow
Eclipse or Egyptian Beet in rich warm soil,

as early as it can be got in good working
order, in drills one foot apart, covering

seed one inch. Plants in part of the patch
may be left standing quite thick if thinnings
are wanted for greens. Otherwise they
should be thinned to five or six inches apart
while still small. Keep well cultivated.

Repeated light applications of nitrate of

soda, either dry just before or during a rain,

or in solution, generally give good results.

For winter the same varieties may be
planted as late as first of July, the Dewing's
Blood Turnip Beet, Long Smooth Blood
being favorite sorts. The Swiss Chard is

cultivated only for its leaves which are used
In same way as Spinach. The Mangel
Wurtzels and Sugar Beets are grown chiefly

for stock in field rather than garden cul-

ture. They should be planted in rows not
less than two feet apart, and from 13 to 1.5

inches apart in the drills. Select the Globe
varieties for sandy soil; the long sorts for

deep loam. The ground should be made
very rich, and large crops can then be grown.
Corn (Sweet Corn, Class C). The early

and dwarf varieties can be planted quite

thickly in drills three feet apart, leaving
one stalk every three or four inches, and
even closer. The later sorts need more
room, and the large varieties will do best in

rows four feet apart with a space of eight to

twelve inches between the plants. Plant
on rich warm soil when danger from late

freezes is past, and for a succession every
few weeks until July. The Cory is as early
as any sort, and gives ears of quite respect-

able size. Early Minnesota is a good early
sort, perhaps sweeter than Cory, but hav-
ing much .smaller ears. Black Mexican can
hardly be surpassed in sweetness and rich-

ness, and Stewell's Evergreen and EgTrptian
are the leading late sorts.

The Gladiolus for America.
LE.N'SIE UREENLEE. MCDOWELL CO., N. C.

The florist's catalogues at last seem
disposed to give to the Gladiolus the
prominence which is due it by right of
beauty, ease of culture, and with us South-
em cultivators, hardihood. In North
America, Hyacinths deteriorate: Lilies,

Amaryllis, and Tuberoses, all want more or
less petting: but the Gladiolus has only one
stipulation—full sunlight: and for scores of
years the bulk increases and the flowers
bloom, gaining in beauty and vigor, for

America is the chosen home of the Gladio-
lus. It is high time our florists were tak-
ing the monopoly of high-priced seedlings

the dozen and hundred collections are much
cheaper, you are apt to find half a dozen
reds or whites or yellows, which are almost
exactly alike, at blooming time.

Cornell
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THE INSECTARY AT THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

altogether out of Frenchmen's hands.
I do not know of a single instance where

Gladiolus, not planted in the shade, failed

to give complete satisfaction, and the richer

the soil, the finer and better colored is the
spike of bloom. They increase very rapidly,

and in the South one strong bulb often
gathers about in one season's growth a
dozen tiny ones, which will bloom in

another year, or if they are fewer about the
parent bulb, and have grown larger, the
next season. I have measured clumps of

the bulbs which were not thinned for four
or five years, that would often be half a
yard in diameter.
The culture is very simple: plant in any

good soil , four or five inches apart and six

inches deep: tie the tall heavy spikes to

stakes in blooming season, and if you live

north of the line of Baltimore take up your
bulbs after frost; If south of it, cover them
with a mulch of leaves or fertilizer. In
keeping them over winter in the house, be
careful to put them in a dry warm place.

There is one Gladiolus which forces well
in winter, Colvillii, " The Bride:" it is also
the only pure white Gladiolus, of whose ab-
solute purity I am sure. I have tried

several advertised as " pure white," but
have always been disappointed by streaks

or stains. Colvillii is somewhat smaller
than the Lemoine varieties, but iS' lovely

and distinct from all other varieties. I have
seen articles recommending shade from
noon day sun for the Gladiolus, but in that

case I should never be sure of bloom. They
will bear it very well if given an occasional
showering, and water morning and night,
once or twice a week.
Planted at intervals of a week or ten days

from the 1st of AprU until June, they will
give flowers from July until October, and if

cut when the first lower flowers of the spike
have opened, and placed in water, the other
buds will remain perfect a long while.

The new improved seedlings are expensive,
and not prettier than some of the older and
cheaper varieties, but in buying Gladioli I

would always take a pencil and catalogue,
and select the named sorts, with shades and
markings which pleased me best, for though

Breeding Insects at
University.

The problem, how to save his crops from
insect depredations, gradually becomes
more serious to the gardener and fruit

grower since the lack of adequate means of
protection causes the country an annual loss

of millions of dollars. The first step
towards the discovery of more effective

methods in dealing with our insect foes, is a
thorough knowledge of their habits and

peculiarities at every stage
of development. In the
way of apparatus, next to

the microscope, students
of the life history of insects

have heretofore had to

content themselves with a
few breeding cages, but
such afe now foimd in-

sufficient for the increas-

ing demands for accurate
knowledge.
.John Henry Comstock,

the University Station En-
tomologist, says in a Bul-
letin describing the In-

sectary:

The entomological sub-
jects that an experiment
station should investigate,

embrace studies of the life

histories of insects and
experiments in the destruction of noxious
insects or of preventing their ravages.
Work in neither of these lines can be well
done in an ordinary entomological labora-
tory. In order to make accurate investiga-
tions of this kind it is necessary that there
should be a place where living plants can be
kept with insects upon them, and that all of
the conditions of growth of both plants and
insects should be under control. A labora-
tory has been erected specially for experi-
mental entomology and a view of the exter-
ior of the building is given in illustration.
As this, so far as we know, is the first build-
ing of its kind, we have proposed the name
Insectary for buildings arranged for keeping
or raising living insects.

The Cornell Insectary consists of a two
story cottage with conservatory attached.
Upon the ground floor there is a laboratory
for the Experimenter and his Artist, a work
shop and a dark room for photographic
purposes. In the second story are quarters
for a janitor.and a store room for apparatus.
In the basement there is a boiler for heating
the building and the conservator}-, conven-
iences for potting plants, a coal cellar, and
a cold room for the storage of hibei-nating
insects. The conservatory is divided by a
transverse partition into two rooms, each 30
feet in length. One of these is used.as a hot
house, the other as a cold house. Slate ta-
bles along the sides of the conservatory are
covered with gravel; here are kept the
plants growing in pots, and those breeding
cages from which water is allowed to drain,
while upon tables in the center of the room
are kept the breeding cages from which
there is no drainage. Our outfit includes,
besides other apparatus, a Zeiss microscope
with the new apochromatic objectives, and
a photo-micro camera.
The cold-room for the storage of hiber-

nating insects was primarily intended for
certain experiments in the wintering of bees
but the principal use to which it will be put
is doubtless the storage through the winter
of pupa- and other hibernating insects. The
room is a dark one built in one corner of the
basement, separated from the rest of the
basement by a double wall of matched lum-
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Ijer and building paper, enclosing an air

space. This is rendered necessary by the

presence in it of the heating apparatus.

There is an inlet for cold air formed by an 8

inch tile pipe extending under the founda-

tions of the building and opening outside.

There is also an outlet for warm air made
by leaving an opening into two of the spaces

between the studding of the outside wall,

these spaces being furnished with another
opening through the side of the building

just beneath the eaves. The outlet beneath
the eaves of this flue is furnished with a
hinged door opened or shut by means of a

cord; the size of the inlet for cold air in the

floor of the cold room can also be varied.

In these ways it is hoped that the tempera^

ture of the room can be kept under control.

The room on the ground floor immediately
above the cold room is the laboratory, and
near the experimenter's table there is an
opening covered by a pane of glass into the

outlet-flue of the cold room; in this flue,

opposite this pane of glass, there hangs a
thermometer, by means of which the tem-
perature of the air that is escaping from the

cold room can be easily ascertained.

How the Fruit from Forty Acres
Was Disposed of.

J. N. STEARNS, KAI.AMAZOO CO., MICH.

The time has come when it is easier to

raise a large crop of fruit, than to dispose of

it, with profit to the grower. At least we
may so infer from the frequent discussions

of Horticultural societies, about work of

disposing of their fruit, and from the organi-

zation of Fruit Exchanges.

A review of last years production and
sales gives approximately the following list:

1000 bushels Pears, .50 bushels Cherries, .5000

peck baskets Peaches, 500 baskets Plums,
200 cases Blackberries, 100 cases Strawber-

ries, 100 cases Gooseberries. Pears brought
from 11.50 to $3.75 per bushel. Peaches from
$1.25 to $.3.00, Cherries from $3..50 to *.3..50.

Plums from $2.50 to $4.00 per bushel. Black-

berries $1.50 to $3.00 per case of 10 quarts.

Strawberries and Gooseberries the same.
All these fruits with the exception of a

portion of the Pears and Gooseberries, were
sold on orders on which I myself, not the

purchaser made the price.

Out of the .5000 baskets of Peaches, not a
bushel of first class fruits was shipped to the

near and large market, Chicago, since we
were unable to fill many orders. From
many years experience in the business I

believe that all fruit growers, who deserve

the name "fruit growers," can do likewise,

but to people without the proper knowledge
of how to handle, sort and pack their fruit,

so as to give satisfaction to the customers,
this is the one important point in creating a
large order trade. It includes close atten-

tion so that no packer puts into the particu-

lar grade he is packing, a single inferior

specimen. A few culls will spoil the ap-
pearance of a bushel of fine fruit. Always
keep strictly to the grade.

We have orders from Maine to Minnesota,
and many times it requires close study to

determine what grade of fruit will please
the customer. We can usually tell from
the tone of the letter, whether the order
should be filled with Peaches worth $1.50

$3.00 or $3.00 per bushel. Some of our cus-
tumers want a fancy article, regardless of
price. After turning a quantity of Peaches
on the sorting table the first selection is

made for this class of customers; the next
for the customer who wants a good straight
Peach to can for the family's use; the next
grade for the retail groeeryman, who is e.x-

pected to sell as cheap as his competitor in
trade. What is left now, we call culls, and
the best of these are shipped to the Chicago
market, for what they will bring.

I might have some scruples to send only
the culls to the commission man, but past
experience has taught me they will not
discriminate between first-class fruit and
culls so far as their returns to the
shipper are concerned.
Chicago is one of the best markets for a

fine article of fruit in limited supply. I re-

ceived $3 a keg for my Pears the past
season, a keg holding a trifle over one
bushel. For the past two or three years.

Long Oreen Cucumber.

however, this market has been so flooded
with almost worthless fruit that growers
are beginning to be discouraged and so we
have the query: "What shall we do
with our fnilt?"

As one of the means of securing this trade
I sent small consignments of fruit to relia-

ble dealers in small towns with my card
guaranteeing the fruit select, placed in each
package. I find plenty of consumers who
prefer to purcha.se of the producer at an
advanced price, expecting of course to get
what they pay for. It should be remem-
bered that fair treatment will hold a cvis-

tomer.

I have been engaged in fruit growing as a
business for many years and never with
more satisfaction to myself than at the
present time. I find the demand fully keeps
pace with the increased production.

Double Flowers From Seed.
FROM DR. NOBBE'S REPORT TO THE GERMAN E.XPERIMENT

STATION.

Seeds of herbaceous plants improved by
cultivation show a tendency to produce
double flowers. To ascertain the relation

between the nature and condition of the

seed, and of the flowers which result from
their development, twelve distinct varie-

ties of the common Stock which complete
its development in the course of one season,
were selected from the establishment of M.
E. Benary, of Erfurt. One hundred .seeds of

each as nearly alike as possible, were placed
in Dr. Nobbe's germinating apparatus, and
submitted to a continuous uniform temper-
ature of 68' Fahr. After four days some of

the seedlings (which must have germinated
at once) were removed from the apparatus,
and placed in the open ground. The other
seedlings, which came up after four days
and between four and nine days after the
commencement of the experiment, were
thrown away, so that the seedlings reserved
consisted of two classes—one in which the
germination had been accomplished within
tour days, and the other those in which
germination was not appreciably com-
menced till after the ninth day.

The seedlings were eventually transferred
to large pots, and placed side by side, half

of the pot being occupied by those of slow

growth, the second half by the quickly
developed seedlings. Moreover, some of the
two sets of seedlings were placed in large,

others in small pots; some in sterile sandy
soil, care being always taken to make the
experiments rigidly comparable. In all

nearly 600 seedlings were thus under obser-
vation. In each case the time of the first

appearance of the fiower bud was duly noted
and the period when the first flower opened.
In some cases a difl'erence of five or six days
was noticed between the seedlings of the
two categories. The vigor of the plant was
uniformly superior in those cases where
the germination had been rapid.

But the most remarkable results are those
relating to the production of double flowers.

In all the varieties the proportion of double
flowers was greater in the case of those that

germinated quickly than in the case of the
laggards. Ten plants of one variety with
violet-brown flowers grown rapidly produced
all double flowers, while eight plants of the
same variety which had germinated slowly
produced all single flowers. Of 100 plants
belonging to nine different varieties the
proportion of double flowers, according to

the period of germination, was as follows:
Doubles. Singles.

After rapid germination.. . . 83.56 17.44

After slow germination 27.03 73.97

The tendencies must exist in the seeds
themselves, for the two categories of seed-
lings were exposed to identically the same
conditions. Moreover, although those seed-
lings which were grown in sterile sand were
much less vigorous than those grown in

good soil, they, nevertheless, showed corre-

sponding inequality as regards their flowers.

Hybridization shows that the seeds con-
tain in themselves, unaffected by other con-
ditions, the essence of what will be mani-
fested in the plant later on. There is in

each variety a special tendency to produce
double or single flowers as the case may be.

Some, no matter how treated, never yield
any but single flowers, while others pro-
duce almost exclusively, double flowers.

Notes on Sowing and Transplanting.
L. B. PIERCE, SUMMIT CO., O.

For starting plants use large sized flats

or boxes measuring 4 feet long by 14 inches
wide outside measure, the ends being %th
stuff, and the sides ?^th, and 3 inches wide;
the bottoms are of a single board 3^ inch
thick with several small holes bored for

drainage. They are made of Chestnut lum-
ber sawed to order from logs of my own
furnishing. One of my houses is 9 feet in-

side and the others 10 feet. In the narrow
house, 3 boxes are set side by side, and in

wider ones they are placed end to the alley,

in either case leaving a walk 3 foot wide.
The boxes are placed empty in the plant

house and filled with dirt from boxes more
convenient for a single person to handle.
After the plants are transplanted, these

flats are stored bottom side up and kept
another season. They have been in use
seven years and seem good for half a dozen
more. Their large size and unadaptability
for other uses insures my keeping them,
and I am thus sure each spring of having
something to use that fits the house. The
plants are transplanted into smaller flats

holding from 130 to 1.50 plants each. These
suit grocerymen better, as one person can
handle them, and they do not expose too

many plants to the wear and tear of keep-

ing in view, which comes from wind, dust,

dogs, and neglect.

In sowing seeds I fill the flats about two-
thirds full of suitable soil and level it. Lit-

tle dents or drills are now made two inches

apart and one-fourth of an inch deep, by
pressing the sharp edge of a board into the

soil. The seed is then scattered (Cabbage
or Tomato) so that it averages about 5 seeds
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to au inch, the sowing being as uuilorm as

possible, as it breaks ground more easily

Uvlien a number of seeds are in a straight

\n\e. The soil is damp and dark colored,

\nd I cover the seed with perfectly dry

fted earth, which being light colored, en-

les me to flU the drill just full and no

>re insuring a uniform depth. This is a

d way for ladies in sowing flower seeds.

•St get the surface of the bed fine and
~
w, then make little drills with a lath

Ml has been planed to a sharp edge. It

be pressed down to accommodate any

sized seed, and by covering with soil of

another color, the seed will be evenly

covered. In sowing seeds either in flats or

beds, it is a good plan to mark the position

of each drill on the edge of the flat or by

small stakes, then if the seed is slow, it

will not be necessary to disturb such ground

in looking tor the trouble. However,

ground in which seed is sown, should not

be disturbed until after the necessary time

has been given It to germinate, which of

course varies with the variety.

In regard to transplanting I find it is not

best to transplant too young. Most writers

advise when the first pair of rough leaves

have developed , but my experience goes to

show that it is better to wait for two pair,

and if not too crowded, in the case of Toma-
toes still longer, before first transplanting.

A strong plant well furnished with roots,

not only handles nicer but grows better

than a puny infant just out of the seed leaf

stage.

Plants should be graded into at least

three sizes in transplanting into flats or into

the garden, and then certain rows or boxes

will be uniform in appearance and the

larger will not overshadow the smaller.

The grading should take into account the

amount ot root left on the plant as well as

size of foliage.

The Possibilities of aTown Lot.

MRS. LORA S. LA MANCE, MCDONALD CO., MO.

Eight years ago we determined to utilize

some vacant lots back of our store for a gar-

den and orchard. The prospect was not

encouraging; no experience, little time to

spare, soil poor, clayey, low and undrained,

those were the conditions. On one side of

the garden lot we planted Plum trees, with

Raspberries and Blackberrries between; in

the other lot Peach trees In two rows with

Grapes between and also on outside row
next to the store. The leaves on the Peaches

had already started to grow. My husband
dug wide, deep holes, placed in the bottom
of each a few shovelsfuls of rich black soil,

filled up over the roots with the same good
dirt, dashed a half bucket of water on each

tree and banked the earth around the tree,

finishing with a load of chip manure. Not
a tree or vine died, and the leaves on the

Peach trees did not wither.

The next year the berries bore and the

Grapes, now trellised and under good care,

bore a few bunches of very fine fruit. The
year following, in addition to Grapes, the

Peach and Plum trees had a few specimens
of fruit on them. Every year since the

Peaches, Plums and Grapes have borne full

crops, with the exception of one year when
late frosts killed the Peaches. The amount
of fruit borne has been marvelous, we hav-

ing all the Peaches and Plums needed and
Grapes enough for table use and a few to

can besides. Beyond regular pruning and a
thinning out of the too thickly; set fruit,

the trees and vines have received little care.

Fruit Growing in Kansas.
"JAYHAWKER."

I never enjoyed anything like a complete
succession of fruits until I cultivated them
myself. The Strawberry does well here

with rejisonable attention; Blackcap Rasp-

berry does not ripen its wood properly and
often; Gooseberries do well; Currants are

almost unknown; Blackberries do tolerably

well; the Kittatinny often winter kills and
the Snyder sun-scalds at fruiting time.

Plums succeed here; Peaches have failed for

three years, but now promise well; Grapes,

as a rule, do well, this year much of the

new wood is killed.

My greatest delight, however, is my Apple
orchard of about 200 trees just coming into

bearing. The Apple does not bear as early

here as in some places. There is a great

contrast between here and the northeast as

to varieties. For instance, the much re-

jected Ben Davis is a favorite here, hardy, a

good bearer and good keeper. The Winesap,
also, is an excellent Apple and a good bearer.

The Tallawater, Yellow Bellflower, Rhode
Island Greening, Northern Spy, Baldwin
and some others doing well at the northeast

are rather shy bearers here.

I often readof the wonderful fruit in York
state, but some sharpers are thrusting a

blow at its good reputation; for instance,

some time ago I bought some ''York State

Apple and Peach Butter" here at a grocery

as a relish for a sick person, but which
turned out to be little else than a miserable

Pumpkin mush. Since then I have begun
to raise my own fruit which we have now in

abundance the season through.

Some Apples for Wisconsin.
H. M. KIER.STEAD, DANE CO., WIS.

The Fameuse is one of the most satisfac-

tory Apples for this section of Wisconsin.

To have them in perfection, the trees need
sun, and should not stand too close together;

let the soil be rich; application of lime is

very beneficial, and the ground should be
well cultivated during spring.

These Apples should not be picked until

fully ripe, about first of October, and then
handled very carefully. The barrels should
be stored in a cool place, and kept in

winter, where it is only just above the freez-

ing point. Thus you can have Snow Apples
juicy and crisp the first of March. They are

excellent baked, for sauce, and pies.

To make them look particularly nice, rub
them with a soft dry cloth till they shine.

The Talman Sweet is another good Apple
for this section and with the same care that

we give the Fameuse will keep in good con-

dition until March, but the barrels should
be headed up to keep Apples from shriveling.

The Application of Fertilizers.

Bonedust flour and most other commer-
cial fertilizers when fresh are, and should

be, quite dry, so that people find it often in-

convenient and rather wasteful to apply

them broadcast in the usual method of sow-

ing by hand. The fertilizer attachment
which now goes with any good grain drill,

distributes such fertilizer in a perfect way,

and without waste, and there are also sepa-

rate fertilizer drills in the market. This

machine method has its advantages over

hand application It not only distributes the

fertilizer evenly, but also stirs it into the

soil ; and as for the application of larger

quantities, the ground can be gone over re-

peatedly, and if each time crosswise or di-

agonally of the previous application, the

mixture of soil and fertilizer will he made
thorough.

The extensive planter, as in all similar

cases, has an advantage over the gardener,

whose limited operations hardly allow him
the use of machinery. But even, if compelled

to resort to hand application of fertilizers,

the gardener has a way out of the dilemma.
All that is needed, is to moisten the fertiliz-

er sufficiently, just before applying it, so the

I wind will not carry it oft in dust form.

Put a layer of the stuff Into a tight box,

or on a tight barn fioor, and sprinkle it with

water, then put another dry layer upon it,

and sprinkle again. Now shovel the whole

mass over repeatedly uiitil thoroughly

mixed, and uniformly damp enough for con-

venient handling. The whole matter is so

very simple, that there is no need of people

sowing dusty fertilizer in a dust-laden at-

mosphere, filling their lungs and clothes

with the disagreeable stuff.

For application to the drills or rows also,

there is no reason why the same plan should

not be followed. The greater convenience

in handling damp fertilizer, freedom from
dust, and avoidance of waste—these are ad-

vantages well worthy of consideration by
every gardener, whether he operates on a

large or small scale.

The harrow should always soon follow

after broadcast application of fertilizer by
hand. It is important that the latter be thor-

oughly mixed with the surface soil.

General Notes and Items.

Queer Attack on Botanical Names.
D. W. Adams at the last meeting of the

American Pomological Society fired a
senseless shell at "Botanical Names" which
created much amusement, and aroused con-

considerable opposition. It was a so called at-

tack on the "Linnajan Volapuk" ot scientific

botany. He opposed the use of dead lan-

guages for describing fruits and plants be-

cause not five in a thousand could under-
stand it. Every plant, he said, had five

distinct jaw-breaking names, and this jar-

gon is an obstacle to every fruit grower. No
fruit or flower with a big botanical name
can ever become popular. The Anjoti Pear
had been handicapped in this way, but the

Bartlett had lost its foreign title in crossing

the ocean. Is the science of botany ever to

be monopolized by a select circle or clique

or shall a society of this nature apply the
remedy? "I ask for a botany in English. I

stand here to demand the whole thing
spread in our mother tongue. Let us have
an English botany for an English speaking
people." But the innovation found many
opposers. Mr. F. Temple, of Massachu-
setts, was unwilling to have the paper go
out unprotested. " You can't handle the
plants of the world unless you use what is

called scientific botany. In a local com
munity it might do but how shall we nur-
serymen order stock from France and other
countries where English is not spoken by
this plan" C'ut down names but have any-
thing that may distinguish the variety.

Instead of five names for each plant only
two are used as a matter of fact. We must
have a name that can be used the world
over." Rev. Mr. White said, "the same
objections lie against every science you
can name." Dr. Moore believed in clear cut
scientific terms; names .should be angol-

ci.sed and simplified. Dr. Neal thought the

proposed reform could not succeed until

Volapuk became the universal language.
The convention was apparently opposed to

the change and President Berckmans fin-

ally shut oft the debate.

Apples Running Out. Mr. Miller writes:

It will take years to convince me of the above
which some contend is the case. I have in

my cellar Bellflower, Winesap, Newton
Pippin, and Rhode Island Greening, as fine

in size and quality as they were (iO years

ago in Pequa Valley, Lancaster Co., Pa.,

where they were then grow n in perfection.

Rambo, Romanite and Vandevere are also

very superior here. Whenever people talk

about their having served their time, and
that they have deteriorated, it means that

there is something wrong in the soil or the

health of the trees.

When I came to this place there were old
trees with dead limbs, some having big holes
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iu them, yet life enough remained to bear
large crops of fruit which nearly always
rotted. This discouraged me, but it would
not do to give up growing Apples; now
young trees of the same kinds are perfect.

Gkape Culture. Any good Corn laud
will do, selected .I'ust as for an early gar-

den, choosing that location which will

give a sunny exposure with deep soil. There
are, of course, choice localities and in these

commercial vineyards should be set which
should give good profits; however, no one
should hold back because he has not the

best of locations.

The following list is presented with the

preference in the order given: Moore's Early,

Worden, Concord, Wilder, Brighton, Dela-

ware, Niagara, Lindley, Salem, Agawam,
Janesville. Doubtless we shall change our
opinion of the relative merits somewhat as
time goes on but the list as it stands is the
best for Wisconsin that can be presented.

Low Price of Apples. As we all know,
the Apple market was greatly demoralized
and even now is discouraging. Is there not
somethmg wrong in the way of handling
them? To my own personal knowledge.
Apples were shipped from near here that

only netted the shipper 2.5 cents per barrel,

while not a mile from there another realized

$3.00 by the barrel. Whence the difference?

Simply because the one sent a good article

while the others were only fit to feed to

stock. I might have bought car loads of

Apples in the orchard for 20 cents per bushel,

while I sold mine on the ground for 40 cents.

Treatment of Small Roses. After I

receive little Rose plants in the spring, as

soon as they have developed wood fit for the

purpose, I take buds from them and set in

strong stocks, from which there are always
finer flowers produced than from the young
plants the first year. Few, however, will

go to this trouble since Roses can be bought
so cheaply. To a refined and cultivated
taste, I consider choice fruits and flowers

one-half of the pleasure in life. At my home
I am almost isolated from society, but when
looking around my place feel quite content.

Buying and Planting. Buy of reliable

nurserymen In your own State or those

advertising in reliable papers, not of travel-

ing peddlers; such persons are obliged, in

order to make wages, to charge exorbitant
prices. Leave novelties out of the
general vineyard.

Propagating Blackberrie.s. By cutting
around the bushes with a sharp spade in

early spring it will increase the plants, but
lessen the crop. They are also increased
from root cuttings, as has Ijeen described in

replies to inquiries.

New Evidence on Peach Yellows Forth-
coming. We learn from Prof. Maynard of the
Massachusetts E.xperiment Station that their

work upon the yellows leads them to altogether
different results from those obtained by the de-
partment specialist. From our own experience
we feel perfectly competent to cope with the
disease on our grounds, with the same weapons
as named by Mr. Hale, namely, cultivation, prun-
ing and potash; hence we would not thank any
one to come on our grounds with the peremptory
order to destroj' trees suspected of having the
yellows. At the east we feel reasonably sure of
our ground. As to the west, it is not impossible
that differing soil and atmospheric conditions
call for a modification of treatment; but at the
present state of affairs it is decidedly premature
to stubbornly stick to the assertion that the dis-

ease is incurable. The lust word has not been
spoken. One of the next bulletins of the Massa-

chusetts Experiment Station promises to throw
considerable new light upon the disputed points.

The outcome of the "Peach yellows trial "(Lock-
port, N. Y., March, 1889,), which ended with a

disagreement of the jury, shows that the law
aiming at the destruction of diseased trees, is not
upheld by general public sentiment, and hence
is not among the things easily enforced.

Adulteration of Vinegar and Jelly Dis-

cnssED. Mr. Baker: Mr.Kohn in Louisville told me
that not one barrel in a thousand of Apple
rtnegar had a particle of cider in it. He Is a large

manufacturer himself. The President: Who is to

blame for this adulteration of fruits, Jellies, etc.?

The manufacturers or the people? The people
buy them with their eyes open. I have seen
people go to a grocery to buy vinegar, and when
asked if they wanted the pure Apple vinegar,

they would prefer the cheaper kini. One thing
we want Is to enlighten the people in regard to

these matters.—tcnt«c?cy HnrtUxdtural Society.

The BrrREAU of Correspondence of the De-
partment of Agriculture, under the charge of
Prof. W. O. Atwater, Conn., is in successful
operation as a means of communication between
the various Experiment Stations both in this and
foreign countries. Able specialists are to present
articles through the bulletins of the Bureau on
various important subjects upon which general
information is deemed desirable. It also suppUes
Congress with all information necessary to intel-

ligent legislation upon agricultural matters.

The Vegetable Orange Mango Melon, or un-
der whatever name sent out, is undoubtedly a
hybrid between Cucumber and Melon—neither
flesh nor flsh-and in our estimate next to
worthless.

Primula Obconica, so Mr. Joseph Meehan
writes to Garden and Forest, appears to be
poisonous to some persons, somewhat like Poison

New York Market Quotations,
Showing Tendencies.

Week ending Week ending
April Zl. April 8.

Apples—N. Spy, per bbl 2 U0®3 00 1 30®2 25
B.ildwln, per bbl 1 26®1 75 1 23®1 50
Russett, per bbl 1500200 1 50(|l 75
Inferior 95<S)I 00

Grapes—Catawba, 5 lb. basket.. 10@ 18 Hl@ ]8
Catawba, per case 1 ()u@2 75 1 00<it2 50

Oranges—Florida, per box 2 00@5 50 1 50(o54 00
Strawberries-Florida, per quart 20@ 35 15@ 30

Ctiarieston, per quart 18® 30
Apples, evaporated, 88, fancy... 5i^@6 5i^@ 6

Evap't'd.'SS, prmie to clioice. 4W'5).5 m® 5J4
Evap*t'd,'88, common to fair. 3^@4W 4 @ 4^
Ohio and Michigan, qrs, bbis. 2%@3Ji 3 @ 3^
Chopped, per ib 1M®1>4 Hi® 1%
Cores and skins, 1 I

Peaches—Del., evap't'd, peeled,. 12® 15 11 @ 15
Del., evap't'd, uiipeeled 5@ 6 5@ 6
North Carolina, peeled fancy 8J^@ 9 8U(3 9
Southern, unpeeled, 5® 3

Raspberries- evap't'd '88 16® 17 ]6W@17^
Sun-dried 1888 15 16 ®I6)|

Cherries-new, per lb 13® 15 13® 15
Hucldeljerries 10 10
Plums—State 6 ®6}4 6® 6^

South Damson, per lb„ 5J^ 6 6
Blackberries- 1S88 m®iH 4® 4W
Potatoes—Long Island. 170 » blis 3 00

State Rose, per 180 ib 1 25®1 .50 1 SS@1 50
State Burbank. 180 lb 90® I 00 75®1 00
Sweet Jersey, fancy per bbl ., 3 50®4 50 3 00®4 50

fair to good... 2 2583 00 2 25®2 75
Cabbage, Long Island, per 100,.. l O0®4 00

Florida, per Ijbl I 50@2 50 25(l@300
Chn., new. per bbl 1 50®-J 00 2 00(«8 50

Onions—Connecticut red, per bbl 7.'i®l 00 60® 75
Orange County red. per bbl.. 40® 65 40® 65
State Yellow, per bbl 50® 1 a) 25® 75
Ea.stern. White per bbl 1 00®1 50 1 0081 5o

Turnips. Russia, per bbl 30® 40 40® 50
Kale, Norfolk, per bbl., 10® 26 90®1 OO
Spinach, Norfolk, per bbl '25®! 00 150@200
String Bean. Florida, per crate. 150®3 00 2 00®3 00
Green Peas—Sav'nah, per crate. 1 25(" I 75 ]tl0@3ixl

Charleston, per crate 1 50®2 W) 1 50
Beets—Bermuda, per crate 150@2 00 100 3 OO

Florida, per crate 75®1 25 60® 90
Tomatoes Key West, per box.... 2oO®4 50 2 0084 60

Received at this Office.

CATALOGUES, ETC—FIGURES INDICATE PAGES.

Thos. A. Cox & Co., San Francisco, Cal., seeds, 60.

Vaughn's Seed store, Chicago, 92.

U.S. Nurseries, Short Hills, N. J.,H. Perennials. 18.

Cleveland Nursery, Lakewood, Ohio, small fruits,

etc., 52.
Harkett's Floral Nursery, Dubuque, Iowa, 52.

Henry A. Dreer. Philadelphia. Pa., seeds, 1.56.

C. E. Alien, Brattleboro, vt., seeds, etc., 100.

Pike County Nurseries, Louisiana, 5Io.. 24.

Everett Lake, Catonsville, Md.. forcing boxes. 2.

Robert Scott & Son., Philadelphia, Pa.. Roses, etc. ,60.

U. S. Nurseries, Short Hills, N .J., Chrysanthemums,38.
Michigan Lake Shore Seed Co., South Haven, Mich.,

Seeds, '22.

Parker & Wood, Boston, Mass., Seeds and Imp., 170.

John Saul. Washington, D. C Plants, 78, Roses, 13.

Alien Wilson. Suffleid, Conn., Potatoes, 13.

Samuel H. Rumph, Marshallville. Ga., Nursery, 36.

E. Hippard, Youngstown, Ohio, Florist, 76.

James Vick, Rochester, N. Y., Floral GiUde. 1"0.

D.'Landreth & Sons, Philadeiplda, Pa., Seeds, 50.

Schlegel & Fottler, Boston, Mass., Seeds, Plants, etc.,

130.
O. W. Clark & Son, Buffalo, N. Y., Seeds-, 40.

Green's Nursery Co , Rochester, N. Y., Nursery, 60.

Phil. Strubier, Naperville, Ills., Small Fruits, 8.

J. Butterton, Hamnionton, N. J., Nursery, 8.

Edward Hoyt. Scotch Grove, la.. Evergreens, 4.

Stephen Hoyt's Sous, New Canaan, Conn., Grapes, 8

Emmet V. Rhoads. St. Paris. O.. Planus, etc.. 8.

Geo. S. Josselvn, Fredonia, N. Y., Grapes. 2 .

Geo. J. Kellogg, Janesville, Wis., Small Fruits. 4.

H. H. Reynolds & Co., McGregor, la.. Seeds, 24.

Young & EUiott, New York City, Seeds, Plants, etc..70.

G. H . & J. H. Hale, South Glastonbury, Conn., Small
Fruits, U.
Albert Williams, Sharon, Pa., Plants. Seeds, etc., 46.

C. Colby & Co., Benton Harbor, Mich., Fruit Pack-
ings, 20.
John S. Hay. Oneida, N. Y., Seeds and Plants, etc., 36.

S. L. Alien & Co,, Philadelphia, Pa.. Implements, 36.

W. S. Delano, Lee Park, Neb., Seeds, 20.

John F. Turner, Philadelphia, Pa., Mole Trap, 8.

F. D. Bancroft & Co., W. Webster, N. Y., Berry Bas
kets, 3.W . W. Rathbone, Marietta, Ohio, Sweet Potatoes,
P. J. Berckmans, Augusta, Ga., Plants, 40.

Gabriel J. Lambrigger, Sheridan City, Wyoml
Seeds, 52. •

W. C. Wait, Newburg, N. Y., Seeds, 8. ys
B.P. Chritcheil & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Pliints, ^
F. J. Meech & Son, Charlevoix, Mich., Begonias, he
D. Brandt, Bremen, 0., Small Fruit Nursery, 34. ..

M. Barnes & Co., Groesbeck, O., Small FriUt Nurse
38.

Thomas S, Ware, Tottenham, London, England,
Pseonies, etc., 22, Hardy Perennials, 84.

Deere & Manseur Co., Moline, Ills., Garden Tools, 8.

Thos. J. Ward. St. Wary's Ind.. Small Fruits, 8.

Geo. Piimey, Evergreen. Wis., Evergreens, 16.

A. P, Perry & Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.. Seeds, 80.
A. M. & J . B. Murdoch, Pittsburgh, Pa., Nursery, 32.
J. B. Foot, Norwood Park, Ills, Poultry. 8.

Diamond White Grape Co.,|Lockport, N.Y.,Grapes, 16.

E. Bonner&Co., Senia, Ohio, Plants, 86.
S. Frogner, Hermann, Minn.. Potatoes. 4.

D. M. Ferry & Co., Detroit, Mich., Seeds, 130.

A. F. Leonard & Co., Sprlngfleld, Mass., Seeds. ^.
Elithart Carriage anci Harness Manujfacturintf Co.,

Elkhart, Ind., 68.

Wm. Parry, Parry. N. J.. Nursery, 36.

H. S. Miller Si Co.. Baltimore, Md., Fertilizers, 56.

C. Hennecke & Co.. Milwaukee. Wis., Statuary. 10.
Siebrecht .& Wadiey, New York, the Tldrd Annual

Orchid Exhibition.
Dutchess Nurseries, PoughJceepsle, N. Y., Small

Fndts, 36.

Baugh & Sons Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Fertilizers, 4.
E. W. Reid, Bridgeport, Ohio, Sunny Hill Fruit

Farm, 36.

PaulM. Pierson & Co.. Topeka, Kan., Plants, 24.

A. W. Livingston's Sons, Columbus, Ohio., Seeds, 92.
M. B. Faxon, Boston, Mass., Seeds, 40.

J. W. Adams & Co., Springfield, Mass., Nursery, 32.
Rose Manufacturing Co., New York, Sulphor To-

bacco Soap

.

Boomer & Boschert Press Co., Syracuse, N. Y., Cider
Presses, 76.

John S. Barnhart. Denton. Md., Nursery, 4.

Oriole Stock Farm. Y'oungst^iwn, Ohio. 130.
Jno. Curnen, Villa Nova, Pa., Chrysanthemums, 4.

Graham, Emelen & Passmore, Philadelphia, I'a.,
Lawn Mowers.
Wm. Paid. Waitham Cross, England, Roses, 16.

Wm. M. Johnston Wilmot, Ohio, Force Pumps, 2.

P. C. Lewis, CatskUl, N. Y., Pimips, 40.

Peroxide Silicates Co., New York City, Bug Cate-
chism, 30.

Benjamin Hanmiond, FishkiU, N. Y., Slug Shot, Grape
Dust, etc., 30
Harrj^ Chaapel, Williamsport, Pa., Plants, etc., 90.
L. B. Darling, Pawtucket, R. 1., FerlUizers, 16.

A. C. NeUis Co., New York City, Seeds, %.
Lewis Roesch, Fredonia, N. Y,, Grapes. 16.
Peter Henderson & Co., New York City, Florists Sup-

plies, 146.

MISCELJ.ANEOUS.

Bulletin No. 81 of the California Experiment Station
relating to the Distribution of Seerts'and Plants,"B. W.
Hlig.'ird. Director. Berkelep. 4.

"Our Journal," No. 11, the organ of the Muskingum
Co. (O.) Horticultural Society, containing the transac-
tions of the November meeting, 8.

" Sugar Producing Plants," being Bulletin No. 18, of
the Division of Chemistrj', of the Department of Agri-
culture, 132.

Report on Bird Migration in the Mississippi Valley for
1885-86. by W. W. Cook, being Bulletin No. 3 of the Div.
of Economic Ornithology of the Department of Agri-
culture, 313.

Fourth Report on the Injurious and other Insects of
the State of New York, by J. A.Llntner, State Entomol-
ogist, containing many illustrations and throughout
shows the usual painstaking labor of Pri>f- Llntner,240.
Proceedings of the 2d Annual Convention of the As-

sociation of American Cemetery Superiuteudcnts held
at Brooklyn, N. Y. A. H. Sargent. Secretary. Akron, O.
Illustrated, 65.

Transactions of the Mississippi Horticidtural Society
Meeting, at Crystal Springs. Joseph A. Terry, Secretary,
Crystal Springs, 80.

" Farms and Farm Products." Ninth Report of the
Secretary of State of Michigan for 1886-7. with map, 144.

Consular Reports Nos. 95 and 96, on various subjects,
384.

Bulletin No. 5 of the Minnesota Experiment Station
at St. Anthon.v Park, with reports on Horticulture,
Botany and Agriculture. Edward A. Porter. Director,67.
Bldletin No. 3 of the Iowa Experiment Station at

Ames, wdth reports on Tender and Hardy Fruit Trees,
New Pears, Injurious and Fungi, etc. R. P. Speer. Di-
rector.
Vermont Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 13, show-

ing results of cutting and planting Potatoes. W. W.
Cooke, Director, Burlington, 12.

Practical Garden Points by Practical People. Illus-
trated. James Vick. Rochester, N. Y., 108.

New Jersey E.xperimeut Station, Bulletin 50. On In-
sects Injurious to Cabbage. Geo. H. Cook, Director,
New Brunswick, 24.

New Jersey Experiment Station, Bulletin 51. On the
Sorghum Sugar Industry. Geo. H. Cook, Director, New
Brunswick, 32.

New Jersey State Horticultural Society Report for
1888. E. Wllilams, Secretai-y, Mout Clair, 164.

How to Grow Onions, liiustl-ated. Pi-lze Essays.
W. Atlee Burpee & Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., ?2.

Sensible Low Cost Houses and How to Bidld Them.
56 Designs. National Architects' Union. Philadelphia,
Pa., 20.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, transactions for
the year 1887. part 1. Robert Manning, Secretary, Bos-
ton, '21M.

Indiana Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 16. 18, 19,

20. Experiments in Cross Fertilization and Culture of
Tropical Ferns. Pierre Van Landeghen. 12.

Cornell University Experiment Station, Bulletin 2,

on Corn for Fodder and Ensilage. J. P. Roljerts, Ithaca,
N. v., 1-2.

Delaware Experiment Station, Bulletins 2 and 3.

Newark. 16.

Illinois Experiment Station. Annual Report 1887-88.

Wm. L. Piiisbury, Champaign. 16.

Our Heredity from God; consisting of Lectilies on
Evolution. Second edition. E. P. Powell, 434.

Cornell University Experiment Station, First Annual
Report for 1888. J. P. Roberts. Director. Ithaca, 90.



POPULAR GARDENING
AND FRUIT GROWING.

"AOaVae not nature, she hath done her part; do thou but THIKE."—Miltor.
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O June, the month of merry song,

Of shadow brief, of sunshine long ;

All things on earth love you the beat—
The bird who earols near his nest

;

The wind that wakes, and singing, blows
The spicy perfimie of the Rose

;

And Ijee, who sounds his mutlied horn
To celebrate the dewy morn ;

And even all the stars above
At night are happier for love.

As if the mellow notes of mirth
Were wafted to them from the earth
O June ! such music haunts your name ;

With you the summer's chorus came

!

—F. D. Sherman in St. Nicholas

Choice Roses cannot do well in sod.

Sprouts. A motto for June is to rub off the
stock sprouts of all budded trees or shrubs.

The Kaki or Japanese Persimmons, gan un-
doubtedly grow with success in many parts of
the United States, but how to utilize the fruit, is

another question.

American Seed Trade association. The
Annual Meeting will take place in Wash-
ington, D. C, beginning June 11th. Headquar-
ters at tne " Arlington." For further informa-
tion adress the Secretary, A. McCuUough, Cin-
cinnati, O.

Association of American Nurserymen.
Mr. Chas. A. Green, Uochester, N. Y., who is Sec-
retary of this Society, writes that round fare ticlt-

ets to the Chicago meeting which beginsJune 5th,

can be secured by any person, nurseryman or
not, at the rate of li^ single fare from any part
of the United States and Canada, lieduced rates

are also secured at the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chi-
cago, the headquarters of the Society. All are
in\ited. For further information, programmes,
etc., address the Secretary.

Fruit Outlook in this Vicinity. A large

crop of almost all kinds of fruits seems to be
now assured. With a largely increased acre-

age of small fruits, every plant seems to be de-

termined to do its best. Api>le tiees, with the

exception of RaMwins, have set fruit bountiful-

ly; Pears, although thej' have not bloomed very
full, promise to bring out a fine crop, while
Cherries, Plums and Quinces have plent.v of

fruit on them. Peaches are the least promising
of all, and the crop will not be large.

The Coming Buffalo Meeting. The local

committees are activelly at work jireparing for

the reception of the American Association of

Floiists in this city in August iie.xt. A .special re-

quest comes from the committee on e.vhibits that
intending exhibitors inform them, ss early as pos-

sible of the extent of space that will be required
in each c<ise. Mr. E. J. Mep.'ted of Iluffalo is

chairman of this committi-o*. .\t this date all

things augur well for one of the most successful

meetings in Buffalo yet held by this most success-

ful Society.

A Step for Pure Fruit Protiucts. Any law
calculated to put a stop tf) the adulteration of

articles used for food or in its preparation, pro-

vided it be enacted and worded so that it can be
readily enforced, is decidedly good law. Connec-
ticut legislators have just passed one of the good
laws. It provides for a fine and imprisonment
for any person who produces for sale or sells as

cider-\'inegar any vinegar not produced from
the juice of Apples, forbids the putting in of any
drug or foreign substance to make any other
kind of vinegar taste, or what seems to be more
like cider vinegar, fixes the limit below which
the acetic acid shall not go, etc. This is good as

far as it goes, but it is merely a good begimiing.

Let the honorable gentlemen next turn their at-

tention to the compounds sold in any grocery
under the name " fruit Jelly," " fruit extract,"
etc., and which stand in nearer relationship to

gelatine, alum and coal tar than to natural fruits.

With the ease that good fruits can be produced
in this country, we have no need of these adul-

terations. Let us proceed in the direction of the
step taken by Connecticut law makers.

The Plum Knot Question. To move slowly
with all untiied innovations, and accept facts as

such only after they are well established, is com-
mendable,but it is not wise to go to the extreme,
as is so often done. Mr. Woodward and other
people of experience have for many years been
telling that they have found the Plum-knot cur-
able by cutting the scrofulous growth away and
painting the limb with turpentine ; but they are

not successful in making the body of fruit grow-
ers accept this as a fact, much less to move them
to action. Careful investigation of this matter
by the Massachusetts College Experiment Station

now devolopes the fact that not only turpentine,
but kerosene and linseed oil when painted on the
affected parts in sufficient quantity to penetrate
the spongy growth, will certainly kill the spores
of the disease ; but while the first named two
may possibly do considerable injury to the
heatlthy part of the wood also, linseed oil is per-
fectly harmless. Let us expi-ess the hope that
growers will give up preconceived, and often
persistenly maintained ideas of the incurable
character of certain plant diseases, and try the
simple remedies suggested by experts.

The Brazllllan Tree Tomato.
Gardening World gives a description of

Cyphiimandra hciacea, which, although not
a true Tomato, belongs to the same family,

and in some respects resembles our common
garden vegetable. The foliage also possesses

a peculiar odor, which though distinct from
that peculiar to Tomato leaves, is not less

disagreeable. The plant, being of a shrubby
nature, must attain some size before it can
tlower. Ultimately it will attain 12 feet in

height, but flowers very freely in pots when
only four feet or five feet high.

It is a native of Brazil, and largely culti-

vated in the West Indies, and now forms a
regular article of food in many of those
countries where it may be planted out of

doors, requiring no protection. The fruit is

orange-red, egg-shaped, about two and one-

half or three inches long, and proiluced in

drooping clusters from the branches.

It is not effected, or only to a slight extent,

by the odor of the leaf, and is more pala-

table to the taste of many than is the

Tomato until they have acquired a tiiste for

it. In flavor it resembes the Tomato and
appears very tempting to the eye. The
plant grows easily from seed, but will prob-

ably not fruit the first season.

Girdling the Grape Vine for Commer-
cial Gains. Shall it be Done ?

Vicivs o/ IcckUikj hortlcultiirists on qinl-

lihri the Orapc. The purpose, time, and
manner of yirdlinci, its effect on fruit and
vine and the ethic aspect, application to

other fruits, etc.

WHAT DR. HOSKINS, OF VERMONT, aiTS.

I have occasionally tried girdling, but
until I saw the easy way of doing it with a
twisted wire suggested by Prof. Maynard,
I thought it too slow work to amount to

anything as an extensive operation. I mean
to give it a thorough trial the coming season.
As to the ethics of the matter, while it is

not fair to compete at exhibitions with fruit

as ordinarilly grown, yet as regards the
general public, I see not the slightest moral
objection to ofi'erlng it Grapes grown by any
method whatever. The public neither
knows nor cares anything about cultural
methods. The only thing it is concerned
with is results. The whole thing, therefore,
will have to stand or fall upon that. If we
can please our trade with the produce of
girdled vines, they will certainly be girdled,
providing it pays enough better to recoup
us for the extra cost.

COL. ALEX VV. PEARSON, OF NEW .JERSEY,

REPLIES:

" For what purpose can the girdling
of Grape vines be condemned?" I am
asked. To enlarge the size and hasten the
ripening of the fruit.

"When and how should it be done?"
Shortly before the vine blossoms. On one

Knife for Oirdling the Vine—Prof. Maynard.

year old canes, below the young fruit-bear-
ing shoots, a ring of bark one-quarter inch
wide is removed, without injuring the wood.
A tool is made for this purpose similar to
shears, having two parallel concave cutting
edges on each blade. These clasp the cane
to be " ringed " and the circle of bark is re-
moved by a turn of the wrist.
" How does it effect the fruit; its earliness,

size, flavor, etc.?" Grapes upon girdled
canes ripen (or at least color) two weeks
earlier than do those upon canes of the same
vine which have not been girdled, and they
are rather larger. Such fruit does not differ
in quality from fruit ripened on canes not
girdled. Some claim that girdled Grapes
are interior. They are not so, if allowed to
hang on the vine until ripe.

"What is the after-effect on the vine?"
I cannot see that girdling has any effect on
the constitution of the vine. The canes
operated upon are usually destroyed or
damaged, for future fruiting, but where'the
renewal system of pruning is practiced,
these girdled canes may be cut out and new
canes substituted. Sometimes bark will
form over the ringed space and the girdled
cane, if left on the vine, will fruit next year,
its fruit continuing to show the influence of

an obstructed circulation in the cane.

The results of this obstruction are anahi-
gous to a dropsy artiflcially produced by
litigation of a member of the aiiinial body,
and may be caused in the Grape by the con-
striction of a wire tightly twisted around
the cane. I girdle and wire a few canes
yearly to hasten the ripening of some Grapes
for home use.

"Should fruit thus grown be placed on
exhibit? " There is no objection to such ex-
hibition, if Grapes thus abnormally devel-

oped be shown and described as artificial

monstrosities. Of course they should not
compete with the ordinary vine product.

" What about ringing as applied to other
fruits? " Informed that girdling trees would
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induce fruiting, I made in 1875 an experi-

ment in an Apple orchard the trees of which
were backward in bearing. Early in May I

girdled alternate trees in the rows. The next
year these girdled trees seemed rather more
fruitful than were those not girdled. In
187H I treated similarly those trees which
had been slvipped the year previous. The
effect here was not so manifest. Some of

the trees fruited the fol-

lowing year, and some did

not. One variety—North-

ern Spy—has refused to

respond to this treatment,

even when twice girdled.

I have no further exper-

ience in this line, and do
not know whether the

girdling of fruit trees may
have always the same
effect as desired. I think

OirdHng with Wire,
jj dggg ngt injure the

tree. However, I am content, in this de-

partment of horticulture, to let nature man-
age her own business.

WM. C. STRONG, OF MASSACHUSETTS, TELLS HIS

EXPERIENCE.

The process of ringing Grapevines is prac-

ticed extensively for the purpose of increas-

ing the size of the fruit, and also for hast^

ening its maturity. There can be no ques-

tion that both these ob.iects are secured to a

marked degree. The berries are usually in-

creased in size at least 35 per cent, and the

time of ripening is hastened from ten days

to a fortnight, or more depending upon the

season. With some varieties this point of

time determines very certainly the success

or failure of crop.

The time for doing this work of ringing

is soon after the setting of the fruit, when
the berries are about of the size of Peas.

It consists in the entire removal of about

three-quarters of an inch of the bark of a
branch at a point about three to six inches

below the clusters of fruit. The object of this

girdling is to allow the ascending sap to pass

upward through the pores of the wood,
while descending sap is arrested and its nu-

tritive matter retained above for tlie fruit.

The effect is very noticeable in tlie enlarge-

ment of growth above the cut, and a corres-

ponding diminuation below.

The effect of this process upon the size and
earliness of the fruit has been stated. The
flavor has been unfavorably influenced.

But this change has not been to an extent

sufficient to be noticed in the markets.

The effect upon the vine is unquestionably

injurious. Any disturbance of free circula-

of sap tends to weaken. But there are all

degrees. My opinion is that a moderate and
judicious practice of this art might be fol-

lowed for years with very slight injury to

the vine, and with advantages tor some late

varieties. As the annual renewal cane sys-

tem is now becoming so popular, the danger
of cutting short the supply of descending

however, that any material advantages
could be secured , as in the case of the Grape.
Neither could the injury resulting from the

disturbed circulation be so well guarded
against as in the case of the Grape, by the
renewal system.

PROF. 8. T. MATNARD, OF MASSACHUSETTS, GIVBB
HIS EXPERIENCE.

I have practiced girdling more or
less for many years to test its value in a
scientific and economical way. The numer-
ous experiments made in the college vine-

yard lead to the following results:

1. No injury to the vines girdled has ever
been detected, even where the girdle

was made on the main trunk near the
ground.
3. The time of ripening is generally

has tened by one or two weeks.
3. Careful sugar tests show no injury

to the quality of the fruit.

4. The fruit was larger, more beauti-

ful and sold for from three to five cents

per basket more than that from ungir-

dled vines.

5. The best time to perform the work
has been found to be early in July.

6. For reasons of economy of the forces

of the vine, only a part of the cane of

each vine should be girdled and only
those that are to be cut away.

7. Annual arms should be grown for

the purpose of girdling to bear the fruit,

and a few unbearing ones fruit for spurs the brazil tree tomato

would do very satisfactory work. The
two blades should be set about 3-16 of an
inch apart.

Some one has suggested a knife and cleaner
made like pruning shears, with blades side

by side, and cleaner to follow the cut. Here
is a chance for some inventive genius.

MR. E. WILLIAMS OP N. J., NOT IN FAVOR OF
OIRDLINO.

You ask me for what purpose, if any,
can ringing or girdling of Grape vines
be recommended? Answer: for the grati-

fying of one's curiosity and vanity, and per-
petrating a fraud. When and how should

See Preceedlng Page.

to produce the canes for next year's girdling.

8. The best results were obtained when
the ring of bark taken out was from one-

eighth to one-quarter of an inch wide, ac-

cording to the size of the cane girdled.

9. Good results were obtained when wires
were twisted about the canes, but only when
twisted very hard vrith pincers. For this

purpose about No. 20 annealed was used and
the work done late in Jime.

10. From our experience we believe that
girdling will result in profit to the vine-

yardist, and in much pleasure to those who
are growing choice late Grape varieties.

In our practice we have worked out a
method of girdling that may be applied to

any system, but is most satisfactory where
one cane is allowed to grow ungirdled on
one side of the vine, but not permitted to

grow fruit, while the cane of the previous
year has been girdled and is producing fruil

.

In our illustration a represents the cane
that is to bear the fruit, while b is the spur
made by cutting the girdled cane off. The
girdle should be made three or four (2 or 3)

buds from the main cane or arm so as to in-

sure enough good buds for a good cane.

After fruiting the girdled cane is cut back
to a spur, and the opposite cane is allowed
to bear. By this system there can be no
possilUe fear of injury to the vine.

The wire must be twisted so as to almost
cut into the wood, and if the vine is growing
slowly, no very marked results will follow,

but if they are growing very fast, or if the

Prof. Maynard^s Plan of Tr

nutriment for the root is much diminished.

Girdled fruit should not be allowed to

compete with natural fruit at exhibitions.

It should be judged by itself.

The principles in girdling will doubtless

apply to other fruits, with limitations, de-

pending upon the character of the wood and
the fruit. In this direction I have not ex-

perimented. It does not seem probable.

•ainina the Vine for OirdUng.

wire is given about all the twist it will bear

without breaking, it will be found almost as

effectual as the knife.

We had a knife made from one solid piece

of steel, but it was not properly made, and
did not do as good work as one made in the

same form of thin steel might. I think if

two pieces of thin knife steel were riveted

to the cleaner point a in illustration, it

it be done? Answer: After the fruit has
arrived at the standstill during the forma-
tion of seed. It is done by removing a sec-

tion of bark from the bearing or fruiting

cane, for one half to one inch in length below
the clusters to be affected, i. e. between
them and the trunk of the vine. If the sec-

tion removed is less than J^ an inch, new
bark will sometimes bridge over the chasm,
and thus defeat the object in view. A wire

or stout cord wound tightly around the cane
will sometimes have the same effect. I have
seen canes bent over a wire till the weight
of the cane and fruit beyond had gradually
broken the tissues of the wood and com-
pressed them so tightly as to entirely obstruct

the flow of sap which answers the same
purpose as girdling. The effect is obvious.

The sap ascends as usual but its return flow

is stopped at the girdled point. Here it

accumulates, backs up, and finds its way to

clusters in the immediate vicinity. As a
consequence they get and have to provide

fora larger share than they otherwise would.

Owing to this excess of sap the fruit

becomes greatly enlarged; it is forced to

color and ripen earlier, but its quality is

much impaired. The flavor is deficient and
the juice thin and watery. While in New
York two years ago a commission merchant
called my attention to some remarkably fine

Delaware Grapes. They were certainly fine

in appearance, but the merchant added:
" They are good for nothing; they have no
flavor." As it was early in the season for

Delawares to ripen normally in the region

from whence they came, I suggested that

probably the vines had been girdled in order

to get them in early. This was afterward

verified. I explained to him the effects of

the process and the object sought, which he

denounced more emphatically than politely,

and which the grower, could he have heard

them, would have been at no loss to under-

stand. I wish he could have witnessed the

chagrin and mortification of the merchant
when a customer, after tasting a sample of

the superb looking fruit, spit it out, turned

on his heel and walked away in disgust. No
reputable merchant desires to handle such

fruit, or to deceive his customers with it, and
no honest fruit grower will practice such

fraud. I am sorry to admit, however, that

this dishonest practice prevails to a large
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extent among Grape growers, and quantities

of their products find their way to the New
Yorlv marliets to compete for the early mar-

l<et, with the unripe fruit from other sec-

tions, disappointing the purchasers, depress-

ing the prices, and destroying public confi-

dence, and demand for the fully matured

and well ripened product of more honest

growers. A few inquiries by the city boards

of health of such consignments would have

a salutary and beneficial effect and teach the

shippers a lesson they would remember.

The after eflect on the vine is not detri-

mental, as those who practice the fraud

generally know enough to remove the wood
operated upon, and retain enough in Its

natural condition for future fruitfulness.

Should fruit thus grown he placed on ex-

hibit in competition with other Grapes.

Most emphatically no! It is sometimes

attempted, but judges who know their bus-

iness pass it over with contempt. Some
horticultural societies forbid such exhibits

in their rules and regulations and all should.

Such fruit is superior in size and beauty and
very attractive to the eye, and if appearance

only were the deciding point it would win,

but such deceptive frauds should not be

allowed to compete with honestly and nat-

urally grown fruit. Putting a premium on

dishonesty tends to impede and discourage

honest and fair competition.

I am not aware that ringing is being prac-

ticed to any great extent with other fruits,

though its tendency would doubtless be in

the same direction if done for the same pur-

pose. Sometimes a label attached to a tree

or a limb with a wire is neglected, the

growth increases till the wire cuts com-
pletely through the bark and wood, which
grows over it, the obstruction, however,

being of sufficient duration to cause the

girdled branch to form fruit buds sooner

than other portions of the tree. The tendrils

of Grape vines sometimes grasp a vine or

limb of a tree so tightly as to produce simi-

lar results, but such instances arising from
neglect or accident, differ materially from
girdling for a purpose.

The Navel Orange, one of the largest, best

as the tree was just coming into bearing. It

had nearly covered the wound with a
growth of new bark and he was awaiting
further developments.
Another gentleman had girdled branches

and sawed the trunks partially off or broken
the trees over to the ground, but he could
not see that the trees thus treated were at

all affected in fruitfulness. They are pro-

fuse bloomers and poor fruiters always. It

will be seen

plants seem to take hold of the i^ound with a

will, and produce a size of stool, stalk and foliage,

a proud, erect carriage and tendency to early

and full fruit setting, to all of which we were
not accustomed elsewhere . To produce the very
finest fruit here, to all appearances, is only;

a

question of fair treatment.

We would, for instance, like to have our read-
ers take a look at our Wilson's—the old, run-out
Wilson, superseded by this or that better, variety,

as the introducers of novelties are so often

that the object

sought in gird-

ling them was
entirely differ-

ent from Grape
girdling. In-

creased fruit-

fulness and re-

duced size is

< ^1 ^ ,r~ <

Fig. 1. Improving the Lawn Grade on the Popular Gardening Grounds.

needed. The most unpopular Oranges in

the Florida district are the larger ones.

Thinned Versus Un-thvimed Crops.

and most distinct of this class of Citrus
fruits, has the reputation in Florida of being
a vei-y shy bearer, and from this cause
proves so unprofitable that many trees have
been cut down and worked over to more
productive varieties. During my recent

sojourn in the state I interviewed several

growers regarding this Orange, and all

without exception agree as to its excellence

and unprofitableness. In their efforts to

find a remedy for the diflficulty I learned

that girdling had been resorted to in hopes
of making the trees hold their fruit. One
gentleman told me he drew a stout wire
around the trunk of a ten year old tree just

after it had bloomed. That year no effects

were observed, as he could not draw the

wire tight enough: but the next season the

growth of the tree was sufficient to girdle it

and he had a larger crop of fruit to mature
on the tree than he had ever had. but not

sufficiently large to justify keeping the tree

so he dug it out. Another and younger
tree experimented with was girdled by re-

mo\ing a section of bark from the trunk.

The owner's object was to check the vigor-

ous growth of the tree in hope that a slower
growth would promote productiveness. He
thinks he checked the vigor of the tree, but
is not yet satisfied as to its effect on the crop

Notes from the Popular Gardening
Grounds at La Salle-on-the-

Niagara.

The Planting at Woudhanks. The month end-
ing with May 10th was a busy one on these
grounds. Within that period the thousands of
trees, shrubs and plants of which mention was
made in these notes last month were planted
throughout the place. The outlook for the
seasons planting, hurried as it was, is at this

writing most promising. We believe that of all

kinds, fruit and ornamental, deciduous and ever-
green, that were set less than two per cent will

fail to grow. Indeed we venture to say that had
it not been for the injury some trees received be-
tween the time of leaving the nursery rows and
of arriving on our grounds, not one-half of one
per <ent of the many planted would fail us.

Our success in planting we attribute to the
careful methods pursued in handling the stock.

These were in the strongest contrast with much
similar work done in this neighborhood, in which
as in one example, trees that had been shipped in

bulk in box cars were thrown oft on piles in the
sun and wind and there allowed to lay in some
instances for 24 hours before being given protec-

tion to the roots.

In our own case all trees and plants (they came
from a dozen nurseries some 500 or more miles

distant) were received in boxes or bales

and were in every instance carefully

heeled-in within an hour after their ar-

rival on the grounds. Particular atten-

tion was paid to Arming the soil well

against the roots in this operation. In

planting, the holes were dug just in ad-

vance of bringing the trees from the

heeling-ln rows, in order to have the

soil as fresh as possible for applying

next to the roots. A special precaution taken

against root drying, on which much stress was

laid, was the ha^dng of a tub of water at the heel-

ing-in place into which all roots were submerged

as the trees were received, so that they went to

the planting holes dripping. On dry, windy days

another tub was kept at the place of planting to

give the trees a second dose. Unavoidably

many trees were advanced to leaving out Ijefore

their turn in planting came, but even in these

cases the transfer was made without a percept-

ible check. When the leaves thus were par-

ticularly far advanced and the day dry, a gallon

of water was poured onto the tree after the soil

over the roots had been well firmed and about

two-thirds filled in.

Another point constantly impressed on the

planter was to make the soil very firm by the use

of the feet and heels after the roots had been
carefully surrounded with earth throughout

and had heen fully covered. Due regard was
also paid to pruning the tops as the work pro-

gressed. By our careful methods even the nut
trees and such ornamental kinds as Beeches,

Birches, Larches, Hemlock, etc., which have the

reputation of requiring very early planting to

be successful, have done remarkably well.

Strawberries. Whatever may be said about the

disadvantages connected with soil, the compo-
sition of which, as at Woodbanks, requires for

best results underdrainage and subsoiling, we
doubt that it would be easy to find soil better

suited to the culture of the Strawberry, and per-

haps to small fruits generally. Even weakly

pleased to assert. Healthy and thrifty as almost
all of the more than one hundred varieties now
growing here in the same plot, in long, straight
rows, one to a kind, and planted in alphabetical
order, appear at this time, have we, after all, to
count this same old Wilson among the very thrift-

iestland healthiest in the lot, ranking in these re-

spects with many of the most renowned of the
newer introductions, and surpassed only, as now
indicated, by Itasca and BubachV We anticipate
that the apparent adaptability of the Wilson for
this soil will afford a somewhat severe, critical

test for the highly lauded new sorts. We men-
tion this especially to show that the days of Wil-
son Strawberry are by no means past, and tl\at

this old variety has as yet a safe place among
varieties that present themselves to the growers
consideration when making his selection for
planting. Yet we are making progress, and the
newer sorts of promise should be tried even
where the Wilson does as well as here.
Early Thinning. That weeds should be re-

moved as soon as they make their appearance is

recognized by aU, not so generally, however, that
superfluous plants in reality are nothing more
nor less than weeds, and that early thinnnig,
therefore, is fully as Important as early weeding
Compare the Radishes grown under the let-alone
plan with those properly thinned, as shown in

illustration on this page and note the difference.

Some Lawn Improvements. On two sides of the
dwelling at Woodbanks a former owner had con-
structed drives less than 30 feet from the house,
giving the lawn in these parts a bobbed effect

not desirable. A remedy was easily devised on
one side by doing away with the drive, devoting
the space and beyond to lawn, in the other by
moving the drive out to 40 feet from the house.
This last improvement is shown by the annexed
Fig. 1, the former drive and grade indicated by a
dotted hue.

Aside from commenting on the desirability of
making changes of this kind for improving ap-
pearances, an object in alluding to this matter is

to explain the best methods of uniting a new
lawn to an old one in such improvements It

was the case in fig. 1 that a fine grass sward ex-
tended from the house, as indicated by the dotted
line, to the former drive similarly indicated.

Should this sward be covered by the soil filled in

to make the new surface, and then seeding the

Fig. 2. Cutting and Boiling up Sod.

latter back to near the house where it meets the
old line of grass? The great objection to such a
course is that the new soil tapers toward the
house like a wedge (see engraving) and it is im-
possible to have the grass seed take hold and
thrive on soil as thin as this would be, disturbed

as it also is by the covered grass. No good job
can thus be done. Besides the grassy turf had
better be at the top of the new surface than
buried out of sight.

Our course was a simple one. It consisted in

having two men cut into strips and roll up the
sod, from the drive back to near the house, as

shown in Fig. 2. The strips were about one foot

wide, and one length after another was rolled

back until the old slope to within a few feet of
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the house was uncovered. This is further shown
in Fig. 3. Witli the sod tlius roiled baclt the plat

was ready for srrading by tilling in, and this was
done as indicated by the line marked "new slope*'

in the last figure and b.v the surface line of Fig. 1.

The next step after firming the soil of the new
slope to prevent later settling was to let out
the sod rolls now on the new soil, rolling or ram-
ming it evenly. A portion of the improved slope

was therefore grass covered, the remainder was
at once seeded with good lawn seed, there being
now no difliculty in seeding close up to the grass
sward. A plan similar to this should always be
adopted in uniting a new to an old lawn.
Quick Results in Lawn Seeding. The north

lawn on the gi'ounds, consisting of nearly half

an acre, was sown April 19th with a variety of
grasses. Exactly one month later finds it a com-
plete lawn, so tar as vigor of the young grass.

bono in combination with some form of potash
to good a<lvantage.

Aclsnowledgcment. We are especially pleased
with the apparent general friendliness with which
leading horticulturists and fruit growers have
looked upon the establishment of our experi-
ment work, and we gratefully acknowledge an
especial obligation for man,v gratuitous contri-
butions of new, rare and choice subjects to our
grounds. It is a matter of regret on our part
that indirtdual credit, in this one instance at
least, for every thing thus sent cannot be given.
Hereafter we shall try to do all that can be ex-
pected of us in this respect. Mention may,
however, be made of the collection of rare
trees and shrubs, consisting of nearly 100 distinct

species, from the Arnold Arboretum near Boston,
Jackson Dawson, Superintendent, also of a val-

uable collection of hardy Evergreens from D.
Hill, Dundee, 111.; seed collec-

tions from Peter Henderson, W.
A. Burpee, Johnson & Stokes, M.
B. Faxon, Wm. Beckert and
others; plants from Wm. Scott,

of Buffalo, and from John Bur-

„c^ dette and Hiram Munson of our
-^"^ own County.

Fig. 3. Uniting a New with an Old iMwn.

evenness of the growth and general beauty are

concerned. This is indeed a charm in the ap-

pearance of the young tender grass not to be
found in the best old lawn in the world. What a

waste of time and labor goes on annually in the

sodding of hundreds of acres of green plats about
our large cities and towns. And seeded lawns
are easily the least weedy of the two.

Prospective Apple Crop. Most of the trees this

season bloomed abundantly and give promise of

a rich harvest. The Baldwins, however, as might
be expected after last year's large crop,have only

a few scattering blossoms, and probably will not
bear hea\ily. The small size and general in-

feriorit.y of most specimens of the last crop indi-

cates that the trees were allowed to overbear,

and a comparative rest may be urgently needed
by them. Our experience is that the few speci-

mens which set the season following a full crop
generally remain small, and grow gnarled and
inferior, probably on account of the concentrated

attack of insects, now hungry after a season of

revelry. If the orchard was spra.ved for insects

last year, and again this season, there ought to

be little trouble from that cause, and the few
Apples now set, like those which remain after

undergoing the process of thorough thinning by
human interference, certainly must have all the

chance to grow large and come to perfection. It

is not always the tree that blooms most abund-
antly which bears the best crop. In fact, if the
season is favorable for fruit setting, but few
blossoms comparatively are required for a good
yield of fine fruit. We have seen Peaches and
Pear treeswhich were quite unpromising atbloom
ing time, give a most excellent crop of superior

fruit. The grower need not despair, if his trees

in spring are not a complete mass of flowers, but
he should use all the means at his command to

protect the comparatively small number of fruit

once set from any possible harm, and allow them
to come to that perfection, which each specimen
under the advantage of this natural thinning, is

given a chance to obtain.

Modern Weed Slayers. Now the weeds are try-

ing t« run a race with our implements of
slaughter. But from the very outset they seem
to be given but very little show. We lie in am-
bush, with finger weeder and Planet Jr. wheei
hoe cocked,primed and pointed at them. Woe to

all that dare to start in the unequal race.

Bone Flour for Vegetables. Gardeners of na-
tional repute often express their prefei-ence for
bone flour as a manure for garden vegetables
From their standpoint they may be right. Their
land is filled with the decaying organic matter
left by annual heavy applications of stable
manure, only needing a slight addition, especially
of phosphoric acid and nitrogen, to keep it up to
the same standard. We and all other people
whose soil is not in this happy condition, and who
must supply plant food to it for immediate
use of plants, cannot rely on bone flour, with its

slow action, and entire lack of potash. In order
to get the immediate results we are after, we
must make use of complete and more soluble
fertilizers, and only for some crops, like Toma-
toes, leguminous plants; and fruits, we can use

About the Pear Blight.
SAMUEL MILLER.

This destructive disease

seems to be almost as much
a mystery today as it was

forty years ago. Some say, keep them in

sod, and this with me has worked well for a
few years, but the present season they have
been struck even when the trees are in sod.

To use ashes freely on the ground, wash
the trees and larger limbs with white wash
well charged with sulphur, or paint them
with linseed oil will prevent it. But how
many of us carry out these doctrines ? I for

one did not do it this spring, nor do I at-

i tribute the disease in the present case to the

omission. There are times when the atmos-
pheric conditions will cause it in spite of all

precaution. That electricity is the main
cause I am pretty well convinced. Another
thing is pretty certain that when Pear blight

is doing its work yoti may be sure of Grape
rot. About a month ago I noticed the end
of the present year's shoots on some Le
Conte Pear buds three years old on a bear-

ing tree of Cocklin's Hybrid, a first cousin

to LeConte. They were cut off promptly as

fast as they appeared.

It then occurred to me that

the three year old trees of this

variety in the orchard on the

hill might be affected in like

manner but they were clear of

it, and still so a month later,

nor has there any appeared

since on the buds.

Near the blighted LeConte tree

is a natural tree about four inches

in diameter which I grafted with

the Lawson in the spring. The
grafts are growing nicely, while

all the natiu-al branches left, as

also the young shoots let start,

became blighted in a few days,

as if lire had swept over the

tree. Of course they were speed-

ily cttt off. The I>awson being
perfectly free seems to indicate

that in this we have a blight-proof variety.

It does not seem to resent neglect,or easily
succumb to bug attacks, and no diseased
plant was ever found in our quite large
patches for two seasons. It is fully as hardy
and bug resisting as Crockneck Summer
Squash, perhaps more so, and we do not
think that it will be difflcult for even the
unskilled gardener to produce all he may
want. Its shape and general appearance is

shown in illustration (reduced from Rural
New Yorker). The average size of the fruit

is about ten inches in largest diameter, and
four or five inches from stem to blossom
end. When nearly ripe, it is of a dark
bluish green, turning to greenish yellow,
with firm, dry, yellow meat. We have a
few hills of it growing on our experiment
grounds.

Important Modifications of the
Cyclone Nozzle.

A spraying nozzle for use in orchard and
vineyard, to be perfect, must combine many
features, among them adjustable size,

fineness and direction of spray, force of de-

livery, prevention of clogging, or chance for

cleaning out obstructions. The best of our
existing nozzles, chief among them the Cy-
clone or Eddy-chamber, and the Climax,
answer some of these requirements, but fail

in others. In the desire for a perfect nozzle,

many efforts have been made to strengthen
the weak points of the Cyclone, and this has
given us quite a number of modifications of

the original form. The terms " Cyclone "

or "Eddy-chamber" apply to the whole
class of nozzles, in which the spray is pro-

duced in consequence of a rapid rotary

motion given to the water in a chamber
.lust before its ejection. No patent on it.

The Riley nozzle, shown in Fig. 1. of

illustration Is the original form of the
Cyclone. At A is shown the typical small
stem nozzle with the screw cap c above the

chamber a as it appears when removed from
the chamber. The circular body of this cap
is chambered out inside, with a small open-
ing (1-64 to 1-16 inch in diameter) in the

center of top, for the discharge of spray,

and screws down to the bottom of chamber
o, the orifice d coming opposite the orifice c,

shown in the section at B, in the wall of this

A Japanese Winter Squash.

For the past two or three years we have

tried quite a number of vegetables from
Japan, but none of them proved of sufficient

value for further trials with them, except

the subject of our illustration, which at its

home bears the euphonious name Kikusa-
tonasu, while with us it had to be content

with the simple appellation "Japanese
Sqtiash." The most valuable character-

istics of the plant are hardiness, remarkable
thrift, early and full bearing, while the fruit

is perhaps the equal of Hubbard Squash in

flavor and keeping quality.

A JAPANESE WINTER SQUASH,

chamber. This section (B) shows the con-

struction of the stem and chamber.
The " Universal Spray Tip," invented by

a Californian fruit grower, is shown in Fig.

2. In general form it resembles a water
cock. The spherical body of the nozzle has

on its outer surface two counter-sunk de-

pressions, c and d, and at the bottom of each

is a small circular opening communicating
with the orifice in which the plug is inserted.

The larger straight orifice (i communicates
with the center orifice. Two cavities are

drilled into the plug h and connected by a

small orifice which passes from the shallower

cavity tangentiaUy into the base of the

deeper one. The illustration represents the

water entering the shallow cavity, passing
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through the cavity c, and issuing at c. By
turning the plug to the right, as indicated

by the dotted line, the discharge can be

delivered at </. Thus it discharges side-

wise, or straight ahead, at the operator's

will. By turning the plug to the left from
the position shown in cut, the discharge

will be reversed and delivered through the

larger straight orifice a, thus permitting the

washing out of any sediment or obstruction.

The nozzle is closed, when turned half-way

around to the right from position shown.
The often mentioned " Vermorel" nozzle

is another, and perhaps the most important
modification of the Riley nozzle. It adds the

feature of a " disgorger," which is an
attachment for removingobstrvict ions

from the discharge orifice, consisting

of a rod which can be pressed for-

ward until .small end passes through
the orifice and forces out the obstruc-

tion. This feature is still improved
upon in the following modifications.

The Albrand modification (fig. .S)

not content with the Vermorel prin-

ciple of cleaning the nozzle from
obstructions, gives the operator still

better control over this operation, as

the cap is attached to a thumb-lever
held in place by a spring. When
the discharge orifice, which is situti-

ted in the movable cap c, becomes
obstructed, a pressure on the thumb
lever a raises the cap and permits the

liquid to rush out carrying away any
obstructions. The eddy chamber is

situated at the end of stem b.

The Jafy modification (fig 4.) em-
ployes a disgorger somewhat on the

principle of Vermorel's, but which
works in the opposite way. In normal
position the thumb-lever a is sufliei-

ently raised by a spring placed be-

tween it and the tube b to throw the
needle down into the discharge ori-

fice, thus closing it and preventing
the passage of the liquid. When the opera-
tor wishes to begin work, he presses upon
the lever, as shown In illustration, and im-
mediately the spray issues from the eddy-
chamber. If the discharge becomes clogged,
he releases the lever, and the needle, spring-

ing forward into the opening, clears it.

rherry at the west are fairly good for dessert

use. A few years ago we top-worked an e.xcellent

variety on small Wild Cherry stocks and sent

them out for trial. In all cases the parties re-

ceiving them have been specially pleased.

Blighting Russian Apples. Mr. Samuel
Miller expresses the opinion that Russian
varieties subject to blight might be proHtubly
used for stocks. I would not recommend their

trial. It is quite as well to make use of the

equally hardy sorts that do not blight. Con-
trary to the belief often expressed, the interior

varieties of Central Russia are not more subjei't

to blight than the Duchess. But the coast

varieties are as subject to it as the Siberian

Crabs and I should be afraid to plant

them even for stocks.

F,y.z ng.3

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to tvhich all are invited to send notes of

experienee and observation concerning topics that re-

cently have been treated on in this journal. Many
such contributions monthly would be welvome.

A Specialist. In notes on the work of the
experimental grounds at La Salle, I find notice

of "a select list of Russian fruits from thesiiec-

ialist at Ames, Iowa." Although we have given
much time and thought to the fruits, forest
trees and shrubs of East Europe and North Cen-
tral Asia, the thought occurs that we have tried

as faithfully every native and foreign tree and
shrub promising to pi-ove valuable in the north-
west and the cold north which Dr. Hoskins talks
of. The improvement by selection and crossing
of our native Plums has been a specialty. The
attempt to improve our native Crabs and other
fruits by hybridizing has been equally a hobby.
At this time we have probably more seedlings of
the orchard fruits ou trial coming from syste-

matic crosses than are to be found at any other
point on this continent. I only mention this to

impress the idea that good things for our.trying

climate may, in our opinion, come from other
sources than the steppes of Russia.

Black Wild Cherrf. I am glad to see the
defense of the Black Wild Cherry. It Is true
that the caterpillar infests it to some extent, but
it is not true that an orchard near a wild Cherry
grove is more infected than one ten miles dis-

tant. (.)n my farm in Benton county are many
trees of Prunus serotina near the orchard, but I

have failed to discover that the Apple trees were
more infested with the caterpillar than those on
the prairies, miles from the Cherry. In Cherry
groves at the west we only notice the webs on
trees on the outer borders of the grove. In con-
nection I will state that select varieties of Wild

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CYCLONE NOZZLE.

Bush Honeysuckle roR Hedge. To the note

recommending the Tartarian Honeysuckle for

ornamental hedges I wish to add that the merits

of Ijonicera splendem for this use, are, so far,

overlooked in this country. It is listed often as

Lonicera Tatarica spleiidens, but it is a very dis-

tinct type or strain from Central Asia and repro-

duces its characteristic foliage, habit, and fruit,

with slight variations, from seed. In foUage
and habit it is much superior to the old form of

bush Honeysuckle, and its immense crops of red

or yellow berries are very showy during late

summer and early fall. In Poland, Bohemia,
North Silesia and South Russia, it is much used

for screens and ornamental hedges. It readily

grows from seeds, and with great certainty from
cuttings put out in the fall. It is hardy
everywhere at the west.

Roger's Grapes. The note on the Goethe
Grape suggests an item in our experience which
may not apply in all parts of our domain. About
eight years ago we set Goethe and other varieties

of the Rogers Grapes in a little plantation by
themselves, and a few as replants in a Concord
vineyard. The result has been that those planted

apart have borne very little fruit, and that little

imperfect in cluster, and the ^nnes are now dead.

On the other hand the same varieties—set at the

same time—among the Concords have borne reg-

ular crops of perfect fruit, and some of them are

yet in good condition as to health of canes.

Upon examination we found the poUen of all the

Roger hybrids we have defective. This accounts

for the bearing of those surrounded by the Con-
cords. The total destruction of the vines them-
selves we can only account for on the principle

that the fruitless vines made more rampant
growth and went into our recent hard winters

with wood less perfectly ripened than that of the

heavy bearing vines. Is the pollen of the Roger's

Grapes generally abortive, or is it rendered so by
our hot dry air of the prairies?

Unsuitable Stocks. Under the head of
" Condensed Gleanings" it is assumed that the

abnormal knot is caused wholly by the use of a

stock slower in growth than the scion. Under
favorable circumstances the Miner Plum
enlarges about as rapidly as the Peach, yet if

left to itself the "unsightly enlargement" is

found. In like manner we find this enlargement
when the Cherry is worked on the Miner Plum,
though naturally the Plum is the most rapid
grower. With the stone fruits the trouble
comes mainly from the character of the epider-
mis of the stock. If conditions be favorable the
outer bark (epidermis) hardens to such an extent
that the growing cell structure of the cambium
layer cannot expand it. Where a graft or bud is

put in above the ground the whole resources of
the stem and root are given to an extension of
growth of the new top. The sap goes up in the
alburnum, and the almost entire cessation of
growth and circulation under the bark favors
the hardening of the "corset strings" of the epi-
dermis of the stock. The remedy is to slit the

outer bark from the graft downward to
the earth at two or three points, and in
extreme cases to peel off with the fingers
the rings of hardened outer bark.—Pro/.
J. L. BurM, Agricultural College Experi-
ment Station, Iowa.

Weeds on Lawns. I have had the care
of two acres of lawn that was full of
Dandelions and Plantains and now I can
show you a lawn as handsome and free
from weeds as any in the states. I con-
structed a tool for pulling out the whole
root without disturbing the lawn much.
The job is always done in the fall after
the weeds have made their growth so if

there is a small piece of root left the
frost is pretty sure to kill it. The lawn
is rolled in the spring when the ground
is soft. This closes all the holes, covers
the bare places and thus prevents other
weeds from starting.—J. M. R., New Bed-
ford, Mass.
Digging Ditches. Your directions for

laying out and levelling ditches are worth
more to me than the price of the paper,

but I can improve on your method of

digging ditches. I use a Cassaday sulky
plow, which makes a wider and deeper
fuiTOw than a hand plow. Next I hitch

the team to a ditching plow or simply
"ditcher," as we call it here, using a long
double tree so the horses need not walk
too close to the edge of ditch, and run
the ditcher two or three times, or if the

ground is very hard or stony, even four

times, through the bottom of the furrow. The
loose dirt is then thrown out, and the process

repeated, until the ditch is nearly deep enough,
and must then be finished by hand. The ditcher

I use is known here as the Bartlett ditcher.—C.J.

Baldridge, Seneca Co., N. T.

Birds and Grapes. A correspondent of the

Florida Dispatch proposes to feed the birds with

something they like better than Grapes and thus

save the latter. Incidentally, also, he gives a

strong testimony of the benefits derived from
the little feathered thieves. " If you have the

leaf rollers as bad as we have them here," he

says, "it will be poor policy to kill the birds.

Before the Grapes ripen birds can be seen going

over the vines daily devouring this little destruct-

ive worm, and but for their help the vines would
be stripped of their leaves and the fruit cooked
by the sun. An infallible preventive remedy
for damage done by fruit eating birds is to plant

plenty of Fig trees around, and a row or two
through the vineyard. The Grape is evidently

an unsatisfactory dish anyway, as is proved by
the fact that the bird hardly ever sticks his bill

twice into the same berry. They are all the time

hunting for something more substantial than

Grape juice, and the tender pulp of the Fig

exactly fills the bill. I have a row of Grape
vines within one hundred yards of half a dozen

Fig trees of the little Yellow Celeste that stand

on a neighbor's ground. Before the Figs or

Grapes ripen my vines are full of Mocking birds

and Uttle Mexican canaries, the most destructive

of all, hunting the worms, but as soon as the

Figs begin to ripen, which is just before the

Grapes, they bid me good by and leave me to en-

joy my G rapes in peace. I saw the same thing

in the city of Houston, beautiful bunches of

ripe Concords and other kinds, with not a berry

touched, while the Fig trees within a few yards

were alive with the birds." The same plan

might perhaps be adopted with equally good

results at the north. Birds are especially fond

of MuUierries, and it is more than likely that the

planting of Mulberries, perhaps Russian varie-

ties in hedge form or otherwise, will prove

effective as a protection to Grapes and perhaps

other fruits.—r. K.
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Some Insect Enemies.
L. F. ABBOTT. ANDROSCOGGIN CO., SIE.

Now the Apple tree borers can be success-

fully hunted. They commence eating the

wood soon after the leaves begin to put out

in earnest. The little bunches of red saw-

dust-like castings at the base of the tree

indicate the presence of the worm which
will always be at a point lower down than

their exudations, unless he has passed the

most destructive period of his existeuce,and

turned in towards the heart of the tree.

At this stage the borer can best be reached

by a flexible wire, otherwise a sharp-pointed

knife and a keen-edged gouge are the best

tools to follow with while near the surface

of the wood. If trees are examined care-

fully about the 10th of June, and again the

middle or last of August, and all the worms
cut out and destroyed, the orchard can be

rid of this pest.

The flat-headed borer is a sly rascal, and
loves a sunny exposure. He is on the alert

as soon as vegetation awakes from its inert-

ness, and when the Apple trees get warmed
up in late spring, our flat-headed trunk

borer wags his powerful jaws, and without

making much visible signs, works mischief

upon the trunk and large limbs of the

Apple, Maple and other trees.

The insect remedy against the ravages of

this insect is to set and prune the trees so

the tops will shade the trunks. This may
be done by slightly inclining the tree to the

south when set, and pruning to shade that

side of the trunk. From the circumstance

that the beetles of this family of insects fly

only when the sun shines bright and warm,
and that they always choose a sun-exposed

surface on which to deposit their eggs, indi-

cates the proper course to pursue to prevent

their lodging in our Apple trees.

The flea beetles are a numerous tribe of

insignificant little fellows, but their lack in

size they make up in numbers, and their

ubiquitous presence. They always happen
to be around just when the Cabbages, Tur-
nips and Tomatoes are out of the ground.
They are so made as to be scarcely notice-

able unless special pains is taken to

make their acquaintance; and then

their retiring habits, and their nimbleness
often will leave you looking at a place just

vacated, instead of giving you a chance to

view the little black body. 'WTiite helle-

bore or Paris green—one part of green to 100

parts of plaster (gypsum)—sifted ui)ou the

affected plants, are good for these diminu-
tive fellows. Clear plaster also when
sprinkled upon the foliage, will give him
too much grit in his fodder and repel him.

CULTURE OF THE GRAPE-FIRST
PAPER.

Growing Wood First; Then Fruit.
DR. J. STAYMAN. LEAVENWOBTH CO., KAS.

The conditions most favorable to rapid

vine growth are generally well understood,

but that they are antagonistic to the produc-

tion of fruit has been almost entirely over-

looked. There are distinct stages of growth
absolutely necessary to the proper produc-

tion of wood and fruit. The one is the ger-

minating, unfolding, developing and
expanding period, the other the elaborating,

contracting, solidifying and maturing
period. The first produces a rapid and suc-

culent, the latter a slower and firmer

growth; and conditions beneficial to the one
are often detrimental to the other.

The first stage of development is aided by
very high, stimulating culture, the latter by
the opposite treatment. The one produces
the stock, the other the fruit. In case of

excessive stimulation the plant becomes too

succulent and tender, unable to withstand

the vicissitudes of the climate; in case of

the opposite extreme the plant dies from
neglect, debility or ovei'bearing.

Upon these principles we base the true

system of pruning, training and culture, for

these different stages of growth must be
kept properly balanced. The first requires

deep and thorough cultivation with consid-

erable moisture and a mean temperature of

from .5.5 to 65 degrees, while the latter needs
somewhat shallow tillage with diminished
moisture and a mean temperature of from
70 to 80 degrees. To mature the Grape
requires 15 degrees higher temperature than
it does to grow the vine. This higher tem-
perature is not only necessary to elaborate
the .sap, but also to solidify and mature the

seeds, harden the wood, and to oxidize and
diminish the acid thus increasing and con-

centrating the sugar. All these processes

take place in proportion to the high temper-
ature and diminished rain fall of the

maturing season.

Everything should be done to give perfect

surface drainage and a free circulation of

air as nothing tends so much to diminish
the temperature of the soil as excessive

moisture and shade. Every inch of rain

absorbed by the soil requires 40° of addi-

tional heat to restore the lost equilibrium,

and this is equal to the loss of half a day in

the ripening of the Grape.
The Concord Grape, in a favorable season

with an average rainfall, requires about
fl,000 degrees of heat from foliation to the

maturity of its fruit, but it needs more or

less of it, according to the amount of rain.

For instance, in 1870 the fruit ripened the

5th of August and required only 8,7.51!° of

heat with a rainfall of 13.38 inches; while in

1809 the fruit ripened the 15th of August,
requiring 9,3.5.5° of heat with a rainfall of

31.03 inches, a difference of ten days in rip-

ening, in consequence of 18.34 inches more
rainfall. .599° of heat were used to restore

the lost equilibrium, being equal to a differ-

ence of latitude of 75 miles.

This retarding of the maturing season, by
either excessive moisture, low temperature,
cloudiness, unfavorable location or latitude

has the effect of reducing the amount of

sugar in the Grape, and the saccharometer
has shown this to reach 65° to 85° in the

above cases, equal to one half of a pound of

sugar to twelve pounds of Grapes, or at the

rate of six hundred pounds of sugar to the

acre. Thus the excess of acid reduces the

value and quality of the fruit.

The following table of observed facts

gives significant figures:

CONCORDS ON LOW LAND.

Year.
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Strawberrt Tests. Give everything a

fair chance. Last fall I received from dif-

ferent parties new varieties of Strawberry

plants, set them out carefully, and at the

same time took up some of my own and

planted them along side of the strangers.

From present indications it would be very

unreasonable to expect a like result. From
my own I will get some fine fruit, while

those from abroad look as if they will have

a hard task to pull through. But I make
due allowance for the different conditions

the plants were in when set. While one

man sends out good strong plants well put

up in moss and oiled paper, another sends

poor plants poorly put up.

Upon a number of new Strawberries now
fruiting I will report as the season advances.

Of all these Bubach No. 5 and Jessie showed

best last season. Now Sucker State, Gandy,

Monmouth and Belmont will show what

they are made of. Each one is to be superior

to any heretofore produced, yet in five years

hence most of the new ones will be among
the things that were, like a host of others

gone before; yet we keep trying them as far

as we can alford, but -$2 per dozen is more

than I will ever pay again for plants.

Treatment of Tools. If every new hoe,

spade, fork, etc., was well oiled where the

wood and iron meets, they would last much
longer than they usually do. A new spade

may be filled vrtth linseed oil where the

handle enters. No one will gain by buying

cheap tools for the garden and nursery, for

they are the most expensive in the end, not

as good to work with, and sometimes when
most needed they give out.

Tools should never be put away wet or

muddy, for a rusty tool is a nuisance. If it

be too much trouble to wipe them off when
done using, have a tub or barrel of air

slaked lime or dry ashes, and plunge them
in and there will be no rust.

Of all the tools tor killing small weeds, I

know of none that equals the Diamond
scuffle hoe. It cuts both ways and can be

used vrithout stooping. One can go over

twice the space of ground with one of them
than with a common hoe,and do work better.

Hurrying up New Roses. The small

plants that are sold so cheap are not likely

to give much satisfaction the first season,

unless much nursing is given them. Ten
days ago a lot of plants were received here,

and all that had a few inches of wood ripe

enough had some of their buds inserted into

strong young shoots of last years growth,

and now they have taken. In a week or two
they will be headed back,and all the strength

of the stock forced into the bud. In this

way we will have flowers nearly as soon as

the stock would have bloomed if not cut

back, and the flowers will be far superior to

those of the small plants. Another advan-
tage is you will have lots of young wood to

propagate with; and if a tender variety, they

can be so conveniently laid down and cov-

ered if the buds are inserted pretty high up.

I have just now two branches of Marechal
Niel, strong buds on strong stems, that we
budded last summer, and had made a foot

of growth each, so that I expect to see finer

Roses of this noble variety than it has been
my lot to see for years. It is doubtful to me
whether the Marechal Niel can be grown to

perfection on its own roots out doors here.

Fruiting Seedling-s. When a seedling

is intended to be grown for the purpose of

fruiting without being grafted, some years

can be gained by taking grafts from it when
one year old, and setting them on a bearing

tree of the same species. If the grafts are

pinched back about midsummer the form-
ing of blossom buds may be assisted. Some
say such grafts will not fruit until the seed-

ling itself begins to bear; but this is all non-
sense, for it has been proven repeatedly.

Fruit seldom fails the third year, while seed-

lings of Apples and Pears usually need six

to eight years growth before they fruit.

The great difference in the quality of cer-

tain Apples when grafted on other trees, I

have never yet discovered or noticed, all

seem to be.ar out their true characters. Our
season here is a little ealier than usual.

Caution in the Use of Poisons.

By E. r. rowELL, oneida co., n. y.

At the latest meeting of the Social Science

Association, reports proved that not one New
England homestead out of twenty is con-

ducted on correct sanitary principles. The
cellar, as yet built and used, is still almost
invariably a pestilential adjunct to homes.
Probably the only means of avoiding the

danger arising from these dug-outs, will be

to dispense with them altogether. In their

place we should build underground store-

houses separate from the houses.

Certainly it has become a criminal affair

to reside and rear children above damp
rooms in which are stored large quantities

of vegetables and fruits undergoing a slow
process of decomposition. The most careful

attention to ventilation and removal of

waste will not keep such apartments safe

when located under our living and sleeping

rooms. Recent scientific investigation has
shown it to be beyond question that the

typhoid fevers and diptherias with a thous-

and minor forms of disease are traceable to

precisely these causes. The skillful phy-
sician finding the disease, immediately
searches for a neglected cellar or sewer, or

poison-infested well.

But I desire to call attention to some other
sources of danger.

At this moment I am suffering from a
unique and yet not uncommon sort of pois-

oning. Having placed a lawn chair, cov-

ered with a coat of cheap green paint, in my
study, the arsenic contained in the paint

was volatized by the heat of the radiator

until my whole system was penetrated with
the mineral. It will be months before I

shall recover my health. The use of arsen-

icated paints is growing more and more
common, but should never be tolerated on
furniture or wall inside the house. Green
shades of wall paper are to be avoided as

probably containing arsenic. Whole fam-
ilies have been poisoned by such apparently
harmless decorations. The extensive use
now made of Paris green and other arsenical

poisons should be a warning to us. Some
of our ablest physicians insist that there are

forms of disease traceable directly to the

presence of arsenic in the Potato. This I

doubt, and yet it seems certain that the use
of arsenic, on vegetation more or less check-

ing the perfectly healthy development of

leaves, produces a chemical change iu the

tubers detrimental to health. It is getting

to be almost impossible to purchase Pota-

toes entirely free from a tinge of bitterness,

while a very large part of the Potatoes that

find their way to market are quite unfit for

use. Many farmers use five or ten times as

much Paris green on a Potato field as is

necessary for the purpose of destroying the

Colorado beetle. The practice of sprinkling

Paris green into Cabbage heads is criminal
and inexcusable. I have recently seen the

account of five persons having been killed

by the use of such Cabbages.
Probably there is no direct danger from

the recently derived method of spraying
Apple and Plum trees to the fruit eater, but
there is serious danger to those who handle
the poisons. Paris green should be used
and stored with every precaution. We
are getting quite too familiar with the drug
and are losing our fear of it.

Still another source of extreme danger to

farmers' families is the use of lead pipe and
lead solder on iron pipes. This red precipi-

tate solder is daubed on carelessly by ignor-

ant plumbers on pipes that are thrust into

our wells. One autumn I had removed all

lead pipes from my well, replacing them
with iron pipes; but more mischief followed
from the solder during the next three

months than would have followed the use

of lead pipes in five years. Every memlier
of the family was poisoned, and one nearly
lost his life. Others have been poisoned
with the lead faucets in vinegar and cider

barrels. A vast amount of ill health and
suffering might be traced to such causes.

A Woman's Experience in Raising^
Small Fruits at the South.

MRS. S. B. MABREY, TROUT CO., GA.

" We have never seen anything to equal
this!" was the general verdict of people (and
newspaper men among them) who came to

see the small fruit patches on my farm situ-

ated in western Georgia. The land was just

rolling enough to prevent the water from
standing upon it, and terraced wherever
necessary, and no grass or weeds disfigured

the long rows of Strawberry vines.

My first attempt, owing to limited experi-

ence, was after the well-known old style.

Plants were dug from a neighbor's old bed,

which I was told did not bear because the
vines were too thick. Small, poor plants
they were, too, and no wonder this experi-

ment was a total failure. So I concluded to

send off for some plants. At the same time
I subscribed for a small fruit journal and
by carefully studying it had all my pre-

conceived Ideas about raising small fruit

changed. I received from the nursery a lot

of fine plants, carefully selected and neatly

packed and labelled, chiefiy "Crescent Seed-
ling," the "lazy man's berry," to be fertil-

ized with Sharpless and Glendale. This was
in November, 1884.

My farm help set the plants, or rather

stuck them in the ground, and it is saying a
great deal for the vitality of the Strawberry
plant that almost all of them lived. I had
the rows laid oft 3 feet apart and set the

plants pretty closely in the row. I planted
one row of Glendale or Sharpless and three

of Crescent. In the spring following I had
plenty of Strawberries for family use and
some to give away. In November, 18&5, I

set out yi of an acre on better and richer

land, and better prepared, in rows three

feet apart and one foot apart in the row.
This is bed No. 3; No. 1 by this time was a
matted concern, neither hoe nor plow hav-
ing been in it, but in Spring 188(i it gave us
a full supply for use and a cash income of

-S3.5. Then I had it plowed into three feet

rows, heavily manured, and new plants of

Crescents set or left one foot apart in the
row. I forgot to plant a pollen-bearing kind
with it, however, and consequently had
magnificent vines without fruit in '87.

Bed No. 3 was not allowed to bear in 1886,

and runners were also kept pinched off till

August. The new plants which started

afterwards, were firm and strong and bore
finely the next spring. In the fall of '86

another 3€ of an acre was prepared for

Strawberries on very rich .soil, being heavily

manured for Barley and allowed to grow up
in weeds after the Barley was off. The weed
crop was fine, waist high, and in July, be-

fore going to seed was turned under with a
turning plow. This patch was well prepared
and planted in November. At last I had
learned to make the bed rich enough. In
1887 bed No. 2 gave me an income of .?14.5.60

and the new patch No. 3 of $20. I concluded
to enlarge my Strawberry farm to 3 acres.

Now the ground was covered with compost
so you could not see the soil and this plowed
in thoroughly; then replowed afterwards
two ways, and otherwise thoroughly pre-

pared and cleared of rubbish. A fertilizer

consisting of acid phosphate, kainit and cot-
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ton seed meal was sprinkled quite freely in

rows and directly upon this I set my plants

one foot apart. We worked on that one and

a half acre job from November till March,

working all the sunshiny days, and nsing

the splendid plants of my own raising

freshly dug, and when it was finished, well,

I wish you could have seen it! After plant-

ing I had the ground between the rows and
around the plants well mulched so it was
really not surprising that every one of these

plants lived. I did not lose one. In spring

1888, the plants averaged twenty-five

large berries each.

From April 20th I supplied the LaGrange
market with all they used, about 100 quarts

daily, and shipped to Atlanta every morning

and to Montgomery, Ala., every afternoon.

I sold thousands of quarts and gave away
quantities. My pickers were in-

structed to assort the berries in

picking. The small ones I gave

away or fed to the pigs, only selling ^
the finest.

Two acres of ground is not a large

place, but the labor and care I be-

stowed upon it were such that my
chOdren said I was killing myself

working, and persuaded me to sell

out. I had never been offered more

than SI,500 for my little farm before,

but having made such a success of

fruit growing I soon began to re-

ceive better offers for It, and iwhen

a purchaser was ready to pay 5^,500

cash I sold and am sorry I did.

I am B2 years old. If I were 35 years

younger I would show what can be done

here in small fruits. No business, I am
convinced, is more remunerative than

small fruit culture in the south.

The Commission Merchants Stand-
point.

C. W. IDELL, NEW YOKK.

The reporting of the names of the pur-

chasers of fruits and produce by the com-

mission merchants is a new fad gotten up

by farmers who live in fear of being cheated.

So they have hit upon this plan for the de-

tection of dishonest dealers. Let us see how
the plant will work.

Suppose that at the close of the week a

farmer ^ets his bill with purchasers' names
on it (and there may be from ten to fifty

in number), does he propose to write to each

or some of them ? If only to a few of them

he will not get all the facts, and if all, see

what a task this correspondence involves,

besides the expense, for the farmer would

have to enclose a two-cent stamp for an an-

swer. And of what interest would it be to

answer hundreds of enquiries and to devote

the time and labor required without re-

muneration ? It would be a great annoy-

ance to the purchaser, and probably he

would say to the dealer: " If I am to be an-

noyed in this way by your shippers I will

not deal with you." Now just try to rea-

lize what a task you are imposing upon all

merchants just to gratify this new notion.

Are not the men who served you honestly

deserving of a better treatment at your

hands ? It is true that not all merchants

are honest, and that all are liable to make
blunders, and I know by experience that

not all farmers are saints.

Twice, if not oftener in my experience,

have farmers taken letters from the post-

office addressed to another person with sim-

ilar name, taken out and endorsed the

check and drawn the money, when they had
sent me nothing; and had they not been

threatened with prosecution would have
kept the money. Yet these men were not

fair samples of farmers, and a dealer would
not think of branding all farmers as rascals.

It is also very common for farmers to bor-

row money from dealers until fruit can be

shipped, but often they do not send their

fruit products to pay the loan. I mention
these cases simply to show that there are

unprincipled farmers as well as bad dealers.

There is no difficulty for a farmer to pro-

cure an honest commission merchant if he
wants one, but some do not wish that kind
for they never send a package containing

honest measure. What they do want is a

dealer who vrill cheat the purchaser of

these packages, charging him the same price

as they get for honest packages, and then
give the shippers the whole benefit of the

transaction. After all, perhaps those who
urge the enactment of this bill, do not care

so much about getting the names of pur-

chasers for the purpose of contradicting the

dealer's action, as to find customers with
whom they can trade directly and without

i&iwilaffi^
SAVING CROPS FROM FROST.

paying commission. This is scarcely hono-
rable.

Saving Crops from Frost.
Smoke produced from burning rubbish-

heaps has been employed by French and
German vineyardists for many years as a

means of preventing injury from both early

frosts in autumn and late frosts in spring.

A Florida Orange grower uses the device

shown in our illustration for the same pur-

pose. The pan on top is kept supplied with
coal tar which is allowed to drip down
through numerous holes into the fire below.

The machines (Fig. 1.) are stationed a few
rods apart on windward side of the patch,

while No. 2 may be wheeled back and forth

over the area to be protected. Mr. Benedict

the patentee of this device also uses bi-sul-

phide of carbon mixed with the tar, to kill

or drive off injurious insects.

Healthfulness of a Fruit Diet.

A. P. REED, CUMBERLAND CO., ME.

Those whose diet consists of meat and
bread would find it greatly to their advan-

tage to consume more fruit. These persons,

in consequence of drinking large quantities

of water, are particularly liable to kidney
and bladder troubles. Calcareous deposits

in the system come mostly by means of the

water we drink and he who drinks water to

excess is the most liable to such deposits.

Human life begins in a gelatinous state and
ends in a bony condition. With age the

bones grow harder by earthy deposits of

phosphates and lime. Imperfect circulation

sometimes exists as a result of this harden-

ing process, which extends in later life

even to the arteries.

Fruit, through its juices and acids, is a

protection from this condition and despite

the fear ot some people is not half so liable

to engender diarrhoea and bowel troubles as

meats. Fruit that is ripe will harm no one.

The accumulation of mineral matters in the

system to excess can in no way be better

prevented than by a liberal use of ripe

fruits. These statements are founded on
physiological research and appear reasona-

ble on the surface regardless of their back-

ings. Let us use more fruit rather than

less. Give it a large place in the garden.

A Michigan Grower on Combating
two Destructive Insects.

The Codling Moth. After much triliu-

lation and many failures to capture this

most destructive of all insect enemies to our
Apples and Pears we are now coming down
to work on practical and effective princi-

ples. The moth is a night insect and on
this account eludes our grasp, thus all we
do is to look after her progeny.

As soon as the Apple has passed out of

bloom the moth deposits an egg in the blos-

som end of the plant. How many eggs each
insect deposits in different specimens no one
knows. In a few days these eggs hatch into

a larva and the work of destruction begins

and goes to the heart of the fruit. For the

purpose of destroying the larva before any
real damage is done the spraying system

has been adopted by progressive

growers with satisfactory results.

With a force pump and a fine

spraying nozzle one pound of Lon-
don purple or Paris green (I prefer

the former) to 100 gallons of water
is amply strong, in fact sometimes
too strong in the hands of inexperi-

enced workmen, in which case the

foliage is liable to be partly de-

stroyed. I shall use this year one
pound to 125 gallons of water. To
mix the material use one to two
quarts of soft soap to the pound of

poison. This, well mixed in the

form of paste and then added to the

water, will aid in the mixture. One
or two kerosene barrels, the pump fastened

upon one, will make a good outfit for a lim-

ited amount of work. The fluid in the bar-

rel must be stirred while the spraying

is being done.

The first spraying should be done as soon

as the tree is out of bloom and the fruit

sets, the second three or four weeks later,

when the second crop of larvae make their

appearance. In case of rain showers soon

after spraying the poison is abortive, so far

as the fruit is concerned, but not so with the

foliage. With good weather, free from rain

for four or five days after applying the

poison, one good spraying when the fruit is

about as large as pigeons' eggs, will be siif-

ficient for early summer Apples; late fruit,

to be clean and sound, must have the

second application.

The Curculio. I wiU now describe a

cheap, easily made and readily handled

trap tor this pest. The curculio is well

known by the crescent mark it makes on

the Plum, Peach, Cherry, and other stone

fruits, and is familiarly known as the "little

turk." How the "Little turk" can be caught

with the least amount of labor I will state.

As soon as the weather becomes warm
and the trees begin to bud out they prepare

for their work,and before the foliage comes
out and shades the branches and ground is

the time to set our traps. After the trees

are in full leaf the insects will remain mostly

among the branches where they are well

shaded; before this time they will seek any
hiding place among the clods, grass, weeds,

or any refuse material about the trees.

First clear away all refuse from the base

or around the crown of the tree for

the space of two or three feet in

diameter. Smooth and compact the soil,

then place two, three or more small chips or

clean white Corn cobs, cut from one to two
inches in length, around the base of the

hill. During the warm part of the day the

insects we are after will take shelter under

these traps and can be collected at leisure.

Now offer the children so much a hundred

or a thousand for collecting them once a

day and see the result. They can be put

into glass jars or bottles for safe keeping if
-

desired. After the trees are in full leaf the

trap becomes useless and the jarring process
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can be used to finish up. A white sheet

under the tree and a sudden jar any time in

the cool of the day (a calm day) will bring

them down. If this is done during the heat

of the day they are apt to fly away
before you can get them.

What Fruits to Plant.

E. UORDEN', NIAGARA FALLS, SOUTH ONTARIO.

In naming varieties I shall confine myself
to the best for market purposes. Market
varieties will, however, give satisfaction to

the greater portion of those who grow for

home use. Hardiness, uniform productive-

ness, good appearance and freedom from
disease are useful peculiarities in any case.

Of all the wonderful new Strawberries of

late years with me only the Crescent holds a

firm place. The old Wilson is still used

largely here. The Sharpless is not always
productive but is planted largely. A Straw-
berry that multiplies plants as well as the

Crescent and has the uniform productive-

ness of the Wilson with large size, good ap-

pearance, and good shipping qualities is

much needed. In Red Raspberries the

Cuthbert is very much ahead. Of many
others tried I can recommend none.

In black caps Tyler, Souhegan, Mammoth
Cluster and Gregg are a success with me.
Greggs, owing to late ripening, great size,

firmness and productiveness, take a decided

lead. In more unfavorable localities the

other varieties are safer. The Taylor is a
favorite Blackberry. I am trying many
other kinds but do not like any of those that

are well known here.

The Hawthorn Gooseberry is, I think, the

best Gooseberry, but in the market cannot
well compete ^vith the larger Downing.
In Red Currants I have for a dozen years

grown Raby Castle by the thousand. One
of my neighbors has planted them largely

and will plant several thousand more.
Black Currants are in demand in Canada

and are now called for in New York state.

The coming Black Currant is slow in

getting here.

In Black Grapes tthe Worden is coming
rapidly to the front. It is larger, earlier

and better than the Concord. It grows
nearly as well but is not quite so firm in the

skin. Delaware, Brighton, Salem and Lind-
ley are red Grapes of considerable merit.

Owing to the vigor and productiveness of

the Niagara Grapes and the vigor of its

advertisers and disseminators, it is the lead-

ing white Grape. In consequence of the
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Vlaniing Melons, etc., in Rye.

above circumstances the price of white
Grapes will doubtless be very low hereafter.

The hitherto high price of red and white
Grapes has been the result of a short supply.

With a large supply they are likely to be
cheaper than black Grapes.
In conclusion I advise new beginners to

plant the old cheap, well tested varieties.

If you have some money to throw away for

the good of the cause, buy the new and
wonderful kinds.

Raspberries in Garden and Field.

"ELDER'S WIFE."

Many persons having "only a garden
spot," refrain from planting berry bushes
because they "sprawl all over," when other-

wise they might grow their own berries,

thereby saving the expense of buying, be-

sides having more and better berries. The
following plan is well suited to gardens and
we follow it in field growing and believe it

pays. The plants are set in rows six feet

apart and three feet apart in the row. Stakes
are driven at intervals of 20 feet or more
along the rows, the end ones more slanting
outward to brace them, and No. 12 wire is

stapled to them at three feet from the
ground for the first year and raised to four
feet the following year.

While the ground is still frozen in the
spring, the old canes are cut out; the new
canes are then tied to the wire by passing
pieces of wire (about the size of No. 8 thread)
five or six inches long, around both wire
and cane, being careful not to twist one end
around the other, else the motion of the

cane will soon outdo your work. Cut off

the ends of the bearing canes back to strong
thrifty size; if too long to hold themselves
stoutly above the wire bring the end down
and tie to the wire further along. You can
now cultivate, hoe, and later pick your
berries without the annoyance of having
some briar continually catching at your
clothing or fiesh, and refusing to let go, and
in your struggles to escape shaking the
luscious fruit from the hush to waste upon
the ground. Pic];ers after once picking in a
patch treated as above, do not like to pick
in those grown in bush form, and the
expense after the first outlay for wire and
stakes is light and is more than equalled by
the saving in fruit and young canes which
would be wasted and broken down by
the other method.

If one wishes to be extremely economical,
they can use Willow twigs. Rye straw or
Corn husks for tying as some do, but if their

time is of any value, wire is far cheaper, for

aside from its greater ease of application, it

is also more easily removed.

Melon and Other Vines in Rye Field.

Covering Melon, Cucumber and Squash
plants with a frame, mosquito netting or

similar device and thus hiding them from
sight, or surrounding them with bad smell-

ing substances, thus disguising their scent,

are generally considered the surest means of

protecting the young plants from destruc-

tion or serious damage by insects. Planting
on a larger scale where said fussy devices

are not in favor, is a rather risky undertak-
ing just on account of the dangers threaten-

ing from such formidable foes as the yellow
striped Cucumber beetle, the black Squash
bug, Squash borers, etc., and often from
the Melon fungus.

We have generally favored the plan of

"wide rotation," in other words, planting

on a piece of land at the greatest possible

distance from where vines were grown the

year before. This greatly lessens the risk.

Mr. W. F. Bassettof New .Jersey, some time
ago told us of a method successfully prac-

ticed by growers somewhere in his neigh-

borhood. The piece to be planted is put to

Rye in the fall. At planting time in the

spring double furrows are plowed out both
ways as shown in illustration so that the

intersections are .iust far enough apart each
way for the hills, that is for Cucumbers
and Musk Melons five or six feet, for Water
Melons eight or ten, and for Squashes ten or

twelve feet from center to center each way.
Now the crop is planted in the usual way,

allowing the hills to grow on unmolested.
By the time the plants are up and the dan-
gerous period of their lives begins, the Rye,

now several feet high, serves as a most
effective protection. Insects are neither apt

to see nor scent the young plants. When
the vines begin to run and danger is nearly
past, the ground between the hills—with
Rye left on or taken off, at the grower's
option—must be plowed over, and thorough
cultivation given. The plan is worth a
trial. It is also of greatest importance that
all running vines in the garden are stimu-
lated by very high feeding, to assist them in

outgrowing the period of danger as

soon as possible.

A Subscriber's Plan for Berry Crate
Making-

J. H. BOOMER, ALLAMAKEE CO.. lOWA.

Last season I devised a thing to help me
in nailing Berry cases and am well pleased
with the way it works. It is a strong box

^ ^^

Making Bci'iy Crates,

about three feet long, 14 inches high, and
one foot deep made of inch Pine. I use
the 24 quart crate for Hallock Berry box,
bought in the flat. My nailing device is

made to fit this crate, but such a box might
be adjusted for any other crate that is

bought in the flat and would only need
other dimensions.

I cut three slots just the width of the
thickness of the ends and middle pieces of a
Berry crate as far apart as they should be
when the crate is finished. In my case
these slots are cut out the side of the box
about four inches deep, and consequently
the ends and middle pieces, when put into
the slots, will extend about two inches out
at the side and one inch above the top of the
box. On the side opposite the slots I nailed
on little strips so that the crate ends rest in

grooves. When ready for use the box is

placed on its side, top toward you. When
your case is ready adjust the crate ends and
the middle piece (the illustration shows
one of the ends in its proper place), then lay
a side piece across the ends, and nail it fast.

Next turn the box on its back and nail on
the bottom of crate, then draw out the half
finished crate from the slots, turn it around,
keeping the bottom of the crate toward you,
place it back into the slots and nail on the
other side. The crate is then ready for the
small Berry boxes.

If the device was made true and square
and solid, your crates will all come out
square and uniform, one exactly like

another, and the small Berry boxes will

have just room enough without crowding or
without having space tor play. I think I

can easUy nail three crates by the help of

this device to one nailed entirely by hand,
and I am sure I can make them truer.

1,2S5. Nicotiana. Nieotiana aflinis is a con-
tinued bloomer. After blooming? during: sum-
mer cut down to about one inch of the ground,
and pot for winter. Propagated from seed—
which needs about thirteen days to germinate

—

and from cuttings.—Mrs. Z. M.iy Waite.

1,291. Lice on Cabbages. These and all other
aphids may be destroyed by spraying or washing
with what is known as the " Resin " compound,
which is made by boiling one pound of concen-
trated lye in two quarts of water, then adding
four pounds of resin and boiling until dissolved.
Dilute each quart of this soap with one gallon of
soft water, and spray or siirinklc the infested
plants with it. The mixture should be used when
quite warm, say 12U°, and when applied in a fine

spray may even be used well nign boiling hot.—
D. B. WiER.
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On Improving Home Grounds.
A subscriber, Mrs. E. A. Vining, Barnard-

ston, Mass., has sent to this office a sketch

of her home grounds with the request that

some information on planting it tastefully

be given in these columns. Such sugges-

tions as occur to the editor are cheerfully

given the same being set forth in the an-

nexed plan, In this illustration the existing

features on the grounds and as shown are

the buildings, poultry yard, orchard, the

fruit trees in the front yard, marked by the

figure 1 (Plums, Peaches, Apricot and Mul-

berry), Apple trees by figure 2 and Maple
trees by figure 3, the vegetable and small

dwelling, a chief object in this being to

break the winds which the owner writes

prevail from the north-west. A list of

trees which should prove satisfactory for

planting on this place might be the follow-

ing, the place of each as numbered being

designated by a corresponding number on

the plan. As has been stated \ and 3 are

fruit trees and 3 are Maple trees now stand-

ing on the grounds; Cut-leaved Kirch, 4;

Weeping Poplar or Elm, 5; Double Flower-

ing Thorn, 6; Magnolia, 7; Blood-leaved

Plum, 8; five White Pines, 9; Blue or

other choice Spruce, 10; Norway Spruce, 11,

13; European Larch, 13; two Austrian Pines,
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ON IMPROVING HOME GROUNDS.

fruit plat indicated by the beds and rows

shown at 33 to 3.5 inclusive, the pump, hitch-

ing post, etc. The highway is at the bottom

of the engraving. A square bed of hardy

perennial flowers is defined by the marks
extending approximately between the

points 1, 1, 1, and IB.

The most striking improvement vfe would
suggest is the planting of au assortment of

hardy trees, shrubs and flowers in those

portions of the grounds to the front and side

of the buildings, employing a free style of

arranging them and above all else allowing

of nothing to be set in straight lines or

squares. Let us remember that nature

abhors straight lines a point always to be

regarded in arranging ornamental grounds.

Such a course is also the consistent one apart

from the mere idea of patterning after na-

ture's methods. In any home grounds

straight lines abound freely in the outlines

of buildings, the boundaries of the area,

orchard rows, and the effect from these it is

desirable to break up as far as possible by

the ornamental planting. Can this be done

by setting trees in straight lines or cutting

square flowers beds in the lawn, etc ? The
very reverse of this is obviously right.

It will be seen therefore in the accompany-

ing plan that the various trees and shrubs

introduced are arranged with a view to

pleasing irregularity. Instead of the bed

of hardy perennials for example as it now
stands, and which has been referred to as

being a square bed, the better course is sug-

gested of having this employed as a mar-
gin (31) to an irregular clump of flowering

shrubs, 30. By this means a pleasing grass

plot with graceful outlines and open center

is also secured in this part of the grounds.

Curves are brought into the outlines of the

driveway and walks as far as possible. The
various shrub clumps introduced through
the grounds are indicated by the flgure 30;

it will be observed that all are of irregular

outline. The shrubs are brought mainly to

the front of the house because of their at-

tractive flowering qualities, and because

their height is not such as to interfere with
the view of the street from the house and
vice versa.

On the other hand the trees are placed

mostly in a northerly direction from the

14; String-growmg Shrub, 1.5; two Elms, 16;

Weeping Willow or Elm, 17; Linden, 18;

Cut-leaved Birch, 19; Shrubs in assortment,

20; Flower beds, 31.

Chrysanthemums for Spring Bloom.
C. E. HUNN, NEW YORK EXrERIMENT STATION.

Some of the varieties of Chrysanthmums
well repay the trouble of forcing into bloom
the second time, and any one having room
and inclination may have them in bloom
until Easter.

I have been very sviccessful in the past,

and have been able to cut flowers any time

from October to April. My system is to let

them bloom very little at their usual period

of flowering, then cut them well back and
let them rest in pots for a month or six

weeks, with water enough too keep them
from drying up. When starting into new
growth,give weak liquid manure, increasing

the strength at each application, and they

will respond quickly and should be kept

near the glass to keep from growing spind-

ling. I have my doubt in regard to forcing

them for profit, but in a private house, or in

a commercial house not m winter use, they

will pay for the trouble and furnish enough
bloom through dark weather. They may
also be treated the same way in a spare room
in dwelling house by keeping them close to

a window. Mine are grown with a mixed
collection of greenhouse stuff, and I expect

still better results with a cool house.

The varieties I find the best for the pur-

pose are Antonella, Barbara, Mme. Andeg-
nier, Bonnie Rose, Tokio. Fair Maid, Mrs.

Bundle, Diana, Queen of Lilac, Lacinatus.

The last one I consider the best of the list,

as it will come in for Easter when anything

white is in demand

The Melon Disease.

The fungus disease, about the true charac-

ter of which so little is yet known, and
which attacks Cucumbers, Melons, and
Squashes, has become so common and de-

structive all over the whole extent of the

country, that the cultivation of vine fruits

in many places is almost entirely abandoned.

The attack appears to come suddenly and
unexpectedly. The thrifty growing plant

all at once begins to wilt, straightens up
again at night or dmring cloudy weather,

but within a few days dies down and burns

up. This generally happens on hot days,

showing that the fungus in its needs and
mode of propagation resembles the black-

rot fungus of the Grape—a resemblance giv-

ing us the clue to the means of fighting it.

The disease has often been confounded
with the work of the Squash borer or other

insects. The most superficial examination

of the root could hardly fail to reveal the

cause when the borer is destroying the

plant, and the evil consequences in that

case may often be averted by covering the

first joints of the running vines with soil in

order to induce them to strike root there,

and make the plant independent of the orig-

inal root. The fungus attacks the leaves

first, and kills the part above ground, while
leaving the root Intact.

Someone now comes with an infallible

remedy: covering the vines with Elderberry
leaves or twigs. The Elderberry as such
would not harm a flea. And yet it is not at

all unlikely that the discoverer of this new
preventive measure has been entirely suc-

cessful in saving his plants, not especially

by anythingcharacteristic to the Elderberry,

but by the mechanical protection of provid-

ing a cover. It will be remembered that

Grapevines growing under a coping are ex-

empt from rot attacks, and that even the
slightest covering or protection above
greatly prevents all danger, or at least

lessens the amount of injury. We are quite

sure that the Melon disease presents an
analogous case, for we have never learned

of a single case of vines under glass having
been attacked by the fungus. Any cover-

ing, no doubt, will prove a preventive,

Elderberry leaves as well as other leaves, or

boards, cloth, etc.

Our own experience with remedies and
preventives has given us results upon
which definite and final conclusions might
be based. It has seemed to us, however,
that the free application of copperas or
saltpetre water to the soil around the plants

have lessened the attacks, without giving
us entire exemption We have found, also,

that sulphate of copper in any form is not a
remedy, but if effectual, must be used as a
preventive, in same way as it is used for

mildew and rot of Grapes. The specialist of

the Department of Agriculture, who during
the past season has visited the localities

along the Atlantic coast, where the disease

seems to be most epidemic, we believe, has
come to similar conclusions. We hope that

our readers living where the disease is a
common annual occurrence, will give the

copper remedies, especially the Bordeaux
mixture, a thorough trial, and report results.

But this is a preventive only, and should

be applied before the vines are attacked.

The Rock or Sugar Maple as a Shade
and Lawn Tree.

A. P. REED. CUMBERLAND CO., MAINE.

For lawns if taken young, the Rock Maple
is easily trained and may be developed into

a shapely tree, the graceful contour of which
against the sky, as it looms up above the

smaller objects around it, renders it a dis-

tinguishing landmark that makes a lasting

impression upon the passer-by. While per-

haps not so long-lived, it is yet a worthy
rival of the stately Elm for beauty and hard-

iness, and more than a rival for shade. As
to hardiness I have had a good opportunity

of comparing it with other trees, notably

the Elm, Ash and Basswood, and it seemed
to be about the only one that will stanij up
comparatively unharmed through one of

our ice storms such as we have had fre-

quently the past season.

I am aware that the Rock Maple is used

quite largely and with good effect already,
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especially for shade on the highway; but I

do not think it is yet as fully appreciated as

It deserves, except as a sugar tree. In many
regions the tree is quite common in the for-

ests, but this should not hinder us from us-

ing it more freely for shade and ornament.

Destroying White Grubs and Rose
Slugs.

HYACINTH, SCUTT CO., IOWA.

Last spring while having ground spaded

for the planting of Gladioli, I found many
grubs, in fact every turn of the spade

brought them up by the half dozen. Kvery

one thus exposed was of course put to

death. I covered that Ijed with unleached

ashes, thoroughly working them in the soil

to the depth of several inches and planted

the bulbs. They came up, grew finely and
when dug in the fall

the bulbs were quite

smooth and free from
grub marks.

I attribute the ab-

sence of the grub to

the free use of ashes.

The whole earth in

this part of Iowa last

year seemed tilled

with these pests. Po-

tato ground which
had been heavily ma-
nured in previous

years, suffering by far

the most.

Rose slugs do not

scare me any more,
having effectually ex-

terminated them the

past two years by
sprinkling the bushes

with white Hellebore

in solution, a tea-

spoontul to a quart

of water. If one
application is not
surticient,try again.

If they have succeeded in getting a foothold,

perhaps three applications will be required.

Make an application before the insects ap-

pear, and their ravages will in a manner be

prevented. If there is any way to extermi-

nate Rose bugs, besides hand picking I

should be pleased to be told of it.

most gorgeous spectacle in a garden,

whethen seen from afar or near. There are

varieties differing in size, habit, and color

of llower. Some may be called a deep
orange, while in others the scarlet is

softened in the direction of salmon color,

the buds when flr.st showing color, being in

this case of a very delicate salmon-pink.
A group of five or more strong clumps

of these Poppies makes a magnificent effect

in a flower border. It is well to cut away
a good number of the weakest flower stems,

as the plants always bear more than are

needed. Unfortunately they require stak-

ing; the great heads of flower are so heavy
that the stalk, unless supported, is in dan-
der of breaking down from the very root,

but it is best to stake at only half their

height—not only that less stake may be

The Handsomest of the Poppies.

The Oriental Poppy {Papavcr OrientaJe)

was always considered one of the finest of

this class of hardy plants. The variety

Bracteatum, superior in size and attractive-

ness, forms huge masses of handsome foli-

age. The flowers are carried on stiff stalks

with leafy bracts, and one well developed

bract under each of its brilliant scarlet

flowers, which are often nine inches across.

The original Oriental has large pure scarlet

flowers. A new variety of this, the Bush
Queen, mentioned and described In Garde-

ning World, has enormous flowers, and ap-

pears a valuable acquisition. All these va-

rities are highly ornamental herbaceous
perennials for borders or for isolated

masses on lawns, and will flourish in any
kind of well drained soil. Our illustration

represents the older variety.

Among hardy garden plants no other ones

can be named that are so useful for the most
gorgeous effects as these Orientals. Their

blooms in early summer are from six to

eight inches in diameter, of a brilliant

scarlet color, and the large black blotch at

the base of each petal and the center mass
of anthers liberally supplied with pollen,

that looks like deep purple soot, make the

-scarlet petals appear still brighter when the

flower is looked at closely ; while a group
ot established plants, each plant well fur-

nished with its flaming flowers, forms the

CLUMP OF THE ORIENTAL POPPY PapaiKV Orlentale.

seen, but also that the upper half of the

stalk may bend about at its own will, for

though some stems grow well upright, as in

the engraving, a good number, and often

those with the largest flowers, twist about
somewhat in the way that the singular look-

ing Parrot Tulips do.

Has this noble plans defects? The only

one we call to mind is that after flowering it

becomes ragged and unsightly, and for ap-

pearance sake must be cut away, thus leav-

ing large empty gaps in the flower border.

To cover this defect it is a good plan to in-

tergroup them with Tritomas, whose foliage

is growing strongly by the time the Poppies
are over, then by flowering time they will

have covered the whole space. Plantain
Lilies would answer the same purpose.

A group of these fine Poppies would have
a very striking effect among dark foliaged

dwarf shrubs in a shrubbery border, par-

ticularly if there were no other flowers near.

They enjoy a deep, well enriched, rather

light soil in full sun, and are very easy to

cultivate and increase; indeed, in warm soils

every little piece of broken root grows. In-

teresting varieties may be raised from seeds,

which should be sown at any time from
Spring to midsummer the bloom appearing
the second year from sowing.

Eastern States can be profitable has not been
determined,says Mr. Fuller, but I learn that

a number of persons are preparing to test

the matter by actual experience. The plant

appears to thrive best in a rather light and
moderately dry soil, for when planted on
heavy clay, or on low, moist land, the roots

are likely to be thrown out by frost in win-

ter, but when growing in a dry soil they

withstand a low temperature without l)eiug

injured. If the seed is sown in early spring

in open ground, or in frames, and given

water sufficient to keep the soil moist, but

not saturated, the plant will be large enough
to transplant in about two months. Some
cultivators recommend transplanting twice

—tliat is, as soon as the plants are large

enough to lift with the point of a knife, set-

ting those young plants about six inches

apart ; then when a

little larger, trans-

plant again, setting

in rows, and about
fifteen inches apart

in the row. The dis-

tance between the

rows must be varied

to correspond with

the kind of imple-

ments with which the

plants are to be cul-

tivated ; they should
not be less than two
feet apart for con-

venience in cultiva-

tion and gathering
the flowers. If given

'^?;sij good care the plants

will bloom freely the

.second year, begin-

ning in this climate

about the 1st ot June,

and continuing till

September. Flowers
should be gathered

just as they open or

have become fully ex-

panded, and then spread on shelves or floor

in the shade to dry. Artificial heat should

not be applied in drying the flowers, and
when dry they should be immediately pul-

verized and the powder kept in tight cans

or jars. When a large quantity of the

flowers are raised, and for commercial pur-

poses, a mill will be needed for pulverizing,

but a small quantity can be reduced to

powder in an ordinary mortar.

The Cultivation of Pyretrum
Roseum.

There is an apparent demand for ad-

ditional information, and for the benefit of

readers who may wish to try the practical

usefulness of the " Insect Powder Plant,"

we call attention to what A. S. Fuller writes

in a recent issue of N. Y. Tribune.

Whether the culture of this plant for mak-
ing insect powder from its flowers in the

1,128. Treatment of NarcisBus. I would taise

them up and divide as soon as their foliage has
tlioroughly matured and store until wanted for
the next planting season.— C. E. P.

1,231. Pear Bark Louse, To destroy this pest

dissolve two pounds of potash in two gallons of

water and apply witli a paint brush to all the
stems and branches. One or at the most two ap-
plications will be sufHcient.—C. E. P.

l,2:c Grafting Wax. This can be made by
melting together three parts ot beeswax, three

part5 of rosin and two parts of tiiUow, and while

warm it may be worked with the aid of a little

water by the hand. The French grafting liquid
is made of half ol pound of pitch, half a pound of
beeswax, and a pound of cow dung boiled to-
gether. It is laid on with a brush in a fluid
state.-O. E. P.

1,2:!4. Water Lilies and their Culture. Water
Lilies can be raised from seed. Seed of several

species can be procured of Peter Henderson &
Co., 3.5 Cortlanat St. N. Y. I would ad\nse you
however tx> procure plants and you can get them
of K. 1). Sturtevant, Bordcntown, N. J. Mr.
Sturtevant's Catalogue contains a great amount
of \'aliiable information on the culture of these
interesting itiants and it sliould be carefully
studied by all interested in Water Lilies.—C.E.P

1,225. Nicotianca. Affinis when grown as a

pot plant, should when it has become exhausted
by excessive blooming be thrown away and re-

placed by another coming into bloom. Tn order
to ensure a succession of bloom, young plants
should be started at intervals and grown on
specially for the purpose. It is readily and easily
increased bj' seed.—C. E. P.
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My Summer Rose.
What flower can rival my full-blown Rose,

That sits, June's queen, upon its slender stem?
Upon Its damask leaf the sunlight glows,

It wears morn's dewdrops as a diadem.

No limner's art has ever caught Its hue
Of sunlight mingled with the crimson tide, .

The rich red tint that stains it through and tiirough.

The soft glow radlent as a flush of pride.

No trick of man has caught the sweet perfume.
Trembling upon the south wind's passing sigh;

The breath from out the challice in its bloom.
That wafts like Incense to the summer sky.

Oh, Rose! June Rose! that I have prized so much.
Fair as thou art, too well I know thy doom;

Up through the valley comes the storms chill touch.

And with harsh tumult scatters leaf and bloom.

Grasses creeping,
Flower-sprangled;
Rocks a-sleeplng,

Vine entangled;
Brooklets purling.

Ferns uncurling.

Tree-tops sighing.

Breezes dying;

Cloudlets shifting.

Insects humming.
Petals drifting.

Fragrance coming;
Dews a-glitter

Birds a-twltter—
Shine and azure
Without measure.

World, so gray and olden.

Thou art new and golden!
Of all bloom and bliss

For thine adorning,
Nothing dost thou miss
This spring-time morning!

No insect fight; no crops.

Aim for simple designs in bedding.

The Ten-week-stock blooms are in.

What flowering tree excels the Apple?

For Bose insects consult last month's supple-
ment.

The fruit grower's Spring tonic—ripe Straw-
berries.

No trees can thrive on exhausted soil without
manure.

Fancy gourds are a cheap delight for the
children.

The fertilizing value of one bushel of Apples
is less than one cent.

Prune and rub off sprouts with an eye to the
future shai>e of trees.

The more flowers are plucked the more new
buds will break forth.

Try it. For best effect no vase or bouquet
flowers should be crowded.

Visitors at Woodbanks e.icpress surprise at the
advancement of the operations.

Would you add to the gaudiness of your sum-
mer flowers, then give liquid manure.

Of horticultural implements select those that
will do the best work in the least time, and with
least effort.

One of the handsomest gardens the writer of
this ever saw, was an Englishman's home vege-
table garden.

The Lucretia Dewberry seems to have the nine
lives of a cat, and the enduring qualities of the
Canadian Thistle.

To preserve fresh flowers for a long time a
writer recommends to put a pinch of nitrate of
soda in the water.

Win you help? Last June was a heavy
subscription month for this journal. This June
should go far ahead.

Dont wait until your plants are badly injured
by plant lice before applying the kerosene emul-
sion or tobacco water.

To preserve raw fruit in perfect conilition,

wrap it in tissue paper soaked in a solution of
saliciUc acid and dried.

The Lawn Hower, By all means rather let it

wear out than rust out. This course is better for
the mower, and best for the lawn.

Smut in Corn can only be prevented by gather-
ing and destro.ving every affected part of the
plants, and by planting on new land.

Tea Boses for Outdoor Culture, Bon Silene,

Souverir d' un Ami and Marie Van Houtte have
given me entire satisfaction.

—

M. L. S.

Winter bouquets are interesting. Helichrysum
—the " strawflower " of the Germans—is one of
the most satisfactory flowers for the purpose.

Slugs and snails sometimes are a terror in the
greenhouse. Bait them with slices of Potatoes
placed along the edge of the bench. Then gather
and destroy daily.

Okra can never have the value for the cold
North that it has South, the pods in the former
section tending to become hard and woody even
before half grown.

This is a good time to wash the trunks and
larger branches of trees with a mixture of soft

soap and water to which has been added a little

crude carbolic acid.

The Lawson Pear. Has this not been intro-

duced long enough that growers could come to

deflnite conclusion regarding its value ? Hand-
some, early, and poor—is that the verdict?

A sharp steel rake is the favorite weeding im-
plement used on the borders at Woodbanks.
This implies of coui-se that no weeds are e\'er

tolerated beyond a first showing above ground.

The lawns and flower beds at our Railroad
stations (educators of public taste in tuemselves)
mark the rapid progress we are making in

national refinement and appreciation of the
beautiful in nature.

The Sorgeat Quince is another new variety of
fruit which has yet to be tried in the balance. It

comes from Hampden County, Mass., and is

claimed to be early and free from many of the
defects of older kinds.

The Uadeira vine may be used as a li\nng
ornament for pictures and frames. Plant the
bulb in boxes and fasten to the wall behind the
pictures. Dainty rimners will soon wreathe the
cords and frames in lining green.

A Pleasing Wedding Present. A bride re-

cently received as a present a four and a six

leaved Clover growing in a silver dish. It will

be the coming plant for brides, being the sign of
good luck.—.4 una.

Black knot, somebody reports, affect Plum
trees in preference to Cherry trees, in some
parts of Ohio, and Chei'ry trees in preference to

Plum trees in others. This is undoubtedly owing
to the respective varieties of these fruits.

The Strawberry Bllte. BHntum capttatum—a
hardy persistent little weed, with brilliant crim-
son colored fruit, may be used in the flower
garden with good effect. Dr. Hoskins finds it

also a good substitute for Spinach, and hardier.

The Potato as Novelty. In the rage for nov-
elties may not some one try to introduce the
Potato plant with its flowers of a fine blue color,

as a new bulb, mth a name in which halt the
letters of the alphabet are used.—Sfe(or OracUms.

As a remedy for poisoning by Paris green and
other arsenical compounds, giveateaspoonful of
Mustard flour in warm water, a teaspoonful of
dialyzed iron mixed with the same quantity of

calcined magnesia every five minutes for an hour,
and afterwards plenty of oil, milk, or linseed tea.

The struggles of an aged Southern lady for

success in small fruit growing as told elsewhere,

are merely one instance of the similar chances,
having come under our personal observation,

that present themselves to enterprising people
in hundreds and thousands of Southern localities.

Salicilic acid is largely used by the Germans
for preser\ing fruits and fruit juices, seemingly
without fear of ill consequences, while such use

of the drug is forbidden by law in France. About
two teaspoonfuls of the crystalized acid are used
to every three pounds of fruit or fruit juice,with
or without sugar.

A Bed of Tea Boses, With abundant food and
water, and the frequent removal of seed vessels,

it is almost as easy to have a bed of Tea Roses as

one of Geraniums, and to maintain as tree bloom.
A well-decayed and thoroughly enriched sod is

just the soil, and its occasional saturation with
liquid manure just the treatment for Roses.

The Wayland Plum is a new introduction from
the South. It originated with Prof. H. B. Way-
land of Kentucky, many years ago. Great

vigor, productiveness, beauty and excellent
quality as a late Plum, and exemption from
curculio and rot, are among the good points
which Prof. Munson of Texas claims for it.

Saltpetre is recommended by Dr. T. H. Hoskins
as a quick acting manure for Strawberry or
flower beds that seem to be languishing, and
especially show small and pale leafage. A pound
should be applied to the square rod, and this

dressing will astonish you by its effect in stimu-
lating growth and enriching the color. Scatter
as evenly as possible on the soil, not on the plants,

and water liberally afterwards unless rain is ex-
pected to come soon.

The Bed Cedar for Hedges. This flne native
tree (Junipenis Virginiana) is recommended as a
hedge plant for Wisconsin, but Dr. Beadle advises
to go slow in planting it for hedges in other
States, and in Canada. It starts off all right, but
after a few years' growth the foliage of the
lower branches and inner portion of the crowded
hedge row begin to turn brown, and gradually
to drop off, and in a few more years the lower
part of the hedge becomes bare and unsightly,
and indeed a positive eye sore.

Didiscus Cceruleus is an exceeding pretty sky-
blue flower growing from one and one half to

two feet high, and is well worthy of a place
amongst our choice half-hardy annuals. Treated
like Schizanthus it forms a floriferous pot plant
for the conservatory. Apart from its beauty it

is singularly interesting as being the only known
blue flower in the extensive order of Umbelli-
tene, {Celery and Carrot family) the genera of
which contain over 1.500 species. It is a native of
Australia, is known also by the names of Trachy-
mene and Hugelia.—J. Murison.

Clematis Jackmanii. My decided success in

growing this Clematis I think is all due to prun-
ing; and I merely cut all to the ground every
fall. The new wood grows to a height of nine to
eleven feet early in the summer and is covered
with a mass of bloom from two feet of the ground
to the top, almost hiding vines and foliage. I
have one plant that every spring throws up a
score or more of shoots which I trim to a dozen,
and no Clematis with old wood can be as hand-
some as this is every jear.—P.Hohlmon, Sidney,0.

An American Sicentra. The best known and
by all odds the most valuable of the Dicen-
tras cultivated for ornament is the Bleeding

The Squirrel Coi-n in Blnnm.

Heart Diceiitia spectabi lis, a grand plant that is

native to Siberia and perhaps to Japan. Of the
same genus there are several American species
known respectively as the Dutchman's Breeches
D. cuccidlaria. Red-flowered Dicentra, D.eximca,
and the Squirrel Corn. D. Canadensis. It is the
last named that is shown in our engraving on
this page. In habit this is a small plant with
elegant finely-divided leaves, and bearing pretty
greenish-white flowers tinged with rose and
pleasantly fragrant in Ma.v and June. It is to be
found in rich woods from Maine to Wisconsin,
with a scattering southward as far as Kentucky.
The leaves have a. slightly bluish or sea-green
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hue, anil form a dense tuft from which arise the

pax-tially drooping racemes of pendulous

flowers. The plant is a perennial and succeeds

readily in the border or rockery. The root has

tubers as larj^e as Peas, hence the popular name.

A Word of Caution About Annuals. In trans-

planting seedling plants such as Petunias, Stocks

Pansies, etc., there is a natural inclination to

set out the strongest and best specimens from

the seed bed in case all cannot be used, leaving

the feeble, unpromising looking ones back. As

a rule the revei-se of this is the course that should

be followed, for the reason, that usually it is the

weaker plants that bear the best flowers. These

plants, set apart so as not to be crowded by the

stronger growers, will generally develop

into good specimens that will bear

superior flowers. Just this kind of dis-

crimination or the lack of it is sufficient

to account for the widely different re-

sults that so often follow in the cultiva-

tion by different growers of plants from

the same seed.

melon Novelties. Miller's Cream is

[ong, hardly of medium size, moderately

productive, with very thin rind and of

excellent flavor. Osage Is round in

shape, larger, more productive but not

of as good flavor. The Princess proved

to be in every way superior to either

Miller's Cream or Osage. For market

or home use it is the best variety I have

yet seen Cham pion did not prove equal

to many of the older varieties in flavor.

Among the Water Melons I have found

none better than the Honey Melon here-

tofore. Icing is no lietter if as good

as Honey and in vigor and productive-

ness inferior to it. The flesh of Honey
is of a yellow color, rather firm yet,

remarkably sweet and delicious, with

seed but little larger than those of the

Apple. It appears to be better able to

take care of itself and produce a crop

of fruit than any Melon I have yet

tested.—G. C. Mimcie, Iitd.

Cosmus for Cut-flowers. American florists know
a good thing when they see it, and the American

Hybrid Cosmus. an improvement on the old

Mexican Cosmus, belonging to the order of Com-
posites, well deserves the popularity it has gained

for itself as a subject for cut-flowers. Indeed it

is admirably adopted tor the purpose, and withal

so easily grown. The blossom stems are long,

the foliage graceful and feathery, the Dahlia-like

flowers often several inches in diameter

and produced in great profusion, and in various

shades from pure white to purplish crimson.

It is a fall bloomer, and classed among half

hardy annuals. Plants giown from seed

planted in April and May, and transplanted

to the open ground, will be covered with

bloom in September and October. It may
also be used as a pot^plant, like Chryanthemum.
Its only serious fault, namely, that it takes up
considerable room, is offset by so many points of

real merit that we are glad the plant is taken in

hand by florists, with a view to further improve-

ments.

Growing Uarigold and other Things. In out

of way places in the old fashioned gardens Mari-

golds were tolerated, but looked upon as too

common and glaring to be admired by genteel

people. But one day a fashionable lady wanted

a deep-toned yellow to set off a particular style

of dress, and wore these flowers as a corsage

bouquet, and lo! the Marigolds suddenly boomed
into popularity. There are excellent points about
them, being easy of culture, and remaining in

bloom long after the Geraniums and other hardy
things have succumbed to king frost. They
make good window plants, giving a touch of

yellow, that sets off the whole collection of

plants, while for bedding out purposes they are

a change from scarlet Geraniums, and Coleus.

They are susceptible to green bugs, but applying

Tobacco dust now and then keeps them down.
We can have no surer proof of the ordnance in

floriculture, than the improvements in these old-

fashioned flowers. The Artemesia, is now the

Chrysanthemum and we are wild over its beauty,

while the Daisy is the Marguerite of the con-

servatory.

—

Anna Lyman,

Growing Bulbs. A new departure here in the

south is the attempt to grow bulbs for the

florists' trade, Freesias being one of them. Seed

is sown early in the spring in a seed bed carefully

prepared. The young plants when strong

enough, are pricked out and planted in rows
eight inches apart and one inch apart in the row

When frost threatens they are lifted and stored

in the house to replant the next spring. When
two years old they should be ready for market,

and range from % to 1)4 inches in length and

haveH inch circumference, and bring from $5.50

to $10.00 per 1,000. In the dwarf French Canna

we have a tuber on which money might be

realized. These are not like the older and

familiar varieties, but a new strain introduced

from France of dwarf growth with large Gladi-

olus shaped bloom, si)lashed and blotched like

rare Orchids. The seeds germinate readily and

bloom the first year One planting seed stiinds a

good chance of obtaining new varieties and rare

ones. The old varieties are quite hardy here
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and require no protection. If we find the dwarf
French Cannas also hardy, it will be a grand
thing.—Jfrs. J. S. R. Thomjison.

A Rose-jar. A writer in one of our English

contemporaries describes the best method for

stocking the jar, and, in doing it, suggests that

the prepai'ation of the Rose-stock should be de-

tailed to the care-taking member of the family,

who never forgets anything. Gather the Kose-

petals in the morning: let them stand in a cool

place; toss them up lightly for one hour to dry,

then put them in layers, with salt sprinkled over
each layer, in a large covered dish,—a glass but-
ter dish is a convenient receptacle. You can add
to this for several mornings, till you have enough
stock,—from one pint to a quart, according to
the size of the jar: stir every morning, and let

the whole stand for ten days. Then transfer it to

a glass fruit-jar in the bottom of which you have
placed two ounces of Allspice coarsely ground,
and as much stick Cinnamon broken coarsely.

This may now stand for six weeks, closely cov-
ered, when it is ready for the permanent jar,

which may be as pretty as your ingenuity can
devise or your means purchase. Those with
double covers are the best: and very pretty ones
in the blue-and-white Japanese ware, holding
over a quart, can be bought for a few shillings.

Have ready one ounce each of Cloves, Allspice,

Cinnamon, and Mace, all ground (not fine); one
ounce of Orris-root, bruised and shredded; two
ounces of Lavender-flowers; and a small quantity
of any othersweet-scented dried flowers or herbs.

Mix together, and put into the jar in alternate

layers with the Rose-stock and a few drops of oil

of Rose, Geranium, or Violet, and pour over the
whole one-quarter pint of good cologne. This
win last for years, though from time to time you
may add a little Lavender or Orange-flower water
or any nice perfume, and some seasons a few
fresh Rose-petals. You will derive a satisfaction

from the labor only to be estimated by the haj)py

owners of similar jars.

New York Flower Notes.
Easter this year has caused some rejoicing

among the florists, for although prices were not
large, the quantity of stuff called for was very
great. The lateness of the season caused an
enormous output, but very little of it was lost.

The demand for Easter flowers continues to in-

crease year by year; in fact, the sales for the en-

tire season were much in advance of preWous
years, though the aggregate prices probably

averaged about one third less. According to the

present outlook the day is past tor extravagant

prices, but the sales will continue to increase;

flowers will be a necessity rather than a luxury.

The call for loose flowers, in preference to

baskets, was very marked at Easter; a box of

flowers was usually called for as a floral gift in-

stead of anything else . A great many pot plants

were sold too. Most of the Sunday schools,

which formerly presented their scholars with

nosegays on Easter day, this year made the gift

take the form of a plant.

Church decorations were very elaborate ; as a

rule they consisted almost entirely of plants-

Hydrangeas, Azaleas and Genistas, backed with

Palms. More churches were decorated

than ever; the custom seems extending

through all denominations.

It is noticeable that Tulips are going

very much out of favor, mainly, no
doubt, because they have become so

common. But a few seasons since they

were used in the finest decorations, now
they merely fill the place of cheap flow-

ers. The pretty Freesia is another bulb

less in favor, but Roman Hyacinths,

Narcissus and Lilies of the Valley never

seem to lose favor.

As a rule the Fern used in table pla-

teaus or baskets is Adiantum cuneatura,

but a very charming arrangement re-

cently seen was of A. Farleyense and

Beauty Roses. A little Asparagus plu-

mosus filled up loose spaces; this variety

can be used with Ferns or fine flowers

when A. tennuissimus cannot. A simi-

lar arrangement of Adiantum Farley-

ense with Cattleya blooms is very at-

tractive.

A beautiful display was made by one

of the florists in the trades procession of

the Washington Centennial. It was an

immense truck representing Flora's car.

High in front sat the goddess Flora, her

arm resting on a huge cornucopia filled

with Roses. The truck was filled with

plants and flowers—in the middle a grand Thri-

nax, with a big Tree Fern on either side. Two
picturesque young women banked in flowering

plants carried huge bouquets and baskets of

loose flowers which they threw out into the

crowd. There was a formally laid out bed of

Cacti, while in the rear was a Japanese grafting-

a Camellia and an Indian holding an Orchid.

Orchids were hung about the trees, and the

entire vehicle was overtowing with flowers. It

was drawn by four white hoi-ses, led by ropes of

Roses and wearing florally adorned harnesses,

and was escorted by outriders and walking

spearmen. Altogether it was one of the hand-

somest turnouts in the procession.

But that centennial was a bad thing for the

flower trade. Centennial week the commission

men would not quote any price for stuff because

they said there was no asking price ; if they re-

ceived an offer they had to take it. A great deal

of stuff' was lost and there was absolutely noth-

ing doing ; the entire city seemed demoralized,

and the visitoi-s were not flower-buying people.

There is literally nothing just now for the

florists to do in the way of social entertainments.

Some very tasteful funeral arrangements were
noted. In one case the rooms in which the

remains were placed was beautifully adorned

with Palms, Hydrangeas and Deutzia gracilis.

A bay window behind the coffin was filled with

Palms (Seaforthia) and Hydrangea, while Hy-
drangea and Deutzia were banked on either side

of the coffin. On the coffin was a large flat bou-

quet of Bermuda Lilies and Jlermet Roses, tied

with white ribbon. A portrait of the deceased

was draped with Smilax and had loose, trailing

bunches of Roses and Pansies placed diagonally

at opposite upper and lower corners.

A pretty Easter arrangement was a plain stone

font having a cross rising at the back. It was
filled with a mass of Lilies and Azaleas while

over the arms of the cross hung a solid wreath of

purple Pansies. A silver Marie Antoinette bas-

ket, loosely filled with Violets and Lilacs and
relieved by Maidenhair made a gi-aceful arrange-

ment ; another pretty thing was a similar' basket

in gold wicker filled with .lonquils and tied

with yellow ribbon.

Some of the florists are making more use of

the little Primula obconica, a pretty thing when
well grown, but terribly weedy at times. How-
ever i\ is useful, there can be no question, and it

seems a decided fad at present.

EiaiLY Louise Taplin.
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pSHT^H^SOClETTES
ftEINQMATTERThAT DESERVES

TO SEVnOELYKNOWtl^

Ornamental Plums har-
' bor kiKit, and should be
pluntt'<l with caution.— f^.

Manning.

Earhart Everbearing
Kaspberry is a curiosity,

but not profitable. John-
son's Sweet is not superior
to Hilborn.

—

Pi'of. Green.

Lawn Arrangement. One great mistalse fre-
quently made is that of planting too many trees,
and too few shrubs.—Tl'm. Webster.

Squash seeds can be planted among early Pota-
toes. The Squash vines do not interfere with the
Potato vines until the latter are ready for har-
vesting.—Mr. Philbrick.

Club Foot in Cabbage, sa.vs J. J. H. Gregory,
can be prevented by putting on ashes or other
alkali. It appears to be produced by horse man-
ure ; but if hogs are kept in the stable cellar the
manure has not that effect.—JVfa.ss. Hoii. Society.

Peach Yellows. I have been trying for thirty
years to make the Yellows grow on my grounds,
have introduced it time and again, but by using
plenty of potash, it has never spread to other
trees. Mr. Downing sent me, at my request,
buds from trees having the yellows, but the trees
I grew from these buds were all healthy.—y4. S.
Fiiltcr before ttie American Pomoloyical Society.

Seport on Grapes. Jewell is hardy, healthy,
early, and of fine quality. Eaton not as good as
Concord. Mills, I fear, will not prove valuable

;

it mildews. Downing mildews. Moyer very
early ; foliage seems able to resist mildew ; clus-
ters small. Woodruff Red, I regard as the most
valuable red Grape for the public. Witt White,
hardy as Concord ; season same as Concord

,

flavor excellent.—Geojye W. Campbell to Ohio
State HoH. Society.

To prepare a seed bed, the Marblehead people
use asiraple drag of spruce plank, three feet by
eight feet, built somewhat like a stone drag
with the team attached to one side so as to leave
a track eight feet wide. The bottom has a strip
one inch by three inches nailed on near the mid-
dle the whole length ; this levels off the tracks of
the horse's feet. The driver stands on the drag.
It is drawn by two horses, and by lapping half
way over the last track does good smooth work.
—Moss. Hort. Society.

Raspberries in Ohio. Souhegan and Tyler arc
almost identical. They are both profitable, early
Raspberries. The only rival in earliness and pro-
ductiveness to them is Palmer's Early. Wheu
this becomes lower in price it will supplant the
other two varieties. Hilborn e.vcels in quality.
Season medium. The Ada is large, very pro-
ductive, hardy and late. On account of its up-
right growth, few thorns, and the ease with
which it is produced, it will become the berry
for the main croji. Ohio State Hint. Society.

Nelumbium Speciosum, the sacred Lotus of
Egypt and India, though coming from a tropical
country, is perfectly hardy—enduring any de-
gree of cold short of actual freezing. It has been
grown for many years in water on which ice
formed eight inches thick. The leaves of the
plant are from a foot to thirty inches in diameter.
Some of them float on the water; others are
borne on stems reaching from a toot to five feet
above the surface. The plant will blossom the
first year it is set out, and is constantly in blossom
from July until frost.— Cftos. Uttte before the W
N. Y. Hort. Society.

Effects of Overbearing. Some varieties of
Grapes have the ability to withstand the abuse of
overbearing for a time, but all will succumb if it

is persisted in. The variety most liable to over-
bear is the Delaware. Vines ai>parently in per-
fect health (which had overborne the previous
year) suddenly ga\-e out, the leaves fell, and the
fruit never ripened. It takes them two or three
years to recover. Concord will not show over-
ta.\ing so soon. The best paying, the earliest
and the poorest is the Champion. Last year my
vines yielded 30^ lbs., netting 81.3.5 per vine.—
n'. D. Barnes before the N. Y. Farmers' Institute.

Native and Exotic Plants. Plants and ani-
mals all adapt themselves to the location in which
they exist or originate, and cannot be transpoVted
to localities differing considerably in climate
without suffering to a greater or less extent.

American plants or trees are either more ram-
pant or more straggling growers than their near
European relatives. This fact in many cases de-
termined a different course of treatment in cul-
tivation and uses. The European Grape is a case
in point. It submits kindly toa severe system of
pruning that keeps it within four feet of the
ground, rewarding the viticulturist abundantly,
while similar treatment of the rank growing
AmericanGrapes would prove generally disas-
trous.—Pro/, rr. Raaan.
Improvement of Farm Homes. No positive

rules can be laid down for the planting of a lawn.
It is merely a matter of personal taste, and if the
farmer who wishes to improve the grounds
around his house distrusts his own ability, let
him take his wife and children into consultation.
Let them all become interested in the improve-
ments. Then banish the old pots and pans, the
ash barrels, the broken implements, and many
other things that too often lie strewn about and
disfigure the premises. Let the barnyard be en-
closed with a board fence so that the unsightly
things may be kept out of sight there. Then
screen the fence. Many farmers have but a
vague idea of the results that can be accom-
plished by the planting of a few trees, especially
evergreens, in the way of conceaUng unsightly
objects. Ornamental trees, shrubs, and flowers
are to the landscape what furniture is to the
rooms, and what pictures are to the bare walls —
Wm. Webster before the Western New York Hor-
tlcultural Society.

Cultivating Potatoes. As soon as you can see
the rows start the culi\ator, and go over the
field once in five to seven days, on the average.

The time to prune Apple trees has never been
definitely settled. While small branches maybe
cut when the saw is sharp, large branches should
be cut when the sap is most active, and the heal-
ing process most rapid. When large branches
are cut at other times, gum shellac should be
used to prevent decay. Pruning to be properly
done requires the best foresight and skill of the
orehardist. In all phases of pruning, its immedi-
ate and future effects upon the trees should be
well considered, that no permanent injury may
be done. It is a good practice with a view to
thinning the fruit, to prune when the tree is in
flower, with a well-trained and practiced eye and
hand. I do notadvocate autumn pruning before
the return of the sap and the fall of the leaf -
Mass. Hort. Society.

Style and Sizes of Pots adotited by the Committee
of the Society of American Florists.

as long as you can get a horse through. At first
use very narrow teeth, so as not to throw any
earth over the little plants. You can get l>4-inch
teeth with the Planet Jr. cultivator, and they
are just the thing. A sulky cultivator can hardly
be used on such narrow rows as are usually best,
unless the land is very level. I prefer the one-
horse cultivator anyway. The proper time to
cultivate is as soon as the ground is dry enough
after a shower. Thus you prevent a crust form-
ing to keep the air out and make a mulch on the
surface to check evaporation. If it doesn't rain
within a week, cultivate again. If it rains the
next day, tart right over again as soon as it is
dry enough. Plenty of tillage at just the right
time works wonders sometimes. The fii-st culti-
vation should be quite deep. As the plants grow
larger, cultivate more shallow, so as not to dis-
turb the roots.—2'. B. Terry before a Wisconsin
Farmers' Institute.

Orchard Pruning, The general tendency should
be to keep the trees low; high pruning should only
be practiced for direct cause, as the extra time
required to gather fruit from high iiriined
trees in a large orchard is very considerable, and
when fruit falls it is sure to be injured. In low-
pruned trees, gathering fruit is very much facil-
itated and cheaper; the trees are less exposed to
winds and ice, and as a rule are more shapely.

Honesty in Fruit Packing.
[Abstract of paper bu E. Williams, of MontcUlir.

N. J., read before the American Pomological Society.}

The desire to trade aad get gain is com-
mendable, and has Divine sanction, but
when inordinately developed, the possessor
is very apt to step beyond the bounds of
honesty. An honest fruit grower will not
fill his Apple barrels with good fruit at the
end, and the middles with a poor and infer-
ior article; neither will he put all his fine
Strawberries or Grapes on top of his baskets
and the inferior ones at the bottom.
Those who practice these methods are ever

ready to find fault with the prices, and charge
the commission merchant with dishonesty, when
they alone are the guilty ones. The purchaser
also condemns the merchants for topping-up
the goods, a practice they are often compelled to
adopt from the inferior quality of the article
received, in order to attract the eye of a custom-
er and effect a sale. It is this absuni and erron-
eous idea of fruit-growers that anything will sell
for something, and that this something is clear
gain, that does more to depress prices and
demoralize the tone of the markets than any-
thing else. It is with these producers and their
products that the careful and conscientious
fruit-grower has to contend. The man who
de.sires to build up a reputation for his products
will be careful about grading his fruit, and see
that every package is of uniform quality
throughout, that e\ery package of No. I fruit is
what it purports to be; and his name on it is his
guaranty to that effect.

The commission merchants are glad to have
brands of this character. They can dispose of
them at better prices and with more satisfaction
to themselves and customers. There are among
commission merchants those whose honesty and
methods are not above suspicion, but my exper-
ience leads me to believe that among them are
to be found as honest and honorable men as in
any other profession; certainly as large per cent.
as among the fruit-growers. If growers could
follow their shipments to their destination they
might learn some lessons of real practical value.
One of these would be that purchasers know a
good thing when they see it, and can detect the
attempt to deceive in a dishonest package.
Besides the prevalent practice of dishonesty in

make-up of packages, there is probably no other
one avenue in which down-right fraud is so eas-
ily and extensively practiced as in placing Grapes
on the market in an unripe condition. With
other fruits the eye is the expert detective. Not
so with Grapes. Sampling is the only true test.
The intense eagerness to be first in market,

while prices are high, brings in a supply of this
fruit weeks in advance of its maturity. In fact
this fraud has been practiced so long and effect-
ually that many peoi)le have come to believe
that the Grapes of the present day are not equal
to those formerly grown.
In my vicinity are two Grape-growers com-

peting in the same market. One strives for
quantity and puts his products on the market as
soon as they are called for, even if not ripe. The
whole product goes as cut from the vines, with
very little attention to trimming orattactiveness
of appearance, further than to see that nice
clusters are on top of the package. He says it is
the money he is after and they can have the
Grapes green, if they want them.
The other, whom I will call Mr. Jones, refuses

to gather his fruit till it is ripe and allows noth-
ing but perfect clusters to go in the package of
No. 1 fruit. He tells his commission merchant
that he can warrant each jiackage and his name
on it is his guaranty. His No. 3 fruit is unbranded
and sold on its merits alone. The results are
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that his unbrandcd fruit has often sold for as

much as his competitor's bi-anded fruit, and liis

No. 1 for much more.
The commission merchant, being the same in

both cases, explained b.v sa.ving: "Jones' fruit

wo\ild sell at any time, no matter what the con-

dition of the market." Mr. Jones is well satis-

fled with his course so far and has a clear con-

science. The purchasei-s .'teem to be satisfied, as

they cheerfully pay the extra price asked, and
come back for more fruit.

I And the eagerness to be early in the market
e-xists here in Florida too; for our New York
market was more than supjilied early in the

winter with unripe Florida Oranges, which, the

merchants told me, were not wanted.
A year or so ago one of your Orange growers

visited his commission merchant in New York,
and wanted him to explain, if he could, how it

was that his Oranges did not sell for as much as

his neighbor. Brown's. " Well," said the mer-
chant, "Mr. Brown has always been very par-

ticular in grading his fruit and putting it up.

His No. 1 fruit is what it jiurports to be in size,

quality and appearance. He has succeeded in

establishing for it a reputation which deale:-s

have learned to appreciate. I once had an order

for twenty boxes Brown's brand to send out of

town. Having none on hand T filled the order

with ani}ther brand which I thought equally

good and so advised my customer, but the whole
lot was returned to me.
"Again, you ship me, say, forty boxes. My

customer examines three or four boxes and finds

two or three Oranges in each box of second
quality. He estimates the whole lot, makes bis

offer accordinglj\ Sometimes in order to get

what I really think they are woi-th, I have to

sort and repack the whole lot. In doing so I will

probably get five or more boxes of second grade.

These, of course, I have to sell for less money,
which reduces the average. Thus, you see, T

must be able to convince my customers that

your fruit is in all respects as good as Mr.

Brown's before I can sell it to them at the same
figures. When you put it ui> and grade it so I

can do so, I can and will return you as good
prices as I do Mr. Brown."
The cost of the box, labor of packing and

transportation, is the same in both cases. Every
box of No. ii fruit reduces the general average of

the whole; and appearance, quality and uniform
size are all important passports to profit.

How to Grow Tomatoes.

I
Extract of paper read by E, P. Kirby, before the

Boston Market Gardeners' Association. 1

The seed is sown the first week in March
on strong heat; three weeks later the plants

are pricked out,about two hundred per sash,

on good heat; before they get to crowding
they are again pricked out, about fifty per

sash. A mild heat is advisable, for the

plant must be kept growing; they should be

set in the open field about the '2.5111 of May.
The extreme point of earliness in ripening was

reached years ago, and now further improve-
ments must be in size, smoothness and solidity.

The Tomato requires a certain degree of high

temperature, and the whole (luestion of earliness

hinges on the treatment of the plant in the hot

house, and the character of the soil.

This is one of the few plants that will pay bet-

ter on a moderately poor soil. Keep away much
fertilizer that makes leaves and late fruit, but
use instead some form of alkali—potash, for

instance—which acting upon the vegetable mat-
ter in the soil, will generate ammonia enough to

form as much foUage as is necessary. Sulphate
of potash is most advantageous. The presence
of potash in a sulphate form facilitates its ripen-

ing by favoring the transformation of the starch

to gi'ape sugar. Depriving the plants of a part

of their roots or tohage causes them to concen-
trate their vitahty into ripening their fruit

and make it earlier.

For experiment I trained two shoots to a pole,

pinching all laterals at the first leaf. This in-

duces blossoms and fruit at the joints of the

laterals and main stem. They covered the pole

to a distance of six feet, and the qualitj' of the
fruit was very superior. From the twenty
plants thus treated I picked, July 10, three pecks
of fine, ripe, good-sized fruit.

In another experiment I girdled the main stem
by making a V-shaped cut. The fruit ripened
within a few days and my pickings were largely

increased. This is in accordance with the ])rin-

cipal by which flowering plants in pots com-
pletely flllcd with roots give more profuse bloom.
Pickuig Tomatoes when partially ripe secures

more perfect fruit ripened all over and escaping
the dilBculty of cracking. I )f the many excellent

varieties, each of which have their advocates,
the Emory, for me, fills the bill for an all-.season's

variety. It is smooth and of good color, lipen-

ingeven without crackingand not liable to blight.

I have for several yeai's had a limited call late

in the season for the Yellow Plum Tomato, for

preserves. The vines are of ^igorous growth,
but higher prices are obtained for the fruit in

September than earlier. The seed should not be
sown earlier than the first week in April.

Western New york Horticultural
Society.

{Continued from page 142.)

The Evaporating Industry. This subject

was treated by Mr. Doyle of Rochester. The
Apple is a specific American production, and no
country in the world can compete with us in the

production of cheap evaporated Apples. Each
100 pounds of Apples yield about i) pounds of

evaporated product. Western New York Peaches
are superior to Peaches grown elsewhere, and
the evaporated product readil.y brings from three

to five 'cents per pound more. It was born in

Western New York. At present there are from
1,.500 to 3,000 evaporatoi-s of various sizes and
makes in successful operation within a radius of

40 miles from Rochester.

iMPiiovEMENT OF KuHAi. HOMES Utility be-

fore beauty is good enough for a new country,
but not for us, says Mr. Wm. Webster. Our
present farm implements compared with the old

clumsy tools of our fathers, are beautiful, and
moreover more effective. A nice lawn is the

thing to imjjrove the aspect of a modern home.
How to make it? Cover the whole surface of

ground with a heavy coat of manure and harrow
it in; then apply another coat of good compost
and again harrow in. Next plant what trees and
shrubs you want. Choose the best, as the cost is

nothing compared with the satisfaction and
pleasure. Then sow the seed—Kentucky Blue
Grass and White Clover, at the rate of four
bushels of the former to one bushel of the latter

per acre. .Sow each kind by itself. The (^lover

seed need not be covered. Clean up the old rub-
bish and keep the premises in trim. Unsightly
objects should be hidden by a high board fence
and Evergreens. Do not plant too many trees

and too few shrubs. Carpet bedding is not to be
recommended for the farmer, as it is expensive,

and hardly ever satisfactory without constant
care. Use good hardy perennials and keep the

lawn mower going.

W. C. Barry says a few dollars spent annually
in benefiting the premises will pay a big interest.

An inconsiderable expense for flowering shrubs,

a little care every year, what a grand result it

will present in the course of 10 or 1.5 years.

Chemistry and AORicnLTURE. Prof. Cald-
well of the Cornell University explains that the
soil holds potash and phosphoric acid, but is apt
to let nitrogen when in the form of nitrates, es-

cape (leach out) unless immediately utilized for

plant growth. Potash and phosphoric acid do
not seem to be very soluble when held by the
soil, as it takes 100 gallons of water to wash out
what was first dissolved in one gallon. Yet the
plants can take it up, as they appear to have the
power, to some extent, to make their own solu-

tions. Water distributes the plant fofid all

through the soil, no matter whether the manure
was ploughed in or left on the surface. The ni-

trate form of nitrogen is best suited for absorp-
tion by the plants; but as all soils experimented
with as yet let almost all of their nitrates go clear

through to the drains, it follows that such nitrates

should be put upon the soil only when a crop is

there to take hold of and put them to immediate
good use. Nitrates are undoubtedly the cheapest
form in which we can apply nitrogen, but they
should be used by themselves. Nitrates are not
used much by fertilizer manufacturers, but a
dollar expended for them goes farther than when
expended in any other form of nitrogen. Use
nitrates carefully in repeated but light applica-

tions. It is not volatile, and rapidly growing
crops take it up very fast Stable manure owes
its value more to nitrogen compounds than to

any other element of plant food. Nitrogen in

stable manure is tending to be transformed into

nitrates by natural agencies in the soil; sulphate
of ammonia also givesnitrates by natural conver-
sionand these nitratesare hable to escape through

the soil. This shows that the fanner can put all

the pota.sh and phosphoric acid upon his soil that

he desires. It will stay there until used by plants.

It is ditferent with nitrogen in whatever form
used. The more the soil is tilled and airatlmitted,

the more nipid is the conversitm of nitrogen into

nitrates, and the more rapidly the crops will

grow, or if the ground is bare the faster the

nitrate's will make their escape. Keep the groinid

covered with useful crops, even in late fall, to

catch the nitrates. The continued cropping of
the market gardener is a most excellent method
of preventing useless waste of nitrogen. During
the cold season there is very little formation of

nitrate in the soil. Hence barnyard manure may
be put on the land in winter without fear of loss.

Sulphate of Am.monia. In the application

of sulphate of ammonia there is less danger of

loss than with nitrates, as it undergoes nitrifica-

ti(m very gradually. Nitrate of soda, however,
is undoubtedly the cheapest source of nitrogen,

but must be applied in .small and repeated rations,

not faster than the crop can utilize it.

Manures for the Orchard or Garden. Mr.
Joseph Harris also speaks very emphatically in

favor of more liberal use of nitrates, especially

of nitrate of soda. It gives big results on .Sugar

Beets, Mangel Wurtzels, etc. An application of

$1.5 worth gave an increase of over .')00 bushels
(at a cost of three cents per bushel). It also gave
a large increase of sugar in Beets, and it may be
inferred that such manuring will make the pro-

duction of Sugar Beets for sugar profitable. Mr.
Harris says that our orchards also need more
nitrate. All other plant foods can be got easily

and cheaply. The practice of double cropping
the orchard is not profitable. If you want Apples
do not put the land in field crops, grass or weeds.
Give the tree all the nitrogen there is in the soil.

Has fed his orchards with 300 pounds of nitrate

of soda per acre with best results, indeed he has
seldom been better paid for any application, and
wants no grass in orchard.

A COMPOST Heap. There need be no loss in a
well-made compost heap, even if left out doors
says Mr. Harris. Once he had 75 sheep killed or
badly wounded by dogs. A compost heap was
made right in the open field, with alternating

layers of manure and cut up carcasses, and some
soil on top. This was left a year. All flesh had
then disappeared, and only a few soft bones were
left. This compost was spread very thinly on
wheat, and gave excellent results. But a few
hundred pounds of nitrate of soda would prob-
ably have given just as good results, at much
less cost. Early crops need nitrate before the
natural nitrification in the soil sets in, therefore
all market gardeners should use it.

Roses for Winter Forcino. Start young
plants about August 1st in clean loam, give
plenty of air. Keep off all flower buds until

October, then mulch with manure. Mildew can
be fought with tiowers of sulphur, the green
aphis by fumigating with Tobacco.
Cultivating Orchards. Expert orchardists

seem to be in favor of plowing orchards every
year, and giving shallow cultivation rather than
allowing them to be in grass. Many varieties of
Apples might be made annual bearers by plowing
and cultivation.

New Fruits. Prunus Simonl is better for can-
ning than for table. Much could not be said in

favor of Russian Apricots and Russian Mulber-
ries- Stanton Plum and Smith's Prune were
geneially pronounced fine fruits. Moore's Ruby
Currant, prolific and one of the best for table.

P'ay's Currant is a general favorite, being a strong
grower and giving fine clusters. Prince Albert
Currant, sour and dry. Moyer Grape recom-
mended for testing. Eaton Grape ripens with
Concord; not yet much fruited. Moore's Diamond
worthy of trial. Vergennes a long keeper.
Newer Strawberries. Bubach is a good

fruit, perhaps better than any other new variety.

Fruit large and showy, one of the best for home
market. Jessie has done well. Belmont is quite
good. Wilson yet unsurpassed as a shipper and
for uniform size.

Small Fruit Culture by a high

Authority.
[Abstract ofpaper read by Mr.J.H. Hale of South

Glastonbury, Conn., before the Tfinter meeting of the

N. Y. State Agricultural Society.]

The requisites of success are:

1. A love of fruits for their own sake, and
pleasure in their culture.

2. A soil fairly adapted.
3. Markets within easy reach.
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4. A supply of extra laborers near enough to

be promptly available in emergencies.

5. Plant no more than can be thoroughly cul-

tivated and profitably marketed.
Strawberries.—Any good Corn or Wheat land

will do, but must be very rich, though it should

not have too much nitrogen, for fear of undue
foliage growth. Sandy or loamy soil is best, en-

riched with phosphoric acid. It should have been
in cultivation a year or two. Then plow deep,

early in spring and harrow repeatedly. Check off

rows three feet apart with Corn marker, and set

plants 13 to 20 inches in row.

If pistillate varieties are used, plant every third

row with a strong perfect-flowering sort that

blooms at same time. Cut off blossoms or fruit

stalks as they appear, and as soon as growth is

well started begin summer culture, repeating

every two or three weeks till frost.

The narrow-row system is most profitable.

Each spring-set plant roots a few of the first

runners near the row, all other runners being cut
off as they appear. This permits proportionally

more horse-power in cultivation, as in hill cul-

ture, and yet always young plants enough to

form one continuous row; plenty of room for

sunlight and air to reach berries, much to their

benefit. Also it costs little to clean out a bed of

this kind after fruiting and renew for another
year; in matted row culture it seldom pays to

continue a bed in fruiting more than one year.

When ground freezes, cover field lightly with old

hay, straw. Cornstalks, or the like. This need not

be removed; partly uncover crowns of plants

when growing time approaches, the mulch will

benefit by keeing ground moist (very important),

and berries clean. Irrigation is of the greatest

benefit, it practicable; $1,000 to $2,000 invested for

this purpose will pay, if product of five or more
acres can be regularly sold. Very thorough
preparation of soil and frequent cultivation

answers partly the same purpose.

One picker should bring in 30 or 40 quarts daily;

one superintendent to 15 or 20 pickers should

assign rows, inspect work and see that vines are

not trampled. Pick clean and grade the fruit.

Give each picker a .stand or rack, holding 4, H, or

8-quart baskets marked with his number. He
must return all baskets (full or empty) to pack-

ing shed, and receive daily account ticket. This

is of tough paper, IH by 3i4 inches having name
and number of picker, date and 5 columns of

eight figures representing 1, 2, 3, 4 or 8 quarts, 144

quarts in all. Punch out numbers showing quarts
delivered, giving picker at the same time a fresh

lot of baskets At night the ticket is taken up,

and number of quarts punched out of a weekly
ticket, 2!^ by 5J^ inches, bearing name and num-
ber of picker, amount paid per quart, date on
which week ends, six columns for record of

berries picked each day, and column for sura

total and cash paid Saturday night. The weekly
tickets are taken up when paid, and filed, giving
complete record.

Picking, except for local market, should not
begin before dew is off, and should not continue
through heat of day; 4 p. M. till dark is best time.

The packina: shed should be cool, airy, and con-

venient to field. Baskets and boxes should be
new, clean, and of the whitest wood possible.

Fill rounding full, exactly the same quality all

through. Pack in clean, bright crates or boxes.

Do nrit ventilate very mucfu unless berries are

picked in the heat of day, or wet, and packed at

once. Picked und(!r favorable circumstances,
or cooled immediately after picking, they are
far better if packed tight.

Raspberries.—Require much the same soil as

Strawberries, except that they stand far more
nitrogen. Plant in fall, except cap varieties.

Prepare ground as thoroughly as for Strawber-
ries. Plant in check rows, b or 6 feet apart, ad-
mitting more light and air and more horse culti-

vation than with hedge-rows.
Cultivation begins early in season and con-

tinues through summer, stimulating growth and
permitting wood to mature in fall. New growth
is pinched back when 1.5 to 18 inches high, caus-

ing strong growth of laterals, which are allowed
to grow at will, lea\nng further trimming till

early next spring.

Some very good varieties (Cuthliert, Marlboro,
Caroline, Golden Queen, Carman, Springfield,

Souhegan), when well grown, will stand most
winters with little injury; but it is wise, north of
42° to protect them. Plenty of snow will do, or
eaith. Two men may apply it, one with heavy
gloves bringing the canes close together and care-
fully bending them down lengthwise of the row,
the other throwing a shovelful of earth at the

base, on the side the canes are bent to prevent
their breaking; a few shovelfuls on the tips

will hold them in place. After the field is thus

gone over, both men complete the covering with

shovels. The whole cost will be from $5 to $8

per acre. If rows are far enough apart, the final

work may be done with plow and reduce cost.

In spring when frost is out and ground dry
enough, uncover, straighten up plants, thin out,

and shorten laterals S to 15 inches. Thorough
cultivation may be given up to blooming time

;

soil should not then be stirred till after fruiting.

Gather and market same as with Strawberi'ies,

except that half-pint and pint boxes or baskets

should be used instead of quarts.

Blackberries—Incline to much wood growth
so select land of moderate fertility. Plant Ugh-
bush sorts in spring or fall—latter is best—setting

BERRY PINCHED OFF AND SNAPPED OFF."

same as strong-growing Raspljerries; trailing

kinds and the Dewberries in spring, in rows ten
feet apart, three to four feet in row, forming
matted row. Close pruning and protection are
essential to success.

Currants.-The supply is still far less than the
demand, while for Gooseberries there is only a
limited sale. Plant in strong, rich, fairly moist
soil, after leaves drop in fall, or very early in

spring; check rows four and a half to five feet

apart. Growth is made in flret two months of
summer, therefore cultivation must be early and
thorough to insure best wood growth. First

two years prune only to form broad, open head;
in after years pinching back all new growth when
two or three inches long, will promote formation
of fruit spurs and buds. This is not the general
practice, but is a point worth noting, even by
those who have only a few bushes.

To make money in small fruit, there must be
thorough culture, best possiVile shipping package,
and honest packing of fruit, with fine appearance.
Varieties. -Study your market, visit growera

in your neighborhood, county and state; learn

the well-tested and approved varieties, and plant
largely of these. On my own 80 acres, the old

Crescent, Wilson and Dowmng Strawberries,

Cuthbert and Souhegan Raspberries, Snyder
Blackberry and Victoria Currant have always
been profitable. Among the newer sorts, Jessie,

Bubach, Pineapple and Miami Strawberries, Car-
man and Scarlet Green Raspberries, Lucretia
Dewberry and Fay Currant are wonderfully fine,

and likely to surpass many older ones, and others

are coming to the front. Test these in a small

wa.v; some will in time be found tosuit yoursoil,

and give you an advantage in the market, while
meantime you make the best with old vaiieties.

Production.—With the culture recommended,
Strawberries should yield 4,000 quarts per acre,

and sell in your market at about 8 cents per
quart- netting $150 per acre. Raspberries about
3,000 quarts, at 10c. , netting about same profit.

Blackberries should give more quarts than Rasp-
berries, but selling at less price with less profit.

Currants 1.500 to 2000 quarts, at 6 to 8c., but as a

field can be kept fruiting an indefinite number
of years, they are one of the most profitable of

the small fruits, at less cost of culture—Straw-
berries being renewed every two or three years,

and Blackberries and Raspberries every five

years, for best results, though fields 8 to 10 years

old give good returns.

The Home Garden.—Every farmer should de-

vote half an acre or more to small fruit. He will

find a home market taking every day quarts
upon quarts at high prices. Every dollar expen-
ded will save two in meat and medicine bills. At
home and at school, fruit is better than cake and
pie, and the table the year round should be sup-
plied with fruit, either fresh or canned. In the

latter form. Raspberries retain their flavor best

of all Farmers say they can buy better than to

raise, but the.v never buy enough. In my own
family—not large—we use fiom six to ten quarts
of small fruits daily from June to August. A
friend with a half-acre city lot had it plowed and
fertilized, and planted $26 worth of plants, kept

account of expenses for five years, with credit at
market rates for fruit consumed; the profit

was $100 annually. Every farm and home should
have such a half acre, and then will be found
health and happiness, as well as money, in small
fruit.

Management of Strawberry Pickers
by Michigan Growers.

{Paper by A. J. Kinsley, before the Michigan Horticul
tural Socii^ty, Discussion.

|

One of the perplexing problems of the
fruit farm is the management of berry-
pickers. A good thing to avoid is the quite

common practice of permitting pickers to

take empty cases into the patch and return
them, filled, to the shed where the nailing

and stencilling is done.
Do not allow pickers to " snap off " Ijerries,

leading the stem and calyx adhering to the plant
take more to fill a box, " bleed " readily, and are
apt to arrive in market in a moist, mussy con-
dition. Do not employ pickers who are not quite
ready to attend to their work as a business. The
usual price paid for picking Strawberries in Ber-
rien county has been a cent and a half a quart.
Do not expect or undertake to regulate the

price of picking or transportation by resolution.

There is no sound reason why the price of culti-

vating, picking or transporting Strawtjerries

should be contingent upon the state of the mar-
ket on South Water street, Chicago
The only sensible business rule to be followed

in the case is to pay fair prices for all .services

rendered—from plowing clear down to transpor-
tation—and then, if on that basis, the venture
proves unprofitable, quit.

It will pay the grower who is extensively en-
gaged in the business of raising Strawberies to
have one trusty man to every twenty pickers,

whose business it is to see that the berries are
picked clean—all the ripe ones and no green ones
—and that over-ripe ones are kept out of the
boxes. Also that the plants are not trodden
down. Teach new pickers a lesson that they
generally are in need of— to let go their berries

before the hand is so full that the juice runs out
between their fingers.

Have the packing shed convenient to the patch.

Furnish each picker with two carriers holding
four boxes each. The packing shed, or sheds,

should be under the charge of one {or more if

the business requires it ) competent and trusty

person, whose business it is to issue to the pickers
tickets for their berries as they are brought in,

and to place the boxes into crates and see that

they have not been filled wrong side up.

Many large growers in Berrien county have
found it satisfactory to erect ciuartcrs for their

pickei's, where they " camp out " and do their

own cooking during the berry season. Many of

the pickers thus employed come from the local-

ities where berry raising is not a leading industry.

Have your individual trade mark, and endeavor
to build up a reputation for straight packing.

Your berries cannot all be fancy or No. 1.

Although it requires some moral courage to

hide away an extra fine specimen in the bottom
of a package, endeavor to have the contents of

the boxes uniform and true to appearance.

A. G. GuUey : I spend my whole time keeping
the pickers in place and seeing that they do their

work properly. In wide matted rows, esi)ecially

with slow pickers or small boys, I often put two
on a row. I don't repack the fruit in the shed

;

the man there only sees that the boxes are full

and puts them in the cases. I pay the pickers

once a week.
P. W. Johnston : We do not muzzle our pickers

in Michigan. They are each provided with a

tray that will hold six quart boxes. They are

made light and shallow, have a hoop handle,

like a market basket. The pickers are assigned

to a row each, or if the rows are wide, two to a

row. The names of the pickers for each day are

entered on the page of a blank book kept for

that purpose. As the full trays come in, the

number of quarts is entered on the line with

each name, being careful to place a point after

each entry. The pickers place the full quarts on
the counter and refill the trays from a large bas-

ket that IS kept full of empty boxes by the

packers, who repair any that may have been
pulled apart. At the close of the day's work
the number of quarts picked by each is carried

out on the book, and checks are given to the

regular pickers, and transients paid off, each

account being checked or marked paid as the
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case may be. This record shows an accurate

account of each day's work, under its proper

date, for the season. I tind it necessary to with-

hold a portion of the pay till the close of the

season, or offer extra inducements to those who
stand by through " thick and thin." We who live

five miles from town have to pay more, and be

less particular about our help than those who
live where it is plenty. Of late yeai-s I have paid

one cent per quart for the larfe'e kinds, and in-

creased the price to one and a half and two cents

to close up with the gleanings, which has proved

satisfactory.

E. H. Scott : I have my pickers pinch off every

berry, and not pull them otf. They arrive in

market in better condition, and keep fullj- a day
longer.

The European Grape in Florida.

[Extract of paper prepared for the American Potno-

logicat Society, by Baron Von Luttichan, Fla.l

Like almost all other fruit which can be
successfully raised in Florida, we find only

those remunerative which we can bring to

market early. .Jttne is the best season for

Grapes, as they are then regarded as an
article of luxury.

Our aim should be to otfer Grapes which have
large, compact bunches, brilliantlj' colored, and
of the best quality. A vineyard, producing such
fruit at that time, will no doubt jirove one of the

best investments in the State. From the plant-

ing of my first vines, my aim has been to find

such fruit. I have planted nearly every native

Grape of repute, yet I have not discovered such
perfection among American kinds and their hy-

brids. The Grape I wanted, if at all, bad to come
from Vitis vinifera, the foreign Grape, and with

some varieties from Europe I have certainly been
very successful. I have no proof to substantiate

the claim that they will do as well in all parts of

the State, but believe those doing well with me,
will do even better farther south, and will prove
unsatisfactory in northern portions of the State,

where American kinds succeed better than here.

Reports of previous attempts to grow Vitis

vinifera in Florida were all discouraging, but
there was little evidence that native kinds had
done better. Black Hamburg seemed the most
known and most extensively tested representa-

tive of the foreign Grape, and I will say right

here, that although I have grown excellent fruit

of that kind, I would certainly not plant Black

Hamburg to any extent for profit, even if grafted

on native stock. The time of ripening is not

early enough to escape serious damage to fruit

from an early rainy season. But if there is little

rain while they are maturing, with the help of

paper bags and thinning out of berries, the Black
Hamburg will prove of value to an amateur.
This applies as well to other varieties of Vitis

\inifera; their time of ripening is late. The
Grape most grown in France and Germany for

market is the Chasselas. The Chasselas varieties

are among the healthiest and hardiest, well

adapted to field culture, and with few exceptions

very early, and offer better resistance to any
disease that attacks, or may attack our vines.

In 18S7 Anthracnose made its appearance, but
acting by advise of Professor Dubois, I succeded
in checking this disease, and I had hardly any of

it last season. My Chasselas kej)t free; Malaga,

Malooise and Tame Tokay suffered most. Grafted
vines kept their vigor; those on their own roots

showed a marked decline or even died.

Varieties of Vitis vinifera which have proved a
perfect success with me are: Chasselas, Royal
Red, Violet, Bulhery, Blana,Fontainebleau, Jala-

bert. Rose, a Chasselas seedling, the earUest of

all, also Early Malinger.

Those doing well under favorable conditions

are: Black Hamburg, White Frontignan, Tokay
(from Hungary). I have some twenty more var-

ieties of Chasellas, as well as other kinds, prom-
ising well, and I hope 1 will be able after this

coming season to add a black Grape to my first

list; as yet I have none to offer. I need hardly

say that I have failed with many, but will men-
tion Malaga or Muscat of Alexandria variety so

universally known. Possessing beauty, form
and bunch, they comprise all colors in great bril-

liancy, blue, red, rose, golden and white.

I procured a large collection of Chasselas, some
in this country, but mainly from Europe, and
here I have Grapes that come up to my standanl;

and I wish to note, that I can count with more
certainty on these vines to bring me splendid

fruit in June, than on any of American origin

with no exceptions. If to-day I wanted to set

out a vineyard, no matter how extensive, I should

plant no others, but principally certain kinds of

Chasselas grafted on Vitis Aesti^'alis or on Tay-

lor. All my vines are now grafted on different

varieties of Aestivalis, or on Taylor, and my ex-

perience leads me to believe grafted vines are

much to be preferred to those grown on their

own roots. I do not mean to say such vines

would prove a failure; in fact I know Col. Nor-

ton, of Eustis, Fla.. who is perhaps more success-

ful in growing foreign Grapes than myself, grows

all bis vines on their own roots. But with grafted

\ines we prepare for Phylloxera.secure stronger

growth, durability, and that means long life.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Hardy Plants for Evergreen Hedges. Judg-

ing by the preference of Western writers, their

list of suitable Evergreens differs widely from
ours on the Atlantic coast. Chinese Arbor-vibi'

and Red Cedar are not adapted for hedging or as

ornamental trees with us. The Chinese Arbor-

vit.e, when planted thickly soon loses its lower
branches, and is often quite tender, dying out in

spots and irreparably injuring the appearance of

the hedge. The Red Cedar rarely forms a sightly

row of even plants. The common Juniper is even
woi-se than the foregoing. Among available

Evergreens for hedging with us, the Norway
Spruce is the most reliable species for aU places,

and as easily kept within bounds as any other-
resembling a wall of living green when properly

pruned, almost impenetrable by birds,thoroughly

hardy, and remarkably dense structure; For
general purposes, perhaps the American Arbor-

^tae should rank next, yet hardy as it is, close

planting has a weakening effect on the indi\'idual

plants, and a severe dry winter will occasionally

make gaps in the hedge. The variety known as

Siberian Ai'bor-vitje is of a richer, deeper green

than the adove, and does not grow quite so tall

as the species. Could the Hemlock Spruce be de-

pended upon during very cold, windy winters,

it would certainly be the hedge-plant " par e.x-

cellence," but unfortunately it is liable to be in-

jured, especially when close planted. Among
Pines, the native Pinus strobus is the most satis-

factory species for tall screens or windbreaks,

bearing the shears and the extremes of cold, and
may be classed among the ornamental features

of a well-kept place. For very low hedges, or

rather borders, the different varieties of tree box
are admirably suited. They are easily preserved

within proper bounds, and their naturally dense

structure and deep green, glossy color, are strong

incentives to use them more frequently. No
plant disregards shaded spots so perfectly as the

family of Buxus, or Box. The dwarf forms of

Arbor-\'ita3 make pretty little hedges, but they

are not very enduring. Ketinispora obtusa and
R. pisifera are well adapted for ornamental
screens, the price alone being in the waj' of their

general use.—Josiah Hoopes, in N. Y. Tribune.

The A B C of Pruning. Paint all large wounds,
to retard decay. Pruning shears are more con-

venient than the knife or saw for pruning
small trees, shrubs, Grape\ines, etc. Where two
bi-anches rub together, cut off one, usually the

smaller. Never cut off a branch large or small,

without a definite reason for doing so. Cut off

all sprouts from the trunk and main branches,

unless more large branches are desired. Cut off

all dead branches. They rob the three of moist-

ure, giving no return. They Invite decay into

Uve wood, and the looks of the tree will be great-

ly improved by their removal. If the extremi-

ties of the branches have grown too dense, so

that the sunlight is largely prevented from enter-

ing the center of the tree, thin out by cutting off

many small twigs from the outer ends of the

branches rather than b.v cutting off large Limbs

at the top of the trunk. tXit of branches close

to the larger limb to which they are attached. If

the branch to be cut off is so lai-ge that its weight
is liable to cause it to split down, saw in a short

distance from the lower side first. This is shown
in illustration on next page. Pole shears are

very useful for cutting off branches smaller than
the little finger. On small trees, they permit a

large part of the pruning to be done from the

ground. In large trees, they are excellent for

thinning out the ends of branches. The double-

edged pruning saw has several advantiiges over

that having but a single cutting edge. It seldom
troubles by pinching, as it cuts its way out. It

has a coarse and a fine edge, for different kinds

of work, and the two edges remain sharp longer

than one would.— E. S. Goff in American Agricul-

urist.

Late Grafting of the Cherry. All writings upon
the subject favor very early grafting of the

(Cherry in the open air, and the use of strictly

dormant buds for grafting under cover. These

instructions are well founded, but they hinge on
the principle that the cell structure of the wood
of the stock and scion must be in the same con-

dition. If root and scion be started about equally

they will unite quite as well. Last spring, late

in April, it became necessary to take up several

valuable Cherry trees loaded with fruit buds. We
cut off all the scions down to the two year old

wood, and set them on Mazzard seedling roots in

the graft room. The grafts were put in the

nursery a few days later, and over ninety per

cent of them have made a strong growth. In the

last case the buds were started on one variety, so

as to exhibit the points of the embryo leaves, yet

the roots taken from the cellar had started fully

as much. If the seedlings had been kept dor-

mant in the ice-house I do not think a single

scion would have united with them. This prin-

ciple applies to all top working in the open air of

Apple, Pear, Cherry, Plum, etc. If the work is

deferred until the buds on the stocks are well

started, the scions should be about equally ad-

vanced. In late spring grafting we have failed

almost completely with dormant scions, but
have had perfect success with those cut as needed
in open air.—Prof. J. L Budd, in Farmers Review.

Killing Trees Liable to Sprout. The best way
to get rid of WUlows or other trees liable to sprout
from the stump. Is to girdle them and let them
stand until they cease to produce leaves. By
this plan all trouble with sprouts will be avoided.

The Silver Maple frequently sends up sprouts

which occupy the ground to the exclusion of

everything else in the vicinity of the tree. If the

tree is girdled, and all the sprouts ai-e cut close

to the ground in August, there will be no trouble
with them afterward. Some kinds of timber
trees ha^-ing a very thin sap wood can be kUled

very quickly by girdling. The Black Walnut is

one of this kind. Many years ago, when I played
hired man for an Ohio farmer, my employer
directed me to girdle a large number of Black
Walnut trees standing in a Corn field, and in a

few day I destroyed valuable timber that ten
years later could have been sold for more than
the land from which it had been removed. The
work was done late in June when the trees were
in full leaf, and in a few days they were as dead
as hay. But I wish it understood that I don't ad-

vise the destruction of Walnut timber in this

way. There has been too much of such work
done on valuable timber in Ohio and elsewhere.

Luman Woodward, in Ohio Farmer.

Beview of Blackberries. Of Blackberries tested

on the Rural grounds Snyder and Taylor are the
hardiest, though the berries are small. Early
Harvest is earliest, but it is killed to the ground
about every other season. It is a feeble grower.
The berries are perfect in shape and of fair

quality. Wilson Jr. is the same as WUson's
Early, except that it is a little hardier. The Lu-
cretia Dewberry Is worthless where standards
will thrive. Crystal White is tender. Kittatinny

is the best variety for the climate of New York.
Minnewaski promises to be hardier. In other re-

spects it is not superior to the Kittatinny. The
Cut-leaved, largely advertised two years ago, is

worthless. The Dorchester is hardier than the
Kittatinny, but less productive. The Erie re-

sembles the Lawton, and is said by some to be the

same. It appears to be hardier and a trifle earlier

at the Rural Grounds.—Rural New Yorker.

The Kussian Apples. There is a disposition on
the part of some nuserymen—acting possibly

from interested motives—to decry and disparage
the Russian apples introduced by Prof. Budd,
and now being tested in various portions of the
northwest. That some varieties should prove
failures is nothing strange. No intelligent per-

son would for a moment e.vpect that all would
prove adapted to conditions here. But spite of

all that has been urged against them, there is

good grounds for confidence that from the large
number of varieties being tested we shall secure
a select list will prove adapted to the trying
cUmatic conditions of the northwest. Prof.

Budd is an intelligent and conscientious student
and experimenter, and it is yet too early to pass
judgement upon his work without the liability

of doing him great injustice.

Nut Cnlture Profitable. There is no valid

reason whj' the various kinds of Nuts should not
prove as profitable as any of our fruit trees.

There is a steadily increasing demand for them
in our markets, and their culture as a rule, re-

uires less attention than the majority of our
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orchard trees. Perhaps the Chestnut leads the

list for profit, followed closely by the Shellbark,

and even the common Bhuk Walnut is quite In

demand. In the Northern States the Pecan and

English Walnut are unreliable, only succeed-

ing in sheltered locations, and of course are be-

yond the question of profit. The main point to be

considered in cultivating Nuts, is the selection of

proper varieties. Large, showy fruit requires no
more care, and occupies no more ground than

the smaller size, yet the price obtained for the

former may be double or more of that of the

latter.—Farm Journal.

Blasting Holes to Plant Trees. Few people

elsewhere in the world may ever have heard of

blasting holes to plant shade or fruit trees, said

a cultivator the other day, yet the practice is

common here and shows good results. In most

places there is found sufficient top soil for any

purpose, but as land has become valuable, people

have cast about for means to utilize lands where
the coarse sand rock comes too near the surface

for sucessful tree planting. A blast, well put in,

creates a pocket for broken rock mixed with top

soil, which furnishes a basin to hold moisture as

well as a deeper and cooler hold for the roots.

It is yet too early to say what will be the ulti-

mate results of such planting, but in a climate

like ours, where a superfluity of rainfall is not

likely to occur, it may be successful.—San Diego

Union.

Distribntion of Starch in Potato. A test re-

ported by Mr. E. S. Goff in Agricultural Science,

showed that the part richest in starch lies within

the-cambium layer, and adjacent to it, and that

the portion lying nearest the so-called seed end

is richer in starch than the opposite end. Cut-

tings from the seed-end yielded more than cut^

tings from the stem-end, but the greater vigor of

the eyes at the seed end as compared with those

at the opposite end can hardly be accounted for

by the slightly greater amount of starch in that

part of the tuber. The only conclusion as to the

method of cutting for seed seems to be that it is

probably better to cut the tuber longitudinally,

since transverse cutting would unequally divide

the nutriment of the plant.—Garden and Forest.

Orchard Prnning. This question was discussed

at length at the meeting of the Iowa State Hor-

ticultural Society two years ago' and a resolution

The A U C of Pruning. Sec preceding page.

was passed by unanimous vote favoring the idea

that the best time to prune fruit trees was when
leaves were about two-thirds grown in spring.

Members seemed to unite in the opinion that the

wounds made at this time would heal rapidly and

perfectly, and that the vitality of the tree was
lowered less than at any other time. But the

pruning in orchard and nursery cannot all be

done in one day, so in a general way we can say,

prune lightly at any one time from the time that

the leaves have attained nearly full size to the

completion of the tii-st extension of growth in

early June.—J. L. Budd, in Farmers' Review.

Manure Does Not Bring Blight. I know of an
orchard of many hundred Duchess Pear trees

where cultivation was omitted for a term of

years, and the trees last season were loaded with

the choicest of large fruit. But this orchard had
been treated annually to a heavy mulch sufficient

to nearly subdue all grass, weeds, etc., furnish

the required fertility and retain moisture in the

soil during the summer drouths. The once oft-

repeated theory that Pear blight was induced by
free application of manure is another fallacy.

One of our most successful growers informed
me that his orchard of 1,500 trees had been ma-
nured regularly each year, with one exception

since planted.—Irving D. Cook, in Tribune.

The demand for Sycamore Inmher, as the wood
of Plantanus occidentalis is called, is increasing

very rapidly wherever Tobacco is packed. This

wood, which does not split readily, is now almost
exclusively used in the United States for Tobacco
boxes, and immense quantities are shipped to

Richmond, St. Louis and other Tobacco packing

centres. One mill on the Embarras river, in

southern Illinois, has within a few months re-

ceived orders for eleven million feet of lumber;

and mills through that part of the country are

busy sawing up the great Sycamores, which once
were the crowning feature of the country of the

Illinois.-Garden and Forest.

Crop in a Young Orchard. Corn is an excellent

crop to grow in a young orchard: but do not
plant so close to the trees but that you have
plenty of room for cultivating without there be-

ing danger of injuring the trees. The reason

why Com is such a good crop for this purpose is

because it receives all its cultivation early in the

season, and the soil is not worked late, which
would stimulate an autumn growth, and thus

hinder ripening of the wood. Of course other

cultivatable crops may be safely grown in an
orchard, if they do not necessitate a late working
of the soil.—Farm and Fireside.

Peas Among Strawberries. This year I con-

ceived the idea of planting Peas (the field Pea)

between my rows of berries for the purpose of

shading and protecting them from the hot rays

of the sun. I kept the Pea-vines from smother-
ing the plants b.v trimming the vines. It proved
a perfect success, and my plants are now green
and vigorous and full of blossoms.—C. B. F., in

Southern Cultivator.

Nitrate of Soda for Greenhouse. I have used
it for several months, and use no other liquid

manure. It is so convenient to dash a large spoon-

ful, or about a handful, into a two gallon water-

ing pot, where it dissolves at once, for there is

nothing more soluble, and you at once have the

means for pushing the growth of a specimen or

reviveing a pot bound plant.—W. F. Massey, in

American Garden.

Hardwood sawdust makes a good mulch for

Strawberi'ies and other small fruits, as it very
soon decays so as to make a substance very much
like chip dirt. Rotton wood or rotten logs make
an excellent manure or mulch for the berry

family. Pine sawdust is not good, because it

hardly rots at all and will injure the plants, so

many growers say.—Gleanings.

Fruit Industry in California. The ease with
which fruit growers, packers and shippers are

made wealthy on paper is astonishing. The fruit

business, if properly conducted, is, one year with

another, a good paying business, but growers and
packers do not become immensely wealthy from
the sale of their fruits in one or two yeare.—Cal-
ifornia Fruit Grower.

Easily Tried, Pans of water placed in fruit

and berry patches will keep birds from eating

the fruit. It is claimed that the reason birds eat

Cherries and Strawberries is because they get

dreadful thirsty, and it they can easily get at

water they soon leave of taking the fruit.—Amer-
ican Culti\-ator.

True of Garden Management Also. A little

business common sense might be applied with

profit to our Apple orchard management.—H. E.

Van Deman, in American Farmer.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Flour for Bread and Pastry. Make a note of

it: For the best and most nutricious bread, use

Spring Wheat flour ; for the finest pastry, use
Winter Wheat flour.—Table Talk.

Keeping Mushrooms. Being partial to Mush-
rooms, I have tried many ways, but succeeded in

only one. They were made into a soup, well

cooked, highly seasoned, and canned, and this

answers the purpose.—New York Tribune.

Potato Salad. To halt a dozen medium-sized
Potiitoes chopped, add two or three Onions
chopped fine, salt, pepper, mix well and put on
a dish ;

pour over it just enough vinegar to

moisten it, or what is better, a salad dressing.

Green Peas and Pods. We find the flavor and
quality of most Peas much enhanced by stewing

the pods in a little water, and when quite tender

pressing till the pulp exudes. This sweet mar-
rowy puree is the very best part of the Pea yield,

and should not be thrown to the pigs, although

their great enjoyment of fresh Peapods is a pleas-

ant thing to see.—New York Tribune.

Fruit Pudding. A nice, healthful pudding for

dessert may be made b.v putting a layer of stale

bread into a saucepan, then a layer of fruit,

sugar, more bread, fruit, etc., until the pan is

full. Then add enough water to moisten all well,

sprinkle sugar over top, which should be bread,

and bake until done—the bread should be browned
nicely. Serve with cream or rich milk.

Choosing Asparagus. ^Yhen perfectly fresh,

the Asparagus should be delicately white and
firm to the touch. If the cut ends are brownish
and dry, the heads drooping, and the Asparagus
altogether limp, the vegetable is stale. When
first cut, it may be kept a day, or even two, if the

ends of the stalks are placed in cold water, but it

is always best when fresh.—Amateur Gardening.

Salad Dressing. The yolk of a hard-boiled

i^^gg worked smooth in a cup with one-half a tea-

spoonful of mustard, one-half teaspoonful salt,

one teaspoonful sugar ; add to this a teaspoonful
melted butter, drop at a time, and stir constantly;

then add heated vinegar, drop at a time, until

the cup is about halt full, or enough to moisten
the salad. Omit the sugar if for Potato salad,

and do not use so much salt.—Florida Dispatch.

Evaporated Fruit- Rinse the fruit thoroughly
in clean water, then place in an earthen dish,

covered with water, for ten to fifteen hours be-
fore using. This water contains the flavor and
nutrition soaked out of the fruit. Simmer slow-

ly, until it is cooked through, adding sugar as re-

quired ; serve either hot or cold. In this way you
secure a wholesome dish, full flavored, greatly

resembling the original fresh product.—Califor-

nia Fruit Grower.

Asparagus Toast. This is a most delicious,

quickly-prepared breakfast dish. When any As-
pai'agus has been left over from the previous
day, chop all the green and teuderpartsupsmall,
put them into astewpan withan ounce of butter,

two tablespeonfuls of milk or cream, a little salt

and pepper, and two or three well-beaten eggs.

Stir quickly over the Are for a minute until the
eggs are somewhat set, then have ready some
small neat rounds of well-buttered toast. Pour
over and serve.—Amateur Gardening.

Spinach With Cream. Pick the leaves from
the stalks, and wash the Spinach in several waters

till quite free from sand and grit. Put it into a

large saucepan with barely enough water to keep

it from burning; add a sufficient quantity of salt,

and turn the vegetable frequently while cook-

ing. \\Tien done enough, drain the Spinach in a

colander, squeeze it dry, and chop it fine. Put it

into a clean saucepan with a few tablespoonfuls

of boiling cream, a sprinkling of fine sugar, and

a grating of nutmeg. Make the Spinach thor-

oughly hot, then pile it in the shape of a mound
on the centre of a hot dish, and serve.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Balsams. For decorative plu*poses grow them as

pot plants iu light, rich soil.

Cactus after blooralug may be planted out In the

border and kept there during summer.

Calceolarias. It deslied for earliest winter-bloom,

sow seeds this mouth. The young seedlings require

considerable wat«r and some shading. Pot them off

when large enough and plunge into a frame, providing

shade and water.

Cinerarias to be treated like Calceolarias.

Fuchsias. Suitable supports for these and other

rapid growing plants serve a good purpose.

Hanging Baskets. To keep them from drying cutis

the chief point of Importance. Plunge the whole bas-

ket Into a tub of water occasionally, letting It get

thoroughly soaked through. The water may also be

applied directly to the center of the basket in a small

stream flowing through a tapering spout from a cup or

cau, or In some similar way. In some cases a dish of

water mighi be fastened above the basket, and a small

continuous stream allowed to trickle down upon it.

The water supply, of course, needs frequent renewal.

Hibiscus. Cuttings may be struck for next season's

stock, the old plants to be summered out doors.

Oxalis. Gradually dry off plants now past blooming

and intended for flowering next winter.

Plants in Vases and Veranda Boxes. These often

suffer from superficial watering. Be sure that the

whole mass of earth lu them is thoroughly saturated

once a day in clear weather.

Pomegranates. When commencing to bloom, stimu-

late by applications of weak manure water. Try ni-

trate of soda or ammonia.

Pot Plants. Those standing on the benches in a

greenhouse are liable to strike root through the drain-

age hole, and get a Arm hold in the soil under the pots.

Turning them occasionally will prevent this.
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Frimulas. Pot off the seedliuKS, plunge them into

frames, giviug shaiie and water. Repot when needed*

Sowinu Small Seeds, Gloxinia, Calceolaria, and
other flue seeds should be sown on a smooth surface of

moist soil, a small quantity of dried peat moss sifted

over it, and a pane (or panes) of glass placed on top
until germination takes place. Or a little damp moss
may be placed directly upon the seeds until the time of

germination. When large enough the seedlings are

potted off. A good method, also, is to invert a small
pot in the bottom of a large one, and filling up with
rich sandy soil to within .one Inch of the top. Press
the soil firm and smooth and set the pot In a dish with
water In the bottom to soak up the soil without dls

turblng the surface. Now scatter the seed and cover
It lightly with finely sifted soil. A cover of strong
white paper Is then tied over the top of the pot, and
water poured upon It so to form a depress^im, and this

should now be constantly kept filled with water until

the seeds are well up.

Window Sills and Balconies. A balcony not too

exposed to sweeping wiuds may be readily utilized by
those who live in the crowded part of the cities. Plants
should be protected from the noon sun, otherwise they
can stand full exposure to the sun, but it should not

strike directly on them for too long a time. A stand so

arranged as to have soil in boxes, or the pots plunged
in moss or other cool material, is just the thing.

Young Plants. Geraniums, Heliotropes. Fuchsias,

and other young plants kept during summer with just

enough water to keep alive and in pots small enough
to prevent large growth, make good window plants in

the winter. If young plants are not at hand, obtain
them by rooting cuttings now.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Annuals. Thin to the proper distance. Keep sur-

face of ground stirred or mulched. Stimulate with
manure water or a weak solution of nitrate of soda.

Pick off seed pods before seeds form.

Bedding out of Coleus, Achyranthes, Alternan-

theras, Heliotropes, Rtcinus, Begonias, Caladiums, etc.

should now be finished.

Bulbs. Tulips, etc., now being past their ornamental
stage, should be cleared off the beds, and the latter re-

planted with summer flowers. The bulbs taken up
may be stored in a cool dry place, and when thoroughly
dry put in paper bags until planting time In October.

Lawn mowing should be attended to as regularly as

any chore on the place, say twice a week without fail.

Perennials. Remove dead leaves, cultivate beds
freely or apply mulch, also give support by stakes, etc.,

where needed. If open spaces occur flll them with
annuals or biennials, such as Dianthus, Asters, Stocks,

Dahlias, Zinnias, Sunflower, Ricinus, Hollyhocks, etc.

Phloxes and plants of simllai* habit of growth should
be pegged down to make them cover the ground early.

Wire plus are best, but wooden pegs will answer.

Pinks. Support by neat stakes to preserve their

bloom in perfection and unsoiled.

Roses. Look out for Rose slugs and bugs. Hand
picking will do in most cases, but when bugs are very
numerous, the Bubach spray may be found necessary.

Dissolve the powder in alcohol and dilute with water.

Apply with syringe. Cut off all parts affected by rust.

Sulphur is the remedy for mildew.

Shrubbery. Plants that flower on the old wood
should be pruned Immediately when done blooming.
Cut away all branches that seem to be crowding or un-

necessary, and shorten those left on. This treatment
will cause a free growth of wood, and insure next
season's bloom.

Trimming, etc. Blossoms appearing shortly after

planting should be picked off from nearly all plants.

Give shape to straggling specimens. To secure strong

stocky plants for winter, pinch in Chrysanthemums,
Carnations, Stevias, and similar fall and winter bloom-
ers. Remove the sprouts and shoots coming up from
the roots of Lilacs, budded Roses, Willows, as also of

most fancy-leaved trees and shrubs.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Achimenes. Give Il'iuld manure to improve both

bloom and foliage.

Amaryllis. Reasonably small pots are best for these

when done blooming. When repotting is thought
necessary, use a mixture of good loam with a little

sand, pack solid into the pots, water and syringe well

and set In nearly full sunlight.

Azaleas to harden after having flnished their growth
should be given a sheltered, shady position out doors.

Keep worms out of the pots, either by having a piece

of mosquito netting over the hole In the bottom, in-

side, or by placing the pots on bricks or stones.

Crotons can go outside after warm weather is well

established. In the house they need rich soli, moder-
ate light and considerable heat. They do well In com-
paratively small pots.

Hardwooded plants need a constant supply of moist-

ure during active growth and while In bloom. When-
ever wat«r is applied It should be given copiously, so

hat the earth becomes thoroughly soaked.

Ixias when done flowering should be dried off grad-

ually until September or October, which is the proper
time to start them again. The bulbs may be stored In

paper bags like Tulips.

Lemons, Oranges, etc.,!thrive In a mixture of rich

loam with a little rotten manure. When allowed to

fruit they do not flower as freely as otherwise. Their
flowering propensity can be stimulated with manure
water effectively. Guard against scale or mealy bug.

Poinset lias- Cuttings of the young wood ( from plants

started for propagation) with a heel of old wood at-

tached to tliem, If kept close, moist and warm, will

root readily.

Stephanotis. Sponge with soapsuds to prevent

mealy hug. Guard against excess of moisture in room.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Blackberries. Early and severe trimming of the

young growth favors stocky canes able to endure cold

and winds, besides giving better fruit. Nip oif the

ends of the young canes at not over three feet high,

and again afterwards the ends of the laterals.

Borers. The carbolic acid and soap emulsion (see

page 187) applied now to the trunks of Peach and other

trees at the usual places of attack wiU keep the borers

off. A small square box placed around the trunk of

each Peach tree is also said to be sure protection.

Cherries. To protect from birds try an imitation

l)ird of prey suspended In the tree. Use the shot gun
only when milder means fall. Cultivate the young
trees or keep them mulched.

Cultivation of recently planted orchards is needed
as much as that of Corn or Potatoes, but try to keeep
the implement of tillage, or any of its parts, from
coming in contact with the roots or bark or the trees.

Currants. Remove dead wood and weak growth.
Keep free from grass and weeds. Mulch if conveu
ient. Use hellebore for Currant worms.

Gooseberries to be handled like Currants. Layering
the branches in June is the surest way of propagation.

The green wood takes root readily when buried in

loose soil if the tips are left exposed- These rooted

layers are taken up in late fall, planted out in rows,

and kept mulched during the winter.

G-raits set this spring need occasional examination.
Remove the shoots that are not wanted, also overhang-
ing Umbs of the tree when crowding and depriving the

grafts of room for full development.

Grapes. Tliin by removing every alternate bunch
where they are thickly set. Try bagging as a protection

from disease and birds. Look out for Rose bugs. Spray
with copper mixtures for mildew and rot where these

prevail. No vine, should be allowed to overbear.

Plums. Spray or jar for the curculio- Paint the

black knots with turpentine or linseed oil as fast as

they appear. Cultivate the orchard and thin the fruit.

Pruning at this season is coming into general favor

with the orchardlsts. Rub off sprouts not wanted.

Raspberries should be pinched back same as Black-

berries. The under-sized fruit always grows on the

extremeties of unpruned canes. Cultivat* freely.

Strawberries. A clean mulch aroimd the plants

keeps berries free from grit and dirt. Only good fruit

is wanted in the baskets, but sorting should only be

done while picking, as Strawberries are not improved
by much handling over. Cultivate the new beds, and
if desired, clip off the runners. The earliest runners

make the onlylpot plants worth having, if fruit out
doors next spring is the object.

Thinning. This practice Is gaining more friends

every yi*ar among orchardlsts. Give it a trial, even If

on a small scale at first. It pays with Peaches, Pears
Plums, and most other tree fruits.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Asparagus should be allowed to grow up after this

mouth, needing little attention.

Beans. Plant the Llmas In hills four feet apart. In

very rich, warm soil, setting a pole, which need not be
more than six feet high, to each hill. A wire stretched

over posts four or five feet high also makes a good
trellis. Plant bush sorts for succession.

Cabbage Plant for winter use. Spindling plants
will answer better If set Into the ground clear to the

crown. Guard against cutworms. Cultivate freely.

Oarrots. Use wheel hoe and weeders freely. Thin
where needed.

Celery. Keep the seedbed well cultivated, and the
plants stocky, by thorough thinning. Applications of

nitrate of soda make large, thrifty plants. Alter mid-
dle of the month set out the self-bleaching kinds for

earliest crop.

Corn should be planted for succession alt through
this month.

Cucumbers. Plant for pickles in well enriched soil

In hills four to six feet apart each way, or in drills six

feet apart, havlngplants one foot apart in the drill.

Egg Plants. Plant in warm and very rich soil.

Keep well dusted with Paris green mixture to save
from Potato bugs.

Melons. Plant at once in warm soil and well man-
ured hills, flve to six feet apart, for the Musk varielies.

and eight to ten feet apart for the Water Melons. Use
plenty of seed, and when plants are comparatively out
of danger from bug depredations, etc., thin to three
plants to the hill. Washing suds applied to the hills

occaslonly are of great beneflt. Free use of cultivator

and hoe will aid growth materially.

Parsnips. Cultivate and thin.

Peppers. Plant in rows two feet apart, and flfteen

Inches apart in the row. Treat like Egg Plant.

Squashes. Plant and manage like Melons, having
hills ten feet apart each way for the running
varieties, while four feet is enough for the bush sorts.

As a protection against borers, cover the rtrst Joints of

the running vines with earth. Dusting the plants

with plaster in a measure protects them from the yel-

low striped beetle. Watch for th^ Squash bug.

Weeds should be killed by the free use of the wheel
hoe and hand weeders. Let none escape.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Figs delight in heat, moisture and plenty of air and
light. Top dress the soil with fresh horse manure.
Thin the fruit. For young stock put In cuttings In

sandy soil with considerable bottom heat.

Grapes. Ripening crops need high heat. Thinning
may be done when the berries are of the size of Peas,

allowing one bunch of fruit only to the cane. Point
the latter tlu-ee leaves beyond the fruit. When fruit is

taken off the viues, the latter should have a period of

rest by gradually witholdlng water. Air them freely,

and expose fully to the sun.

Melons. Top dress with compost, and wat*r with
warm guano or manure water. Apply pollen to the

fruit blossoms as soon as they open.

Pines, when done blooming, should be syringed every
day. Water when needed. To keep the house moist,
sprinkle walls and walks dally, and keep evaporating
pans filled. Temperature should range from 70^ to 85°

during the day. Withold water from ripe fruit.

THE POULTRY YARD.
Preventing Waste. Don't thi-ow soft feed on

the ground, where half of it will be wasted, and
then complain because " it costs so much for
feed for those hens."—Kural Canadian.

Trees and Shrubs Best. Poultry yards should
have some kind of shade provided for the hens.
Ducks suffer greatly if exposed to the heat of
the sun the whole day.—Florida Dispatch.

Males Not Needed. When egg production
alone is your object you need no males. The
hens will lay as well without them (and some-
times better), and the eggir, will keep much longer.

Fatten the Faulty Chick. Don^t forget that
the choicest stock all through nature produce
many poor specimens, and that poultry is no ex-
ception. Weed out the Hock, by fattening all
faulty specimens, for the table.

Shipping Fowls. Make neat, light coops, and
provide feed and water for the journey, says the
Poultry Review ; and we will add that a light
frame, set upon a solid bt>ttom, and covered with
cheap muslin, with o{ieniu^s on top to give the
fowls a chance to stick ttuir heads out, makes a
very serviceable coop tor shipping a pair or two.

Secret Worth Knowing. Tl\e Chinese, accord-
ing to the New York Ledger, have a way of
keeping eggs for forty years or more in sound
condition. The older the eggs the more valuable
they are, and it is a trick of the Chinese grocer to
ring in fresh eggs on his customers wlienever he
has a chance to cheat them in that way. Our
Government should at once instruct our consular
agents in China to discover what this valuable
method of keeping eggs is, for the benefit of
American poultry raisers.

To Distingiush Fresh Eggs. The following is

a simple French test for telling whether eggs are
fresh or not: Dissolve two ounces of salt in a
pint of water. A fresh-laid egg j)laced in this
solution will descend to the bottom of the vessel,
while one which has been laid the day previously
will not quite reach the bottom. An egg three
days okl will float in the liquid; and if more
than three days old it will float on the surface,
projecting above the latter more and more as it

happens to be lighter with age.—Famiei*s'Ue\'icw.

Koosters for Plc-Nics. Fannie Field stxys some-
where: 'Mienerally speaking, after the hatching
season is over, there is no sense or profit in keep-
ing the roosters. They will eat as much, or more,
than the same number of hens, and will worry
and torment the hens through moulting time.
Eat them, or send them to market soon, and thus
save the food and " botheration". Pressed
cliickeu is a dish always appreciated at the sum-
mer picnics. The old roosters, if properly pre-
pared, answer very well for this purpose, and
might thus be " pressed into service " with profit
and satisfaction.

Breaking Up Sitting Hens. Let her stay on
the nest a week, giving her no food the first three
days, and only one meal the next two days, and
one the next two, which completes the week, but
let her have all the water she desires. She should
then be taken from the nest, and placed in a lath
box, with open sides and open bottom, with no
nest or anywhere for her to sit, gi\'ing only one
meal a day of stale bread soaked in milk, and
a little chup]ied clover. Keep her in the box two
or three ihi.\'s, and then let her be placed with
the other fowls. She will then be in good laying
condition, not too fat, and will not attempt to
set for quite a time.—Mirror and Farmer,
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CorrtapondentB are urged to anticipate the aeason in pre-
senting questions. To ask, for instance, on ApHl 16 or 20
what Peas had best be sown, could bring no answer in
the May issue, and none before June, xrhen the anstrer
would be unseasonable. Questions rereii^ed before the iith

of any month stand a good chance of being answered in the
next paper, ^^ot inore than three questions should be sent
at one time. Answers to qutsti^jtis beLiring on ti>e com-
parative va^xu of nnpiements, etc., offered by different
dealers THust not be ejrpected. Neither can we promise to
comply with tne request sometimes made to "please ansiver
by mail." Inquiries appearing without name belong to the
name next following.
Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from our

readers. In answering sxich give the number, your
locality and name, the latter not for publication, unless
you desire. H'rlte only on one side of the paper.

],'i5t. Trimming Currants. If all suckers are re-

moved at four or six inches higli will It cause lack of
thrift? Such trimming gives a better chance at the
Currant worm.—H. & S., (jalena. Ills.

1.258. Book on the Amaryllis. What one can you
recommend? J. L. CtiiJds does not answer.—D. A. H.,
Butler, Pa.

1.259. Aphis on Roses and Fuchsias. What is the
best remedy?—W. W. R.. Toronto, Can,

1.260. Peroxide Silicate. Can it be recommended
as an insecticide? Is It safe to use on Cabbages, Rad-
ishes, Lettuce, etc?

1.261. Pine Sawdust as Manure. Will Pine saw-
dust from the stable (two years old) and well mixed
with manure, beuetit the laud?

1.262. Grapes and Strawberries in Colorado. Will
they succeed in lich valley soil In an altitude of 8,f(X)

feet? What varieties are best for us, and what slope
of land?—C. B. C, Slaghts. Col.

1.263. Cucumbers for Pickles. I want information
on the best variety tw plant, cultivation, packing,
marketing, etc.—J. W. S., Atlanta, Ga.

1.264. Muriate of Potash. My druggist don't know
it. Where can I get it?—G. E. P.. Independence, Kan,

1.265. Sprouting Magnolia Seed. Howls It done?

1.266. Arbor Vitae from Seed. How Is It grown?-
F. G. McG., Ark.

1.267. Barren Vines in G-rapery. My Black Ham-
burghs and another variety grow well, are carefully
pruned and laid down every fall. Why do the old canes
die in winter and new non-bearing shoots take their
places?—W. H. W.

1,26S. Fruit Dryer. Which la the best one for far-
mer's uses? How is the Topping?—J. E. W.,Kent, Kan.

1.269. Strawberry Seedlings. Please tell me the
best way of raising them.— J. A. S., Lincoln, Kan.

1.270. Roses Not Blooming. My two Etolle de Lyon
Rose bushes raiely flower, the buds appearing all

shriveled and out of shape. What is the matter?

1.271. Unsatisfactory Grape Vines. Vines planted
for Ives aud Concord seem to be identical. Thev bear
full, turn black, but do not ripen, even If left until
after frost. Is there a remedy?—E. M. N., Wilson, N.C.

1,2';2. Grapes on Walls. Will they do best directly
on the wall, or on a frame six or more Inches away?

1.273. Clearing Ponds from Weeds. What tools
should be used? The water being 10 feet deep.—F.K.P.,
Delavan, Wis.

1.274. Tree Paeony. Where can I get the plants?—
A. A., Netc Tork City.

1.275. Strawberry for Amateur. Which would you
recommend?—J. W. W.

1.276. Well Rotted Sawdust. Is it good manure for
berries?-J.W. W., Snuthport, N. T.

1.277. Akebia. My strong plant blooms yearly but
bears no fruit. Why not?—J. S., Cincinnati, O.

1.278. Loudon's Encyclopedia. Is there a later
work like it, or if nut where can 1 get the latest edition?
I have the lb:iS edition.—C. H. L.. tian Saba, Te^-as.

1.279. Ants on Strawberry Plants. How can I rid

my beds covered with their hills?

1.280. Forcing Strawberries. Will plants that bear
now do for forcing next winter? What is the best
method for extra early berries, and what the best
varieties?—K. Whistlek. A(a,

1.281. Moore's Arctic Plum. Two thrifty trees four
years old in my Plum orchard that Is doing well,
budded well last season, but the buds fell before bloom-
ing. This year bloom again brought no fruit. Can you
explain this?—E. M. T., i^rayvUle, Ills.

1.282. Early Radish. What variety Is the earliest
and best for forcing?—T. R.

1.283. Corncob Ashes. I can get about eight tons
near here every year. Are they good for trees and
small fruits?—D. L. K.. Bright, Ind.

1.284. Hellebore for Aphis on Roses. Is it better
used dry or In solution?—H. W. P., Philadelphia, Pa.

1285 Helianlhus Multiflorus FL PI. How and at
what time should it be propagated ?—G. B. D.. Va.

1286. Tulips from seed. How are they grown ? Seed
planted 5 or 6 weeks ago has not yet sprouted.-G. H.
W., Lowell, Mass.

1287. Herbert and Gaertner Grapes. Where caul
buy plants?—L. G. P., Dayton, lotca.

1288. Stove for Heating Greenhouse. Could a
house 15 by 20 be well heated with a coal f)r wood stove
located under the floor, with an opening over it and
moisture provided by syringing, and keeping water
on the stove ?—Elder's W ife.

1289. Steam Heating for Hot-bed. Can any one
give a practical plan ?—M. R. S., Ctncinati, O.

1290. Kainite or Plaster. Which Is the most service"
alile to scatter over the manure heap to prevent the
esc. pe of ammonia?—T. R.

1291. Windmills lor Pumping Water, Are they
liable to get out of order soon ? Are Iron fans prefer'
able to wooden ones ?—T. R.

1292. Lice on Cabbage. What can be done ? Their
depredations here are fearful, and we are helpless.

—

E. A. C. Beaver Creek. Colorado.

1293. Melon Vine Borer. How can we keep worms
out of our Melons ?—B. M. T., Dalton, Ga.

1294. Apple Tree Blight. The end of my Apple
twigs are killed a foot down. What can I do ?—S.E.S.
Decatur, Ga.

1295. Pear Leaves Wilting. What causes the leaves
on my young Lawson Pear to wilt, and remain so now
for a week, without changing color ?—A. L. D., N.Y.

1296. Propagation of Roses. Can cuttings be struck
at auy time of the year ?—Mrs. W., San Diego, Cal.

1297

.

Pansy Culture. Practical Instructions are
desired. Is there a good work on the subject and
what Is the price "i—Vemnont.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
1,2.57. Trimming Currants. The plants are

probably not doing: well on account of age of
canes. The old wood may need cutting' out, and
the young wood be allowed to fruit.

1,261. Fine Sawdnst as Manure. In itself,Pine

sawdust is of no value as manure, but when
mixed with manure or used as absorbent in the
stable, and thoroughly rotted, makes a splendid
fertilizer for small fruits or the garden, and will
permanently improve the soil.

1.263. Cucambera for Pickles, The demand for
these is mostly in the fall, hence they are planted
lat«, generally latter part of June, so the bulk of
crop will come just when the market calls for
them. Long Green, White Spine, Green Prolific*
or Green Cluster, Boston Pickling, etc., are pop-
ular varieties. Plant them in rich soil five or six
feet apart each way. We shall be pleased to hear
from our readers in regard the best methods of
packing and " doing up."

1.264. Muriate of Potash. This is one of the pot.
ash salts imported from Germany, and may be
had from importers and wholesale dealers in ag-
ricultural chemicals or fertilizers. Druggists do
not keep it.

1,276. "Well-rotted sawdust makes an excel-
lent mulch for Strawberries, but has little direct
fertilizing properties.

1,175. The Industry Gooseberry mildews badly
in some sections. At Geneva, the past season^
the crop was a failure from this cause. In cer-
tain other localities it does not appear to mildew.
— E. S. G.

1,177. The Bulletins of the Experiment Stations
may generally be obtained by addressing a letter

or postal card to the particular station of which
the bulletin is desired. It is not necessary that
the name of the director should be known.
Those of the Department of Agriculture may be
obtained by addressing the Department.— E. S. G.

1,181. Exhibiting Potatoes. It seems to me
unnecessai'y to exhibit so much as a peck of each
variety of Potatoes. A large plate of each var-
iety would generally be preferred.—E. S. G.

1,183. Cantaloupe Melons, Try the Emerald
Gem, Surprise and Hackensack. Plant the seeds
at Corn planting time or, if desired very early^

two weeks eai'lier on inverted sods in the cold
frame. In the latter case cover the soil in th^
cold frame with sods neatly cut about twelve
inches square the gi-ass side down. Then cut
these sods into small pieces about four inches
S(iuare and on each of these small pieces place
three or four seeds. Then cover the whole with
half an inch of fine earth. Keep well watered
and cover with sash except on M'arm bright days.
When the young plants begin to show the rough
leaf, transplant on a wet day by picking the
pieces of sod out carefully one by one and re-
planting each in the garden.-E. S. G,

1,195. Spraying Apparatus. Excellent appar-
atus for spraying are made by the Nixon Nozzle
and Machine Co., of Dayton, Ohio, the Field
Force Pump Co., of Lockport, N. Y., and Rumsey
& Co., of Seneca Falls, N. Y My experience with
sulphate of copper mixtures is that they corrode
metal pumps rapidly, and if used at all in a pump
the latter should be thoroughly washed with
clean water when the work is completed.-E. S.G.

1,230. Are Manure Hot- beds Baogerous? Why
should they V Certainly not as much as the ma-
nure heaps around barns and stables, and very
much less so than the average water closet.

1,284. Hellebore for Aphis. This will be of

little use. Sprinkle the affected plants with
strong Tobacco tea, or fumigate with Tobacco
stems, or still better, dust the plants with Tobacco
dust. Hellebore, when applied for Currant
worms and the like, is best applied in solution.
Make a paste of a tablespoonful of powder and
a little hot water, then dilute to a gallon and
sprinkle or spray on the effected plants.

1,207. Apples on Paradise Stock. These are
very satisfactory for testing varieties in an
amateur way. The trees bear when very small,
often not more than three feet tall and are ex-
tremely attractive when laden with fine fruit.
Whether or not they could be made profitable 1
do not know.— E. S. Goff.

1,249. Granadilla Vine. Baron Von Mueller
in his " Extra Tropical Plants " enumerates four-
teen species of Passiflora, and says that they all

furnish Granadilla fruits. The species in<iuired
about by R. S. is probably Passiflora edulis, as
that is quite commonly cultivated in South
Florida and known as Granadilla.—W. C, Steele.

1,238. Golden Beauty Plum. This is a Texas
variety said to be of great promise, a vigorous
grower, profuse bearer, and the fruit of excel-
lent quality. Trees are offered by T. V. Munson,
Denison, Texas, G. Onderdonk, Mission Valley,
Texas, and W. C. Steele, Switzerland, Fla.

1,171. Propagation of the Oleander. Propaga-
tion is readily effected by cuttings of the well
ripened wood.—P.

1,173. Protecting Cloth for Hot-beds. This can
be obtained from Peter Henderson & Co., 35 Cort-
landt Street, New York, or J. C. Vaughan,
Chicago, lU.—C. E.

1.180. Turnips. I recommend White Strap
Leaf Flat and Extra Early Milan for early; Red
Top Strap Leaf and White Egg for late. Of the
yellow varieties I iirefer Yellow Globe for early,
and the Yellow Stone for late winter use.—C.E.P.

1.181. Exhibiting Potatoes. You will have to
be governed by the rules of the exhibition as to
the manner of arranging. If the premium calls
for a bushel or a peck the retiuired quantity must
be shown. Extensive collections are often ex-
hibited in plates, some three or four specimens
being placed on a plate.—Chas. E. P.

1.182. Fertilizers. No definite rule can be
given as to the quantity of concentrated or com-
mercial fertilizers to be applied to the acre as the
amount varies according to the condition of the
soil and the crops pre\-iously grown thereon. As
a general rule, however, one-half a ton will be
required on soils not impoverished.

1,176. Industry .Gooseberry does not mildew
here.—C. E. P.

1,190. Wood Ashes. Unleached pure hard
wood ashes are unequalled as a fertilizer for
grass lands or lawns and are worth about $20 per
ton. When used on garden crops their result ap-
pears to be so variable that it is well to experi-
ment on a small scale before purchasing heaWly.
—Chas. E. Parnell.

1.206. Soap-suds. An excellent way to utilize

soap-suds is to use it for watering flowers or pour
it upon the compost heap.

1.207. Apples on French Paradise Stock. They
will not be satisfactory for anj-" use.—P.

1,210. Purple-leaved Beech. I know of no
reason why it should not succeed in Missouri.—
C. E, P.

1,028. Propagating Hydrangea Paniculata
Grandiflora. I was at Hoopes Bros. & Thomas,
Westchester, Pa., some time ago and there saw
some 20,000 plants of this shrub that had been
struck last summer. They were raised from
short cuttings of the young wood taken early in
summer, and dibbled thickly but firmly into
shallow flat boxes filled with bar (fine sea) sand.
The boxes were then placed in sashless green-
houses that were shaded with close lath shadings,
and kept moist. These cuttings are now all
rooted and shall remain as they are in a cool
greenhouse or shed over winter, and in spring be
shaken out of their boxes and transplanted into
the open nursery.— F.

1,246. Hilborn Raspberry. I find it superior
to most others, and perfectly hardy here and
further north.—T. P. H., Talmadge, O.

1,229. Canning Sweet Corn. Cutthe Corn from
the cob raw, pack in air-tight fruit jars until the
juice runs over the top, screw on the top as tight

as possible, but in a boiler of cold water and boil

for two hours. Raise and tighten again and boil
two hours more, then allow to cool in the same
water. We have used this receipt for three years
and never made a miss. Peas, Beans and Toma-
toes may be canned in the same way, but in the
case of Peas and Beans water must be added to
fill the cans before boiling. The cans must be of
the best, with good tops and new rubber bands.
—J, J., Jr., Went Sand, N. Y.

1,233. Plan of Hen House. I built a hen house
two stories high; the basement has windows on
the north and south sides and west end, the end
coming out on top the ground. The walls have
a good drain under them to carry off water, and
a floor is laid a little from the ground. This makes
a fine place for laying hens in the winter. Yet I
prefer a hen house ail above ground for all pur-
poses.-Wm. B. HOYT.

1,227. Christmas Rose. If you will place your
plants in nicely prepared, deep, moderately en-
riched border in a sheltered spot and in partial
shade you will have no difficulty in blooming it.
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1,31S. Apple Trees from Seed. Seodlintrs of all

our improved oultivak'il fruits are liable to great

variations. Apple seedlings may or may not re-

tain the desirable (lualities of their parents. In
this ease we do not even deal with probabilities,

for all is uneertainty.

1,2:^. Spent Hops. Yes, they ean be used for

putting over the drainage in reiiotting plants.

In preparing eomjiost for potting mix with turfy
loam from an olil pa.-^ture, using une-lhinl hoiis

to two-thirds loam The innipost shouldlie re-

peatedly turned, and used when about a yearold^

J,a33. Grafting Wax. The following recipe

for making a grafting fluid is given by Farm and
Fireside: Melt one pound of resin over a gentle

fire, add to it one ounce of beef tallow, and stir

it well. Take it from the fire, let it eool down a

little, and then mix with it a teaspoonful of

spirits of turpentine, and after that, about seven

ounces of very strong alcohol (il5 per cent). The
alcohol cools it down so rapidly that it will be

necessary to put it once more on the hie, stirrmg
it constantly. Care must be taken to pre\ent
the alcohol from being inflamed. To a\niii it the
best wav is to remo\e the ves,sel from the Are
when the lumps that may have been formed com-
mence melting again. The melting must be con-
tinued until the whole is a homogenous mass,
similar to honey. This liquid grafting wax is

very cheai>, easily ]irepared, and ean be kept
corked up in a wide-imiutheil bottle, for at least

six niontlis unaltered. It is api'lied in as thin a
ci)at as possible. b\- means of a flat pieceof wood.
Within a few days it will be as hard as a stone.

It is not in the least affected by the severe cold
of our winters, and it never softens or cracks
when exposed to atmospheric changes.

1,217. Mushroom Calture. Excellent practi-

cal directions are to be found in " Practical Gar-

den Points," recently published by James Viek,
Koclicster; price 2o cents. Peter Henderson's
Gardening tor I'n.Ht, price ?!..Ml, also devotes a
chapter to Mushr n growing, and the instruc-
tions given are plain and i>ractical.

1,231. Grape Rot. I find that I can effectually

stop it by means of carbolic acid. Try an ounce
of it dissohed in five gallons of water, and
sprayed over the fruit as soon as the rot appears.
—('. E. P. [We would rather rely on preventive
applications of the Bordeaux mixture sprayed
on the vines before any disease appears.—Ed.]

1,230. Preserving Seed Potatoes. I have not

removed sprouts from Potatoes for se\'eral years.

Potatoes should be kept where it is perfectly

dark, and the temperature down to between 3»°

and 4.5°. I have a deep cold cellar without light,

and my Potatoes Aug. 1st; do not have sprouts
one inch long. The only thing to fear from the
use of ice is excessive moisture.—Wm. li. Hott.

1,224. Geraniums for Winter and Summer.
Geraniums that have been used for summer
bloomers will not flower again until the late

spring months. Geraniums for winter blooming
should be grown specially for that purpose by
keeping the flower buds nipped until August.

1234. Geraniums for Winter and Summer. It

is expecting entii'ely too much of Geraniums or

any plants to have them flower well the year

round. For winter use therefore, grow the
plants carefully through the previous summer,
shitting as required, but pinch out all bloom as

it appears in sight.

12:36. Grafting the Grape. While almost any of

the different methods in grafting might be employed

the cion is most usually inserted in the root stock of

the plant below the surface of the ground, tying

with bass, and then covered with soil to exclude air

and prevent drying. The work may be done in

early fall or winter, but the cion must in some way
be protected from frost. This is sometimes done by
covering the cion with an inverted flower pot, and a
sufficient layer of straw on top or merely w'th
coarse manure. Fall or winter grafting is more
generally practiced, and perhaps more suitable in

the south, and spring grafting in the northern
states. It is important that the op»ration should be
performed very early . using cions that are perfectly

dormant, but if neglected until there is danger of

bleeding, it had better be delayed until the full

development of the leaf and danger from such
bleeding is past.—R. T.

1,2.3T. Bleeding After Pruning. Our best Grape

growers prefer fall pruning, but do not hesitate to

prune in early spring when neglected until^then and

do not fear bleeding, as that is not regarded as
especially injurious, and there seems to be no reas-

on to greatly worry about it —M. N, O.

1,226. Pot-Grown Strawberry Plants. Small

thumb pots are generally used for pottmg plants.

When the runners have started, select a convenient

spot near the parent plant, plunge the pot into the

ground up to the brim, and place the end of the
runner where the youn^ plant is forming upon the
soil in center of pot, weighting it down by means of

a little stone, clod, or a piece of wood, etc. When
the plant has well rooted, take up the pot and you
have the '^pot grown" ' plant ready to transfer to the
bed. Sufficient fruit, for all this trouble, as a rule

is only obtained from early grown plants and with
careful handling throughout.—T. R.

l,21."). Grafting Apples, Plums and Cherries.

You should procure a copy of Barry's Fruit Gar-

den or Downing's Fruits of America. In either of
these works yon will find the information you
desire.—C. E. P.

1,241. Treatment of Cuttings. Cuttings of the

Grape, Currant and Gooseberry are generally;taken

off in the fall or winter, prepared for planting and
two-thirds of their lower end buried in the ground
until spring when they can be planted in rows on the
shady side of a wall or fence in a deep, rich, loamy
soil. You can place them in shallow boxes of
clean sand early in March and place in a warm,
moist situation in your greenhouse, where if given
a gentle bottom heat they will root readily, and as
soon as the weather becomes settled, can be
planted out in nursery rows.—C. E. P.

1,34'3, The Orris Root of Commerce. Iris flor-

entiua is the Orris root of commerce —C. E. P.

1,243. Vitality of Pansies. The seed retains

vitality for about two years but will not germinate
as rapidly as fresh. I know of no work on
this subject,—C. E. P,

1,249. Granadilla Vine. Passiflora quadrangu-

laris is its botanical name.— C. E. P.

1,252. Rose Slug. Dissolve one pound of whale

oil soap in eight gallons of water and syringe the
affected plants thoroughly every evening until the
pests are destroyed.—C. E. P,

1,2153. Cucumbers for Pickles, Plant late in

June. The Pickles cut fresh from the vines are

carefully and snugly packed in crates and shipped

to the Pickle factories. Always handle them gently.

To preserve them, pack in clean forty gallon casks,

with one-half bushel of salt. The brine formed
must entirely cover the Cucumbers, and it is always
necessary to press them down with a stone placed
upon a loosely fitting cover. All Cucumbers allowed
to float will soon rot. Another good way is to fiU

the casks with Cucumbers, shaking them in gently,
and to pour a brine of one-half bushel of salt and
tifteen gallons of water over them, holding them
under the brine by a weighted cover.

1,247. Napthaline as a Germicide, The strongest

vapors of this drug in hot-bed did not seem to be of

much inconvenience to flea beetle and Potato beetle

and for these toughs of the insect tribe at least
naphthaline cannot be regarded as a preventive or
remedy. As a germicide, however, it is highly
spoken of by chemists, that it is worth a trial for
Melon vine fungus, mildew, or Lettuce in forcing
houses, perhaps even for Grape disease. Let us
test it by all means.

1,250. Thymo Cresol. This English remedy,
commonly named "cold water dip," and sent out

by a Baltimore Arm, has the appearance of tar.

only somewhat more Uquid, and a smell resembhng
carbolic acid. I have used it in weak solution for
Cabbage worms with the very best of success. A
single application seems to free the plants entirely
from worms and eggs, and to prevent in a measure
even future attacks It has no apparent effect upon
flea beetles. Potato beetles. Squash beetles and
such like members of the insect tribe,—T. R.

1,212 Planting Blackberry Roots. The root

cuttings, when made in the fall, should be packed
in boxes in sand, providing for drainage, and the

boxes buried in the ground in a well drained spot.

In spring take them up and scatter in furrows made
same as for Potatoes, covering a few inches deep.
This will make excellent root cutting plants by
another season. Nurserymen often start their
choice new varieties under glass, but this would
hardly be profitable for the commoner sorts. I

have also planted three inch cuttings of the roots
for a permanent patch, in rows at the usual dis-

tance, placing two pieces of cutting in a hUl, but
the plantation will require one year more to come
to full bearing than when rooted plants are used.

1,203. Grape Vine Leaf Roller, Go over the

vines in August when the folded leaves are noticed

and crush them with their occupants. A little care

should be exercised else the active worm will slip

out of the case, letting itself fall to the ground, and
thus make good its escape. The second brood
passes the winter in the chrysalis state, within the
folded leaves, and may be destroyed by going over
the vineyard, late in the season, gathering the
folded leaves and burning them,—R,

1,230, Repotting Chrysanthemums, I learn

with many others that where the last shift has been

from the cutting into a b'A inch pot, say, or a 4>i

inch in the case of delicate growers, especially

where the plants arrived without soil through the

mail, it would be quite premature to move them in

to 7 or 8-inch pots in May, This applies especially

to the newer introductions, which so many growers
have been anxious to obtain. Here we have had a
great downpour of rain, several inches, within the
past week, I left my plants with a few exceptions
in the greenhouse. Neighboring growers removed
theirs under sheds or into frames. Where the
drainage is good it is a doubtful question whether
in the first week of May soft rain can or would do
vigorous healthy plants any harm. I think a
dwarfish, vigorous growth, and firm, well ripened
wood, with leathery foliage, is best secured by a
maximum of open air growth.—C. C. L.

1,211. Liquid Putty. For glazing sashes, Mr.

Peter Henderson in " Gardening for Profit " recom-

mends white lead in oil, just thin enough so the ap-
plication can be made from an oil can in a thin line.

Dry white sand is strewn over this, thus making a
cement that soon Iiardens and stops all leakage,

I, UK), Seeds that Failed, it is a common error

with amateurs to sow seeds too deep, and to put
plants and trees lower than a proper level in the

ground. Nature sows seeds in a very different way
to the jobbing gardener, who generally makes a
drill deep enough for the footing of a wall, and
Elants a tree a foot or so deeper than it was before,
ow a few more seeds at once, in a shallow drill

,

1,176, Keeping Asparagus. The best way to

keep it for a day or two is to stand it upright in a
jar or bowl with a tew inches of water in full light

This treatment keeps it fresh and straight. If laid

on its side it is likely to turn up a little towards the
light, and although" this does not interfere with the
cooking it often causes the breaking of the points,
which is not pleasant—Chas, L, Merrill.

1,218. Summer-pinching of Trees, etc. Where
the branches are thinly disposed the growths not

required for extension may be pinched as soon as

they have made five or six leaves and before the

whole of these are developed, the subsequent
growths to be pinched at one leaf. When trees are
much crowded early topping is calculated ,to aggra-
vate the evil, and disbudding would be the most de-
sirable. If good crops of fruit, regardless of the
size and shape of trees, is the main object the
branches cannot well be too thinly disposed, then
summer pinching will scarcely be needed and very
little pruning at any time. Leaves should not be
permitted where there is not space for their growth
without crushing violently against each other.

1197. Mint in the Garden, This useful herb is

by no means diflioult to suit as regards aspect, and
if the bed !gets sunshine at any part of the day it

ought to do well. The main thing to ensure a
plentiful supply is to transplant a few roots

every year to entirely fresh soil, as it soon gets

tired of one spot and will die out if confined to it.

But nature itself helps it to do this as its roots keep
pushing outwards on to fresh soil from the center,
and in this way will travel over a large area in a
few years. If the .soil is heavy a plentiful supply
of gritty soil or old mortar rubbish will help to
make it more congenial to the roots, which are
liable to rot away in winter if the soil is very wet.--
E, H. Lamy.

1204. Mulching Fruit Trees. In order to de-

rive the the full benefits from mulching, the manure
should be put over the roots in May or early June.
Then the virtues of the manure are generally
washed down to the roots, and the moisture is re.

tained in the soil to such an extent that should dry
weather follow, the new wood, foliage, and fruit
will become fully developed. Many do not attempt
this until the atmosphere is excessively hot and the
soil dust dry from the effects of a July sun.—C.C.L.

120s. Toads our Friends. I only wish I was
near to yon ; I would gladly take them. You need
not have any horror of them, as they are perfectly

harmless. I have got four or five in my greenhouse

and they are so tame I can do anything with them;
they will feed from my hand. I may futher say
they are the greatest friends the gardner has got.
as they eat woodlice. slugs, and lots of other insects
that so infest the greenhouse. I would not have
one of mine hurt in any way if I knew it. I watch-
ed one the other day and saw him catch no less

than rive or six woodlice in about t>vo luintes,—L.J,

1,23, Cactus for Day Blooming. Epiphyllum
truncatum and its several varieties are among the

most desirable as they fiower freely during the

winter months Of the spring and summer bloom-
ing varieties Phyllocactus phyllanthoides, P. acker-
mani, Cereus flagelliformis, C. speciossimns. are
very desirable and easily grown species.—C, E, P

How to Bud Roses.
The explicit directions for biiddiug Roses,

given in a recent number of Gardener's

Magazine, London, can hardly tail to be
welcome to a great many of our readers.

Budding is unquestionably the most im-

portant of the methods by which the multi-

plication of Roses can be effected. It is not

sufficient to know that the soil should be

rich, the water supply liberal, and the

details of prtming properly carried out. The
cultivator must make himself acquainted

with the peculiarities of the stocks and en-

deavor to become proficient in working
tlicm, for it is only by raising at least a por-

tion of the stock at home that he can hope to

derive the fullest possible amount of en,joy-

ment from his Roses or occupy a leading

position at the exhibitions. It cannot be too

widely known that the ma,iority of the

finest blooms annually staged at the public
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exhibitions are cut from maiden plants, and
generally speaking the advantage which the

nurseryman usually has over the private

grower is due to the large breadths at his

command of plants raised from buds in-

serted in the summer previous.

There is yet another point of considerable
importance. Freqiient removals of Roses
after they have been worked is not favora-

ble either to longevity or vigorous growth.
Therefore it is a decided advantage to

plant the stocks where the trees

or bushes are wanted, and then bud
them and allow them to remain un-
disturbed. It is not always practic-

able to plant the Briers or Manettis
in their permanent positions, when
grown simply for the embellishment
of the flower garden. The space may
not be available at the time or there

may be an objection to fill imoccu-
pied beds and borders with subjects
that will not at once commence to

produce a display of flowers. There-
fore in many instances the Rosarian
is compelled to plant the stocks in a
nursery bed and leave them undis-
turbed until they have been worked
and had one season's growth. Even
then the Rosarian who buds his own
Roses will have an advantage over
those who obtain their trees from a
distance. He will be able to take ad-
vantage of the most favorable oppor-
tunities for transplanting as they
will not be out of the ground when
the work is properly done, for any
length of time, the roots are not in

any way injured by exposure to at-

mospheric influences. When the
stocks have to be planted elsewhere
than in the beds and borders of the
pleasure grounds, the most suitable

place for them is a spare quarter of

the kitchen garden, as the thorough
tillage it will have previously under
gone will be favorable to the production of

an abundance of fibrous roots and strong
weU-ripened wood.
The best period of the year in which to

bud both Briers and Manettis is from the
middle of the current month to the end of

August, and the earlier the buds are insert-

ed after the second week of June the better,

provided the operation can be satisfactorily

performed. Usually the stocks are in the
best possible condition for entering the buds
during July. The stocks will require some
attention, and where there is a superabund-
ance of shoots some must be removed. The
proper course to take in the preparation of

Brier stocks of all de.scriptions is to select

at an early date the two most promising
shoots near the top, and rub ofl" all the oth-
ers as they make their appearance. When
the stock is rather weakly, one or two
.shoots in addition to those required for bud-
ding may be allowed to remain to assist in

strengthening the stock. But, as a rule,

two shoots only should be left. If the thin-

ning of the shoots still remains to be done,
considerable care will be necessary in reduc-
ing the number. To allow all to remain
until the autumn will not be advisable, and
the removal of any considerable proportion
will probably so far check the flow of sap as
to greatly interfere with entering the buds.
Speaking generally, the best course will in

these cases be to remove about one-half of
the superfluous shoots now, aud the re-

mainder either when the buds have started
and are growing freely, or early in the
winter. The shoots selected for the recep-
tion of the buds should be wholly untouched
by the knife, or be shortened just sufficiently

to admit of the bud being inserted at the
base without any great difficulty. In short-
ening the shoots for the purpose of expe-
diting the work, it must not be forgotten

that the more severely they are pruned the
more likely is the flow of sap to be checked.
When they are cut back rather hard, as is

sometimes done under the impression that
the vigor of the shoots is diverted to the buds
entered upon them, it is frequently neces-

sary to delay the operation of budding until
the flow of sap has been so far restored by
the production of secondary shoots that the
bark will part rewlily from the wood.
The proper time for commencing to bud a

FIG. 1. HOW TO BUD ROSES.

Rose depends wholly upon the condition of
the stocks, and it maybe stated as a general
rule that it is useless to attempt it unless
when the bark parts freely from the wood.
After rain this happens with more cer-

tainty, and if the weather is cloudy there
will be less evaporation, and consequently a
much better chance of success. Therefore,
as far as practicable, choose dull weather
—aud if after a good soaking of rain so

much the better—for it is essential to suc-
cess that the bark of the bud and of the
stock be brought into conjunction quickly,
and at a time when there is plenty of sap in

the latter. In bright, hot weather the oper-
ation should be performed early in the mor-
ning or in the evening; and when the bark
does not part so readily as could be wished
a thorough soaking of water in the after-

noon will frequently cause the sap to rise

sufficiently free during the night to admit
of the buds being successfully entered in

the morning or evening of the day follow-
ing. To water Rose stocks on a large scale

will in most cases be impracticable, but
where there are two or three hundred only,

it will not be a heavy task to well saturate
the soil about their roots, and as the water-
ing may make considerable difference in the
result the labor should be willingly given.
The best heads of standards and the most

shapely dwarf bushes are formed of one bud
only, but to avoid losing a season two should
be entered. The head of each Brier should,
as a rule, be limited to two shoots each, and
if both buds take, remove, at the spring
pruning, the top one by a clean, slanting
cut through the stock immediately above
the lower shoot. If this is done the top of

the Brier will heal over, and conditions
being favorable, a healthy growth will fol-

low. Frequently Briers decay half through
where the Roses are united to them in con-

sequence of the want of attention to the heal-
ing of the head of the stock. Everything
being in readiness, cut as many scions as
can be used in an hour or so, attach a label
to each so that no mistake may arise, and
stand them in a water-pot in which a little

wet moss has been placed. As the scions
are taken from the trees the leaves should
be cut ofl" immediately below the lowest
pair of leaflets, as by thus reducing the
evaporating surface the shoots do not so

readily part with the moisture. This
practice should certainly be adopted
when the scions are obtained from a
distance. Taking the shoot firmly

Ik ^ ^° ^^^ hand, take off the bud with
Vj ^^ a small slice of bark and wood, as

shown in the accompanying sketch
at A. The bud, when it has been
cut from the shoot and has had the
leaf removed just below the leaflets,

is represented at B. The wood being
removed by the thumbnail we have
the shield C consisting of the bark,
the bud, and a small portion of the
leaf stalk.

To enter the bud make what is

technically known as a T incision at
the base of the shoot as shown at D.
It is important in making the cross
incision at the top not to cut into the
wood because of the liability of the
shoot to be snapped off by the wind
at that point where a comparatively
deep cut is made. Because of this

it is becoming the custom to make
the longitudinal incision only. But
the T incision is the best adapted to

the requirements of beginners, be-
cause of the facility with which the
bud can be inserted, and a neat
junction effected at the top line.

The incision having been made and
the bud prepared, the bark is slightly

raised by the handle of the budding
knife, and the shield thrust into

its place as at E. Here it will be seen
the top of the shield overlaps the top of the
incision, but this overlapping must not be
allowed to continue. Consequently the top
of the shield must be neatly cut to fit the
top of the T incision as at F, where we see

the insertion of the bud completed. It now
remains to be bound up with cotton wool or

bast. Either may be used with success, but
bast is perhaps the best. In using bast
select soft strips, and keep them in a can of

water ready for use. It is essential to bind
with care, and allow the leafstalk with the
bud at the base to peep out as at G, so that
when the latter starts into growth it will not
meet with any check to its full development.
It remains to be said that buds on Manettis
and Dwarf Briers from seed and cuttings

should be entered as close to the ground
line as possible, that when they are replant-

ed the union may be below the surface
without the stocks being buried to any con-
siderable depth. {The young plant as it

should appear, is shown at the right of the
smaller illustration, while the plant shown
at the left is budded wrongly and worthless.)

In about six weeks after the insertion of

the buds carefully examine the heads, and
if the bud is swelling and the binding has
the appearance of being rather tight, loosen

the ligature. In some cases it may be ad-
visable to remove the ligature and rebind
the bud. To avoid the risk of having the

buds blow out, the new growth should re-

ceive support immediately the shoot is of

sufficient length to be influenced by the
wind. The best way of supporting them
is to tie a stiff stick, about a third of an
inch in diameter, to the head of the stock

and secure the young growth to it as it rises.

The sticks should be long enough to be
from fifteen to eighteen inches above the

head of the stock when securely fixed to it.
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THE COMPLETE GARDEN.
XXVI.

BY A WELL-KNOWN HORTICULTURIST.

(Continued from page ia.S)

Cucumber (class C). It is easy enough
to grow Cucumbers in plenty when you
have rich soil, and can manage to keep off

the yellow-striped bug, and the Melon ^ine

disease. This task calls for the means and
remedies mentioned under "Melon," and of

which planting in an altogether new loca-

lity is the surest. Prepare the soil thorough-

ly by plowing and harrowing, then mark
off furrows from 4 to f! feet apart each way,
according to vigor of variety, and put a few
shovelfuls of well-rotted compost into each

intersection. Mix this thoroughly with the

soil, making a low flat hill, upon which
drop the seed and cover lightly. For salads

and general summer use, plant as soon as

the ground has become warm. The usual

time to plant for pickles is latter part of

June, and even July will do. Keep the

ground well cultivated, the hills hoed up,

and all free from weeds until the vines cover
the ground. The fruit must be picked reg-

ularly and clean every day or two, as the
productiveness of the vines is greatly im-
pared hy every specimen left on them to

ripen its seed.

Early Russian is the earliest, and needs
only 4 feet square for each hill. The fruit is

small, but produced in pairs in greatest

abundance, and makes nice small pickles.

Early Cluster, Green, Proliflc, and Nichols'
Medium Green can be recommended for sec-

ond early, and especially for pickles, and
Long Green, Boston Pickling, Wliite Spine,

etc., are very popular sorts for Cucumbers,
and also for larger pickles. Tailby's Hy-
brid is excellent for general family use.

For forcing purposes under glass Early
Frame is a favorite, but Long Gi'een is also

much grown. The West India Gherkin or
Burr Cucumber (see illustration) is a species

distinct from the common Cucumber ; fruit

from 3 to .3 inches long, and much esteemed
for pickling material. The plant is a strong
grower, and the hills should be .5 feet apart
each way. Usually the cultivation of Cu-
cumbers is profltable only when raised

in the vicinity of large cities, or where a
local demand exists, while pickles can some-
times be shipped quite a distance to market,
or to pickle factories with fair profits. It is

always safest, however, to grow the crop
under contract with the buyer at a stipu-

lated price,unless ahome demand is assured.
D.iSDELiON (class F). A favorite plant

for spring greens, and valuable as a spring
tonic. The wild sort, so common in fields

and meadows, is used quite largely, but
recent improvements by selection of seed
trom choice plants, have led to their cultiva-

tion for home use and market.
Sow seed as early as the ground can be

got in order, in drills one foot apart, thin-

Pia. 2.

Bosc huclded ton hiuh.

Ply. 3.

Bom hvddcii right.

ning to a few inches apart. Being perfectly

hardy, it only needs the care usually requir-

ed for other close-planted vegetables. The
crop is ready for use in tall or early winter,

and if left, will give an abundance of greens

in early spring following. Sometimes the

plants are blanched, by gathering the leaves

up together and placing a large inverted

flower pot over each plant. Thus handled

it affords a salad not unlike Curled Endive,

but coming earlier. Improved varieties are

the Moss-leaved, the Thick-leaved or the

Cabbaging, the Jjarge-leaved now generally

grown, and Very Early, shown annexed.

Dill (class F). Much used by the Ger-

mans, especially as flavoring in the prepara-

tion of their " Dill " or " Sour Cucumber "

pickles. All parts of the plant have a flavor

and scent like that of Fennel and Mint com-
bined. Sow in drills one foot apart. It is

hardy and needs but little care, and gener-

ally will reproduce itself freely from seed

shed by the plants the season before.

Egg Plant (class C). For starting the

seed of this half-tropical plant, a sharp

bottom heat is needed, and after this has

subsided, the young plants should be prick-

ed out into another freshly-made hot bed,

as they will not thrive in heat only just

sufficient for Tomatoes. Give each plant

plenty of room. An empty Tomato can,

with a hole punched through the bottom for

drainage, seems to suit the Egg plant ex-

actly. Aim to have the plants early and
large ; when the soil has become thoroughly

warmed through in spring, transplant in

very rich ground in rows three feet apart,

and two feet apart in the row. Give plenty

of fertilizer, and clean and frequent cultiva-

tion. Its most formidable enemy is the

Potato beetle, and this is so fond of the foli-

age, that in many localities it is often next

to impossible to save the plants from utter

destruction in spite of all poisonous appli-

cations. New York Improved is the favor-

ite for market, on account of the large size

of fruit. Black Pekin is also much grown.
Early Long Purple, shown in illustration,

grows six to eight inches long, and two to

three in diameter. It is somewhat earlier,

and suitable for culture at the north. The
newly introduced—in reality very old—"To-
mato Egg plant," of which the Potato bugs
seem to be especially fond, so that they eat

leaves; stalks and fruit, leaving only the

seeds, is in its present form without practi-

cal value, and only interesting as a curiosity.

Endive (class F). This is much esteemed

as a salad, especially for fall and winter use,

and we find it quite plentifully in city mar-

kets at that time. Sow in one foot drills,

thinning to one foot apart, and when the

plant has attained its full size, blanch it by
gathering up the leaves and tying them by
their tips in cone shape. In from three to

six weeks it will be nicely blanched and fit

for table. Green Curled is the variety gen-

erally planted by market gardeners. French
Moss Curled is particularly handsome.
White Curled must be used when young.
Fennel (class F). The leaves are used for

fish, sauce, and for garnishing. Sow seed in

drills, in early spring, and give cultivation

same as other plants.

Garlic (class F). This is grown similar

to Onions from setts. Plant them four

inches apart in one foot drills early in the

season, and otherwise treat like Onions.

Horse-Radish (class D). Delights in rich,

deep, moist soil, and is generally grown as

a second crop following early Beets, Rad-
ishes, Peas, or other early vegetables.

Manure the ground well, and dig it deep.

Sets are pieces of straight smooth root, six

or eight inches long and of about pencil

thickness, cut square at lower and slanting

at upper end ; and these are planted one

inch and a quarter apart, by simply drop-

ping them in holes made deeply with dibber

or crowbar, and pressing the soil back
against them with the same implement.

The crop is dug and marketed in fall after

being planted, but the plants make
larger and better roots if left in the ground
for another season.

Kale (class C). See Borecole.

Kohl R abi (class E). Where much trouble

from the black flea beetle is expected, seed

had better be sown in a frame where the

young plants can easily be protected, and
transplanted in the open ground when large

enough. Otherwise seed can be sown in ]J^

foot drills, like Turnip seed, and thinned to

8 or 9 inches apart in the rows. Give com-
mon good cultivation. It is a vegetable in-

Daiidelion: Very Early.

termediate between Cabbage and Turnip,

partaking somewhat of the flavor of both.

Though liked and freely used by the Ger-

mans, it has not come much in use and fav-

or with native-bom Americans.
Lavender (class F). A popular, aromat-

ic, perennial herb, growing about 2}2 feet

high with numerous stems. The plant de-

lights in a light calcareous soil, and is often

grown as an edging to beds of other plants.

Can also be propagated by division of clumps
or from cuttings. Sow seeds in early spring

in drills one foot apart, and give common
good cultivation.

Leek (class F). Very hardy and easily

cultivated, but succeeds best in light, well-

enriched soil. Sow seed in one foot drills as

soon as ground can be got in proper order,

covering seed about J.? inch deep. When
the plants have grown V> or 8 inches high,

they may be transplanted 8 or 10 inches

apart in one-foot rows,and set as deep as pos-

sible, in order to blanch the neck and make
the product more attractive to the eye.

American Flag is the favorite market sort.

Lettuce (class F). One of the most im-
portant crops of the market gardener, both
for forcing and out-door culture. It is grown
in hot-beds and forcing houses all through
the winter and early spring. For earliest

out-door culture, the plants are started dur-

ing the fall, and wintered in cold frames un-
til the ground thaws out in spring. They
are then set in well-prepared and very rich

soil in rows one foot apart and (i or 7 inches

apart in the row. Frequent stirring of the

soil, and occasional light dressings of nitrate

of soda promote rapid development, large

size, and delicious crispness. In the home
garden seed is generally sown as soon as the
ground is in proper order, in rows one foot

apart, and the plants must be thinned to 6

or 8 inches. This thinning may be done
gradually, and the thinnings used as leaf

salad. The remaining plants generally form
full heads. An eventual surplus in the home
garden can be utilized with profit by taking

a daily ration to the fowls when kept in con-

finement. Such treatment increases egg pro-

duction. Hundreds of most excellent vari-

eties have been introduced in recent

years. Of all these Boston Market is yet

the best and most reliable for forcing, al-

though Tennisball is also used for early

spring planting. For later use we have al-

most perfect sorts,Deacon, California Butter,

Henderson's New York, and especially in

Salamander,all of which give very large and
solid heads and stand the heat pretty well.

The Cos varieties are of a conical form

;

and to be had in perfection, should have the
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tips of leaves tied together to insure blanch-
ing. Paris White Cos is as good as any, but
none of them are grown to any great extent
by American gardeners.

Mae.ioram ( Sweet, class F). The leaves

and enils of shoots are used for seasoning.

Sow in warm soil in rows one foot apart

and give ordinary cultivation.

Eyy Plant: Early Long Purple.

Martynia (class D). An annual of the

easiest possil)le culture, often grown to

furnish pickle material. The pods which
while very young are used for this purpose,
are of singular shape, and have procured for

it the popular name ''Unicorn plant" in

England. Plant the seed when ground has
become warm, in rows two feet apart, and
thin to about the same distance in the row-
Plenty of seedlings generally spring up the
year following from seeds in pods that were
left on the old plants to ripen. The illustra-

tion shows single pod, and branch with pods.

Melon (class D). To come to perfection,

Melons need soil with considerable sand in

its make-up, a warm location, and sunny
exposure. Watermelons often do very well

on soil of medium fertility, especially if

planted after Clover, but for Muskmelons
the land can hardly be made too rich. No
fertilizer equals well-decomposed stable ma-
nure for the purpose, although it can gener-

ally be supplemented to advantage with
wood ashes or a good complete commercial
fertilizer. The following practice can be
safely adopted for the musk varieties; Plow
under a good coat of stable manure, mark
off rows from 5 to 8 feet apart each way,
according to vigor of variety to be planted,

and at eacli intersection mix a quantity
(several handfuls or even more) of wood
ashes and one handful of some good com-
mercial fertilizer thoroughly into the soil

and in this drop a few seeds. Cover them
lightly, and firm the soil over them with the

back of the hoe. Rows may also be made
of uniform width, say 8 feet, for varieties of

varying vigor, and the "hills" prepared at

greater or smaller distance in the rows to

suit the variety planted.

The enemies to be dreaded are the yellow
striped Cucumber beetle and the Melon vine
fungus. The former can be kept in check
by keeping the young plants dtisted freely

with plaster, or air-slacked lime, and by
pushing the plants to rapid growth. The
Melon-vine fungus has to be fought or pre-

vented by crop rotation, or perhaps by pre-

ventive applications of sulphate of copper,
or sulphate of iron.

Cultivation is an easy matter since the
hills are so far apart, but frequent hoeings
should be given, always drawing the soil

up toward and around the plants. Cultivate
freely, and keep all weeds down, until the
vines cover the ground. Applications of

washing suds, fresh and hot from the wash-
house or kitchen, during dry weather are
always appreciated by the plants.

Hackensack is the most popular variety
for market, and Early Nutmeg, Casaba,
Bay View, are much grown. Montreal Mar-

ket is a large variety much esteemed for

forcing at the north. In the newer Emerald
Gem we have a variety of exquisite quality

but rather small in size, and moderately
prolific. It is really the "gem" of the

Melons, and can be grown in hills as close

as four feet apart each way.
Watermelons are grown in a similar way,

except that they are more partial to sandy soil

but can get along with smaller rations of ma-
nure. The hills should be from 8 to 10 feet

apart each way, and cultivation given same
as Musk varieties. Of the many varieties

grown for market,Mountain Sweet,Ice Rind
and Ice Cream are quite ;^popular, and in

fact, there are a great many other good
varieties. For the home garden the round,
medium-sized Volga has hardly an equal in

crispness, delicacy of flavor, productiveness
and general desirability.

Mint (class F). The leaves and ends of

shoots are used for seasoning. It is a per-

fectly hardy perennial, preferring cool,moist
soil, and is generally propagated by division

of the creeping root-stock. Plant In early

spring one foot apart.

Mustard (class F). Both the white and
brown variety, which are quick growing an-
nuals, the latter often a troublesome weed,
are much esteemed for greens especially in
some parts of the South, and the young leaves
are sometimes used for salad. A large
curled-leaved variety is very superior for
either purpose, but seems to be only little

known. Sow seeds in early spring rather
thickly in one-foot rows, and give the usual
cultivation. Guard against the tlee beetle.

Some Giant Trees of America.
W. A. ENGARDE, FHILAJ)ELPH1A, PA.

Information relative to the forestry of the
world, and particularly that concerning the
woodland giants of this country, will always
prove valuable and interesting reading to

those interested in facts associated with the
wonders of the vegetable kingdom.
Among the conspicuous representatives

of American trees is the celebrated North-
brook Chestnut tree,which grows in Chester
County, Pennsylvania. It is eight feet in

diameter, and is still green, vigorous, and
thus in distinguished contrast with the
famous, but somewhat smaller. Chestnut
trees at Cedar Croft, in the same county.
Recently an illustration has been given of

the monstrous Chestnut on Mount ^tna,
which is sixty feet around. This venerable
monster is now reduced to a mere shell, but
in days of yore was the scene of many im-
portant gatherings of royalty.

Many magnificent and colossal White
Oak trees are growing in different parts of

the United States. Prominent among these

are three : first, that at Mantua, Monmouth
County, New Jersey, which is more than
six feet through ; second, that at Berkeley,
in the same state, which is about eight feet

through ; and lastly, the mammoth tree

known as the "Preaching Oak," which
stands near the James River, back of Harri-
son's Landing, Virginia.

The large Cypress in Bartram's garden,
Philadelphia, as well as the large ones that

grow in the swamps of the Pearl River, are

notable trees. The famous Montezuma or

Cortez Cypress, now in the last stage of de-

cay, illustrates the size, age and whole
character of the largest of the Mexican Cy-
presses. This tree is rich in historical asso-

ciations. It was standing at the period of

the conquest of Mexico, and near it some of

the most tragic events of that great struggle
occurred.

The old Monteray Cypress, in California,

is probably one of the oldest trees in North
America, and stands among the naked gran-
ite rocks like a sentinel watching the ad-
vancing waves of the Pacific Ocean.

The Zephyr Flower.
MRS. J. S. R. THOMSON, SPARTANBURG CO., S. C.

Until recently the Zephyranthes were
classed among Amaryllis; now they are

generally known as Zephyranthes or Zephyr
Flowers, and no name being more appropri-

ate. Best knovm among them are Zephyr-
anthes rosea, Atamasco and Treatia, cata-

logued usually as "Fairy Lilies." The
fiower of Z. rosea is a delicate, lovely pink;
Z. Atamasco a pure pearly white, with del-

icate green throat; Z. Treatia, a native of

Florida, has flowers same color as Z. Atam-
asco, but otherwise inferior to it. Z. Atam-
asco is a native of the country fromVirginia,
south to Florida and Texas.
In Z. Candida we have another very de-

sirable variety with flowers entirely dis-

tinct in shape and of two colors—white and
rose, and with Rush-like leaves. As a com-
panion to these I have a variety of a deep
yellow with brown throat, known to botan-
ists as Habranthus Andersonii, but classed
recently among the Zephyranthes.
The bulbs are all hardy south of Virginia,

half-hardy north. All are lovely and easily

forced into bloom, 11 desired in greenhouse.
They are planted here in the south as border
plants, require little room, and are easily

cared for, yet no flower I' know gives a more
ethereal gracelto a collection than thesedeli-

cate Lily-like Zephyr flowers.

Southern Dewbeby. Aseetllingvarietyof this

found glowing originally in the corner of an old
eornfielcl in Florida, was mentioned by Mr. P. W.
Reasoner of that State as having proved very
productive of delicious fruit, Ijetter in Havoi
than any Blackl)erry. Mr. Reasoner considered
this Dewberry, which ripens in Florida about the
middle of April, and bears for three weeks, more
profitable than the Strawberry in that section.

Insects against Insects. The work of breed-
ing and introducing insects to destroy insects goes
merrily on. Though the efforts of Prof. Riley of
the Department of Agriculture, an Australian
parasite of the cottony scale so destructive in
California Orange groves, has been introduced
by the thousands, and the results seem to Justify

the highest expectations of the promoters of tliis

enterprise. Perhaps it will not be many years,

before insect parasites and insect diseases will be
the most potent means at the grower's command
of fighting the bugs, grubs and other insects that
threaten to destroy his crops.

Ampelopsis Hoyalii. I have been acquainted
with this and studied its habits for many yeare.

It is as yet but little known, and I have found out
its proper name only recently. When young it

seems at fii"st to be identical with A. Veitchii,

but after three or four yeai-s shows its great
superiority, having large leaves and bearing
more berries. The plant which I have had under

Martynia, or Unicorn Plant.

observation has been growing for the past eight

or ten years upon the cottage walls of one of my
acquaintances, a plant of A. royalii on one side,

one of A. Veitchii on the other. At the bloom-
ing and seeding season the greatest difference is

noticeable, A. Veitchii bearing few seeds and
sparsely scattered over the vines, while A.

royalii beare them in greatest profusion and in

great clusters resembling Currants. In gather-

ing the seed the vine is so vigorous that branches
eight to ten inches long can easily be spared

from it, whilst it requires patience to gather

seed of A. Veitchii. The leaf is of the same
shape as that of A. Veitchii. A. quinquefolia, a

native of the south, has five lobes and also climbs

differently from the other two varieties.
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"AOOUSE NOT NATURE, SHE HATH DONE HER PART; DO THOV BUT THINE."—Hwiotl.

Vol. IV. J-XTXj-Z", 18 8 9- No. lO.

July.
July—for you the songs are sung
By birds the leafy trees araoug:
With nierrj' caroUngs they awake
The meadows at the morning's break,
Aud through the day the lisping breeze
Is woven with their tree-top glees.
For you a fragrant Incense burns
Within the garden's blossom-urns
Which tempt the bees to hasten home
With honey for their honey-comb.
The river like a looklug-giass
Reflects the fleecy clouds that pass,

Until it makes us almost doubt
If earth ami sky arn't clianged about.
July—for you. in silence deep
The world seems faUen fast asleep.

—F. D. Sherman.

The Planting Se.\si)n iu the garden don't euU
yet—not until November.

The Potato beetle is said certainly to be on
the decrease in the far west.

July Planted Gladiolus. So good an au-
thority as C. L. Allen says in the Itural New
Yorker that to secure the full measure of beauty
in the Gladiolus it should be planted during the

first half of July.

Cottonwood Poplar. The West is at last learn-

ing the true worth of the Cottonwood Poplar
tree which has been so extensively planted in

city and country of that region, because of its

rai>id growth. At the recent nui'serymen's con-
vention one intelligent delegate earnestly dis-

couraged its planting because of its destructive-

ness to other growths and of its then dying early.

He said it is a murderer, killing every other
growth by absorbing moisture and then it

commits suicide.

The Seedsmen. About .W members of the Seed
Trade Association met in annual convention at

Washington on the 11th and V.ith insts. Officers

for the ensuing year were elected as follows:

President, H. W. Johnson, Philadelphia; Vice-

President, J. C. Vaughan, Chicago; Secretary
and Treasurer, Albert M. Mct^uUough, Cincin-

nati; Assistant Secretary, Frank T. Emerson,
tlmaha; Executive Committee: John Allan, Pic-

ton, Ont.; Wm. Mcggut, Wethersfleld, Conn.;
John Fottler, Jr., Bostfm; S. F. Leonard, Chicago;

H. W. Wood, Richmond, Va.

That Sugar Trust. Fruit growers keenly
feel during the canning season the monstrous
grip of the infamous sugar trust. Granulated
sugar that two years ago could be bought of

nearly all retailers at six cents a pound can not
now be had short of about nine cents a
pound. The difference between these two figures

goes into the pockets of the owners of the great
sugar trust that was formed in October, 18.S7.

They secured absolute control of the market,
and have advanced i)rices to suit themseh'es.

Sugar cannot advance much farther, for now the

price is near a figure that would admit of profit-

able importions. It is a conspiracy against the

people that must be put down. To do this two
ways are oi>en, one is the rigid and prompt appli-

cation of the laws against conspiracies, the other

the repeal of imjiort duties on sugar until such a

time as the trust may feel the effects of importa-

tion. In any event, come the remedy as quickly

as ijossible, no relief wUl be felt during the pres-

ent year.

Damage by Frost and Flood. It will be
some time before we begin to realize the full ex-

tent of the damage done to this year's fruit and
other crops, not to mention the apalling loss of

life and property by the May frosts and ttoods.

Over large areas fruit growers arc bewailihg the

almost complete loss of promising Apple and
Grape crops by the frost of May 29th. Fortu-

nately the great diversity of soil and climates of

the States almost excludes the possibility of such

a calamity becoming universal. We shall have

some fruit, but for once no reason to complain

of over-prixluction. The floods also have done
considerable damage to horticulture in some
memorable instances. We are privileged to make
a few extiacts of a private letter written by Mr.

Harry Chaapcl, seedsman and florist, of Williams-

port, Pa., to one of our acquaintances. "On
June 1st we were completely flooded—4)4 feet of

water in olfice, B in greenhouses and store, and
still more in seed store. Seeds 'all lost, plants

rather muddy. My house stood nobly in water
more than a day and night. The water came less

hin'riedly than the Johnstown flood' No glass in

house lost. Over 200 hot-bed sashes lost and
broken. To-day—a week after the flood—we are

trying to get our stores open to do business. 1

am tar from discouraged, as my loss compared
to that of some is small. The entire business
portion of the town was in water five feet or

more, and our large dry goods, grocery, shoe and
other stores present a pitiful sight."'

The Florlsts' Convention. Buffalo's location

so nearly midway between the " East and West,"
and its nearness to Canada, should render the

coming meeting August :?0-22, the most largely

attended convention of the Society ever held.

Our local organization is not so strong as that of
New York, Philadelphia or Chicago, hence the

local attendance will not equal that of some
former meetings, but this should be more than
offset by the fact that :i2 railroads terminate at

Buffalo, giving quick, cheap and direct com-
munication from all sections where floriculture

has made the greatest advances. That Niagara
Falls is a suburb of Buffalo, should also draw
many florists here whomightfeel that they could

not spare the time and means for a similar trip

elsewhere. On another page we point out vari-

ous other inducements which should lead to a

lai'ge attendance. All those railroads that are

represented in the Trunk Line Passenger Com-
mittee, the New England Passenger Committee,
the Central Traffic Association and the Southern
Association, offer a rate of 1% fare on the certifi-

cate plan to \isitors. Tickets will be good
for three days before opening and three days
after close of convention. Delegates will i»ay

full fare going, getting from their ticket agent
at starting point a certificate stating this fact,

and having obtained the signature of the Secre-

tjiry of the Association at the meeting to thLs

certificate, they will be entitled to return ticket

at % fare. For the convenience of the visiting

florists we offer herewith a list of the hotels of
Buffalo, from which special rates have been
secured for convention delegates: Tifft House
(headquarters of the Society), Tifft House Block,

$3.00 per day; Iroquois, Eagle and Main, $;i.i)0

$4.00 per da.v; The Niagara, Porter avenue and
Seventh street, J:!.50-4.r)0 per day; The Genesee,

Genesee corner Main, ]KJ.0O-:3..5O per day; Mansion
House, Exchange street corner Main, $:j'00 per

day; Sttifford House, Washington street corner

Carroll, $2.00 per day; Tuckers's Hotel, Exchange
and Michigan streets, $2.00 per day; United States

Hotel, Terrace corner Pearl street, $1..5O-2.00 per

day; Eagle House, Washington corner Eagle,

$2.00 per day. (iruener's Hotel (German), 20 East

Huron street, $2.00 per day; Southern Hotel,

Michigan aud Seneca streets, $1.50 per day; St.

Johns House, 3!t East Swan street, $1.50 per day;

Tiemont House, Washington and Seneca, $1.50

per day; Brunswick House, Exchange street

corner Washington street, $1.50 per day; Fillmore

House, Michigan and Carroll streets, $1.50 per

day. Applications for rooms may be made
direct to the hotels, or of Thomas Clayton, Chair-

man Hotel Committee, HO Richmond avenue, Buf-

falo, N. Y. Visitors are invited to ha\e their

mail matter addrcsseil to themselves, Popitlar
Gardening oflice, 202 Main ;street, for the con-

vention season.

Cornering the Cabbage Maggot
D. M. DDNNINO, CATTTOA CO., N. T.

I believe that I have found a remedy for

the Cabbage Maggot. On May '^Oth, I

noticed that an acre of early Cabbage and
about V acre of early Cauliflower were
lagging in growth in spite of favorable

weather aud plenty of rain, and on examin-
ing at least twenty plants by taking them
up entire, I found their stems below ground
entirely encased in maggots aud in some
cases the ball of earth at the roots was alive
with them—a nasty, pasty mess.
After consultation with the gardener in

charge we decided to try an application of
lime and liquid maniu'e, having plenty of
the latter on hand. We haul liquicj manure
in a tank holding about 120 gallons on a
two wheel cart made for this purpose. Next
morning we procured ten bushels of fresh
burned lime and with about 1(X) gallons of
the liquid in the tank, put in five pecks of

^^
Grafting the Lemon and Orange. See next page.

lime and this was thoroughly stirred for

some ten minutes, and then drawn off from
the bottom of the tank into common water-
ing cans from which the sprinklers were
removed. A pint of the liquid was poured
around each plant, using in all about 1,000

gallons and the 10 bushels of quick lime.

On a portion of the patch fresh gas lime was
used in place of the quick lime.

On the 3Tth of May a careful examination
of at least a dozen plants was made by
digging them up entire. Where the quick
lime was used not a live maggot could in

any case be found. What astonished me
most was the rapidity with which the plants

had made new roots, some of them in places

being as fine as silk fiber and four to six

inches long, and in other places looking
more like a web of mould than plant roots,

yet strong enough to hold quite a weight of

earth attached to them, showing how
rapidly nature will repair injuries when
given a good chance.

Where the gas lime was used the effect

was not so good, there being a few live

maggots found under the clump of roots,

and many of the plants were undoubtedly
injured as only about one half of this por-

tion were saved, althotigh subsequently
treated with the quick lime. On the portion

where the quick lime only was used, not

one plant in fifty is mis.sing. The average
size of the plant at the time was about the

size of a man's hand or larger, and June
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(ith they were fully three times as large and
growing vigorously, I think the above
application combines the two necessary
features of a remerty in this case, viz: some-
thing that will kill the maggots, and at the
same time stimulate the plants to a new
growth of root. The lime destroys the

worms and does not seem to injure the

plants in the least, while the manure water
keeps the ground moist and cool and helps

the plants to get started again. Strong lime
water alone, no doubt can be made suc-

cessful, and if necessary the plants may be
stimulated with artificial fertilizer in so-

lution. I think the eggs are often laid on
plants in the seed bed, and another year
shall apply strong lime water to the plants

when transplanting and also make earlier

examinations of the plants in the field.

with some firm soft material as Indicated
by f in illustration.

After the above details have been attend-
ed to, shorten the stock back to have one
leaf remaining above the point of union,
(our engraving shows none) and smear the
grafted point over with soft clay. The ne.xt

step is to provide for keeping the graft clear
from air during the time of the union. This
is shown at d. A .small jar or a wide-
mouthed bottle is placed over the graft, and

Grafting the Orange and Lemon.
Where Is the window gardener who has

not many times wished to possess a grafted
Orange or Lemon tree? A questicjn put to

every commercial florist many times every
year, is "can you graft my Lemon or
Orange tree?" Now this operation of graft
ing the members of the Citrus family is a
very simple one provided certain conditions
are observed, and we purpose in the present
article to to tell how it may be success-

fully done by the amateur.
Fii'st as to the stock, the "wild'' Lemon

to be operated upon. Both the Orange and
Lemon are generally grafted or budded on
the Lemon stock. Choose perfect seeds or

pips from common Lemons, dry them well
and sow in light sandy soil in a shallow /

'

box. When the seedlings are several inches
^

high,set them separately into small pots /
using a light rich fibrous earth. Were i^
they to be grown on a large scale it would "^

be equally safe to set them into rich light
garden soil instead of potting.

Two of the requisites in successful Citrus
grafting are warm weather and protection
of the graft from the air. During July and
August is the preferable season. The stocks
should be the size of a pencil or nearly that.
The bud or graft may be procured from any
thrifty tree of an improved variety, which
atthe time has half ripened wood. Such a
section of the wood should be taken as has
plump eyes. The veneer method of graft-
ing shown in our illustration is the best.

uUtu-e of the Orape. Mrst, Second, and Third Tear.

Lemon Tree in Pot.

The graft is prepared as indicated at a by
cutting it off nearly square into a slight
slope away from the leaf side. Then a shav-
ing is taken oft as shown, cutting smoothly
and a little below the bark. The stock is

cut as at b first with a crosswise cut, then
with one lengthways, from above down to
the first cut and to match in shape with the
cut on the graft. The cut surfaces of graft
and stock are then brought together and;tied

its moutli around the shoot is packed closely
with moss, cotton, or soft paper. The plant
should at the same time be shaded, but no
place either under glass or within can be
too warm for it at this stage. When the
graft has taken, which may be known by its

showing signs of growth, gradually harden
it off by removing the material from the
mouth of the bottle tor a few hours daily,

increasing gradually each time until it is

hardened.
Lemons may also be budded during the

summer months in the same way as Peach
trees, but as trees of better form and also

earlier are secured by grafting, this course
is the preferable one. All trees of the Citrus
family should be freely supplied with water
while in a growing state. The pots should
be kept well drained with pot shreds or the
like in the bottoms. As the balls of earth
become matted with roots the plants should
be shifted into larger sized pots.

It may not be generally known how to

distinguish between the young plants of the
Lemon and the Orange. The leaves of the
Lemon as shown in our second engraving
usually.have a plain, or nearly so,leaf stalk,

while those of the Orange have what ap-

pears like an extension of the leaf-blade

downward in the form of a small wing on
each side of the stalk. Some botanists re-

gard this peculiar form of leaf as indicat-

ing a reduced compovmd leaf.

CULTURE OF THE GRAPE-SEC-
OND PAPER.

Planting, Pruning, and Tuaining the
Vine.

BY DR. J. 9TAYMAN, LEAVENWORTH CO., KANSAS.

In pruning we must observe nature, and
follow her precepts. A tree grows upright
and supports itself, while a vine trails and
needs a support. The one may liear fruit

on old wood and spurs, but the other only
bears from new wood which must be annu-

ally renewed. We find vines trailing on a
tree, but we also see them trailing on low
brush, and bearing fully as well, if not bet-
ter. This seems to establish the principle
(which we think cannot be successfully
controverted) that it is as natural for a
grape vine to trail on a low support as It is

to climb high up into space.
The best system of pruning and training

the vine Is that which is in harmony with
the principles of nature, and in trying to
make it intelligible, we will commence
with the planting of the vine and give the
progressive steps.

The ground should be thoroughly
ploughed and pulverized about eighteen
or twenty-four inches deep, and on steep
hill sides, even deeper. Then lay off the
ground on gentle slopes for strong grow-
ing varieties as the Concord and Ives 8 feet
by 8, and on steep hill sides and for slow
growing varieties as the Delaware and
Jessica H feet by 6 and set short stakes for
each vine. Procure good, strong, well-
rooted one-year-old vines, shorten-in their
roots to about twelve inches long, dip them
in water and keep moist by either wrap-
ping in a sack or placing them in a basket
with damp moss.
Now let a person go in advance and dig

out the holes for planting, about eighteen
inches long, twelve wide, and eighteen
deep on the lower side of the stakes, and
close to them without removing them. If

the ground is level always open the hole
on the same side of the stake and with the
TOWS. Let another person follow imme-
diately after with the damp vines, and
plant them in the fresh soil by spreading
out all the roots regularly on the same side

from the stakes, then flJl in good strong soil

amongst the roots and pack it tight, by
gently tramping the earth if not too moist.

When finished, the stem should be close to

the stake with two buds above the ground,
as may be seen in theleft cut. If the work is

done in the fall which is the best time for

planting in Kansas, mound up the earth

over the top of the vines and remove it early

in the spring before the buds start. Stakes
should now be procured about five feet long
and about one inch and a half in diameter,

which will do to train the vines on the first

two years. Some persons let their vines

trail on the ground the first year, but this is

a slovenly practice and costs more in the

end, for your trellis must be erected one
year sooner, or you will have to procure
stakes the second year.

If your vines are strong train up two canes
the first year (tie with Willow, straw, etc.,

cut up in suitable length). Your vines will

grow more stocky than if one cane only had
been trained up.

Keep the ground well cultivated and clear

of weeds throughout the season; you may,
however, plant between |the rows, Straw-
berries, Tomatoes, Turnips, and light hoed
crops. Raise no layers from your vines as

they weaken your plant, except to replace a
missing vine close by. In the first fall after

planting the vines will appear as in the cen-

ter with two canes. You may prune them in

fall or spring to two spurs of two_buds each.

The second year train up four canes from
the two spurs as shown to the right. If we
were to train up but two canes as generally

recommended they would grow about ten

or twelve feet long, and concentrate too

much growth on the top of the vine, which
would have to be cut away. Moreover they
would be in danger of being injured by high
winds etc., but if we train four canes they
will each be shorter, and shorter-jointed,

consequently there will be more strength

concentrated in the roots, stock and spurs.

Whatever gives an undue length of growth
without corresponding stockiness adds suc-

culence to the growth of both roots and
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stock. This may be verifled by the long
slender plants, being deficient in strength

and hardiness as the leaves are thinner and
thrown farther apart. This is a very im-

portant principle in Grape training.

Notes from the Popular Gardening
Grounds at La Salle-on-the-

Niagara.

A Plan of the Groumlg. If tlio reader must
ver.v carefully use his eyes in order to compre-
hend the features of the phiu which we take
pleasure in presenting this month, It is because
the bringing of the many details of our 13 acres

into the length of a page requires considerable

ndnuteness of parts. The plan is an accurate

one of the Popular Gardening grounds re-

duced to a scale of about 10 feet to 1-16 inch, and
as such we l)elieve it to be worthy of some study
by our readers who take an interest in the work
being prosecuted on what some term "our sub-

scribers' Central E.\periment Farm." The dark
portion represents these grounds, the lighter

parts the neighboring orchards and gardens,

which to the extent of thousimds of acres, almost
completely hem in the farm under consideration.

Of the various improvements indicated on the

map, those of upwards of two-thirds of the area

represented have at this time been carried out|in

the planting and other early stages of the work.
The plats marked 12, 11, 10, and parts of 9, 3, and
5 are yet incomplete, while there are also vacan-
cies in the fruit plantations awaiting later varie-

ties to be tested. Almost every detail of lawn
trees, walks and drives about the house A, as

well as of the plat 4, 6, 8, are accurately shown in

the engraving. The Apple orchard to the rear
of the house, consisting of trees eight years
planted, was on the ground when the present
owner bought here. The drive indicated on the
upper part of the plan has not been completely
opened.
Looking to the north (lower part of map) a

visitor would also find almost every detail fully

carried out. The Standard Pears appear to the
left in the engraving, and next to these in the
order named are Dwaif Pears, Plums, Quinces,
Cherries, Peaches, Apricots, Grapes, Nectarines,
Nuts, etc. The new lawn extending from the
turning place 7 to the bridge, is with the excep-
tion of a portion of plat 5, a complete sward over
which the mower has at this date passed several

times. As a grass plat it is especially interesting

as showing eight distinct tests of grasses for
lawns, either in separate varieties or mi.xed. The
same lawn, mainly in the half towards the creek
and bordered by an attractive fringe of natural
wood, supports an extensive planting of orna-
mental shrubs, trees, hardy flowers, evergreens,
Roses, etc. In the main the soil where these
gi-owtbs stand is kept tilled the plantations being
beds and borders in eifect, cut into the lawn.
The rine walk between plats and the orchard,

and extending to the vineyard, is in part planted
to an assortment of creepers. The same walk
takes a sweep around to the creek bank as shown
in the lower part of the engraving, and here it

continues through the natural growth of wood,
shrubs and iilauts, the wild erarden that occupies
this bank and throughout its length back to the
bridge. To the south of the bridge and house
for a distance of some .300 feet the natural wood of
the bank has been thinned out somewhat and
the grade improved to form an easy slope of
lawn from the house to the waters edge, as illus-

trated on page 165, May issue. Beyond this, and
to the extreme south point, this woody bank has
been allowed to remain very nearly in its natural
condition. It is decidedly attractive.

In further issues some of the plats of the
grounds will be illustrated on an enlarged scale,

to show the detail of the arrangement for setting
forth the principles of laying out fruit, vegeta-
ble and ornamental plats.

Primmng lStrau'tierrk;i. We do not feel called
upon to speak critically and in detail about the
one hundred or more varieties of Strawberries
now growing on our test grounds, since the plant-
ation was only established with plants set last
autumn, and some as late as this spring, and the
plants at that were obtained from nurseries far
and near, and not exactly in uniform condition
when received. This we can say, however, that
some of the newer sorts give considerable promise
of value. Among them we have the Haverland,
with early, elongated, large fruit and healthy
foliage: the Warfield, with jilenty of large, fine
fruit, fully as early and also very nearly as
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Co., N. Y. Visitors to the Grounds Are Axways Welcome,
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firm lis Wilsou, and large thrifty foliaj^e. Amoug
other especially thrifty sorts the Bubach stjinds

conspicuously with its mammoth foliage, but no
fruit as yet; Logan well set with rather late fruit;

Xtasca' forming immense stools with late fruit;

Candy's Prize, fine foliage, but yet without fruit;

Cloud, another late berry; Jessie, Ivanhoe, etc.

The Wilson, we repeat, cannot yet be spared
for this section. In health and fruit production
it is little behind the very best in the lot; and
on our neighbor's (a Strawberry grower's)

grounds it yields a fine crop, while Jessie, Sharp-
less, and a number of other sorts lost almost
every berry l;)y the memorable frost of May 39th.

For the purposes of fall planting with the ex-
pectation of a crop next spring, the Wilson ranks
yet among the most reliable sorts, but from our
limited acquaintance with Warfield and Haver-

TRELLISE FOR LIMA BEAN,

land, we should consider them of greater i)romise

in this direction than of the rest. Further trials

will tell the story.

TrfAlia fur Lima Beans. For our row of Limas
200 feet in length we have made a cheap trellis

as illustrated above, and which for several

years wc have used for Lima and other Pole
Beans. For this trellis heavy posts are set firmly
and deeply at the ends of the row, with smaller
but reasonably stout posts or stakes 20 feet apart
between them. The tops of these of course
should be in even height, so that a straight, stout
wire can be run between the two end posts over
the tops of the intermediate posts or stakes.

Another lighter wire is stretched between the
posts about six inches from the ground, and
common white cotton yarn wound zigzag around
the two wires. If the posts are set straight

and uniform, the wires stretched tightly and the
yarn adjusted regularly, such a trellis will be not
only useful but highly ornamental from the
start, and when vine-clad present quite an at-

tractive feature of the premises. With a trellis

of this sort the vines need hardly any attention,
so far as tying or fastening to the support is con-
cerned. They always take kindly to the strings.

We believe in planting our Limas in a continu-
ous row, and pretty thickly besides. The greater
amount of seed required is of little consequence
compared with the advantages of the full stand
of plants which in insures. Should there be a
bare space in the row, aft<?r all, it can easily be
remedied. First dig a little hole where you want
the plants, then take up with spade or trowel a
clump of soil with a few plants on it, where they
staud too thick, and plant where wanted. Limas
transplant quite readily any way.

Our' Vineyard. The long continued warm
weather of April and May had givenusadeUght-
ful feeling of security; but the destructive frost
towards end of May brought a sudden awakening
such as neither fruit grower nor gardener fancies.
Whole vineyards in this neighborhood lost their
entire fruit, and it is feared that the damage will
extend over another season, since considerable
new growth had already been made, and nearly
all of this was killed back. Our young vines, be-
ing set somewhat late, did not suffer as they
otherwise would hava done; but nearly all the
new growth on them was destroyed. The Clin-
tons, and a few others, and strange to say, a
scattering vine or two among the Niagaras,
Wordens and Concords, of which there are a
number planted, escaped entirely unhurt. Not
in the least disheartened, however, all vines
have begun to make new growth in good earnest.

ProtectiAm Aiiaimt Frost. The single circum-
stance that our garden was made rather late,
saved us much worry concerning our crops when
the indications pointed to a frost. A few of Hen-
derson's Bush Lima Beans and some early Pota-,
toes were really the only vegetable crops ex-
posed, and they were covered up with soil on
the evening previously, and suffered no injury-
Some of our neighbor had acres of Tomatoes
planted, and few. if any. of the plants escaped,
except in one instance, where the plants were
bent over to the ground and covered with soil,
as we did with our Beans. A patch of Sweet
Corn we saw treated in same way with entire
success. A few days later we felt confident to

set our Tomato and <ither tender plants in open
ground, and they are doing finely indeed. There
is hardly ever a gain in planting them before the
beginning of settled warm weather—say first of
June in this latitude.

Weed l)e>itruetion. The extremely wet season
compels us to use horse cultivators and hand
wheel hoes pretty freely. On the other hand
it makes hand weeding, especially weed pulling,

quite easy. But just in such times promptness
of action is of utmost importance. Weeds grow
fast, and if their destruction be delayed to the
latest presumably safe date, another rainy week
may set in, and at the end of it the garden be
overrun with weeds almost beyond redemption.
The free use of the wheel hoes, however, and an
occasional hand weeding keeps the vegetable
section clean and beautiful to look at, so in reality

we fear no danger. In loose,

sandy soil the fingers often
answer very well for a " hand
weeder," but where the soil is

hard or baked, some sort of tool

with a sharp edge, to gouge
into the ground and cut out
the weeds is required. We
make use of various hand
weeders, as Lang's and Hazel-

tine's, or simple home made devices, knives,
etc. Almost any sharp-edged small tool will

answer the purpose. Some years ago we gave
to our boys in the Onion field a common iron
spoon each for weeding. This works well in

scooping the soil away from the bulbs, which
should grow on top of the ground, not in it. Now
we generally use Lang's weeder to scrape the
soil aside and to let the bulbs stand as indicated
by the figure at the left in illustration. If the
soil is drawn up to the plants, as shown at the
right, the Onions are said to be more liable to run
to neck. Such specimens are not desirable, nor
allowed on our grounds.

Strawberries In New Jersey. A Re-
view of the Season.

WM. F. BASSETT. ATLANTIC CO., N. J.

The Strawberry crop of Southern New
Jersey has been a gootl one this season, but
prices ruled low, partly because Maryland
and Delaware berries were later than usual
as compared with New .Jersey, and con.se-

quently came more directly in competition
with them. As usual. Crystal City came in

a week ahead of other varieties. We have
tried nothing yet which will take the place
of it for the table as it is so early and so
good, but it is not sufficiently productive for
the market. May King is also a necessity
on account of its extra quality, and it some-
times produces paying crops for market,
but ofteuer not over % as much as Crescent
and other market sorts.

Among newer varieties Warfield No. 3 is

most promising for market. It is pistillate,

and an immense runner like the Crescent,
and like that makes rather small plants tm-
der ordinary circumstances, but the berries
are .50 per cent larger on an average
through the season, firmer and of better
color, and at least as productive, a small
plat of them (1-tO of an acre) having pro-
duced this season at the rate of nearly 7,000
quarts per acre with ordinary treatment.
This berry is broadly
conical with a slight

neck, of a very bright
crimson scarlet as usual-

ly picked for market,
coloring all over very
evenly. When fully ripe

it is a dark glossy crim-
son. It is, however, too
acid to eat without plen- iet'eJ Culture versus BUlino for Onions.

ty of sugar and cream decidedly promising.
;
market than could be sold at a remunera-

Haverland, another pistillate variety, is
|

tive price to the growers, the only parties
equally large and productive, and would be who have realized fair pay for their services
equal as a market berry if not rather light being the pickers and the transportation
in color which is a light scarlet. It is not

j
companies, but it may be an open qestion

son just two weeks later than Crystal City.
It is an exceptionally strong grower, and the
first berries which ripened were the largest
of the season, but the balance of the crop has
not kept up the extra size. In color it is a
bright scarlet; the quality is good, and it is

firmer than any other variety we ever tried,
except Atlantic, but it has not this season
produced enough to make it a paying varie-
ty for market, and a considerable per cent,
of the berries have a hard tip. It .spite of
these defects, however, we value it highly
as a late variety for our table, and think it

has come to stay.

We hoped to see Jessie turn out a bigger
crop this season then last but it has not
done so, and although it has some excellent
qualities as a market berry, prominent
among which is great firmness, we fear that
for our section, it will ouly be retained for its

extra quality, and will not be much grown
for market. It also has the fault of being
very variable in size, producing some very
large berries and quite as many small ones.
Bubach No. .5 is remarkable for size of

growth, very large and very productive,
yet I do not like it; it is soft, and most of the
berries cockscombed with deep and irregu-
lar sutures between the lobes.

Bomba, with us, rusted both last year
and this worse than any other variety, and
of coiu-se the fruit was worthless. Pearl I

have only seen fruiting on very poor sandy
land without culture, and it produced all

that could reasonably be expected. The
berries are good size and good in quality
and fairly firm, but not very bright in color.

Plants which we set in September last on
good soil are making a vigorous growth.

Cloud's Seedling set this spring gives prom-
ise of being more productive, and of larger
size than any other very early variety we
have yet seen, and it is of fairly good quali-
ty, but not nearly as good as Crystal City.

Among older varieties which have some ex-
cellent points we shall retain Prince of Ber-
ries and Indiana, the former for its gootl
quality and lateness ; both would be good
market varities if a little more productive.
We would drop Cumberland Triumph

were it not that there is some demand for

plants, as it is but little, if- any more pro-
ductive than Jessie, and softer and lacking
in flavor, and if we retain Kentucky it will
be for the same reason, as Vineland more
then fills its place being similar in style of
growth, quality, lateness and general ap-
pearance, except that it is rounder in form,
and it is considerably larger and more pro-
ductive. Mammoth, which should have
been noticed among new varieties, has only
produced a few scattering berries of irregu-
lar size and more irregular form, and ripen-
ing all through the season from rather
early till quite late, and has been charac-
terized as a mammoth fraitd.

I think it is an unquestionable fact that
more Strawberries have been placed on the

so acid as Warfield, but rather watery and
insipid in ffavor. Some of these which were
transplanted in May, when nearly ready to
bloom, produced a fair crop. Gandy is a
promising very late variety, being- this sea-

whether a wider distribution could have
been efl'ected in any manner to use the
whole crop at paying prices. It is a matter
of considerable importance just now to the
Blackberry growers, for the crop last year
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was tmite too heavy for the market, and with

a much heavier stock of canned fruits on
hand now than last year, and a prospect of

fnlly as heavy crop, some new expedient

must be adopted or prices will be ruinous.

In other branches of the business some ar-

rangement would be effected to hold back
enough to maintain prices, and there can be

no doubt that if all the growers would leave

}{ to '._r their acreage without picking at all,

there would be enough for all paying de-

mand, and something might be realized.

The Bethel Apple of Vermont.
T. B. HOSKINS, M. D., VERMONT.

It is rather singular that an Apple so long

in cultivation and of so much merit as the

Bethel, .should not yet have obtained admis-
sion mto the leading pomological works like

Downing's and Thomas'. Mr. Downing
was engaged just before his death, in trying

to settle the identity or difference between
the Bethel and a fruit called the Stone Ap-
ple, grown somewhat extensively in St.

Lawrence county, N. Y. The writer was
assisting him in this and was able to deter-

mine the fact of identity, by discovering

that the Mr. Stone who brought the cions

into New York was an emigrant from
Bethel, Vermont, and took the cions from
thence before any definite name had been
given to the fruit in its native locality.

The Bethel has been grown in the White
River Valley, (tributary to the Connecticut)

for about 40 years; but who originated or

first propagated it I have yet to discover. It

first attracted attention in Orleans county,

Vt., in the northeastern part of the state)

by the hardiness of the tree, where no other

late winter Apple except recently Scott's

winter, has proved able to resist a climate

in which 40° below zero is a temperature
reached frequently with occasional dips of

4 or .5 degrees greater cold.

It is probable that the slow spread of this

Apple is due to the fact of its tardiness in

coming into bearing in which it rivals the

Northern Spy, being also, like that variety,

a good bearer after ten years from setting.

Certainly it is why I myself have but a

single tree, from the crop of which two
rather imperfect specimens are sent here-

with to the editor. North of the Baldwin
range, in New England, the Bethel is

unquestionably the largest and best long

keeping Apple. I leave the editor himself

to pass upon its merits. The fact that it is

an annual bearer, giving good crops in the

off years, together with its other merits, are

leading to an increased demand for the trees

where the variety is known. The fruit is

large, in good soil often very large, oval,

heavily striped with two shades of red upon
a yellow ground, having before being

liandled a blue bloom much like the old

Blue Pearmain. Its flesh is yellowish, half

tender, sub-acid in flavor and it is liked|wher-

ever known both for desert and cooking.

[Apples received in good condition. A
beautiful fruit, apparently a good keeper,

nearly sweet, of agreeable but by no means
high flavor, and otherwise as described by
Dr. Hoskins.—Ed.]

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to ivhich alt are invited to send notes of

experience and obsert^ation concerning topics that re-

cently have been treated on in this loumal. Many
such contributions monthly would be welcome.

Hahdiness of Oriental Plants. I wish to

add to your valuable notes on the Oriental Pop-

pies tluit Papaver bracteana has proven abso-

lutoly hardy in root on our lighter, friable soil,

with thermometer .3.5° below zero, without snow
or other protection. I wish also to add that all

plants, shrubs and trees, from the home of P.

hracieana in north central Asia, and the valley

of the Amur, have proven iron-clads here so far

as tried. As examples Bocconia Cordata from
that section has proven hardy in bulb without

winter covering. The home of the FraxincUa

Japnniea is said by Maximowich to be in this

region, and its roots are as hardy with us as those

of our perennial weeds. The North < 'hina Pivonies

were also from this region and are perfect with

us. Pyrethrum Cornelia, and others of its type,

are perfect in root, and are said to be from the

region north ot Tiokara. Rosa rugosa we first

received from Japan, and wondered that it should

prove so hardy. But we now find its original

home was north central Asia. We also wondered
at the perfect hardiness of Cut-leaved Birch

until we learned that its original home was the

valley of the Amur. Even many plants, shrubs

and trees from points south of the 40th parallel

in Central Asia are hardy with us, of which
Bokara Clover is an example.—J. L. Biidd.

Mulberries for Birds. I have a large num-
ber of White Mulberry trees in full bearing, of

the fruit of which the birds are very fond. I

have also several early Richmond Cherry trees,

of which the birds reap much more benefit than

I. Some seasons I do not get a ripe Chei-ry, but

I notice that just as soon as the Mulberries be-

come so far advanced as to be sweeter than the

Cherries, the birds leave the Cherries at once.

The great objection to the practical working of

the suggestion to protect our marketable fruits

from birds by planting Mulberries, is that the

Mulberry ripens and is gone long before Grapes

can be damaged, and do not ripen until after the

earlier kinds of Cherries have been eaten by the

birds.—C. Oydcn.

Notes on Grapes. While I agree with Mr.

E. P. PoweU, Oneida Co., N. Y., in most of his re-

marks, I take a different stand on some points.

Woodruff Red is a large handsome Grape here,

and of much better quality than I expected,

and far ahead of Moore's Early in the market.

Early Victor as grown here is aweek earlier than

Moore's Early, and a much better Grape, even

better than Worden to my taste, while the

bunches are by no means small when grown as it

should be. Half a pound is nothing unusual for

a good bunch. Mr. Powell's article is a most ex-

cellent one for the amateur and the home grower;

but the man who grows to sell Grapes must be

guided by what takes the public taste, and select

for his own use as Mr. Powell does. I have not

sold fifty pounds of Grapes in three years myself,

but if growing for that purpose would try to

gratify a taste that exists which is more for show
than quality. Empire State don't shrivel here

nor drop off the bunches, and if not very high

toned, is very sweet and pleasant.

Fruiting Novelties Quickly. I recently

bought three new Peach trees—Lovett's White
Wonderful and Globe. Paid a high price for

them. When they came (June-budded trees)

neither had six inches of wood, and roots were
very small. From such trees I could not expect

fruit short of three or four years. So I took the

tops off, and in two of them there was but an
inch or two to spare, and budded in strong trees

that will make top enough to have fruit next

season. I left them undisturbed for two weeks,

then when they had taken began to cut the tops

of the trees off. Some of the buds are already

gi'owing, and some the trees will be headed back
to the bud, and the whole force of the tree sent

into it. To the best of my knowledge I never

saw this in print; and think that many would
practice it it they knew how easily it is done
Some of buds were set on bearing trees, so

that there is no doubt about their making fruit

buds in this latitude. S.MiUer,Montgomery Co.,Mo.

IMMER.S10N FOR Insects. After reading this

English remedy for insects I found a Chrysan-

themum with green tiy on it, and immersed the

whole top in water for 48 hours without serious

injury to the plant, but neither did it kill all the

aphis. I then took another and covered it for an
equal time with Tobacco dust, with less apparent

effect on the iilant and a complete extermination

of the aphis. I also took a thu-d and immersed it

in water 6;i hours and it came out looking quite

sick, but there were still a few aphis remaining.

But even if fully successful this water remedy
would be ot little value, because it I'equires the

suspension of the plant over a vessel of water
just in a position to immerse the whole top with-

out submerging to the pot, and this is too much
trouble.— TT'm. F. Bamett.

Japan Persimmons. We have native varieties

hero that surpass any of the Japanese varieties.

1 have tasted and eaten of eight different ones.

Some were sent to a prominent horticulturist in

New York, who in answer stated that they

were finer flavored than the Japanese. The
smallness in size, and the large number of seeds

in our natives is the objection, and this has teen
overcome to some extent. One with but very
few seeds, sometimes none, five and six inches in

circumference and better than any Japanese I

have tasted; it ripens in September, long before
frost, and is my favorite. The tree is not six feet

hif!h, bore about 40 specimens last season for the

first time, and I would not take $50 for it. Not
having any trees of it to sell, I have no axe to

grinil. Have two other varieties nearly equal to

this except they have too many seeds.

The Wilson Strawberry. This has been
praised tor its proiluctiveness, and condemned
for irregularity of size and shape. Of all the

large number of varieties, however,! recommend
it for the home growei-s who can not afford to

give it much attention. It will give him a supply

and perhaps a surplus to seU. Yet it should not

be neglected, and will repay good care as well as

any other berry. Under fair treatment it averages

well in point of size, and when dead ripe, it is to

my taste as luscious as any cultivated kind. Ver-
ily, we can not yet spare the Wilson for it fills a

place not occupied by any other .—A. P. Reed.

Mice in Hot-beds. A short time ago we
noticed an item giving directions for making a
mouse-proof hot-bed. At the time ours was made
(the usual way) and the mice were making sad

havoc with the young Lettuce and Tomato
plants. Knowing their fondness for cheese, we
sprinkled several pieces with London purple and
scattered them about on the boxes. The result

could not have been more satisfactory (to us), as

there has not been a mouse seen or a plant in-

jured since.—X T.

The Robinson Plum. This, although adver-

tised as such, is by no means Curculio-proof, but
it requires no special attention as it bears so

enormously that the curculio is beneficial rather

than injurious,as it thins the fruit, leaving about
what the tree ought to carry.—J. T.

Sawdust as Mold and Fertilizer. From
observation and experiment I am confident that

sawdust has value additional to that as an ab-

sorbent and plant food. It is more than a mere
vehicle for other fertilizei's. Hard wood sawdust
as "chip dirt," has a fertilizing capacity of its

own. The soil beneath where such sawdust has
rotted resembles the black alluvial loam of Min-
nesota and other western regions. Tomato
plants set in this soil, make an immense growth
of foliage, too immense in fact for producing
much fruit. Now I contend that hard wood saw-
dust, when well rotted, furnish a fine mold equal

in value to leaf mould for potting purposes, as

well as a mulch for trees and shrubbery, and a
lawn fertilizer. When used as absorbent you
make it doubly effective, of course, but surely it

has also Wrtues of its own.—A. P. Beed.

The Buffum Pear. This originated about
half a mile from here. The original tree stand-

ing within sight of ray window, is a grand old

tree, and beai-s a good crop annually. It is said

to be over a century old. We consider the Buf-
fum a good Pear. It should be picked before it

colors and put in a dark place.—Benjamin Almv-
The Resin Compound. This may be applied

in double strength from that given on page 20.5

as a wash for the stems and branches of trees to

destroy wooly aphis or root louse of the Apple.

In one-half the strength of the original receipt it

makes an excellent foundation for all spraying
compounds. For codlin moth, canker worm,
piumb curculio,or any insect that eats foliage or

sucks sap from the trunk, branches, ' twigs or

foliage, indeed for killing all common fruit pests

at " one full swoop," there is nothing better

than this solution to each 500 gallons of which is

added one pound of white arsenic dissolved by
boiling in one gallon of water in which one
pound ot concentrated lye had been dissolved.

Then add one-half pound of London pin'ple

made into a pa.ste with cold water. Also dissolve

in sufficient wat-cr 20 pounds of sulphate of cop-

per (blue stone or blue \itriol), and then add.

This gives us a spraying solution both for insects

and fungus diseases. The resin is the very best

thing for plant lice (aphids) and other soft

bodied things that suck, but is also of the great-

est use in sticking the arsenites to the foliage.

London purple is only added to give the wash a
suspicious color to warn all who handle it. The
compoiuid can be used on all fruits without dan-
ger except Currants, Strawberries, Gooseberries
and others that are used soon after spraying. It

is valuable as a first spray for Grape vines, and
will free thera at once of insects, and prevent
disease. The Plum curculio can also be com-
pletely controlled by this wash.—D. B. Wier.
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Some Fruit Notes from My Grounds.
E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

Currants. Of all the small fruits I like

the Currant best. If gro\vu in rich, strong

soil you can have fruit from the different

kinds until late in September. The Ver-

sailles is in my iudgment the best red—at
least as good as Fay; and the White Grape
is best of the whites. There are several

advantages in growing the whites. The
birds do not so easily see them, probably

considering them unripe fruit. They will

often strip a bush of red and wholly neglect

a white bush by its side. The white is by
odds the sweeterand richer,and in every way
the better table fruit. It also is the better

cropper. But on the other hand the whites

do not market as readily, although people

are getting educated to know the best.

Besides, in an acre of mixed bushes, you
will find the Currant worm knows the diff-

erence, and takes the white by preference.

It is well to plant a few Gooseberry bushes
scattered about your Currant fleld. The
worms always prefer these and can be fought
on them, but on the whole no plague can be
whipped more easily than the Currant
worm. Apply hellebore early, as soon
as they begin to work.
Planting. When you plant a new

orchard, depend on it its whole success

depends on the treatment your trees get for

the first three years. They should first of

all be carefully mulched, and always kept
mulched. They should be limbed low to the
ground, that is, if Pears, down to three or
four feet from the earth, and if Apples, five

feet. Then keep suckers and useless shoots
out, and give the tree limbs all the strength.

Young orchards often waste so much
strength on useless wood that they lose

three or four years of time. So your profit

goes. Trees should be kept pruned so that
large limbs need never be cut away. Merely
rubbing with the hand will remove when
just starting what will need a saw and large

wound in a few years. Don't think this

simply a matter of nice culture; it is a mat-
ter of profit and loss, of life and death.

Fruit growing is a farce if you do not attend
to it. The poorest trees in the world to take
care of themselves are Apple trees. As to

the borer, you must go about with a wire
twice or three times a year and bore him.
You can eliminate him in two years from
your land, but you must always watch.
Birds and Fruit. One year I bagged my

Grapes. It took much time and labor and
did not pay. Where birds destroy a great
deal it may be well to do it. I shut up my
hens and I poison the sparrows. It is curious
how all the robins in central New York find

out when my early Richmond Cherries are
ripe and come in crowds, jawing me if I

claim one. But I have them now, for each
year I cover my dwarf Richmonds as well as
the Montmorencys and the common acid
Cherries, with mosquito netting. I ate
my last Cherries of early Richmond last

year from the tree the middle of September.
The Cherry is a grand fruit to keep if pro-

tected. So you see I had them from Mayon
for four months, and nearly every day I

crawled through the netting and enjoyed
my favorite summer fruit. Is is as delicious
as it is healthy and when dead ripe is too
nice to sell. Birds should be encouraged,
however, so I leave a few trees uncovered,
and then make up by planting enough Ber-
ries for all of us and for market also.

Hints on Marketing Methods.
L. B. PIERCE, SUMMIT CO., O.

One point not usually touched upon by
writers and essayists on market gardening
is the desirableness of planning so as to

equalize the loads and adapt them to dis-
tance travelled. The party growing cheap,
bulky crops, as Pie-plant, Cabbage, Pota-

toes, Turnips and Squashes, should live not

more than four miles from market, while

the grower of Strawberries, Peaches, Celery

and Asparagus may be ten miles distant

and still make it pay. The grower of early

Onions should also grow Asparagus and if

his taste inclines that way, he can add a

plant house to his business and grow Cab-

bage and Tomato plants for dealers to sell

in flats. The grower of early Cabbages can
add Raspberries to his load with profit, and
early Peas can be marketed with Strawber-

ries, while Tomatoes, Peaches and Black-

berries work in well together, the idea being

to have a part of every load consist in some-

thing high priced in proportion to its bulk.

A bushel of Strawberries worth $3 can be

easily added to ten bushels of Peas worth 40

cents per bushel, making the load bring a

total of $7, and the Strawberries will be sold

at the same places as the Peas, while if the

load consisted of seven or eight additional

bushels of Peas, to make the same amount
it might be necessary to drive three or four

miles farther and spend several extra hours.

The same I have found true with Tomatoes;
ten bushels at 30 cents makes -$3, but a bushel

of Blackberries at $4, or two bushels of

Peaches or Bartlett Pears at -*1..50 doubles

the receipts while it adds only from one
tenth to one fifth to the weight. The grower
of Celery, who has to market his crop

through the winter, can draw away a good
many bushels of Turnips, Potatoes, Pars-

nips or winter Apples, without overloading.

I find a growing tendency among market
gardeners, as they pass the meridian of life,

to engage in fruit growing, but many do not

use due care in the selection of varieties

suited to the soil or locality. In the first

place the best market gardens are on flat

bottom land, soil which is wholly unadapted
to the growing of tree fruits, and in many
instances to all the small fruits except Cur-

rants and Strawberries. This land is farther

unfitted by heavy manuring for a series of

years, which causes a rank succulent growth
and subjects the trees to winter killing. If

fruit grooving is added to market gardening
land adapted to it should be planted, leav-

ing the level low lands to be still devoted to

their proper crops.

Thinning Fruit With Incidental
Pruning.

W. W. FARNSWOKTH, LUCAS CO.. O.

The practice of removing the surplus

fruit from trees which have ambitiously
undertaken more than they can properly

perform without injury to the present crop

and permanent injury to the trees them-
selves in many cases, is an operation which
needs only a careful, thorough trial to com-
mend itself to all painstaking fruit growers.

Many who acknowledge that the crop after

thinning will sell for more money per tree

thau it not thinned are still unwilling to

admit that the gain will pay for the extra

labor involved. Well, about how much
more time is required to remove .500 Apples,

Pears or Peaches in June and 500 more in

October than would be occupied in picking
the entire 1,000 in October?
Further than this,it is a well known fact

that the production of the seed of a fruit

causes by far the greater draft upon the

vitality of the tree than the formation of the

pulp surrounding it, also that 1,000 small
Apples will contain nearly twice the weight
of seeds found in five hundred specimens
double their size of the same variety and
thus be much more exhaustive to the tree.

We might in this connection mention an
incidental benefit which may result from
thinning of fruit. The horticulturist may,
in thinning the fruit, notice many young
shoots that by pruning time next spring

will become stout limbs to be cut off,

whereas now they may be easily rubbed off

while the plant food required for the forma-

tion will be saved for the tree and fruit.

The Early Cabbages Weighed In the
Balance.

In our continuous tests of the different

varieties of Early Cabbages—new and old—
we have not yet found anything that might
threaten to drive the old, well-tried and ever-

reliable .lersey Wakefield out of popular

favor as an early market sort. Of all the

very early kinds this is yet the be.st. Closely

following it we have the Vandergaw, intro-

duced a year or two ago by Mr. Burpee, and
indeed one of the finest medium early sorts

in existence. Henderson's Early Summer is

also excellent and reliable. As a reliable

sort for general use, both early and late, and
a boon to the home grower, especially if pos-

sessing but little skill as a gardener, or un-

favorable soil or location. Early Winnig-

stadt can hardly be surpassed. The prac-

tice to introduce strains of old varieties

under new names, must necessarily lead to

much confusion in nomenclature, yet the

selection of the best strains of any one varie-

ty is a matter of much importance. The
horticulturist of the Ohio Experiment Sta-

tion has tested many of these strains for the

sake of comparison, and reports that in no

other vegetable is the effect of selection

more marked, and in none the necessity of

good stock more apparent. Early Wakefield

also was the leading sort. Among the varie-

ties tested were the following :

Burpee's Advance took USdays from date

of planting to maturity ; average weight of

heads 3 lbs. and 14 oz. A mixture of several

varieties, some plants resembling Early

Wakefield, but the majority more like Early

Etampes. Usually soft and unmarketable.

Berkshire Beaiitj/ requires 139 days to ma-
ture; average weight 2 lbs. 14 oz. Heads
solid, but show tendency to rot.

Chiise's Excelsiiir requires 120 days to ma-
ture ; average weight 4 lbs. 8 oz. A strain

of Early Flat Dutch. Very uniform and re-

liable for heading. Heads solid, and of

good size and form.

Early Dwarf Flat Dutch requires 130 days

to mature ; average weights 3 lbs. 8 oz.

Good stock ; shows but slight variation.

The Early Flat Dutch varieties, grown by

Landreth, Maule, Henderson, Burpee, Brill,

Vick, Harris, Gregory, Livingston, and
others, are all about the same with a little

variation in average weight; require 130

days to mature, and are good stock.

Eorlu Etampes requires 112 days to ma-
ture ; average weight of head 2 lbs. 12 oz.

Foliage of a lighter green, and heads more
pointed than Wakefield. Habit of growth

much the same as that variety, but will per-

haps bear closer planting. About as early

as Wakefield, but much inferior as a mar-

ket variety. Heads usually loose and un-

marketable. Not adapted to this climate.

Early Drumhead requires 130 days to ma-
ture ; average weight from 5 to b lbs. per

head. It is apparently a good strain of

Early Flat Dutch.
Early Blcichfeld Giant, requires 130 days

to mature ; average weight about 3 lbs.

;

heads usually a little flattened ; very solid ;

a good second early variety.

Early Deep Head, 130 days to mature ;

average weight 4 lbs. 14 oz. A very uniform

and reliable strain of Fottler's Brunswick.

Early Dwarf York, formerly highly es-

teemed, but now superseded by better sorts.

Early Wakefield, True, requires 112 days

to mature, average weight 3 lbs. 8oz. Stock

very uniform and true to type. The most

reliable ot all early varieties. The Early

Wakefield is grown by nearly every seeds-

man, but considerable variation is found in

the stock received from the different sources.

Some was very poor, and others with differ-

ent degrees of variation.
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Eiirlij Summer, good stock, grown by
nearly all seedsmen. Considerable variation,

however, found in stock furnished by the

different ones. Requires from lis to 122

days to mature. Weight of heads from 2

lbs. s oz. to 4 lbs. 10 oz.

Tlie following varieties were found to be
poor : Early Oxheart, Early French Ox-
heart, Early Moliawk Market, Early Bo-
nanza, Early Baclan, Early ("anajoharie.

Early Tourlaville, Pearly Paris, Nonpareil,
Premier, Tunnel, Habas.
Fottlcr's Improved Brunsuirk, requires

144 days to mature ; weight 4 lbs. 12 oz. An
excellent second early variety. Uniform
and decidedly good stock.

Loi/''.s Peerlesx, requires 130 days, weight
4 lbs., a good strain of Early Flat Dutch.
Rather better than Early Summer.

New York's Wild Fruits.

A study of the wild fruits of the country,
and their comparison with the cultivated
sorts that have sprung from them, is not
only interesting, but instructive in showing
us what has been accomplished in the in-

stance of some fruits, and suggesting the
possibilities hidden in the development of

others. Prof. C. H. Peck has recently given
to the press a resume of the wild fruits of

New York State.

The Fox Grape is abundant, and its

berries are about three-fourths of an inch
in diameter. The Summer Grape has a
smaller berry, which is pleasant to the taste.

The Frost Grape is another variety of wild
grape. A fourth variety is the River Bank
Grape, from which the Delaware has been
derived. The Fox Grape is the parent of
the Isabella, Concord and other varieties.

Wild Pears, Apple, Cherry, Plum
trees, etc., and wild Strawberries, all

common in the forests of the state, have by
cultivation given us the rich fruits now on
sale in our markets. The .Juneberry ( or
Service or Shad berry) is found growing
wild all over the state. The berries have
been offered on sale in various localities,

generally under the name of " Blueberries ;"

but they are yet inferior to that fruit.

There can be no douljt, however, that the
Juneberry offers a promising foundation tor
a fine fruit which may soon be as common
in our markets as Currants or Raspberries.
White and Black Thorns do not afford de-

sirable fruit, as it is too dry for eating.
Many varieties of the Plum tree are native
here. Four species of the Cherry are found
growing wild within our borders, all more
or less infested with black knot, and hence
dangerous to those under cultivation. Four
species of the Raspberry are indigenous to

the state. The red Raspberry of commerce
is derived from the wild red variety. The
black cap variety is inferior as a fruit, owing
to its large seeds and less abundant pulp.

The wild Blackberry Is vigorous, and a
more delicious fruit than any cultivated
variety. It is a question whether the Black-
berry of cultivation has lost flavor by
domestication, or whether it is derived from
another variety.

Of Strawberries we have two wild varie-

ties, the Woodland and the Upland berry.

These are reputed to possess flavor superior

to that of the cultivated varieties. The
Gooseberry is also a native of the State, and
is found in two varieties. The red Currant
is said to be indigenous to northern New
York. The Cactus is represented by one
variety called Prickly Pear. The genus
Viburnum of the Honeysuckle family
affords five species producing edible fruits,

but not of much importance. These are
known as Cranberry tree. Haw tree and
Sheepberry. The Heath family have more
ornamental flowers than edible fruit. Only
one of the family produces edible berries of

commercial value, and this is the Huckle-
berry, which grows in all parts of the state.

A tendency of a plant to vary its fruits in

color, size and flavor indicates a possibility

of improvement by cultivation. There are

nine species of this berry found here. No
attempt has yet been made, says Prof. Peck,
to cultivate either the Black Huckleberry
or the Blueberries, although both are highly

esteemed for the table. We would rather

say that the many attempts made (as for

instance by the New York experiment
station, both with the Huckleberry and the

Blueberry) have thus far resulted in failure.

A. S. Fuller alone, we believe, claims to

have made some headway in this direction,

although we do not know with what practi-

cal results. Two species of Cranberry are

found in the state, designated as the small
and large Cranberry. The W^intergreen

produces a red berry which Is often found
in the markets. The Persimmon is rarely

found here. The Black Nightshade produ-

ces a black berry formerly regarded as

poisonous, but along the Mississippi they

are used in the making of pies. The Rack-
berry bears a fruit about the size of a Pea,

which is quite edible. The Red Mulberry
is related botanically to the Bread fruit tree.

We have ten species of trees bearing edible

nuts,and altogether seventy-five varieties of

the vegetable kingdom bearing edible fruits.

Evaporated Sulphur for Mildew
and Insects.

One after another of the fungus diseases

of plants are brought under the control of

growers by the careful investigation of

experts. Lettiice is one of the foremost
crops for forcing under glass, and often a
very remunerative one. Mildew, however,
has always been a great obstacle to success,

aud frequently ruins the entire crop.

Prof. S. T. Maynard, of the Massachusetts
Experiment Station, finds that evaporated
sulphur is a very effective cure, not only
for this form of mildew, but also for many
others, and for insects besides. Before

looking for remedies, he says, we should
take advantage of preventive measures.
Experience has shown that, 1., Lettuce
must be grown at a low temperature, rang-
ing from .3.')° to 40° at night, to ."iO" to 7.5'

during the day, to escape mildew. 2. An
abundance of plant food must be provided
at all times. 3. Nitrates of soda and potash

are valuable in developing a vigor of leaf

that will tend to resi.st the attack of the

mildew. 4. An abundance of water must be
used, but the drainage should be good, and
the watering done in the morning or on
bright days only. 0. Sudden extreme
changes of temperature must be avoided.

To test the value of evaporated sulphur as

a remedy for Lettuce mildew,Prof. MajTiard
allowed the temperature of the house on the

nights of March 13th, 13th, 14th and l."ith to

nui up to .50% ()() , 47 , and 51' respectively.

Most of the crop had been cut for market,
but what remained was now batlly mil-

dewed. Two kettles of sulphur were kept
running from 6 to 9 o'clock on each evening
the vapor being very abundant. Except
where the vapor could not penetrate among
the leaves, the mildew was certainly very
much checked, and no new growth appeared
on the exposed surface of the leaves. The
conclusion is that evaporated sulphur will

largely prevent the development of mildew,
but when it has once become established, it

will not entirely destroy it

Api'I.kation of Remkdv. a kettle or

basin of sulphur (brimstone) heated to

nearly the boiling point, is kept in the room
for three or four hours twice or three times

a week. Prof. Maynard used a Florence or

Monarch hand stove with the sulphur in a
tin or iron kettle. Enough sulphur must be
evaporated to fill the room with the vapor.

so that it will be visible, and give something
of the odor of sulphur. Btirninij sulphur is

quickly destructive to all plant growth, and
every precaution should be taken that it is

not heated so hot as to take Are or that the
kettle does not get upset. The lamp or stove

should have a broad base, or the kettle be
placed on a tripod with feet well spread. It

should be placed under the bencli where It

can be readily seen, but where the clothes

of a person passing by may not catch upon
it and upset it. To allow the suli)hnr to

burn even a few minutes might result in

the destruction of hundreds, perhaps thous-

ands of dollars' worth of plants.'

Rose Leaf BLiiiiix. The same remedy
has also proved effective against leaf blight

which attacked the Roses last fall, breaking
out in large, dark brmvn or nearly black
spots and often covering and destroying the

entire leaf. After a few week's use of

evaporated sulphur no new spots developed
on the leaves and none have appeared since.

Rose Mildew. Evaporated sulphur with
this malady scored a complete success.

Prof. Maynard thinks the disease is brought
on (1) by the exposure of the plants to

draughts of extremely cold air when they
are growing rapidly; (2) by high tempera-
ture running the same both night and day;

(3), by watering or sjTinging just before
night; (4) by too little water; (5) by extreme
dryness; (6) by poor drainage, and (7) by a
deficiency in plant food. Since the use of

evaporated sulphur was begun in the houses
it has been almost impossible to find enough
mildew on the plants to afford specimens for

examination in the laboratory.

Red Spider. In greenhouses where the

air is kept dry and at a high temperature,
the little red spider, (Tetranychuft teliiriiis).

is often extremely troublesome. In the Rose
and other rooms at Amherst, where the sul-

phur has been evaporated regularly, scarce-

ly a specimen can be found, and if at any
time they are found upon plants, an expos-

ure of a few hours in the room where the
sulphur is boiled will exterminate them.
Mr. E. W. Wood, of Massachusetts, has

used the same remedy with complete suc-

(jgss, as early as 188.5, for red spiders and
mildew in his cold Grapery, and also as a
preventive for the fungus growth that

causes the dropping of the leaves of the

Chrysanthemums after they have been taken
from the ground in the fall. Mr. Wood
reports that the red spiders appeared on all

his eighteen vines the last of .July, 1885. The
foliage commenced turning brown and their

webs covered the under side of the leaves.

So he procured some flowers of sulphur and
using an ordinary sauce dish of glazed

granite ware, put in the sulphur to the

depth of one and one-half to two inches and
placed it over the blaze of the second size

Summer Queen stove, boiling the sulplmr
three and one-half hours, until the room was
filled with the vapor. The most careful

examination with a microscope made next
morning did not reveal a live spider in the

house. From that time on the new foliage

was as clean and bright as in the early part

of the season, and the fruit ripened perfectly.

The remedy was found equally effectual in

destroying mildew, which occasionally

appears in most cold Graperies.

Why Not Plant the Linden?
In one of the bulletins of the Agricultural

College, Mich., Prof. A. .J. Cook makes a
strong appeal for the American Ivinden or

Basswood tree. It is a tree of rare beauty,

he says, and a more vigorous and rapid

grower than either Maple or Elm. Insects

rarely attack it. and it is easy to transplant.

So far as Prof. Cook has observed, ten trans-

planted Basswoods live to one of Maple.

The l.,inden, furthermore, is a very valua-

ble honey tree, usually giving honey very
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plenteously, and of most excellent quality.

When we plant a Linden, then, we are

adorning our street or grounds with a tree

that will very likely live and thrive, a tree

that will surprise us with its rapid growth
and development, and a tree that will bless

the coming generation with the valuable

product which it so bountifully yields. I

believe there is no native deciduous tree that

offers such inducements for transplanting

as does the American Linden.

If it is thought that trees of one kind when
planted in a single or double straight row
look the best, then I say plant Linden. If

we plant irregularly, and pay some heed to

grouping, which I have done, we can plant

is done, by daubing the stalks near the

ground with some resinous,sticky substance,

or coating them with molasses.

The layering method has one drawback.
It gives us an easy means of protecting the

crop, and a sense of security which would
naturally induce us to neglect the destruc-

tion of the enemy. This should not be. It

is every grower's duty to carefully hunt up
every one of the rascals before they leave

the vine, and kill it, and in this way to re-

duce as far as possible the numbers of bor-

ers that will come to trouble us another

year. We do not remember that we ever

had Melon or Cucumber vines attacked by
the Squash borer, while our Squash vines

were rarely free. On the other hand, the

latter were never injured by the Melon
fungus, so far as our observation goes;

while this fatal disease often entirely

ruined our Cucumber patches and done
serious damage to the Melon vines.

Layering Squash Vines to defeat the Borers.

all kinds of trees with excellent effect. Were
it not for the inconvenience of this style of

planting, when we come to use our mowers
to cut the grass along the way side, I should

certainly advise this irregular planting and
grouping. Owing to the enhanced beauty,

I prefer it with the inconvenience thrown in.

Mushrooms in Caves and Tunnels.
One of our Orange County friends often

spoke to us with considerable enthusiasm of

opportunities for Mushroom culture on a

large scale hidden in some of the abandon-

ed tunnels near the Hudson. We are well

aware that there are plenty of such chances

(and most excellent ones, too) scattered all

over the States, and believe that before long

many of them will be taken hold of by men
with sufficient capital to push Mushroom
culture in the same way as now done in

Prance and England. Our illustration rep-

resents a railroad tunnel near Edinburgh,

Scotland, successfully worked for Mush-
rooms by the Scottish Mushroom Company.
The original, from which this is a reduction,

appeared in " Mushrooms for the Million."

Flat beds are formed along the narrow

side of the line, ridges across the wider

space from the wall to the rails. The Mush-
rooms are produced mainly from September
to July, sometimes as high as a ton per

week. The whole length of the tunnel is

occupied with beds, and about 30110 tons of

manure are said to be in use at present.

New soil and manure are said to go in daily,

and the old soil is taken out. The aggregate

length of the beds is three miles.

Defeating the Squash Borer.

The Squash borer is usually called the

worst and most difficult to handle of any of

the garden pests, but we do not find it so.

Since adopting the method of layering

(shown in illustration), some years ago, we
have had no more trouble. The insects were
given full sway, and tunneling through the

main stalk near the surface of the ground,

they often completely severed all connec-

tion between the vine and its original roots,

yet the roots emitted in great abundance
from the soil-covered joints maintained the

plants in full vigor and health. Prompt
action will generally insui'e success. Pile

on fresh soil over the first one or two joints

just as soon as the vines begin to run. This

probably can not be done with Summer
Squashes, but owing to their quick growth
and early bearing, the home gardener usu-

ally has what fruit he may desire of them
by the time that the vines give out in conse-

quence of borer work. It is merely a matter
of conjecture, but we believe that the

moths might often be kept off, or the eggs
and larvje destroyed before much damage

The Nurserymen's Convention. A
Large and Business-lilce iVIeet-

ing. Valuable Discussions.
The fourteenth annual convention of the

American Association of Nurserymen, at

Chicago,June 5th and 6th,was the most suc-

cessful meeting of this Society for many a
year. The attendance reached near 300 mem-
bers, who were present from all sections of

the country, with much the larger percent^

age from the Western States. A number of

delegates were accompanied by their wives
or daughters, which latter were elected hon-
orary members of the association. What
contributed greatly to the marked success

of this meeting was the plan of having a
large number of short spirited papers in-

stead of a few lengthy ones as formerly.

Thus the responsibility of the meeting rested

on many. Where there is wide responsi-

bility there is a deep interest also. The dis-

cussions were more lively and valuable than
any we recall of former meetings.
The officers chosen for the coming year

are as follows,being in the main re-elected;

President, George A. Sweet, of Daasville, N.Y.
Vice-President, C. J. Carpenter, Fairbury, Neb.
Secretary, Charles A. Green, Rochester, N. Y.
Treasurer, A. R. Whitney, Franklin Grove, 111.

E.vecutive Committee, Leo Weltz, Wilmington,
Ohio; S. D. Willard, Geneva, N. Y., and S. M.
Emery, Lake City, Minn.
The place of next meeting is New York

City. Following is

a synopsis of the
proceedings:
On the Improv e

ment of the nub
SERY Business. S
M. Emery, of Minn

,

in his paper deploied
the bad effects on the
business of agents
who make the sales

at a hig-h price re

taining to them
selves three-fourths
of the proceeds as

against a petty one
fourth to the grow
er. Then they gen
erally manage to fix

the responsibilityfor

losses, for which
their own acts are to

blame,on the grow-
er. The man who re-

tails $10,000 worth of stock has a better income
than a Congressman. Such a state of things does
not prevail in the dry goods business, in which
sales are made through agents. What can be
done is the question hard to answer. Reckless

planting on the part of the nurserymen must be
avoided. The cost of raising the different kinds

of trees must be considered and a preference be
made tor those which, under the particular cir-

cumstances of each nurseryman, can be grown
at the best prutit. Too much stock of certain

kinds has been grown, and which in order to

overreach others has been put out at ruinously
low figures. No man can afford to sell Apple trees

at two cents apiece, as has been done by some.
Robert Douglass, of Wisconsin, said he never

employed agents. But there are agents and
agents, and the question is can not honorable
men be employed the same as is done in our large

wholesale dr.y goods and other houses. The re-

duction of the tariff on nursery stock has worked
a great loss to American growers. The cheap
labor of Europe becomes our direct competitor.
Stock can be shipped from Holland to New York
cheaper than from Wisconsin to New York.
New Varieties of Plums. S. D. Willard, of

Geneva, N. Y., touched upon the increased inter-

est now bestowed on the Plum, coupling this

to some degree with the advent of the Wild
Goose species. This sort,while possessing little

comparative worth where the European varie-

ties will succeed as in the east, yet has value in

certain localities. Concerning the European
class, he "spoke of the Field as being much like

Bradshaw; Stanton Seedling, a dark purple, fine

for canning, a long keeper. Prince of Wales, an
English variety, productive, large, of medium
quality, Middiebuvg resembles a Prune in its

keeping qualities, and promises to be desirable

for market, Shipper^s Pride was referred to as a

market variety; O^M very large, blue, coarse,

sweet, hardy, good grower, one of the best for

market, Hudson Biver Purple, fine grower and
productive, Peter's Yellow Gage, valuable, very
productive, for one yellow this would be Mr, Wil-

lard's choice. Canada Orleans ripens early

August, handles well, French Damson, dark
copper color, medium size, excellent; the Dam-
sons as a class are hardy and productive, Shrop-

shire, flesh amber colored, enormously produc-

tive. Of others referred to Garfield was men-
tioned as keeping until December; Botan may
have some value; Kelsey's Japan is not suffic-

iently hardy for the Middle States.

In the discussion which followed the conclusion

was reached that while Moore's Arctic Is hardy

and reUable in northern New England, it proves

to be tender and worthless in Ohio and other

points of the same latitude, because of dropping

its foliage, which prevents the wood from ma-
turing. Mr. Augustine, of Dlinois, spoke of the

failure of all the European class in the West, one

acre of the Wild Goose or Wolff being of more
value than 10 or 15 acres of the former class.

Mr. Carpenter, of Neb., said the P<ittan'ata7mc in

general was the same as the Wild Goose. The
Dc Soto, Blue Damson, and some others do re-

markably well in Nebraska, 43° parallel.

Prof. Budd, Ames, Iowa, referred to such var-

ieties of the American race as De Soto, Wolff,

Rolling Stone and some others bearing annually.

Of the Chickasaw race the two best are Fores*

Riwc and Mc—

;

. Potfau'ofamtc is a cross

between the Chickasaw and Sloe; a good bearer,

but one of the smallest of its class and compara-

Mushroom growing in a Railroad Tunnel.

tively not of much value. Marianna is tender

in tree and bud, has not fruited in seven years.

Wild Goose is tender, European Early Red
fruited in man.v places in his locality; has no our-

culio; Lombard is tender. Mr. Patton of the

same State declared the Wild Goose as worthless

on the 42° parallel, and the same of all the Euro-

lieau varieties that succeed in the East, Dc Soto

is free from blight. Forest Garden blights badly.

If in the West attention would be turned t(t im-

proving the native sorts, they would not long

want a good Plum. Mr. Yonger, of Neb., pro-
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nounccfi the Finest Garden the best of all with

them; the Sliiur aud mid Owisi liiinly. Mr.

Kellogs. iif Jauesville, Wis., looks upon the he

Snto as the best for Wisuonsiu, and BarntVa
A mcrican as one of the worst.

Concerning the Kelsey and Si moHi Plum, Mr.

Chase of New York had had the former three

years in nursery with every appearance of its

being: as hardy as the Ftradshaw. Mr. Van Lind-

ley of North Carolina, said the Kelsen does well

in his State, and is the only new Plum of promise

for them. Mr. Lippincot^, of Alabama, considers

the Kelsey and Sii/io/ii both vuvy hardy aud flue

south of Tennessee. Prof. ItudU, itf Iowa,

pronounces Siiue)iii only as hai-dy as the

Wild fioose. It comes from extreme north-

western China, from a dr.v district where the air

and soil are dry; it is valuable for cooking and
for dessert. Stands heat but not cold; has more
of Peach and Apricot flavor than of Plum. One
delegate said that by top-working the Kelscy on
hardy varieties it will be adapted to cultivation

much farther north.

The Gkape Industry in Missouri. G. E.

Meissner, of Missouri, in a short paper, spoke
warmly of the quality of the Grape products in

his State. The black rot had given Grape culture

a great check, many cultivators giving up their

l^oncord and Catawba plantations. Varieties

like Ives and Cynthia are changing the aspect of

the industry. Great hopes are entertained that

cultivators will soon have the better of black rot

and mildew by means of the copper remedy in-

troduced from France.
Small Fruit Varieties. T. F. Longeuecker

of Dayton, Ohio, doubts if one-fourth of the

nurserymen yet know the possibilities of the
Cre^eeiit Strawberry. It is the almost universal
report of market growere that it returns more
money than any other variety. Bubach has
generally been found reliable. Our want is a re-

liable perfect flowering variety. Je^ie meets
this nearer than any other recent introduction.

Uaoerlaml a Crescent seedling like its parent does
well over a wide range. This and the preceeding
one promises better for profits than any other
new ones he knows of. Both take the impress of
varieties used for fertilization in a marked de-

gree. In Blackberries Ancient Briton, Agawam,
Taylirr, Snyder, have proved the most reliable in

his vicinity. Geo. Kellogg of Wis. finds Je^ie in

sandy soil does not bear with uniform freedom,
thinks it may do better on clay. Mr. Webster of

111. reported Buhaeh and Jessie quite poor this

j'ear on his clay soil. Had found the Warjield to

sell in Chicago for $1 a case more than any other
sent. It bears and propagates well and will ship
safely for^any distance. The Nemaha Raspberry
was said by Mr. Green to be much like Gregg
except hardier.

Cause of Buttons in Strawberries. Prof.

Budd lays it to the conditions for perfect fertili-

zation being unfavorable. Downer's Prolific, is

the best fertilizer for Crescent. Too often there
are too few of the fertilizing varieties set ; there
may be an absence of bees, or showers may pre-

vent the carrying of polleli As a rule would ad-
vise one row of the perfect for every row of the
imperfect sorts. In some seasons the so-called

perfect varieties ma.v have so little pollen as not
to fruit perfectly. Mr. Weed of Ohio said that
in the Barnesville region Wakefield was regarded
superior to the Crescent. Spoke highly of plant-
ing Wilson and Crescent in mixture; under such
circumstances on clay soil the product has been
enormous and the quality very fine, and in size

almost equal to Sharpless.

Commercial Fertilizers in the Nursery
;

Green Manures. Thomas Meehau's paper
" Should a Nurseryman use Chemical Fertilizers,"

is given in full on another page. In the dis-

cussion which followed, Mr. Fox of Wis., said he
had used Pacific Guano on very steep land with
good results. Believed in using the best grades,
aud had confidence in the honesty of some
makers. In the Hammondsport Graiie region
commercial fertilizers were much used, and with
good results. Mr. Willard of N. Y. believed
that many fertilizers sold were not worth one-
fourth of what they cost. Mr. Hicks of Ala. had
found some good and some otherwise. Mr. Pal-
mer of Ohio, said that no reUance can be placed
on the exhibits of vegetables, etc., made at fairs

by fertilizer companies. They picked up select
products wherever they could for shcjwing. The
principal secret of growing premium Potatoes
was elbow grease and sharp steel. Mr. Mann, of
Illinois, spoke of its having been shown that
nitrogen can only be available as it is thrown
off by microbes and that these are not attracted
by fertilizers as they are by manure.

Prof. Budd related an instance of where Corn
gr()wn on lanil where Rye had been plowed under
had reached a height of four or five feet, where
on the same laud and under similar circinn-

stances, except that a fertilizer was useil instead

of Rye, the growth was but three or fou r feet at

the same time. Even dry straw or Cum stalks

creates a vegetable mould for bacteria to act

upon. Tho French say that enough nitric acid

falls in the summer showers to answer for any
crop, provided there is vegetable moulii in the

soil to have it act ui)on. You must have this

element. In the West if he was going to S()w a
fertilizer it should be salt or ashes. Mr. Watson,
of Illinois, stati'd that Mr. Phtenix (tf his State

had great faith in the worth of salt. He started

with five bushels to the acre aud increased to 10

or 1.5 bushels. An Ohio delegate believed that Kye
brought to head and plowed under when in bud
gives the best results. Mr. Caywood, of New
York, had rapidly brought up poor land by sow-

ing Rye in the fall, plowing it under in the spring

following immediately with Corn, which in turn

was plowed under. After such a course could

raise any crop. Mr. Webster, of Illinois, placed

Clover first for plowing down, and Southern Cow
Pea next, plowing this under when it is as high

as the chin. Mr. Rowe, of Wisconsin, referred to

the fact that in the Orange district of California,

commercial fertilizers were used with success.

Mr, Kellogg, of Wisconsin, had used fertilizers

manufactured to his order on alternate rows of

Strawberries, and could see no perceptible effects.

{To he cwitinued.)

BY-NOTES FROM THE CONVENTION.
But two New Englanders were present. Is the

East tired of going West V New York next year.

President Sweet's address made no great im-
pression. It was not read.

The vote of thanks to Commissioner Colman
an e.x-president of the association, for the inter-

est he has taken in introducing the copper reme-
dies for Grape rot was as unanimous as it cer-

tainly was a graceful act.

Soon every nurseryman will be the architect

of his own tree digger.

Mention names, Mr. Willard! Our genial

neighbor hardly did himself credit to hold to

himself certain exclusive information regarding
the evil doings of commercial fertilizer makers,
and not benefit his craft by naming names.

Who calls friend Kellogg the "Sarcastic
Badger?"

The Quiet Men on Hand. Mr. Geo. Josselyn

is one of the quiet men. He says nothing, but
keeps on sawing wood.—Chicago Daily.

George W^ashinoton Albaugh will be rec-

ognized !is the gentleman previously known by
the initials N.H., but G. W. will in aU probability

stick to him now since he was rechristeued by
Mr. Morey. Mr. Albaugh comes from the little

town of Tadmor, Ohio, and was known in the
convention as the silver-tongued orator. He was
also speaker pro tem. of the Ohio Legislature.

He is so devoted to the nursery business that he
has drawn up a codicil to his last will and testa-

ment providing for the final disposition of his

body in a grave to be dug bj- the Lightning tree
digger, the body to be embalmed in fire-proof

burial) and moss.—Daily Herald.

Nothing green about Secretary Green's plans

for holding conventions. That one of having the
sessions and the exhibits under the same roof
that sheltered the delegates during their stay
was a stroke that elicited much praise. It no
doubt added much to the general interest. A
good plan to be repeated.

The earlier date did itself credit for cool

weather.

Those New York Fellows. We believe Mr.
Sweet, of this State, is the first president that
was ever re-electeil. The Secretaryship again
comes to this State, while we retain a place in the
executive board.

What an unquenchable hungering and
thirsting for information about new varieties.

If the nurserymen heard nothing more than
this by ex-president Albaugh, the going to
Chicago was not in vain: "Handle your trees
while out of ground as things of life."

Why not, Mr. Watrous? The paper on pro-
tecting originatoi-s of new varieties for which
you were down was not heard from.

Forestry. Vice President Carpenter, the en-
terprising Nebraska nurseryman exploded some

of the current statements of the press regarding
the relative position of forestry in this country
and abroad. More on this subject in later issues.

Nurserymen are certainly behind the times in

the matter of an improved nomenclature for

fruits, many years, in fact, to the rear of the

pomologists. Notwithstanding the stirring speech
of Pomologist Van Deman, of the Agricultural
Department, ami ably followed by others, tli"?

Society took an indifferent stand on the subject.

We hope the friends of the association will per-

mit Secretary Green on his own responsibility to

embody the improved lists prepared by the

American Pomological Society in the forthcom-
ing report. The nurserymen should by all means
take an advanced stand in working an improve-
ment here.

The Nurserymens' Proteitive Society
held its session on the evening of June 5, and
elected officei*s for the ensuing year as follows:

For President, G. W. Camjibell, Delaware, Ohio
for Secretary, Thos. B. Meehan, Philadelphia, Pa.
This association which was referred to as a wheel'
within a wheel by one soured correspondent a
year ago, is entirely distinct from the American
Association, being purely a commercial organiza-
tion looking to the pi-otection of the craft from
unreliable buyers, and the meetings are occupied
solely with revising the commercial rating of
purchasers of nursery stock. It is an older
society by fourteen years than the American
Association.

Articles That Were on Exhibition. The
LigMnlng Tree DioU'r works from one side of
trees.'requiring a round trip to dig a row; its ad-
vantages, light draft, low [irice; N. H. Albaugh
& Son, Tadmor, Ohio. ... A handsome ex-
hibit of Raffln, the tying material derived from
the Madagascar Palm Haffla Ruffla, by H. S. An-
derson, Dnion Sjirings, N. Y. . . . Eureka
Laud Marker. A three-wheeled device for mark-
ing nursery or other rows, iron throughout; by
W. H. Briggs, Covington, Ohio. . . . Tree
Dlyger, by L. G. Bragg & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
. . . Common Sejtse Cultit^atttr. . . . Nursery
Hoe, with long narrow blade and spring steel

Dibble for nursery use, by P. B. Fisher, Tadmor,
Ohio. . . Fruiting canes of the Crandall
Cun-ant, the promising new black-fruited Cur-
rent, by Frank Ford & Sons, Ravenna, Ohio.
. . . Rhus Cotinus Wood, showing its beauty
when worked and poUshed. Engraving of flower
framed in wood of same . This is said to be the
Shitten wood of scripture. Eraser & Lippincott,
Hunts\"ille, Alabama. The same firm also ex-
hibited of their southern grown Pear seedlings,

June budded Peach trees four and five feet high,

one year from the pit. . . . Evergreen seed-

lings in fine assortment and of splendid growth,
from three inches to three feet high, the Blue
Spruce and Dwarf Mountain Pine included, by
D. HUl, Evergreen specialist, Dundee, Di. . . .

Grape innes, from T. S. Hubbard Co., Fredonia,
N. Y., showing the adaptability of the soil in

this locality for Grape vine culture. . . .

Southern grown Nursery stock, retarded by ice

process. Huntsville Wholesale Nursery, Ala-
bama. . . . Plant in pot of itfiamiSfraicbcrry,

a variety for which great lateness is claimed; by
J. D. Kruschke Piqua, O. . , . Palmer Rasit-
bet ry showing a-single strong cane, bearing a re-

markable crop of fruit. F. R. Palmer & Son,
Mansfield, Ohio. . . . yicMaster's Box Straps
for strengthening shipping cases. Quincy Staple
Manufacturing Co., Quincy, III. . . . Biie?'-

green seedlings and photographs of the methods
employed in raising seedlings of Norway Spruce
windbreaks, 70 feet high, etc. The E. H. Ricker
Co., Elgin, 111. . . . Fruit plates by the Koch-
ester Lithographing and Printing Co. . . .

New seedling Strawberries. . . . Havcrland
Strawbeii-y by M. T. Thompson, Lakewood, Ohio
. . . Western Union StrawbetTy . . . Wast-
ern Tree Diyger, showing recent improvements,
including disc coulters. N. A. Whitney, Frank-
lin Grove, 111. . . . Retarded Trees, by new
storage process without ice, iu good condition
for planting. Mahalel) slocks. Evergreen seed-

lings, branch of Marianna Plum, etc. J. B. Wild
& Bro., Saxooxie, Mo.

1,2.57. Trimming Currants. The old wood
should be cut out each spring before the leaves
push out, pains being taken to keep the centre
open or of a spreading rather than a compact
habit of growth. Pure hellebore and a good
bellows used with thoroughness will conquer the
ciH-rant worm every time whether the growtli
he heavy or lighL— M. B. F.
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A Handsome Floral Design. The Im-
proved " Rock of Ages."

The beautiful custom of using (loners as

gift.'i aud otherwise at funerals has brought

in a demand for some floral pieces of mas-

sive proportions and elegance. A common
design of this character in the past has been

the elaborate and handsome piece known as

the " Gates Ajar," but Its very elaborate-

ness is an objection to it. Something that

is more simple, and at the same time more
massive and stately in character is much to

be preferred on occasions of this kind.

Of various designs that have
come from the makers of wire

forms to meet this demand,
none has met with more favor

than that known as the " Rock
of Ages." But the forms as

they are sent out, consisting of

an upright cross, very massive
in its proportions, and having
a large cubical base, present

too many straight lines and
angles to be entirely satisfac-

tory. A great improvement on
this is the handsome design ot

the same name shown in our
engraving on this page and as

made by a leading florist of

Buffalo. This design for beau-

ty, dignity and simplicity is

uneqvialled by any floral piece

We have ever seen, and as such
pleasure is taken in describing

its construction.

The common "Rock of Ages"
form, having a cubical base, is

used as it comes from the wire
worker. But to this is attached
underneath a rough board bot-

tom of a shape something as

shown in the lower figure an-

nexed. This form is used for

securing the essential charac-

teristic of the design namely:
an imitation in flowers of an
irregular pile of stone from
which the cross rises instead

of from a cubical floral base.

Starting with such a bottom
of irrregular shape sphagnum
is piled on to it and against the
original wire base in a manner
to imitate the stones of various sizes. The
sphagnum is secured by winding round and
round. It is seen that two of the roimd parts

(« (/) of the bottom are much larger than the
others, the object of this being the forma-
tion of two stones on opposite sides of suffic-

ient size to receive respectively the lines
" Rock of Ages " and " Cleft for Me," worked
in small fresh rtovvers,or in colored immortels
on a base of other flowers. In all about
seven or eight "stones "are made to con-
stitute the base, the smaller ones being
formed in a double tier.

In the making-up of the design after all

parts, cross included, are filled with sphag-
num, flowers are used something as follows:
The cross is made of white blooms through-
out, one kind like Carnations being prefera-
ble to a mixture. Special pains should be
taken to have the corners and angles care-
fully defined. The "stones" are made
usually each of a different colored flower,
those rather dark being preferred. For a
ground on which to letter, sometimes a sur-
face of Sweet Alyssum is used, or Pansies
or Violets are veiy suitable. One or two of
the smaller " stones " may be made of crim-
son Carnation with good effect.

Aside from the flowers thus used on the
body of the design, there is made an elabor-
ate loose garland of Roses, having long
stems and tied to have the cut ends of these
I)rotruding freely. This garland is attached
with its stem end to the base of the cross as
if it grew from the pile of stones. The other

is carried over an arm of the cross and is

allowed to hang loosely down the other side.

By using Roses of one color, as rose or yel-

low, the effect of thus having a simple

loose garland extend over the plain heavy
cross of white is extremely beautiful.

After the "stones" and lettering of the

base have been formed, this part is finished

by using Fern fronds and long-stemmed
fiowers in the crevices as if they had grown
there. A line of Fern fronds is inserted at

the extreme bottom of the base all around.
For flowers to be used as it growing from

THE IMPROVED ' ROCK OF AGES " FLORAL DESIGN

the crevices, such simple kinds as Pansies,

I

Daisies, Lily of the Valley, Roman Hya-

I

cinths, etc., are to be preferred to any others.

Some of their foliage should always be used
with them to better give the appearance of

their having grown from the rock pile.

About Some of the Newer Begonias.
W. F. LAKE. ERIE CO., N, Y.

At the appearance of the florists' cata-

logues each season, I almost invariably turn
first to the pages devoted to Begonias, and
especially to the new introductions. Bego-
nias are so easily grown, and so well adapt-
ed to shaded windows (providing that care
is taken to keep dust away from the leaves),

that they become favorites with those giv-

ing them a trial. One soon desires to pos-

sess all the really valuable new kinds as

fast as they appear, and does not tire of the
old varieties nearly so fast as in the case of

Geraniums and more common plants. I

usually have about fifty thrifty plants, of

nearly as many different varieties.

In house culture, the chief requirements
are a partially shaded location, a light open
soil, and a warm, moist atmosphere. I have
a way for helping to secure this desirable air

moisture (not only required for Begonias,
but also for the general collection of plants)
which I have never seen in print nor
used by any one else, and find it very valua-
ble. It is to let sponges become filled with
water and place among the pots of plants.

As the water evaporates, directly under the

leaves of the plants, the troublesome red

spiders become discontented and sick.

By the use of the sponges, the pots may be
placed considerably closer together than
where saucers of water are employed to meet
this end ; but care should be taken that the

sponges are not put directly on the earth in

the pots as they are liable to make the earth

too wet, when it becomes soggy and injuri-

ous to the growth of the plant. In the case

of large specimens, the sponges may be
placed among the branches without harm,
and oftimes with much good in preventing

the red spider. Water may be
occasionally sprinkled on the

foliage, if care is taken that the

sun does not shine (hereon un-

til it becomes dry. Thus treat-

ed, specimens may be had
which are the finest of con-

servatory or house plants.

There are some of the more
tender varieties of the flower-

ing section, and the smaller

growing Rex which do not
grow very luxuriant outside of

the greenhouse, but if placed

in a Wardian case will grow
entirely as large and fine, aud
when used with Ferns make a
very pretty arrangement.
Following are mentioned

some of the recent introduc-

tions growing among my col-

lection : Argentea Guttata, a
cross between Olbia and Alba
Picta with purple bronze, ob-

long leaves, with silvery mark-
ings. Has white flowers, aud
does very nicely in common
window. Compta, a Brazilian

variety of very free growth, its

leaves surmounting pale pink
footstalks five inches long. The
leaves are satiny green with
silver tinge along the midrib.

Diadema is a distinct variety

though not entirely new. Leaf
is rich Olive green, very nicely

spotted with white, and above
average in size, growth inclined

to be compact. A cross of this

variety with Rex has produced
a kind called mirabunda,which

is most beautiful, being a thrifty flowering

variety, leaves clear green, with silver dost

and marblings. If the plant is small, one
at first sight would be sure to call it a Rex.
A gem among Begonias, combining beau-

tiful foliage with fiowers as well, is B. man-
icata aurea. The plain manicata with its

clean and glossy green leaves is a very fine

plant, but when it comes to having the

leaves so beautifully blotched with cream
deepening into canary, no other Begonia, es-

pecially among the light kinds, is so attract-

ive. The combination of colors is most
pleasing. For a winter and spring blooming
Begonia,
nothing can
be superior to

freeflowering

Semperflor-
ens Amelia
Bmant. It is

a strong free-

growing sort

of sterling
worth. It has
the habit of

frequently Form of Base used in the Improved
, , . . Roek of Ages, a, h, c, for yiHngDloommg at shape to the ••stones,'' d, slats

the junction "at^i^^t wire base.

of the ribs of the leaf which impart a novel
appearance when exhibiting this peculiar
character. It is not flxed, however, for like

other kinds it flowers from the axis of the
leaf. The flowers are carmine rose, a color

not common among Begonias flowering free-
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ly at this seiisou. It should become as wide-

ly distributed as Rnbra,for it certainly is as

valuable in general points, while for nie it

has bloomed in every instance much earlier,

when the plants were quite small, which

cannot be said of Rubra.
Among new Rex varieties, there are a

number of desirable plants offered this year.

Lucy Colosson, Leoudsii, Andalusia, Ed-

ward Kennedy, Le Florifre, and Roi Ferd.

Major, are especially fine. The Countess

Louise Erdody which has been given

more prominence than the other

kinds I cannot say is as much appre-

ciated by me as it is not so striking.

The variety is certainly distinct and
peculiar in its leaf growth, having

two lobes at the base, one of them
winding in a spiral-like way until we
find in a full grown leaf four twists

lying on the top of a leaf nearly two
inches high. While it is a curiosity,

and should be found in all collec-

tions of a dozen or more plants, one

would not be apt to make it the sub-

ject of first choice in making up a
collection.

To Messrs. Hill & Co. the Begonia

lovers of this country are indebted for

much special attention bestowed on
this valuable class of plants and the

care taken in putting only the best

and most easily grown ones before

amateurs.
I have not mentioned the Tuberous

Regonia in this article because I have

had no experience with the named
varieties. I find that a package of

seed will produce as flue plants as

can be had among many named col-

lections, and costs much less.

Semiicrflvrcns Amelia Bnuint. A won-
derfully free flowering Begonia of sterling

worth and great beauty. This has the habit

of blooming at the junction of the leaves,

and it imparts a novel appearance when ex-

hibiting this peculiar character. Flowers
carmine rose, and produced in great abund-
ance during the winter and spring months.
We recommend this to all lovers of Begonias.

Scmi>ertii}rcii>> iii<jiiiittii rosea. One of

the best Begonias. The following are its

Begonias. Some Points in Cul-
ture. Varieties.

MRS. L. H. GALE, BARTON CO., MO.

I have been led to study up some
of the most particular points in the

cultivation of Begonias, and to select

some of the newer as well as the older

varieties for recommendation, and
am to-day positive of ha\ing one of

the most complete lists of these

charming plants to be found in any
collection. The idea, a mistaken
one, seems prevalent that Begonias
are hard to grow. In fact they are

of the easiest management, and should be
in every collection of plants, especially tor

house culture. Give the plants thorough
drainage, and prepare the soil by mixing
one-third sharp sand and a rich loam, the

rest leaf mould. Pot and water sparingly

until good root action is secured, and they

begin to grow well. They are not subject

to insects. They require to be kept clean.

Most Begonias do best grown in pots, and
are not designed for outdoor planting.

licijiiiiin L<iiii!<C)ircticn. Has a beautiful

Strawberry lustre like changeable silk;

flowers large, of a lovely pink shade, the

zone marked rose and amber.
Dirjonia Carrier. Flowers of moderate

size, pure white and in clusters, small olive

green leaves, very bushy habit, hardy, easy
to grow, and in bloom the entire year.

Incantnta. This is perhaps the most re-

liable of all the Begonias for flowering dur-
ing the winter months; large pale pink.

i}( uaiitii. A very compact variety, rarely
attaining more than five inches in height.

Flowers pure white, produced in such quan-
tities as to nearly hide the beautiful foliage.

McIicUiii. Of the Weltoniensis type with
deeply indented leaves, which are fine and
small; shrubby in growth and very free
flowering, being constant the year round.
A fine summer bedding plant, if given a
light soil and perfect shade. White flowers,

waxy in texture, and carried in panicles.

A TRAILING FUCHSIA.—Fwohsifl i>rticumJ)em.

beautiful points: It is vigorous and up-

right in growth, and has very large flowers

of a clear cardinal red, the bud only exceeded
in beauty by the open flower, which is borne
on a strong stem. The leaves are smooth
and glossy,and attached closely to the main
stem, and forming a shrubby round plant.

It flowers continually from October to May,
and is most certainly one of the most satis-

factoi'y plants in the whole family.

Rubra. And now comes the prince among
Begonias; for if you only have one plant let

it be a Rubra Begonia; for it will prove a
constant delight. It is the fa-stest growing
Begonia I know, and will in a few years
reach the top of your window, sending up
heavy stift' canes an inch in diameter, and
rising beside them will grow strong slender

branches, gracefully drooping under heavy
waxen leaves, and pendant panicles of coral

red flowers, as large as a hand. We have a
medium sized plant with more than twenty
such panicles. These are the cream of all

the Begonias, and are medium in price and
are all winter bloomers.

An Interesting Trailing Fuchsia.
The graceful and compact habits, and the

free flowering character of many of its vari-

eties, render the Fuchsia a general favorite.

Most of the species are natives of Central
and South America, where they are found
in shady, moist places, and on the moun-

tains of Mexico, Peru and Chili. These
species have given us some of our most at-

tractive plants for the outside border, and
choice and interesting subjects for inside

culture. Most of the flue varieties which
now grace our gardens, conservatories and
greenhouses, are the result of hybridization

by the skill of florists.

To New Zealand we are indebted for the

charming trailing species, Fuchsia pro-

cumbens, which is so well adapted for a
hanging basket in the window, and
indeed a most charming plant for

the purpose. It was introduced in

1874. This exceedingly pretty creep-

er is principally grown on account
of its large, oval, magenta-crimson
berries, which remain on for months,
and are very attractive during the

winter. Our illustration is reduced
from Amateur Gardening. The plant

throws out shoots from one to three

feet in length, covered with round-
ish leaves about the size of a quarter-

dollar, and bearing small, but pretty,

green and purple, reflexed flowers,

showing a little bunch of stamens
with pollen heads of beautiful blue

color. It does best in a rich light soil.

Ijike the other Fuchsias, it is decid-

uous, and requires a season of rest.

As the leaves begin to drop in au-

tumn, the plant may be taken out of

the window if objectionable, and
placed in a less prominent position,

where it can still have a little light

and an occasional watering until the

leaves are all oif . Take care not to

damage the shoots whilst the plant

is thus stored away, as they are

necessary for flowering the following

season. In about three months from
the time the plant went to rest it will

bebreakingouf again, when itshould

be brought into the light. Give a
good watering to soak the ball

through, and in a day or two shake
out and repot it, afterwards rehang-

ing it up in its place in the window.

1269. Strawberry Seedlings. Theseare
very easily grown. Select tine, well-

ripened berries, and rub them up in sand.

Then sow this sand ou shallow boxes

fiUed with tine, rich loam. Sift a little

loam over the sand being careful not to

cover the seed more than a quarter of an
inch Now comiiaot the soil in the boxes by press-

ing it down with a bit of u board. Place the boxes
in a cold frame and co\-er with a slatted shade.

The latter consists of a frame the size of a siish

having strips of lath nailed across it an inch
apart. Its object is to break the force of the

sun's rays. Be careful not to let the soil in the
boxes become dry. The young plants will appear
in two or three weeks. Leave the boxes in the
cold frame until spring covering them, when the
soil is about to freeze, with a layer of leaves an
inch or two deep. Remove the leaves in sjiring,

and after the young plants have started into

vigorous growth, transplant them to a well pre-
pared bed. They should bear fruit the year fol-

lowing. E. S. G.

1271. Unsatisfactory Grape Vine. Evidently

the vines are not true to name. An expert
might graft them with a tiettersort, but it wnuld
probably be as well for the imiuirer to root them
out and plant anew.— E. 8. G.

1278. Encyclopedia of Gardening. The Illus-

trated Dictionary of Gardening is the best mod-
ern encyclopedia of gardening. It may be had
of James Penman, No. 12 Dey street, New York
City.-E. S. G.

1384. Hellebore for Aphis on Boses. Helleboro

will not kill aphis on Roses. Dip the infected

branches in strong Tobacco water or in kerosine

emulsion made by adding one quart of kerosene
to a very strong solution of soap, made by dissi il -

ving four pounds of soap in one 'gaUcm of lun
soft water, stirring the mixture thoroughlj until

it is cold.— E. S. G.

13U. Violet Leaves Damping off. This is prob -

ably caused by injudicious ventilation, although

in some cases the trouble appears even where
ventilation seems properly attended to. Char-
coal is sometimes used and recommended as a
preventive. All the atreotcd leaves should be

I removed by hand picking. Then sprinkle a little

I

powdered charcoal into the heart of the plant,
and give free circulation of air.
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Sweet Pea.
Why I love you so is plain to see

—

You are the dearest flower of all, Sweet-Pea!

A bit of purple cloud caught on a stalk ;

A rosy vapor floating up and down my garden

walk!

The spirit of a flower, with wings of flight,

Yet held by cliuging roots tor our delight.

A lovely type you are of souls, ah me.
Earth-bound yet ever reaching up, Sweet-Pea!

M. F. Btitts, in Wide Awake.

Among the Lilies.

She has been among them lately.

Where they grow so white and tall

;

She has touched their blossoms stately.

She, the fairest flower of all.

Something in her face doth show it-

Breathes the tale where'er she goes

Shall 1 tell you how I know It?

There is yellow on her nose!

It Is evening in the park,

And the softly coming dark
Sees the toads

Snipping up the helpless flies.

Each a dainty, juicy prize,

In the roads.

Sweet Williams gain in popularity.

Liberal feeding tor Phlox Drummondi.

Our grounds are your grounds; visit them.

The voice ot the lawn mower is in the land.

Oreen fly on Hoses mean defective plant health.

Late growth in Raspberries is all i"ij?ht. Try it.

The bloom of annuals advances with the

season.

We want no better orchard cultivator than

the Disk harrow.

Defective ventilation is a great enemy to

small greenhouses.

A healthy toad would take good care of the

insects in one hot bed.

The Edinburgh, Scotland, botanic gardens are

now opened to the public on Sundays.

Would you have a collection of hardy peren-

nials? Many can easily be grown from seed.

Plants of Mammoth Improved Dandelion have
been received and are growing on our grounds.

We here repeat that in summer watering little

and often is not desirable. Soak the soil way down.

Fiasa King Asparagus, from Piasa King farm
(Godfrey, Ills.,) was fine, tender and delicious

"grass" indeed.

The roar of Niagara Falls may be clearly

heard in all favorable weather at Woodbanks,
six miles away.
" Mitlcuttah," " Silens Messor," etc.,—what

kind of lawn mower nomenclature is this? Will

our English friends explain?

An Apple, bloomless, seedless, coreless, is

announced from Flag Pond, Va. is it one of

nature's freaks or of man's humbugs?

Sunlight is one of nature's greatest antisep-

tics. In the construction of forcing houses as

much sunlight as possible should be admitted.

Why plow up a Strawberry bed when only two
years old? I have a bed IB years old and it bears

as well now as ever.— IT'. W. R., Toronto, Can.

Next month we will illustrate a simple and
useful non-patented cultivator which is at work
almost continually in the Popular Gabdenino
grounds.

Onion Fly. An English gardener insists that
to scatter sand that has been soaked in petroleum
over the beds, will keep away this pest that leads
to so much trouble.

This We Have Learned. Tinder the best of
garden culture a plot of Strawberries in which
all runners are clipped will bear far less fruit

than one in which free running is allowed.

A Good Work, Will not every reader help on
the cause of horticulture by influencing one

person to subscribe to this, the cheapest and the

leading horticultural journal of this continent?

The Colerain, a new white Grape, has done
well on Mr. Carman's grounds, and conditionally

he regards it as the best native white Grape in

cultivation. It is thought it will adapt itself

over a wide range of country and climate.

Flower pots are useful, but for many purposes

connected with plant culture boxes or tubs are

decidedly better. Butter tubs after once having
served their purpose can generally be had very

cheap at the groceries, and when painted red or

brown are not at aU unsightly.—T. K.

Ants on Lawns. I tried every known per-

suasive to make colonies of ants move ofE my
lawn, of which they occupied a portion of about

four feet in diameter, but all in vain. At last I

applied hellebore mixed with a little sugar to

each ant hole—and now they have disappeared.

—Mrs. W. H. Dick.

A berry crank, that is what I was called ten

years ago, being the only man in Vernon Co.,

Mo., who grew berries. Now our most intelli-

gent men and women are becoming "berry

cranks," and I receive more inquiries how to

grow small fruits, etc., than I have time to

answer.—Jacob Faith.

A delicious privilege of our village homes is

this living and growing up with fruits, flowers

and vegetables. I object to flowerless lawns, to

fruitless, flowerless, vegetableless places, how-
ever correct otherwise, simply because they can

not be considered well furnished,nor the children

reared there well brought up.—F. K. Phwnix.

Insects on Plants. I have discovered one
thing of value in greenhouse management, and
that is that insects do not like the atmosphere
and treatment which plants most enjoy. Give
the latter proper air, light, heat, space, soil and
water, and insects are easily kept down ; neglect

them as to these points, and the insects will

thrive.—JcMTiie Raines.

We venture to say that no visitor to the Popu-
lar Gardening grounds at La-Salle-on-the-

Niagara in this year of 1889 will be disappointed

with the work in hand, if only the fact be kept in

mind that this is the first season's work. All

operations have been pushed with vigor, and the

work in its infancy can hardly fail to be satis-

factory of inspection by horticulturists.

English Layering Pins. In the English mar-
ket may be found neat and serviceable layering

pins made of galvanized wire in the patterns

shown annexed. One of these pins is double

looped—the other single looped. The former
has a stronger hold on the layer and is less liable

to cause the branch to break. This one is fur-

ished at about 35 cents a hundred as against

18 cents for the single.

What glorions benefit from thorough mulch-

ing in this dry weather. Ask the poor plants

how the rough straw or manure mulch looks in

the garden and see what a unanimous vote they

give in commendation of the supreme beauty of

the 'mulch. Handsome is that handsome does,

and I hold with the mulch protected plants that

in time of severe drouth thorough mulch is the

handsomest gai'den adjunct.—F. £r. Plianix.

Strawberries in Central Kansas, Here it is

usually hot and dry during the month of July,

sometimes beginning in latter part of June and
extending well into August. I find the James
Vick the hardiest and most prolific under these

conditions from among Manchester, Downing,
Crescent, Countess and Wilson. My Manchesters

were entirely kiUed during the dry spell of hist

August. These dry seasons render the red

varieties of Raspberries incapable of withstand-

ing the winters and care bestowed upon any of

them is generally fruitless effort.—J. A.Smith.

Zinnias in Pots, Every flower grower knows
that there is generally a scarcity of gay bloom-
ing plants late in autumn, and although Zinnias

are not generally cultivated in pots, they are most
valuable for that purpose, their gay colors and
fine large globular flowers making quite a dis-

play indoors long after they cease blooming in

open beds, where damp nights and heavy rains

generally cut short their beauty. Any left over

from planting should have their flower-buds

nipped out and be potted up at once for this pur-

pose, after which set them in the shade for a few
da.vs until they get a hold of the soil and then

put them out in open situation.

—

Caiuidian.

To Florists, By all means make your plans to

attend the Buffalo Convention of Florists to be
held Aug. 20-Z'i. You will find ours an interest-

ing city to visit and in the floral embellishing

done on our thousands of lawns, some valuable

lessons may perchance be learned. The Iluffalo

parks and cemetery are not excelled on the con-
tinent; these you must see, and Niagara river

and falls at our door are worth a journey of

thousands of miles at any time to behold. The
Popular Gardening grounds at La-Salle-on-

the-Niagara with the experiments in lawn
making and flower and shrub bedding of special

interest to florists, must also be kept in mind.
Rochester, with her famous nurseries, is but two
hours' ride from here. Come to Buffalo.

Herbaceous Grafting. It is not generally
known that Coleus and even Cucumbers and
other herbaceous plants may be grafted quite

successfully, and surpi'ising effects may often be
secured by such operation. To graft Coleus
choose vigorous young plants, cut horizontally

to the wood where it is a little smaller than an
ordinary lead pencil, and split the stock in the

center of top, about one inch deep. The stock
and base of scion of course must be of same
thickness, so that the rinds meet Use firm little

cuttings, not too soft, about one and a half inches

long, for cions. Cut wedge shaped, one inch in

depth and insert into the split stock. Bind with
soft worsted. April and May are the best months
for the operation. The plants should be kept in

a propagating case or bed in a temperature of 70°

to 80° and remain shaded until the union is formed

Nasturtiums and Petunias, Last summer I

saw some beautiful dwarf Nasturtiums and
broke off several slips with different colored

flowers. They rooted easily, made strong plants

and in February commenced to bloom. The
colors were very soft and brilliant. The pot

stood on a bracket in my small conservatory

and the leaves were close to the glass. They will

not do well unless they have a great deal of sun-

light. Close to the bracket is a pot holding Pe-
tunias which grow like \'lnes, the tops being

close to the window in the roof. There were
several kinds in one pot and the lovely flowers

opened every morning. The Nasturtiums and
Petunias alone made a brilliant show. They are

so easy to grow that it makes them the plants for

amateurs. Nasturtiums do not need much water,

but the Petunia while in bloom is the thirstiest

plant I know of. I fill the saucers sometimes
twice a day. I find slips broken off in the sum-
mer are better for the house than seedlings and
you can easier choose the colors.—Sfeter Gracious.

Blue Gum Tree. It is only a short time since

the praises of the Eucalyptus globulus (Blue

Gum tree of Australia) for its beauty, useful-

ness and its malaria-absorbing qualities were
sung in almost every agricultural periodical.

Yet all this clamor has not been able to make it

popular for the simple reason that it is entirely

unsuited for open air culture in this country,

being disease-alHicted in Florida, and
too tender everywhere much north of

that state. For pot culture, especially

when treated as an annual, however,
it is an interesting subject, of beautiful

habit of growth, as a glance at the

illustration will show. Leaves are of a

bluish green color. Good plants can
readily be obtained in one season by
sowing seeds in January or February,

in light rich soil and exposed to a tem-
perature of .55° to 60°. They need plenty

of water in summer but no particular-

ly high temperature. Their growth is

rapid and the size they attain in one
season's growth genei'all,y enforces

their retirement in fall. The leaves of

English Eucalyptus citriodora or Lemon-Scen-

^^MnT" ted Gum Tree, when gently rubbed,

emit a pleasant odor. This species is

also well suited for pot culture in the same
way as E. globulus.

Detroit Flower Show. Our first exhibition

took with a rush. Over 14,000 people went to see

the flowers two days and the second evening the

crowd inside the rink was so great the doors had

to be closed for an hour and meanwhile thousands

collected outside and some waited two hours for

a chance to pay their quarter to see the show.

There were beds arranged on the floor, the pots

put into sawdust, so it was like looking down on

a bed of flowers in the garden; beds of Geran-

iums, Begonias, Marguerites, Carnations, while

choice Roses were arranged on shelves. There

were twenty-one booths with the young ladies

attending dressed in costumes appropriate to the

flowers they represented and sold. Twenty-one

different charities will be benefitted, and each

will get over five hundred dollars. DayUght was
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shut out, and the soft electric lijrlits in different

colored globes brought out the beauties of the

tlowers. The success of the tloral exhibition

shows the growing love of Howers and the need

of just such opportunities to see them. The
success of this one makes it probable we shall

have a like occasion every year, and they ought
to be yearly institutions in every city large or

small.— Si'sfcr Gracwus.

Packing Plants. The other day I received a

few plants by way of exchange. The light paste-

lioard bo.\ in which they were enclosed was
crushed, the very thin paper around the box
baiUy torn. At some postofflce a coarse string

had been tied around to keep it on the box. The
plants had a small bit of cotton around the roots,

which were as dry as dry could be and so were
the plants. I suppose many have not the proper
materials for wrapping up plants, as do the

florists. Waxed paper is almost indispensable,

and so also is Moss. I always save the light

wooden boxes, the paper and the Moss when I

have packages from the florists, so that I am
usually well supplied. One can make the waxed
paper in the following way: Take some thin,

light paper, tissue is best, and lay it on a stove

griddle just warm enough to melt the beeswax,
and rub it over until every part Ls covered.

Those who live in the country can get plenty of

Moss; those in the city can get the Sphagnum at

the florists or where they keep florists' supplies.

The Moss should be thoroughly wet and then
squeezed so that it will not drip. Wrap the paper
around the plants. If they do not fill the box,

put in something that will, so that they will not
shake about. Tie up the bo.\ and direct it. Then
wrap in paper, directing that and tying it neatly

and strongly with twine. Thus prepared plants

will go safely for a long distance, and retain their

freshness.—3/. D. ^dfoine.

Celery in Partly-Shaded Ground. Last year I

had a part of a row of Celery along the north
side of an out-building in my garden, and that

pai-t was very much larger and better than any
on which the sun shone in the middle of the day.

This year I have planted rows of Peas and Sweet
Corn alternately, east and west, and when the

Pea vines are removed Celery plants will be set

so the Corn will shade them during the hottest

part of the day. I will report results, and would
like others to do the same. I grow Celery plants

by sowing the seed as early in the spring as the

ground can be made fine, in drills, covering as

lightLv as possible, and laying a six-inch board
over the row and Arming the ground by walking
on same. This makes a much nicer looking bed
than when the feet alone arc used. Then I give

the bed a thorough sprinkling, and cover it with
a piece of old carpet to keep the ground from
baking or becoming dry. By turning up the

edge of the carpet it can be seen if the ground
needs si>rinkling, and this I frequently give on
the carpet. The carpet should be removed as

soon as the plants begin to show. I grow seed-

lings of Primula, Gloxinia, and similar plants in

boxes, by placing boxes on the north side of a
building, and covering box with a damp cloth
which I moisten two or three times daily. Thus
grown there is no 'danger of ground becoming
too dry and killing the seed.—B. P. Bohiiison.

Forest Leaves I have recently seen the prac-
tiire of collecting leaves for manurial purposes
severely condemned as merely "I'obbing Peter to

pay Paul," and their value for this purjjose esti-

mated very low. With regard to the latter point
I think one only needs to observe the rapid im-
pro\'ement of the soil in forests where they have
been allowed to remain and decay for a series of
years to be convinced that they furnish consid-
erable fertilizing material. The question of the
Ijolicy of removing them is one which depends
much upon circumstances. Unless upon very
rich land it will doubtless be better to allow
them to remain while the trees are small or until

they are well and deeply rooted so as to be able
to take care of themselves, but after they acquire
considerable size, there are instances where I

think they can be made to afford a large amount
of bedding for domestic animals and largely in-

crease the manure pile without serious detriment
to the trees. There is a grove of Oak and Pine
trees occupying about an acre, within a few rods
of my house, the Pines being six to eight inches
in diameter and the Oaks three to four inches.
About ten years ago one half of this grove was
thinned, removing the inferior trees and under-
brush atid from this portion the leaves have
annually been raked off ami used for bedding,
while the other half was left without thinning
and the leaves allowed to remain on it, and the

trees are at this time fully as good as the I'aked

portion, the moderate thinning seeming to have
made up for the removal of the leaves. There are

also incidental advantages in this ease. This
grove was left as a wind-break and to afford a

pleasant resort in summer, and this treatment
has kept down all the undergrowth of small
bushes and the ground is almost iis smooth and
clean as a floor. There were also a few plants

of Cypripedium acaule (Lady's Slipper), and this

Eucalyptus or Bhu- Gum Tnegrmcn from seed.

clean surface appears to favor the vegetation of
their seeds so that at present they have increased

to nearly 100. In many cases by taking a little

time to plant suitable native plants near the trees

so they would not be disturbed.quite a flower gar-
den might be had in such a gTove.— W.F.Bassett.

Spoiling Simple Operations, It is not often the
case that marked success in the culture of plants

accrues to those who ignore the directions and
results of experience of successful and compe-
tent cultivators as given in the horticultural

literature of the day. As a sample of the ignor-

ance of the right methods for performing com-
mon every day operations, reference need be
made to but one, that of repotting and potting
plants. A very successful lady amateur was
relating to me what a wonderful thing she had
just accomplished in the safe removal from one
pot to another of a large plant pot-bound for

several months. It was first watered thoroughly,
then a long slim-bladed knife was run around
the edge of the pot, then by pushing up through
the pot the piece of broken pot which had been
previously placed thei'e, it was finally scooped
out and went on fairly well after being trans-

feiTed to its new quarters. She pointed to me a
fine specimen of lloya which needed removing
very badly, but was still in perfect health, say-
ing: " I dare not undertake to repot that plant;

do you not think that the pot had better be
broken with a hammer in order to save if/" I

simijly loosened its fastenings from the conserv-
ator}' wall, turned the pot upside down, to her
horror, and gave it a smart rap on the shelf

near, when it slipped out of the pot without a
root being bruised, and though in full bloom
came out without the least visible harm. This
plant completely covered one side and the roof
of a 8x10 conservatory and was the most prolific

Hoya I ever saw. Then another person com-
plained of losing such a large per cent of plants
received by mail, blaming the florists for inferior

plants or packing. When questioned as to treat-

ment after being received, it came out that they
were subjected to a warm bath for an hour
(which is somewhat too long for best results

usually) and then were put on the back of the
kitchen stove to recuperate. If after the bath
the )iots had been placed in a box and covei-ed
with a sash to make it more greenhouse like, or
even put up with the other plants there would
have been no just cause tor complaint. The
suggestion of a box was tried with ttie next
order and not a plant died.— TI'. F. L.

New York Flower Notes.
Trade is so very dead just now that it is diffi-

cult to find any original features. With the
spring exodus the best of the florist's patrons

leave town and business becomes hopelessly

dull. Festivities are all over and there is nothing

to fill their place.

Decoration day was pretty good for the florists;

less designs were sold, but there was a very lai'ge

call for loose flowers and pot plants. The call

for plants was very large indeed, not only in the

city, but in all the suburban towns. Lilium

Harrisii in pots sold rapidly; all soils of white

flowers and potted Pausies were in demand.
There was a good deal of out-door stuff' in the

market, which tended to lower prices. Out-door
stuff seemed to be a week or ten days ahead this

season. A tremendous crop of flowers from out-

door shrubs was sold around Decoration day-
Mock Orange, Weigelia, Deutzia and Siiirea.

Mock Orange was in great favor, but of

course it was very cheap.

Just now the street venders seem to get most
of the flower trade; Pond Lilies, Magnolia and
Kalmia seem to be their strong points. A great

(piantity of the blue Corn flower is to be seen;

there has been an attempt to boom this as a more
choice and expensive flower under the descrip-

tion of the Royal Flower of Germany, but while
it is well liked it will never be an expensive flower.

Lilac is pretty well goue now though a little is

still seen from northern New England. It is

always asked for during June, being such a fav-

orite bridal flower.

Big corsage bunches now seem a thing of the

past; they are never seen on the street worn by
women of good style. The favoi'ite at present is

a little bi'east knot of field flowers for the prom-
enade; for ceremonious occasions a bunch of

Orchids or fine Roses. The attempt to popular-
ize the Gardenia for men's wear seems rather to

have failed.

Scarlet and orange Nasturtiums, with their

foliage, have been used with good effect in

luncheon arrangements. The arrangement is

usually simple; a loosely filled bowl or low bas-

ket in the center, with trailing sprays about the
table. E.\-cessively elaborate decorations are
never seen at these simple entertainments.

La France Roses are still much affected for

ladies' luncheons, a single fine Rose being given
as a favor. The best Roses, however, are now
gone. The crop is chiefly from outside, and of

course these never compare with well-grown
indoor Roses. The few Beauties to be seen are
but melancholy specimens. Next year the mar-
ket wUl most likely afford a very much larger

crop of Madame DeWatteville; it has been a
great success both with the grower and the
seller. Marquis de Vivens will be well grown,
too, and we may expect a very thorough trial of
Souvenir de Wootton, Mr. Julius Roehr's new
Rose, a sport from Anna Alexieff. will receive a
good deal of notice from the trade; it is very
promising and e\idently a flue thing.

The Rock Rose (Cistus) is an English favorite
which now is now being tried here; some plants
were noted at Henderson's. A pretty thing too;
is it going to be a success in our climate V So
many of the European favorites fail.

It is probable that a good many will try that
pretty little Allium Neapolitanum, for it was
much admired, and perhaps there may be a few
other novelties in the bulb line. Irises, which
were tried, do not appear to make a success. If

only some of the big showy sorts could be forced
about Christmas they would bring a satisfactory
price. Prices realized by forced shrubs during
the past winter were not very large.

Although most funeral notices are followed by
" Please omit flowers," a fair amount of decora-
tion is still done in this direction, though it is

more apt to take the form of loose flowers and
pot plants. All sorts of handsome decorative
plants are used. Some beautiful effects are pro-
duced on the plaques covering the entire top of
the casket. Sometimes they are made of solid

Ivy leaves, with a loose bunch of choice Howers
falling across from one corner. Cattlcyas are
generally used in choice funeral arrangements.
Among baskets the Marie Antoinette shape

leads, though the French fish basket and some
high square styles are often well filled. l"or

table use a low plaque basket is always chosen,
but these other styles are often stood about in

decorating for a reception. Ribbon is still used
but not so recklessly as formerly. High tripod
baskets are not very much used, because it is

impossible to drape them without making them
look clumsy. The stands are in the way, and
experience shows that the simpler a basket is,

the better it may be filled.

Bouquets are as large as ever, but the favorite
floral gift takes the form of choice loose flowers.

Emily Looise Taplin.
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EweMATTER'niA'i Deserves
TO B£rWlDE.lYKt(OWtl#

Wilson Strawberry. Our
most \-aluable Strawberry
in Georgia is the Wilsou —
P,J.Be7cl;man$.

Thinning Pears. I be-

lieve there is not much
prollt in Pears unless thin-

ned out properly.—G. Zim-
nicrtnaii.

Spraying Trees. The reason why my fruit was
so fair was the spraying of Paris green given to

the orchard when the fruit was as large as Mar-
rowfat Peas.—J. J. 'I'liinnm.

The Baldwin Apple. There seems to be more
money in it than ii} any other Tariety.and I think

that is all there is in it. Nobody puts a Baldwin
in the cellar for home use.—R.TF. Watson.

Average Orchards. Our orchards are very far

from being what they ought to be. There are

instances of exceptionally good culture and good
management, but these are few.—P. lian-y.

Berry Harvester. Last season was dry and
picking hard, the berries adhering to the stems
with great tenacity. IJut on moist land the har-

A'ester worked well. Must learn how to use it

before it is a success.

—

Mr, Ca^e.

Choice Fears. The sorts which sold at highest

prices were ISartlett, Seckel and Claregeau—the
Bartlett for its general popularity, the Seckel for

its high flavor, and the Claregeau for its surpass-

ing beauty of api)earance.—J^. J. Thoma!^.

Apricots and Nectarines. These are not a suc-

cess in common hands. A few choice varieties

of the Russian Apricots we think worthy of trial'

l»articularly Gibb, Ale.x'is, Catharine, Alexander'
Nicholas and J. L. Budd. They give a succes.sion,

l)ut we do not wish to speak too conlidentl.v. —
P. M. Auum:
Fruit Trees Alon;; the Roadside. From the

long lines of Aiiple trees that skirt the roadside

adjoining many of the farms of Genesee (^ounty,

crops in paying quantities are already being
harvested. Mr. Charles E. Cook the past season
gathered from about 50 roadside trees 3011 barrels

of choice winter Apples of the Northern Spy
variety.—lnnn{t D. Cook.

A Great English Society. Though its arrange-
ments are far from faultless, the Royal Agricul-
tural Societ.v of England is beyond all question
the greatest and most successful association of

its kind in the world. It consists at present of

nearly ll.iXIO members, and the prize money
which (with extra assistance from outside) it

otters for the great show to be held at Windsor,
in June, amounts to £12,000.

Juneberry. I have been experimenting with
the dwarf varieties of Amelanchier for about
tlfteen years, and I have several varieties grow-
ing upon my place in Kansas which are abundant
bearers, extremely hard.v, and have never been
troubled with any fungus. Have sold tour to

five hundred tiuarts of the fruit in a season, gen-'

eraUy at good prices. The varieties differ greatly.

1 have one from the mountains of Pennsylvania
which is of unusually fine flavor, and very prom-
isiug.--H. £. Vamkinan.

Commercial Fertilizers. These should always
be used to supplement, and never to supplant
our home manures. They should be used only in

such rations as are safe and healthful, never
passing the ma.ximum of a truly economic ap-
plication. If we desire perfection in fruits, we
must supply in the best and most available form
the elements needed in the desired article. It is

better, howevei-, to sujiply a little more than the

estimated need of the plant than to tall short.—

P. M. Auyui\ before Am. Poiiioloaical Society.

Cemetery Arrangement, Cemeteries should
be as beautiful to drive through as to walk
through, and roads must be carried on and over
the hills and knolls- Steep grades, however,
should be a\'oided, unless they are absolutely

necessary, or otherwise they will be constantly
washing out, and always a trouble and expense
in keeping up. They must be placed, too, in har-

mony with the general design of the whole,
which must be in the eye of the landscape gar-
dener as the conception of a beautiful landscape
painting is in the eye of the thorough artist be-

fore he places it on canvass in all its details.—As-
sociation of Aiiwriean Cemetery Supcrintendcntit.

Late Cultivation of Raspberries. H. M. Engle,
Pa.: I think it best, as a rule, to cultivate Rasp-

berries later than other fruits. I have noticed
that those canes which are produced late in the
season bear the best the following year. A. S.

Fuller, N. J.: I am satisfied that a late growth
f)f Raspberries is to be encouraged. The trouble
all through the South is that in summer the leaves
burn so that the canes do not mature. In the
mountains of New Mexico I have seen snow upon
the bushes when they were full of leaves and
fruit, and yet there was a full crop the following
year. The ability of late growths to endure cold

is especially true of Red Raspberries, but also to

some extent of Black Raspberries and Blackber-
ries.—Anifj'icnii Pom(Aoi)lfal Society.

Working Hen and the Study of Botany. An
exhibition of marine plants, M(jsses, Ferns, shells,

etc., extending over five days, was held recently
in Aberdeen, England, by the worklngmen of

that place. This is the third exhibition of the
kind, but the present one, both in point of num-
bers and the quality and neatness of handling of
the specimens, tar eclipsed the preWous two. It

says a great deal for the members of this society,

all of whom are working men, that they are aUe,
during their limited leisure, to gather together
such -an excellent collection. These exhibitions
are intended to foster a love of research among
all classes of the community, and if we are to

judge by their large numbers of visitore who
nightly crowded the hall, this worthy intention
should be to a great extent verified.

Plums for Market. Bradshaw is a large early
purple variety, of fair quality, that always sells

well, because it is large and handsome, and also

because it may be put into our market before
the same is supplied from New York and else-

where. The tree is a thi'ifty upright grower and
ccjraparatively free from the black knot. Smith's
Orleans is of good size and showy, covered with
a deep purple bloom and sells well, though only
of fair quality. The Lombard is a well-known
fill-basket variety of medium size and fair qual-
ity. It is reddish purple in color and the tree is

an enormous bearer. The variety needs to be
thinned to secure fruit of good size. Here we
are inclined to stop, but if a yellow Plum were
to be added, it would be Prince's Imperial (lage.

F. C. Hyde, before JlfOAs. Hort. Society.

Booting Cuttings of House Plants, Plants can
be easily grown from cuttings in moist sand.

Place an inverted tumbler or glass shade over
them, as it will greatly promote the growth by
retaining the moisture. Much depends upon
the selection of the cutting; if too young and
full of fresh sap, it wiU fade away from too much
evaporation; if too old—hard and woody— it will

be too long in striking root. Select a cutting
that is perfectly ripened, from a vigorous shoot,

a trifle hardened at the base, with a joint near
the end of the cutting, as all roots strike from it;

keep up a good supply of moisture and you can
hardly fail. I usually start cuttings early in

August, so that they get in fine growing condi-
tion before frosty nights compel me to bring all

plants indooi-s. We feel quite inclined to leave

them out as long as possible—this is a mistake;

the change will be too great if taken immediately
into a heated room. With the best of manage-
ment they feel the change, but by using care they
recover much more quickly.—ilfrs. Amf)M, hc-

fore the Win. State Hort. Society.

Planting Apples for Export in Canada. The
best time to sell any article is when it is first

ready for market. If farmers would grow the

right varieties, they would receive better prices.

Formerly the English market took any variety

that was good in appearance, now they want a

really good Apple. While some shippers have lost

money the past season, those who handled the

right varieties, packed and culled properly, have
made money. Apples should bring what they
are really worth, and the practice common with
buyers of going to a man and paying so much
per barrel tor his Apples in bulk is bad, as in that

case, he aims to produce quantity regardless of

quality. When the shipper could pay $1.,50 per
liarrel for such Apples as King Tompkins, Rib-

ston Pippin and Blenheim Pippin, some other
varieties are not worth more than SI.00. The
Greening is coming up in value in the English

market. Great care is necessary in recommend-
ing what varieties to plant, as some varieties

succeedqji best in one section and others in

another, perhaps but a short distance from it.

Liberal treatment of the orchard in the matter
of manures is essential to success. Our Apple
marketsuffers severely from bad handling of the

Apples, from the fact that Canadian Apples are

sold by auction on the Liverpool market by com-

mission men. Canada has comparatively a mon-
opoly of the proiluetiim of first-class Apples, and
for this reason there was little or no danger
of a glut in the market. The American Golden
Russett at the spring season brings better prices
than any other variety. It is folly to plant many
varieties, as too many farmers have done in the
past. The new Apple called Enormous,of which
we are now hearing such good reports, is

probably only the Alexander with a new name.
This has been done frequently with this variety,
and as it is unusually handsome, the tree sells

readily from the colored plates, although only a
fall Apple.—A. Mc D. Allan, before Dominion
Fa/rmcrs^ Council.

Manures for the Orchard and
Garden.

lExtract of paper read before tlie Weste7~n New Yortc
Horticultural Society by Josepfi Harris.^

Manure is a by-product. Its price is de-
termined, not by the cost of production, but
by competition among consumers. If stable
manure were sold in Rochester for 10 cents
a load, there would be just as much pro-
duced as if it sold for .*3.00 a load.

This view of the subject seems to be overlooked.
If gardeners, nurserymen and fruit growers
would study the subject of the oft ridiculed
" special fertilizers" I am confident they would
soon be able to use them with great profit, and
not be obliged to bid against each other for the
by-product of the city stables.

We greatl.v need some reliable experiments
with nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, super-
phosphate, potash, etc., alone and combined in

different quantities and different proportions.
Our average commercial fertilizers do not contain
as much nitrogen as Clover hay, hence gardeners,
nurserymen and fruit growers often find little

benefit from their application.

The profit of using nitrogen depends on the
price of the product. Artificial manures will

make trees grow but it wou Id not pay to use them
on a timber lot to grow wood for fuel at $3.00 per
cord. It is strange that this point is not more
generally recognized. We hear now-a-days a
great deal about "nitrogen free extract" or
" carbo hydrates " or "digestible woody fibre."

They are all classed together and in tables of nu-
tritive food values are estimated to be worth $18
per ton. Calling Timothy hay $1,5 per ton; Indian
corn 60 cents a bushel ; Potatoes 30 cents a bush-
el ; Apples $1..50 a barrel ; Pears S3.00 a barrel

;

Peaches 70 cents a basket, and Strawberries 2 cents
a quart, we have the following market prices of
a ton of carbo-hydrates ; Timothy hay, $30 per
ton, Indian Corn $30 per ton. Potatoes, $58 Apples,
$12.5, Pears, $2.50, Peaches, $.500, Strawberries,

$750 all per ton.

The significance of these figures is ob\'ious.

Chemists are not going to persuade people to eat
what they do not like. It is useless to tell us that
Corn and Potatoes are the cheapest food we can
eat. As fruit producers we should study to grow
those crops that people are willing to pay a good
price for. And if we grow crops in which the
carbo-hydrat-es, instead of being worth $30 per
ton, are worth $100, or $200 or $300 or $.500 or $1000

per ton, we should see to it that the plants have al I

the food and especially all the nitrogen, that they
want to produce a maximum growth. It will

not pay, perhaps, to use nitrogen to grow carbo-
hydrates in Hay,Corn,Oats and Wheat,but it will

pay largely to use them to gi-ow carbo-hydrates
in Apples, Pears, Peaches, Strawberries and
other fruits. But it should be understood that
when we use manure for fruit trees we should
see that the fruit trees get it. If we grow Wheat
Oats, Potatoes, Beets, Strawberries and seeds
among our Peach, Pear, and Apple trees, we
should have to furnish an excessive supply of
nitrates before the fruit trees would get much of

it. The greater portion would be absorbed by
the annual crops and weeds, and it may well hap-
pen that a moderate dressing of manure would,
by increasing the growth of the weeds, actually

lesson the crop of fruit, for the reason that the

greater the growth of weeds the more water they
evaporate and the drier would be the soU where
the roots of fruit trees are searching for food
and water.

As vegetables and fruits are improved, they re-

quire richer land, just as improved herds of ani-

mals require richer food. I do notcall grass and
hay rich foods ; neither are phosphoric acid, pot-

ash, soda, lime, magnesia and other ash constitu-

ents rich food for plants. They are absolutely

indispensable, but in addition to these we must
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liti\e a liboriil siipiily of iiitri>j,'en. It is nitrogen

tUut makes rich land. Of the threu most costly

ingredients of plant food, nitrogen, phosphoric

acid, and pot^ish, nitrogen is the only one that

can he evaporated or washed out of the soil, and

it is onlj- in the form of nitrates that uitrofren

can be washed out of the soil. And there seems
good reason to believe that it is only in the form
of nitrates that uitrogen is taken np by ordinary

plants. If we use nitrogen in sod, green crops,

barn yai-d manure, blood, flesh, hair, wool, or

even in the form of ammoiiia,it must first be eon-

\ertcd into nitrates before the plants can tjike it

up or before it can be washed out of the soil. If

it were not for this fact, our soils would long ago
have been exhausted of nitrogen. Every sum-
mer a certain portion of the nitrogen in tlie or-

ganic matter in the soil iseon\'erted into nitrates,

and if the nitrates were not taken up by the

plants they woidd be washed out of the soil the

i-oming winter and carried by the rivers to the

ocean. Of course this kind of farming does not

pa.v. Rotation of crops enables us on the one
hand to keep the land cleaner, and on the other

luuiil, ('l(.)\'er ro<its go deeper into the subsoil than
Wheat roots, and haveagreater capacity for tak-

ing up nitrogen from weak solutions in the soil

In other words Clox'er has a greater capacity for

stopping the loss of nitrates from leaching than

Wheat. And i>robably the same is true from
Indian Corn, Beets, Rape, Turnips, and all crojis

that continue growing late in the Autumn It is

probable that as the roots of fiuit trees are

absorbing food from the soil all the time, winter

as well as summer, there need be little loss of

nitrates on land covered with an orchard.
( >ne thing is certain, our orchards need more

nitrates, or as we used to say more available ni-

trOjTen. If we can get nitrogen, it is a compara-
ti\'ely cheap and easy matter to get phosphoric

acid, potash, etc. The cheapest source of nitro-

gen is the organic matter in the soil, and this is

derived from a previous vegetable growth, pos-

sibly some of it thousands of years ago and some
of it only last year. The more recent the growth
the more readily it is changed into nitrates. It

is only within the last dozen years that we know
how the nitrogen of organic matter was convert-
ed into nitrates and thus rendered available food
fiir plants. The change is effected by a minute
plant, or what would popularly be called a
fungus. The essential conditions for its growth
are air, a moderate temperature, moisture and
lime, iiotash or soda.

Stagnant water, by excluding air, stops its

growth ; so does a reduction of temperature to

near freezing and dry soil. A drained soil, well

tilled and repeatedly exposed to the air, with the

necessary moisture and a temperature ranging
from M to 100 degrees are highly favorable to its

growth. This is a far cheaper way of getting
nitrates than sending to South America for

nitrate of soda. If the matted sod in orchards
was plowed, harrowed and cultivated and ex-

posed to the air, as soon as the soil got warm
these nitrate producing plants would grow and
produce nitrates for the growing plants, and if

there were no growing crops or weeds on the
laud, the trees would get the nitrates. If you let

them, the crops and the weeds will take up the
nitrates. You can convert nitrates into carbo-
hydrates in the form of weeds that pay nothing,
or into carbo-hydrates in the form of grass or
grain that pays a little, or into carbo-hydrates
in the form f)f fruit or garden ti'UcU that is worth
four or five, or ten, or twenty times as much as

in the form of gram ; or you may convert it into

a bhu'k of nursery stock that is popularly sup-
posed to be worth a king's ransom. If we put on
half the iiuantity of ordinary manure, and sow
br(tadcast 200 lbs. of nitrate of soda per acre in

addition, this will be fully equivalent to a good
dressing of the ver.y richest of compost, and a
good deal cheaper. I say nitrate of soda, because
it is not only a cheaper source of nitrogen than
sulphate (if ammonia or the organic nitrogen
in our <lilferent fertilizers, but the nitrogen is in

.just the condition necessary for absorption by
the plants. I have used it with great advantage
on Peaches, Strawberries, Hoses, Currants, Uasp-
berries. Asparagus, Celery plants. Potatoes,
Onions, lleets, and nearly all garden crops. For
several years we could not raise Peaches; the
leaves curled up and turned yellow in June, and
freciuently fell olf, and in a year or two the tree
was dead. For two years the trees that have had
nitrate have shown little or no symptoms of the
disea.se—if disease is it. The leaves had that dark
green luxuriant color that is the characteristic
effect of liberal manuring, and better than all we
had fine crops of Peaches.

I!ul will not nitrate produce a spongy growth
with immature buds, easily killed in the winter':'

I think nitrate of soda sown earlu in tlm sjirinu

has precisely the opposite effects. Nitrate applied
early in the spring are taken up by the Peach
trees in May and June, or at the very time that
the trees usually show signs of a lack of vigor.

Late in the summer or early fall, little or no ni-

trate of soda would be left, and conseipiently
wouhl produce no lute spongy growth ,of wood.
It Is true that Peaches could be grown forty years
ago where the>- do not now flourish. May it not be
that the organic matter in the new soil held more
water, and consequently furnished the Peach
trees nitrates early in the spring, and that what
our Peach trees need to make them as healthy
and iiroductive as formerly, is a liberal supply of
nitrates early in tlie stiriniii And a market gar-
dener, instead of using such excessive quantities
of manure for the purpose of getting nitrates

for his early croi)s, might well try if a direct ap-
plication of 400 or 500 pounds of nitrate of soda,
with a small dressing of manure, would not be at
least effective, and far cheaper.

Management of House Plants.
[Ahutract of paper read by George C. Watson before
the Clyde (rrange Natural History Soeiety.]

The cultivation of flowers is an occupiition

that improves alike the body, mind and
heart. It is an almost certain indication of

purity and refinement.
We can afford to cultivate and stu<iy flowers,

if for no other reason than their cheerful sur-
rounding. Many do without flowers because
they think they cost too much time and trouble,
but all things worth having cost considerable,
and anything worth having is worth working for.

Oftentimes the partial success or in many in-

stances, total failure in the cultivation of flowers
is due to the fact that we try to do too much, that
our gardens are too large and not sufficiently

cared for. No one should have more ground de-
voted to a garden than can be kept in the highest
state of cultivation. Excellence affords satisfac-

tion and pleasure,while failure brings mortiflca-
tion and pain.

The same may be said of house plants, or plants
kept within doors during the winter; too often
do wo see many plants crowded together in a
poorly lighted window, compelling each plant to
take on a form never intended by nature, and
foliage quite different from that desired by the
owner. One of the chief requisites in manage-
ment of house plants is plenty of sunshine, ne.\t

an atmosphere neither too dry, nor too close,and
a uniform temperature, lower during the night
than during the day.

Watering. Itain water is better than spring,
or well water. Hard water may be greatly im-
proved by adding a drop or two of ammonia, or
a little soda, a small nugget about the size of a
pea to every gallon of water used. Morning is

the best time to give water, and evening next.
Never water houseplants when the sun is shining
brightly upon them. The supply of water must
be regulated according to the demands of the
plants. The condition of plant and soil is the
best guide. Never give water when the soil is

moist to the touch. Nearly all plants require
more water when in bloom than at any other
time, more in a warm temperature than in a cold,

and more when in a state of active growth than
when at rest. Plants in open rooms usually re-

quire water once a day and some demand it twice.

Syringing. Cleanliness is essential. The leaves
of plants should be kept free from dust, hence
frequent washings are absolutely essential, al-

though when watering, never wet the flowers of
a plant, nor allow drojis of water to stand on the
leaves in the sunshine. Never allow water to
stand in the saucers of the pots unless the plants
are semi-aquatic. Watering supplies plant food
or elements of fertility contained in itself and
converts the plant food, or nourishment of the
soil into a liquid form so that it may be absorbed
by the roots. The roots of a plant should be kept
moist not wet. Where the drainage is the most
perfect, plants will generally be the healthiest
and will need watering the oftenest.

Give house plants as much light as possible dur-
ing the day, and darkness with a lower tempera-
ture at night. A uniform temperature of tiO or
70 degrees in the daytime, and 40 to 4o degrees at

night, will give the best results. Turning the
plants toward the light shimld not be done, un-
less done regularly, [icsides light, house plants
require a good supply of fresh air. Ventilation
is absolutely necessary.

Eefreshing Tut Flowers. The (picstion is often
asked *' ho\v can 1 resltjre (jr refi"esh this fliiwer Y"

It may be a rare flower, or one that is prized
highly, as the gift of a friend. In either case joy
will folhjvv its restoration. Cut flowers have frc-

ipiently been restored t<3 freshness, even when
e\ery petal is drooping, by placing the stems in a
cup of boiling hot water, leaving them luitil the
IK'tals have becom« quite smooth, then cutting
olf the cooked ends and placing in luke warm
water. For this purpose rain water is thought
preferable. The freshness of cut flowers is due
wholly to two conditions. Either evaporation
from the flowers must be prevented by enclosing
in a case containing a .saturated atmosphere, or
the evaporation must be supplied by moisture at
the cut end or stem. This stem is composed
mostly of woody fiber, orcellulose, whose i>ower
to abs(irb water soon diminishes, hence to enable
the stem to absorb the most water, the end must
be freiiuently cut off.

Location of Orchards at the North-
west.

yExtract from paper read by Prof. J.L. Budd,before
Iowa State Horticultural Society.]

For our commercial orchards we mu.st
look to wholly unsheltered site.i on the
higher bluff lands of our streams, on the
prairie divides between our rivers, and on
the high moraines found here and there
over our State. In the location of home
orchards on the prairies, the points most
perfectly above the frost and fog lines

should be chosen for the orchard, and it

must ever be kept in mind that windbreaks
are desirable to protect the home grounds,
but the orchard needs all the air movement
from the west and north it can get.
As to the stems, experience in all countries

now favors low heads, the setting of the trees at
a marked angle towards the one o'clock sun,
encouraging the heaviest top on the south side,
and even screening the trunk on the south side
until the spread of top will sufficiently protect
from sun-scalding. As to culture, we may not
need the continued sHn-ing of the soil required
in drier climates, but all experience favors stirr-
ing the soil in the early part of the season in
yoimg orchards, and shading the soil with a crop
of buckwheat during July and August.
Our experience also favors the idea that seed-

ing down after the trees come into bearing is

attended with grave difficulties in the way of
hardening, drying and impoverishing the soil on
which the trees must feed and perfect their
crops. If «ie nnist seed down, manure liberally,

and leave all the grass on the ground in the
latter part of the season, feeding it off to calves,
hogs or sheep, up to the first of July.

Low Land Drainage.
{E.vtraetfrom address deliveredby E.B.Hersey before

tlie Farmers' Meeting, Boston, Mass.,—witli diseitssion.]

Many years ago corporations were orga-
nized in Massachusetts to drain tlie lower
lands. But they made three great mistakes.
Their lirst effort of drainage was to run a main

ditch through the center and then they made
side ditches leading from the high land directly
to the main ditch. In going over New England
to-day, you will find large numbers of meadows
drained in that way, but all the water that comes
between these drains, unless they are very thick,
works clear down through the land. The better
way is to run a ditch around the land, and thus
cut off' all the water that comes down from the
high land. That, we understand to-day, is the
proper way to drain. It is true, there may be
water that comes up in the center of the meadow
as a boiling spring. Then the proper way to do
is to dig a drain directly to the main drain.
Small meadows may be drained entirely by a

ditch around the meadow. I do not believe it is

economy to lay underground drains, except
where the lands are very valuable. Common
farmers caiuiot att'ord it, and drains do not take
the water as open ditches do. I know open
ditches arc not desirable, but, when you consider
how nnich less work it is and how much water
they take, I think we had better have an open
ditch on the edge of the low land.
The next mistake was in not having fall enough

at the outlet. The moment .vou begin to draw
water down below the surface, the mea<low soil

begins to decompose and settle.

If you draw water eighteen inches below at
Ui-st, in a few years the meadow settles so as to
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be only nine inches above the water. When they

found the meadows became too wet and the

coarse grasses began to come iu, they began to

cart on sand. This was the third, and most fatal

mistake, because every load sank the meadow
lower by its weight. Many acres I have seen

carried under water after it has been drained, by
loading with sand.

Depth of Outlet. If we have a chance to

draw water two, three or four feet below the

surface, we may reasonably expect to have a

valuable meadow that will not only bear good
grass, but can be brought into use for garden
purposes. The soil will settle at least one-half_

It may be more, but if you draw the water four

feet below the surface of a meadow, composed of

grass, roots, peat, you may expect it will settle

two feet and then you will be two feet above

water, and it will last a great many years. But

you must look forward to the time when even
then it will sink too low. Now there are very

few meadows where the water cannot lie drawn
four feet by digging some distance. By the ex-

penditure of $10 or $15 per acre most of our
meadows might be drained, and some for a great

deal less than that.

Land which is covered with wood and has al-

ways been in wood, is really the most valuable

for agricultural purposes. The material of which
such lands are composed is so near plant food

that I had really rather take a piece of woodland
and clear it up and drain it than take lands that

arc filled with hassocks and grass. In clearing

wet land I would recommend that a machine be
used to draw the stumps to one side rather than

from the center upward.
Dnderdrainage. There are meadows where

it is best to underdrain. Not with pipes. It is

pretty difficult to underdrain soft meadow
with pipe. It can be done better by digging

ditches some three feet deep and rather narrow,

with a fall of Ave or six feet. A board plank is

laid in a shoulder in the diti-h, to cover the water
passage down eighteen inches from the surface^

(with cross pieces laid every eight feet across the

ditch, the water passing through the open space

below), and it works admirably.

There are meadows that have a sandy bottom,

where the vegetable substance is not more than

two feet or a foot and a half deep. It is difficult

to draw water very deep, because, the bottom
being sandy, they fill up very easily to the bot-

tom of the black soil. These meadows will bear

sand much deeper than meadows composed of

eight or ten feet of decayed vegetation. Each
man must be wise enough to treat his land in the

best and most economical way.
Discussion. Mr. Philbrick : My land was a

swale, through which flowed a small brook.

There was little difficulty in getting an outlet for

the water at three or four feet below the surface.

The bottom was, however, very variable in char-

acter. In some places it was peat to a depth of

fcmr or five feet, in some places hard pan and
clay, in some places quicksand. The only way
to handle such land is to lay tiles, and where the

bottom is soft, lay them upon boards. The
drains bemg nearly level for considerable length,

great care was required to give them a uniform
pitch, with no dei>rcssions below the true grade,

such places being sure to fill up with sand or

mud, and cause stoppage. Stone drains will not

answer under such circumstances. Where the

bottom is soft, either peat or quicksand, stones

will sink into it and choke the ditch, and even
tiles must be laid on strips of board and carefully

blocked at each side to make them work well.

These drains have been in use, some of them
sixteen years, some three years, and have suc-

ceeded perfectly, making the very best laud up-

on my farm for all garden crops, from a tract

that was previously almost worthless.

The labor required to clean out an open ditch

and keep it in order will cost a very heavy inter-

est on the cost of underdraining. Land can be
underdrained at a cost of $00 to $75 per acre in a

most thorough manner, under most expensive
conditions, and it may often be done for consid-

erably less money.
Mr. WaiTen Frost : I like that old style of dig-

ging a good broad ditch in the center of a mead-
ow. 1 believe the land is too valuable to ha\o
open ditches. We have wooden drains, but the.v

need watching. Sometimes, when we have great

Uoods, if they give way we lose the crop. Forty
years ago we had a meadow on our place so wet
through the season that you could hardly walk
across it with shoes on without wetting your
feet. We thought we would try and dry the

meadow. We had a very dry season, and along

in September we put on a four horse team, and
it was ploughed up. We broke it up and dug a

main ditch through the center four feet deci).

We struck gravel after going down about four

feet. We went on the first of Aiiril and could go
over it as well as any other part of the farm. It

worked down and then we put on the sand. We
sanded it over, and the meadow could not be

bought to-day for a thousand dollars an acre.

Potatoes, Lettuce and Cabbages, and nearly all

vegetables thrive on it. It is one of the most
valuable plots of land I ever had. We have rais-

ed over $1,000 worth of vegetables a year and as

good as any can be grown. We use stable manure
and Canada ashes. The latter give good results.

Mr. Ware : I am satisfied that in some places

wooden drains can be used. In some places,—

peat meadows for instance—you can put in Hem-
lock boards. They will last many years under
water. Take Hemlock and lay a "V"-shaped
drain. Make a three-cornered box, a little water
running through will clean it better than run
through a four-sided drain. It cost but little and
is better than any other. I am satisfied that

stone drains would not be economical even if

you have stone to get rid of, tor you can put in

tile di'ain with less cost.

Should a Nurseryman use Commer-
cial Fertilizers 7

[Five minute paper by Thomas Meehan, read before

the recent Nurserymen's Convention.']

To ask this seems to me like inquiring,

might he eat beefsteak ? Some may and
some may not ; and some may at one time

when, at others, it would be improper. We
would use them only to a limited extent.

We use almost wholly manure from horse

railway stables. It is so satisfactory that

we desire no other.

We have been told by friends that this is waste-

ful; that most that we pay for and haul away, is

but water; and in a whole cart load of stable

manure all that is of use to a plant may be car-

ried in a saucer. But this is true of almost

everything. Water is the chief article we pay
for in a Peach or a Watermelon; and the whole
profit a baker derives from a barrel of flour con-

sists in the water needed to turn it into bread.

The bulk of what an animal eats is rejected.

The propt)rtion of food assimilated by the ani-

mal is ridiculously small, yet is that bulk of

waste useless? Would the animal thrive as well

if only that which it assimilates were given to

it V No one wiU believe it; and I equally believe

that bulk is of great value in manure, though
there be no great proportion of immediate value

than in the food of animals.

It has been said of a Scotch Laird who was en-

thused with agricultural chemistry, that he once

told his farmer that the time would come when
he could carry the manure for an acre of ground
in one vest iiocket. " No doubt, my Lord," was
the respectful reply, "and he will most likely

carry the crop from it home in the other."

We have got no further than that to day. The
concentrated manure has not given us the great

crops. Bulk, with all its hard labor and suppos-

ed waste is popular with all, but only when they

can be had at reasonable rates, are commercial
lertilizers popular at all.

The expression, " reasonable rates," to my
mind, tells the whole story. No nurseryman
can succeed without rich soil. A half starved

tree is like a half starved animal. The spark of

life is low. An accident to a man of low vitality

may be fatal. The man with strong vital power
will easily survive that which will kill the other.

Transplanting is an accident; a blow at vital

power. Mortality among trees where the ground
has been allowed to become poor is always great-

er than where good food is continued with the

trees. Many understand this and will give more
for trees from a well fed nursery than for trees

from poor concerns. But usually the nursery-

man cannot get more. His only comfort is then,

that he doubles his acreage. He gets trees as

large in one year as he would in two on poorer

soil. He must have manure. It he cannot get

the bulky kind at a reasonable rate, he must get

commercial fertilizers.

It is to my mind wholly a question of profit

and loss to be determined only by actual experi-

ence in each case.

But so much am I attracted by bulk, that in

many cases where others would use commercial
fertilizers, I would prefer to plough iu a crop of

green Clover, though I lost the use of the

ground for a whole season. If the ground did

not grow good Clover, I would use Lupines or
green Corn.

It may be gathered from my remarks that I

think a Nurseryman may sometimes profitably

use commercial fertilizers, but that I think I

should use them less than some others would,
through favoring bulk, as a very useful ingredi-

ent in a good manure.

Palms for Florists ; Their Culture.
I Abstract of paper by John Miller before the Buffalo
Florists' Club.i

I wish to treat of such as are of value to

the commercial florist, on account of the
large sales for all purposes of decorations,
such as we come in contact with everywhere.
Baising the Plants. Palms, with one or two

exceptions, are gi-own from seed. The prepara-
tion of soil is of great importance. The best is

one-fourth sharp sand, one-fourth leaf-mold
and one half virgin loam, old rotten sods taken
from a cow pasture being generally preferable.

The seed boxes should be new or newly painted
so fungus will have no chance to penetrate into
the seed when germination takes place. A depth
of two inches, well drained, is sufficient; place in

a temperature of 70° with a gentle bottom heat.

Seeds of Pandanus utilis and Latania Borbonica
would not germinate in a cool house without
bottom heat,but as soon as they wei-e transferred
to heat the plants appeared in a fortnight after.

The.v should never be exposed to the full rays
of the sun; the glass should be shaded either by
unbleached cloth or by a wash.

Kinds of Palms. I find it difficult to name the
sort for first position, favors being about
equally divided between Kentias and Arecas.
Both kinds are graceful and handsome with
many advantages over all othere. Kentia Aus-
tralis, Balmoriana, and Fosteriana are the three
principal varieties usually grown in this country
but they are not as handsome. I had the good
fortune to see the first plants of Lindenii, Mc-
Arthurii, Bowreii, Mooreii and Wenlandii sent to
this country (one to Mr.Isaac Buchanan,the other
to Mr.Robert Buist.) They were brought by Mr.
Veitch from Lord Howes island, near the coast
of Australia. Few would have suspected then
that Kentias would fill such a demand as they do.

Arecas are certainly a worthy class. A good
grown plant of Vei'schafeltii, lutesens, rubra or
supida is an object of grace and beauty. Still

others of their kind, full.v as elegant and some
even more handsome,such as Madachas careinsis,

manastachia and alba, are almost ignored by
florists of this country. Speaking of Arecas as a
whole, I consider rubra the peer of all, being of
unusual growth and very ornamental. Under
my personal observations this vax-iety recovered
its symmetrical beauty from a very dilapidated

condition in twelve months, where lutesens, its

companion in misfortune, was not itself again
in two years. By this we can judge of its value
for decorating purposes, as all of us know a poor
used up Palm is not a very handsome subject in

the house, especially when we receive a visit from
a neighboring gai'dener or a distant friend.

Cocos as an ornamental Palm is onl.v useful for
conservatories; their ornamental and graceful

foliage is too easily injured and the plant of too
slow growth in reasonable time. Weddleana is

the peer of this family. Nucifera, commonly
called imperialis, cannot be grown well without
bottom heat. Flexuosus, Komanzaffiana and
coronatii, are all handsome but of no use from a
florists' standpoint, as the plants are too easily

injured and very slow to recover. Many of you,
no doubt, have special favors, hence my prefei--

ence may not meet with your approval.
Latania Borbonica I consider the Palm for the

milhon. Its ornamental beauty is so well known
by every one, from the mechanic to the million-

aire, that further praise is not necessary. The
same may be said of Pandanus utilis, another
class very ornamental with lasting qualities if

not overwatered, which is really its only weak
point. Veitchii leads to great expectations, as

its variegated foliage gives it a great advantage
over utiUs; being also easily propagated by off

shoots freely produced, makes it a very i>rofitabIe

plant to grow. Javouica is equal in foliage to

Veitchii, still it never gained public estimation.

The Phcenix, commonly known as late Palms,

as a class till a want for decorative purposes not
easily filled by any other. Rupucola for a center

of a parlor display will show its finely cut foliage

equal almost to Cocos Weddleana. As a rule the

whole family is well furnished with foliage, and
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of very syrametrical habits. Dactilifera, Ho-

clinata and Sylvestris are of the same habit as

the above, and the varieties mostly met with.

Three handsome varieties seldom seen are Farin-

nifera, Leonensis and Fennis. The whole Phoeni.x

family delights in a house with a temperature

from 50° to 54° and rather a tighter .and more
sanded soil.

Ohamirrops are less graceful in habit than the

others wc have mentioned. One variety, C. pal-

mata is found to luxuriate in several parts of

our most southern states. 8. Furtunii has proved

itself perfectly hardy in England and several

other parts of Europe. S. humilis, humilis

gazilis, e.\sela^^s and macrocarpa are among the

best classes for decorating lawns in this chmate,
on account of their hardy qualities. Coryphas I

consider about equal to Chamivrops.
Seaforthia elegans, I am sorry to say is very

seldom found in tine large specimens, still as

small plants they are quite useful,

Caryotas, commonly called the Fish-Tailed

Palm, from its leaves resembling the fins of

fishes, are very ornamental, stately and graceful,
still the formation of leaves is so abundant and
therefore too heavy for the stems, and must be
handled with great care, otherwise their beauty
would be destroyed. Wc find only three varie-

ties of this Palm, viz.: Cariota urcns, sabolifera

and furforacca. Edulis and Sylvestris I cannot
praise, as both Kentias and Arecas are greatly
superior in all respects.

Aradnxa regina, commonly called Royal
Palm, is very handsome when well grown, still

the plants fall a prey very often to red spider or
trip; both insects will destroy its handsome ap-
]iearance in a very short time. All of this class

luxiu'iate in a moist climate. Our extremely
dry summers injure the plants, and therefore
good specimens are scarce.

Pritchardias pacifica, grandis and filmentosa
(also known as Brahia filamentosa) are a beauti-

ful class in form of Livistcna with large fan-like

foliage and stem, and ribs of foliage covered with
white down. They are ornamental, rapid in

growth and worthy of a place in any collecticm.

Cycas, a branch of the Cycad family, consist of

C. circinalis, C. cu'cinalis glauca, C. media, in-

dermidia, revoluta, servensii and undulata.
Revoluta, no doubt, is the best known of this

family. Circinalis the most handsome, with
favors about eijually divided between the other
varieties named above. They as large specimens
are about equal to tree Ferns in beauty. Their
quality for outside decoration is splendid after

the young foliage is fully developed, and their

useful feathery leaves are used quite extensively
for funeral decorations.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Support for Climbers Essential. A distinctive

fact in plant growth not generally thought of, is

the waste of vital force in all vines unable to

clasp surrounding objects by tendrils or by their

young shoots. By actual experiment, the yield

of tiowers and fruits on uncared for \ines has
been decreased sulHciently to prove that the little

time needed 10 tend these plants at the proper
season is a pay-

ing investment.

Vegetable gar-

deners have long
been aware of

this in cultivat-

ing Lima Beans,
altliough many
of them may
not know how
very important
it is to assist the Sclf-Drained Fh.icer Pot.
tender tips to clasp the support. And the same
rule governs growth and development of Peas,
especially the taller kinds. If no support is fur-
nished them the inconvenience of gathering the
crop isasmall matterin comparison with the loss

sustained by the plant in its efforts to climb as
nature intended. The same law applies to plants
cultivated for the flowers. Annuals, such as
Cobcea, Baclyana, Cypress-vine, etc., will pro-
duce finer and more blossoms if supplied with
ade<iuate support than if permitted to struggle
along imassisted. Perennial wood-climbers are
no exception. If we remove the support fromWis-
tarias, Tecomas, Celastrus, etc , their nature un-
dergoes a change, and the inclination to climb is

apparently lost, but if at any time some foreign
body is placed near by,the old tendency returns,
and the young shoots eagerly clasp it and at once
begin their normal upward growth. Gardenei-s

have taken advantage of this peculiarity, and by
close pruning as well as dispensing with any sup-

port have metamorphosed the climber into a
pretty tree-like shrub. The solution of this ai)-

parent mystery is not difficult. The change of

habit is due to loss of vital force occasioned by
the plant's struggle for its natural condition.

This same principle may be exemplified in the

('rape, which, although producing a crop when
pruned severely and tied to a single stake, does

not yield so abundantly as when growing freely

over an adequate trelUs.—Josiah Hoopes, in

N. Y. Weekly Tribune.

Causes of Unequal
Rainfall. Itain is caused
by the cooling and con-
densation of the mois-
ture in the air. The
warm winds from the

south and the east ai"e

full of moisture taken

up from the Gulf of

Mexico and the ocean.

Coming to the cooler

land, they gradually be-

come cooled, and their

moisture, therefore^

falls as rain, till, by the

time they reach western
Kansas and Colorado,

the moisture being gone
no more rain can fall.

But the winds which come from the north and
west are colder than the land; and as they sweep
over it they gradually become warmer; so that

instead of giving up their moisture in the form
of rain, they are constantly taking up moisture
from the earth. Hence our north and west winds
are dry and mean fair weather; while the south

and east winds bring rain. For this reason, also

the eastern and southern States have an abund-
ance of rain; the central and western States are

often very dry. At great heights the air is cooler,

hence when a warm moist wind strikes a moun-
tain range, it rises high in the air to pass over.

In so doing it becomes cooled, giving up its

moisture, and passes over to the other side as a

dry wind. This shows why Calfornia receives

sufficient rain to make the soil fit for cultivation;

while Nevada is nearly rainless and barren. The
great extent of country known as the Great
Basin—which reaches from Oregon on the north
to Mexico on the south, and from Colorado on
the east to the Sierras at the west, comprising an
area of not less than 200,-500 square miles—receives
over a great part of its surface an annual rainfall

of not over four inches, and is for this reason a

desert.—St. Nicholas.

King Budding the Walnut. One way of bud-
ding the Hickory, Pecan, and some species of the

Walnut iJiiglans) is what is called ring-budding.

It is done in June when the bark " runs " or peels

easily. Take cions from the size of a lead pencil

to half an inch or more in diameter, with good
healthy, but dormant buds. From this cion take
off a ring of bark from one to two inches long
including a strimg well-developed bud, using

great care to in no wise even bruise or touch its

inside surface. The branch or little seedling to

be operated upon should be as near the same
size of the cion as possible. Cut it back to a
stump, and from this take out a ring of bark of

exactly the same length as the one to be inserted.

The ring from the cion is carefully split and
placed on the stock, being sure that the split

edges and the upper and lower ends join exactly.

To do this and make the bark and wood fit closely,

it may be necessary to take off a small strip of

the bark from the edge of the ring. The greatest

care must be used to have the work done neatly

and (juickly, lest the tender surfaces of the cam-
bium are injured by rough handling or by long
exposure to the air. Bind the whole securely

with waxed cloth, leaving out the bud only. If

the work is not done in the best manner it will

not be worth while to do it at all.—Report De-
partment of Agriculture.

By-Products in the Oarden. Peas are the
direct crop, the empty Pea vines are the by-crop.
Turnip tops. Radish tops, Pea pods. Bean vines.

Potato tops—all these parts of our garden ))lants

that cannot be eaten, are by-crops worth real

money. You can't exactly sell them in market,
but you can sell them to yourself by burying
them as fiist as they gather. In this way they
become fertilizers, and save money in the manure
bill, and add money by increasing future crops.

In my own little home-lot everything, including
all the waste from the kitchen, is buried in the

soil e\cry da.v. In this way, not only is the

troublesome " garbage question " settled, but
the place is kepfneat, sweet and clean at all times.

From a sericsof experiments I find that ordinary

kitchen waste disappears and turns into good soil

in about a week after it is buried in the ground.

Thus a troublesome domestic by-product is sold

to the garden, together with all the by-crops,

from Cabbage leaves to Onion tops. It pays to

keep a home-lot, if only to have a bank in which
to deposit unsalable by-products—a batik, toe,

that pays good dividends.-American Gaivleii-

HYACINTH BULBS CUT FOR PROPAGATION.

Scientific Flower Pots. Journal of Horticul-
ture illustrates and describes an improved plant
pot, invented by a Yorkshire amateur, and put
on the market under the above name. They are
found serviceable in preventing plants suffering
from drouth during the prolonged absence of the
owner. The plants derive sufficient moisture
from the water rising up the porous earthen-
ware legs of the pots by attraction, also in the
form of vapor. They are attached to the saucers,
and as the roots of the plants are above the
water they cannot be water-logged. They are
made in different sizes, and will probably be tried
by many amateurs who are absent from their
homes during the day, and their plants suffer in
consequence during hot weather. Moisture in
the form of vapor rising amongst Ferns, and, in-

deed, most plants in dry conservatories, is bene-
ficial in the summer months. Water in the sau-
cers also keeps snails and slugs from the plants.

Potash Fertilizers for Fruit. Potash fertiliz-

ers have decidedly improved the desirable quali-

ties of fruits. Wherever the percentage of this

element has been raised, the change is accom-
panied by an increase of sugar and decrease of
acid. This is important—a matter of d' hilars and
cents. Other things being eriual, the fruit with
the largest per cent of sugar will bring the high-

est price. Moreover, less desirable varieties may
be brought up to a higher standard, thus giving
value to some good ciuality , as hardiness and pro-

lific bearing. The fact that the quality and
character t)f garden and orchard products can be
modified by the effect of special fertilizers is of
immense importance in its practical as well as

scientific bearing.—Mass. E.vperiment Station.

Propagation of Hyacinths. Our illustration,

adopted from Gardener's Chronicle,shows some
of the better and more convenient of the various
devices for propagating this popular bulb. One
way is to scoop out the lower part of a large
bulb, allow it to remain in a dry shed for a few
weeks to calluse, and plant. The illustration

gives an idea how the bulblets form in large
numbers attaining the size of Peas by another
season. With good care and space these bulblets
make large bulbs in four years. Another raethoil

is to make incisions from the base of bulbui>-
ward, as may be seen in the figure at the right in

illustration. The bulblets form, and are treated
same as when grown by the other method.

Coal Ashes for Fruit Trees. There can be no
doubt that coal ashes spread under fruit trees
arc very helpful, especially as a mulch. Coal
ashes are light, and the fact that they have not
much manurial value makes them all the better
for keeping down grass, which depletes the soil

of the moisture that the trees need. Three or
four inches deep of coal ashes spread under trees
keep the soil moist and cool. If they are spi-ead

(m the sod they kill the grass, and this with the
decaying sod roots make a fine feeding i>lace for
the rootsof the tree. It is probable also, that lui-

derthismulch the soil itself undergoes important
chemical changes, fitting its manurial elements
for absorption by roots.— Boston Cultivator.
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Bidding Land of Plantain. One year I plowed
up an iiere of solid Plantain, broken only by a

little Sour Dock here and there, and grew a good
crop of Early Rose Potatoes on it. Then I sowed
a half bushel of Timothy seed to the acre,with a

sprinkling of Red Clover in the spring following*

and secured an excellent stand of grass, in which
no Plantain ever showed itself for years, until

the meadow was drowned out again by a Hood.
This treatment will also kill Sour Dock, Smart
Weed, Foxtail grass and almost everj' other
weed.—Stephen Pfiwers, in National Stockman.

Mailing Fruit Blossomfl. To keep fruit blos-

soms, i)articularly those of the Orange, fresh and
send through the mail, clip the stem from the
tree and insert its cut end into a raw Potato.

Then place a quantity of damp cotton in a light

box, and upon it the stem with the blossoms with
Potato attached, covering the same with another
layer of diimpcotton. Wrap securely and fasten

with a string, but do not seal. In this condition

the blossoms will keep fresh for days, and carry
safe to theii- destination.— Cal. Fruit Grower.

Salt as an Insecticide. ITnquestionably salt,

in sufficient quantities, will kill perhaps every
insect that lives in the ground. The trouble is

that it is sometimes difficult to apply enough, in

the case of certain crops without doing damage
to the plants. However, we have known salt to

kill Strawberry plants, while killing the insects

for which it was applied. It will not do to apply
It in too large quantities or on the plants them-
selves.—Western Rural.

Ventilated Barrel. Scientific American de-

scribes a new patented barrel intended for ship-

ping, and shown in illustration. It is formed of

two or more layers or thicknessess of splints

crossing each other diagonally, the splints being
nailed to each other and to the supporting hoops
as many hoops being employed as are deemed
necessary or desirable. The head or bottom of
the barrel may be put in in any desired manner.

Sweet Peas. Nothing in the way of tlowers
gave us more pleasure last season than our Sweet
Peas. A bit of wire netting, large meshed, was
rolled into a cylinder and fastened to a stake in

an upright position, and the vines clambered all

over it, blooming freely until frost. They were
of all colors and very fragrant, and were found
to be very useful as a constituent of bouquets.—
Orange County Farmer.

Banking Against Peach Borer. An Illinois

correspondent reports having successfully re-

sisted the Peach borer for twenty-flve yeai*s by
banking about the trees with earth in May (here

in Michigan it would need to be in July). This
mounding method was not found reliable here
in Michigan and the trees were thought to be
made less hardy by it,—Prof. A. J. Cook, in New
York Tribune.

Cost of market garden crop two miles from a
city, estimated up to the time of harvest, includ-

ing all the varieties usually grown (except As-
paragus, which is more expensive and more re-

munerative) averages about $125 per acre, and
during a favorable season a good truck gardener

ought to net, clear of all

expenses, ^100 per acre for
the total area cultivated.—
Practical Farmer.

Orchard for Early Fruiting.
Matthew Crawford tells the
Ohio Farmer that an extensive
Apple grower of niJnoIs plants
only half as far apart as the
trees should stand permanent-
ly, and then he brings three-

r'>urth8 of them into bearing
IS* soon as possible by girdling.

Jetting them produce all they
win until the permanent ones
need the room. The girdled

trees axe then cut out.

Fine Oldenburg Apples. Dr. lioskins finds that by
gathering the finest colored Oldenburgs, and keeping
them a while on shelves In the cellar, they ripen much
better than upon the trees, and are in prime condition
for market.—ConadIan Horticulturist.

Death to Weevil. Put the Peas or Beans in a pall

and cover them with water, if warmed a little all the
better. Let them remain In the water from eight to
twelve hours, and every weevil will be destroyed.—
Missouri Experiment Station.

Outhbert Raspberry. Each succeeding year that I

grow the Outhbert Increases my liking for It, and did
it ripen ten or twelve days earlier I should consider It

the most reliable and profitable Red Raspberry grown.
—Corr. Country Gentleman.

Potatoes Running Out. There will be no danger of
a variety of Potatoes " running out " if the best tubers
are saved for seed every year. Careful selection of the

Th£ Slat Shiiij'hiii
Barrel.

seed and g<}od cultivation will improve the variety.—
Western Rural.

Russian Apricots. With all the testimony before
me I do not hesitate to say that the Russian Apricots
have not proven a failure, and they are well worthy of
further trial in Canada.—D. W. Beadle, in Can. Hort.

Climbing Plants. The " Dutchman's Pipe " {ArUito-

lochia sijjho) affords a most abundant shade. Some of
the species of Clematis are fine low-growing climbers.
—American Agriculturist.

Wire Worm and White Grub. A crop of Buck-
wheat will certainly rkl land of the wire worm, and
perhaps of the white grub.—American Agriculturist.

Old Melon Seed. Four and five year old Melon seed
is best, the plants growing shorter jointed and more
compact.—Corn. Country Gentleman.

Vegetable Products on the Table.
Khubarb Cream Pie. Make Rhubarb sauce,by

stewing soft with plenty of sugar; beat in each
cupful two teaspoonfuls of sm<toth Corn-starch,
and the yolks of two eggs. Bake in open crust,

and make meringue of the whites of three eggs.

Fried Egg Plant. Parboil for 15 minutes in

salt and water, then drain carefully. When
ready to use, dip in the beaten yolk of an egg,
sprindle with bread crumbs and fry brown in

butter. Season with pepper and salt. They
must be sent to the table hot.—N. E. Farmer.

Cooking Cabbage. If plunged immediately
into boiling instead of into cold or tepid water,
but little r»dor will be perceptible in the house.
Boil not longer than thirty minutes, and if it is

then properly served with a cream or butter
dressing, it will take a fastidious palate to tel!

the difference between it and Cauliflower.

Fried Raw Potatoes, Pare and slice thinly

into cold water some medium-sized Potat<jes;

drain into a colander and put into a frying-pan,
in which are two tablespoonfuls melted butter;
cover closely ten minutes, removing only to stir

them from the bottom to keep them from burn-
ing; cook another ten minutes, stirring lightly

all the time until lightly browned.

Egg Plant. Take the egg off the vine when
soft. Cut in thin slices and sprinkle with salt,

about an hour before cooking, then drain well,

wipe with a cloth and boil until tender enough
to mash like potatoes, make very smooth, add :;

or 3 tablespoonfuls of sweet cream, salt and pep-
per. Turn into a baking dish, cover with bread
crumbs and Itake half an hour.—N. E. Farmer.

Blackberry Jelly. Put the fruit into a stone
jar, cover it closely, and let it heat very gently

in the oven, ar put the jar in a saucepan with
enough boiling water to heat half way up the
jar, until the juice flows freely. Pour off the
juice until no more will flow, then turn the re-

maining fruit on a sieve covered with thin mus-
lin, and let the juice drip through. Allow for

each pint of juice a pound of crushed loaf sugar.

Boil the juice alone for ten minutes, then add the

sugar. Stir and boil quickly, until, when tried

in the usual way, it will jelly. Small jars are

best for potting jelly, as the contents can be used
directly the jars are opened.—Farm and Home.

Cabbage in Half an Hour. Have plenty of

salted, boiling water, in which a teaspoonful of

soda has been dissolved, plunge the Cabbage in,

top downward, leave it uncovered and let it boil

untfl tender; that will be as given in the time-

table, from twenty minutes to half an hour.
Take it out into a colander, drain well, i»ut into

a hot dish, put in bits of butter, some salt and
pepper, and serve at once. It will be as delicate

as Cauliflower; the color will be retained, and
there will not be an unpleasant odor over the

house, such as is always associated with boiling

Cabbage. Try it once and then see if the school

kitchen learning has not gotten several steps in

advance of your old methods.—Wide Awake.

Cream of Cauliflower Soup. Soak a Cauli-

flower one hour. Boil slowly in boiling salted

water until tender. Drain. Reserve a scant
pint of the flowerets, chop and pound the re-

mainder. Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter,

add one small Onion cut tine and one bay leaf.

Add 2tablespoofuls of flour, the mashed ICauli-

flower, 1 teaspoonful of sugar, salt and pepper.
Cook ten minutes. Rub through a sieve. Then
add graduallj' one quart of white stock. When
boiling add one pint of milk and one-half pint of

cream. Strain, add the flowerets, and serve.

After cooking ten minutes the bay leaf is re-

moved and the Cauliflower and ticur added. The
milk should be added according to the thickness
desired .—Mass. Ploughman.

Blackberry Shortcake. Mix into half a pound
of self-niising flour a ^luarter of a pound of firm

butter or lard. Add by degrees about half a pint
of cold, boiled milk. Mix all up with a knife,
and as quickly as possible. Turn the paste on to
a floured board or table, dredge the paste with
flour, roll it out to the thickness of half an inch,
and cut it in round pieces the size of a large tea

plate. Thjs may bedone by laying a plate over
the jtaste, and cutting round it.

' Lay the cake on
a floured baking tin. and bake until done—about
half an hour. When done, slip a knife arovuid
the edge, and separate the cake in two by pull-
ing it apart—cutting with a knife would, make
the paste heavy. Spread, on one, half-ripe,

blackberries, crushed or not, as wished. Sprinkle
over the fruit plenty of pounded sugar, lay on
the top cover, and spread a layer of berries on
it. Serve with cream, or j>ile a layer of whipped
cream on the top.—Farm and Home.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Ageralum. when intended for winter bloomiuK

shOidd not be allowed to flower too freely now.

Anthericum. When repotting, wash the soil all off

the roots.to avoid the necessity of using very large pots.

Azaleas need frequent syringing to prevent injury
from red spider.

Balsams are sometimes used for a window plant
after frost in the fall. The plants waiited can now be
taken up from the beds and set into large pots.

Begonias intended for winter blooming should be
shifted as required. An abundant supi)Iy of water and
rich soil are their chief requisites,

Browallias can yet be grown from seed for winter
blooming.

Chrysanthemums. To secure flue specimens stimu-
late to robust, healthy growth. Water copiously
during dry weather and use liquid manure freely. The
plants should stand at some distance from each other
that each one may have its full allowance of air. The
leading shoots must be pinched Ijacb occasionally to

obtain nice compact specimens. Stake as needed.

Ferns will grow rapidly if kept in a warm, moist
situation and well supplied with water. With proper
drainage there is hardly any danger from overwaterlug

Fuchsias. Such as have been used for late bloom-
ing should now be planted out in a half-shady, deep
border. Old plants now at lest. intended for winter
blooming, may be removed from the pots, cut back
withiu three or four inches from the roots, the soil

washed off, and repotted in fresh, rich loam. Water
should be given sparingly at first.

Geraniums, kept in plunged pots for winter bloom-
ing, must be kept pinched back to cause bushy, stocky
growth. Remove all flower buds.

Heliotropes for winter can still be propagated.

Red spider to be kept in check by free syringing.

Roses for winter blooming must not be allowed to

make rapid growth now.

Shading. Plants in the house are apt to suffer from
lack of shade. Unless pots are plunged shelter the
roots by placing boards against them to protect them
from the burning sun.

Sphagnum Moss. The year's supply should he
secured while the swamps are dry. Haul the moss to

the high land, and leave it there to drain and dry out
for some weeks before taking home. You will h.ave

less water to carry.

Slips. Cuttings of Coleus and other plants now
strike easily. Take off the desired slips, insert them In

sand or soil, either in pots or in open ground somewhat
shadeil, and as soon as rooted put into small pots.

Winter plants plunged in pots to be kept scrup u
lously free from all insect pests. Water freely. Stake
where needed. Pinch back for compact growth.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Bedding plants to be kept in good order. If one is

disposed to outgrow another, cut it back.

Borders can be kept in order easiest by the frequent
use of a long-toothed steel rake.

Caladium esculentum. To make really grand
plants, f<}rm basins around them and fill these fre-

quently with liquid manure.

Cannas to be treated like Caladimn.

Dahlias need staking to prevent them from being
injured by storms. The side branches are apt to be
broken if left without support.

Edges should be kept well defined. Trim neatly at

jeast once a mouth with a sharp spade or edging iron

Gladiolus. The stems of all tall growing Gladiolus

and similar plants—Tuberoses, Lilies, etc.—should be
supported by neat stakes.
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Geraniums are now blooming freely. Remove all

deeaye*! leaves and faded flowers frequently. Loosen

the surface of the bed, especially In dry weather, and

wat^T freely. All plants when In bloom need more

moisture than at other times.

Hibiscus can be easily propagated from cuttinRs of

lialf-rlpened wtx)d.

Justicia carnea. CuttiuRs of the half-ripened wood
root readily.

Lawns to b** mown frequently except in a hot. dry

time, when too close euttinp will be IujuiIou>. If crab

grass gets into the lawn it should be mown as soon as

tall enough ta cut and before it produces seed. Docks

and other large weeds nmst be pulled by the roots

when the ground Is wet aud soft.

Mulching. Dry. pulverized soil malces a most
excellent muU-h. Keep surface of flower beds well

stirred especially after a rain.

PiBonies. If seed of these and other hardy plants is

not wanted, eut the clusters away as soon as out of

flower. Seed production taxes the vltalltj' of all flow-

ering plants more than flowering does.

TillaBe. The surface of all beds and borders should

be frequently stirred, by means of hoe or rake, espec-

ially after each rain. This not only keeps the ground
open and free from weeds, but also adds greatly to the

general attractiveness of the premises.

Violets. Keep well cultivated and free from weeds.
Water during dry. hot weather.

Watering, If done at all must be done thoroughly.

A mere sprinkling is worse than useless. Nothing
short of actual soaking will have a lasting beneflclal

eflfect. As scx>n as the surface Is dry enough after

water is applied, it should be stirred thoroughly
with a rake or hoe.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Caladiums to be kept In a warm, moist situation.

and as close to the still shaded glass as possible.

fJraduallyshirt Into laiger pots to obtain fine specimens.

Camellias. The soil in pots often dries out before
we are aware of It. In a bad case plunge the pot in a

tul> of water until thoroughly soaked through.

Cinerarias. Shift the newly started seedlings into

larger pots. Each plant should stand by Itself, so that
the leaves of one will not touch those of the next.

Water as needed.

Cuttings may be made of Geraniiims, Pelargoniums
and other house plants, also of rare bedding plants, if

a large stock for next spring is desired.

Gloxinias to be kept in a warm, moist situation.

Water thoroughly when needed, without wetting
foliage. They should never be allowed to suffer for

want of water.

Green fly can be kept off Cinerarias, etc., by scatter,

log TobEK'co stems freely among the plants.

Greenhouses. There will hardly be a better time
than now to repair and clean plant houses. Replace
lights where broken; scrub brick and wood work
thoroughly and otherwise get house in shape for stock-

ing up. A neat and attractive appearance should be
maintained all through the season.

Gymnogrammas. commonly known as Gold and
Silver Kerns, need a warm, moist situation. Water
the rw^ts thoroughly but do not wet the tops, as this

not only destroys their beauty but often the plants also.

Liquid manure may be given occasionally and with
l>e«eflclal '•esults to Hardenberglas, Marantas, Lemon
and orange trees, Strelltzias, etc.

Pelargoniums, after blooming, should be allowed to

become rather dry, then trim into shape and remove
til a half-shady place. Do not water them until the
wounds are healed and new growth has commenced.

Primulas in cold frame to be kept cool and watered
sparingly.

Red Spider. Syringe the plants freely every bright

sunny day towards evening, and fumigate frequently
to subdue red spider and green fly.

Watering should be carefully attended to during
the heat of the present month. No growing plant
must be allowed to dry out at the roots.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Blackberries. Directions for Raspberries will apply.

Budding can be performed as soon as well-ripened
buds can be had and the sap In the stock flows freely.

Reject all soft immature buds, as for instance those at

the extremities of twigs. Remove ligatures when the
bud has become firmly united with the stock.

Currants. Remove all weak and superfluous branch-
es after fruit has been gathered. Give a liberal dress-

ing of g(X)d barnyard compost, then keep the ground
well cultivated, and the plants free from worms.

Gooseberries to be treated as directed for Currants.

Mulching. A few inches of well pulverized soil—In
other words thorough and frequent cultivation-
answers all the purposes of a perfect mulch. A light

covering of bug hay, straw, coarse manure, or litter of

some sort, and even stones, will do for a mulch, where
cultivation cannot be freely given.

Pruning. Remove superfluous shoots on all fruit

trees, and pinch back those growing rather too rank
especially on Peach and Fear trees. In order to equalize
the growth and give the trees a symmetrical appear

Raspberries for table use to be picked by hand.

When Intended for evaporating the berry harvester

should be given a trial. Cultivate the lunne market.

Late growth of cane need notbefeared.especlally with

the red varieties, since this apparently Immature
growth generally winters well. Hence cultlvatlou

need not stop on that account. Pinch back the ends
of canes and laterals.

Strawberries. In the south a fair crop may l>e

grown from plants set In fall before. The earlier such
plants are set the better will be the crop. In the north
the Hrst crop Is hardly ever sufficiently large to make
fall planting profitable, even where potted plants arc

used. If this method Is to be tried, plant just as s<K)n

as potted plants can be had. Old beds overrun with
weeds had better be plowed up. The new plantations

are to be frequently cultivated aud kept free from
weeds. In hill culture the runners must be removed as

soon as formed. In the matted row system they nmst
be confined t« a reasonable width of row, allowing
space between the rows for cultivation. Always run
the cultivat^ir in the same direction between the rows.

Thinning. Peaches and Pears, where too thickly

set, can yet be thinned, and this should be done at once
and severely in order to secure superior size and
quality of the crop, and therefore the best returns in

dollars and cents.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Asparagus. Stalks should now be allowed to grow

unmolested until autumn.

Beans. Bush varieties may yet be grown for succes-

sion. Cultivate and hoe all earlier plantings fn'

quently but never w-hen wet with rain or dew. Where
vines of the pole varieties have missed the pole or

trellis assistance should be given.

Beets. Repeated sowings of the early table sorts for

succession are yet In order.

Cabbage. Set plants for late fall and winter use In

well manured and well prepared soil. Cultivate and
hoe plants already established frequently. Apply
buhach when the green worm makes Its appearance.

Carrots. Keep well cultivated and free from weeds.
Thin where needed. In an emergency sowings can
yet be made, especially of the earlier sorts.

Celery. Plants can be set during this month for

fall and winter use. Get good, strong, stocky plants,

and set In moist soil, If In cloudy weather all the bet-

ter, and In a hot. dry time towards evening. Pack the

soil firmly about the roots. Shading for a day or two
will secure a full stand even during a hot dry spell.

White riume Is a good self-bleaching sort, and best for

early use. Golden Heart can be recommended for

general crop.

Corn. To have tender boiling ears until the first fall

frost, repeated plantings may yet be made. The Ever-
green variety win have time to ear if planted In the

early part of the month.

Cucumbers for pickles should now be planted In

warm, rich soil. Protect from bug attacks by keeping
vines dusted with plaster. Cultivate and hoe freely.

Let no specimen mature on the vines, and remove
fruit by cutting off with sharp knife or scissors.

Pulling it off is apt to Injure the vines.

Cultivation should be given freely to all crops.

Keep the surface of the whole garden stirred to pre-

vent rapid evaporation in day weather and to Insure

freedom from weed growth. Thin plants where too
thick in the rows.

Egg Plants must be kept coated with the Paris
green mixture for Potato bugs. Hoe crop frer4uently.

Endive. Sowings to be made for succession. The
bed should be well prepared. Have plants standing
about eight inches apart In the row, and when the
leaves are six or eight Inches In length, gather up over
the heart and tie with some soft material to blanch.

Kohl Rabi. For fall use plantings may be made
the latter part of the mouth.

Leek. In cultivation draw the soil up to the plants
to bleach the lower part well.

Lettuce. For succession repeated sowings may yet
be made. Deacon and Salamander are good sorts for

summer as they stand the heat quite well.

Melons. Guard against injury from bugs. Cultivate

well and hoe often. Applications of washing suds
during dry weather seem to be greatly relished by
the plants.

Okra. Thin to eight or nine inches apart in the
row; otherwise treat like Corn.

Onions. Use wheel hoe freely, and allow no weeds
to grow. One or more small rations of nitrate of
soda, or a top dressing of some rich compost, especially

of hen manure, between the rows, may be given at

this time, and as a rule, with great benefit to the crop.

Parsnips. Treat like Carrot.

Peas. Remove the vines after the crop is gathered
and plant the grouud to Cabbages. Turnips. Celery, etc.

Pepper. Plants can yet be set In open ground.
Apply composted hen manure to the growing plants,

hoeing it well Into the soIL

Radish. Sow for succession, and the late sorts for

fall use.

Spinach. Sow for succession at Intervals of a week
ort^mdays. Firm the ground well over the seed.

Squash. Cultivate aud hoe freely . Covorflrst joints
of vines to make them strike root.

Tools. Keep sharp and bright.

Turnips. Sow the Ruta Baga varieties at <mee, the

ither sorts by last of month.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Figs, kept In pots and tubs need thonmgh watering,

pn-fcrably with lUpild manure.

Grapes in early houses will now be fully ripe, and If

kept cool and dry can be had In perfection f<»r a long

time. In intermediate hiuises the ;ilr should be kept

dam]i until the black varieties are nearly coloi-ed when
moisture should be less freely given. Late houses

shouhi be dampened regularly every morning. Keep
shoots tied to trellis; thin where needed. Avoid cold

draughts of air through the building.

Peaches grown in pots or tubs in cold houses
need frequeul syringing aud applications of manure
water twice a week.

Plums and Nectarines. Treat like Peaches.

Sashes i>f frames and vegetable forcing houses are
now out of use and should be stored under cover.

Repair where needed aud paint at the earliest oppor-

tunity. Good care of expensive requisites pays well.

THE POULTRY YARD.
The Average, seven chicks to each setting? of

eg-jrs is cnnsidered a ^nod averaitre batch.

Empty the Fountains. Don't allow watrr to

stiiiui in them over night. It quickly gets ira-
preynateil with poison from the confined atmos-
phere.—Maryland Farmer.

Watering Chicks. During the summer old

fruit cans eut down and nailed up to a post or on
the side of a poultry house or floor will make
j?ood places to supply water.—Am. Farmer.

Floor for Poultry House. The best tloor is ce-

ment ; then use plenty of dry soil as a deodorizer.
Or, if the dry soil has not been provided when
winter comes, use sifted coal ashes.

Fresh Eggs in Demand. Assure your custom-
ers that your eggs ai'e collected daily, and only
from your own yards, and you can dictate the
price. To test this, go into the market and try to
procure eggs known to be strictly fresh.

Remedies for Insect Fests. Bubach and Ker-
osene are the never-failing remedies for insects
that intest fowl houses, the Itubach to be dusted
through the feathei-s of the fowls, the Kerosene
to be sprayed all over the inside of the house.

Beans for Fowls. There is little food of a more
nutritious character. Let them be boiled soft
and nuished with Potatoes and a little mciil.
Farmers having a quantity of old Beans luifit lor
the table can thus utilize them.—Md. Farmer.

Feed and Care, It is not the breed so much as
the feed ; it is not the feed so much as the care,
but the better the breed, the better the feed,
and the better the care the better will be the re-
sults. Luck has little to do with it. National
Stockman and Farmer.

Procuring New Breeds. O. S. Bliss says, iu

the New York Tribune, that if one wants to in-
troduce a new breed there is more economy aud
satisfacti(m in buying a trio or pair than in buy-
ing eggs. There is satifaution in seeing what the
parent stock is. He who begins with an egg has
to "• go it Mind " to a certain extent.

Unprofitable to Keep. It is poor policy to
keep over till late in the fall a large crop of
lusty cockerels, if there be a market for them
early in the season. They consume a great deal
of foo<l until maturity, and will not increase
much in value from broiler size, unless one
get a good price in the fall.—Nat. Farmer.

Broken Bones for Fowls. Laying hens are
very fond of broken bones. They help to digest
other food when they cannot get at sharp gravel,
and with the strong digestive apparatus which
fowls have, every part is made use of. The only
advantage from biu-ning bones is to make them
break up more easily. The fowls certainly do
not like them as well, nor are they so good for
them as when broken up without burning.
Amateur Cultivator.

Little and Often. It is not expected that the
farmer should be everlastingly fussing with
chickens, and coaxing them to nibble some
choice and dainty food. All they want for health,
growth aud good condition is plain, nutritious
food, fed often and a little at a time to suit their
digestive organs. Early aud late is a good rule
iu feeding. Alter chickens are one-third or one-
half grown, coarse and bulky food may Ite

mixed with grain to good advantage, it will not
pay to feed costly food to chickens intended for
market. National Stockman aud Farmer.

Fattening Chickens. Build a coop with slat-

ted bottom and elevate two feet from the ground.
Let the house be dark. Put holes in the front so
the Ibwls can put their heads through and eat
and drink from troughs ou the outside. Fill one
trough with water, one vrith feed and another
with gravel, broken oyster shells, etc. Feed
scalded, or slightly boiled corn ; the latter is the
best, and mix with lard. Also give Indian meal
and boiled Potatoes, mashed together, for a
change, as well as Oats, boiled meat, or meat
scraps, throe times a week. Occasionally give
milk, with powdered charcoal in it, to drink.
The latter whitens tlesh.— Germantown Tclcg.
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Correspondents are urged to anticipate the season in pre-
senting questions. To ask, for instance, on April 15 or 20
what Peas had best be sown, could bring no answer in
the May issue, and none before June, when the answer
would be unseasonable. Questions received before the Vifh
ofany month stand a good chance of being answered in the
next paper. Not more than three questions should be sent
at one time. Answers to questions bearing on tne com-
parative value of implements, etc., offered by different

dealers must notbe expected. Neither can we promise to

compttt uHih the request sometimes made to "please answer
by mail.v Inquiries appearing without name belong to the

name next following. . ^ .,

Replies to Inquiries are earnestly requested from tmr
readers. In answering such give the number, BOur
loeality and name, the latter not for publication, unless

you desire. Write only on one side of the paper.

1.298. Rootinc Rose Cuttings. When Is the best

time for It. and how done? I have tried, and failed.—

Mrs. J. W., Muncie, Ind.

1.299. Mulch for Blackberries. Can pine shingle

tow, chips, shavings, eto.. be used for this purpose with
safety?—J. H. P.. Burlington, Iowa.

1.300. Ampelopsis Veilchil. How protected during

the first wiuter?-W. B., Ti/ngsboro. Mass.

1,.301. Destroying Weeds on Lawn. Will "I. M. R.,

New Bedford, Mass.," please give description of Imple-
ment used to pull up the weeds?—Mtts. L. T., Stock-

bridge, Mass.

1,302. Plums on Hill Side, Are Plums adopted to a

steep northern slope or what other tree fruit would do?
—I. C., roicn Hill, Pa.

l,3ie. Sod for Small Fruit. What is the best way
to enrich and prepare it for planting next spring?—I.

C, roii'ii Hill. Pa.

1,304. Barrenness of Grapes. My two or three

Hybrids and a Brighton Grape bloom freely yet set

but little fruit. Why?—L. J.. Bordentoum, N. J.

1,315. Name of Plum. Can you tell the name of a

blue Plum in size about like a large Bantam egg?—J. N.

A., Boston, Mass.

1,:mb. Insects in Cistern. How can I get rid of

water lice in cistern? All remedies thus far have
failed. -Mliti. M. J. H., Lau-son. Mo.

1.307. Gladioli Roots Rusting. How can It be cured

or prevented?

1.308. Rose Cuttings. In what material and place

will fall-prepared, half-hardy Rose Cuttings for open
air culture keep and callous best over winter?

1.309. Treatment of Rose Seedlings. The main crop

of plants from fall-sown Rose Seed, finds our clay loam
too hard to break through the second spring. Is clear

sand the best covering?-F. K. P., Delavan,Wis.

1.310. Dewberry Plants. How can 1 get the most

plants from them?—C. C. C, Dowagiac, Mich.

1.311. One-Seeded Grape. Is there another besides

the Niagara?—L. H., Winchester, Iowa.

1.312. Bagging Grapes How and when is it done?

—J. D., Macomb, Ills.

1.313. Japan Anemones. I bought some Alba and

Rubra a year ago last fall. They are fine, large, healthy-
looking clumps, but none of them has flowered yet.

What shall 1 do with them?—Mrs. Z. Z. M.

1.314. Violet Leaves Damping. What can I do to

prevent or cure it?—Carus, Cof. Co., Neb.

1.315. Improving Sandy Soil. How should I treat

laud that is rather too sandy to hold moisture and
manure well?—B. T., Warwick, N. J.

1.316. Asparagus Tennissimus. When and how
Is it propagated?—A. O. H.

1.317. Automatic Force Pump. Is the Hydronette of

Rumsey & Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y., automatic, or Is

there no automatic force pump?—A. G. H.

1.318. Russian Mulberry. Is It a good tree for lawn,

or for its fruit, or for forest culture?—R. T.

1.319. Passion Flower. How is it propagated?

1.320. Girdling Appletrees. At what season, and
how is this done, to induce bearing?—E. A. C, N. T.

1.321. Embossed Paper Bouquet Holder. Please

give address of manufacturer?—J. B., Albany, Oreg.

1,332. Pea Weevil. How can I keep my seed Peas

free from them?—R. T. G., Kalamazoo, Mich.

1.323. Strawberries in Young Orchard. Is this a

good location for them?—E. B. D., Rochester, N, T.

1.324. Value of Manures. What Is more profitable

to use, commercial fertilizers at current rates, or stable
manure at 25 cents per wagon load when the latter has
l« be hauled half a mile?—B. Y., Richmond, Va.

1.325. Land Plaster. What is its fertilizing value?

—D. J. D., Manchester, ^'er^nont.

1.326. Plants for Exhibit. Is greenhouse or out-door

culture preferable for Coleus, Begonias, Fuchsias and
Geraniums intended for the exhibit in the fall, and to
be kept over winter for stock?—A. G. C, Mass.

1.327. Improved Beehive. Where can I get one of

the most Improved make?—A. H., Newark, N. J.

1,828. Grafting Clematis. Which Is the best time of

the year for this?—J. M., Hamilton, Ont.

1,329. Root Pruning. 1 desire more information on
Root Pruning, both in the form of repeated transplant-
ing, and in that of regular Root Pruning in the young
orchard, for Pear, Plum, perhaps Cherry and Apple
Trees.—Shirk.

1,3:10. Planting Raspberries. When Is the best time,

fall or spring? What hardy kinds, both red and black,
would you recommend to plant for market?

1.331. Hardy Roses. Name the best three.—M.H.L..
Toledo, Kan.

1.332. Marechal Niel Rose. What treatment shall

1 give my young Niel Rose, kept in a general-purpose
greenhouse, to obtain most flowers ne.'ct winter?

1,3:«. Transplanting Rhubarb. When is the, best
time to divide the hills so as to have stalks for use next
spring? How long does it require to become fit for use
from seed?

1.3.^1. Improving Clay Soil. Will lime Improve my
heavy wet, clayey soil, which 1 have to use for a truck
pat<.'h, and which 1 am not In shape to drain? How
much lime shall I apply?—W. C, Ilolmcsburg, Pa.

l,:iW. Bones for Fertilizer. What Is the easiest way
of dissolving them, or making them quickly available
for fertilizer?-F. N.

1,3;J6. Date Palms. What Is the proper treatment
for those raised from stones last spring?—R. St. J., Neb.

i,3!S'. Wide Planting for Grape Diseases. WiU
glanting vines a greater than the usual distance apart,
ave a tendency to prevent Grape diseases?—N. W.,
Vineland, N. J.

1.338. Weeping Willow. Is it hardy here with mer-
cury occasionally down to 40° below zero?—C. W.. St.
Paul, Minn.

1.339. Seed of Squirrel Corn. Where can it be ob-
taIned?-E. J. T.. Franklin, La.

1.340. Asparagus Bed. How long can It be expected
to do well with good feeding and care? Mine was
made eighteen years ago, but seems to fail of late, and
shows bare spots.—H. R. M., New York City.

1.341. Worms in Dried Fruit. How can I get worms
out of Dried Apples and Berries? T. W., Pa.

1.342. Heating Amateur Greenhouse. How does
H. J. Emmerich prevent loss of heat If he permits direct
draft from oil stove to outer air for ventilation?—J. S.
R., Portland, Oregon.

1,M3. Plan of Family Small Fruit Patch. I want
to grow a free small fruit (no Grapes) supply for use,

fresh, canned and evaporated through the year. How
should a plat 100 by 220 upland loam western slope be
put to this use, and what kinds well drained?—I. C,
Town Hill, Pa.

1,344. Tree Cricket. What is the insect that has
laid Its eggs In openings resembling sewing machine
stitching In a double row In the twigs of my Plum
tree?—Subscriber, Indiana.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
1,292. Lice on Cabbage. It is doubtful If there

is a practical method for ridding Cabbages of

lice. I have tried several so called remedies.

The kerosene emulsion will kill aU the lice that

It comes in contact with, but it is impossible to

reach them all. And owing to their remarkable
power ot multiplication the plants will soon be
as much infected as ever. Keeping the ground
thipi-uughly cultivated is as likely as anything to
prevent the injury.-E. S. Goff.

1,315. ImproTing Sandy Soil. Soil of a some-

what sandy character, although excellent for

garden purposes on account of warmth, ease of

manipulation, and quickness of responding to

fertilizer applications, has the one great fault of

allowing moisture, and plant foods with it, es-

cape to the lower strata by leeching much faster

than is often desirable. This fault is most appa-

rent when the soil does not contain much decay-

ing vegetable matter (carbon), and hence may
be remedied by abundant applications of barn-
yard manure. This course is naturally an e.v-

pensive one, and a good dressing of clay can
often be made still more effective in correcting
the mechanical deflciences of sandy soils, and at
the same time to add the element potash, which
is often deflcient in such soils. It can be put on
the land during the fall or winter, at any time
when most convenient, and the frost will act on
it and pulverize it. A correspondent of Gar-
deners' Chronicle stated that he is able to tell to

a yard, by the look of crops, where the clay was
put; and one that has had several dressings
always carries better strawberries and culinary
vegetables than either of the othei-s, which have
not had any. The land on the first named
quarter is more holding of moisture, the clay
Uiking moisture from dew and rain, and which it

retains better, and absorbs more of the Juices of
the manures used than the undressed land. For
mixing with light loam for potting Strawberries,
clay is of great value, land so it is used, in the
same way with manure or leaf-mould for grow-
ing Melons, which like stiff soils, but in either

case it should be such of it as has become amelio-
rated by exposure to the weather. Some gar-
denei-s, no doubt, have too stiff and unworkable
kind of clay, and long for the lighter material,
but the remedy in their case lies the other way,
and road scrapings, leat-rakings, and rubbish-
heap ingredients, properly and continuously em-
ployed, will soon effect an improvement.

1,196. Echeverlas for Bedding Out. A leaf and

small portion of the stalk of E. floribunda

splenilens and the sprouts that appear below

the plant ot E. secunda glauca and E. metallica

are used for propagation, and should be allowed

to become dry or callused before potting in a
soil mixture containing two thirds sand. When
well rooted the plants may be bedded out or re-

potted in a compost of eiiuiil iir< portions ot leaf

mould, fine sand and well rnftid hen manure.
They are also propagated from seed which can
be obtained of any florist. Seed should be
planted early in the season, and require consider-
able heat. May is a good time to strike cuttings
of Echeverlas.—E. L. P., Crawford Co., Pa.

1,171. Propagating the Oleander. In .Inly

make cuttings of the new growth about three
inches in length, place in a small bottle contain-
ing soft water. Set in a |jot, Bll the space around
bottle with sand and give a southern exposure.
Ctittings should be shaded for a few days —E. L.
P., Crawfnnl Co. Pa.

1,211). Bottom Heat and Plant Growth. My
experience is that bottom heat stimulates root
growth, and heat from above top growth.
Unions and Radishes grown in a hot-bed were all

that could be desired, while Lettuce made a
weak and slender growth. Of the same \eget-
ables grown in cold frame the former two made
only siifBcient root growth to sustain life and
the latter was fine. The result was also good
with Lettuce grown on the floor of greenhouse.
— E. L. P., Crawford Co., Pa.

1,298. Booting Sose Cuttings. This can be
done at any time when the wood is in proper
condition. Florists generally use one-eye cut-
tings. The wood is fit for cuttings when the
flower bud appears on the shoot. The joints are
cut about one quarter of an inch above the e.ve

and the stem on each cutting left about one inch

and a half long. The leaf is shortened somewhat
and the cutting put in sand upon sharp bott<tm

heat until the roots appear when it is at once
potted off in thumb pots. Another way of prop-
agating Roses is desciibed in Mr. Henderson's
Practical Floriculture. The cuttings are made
with three or four eyes just after the wood is

ripened enough to show the de\elopment of the
buds at the axil of the leaf. Such cuttings can
be made any time from C^ctober to January and
placed in cold frames, planting in same way as
Cabbage or Cauliflower plants that are to be
wintered over, and subjecting them to the same
winter treatment of airing .vet keeping them as
free from -se^'ere freezing as can be done during
the winter. Rose cuttings placed in sucii frames
about the end of October will be rooted and fit

to -pot in March. People not having the con-
venience of frames may do it equally well with
the protection of the ordinary garden hand glass.
In either case it is necessary that the soil be
thoroughly drained so that no water stands on it

in winter, and if the soil is not naturally sand,v
it had better be prepared in about equal propor-
tions of sand, leaf mold and loam well mixed
together. The cuttings ma.v be inserted quite
thickly, say one-half to one inch apart, and
three inches between the rows. One thorough
watering will usually be all that is required
until the cuttings begin to root in spring.—P. G.

I,a03. Sod for Small Fruit. Give a good dress-

ing of barnyard manure in autumn and plow
in early spring to the whole depth of the surface

soil. If the subsoil is not naturally of a porous
character it should also be stirred by means of a
subsoil plow. Next cut ui> the lumps, sods, etc,,

by means of a disk or other deep cutting harrow:
roll, if necessary, and puh'erize the whole sur-
face nicely with a smoothing or a Meeker disk
harrow. This will be good enough preparation
for planting small fruits.

1.304. Barrenness of Grapes. The cause—

a

most common occurrence—of this is want of

proper pollen at the time of blooming. Many
varieties, especially of the pure species, the

riparia, rupestris, cordifolia, a^stavalis. etc.,

always have reflexed stamens and it stand-

ing at a distance from vines havinsr erect

stamens, will not set much fruit, yet will

bear abundantly in the \'icinity of varieties with
erect stamens. In nature even these practically
pistillate vines find plenty of pollen, since over
one half of the wild vines are purely staminate
or male. Prof. T. V. Munson's observations
have served to make fruit growers in general

I>ay more attention to this point, which has con-
siderable practical bearing. Lindley, Brighton,
and many others (most of Roger's Hybrids among
them) have reflexed stamens and it planted alone
in vineyard are almost fruitless, but planted
among Lady, Martha, Concord or many others
that li'a\e erect stamens and bloom at same time
with them will bear abundantly. The variety to

be fertilized should begin blooming a day after

the one which is to furnish the pollen. A Grape
vine remains in bloom from three to eight days
and each flower must be fertilized the first or at

furthest the second day after it opens. Even
the bearing vines with erect stamens do better if

some properly selected males be planted in the
vineyard, and it would not be a bad thing to use
some of the wild male varieties of the woods tor
this pu rpose,plauting them among our culti vated
sorts according to their requirements, and merely
for the sake of their free pollen producing and
distributing qualities.—P. G.

1,.320. Girdling Apple Trees. Girdling is in-

tended to influence bud development on the

wood that is to bear the fruit the season follow-

ing. A ring of bark vaiiously stated as from one

quarter of an inch to several inches in width, is

removed from the body of the tree below the
branches, or from all or part ot the branches
near their base. This stops the return flow of
the sap and tends to the formation of fruit buds
at the expense of the wood growth.

1.305. Name of Plum. This can hardly be

given without a fuller description. It might be
the Bradshaw, perhaps the German Prune.—P.G.
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1,341 Tree Cricket. The damage was done by
the tree cricket, or Snowy tree cricket, an insect

nearly three quarters of an inch long, of a whitish

green color with darker stripes on the head and
thorax. The shrill notes of the male can be heard

in the hushes and trees all day long. The female.

thrusting her ovipositor obliquely more than half

way through the tender canes of Raspberries,

Blackberries, Grapes, Peaches, Plums, etc., places

one of her long, narrow, yellowish eggs into each

opening thus made. From five to fifteen eggs are

deposited in one row, and the injm-y to the cane or

twig weakens it frequently in such a way as to

cause it to break otf or die beyond the spot aflfected.

This, however, is not the only sin of which the

tree cricket is guilty. It Hves on the juices of cul-

tivated plants, and in order to get at the sap for

food, cuts off leaves, blossoms and young fruit,

oftenentirely denuding vines of leaves and clusters;
and while it may be said in its favor that in infancy
it lives largely on plant lice and other injurious
insects, yet such ^ood services do not begin to make
up for the vandalism which it practices in later life.

The remedy generally recommended consists in

hunting up, removing and burning the affected
canes and twigs in the winter or spring. Luckily
for the fruit grower the tree cricket has a powerful
and active natural enemy, the cricket catcher, a
small black wasp not very different in shape from
the common blue-black mud wasp, one-half inch
long, with seven-eighths Inch expanse of wing. In
an essay read before the Western New York Horti-
cultural Society in the year 1888.Mr. W.L.Devereaux
gave the first "description and life history of the
interesting and ussful insect ever published, and
his investigations show us a very convenieat method
of dealing with the tree cricket. The cricket
catcher selects hollow stalks of plants, especially of
the Wild Lettuce {Lactuca canadensis) for a
nursery for its offspring. Having found a last

year's stalk still standing erect, with the top broken
off, says Mr. Devereaux. our cricket catcher makes
a sort of stopper or nest in the hollow stem near
the ground, with pieces of dead grass and fibres.

Then she begins to stock up with tree crickets for
her first offspring. When the number gathered up
suits her, a neat partition is made of grass. This
closes the one nursery or store house from tho one
to be made above. An egg is fastened to the lower
or first cricket in each section. The crickets are
not killed, only paralyzed by a sting and devoured
by the young of its enemy alive Mr. Devereaux
estimates that each female cricket catcher destroys
1,000 crickets and he advises to provide the insect
with a home as we would our bird friends. Since
he has allowed the Wild Lettuce to mature its

stem in his Grape rows the crickets have been
mightily thinned out. Has fastened the stalks of it

in his Raspberry bushes with good results. The
moral Is obvious.—P. G.

1,333. Strawberries in Young Orchards. There
can be httie objection to the practice of planting

Strawberries among a recently established orchard
and it has much to recommend it, provided that the

ground is well enriched. All kinds of small fruits.

in fact, seem to thrive in the congenial vicinity of
young trees, with what little shade and cooler at-
mosphere they provide. Sometimes these fruits
escape injury from a late spring frost when small
fruits in open field are badly damaged.—P. G.

1.324. Value of Manure. Good stable manure
at 25 cents a load, even if it has to be drawn several

miles, is an extremely cheap fertilizer, and much
cheaper than commercial fertilizers at current
rates. A fair average sample of farm yard manure
compared with fertilizers, is worth from $2,00 to
$2.50 to the ton.—P. G.

1.325. Land Plaster. This is sulphate of lime,

and can be regarded as plant food only in the

Umited sense that it provides lime and sulphuric

acid. It is valuable chiefly for its chemical action

on the soil, by which locked-up plant food is made
available, and for the fact that it makes an inter-
change with th© volatile carbonate of ammonia,
resulting in the two compounds, carbonate of lime,
and sulphate of ammonia, the latter a fixed form
of that valuable plant food. Plaster has often the
happiest effect upon Potato vines, Corn, upon
Clover and in fact any of the grasses, without our
being able to tell just in what way it exerts its
beneficial influence.—P. G.

1,337. Improved Beehive. Buy one from the
nearest dealer in bee-keeper's supplies, or make one
according to instructions often given in modern
bee literature. You may also address A. I. Root,
Medina, Ohio, for information, price list, etc.

1,330. Planting Raspberries. The usual time
of planting is in early spring, although autumn
planting is a good practice when good plants are
to be had. The latter, and care in planting, insure
success at either time Among the hardy sorts for
market there is none now among the Red varieties
that surpasses the Cuthbert. In many localities,
and especially for general purposes, th^ Turner
is a most excellent berry and quite large'j' grown.
Hansen, as an extra early sort and Marlboro, with
its later and very large and luscious fruit,are worth
a trial. Of blackcaps try Ohio,Souhegan and Gregg.

1,33:3. Transplanting Rhubarb. Therootstock
and consequ'^ntly tlie number of stalks issuing

from it are apt to grow much too large in the
course of a few years for the good of the size of the
stalks, and the plants, for this reason, must be

occasionally taken up, the roots divided, and re-
j)lanted in strong, well-enriched soil, not less than
four feet apart each way. This is usually done in
spring. Seedlings will be large enough to produce
stalks for table or market the third season from seed

1.334. Improving Clay Soil. So long as the
clay is wet.no permanent and decided improvement
is to be thought of until the surplus moisture is

removed by drainage. This course alone will do
more to make the soil looser and warmer, and give
larger crops than any other treatment. Sometimes
the increased crop of a single year, especially of
garden stuffs, small fruits, etc., will more than pay
the whole cost of underdraining. If the clay is

very tenacious and hard to break up, the mere
application of sand—the more the better—would do
much in the way of correction; and good manure,
or in its absence peat or muck, with plenty of com
mercial fertilizers, should be used rather freely.
Green crops, especially Clover, plowed under, can
also be relied on to improve such soils. Applica-
tions of air-slaked lime will prove beneficial.

1.335. Bones for Fertilizer. For the home gar-

den, and in a small way generally, we have always
considered fire the simplest and most eff'ective agent
for the transformation of bones into an available

fertilizer. Small quantities may be thrown into

any wood stove, upon a:brisk flre,aud then scattered

upon the land together with the ashes. Or, a big

fire of brush and other rubbish may be started out-

doors and the bones thrown upon it. The ashes
then contain the phosphoric acid of the bones,
reduced to a fine white powder, and are a most ex-
cellent fertilizer for soils or crops needing potash
and phosphoric acid. Of course the few per cent
of nitrogen, that fresh bones contain, are lost by
this treatment. These can be saved by the adop-
tion of the course, recommended by Prof. W. C.
Stubbs, of the Louisville Experiment Station.
Break 100 pounds of bones into small fragments,
and pack them into a light cask with 100 pounds of
good wood ashes which have been previously mixed
Vith 25 pounds of dry water-slacked lime and 13
pounds of "sal soda" (washing soda). Twenty
gallons of water will saturate the mass and more
may be added as required. In two or three weeks
the bones will be soft enough to be turned out on a
floor and mixed with two bushels of good soil.

1.336. Date Palms. Phoenix dactylifera thrives

best in a compost of loam, peat and sand. If you
have them in small pots, transfer to larger ones as
needed. Palms deUght in a warm atmosphere and
only there will make quick, thrifty growth. Syringe
or sponge freely during the summer.

1.337. Wide Planting for Grape Biseases.
Even single vines are by no means exempt from
mildews and rot, but attacks may be less frequent,

or less severe. From the Vineyardist we learn that

successful growers on Lake Cayuga plant their vines
much further apart than they are gro'wn on the
shores of Seneca and Keuka, and it is probably
done as a precaution against the Grape diseases.
There is good reason to suppose, says the Vine-
yardist, that the remedy is a good one. as these dis-

eases are the results of close and dense foliage, a
hot and humid atmosphere and lack of air. More
space where summer fogs occasionally prevail
may be the dictate of wisdom.

1.339. Seed of Squirrel Corn. Plants of Dicen-

tra canadensis may be had of Edward Gillett,

Southwick, Mass
,
perhaps seed also. Send for

price list 10 address given

1.340. Asparagus Bed. The condition of the

bed seems to indicate that it has seen its best days,

and it will certainly be a wise move to setout a new
plantation without delay. In the selection of soil

and site give a moderately rich, naturally drained,

warm, sandy loam with southern or southeastern
exposure the preference. Prepare the bed thor-

oughly by deep plowing, cross plowing if needed,
harrowing, etc. ; then plow out the rows deeply,
four or five feet apart. Set good strong plants (one
or two years old) one to each foot or eighteen
inches (many prefer even two feet distance between
plants) cover lightly with soil and scatter some high
grade complete fertilizer, as for instance a good
vegetable or Potato manure, into the furrows, and
afterwards, in working the soil, gradually fill up
even with the surface. Well rotted compost may
be used in place of the fertilizer. If you plant in
fall, the furrows may be filled with soil or with dry
forest leaves, chaff,or other fine litter. If bleached
"grass" is desired, the plants are set at least six
inches deep: if im ended to be cut near surface of
ground, four inches depth are fully sufficient.

l,;iOH. Rose Cuttings. See reply to 1,29H.

l,:)-'^. Pea Weevil. Seed Peas and Beans can
be rid of weevil larvie in several ways. One, and
the simidest way is to plunge them for a few
moments in boiling water. Another and a very
good and effective one is what is called the
bi-suli)hide of carbon treatment. The seed is

put in a tight box or barrel, a small.vessel con-
taining hrtlf a gill of bisulphide of carbon placed
upon the seed and the receptacle kept tightly
clDsed for at least forty-eight h(mrs. The drug
will then have evaporated aud permeated all
through the seed sc» that every weevil is killed.
Uon't overlook that the vapor is extremely
intlaniniable. The ojieniti'Hi should be carried
on ()ut<loors or in an opi-u slicd, and the seed.
when emptied out, kept away irum light or tire.

1,311). Dewberry Plants. These can be propa-
gated in same way as Hluekberry plants aud are
evt^u still easier to grow. In the autumn dig up
the roots and make cuttings about three inches

long, put them in boxes with alternate:' layere of
suud and bury the boxes iu a well drained spot
until spring. Then plant thickly in nursery rows
and cultivate' like Blackberry cuttings. Cuttings
of the green wood alsfi root readily in the propa-
gating bed. You might also try making layer
plants from the green wood. In fact it is easier
to propagate the Dewberry than to kill it.

1,312. Bagging Grapes. This to be effective

iu'pi'otecting the clusters from mildew and rot,

should be done as soon as possible after the vines

have done blooming. Common raanilla grocery
bags are used, and if water-proof all the better.

Cut off the cornel's at the bottom, Ut give a
chance for the escape of rain water that may in
some way get into them. Also cut the open end
roumiiiig so that the flaps can be easily pinned
aroumi the cane, with the cluster inside the bag.
Another gooil way is to take a jnece of strong
wat^-r-proof manilla paper ten by .-^ix inches, and
told iu funnel slmpL' ar(niud the (.-luster so that
its stem enters at the small emi, while the open
end hangs downward, perfectly surrounding tho
cluster. The i)aper is fastened and helii in place
by a single pin.

1,318. Russian Mulberry, Prof. Budd answers
a similar inquiry in the Fanner's Review as fol-

lows: The Ku-ssian Mulberry is not tit for an
ornamental tree, shade tree, or for forest plant-

ing. Like the old Morus multicaulis, it has an
eternal tendency to throw its most vigorous

shoots from near the ground. In Nebra-ska it

will have greatest value as a wind-break or

screen to shelter from winds or snow. Planted
three feet apart it assumes a low, spreading form
and has thick, handsome foliage. For arresting
wind sweep it has no superior among the decidu-
ous trees. In this form it also bears fruit abund-
antly, which is valuable for attracting the birds
in Raspberry and Cherry time. As to its size and
quality for other uses, the less said the better,
unless some special variety be selected larger
and better than I have yet seen in this country.
At (_>rel, in Central Russia we heard of a variety
with large and good fruits. We ordered plants
of it which will soon tell the story as to size,

quality and value. The so-called white Mulberry
makes a pretty good tree where it proves per-
fectly hardy. If put out for forestry plantation
it should be planted as closely as otner trees to
give it clean, upright growth. It" set for shade
or ornament, it will need as much room as Bos
Elder. If set for feeding silk worms,put in hedge
row five feet apart and train low.

1,258. Book on Amaryllis. "Bulbs" by E S.

Rand, gives as full culture directions as any pub-
lication that 1 am acquainted with.—M. B. F.

1,250. Aphis on Roses and Fuchias. I use
Sturtevaut's Tobacco and Sulphur Insecticide on
Roses. It ought to work equally as well with
Fuchsias.—M. B. F.

1,261. Pine Sawdust as Manure. My experi-

ence with sawdust of any kind whether used by
itself or mixed with other material has been any-
thing but satisfactory. It certainly should never
be used on heavy soil, and I have yet to see
whei-e even light sand has in any way been bene-
tited.^M. B. F.

I,2t)2. Grapes and Strawberries in Colorado.
There is no apinirent reasons why you should
not succeed with the hardier varieties of Grapes,
such as Concord. Worden, Clinton, etc. Try
some of the common Strawberries at first. Cres-
cent, ('has. Downing, Sharplcss and Cumberland
Triumph are tirst class. The first is a pistillate
\*ariety and should only be planted in alternate
rows with some perfect flowenng sort, such as
the others named. A southern or soutneasteru
exposure would be earlier than anv other loca-
tion, and would be preferable on tuat account.
—M. B. F.

I,2fi4. Muriate of Potash. Try Bowker Ferti-

lizer C(j., Bosttui, Ma^s ." or Mapes' Formula &
Peruvian (Juano Co., New York.-M. B. F.

l,2r>5 Sprouting Magnolia Seed. Sow as soon
as ripe in a frame, and keep moderately moist
until germination takes place.—M. B. F.

l.^Cfj. Arbor Vitae from Seed. Sow early in

spring under glass and as soon as the seedlings
have reached sufficient size, harden off and put
out in the open ground. No particular care is

re<iuired as they are of sturdy growth.—M. B. F.

I,~ti7. Barren Vines in Grapery. Does the old
growth die down to the ground or only the lat-

eral branches V Grapes produce their fruit on
new growth each season But vines are some-
times barren with no apparent cause. I have in
mind an Isabella which gi-ows or did grow near
m>' bo>hood home. For several j'ears every
I)ains was taken with it but I never to mv
knowledge lu'odueed a single bunch of fruit —M.
B. Faxon.

l,~'*iK. Fruit Dryer. The Zimmerman, made
by the Zimmerman Machine Co., of Cincinnati,
Ohio, gives excellent satisfaction here in the
Kust.—M. B. F.
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1,270. Boses not Blooming. You rlo not say
whether your Roses are in pots or not, but pre-
sumably in either case they need more nourish-
ment. Fine ground bone worked into the soil
liffhtly is as good as anything. Do you cut them
back sufficiently V—M. Tl. F.

1.371. nnsatiafactoTy Grape Vines. I am not
acqiiaint«d with the Ives, but the true Concord
certainly out to ripen with you as even in North-
ern Vermont it ripens perfectly nearly every sea-
son Give the new growth a good cutting back
in .July. It can do no harm. Possibly your vines
are not true to name —M. B. F.

1.372. Grapes on Walls. If on the North or
South sides of a farm would be an advantage,
but if the opposite in ordinary locations they
would succeed just as well without.—M. B. F.

1.274. Tree Faeony. Temple & Beard, Shady
Hill Nurseries, Cambridge, Mass., make a spec-
ialty of this class of plants. A postal card will
bring catalogue.

1.275. Strawberry for Amateur. On light soil

try Chas. Downing or Cmnherland Triumph, on
high rich soil Jucinula or Black Defiance.—M.
B. F.

1.276. Well Sotted Sawdust. Unless thor-
oughly decomposed, don't use it. It is a cold
sour nature, and will breed ants both large and
small by the million.—M. B, F.

l,2()(t. Strawberry Seedlings. Patience is a
prime rerjuisite in raising seedling Strawberries.
The best plan is to save the best^shaped well-

ripened berries Take some clean sharp sand
and squeeze the berries into it, working the ber-
ries up so as to separate the seed from the pulp.
After this is thortnJvrhl>' done, set aside until the
whole is dry. About tlir middle of July select a
partially slmdcd Incatioii where the soilis a light
friable loam if I'ossihle, srattcr tlu-scr<l and sand
as evenly a.-? possible o\-er the surface, an<l cover
to the depth of one half inch by sifting light soil
or a mi.xture of sand and leaf mold over the top.
Firm the soil thoroughly by "patting" down
with the back of a spa«h* or with a board Keep
the surface e\cniy moist, not wet The seed-
lings should make their appearance in about two
weeks and by the close of the season if every-
thing is favorable, will be from two to three
inches high. Upon the arrival of the first light
snow cover to the depth of an inch with straw or
better still if available some evergreen boughs.
If the plants are not too thick they may remain
m the seed bed the following season but when-
ever transplanted all that is necessary is to treat
the same as old jilants. The character of the
different varieties cannot bedeflnitely determin-
ed under four or five 5'ears, though some fruit
will be produced the third year. Many of the
seedlings will closely resemble the parent plant
while others will be \-ery different.—M. B. Faxon.

1,279. Ants on Strawberry Plants. If your
bed is not too large, use a strong Tobacco water
decoction pouring it in and about their burrows,
if the plantation is large, of course, this would
be too troublesome a method —M. B . F.

1,2.10. Forcing Strawberries, I have yet to

hear of any one who has made a great success of
forcing strawberries The secret of the whole
thing is that the plants need rest. I e.\periment-
ed in a smll way a few years ago with the Bid-
well and Jas ^ ick The latter did the best I
took layer plants rooted in "thumbs" and after-

. wards potted in four and then in six inch pots,
Rich soil was used with a liberal amount of com-
post sn with plenty of moisture the plants made
a vigorniis growth As freezing weather came
on the>- w(.Tc removed to a frame but were given
plenty of air through the winter. About March
1st they were phu-cd in light heatand afterwards
into a warm bcil. I raised quite a oroj) of fine
looking berries though they were lacking in fla-
vor. I do not know how well they might have
done if grown in a house but I would not advise
any one to place too high hopes on the results.—
M. B. Faxon.

The Culture of Chinese Primroses.
JOHN F. RUrr, CUMBERLAND CO., PA.

Tlie Cliinese Primroses stand without a
rival amongst the winter-bloom iug plants
for easy culture, profusion of ijloom and
great variety and beauty of flowers. Their
improvement durhig the past few years has
made them universal favorites for house
culture, so much so, that nearly every florist

makes stire to have a good supply of them
for his fall trade. The plants are always free

of insect enemies, and require but ordinary
care to have them produce an abundance of

large and highly colored flowers.

The colors range from pure white to the
most beautiful crimson-maroon, while there
are also striped varieties. The flowers, when
well-grown, are very large and showy, meas-
uring oue-and-a-half to two inches in diame-
ter, borne upon tall stems, making them
conspicuous above the foliage. They will
well repay all the care bestowed upou them
by continual blooming the entire winter.

In order to obtain the best results in their

culture the most important factors are good
seed and suitable soil. The soil should be
prepared several months previous to the
time when wanted for use. Woods mold,
well decayed sod, and a liberal amount of

well-rotted stable manure will make a good
compost. For use it should be finely sif-

ted, and a small quantity of sand added.
The most suitable time for sowing the

DOUBLE CHINESE PRIMROSE.

seed is in July, the plants then commence
to bloom about the beginning of December,
and continue in perfect flower until spring.

If started earlier the flowers will not be so

fine during the winter, when they would be

most appreciated. Sow in shallow boxes or

pans, filled about two inchesdeep withearth.

Sow thinly, press with the bottom of a small

flower pot and cover evenly with soil one-

sixteenth of an inch, smooth off and press

again rather firmly, cover lightly with moss
or blades of grass to keep the soil from dry-

ing out, then dampen it. Keep the pans or

bo.xes in some shaded and dry place where
the wind cannot reach them. Do not give

much water, only enough to keep the soil

damp. As soon as the plants make their

appearance the covering should be carefully

removed, and the boxes kept in a well-aired

place where there is plenty of light, but not

in the sun. The greatest trouble in Primrose
growing is the damping off of the young
plants while yet in the seed boxes. This can
easily be overcome by giving plenty of air

and light. After being transplanted the

trouble will be over.

When the plants are of sufficient size and
have made some fibrous roots, they should

be planted into small pots, the smallest that

can be had, using sifted soil as described,

then give a pretty thorough watering and
shade for a few days, afterwards setting

them in as light and cool a place as can be

found, keeping the soil moderately moist.

In all stages of growth an over-supply of

water should be avoided; it being better to

allow soil to become quite dry occasionally.

When the pots become filled with roots the

plants should be shifted into three-inch pots,

and treated as when in small pots. As soon

as these pots are well packed with roots,

when the lower leaves begin to turn yellow,

they must be put into larger pots; the lower

leaves should be cut off and the plants set a

little deeper than they were before. Use
four-inch pots for this planting. Should they

require another repotting use larger sized

pots as most suitable to the size of the plants.
They must be kept in vigorous growth to
bring the flowers to the largest size and
greatest beauty. A small quantity of good
fertilizer mixed with the soil when repotting
will prove beneficial.

About the time the flower buds appear the
plants should be set where wanted when in

bloom, they then become adopted to the
place, and will do better than if changed
while blooming. When set in a window
they should be placed near the glass to have
a good share of light and a cool place. If

lightly shaded the flowers will be larger

and of brighter colors than when kept under
the full rays of the sun.

When it is desired to keep Primroses over
the summer, put them in a frame or under
a tree. They will need very little attention
during the summer. About the first of

September take them out of the pots, cut off

nearly all the roots and leaves, plant into

smaller pots and start to growing. When
they have made good growth shift into
larger pots. Though they generally give
satisfaction they seldom produce flowers as
fine as those on young plants.

Lawn Trees for Kansas.
J. ALBERT SMITH. LINCOLN CO.. KANS.

Why do so many of the catalogxtes recom-
mend Catalpa and Russian Mulberry as
lawn and shade trees ? These trees are ad-

mirably adapted to withstand the extremes
of heat, drouth, and cold, and cannot be too

highly recommended for timber claims and
forest culttire. But when used for this pur-
pose they should be planted about fotxr feet

apart, and afterward thinned out as they
begin to crowd each other for room ; in this

way they trim themselves and form better

heads higher from the ground than they
would otherwise. The Mulberry on a lawn,
as a single specimen, sprawls out and
sprouts from the base of the main stem, and
presents very few attractive features. The
Catalpa is a little better for a shade tree, but
requires careful training, aiul even then is

not nearly so good as the Soft Maple, White
Elm or Black Locust. Its leaves are large,

the branches coarse and not very numerous,
and the amotmt of shade it casts is not
worth mentioning.
In this country, where the prairie soil is

naturally rich in plant food, it is a mistake
to add barnyard manure for evergreens.

Such a course generally insures the tree's

death. The soil should be clean and mellow,
and free from manure. The Red Cedar
proves to be the hardiest evergreen with us,

the Scotch Pine acting second. I am grow-
ing a Colorado Blue Spruce, and it promises

Si7iale Chinese Primrose

well. I begin to think it may be the best

evergreen for a dry, arid climate. The pres-

ent high price asked for it places it beyond

the reach of the average planter. Don't

recommend Norway Spruce and Arbor Vitae

for Western Kansas ; they are invariable

failures even here, and we are in the central

portion of the State.
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BY A WELL-KNOWN HORTICULTmiST.

(C07itinued from page 220)

Nastuhtium (Class C). This is quite com-
mon as an annual in our borders and flower

gardens, but rarely cultivated as a vegeta-

ble in the home garden. The flowers are

sometimes used for garnishing salads, while

the tender flower buds and the seeds while

young are pickled in vinegar, or used for

seasoning. The Dwarf variety is preferable

to the tall or climbing sort for this purpose.

It is easily grown. Sow seed in drills three

feet apart and give common cultivation.

Okka (Class D). The Gombo or Okra, a

native of South America, is a common veg-

PODS OF LONG OKRA.

etable at the South, but not generally

grown in Northern gardens, probably tor

the reason that the young seed pods, which
are the edible part, and used for soups and
stews, etc., soon lose that tenderness (which
characterizes them in a warm climate)

when grown in the colder North. In some
parts of middle and south America the ripe

seeds are browned and used like Cottee.

Seed may be planted somewhat like Corn,

either in hills two feet apart each way,or bet-

ter in drills three feet apart, and the plants

thinned to one foot apart in the rows. Same
cultivation is given as to Corn. The long-

fruited, growing three or four feet high and
having seed pods of from (i to 8 inches in

length, is the variety most usually grown.
,

Oniox (Class ¥). As a farm garden crop

Onions are grown from what is popularly

called " black " seed, and a great variety of

soils can be made use of for the purpose-
clear .sand, sandy loam, clay loam, muck,
etc. The chief essentials are perfect drain-

age, and fertility of the soil, with plenty of

good manure or fertilizers, early planting,

and clean cultivation. Make the ground as

rich as you can, always avoiding manure
containing weed seeds, and making liberal

use of well composted stable manure, wood
ashes, top dressings of fertilizers, nitrate

of soda, etc. Prepare the ground well, al-

though deep plowing is hardly necessary.

A favorite and commendable practice is to

select a piece where Carrots, Beets or simi-

lar vegetables have been grown, plow after

the crop is harvested in fall, and cart the

compost to the field during fall or winter,

whenever convenient. In spring cross-plow

or stir the ground thoroughly with cultiva-

tor or disk harrow, etc., uniil a perfect seed

bed has been prepared. In some cases,

where a Meeker harrow is not at hand, the

hand steel rake may have to be used in ap-

plying the finishing touches. Provide the

required seed, which should be of best qual-

ity, and tested long enough in advance, to

give you full assurance of its freshness and
vilalily. Seed is not reliable after the first

season, and should be used when a year

older only in rare cases, and when special

circumstances seem to justify it. Sow in

straight drills twelve to eighteen inches

apart, using at the rate of from four to si.\

pounds of water-cleaned seed to the acre.

This should be done as early in the season
as the condition of soil will permit. As
soon as the rows can be seen, it is time to

start the wheel-hoe, and this must be u.sed

very freely, to keep the surface of the soil

stirred and free from weed growth. When
the little Onions are a few inches high, the

first hand weeding must be given. One
careful going over, pulling up every weed
by the roots is much better'and of more last-

ing benefit, than two weedings by careless

youngsters whose only aim is to get the .iob

oflf their hands, or the money for the work
into their pockets. These hand weedings
must be given as often as required, to keep
all weed growth down. The crop generally

matures in August. The tops then assume
a yellowish appearance, and generally die

down. The bulbs myy then be gathered,

either by hand pulling, or with a wooden
rake, three or four rows of them piled to-

gether in windrows, and left a few days to

cure. The tops are then twisted or cut off

and the bulbs spread on a board fioor

under shelter or taken to market.

The chief market sorts are Red Wethers-
field, Yellow Danvers, Silverskin, Yellow
Dutch, and the Southport Globe varieties.

The Italian varieties. Giant Kocca, Mam-
moth Tripoli, and others of that class, are

much esteemed in the home garden, or for

market at the South, for their large size

and mild flavor. They are not very good
keepers.

In the Middle or Southern States Onions
may be sown in autumn and a good crop ob-

tained early next spring.

The usual way of growing early green

Onions for market, is by the use of setts.

These are dwarfed bulbs, grown in drills

one foot apart, using 30 pounds or more of

seed to the acre. Growing thickly in the

rows (no effect at thinning being made)
they hardly ever grow larger than a good-

sized marble, and in fact, the smaller ones

are preferred. These bulbs ai-e planted out

early next season, in rows one foot apart

and a tew inches apart in the rows, and are

pulled when yet young and in a growing
condition as fast as they can be marketed
to advautange. Yellow Dutch, and Silver-

skin are popular sorts for this purpose.

The Potato Union produces no seed. The
bulb IS planted in spring, and produces a

number, sometimes eight or more Onions in

a cluster around the original one. It is

grown in the .Southern States. The Egyp-
tian or Tree Onion bears bulblets instead

of seed. It is perfectly hardly everywhere,

but valuable only on that account, as it

forms no marketable bulb and even the

flavor of the leaves is not especially good.

Pakslev (Class F). Much valued as a

market garden crop in a small way, the ar-

omatic leaves being used for garnishing

and flavoring soups. Seed requires .several

weeks to germinate, then starts somewhat
feebly and for that reason should be sown
with care and in well prepared soil. Have
drills one foot apart, and when plants are

well started thin two or three inches apart.

The plants soon grow strong and thrifty

and will give little chance to the small

weeds. The curled varieties are generally

grown in preference to the plain leaved sort.

Parsnips (Class E). Cultivated some-
what similar to Carrots or Beets. Only
fresh seed can be relied on to germinate.

Sow in drills fifteen to eighteen inches apart,

firm the soil well after .sowing, and thin the

plants, when well started, to stand three or

four inches apart in the rows. As with

Carrots it is a good practice to mix a few
Kailish seeds with the seed when sowing
this crop, to indicate the exact location of

row for the pnri)oses of early cultivation.

The wheel hoe should be used freely, and
the weeds removed out of the rows by
hand or a narrow hoe. The plants soon

grow strong and will then pretty much
take care of the weeds. The crop whether
intended for market or stock, need not be

harvested until spring. Like Salsify, its

quality is improved by freezing.

Peas (Class C. and D). Large crops can
be grown on soils aboundins in potash.

Wood ashes, or other fertilizers having a

large percentage of potash, generally give

best results. The dwarf varieties are grown
in drills two feet apart, the tall varieties in

drills three feet apart. The early smooth
varieties are quite hardy, and may be sown
just as soon as the ground can be got in

proper condition. The finer or wrinkled

sorts when planted early and with a long,

cold and wet spell immediately following,

are apt to rot in the ground, and should not

be planted until more favorable weather
has set in. When weather and soil condi-

tions favor germination, one quart of seed

will do for from 150 to 2.50 feet of row,acconl-

ing to variety and width of rows. But
when sowing very early in spriug, in ill-

prepared soil, or in deep furrows, it is safer

to sow nearly the quantities of seed recom-

mended in seedmeu's catalogues, say one
quart to each lOU or li5 feet of row. The
dwarf varieties will do well without sup-
port, but the tall kind must have brush or a
trellis of some sort to climb over. Culti-

vate and hoe frequently. Among the earlist

•smooth kinds we have the popular Alaska,
Rural New Yorker, and the various "Extra
Early" Philadelphias, Dan. O'Rourkes,
Earliest and Bests, etc. All these are quite

similar in general habit of growth and bear-

ing, and neither of them is as productive, as

large and delicious in kernel, nor as good
generally as the wrinkled sorts. The list of

the latter comprises American Wonder,
very dwarf, but good and generally reliable,

the various Gems (well worthy of the name)
Bliss Abundance and Everbearing (the lat-

ter not only productive, but of excellent

quality also). Stratagem, one of the finest

Peas in existence, Yorkshire Hero, Cham-
pion of England, etc. The last named is

very tall, and as prominent for quality as it

is for thrift. There is still another class,

the Edible Podded or Sugar Peas, many of

them like the Giant or Scimitar Sugar Pea
shown in engraving, bearing immen.se pods
of a peculiar crooked shape. They are not

in general cultivation with us, but the pods
are sweet and tender.

Pepi'EI! (Class D). Plants are usually

started in hot-bed or greenhouse in March

Mammoth THimU Onion.

or April, but the seed to germinate re-

quires rather a higher temperature than

Tomatoes, but not quite as high as Egg
plants. When the weather has become
thoroughly warm, say June 1st, in the

Northern and Middle States, the plants

should be strong and ready for setting in

open ground, occupying a space of two by

two and one-half feet each. They are easily

transplanted, and when well fed with good
warm manure, especially poultry drop-

pings, make a good growth and produce
fruit abundantly. Both gi'een and mature
Peppers are largely used for pickling mate-

rials. The old and popular Bullnose or
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Bell Pepper is now entirely eclipsed liy the

Ruby King, Golden Upright, etc., with their

large-sized fruit that is produced in great

abundance. Red Cluster is a smaller but

firey sort, making a very ornamental little

plant entirely covered with the bright red

fruit; Celestian Pepper is ornamental

enough for pot culture; fruit medium size,

light yellow turning to purple, and of quite

strong flavor.

Potatoes (Class C). Early Potatoes often

tit nicely into the crop rotation of the mar-
ket garden ; in the home garden, of course,

they are a necessity. Ijater varieties are

and must always be relegated to the field.

Rich soil suits these early dwarf sorts very

well and they also take very kindly to the

high-grade special Potato manures. Mark
out furrows from two and one-half to

three feet apart, and four inches deep, in

otherwise well prepared soil, and drop fair-

sized pieces of well preserved seed tubers

eight or ten inches apart, cover lightly and
strew the fertilizer (from 400 to 1,200 pounds
per acre) over the drills. In working the

soil till in the furrows gradually. Cultivate

frequently and hoe when necessary. Apply
Paris green or London purple in water or

plaster whenever bugs are troublesome. If

prefen"ed the hills may be slightly hilled,

although perfectly level culture will gen-

erally give just as good results. When the

tops have nearly perished it is time to dig

the crop. Early Ohio is yet the first early

good Potato and generally reliable for gar-

den culture. Early Sunrise follows it

closely and is also worthy of trial. The
various Early Rose seedlings and Beauty of

Hebron well deserve their popularity as

early sorts for market and home use.

Sweet Potatoes (class B). Warm soil

and climate are required to grow them to

perfection. It is by no means difficult to

grow large tubers even at the north; but
they are almost always watery and lacking

iu flavor. To grow the crop, plants should
be started in hot bed, about six weeks be-

fore they will be wanted tor setting in open
ground. The new manure of the bed is

covered with an inch or two of sandy soil,

and the seed tubers are placed upon this in

a single layer, closely together, and then

covered with three or four inches of sand.

Water occasionally.

When the plants (or slips) are ready, pre-

pare the ground for the crop by marking out

furrows four feet apart, and place a shovel

full of good compost, or a handful or so of

some good Potato fertilizer every two feet

in the row, and over this draw the soil up
to form little mounds, flat on top. Then
pull the plants, dip their roots in water, and
set one upon each mound, so that it will

stand in a little depression'in the center. A
little water may be poured around the plant
in this depression if soil or season is iu the
least dry. Be sure to set firmly into the
ground. Where the soil is loose enough,
the index finger of the right hand may be
used as a dibble.

Cultivate and hoe fi'equently, and when
the vines begin to run freely, lift them off

the ground from time to time to prevent
their rooting. Just before frost the crop
should be dug by means of a spading fork,

care being taken to lift up each plant with
all its roots and tubers without bruising the
latter. I^eave in the sun to cure, then store
in a warm dry room.

Close Cropping for Money and
Health.

E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

I have nine acres of land. My house stands
near the center. In front is a tree lawn of

about 'J).< acres, to the east a lawn of flowers

a little less than half an acre. These are
filled with rare and choice trees, shrubs and
flowers, and my drives wind in from the

east highway and from tlie north, and meet
around my house; thence moving south-

ward to barns and gardens. The hedges
border the drives and not the street and are

mostly Arbor Vitas and as fine as the United
States can .show. My vineyard covers

about one acre, and Berries and Currants
another acre. The whole land slopes with
swales and knolls to the southeast and over-

hangs the Oriskany valley. In sight of the

city of Utica and half a dozen villages, it is

considered one of the handsomest sites in

New York state, and is certainly for fruit

the best in central New York.
Now I will show you my gardens and

vineyards and you shall criticise as freely as

you like. My Currant field is set in rows
seven feet apart, and between the Currant

EDIBLE PODDED PEAS.

bushes are set Cuthbert Raspberries. These
double the profit of the field and do not

in.iure or suffer injury. Of course I keep in

each hill but four or five canes and do not

let the suckers spread. This Held is very

profitable with Currants at two dollars and
a half a bushel and Cuthberts at four or at

three and a half. I grow White Grape and
Versailles as my choice, even above Fay.

This looks like crowding plants but if you
will try it you will find it a success. The
ground is strong and rich and not allowed

to get poor.

Between Grape rows of eight feet apart

are rows of Currants. In or under the

Grape trellises are Strawberries. The
Strawberry crop under such circumstances

is not ideal but it is good. Cumberland is

best for this culture. Considerable hoe

work is required and is given. I get the

interest of the ground in Strawberries; then

again in Currants and finally a good profit

in Grapes. The vines are but half of them
bearing beyond their first crop, but Berries

Grapes and Currants from two and one-half

acres netted me about $,S00 this year besides

all that we could use ourselves. In full

bearing the two acres will readily return

from J700 to *800 a year. This does not

account for the expense of cultivation, that

is for the general help about the place part

of which of course goes to the Berries and
Grapes. I employ expensive help on the

whole because it is the most reliable.

I do not call this an ideal success. My
horticulture is a side issue, but brain work
demands reaction, change of occupation,

etc. Br. Holmes has his carpenter shop
where he recuperates with jack planes and
turning lathes. Dr. Beecher used to run a
wood saw for himself and some of his poor
l)arishioneers. Most of us would prefer

gardening as a recreation. In no way can I

hope for health, clearness of mental vision,

and quickness of pen without a frequent
retreat from my study to my flower lawns
and fruit gardens. This explains that my
gardens are not intended for ideals in the
way of productiveness. Cash returns are
not sought for as the first point but are wel-

come in their way.
Farmers generally cultivate or try to cul-

tivate too large farms. The day of profit

from large farms in most parts of this State

is past. The culture of small fruits does not
show any signs of outgrowing the demand.
You need not fear to plant. But as a rule

it is best to have a variety of fruits .so that if

one fails there will still be a fair income.

In such farming the women of the house-
hold ought to be as deeply interested as the
men. Instead of cheese and butter making
go out and pick Berries. No matter how
cultured a woman may be, health is a desid-

eratum, and fruit cultui'e is what is needed.

Roses for the Home Grounds.
C. L. VALENTINE, N. J.

Roses most desirable for greenhouse cul-

ture, are not, as a rule, the ones that most
fully meet the popular need for the home
garden; for the same qualities desirable in

a florist's Rose frequently render it unfitted

for out-of-door culture, and many of those
that are best for forcing, because of unusual
size, or fine shape of bud, fashionable color,

or some other purely commercial reason,

have not the vigor of constitution needed
for an out-of-door Rose, or else cannot
endure the effects of sun and storm on their

color or textiu'e of bloom. Marechal Niel,

Niphetos, and the Bennett Roses furnish

good examples of this. Bennett becomes
single,and faded,and anything but desirable

as the Slimmer heat increases; Niphetos is

entirely too delicate for out-of-door culture,

while Niel is successful only under the fav-

oring conditions of southern climate. These
Roses are all ranked as first-class, and the

novice is almost sure to make mistakes in

selection unless he has some other guide
than the catalogues.

For general out-door planting, a Rose to

be thoroughly satisfactory, must be of good
vigorous constitution, a free bloomer,

fragrant, and of good form and substance.

It mustbe to a certain extent mildew resist-

ing, or it cannot perfect its flowers, and its

must be full double to be good in anything
but the bud state. Among well-known sorts

LaFrance, p;iise Boelle, and Gen. Jacque-
minot form a very satisfactory trio of hardy
kinds, while Catherine Mermet, Marie
tjuillot, and Coquette de Lyon are excellent

Teas, though the last mentioned of each trio

would be better if it could be more double.

Really the most popular style of Rose, the

one that calls forth the most ardent admira-
tion from the great mass of people, is that

having a shaded ground color, with petals

laced or edged with some contrasting color.

About the best known of these is the 'Tulip
Rose," Madame de Watteville. The ground
color of this is a creamy yellow, sometimes
slightly shaded with blush, while each petal

is edged with bright pink, sometimes dark-

ening to crimson. Pet«r Henderson con-

siders that this Rose exceeds in beauty

every other Rose in cultivation. It is strong

and vigorous, free blooming and well

adapted to the home garden.

Among the newer ones Princess Beatrice,

sent out by Bennett as an extra vigorous

variety and the best Tea he ever raised, is in

the same style, canary-yellow shading to

apricot, and laced with Rose color.

The most striking Rose of this style, how-
ever, is Lenciole, a new sort first sold at

retail last years. This is a wonderful color,

combination, golden yellow, fawn color and
bright peach, red predominating. The buds

are of very fine shape, long and pointed.
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROP
From our Correspandents, June 20, 1889.

Explanation: Five indifiites a very heavy crop; i over averase; 3 avenig-e; 3 under averagre;

1 poor; total failure. Kiods chiefly grown indicated by full tace figures
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Canada.
London * 4

Providence N. S 2 2

Pro\ndence Quebec 3 ~

St. Catherines 2 3

Welland Va. 2 8
Maine.

Androscoggin County— 3 3
Cumberland " 3 3

New Hampshire.
Cheshire County . . .5 3

Rockingham " 4
Massachusetts

Boston County 2 3

Hampshire *' 3 3
Hampshire " 1 4
Hampshire " 3 3

Middlesex " 3 3

Middlesex " 2 2

Plymouth " 2 2

Worcester " 3 3
CONNETICHT.

Hartford County 3 4
Middlesex " 3

New Haven " 2 3

Tolland " 3 3

New York.
Albany County 4 3

Chautauqua " 4 4

Chautauiiua " 3 3

Chautauqua " 3 3
Cayuga " 3 3
Cayuga . 3 4

Duchess " 1 1

Erie " 3 3

Erie " 3 3

Genesee ' 2 2

Livingston " 1 1

Monroe " 3 3
Monroe " 3 3
Monroe " 3 3

Niagara " 3 3
Niagara " 2 3
Niagara " * 3

Niagara " 2 1

Oswego " 2 3

Oneida " 3 3

Orleans " 4 3

Ontario " 1 1
Ontario " 2 4
Onon " 2 1

Queens " 3

Steuben " O
Suffolk " 1 2

Suffolk " 3 4,

Seneca " 3 3

Ulster " 3 3

Wayne " 2 3

Wayne " 2

Wayne " 3 3

Wayne " 2 3
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Yates " .... 3 3
New Jersey
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Atlantic " 1 1

Burlington " 2 3
IJiuiington " 3
Cumberland " 4 3
Cumberland " 3 1

Essex "

Essex " 3 3

Monmouth " 2 1

Middlesex " 5 6
Mercer " 4 4

Mercer " 3 3

Monmouth " 3 1

Passaic " 4 4

Delaware
Sussex County 3 3

Sussex " 2 2

Sussex " 3 3
Kent " 1 1

Vermont.
Chittenden County 3 4
Orleans " 1 1

DisTRic Columbia.
Wiishington 4 4

Maryland.
Baltimoi'e 3 3

Pennsylvania.
'

Bradford County 3 3
Cliester ' 3 3

Chester " 2 1

Crawford " 4 3
Cumberland " 3 4
Dauphein " 3 2

Franklin " 3 2

Lackawana " 4 4

Lancaster " 4 4

Lancaster '* 3 3

Philadelphia " 2 2

CFNTRAL SECTION.
Ohio.

Belmont County.. 3 3
Cuyahoga "

Cuyahoga " — 2 2

Delaware " — 2 2

Fairfield " .... 2 1
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4
3
3
4
1

2

1

1
3
3
3
1

4
3
3
4

3 3.43
3

1.432.
4 4 4 3 4

3 John M Denton.
.5 H. Chapman.
3 Annie L. Jack.
3 A (i. Hull.
2 E Morden.

3 3 4 4 L. F.Abbott,3333 A. P. Reed.

2 3
3 3

.5 4 . Marcus Ellis.

3 .5 . George Q. Dow.

3 3 3

1 .'">

4 2 4433
4 3
5 5
5 3
3 2

4 MR, Faxon.
. . L W. Goodell.
4 . Wm. N. Hoyt.
3 4 S T Maynard
3 3 Wra C Strong.
4 . Warren H. Manning.
3 3 Ira CoiJeland.
3 3 W. H Perry,

3 3 S. B. Reach.
4 . 1$ G. Northrop.
3 3 E E. Burwell.
3 1 Wm. H. Yeomans

5
3
4
5
1
3
4
4
1
4
5
3
4
4
3
1
4
2
4

4
4
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
5

3
3
4
3
4
3
4
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
1

3 3

3 5 4
2 4 4 4

..5535
4 2 5 4

3 J. A. Lintner.
3 S. S. Crissey.
3 E. H. Pratt.
3 L. Roesch
3 W. S. Andrews
3 D. M. Dunning.
. Floyd Quick.
5 Esther Shisler.
3 G. Zimmermann.
3 N. Bogue.
4 L. D. Elder.
3 EUwanger & Barry.
. Jos. Harris.
3 Diamond Gi'ape Co.
. J. S Woodward.
. E. Moody & Sons.
3 Henry Lutts.
. J. E. Perrigo.
3 L J. Farmer.
2 E. P. Powell.
4 V Bogue
. Friedemann Greiner.
3 Ward S. Smith.
. F. E Dawley.
3 Chas E Parnell.
W, E Weld.

4 P, H Foster.
4 E. D Putney.
. Geo. A. Bonnell.
3 H Hendricks,
R.H.Cole.

. David Lake.
3 AUyne Bros.
2 W L Devereaux,
3 J. Irving Johnson,
3 Geo. B. Arnold,

5 Jno. Butterton.
3 Wm F. Bassett.
3 John S. Collins.
o B. D. Shedaker.
3 Alex. W. Pearson.
Theo F. Baker.

. T. H. Spaulding.
3 B. Williams.
. E S Black.
4 Byron D. Halsted.
3 C. Ribsam & Sons.
3 Chas Black

E. T, Field.

3 E. O Orpet.

. Wm P Corsa.

. R. S. Johnston.
. J. H viyers.

2 A. PuUen.

4 W. W. Cook.
3 T. H. Hosklns.

3 4 3 4 4 John Saul.

2 3 4 5 5 4 Chas. H. Lake.

3
4
2
4
3
5
5
4
5
3

3 4 5 5
3 3 5 4
3 4 5 4
2 3 3 4
3 5 5 5

3 . Fred W. Card.
3 3 J. A. Roberts.
4 3 Chas. Istan.
4 3 Mrs. E. L. Patterson.
5 5 John F. Hupp.
3 . E. C. Brinser.
4 4 E. B. Lang.

Isaac F. Tillinghast,
4 3 Daniel K. Herr,
2 3 W, M. Engle
3 4 Thomas B .Meehan.

3 4 E. W. Beid.
3 3 M. T. Thompson.
4 3 E H. Cushman.
3 3 Geo. W. Campbell.
3 3 1). Brant.

Henderson's Dinsmore seems to be giving

excellent results as a perfectly liardy, dvi-arf,

incessant-blooming, deep crimson, hybrid

perpetual. It may prove better than Jacque-

minot in some respects as it is more double

than that favorite.

Among the very new kinds Marie Lambert
is called the "White Hermosa." This

means that it is exceptionally good outside,

and an incessant bloomer. The blooms are

not large, however. It is one of the most
promising for outside culture.

But so far as maybe stated with certainty

from one year's trial, Mrs. J. H. Laing is the

banner pink Rose for our gardens. Thus
far it seems to have no faults, at least there

has been no whisper of any in the reports.

Kemarkably strong and healthy, extra free-

flowering, with large sized blooms that are

line in both shape and color, exquisitely

fragrant, and not subject to mildew, itseems

to leave nothing more to be desired. This

Rose is said to have attracted mttch atten-

tion in England as well as here. It must
not be confounded with Mrs. Laing, another

pink Rose sent out many years ago.

As an example of the present gushing

style of launching new Roses on the public

here is a quotation from the catalogues:
" This superbly beautiful Rose resembles in

color the delicate hues seen in the inside of

the fairest deep sea-shells, rosy flesh bathed

in golden amber, immense egg-shaped buds,

broad, shell-like petals, and large, full

flowers, exceedingly sweet." All this

beauty to be obtained for twenty cents!

Have we not at la.st come to the point

where new Roses must be described in plain

language? There is nothing further that

may be said of future aspirants for favor for

we have no words left to express more than

has already been said of others. Let us

return to plain statements of facts.

Condition of the Fruit Crop.

On this and the following page we give a

full and clear report of the condition of the

fruit crop of America as it appears at this

date, June 30. Thanks are due again, and
hereby extended to our numerous corres-

pondends who so promptly responded to our

call. In a few instances the returns arrived

too late for publication.

The report shows that this year's crop is

not a surperabundant one, all tree- fruits,

especially in the sections where most largely

grown for market, are below the average,

and among the small fruits only one found

crops rated higher than average, namely
Blackberries, Raspberries and Strawberries.

A computation shows the following aver-

age yield of each kind of fruit for the whole

country, the figures corresponding with

those named under the explanation at the

head of report, 3 indicating an average crop.

Apples, Early 2 75 Plums 2.53

Apples, Late 2.70 Quinces.. 2.2.5

Cherries 2.77

Grapes 2.80
Peaches 2.70
Pears, early 2.70
Pears, Lat« 2.72

Raspberries 3.55
Blackberries 3.80
Strawberries 3.20
Currants 2.35
Gooseberries 2.8li

We leave it for the present to our readers

to draw theirown lessons from these figures,

or if they wish, to compute the average

yields for their respective states or sections.

Early Beets and Tomatoes.
[Pajier prepared by Joshua Allynfor the Minnesota

Horticultural Society.]

Beets. About the middle of March the

seed is sowed in shollow boxes about twen-

ty-four by eighteen inches in size, four

inches deep. I try to have four hundred to

five hundred plants in each box; they are

placed in hot house and forced to rapid

growth until middle of April; then set boxes

in cold frames and gradually harden them
until they will stand quite frosty air.

liy the fii-st week in May they will do to set out

or transplant in bed. As soon as the ground can
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CENTRAL SECTION. £ I I I I ^
a p. J; § § S

<1 x] O CB A< PM

Franklin County 3 3 3 3.3
Greene " .... 3 4 3 4 5 3
Licking " .... 1 1 3 3 3 3
Lucas " .... 2 3 4 3 4 2
Lake " ....323401
Monts?omery " .... 3 3 3 4 4 4
Montgomery " ... 3 2 2 3 3 3
Montgomery " ... 5 54 3 54
Portage " .... 3 4 2 4 1 3
Summit " .... 4 4 2 4 I 4
Summit " ... 3 1 I 3 3
Washington " ...331331

Kentucky.
Jefferson County 3 3 3 3 4 3

Indiana.
Carroll County 2 2 3 1 1 3
Delaware " 3 2 2 3 2 2
Fountain " 2 2 5 2 3 1

Hendricks " 334333
Jasper " 3 3 3 3 4 1
Marion " 3 2 3 1 4 3
Putnam " 3 2 4 3 5 3
Tippecanoe " 2 3 3 2 1 2

Illinois
Bloomington County 3 2 3 3 4
Champaign " 2 3 3 4 1 4
Hancock " 3 2 4 5 3 3
Jackson " ... 3 3 3 3 3 3
Kane " ... 3 4 4 3
Madison " 5 5 5 3 4 3
Marion " 5 5 3 3 3
Marion " 4 3 3 4 4 4

MlCHIOAN.
Berrien County.. 5 3 3 5 4 4
Allegan " ..322 . 1

Berrien " ..233232
Mason •'

.. 2 2 3 . 1

Oceana "..33213.
Ottawa " ..33.31
Ingham •' ..222222
Kalamazoo " .234213
Lenewee " ..334343
Kent " ..333333
Monroe " ..223324
Ionia " ..233333
Van Buren " ..454344

Wisconsin
Brown County 3 3 1 3 .

Dane " 3 3
Ontaganie " 3 2 3 3
Rock "

3 3 4 3
Kock '• 4 4 4 5
Sauk " 3 3 1 3 1 1
Shiocton "

3 3 4
Walworth " 3 3 4 3

SOUTHERN SECTION.
Tennkssee.

Oilson County 1 1 3 4 3 2
Knox " 3 . 4 5 3

Mississippi
Oktibbeha County 5 5.45.

Georgia
Chatham County 1 1 3 3 3
Dekalb " 4 3 5 5 5 2
Augusta " 3 3 . 4 5 3

Virginia
Accomack County 3 3 4 4 3 1

Arkansas
Pulaski County 2 1 4 1 1

North Carolina
Miltord County 2 3 3 3 4 3

South Carolina
Chester County 3 3 5 3 5 4
Spartanburg • 5 5 5 5 3

Florida.
Manatee County 5 .s

St John's " 3 1.
Texas

Grayson " 3 3 3 3 1 2
Grayson " .34.413

WESTERN SECTION.
Minnesota.

Grant County 2 3
Houston " 4 8 . 3
Minneapolis 3 3 . 3

Nebhaska.
Butler County 4 4 S 5 4
Jefferson " .... 3 3 5 5 5 3
Omaha " 4 3
Nemaha " 3 3 5 4 5 4

Iowa.
Allamakee County 4 . . 1
Jones " 3 . . 3
Mitchell " 3 2 3
Scott " 3 3 4 5 4 i
Story " 4 3 4 a 3

Kansas
Douglas County 2 2 5 3 4 3
Douglas " 3 2 5 3 4 3
Lawrence " 2 3 i 3 3
Leavenworth " 2 3 3 3 4 3

Nevada.
Washoe County . 3 3 5 3 1

Missouri
Bai-ton County 5 5 4 5 5 4
Bates " 3 3 4 4 3 2
Bushburg " 3 3 4 5 4 3
Greene ' 3 3 4 6 5 3
Jackson " 2 2 5 3 3 2
Jasper " 3 3 5 4 4 3
McDonald " 3 3 4 4 5 8
Miller " 4 4 4 5 5 3
Montgomery " 3 3 4 3 5 4
St. Louis " 3 2 3 3 3 3

California.
Sonoma County 5 5 5 5 8 3

Washington.
Pierce County 2 2 5 1 4

i SJ= 3 _
PL, O M « S

o Correspondent.

3 4 4 4 4 4 W, J. Green.
2 3 5 4 4 3 Robert L. Dean.
3 4 5 4 3 3 A. M. Nichol.
3 3 4 2 4 3 W. W. Farnsworth.
3 5 4 3 3 3 J. H. Tryon.
4 6 5 5 3 4 Tho. F. Longnecker.
* 4 5 5 3 4 N. Ohmer.
3 3 3 6 3 3 Hoover & Gaines Co.
a * 3 3 3 3 Adrew Nillson.
4 5 5 4 4 4 M. Crawford.
3 5 4 3 3 3 L. B. Pierce

4 4 3 2 2 W. W. Rathbone.

3 4 4. . F. Walker.

3 3 2 JuUa M. Kantz.
2 Granville Cowing.
3 13 John Wade.433 Mordecai Carter.
2 3 3 Walter L Gumm.
3 2 3 Wm B Flick.
3 2 4 W. H. Ragan.
2 3 3 J. Troop.

4 3 Sidney Tuttle.
. G. W. McCluer

4 4 A. C. Hammond.
3 3 Geo. C. Hanford.

3 D. Hill.
3 2 Mrs. M. Bucknell.
1 1 J. Spencer.
3 3 B C. Warfleld.

')
. W. A Smith,

3 3 Byron Markham.
. R C. Thayer.

2 3 J. E Campbell.
. . E. J Shirts.

. I. Mai-silg..
2 Robert L. Hewitt.
4 J. N- Stearns.
3 Peter Collier.
3 F. E. Skoels.
3 J. E. Inglefritz &Sons
2 Geo. Hosford.
5 T. T. Lyon.

3 3

3 J. M. Smith.
3 E. S. Goff
4 W. D Boynton.
3 B. S. Hoxie
5 Geo. J, Kellogg.
3 A. Clark Tuttle.
3 Eben E. Re.xford.
4 F. K. Phoenix.

. C. M. Mer\in.
3 C. S. Plumb.

2

. 5 . . S. M. Tracy.

3 3 3 T. L. Kinsey.
3 5 5 4 10 Swanton.

2 3 2. . P. J. Berckmans.

3 4 3 3 McMath Bros.

. 3 5 4 . . W. K. Tipton.

3 4 3 3 3 J. Van Lindley.

3 4 2 . HA Green.
3 4 5 10 Mrs. J. SB. Thomson

3.56. . Reasoner Bros.
.

. 3 3 . . W. C. Steele.

3 3 T. V. Munson.
5 . J. J. Fairbanks.

3 3

4 3 3 S Frogner.
3 2 2 John S. Harris.
1 3 3 L. Asire.

4 3 3 4 3 C. J. Palmer.
4 4 5 3 3 G J Carpenter.
3 3 13 3 F. W. Taylor.
5 5 5 4 3 Robt. W. Furnas.

4 4 2 2 3 John F. Dayton.
3 4 4 3 3 Edward Hoyt.
3 4 2 3 3 T H. Lovejoy.
5 5 3 3 2 Mrs. M. R Waggoner
4 3 3 4 4 J. L. Budd.

4 4 5 1 1 B. F. Smith.
4 4 5 3 3 A. C Green & Bro.
4 4 4 2 4 G C. Brackett.
3 4 4 3 3 J. Stayman.

3 . 4 4 4 3 3 W. S. Devoe.

4 3 4 5 5 3 3 Lon H. Gale.
3
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The Country.
It calls me : It i-alls me !

The hot eity street

Has changed to the meadow,
Aud under my feet.

The grasses and field flowers

Bend low at my tread,

And the fair summer wind
Sways the boughs overhead.

Youths* Companion.

Select the best plants tor seed.

If AMERiCAN-i?rown Caulitlower seed has any
weak points they are not yet apparent.

Something New in Roses. Mr. Carman of the
Eural New Yorker, has haii remarkable luck in

hybridizing Roses, according to his report. A
cross ascribed to Harrison's Yellow upon Rosa
rugosa has brought out a new Rose with (lowers

so much like the famous General Jacqueminot
as to deceive good judges. The foliage, how-
ever, is different, being more like that of the
rugosa parent, and best of all it is less sub.1ect to

the attacks of insects than anything in its line

we now have, for this one is a i.)erpetual bloomer.
Notwithstanding Mr. Carman's reputation as a
careful fertilizer, the question will naturally
arise in the minds of many as this new comer is

cominired with its assumed parents, which so
widely dilfer from it, whether there may not be
some mistake as to the parentage. However
that maj' be such a Rose as Mr. Carman describes

is a welcome addition to our all too meager list

of hardy, vigorous, handsome, perpetual kinds.

The Cominq Buffalo International Faik.
One of the most successful fail's ever held on
American soil was that of the International
Fair Association of this city last year. It was
however but an initial one of a series of annual
fairs to be held in Buffalo and the indications at
present are for a much more successful exhibition

this year than was the last one. The cash mduce-
ments in the way of premiinns certainly should
call out an additional large display for these

aggregate, $100,000 A liberal proportion of this

money is offered to horticulture and we hope to

see a much larger display of exhibits in this hue
than last year. Those enterprising nurserymen,
florists and seedsmen of New York and other
states who fail to bring their products into pro-
minence at this fair will certainly miss a great
opportunity. The attendance is certain to ex-
ceed that of any state or provincial fair many
times over. Let horticulture be represented
therefore as it deserves to be in this rich horti-

cultural district of Western New York. The
days of the fair will be September 3 to 13 inclu-

sive. For premium list and all particulars

address secretary, C W. Robinson, Buffalo, N.Y.

Welcome to Buffalo.

The florists of the American Association

and their friends are welcome in large

numbers to this city at Convention time,

August 30 to 32. The press of Buffalo, the

local florists' club ami our citizens in gen-

eral hope for a large attendance of a body
of men and women so respectable as are the

American florists. Do not for a moment
feel that because our city Ls not the largest

city on the continent that we cannot care

well for you however numerously may be
your attendance. We are a city of nearly

."lOO.OOO inhabitants and are well used to large

conventions. Dozens of them are held here

every year, including State political conven-

tions and many of a national character.

Buffalo is a favorite city for couventions.

Her large Music Hall unequalled for size in

the State, her large new hotels, her cool and

salubrious lake breezes in summer, her
delightful .shaded streets, her large parks,
her libraries, her wonderful grain elevators

the largest in the world, her coal handling
facilities, her places of amusement, her
water scenery, her lake and river excursions,
her close proximity to Niagara Falls, and
most important her position as a leading
railroad center, all serve to give various
and unequalled advantages to convention
visitors here. And the florists will find

themselves the recipients of many atten-

tions designed to make their stay pleasant.

An excursion to the Falls of Niagara is con-
templated for the visitors in body, under
the management of the Buffalo Florist Club.

As for the convention never was a better

programme prepared, and all may be sure
that the proceedings will pass oft' with in-

terest and profit to all. Delegates and
friends are invited to mail their letters

care of Popular Gardening office, 303

Main street, Buffalo, previous to orilur-

ing the convention. An invitation to

visit our office in the city and our ex-

periment grounds at La Salle-on-the

Niagara is extended to all florists; come
and see us. We repeat the announce-
ment of last month that nearly all the

main railroad lines offer a rate of X fare

for round trip tickets on the certiflcate

plan to visitors. Tickets will be good
three days before opening and three days j^iri-^

after close of convention. Of local Com- 73 .

mittees Mr. D. B. Long is secretary for

exhibits and Thomas Clayton for hotels

and receptions.

Laurel, which in this contest has some
strong friends. But who outside of the
mountain districts, few and far between,
where the shrub is found, have any knowl-
edge of it? Here and there a botanist may
know the flower, but otherwise not one per-

son in a thousand the country over. It is-

next to never found in the garden because
it ish.ard to cultivate; the writer in his con-
siderable acquaintance with the gardens of
of the country does not recall ever having
met the shrub in cultivation. Clearly the
national flower must be a more popular
flower than is the Mountain I^aurel.

The beautiful little Mayflower or Trailing
Arbutus as a national flower has many
advocates. It is one of the choicest of our
wild flowers, modest, sweet, handsome, and
in no sense a weed. But this flower is open
to nearly the same ob.iections as the Moun-
tain Laurel; it is hardly known by the great

lli^-*

The National Flower.

Nearly a year ago Populai: Gardening
gave some reasons why the Panicled Phlox
better than any other flower was entitled to

be the National Flower. In the exten-

sive discussion of this subject which has

since transpired we have not met a single

good reason why the colors of our favorite

should go down before any other contestant

for the honor. The Phloxes possess a long

array of good qualities; they are noble in ap-

pearance, they are popular wild and gar-

den flowers and lastly they are in no sense

weeds, a thing not to be said of numerous
rivals.

Of other flowers that have been mentioned
it is true that in one or two "straws" taken

the Golden Rod has received the highest

number of votes. But such results in no

wise indicate the popular sentiment, coming
as these ballots have chiefly from profes-

sional men and artists. No doubt the

Golden Kod forms a charming subject for

the painter's canvas but this cannot remove
the odium of its being a flekl and fence

corner weed and so known by the majority

of people. A national flower should be a

popular flower, one that can be cultivated

and loved by everyone. Give the Golden

Rod an ell in the garden and it will quickly

take a rod. We might as well decide for

that other beautiful but immitigating weed
the Field Daisy, which today is the ruination

of many farms, howbeit a favorite with

city belles and with artists. The national

flower must be no weed.
Judged by its beauty alone and we might

quickly decide in favor of the Moimtaiu

A Simple Weeding Device. See page 349.

mass of our people living away from the
comparatively few locations where it

abounds. Anotherobjection to the Arbutus
is that it is next to impossible to succeed in

tran.splanting it to and cultivating it in the
garden. It can never become a really pop-
ular flower if indeed it will not in time
become extinct as many fear it may.
The native Sunflowers and Asters have

been mentioned. As a class these are
coarse, bold and even weedy flowers hence
must be consigned to back rank in the con-
test. The Sunflowers of which the large
annual species stands as the popular repre-

sentative are brazen faced and hold their

heads high considering.the ease with which
they spring up from seed under the rudest
culture. Their usefulness in the capacity
of malarial absorbers in the vicinity of
garden pools and pigsties and the seeds as
poultry feed must debar them from being
esteemed as a typical national flower. The
American national flower must be a choicer
flower than this would imply.

To return to the Phloxes. In these are to

be found all the qualities that should prevail

in a national flower and not an undesirable
one in the entire family. Unlike the Rose,
the Aster and many other tine flowers

which are debarred because of their cosmo-
political character the Phlox is distinctly

American, no known species being attrib-

uted to any other land. The proud Panicled
Phlox, from which spring the improved
hardy Phloxes that adorn gardens every-
where, is found growing wild in woods and
river banks from Pennsylvania antl the
Carolinas westward, while that universal

favorite, the Drummond's Phlox, is a native
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of our southern states, but is known and
loved wherever flowers are grown. The
beautiful creeping Moss Pink (P/ilo.r sitbi/-

hita) with its dense tufts of rose-colored

flowers in May, abounds on rocky hillsides

from Pennsylvania to Georgia and Kentucky

and yet makes a charming addition to the

choicest flower garden, being widely culti-

vated. The eight other species of Phloxes,

included among Ameri-

can wild flowers are

found in various parts

of the country, every

one of which is pleasing

and interesting and not

a single member pos-

sessed of weedy charac-

teristics.

It is a noble family

of American flowers,

perennials and annuals,

and one which can only
bring joy to him who
beholds the various

species either in the
wild state or where
cultivated.

It is a popular class

of flowers. No person
who sows a dozen pack-
ets of flower seeds fails

to make two or three of

them Drummond's,
Phlox In some of the
many colors from pure
white to richest crim-

son and violet that the

class atTords. No plant-

er of a garden of hardy
flowers sets a dozen
kinds without including one or the other of

niimeroushardy Phloxes in the collection.

The Phlox as the national flower would
call forth the favoralile comments of other
nations for these choice Americans are

much cultivated and most highly esteemed
everywhere abroad. Witness for example,
a leading German seed house offering seeds
of 13.S varieties of annual Phloxes in his

catalogue, while leading foreign nursery-
men include hundreds of named varieties of

the perennial species of Phloxes in their

lists of hardy plants.

Of Plums I should want without fail

Green Gage, Lombard, Pond. Reine Claude,
and Shropshire Damson. Of the natives i

should demand Robinson, and De Soto, or
at least two of the most prolific. There is

not so much difference in the quality of our
natives as in their bearing proclivities.

Some of these will not bear at all. Wild
Goose under ordinary circumstances Ls ab-

Fruits, Shrubs, and Flowers for a
Small Home Lot.

E. 1'. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. Y.

" I am going to move out of this large
city with its crowd, and with my wife and
two boys take up a bit of land in Nebraska,
and put. into it some ell)0w grease and pa-
tience : not expecting to get rich all at once,
but to get comfortable and live as we go
along. Now will you make a list of fruits

,iust such as you would plant if you were
going to start a small home of your own ?

I shall not want one extra tree or bush, for

there will be no market ; but I shall want
every sort needful to round out the seasons
with all sorts of natural good things."
That is the right sort of the fellow I said.

So I began to think what fruit I could not
do without. I must have of apples, for
summer. Sweet Bough, Red A.strachan,
Summer Rose ; for autunm, Porter, Au-
tumn Strawberry; for winter Baldwin,
Greening, Fameuse, Northern Spy, Wagener,
Hubbardston, Roxbury Russett, Pound
Sweet, and another very late keeping sweet
of superb quality and great beauty that I

intend to let the public have some day.
These will be Apples enough ; and a list to

cover the seasons ; not one of which I could
myself spare.

Of Pears I should insist on the following
as needful to my comfort: Tyson, Bartlett,
Anjou, Flemish Beauty, Sheldon, Howell,
Seckel; and for dwarf Josephine, Louise,
and Dnchess.

WEST LAWN (4 ON MAP) AT WOODBANKS SHOWING IMPROVEMENTS OF THE PRESENT SEASON.

solutely barren, therefore to be omitted.

Of Cherries nothing could coax me to be
without a small garden of Morello, Early
Richmond, Large Montmorency ; and
where the Begarreaus will thrive I should
have Elton, Gov. Wood, and Napoleon.
As to Apricots everyone must judge for

for himself. But Quinces I would not do
without,planting only the Apple or Orange.
Grapes I grow with zest, but could reduce

my list to the following and still remain
happy : Diamond, Duchess, Gaertner, Wor-
den, Brighton, lona, Goethe, Jefferson,

—

the last three for moderate climates. There
are three or four more I think I should
very much want.
Of Currants give me only White Grape

and Versailles. Of Gooseberries Smith or

Houghton will do ; but Industry will not do.

We have not yet an ideal Gooseberry.
(Jf Strawberries 1 should select Haver-

laud, t'Umberland, Sharpless, Bubach No.

5, and Jessie ; or if only two are wanted
Haverland and Sharple.ss.

Of Raspberries you will do well to select

Turner, for early, Cuthbert for late; and of

blacks take Palmer for early, Hilbom for

medium and Ada for late. If a yellow is

needed select Brinckle's Orange or Golden
Queen. The first is far the best but not so

hardy. Tyler or Souhegan will make fine

crops of flue berries if you choose more.
But I think we can safely settle down to the

three first named Palmer, Hilbom, Ada
for a succession of superfine berries and
truly hardy; as Gregg is not. Then for

purple you can plant New Rochelle and
Shaffer's Colossal.

Of Blackberries select a clean spot that

you can give up entirely to them and plant

Agawam, Minnewaski, Erie, Snyder ; or if

only one, plant Agawam. Let them cover
the ground and mostly go uncultivated.

Here you have all you need for a small
place to give you full succession. Set your
Apple trees thirty feet apart and the Plums
and Cherries be in rows between. Let your
Pears stand in your grass lawns, only have
them forked about and mulched.

The berry garden should be planted so far

apart in rows that you may grow your veg-
etables between ; say eight feet, and the
work will mostly be done with a horse.

My suggestions are wholly on the supposi-
tion that you intend to raise only for home
use. Take of Apples and Pears two trees

of a kind ; of Plums one, and two if you
have room ; Grapes one vine of each, always

buying two year olds
;

of Currants and Rasp-
berries you can't get too

large a supply from 25

bushes of Currants, 25

of red Raspberries, 25 of

blacks ; and 35 purples.

Do not plant many
Strawberries but till

well.

O R NAM E N TALS.—My
correspondent also asks:
" Will you tell me what
shrubs and plants you
have especially become
endeared to, and can't

get on without ? I am
sure it will aid me a
good deal in selectiug

when I am to be con-

fined to a few roots and
must restrict my greed
for everything pretty."

Some people have a hob-
by or a few hobbies, and
are guided in their se-

lection a good deal by
fashion. Fashion in

trees and flowers
changes as it does in

dress and style. I

would not go off on a Chrysanthemum
craze, or a Sunflower craze, or any other

craze ; but would have such flowers as

specially do me good. Now there are .some

such that inspire one physically with
health and psychically with good wholesome
thoughts. At random I select as most im-

portant a plenty of clover ; if you cannot
have it in fields, cultivate small lawns of it

for the wholesomness of the odor. Do
not mow it but grow it. Then I want
as many Lilacs, Syringas, White Lilies, and
as much Mignonette as possible. Sweet
flowers are sanitary, and go not only to the

heart but the brain. I like also a group of

old fashioned herbs, Fennel, Summer
Savory, Thyme, Bergamot and Wormwood.
These are useful in winter but they purify

the air in summer.
As for Roses everybody needs a nice as-

sortment ; and it really is not so very im-

portant which of a dozen lists one prefers.

I have a special fancy for a few of the older

sorts such as Madam Laffay, Cabbage, .Jules

Margottin and even the old Cinnamon Rose..

If brought down to five sorts perhaps I

should select General Washington, Her-
mosa, La France, Papa Gontier, and Gen-
eral Jacqueminot ; but should immediate-
ly wish to add five more and then probably
double that list.

Now you want a few sorts of flowers that

give most satisfaction with least trouble.

Select (1) Perennial Phloxes ; (3) Gladiolus ;

(3) Lilies candidum, speciosum, tigridiuni,

auratum, canadense and Harrisii, a bed of

each, (4) Hollyhock, (5) Geraniums, (ti) Dah-
lias. Of annuals get on with only Mignon-
ette, Nasturtium, and Sweet Peas ; or one
or two old friends.

The prettiest home in the world makes
use of native trees. Keep the ojd trees that

you find standing if you go to a wooded
district. When buying trees not native get

only one of a kind no matter how pretty

you think them—that is for a small lawn.

Every locality has also some fine native

shrubs ; by all means use these. Plan more
for outdoor life than for indoor ; and consi-
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tier the lawns and gardens as " luime " quite

as much or more than the house. I hope

these notes will answer the letter and pos-

sibly help otliers besides.

Notes from the Popular Gardening
Grounds at La Salle-on-the-

Niagara.

llw West Lawn. This month we invite

our readers to a peep at the grounds at
" Woodbanks," as made possible by the

photofc'raphif (hence accurate) \iews on
this and the opposite page. The fli-st of

these views is of a portion of the West
Lawn, with its cultivated borders, and
the natural fringe of trees at the back.

These trees are located on the bank of

the (^ayuga creek, a sight of which is

caugrht beneath the foliage at the ex-

treme left in the engraving.

This view is interesting from the fact

that all the improvements shown have
been made since April 1 last. Previous

to that time (^orn and Oat stubble occu-

pied the space which now consists of a

beautiful grass sward, embellished with

tree, shrub and Uower bonlers. In its

preparation the land was tirst plowed
and subsoiled, then graded and evened-

up with scraper and float to its present

form. It will be observed that the

grounds are slightly undulating with

the border of young Conifers to the left

front situated on one crown and the

distant borders on another, a slight

valley extending crosswise between
them. This pleasing form of contour,

while in a degree natural, was consider-

ably emphasized by scraping a small

quantity of soil from the valley to the

crowns.
Following the evening-up process,

lines of sod were laid to define all borders and the

drive (a little of the latter is shown at the extreme
right lower corner). After this the bordere were
given form by elevating their centers with earth

taken from next to the sod edge and the

main surface for turf was prepared and sown
with grass seed. The planting was done as

described in a previous issue of this journal.

The bordere of woody growth are planted with

trees and shrubs in the main from two to four

feet in height. The small circular one in the

foreground is referred to in another department
of the paper as being very hamlsome; it is

planted with Blood-leaved Plum (Prunus Pis-

nardi) in the center and a line of variegated

leaved Cornelian Cherry shrubs outside. The
large irregular border to the left is devoted to

Evergreen trees of numerous kinds. Beyond
this is met a narrow stretch of grass and then a

and crisp, brittle stalks and foliage. We here
give a photographic view of part of our Lettuce
bed, showing our method of growing the veget<i-

ble in drills. The plants are thinned as fast as
wanted for use from the time they begin to head.
Salamaittlcr^ we find, is yet a superior sort for

market, giving fine solid heads, although in our
whole collection it was the very first to go to seed.

Prize Hecut is a strong growing sort of dark

THE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE TESTING GROUNDS AT WOODBANKS.
LETTUCE IN FOREGROUND.

brown color, with large but rather loose heads.

Not a variety for city market.
Califcrrnia Butter has thick dark green leaves,

makes fine solid heads, and is slow to go to seed.

Early OhUi Cahtjagc is an exceedingly vigorous

grower, a beautiful variety with curly leaves,

and forming large solid heads.

Bvttereui) seems to be appropriately named,
and is truly beautiful with its golden butter-

colored leaves. Nothing more delicate in the

Lettuce line has ever come to our notice. The
plant is only a moderate grower.

Improved Hanson, of the well-known and
excellent Hanson type, grows very vigorously,

heads solidly and stands the heat moderately
well, but although as crisp and brittle under our
treatment as any of the others, appears some-
what coarse in leaf.

iN^eu' White Rxttisian Summer stands the heat as

double line of bordere with grass walk between, i well as any sort in the lot and makes large.

and which is known as the Shrubbery Walk for

these borders on both sides are filled with hardy
flowering shrubs in large assortment. At one
point the inner borders are broken in two by the

grass walk meeting the main lawn and here a

bed of scented Geraniums, as seen in the

engraving, is located. Borders oi shrubbery
and hardy perennial ti(.>wers extend along the

margin of trees as far as our view shows and
even beyond. Throughout the margin of trees

on the creek bank is a pleasing wood path along

AN EXCELLENT NON-PATENTED CULTIVATOR.

which numerous wild shrubs, flowers, ferns,

aquatics, etc., abound.
The Lettuee Plot. There are so man.v fine

varieties of Lettuce now in cultivation, and new
ones constantly l)eing introduced, that we might
plant any one or two out of dozens of them, and
claim that we have the very best, especially

when a cool moist season, and top dressings

of (luickly available nitrogenous fertilizers aid

in the production of tender, succulent growth

firm and tender heads.

Gold Nitgtjet, in fine, delicate appearance
only second to Buttercup and of fair growth,

began to send forth seed stalks with Salamander.

New Queen, a large sort with solid, often

IJOinted heads, of somewhat coarse appearance,

but not inferior to others.

Bhmmsdale Early Summer forms good heads,

standing a little longer than Salamander; a

good sort for market.
California All Heart makes curly leaves and

fair heads.

Seleel Curled India has curly leaves

and forms large but loose heads.

Midsummer is of dark brown color,

somewhat like Prize Head; growth
moderate and heads somewhat loose.

Qolden Curk^l, a large-leaved sort

of the character of Improved Hanson
or New Queen, and forming fine solid

heads.

New Forfc again comes out with

dark green foliage, exceedingly large

curled leaves and fairly good heads,

one of the most vigorous growers of

the whole tribe.

I'lmi/KtiiHoch is the peer of New York in im-

mense growth of foliage.which is curled, brown-

ish,beautiful, but on account of loose heads only

adapted to the home garden.

Brown, of brownish color and fairly good
growth. Heads are very firm and excellent

tor the table.

Home Made Hand Weeder. Hand weeding is a

tedious job at best and we should always try to

relieve it of its woi-st features by the early use of

the steel rake wherever there is a chance for
stirring the soil about young plants, perhaps
even before they have broken ground, and of
good hand weeders afterwards Promptness of
action is the chief point of importance,however.
We have the Lang and Hazeltine weedei's. and
they do very well indeed, but are in no way su-
perior to the simple contri\anee illustrated on
first page. It is nothing more nor Iciis than a

silver talile knife, which had its point

broken off by accident. The blade was
heated in the fire, and hammered into

a curve, and both edges sharpened on
the grindstone. The illustration makes
its use plain. Any knife of goo<l mater-
ial, spoUed for table use by wear and
tear, or by the loss of point, can easily

be transformed into a very serviceable
weeder.

PTcerf Cutter and (\iltivator. We have
tinted with considerable satisfaction the
i;radnal reduction in the width of cul-

tivator blades, from the old clumsy
plow shape to little more than finger
size. Small and many-bladed cultivators
make the very best of soil stirrers—but
they are not perfect as weed cutters.

Where thistles and larger weeds of that
class abound as they do (or did) on our
grounds, a tool is needed, such as man-
ufacturei*s have not yet given us; one
with a sharp edge t hat will cutoff every
larger weed smooth and cletm below
ground.
Our illustration shows the knife at-

tachment which we had made at the

nearest blacksmith shop, and which
works to our entire satisfaction. It not

only slashes dt)wn the weeds, thistles in-

cluded, wherever it goes along, and en-

ables us to keep drives and walks per-

fectly clean, but also serves a most
excellent purpose in loosening up hard

baked soil, and asa cultivator generally

The knife part consists of a simple piece of

spring steel, IM-inches in width, and about six

feet long, costing less than 50 cents. It is bent

in the shape shown, and firmly attached to the

shafts of an old-fashioned cultivator, with

bi-aces, etc., as required. The forward or cutting

edge should be kept well sharpend Can be

made of any width desired; is simple, cheap,

and decidedly useful and effective.

Pruning Bush Fruits. In old country gardens

we generally find the (Currant in bush form, but

the Gooseberry as standard. The latter as a

little tree always looks neat and trim with its

large and magnificent fruit, and presents quite a

favorable contrast to the neglected Gooseberry

bushes we find in some American home gardens.

Our Eurojiean brethren, however, have the

climate in their favor. To fight against heat,

and drought, and mildew, as we have to do here,

is uiihill work. The tree form shown in Fig. 3

of our illustration, has never given much satis-

faction to American growei-s. The wood soon

gets old, and ceases to bear freely ; and then we
have no remedy except to start a new plantation.

For this reason the bush or renewal system, prac-

ticed also with the Currant, and illustrated in

Fig. 1, is much to be preferred. We allow the

canes to bear fruit for a year or two, and then

cut them out and let young canes take their

places. This insures thrifty wood, and iilenty of

good fruit. Mildew is the great enemy to the

cultivation of the large and fine foreign sorts of

Gooseberries in the United States, hence we try

to guard against infection by giving free circu-

lation of air, thinning the canes thoroughly, and
leaving fewer of them to each plant than indi-

cated in Fig. I , and than would be safe for the

Currant. With Raspberries and l)hickl«rries we
believe in close pruning. This has many advan-

tages. It thins the fruit and consequently makes
it larger. It forms close, strong bushes that are

able to stand up against the winter's storms. It

makes cultivation and picking easier and safer,

and saves torn clothes and flesh. The canes

during summer assume the form as shown in

Fig. 3. When three feet high for liaspberries,

or four for Blacklierries, the young growth is

pinched back, and the smaller canes removed en-

tirely, so the next season there will be only four

or five strong canes as in the Blackberry bush.

Fig. 4. Stopping the growth from the tip of the

cane by pinching naturally brings out the la-

terals, and when these ha\e grown a toot or so,

we pinch them back also, but leave each one a

little longer than the next one above it, thus

getting each cane with its laterals into the shape
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of a pyramid. Some growers advocate leaving

the old canes on the bushes, as a kind of winter

support. We prefer to remove them. It looks

better, and is safer generally. Many insects and
their eggs are removed with them, and perhaps

disease spores, too ; and any further drain on the

vitality by remaining canes is stopped.

Cabbage Maygot and Lime Water. We have
tried the caustic lime water remedy for the Radish

maggot, and are rather inclined to believe that,

if thoroughly applied, its effectiveness is beyond
tiuestion. Still we do not wish to speak too
positively, and jjerhaps excite hopes which, after

all, jnity not be realized. Air-slacked lime has

selves are, however, too often not blameless
regarding their faulty ways of handling trees

before they ship them to their customers.

Death in the Well.
D. S. MARVIN.

Some of the so-called improvements of the

age in which we live are not equal to old

devices. There never was a more healthy

well than the one described in the " Old
Oaken Bucket." A new pump spoils a well

for a year, and ever afterwards taints it more
or less. Then our wells must be covered,

Strawberries midway between the Black-
berries, and the ground will be as closely
planted as it ought to be and raise trees.

Keep the tree ground clear and trees will

be well cultivated. Ground in this way
made to carry double, should be well fed.

When the Strawberries have grown two
crops plow them under. The trees will be
large enough to bear some the fourth year;
by that time the Blackberries will have
born two or three crops, when they can be
taken out if they interfere with the Peaches.
Five crops of berries will pay all expenses

FIG. 1. CURRANT BUSH.

always been recommended as a remedy for mag-
gots by good authority, but seldom done much
good in severe attacks, except when applied in

excessive quantities. Fresh lime water, which is

sure death to earth-worms, and other soft-bodied
grubs and worms, can easily be applied directly
to the plants so that it will reach almost every
maggot, and on account of its caustic nature
can be expected to be of greater effectiveness
than the milder form of air-slacked lime, which
is mostly or wholly a carbonate. We made the
lime water very strong, and appUed it to some
Badishes until we felt sure the liquid had reach-
ed every part of the root. Only in a few in-

stances did we find a few live maggots on plants
thus treated, a day or two afterwards. The
period of maggot attacks was just approaching
its end. We shall be on hand with the lime water
when another attack begins, and try to reach
definite conclusions. In the mean time we should
like to have our readers experiment in the same
direction. The prize is great—control over one
of the worst pests of the garden. It is only a few
months since we heard Prof. A. J. Cook, so
ready with his devices of lighting insects, pro-
nounce his inability to subdue the maggot. We
believe that now we are on the right track. To
treat plants in seed bed with caustic lime water
may turn out to be a most excellent precaution-
ary measure, although our untreateil plants in

hot-bed were not touched by the maggot. A iter

setting our earliest Cabbage and Cauliflower
plants, late in April, every other one in each row
was kept covered with one of our tile-like plant
protectors for a number of weeks. All plants
thus treated made a much faster, healthier and
more succulent growth than the unprotected
ones, and none of them was attacked by the
Cabbage fly, until slightly after the protectors
were removed. The result is that the protected
plants remained in full health and vigor, while
the others died—every one of them—victims of
the maggot. This may also suggest a way how
to prevent injury from maggots. Evidently the
fly does not care to enter a tube surrounding the
plant. Let us keep on investigating, for the
maggot must go.

Sxicceits and Failure in Planting. Reference
was made in a previous issue of the remarkable
success that has attended the recent planting
operation here this spring. True, the season in
the main has been favorably damp and wet, yet
at planting time there were some hot weather
and dry winds which had a very trying effect on
the started trees found on our hands before all

could be set in place. Among our evergreens
we now detect in certain kinds some loss that
had not shown earlier, but this is really no sur-
prise; it is directly traceable to these trees hav-
ing been imperfectly heeled in by the careless-
ness of a workman. The thorough tramping of
the sou over the roots after the trees from the
boxes were put in place in the trenches and the
roots covered had in this instance been neglected.
The loss from bad heeling-in of trees the country
over is something apalling every year, and the
nurseryman gets the blame for the stock thus
injured not then growing. Nurserymen them-

FIG. 2. GOOSEBERRY IN TREE FORM. FIG. 3. RASPBERRY
which deprives the water of the necessary
aeration

; but worst of all, the cover, as usu-
ally put on, makes a harbor for toads, rats,
mice, worms and insects.

I cleaned out one of these covered wells a
year ago and took out 69 toads, and mauy
dead angle worms. The water had become
unfit for use ; it is now good and palatable.
I dug down and cemented it three feet below
the top of the wall, then made a six-sided
frame with an air trough beside the pump
and cemented tip around the frame, so that
no worm, insect, or animal can now crawl
into the well.

There are many wells all over the country
that contain tainted water, germs of typhoid
fever, etc., that might be made pure in thus
protecting them from the ingress of organic
matter, and by placing a sink from the spout
with an underground drain to carry off all

waste water and slops. Slops might almost
as well be thrown directly into the well, as
in the hog wallows beside them, for the
pointed water is sure to sink to the lowest
drainage point, the well itself. More people
die each year from the use of this tainted

water, than from whiskey.

BUSM. FIG. 4. BLACKBERRY BUSH.

Planting a Peach Orchard.
THEODOBE OOODRICH, UNION CO., ILLS.

Any soil that will grow afair crop of corn,

will grow a Peach tree. After plowing the

grounds, lay it off in straight rows 20 feet

apart, by running a two horse plow twice in

a row, and throwing the dirt each way, as

deep as the plow will run. Mark it across
in the same way.
Dig a hole .3 feet across at the intersection

of the furrows, 13 inches deeper than the
tree is to be set. In the bottom of the hole
put a pint of commercial fertilizer, or a
half bushel of stable manure, and mix it

well with good surface soil. In the absence
of these, chip manure, bones or old boots

may be put in the bottom of the holes.

These materials gradually decay and feed
the tree for years to come. Set the tree, fill

up the hole treading the earth firmly mean-
while, and leaving the tree no deeper in the
ground than it was in the nursery.

The entire ground may be planted to

small fruit, either Strawberries alone, or
Strawberries and Blackberries. If Straw-
berries, set a row in a tree row, leaving out
a 6 feet space for each tree, and 4 rows in

each middle, making the rows 4 feet apart.

If Blackberries or Raspberries are to be add-
ed, set them 4 feet in the row, a row in the
tree row and one midway between, making
the rows 10 feet apart. Plant a row of

of raising the Peach trees and a handsome
profit besides.

My ground is planted in the way describ-

ed. In setting the Strawberries, I plow out

a deep furrow, partly fill with compost,

level off with soil and set the plants.

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A department to ivhich all are inirited to send notes of

experience and observation concerning topics that re-

cently have been treated on in this journal. Many
such contributiotts monthly would be welcome.

Why Prices of Fruits Are Low. The chief

trouble with A pples is that large and small spec-

imens are mixed together, and every man's fruit

differs from almost every other man's in size and
appearance. Fruit put on the market as A No.

1 turns out to be second or third grade. I have

seen Apples faced nicely, but eight Inches down
they were a poor lot. No wonder the.v bring all

sorts of prices. So with berries. Strawberries

in our market sell from 3 to a.5 cents per quart,

depending on the condition of fruit and reputa-

tion of the grower. My berries go to the market
just as they are picked in the patch. I do not

believe in sorting berries, as the first grade has

to bring a big price to let you out whole on the

inferior grade. My customers know me and my
berries, and never examine my boxes below the

top. Fine, stock always holds its own. It is a

great mistake to ship berries to more than one

commission merchant in the same place at the

same time, as this brings the different lots of

your own produce in competition with each

other, and tends to depress the prices. One com-
peting dealer will offer a crate of your berries

for 83.00, another for $3.75, and perhaps the third

for SS-W; and the lowest figure must prevail in

the end.—S. B. Kramer, Franklin Co., 0?iio.

Living Fence Posts. The advice to plant

trees to serve as living posts for a wire fence

seems to me of very doubtful utility. In laying

out fences along the edge of a piece of woods we
have frequently used living trees, sometimes
young and and sometimes old —Chestnuts, Oaks,

Linden, Beech, Elm and others—in the way sug-

gested. This is all right for a time; but soon the

bark grows over the wires and staples, and more
or less trouble, especially in repairing or remov-
ing fences, is the sure result. Often the wires

and staples have to be chopped out of trees, and
sometimes the wires cut into the wood of younger
trees so deep that their lives are endangered.

Perhaps all this might be avoided, however, by
nailing a board firmly to the tree, and fastening

the wire to this. In our 'practice Uving trees

have often proved most excellent posts for

straight or zigzag rail fences, and I rather favor

the plan of planting a row of quick growing
timber trees 10 or 12 feet apart (according to

length of rails to be used) along a line where a

permanent rail or board fence is thought to be

desired.—G. B. T.

Cultivation of Pyrethhums. Fruit and
vegetable growers of this country use quite a

deal of insect powder every year, but they might
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use a still sri't'Hter ijuantity t(i advantage if more
of the strong home-grown article (Bubach) and
less of the always weaker, and often entirely

stale imported " Persian " or " Dalmatian " pow-
der were offei-ed forsale. Few people would be-

lieve what vast difference there is generally in

the strength of the two kinds until they have

made repeated tiials with both. Few stores

keep the better article, consequently the poorer

imported stuff is much too largely used for the

users' own good, and the confidence of the gen-

eral public in the efficacy of all insect powders
has always been somewhat limited. Talifornia

is probably not the only State in the union where
the Pyrethrum cineraria'folium could be suc-

cessfully grown. The Florida Dispatch, in a re-

cent number, expresses its belief that the soil

and climate of that State are i«irticularly fitted

for it. Silicious and dry soil is best adapted to

its cultivation. Moisture and ^he presence of

clay is in.jurious, the plant being extremely sen-

sitive to an e.xeess of water, and would in such a

case perish immediately. The seeds should be
planted in seed beds, the earlier the better if

season is favorable, and the beds frequently

watered until the seeds germinate. After the

plants ha\e attained a suffleient size they are

transplanted about 20 inches apart in their per-

manent place. The plant is a perennial and com-
mences to bloom the second year. No particular

cultivation is required or necessary except to

keep the ground free of weeds, and fertilized

occasionally, if unusually poor. Pyrethrum
roseum has also been grown successfully and
without difficulty, not only in Florida, but also

in various other states, north as well as south,

and indeed nearly everywhere where tried. The
heads should be gathered during dry weather,

just before they open. They must not be ex-

posed to the sun or to artificial heat, but care-

fully dried under cover, and then packed tightly

in sacks ready to ship to the manufacturers. The
stalks are also utilized, after the blooming season

is over. They are cut about four inches from the

ground, dried in the same manner as the blossoms,

and mixed with them in the proportion of their

weight.—K. G. T.

GoLiDEN Beauty Plum. I send you by mail a
clump of the Golden Beauty Plum alluded to re-

cently to show you its productiveness, in which
it surpasses all other plums I ever met with; and
unless thinned out severely it is no good. I could

have shown you limbs a yard long strung all

along just as this bunch is. It is among the

latest, and although not of a very high tone, is

sweet and pleasant. Nearly a freestone. Makes
a very nice preserve. Will grow on any kind of

Plum or Peach root. Very strong grower and
bears early. When properly grown they will

average a little over an inch in diameter, per-

fectly round, of a pale golden yellow. I shall

market mine in boxes and crates, same as we do
Strawberries. This variety with Blue Damsons
in alternate boxes make a pretty show.

—

S.Milkr.

Two Best Chickasaws. In the nursery con-

vention repea-t I am made to say that the Forest

Rose and Maquoketa are the best of the Chicka-

saw family. This is correct in the sense I in-

tended, viz : These varieties are hardier in wood
and fruit bud than any of these species we have
tried, and they bear annual crops without much
regard to the weather, or the theory that the
varieties of this species will not bear at the north

unless fertilized by other sorts. In size and
quality they are not superior to the Wild Goose,
which is not hardy with us.

Rhus Cotinu.s. The note on the fine exhibit

of the wood of Rhita Cotbuix, or R. Cotinoid^ti, as

I believe the botanists call the Alabama species,

brings to mind the fact that the Purple Fringe
of South Europe, as found in the eastern nurser-

ies, is not hardy here. But we have a larger

growing variety from East Europe that is per-

fect, and I think more beautiful in foliage and
flower. It is now twelve or more feet in height,

and attracts much attention. This I believe is

the true " Shittira Wood " of the Bible.

Dwarf Juneberries. We have gathered the

Dwarf Juneberries of Massachusetts, of the

varied neighborhoods of the Western States, from
the Rocky Mountains, and from East Europe
and Central Asia. We have just tested the ripe

fruit—protected from the birds by mosquito bar
—of fifteen varieties and species. In my opinion

all of the largest and best are reducible to three

species, Wz.: AmelancJiirralitlna, A. hotryaiiium

of Europe, and A. lanclfiiUa of Asia. Of our
native varieties the largest and best fruit is from
the A. alpina of the mountain slopes west of

northi'rn Texas, of the European species the

varieties brought to public notice by Dr. Hall, of

Davenport, Iowa, Mr. Williams, of Chester Cen-
ter, Iowa, Mr Carpenter, of Fairbury, Neb., and
othei-s, are practically the same thing. All of

them are small in size of plant, great bearers, and
the plant is as large,and I think, as good as the

largest of the swamp Huckleberries. But with
us the fruit is not obtainable unless protected
from the birds by netting well put on. But I am
told that plantations of an acre or more are not
seriously interfered with, probably for the reason
that the birds of the near vicinity do not make
much show with a large crop. In my opinion
the only hope of materiall.v improving the size

and (luality of the berry is by crossing them with
the true Service tree of west Europe, and that

won Id probably increase the size of the plant.

Triu.mph of Asia. Of this new race of the
Melon, Prof. E. S Golf says in the report of the

Geneva station: " Plant moderately vigorous,
productive, stems three to five feet long, fruit

roundish or slightl.v oval, very dark mottled
green without stripes; well developed specimens

7i4 inches in diameter; flesh rich red, very sweet
and pleasant, seeds small black." As this was
introduced from Asia by the writer, I wish to

add that this Melon will ripen at the west on any
good Corn soil, and with as little care in planting

and cultivating as is needed by the hardy
Squashes. Last year it gave us a full crop on a
piece of ground on which the common Melons
would have proven a total failure, and planted

about the firstof June. Another peculiarity not
noted by Prof. GoflC is this; Its hard but thin

rind preserves the flesh with unimpaired fiavor

for many weeks. It was served in fine condition

at the horticultural meeting at Cedar Rapids last

winter in January, yet the specimens shown
were ripe the middle of August.

Two Valuable Apples. To-day I have been
looking up the record of two Iron Clad varieties

of the Apple which have been widely tested, and
admiring our trees laden with perfect fruit in

the orchard. (1) Arahian (No. 184). As intro-

duced by the Department of Agriculture, this is

a variety of the Duchess family. The tree has

proven fully as hardy and it is as early and regu-

lar in habits of bearing. At first it was pro-

nounced to be Duchess, and some growers have it

mixed with the Duchess in nursery and orchard.

With us it is fully a week earlier in ripening, the

fruit is more definitely striped, is much less acid,

and the texture of the flesh is much finer. When
ripened in the house it is really a good refreshing

dessert Apple. Our students soon learn to pass

the Duchess trees to reach this. While it is not

true to name the Arabian being a late and differ-

ent apple, it will be difficult to change. Hence
the true Arabian (No. 2.57) can be called "Arab-
ka" as suggested by Mr. Gibb. In the west and
cold north the Arabian has come to stay, as it is

a far more valuable Apple for home use or mar-
ket than the Duchess. (2) Bed Tramparent :

This has been long grown in England, and it is

found in Ohio and other states under local

names. It is true U^ name as imported by the

Department as No. ;»S. Its first specimens are

small, and the verdict is " of no special value."

But in the west we are finding the ti-ec a true

Iron-clad, and that a little later than the Duchess

it is loaded with handsome and good fruit of the

season of Red Astrachan, which it much resem-

bles. Indeed it is said that the Astrachan is a

seedling of the ancient Red Transparent of Rus-

sia. Even the insertion of the stem in the basin

is precisely as in the Astrachan. It is about like

it in color and size, but mildly sub-acid in fiavor.

In addition to its being a much better Apple

for home use or market, the tree is proving a

heavy and constant bearer while the Astrachan

with us rarely gives a full crop, and the tree is

not hardy.

Pruntis Simoni : Three years ago we set out

a row of Simon's Plums, using one-year-old

plants. Intending to train them laterally on
wires, they were set at an angle of over 4.5 degrees,

putting nearly all the stem under ground. As
they started upright shoots from the stem they

were permitted to grow with a view to test the

bush plan. At this time they are bushes rather

than trees with several stems, and with branches

to the ground. In this form they have stood

the recent test winters almost perfectly, and
are now ijuite well loaded with fruit which is

now (July 5) much larger in size than any Plum
and wholly free from curculio or gouger marks.

As it has been said that the fruit has no value,

I will state that in my opinion the authors of such

statements have only tried it for des.sert use for

which its flesh is too firm, and its fiavor not the

best. When used for stewing or canning it has

the Peach flavor without the Peach bitter. When
better known I think it will be prized forculinarj'

use on the northern border of the Peach belt.—

J. L. BUDD.

Costly Sugar. That's right, whack away at

the sugar trust. Hit hard. Give the express

companies a little attention, also. We might not

feel so harsh towards them if they ilid not use

their influence in Congress to prevent proper
j)ostal legislation. Has it occurred to the reader

that when he goes to buy clothes or shoes or a

stove or a hoe he must pay a certain price, for

the dealer says it has cost so much and he cannot

take less, and the manufacturer has said this be-

fore the dealer? If we are not disposed to pay
the price we must do without the shoes or hoe or

dress. But when we come to sell we can not say

that our fruits or vegetables have cost so much
and we must have that and a living profit. Oh, no.

The price is again fixed for us, and without ref-

erence to the cost of our products. We can not

make prices when we buy or when we sell. Why
is this? And is it not responsible for some of

our hard times?

The Soft Maple. One serious objection to

this tree is that no other is more infested with

worms. One cannot rest well in the hammock
when worms are continually dropping upon him
or her. Nor does one enjoy eating in the shade

of the trees when worms are falling on the table.

All in all. the Box Elder is the most satisfactory

shade tree for me. It grows fast and strong,

makes a dense shade, and is beautiful and clean.

The Linden is indeed a good shade tree, but it

will not everywhere do so well as for Prof. Cook.

New Strawberries. This season has in-

creased hereabouts the popularity of Bubach's

No. 5 and Warfield No. 2. Lady Ru.sk, originated

by one of the largest Strawberry growers in the

country and by him well tested, is being tested

in a score of States, and I predict that it is one of

the coming berries. Sucker State still holds its

place. Jessie has been disappointing. The most
money is yet in the fruit or vegetable that pro-

duces the greatest quantity of fine appearance

in the general market. Nine out of every ten

final purchasers are ignorant of varieties. They
cannot recognize one variety from another, nor

do they know the characteristics of each variety.

In fact, many don't know even the names. In

buying, they make price the firet thing. Low
price sells. Next comes general appearance. If

the article is handsome, it goes. In time the

mass of buyers may be educated beyond this, but

they are not so educated at present. When they

are so educated, it will pay to raise the best all

around berry, and to put the name of the variety

with your name on the crate. Now, a grower
may find enough people who know a good berry

and will pay tor it, to make it worth while for

him to bother with these special customers. But
most growers will find it most profitable as yet

to look out for only quantity and looks.

Bagging Grapes. I don't believe it pays to

bag Grapes for market. It may for home use-
certainly will if you use Concord. Bagged Con-
cord are of good quality.

Potatoes Running Out. The Western Rural

makes its assertion too broad when it says " there

will he no danger of a variety of Potatoes ' run-

ning out ' if the best tubers are saved for seed

each year," as quoted by you. Fertile soil and
good cultivation are more important. Poor
ground and poor cultivation, more than small

tubers for seed, cause Potatoes to deteriorate.

To good seed you must add good soil and good
c\iltivation if you would not have your Potatoes

ran out. -Jnhn M. Stahl, Adamx Co., Til.

Gladiolus. Yes, the proper time to plant

Gladiolus bulbs to get the best results is, as stated

on page 221, in July. But it will not do to let that

statement go without an explanation. The bulbs

to be planted in that season must be kept in a

cool, dry place or they will become so dry that

their vitality, in a measure, will have become im-

paired, which will not do. For autumn fiower-

ing select the strongest bulbs; when taken up
put them in a cellar during winter, where the

temperature is but little above the freezing point;

let the room be dark, and allow but little circu-

lation of air. In such a place the bulbs will be

but little dried or shrunken in July. Then give

them the best place the garden affords, and the

result will be all that could be desired. Spikes

of immense length, Bowel's of enormous size with

sul)stance to match; results that cannot lie ob-

tained in midsummer.—C. L. AUcn.
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Strawberries in Missouri.
SAJllTEL MILLER, MONTGOMEBT CO.. MO.

Many contend that Strawberry plants

.should not be cultivated in the spring when
ready to bear a crop. This I am ready to

dispute, for the past spring I overhauled my
whole plantation. The mulch was removed;

the ground got a good hoeing, not more than

an inch deep ; the mulch replaced, and a

better crop I never grew. Even plants re-

ceived from a distance set out gave us some
splendid berries. The following is the prop-

er plan to proceed, in case the same plants

are to bear another crop : Clear away the

mulching, cut all the old leaves off clean

around the crown and replace the earth.

Cultivate thoroughly and let no runners
catch, but keep them cut off as fast as they

grow suflBcient to tax the plants. If the soil

Is not rich, apply well-rotted manure and
work it in, or use fresh stable manure with
plenty of straw with it as a covering in the

early part of winter. The crop that such
plants will bear will astonish a beginner.

Should the bed, however, be too old to take

another crop from the standard plants, the

best plan is to mow the whole bed, remove
the hay or leaves ; then cultivate deeply be-

tween the rows, level off the ground and let

them run at will. They will by fall cover

the whole ground. Just before winter sets

in, line off a strip six inches wide near the

middle to leave, and dig all the rest under.

This will give a strip of young plants that

will bear a full crop of the finest berries.

The leaves that were raked off when moved
should all be put back again for a part of

the winter coverings. In a case of this kind
you wUl not be troubled with weeds the fol-

lowing spring and summer, unless you use
a covering containing foul seeds, a thing al-

ways to be avoided if possible.

Setting Out Old Plants. While this Is

usually condemned it is sometimes practic-

able, when we have a lot of healthy young
plants that bear for the first time, and don't
like to plow or dig them under. When a
plantation is set out on the stool system, the
plants are not allowed to bear the first sea-

son, and are therefore two-year plants when
bearing a crop. Dig the plants up carefully,

cut off all the leaves but a few of the young-
est, and set them out at once, spread out the
roots carefully which should be cut back to

four or Ave inches. By fall these will make
splendid stools and be likely to bear a full

crop. Of course the runners must be kept off.

One season it was so dry here for months
that no young runners could catch, and we
had to depend on old plants. These, how-
ever, were set out in the spring. The follow-
ing season the crop was unusually good on
these plants. I have just now a bed of Gau-
dy still iu fruit, every plant of which will

be carefully taken up and set out as soon as
the fruit is over. This is the coming berry
for a late crop, and in my estimation is the
most valuable late Strawberry yet produced.
It is of largest size, handsome form, beauti-

ful color, very firm, and of good quality.

Carries its full crop of fruit high. Plant
healthy, vigorous and productive. This and
Bubach's No. .5 are the two varieties that I

shall plant of. This latter is to my notion
neaily up to the mark. Some say it is not
firm enough, and others that it is not of good
flavor ; to neither of which I agree. My
berries of this variety were picked one day,
shipped 100 miles the next and arrive In ex-
cellent condition, commanded the highest
price in a city of ^0,000 inhabitants, and pro-
nounced the finest in that market up to their
time, and I expect a similar report on the
Gandy. The plant of the Bubach is all that
can be desired and quite productive. Jessie
is the variety that I used as a fertilizer.

Gandy bears a perfect blossom. There is no
use in commenting on the old varieties as
they all bore a splendid crop.

It is, at this writing, just thirty-three days
since we had the first ripe Strawberry, and
we have a prospect of some for ten days
longer—the longest period of Strawberries
that I have experienced in my many years

of growing this fruit.

Potted Plants. I am often asked what
I think of potting young runners? My an-

swer is, " not much." I use pint fruit cans,

with the end and the side seam melted open.

Close the can, sink it under the young run-
ner and, when well established, cut off the
runners and lift the can, where the tin will

spring apart, and you have the plant ready
to set in its place. It is less trouble than
potting, and serves as good a purpose.
When plants are scarce and I wish to set

them three feet apart, I take care that
the end of the runner cut off is set on the
opposite side of the direction the young mn-
ner is to go. Let this make two or three

plants in a line, and by fall it will make
nearly as good a stand as if three times the
number of plants had been set out.

I cannot conceive how so many manage to

get along without this noble fruit who have
land to plant upon. Quite a number or per-

sons have said to nie this season, after leav-

ing the patch, "That's the first mess of

Strawberries I ever ate."

The New Strawberries in Ohio.
E. W. RBID, BELMONT CO., O.

This report is about berries grown on same
kind of soil and with the same exposure and
attention.

Sliarpless. Some years it will yield a good
crop on certain soils, if said ground contain
enough moistiire to feed a heavy foliage,

with sufficient manure for fertilizer and
mulch, otherwise you had better steer clear

of it. We only place value on it as a pollen

producer for Crescent, Haverland and also

Warfield. It requires a moist soil, and
with us this means a low spot, and when
placed in such eight times out of ten it is

injured by late frost.

Warfield No. 3 was never pushed by much
advertising, hence the sale of plants was not
as large as some other varieties of less im-
portance. With us I must say it was won-
derful, producing a flue, large berry of good
color and gloss. My attention was attracted

to it by its productiveness and ability to hold
its size throughout a long period. While
in Chicago in the height of the season I ex-

amined quite a number of crates, and they
showed this characteristic to hold their size

better than any other variety, consequently
sold at a premium.
Buhach No. 5. Of a superior quality, but

not so fine as Warfield No. 3; fruit larger,

but does not carry Its size so well. Fruit a
little rough; plant prolific.

Bint SLXdling. Quite a surprise to us. At
the end of the season the fruit was still large
and firm; plant a good grower, fruit large,

firm and good color, and quite productive
for a large berry.

Haverland. Berry productive, size large,

plant a strong grower, and if properly fer-

tilized will produce more fruit than any
variety on our ground. Its greatest fault is

lack of firmness, but for a home market will

carry very well. You need not fear to plant it.

Lo(jnn. Another surprise. All those who
saw it in fruiting on our place were pleased,

saying it was the finest Strawberry on the
farm. Size very large, firm, color bright,

quality good, foliage strong and a dark
green, and plant productive.
Oandy's Prize. Quite late, quality poor,

moderately productive, but profitable, being
a late fruiter. Berry quite firm and sells at

a high figure.

Jcssic. Not as good as expected by us.

Large, early, moderately productive, fine,

but fruit small at end of season.

Pearl. Good grower, fruit good size. Will
stand shipping quite well. Productive.
Mammoth. Large, firm, rough after first

pickings, and irregular in size and shape.

Lida. Good grower, fruit medium size,

firm, good flavor and quite productive.

Itaska. Poor grower; will not stand the

winter with us improtected. Quality poor

and quite soft.

Crimson Cluster. Gave us some fair fruit,

but was not profitable. Good grower for

hill culture.

Summit. Very large, firm, but plant a
poor grower and foliage easily affected with
rust. Gave some fine fruit.

A seedling from J. M. Little, Out., gives

great promise; it is very late, large, firm, very
productive, and has a dark color. Appar-
ently a seedling of Sharpless or Belmont.
We look for a bright future for it.

Strawberries In New York. N otes
From My Beds.

E. P. POWELL, ONEIDA CO., N. T.

No very early berry as yet surpasses
Dutchess. But it is hardly worth while to
plant it as others come so soon after.

Haverland and Cumberland are next.
The former is a very long lady finger berry
and Cumberland is oval, conical and very
light red. It is almost as fine flavored as
Lennig's White, but too soft for shipping;
grows well iu sun or shade, on all soils, and
is prolific. But I believe Haverland is the
most prolific of all sorts that I have, of
large or very large berries, clean and
smooth. Its fiavor is not quite up to Cum-
berland, but it is really excellent. Its color
is bright when fully ripe, but it is delight-
fully eatable when not fully ripe. I will

hereafter plant heavily of these two berries.

May King is small, prolific and in flavor

no way so good as to compensate for its

other defects. I will never plant another.
It needs a tree agent to puff it up to high rank.
Summit is a noble berry in size and is

bright and beautiful. It proves also a pro-
lific berry with me, and as for flavor it is

among the best. It must go among the late

ripening sorts—one of the latest.

Bomba I cast out. Its color is a dull, dark
red and it rots very easily. The flavor is

generally bitter. It bears well, however.
Logan I consider a fine berry and do not

agree with the Ohio Experiment Station's

report that it is unworthy a place. It is

a roundish, light red fruit,with good foliage
and fair growth.

I started with some prejudice against
Jessie, but have got well over it. The berry
is enormously prolific—next to Haverland.
It is very handsome, very large and very
good. It should be classed with Bubach,
but is darker and more prolific, and does
not average as large; its fiavor is better.

Both are among the indispensable sorts.

Lida is a reasonably fine berry in all ways
as also Jewell and Belmont, but I see no
reason for planting any more of either.

Jewell is rather tart, and Belmont is one of

the berries that varies with soils largely.

Of the three on my soil I should decidedly
prefer Jewell as to size and productiveness,

but it does not average with Sharpless or

Ontario or with Bubach and Jessie.

Prince of Berries is really a handsome
fruit with golden seeds set in bright crim-
son. The size is a little more than medium,
elongated sideways from cone shape. The
flavor is extra and the berry compact, and
only a medium prolific sort. It is about as

early as Sharpless.

I have let Warren drop out of my beds by
accident. I considered it for size and quality

one of the best and a medium prolific sort.

For an early, bright, prolific berry Cres-

cent must yet be planted, but it is almost as

sour as Wilson. Haverland is almost as

early and is free from the burning acid.
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Ontario is so much lilie Sharpless ttiat it

is not easy to get true stocli. I am sure
some of the plants sent me are Sharpless;
the rest differ slightly in being less tlattened

and more ribbed and ripening to the tip. It

may, however, be classed with the Sharp-
less, being no great change or improvement.
Sharpless is one of the five or six best as

yet, of high flavor, immense size and bears
well on strong soil, It requires clean culture
but endures a good deal of shade if necessary.

Downing never did anything remarkable
on my grounds and I have about dropped it.

Bidwell may as well be left out hereafter.

It goes into the characterless list.

I am sorely disappointed in Itaska. It

grows poorly, bears enough berries, average
size, below medium, with a few large
berries. It is a hopeless failure here.

Why anyone should plant Hoffman I can-
not see. It lacks pretty much everything.
Indiana is early, small, inferior and has

no claim to one foot of soil.

I am trying Pearl and find it grows well
and promises well. The plant is strong.

Ohio for late is at least a good berry and
better than Kentucky, but I cannot yet

report fully as to its merits.

If I were to name the berries richest for

eating I should say Cumberland first and
Summit next but might change my mind
easily. If I wished to select the three or
four handsomest I would take Summit,
Tessie, Bubach, Prince of Berries. Triomphe
de Gaud, however, in flavor alone, is almost
or quite superior to any named. And un-
doubtedly the most delicious berry I ever
tasted is Lennig's White, but you cannot
get from it even a decent crop.

Now if I were about to set a garden of

half an acre I would select the following if

looking for profit: (1) Haverland, (3) Jessie,

(3) Summit and Bubach, (4) Cumberland,
adding a small proportion of Logan for

later, (."J), Sharpless or Ontario, more proba-
bly the former, (6) Manchester and Ohio for

late. For home use I would add a row of

Prince of Berries; if planting only for home
use, would take about the same list in

smaller proportions.

I am testing and shall plant Miami,
Cloud and Pineapple at once, with pre,iudice

much in favor of all of them. Of Eureka I

have also formed a high opinion and intend
to plant freely. Vick is no longer fit to hold
a place in our gardens, as also Wilson; they
are insufferably acid and indigestible.

Henderson is firm in flavor but bears
slimly. The Wilder was highly flavored,

but not good enough for a permanent place.

Later Notes. Itaska and Bomba grow
in compact clumps, especially the former,
and stems and leaves crowd each other.

Their style of growth is bad. They do not
make good runners or good stools. Both
should be at once discarded. But Bomba in

best cultivation is prolific.

Summit is one of the berries never quite
praised enough. Mr. Crawford never
exaggerates what he offers the public. Let
me tell you that in the Summit we have a
new style of berry, more like a Pear than a
Strawberrry. It is solid, compact, heavy,
almost the size of a Seckel Pear. It ripens
very slowly, one side colored several days
before the fruit is fully ripe. It is high and
full flavored. If Haverland lacks, it is in

intensity or strength and fullness of flavor.

Summit bears in such a way as to cover
three weeks for family use. I like it better
each time I examine it. Am inclined to

prefer it as a fruit to Jessie and Bubach.
Now let us go over the rows carefully and

study growth. Nothing can be finer than
Bubach with its tall leaf stalks, large
foliage, bluish-green color, easily distin-

guished among a hundred sorts. Prince of

Berries has short leaf stalks and brittle; and
the masses are too close to the ground,

but the fruit stands up on stiff stalks among
the leaves and is seldom dirty. Sharpless is

a grand grower of fine foliage but the fruit
gets dirty if it can, resting its great [weight
flat on the ground. Summit stands on stiff

stalks in spite of weight and its foliage is

simply medium. It is a fairly good grower
of fine leafage. Jessie gets more dirty, but
the foliage is abundant. The meanest foli-

age of all is that on Itaska and Bomba.
Cumberland has a habit of holding up its

stalks, and hanging its berries face down-
ward. It is not so easy to see the ripe ber-
ries and they incline to a pinkLsh red. The
Cumberland make a mat of plants speedily.
There is hardly a doubt but the best

method of growing the Strawberry is in

matted rows. I succeed decidedly better by
planting in the spring. As a rule one should
raise his own plants and so not seriou.sly

disturb them in transplanting. But if set

in the fall I prefer early September and
after well watering mulch each plant with
a double handful of manure. Then lay
three or four flat stones about the plant to
keep the hens off and the ground cool.

It does not pay to grow small fruit or
poor fruit. There is a quick demand for all

fine fruit and a slow market for the poor.
So you will find it best to select and grow
carefully and the former only.

The Strawberry makes a neat border for
fiower beds and gives you profit as well as
beauty. Use Cumberland for this purpose.
Always have an alley way outside the bor-
der for the hoe.

If you grow Grapes you may easily have a
row of Strawberries underneath each trellis

and so increase your profit. I think the
vines serve as a nmlch and shade to the
roots and thus benefit the vines. But there
must be free hoe work.

Cut Worms and How to Managre
Them.

Few, if any American gardeners are spared
the sorrow of having to make more or less

intimate acquaintance with the cut worm
and its work. Prof. C. P. Gillette of the
Iowa State Experiment Station, in Bulletin

5, gives a most excellent resume of the best
methods of treating the pest.

Every man, he says, must adopt the rem-
edies that seem to him, in his particular
case, to be most practical. Prevention is

always better than cure in the treatment
of cut worms.
Proper Rotation of Crops. It has been

found that the worms are seldom harmful
even on sod, unless the field has been in

grass for more than two years in succession.

The worms, feeding on grass roots are most
numerous in old pastures and meadows.

If such land is turned over in the spring
and put to Corn, Sorghum, Tomatoes, Cab-
bages, Beans and the like, there will be so

many hungry worms to feed and so little

for them to feed upon that they will soon
eat off every green thing. Then, in order
to prevent cut-worm depredations, the rota-

tion must be so managed that no crop to

which the cutworms are partial is ever
growing on land that has been for more
than two years previous to grass.

Plowing. If the ground be plowed before
the first of September, and kept thoroughly
tilled from this time until cold weather
comes on so that no green thing can grow,
the few worms that may come from eggs
that were laid before the plowing will all be
starved to death, as will also the webworms
and wire-worms that may be present.

If early plowing cannot be employed,
plow in the fall, the later the better. When
cold weather comes on the worms go a few
inches below the surface and spend the
winter in earthen cells. If the plowing be
done after these cells have been formed,
freezing and thawing will destroy many of

the worms and many will be picked up by
insectivorous birds. The cut-worms are
nearly always worst on ground plowed in
the spring.

Copperas Remedy. This remedy is to be
used when cut-worms are supposed to be in
the soil at planting time. Put the seed in a
tight tub or barrel, and pour in enough
water to keep it well covered when it swells.
For each bushel of Corn add a pound or a
pound and a half of copperas dissolved in
warm water. Stir well,and allow the Corn to
remain in the copperas water 'M or Hi) hours.
Stir several times while soaking. Then take
it out and sprinkle a small ([uantity of land
plaster over it—enough to keep the grains
from sticking together—and plant. When
prepared as directed, if a change should
occur in the weather to prevent planting,
the Corn may be spread out on a Uoor and
allowed to remain imtil good planting
weather. It will turn black in color, but
that will not matter. I believe this applica-
tion would be a remedy against the ground
.squirrels also.

Trapping the Worms, There are two
methods of trapping the worms that are
much prized by some. One of these consists
in walking through the field and thrusting
a pointed stick two or three times into the
ground by the side of the plants. The
worms in their wanderings are said to fall

into these holes out of which they are unable
to climb. A boy is sent over the field to
thrust the same stick Into the holes the next
day following. The other method is to scat-
ter over the field a great number of little

branches of Clover or other green material,
under which the worms will gather for food
and protection and where they may be easily
gathered and destroyed. These green bun-
dles may also be poisoned with Paris green
or London purple. The Grass should be
tied in small compact bunches so as to hold
moisture and the application should be
made several days before the Corn or other
plants are up to furnish food for the worms.
Inclosing the Plant.s. Tomatoes, Cab-

bage and like plants may be very easily and
cheaply protected by inclosing the plants
with stiff paper or tin. Old tin fruit cans
or a stiff quaUty of paper may be used or
paper may be wrapped about the roots when
the plants are set out so as to project above
the surface and exclude the worms. Tins
may be preserved and used year after year.
Trapping the Moths. All of the cut-

worm moths are night-fliers and lovers of
the sweet. Collectors take advantage of
this fact and smear the trunks of trees late

in the afternoon and then go out in the
eveniug with their lanterns and catch the
moths while feeding.

Ways and Means of Utilizing^ Our
Fruits.

The ease with which fruit crops can be
produced under favorable conditions in this

glorious country brings the problem of
" What shall we do with our fruits ? " face
to face with every grower. While it is true
that we never yet have had, or are likely to
have, an unmarketable surplus of really
first-class fruits, the competition of poorer
grades is often ruinous. The remedy conse-
quently, would be in the direction of pro-
ducing more of the good, and less of the
poor article.

Mr. P. .J. Berckmans treats the subject of
utilizing our surplus fruits in Southern
Farm, and his suggestions are well worth
considering and heeding.

If fruit growers will pay strict attention
to the following points connected with pre-

paring their products for market he says,

they will greatly aid in preventing the nuir-

ket being overstocked and keep prices u^) to

a paying point.
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1. Place yourself in a positiou to be kept

advised dally as to the needs and tone of

any market you intend to supply. To this

end find a reliable commission man and
follow his directions.

3. Ship only the very largest and best

specimens of fruits in neat and attractive

packages. The " Standard one-third bushel

fruit crate," is most desirable, and well

known in the Northern markets.

3. Let the contents of each package be of

the same size. The price is based upon the

smaller samples of the fruit.

4. Do not be too hasty in shipping fruit

that has not attained proper size and color.

Unripe fruit if sold at all, is sold

usually at a price barely sufficient

to cover freight.

5. Do not mix several varieties of

Peaches, Pears, Apples in the same
package. Mixed lots are difficult to

seU.

6. Follow the suggestions of your
commission man as to packing, etc.

He is better able to judge of the

needs of his market from his end of

the line than you are.

Commission men have as much
interest in securing good prices for

the produce consigned to them, as
you have, hence a mutual under-
standing will always make the best

of friends. As the tone of a market
fluctuates daily, it is obvious that
the fruit grower should keep in daily

correspondence with New York,
Philadelphia, Richmond, Chicago,
Cincinnati, etc., and act according
to best reports he may receive.

Method of shipment is a question
that must be left to each individual
to solve. To avoid as much as pos-
sible any delay that may injure the
condition of the fruit and reduce its

selling value, it is always advisable
to ship fruit by express.

I have thus far referred only to

the disposal of the higher grades of
fruit. The question of utilizing the
second and third grades is more difficult to

solve.

Evaporating fruit pays only when a suffi-

cient supply is assured. To erect an evapo-
rating plant requires a certain capital which
one must be assured of being productive of

a fair interest before the venture is made.
Let fruit growers of a given neighborhood
combine either in the purchase of an evapo-
rator and work it upon the co-operative plan
or let them enter into an agreement with
some enterprising man to supply him with
a sufficient qu-antity of fruit of a price stated
before hand, and thus induce him to erect
the necessary buildings and apparatus. By
these means over-ripe or small fruit which
would not pay to ship to a distant market
can be utilized at a fair return to the grower.
Evaporating fruits like other pursuits, re-

quires experience in order to bring success ;

generally, except where the quantity of
available material is too small to warrant
establishing a large evaporator, it would pay
fruit-growers better to sell their second and
third grades of fruit to an evaporating es-

tablishment rather than to undertake to
work it up themselves upon a small scale.
There are other ways of utilizing inferior
fruits which will occur to some of our in-

ventive fruit-growers.

I picked out two good fence boards six

inches wide and 14 feet long for risers. At
the top short bolts were inserted to hold the

boards close together at this point. Then
the other ends were spread to two feet and
one-half apart and a temporary prop in-

serted to keep them so. Next rungs and
bracers were provided of pieces one inch by
2J^ inches. The former were let in to

gains on the front of the ladder with a space
of 1.5 inches between them from center to

center. On the back two similar pieces

were let in for permanent braces. All
were well nailed.

My ladder thus made is stanch and coh-

SECOND YEAR GROWTH BY LATERAL RENEWAL SYSTEM

THIRD YEAR GROWTH BY LATERAL RENEWAL SYSTEM

venient especially among fruit trees. It

should be added that the bottom of the
uprights, instead of being cutoff square are

slightly sloped so that the ladder rests on the
ful I width of the board as it leans somewhat.

An Easily Made Ladder.
CHAS. QArLORD, MIAMA CO., OHIO.

One often sees fruit growers, farmers and
others suffering endless inconvenience for
want of a ladder, or else assuming risks in
using a poor one, in a manner wholly un-
justified in view of my simple plan for
making and easily adopted by anyone.

CULTURE OF THE GRAPE THIRD
PAPER.

The Lateral Cane Horizontal, Re-
newal Sy.stem.

DR. .1. STATMAN, LEAVENWORTH CO.. KANSAS.

In our introductory article on Grape cult-

ure we gave our manner of preparing the
soil and planting the vines with a few pre-

liminary remarks upon pruningand training
on stakes the first two years. So far we
differ but little from experienced vlneyard-
ists except in training up a few more canes,

if the vines are strong. Any system of

training must be based on the following
fundamental principles

:

(1). It is as natural for a Grape vine to

trail low as to climl) high.

(2). Whatever gives an undue length of

growth without corresponding stockiness,

makes the vine less hardy and more subject
to disease attacks.

(3). The tendency of the sap is always
towards the highest bud; therefore an up-
right position increases the length of

growth, while a horizontal position tends
to check it.

(4). The laterals are shorter jointed and
have better developed buds than the primary
canes, hence their wood is firmer, and their
buds more suitable for fruiting.

(.5). The leaves require light; the fruit

shade; hence their leaves should be fully
exposed to the sun, and cover the fruit.

(6). Grapes are only produced on the
current year's shoots from wood from the
previous season's growth; hence to produce
yearly fruit the wood must be renewed an-
nually.

(7). The health and hardiness of a vine
is in proportion to the dark green color of

the foliage (chlorophyl). Whatever adds
to the size, substance and color of the foliage

gives size and quality to the fruit.

To train the Grape in conformity with
these fundamental principles I use a trellis

made as follows: The posts are of durable
timber, as for instance Bass or White Oak,
six feet long and about three inches in di-

ameter, sharpened or pointed at

one end, and driven into the
ground two feet deep, and sixteen

feet apart in line with the vines
midway between every other vine.

The end posts are firmly braced.
Now procure No. 11 or 13 wire,

the latter is generally used, and if

galvanized it will be better, but
will cost about one third more. Put
up but two wires, the first about
two feet from the ground, and the
second about eighteen inches above
it. Fasten the wires on the posts

with staples or wrought nails, and
bore holes through the end posts

and put the wires through them,
and at one end through a round
cross piece about two inches in di-

ameter and ten long, by which you
can wind up the wires in warm
weather and slacken them when
cold. They may be kept from un-
winding with a nail.

If your trellis was erected the
second year, then use this for tying
the vines to, instead of the stakes

as advised in my second paper.

Train the two strongest canes from
each of the spurs on the lower wire,

and tie as seen in upper Fig.; then
train up two other canes to the
upper wire, if too strong pinch
them back at or near the lower

wire. Keep off all strong growing suckers
which would have a tendency to rob the
canes, cultivate the grounds, keep free

from weeds during the season. In the fall

of the year your vines will have the ap-
pearance as shown in upper Figure. The
horizontal canes may now be pruned to

about ten buds each and the upright canes
to two spurs of two buds each as seen in

the cross marks in same B^igure.

In the third year if your vines are Concord,
strong and vigorous, you may let them bear
about 20 to 30 bunches of Grapes to a vine.

They should now be tied firmly to the trellis

with willow, or otherwise, in a horizontal
position as seen in lower Figure. From each
well developed bud on your vines there will

be a shoot and on each of these new vines
there will be from two to three bunches.
In the spring when the buds first burst

open,you may see the small embryo of Grapes
on delicate shoots which push forth as the
season advances. They are seldom beyond
the third joint. When these shoots from
the arms or horizontal canes have made
about eight inches of growth, and have fully

shown all the embryo fruit, pinch off all

the ends of the strongest leaders just beyond
the last bunch. If they are not fully de-

veloped go over them again and if any of

the buds have produced two buds rub off

the weaker. Also pinch off the ends of the
leaders of the weakest shoots from each
spur, but the strongest shoot from each spur
train up without pinching back till about
twenty inches high, then pinch it back to

lower wire, (see lower Figure.) From the

axils of these two upright canes other shoots
or laterals will start. Train up but one
from each to the upper wire and as they
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grow, tie along the upper wire, but the
other lateral should be broken or pinched off.

Covering Strawberries From Frost.
T. B. TERRY, sl'MMIT CO., OHIO.

One night in the latter part of May the
thermometer stood at 4'i° at sundown. It

was clear but there was some wind from
the north. At 10 o'cloclithe wind died away
and a l^illing frost was certain. Then we
went to work tosaveourStrawberries. Two
loads of straw were drawn out aud spread
over a quarter of an acre. Before we quit

it got so cold the leaves were frozen stiff.

The ground was frozen the ne.xt morning an
inch or more deep. But few of the blossoms
on the covered berries were injured, even
where the covering was not done until the

leaves were frozen. Very few blossoms es-

caped on some plants left uncovered. The
straw was poked off on each side next morn-
ing, and left on top of the mulch already
there. It has been used since. The work
was not very great, of putting on and tak-

ing off, and we thought we had done a nice

thing until Judge Miller's article on page
302 was read. Why didn't we let tlie frost

take part of the fruit—do the thinning that
he would have the little girls do? Had we
better have gone to bed and left her to man-
age? I don't feel quite certain of it yet.

Perhaps the Judge lets his Strawberries grow
in pretty thick matted rows or refers to that
kind. Ours were in hills two feet apart.

We had an idea that the roots of each plant
had feeding ground enough to carry out all

they undertook in tlie way of berry making.
In this locality one needs to pay as much

or more attention to the ability of a Straw-
berry to stand frost as he does to its earli-

ness, lateness, size or quality. We have 13

of the highest praised varieties growing,
and find equal difference in them in this

respect. The kinds that we finally settle on
as the best for our so^l will have to be the
ones that stand freezing pretty well.

For two years past we have used a Planet
Jr. cultivator among our newly set Straw-
berries. It always exasperated me that I

could not run closer to the plants without
throwing dirt over the leaves—that I had to

leave so wide a strip for the hand hoe. This
year, after looking over all the advertise-

ments and seeing nothing that suited, I

went to work and made a Strawberry cul-

tivator that suits me. I took a
piece of pine plank, two inches
thick and si.x inches wide, and
two feet long, bored holes in

it and drove in Thomas harrow
teeth, as shown by dots in cut.

Then all the teeth and teeth

standards were taken off of one
of the Planet Jr. cultivators

and this piece of plank was
bolted imder the frame. Six
bolts (B in engraving) with
hooks at one end and nuts at

the other for attaching to frame.
Hooks go over top of frame.
The wheel was left on.

This gave me a good cultiva.

tor with nine half-inch, round
harrow teeth to do the work of

stirring the soil. I can run right

up to the body of the plants,

leaving almost nothing for the

hoe to do. The round straight

tooth next to the row will push
the outside leaves aside with-
out injuring or covering. In
very clean land perhaps more teeth might
be put in to good purpose. Another advan-
tage, it cannot "track," as common cultiva-

tors will, and it stirs all the surface about 2

inches deep and leaves it always perfectly
level. We are farmers aud can always take
time to do the horse work in our fruit gar-
den; but in a busy time the hand work both-

An Easily

made Ladder.

ers us, hence our study to get tools that will
do away with as much of it as possible.

Orchids-The Flowers of the Air.

The Orchid is no Mower for the million.
To come to perfection it requires conditions
which only skilled growers and a well-filled

purse can supply. So the masses will have
to be satisfied with enjoying and studying
the varied forms of this class of plants, the
grotesque beauty, and odd coloring and
marking of their flowers at the occa.sional

Orchid shows in large cities, or during the
visit at the greenhouse of a grower.
There are, for instance, several amateur

Orchid growers in Chicago, among them
Mr. John Lane, who amuses himself by tak-
ing good care of a large number of strange

J=J
Harrow Attachment for Cultivator.

" beauties " of the air. A reporter of Inter-

Ocean recently gave an account of his visit

at Mr. Lane's greenhouses.
Mr. Lane, he said, led the way through

the back yard along walks bordered by
Fuchsias and Pansies to the greenhouse,

where his chief treasure, the Laurenciana, a
variety of theCattleya Mossiae, was in blos-

som.
The plant hung suspended from the roof

of the greenhouse by wires, the greenish
grey roots, matted around the block of cork
upon which it was growing, or sweeping
downward, suggestive of the snaky locks of

the Medusa. The flower itself was like some
etherial tropical bird with extended wings.

It was pale purple, a latrate form, with two
erect petals, two larger at the side, a lip

fluted and striped within in velvety lines of

darker purple. Anything more delicate and
beautiful could hardly be imagined, and it

was a striking contrast to the apparently

lifeless mass of roots from which it sprung.
This species is a native of Brazil.

The other gem was a raceme, eight or ten

inches in length. In the tropics, where it is

found, these racemes frequently attain a
length of twenty or thirty-six inches. The
yellow flowers, growing to the pendant stalk

by their invisible stems, looked like a cloud
of yellow butterflies poising in mid-air.

The roots of all the varieties look much
alike, and it is doubtful if any body Imt an
expert could tell them from one another.

" There are varieties to be found right

here in Cook County," Mr. Lane explained

to him, "and throughout the United States;

but of course they do not compare with the

tropical species. Those attach themselves

to trees, and are found by Orchid hunters,

who make a business of exploring the forests

to collect them for the market. The roots

have wonderful tenacity of life, and can

scarcely be killed. They are packed and
shipped—to New York, for instance, and
there they are sold at auction, the species

generally being known. They change, how
ever,under cultivation, and a variety of this

species, the Cattleya Mossiaj, will have new
markings, or some .slight alteration of form.

When this happens the grower turns to his

catalogue, and if it is not described there he
knows he has a new variety, and the price

has run away up."
" This, for instance,'' pointing to a purple

flower, " I bought of a florist in the city. It

had never bloomed. He did not know what
it would turn out. I offered to take the risk,

and gave only *l.T.'j for it. It proved to be

one of the flue ones, and it is worth ^.'JO. I

was offered ^n for the flower alone.
" It blooms only once a year, and a plant

produces Init one flower. With care, how-
ever, this flower will last fnuii six weeks to

three mouths. It must be kept from gas-

light, furnace heat—and a drop of water on
the petals ruins it."

He explained that Orchids are propagated
by dividing the plants, which may be crossed
with other species, as is done with (lerani-

ums and Koses. It takes from three to Ave,
and even ten years, for a plant thus prop-
agated to produce blossoms.
They require very little water, and it is

usually lightly sprinkled on the roots. They
are air plants—drawing their entir.e susten-
ance from the atmosphere. The little bun-
dles of roots are flattened out and fastened
to blocks of cork by fine wires and hung
where they may have sufficient light and
air. In a little while the plant throws out
a network of suckers and fastens itself to
the cork. The wires that held it in place
are then removed, and like Topsy it " just
grows," without further attention.

Mr. Lane regarded the spidery-looking
things with affectionate solicitude, knowing
that each held within it some form of .ex-

quisite beauty, of delicate tint and varied
color, which is like the soul, sometimes shut
up in a gaunt and withered body.

A Word for the Abutilon for Window
' Culture.

MR,S. LORA S. LA MAA'CE.

It is strange that the Abutilon is not more
popular for window culture. It has every
good (luality demanded for ordinary room
culture, as the plants have a thrifty habit,
are not sensitive to changes of temperature,
are in bloom the full twelve months of the
year, free from insect enemies, and capable
of standing more neglect and abuse than al-

most any other. It ought to be called the
" busy woman's flower," it comes so near
taking care of itself, always growing and
blooming, whether kept cool or warm, in

sun or in shade.

The only fault I have ever noticed, is the
tendency toward too tall and spindling a
growth ; but this can be easily prevented by
a little judicious pinching back when .small.

The more they are pinched, the bushier they
will become, and the more flowers they will
bear. The Abutilon does not cover itself so
completely with bloom as some plants, but
as it is always in bloom, it is more satisfac-

tory for window-culture than the old stand-
by, the Geranium, which is almost certain

to take a provoking resting .spell right in

dull mid-winter, when needed most. The
foliage of most sorts is attractive, and some
sorts are beautifully variegated in leaf. The
bell-shaped flowers, curiously veined and
flushed are not so striking as some flowers,

yet pretty and attractive, and the range of
colors is wide. The new double is odd, but
is not as graceful as the airy bells of the
ordinary single form.
Young plants do not cost much, bloom

quickly, and the purchaser can select the
colors most wanted, but they can also be
easily grown from seed, and if started early
will bloom the same season. One of my
seedlings, planted in the open ground, at-

tained a height of nearly seven feet, and was •

much admired. Of course the frost cut it

down, as it was too large to move. Abutil-
ons in pots can be sunk in the ground for

the summer, and those allowed to bloom
freely will give iis many flowers the next
winter as those whose buds have been picked
off. The plants need re-potting but rarely.

The Abutilon is a good plant for those to try

who can not succeed with house plants, as

there is nothing " fussy " about it.

I,:i>'4 Valae of Manures, or luursc much
depends upon the tiuality of the st^ible manure,
ami a **waf?oM load " is rather an indefinite term
but ordinaril.v 2o cents per loud for gttod manure
would be conyidri'cd a barj^ain.— F.

l,:>ls. Bussian Mulberry. For a lawn it is

very desirable. Judtfin^ from own e.vperience

it is of very little value as a triut.—M. B. F.
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The Fraxinella: A Fine June-flow-
eringr Hardy Plant.

The subject of our engraving and sketch

is not as commonly met in American gar-

dens as its great merits should entitle it to be.

It is a plant of conspicuous beauty when in

bloom and afterwards the neat, smooth,
dark green compound foliage is more attract-

ive than that of the average occupant of the

hardy border. There are two varieties: the

one having white flowers, the other pale pur-

ple flowers pencilled with darker lines. As
seen in our illustration, re-engraved from
the London Garden, the blooms are borne
on numerous tall upright racemes. Alto-

gether a well grown clump of the Fra.xinella

(Dictamniis fra.rincUn) is certain from its

beautiful neat habit and strik-

ing flowers to arrest attention

and command admiration
the summer flower garden.

Besides being of interesting

form and striking appearance
the Fraxinella is strongly and
agreeably scented both in foli-

age and flowers and on this ac-

count it is in much favor with
many for drying and placing
in rooms. Of the two varieties

the white is somewhat the

smaller grower, but it is not a

delicate plant and is equally

deserving of culture with the
other, if, indeed, it would not,

in many cases, be preferred be-

cause of being pure white. We
have never found this plant in

the least difficult to cultivate

in our own gardens, but com-
plaint as to this sometimes
comes from those whose gar-

dens are of heavy soil, and per
haps not well underdrained.
It delights in a light, loamy
earth, and if partial shade Is

provided it is all the better

.suited. Although entirely hardy some shel-

ter as where there is a back ground of shrubs
is favorable to the growth of the plant.

While the Fraxinella seeds freely it is

not the easiest of plants to increase in this

way as the seeds often fail. The best time
forsowing is immediately after the seeds rip-

en. Those who are not aware that the seeds

often lay two years before germination may
have made the mistake of throwing them
out after one season, thinking they were
useless. To increase the plants by division

is also not ea.sy, which fact, with the forego-

ing one, sufficiently accounts for the com-
parative scarcity of the plants. Usually a

large percentage of the divided roots die,

while those that succeed require several

years before they attain a pleasing size. We
have heard of this plant being propagated
by cuttings of new flowerless shoots in the
spring, but have never tried this method.
Plants of the Fraxinella can be procured

at all nurseries where the raising of hardy
perennial flowers receives fair attention.

long and 6 feet broad, of oval form, dug
down to a rock bottom, and stoned up. It

adjoined the cellar on the west end and was
in a rather steep bank facing south.

The wall between the cistern and cellar

was removed, and a door put in here, the
broken wall was relaid, leaving the interior

something like a horseshoe in shape: the
ground was leveled to the top of the cistern

wall, on this was laid the sills of "6x8 scant-

ling halved together and spiked at the cor-

ners and to the side of the house.

Inch boards six inches wide were used for

rafters, cross strips were let in, to support
the roof boards on the north side and that
side and the west end were boarded and
battened. The roof on the south side had a

A Home-made Plant Pit.
''ELDER'S WIFE," LITINOSTON CO., N. T.

I never before wintered my plants so suc-
cessfully as last season. Previously I had
had only a dark frost-proof cellar, the win-
dows of the living room and an adjoining
bedroom for winter plant quarters. Last
fall I had constructed a long desired pit and
in this I wintered 40 Chrysanthemums, .50 or
more Geraniums, a lot of Amaryllis, Fuch-
sias, and a variety of other plants, including
35 Cacti, Opuntias, Mamillaria, Echinocacti,
Cerei and Stapelia, with gratifying success,
and very little trouble.

It was made and managed thus: The only
available place to build the pit was already
occupied by a leaky and now abandoned
cistern. This was about 7 feet deep, 8 feet

CLUMP OF THE WHITE FRAXINELLA.

wide board nailed on next the ridge and one
at both the east and west ends, to reduce the

amount of glazing required. The remain-
ing space, 5x6 feet, was covered by three

sash, containing six panes each. The sash

had once done duty as wall show case doors,

and cost less than .$1.00 each; just outside

the sashes at top and both sides an eight

inch board was set on edge and nailed fast.

The north side of the roof and the west
gable were then banked with earth, and
over this and on the board portions of the

south side were placed leaves to a depth of

(i or eight inches and weighted down with
boards. The sashes should have been bat-

tened down and provision made for covering

it on cold nights, but other cares crowded
out these details.

The interior furnishings consisted of a
wide shelf across the west end, level with
the sill and the east end the same, a nar-

rower one along the south side and a set of

shelves upon the noth side from the floor up.

The south side shelf contained Violets,

Daisies, Alyssum, Verbenas, Pansies, etc.,

which required plenty of light and grew
low; most of these bloomed pretty con-

stantly during the winter. The broad shelf

on the west was filled with Geraniums,
Roses, Stocks and many others; these all

grew very slowly and some budded and
bloomed. The corresponding shelf on the

east held a large box containing the Cacti,

and in the farthest corner a box of Fuchsias.

These grew slowly, but strong and stocky,

and in March began to bloom. The north-

ern tier of shelves had at the top Ipomea,
Lophospermum, Solanums, Sea Onion,
Acacia, Nasturtium and Geraniums, the

next lower one Amaryllis, and below these

on benches along the south and west were
Hydrangea, Agapanthus, Salvia, "Cactus
Vine," and Chrysanthemums.

The winter was a very mild one, and the
temperature averaged about 45° until the
last of .January; February was quite severe
all through, 8° below zero occasionally, and
the morning temperature in the pit was 30°

several times, and I was quite certain that
when spring opened, my floral treasures

would be dead. When the outside air

began to grow milder and the frost fell from
tlie glass like snow and froze the leaves

stiff wherever it rested, you may imagine
that I felt decidedly blue, but after the

performance was repeated several times
without apparent injury to my pets, I began
to regard it with less apprehension. I have
since come to the conclusion that the uni-

form low temperature had made them
hardy and the lucky accident

of having it at the west side of

the house where it escaped the
morning sun, were the causes
that combined to prevent a
failure.

Heretofore 1 have never been
able to grow Farfugium suc-

cessfully on account of red
spider, but a small one put in

the pit last fall has become a
splendid plant. Altogether I am
well pleased with my pit and
shall endeavor to make some
arrangement for keeping the
temperature a trifle higher dur-
ing cold snaps, without arti-

ficial heat if possible.

In common with all pits

mine was somewhat troubled
with dampness, but not moul-
dy, and water stood upon the

floor quite frequently. Finally
Idug a hole in one corner where
the rock did not quite floor it

over, into this I sweep any
water that gathers and it oozes
away at leigure.

Opposite is a sectional view of

the pit complete. A small ladder gives
me access to any of the plants I desire to

attend to. The temperature is regulated to

some extent by opening or closing the door
leading into the cellar. The cost was not
great since the digging and stoning up was
mostly done already; the lumber was a
cheap grade of Hemlock. The work was
done by the "Elder" himself after plans
of my own, so that the chief expense was
the glazing, which in this case was not
great. I have hopes of making it do duty
during summer by removing the sashes
and substituting oiled cloth and growing
Fuchsias, Begonias and such like plants,

which thrive best in partial shade and
moist atmosphere.

I have never before had my Cacti start

into growth so early and so thriftily as this

year, and this is the treatment they received
during the past winter:

In November I placed them upon a high
shelf in the plant pit underneath the boarded
portion of the roof, where they had a mod-
erate light, and a little late afternoon sun.

The air, of course, was damp, as it is in all

pits, and I gave them not a drop of water
from the time I put them there until the
middle of March, then the sun being high
enough to heat the pit somewhat during the

middle of the day, I drew them out under
the sash-covered portion where they re-

ceived the full sunshine during the greater

part of the day, and about once a week gave
them a very little water, increasing the

amount with the plant's growth.
The temperature averaged about 45° most

of the winter, but during the cold snap in

February I found it had fallen to 30° on sev-

eral occasions and entertained grave fears

for the lives of my pets in general and Cacti

in particular, but, though my collection

embraced Cereus, Echinocereus, Opuntia
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Stapelia, Mammilaria, Phyllocactus, etc., I

suffered no loss. I had supposed some of

them were too tender to bear so great a

degree of cold, but having them all growing

in one large, shallow box 1 could not favor

the tender kinds and had no suitable place

to keep the whole lot aside from where they

were. I am well pleased to find that they

can be wintered so easily as I had refrained

from enlarging my collection partly from

the supposed difficulty in wintering them.

Preparing Plants for the Winter
Window Garden.

W. F. LAKE.

It is too often the case that the window
garden is without flowers in abundance
during the latter part of fall when all plants

are gone outside, and in many cases this

lack enters into the winter months. While

it is not so easy to have an abundance of the

general collection of house plants in bloom
during this period, as nature seems inclined

rather to retard growth even of the healthi-

est and strongest specimens until the genial

sunshine of later months is more plentiful,

there are a number of plants and common
ones, too, which may be had in fair amount
of bloom, if attention to preparing them for

this purpose be given during the summer
and early fall months.
The principle that no plant can be ex-

pected to flower profusely during summer
and then do double duty by blooming well

in the winter is a safe one on which to rely.

Successful amateurs are learning that it is

not only the florists who may have flowers

in winter, but that if plants be given similar

treatment as winter flowering ones receive

at his hands, a fair degree of satisfaction

may be had for early blooming, and a

greater degree for still later in the season

when there is more sunlight, even in an
ordinary window.
A good lesson may be learned by a walk

through a florist's grounds at this time.

There are quantities of Bouvardias, Carna-
tions, Heliotropes, Geraniums, Begonias,

and the like without a single flower on them
but in fine stocky condition. The flower

buds are being all kept down by pinching,

which results in the bushy plants that pro-

duce a heavy crop of bloom during the win-
ter months because they are in the right

condition for the work.
Many grow Geraniums, etc., in pots dur-

ing summer which is a good plan, but if

this has not been done those which have

There are a number of summer blooming
bulbs which make fairly good early winter
bloomers. For example, if we take those
late Gloxinias which have not flowered at

the time of drying off' the rest, move them
to a warm place and water freely, growth
will continue so that flowers will come at an
acceptable time. I have had Gloxinias as

late as Thanksgiving and even later. There
were among my Achimenes a small scarlet

variety, unnamed, which was quite willing
to flower in winter and often the early ^,j^^.i___

started summer plants would continue *^:|~~^

in bloom late into the fall. This is true .r^J^ljcSJ;
of some varieties of Tuberous Begonias
when gi-own in pots.

August is too late to sow seeds of Prim-
roses, Cinerarias, etc. for early winter
blooms, but just the time for making
attractive specimens for spring. The
plants of these for early should now be
making vigorous growth and be repotted

quite often. They require a shaded place.

It will require some careful attention

during the summer to keep insects from
Cinerarias, for the aphis is particularly

fond of it, and when once established

it takes considerable to dislodge him with-

out injury to the plants.

In the recent improvements made in

that grand flower, the Chrysanthemum

The most successful mode of culture to

adopt in general with the Vallota is to repot

just Ijefore it commences to grow, which
will be about March or April. For the first

two months after repotting water cautiously.

Towards June sufficient roots should have
formed to warrant water being given daily,

and in July weak licjuid or artificial manures
may be safely applied. From the nnddle of

.lune until flowering begins an open .some-

what sunny spot is the most suitable place

we have a nice number and variety of late

blooming sorts which add greatly to the
attractiveness of the window garden in late

fall and early winter. If more plants of these

late kinds than are needed to simply fill up
the window be grown, and retarded by keep-
LQg them in a cold room after the buds have
just begun to open, the season is easily pro-

longed through the holidays, but the blooms
never seem to be as lasting when once
allowed to open as those which had no in-

terference with their natural course.

Watering of plants for winter blooming
especially shoiild be given careful attention,

as a stint in this direction during hot
weather cannot result in anything short of

positive injury, and therefore decreasing
the supply of bloom.

The Virginian Creeper in Gardens.

The uses to which the common Virginian

Creeper Ampclopsis quinqncfoUa can be

put for adorning the garden are endless.

Herewith are given two sketches of pleasing

ways in which we have seen this plant em-

ployed on a recent trip through the country.

The upper sketch represents a division

line in the garden, consisting of a row
of posts with rods of iron extending

from one to the other at top and bottom,

and covered with the shoots of this

creeper. The effect is light and pleas-

ing, and for many places where some
light dividing mark is desirable in a

garden, nothing more satisfactory could

be produced.

The lower engraving is that of a

lattice work fence and archway cov-

^ered with this vine. In this case the

lattice work consists of unplaned strips

one inch thick and two inches wide,

crossing at an angle of 45 degrees. The

arch was made of boards at the sides

and cross strips at top and bottom.

USES OF VIRGINIAN CREEPER IN THE GARDEN.

for it, standing he pot on coal ashes. Ex-
posure to the sua in summer helps to ripen
the growth, and this, in our experience, is,

in ninety-nine cases out of every hundred,
the secret of getting it to flower annually.
When the flower spike shows it is advisa-

ble to discontinue the application of ma-
nures in any form, as these have a tendency
to cause the bloom to develop too rapidly to
last long in good condition. By the time
flowering has ceased the growth of the Inilb

will be completed for the season, and then a
cool light position must be found for the
plant or plants, and less water be given.

The process of withholding the latter must
be gradual. Give just enough to the soil

fairly moist from Octol^er to December, and
from thence to repotting time, sufHcient to

prevent the soil becoming dry. If these cul-

tural details are carefully followed we will

guarantee that every moderate-sized bulb
will flower annually.

Avoid extremes in watering if possible.

In repotting do not remove the offsets from
the large bulb unless for growing into sep-

arate plants. Never at any time use pots

that are dirty, or in excess of the size of the

bulbs. We know of many plants that have
been growing and flowering to the utmost
satisfaction without repotting for several

years by giving some weak stimulant dur-

ing summer when it is making its growth.

CROSS SECTION OF HOME-MADE PLANT PIT

been planted in beds may be lifted, for

though they may have become well estab-

lished and are pushing root and top vigor-

ously, the roots will not by this time have

pushed out so far that much injury will

result from lifting. I.,ater lifting gives us

much more top growth, but the roots have

spread over so much ground it is impossible

to retain them all.

Culture of the Vallota or Scar-
borough Lily.

This remarkably attractive home and con-

servatory plant, although closely allied to

the Amaryllis is yet strictly evergreen or

perennial in its foliage. To keep it en-

tirely dry at the root through the winter is

to court failure in its culture. Fairly treated

and no plant will make a better display of

bloom in the window or conservatory dur-

ing the late summer months than this.

1,386. Tulips from Seed. Kaising seeding Tu-
lips is a ler.T tedious opiTution The seed is very
slow in germinating, and rather uncertiun.

Youi*s may come yet though the chances to the

contrary ax-e about as good. Seed should be sown
in geufle heat in February in light sandy soil and
let to remain in their seed beed until the follow-

ing spring, all the treatment needed in the mean
time t)eing to keep free from weeds and giving
light protection during the winter. After lieing
planted in a permanent bed it would take from
four to six years Ix^t'ore the bulbs will flower.
After a number ot .\'ears, more or less, these
seedlings break into ditterent colors but how
many of our average Americans are willing to
wait for these changes y—M B Faxon,

1,2<)«. Arbor Vitae from Seed. " It is grown by
sowing the seed in early spring, in a bed of very

tine soil, if mucky and wet all the better, covering

very lightly with sand or pulverizecl poat, which

must be kept constantly wet until the .voung

plants appear, which will be in two or three
weeks. The young plants resemble small sprigs

ot moss, and will attain a height of two or three
inches during the first siuumcr. The rcid Arbor
Vita- leaf sometimes appears late in the season,

but usually not luitil the next seascm. They
must be kept constantly watered during the first

season, and should beshadedfrom the sun.—()EO.
PiNNEY., Uoor Co,, Wis.
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Old-Fashioned Posies.

Oh, for the dear, old fashioned posies

Growing close by the kltehen door;

Popples soft to bring forgetting.

Balm and Mint for a spirit sore.

Heartsease sweet for hearts that are aehing.

Ragged Ladies and Four O'Clocks;

Marigolds with wealth uncounted.

Cabbage Roses and Hollyhocks.

Old-time Pinks with their spicy odor.

Tiger Lilies and Columbine;
Honey sweet in Its golden chalice.

Humming birds in the climbing vine,

Sunflowers tall that turn their faces

Out to the west as the sun goes down;
Morning Glories that close and cower
Under the rays of his burning frown.

—Evening Wisconsin.

The Yellow Bird.

There's a gay little yellow bird flitting about

In the Maple just over the way,

'Mong the scarlet twigs, now in and now out.

Now pausing, as If some wish or some doubt

Had bidden his wings delay.

O dear little bird with your golden vest,

I hope you'll decide to stay;

For nothing shall ever your brood molest.

If you'll come and build your beautiful nest

Of lichens all green and gray.

—Julia Anna Woh-ott, in Christian Register.

The Little Gardener.

I know a gardener bright and spry.

But for a certain reason

His crops, tho' blest with culture high.

Are far behind the season.

More faith Is what the laddie needs.

For he is always doubting.

And every day digs up the seeds

To see If they are sprouting.
— Youths^ Companion,

August (or Pansy sowing.

The hoe mulch for drouth.

Flum sprouts are bad lawn weeds.

A dirty plant house is abominable.

Label the ornamental trees and plants.

For mildew on Boses (five better culture.

The Cut'leaved Currant is a pleasing shrub.

On to Buffalo. American Florists Aug, SO-SJ.

Flowers on the table add a relish to the meal.

A garden can hardly have too many fine Pan-
sies.

Liquid manures for quick action in plant
growth.

Early Cabbage. The Wakefield shows itself

yet at the head.

It is good time yet for sowing seeds of most
hardy perennial flowers.

Our lawn mowings go for mulching or as a
morning meal in the poultry yard.

The old talk of Tomato foliage as a repeller of
insects, revived annually, is nonsense.

Of dwarf Evergreens at " Woodbanks," the
Dwarf Black Spruce is the handsomest.

Two in One The California Florist and Gar
dener "consolidated" with Pacific Rural Press.

A "skimpy" supply of fruits and vegetables
is anything but creditable to the large land owner.

Bubber bands for tying Asparagus is the sug-
gestion by Prof. Green of the Ohio Experiment
Station.

Three things for continuous bloom in all

annuals—liquid manure, removal of faded flowers
and the hoe.

Will the coming florist attend conventions'/
Certainly ! that's what he's coming to Bufi'alo

for, August 20-33.

In many places the purple Clematis is so com-
monly grown that to meet an occasional white or
blue is a great relief.

English gardeners are severely criticising the
management of the horticultural department of
the Paris Exposition,

Winter Badishes may be sown throughout this

month. Try the Mammoth California for size,

crispness and mildness.

How BO many people can get along without

flowers and fruits is a puzzle to me, says Judge
Miller. It is to us, too.

For quick growing or forcing Radishes the

Early Erfurt and the Earliest Carmine Forcing
have turned out the best on our grounds.

Among many varieties of Strawberries, Cres-

cent, Haverland, Bubach and Jessie have proven

the most proBtablehere.—T. F. Longnccker,Ohw.

Everlasting Pea. I have a row of this peren-

nial o^-er 30 feet long, which is a perfect hedge of

bloom forweeks every summer.—Jlf. Grace, New-
port Co., R. I.

Of course you desire the finest blossoms and
most of them in your Cobojas, Cypress vines,

and other climbers. Then supply them with

adequate support.

The most attractive bed on the Popular Gar-
dening grounds is a large circular one devoted

to the Blood-leaved Plura, with a margin of var-

iegated-leaved Cornelian Cherry.

Plant Labels. A subscriber complains of the

perishable nature of florists' plant labels and the

writing thereon, and speaks in favor of using

zinc labels written on with indelible ink.

Carnation Maggot. Some English florists

complain of the ravages of an insect (maggot)

which feeds on Carnation leaves. Its parent is

said to be a fly somewhat resembling a mosquito.

The cultivation of hardy perennial flowers is

real gardening in a way that bedding plant cul-

ture is not. Why? Because the former are in

their natural state, the latter for the most part

are art improved.

New interest is added to Tulip culture by the

announcement of Messrs. Krelage & Sons of a

new race of these flowers named Tuiipca Darwin.
Amongst the colors are a "porcelain blue" and
"delicate violet."

La 8alle-on-the-Niagara. To such florists as

favor us with a visit at "Woodbanks" during
convention week we believe we can show some
new ideas in decorating lawns with hardy trees,

shrubs and plants.

A Good Verdict. A Boston jury has given

83,0,57 verdict to a florist where greenhouses suf-

fered injury from the negligence of city labor in

digging up the streets in the winter season and
exposing the water pipes connected with them.

Safety in Weakness Only. Remedy for black
rot in Grapes, although prepared with care,

proved too strong, and on some of the vines

burned the foliage badly. I am going to con-
tinue applying it with the solution weaker.—
itmith NkhoU.

A comparison of the Wild Strawberry with the
cultivated made at the Ohio Experiment Station

showed that while the former has six per cent
of seeds the latter has only 1 .52 per cent., giving
us a reduction of quantity of seed by cultiva-

tion of 4. .5 per cent.

A white Fuchsia, that is, the flowers bein„'

white throughout, has been secured by the vet-

eran Fuchsia raiser, Mr. George Fay, of Lewi*,

ham, England It is a vig orous grower and
free bloomer, the foliage and flowers of good
form and altogether as beautiful as its name.

Thummage. Old Lady to Huckster—How
much are tlie Strawberries ? Huckster—Fiftet n
centsaquart. Old Lady—With or without thum
mage'? Huckster—What is thummage'i' Olil

Lady—The number of Strawberries which would
go into the space your thumb occupies in that

quart cup.

—

FVom the Oivl.

Another Parker Earle Strawberry, to be intro

duced by Prof. T. V. Munson. The originator,

James Nimson, of Texas, writes to the Rural,

that in fruitfulness, beauty of berry, high
quality and vigor of plant, it certainly surpasses
anything, even among the many "wonderfuls" in

the Strawberry line growing on his grtmnds.

Decidedly a horticultural subject—that is the

family horse, and for this reason we desire to

call special attention to a tastily gotten up, sub-
stantially bound work of some 1.50 pages, pub-
lished by the Orange Judd Co., of New York.
The author, Geo. A. Martin, presents his subject
"The Famil.v Horse," in all its various aspects

Sowing Fine Seeds, Under this head come the
Calceolarias, Cinerarias, and some others now
seasonable for sowing. Bear it in mind that
shallow planting, thorough firming, and keeping
surface moist but not wet, are the secrets of

success in sowing such. A pane of glass or a
thin covering of sifted sphagnum secures the
moist surface condition.

Saving Tomato Seed, Five yeai-s ago I began
growing Acme and Livingston's Favorite, and
last year have saved the seed from the first ripe

Tomatoes. Now I get the first fruit at least

three weeks earlier than I did when I first

began to plant. I have this day (July 5th) picked
as fine a basket of fruit as I

used to the first of August.—S.
M. Hoyt, Neb.

A Flower Support. The en-

graving of a flower support
given on this page is from an
English source and well repre-

sents the advantage there may
be in the use of some such a

device in floriculture. This one
is made of tinned wire. Its good
points are that it can be ad-

justed to a flower in half the

time it takes to tie them; it

holds the flower perfectly

secure ; can be easily removed
when desired and will last for

years.

_^ A New Use for Plants. In

^^ the dry air of our furnace or

\\ base burner heated houses the
"" pianos suffer as well as the

health of human beings. The
Extension Plant piano gets out of tune often

SuppoH. ^Q^ perhaps the sounding

board cracks and a large biU for repairs is the

result. A shelf of thrifty plants in the room is

constantly giving out moisture, good for the

lungs and the piano. We ought to keep plants

for the sake of economy.—Sister Gracious.

Handy Things for Ornament, If one thing

more than another should serve to prdraote an

intense love for country life, it would, accord-

ing to our idea, be a deep border of irregular

flowering outhne along one or more sides of the

lawns and devoted to a collection of small trees

in the back ground and shrubs and hardy flowers

in front. Such a border should combine to a

handsome show of flowers and foliage the season

through. Keep the soil tilled.

Qrape Culture in Wisconsin. Where the Apple

is iniable to stand the winter's cold the flexible

Grape vine can be laid down and buried out of

harm's way until danger is past. At least this

conclusion might be based upon the results of

experiments made by Prof. Henry of the Wis-

consin Experiment Station. Among good

Grapes that ripen in Wisconsin summers under
the treatment indicated Prof. Henry names
Delaware, Concord, Worden, Salem and others

of the Roger's Grapes.

Water Lilies. I have a tub of Water Lilies in

'\ my yard sunk to the brim. Last winter I put

A SIMPLE FUMIGATING DEVICE.

some boards over it ami covered with coal ashes.

They kept well. This spring" as the Lilies did
not grow as fast as 1 desired I put in a large

pailful of liquid manure. In a few days they
threw up large, beautiful, healthy green leaves,

and soon blossomed. Since then I have given
them another pail of manure water, and the tub
is now full of large, rank green leaves, very
beautiful.—Jiiy8 Jennie Spencer.

Flint's New Work on Grasses. This hand-
some \'olume of 3Jt8 pages is from the press of Lee
& Shepherd, lloston. It is a revised edition of a
former work by Mr. Charles L. Flint, who is a
recognized authority in this field. In the present
work the author aims to embody the most recent

practical and scientific information on the his-

tory, culture and nutritive value of the grasses
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ami jrniins, witb a view to rendering the subject

cleui- to tlie avoras?e cultivator of grasses. The
work is a welconxe addition to the literature of

Aiuericuii agriculture.

The florist who leaves our city at convention

time without havinsT seen the Buffalo public parks

will have missed a view of some of the tinest

parks in America. The lake and Niagara river

scenery from the "Front" is, we think,unerjualled

as a wat^r view anywhere in America; the artifi-

cial lake of the Central park, with its well plant-

ed shoi*es, is far and wide pronounced the finest

thing of its kind on the continent, while the

Parade grounds provide charming scenery of a

type peculiar to themselves. AVe are not ashamed
to show our ample parks and boulevards.

Domestic Fertilizers. Our thrifty

German neighbors, in their small gard-

ens, raised all their vegetables and often

had a stall in the market to dispose of

the surplus. On asking one what made
the ground so fertile she answered:
"We bury all our swill, sprinkling it

with wood ashes, also put the wood
ashes on the grass. The dish water and
soap suds are also thrown around the

roots of the plants. The bones left

from the table are buried near the

Grape vine. In the fall we dig a trench

and the leaves, stalks, and withered
flowers are put in, earth thrown over,

and the next spring the ground is rich

for planting.

—

Si.'^ter Gracu)us.

Bemed; for Cabbage Worms. Natural
agencies, especially insect parasites,

seem to be at work to lessen the num-
ber of Cabbage worms from year to

year; but we still have to add our mite
in this direction by applications of
strong insecticides, preferably Bubach.
A writer in American Agriculturist

A Simple Plant Fumigator. A Mr. Toope, an
enthusiastic plant cultivator of England, gives

out a very simple contrivance tor fumigating
plants on a small scale to kill green lly. It is

made of stt)ut copper in the form of an ordinary

clay pii>e but with the addition of a movable cap
in which is inserted a tube for a mouthpiece.
The ends of this pipe should be tinned where it is

put into the mouth. In its use one has only to

get a little ordinary smoking Tobacco, remove

]

the cap off the bowl of the pipe, fill the latter

1 with the Tobacco, light it in the usual way, re-

place the cap on the bowl, then inserting the end
of the pipe connected with the oai' in the mouth

I

give it a gentle, continuous blow, and you pro-

I

duce a dense cloud of smoke, which can be di-

Biy Haul An Officers Call.

suggests
poisoning butterflies. He attaches artificial flowers
securely to the top of sticks eighteen to twenty
inches long, covers the .flowers with arsenic
mixed with sugar or with a sweet paste of any
sort and puts the sticks into the ground at inter-

vals throughout the field. The butterflies are
attracted to the flowers and get enough of the
poison to give them an effectual quietus.

Woman Fruit Qrowers and Florists. What
better field of usefulness could be pointed out to
those members of the gentler sex who desire to
fight life's hard battles on their own hook and
perhaps single-handed, than fruit and flower
growing y Says Mr. Morgan in the "Nineteenth
Century:" A woman is at home in a garden.
The physical work connected with dress making,
telegraphy, tj-pe-writing, and all other depart-
metjts of labor open to women, is much heavier
than is required for the bulk of horticultural
operations. In growing flowers, for example,
the minute care and attention necessary are b.v

no means unfitted for women, while in fruit
growing the same remark applies to a great
extent. The healthfulness of horticultural oc-

cupations is well known, and even working in

hot-houses does not, with ordinary care, per-
ceptibly affect gardeners, who are notoriously
long-lived men.

A Poland Honeysnckle. Under the name,
Lonicera confusa, we have from Poland a variet.v

of the Honeysuckle, which I telieve is a variety

of Lonicera Halleana. which'came tothiscounti-y
from .lapan. Our collection from East Europe
and North Central Asia has varieties of nearl.v

all the species we have from Japan and China,

and we might reasonably expect to secure varie-

ties of Halleana from Persia, Bokara and other
points in south central Asia. Our confusa has

the leaf, habit of flowering, and beauty and rare

fragrance of flower of Halleana, but it comes
into bloom earlier in the season, has larger

bract leaves at the base of the flowers, the leaves

are thicker and brighter green above, and above
all for our use the plant endures a far lower
temperarure without winter protection. As this

desirable variety is common in Poland and
North Silesia under the name of L. contusii it

has probablj^ been introduced into the Eastern

States. If so I should be glad to learn through
PopuIjAH Gardening it it has proven as desira-

ble as Halleana and in what respects it differs

from it. At this time we do not have L. Halleana
on the grounds as our recent test winters have
run it out root and branch though well covered.

With us it is not hardier than Viburnum plicatum
while L. confusa only kills back at the points of

growth which does not lessen its value, or its

long continued blooming.

—

J. L. Budd.

Upshot and Downfall.

TRUCKER, DONKEY AND THE LAW.

rected to any part of the plant infected with

insects. The fumes cause the insects to dislodge

themselves at once, even in the most remote

part of the sheaths of the leaves or flower.

Wherever it has been tried on a variety of plants

it has been found to answer exceedingly well.

For instance, on many Orchids experimented on,

there were thrips far down in the sheaths of the

leaves, which no insecticide would reach without

injuring the plant, but after a few moments
gentle application of Tobacco fumes they were

destroyed, and no harm done to the plant. Then

again, for window plants, an appliance of this

kind is particularly valuable, as it enables each

plant to be kept thoroughly free of insects at a

minimum of cost and trouble.

Statues in Public Parks. If we must have

public statues—a fact still to be doubted—says

Mr. Higginson, they should be away from the

haunts of men where they will not affront the

living and may exhort or reprove them. But the

moment we pass into a park or a garden we are

supposed to seek the influences of nature, so far

as they can be brought near a city. The stiff

hard lines of a monument, the unnatural out-

lines of a statue, destroy the natural impression;

and the statue is the woist of the two, as has been

said, because it is the less appropriate, and can

be less relinquished into nature's hands. More-

over, the tendency of these things is to multiply

themselves. One or two such objects may do no

great harm. In its early days even a rural ceme-

tery may be soft and graceful. But if you once

forget the difference between park and cemetery,

then the park tends at every step to become a

cemetery in appearance; a new monument, a

new statue, a new fountain, occurs each year;

and at last societies are formed which prosecute

this marble work as if it were a virtue. The
public garden in Boston is already halt spoiled;

Everett and Sumner disfigure in death the city

which they ornamented in their lives; and one

almost wishes that etherization had never been

invented, since it simply transfers to the eye the

pain elsewhere alleviated. Central Park is suffer-

ing in the same way, and even the beautiful

Kairmount Park at Philadelphia. It has recently

been stated that the late Governor Seymour and

othei-s went before the New York Park Commis-
sioners when the plan of Central Park was under

discussion t<j protest against the introduction

there of personal or emblematic structures, or

anything but what properly belonged to land-

scape gardening. It is now too late to save the

older parks ami public gardens, but it may be

possible to protect new ones. Otherwise, in a

hiuidred years no man can possibly tell whether
he is entering a park or a cemetery, except by
looking in his guide book.

New York Floral Notes.
It goes without saying that the florists have

nothing to <lo these broiling days. Business is

dullness itself; however, there are very few
flowers in the market. No good Roses, but we
could hardly expect them. Any flne basket or

boutjuet must now be made of Orchids. There
are no weddings of note and no fashionable en-

tertainments.
The florists complain very much because people

of wealth leave town so early now—earlier every
year. This entirely ruins the late spring trade,

for many of the best flower buyers now leave

New York immediately after Easter. Nor is it

the flower trade only; window boxes, flower beds
and vases, which were formerly planted each

year, are now neglected, because no
one is at home. Some of the city

florists have places of business at New-
port, where trade now is good.

Water Lilies are used a good deal this

summer; the pink Cape Cod Lil.v, and
also some of the exotic varieties, Lotus;

too. H odgson, who during the summer
has a flne establishment at Newport,
uses aquatic flowers quite extensively.

When cut, the Lilies are best placed

in a dark cellar. They are brought into

the light when needed for use, and
soon open.

Some of the finest baskets this sum-
mer have been made of Orchids and
Farleyense Fern, usually the Marie

Antoinette shape. Very often the so-

called pot covers, pot-shape baskets of

braided straw and Willow, gilded or

J stained, are handsomely filled with a

loose mass of flowers; fine Roses are

especiall.v handsome so arranged. The
taste in baskets is entirely for the simp-

ler forms, though these are often quite expens-
ive, through their fine workmanship. Very
handsome ones are of braided straw and wicker,

stained a metallic green. Pottery jardinieres and
flower holders are very handsome, both in the

majolica and newer tapestry ware. The favorite

style in majolica usually imitates the Jai^anese.

The handsomest new thing in the nursery ti'ade

is certainly Peter Henderson's strain of French
Cannas. They are remarkably handsome; big

Iris-shaped flowers of the most gorgeous colors.

They will run Gladiolus very closely in public

favor, once they are well known. Many of them
show similar coloring to Ehemannii, but the

spikes are always erect; others are brilliant scar-

let and vermilion, and another strain is golden

yellow or glowing orange, flecked with crimson
after the manner of an Odontoglot. They ai-e all

dwarf in habit, with good foUage, and they are

so i-cmarkably showy and effective that it would
be hard to say too much in their favor.

A good many of our growers show signs of be-

ing infected with the " aquatic disease; " Mr.

Sturtevant's example seems likely to be followed

in this line The Sacred Lotus has proved so

very successful out of doois in this latitude, that

more are trying it. Certainly every local florist

who can manage a tank or pond might make an
ett'ort in this line; let his customers see the

glorious Lotus, a mass of stately flowers and
noble leaves, and there is likely to be an increased

demand for it. Most, if not all of the rarer ten-

der Water Lilies can be bloomed well outside in

the summer. An excellent method in vogue is

to plant these tender varieties in tubs, which
arc plunged into the out-door tank or pond in

June. It is \'ery easy to take them uft and lay

them away for the winter where the.v will be free

from frost. Some object to such a tank near the

house on the ground of their mosquito produc-
ing propensities, but no larvie will breed there if

the tank is stocked with gold flsh.

A good many of the men who handle Orchids
and more who do not, say that the bottom is

going to drop out of the market one of these

<lay8. It is almost impossible to realize the
thousands of Orchid plants imported during the
la.st two years, and still they come. Some of

them have sold for extra\'agant prices, but that

is only in the case of rarities, but well known
\'arietics lia\'e usually brought low prices. Talk-
ing oi Orchids, it is a little odd to sec a well-

known iJcrfumer advertising Orchid perfumes,
Vanda, Miltonia, Stanhopea, Anguloa, Galeandra
and Calanthe. Whether made from On-hids
flowers or not, one cannot tell—should rather
doubt it—but they show the popular interest in

these plants. The maker expects the Orchid
fever to popularize them.

Emily Louise Taplin.
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EiNQMATrERTWr Observes
TO asynoEvrKNoWtL

We plant more trees than

the whole of Europe.—C. Q.

Caritcnter.

The cry is for a regulated

market system for Grapes.

— CVias. Mitzky.

I do not believe that any

real bad person ever culti-

vated nowcTS—Homdh-ville Farmers' Cluh.

Oz-Eye Daisy. The progress of this weed west

Is about S5 miles a year.— JVfr. Albaugh, Miami

Coiiiitij Hiirticultural S<icictu-

Apples for Central Illinois. The general opinion

prevailed that for Central Illinois, the Wealthy

and Pewaukee Apples were very good— Ulinois

HnrticuUural Society.

Carbolic Acid for Cnrcnlio. I have been using

lime and caibolic acid, and the neighbors com-

plain I am driving the curculio to them.—Pro/.

Dcwitt, 111. Hart. Siieicty.

Fruit Diet. Fruit is a natural diet for man-

kind; it gives tone to the system, color to the

cheek, twinkle to the eye, and firmness to the

muscles. -Miss Lucy Gaston.

Fruits at Korthwest. The fruit grown in the

Northwestern States, or which is likely to be

grown there in the future, will probably be con-

fined to the hardy varieties of Apples.—T.I'. Lynn.

Befinement in Flowers, when I go by a house

where flowers are well cultivated, I think there

must be cultivation inside. When a man can sit

down in his own yard and enjoy flowei-s, he grows

better day by day.—HorneliamUe Farmers' Oitb.

English Filberts. Browne—Two years ago I

planted five, the last one of these is now barely

alive They mildew badly. Riehl—I got some

from Philadelphia a few years ago, but they all

died. Am now trying to grow them from the

nuts.— rHiiKiiS Horticultural Siiclety.

Strawberries in Illinois. Of the newer ones,

Bubach and Haverland seem to be valuable.

Hart's Minnesota is a large, productive berry of

good quality, rather soft, but would be good for

a local market Jessie, Belmont, and Monmouth
are not productive enough.—E. A. Riehl.

Good Packing Pays. Common sense ought to

teach a man that with the exhorbitant freight

charges we have to pay, we get so much better

prices for good packing that we not only save

the freight on the poor Apples, but get a great

deal moi-e on the good ones than altogether

would bring.—C. Ttinrp, before Mi.s.souri State

Horticultural Society.

Blackberry Wanted. We need better varieties

of the Blackberry; we have none that is entirely

satisfactory. The Kittatinny is tender and too

subject to rust. The Lawton is rather too tender

and apt to turn red after picking. The Snyder is

all right except that it is too small. A really

good Blackberry that is hardy, healthy and pro-

ductive is wanted, and if early so much the bet-

ter.— B. A. RieM.

Garden Work. Turnips will be sown July and

August and Cabbage plants set in July. We have

succeeded with the curled Savoy by setting the

last of J une. Lima Beans often need help in start-

ing their race up the poles: tie them with a wilted

straw. Pull up the old Pea vines and throw to

the hogs, ond no not let a crop of weeds take their

place. If rich enough it will be a good place to

sow a few Turnips by and by —X M. Pearso)i.

Bird Lime for Tbrips. Prof. Forbes, of Cham-
paign, offers as a remedy bird lime, or oil sprayed

on the iilants. This makes the leaves sticky, and
the bug when he alights is held fast and dies

On some plants sprayed with oil they found
thousands of these bugs dead a short time after-

wards This insect sucks the nutriment from the

plant and eats the pollen, so that it cannot fertil-

ize. Hence the Strawberry buttons which we
have in such abundance.
Making Home Attractive. Home and horti-

culture are extremely near neighbors. Where
gardens and flowers are cultivated, a home is

near—generally a home of culture and refine-

ment. It may be very unpretentious, yet a home
in the truest sense of the word. The criminal

classes do not receive their early training in such
homes Flowers were created for all—rich and
poor alike, the mansion of the great and the

humble cottage of the peasant. They fill the

heart with hope and make life's load lighter in

their culture.

Black Knot. I have successfully tried linseed

oil on the black knot for the past three years.

Applied it with a paint brush, daubing the knots

which prevents the knots from increasing, while

the trees keep on growing. Tried it on 40 trees

where the knot had appeared, and had no trouble.

We much prefer cutting off all the excrescence

before applying the remedy; and have used

chloride of lime and crude petroleum. But ex-

cision is the most reliable remedy, if used on the

very first appearance of the disease, instead of

first leaving it for months.—Jfr. Briggs.

Cherry Culture. A. H. Gaston claimed that the

Wild Ked is especially valuable for grafting or

budding; the stocks always remain larger than

the grafts or buds. They are a great improve-
ment on the little Dwarf Mahaleb stocks which
are short lived and ought not to be used for pro-

pagating purposes. Capt. Augustine, of Normal,

and several others could not grow seedlings from
the Wild Cherry, and further contended that they

have Mahaleb trees 25 and 30 years old, still bear-

ing profusely. Dr. H. Schrceder added, as good
varieties, the German Glass and the Oestheim,

both hardy and good bearers.—IH. Hurt, Society

Influence of Home. The best education I ever

had was what my mother gave me as I worked
with her among the flowers. You can't start a

real home without something to beautify it. We
go to the flower garden to get the decoration for

the grave and for the bride. Let one of the

family pass through the flower garden; he can
hardly resist plucking a flower here, pulling

a weed there or helping a struggling climber to

a firm hold. Suddenly his eye catches some new
beauty; he calls some one else to admire it; then

another member of the family is attracted to the

spot, and before you know it you have a family

gathering about one of the most beautiful alters

God ever gave to man.—Jfembcr of Hornellsville

Farmers' Club.

Lower Express Bates. The American Seed

Trade Association has been appealing to the ex-

press companies for lower rates on prepaid ex-

press packages of seeds, and has been measurably
successful. Ten of the largest companies in the

United States have adopted a rate as follows,

which took effect the first of June: Prepaid

packages of seeds and bulbs may be carried at

10 cents for each package containing IH lbs.

(24 oz ) or less. When package exceeds 1^ lbs in

weight the charge is one cent additional for each

two ounces, unless graduated rate is less. If the

through rate exceeds $8.50 per 100 lbs , no pack-

age weighing over four lbs. will be carried at

these rates. When passing over the lines of more
than one company the charge is not less than 10

cents for each company.

Select Apples and Pears. P. Barry at meeting

of Western New York Horticultural Society,

named the following Apples as the best for West-

em New York, in which good judges will agree.

Fall Pippin, Fameuse, Chenango, Gravenstein,

Jersey Sweet, M aiden's Blush, Oldenburg, Stum p,

for autumn. And for winter, Baldwin, Esopus,

Spitzenburg, Golden Kusset, Jonathan, North-

ern Spy, Ilea Canada, Rhode Island Greening,

Tompkins King. For Pears—Chas Downing
would take, if for one only, Bosc; next Dana's

Hovey; then Tyson, Boussock, Sheldon, Anjou;

and for market. Bartlett, Angouleme, Lawrence,

Anjou, Winkfield. For larger collection.s. Dear-

born's, Giffard, Manning's Elizabeth, Petite Mar-

guerite, White Doyenne, Frederic Clapp, Made-

line, Emile d'Heyst and Souvenir d'Fsperen.

Enemies to Stone Fruits. The Plum borer at-

tacks the crotches, but the larva has also been

found in the wood, two inches under ground. It

is dusky brown in color, and, in this connection,

is different from the Peach-borer, and may be

thus distinguished. They spin small webs, in

which they pass the winter, and emerge in the

spring as moths. The species seem to be single

brooded. A minute beetle, that preys under the

bark, bids fair to become destructive to stone

fruits. The female excavates extensive galleries

under the bark. The young larva? move out to

right and left, quickly destroying the trees by

girdling, when numerous The adult seems not

to be largely migratory. Prompt destruction by

burning infested trees seems, as yet, the only

feasible means of destruction. In Europe, many
parisites infest the pest, but in this country only

one parasite has yet been observed to do so.—

Prof. Forbes, befcn-e Illinois HorticuUvral Society.

Cheap Evaporator. At a small expense I made
a dryer which has done good work. I laid up a

brick wall of three sides, about thirty inches

square and three feet high, inside of which I

placed an old box stove, of large size, and on top
of the brick work I set a box 27 x 38 inches inside,

and about five feet high above the brick work,
with a door in front, which, when fipen, would
admit ten sliding trays 27 inches square. These
trays were made of light basswood frames and
mosquito netting tacked on the under side of the
frames—although they could be used either side

up. The netting required replacing once during
the season. In the evening my sou or hired man
would pare about a barrel of Apples in an hour,
one other person and myself would trim the ends,
cut the Apples halt in two. and our two little

girls, aged seven and nine, would spread the fruit

on the trays and I would slide them into the
dryer. In this way we usually filled the dryer
in sixty or seventy minutes. We endeavored to

have the temperature 1.50 degrees, and about 120

degrees after the fruit was partially dry. We
had a ventilator, 6 x 27 inches, near the top
which could be opened or closed as desired, but
should always be kept open while in use. At
bed time we filled the stove with large wood,
closed it tight, and in warm, dry weather our
Apples would be nicely evaporated in the morn-
ing. Out of this little cheap drjer we have taken
over seven barrels of nice evaporated Apples
well pressed down, over two barrels of Peaches,
besides Currants, Com, etc. I should have said

that this dryer being one inch longer from front

to back than the trays, it admits of a space of

one inch at the back of the fii'st tray, and also at

the front of the second, and so on alternately. I

have found this better than a half inch space in

front and back of each tray.—Mr. Arnold, before

Miehigan Horticultural Society.

Principles of Crop Feeding.
lEjrtract ofpaper read by Prof. TT. O. Atwater before

thf Massa<^husetts Sortii:ultural Soci^ty.\

In the following are given some of the
fundamental principles of plant nutrition

as applied to the ingredients of the food of

plants, their sources, application, etc.:

1. A part of the food of plants comes from the
atmosphere; the rest is furnished by the soil. If

the available supply of any one of a number of
substances needed for plant food be too small, a

Ught yield is inevitable. If, for instance, all the

other conditions for a profitable crop of Corn or

Potatoes are fulfilled in the soil, except that pot-

ash is deficient, the crop will surely fail. But if

the potash be applied the yield will be abundant.
2. The most important soil ingredients of plant

food are potash, lime, magnesia, iron, phospho-
ric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine and some com-
pound of nitrogen. Plants also take silica, soda,

and some other materials from the soil, but these

are needed only in minute quantities, or not at all.

.3. In removing crops from the soil we take
away plant food. This is the chief cause of soil

exhaustion.

4. Soils vary greatly in their capabilities of

supplying food to crops. Different ingredients

are deficient in different soils. The chief lack of

one may be potash, of another phosphoric acid,

and of another several ingredients, and so on.

.5. Soils fail to furnish enough of food for crops

chiefly because the materials are not in available

forms. A soil may have thousands of pounds of

phosphoric acid within reach of the plants, but
locked up in fragments of rock so that the roots

cannot absorb it, and then the crop will fail for

lack of phosphoric acid.

6. The sterility of many soils is due more to

their mechanical condition, their texture, and
relations to heat and moisture, than to lack of

plant food. Such soils want amendment first

and manures afterwards. Some soils will give

good returns for manuring; others, without irri-

gation, or amendment by draining, tillage, the

use of lime, marl, or muck, etc., will not.

7. The chief use of fertihzei-s is to supply plant

food which crops need and sods fail to furnish.

8. The indirect action of applications in im-

proving the mechanical condition of the soil and

rendering its stores of plant food available, is

often very important. Hence lime, plaster, etc.,

are frequently more profitable than fertilizers.

9. Plants vai-y greatly with respect to their de-

mands for food and capabilities of gathering it.

Hence, the proper fertilizer in a given case

depends upon the crop as well as upon the soil.

10. The only ingredients of plant food which

we need to consider in commercial fertiUzers are

potash, lime, magnesia, phosphoric acid, sul-

phuric acid, and nitrogen. Of the list, magnesia

is generally abundant even in "worn-out" soils.

Sulphuric acid and lime are more often deficient
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and heuee one reiison of the good effects so oft<?n

observed from the application of lime and plas-

ter. The remaininj? substances—the phosphoric
acid, nitrotten and jiotafih—arc> the most import-
ant ingredients of our commercial fertilizers, be-

cause of both their scarcity in the soil and their

comparative high cost

11. The chief use of commercial fertilizers-

such !is ffuano, phosphates, bone, potash, salts,

and special fertilizers prepared by formuhr for
different croiis, is to supply nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash.

13. These materials are expensive, but the right
ones in the right places are nevertheless very
profitable. Hut the same fertilizers in other
cases bring little or no return.

IH. 1 1 is not good economy to pay high prices

for material which our soils themselves may fur-
nish, but it is good economy to supply the lack-

ing ones in the cheapest way. Farmers cannot
afford to use commercial fertilizers at random,
nor to have their crops fail when a small outlay
for the proper fertilizer would secure them a
bountiful harvest.

14. The only way to Hnd out what our soils

want is to study them by careful observation

moved from such benign inflvience. We And by
experience that Pears grafted upon Quince
stock and Apples upon the Paradise stock can
and will produce handsome, clean, well-colored
and full-tlavored fruit even in adverse summers.
Hitherto thLs culture has only been carried out

in gardening work, and I fully believe that the
agriculture of the future must find its profit in
gardening methods, if we are to keep the hardy
fruit trade in British hands. The practice of
winter manuring has done much to increase our
crop and induce (lualit.v, and I would go further,
and give also a top-dressing in May or June of
long dung fresh from the stable, or of London
dung or moss manure. This latter is, I think, the
best for our purpose; it is easily carried on to
the land in baskets, and as it contains a large
proportion of urine and ammonia, it is quick in

action and effective for its purpose Liquid
manure is most valuable, and can be applied at
any time, but to best advantage in May or June.

If care and attention to mulching be carried
I

out on existing orchards, a marked improvement
would soon be manifested, and it would have the '

effect of bringing up the surface roots, which
would be more amenable to treatment, and

bu.v from others. He said that in the growing of
Celery, flat culture is preferable ; the formation
and growth of suckers is to be encouraged, as it

adds fullness to the head. He had found the Hus-
ton Market, or stmius derived from it, to be as
good as the crimson Celeries for winter keeping.
Uoston Market is inferior in vigor of growth to
the later strains; as compared with the Arling-
ton, for instance, it gave n<3t more than <)ne half

the yield. Successive crops should be taken from
the same ground, in one season. Crops so raised

cost no more, if as much, and it would be even
easier by this plan to keep the ground in a. neat
and attractive condition
George A. Tapley said he had planted Deans as

early as the 15th of April : a [Portion of the same
seed planted ten days later came along at least a
week behind that planted first. He had grown
Beets in forty-eight days from the seed, and
Squashes in sixty days from the time of plowing
the land. He had often raised three crops of

Meets and sometimes taken off a crop of Spinach
besides, making four crops in one season from
the same ground. He sowed the Siiinach between
the rows of the first i>lanting of Beets and re-

moved the Spinach, all at once, about May 2.5th,

FIG. 1. FIG. 2.

THE GROWTH OF ROOTS: ILLUSTRATING ARTICLE ON

and experiments. Success in farming as in other
business requires the use of brains.

Modern Fruit Culture in England.
Abstra<:t ofpaper read before tlie Rochester (England)
Farmers' Clvb, by Mr. George Bunyard.

|

The drawback to successful culture of
fruit in England is undoubtedly the want
of quality in our produce, either in size,

color or condition, due not so much to the
fault of the cultivator as to the want of pro-
pitious seasons, and to a general absence of
combined sunshine, or an equality of tem-
perature and the want of rain at the right
time. Abnormal seasons we cannot pre-
vent, and it is to a different system of cul-

ture that we must, I think, look to gain all

possible benefit from the little sunshine we
do have, and to store up its effects.
What I venture to call the modern system con-

sists of growing trees on surface-rooting stocks,
which, I believe, have not yet been fully or
largely tried in this country. I have taken up a
few Pear, Quince, Apple, and Paradise stocks to
illustrate my remarks. The Pear stock (fig. 1)

produces few but strong forked roots with a
minimum of fibres, and its appearance justifies

our practice in using it for orchard trees, as the
strong roots act as anchors to secure the tree in
its position, and to enable it to bear the weight
of its crop.

In the Quince stock (fig. 2) we find the condi-
tions reversed, and the fibres outnumber the
anchor roots and are predominant, while again,
it we take the transplanted Quince stock (tig .3)

we get the fibres still more developed. In the
Crab Apple stock (fig 4), we see the same process
as in the free Pear stock (anchor roots with a few
fibres). It is this which is used for the Apple
trees prepared for orchards, and it is eminently
suitable for the purpose. In the Paradise Apple
(fig. 5) we get again the same surface root and
fibres that the Quince stock presents.
Surface roots must receive the benefit of the

rains, sun and air more than the anchor roots,

which are, by reason of their position, more re-

within the influence and warmth t>t the sun. I

am of the opinion that it is in the direction of

more careful cultivation, combined with vigor-

ous pruning of the branches, and also attention

to the thinning of the fruit that we must look
for improvement in our orchard plantations.

I feel sure that plantations of dwarf trees

alone or dwarfs with standards at 30 feet apart
will be the orchards of the future. Before em-
barking largely in this modern culture a trial

orchard can be started with, say ten trees each
of twenty sorts. The beneficial effects of heavy
manuring are frequently seen in our Strawberries
Gooseberries and Kaspberries in the garden, and
I think much more of this must be done I should

only advocate free cropping sorts fur the dwarfs.

Much expense is saved in picking, by no ladders

being required; and the land must be good for

fruit growing o: it had better be left alone.

Garden Vegetables: Discussion on.
IFrom the Proceedings of the Massachusetts Horticul-

tural Society,}

William D. Philbrick said in regard to

growing good late liettuce, that in a soil

naturally moist, as for instance in peat land,

he had met with good success, although in

a warm, dry soil it is not to be expected. He
recommended White Egg Turnip as the best

for the table. It is a French variety. This
may follow a crop of Peas if the land is rich

enough, but otherwise should be sown ear-

lier. One ought, in most cases, to get a suc-

cession of crops in one season from the same
ground ; the land might be made to do
double, or even triple service in our kitchen
gardens as well as in our large market gar-

dens. It is only necessary to plant the first

crop early enough, and sometimes the sec-

ond crop can be planted before the first is off.

Squashes might thus follow early Potatoes.
If the Potatoes are of the early kinds, the
Squash vines would generally overrun the
Potato vines when these were done growing.
W. W. Itawson advise<l the cultivator to grow

their own plants and sell to others rather than

MODERN FRUIT CULTURE IN ENGLAND."

sowing the second crop of Beets the same day.

The first crop of Beets was harvested the 2flth of

June. On the 10th of July, the first crop of Beets

being off and the second growing, he plowed for

and planted the third crop of Beets between the

rows of the second. Mr. Rawson understood from
this that Mr. Tabley got only two crops of Beets
—two half crops and one whole one, and Mr. Tap-
ley agreed that it did not show successive crops
out of the same rows, but still thought the grou nd
had yielded three fuU crops of Beets by the
method of successive plantings in alternate rows.
In reply to an inquiry about Cauliflower cul-

ture, Mr. Rawson said the best cultivators do well
if they succeed with Cauliflowers three times out
of four. There was one season, about live years
ago, when every one succeeded, and since then
scarcely any one has. This result, he thought,
was not from any fault in the seed ; it was prob-
ably due to lack of moisture. Any prolonged
period of drought, even eight or ten days, unre-
lieved by artificial watering, is very detrimental
to this crop. His own success was attributable
solely to having provided the watering just when
it was needed. He had previously stated his ex-
perience with a field of three acres which was
on the point of suffering from drought, and was
relieved and made largely profitable as the result
of a single extensi\e watering. He would also
recommend the use of potash—not in a small
way, but liberally ; a ton to the acre would not
be too much. An inch of water once a week will

be readily utilized by the plants.

William E. Endici;>tt, though disposed to consid-
er that the green-fleshed Melons, as a class, are
superior in flavor to others, instanced amongst
orange-fleshed varieties, Shaw's Superb, which
he thimght as good as any of the green-fleshed
kinds. This variety grows very even In quality
scarcely any are medium or poor. He also com-
mended the Butman Squash as of fine quality
and an excellent keeper. He had kept one of
these in perfect condition for a year and a month
and twenty-one days.

James J. H. Gregory said he has an island un-
der cultivation, off Murblehead, where the at-
mosphere is cooler than on the main land, and
Cauliflowers there grow to extraordinary size.

Ex|)erimental gardens give very disappointing.
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results as regards this crop, both in respect to its

t?rowth in the heads and its yield of seed, which
latter varies from sixty pounds to the acre down
to a teaspoonful. In some kinds the seed wholly

fails to form, this being quite common with the

foreign sorts. Some sorts have an abundance.

He preferred the salmon-fleshed Melons to the

green-fleshed kinds, as being'Superior in quality.

Many Melons are no better than Pumpkins, es-

pecially the early ones and those brought from
the south. Melons should never be gathered till

the stem has " sprung "—that is, parted from the

fruit—more or less. The public should be edu-

cated to know the taste of Melons in a state of

perfection. We can, if we will, produce the musk
varieties to the very best advantage and so as to

command the market to the exclusion of all com-
petitors ; but the present practice of gathering

the fruit half-ripe spoils its (luality and hurts the

market for the native crop.

The Butman Squash should be allowed time to

harden its shell before gathered ; it should have
the whole season for it, and should have an abund-
ant provision of manure. It is rather a shy yield-

er, but if purchasers would pay proper prices it

could be more generally raised and brought to

market. He thought the subject of proper fer-

tilization was one on which much that had been
published was very unreliable. He gave as an
instance the extravagant commendation of kelp

as a fertilizer, which was diligently put forth

some twenty years ago, though now generally

forgotten. It came from a man who had the im-

agination of a poet and missed his calling. The
speaker would lay down one general principle

;

supply phosphoric acid to the land, and it will

not leach away (unless on very sandy soil) ; on fair

tillage land it will stay until taken off in crops.

Mr. Rawson confirmed the statement as to the

inferior ripeness of the Melons commonly of-

fered in the market by our gardeners; but

thought it impossible to do any better with the

native or common kinds. He recommended

the Montreal green-fleshed Melon as firmer in

texture when thoroughly ripe than the common
kind, and as bearing handling with less in.iury.

In reply to the question whether Arlington men
could raise a hundred bushels of Spinach on

twelve hundred square feet of laud, Mr Rawson
said that that product could be attained any-

where with plenty of fertilizer and moisture.

Mr. Endicott called attention to Stachys tuberi-

fera as a new vegetable highly prized in France

His opinion of it was not high. The tubers are

small, deeply creased, and very diflioult to keep

over winter except in the ground, it being hardy.

Practical Methods in Drainage.

[Abstraet 0/ address bii Prof. G. E. tlorrow, before

the Illinois Tile Makers' AssociaHon^

Free flow of vrater at outlet is the first

consideration. Good depth is important,

but not so essential as this. Having outlet

covered by water at times, as in streams, is

objectionable, but is less so than is often

supposed. Such drains should enter stream

in nearly the direction of current^not at

right angles to this.

Main Ditches, often the outlet on the farm or

near by is an artificial open ditch. Frequently

the most important first work in drainage is to

olien or straighten the natural water channel.

On prairie lands these are often twice or thrice

the length necessary, thus reducing fall or check-

ing flow. Open ditches, with rare exceptions,

should have very sloping banks, with earth taken

some distance from the edge. Koad ditching

and grading is often badly done—leaving holes

in the lowest places, with little care in providing

outlets from these. The road ditches must often

be outlets tor the farm drains. The main ditches

should be fii-st planned and dug, generally fol-

lowing lowest land, avoiding sudden curves and
unnecessary wiudingr!.

Side Ditches. The laterals usually should fol-

low any side depressions. Their directiim will

depend largely upon the slope uf the land. For

wide, nearly level tracts, it is better to have two,

three or more lines parallel to each other than

to have one main drain with short ditches at

right angles to this. To drain a pond, go to it

and through it often, with liitic regard to direc-

tion of other drains. Sometimes cross ditches

toward the upper end of a marshy tract, with

ijne main through the center, will do as much
work as several lines lengthwise the marsh.

Depth, size of Tile, etc. As to depth we often

must do as we can, rather than as we would like.

Three feet is a good depth. H the land slopes to

the drain from either side this is often as good as

more. There is no need of haWng a main design-

ed simply to carry water, deeper than three feet.

Where there is almost impervious sub-soil, extra

depth is of little advantage. No accurate rule

can be given as to size of tile needed . The slope

of the surface, rate of fall in ditch, depth of

ditch, piirosity of soil, character of tile and i-apid-

ity of rainfall, all have effect. It is needless to

provide for instantaneous carrying otT of excep-

tional rainfall. Little harm and some good
comes of ha\'1ng lines of tile overtaxed for a

short time. Tile larger than is needed cost more
and are not so good. It is a common mistake to

lay too small tile in main drains; almost an equal-

ly common one to have upper end of side

drams larger than necessary. A long line of tile

of same size is either too small or larger than
necessary at upper end. There are places where
a well-laid two-inch tile is as good as one of ten

inches. The rule that tile carry water in propor-

tion to square of their diameter is not .strictly

correct—large tile carrying proportionately

more. It would be safe to let five lines of five-

inch tile discharge into a ten-inch main. In our
prau-ie lands, there is little danger of getting too

much fall, but very slight fall will answer with

careful laying. A line of tile without any fall,

but with good outlet, would have some flow.

The larger the tile the less the fall needed. When
there is slight fall, it is better to sacrifice a little

in depth to increase the fall. Uniform fall is

better than making changes. Generally, the safe

rule in practice is to take all you can get and not

stop because there is little.

Leveling. For determining the rate of fall and
depth of ditch, a good "level" in the hands of a

man with some training and experience is the

only absolutely safe method. When there is

much work on very level ground, it is good
economy to secure services of a competent engi-

neer. This is not an essential in many cases.

Simple devices rpay be substituted with success.

Flowing water in the ditch can be made a safe

guide. When the surface has fairly uniform
slope a tightly stretched line above the ditch

may be depended on. A straight edge with up-

right and "bob" may be used. Accurate level-

ing with exact statement as to depth of ditch

at stakes even ten feet apart will not secure a

well graded bottom. Ditchers often make mis-

take of measuring from the surface, raising or

lowering the bottom with the roll of the surface.

The great mass of our ditches are still dug by
spades. Inexperienced ditchers are apt to make
a ditch wider than necessary. One foot at the

most is all that is needed at the surface for a

three-foot ditch, this sloping inward to the size

of the tile. If the soil is so hard as to require the

use of pick more width will be required.

Tools. Two spades and a "scoop" or tile hoe,

are all the tools essential to good work. The
plow can sometimes be used to good advantage.

There is good promise of successful ditch-dig-

ging machines; little, I fear can be expected of

tile-laying machines.

Laying Tile. There are some advantages in

completing ditch, and commencing laying tile at

upper end. For long lines it is, in practice, often

better to commence at the outlet. Usually it is

best to have the layer stand in the ditch. Get

the tile as close together as possible. The outlet

should be i)rotected. Having a plank box drain

at outlet often works well. A coarse screen over

outlet is desirable. Side drains should enter

mains at slightly higher level. Tile with"joints"

for entering drains are much better than relying

on cutting for an opening. The tile should al-

ways enter at an acute angle. The tile should

be covered at once. There is Uttle danger of fill-

ing the tile by the loose earth entering, if they

have been well laid. The plow can bo used to

advantage in this work. Where ditch passes

through hedge row or near trees it is well to

cover the joints with scrap tin or iron, or even to

use larger tile as collars, to prevent entrance of

.roots. Silt basins are often desirable at junction

of different lines, or where there is marked de-

crease of fall-. If not kept cleaned out or if sur-

face water can flow in at top, they may be worse

than useless. Long lines of tile may often be of

great value in gi\ing supply of water for stock.

A difliculty is in getting and keeping a clean and

easy approach. It is better to have the watering

or basin at side of the line of tile, connected with

it by a line. Thus the main line will not be

effected, even should the stock trample up and

for the time destroy their drinking place.

Qnality of Tile. Not all tile makers are perfect

and sometimes they make quite too much use of

the color, degree of burning or of glazing of

their tile. Given tile made of any fair clay,

straight, smooth on inside, free from flaws, with
ends at right angles to sides, and fairly well burn-
ed, 1 count glazing or extra hardness, of little

importiince. If there is competent supervision,
paying ditchers by the day is usually better than
payment by distance. The prices charged by
professional ditchers are frequently excessive.
In good soil, three foot tile drains can be com-
pleted for 25 cents a rod.

Hardy Ornamental Shrubs for Gar-
dens, Lawns and Hedges.

{Paper read by Jackson Dawson, gardener at the Ar-
nold Arboretum, before the Massachusetts Horticul-
tural Society.'\

What shrubs can be called perfectly hardy
in our rigorous New England climate? Such
shrubs as would live and grow and flower

in any ordinary, well-prepared soil without
any protection whatever, either by covering

or by being "planted in a sheltered position,

and that when once properly established,

would, with ordinary attention, give satis-

faction to the planter.

There are many of our finest shrubs that do
well if care is exercised in the selection of situa-

tion and soil, or if they are protected for a few
years until well established, that would not do
well otherwise, but these could not be termed
hardy, neither would they give satisfaction to

the general planter, who, as a rule, knows noth-

ing of the care required to bring such plants to

perfection.

Many in planting new places procure cata-

logues and make out their lists from them, se-

lecting all that is represented as most rare and
showy, or they may have made their list from
plants that they have seen in some exhibition,

never thinking that they require any extraord-

inarj' care in situation or culture to produce
such specimens as they have seen at the exhibi-

tions. Now this all a mistake, for many cata-

logues are deceptive, and the sooner nurserymen
and others learn to send out correct catalogues,

the better it will be for all.

The public want trustworthy information, and
the catalogues of nurserymen and seedsmen are

good places to give honest descriptions of plants,

and it they have any weak spots to point them
out, stating whether they need protection or a

special situation, and in what way. This would
not lessen the sale of this class of plants, and
people would plant intelligently, knowing the

places or positions where they would succeed.

The object of this paper is to give the names of

such as under ordinary conditions have stood

the test of cold and heat, or as many of the best

of them as there may be room for, and these will

be ample to select from. Many of them are na-

tives of our own woods and fields, and compare
well with their allies from other climes, whence
we import them at so much cost. For many
large as well as small places they can be used to

great advantage, giving a finer general effect

throughout the year than many of the exotics.

Before passing to the general list the essayist

glanced over the field to see what we have in our

own country. What, he asked, can be more
beautiful then the Kalmia (Mountain Laurel)

clothing our hills from Maine to Georgia '/ or our

swamps of Rhododendron maximum, or our

mountains covered with B. Oatawbiensc :' or our

native Azaleas, such as caicndutaeea, with flowers

varying from yellow to flame color; arboresceiis^

with its snowy white and pink flowers and scar-

let stems; tiiscosa, which fills our swamps with

its white fragrant flowers, or nudiflora, that

grows so luxuriantly on some of our dry hillsides.

Equally beautiful are our fields of Rhodoi-a,

with its purple bloom; our Viburnums, with

their corymbs of jiure white flowers in summer,
followed in autumn by their many-colored fruits,

from scarlet to purple, which in some species

last well into winter, enlivening the season when
nearly everything else is past.

Then there are ourCornuses, with good flowers

and blue and white berries, and many-colored

woods, cheering even in winter; the Wild Roses

that bloom from June to August; the Sumacs,

with their fine tropical foliage and brilliant col-

ored seedheads; the Wild Plums, especially mari-

tima and pumila ; the many species of Thorns,

which are beautiful both in flower and fruit;

ourSpira^as, white and purple: the White Fringe;

the Clethra, with its fragrant white flowers from

July to September; the Holly and the Black

Alder, which are most beautiful, if fruiting spec-
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imens are selected, the fruit holding on well into

the winter. Even now a specimen in the Arbor-

etum is as brilliant with its scarlet fruit as in

October. The Ink Berry is a fine evergreen

shrub. Especially ornamental as under shrubs

are the Halesia (Silver Bell or Snowdrop tree).

The Andromedas and the Huckleberries and
Blueberries are all useful and nothing can excel

their rich autumn coloring. The Shad Hush

{Amelanchier) is almost the first shrub to blossom

in our woods, and the Bai-berry, witli its fragrant

yellow flowers and scarlet fruit, is very orna-

mental; and so are the Wild Honeysuckles, with

scarlet and orange flowers. Other beautiful

native shrubs are the various species of Phila-

delphus, Potentilla, Hypericum, Kose Acacia,

Elderberry, Indigo shrubs, Ampelopsis, Bitter

Sweet and many others, many varieties of which
are easily transferred from their native haunts

to the lawn for permanent
Mr. Dawson next ga\e a general list of hardy

shrubs, beginning with the Clematis, of which
he named the following species; Virginiana^

white, a climber; Pltchcri, dark purple, flower-

ing all summer; crispa, pale blue, fragrant; Ver-

ticiUariti, with large, pale purple flowers; Vitalba^

the travelers' joy of the English, white; graven-

!e(i«, yellow flowei-s in late autumn, the seed pods
very showy; DavitJiana, fine porcelain blue, fra-

gi-ant flowers, resembling minature Hyacinths;

rnJniffta^ white, one of the finest of the late bloom-
ing species. The varieties of Jackiiianii and
other garden \'arieties are too well known to

need more than mention.
Xanthnrhiza aplifolia is a beautiful low shrub,

with chocolate-colored flowers and autumn
foliage.

Most of the varieties of Pmoma Miiutan are

hardy, with fine, showy flowers.

The Calycantluis floridus and tavigat'm (Allspice

bush) are desirable for their fragrance.

Schlzamlra Chincnsia is a fine climber with fra-

grant flowers and scarlet fruit.

Of the Moonseed we have three species, Menis-
permum Canadense, Dauricnm and Japonicum ;

they are good plants for covering posts or small

arbors, the foliage being of a rich green.

The Akcbia quinata is also a fine vine for rock
work or trellises.

Of the genus Berbcris, the best are B. Cana-
densis, a native species; B. vulgaris and its vari-

eties, with yellow, red, purple and white fruit;

and the variety with purple foliage. B Thun-
bergii, a fine low-growing species from Japan, Is

one of the best of all, being brilliant all winter.

B. Sieboldii, known in gardens as H. Hahodaka,
is also a good one.

iberfe coi-iacca and Myssum Cneorum are dwarf
shrubs, with white and yellow flowers.

HudKiinia tamcntosa and H. iricoidcg, two na-
tive shrubs, when once established, will grow in

the most exposed places.

Hypericum Kalmianum andH. prolificum from
Lake Sujierior, and H. atireiint, from Tennessee,
are the best of the genus and bloom well during
the latter part of the summer.
Actinidia p'llygaina, a strong rampant growing

vine from .Japan, has white flowers, and light,

green edible fruit, in size like a large (Jrape.

Zaiithnxyliun Americamiiu (the Toothache tree),

and Ptfka trifuliata have inconspicuous flowers.

Une (if Fuina Carbon in killing ground Vermin.

but grand foliage, and the fruit is ornamental.
Of the Holly family, which are hardy, we have

Prlnos rerticillata ( Black Alder), with both red
and yellow fruit, Itex bvingata and f. glabra
(Ink-berry), with black fruit and evergreen
leaves; also Nemopanthai Canadcnxin, with rosy
purple fruit.

(To he continued.)

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Laying Out Tile Drains. Prof. Carpenter

gave in Drainage ,Jo\u-nal the following illus-

trated method for laying out ditches and leveling

the bottom. If no survey has been made we can

use the following method to determine the fall

and the grade line: At No. 1 in illustration we
set our first cross-bar and stakes so as to give a

depth of four feet. At the farthest distance that

can be seen we set another cross-bar and stakes

so as to give us the required depth at that iioint,

say three feet. To find the fall between these

two we have only to sight over a level of any
construction, from the first cross-bar to the last,

and measure the intersection of this sight line to

the cross-bar, which will serve to show it we have
any fall or not. After we find that there is suffic-

ient fall between the two cross-bars, any number
of intermediate ones can be set by sighting, and
accurately too. Leave these in until the tile are

laid under any given one and you will find the

work done with all the accuracy needed, and in

much less time than if you had attempted any
method which depended on leveling the bottom
itself. Subsecpiently Prof. Carpenter has recom-
mended the stretching of a cord tight over the

top of the cross-bars, and to measure from the

cord to the bottom of the drain to determine the

level required for the bottom of the ditch. It is

also necessary to have a tight line near the sur-

face of the earth to guide the ditcher in setting

the ditching spade. It is desirable to have the

sides of the ditch even and straight from point

to point at top and bottom, and especially so in

the bottom.
Fnma Carbon Bi-Sulphide. Prairie Farmer

calls attention to this as a vermon killer, and
Illustrates how it is applied to the burrow of an
animal, (prairie dog in this instance). The sulp-

hide should be introduced well into the hole by
means of a rubber tube, being poured into a

connecting funnel from a can as shown. After

half an ounce or more of the sulphide is run in,

the tube is withdrawn and the hole covered with

earth. This liquid boils at 118° F. ; and, the half

ounce of it quickly diffuses itself throughout
the burrow, and acts the same as chloroform
would do. Indeed, bi-sulphate of carbon could

be used as an anajsthetic, e.xcept that its odor is

not too agreeable. The vapour is not dangerous
when breathed in the open air, but should not be

breathed in a close room. For rats: Send the

liquid well into the hole, and stop it up. For
weevils, etc. : Half an ounce per ton of grain in

a closed bin is sufficient. Saturate a cloth with

the liquid. For ants, etc. : Put a dose in the hole

and cover it up. The fuma carbon bi-sulphide is

not poisonous, nor will it Injure the skin or

clothes. If the vapour is inhaled in the open
air, it will not effect the operator. Keep it in a

cool place and away from the fire

Brnssel Sprouts and Savoys. Many people ob-

ject to Cabbage and even to Savoys—Cauliflower
they have found uncertain in our climate, and
hard to grow without the aid of glass. For a

delicate form of Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts are

to be commended. They require a rich soil, and
if success is expected they must be abundantly
fed. The seed should be started early, and the

plants should receive the same treatment as Cab-

bages, but the sprouts last all summer, and should

be placed where they can have the whole ground
for the season. The plants grow with a large,

loose, Cabbage-like top and a tall stalk below,

over which Cabbage-like heads form, which can

be gathered all summer and until the hard frost

of the north may destroy them. In Virginia

they usually endure the winter, and furnish an
abundance of greens when planted late in sum-
mer. Boiled in clean water and dressed with

cream, the little heads make a good substitute

for Cauliflower. The plants grow tall and top-

heavy, and in small gardens it will pay well to

stake and tie them up.—W.F. Massey in G. and F.

Preserving Apples and Pears. My aim is to

keep them in condition some months longer than

can be done on fruit-room shelves and on warm
dry boarded floors. I prepare a mixture as fol-

lows: 3 or 3 bushels of cocoanut fibre, I lb. of

powdered charcoal, 1 oz. of powdered sulphur,

and ^ oz. of salycilic acid, all duly mixed. Place

a layer of this about 1 inch thick on the damp
bricks or stones in as cold a cellar as you have-
temperature, say, :i5° or 40° at this time of the

year—then spread out the fruit evenly, then

more of the mixture just to cover the fruit, and
another layer of fruit and so on. The fruit must
be hand-jiicked, and treated as tenderly as eggs.

My .Jargonelle Pears are picked just before they
begin to sjioil on the trees, and before the birds

spoil them. The ripening of the fruits will be re.

turdcd by their bcmg placed in these antisepticg

on the cold, damp floor of bricks or stones; the

materials mu.st be damp but not wet. I consider

this as following Nature a.s nearly as can be.—
Cor. Gardener's Chronicle.

Exposing House Plants to the Sun. One of

our floral writers calls attention to the danger of

letting the pots in which our plants are growing
being exposed to the sun. We doubt if there are

not many of The Rural's readers who have never
thought of that. We confess that we never real-

ized the danger as much as we have since reading

the article of this writer. The fibrous roots soon
grow to the side of the pot, and these are

baked in full sunshine, trebly hot coming through

CUT TILE DRAIN LAYING.

glass which condenses its rays. The root tips are

soon killed. The whole ball of the earth is baked

over and over daily, and yet people wonder why
they don't succeed with house plants. Shade the

sides of the pots always, either by plunging in a

box of sand, moss, cocoa fibre or ashes, or place

a thin board on edge across the front of the

plant shelf that will come almost to the top of

the pots. A good way to screen them is to set

each pot in one two sizes or more larger, filling

the space with moss or sand.—Western Rural.

Peach Yellows. According to my observation

the Peach is less liable to disease under high cul-

ture than when neglected, or on poor soil. On
the principle that yellows will appear under all

conditions, many growers give the tree little or no

attention, depending upon one or two good crops

for profit before the disease attacks them. This

is opposed to systematic good culture, and to the

careful orchardist is especially repulsi%-e. If cul-

tivators generally would study the practical part

of the subject, and note the conditions under
which the disease appears, and is increased, they

might render valuable assistance. The yellows

is no respecter of varieties or places. Where it

finds proper conditions for development there it

operates and continues its work of destruction.

However, we can unite upon the heroic rooting-

out and burning of any infested trees as soon as

the disease is discovered.—Josiah Hoopes in New
York Weekly Tribune.

Boses Not Blooming. Mr. .Tohn.Thorpe, during

a brief visit to the Rural grounds, pronounced

some half a dozen tall Rose bushes to be Manetti

Koses. We had never suspected it, not being

familiar with this Rose, which is used chiefly for

stocks upon which to bud other Koses either of

feeble constitution upon their own roots, or those

that will not readily root from cuttings. This

Manetti is a very shy bloomer. It always has as

many as seven leaflets—rarely nine. It may be

known by this characteristic Have you any
Roses in your collection, readers, that do not

bloom? Perhaps in your case, as in ours, the

varieties budded upon them have been winter-

killed and the Manctfias, which ai-e great to

sucker, have grown up in their stead.—R. N. i*.

Rolling Onions not Kecommended- Some three

years since as my Onion tops began to go down
I, for trial, forced down the tops of a number of

rows. In harvesting the crop I measured the

ground and the crop, also a corresponding
amount adjoining, and found a decided difference

in favor of letting nature do her own work, which
I have always done since. The present season,

soon after Onions began to mature and the tops

to break down it commenced to rain and contin-

ued at Intervals for two weeks. The Onions
commenced a new growth. It seemed necessarj'

to roll down the tops, but this had only little ef-

fect, as the growth continued.—Farm Life.

Secret in Growing Roses. A congenial soil is

first requisite for success. That in which the

Rose deUghts more than any other is a deep, rich,

heavy loam, moderately moist. The Rose is a
gross feeder and will at all times resent neglect.

Poor soil will not yield good Roses. No, not even
poor ones. A liberal supply of plant food is ab-

solutely necessary. The amount of flowers is

proportionate to the growth of the plant; they
will appear just as fast as the wood is produced
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that bears them, and the wood is produced ac-

cording to the supply of plant food furnished —
American Agriculturist.

Wistaria as Standard. Dui-ing the month of

May the visitor will be most especially impressed
with the very handsome Wistara that are planted
through the grounds and many of which are
grown as standards. One in particular is alone
worth a visit, and could a photograph be taken
from it when in full flower, many now ignorant
of the possibilities of this plant would be sur-
prised at its rich appearance. Some idea may be
had when it is stated that it was covered by hun-
dreds of clusters of flowers, in such profusion
that few of the leaves could be seen.—A. E. Whit-
tle, in American Florist.

Seed Growing on the Pacific Coast. The seed
trade appears to be destined to a very great ex-
pansion in California at a not very distant period.

In the single county of Santa Clara, not less than
1,200 acres are now devoted to the production of
garden seeds. Over eO.OOO lbs. of Lettuce seed,
and 120,000 lbs. of Onion seed have been shipped
east from these grounds in a single season. The
rapid increase of business in California indicates
that on at least of the great centres of the seed
business is to be in this State.—Soc. of Arts .Tourn.

Look After the Weeds. Burdocks, Yellow
Dock, Mullein, and the like, should be cut off

with a hoe .lust below the surface. Poke root
and .Skunk Cabbage should be cut early and
often. Thistles should be continually cut till

choked out. Allowing weeds to go to seed in

various places on the farm does not pay, although
it yields a large return in trouble in fighting
weeds.—Mass. Ploughman.

From Parks and Gardens of Paris we take the
annexed illustration of a shade or screen intended
to shield the Grape thinners from the str(jng rays
of the sun during their work. Such an appliance
is especially sensible for European gardens where
Grape vines are so often trained against high
walls, exposed to the noon sun, and might be
found useful in other ways besides viticulture.

Mildew of Gooseberries. One cause for mildew
on Gooseberries, Grapes, etc., is too thick foliage

or being grown with too thick tops. Thin out
thoroughly and you wUl prevent mildew to a
great e.\tent. Currants and Gooseberries should
be well and heavily mulched with coarse litter.—

Indiana Farmer.

Apple Exports. More Apples have been shipped
from America to Europe the past year than ever
before in a single year, the total being 1,401,381

barrels. The largest previous shipments were
in the year 1S80-81, when the exports reached
1,228.70(1 barrels.—Mass. Plowman.
Grermination of Grape Seeds. A French horticul-

turist has found that the seeds of the finest varieties
of Grapes germinate more quickly than those of the

Shading for Grape Thinning.

commoner sorts, and that seeds fresh from the fruit
germinate better than dried ones.—Indiana Farmer.

Shipping Potted Roses. Matthew King plants a
few gralusof Kye in pots from which the earth Is to be
turned In a ball for siiippiug. The matted roots of the
grain very effectually hold the mass together.—Cali-
fornia Florist.

Flea Beetle on Potatoes. The unleached wood ashes
have the effect of repelling the flea, but It is necessary
that every leaf should be covered underneath as well
as on top ui give perfect protection.—R. N.-Yorker.

Thinning. It will pay to thin Apples when large
fair, even fruit will bring twice or three times as much
per barrel as the small ones.—Western Rural.

Evaporated Apples. The production of evaporated
Apples in this country In 1888, is estimated at 300,000

50-pound boxes. About 88,(1(10 boxes were exported.—
Western Rural.

Love's Labor Lost. Attempting to mend a half
worn-out, old orchard by tilling in vacant spots with
young trees.—Farmers' Home Journal.

Preserve Freshness. Leave no vegetables exposed
to the hot sun after they are gathered.—American
Agriculturist.

Pulling off Grape leaves Is as bad as to let the bugs
destroy them. Corr. Couutry Gentleman.

Dead grass and leaves should never be burned.—
Garden and Forest.

Vegetable Products on the Table.
Sqnash Pie. One egg, one pint of milk, one

cracker rolled fine, one cup of sifted Squash
sugar. Nutmeg and Cinnamon to taste.

Spiced Plums. One gallon Plums, one pint
vinegar, one quart sugar, Cinnamon and Cloves
whole. Boil several hours and seal.—Md. Farmer.

Spiced Currants. Si.\ pounds of fruit, four of
sugar, one of seeded Raisins, one pint of \nnegar
two tablespoonfuls of Cloves, three of Cinnamon
and one of Allspice. Boil slowly one hour, stir-

ring constantly.

Vegetable Soup. One pint of vegetables, in-

eluding Turnip, Carrot, Onion and Celery; cut
into small pieces and boil one hour in water
enough to cover. Add one ijuart of clear stock,

a. little more salt; boil a few minutes and
serve.—Am. Rural Home.

The New York Sun Cholera Mixture. Take
equal parts of tincture of Cayenne, tincture of
Opium, tincture of Rhubarb, essence of Pepper-
mint, and spirits of camphor. Mi.x well. Dose:
1.5 to 30 drops in a wine glass of water, according
to age and violence of the attack. Repeat every
1.5 or 20 minutes until relief is obtained.

Blackberry Cordial. Two (luarts of Blackberry
juice, one pound of loaf sugar, one-half ounce
each (Cinnamon, Nutmeg, and Cloves, one-fourth
ounce Pimento. Boil all together a short time

;

when cold add one pint of the best brandy. Cork
and seal well and it will keep any number of
years. The older the better.—P. Farmer.

Baked Tomatoes. Take Tomatoes fresh or
canned, chop them, i)lace among them any good
meat finely minced, Parsley, some bits of butter,

stale bread cr'jmbs or macaroni boiled; have on
the top of the baking dish a layer of crumbs
season the whole with pepper, salt, a little

minced Shallot; bake until slightly brown.

—

Western Rural.

Fresh Salad. To keep Salad plants, like Let-
tuce, Celery and Cress fresh and crisp, do not put
them wholly into water, but wash them, wrap
them In a wet cloth and lay next the ice or in a

cool cellar. Sprinkle Peas, Green Corn, Beans,
with water, throw a wet cloth over them and if

kept in a cool place they will be fresh and crisp

when wanted.—Michigan Farmer.

Watermelon Rinds. Pare thin and cut in

fancy form if you choose; take weak alum
water and pour over them boiling hot; let them
stand a day and a night, then strain off and boil

in clear water till they are quite tender; make a

syrup of equal parts of vinegar and sugar,

enough to cover the rinds; add a few sticks of

Cinnamon, a few Cloves and a spoonful of Gin-
ger. Boil the rinds in this till they look clear,

skim out caiefuUy into your can or crock, then
pour the syrup over them boiling hot, and seal or

cover tight and they will keep all right.

Stuffed Tomatoes. Melt one tablespoonful of

butter, add one half Onion cut fine. Fry until

yellow, add three-quarters of a cup of meat
chopped fine, three sprigs of Parsley, one and
one-half cups of bread crumbs soaked in water
and squeezed dry; one egg, one teaspoonful of

salt, one-quarter saltspoon of Cayenne and some
of the Tomato pulp. Cut a piece from the top of

Tomato, scoop out part of the inside and fill with
the above mixture. Cover with buttered bread
crumbs and bake fifteen or twenty minutes
Any kind of meat that cliances to be left over
can be used.—Mass. Plowman.

Fried Tomatoes. Select the largest, firm,

ripe Tomatoes for frying. Cut in halves and
put in a frying pan with two tablespoonfuls of

butter. Place the Tomatoes with the skin side

down and on the top of each half put as much
bread crumbs as it will hold, seasoned with salt

and pepper. Cover and allow them to cook ten
minutes ; then take out the Tomatoes on a plat-

ter and set where they will keep hot. Prepare a
gravy as follows: If the butter has cooked away,
add a little more to the frying pan ; pour in half

a teacuptul of boiling water; thicken with a tea-
spoonful of flour wet with a little water. Stir
until it boils, season with salt and pepper and
pour over the Tomatoes.—Prairie Farmer.

String Beans on Toast. Get a quarter of a
peck of snap Beans. Break off each end as small
as possible, drawing down the strings if there
are any. Break each Bean into pieces an inch
long, and if they are large split them with a
sharp knife lengthwise. Let them lie in clear
cold water twenty or thirty minutes. Drain
them, cover with boiling water, and boil steadUy
for about an hour. They are done as soon as
tender enough to pierce with a straw. Then
drain off all the water, add pepper and salt and a
small piece of butter Toast some slices of stale
bread and dip them in boiling water slightly
salted, lay them in a dish, mix a half-cup of milk
with the Beans and heap them on the toast.

HOUSE PLANTS.
Abutilon. T(u-ning the pots from time to time will

prevent their rooting Into the sand or soil beneath.

Anthericum. The variegated form requires consid-
erable root room. If this tendency becomes incon
venlent, the soil may'be washed.off the roots, and the
plants repotted In fresh soil In smaller pots than could
be used t)therwlse.

Allamandas delight In a warm, moist situation, and
In light fibrous soli. If flowering freely give liquid
man(u-e at times. Cuttings of the half ripened wood
now root readily.

Aspidistras Give liquid manure while leaves are
making rapid growth.

Balsams can now be taken up from the beds and
put int^) large pots for the window after frost.

Begonias. Flowering plants to be shifted into larger
pots.

Callas. Start Into free growth for early blooming.
giving rich soil and plenty of water. Pots need not be
large, but should have perfect drainage.

Chrysanthemums are benefited by giving weak
liquid manure once or twice a week. Stake as required.
Dust with Tobacco when aphis are troublesome.

Cuttings of Clerodendron, FIcus, Rex Begonias, and
other tropical plants can be rooted by the amateur
now better than at any other time. Place the green
cuttings In sand, cover with some glass vessel, and
water lightly as needed.

Earth Worms. When troublesome to Roses In pots,
apply caustic lime water, not too strong.

Geraniums. Prevent rooting Into the plunging
earth, by turning the pots occaionall.v. if nice bushy
specimens of the fragrant sorts are desired, pinch the
excessive growth back now.

Ivy Geraniums. Cut back old plants to be lifted as
they start Into growth. Place In rather small pots. Re-
pot young plants for rapid growth.

Lemon Trees. Repot as needed. Leaves and stems
should be occasionally sponged with soapy water.

Mahernia Odorata should be repotted by middle of

month. Keep young plants growing rapidly.

Orange Trees. Treat like Lemon trees.

Palms. Repot as required. Keep well watered.
Sponge off the leaves occasionally.

Potting Requisites. Get In a supply of soli, sand
pots, moss.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Ageratums for winter flowers to be cut back.

Asters. Keep ground well stirred among them.
Water, mulch and stake If required.

Climbing vines nee<l training until all bare spots are

covered.

Climbing Roses. Remove the superfluous shoots.

Tie the remaining ones neatly.

Coleus and other foliage plants need frequent pinch-

ing back to Induce compactness and shape. Propagate
young plants for wintering over.

Chrysanthemnms. Plants In open ground to be
potted for e-xhlbltlon should be taken np at once to

have a chance to become established.

Cultivation. Keep the soil between all the plants

stirred frequently.

Dahlias. Prepare for late storms by staking and
tying. For flue flowers remove some of the Ijranches.

Everlasting flowers to be preserved for winter use

should be gathered before fidly expanded, tied In

small bunches, and hung up in a dry shady place, with

heads downward.
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Euphorbia jacquiticeflora should be repotted early

this month, and strong shoots be pinched back to In-

duce bushy growth.

Hanging Baskets and Vases. Give liquid manure
once or twice a week. Loosen up the soil oi-caslonally

by means of a sliarpeiieil stick, and keep trim by re-

nioviuK dead and decaying foliage.

Lawn. Cut moderately now until fall rains start

the grass Into new growth.

Lilies. Unless it Is desired to save seed, cut away
seed vessels as flowers fall In order to strengthen bulb.

Pick off caterpillars.

Lilium Candidum. Bulbs may now be taken up,

separated and replanted.

Pansy. Sow seed for spring flowering in nicely pre-

pared cold frame, covering with white-washed sash or

muslm frame.

Propagation. Many kinds of ornamental shrubs

can now be increased by layering.

Pruning. Exces.sive and unshapely growth of shrubs

on the lawn to be pinched back.

Rhododendrons, Remove all seed ves.sels.

Stakes. Provide them for all plants needing them
to guard against Injury from fall winds. Use neat,

natural stakes rather than the painted ones.

Verbenas to be pinched back as needed.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Achimenes delight in warmth anil moist atmos-

phere. Roots must not be allowed to get dry.

Bedding plants of choice klnd.s or where large

stock is desired for next season, may now be propa-

gated from cuttings.

Chorozemas and similar hard-wooded plants to be
repotted as needed; leading shoots to be pinched back
occasionally. Sponge off daily, and water thoroughly,

but not tflo often.

Chrysanthemums Intended for show should have

the Sdil rcniDveil from top of pot and replaced by some
rich compost, stake and tie as needed.

Climbing Vines. Syringe freely to guard against

insect pests. Train and remove dead twigs, leaves,

etc. oive manure water freely.

Diosma Fragrans. Treat like Chorozemas.

Ericas, Epacri, etc. Directions for Chorozemas will

apply.

Ferns to be repotted as required. Give water to the
r<X)ts freely and keep In warm, moist atmosphere.

G-eraniums for winter bloom to be held In check.

To provide plants for house use next spring begin
propagating by cuttings now.

Greenhouses. Inspect sashes, heating apparatus,
etc., and repair where needed. Make all preparation
for fall. Provide stock of soil, sand, pots, moss, and
all other requisites.

Gloxinias when done blooming to be removed to a
cold frame, preferably placed over a bed of coal ashes.

Shade sashes heavily and gradually lessen amount of

water given.

Repotting. Old pots should be soaked and washed
clean, and new ones provided when needed. Repot all

plants that are likely to require it, so that they become
well established before cold weather sets in. Give
good drainage and set the plant in center of pot.

Rhyncospernum jasiminoides. To destroy Insect

pests wash the leaves and branches thoroughly with
soapy water as soon as the plants are done flowering.

Repot as needed.

Seeds. Sow of ten-week and intermediate stock for
winter bloom. Smilax for next year's plants.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Apple Trees. Discontinue cultivation at end of

month to prevent late growth. Keep newly set trees

well mulched. Remove superfluous shoots and pinch
in the new growth of all trees to Induce development
of well shaped heads.

Blackberries. Pinch back the new canes when about
four reet high, and the laterals at about fifteen inches.

Cut out and remove the old canes.

Budding of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, etc., may
now go on. Watch the ligatures, and cut them
promptly as .toon as stock and bud have become united.

Commission Dealer. Select one that you have con-
fidence in, and stick to him year after year so long as
he treats you well. It is not a good practice to ship to

more than one party In the same place.

Currants- Thin out suckers. Remove superfluous
wood. Keep bushes well cultivated and free from
weeds.

Gooseberries. Treat same as Currants.

G-uarantee cards, with the shipper's full name and
address, guaranteeing contents of package of good
unlfonn quality, may be put inside of every package
of really first-class fruit.

Insects. For aphis dip the affected twigs into a
strong decoction of Tobacco stems or other Tobacco
refuse, or spray the trees with it. Hunt up the Apple
and Peach tree borers and kill them. Also put a band
of tarred paper or a mound of coal ashes around the
base of each tree. Destroy the nest of the fall web
worm. Gather caterpillars on Grape vines.

Marketing. Early varieties of Apples and Pears
now ready should be picked before they have softened

at all. Pack according to the rules of your market,
always taking care to have the fruit firm In the pack-

age so It cannot shake and become bruised in transit.

Peaches when picked for market shouhl be in that
condition that they will be In a state fit to be eaten by
the time or soon after It reaches the consuiner. Over-
ripe fruit must be consumed at home, or disposed of

to canuers, evaporators, etc.

Packages, crates, half barrels, baskets, etc., should
be provided in advance, be bright and clean, and Just

of the kind most popular in your market- Each pack
age to be plainly and neatly marked with the grower's
name and address.

Plum Knot. Remove affected limbs, or cut the
warts off with a sharp knife, and apply linseed oil Ui

the wounds.

Raspberries. Treat as directed for Blackberries,

unless It Is desired to Increase stock of plants. In that

case allow the shoots to grow at will, then fasten the

tips to the ground by means of wooden pins, small
stones, or a little soil, etc.. and leave undisturbed until

the plants are ready for taking up.

Sorting. All tree fruit should be assorted and packc<l

in three grades. Have same size and quality from top

to bottom. Face top layer, turning each specimen
that the bright side appears uppermost. Neatly round
off the top. Never ship anything as flrst class unless

it is strictly so.

Strawberries. Keep beds well cultivated. To make
new plantations now let runners form into thumb pots,

and when well rooted, remove to permanent beds.

Thinning may yet be done for late fruit. Remove
all the Inferior specimens, and especially those showing
signs of worm attacks. For exhibition fruit select a

thrifty branch, and remove one half or two-tlilrds

from it, leaving only the finest specimens.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Asparagus. The bed must not be allowed to become

overrun with weeds.

Scans for snai>s may yet be sown for succession.

Broccoli and Brussels Sprouts. Cultivate frequent-

ly and hoe deeply.

Celery. Finish setting plants for winter and spring.

Handle the self-bleaching varieties for fall use, and
cultivate and hoe all frequently, but shallow. Appli-

cations of fertilizer along the rows, and a light mulch
around the roots are of considerable benefit.

Chervil. The Tuberous sort can now be sown.

Corn Salad. Sow In drills a foot or fifteen inches

apart. Keep weeds down by the frequent use of

wheel hoe.

Cresses. For succession sow every two or three

weeks in shallow drills one foot apart.

Cucumbers. The fruit whether for Pickles or Cucum-
bers must be gathered at least every other day. Cut
It off with a sharp knife or pair of scissors, never pull

or tear it off. Specimens can be allowed to ripen on
the vines only at the loss of part of the green crop.

While gathering the crop, pull up any stray weed that
may show Itself. A last sowing may yet be made first

week of this month.

Cultivation. Keep the ground between all crops

that do not yet cover the ground, well stirred by means
of cultivator, hoe or rake, and kill every weed to be
seen. When one crop is removed from any part of the

garden, plant another at once. This continuous crop-

ping should be kept up all through the season.

Corn. Remove all ears or tops affected with smut,
and destroy them.

Cabbage. Cultivate and hoe deeply. A top-dress-

ing of some good fertilizer around the plants will be
beneficial.

Endive. For a succession sow at intervals, then

thin to one foot apart in row, or transplant to that dis-

tance, in rows fifteen Inches apart, in rich soil, and tie

up and bunch as wanted for use or sale.

Leeks. In hoeing draw the soil up to bleach them.

Lettuce. For succession. If desired, sow every two
weeks.

Melons. Specimens setting towards last of the

month, that can not be expected to mature before

frost, may be pinched off carefully. Otherwise do not
disturb vines more than is needed

.

Onions now begin to ripen. When the tops get yel-

low and fall down, pull and gather In windrows, or

place In thin layers in a dry shed to cure Then re-

move the tops, where needed, and store the bulbs in a

cool dry place.

Peas of the earliest sorts are sometimes sown this

month for a late fall crop. But It is an uncertain one
except under unusually favorable conditions.

Potatoes. Harvest the early sorts as soon as ripe.

Store In a cool dark cellar.

Radishes. Continue to sow summer sorts for suc-

cession. Also sow winter sorts at once.

Spinach. Sow for late fall crop.

Sweet Potatoes. Cultivate and hoe, lifting the vines

off the ground to prevent them from striking root.

Seeds. Select the earliest and most perfect speci-

mens of Tomatoes and Egg Plant, alsii the earliest ami
best filled pods of Lima Beans for seed.

Turnip. Sow the quick growing flat Strap-leaf sorts

in drills one foot apart, A dressing of superphos-
phate- in the drill is very beneficial to this crop.

Tomatoes. The prompter the ripe ones are' picked,

the faster the crop will develop and ripen. Pick off

all the imperfect or spotted specimens you happen U»

come across. Look out for, catch and destroy the green

Tomato caterpillar.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Figs. Ulve water bountifully U* the roots durlug hot

weather, and occasional application of liquid man ures-

If allowed to get dry, the plants are liable to drop

most or all their fruit.

Grapes. Give air freely to earliest houses, and keep

vines In a state of rest. In Intermediate houses free

air, but no water should be given. Late houses re<iulre

to be kept as cool as poslble. Syringe freely. Fumigate

once a week.

Gaavas in tubs or pots should not become dry at the

roots, or the fruit wUl drop off. Thin fruit where set

too thickly.

Strawberries. Keep the plants, potted last month,

In a cool, airy, half shady spot, and In a vigorous grow-

ing condition.

Tomatoes. Seedlings or cuttings for winter forcing

may now be started in four or five-inch potS'

THE POULTRY YARD.
Ventilation. Keep the poultry house weU ven-

tilated and thus insxire healthy fowls.—The
Poultry liaiser.

Care of Turkey Chicks. Keep those late-

hatched turkeys i?rowinj? rii?ht alonj?, and they

will make fine market birds, and bring a good
price along the latter part of February and the

forej>artof March.—Am. Farmer.

Late Chickens. They should be well fed and

well cared for in every way, else they will never
pay for raising. When kept coitit*>rt;ible and
well fed, late-hatched pullets wil! l.r ready to lay

next spring when the earlier-hatched pullet-s are

taking a rest.—Am. Farmer.

Save the Best for Breeding. Don't market all

the hens that are over one year old. It is from
well matured parents that the most Aigorous
otfsprings come. So select the most vigorous
and motherly for next season's breeding stock,

and don't try to force them to lay egjjs dunng
the winter; they will be ready to lay earlier and
produce more vigorous stock if allowed to rest

until the breeding season opens.—Ind. Farmer.

Remove Broken Eggs. Egg shells shotild

never be given to hens as they will learn the vice

of egg eating therebv. When an egg is broken
in the nest or yard it should be removed as soon

as discovered. A hen seldom begins to eat egg
shells until she finds one broken by accident, or

until she becomes accustomed to egg shells that

may be thrown in the yard.—Mirror and Farmer.

Preparing Fowls for Market. The dry process

is quite superior to the old scalding practice. As
soon as the fowls are killed and while their

bodies are yet warm, the feathers can be pulled

out quickly and easily, and are more valuable

when saved in this condition, and the flesh ot the

fowl seems to be cleaner and presents a more
attractive appearance when marketed, which
has much to do with the price obtained.

Save the Hen Manure* If you will give only

one-seventh the attention to your hen manure
that you do to collecting the eggs it will help you
a long way on the feed bill. Make a bin large

enough to store the manure. Before you wish to

use it have the wash water saved on wash days
and dampen it slightly, stirring it up with a hoe
and working it well. By the time you wish to

use it, it will be nicely pulverized and a rich ter-

tilizer. If you choose you may add land plaster

or muck but do not add horse manure to it.—

Cor. Orange County Farmer.

Apoplexy Among Fowls. A fowl taken at

first with lameness, and which in the course of a
day or two will st;^^^^pr about, make a rush for

the food aad stumble ever it, with an appetite

always good, is troubled with apoplexy. Bleed-

ing, by opening a vein under tlie wing and feed-
ing on light food willlbe helpful and in some cases
will eflfect a cure. It is i)ussil)le, however, that
this may be one of the results of a long course of
in-breeding, by which the constitutional vigor
has been impaired. Possibly too much meat has
been given or the hens may be too fat and if a
warm breakfast gives place to a diet of Oats and
Wheat in equal parts or better still Barley, the
chances are that there will be a mai'ked improve-
meut.—Cor. Farm and Home.

Market Quality of Fowls. If every farmer
would raise only the best (piality of poultry for
market and abandon the dunghill altogether, a
higher price and greater demand for poultry
would be the result. Coarseness of flesh and
dryness are qualities to be avoided. The tine-

boned, plump juicy fowl will always command a
high price. When a customer once secures a
carcass of good qualitj- he will certainly inquire
for more of the same kind, and with many the
price paid will be no object. Farmersshould use
the Dorking a seitson, then follow with the Pit
Game for a cross. If this course of alternating
with a Game and Dorking or other large breeds
was inacticed every year there would be a great
demand for such birds, and it would pay well to
those raising them.—N. H. Mirror.
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Corrfspondents are urged to anticipate the season in pre-
senting questions. To ask, for instance, on April 16 or 20

tehat Peas had best be sown, could bWnp no answer in

the May issue, and none be/ore June, when the answer
would be unseasonable. Questions reeeivedbefore the 12th

of any month stand a good chance of being answered in the

next paper, ^ot more than three questions should be sent
at one time. Ansu^ers to questions bearing on the com-
par.itive value of implements, etc., offered by different
dealers must notbe eJ^ected. Neither can we promise to

comply wiih the request sometitnes made to "please ansiper
by mail." Inquiries appearing without name belong to the

name next following

.

Replies to Inquiries are earmestly requested from our
readers. In answering such give the number, your
looality and name, the latter not for publication, unless
you desire. Write only on one side of the paper.

l.ais. Apple Seeds. Where and at what price might
they be sold ?—H. J. B.. .Vohan-k, Ont.

l,»lfl. Apple tree Bark Louse. What can I do for

my Apple and Pear trees ? The limbs are covered with
small white spots.—F. L. F., Mertztown, Pa.

I,a47. Canning Fruit, Sweet Corn, etc. Some one
please tell how to have it keep.—S. M. S., Lafai/ette, 0_

1.348. Budding Peaches. Please give us lucid dl-

rectlous as for Rose budding in June number.

1.349. Marianna and Abundance Plums. Are they
genuine, worthy novelties ?

1.350. Plums, Cherries, Apricots. What varieties

do I need for home use, especially those that will bear
within a year or two after setting ? Thermometer here
seldom goes lower than two degrees below or higher
than 911 <Iegrees above.—G. W. B., Agassiz, B. C.

1.351. Remedy for Pear Blight? How can I prevent
it ? Will stock of varieties subject to blight render the
graft more easily attacked ?

1,353. Pears Cracking. What will prevent it 7 Will
lime tend to check it ?

1.353. Rust on Raspberries. How can It be pre-

vented y—W. H. H., Leban^m Springs, N. F.

1.354. yield of Strawberries. What is considered a
good average crop t What variety is most productive?
—I. P. C Mayflelil, Cal.

1.355. Musa Ensete. How grown from seed ?—D.
M. D., Carpentera, Cat.

1,35G. Grass from Lawn, Can It be utilized for

manure, and how?—G. W. B., Ruttedge,Pa.

1,;K7. Herbaceous Plants. How can 1 raise them
successfully ? Sowed last year with all care, but none
came up.—R. S., Ont.

1.358. Jacqueminot Rose for Summer. How shall

I treat it to keep it dormant for sununer flowering? It
is now in 6-inch pot. Have a small conservatory.-C.
V.C., Chicago, III.

1.359. Cyclamen Persicum. How to be treated after
blooming in pots, to keep it over for blooming again ?

1.3W1. Lily of the Valley. How are the pips treated?

I have not been successful in getting a nice bed of
them.—C. D., St. Paul, Minn.

1.361. Propagation of Gooseberries. What is the
best way ? either by layering or from Cuttings.—L.C J*.,
South Bethlehem. Pa.

1.362. Aphis on Currants. How can I rid my seed-
ling Currant bushes from the pest ?—Sub.. Wisconsin.

l.Sfi:). Quince Leaf Blight. What ails my Quinces?
The leaves on my five-year old trees annually turn
brown, and finally drop olt. Five applications *<if the
copper mixture had no effect.—T. T., Lancaster, Pa

1,364. Hyacinths. How are they grown In moss and
In gla.sses? When started ?—H. C. L., Penii ran, JV.r.

I,3«i5. Pot-Grown Strawberries. In setting them
should the ball of earth be soaked and root.s .separated?
—K.. Concord. N. H.

1,3(». Cabbage and Cauliflower. At what date
should seed be sown here to winter over in cold frame,
and whether in the frames or in the open ground and
transplanted?-C. L. N., Winchendon, Mass.

1.367. Currant Cuttings. Should these be taken as
.soon as the leaves fall or later ?—R. J. N., Warsaw, Ind.

1.368. Pansy Plants for Spring Blooming. Will
seed sown Sept, tst give plants that will bloom In June?—MIS.S N. S., Kent, <i.

1.3G9. Tobacco Fertilizer. Of what fertilizing value
Is Sturtevanfs Tobacco and Sulphur Insecticide and
Fertilizer?—J. W. P., Neu' RocheUe. N. Y.

1,310. Cauliflower. Name best variety for home use
and market ? Is Sept. 15th early enough to sow for
wlnterlngover.-P. Z. N., Vincenncs, Ind.

1.371. Lawn Mower. Is any machine provided with
a grass box or attachmeut for collecting the grass as
fast as cut ?—D. S. T., itfeii7,or(, B, 7.

1.372. Green Manuring. What crop is best to sow
in fall ti) turn under next spring ?—O. L. T., Macon,Go.

1.373. Tennisball Lettuce. Are there two varieties
of Tennisball Lettuce ? If so, name difference —

P

Rutland, Vt.

1.374. Adirondack Potato. What are the character
Istlcs of this ? Is It of much value;?-E. L. C, Saco, Me.

1.375. New Nasturtium. Is there a new variety
called Comedian, and what are its characteristics ?—
X. A. U., Passaic, N..I.

1.376. Gladiolus. How shall I treat bulbs when
through flowering ? Last season I packed them In sand
and about half of them rotted.—N. T., .,4iifjiirii, N. I".

1.377. White Tulip. What Is the best double white
Tulip ?—P., Bismark, Dak.

1.378. Lawn Seeding. When is the best time to seed
down? Are the so called special mixtures for shady
locationsof valiie?-B. A, L., CVinfon, iv. Y.

1.379. Bloomless Hoya. My three-year old seems
strong and healthy. Why no bloom ?-I.W.S.,JBoi-<'no,/H.

hl,.38n. Tomato Leaf Blight. What can I do for it ?—
G. W., Prosser, W. T.

1,3S1. Gloxinias. How must 1 treat them both be-
fore and after blooming ?-A. G. W., Malone. N. Y.

1,302. Gooseberry Culture. What, If any, publica-
tion or treatise is there on this subject ?

1,383. Latest Strawberry. Which Is it for Western
New York?-H O. B., F.ureka, Wis.

1,284, Cut Flowers. How should they be kept to
preser\-e their freshness ?—M. R. Sfb.

1,:K5. Plum Trees Dying, The bark on my trees
turns dark on one side, splits, and reveals the wood dy-
ing beneath. What can I do for it ?—R. s., Ont.

1,3.86. Rhubarb. Roots planted this year. How soon
may stalks be used ? How long in spring is it safe to
pull stalks on two year-old plants ?

1.387. Grape Mildew. What remedy is there for my
Grapes ? Leaves turn up, but no insect is visible.—
T. W. L., I'o.

1.388. Killing Woodchucks. Can It be done with
dynamite, and how ?—J. T. M.

1.389. Wintering Celery. What is the best method
on small scale for home use ?—Subscriber.

1,390. Manure for Orchard. Can It be safely
plied in autumn ?—O. M. flIcR.

ap-

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
],27.i. Strawberry for Amateur. I have found

nothing equal to the Crescent Seedling fertilized
with Capt. Jack or Wilson.—J. Ridley.

],27-l. Tree Paeony. Evergreen Nurseries, Ev-
ergi'een, Wisconsin, have imported plants of the
Tree Pa'on.v at .Tlicts. each.—Geo. Finney.

1,27(1. Boses not Bloomiag. Mildew is the
probable cause of the buds shrivelling and ap-
pealing out of shape. Try Henderson's Mildew
Mi.xture, and apply according to accompanyiug
directions.- C. E. P.

1,372. Grapes on Wall. I would keep them on
the frame, and nothing less than six inches from
the wall.—r. E. P.

1,275. Strawberry for Amateur. I would not
confine myself to one \ariety. Charles Downing
and Sharpless are excellent sorts.—C. E. P.

1,278. Well Botted Sawdnst is not good man-
ure for berries unless well mixed with good sta-
ble manure and allowed to remain in a pile for
some time before using.— C. E. P.

1,282. Early Badish, Red Forcing Turnip or
Early Scarlet Globe are the best varieties for
forcing.—C. E. P.

1,284. Hellebore for Aphis on Roses. Helle-

bore is applied by being dusted on with a gun or
bellows while the foliage is moist with dew. For
the Aphis or Green Fly I prefer Tobacco dust or
Insect Death powder to be applied as above ad-
vised.—C. E. P.

1,257. Trimming Currants. Currants do best
when kept well pruned and thinned out. I would
not trim tliem up four or six inches, but would
cut the old wood out, and allow the strong young
wood to fruit.—C. E. P.

l,2,5!l. Aphis on Boses and Fnchsias. Where
the plants are grown under glass, these pests

can be easily destroyed by fumigating with To-
bacco stems once or twice a week. In the open
air an application of Tobacco dust will destroy
them. It should be apphed earl.v in the morning
while the plants are wet with dew.—C.E. Parnell.

1,357. Herbaceons Plants from Seed, Perhaps
the want of success was due, not to the failure of
seed to germinate, but to the ravages of insects

or slugs. The seedlings are often eaten off as fast
as they make their appearance above ground.
To outwit the slugs, one of our foreign exchang-
es advises to sow the seed in shallow pans or box-
es, as may be most convenient, and place them
under glass. Sow thinly, that there may be no
occtision to thin the seedlings b ifore they are
large enough to be picked off. When of a suita-
ble size prick them off into boxes or pots or in
the open ground, but the most satisfactory re-
sults are obtained by pricking off the small grow-
ing kinds into pots or boxes, and putting the
others in beds in the open ground. The beds
must be made moderately firm and have the sur-
face made quite fine. The seedlings should be put
about four inches apart each way, be well wat-
ered, and shaded from the sun in bright weather.
A sharii lookout must be kept for the slugs until
the seedlings are established and commencing to
grow freely, or a large proportion will probably
be destroyed.

],3t7. Canning Frnit, Sweet Corn, etc. Mre.
W. D. Devol, at a recent meeting of the Musk-
ingum (O.) Farmers' Club, told her way of can-
ing. She thoroughly cleans the fruit before
conkiiif;- it, and sweetens it ready for the table.
While Ipiittling she allows the vessel of cooked
frnit to remain on the stove, where it keeps hot,
as this is the secret of success. With a gasoline
stove the canning may be very comfortably done.

Keep the covers and the rubbers of the bottles
perfectly dry. Mrs. Devol i>refers the self-sealer
with the beer-bottle lid-fastener and keeps the
bottled fruit in a dark place.

1,3H3. Quince Leaf Blight. The Quince leaves
submitted to me for examination are affected
with a disease to which we have given the name
Leaf Blight. It is caused by a parasitic fungus
which we have quite fully described and figured
in our Annual Report for 1888. What foUoAvs is

in part a quotation from that article. The dis-

ease first shows itself in the shape of small, dull,
carmine-red spots which appear first on the up-
per, and finally penetrate to the lower surface of
the leaf ; the color soon changes from red to a
dark brown, with a slightly elevated, minute,
black spot in the center. The spots also increase
in size, and if very numerous, the tissue between
them also turns brown, and loses its vitality. As
soon as the leaf becomes badly diseased it falls
off ; and if another growth of leaves is produced

,

these, too, become diseased. The spots are usual-
ly about one-fourth of an inch in diameter. This
wholesale destruction of the foliage interferes
very seriously with the growth of the wood and
the maturing of the fruit. The seed or spores of
the fungus are borne in compact masses, and as
seen by the naked eye consist of little black-
specks seated upon the brown spots. Under prop-
er conditions of moisture and Ineat each spore is
capable of infecting a healthy leaf. The spores
that are formed late in the season live over win-
ter in the old leaves so that it is readily seen that
the latter, if allowed to remain under the trees,
are a constant source of danger. To get rid of
this infectious material the leaves should be raked
together in the fall and burned. As an additional
means of preventing the disease the trees should
be sprayed with a solution prepared as follows

:

Into a 1-gallon vessel pour 1 quart of ammonia
(strength 22° Baum), add 3 ounces of carbonate
of copper, stir rapidly for a moment, and the car-
bonate of copper will dissolve in the ammonia,
forming a very clear liquid. For use, dilute to
23 gallons. Make the first application when the
leaves are about two-thirds grown—taking care
to roach every leaf—and repeat at intervals of
three weeks throughout the season. It must be
borne in mind that in neaiiy all fungus maladies
the treatment is preventive and this disease of
the (Juince is no exception to the rule. It will be
sheer folly to begin spraying the trees after the
disease appears. The whole secret of success in
such work is early treatment.—B. P. Gaxloway,
Chief of Section Vegetable Pathology Dep. Ag.

1,298. Booting Bose Cuttings. Hybrid Per-
petuals and any others equally hardy may be
readily started in the open ground any time
after suitable firm, partially ripened, growths
can be obtained. A shady location is essential.
Teas and other tender sorts should be started in
pots, and given protection under glass.—M.B.F.

l,2»fl. Mulch for Blackberries. I should much
rather use straw or Pine needles. Chips or rotted
shavings make a snug harbor for all manner of
pestiferous insects. We use salt marsh tiay in
this locality but of course in the majority of
places this would not be available.—Faxon.

1,:300. Ampelopsis Veitchii, If well started it

will need no protection. If not use a covering
of Rye sti'aw or similar light material as the vine
will not be so high but that can be readily done.
—M. B. Faxon.

1.302. Plums on Hill Side. Yes they would
be as well adapted to this location as any fruit
you could select. Heavy soil is preferable.—F.

1.303. Sod for Small Fruit. Tour best way
would be to plant some hoed crop ne.xt season
before setting your small fruits. If you cannot
conveniently wait, plow to a medium depth the
coming fall and in the si>ring work thoroughly
with a disc or wheel harrow, then plow the
second time before planting. Well rotted ma-
nure is adapted to all fruits in any location.
Bone dust is perhaps the best of the manufac-
tured fertilizers, though unleached wood ashes
or any high grade phosphate is good.—Faxon.

1,305. Insects in Cistern, In order to have
pure water you will necessarily have to clean it

out. Then use a few pounds of powdered bora,x,

taking pains that it is thoroughly stirred in.
Should any bugs afterwards make their appear-
ance make a fresh apidication, though so large a
quantity will not be required as at first.— F.

1.309. Treatment of Bose Seedlings. Mix the
sand with leaf mold or well rotted compost.

—

M. B F.

1.310. Dewberry Plants, They may be propa-
gated from root cuttings the same as Black-
berries. Every piece of root that has an eye will
grow if planted in light finable loam.—M. B. F.

1,313. Japan Anemones. The soil can hardly
be made too rich for this class of plants. Very
likely this is where the cause of the trouble lies.

—M. B. Faxon.
1,315. Improving Sandy Soil. The best plan

where a muck or peat deposit is available is to
cart on a quantity, applying the same as stable
manure and work into the soil by plowing and
harrowing. I have seen wonderful results from
this treatment.—M. B. F.
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1,333. strawberries in Young Orchard. If tbe
ground is not too much shaded jou could not

choose a bctt*,'!- location, other conditions beint?
fuvorable.-M- B. F

l,3;i6 Planting Baepberries. I prefer topUmt
in the fall as they start very early in the s[»ring

and in m()\ing it is next to impossible not to
break the buds badlv. Cuthbert is with me the
best red and (iregg the best black,—M. B. F.

l,:»s. Weeping Willow. Is perfectly hardy
even in most exposed situations.—M. B. F.

1,343. Plan of Family Small Fruit Patch. If a

plan were drawn showing about the quantity of

each variety or kind to he planted in a certain

allotted space, it could or rather would harflly be
adapted to two different families as nearly every
one has some prefereoee for a particular berry
or fruit. In starting a patch of this kind, how-
ever, if the soil is in good condition, the portion
of it which is planted to Blackberries and Kasp-
berries may be double cropped by putting a
double row of Strawberries between each of the
others. We are seldom troubled with an over-
supply of this fruit in the home garden. Straw-
berries may be planted during this and next
mouth, and the others later in the fall or spring
as desired.—M. B. Faxon.

1,351. Pear Blight. The only remedy known
to us is to prevent infection. Every diseased

part of a tree should at once b& cut out way
below the line showing symptoms of the disease,

and promptly burned. Heavy manuring with
raw yard manures seems to increase the dangers
of blight attack, while seeding down to grass

and moderate feeding, esi>ecially with mineral
manures only, seem Uy fortify the trees against

infection. Over rapid aud forced growth, and
consequent succulence of wood is to Ije avoided.
For a preventive application to the soil, next to
mineral manures, we would recommend sulphate
of iron i copperas ) and napthaline, the former to
be scattered ( or sprinkled in solution ) all over
the ground for the purpose of killing the fungus
spores resting in the soil, tbe latter { napthaline )

to be placed directly under the tree in limited
quantity, for the purpose enveloniug it in an
atmosphere of napthaline vapors through which
the spores of the blight fungus will not be very
likely to pass without there vitality.

1,3^5. Pium Trees Dying. Bark on Plum,
Cherry, Peach and other fruit trees is frequently
injured by freezing, subsequent exposure to the

sun rays in just the way described. The only
pre\entive we could suggest, is to shade the
trunks in early spring, ^\'nich may be done by
means of boards, straw, evergreen boughs, or in
any other convenient way.

1,388. Killing Woodchucks. For people who
are used to handling dynamite, or are not afraid

of it, the task of getting nd of any animal bur-
rowing in the ground, when the burrow can be
found. Is an easy one. All you have to do is to

insert a small charge, say one-quarter or one-

half pound, with cap and long fuse attached,

into one of the holes, placing it as far back as

possible, so that the end of fuse will just stick

out. Of course you must be sure that the
animal is at home. Then stop up all the holes
of ingress and egress, tightly, especially the one
where the dynamite is inserted. Then tire the
fuse, and you will have no more trouble from
that particular animal. Another apparently
good way of getting rid of burrowing pests—
by means of bi-sulphrde of carbon—is described
elsewhere in this issue.

1,38:2. Early Radish. In Boston the Long Scar-

let and French Breakfast take the lead.—M. B. F.

1,385. Helianthus Multiflorus fl. fl. Plant the
seed as lyou would common Sunhower. It is of
no more dificult cultivation.—M. B. F.

1,387. Herbert and Gaertner Grapes. Try H.
S. Anderson, Union Springs, New York, and
Ellwanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y —M. B. F.

1,316. Asparagus TenuisBlmaa. Sow the seed
in the spring and treat in the same manner as
the common variety. Seeds of this class of
plants are slow in starting.— M. B. Faxon.

1,291. Windmills for Pumping Water. The
Iron Turbine is liked as well as any and on the
whole has the preference here.— M. B, F.

1.493. Melon Vine Borer. A small quantity of

finely sifted coal ashes in the hill at the time of

planting will in a large measure prevent the work
of the Squash maggot. It would doubtless work
quite as well with Melons though of course it is too
late to try it this season.— M. B. F.

1.494, Apple Tree Blight. In that portion of
the Champlain Valley occupied by Chittenden Co.,

Vermont, the blight which you speak of has almost
ruined some orchards. No remedy has so far been
discovered.—M. B. F.

1,295. Pear Leaves Wilting. Probably a borer
is at work in the stem just above the surface. If

so you will notice the chips. Probe for him with a
piece of small wire.—M. B, F.

l,iJ9T. Pansy Culture. We are not acquainted
with any larger work on the subject. Mr. William
Toole gives the following instruction in his Guide
to Pansy Culture: Seed to produce plants for early
spring blooming should be sown from middle of

August CO middle of September, and the young
plants wintered in a cold frame. Boards may be
used instead of glass to cover with. South of Cen-
tral Illinois it is better to depend mainly on spring
and early summer flowers from seeds sown in the
fall. Plants started in the greenhouse early in

January are not quite so early, and if the frame
plants are transplanted once, as early as spring
will permit they are as good Jn every respect. Few
persons who buy plants know that in the North our
most beautiful Pansies are in autumn from spring
sown seeds. Start in boxes in the window, giving

the young plants plenty of light and not too much
heat. If the soil is rich enough, and not too dry, or

In too hot a situation, Pansies, with frequent cul-

tivation, will stand a long siege of hot weather, if

no seeds are allowed to form. With this care one
can have Pansies from young plants in midsum-
mer. The plants which have flowered in the spring
will do well again in the fall if the long branches
are cut back late in June. The plants which have
flowered through the summer and fall, will usually

winter over well if protected with a light covering
of straw or leaves, but thorough surface drainage
must be provided to prevent water from accumula-
ting around the plants and forming ice about them.
Id the cold frames a considerable mixture of sand
is desirable, as the plants with protection winter
better in sandy than clayey soil. Pansy seed should
be sown thinly in shallow furrows, not more than
one-sixteenth of an inch deep, made with the
sharpened edge of a piece of lath. The seed bed
should be mellow and rich, leveled smooth before
the seeds are sown, and after sowing the seeds
should be covered evenly, and the surface pressed
with a piece of board. The seed bed should be
watered and shaded until the young plants are up,
after which they should be gradually accustomed
to full light. A rich sandy loam is best for Pansies
ard if not too stiff, a clay soil is better than that
which is very sandy. But whatever its texture, the
Foil should be made rich with well-rotted manure
thoroughly incorporated with the soil, and stirred
several times while the plants are in the seed bed.
This thorough preparation of the soil is very impor-
tant. Transplant after the plants have attained the
fourth or flfth leaf and before they have become
drawn and slender with crowding. A hot situation
facing the south, should be avoided. Temporary
shade during the hottest portion of the day in ex-
tremely warm weather, would be an advantage,
but shade the whole season through will not admit
the brightest colors or an abundance of flowers. If
watering is necessary the ground should be well
soaked in the evening and thoroughly stirred,
about two inches deep, next morning, as soon as
the soil is dry enough. Cultivation without water-
ing is better than watering without cultivation.
Keep the buds picked off after transplanting until
the plants are well established, and also during
very hot weather, for a good display of flowers in
the fall. When growing where they are to stay, a
square foot of space should be allowed each plant.
Frequent stirring of the soil is necessary between
the plants until they are too large.

l,;i46. Apple Tree Bark Louse. The pest troub-

ling your Apple trees probably is the Scurfy bark
louse. Its original home is on the bark of our na-

tive Crab trees, but recently the insect has become
quite common on our cultivated Apple and Pear
trees, and Mountain Ash also. The color of its

eggs, which are a purplish red, leaving a blood-like

stain when the scales are mashed against tbe bark
distinguish it from the oyster-shell bark louse, an
insect that somewhat resembles the Scurfy bark
louse but has white eggs, and is also quite trouble-

some to Apple and Pear trees. Both insects are
preyed upon, and thus kept somewhat in check by
various insect parasites, by the twice-stabbed lady-
bird, and by some of our insect-eating birds, and
the treatment for both is also the same. No better
remedies have yet been found than those mention-
ed in Saunder's Insect Injurious to Fruits. During
the winter the trees should be examined, and the
scales scraped off, and thus a large proportion of
the insects may be destroyed. The insect should
be fought also at the time when the eggs are hatch-
ing, and the young lice crawling over the limbs, as
then they are tender and easily killed. The time
of hatching should be watched, and while the
young larvae are active, the twigs should be brush-
ed with a strong solution of soft soap and washing
soda, or syringed with a solution of washing soda
in water made by disolving half a pint or more in

a pailful. Painting the twigs and branches with
linseed oil has also been tried with success. As a
precautionary measure every young tree should be
carefully examined before being planted, and if

found infested should be thoroughly cleansed. -M.R.

1,318. Budding Peaches. This operation is quite

similar to that of budding Ruses shown on page 218

(June Number). It must be performed at a time

when the bark of the stock parts readily from the

wood. For buds select young shoots of this season's

growth from strong and healthy branches. Cut
the leaves off at once leaving only the stubs, and
reject the soft immature buds at the upper extrem-

ity of each cion. The bud is Inserted in young
wood {same years growth), and a smooth place.

generally near the ground, is selected for the oper-
ation. Part of the lower branches may be remov-
ed previously to facilitate the work. Make the ia-

cision in the shape of a T, same as was directed
for budding Roses, using a sharp knife, preferably
the so called ^'Yankee'' budding knife which has a
rounded point; then lift the edge of the bark with
the blunt back of this rounded point, and insert the
bud. Most budding knives, however, are provided
with an ivory handle, and then the end of the latter

is used for loosening the edges of the incision, by
thrusting it under the bark. Cutting the buds is

done about the same as for Koses, and in June bud-
ding the wood is always left on the bud; but for
fall budding peaches the wood is generally remov-
ed. Mr. A. S. Fuller gives the following directions
for cutting Peach buds. Hold the branch or shoot
containing the buds in the left hand, and with the
smaller end toward you; insert the knife blade
about one inch below the bud; cut a little deeper
than you would if the wood was to be left in; pass
the knife above the bud about one inch, then cut
across through the bark only, about half an inch
above the bud; then with the finger and thumb lift
up the bark, at the same time press gently forward
and the bark and bud will come off, leaving the
wood beneath adhering to the branch. Before in-
serting the bud ascertain whether the "chit" or
embry bud, was left intact. In inserting the bud
this is held between thumb and forefinger of left
hand, and when the knife is withdrawn after mak-
ing the incision, the lower point of bud is placed
under the bark of the stock, and thrust down into
position. If the upper end of bud is too long, so
that it does not pass completely under the bark of
the stock, it must be cut across so as to allow the
bark which remains with the bud to fall into place
rest firmly on the wood of the stock. A strip of
basswood bark, raflfia or whatever tying material
may be used, is now firmly wound around the stock,
both above and below the bud, covering the entire
incision, and leaving only the bud and the leaf-stub
uncovered. In ten or fifteen days the union will
have taken place, if it does at all. and the bandage
must at once be removed or loosened, which is
most conveniently done by a careful cut across it
with a sharp knife.

1.3^. Cut Plowers. To keep cut flowers in
glasses and vases fresh for the longest possible
time, the first requisite is to keep the water in which
they stand perfectly fresh, either by frequent re-

newal, or by the addition of some antiseptic, like

salicUic acid, or perhaps of ammonia, nitrate of
soda, etc. The ends of the flower stalks should be
cut from time to time. When cut flowers are to be
preserved in their first freshness for some special
use. says an Exchange, it is better not to put them
into water, but, after wetting them well, to wrap
them closely in paper or lay them in a pasteboard
box and put them in a cold place, the colder the
better, so long as their is no danger of their freez-
ing. When stood in water it is not essential that
the water should daily be changed. The addition
of small quantities to keep the vessel full will
answer quite as well. But the vessel should not be
very small. To crowd many stems into a glass
which contains but little water is to insure the quick
fading of the flowers Care should be taken not to
allow the stems rest upon the bottom, as in this case
they flnd it difficult to absorb the water. After a
day in water in a warm room flowers will be greatly
refreshed if taken from the vase at night, thorough-
ly sprinkled, wrapped, stems and blossoms and all,
as closely as possible in a soaked cloth, and laid
aside until the morning. They will be much fresher
than if they had been left in their vases, yet will
not have bloomed out so much. Before thus laying
them aside and again in the morning a bit of each
stem should be cut off. as the end soon hardens, and
it is needful that the mouths of the sap vessels be
kept open. This ought also to be done once or twice
a day, even if the flowers are kept constantly in
their vases. Roses which have drooped before
their time—as, for example, when worn on the
dress—may be wonderfully revived if the stems,
after being thus cut, are placed for ten minutes in
almost boiling water and then removed to cold
water. It is also well to add a little charcoal or
ammonia to the water in which flowers are stand-
ing. The disagreeable odor which appears when
Mignonette and certain other flowers have been for
a few hours in water may be prevented by remov-
ing in advance all the leaves from those parts of
the stems which are within the vase. It is the quick
decay of these leaves which produces the odor.

1,328. Propagating Clematis. Clematis may
be propagated by means of cuttings, layers, and
grafts, but as grafting and striking cuttings require
considerable skill and experience to insure a full

measure of success, layering is the best method for
those who are not proficient in propagating these
plants. The layering should be done when the wood
is moderately firm, and in your case it will be
preferable to layer the shoots in pots. Take a suffi-
cient number of five-inch pots and after placing
bits of crocks in each, fill them with a sandy mix-
ture and place them in convenient positions about
the plants from which the layers are to be taken.
When this has been done bring down the shoots, cut
them partly through in a slanting direction and peg
them securely in the pots, one in each, and cover
with sand. The soil must be maintained in a nice
moist state, and the pots should, if possible, have
soil or coal ashes packed about them.—A, H. E.
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1,352. Fears Cracking. This disease, which is

quite distinct frcim the (irdinary Peai- blight, is

the one long liuowii to horticulturists as "leaf

blight " or " scald " of the Pear. It is quite de-

structive, and the writer has had some experience

with it in New Jersey. Singularly enough it did

not seem to spread, but attacked the same tree

year after year, with perfectly healthy trees

almost touching it all around. The symptoms
of which are described by Professor Galloway
under 'Quince Leaf Blight " (Reply to No. B 63).

The same fungus attacks both fruits. The fruit

on attacked Pear trees also shows the carmine-

red spots, and these afterwards grow darker in

color. The skin becomes
very much roughened,
and the fruit cracks
deeply in the flesh, there-

by spoiling its appear-

ance, and rendering it

liable to speedy decay.

Where the disease appears

more or less, every year,
says the report, it would
be well to thoroghly spray
the trees before the buds
begin to swell, with the
Bordeaux mixture, pre-
pared as follows: Dissolve
10 pounds of sulphate of
copper in 32 gallons of
water ; in another vessel
slake 30 pounds of lime
in (i g a 1 1 o n s of water.
When the latter mixture
has cooled, pour it slowly
into the copper solution,
care being taken to mix
the fluids by constant stir-

ring. When the leaves are
about two-thirds grown,
a second application
should be made, this time,
however, using a solution
prepared in the following
proportions: 6 pounds of
sulphate of copper, H
pounds of lime, and Hi
gallons of water. Dissolve
the copper in ID gallons of
water, and slake the lime
in 6 gallons, then mix as
described above. The
mixtures are to be sprayed
over the entire trees by
means of a force pump.
It would also be well to
repeat the applications of
the weaker solution every
three or four weeks until
middle of August. This
treatment, if properly
carried out, promises to
give relief .

1,351!. Grass from Lawn.
The most sensible way of

utilizing law mowings
for fertilizing purposes is

to feed them to poultry
or other stock. If such
and similar materials,

however, are to be used
directly as manure, this

can be done by adding them to the compost heap.
Mi.ving them well with the animal manures.
Where the latter are not at hand, the mowings
ma.v be piled up in a sijnaretn'ap, with other veg-
et.ibleri'fiise ami the kit<hiMisliips eiii|itied upon
it from time to time as acc-nmulateii. Or the
grass may be mixed with loam and composted.

Two Plansfor a Park at Cologne-on-
the-Rhine.

Some years ago when we visited the oltl

" Volksgarden" which these plans later on
were designed to modernize and render

worthy of a large city, we found much to

criticise in the arrangement—among other

things an itndue crowding with trees which
were too close even for underbru.sh to grow,
hence bare ground beneath, etc. How dit-

lerent was this from Batterson park, Lon-
don, as we had seen it shortly before, or

some of the paries of Paris as we saw them
a little later. Some of the flower beds, on
the whole, we thought capable of affording

some satisfaction to the visitor, but there

was too much wood of an inferior kind, and
the whole in other ways far from what such
grounds ought to be.

These facts were also recognized by the

city authorities, and resulted in the offer of

two large prizes for best plans of a veritable

"people's garden." The upper one of the

two accompanying plans received the first

prize, but not being held in close conformity
with tlie peculiar lay and formation of the

site, was not adopted for execution. Neither
was the plan which received second prize.

Plan No. 3 (the lower one in our illustra^

tion) was designed by Mr. Kowallek, the

director of city gardens, and accepted by
the city. The arrangement of the roads

and walks is such that the visitor will have
no need to inquire for the chief points of

attraction. Following the graceful curves,

winter all sorts of liquids, more or less

alcoholic, are sold to the skaters.

The transformation of the old grounds
into this beautiful park or people's garden
involves an expense of only about ^200,000

—a mere trifle compared witli the cost of

similar institutions in America.

TWO PRIZE PLANS FOR A PARK AT COLOGNE-ON-THE-RHINE.

he is led up to them; or, if he wishes, to the

various exits. At the same time there are

numerous by-walks and paths that afford

easy means of distribution, and guard
against the danger of unpleasant crowding

on days when the park is more than usually

thronged with people.

In the lower right-hand corner, outside

the parlc enclosure, we have the Eifel

place, with fountain surrounded by lawn,

etc. Four streets from the city unite here,

and naturally the chief entrances to the

park are to be found near. This, with the

restaurant with music hall—the leading

attraction for Germans—in same corner but

inside the park limits, are on higher ground,

and afford an imposing view of the grounds,

and upon the clear waters of the lakelet

with its fountains, water fowls, etc.

The grounds around the music stand

towards the park side are laid off in beauti-

ful walks, shaded with large trees, cool and

pleasant. Near by is the old fort, trans-

formed into play grounds for children, and
surrounded by a fine display of carpet bed-

ding, etc., on one side, and the wonderful

Rose garden, in two sections, on the other.

Near the lakelet, a little to the left of the

restaurant, we find the indispensable

"mineral water" stand, where the popular

drink is dealt out in summer, while in

Garden Preparations at the Paris
Exhibition.

The transformation of an ordinary section

of ground, perhaps even a desert, into a
blooming park with
wide stretches of beau-
tiful lawn, gigantic

trees that for all the

world look as if they

had occupied the
ground for centuries,

trees in fruit, and
shrubs in flower, pleas-

ing colors and con-

trasts, cooling shade
and fragrant atmos-
phere, and all this work
of years crowded into

the space of a few
months—that is what
the preparation of the

grounds for any of our
modern "World's
Fairs " amounts to.

The French, we may be
sure, are fully equal to

the task imposed upon
them l)y the approach-
ing Paris Exhibition,

and American garden-
ers, who visit the

grounds, will be re-

warded by many novel
and curious sights in

landscape gardening,

pruning, training and
grafting fruits, etc. A
correspondent of Gar-
deners' Chronicle gives

tlie following vivid de-

scription of it:

What was but a few
weeks ago cartrutsand
rubbish heaps is now
being rapidly trans-

formed into neat gra-

vel walks, green lawns,

and shrubberies. Al-

ready some of the new-
ly sown lawns are quite green and fit to be

mowed, and very fine effects are produced

by carrying the green lawn right up amongst
the low plants at the edge of shrubberies.

Some large bunches of bronze and red Pasony

leaves with gold and silver Euonymus bush-

es looked very effective in the delicate new
Grass. In the main part of the Exhibition

ground in the Champ de Mars the lawns are

at a low level flanked by a terrace, on which

are planted large Palm trees about 30 feet in

circumference.

The most interesting portion of the Exhibi-

tion to the gardener will be the ground on

the north side of the river sloping up to the

Trocadero Palace, and which is almost en-

tirely given up to horticultural exhibits.

The lower portion parallel with the river is

devoted to fruit trees. Here are hundreds

of Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, and Apri-

cots, trained in every conceivable fashion,

and as regular as the diagrams in an illus-

trated catalogue. There are beds illustrat-

ing the culture of Apples, Pears, Plums, and

Cherries as standards, half-standards, pyra-

mids, and bushes; then close fences and

trellises showing different ways of training,

such as single, double, forked and crossed

cordons, espaliers horizontal trained, ver-

tical trained, and radiating; then illustra-

tions of the best way of filling a fence or trel-
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lis witli various-shaped trees at the most eco-

nomical distances apart.

There are also specimen trained trees, 5

inches or li inches diameter in the stem, in

the form of perfects fans, tables, dooms, or

pyramids, exhibiting wonders in the art of

training, inarching, gi-afting, and budding.

Here we can see beautiful little Currant and
Gooseberry trees on stems each 4 feet or .5

feet high, some having cup-shaped heads,

some drooping, others trained to fill the low
spans on a wall between fruit trees.

Then the advocates and adversaries of

grafting should see the specimens illustrat-

ing the growth of grafts and buds one, two,

and three years old. I was particularly

struck with the vigor of a Bigarreau graft-

ed on St. Lucie Cherry one year old. The
shoot was about 1 inch in diameter, had been

topped at .5 feet, and had twelve lateral

branches. It evidently showed that the

stock and graft agreed pretty well ^^ith each

other ; but then further up in the grounds

can be seen grafts which do not agree so

well with the stock, such as Broom on Lab-

urnum, and Acacias and ornamental trees.

Next to the fruit trees come the ornament-

al deciduous trees, amongst which Prunus
triloba and the Forsythias were the most
noticeable in bloom. Then beds of Magnoli-

as, Azaleas, and Evergreens illustrating the

best and most ornamental forms of planting.

The main features of these gardens have re-

mained ever since the last exhibition, and

the little lake formed by the stream mean-
dering out from the rockery is exceedingly

natural and picturesque. A great number
of aquatic plants have been planted in pots

in this stream and are beginning to show
above water.

I had the opportunity of going with a

friend to see the Japanese gardens. The
Japanese told us they had lost many of their

plants coming over, chiefly the stunted

Pines, .^o that the exhibit will not be so great

as was intended ; however there are some
very curious forms of the dwarf trees, some
of which are upwards of lUO years old and
are carried about sticking to a mass of rock

as a piece of furniture. The Japanese are

busy making up the ground, sowing seeds,

and arranging their flower-pots, as they have

some hundreds of Lilies just shooting up.

The flower beds by the sides of the paths

are being filled up with showy flowers such

as Pansies, Wallflowers, Stocks, Anemones,
Forget-me-nots, Carnations, etc., so that in

a short time the whole place will be glowing

with color. 1 was much struck with the

beauty of a little border plant growing in

tuftsaboutii inches high and literally smoth-

ered with its pretty flowers. It is called

Nycterinia selagiuoides, and is well worth
growing in any garden.

THE COMPLETE GARDEN.
xxvni.

By A WELL-KNOWN HORTICULTURIST.

(Continued from page 244)

Radishes (Class E. and F.) This may be

grown as a crop by itself, or as a by-crop be-

tween rows of Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Car-

rots. Beets, and various other vegetables,

both iinder glass and iu open air. Select

any rich sandy or loamy soil, well provided

with mineral plant food and sow seed in

drills, one foot (more or less) apart, and one-

half inch deep, firming the soil well over the

seed. Afterwards thin to one or two inches

in the drills, according to variety, and give

clean culture.

The two enemies which the grower has to

guard against are the flea beetle and the

maggot. Soap, wood ashes or plaster mixed
with Paris green, dusted over the young
plants jnst jis soon as they appear above
ground, will save them from the flea, but it

is a hard task to subdue the maggot. Plenty

of lime in the soil, or soaking the soil

around the young plants with caustic lime
water is the only remedy we can suggest.
The small red Turnip-rooted sorts, like

Early Erfurt, Scarlet Turnip, Early Car-
mine,etc., are generally used for forcing, also

the olive-shaped and white-tipped French
Breakfast, which is a favorite with market
gardeners, and deep scarlet Olive. All these
small varieties can be recommended for the
home garden tor first early. Long Scarlet
Short-Top, Long White Vienna and Chartier
are somewhat later long kinds. For .sum-
mer the White and Yellow Summer Turnip
and White Strassburg are excellent. Among
the winter sorts we have the Black Spanish,
the Chinese Rose, and the large, mild, and
very reliable California Mammoth. All
these are generally sown in July, August
and September for a winter crop.

Rhubarb or Pie Plant (Class A). This
belongs to the permanent border, and may
be grown from seed or propagated by divi-

sion of the root stock. Sow the seed in

shallow drills In rich soil one foot apart and
thin or transplant to 10 or Vi inches apart.

In fall or spring after transi)lant to the per-

manent bed, four feet apart each way in

well-manured ground and giving clean cul-

ture. The varieties generally grown are

Wyatt's Victoria and Wyatt's Linnaeiis.

Size and excellence of the leaf-stalks, which
are used for pie material, however, are
dependent more on good culture and plenty
of feed, than on the selection of variety.

Plants grown from seed show considerable
variety in habit of growth.
RosEMARr (Class F). Seed may be sown

in drills one foot apart and the plants
thinned if needed. The usual way, however,
is to plant tufts of it in well drained soil.

Here it will remain and yield its leaves,

which are used for seasoning, for many
years without requiring attention.

Sage (Class F). This perennial also

grows without much care and attention on
drained soil. May be grown from seed or

THICK-LEAVED SPINACH.

propagated by layers. Sow seed in spring

in permanent bed in drills one foot apart,

and leave plants in or 13 inches apart. The
leaves are popular for seasoning, especially

in sausages and meat dressings.

Salsify (Class F). Also called Vegetable
Oyster. Sow seed in spring, in ground pre-

pared same as for other root crops, having
drills one foot apart and thin to four inches.

The ground is kept clean and mellow by the

frequent use of wheel and hand hoe. The
roots are in best condition after frost, and
may be gathered all winter when the ground
is open. What is wanted for winter's use,

however, may be dug in November or De-
cember, and packed in sand in the cellar.

The main crop can be left out where it

grew and only at the extreme north will it

be found necessary to give slight winter
protection by a light covering of litter or by
simply drawing a little soil over the plants
with the hoe. The newer Mammoth Sand-
wich Island is the best variety.

SEA KALE.

Savory—Summer (Class F), The leaves
and young shoots of this, annual are used
for flavoring. When danger from late

freezing is past, sow seed in drills one foot
apart and thin to a few inches apart in the
row. Cnltivate the same as directed
for other herbs.

ScnoRozoNERA (Class F). This, although
a perennial plant, resembles Salsify in a
general way but the leaves are broader and
the root black in color. Jt is grown from
seed, and cultivated exactly like Salsify, but
the roots may be left to grow the second
year, and used even after the seedstalks
have made their appearance. Sometimes
the leaves are used as a salad.

Si'iXACH (Class F). A vegetable that is

perfectly hardy and of easiest culture. For
a late spring crop seed is sown as early in

spring as the soil is in proper condition; for
a fall crop we sow in August and for an
early spring crop in September and October.
The ground should be well prepared and
enriched, and seeds sown in drills one foot
apart. Thinning, although advisable where
plants are crowding too closely, is seldom
practiced. When the plants have attained
their full size just before pushing up the
seed stalk, or at any convenient time before,
they are cut close to the ground with a
scuffle or Cre.sceut hoe, and used for the
table or marketed. Leading varieties are
the Round Leaf, Thick-Leafed, Viroflay,

Savoy-Leaved and the Long Standing. The
latter is more tardy in going to seed and
therefore more valuable for summer than
any of the others.

The New Zealand Spinach, a plant of dif-

ferent genus, is .sometimes used in the home
garden as a summer variety. It needs
warm, rich soil and more space than
the true Spinachs.

Squash (Class D). These, like Cucumbers
and Melons, are of a tender nature, and
should not be planted until the ground has
become thoroughly warm and then only in

very rich active soil so to insure the (juick,

healthy growth which is one of the best
means of preventing serious injury from
insects. The Bush or summer varieties are
somewhat hardier and may be planted a

few days earlier than the running or winter
sorts. The former are planted in hills four
feet apart each way, the latter require from
eight to twelve feet distance between the
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hills. When the plants are up keep them
lightly dusted with plaster or air-slacked

lime, to protect from bugs, and when well

established, remove all but the two or three

best plants in each hill. Cultivate freely

and in hoeing draw the fresh soil up around
the plants. As a protection against borer

injury the first two or three joints next the

root may be entirely covered with moist

soil. Harvest the winter sorts before even
the slightest frost could touch them, and
store in a dry room.
Among the early or Bush varieties we have

the White Bnd Yellow Bush Scalloped, Bos-

white STRASSBURG RADISH.

ton Marrow, and the Summer crookneck.

The latter is especially popular for the home
garden. The list of fall and winter sorts in-

cludes Essex Hybrid, Marljlehead, Butman,
Vegetable Marrow (a favorite English sort)

and Hubbard, the latter most popular tor

market. Cocoanut and Little Gem are

small, but prolific sorts, good for summer or

winter, with running vines and of the great-

er hardiness of the Bush class.

Thyme (Class F.) This, also a perennial,

and easily propagated by division or cut-

tings, is generally grown from seed as an an-

imal. Sow in shallow drills one foot apart,

in April or May, and thin to (i or 8 inches.

Cultivate same as other herbs. The leaves

and young shoots are used for seasoning.

Tomato (Class B.) This crop is too easily

grown for a field crop to make its cultivation

profitable for the market gardener except

for the very early demand. The main crop

is a farm crop more than a market garden

crop. A few dozen plants properly taken

care of will give the home grower a full

supply.

To secure early fruit we must start the

plants early under glass, give them plenty

of room to grow stocky, and harden them
well before setting in open ground. This

transfer should not take place until the at-

mosphere and ground has become thorough-

ly warm, which at the north is not much
before June. The soil should be warm, but

it need not be very rich. In thin sandy soil

have the hills three and one-half feet apart,

and before setting the plants mix a shovel-

ful of wellrotted compost, or a little com-
plete concentrated fertilizer with the soil.

In heavier soil the plants should be set fur-

ther apart, certainly not less than tour feet,

and when very rich, five and even six feet

each way. Cultivate and hoe occasionally

until size of vines forbids. In the family
garden the plants m'ay be trained to a simple
trellis ,tied to a stake, or given some sort of

support if such is desired. The grower for

market simply allows his vines to spread

over the ground with equally good results
so far as fruit is concerned.
To produce largest possible crop, the To-

matoes should be promptly gathered as fast
as they reach or approach maturity. This
treatment gives those coming after them a
fair chance. The leading ones among a
large number of varieties for market are
Acme, Perfection, Paragon, Favorite, Potato
Leaf. Early King is an extra early but
rather inferior sort; Dwarf Champion an
ideal sort for the home garden. The latter,

on account of.its compact and rather upright
growth can be planted as close as three
feet apart each way.
TUBNIPS (Class E). As these are perfectly

hardy they may be sown very early in

spring to be used like Beets for bunching.
For main crop, as also in the home garden,
Ruta Bagas or Swedes are generally sown
in May or June, and the quicker growing
Strap-leaf sorts in July and August or even
later. Sow seed in drills eighteen inches
apart; guard the young plants against flea-

beetle attacks by sifting plaster, air-slacked

lime or wood ashes over them, and when
well established thin to 6 or 8 inches apart.

The leading Swede (Ruta Baga) varieties

are American Purple Top, I^aing's Improved
Swede, Shamrock, Large White French,
Sweet German, etc. Among the Strap-leafs

we have Red-Top, Extra Early Milan, Pur-
ple-Top, White Globe, White Egg, etc.

Seven-Top is grown for greens at the south.

Sea Kale (Class A). Sea Kale, although
one of the most delicate and palatable of

table vegetables, is scarcely known in our
markets and only very rarely cultivated in

the home garden. It can be grown from
seed or from division of the roots. If from
seed,select well prepared and well enriched
ground and sow in spring in drills one foot

apart, and when the young plants have
made four or five leaves, transfer to the

permanent bed in rich soil three by two feet

apart, and give good culture. Or if old

roots can be obtained these are cut in

pieces four inches long and planted in hills,

as directed for seedlings. The plants need
protection against northern winters, and
the crowns must be covered by a pretty

thick layer of coarse manure or other litter.

The third season from planting the young
shoots may be blanched and used. The
crowns in early spring are covered with
some suitable material, sand, mold, etc., to

exclude light and blanch the shoots. Some-
times inverted flower pots, boxes, etc., are

used for the same piu'pose with good effect.

When cooked Sea-Kale is pronounced by
many epicures to be superior to Asparagus
or Cauliflower.

Achyranthes- Culture and Varieties.
CHAS. E. PARNELL, yUEENS CO., N. Y.

The several species or varieties of Achy-
ranthes form when taken together a very

interesting and useful group of highly orna-

mental bright-leaved Foliage plants belong-

ing to the Natural Order Amaranthaceae.

They may be described as being stove or

warm green house plants of somewhat suc-

culent habit, and rapid growth attaining a

height of from twelve to twenty inches and
having opposite cordate or oblong lanceolate

leaves which vary greatly in color, some
being carmine, crimson and bronze, while

others are beautifully marked and veined

with green, yellow and pink. The flowers

are quite insignificant. All are of the easi-

est culture, and retain their bright colors

throughout the hottest summer weather.

All are very beautiful, indeed, and are large-

ly employed in ribbon gardening and other

situations where plants are to be grown in

certain shapes and forms. They require the

full sunshine to bring out, and perfectly de-

velop their intense colors. They can also be

grown to good advantage as single spec-

mens or groups in the mixed border, while
for show or exhibition purposes or for the
decoration of the warm greenhouse during
the winter season their value is recognized.
For the decoration of the flower border, or

for use in ribbon work, bedding or massing
purposes, young plants should be rooted as
early in the season as possible, and grown
on in a moderate temperature, until the
weather becomes settled (or about the mid-
dle of May) when they can he planted out-
side. Previous to that time they should be
pinched back occasionally, to obtain com-
pact plants. For inside decoration during
the winter season, or for show or exhibition
purposes, some of the most promising of the
young plants should be selected and planted
out in a deep well-enriched border, where
they will require but little care and this will

consist in pinching them back about once a
weak in order to obtain compact specimens.
Water thoroughly whenever necessary.

About the tenth of September they should
be taken up and potted. In potting use por-

ous or soft baked pots, and let them be pro-

portionate to the size of the plants, drain
well and use a compost composed of two-
thirds turfy loam, one-third well decayed
manure, and add a fair sprinkling of bone
dust. Water thoroughly and place in a close

moist situation for a week or ten days, so as
to enable them to take hold of the soil ; then
they may be brought inside.

For winter they should be given a light

sunny situation where an average tempera-
ture of 5.5 is maintained. Water should be
given thoroughly whenever it is required,
and as soon as the plants have become well
rooted, liquid manner should be given once
a week. Slugs are very partial to the Achy-
ranthes and will soon ruin a plant if permit-
ted to have their own way. Among insect

pests green fly and red spider should be care-

fully guarded against. Propagation can be
most readily effected by cuttings of the half

ripened wood.
The generic name is derived from " Achu-

ron " (chaff) and " Anthes " (a flower) in al-

lusion to the chaffy nature of the floral leaves

The following are the most desirable

Achyranthes varieties

:

A. Verschaffclti, a native of Brazil, leaves

cordate in shape, the upper side being of a
dull crimson maroon, underneath they are
of a deeper crimson. Stem crimson, a robust
growing variety attaining a height of from
eighteen to twenty-five inches. A. V. aurca
reticulata is a variety of the above, of dwarf

^S_ ,^'r> .'"^;'- ~=J

ENGLISH FORCING TOMATO FRAME.

compact growth. Its leaves, which are of a
light green color, are regularly marked with
a net work of yellow. Stems purplish car-

mine. A very pretty variety. A.V. avn-
minata, a variety of spreading habit, having
sharply acuminate dull crimson leaves. A.
V. Cascii differs from the above in the vari-

egation of its leaves, which are light green

with yellow veins. Stem purplish crimson.

A. Lindcnt is of dwarf compact habit grow-

ing about eighteen inches in height, leaves

lanceolate in shape and of a dark blood-red
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color. A. L. Aurca rettcnlntn, a distinct

anil beautiful sub-variety of the above, hav-

ing light green leaves which are beautifully

veined and marked yellow, sometimes
blotched with red. A. L. Emrrsonii, a va-

riety of A. liindeni, having bright red leaves

and stems—One of the best. A. CoUinnH
grows about two and a half feet in height, of

compact habit. T^eaves willow-shaped, most
beautifully variegated with golden yellow

and green. Stems and midribs bright crim-

son. A. Wiiolstyii is a very tlistinct, dwarf
minature variety growing about sixteen

inches in height, of compact habit with
small foliage of a deep bronze color.

English Tomato Frame.
Our English cousins like Tomatoes as

well as we do, but they And It not quite so

easy to produce them. England's sun is

not warm, and her skies not bright enough
to bring the crop to perfection and maturity
in the open air. But the fruit is too good to

go without, and since it cannot be grown
otherwise a system of forcing has to be
adopted by them.
A good way of summer forcing is shown

in Illustration. The frame is shaped like a
desk with book case and intended to be set

against the south side of a wall. The desk
part gives us admission to the soil, in

which the plants are growing. The upright,

which is all surrounded by glass, except at

back, gives sufficient space for a single row
of plants. The front, consisting of swing
doors, and the top, can be opened for ven-
tilation. English firms manufacture such
frames in any length desired, and offer

them for sale at about $3.00 to $.3.35 per
running foot.

Onions; Cheap Weeding and Costly
Seeding.

FRED W. CARD, BRA.DPORD CO., PA.

Some time since I saw an article in one of

the agricultural papers recommending rak-

ing over Onions with a garden rake soon
after they were up, to destroy small weeds.
Acting on the suggestion, I made a small

hand drag in the form of a "wing" or "but-

terfly" drag except that there are two center

pieces fastened together with hinges and
the arms framed directly unto these. The
material used was one inch ash board, with
10 penny steel nails about two inches apart,

for teeth. There are three arms on a side

and the whole is three feet long, and the

same in width. A strip is fastened to the

end of the center pieces for a tongue.

Have tried this two seasons but prefer

using it before the Onions are up. This year

the first time, which was about ten days
after sowing, I went crosswise of the rows,

and lengthwise a few days later. While it

does not work as completely as one might
wish, I find that it destroys many weeds
without in.iuring the Onions, and requires

but little time to do the work. The first

weeding is usually the most tedious and ex-

pensive, and anything that will lessen that

work is worth looking after.

I would recommend using thicker lumber
and larger nails, as mine is not heavy
enough without weighting. Also I think

that if the tongues were fastened on top a

little back from the end, it would draw
more evenly, as I find it necessary to fasten

a rope from the end of the tongue to the back
of the drag to prevent the front end from
being lifted from the ground.
Expensive Seed. I have usually paid

more for seed than my neighbors, and have
never had any that was not good until this

year, when I bought two pounds of my
seedsman's "own growth" and a pound not

their own growth. The difference can be

plainly seen from any part of the field. Not
more than half of the cheap (?) seed grew.

It is of course impossible to estimate the
difference in the crop now, but I think it

safe to say that one pound of tlie good seed
will produce at least twenty-live bushels
more Onions than this pound of cheaper
seed. In that Ciise, at fifty cent.s per bushel,
an average price, there is .*ll..'iO loss on the

crop to be added to $1.50, the price of the

seed, making the cost *U.(K) as compared
with $'J.35 the price of the good seed.

It is but fair to state that I purchased one
pound in the same way last year and could
see no difference, but I ran the risk, and this

time I am caught.

Fruit Picking Devices.
While it is true that we have been making

considerable progress in tlie construction of

ladders and other devices for picking fruit,

there seems to be still latitude for much
further improvement. We are yet far from
perfection. A section ladder which we have

ONION WEEDING A SMALL HAND DRAG.

in use, and which consists of a number of

adjustable sections each seven feet long,

does very well; but when a length of four or

more of these sections is required, it makes
a pretty heavy ladder to lift, and sometimes
we get afraid of it, especially when there is

no support whatever between top and loot.

The orchardist needs quite a variety of

sizes of ladders, and there is no need of

having any of them very heavy. Young
straight Basswood trees sawed once through
the center, and then trimmed down to make
them light enough, are splendid material

for the sides. Light double or step ladders

of various lengths are also a necessary re-

quisite in every orchard. If we add to this

the simple board ladder described elsewhere

in this issue, we will have a pretty good out-

fit in the way of "climbing" devices.

We doubt whether a better receptacle

could easily be found for gathering Apples
and Pears than a light round willow basket

of half-bushel size, with strong handle and
hook fastened to this, so the picker can hang
it readily to the nearest limb. In order to

facilitate the lowering of the filled baskets

to the ground, we generally make use of a

piece of washline. One end of this is fasten-

ed to a limb near the picker, and the other

end supplied with a hook, is attached to the

basket when full, and the latter lowered to

the ground, to be emptied there and pulled

up again into the tree by the same means.
Planks or ladders may often be laid from
limb to limb in a tree, and if properly fast-

ened, will supply a safe and convenient foot

rest for the picker. Great care, of course, is

always required in placing all such supports

solidly, and where the least doubt exists, to

tie them, and ladders also, firmly to the tree

to avoid their moving about, or giving way
suddenly. Broken limbs often are,and may
be in your case, the result of neglect.

The Rascally English Sparrow.
The Department of Agriculture, Division

of Economic Ornithology and Mammalogy,
has issued a voluminous pamphlet (over

KKI pages) on the English sparrow. It pre-

sents the .subject in all its various phases
and aspects, gives a heap of evidence both
for and against the sparrow, and, in sum-
ming up reaches the conclusion that the bird
is a nuisance and unworthy of protection.

From this standpoint it recommends the
immediate repeal of all existing laws which
afford protection to the sparrow and the
enactment of laws prohibiting to give them
food or shelter, and protecting their natural
enemies, especially the butcher bird, spar-

row hawk and screech owl. The authors
are not in favor of a bounty for killing the
birds, but advise people, for their own good,
to shoot, trap and poison them, to destroy
their nests and disturb their roosting places.

The devices for trapping the sparrow, de-
scribed by word and illustration, and the
methods of poisoning mentioned are for the
most part simple and practical. Altogether
the pamphlet is quite interesting and use-

ful. Every reader should apply to their

Representative in Congress for a copy,
which is free to all.

Few sinners, however, areas black as they
are often painted. That the sparrow does
now and then a good deed, is admitted by
nearly all, and some people speak quite
strongly in favor of the bird. It is well to

hear all sides. The Daily World has just

undertaken the " Sparrow's Vindication."
It begins to appear, says the World, that

the English sparrow has been grievously
misjudged and slandered. He was brought
here to protect the trees against caterpillars

but for many years it has been asserted over
and over again that he was a worthless little

beggar who fed fat upon the crumbs in back
yards and totally neglected his work as a
caterpillar exterminator. Popular displeas-

ure with him found expression a year or so

ago in a bill before the Legislature making
it a penal offense for anybody to feed spar-

rows or protect them.
The blizzard of March, 188S, very nearly

exterminated the birds, and their number
in New York and Brooklyn is still very
small. Apparently as a consequence the

trees are this year infested with a species of

caterpillar whose presence first shows itself

in what looks like a white fungus growth
on the under side of the branches, but which
is in fact the resting-place of the eggs and
larva? of the insect.

The trees are suffering terribly. Many of

them are dropping their green leaves, which
dry up and fall without ripening. Others
attacked by the more advanced caterpillars,

have had their leaves eaten up, leaving noth-
ing but midribs to show that there ever
were any leaves. Meanwhile the sparrows
are daily and industriously engaged in tear-

ing the egg depositories to pieces and feed-

ing upon their contents. But there are not
enough birds for the work, and it seems a
fair inference from the facts that the trees

are being destroyed because of the enormous
depletion of the sparrow population, and
that while we have been abusing the impu-
dent little birds for doing nothing in former
years they have really saved our trees until

now from the pest which afflicts them now.

Ripeness In Water Melons.
People who have grown Water Melons

year after year, especially for market on a
large scale, have no difficulty in picking out
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the ripe ones by sight and sounri, yet this

same task often perplexes the novice who
goes ill his garden for a ripe Melon and fears

to lessen his limited supply by either slash-

ing into them before maturity or leaving

them until decay has set in. Few naturally

fine vegetables or fruits are more disgust-

ingly bad than an over-ripe Watermelon.
B. F. Johnson tells in a recent number of

the New York Tribiine how we can easily

tell a ripe Melon from a green one.

While growing, he says, and up to the

time it has reached the point of maturity, a

Melon is a perfect solid with no solution of

continuity in its substance. At that stage,

and before, the Melon has nearly all the

gravity of water, and when immersed, it will

barely float, or if it floats will show only a

fraction of surface above the water line.

But on reaching the mature stage the cells

begin to contract and shrink, cavities occur,

and the Melon loses in weight, if not in out-

side appearance. Before maturity,on being

struck lightly with the knuckles or snapped

with the thumb and finger, the sound fol-

lowing is resonant, similar to that of a
whole glass or crockery dish: whereas, if

the fruit be ripe, the sound is flattened,

showing a solution of continuity in conse-

quence of the shrinkage of cells.

Therefore to tell whether a Melon is ripe

or still in a green state it is only neces.sary

to snap two or three at the same time, choose

the ripest and that has the dullest sound.

It is common that .southern Melons are

picked and forwarded before they are ripe,

and if on testing them there are none but

those which respond to the trial blow with

a resonant sound, they should be rejected

as unfit for the table.

Fruit Matters in Illinois.

\Recent discussions of the AUim Southern-Illinois

Horticultural Society. Reported by F. C. Riehl
]

Browne : Am afraid we cannot use the

spraying method on Peach trees. I sprayed

one of mine last year and it is barely alive

now. In Southern Illinois, last year, they

tried spraying Peach trees with a solution of

two pounds of London Purple to 300 gallons

of water, and even then some of the leaves

fell off. Think we had better keep the spray-

ing nozzle off the Peach trees until we know
more about it. Davis : Spraying does not

prevent the falling off of young Apples,

that usually takes place soon after the fruit

is set. All fruit trees do this when over-

loaded. It is nature's way of thinning.

Vineyards. Browne : I ha\'e procured a
pump, which cost about S2.5, and shall use the

Bor(leau.\ mixture. If by an expense of SSO or

$35 we can save an entire crop of Grapes, it will

certainly pay, and someone must try the experi-

ment. We have found tliat it does not pay to

bag flrapes for market. If the bags are put on
right and in time, they will preserve the Grapes,
but even then the skin is so tender that they will

hardly bear handling For family use and for

exhibit;ion, bagging is all right, but for market
purposes, we must find some other means by
which to get ahead of the rot. Think Moore's
Early and Worden are about the best market
Grapes we have. Generall.v speaking, white
Grapes are not 90 good for market as black ones.

Small Frcits. .lackson : On March 15th I

burned oft an old pat<;h of Sharpless and Miner
Strawberries, and they are now apparently in

splendid condition for a crop. Jno. Riggs—Mr.
'Vandenberg has a patch of Ked Raspberries,

principally Cnthbert, that are nearly all dead,

though the plants look strong and healthy. What
is the cause of this y Browne—It is caused by a
beetle that bores into the cane a few inches above
the ground and deposits its eggs in it. This caus-

es the immediate death of the cane.

.lackson: I think my patch of Brandywine
killed out because the plants were old and had
exhausted the nutriment in the soil, and I believe

that this is one of the principal causes of rust on
Strawberries. When the patch gets old the
plants become weak, and hence fall easy victims
to the disease. It is not necessary to grub up a
plant that has rust. Cut it off with a hoe and

leave. Davis: 1 prefer to grub them up and
carry them .iust as far away as possible. Two
years ago I noticed one rusty plant in a small
patch of Kattatinnys but paid no attention to it.

The ne.\t year the whole patch was rusty.

General Notes and Items.

Worthy of Imitation. It is indeed a beauti-
ful work of charity in which the Boston Flower
and Fruit Missions engaged. Every Tuesday and
Friday morning, from half past eight until noon,
Parker Memorial Hall is now kept open for the
receipt of tlowers, plants, fruits, fresh vegetables,
jellies and eggs, which are distributed amongst
the poor and sick in their homes, and in the
hospitals, etc Such Missions exist also in other
large cities; but it is an example that should
prove infectious, and the infection should sweep
through the whole length and breadth of the
land, like a fire of holy love, and kindle up Fruit
and Flower Missions In every hamlet, town and
city. A strougappeal will bring out an avalanch
of gifts of things, many of which are of little or
no value to the owner, yet a boon to the suffer-

ing member of humanit.v who receives them.
Verily here is a wide field for satisfactory work.

The Outlook. All indications at this writing
point to a much less abundant supply of leading
fruits—Grapes, Apples, etc.—than we have had
for several seasons. The output of canned goods
also seems to be on a greatly reduced scale this

year, and there is every reason to expect an up-
ward movement in prices of fresh and evapo-
rated fruits, canned Tomatoes, and similar
articles. Let our readers make the best use of
their produce. Market the t)est ; evaporate and
can the rest. Let none go to waste. Tomatoes
also are easily canned ; and much safer, and more
wholesome in glass jai-s than in tin cans. Let
the good housewife make a note of it.

Greenhouse Heating. The results of Prof.

Maynard's tests of the hot water and steam
methods singularly enough seem to contradict
what is generally accepted as a fact by all large

flonsts, namely that the steam method is the
more economical of the two. The average dail.v

temperature in the house heated by hot water
was slightly above the temperature in the house
heated by steam, and yet the consumption of

coal in the latter was decidedly larger than that

in the former. We hope Prof. Maynard will

continue these experiments.

Apple Crop in Western New York. Un-
favorable as was the report on Winter Apples
for the Western New York Counties in our July
issue, the prospects seem to grow even less en-

couraging. The leaves of the trees abdut La
Salle are effected by a blight which causes their

edges to crumple and turn black and the fruit

drops or is effected by scab. From Orleans
county which adjoins Niagara. Mr. Virgil

Bogue who a month ago reported an average
crop, now says Winter A pples are a total failure.

Cabbages Bursting. Tipping or kicking over
mature heads that show this tendency is a prac-

tice we have followed for several years with

apparently good results. While it does not pre-

vent the final catastrophe, if the mature heads
are left out an unreasonable length of time
during the growing season, yet the heads seem
to keep on growing longer and larger \vitbout

cracking open than they might be expected to

do otherwise.

Transplanting Evergreens in Summer.
While planting may be safely done in the hot
months yet all things considered, the si>ring is

the better time for planting. Packing for market
or shipping, use plenty of moss, only damp—not
wet. Sun or wind shoidd not be allowed to strike

the roots. Pack as well and as quickly as poss-

ible, and, in planting, firm the soil well about the

roots.-Sam uel tidwards.

A Yellow Cuthbert. In the January num-
ber, mention was made of this: Last year for the

first time, I found among my Cuthberts a Yellow
Raspberry like the former in every respect save
color. Time will show what it amounts to, but
I think It is a seedling from Culhbert.

Your Neighbor's Hen.s. A penalty of seven
dollars with costs is what the Connecticut Legis-

lators have provided by a new law for the mis-

demeanor of letting one's hens trespass on other
people's gardens. Go thou and do likewise, we
say to the legislators of New York state.

The Leader Grape, a new Ohio variet.v, prom-
ises remarkably well according to those who
have met it in fruit " White, of best ijuality

now known, as hardy as Concord and healthier,

cluster fair sized and altogether beautiful" is the
report. We shall investigate.

Industry Gooseberry has proved free from
mildew in some localities, and subject to the dis-

ease in othei'S. Growers disagree on proper treat-

ment for the prevention of mildew, some rec-

ommending heav.v manuring, others warning
against such treatment.

Weeds Seeding. Many a clean garden up to

August will find enough weeds yet at hand to

sift the ground over with seeds.
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New York Market Quotations,

Showing Tendencies.

Week ending Week ending
.Tuly 10. July :i.

Apples—Astrachan, per bbl 1 50<Si2 50

Bough, per bbl 75(ai2uO

Southern, per 1-2 bbl crate. . . 50(5) 1 00 25®1 25
Peaches-Ga., per .'i-to-bu. box.. . 75®1 00 75®1 50

S. C, 1-2 bu. box 150(3)200 150@2'<l
N. C. per 24 (it crate 100(5175 50® 1 511

Plums—Wild Goose, 8 qt. crate.. 75@1 OO 1 00
Pears Oa., Le Conte, per bbl 3 00(3)4 00

Bell, per bbl 250®3 50
Cooking, per bbl.... 225@2 50

Cherries—Fancy, large, per lb.. 10(«)^ 14

Large kinds, soft 9
Medium sized 4

Sour, sound 6(a) 8

Strawberries- Western N.Y.,qt. .5® 11

Raspberries—Up-river red. cup. W 5 .?M® 4
.Jersey, red, per pint 3© 5 2@ 4
.Jersey Blaclc C:ip. pint 2(3 4

Gooseberries—Green, per qt 4^ 5

Huckleberries—Jersey, qt 6® 8 10® 11

Md. andDel. per(Jt 4® 6 8® 10
Currant.'!—Large, per lb 1® 5 3)^® 5

Small, peril 1® 3 3>^® 4

Blackberries-Jersey, Wilson, qt 4® 6 10® 12

Wilson, Md. qt 3® 4 8® 10

Watermelons, Oa.. per IHO 100O(..2O00 1200®a500
Apples—Evap't'rt. pr. to fancy... 5%'k 6 5® 6

Evap't'd. common 4® 5 3^@ 4^
Evaporated N. C. sliced 3@ 5 3®
Evap. State, (luarters, 1886... 3® .S« iH®3ii
Evap. Ohio and Mich., qrs... 3>a® 4 2M®3^
F.vap. Chopped, per lb IU<"'2H 1>6® iM
Evap., cores and skins IJa® 1-^ . 1 ® 1^

Peaches—Del..evap"t'd.peeled'88 10® 13 10® 13

Del., evap't'd, uiipeeled '88., 5 ® 5)^ 5® 6
North (I'arolina, peeled fancy 8 8
Soutliern. unpeeled 2® 3 2® 3

Raspberrles-evap't'd '88 18® 19 19

Sun-dried 1888 17 17® 18

Cherries—Evap., per lb 9 @ 12 10® 14

Huckleberries-Evap lt'@ 11

Plums—Evap , State 5^ 5}^
South Damson, per lb„ 5 5

Blackberries- If88, Evap 3J^® 4 3)^@ 4

Potatoes—L. 1., bulk per bbl 150@175
Southern 1 00®1 50 175®2'25
Southern culls. .: 60® 60 75®1 OO

Cauliflower, per bbl 1 25®2 50 125®35u
Cabbage, Loug Island, per 100. .. 1 50®2 50 1 75@2 25

Corn, per 100 76®1 00
Cucumbers, Southern, per crate 15® 20 40® 75

Long Island, per lOIJ 30® 40
GreenPeas-L. I.,perbag I50®200 50®1 OO
Onions-Egyptian, -2' 0-Ib. bag... 2 •25®2 50 3 25@3 50

New Orleans, per bbl 1 50®I 75 3 00®3'25
Eastern Shore, per bbl 1 00 •

1 '25 2 '25 " 2 50
Squash—Long Island, per bbl .. 1 00 " 1 50 I 50
String Beans-L. I., per bag I0O-'15O 50 "100
Tomatoes—South., selected 1 25"! 40 SO" 1 00

Jersey, per crate 1 50 " 3 OO
Turnips—Jersey white, 100 bun.. 2 00(83 00
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Once more the liberal year lauRhs out,

O'er richer stores thau gems of sold ;

Once more with harvest souk anti shout

Is nature's bloodless triumph told.

Our common mother rests and sings,

Like Ruth, among her garnered sheaves :

Her lap Is full of goodly things,

Her brow Is bright with autumn leaves.

O favors every year made new!
O gifts with rain and sunshine sent!

The bounty overruns our due.

The fulness shames our discontent.

We shut our eyes, the flowers bloom on:

We murmur, but the corn ears fill;

We choose the shadow; but the sun
That easts it, shines behind us still.

Whiltier.

Now FOH fall slipping of plants.

I.x THE Buffalo parks September sowing of

lawns is preferred.

Protection. Tender plants that are shielded

from the early frosts usually pay large returns

in bloom during the warm days which follow.

Wood Wool. This material begins to be re-

garded in Europe as most suitable material in

which to pack soft fruits. Imported toys are

usually thus packed. The material is soft elastic,

cheap. It comes from the wood of the Aspen
Poplar and does not seem to impart its woody
smell to fruits packed in it.

Primula Oboonica. We observe that this in-

teresting little plant is becoming cjuite popular,

and frequently seen on the exhibition table. It

may be well to once more call attention to its

poisonous qualities. An exchange cites several

instances of inflammation of face and hands,

being caused by working these plants.

Horticulture in Schools. The " Industrial

Agricultural Education Bill" has been intro-

duced into the English House of Commons. Its

< >bject is to secure for children in rural districts

practical instruction on fruit, flower, and veg-

etable growing, packing fruit for market, keep-

ing cattle and other like subjects, and also to

carry on this instruction after the children leave

school by lessons to begin evenings and Saturday
afternoons. An admirable move, indeed.

Septe.vibek F.iiRS. Of course our readers will

visit the autumn fairs freely. By a close

study of the exhibits, and in conversing with the

exhibitoi-s, who are always glad to talk about
their exhibits and their ways of managing, many
valuable new points will suggest themselves to

the observant visitor. It is true there are traps

set for the unwary, rum stands, wheels of for-

tune, auctions of "gold" watches, etc, (let this

be said to the shame of the fair managers i; but
the sensible visitor will pass the swindlers by,

take the information that is so freely offered

keep his money, and put in a day or two much
more profitable than he could at home.

J.\p.\NESE Vegetables. The prefix Japanese,

Chinese, Russian, etc., gives us by no means an
assurance that a variety of fruits or vegetables

is of special value, or unusually promising. Far
from it. The real good ones among all the

many newer introductions are few. We have
already noticed and pictured the Japanese
Squash, which has often been introduced into

Europe and .America under the name "Yoko-
hama." Now we feel inclined to say a good word
forthe Japanese Egg Plant, of which we have two
varieties. Early Round and Early Dwarf. Both

are hardy, so that we had no trouble in starting

plants early in April in a very cold frame. The
round sort gives quite fair-sized fruit, is early,

apparentl.v productive without spines. Perhaps

net large enough for market, but valuable for

the home garden, and altogether interesting.

American Florists in Convention at
Buffalo. Well Attended

Sessions.

It does one's heart good to meet with the
florists. The sessions during the three days
of the meeting, Aug. '^Oth to '2'2d, were well

attended, and every indication pointed to a
state of prosperity unparalleled among hor-

ticultural societies, which like the flori.sts',

stand solely on their own resources. The
annual membership fee, a year ago, had
been raised from .*2.00 to *;3.00: yet, accord-

ing to the Secretary's statement, members
have paid their annual dues without com-
plaining, and the society counts as many
members as ever. The treasury is more-
over now well suppUed with funds.

How different is this state of affairs com-
pared with the usually cramped finances of

national and state fruit and vegetable
growers societies.

For place of next meeting Boston was
unanimously chosen.

The election of oflScers for the ensuing
year resulted as follows, secretary and treas-

urer being re-elected, viz.:

President, J. M. Jordan, of .St. Louis, Mo.; Vice-

President, Michael H. Norton, of Boston, Mass.;

Secretary,'Wm. J. Stewart, Boston, Mass.; treas-

urer, M. A. Hunt, Terre Haute, Ind.

An abstract of President May's address is

given elsewhere in this issue. A large num-
ber of valuable papers were read. Ab-
stracts of the most important of them will

appear in our columns latter on. In the

following we give a synopsis of the proceed-

ings.

Express Rates. Mr. Peter Hendei'son states

that the express companies now charge double

rate for plants, flowers, etc., forwarded in open
packages. To secure single rate, the plants, etc.,

must be done up in such a way that they can be
mixed up with other merchandise. This is a

hardship, since plants during summer cannot be

shipped safely unless more or less exposed. The
only remedy we have against the express com-
panies' unjust decree is to ship all plants as much
as possible by freight, which, however, will not

do for long distances.

Duty on Bulbs. Mr. Henderson speaks in

favor of the reduction or entire abolition of the

duty on flcjwering bulbs. Bulbs for forcing can

not be grown in America, hence we have no need

of any dutj- on them " for protection," and such

tax only serves to make them dearer and to re-

duce their use. Mr. .\llen, of Garden t'ity, has

stated to the speaker that he can grow Gladiolus

and some other out-door bulbs cheaper thau they

could be imported, hence protection is not needed

in this case either. The abolition of duty on Lily

of the Valley bulbs has been beneficial to the

florists and to the public at large, and there is no

reason why the duty on other bulbs should not

be abolished also. This sentiment prevailed after

some discussion, and a resolution was adopted

expressive of a desire for the reduction or entire

abolition of bulb duty.

Badge Book. To facilitate the mutual rec-

ognition of members at the meetings, the society

on recommendation of the committee having the

matter in charge, adopts the "badge book"
system which has given such good satisfaction

to the nurserymen at their conventions. Mr.

Chas. A. Green, who has a copyright on the

badge book, has graciously given his consent to

its use by the societ.v.

NoMENCL.tTURE. The committee report com-

plains of the exaggerations in cuts and chromos,

and calls it a nuisance which it seems should be

abolished. The recommendation that a com-

mittee he appointed to whom catalogue makers

should submit their catalogues, and cuts and
chromos of novelties with specimens for com-
parison and endorsement, is readil.v adopted by
the society. The general feeling against the
abuse in question appears to be ver.v strong.
So.ME OF THE BEST KOSES OF RECENT YE.IRS.

What has become of all the new introductions'!'

asks Mr. Wm. C. Barry. Of nearly 4(W varieties

introduced in England in four years, only 40 or
so are generally exhibited, and only 10 are com-
monly planted and really good Rt>ses. His com-
plete list and description of varieties which he
has found superior for out-door culture, will be
given later. In the discussion following this

papei', Mr. John Thorpe says Roses in the garden
are of as much importance as Roses in the green-
house. Out^door Roses are the people's Roses.
Has seen Mr. Carman's hybrids of Rosa rugosa.
The.v do not seem to be affected by black spot.

The society should try to make the cultivation
of hardy flowers more popular, not confine them-
selves so exclusively to cut flowers. Mr. Hen-
derson states we should grow the Monthly and
Tea Rose varieties in preference to the Hybrid
Perpetuals. The cry is always for hardy Roses
and perpetual bloomers. The Hybrid perpetual
is in most cases disappointing.

Elevation of P'lorists' Business. This sub-
ject was treated by Mr. Robert Craig, of Phila-

delphia, Pa., and very ably too. Horticulture
itself, he says, is elevating in its character—mor-
ally, mentally and ph,vsically. In our relations

with one another we have often been too lax.

Just obligations ought to be met and considered
sacred. The catalogues, although in some in-

stances guilty of exaggeration, in the main con-
tain sound teachings. One firm last year had all

cuts taken from photographs. Novelties should
be well tested before sending out. Few of the
great things survive the first year. Generally
the man who reaches highest success is the spec-

ialist. In seeking to improve we should not think
to see very rapid or startling results. Improve-
ments go slow. Boston first and Philadelphia
next, have been made horticultural centers in

consequence of large appropriations from private

individuals for the establishment of horticultural

institutions (.\rnold Arboretum, etc.). Such in-

stitutions should be established in other large

cities. Mr. Craig also alluded to the World's Ex-
hibition in 1893, and spoke of the importance of

having the floral industry well represented in

the Committees. The exhibition will be another
means for us to learn and advance. French
florists e.xcel in tasteful conception of decorative

art, but Americans are ahead in the cut flower

business.

(To be Cnntinued.)

By-Notes of the Convention.

Boston's turn next.

CAN.4DA was well represented.

President Jord.\n sounds well.

Five hundred florists saw Niagara Falls.

The Florists Hail .Association is a success.

It was ideal Convention weather, cool and
bracing.

The exhibition of four herbariums was a

stride in the right way.

It was the most business-like convention yet

held by the as-sociation.

James Hendrick of -Albany is a ready debator

and makes telling points.

The Florists' Protective Association is now
a regular bi'anch of the Society.

The Treasurer now receives $300 in compen-
sation for his arduous labors. It is well.

The Buffalo BOO Acre Park proved a surprise

to many of thetX*) visitors who drove through it.

The Society has reached its Jordan after

climbing a western Hill and enjoying a delightful

May-day.
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Their Natural Sphere. Perhaps it is the

fe'reatest Horticultural Society on earth because

there are so many women memliei-s.

Mr. Mat on Novelties. The new thiug-s we
get from abroad are novelties only in name and

not worth the paper it takes to describe them.

The Standard Pot. A certificate of merit

is to be awarded ne.xt year to the potter who
conforms most nearly to the standard given by
the Committee.

A GENUINE SURPRISE to President May—the
presentation of a fine microscope b.v the Society

in recognition of his valuable services. And it

moved him deeply.

The florists talk well

and to the point usually.

Still there is not quite that

freedom in the discussions

which one meets when fruit

growere get together.

Quite English you Know.
Mr. Peter Henderson the

veteran florist and author

was struck by the resem-

blance of the meadow of

Buffalo Park to Hyde Park
of London.

CHRYSANTHEia'M EXHIBIT

in Indianapolis November
5th. Mr. Hunt announces
that Mrs. Benjamin Harrison

offers a silver cuj) as a

National Prize for the most
promising seedlings.

Ex-President Thorpe
looks upon the French Can

nas of which Henry A. Dreer

showed so fine a collection as

the most valuable novelty

of the decade. His.ludgment
carries great weight.

Orchids. A great debt is

due to Pitcher and Manda
for their fine exhibition of

Orchids; and to the Manda
brothers, for their courteous

answei's concerning these

rare fiow^ers as given to the

many enquiring sightseers.

Many visitors called at

the Popular Gardening
office, many more at the Ex-

periment Grounds of the

paper located at LaSalle.

The editors greatly regret

that they could not person-

ally meet all of these friends.

If our fluent correspon-

dent W. Falconer, who takes

in these conventions, could

only speak in public as read-

ily as he writes, what a

power he would be in the

meetings. He should over-

oome his natural modesty in

this respect.

A SPECIMEN fruit or flower, put on paper in

natural size, looks exaggerated, says Mr. Hender-
son. We always thought it looked rather smaller

than its original, and for that reason were in-

clined to excuse a slight exaggeration.

The Shortest Speech of the meeting was
made by Mr. Henderson. It contained one
word '' no." It was in answer to the query
Can the Society do anything to regulate the
prices of bedding plants throughout the countryV

A Worthy Recommendation. Dr. F. M.
Hexamer to represent Agriculture on one of the

Committees of the coming World's Fair ! He has
the Society's unanimous and enthusiastic en-
dorsement. Of course, John Thorpe should have
charge of the horticultural branch.

A National Chrysanthemum Society, with
John Thorpe, President, W. K. Harris, Vice-
president, Edwin Lonsdale, Secretary, John Lane,
Treasurer, and a membership of more than fifty

—an offspring of the Florists Association, born,
Minerva-like, in full armor and equipment.

The Association learned that it is no mistake
to take its mammoth self to a city that in pop-
ulation ranks below the largest eight cities on
the continent. But then Buffalo has an un-
equalled hall for conventions and the unparalleled
Niagara Falls as a suburb. Do come again.

What stumble at the National Flower not
daring to tell your choice? We are disappointed.
And yet it is worthy of mention that an un-

official canvass among the florists by a represen-

tative of the Buffalo Commercial Advertiser

showed more votes for the Perennial Phlox than
for all the others combined. The florists at least

will not vote for a weed.

A Fine Summer Blooming Plant : The
Rose-coloted Cone Flower.

Among the stouter-growing hardy peren-

nial plants which give entire satisfaction in

the writer's garden is the Cone Hower
( Echinacea intermedia ) or as some call it

the Rose-colored Sunflower, and ot which
an engraving showing the bloom somewhat

Echinaceas are propagated by division of

the root in autumn or early spring, or by
seed. It is proper to state that the roots

must not often be disturbed. Our leading
growers of hardy perennials, can supply
the plants at about a quarter of a dollar

apiece.

0imM,

THE ROSE-COLORED CONE FLOWER (Echinacea intermedia)

below the natural size is annexed. It has

been a wonder to us that more has not been
made of this fine plant in the catalogues of

hardy plant growers, for in our garden it

certainly has always ranked among the best.

It is a fine clean-growing plant reaching a

height of three feet to four feet and blooms
for many weeks in midsummer. When
placed near to perennial and other Sun-

flowers it always attracts favoi'able atten-

tion because of its close resemblance to the

flowers of that genus, excepting in the color

which is a fine rosy purple.

In order to grow this plant well a deep

well drained soil is the most suitable. In

our own garden we have given it a place

anywhere in the garden and have always

found it to be very free in growth and bloom.
Although its fine qualities are brought out

beautifully by contrast when it is grown
near to the Sunflowers proper, yet it must
not be so near any plants of the latter that

they will rob It of needed moisture and
plant food. It is admirably suited also to

be associated with the Tritomas, Eryngiums
and similar strong plants. A group of this

plant alone and occupying a bed of light

rich soil on the la^-n could not fail to please.

Notes from the Popular Cardeningr
Grounds at La Salle-on-the-

Niagara.

A Good Summer Lettuce. In our Lettuce notes
of last issue we ha^'e not done justice to the

Mid-summer Lettuce. This
we find is emphatically a
long standing summer
sort, showing no inclination

to run to seed. It has given
us fine crisp, solid heads long
after all the other varieties

had given out. We shall

continue to plant the Mid-
summer for home use.

Buliacli vs. "Insect Pow-
der." It is no wonder that
people have so little faith in

the efficacy of insect pow-
ders, after trying the stuff
generally found in the drug
stores, take the adrtce to try
buhach, with a good deal of
skepticism. But the differ-

ence in strength between the
fresh Californi.Tn product,
and the stale imported article
is like that between vigorous
manhood and deci-epid old
age. Being out of buhach we
bought a pound can of the
" best " imported powder

;

but we could not fail to no-
tice the great difference at

once. To " laj' out " the Cab-
bage worms at all, we had to
appl.v it in concentrated
form, and then it did not act

as promptly as the diluted
buhach. But the most con-
vincing proof we had in try-

ing to kill a lot of Bean weev-
ils in a box near our desk.

The weevils had come out of

a lot of seed Beans, and thou-
sands of them were confined
in the comparatively small

box. The insect powder was
thickly strewn over them,
and the box tightly closed.

In spite of this the wee^"ils

lived several hours, and even
the next day we found a few
live specimens. From our
previous experience with
buhach we are sure that
every weevil treated with it

in the same manner, would
have died in a very few min-

utes . The moral is, to use no other brand but

the pure unadulterated buhach.

The Lawns and the Drtmth. Previous to July
the season was very wet in this vicinity: since

July 4th we have had not enough rain to soak

down half an inch. The etlect on the lawns is

striking: those pa rts sown previous toApril 20 are

green and handsome while the later sowings are

considerably browned.
Tivo Strawberries little iinown. There have

been a great many Strawberrj' varieties intro-

duced of late under high pretensions, and more
or less retained in cultivation that are of less

merit than either of the two sorts which are pic-

tured from life in annexed illustration. The
" New Dominion "

( at the right ) is a Canadian-

sort quite freely grown for market between here

and Toronto. The berry is of pretty fair size,

and wherever we have seen it in field culture-

it averaged larger than Wilson, (which is yet the

favorite with gi-owers in this section ) under the

same treatment. Our neighbor E. P. Bowen.
who is an old and very intelligent fruit grower-

places the New Dominion at the head for market'

so unreservedly, that even he has discarded all

other sorts. The general verdict of people who
have tested it more largely for market, seems to

be that they realize H more returns from it than

from the Wilson. Its shape is not exactly beauti-

ful, perhaps might be styled clumsy ; but color

bright red, ripening up evenly. Flavor fairly

good, not high.
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of the " Long .Inlin "
( shown at the left in

illustration ) wo have spoken before. Had it

liei'n intrudiieeii with the same vigor and with

tlic same high claims of superiority as were

Jewell and Jessie, and under a name more de-

scripti\e of the berry and less of the originator,

there can be no doubt it would have had a big

run, and certainly retained its popularity longer

than .lewell. The " Long .Johns " like the " Big

Bob " and " Jumbos " are dead failures in name.

Mr. Burdctt, as a mitter of course, is very en-

thusiastic over this berry, and grows no other.

Of thousands of seed-

lings originated by him
in the course of a long
life, this is the only one
he has retained, and
his success with it is

phenomenal. But he
gives it good culture,

and close attention, and
markets his berries in

Ruffalo, the same morn-
ing they are picked, in

fancy packages, realiz-

ing fancy prices for
them. Mr. Jewett, an-
other intelligent fruit

grower of this vicinity,

also places the Long
John at the head as a
berr.v for our near
markets. The plants on
our grounds are vigor-
ous, almost too free in

producing runners, and
decidedly, prolifiic, giv-

ing us frjait until quite
late in the season. A
cljaracteristic of the
varieties is that all the
first berries on each
plant are double, parting easily in the center,

and of the uniform shape, shown in illustration.

The late berries are single. Quality fair, some-
what reminding of Wilson.
Neither of the two sorts is remarkable for

lirmness, and would probably not carry to dis-

tant markets in good shape. For a local market,
however, we think the.v certainly have points of
merit which entitle them to a careful trial.

Useful Plant Boxe^. On the place of Mr. J. H.
Jewett a neighboring market gardener of La
Salle, we saw in use in the hot^bed during last

spring many transplanting boxes or trays similar

to the ones illustrated in the lower engraving on
this page. A is one the trays B. is another. They
are made of half-inch stuff of the dimensions
given or near this, and are used for starting the
plants of early Melons, Tomatoes, Pepiiers, etc.,

up to planting out time from the last bud. As
each tra.v of about four compartments has but
one nailed side ( the other side being that of the
ne.vt tray against which it is set, B agaisnt A) it

is as easy in transplanting to slide out the block
of earth with its plant without breaking the
earth as ordinarily is the case with transplanting
l)Otted plants.

The upper illustration shwos a box such as the
writer has used many of in greenhouses with
excellent enconomical results. It is designed to

Notes by Judge S. Miller.

LU(i!ETi,\ Dewiieuky. So fiilTereiit Were
the opinions expressed upon this fruit that

I felt intlilTerent about settinK it, until the

spring ot isss. This season It is fruitinK

quite liberally, and in my opinion is a valii-

alile berry, very large and of e.xcelleiit qual-

ity. .Some say too sour. Not so when ripe

and a peculiar Cherry flavor will suit many.
This being so much earlier than any of the

high bush, Bramljle Blackberries is another

A GREENHOUSE TRAY.

VEGETABLE TRANSPLANTING TRAYS.

take the place of earthen pots ; in which to grow
plants like Geraniums, Coleus, Ageratums and
other free-growers in the greenhouse, either

when brought along for flowei-s or in keeping
them over to provide propagating material, for

the next years stock. These boxes are made to

Hake out earth at the sides and ends, thus per-

mitting of readily renewing the earth if occa-

sion reimires. The advantages of these boxes
for many purposes are first their low cost being

made of cheap, rough lumber, second durability

as compared with pots, and third ease of handling.

LONG JOHN AND NEW DOMINION STRAWBERRIES.

valuable feature. On June 28 I picked as

fine Lucretias as I ever saw of any Black-

berry; some were ripe a week before.

Conducting the young runners of two rows
together on the space between, gives every

alternate space bare, and allows a conven-

ient passage for picking the fruit. This

training Dewberry vines to stakes is thought

by some to be a new idea, but it is not, for I

did it forty years ago, and it is nearly that

long since I grew any Dewberries. It is an
interesting sight to see one of these pillars

while in bloom, and still more so with the

big black berries nearly equal to the half of

a middle finger in size, and plenty of them.

The coming winter I shall cover my vines

a little, for when Missouri takes it Into her

head, she can match the more northern

states for cold, .32° and 40° below zero haying

been recorded near here before now.

Last fall I took up all the young plants

and treated them in a bed to set out a new
bed this spring. Did not cover the old vines

as I wished to test their hardiness. Some
of the new runners are sending out side

branches two feet long already; these will

be headed back to about six inches,

the main canes to six feet, which will

be tied to stakes next spring.

Raspberuies. The crop was a

splendid one here, and Centennial de-

cidedly the best early Black Cap.

Gregg about the most valuable late

one. I like Turner for early red and
Colossal for late. Marlboro is a fail-

ure with me unless protected; Cuth-

bert nearly so. Henrietta is the larg-

est of them all, and of fine flower,

but must be laid do«Ti and covered in

winter, which so few are willing to do.

The Black liEKRV. The Lawton and Kit-

tatinny failed so completely with me that

they were abandoned. Snyder and Triumph
have taken their places.

Snyder, it is true, is rather small particu-

larly as usually pruned; but of fair size

when well cut back, or rather the laterals

thinned out; for cutting back too close de-

stroys the finest berries. Its imntense pro-

ductiveness and hardiness make up for all

other defects. Triumph is a superb large

one and productive, but unfortunately is

not proof against some ot our severe winters.

I formerly considered it perfectly hardy, but
have learned ditterently.

Taylor's Prolific is all right in all respects,

but so repulsively thorny that I dislike

working about it. Stone's Hardy is I think

among the best. In quality it is very supe-

rior. The Freid Blackberry originated in

Potter County, is unquestionably one of the

most valuable in our whole collection, and
is extensively planted
when known. It has
the peculiarity of

growing a clump of

large berries in a
round bunch, a whole
hand full all ripe at

one time, of good
quality and quite

hardy.
If any growers have

followed my sugges-
tion of training but
one shoot to the stool,

I wonder if they have
had my experience.

Although they were
looking grand, when
a storm literally

wrecked them. Here-
after, if this is tried,

each one must have
a stake to be tied to.

Erie fruited for the
first time and is an
excellent berry; large

and n early round,
Minewaska has a few berries, not yet ripe.

A Wild Patch. Of the high bush Black-

berries I now have about an acre ot as fine

fruit as I ever saw, all seedlings, the seed of

which was distributed over the ground by
the birds from my planted patch, where
Snyder and Triumph are gro\vn. Mr. Riehl

ot Illinois recently stated that we had as

good wild Blackberries as the cultivated

ones, and in here we have this verified.

Some berrries resemble Snyder, some are

like Triumph, while others seem to be a

cross. No small berries in the whole lot

such as is usually found wild. Some are

nearly half as long as my middle finger and
luscious. Here is a natural patch that is

valuable, and on which bushels will go to

waste. Simply because the market prices

would not pay the express charges. To
gather this fruit so far as we want it, it re-

quires passages to be cut through.

Points In Quince Culture.
The Quince under good culture is often

quite a profitable fruit, an<l this probably

for the reason that there are certain diffi-

culties to overcome beyond those we meet
in Apple or Pear culture. With a thorough
knowledge of these difficulties, and the

means how to overcome them, the task of

growing Quinces iu plenty becomes com-
paratively easy. Our friend, Mr. Augur of

Connecticut, says in a recent number of the

N. E. Homestead

:

There are several diseases of a fungoid
character which attack the foliage, fruit

and young wood of the Quince, such as leaf

blight and black spot on the fruit. As pre-

ventive measures, on land heavily manured,
an annual application of 20 to 30 bushels
per acre of slacked lime will he desirable in

early spring just before the first working ot

the soil. This will counteract accidity in

the soil. Ijime is also to a certain ex-

tent a fungicide. In addition to this, in

June, July and Atigust, dress the trees

with a mixture ot four parts ot lime to one
of sulphur, intimately mixed. This should

be dusted lightly and thoroughly all over

the foliage and fruit, as a fimgicide, or

rather preventive of fungi.
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Insect depredations are perhaps more to

be feared. Fii-st the borer. This is the same
that attacks the Apple, the "Wild Thorn and
Mountain Ash. He is a voracious fellow

and if allowed, will bring grief to the

Quince grower, in the wholesale destruction

of trees. First, if found in the tree, cut

and expurgate, using a sharp-pointed linife

and a sharp-pointed spring wire, then All

the excavation with soap. To prevent his

entrance remove the earth in May from the

base of each tree and apply freely the fol-

lowing wash : To a pail of common lime

whitewash add one quart of soft potash

soap and one quart of strong tobacco lye,

all well mixed. All the ingredients are

healthful to the tree. Each tree should be

examined in May when applying the wash,

and again in September, to be sure of ex-

emption. Tarred paper has been recom-
mended as a preventive, but it is attended
with danger. Thejcurculio, the Apple worm
and other insects attack the fruit, caus-

ing wormy, knotty and imperfect fi'uit.

Thorough, timely and repeated spraying
with London purple or Paris green will pre-

vent these. It has been truly remarked
that all these difficulties put money into the

pocket of the cultivator who learns how to

skillfully combat them.
Varieties. The Orange, Pear, Champion

and Meech Quinces are all good. I advise

the planting of select seed to secure new
and more desirable varieties. Another
word of precaution : Whenever any fun-

gus trouble is seen, its removal at sight is

always in order. It should be invariably

burned to prevent is dissemination. This
applies not only to the Quince but to all

other fruits. Success is not all in land,

location, variety or surroundings. It is

largely in the cultivator. I know of the

most notable success in Quinces, and the

most complete failure only separated by a

division fence. One man brought all con-

ditions into requisition; the other neglected

all: it was simply a difference In the men.

Summer Work Among The Berries.

L. B. PIERCE, SUMMTT CO., OHIO.

Next year's crop depends largely upon tlie

character of the growth made this year, and
in all small fruits the character is largely

determined by their treatment during Aug-
ust and September. Growth made after

that is soft and immature, and consequently
tender, easily suffering from winter weather
that would not injure growths made earlier.

Cultivation of early Raspberries is the

first job, as they are drooping in their na-

ture and speedily spread out so as to make
it difficult to work among them. If one is

hurried, the cutting out of the old wood can
be delayed until winter or spring as it seems
to make little difference with the following

crop, when it is removed.
In taking it out in mid-summer when the

new growth is tender, a careless hand will

often seriously injure the new canes so I

generally let it remain until the spring
pruning when tiie absence of leaves and the

laterals make the work comparatively harm-
less and much easier.

Summer pruning is injurious to both
Raspberries and Blackberries, and should
not be indulged in to any great extent. A
friend of the writer had a fine plantation of

three acres nearly ruined by the work of

some boys whom he set to taking out the
old wood. In order to get the old canes
easier they indiscriminately slashed into the

new growth and the plants never recovered.

It is important, however, that superfluous

canes should be cut out, the number left

being determined by the strength of the soil

and age of the plantation. Two or three

good canes to a hill is better than more.
With red Raspberries of the suckering va-

rieties attention to thining and narrovring

the rows is very important. The rows im-
perceptibly encroach on the spaces day by
day until they get to be much too wide. It

is not uncommon to see rows thickly massed
with plants, and 18 inches wide, when they
should not be more than six or seven.

Raspberry suckers are apt to slip between
the cultivator teeth and continue to grow
in spite of repeated cultivation and such I

chop off with a hoe.

Blackberries in a wet season make con-

stant encroachments on the spaces reserved

for the cultivator and I find it necessary

Squash, Horse Radish, Pickles and other
things similar, are grown in vast quantities
and almost exclusively on the one crop idea.

We admit that an occasional year the thing
is overdone. The past year has been one of

them, but this will correct itself. So long
as land is plenty, which will be the case for

a long time yet, it is easily possible to over-

do any thing that is raised from the soil,

with railroads all the time improving on
their means of distribution. What is wanted
is a closer business relationship, between
the grower and the seller ; for they are two

often to adopt heroic measures with such seperate and distinct businesses,each equally
rank growers as the Erie and Rochelle.

One should be clothed in tight fitting duck
overalls and engineer's jacket, vrith buck-
skin gloves, and armed with a forked stick

in the left hand and a short grass hook in

the right and a pair of puning shears in the

hip pocket. Thus equipped one can carry

on a very successful campaign against

suckers, projecting bushes and fallen canes.

Sometimes it is necessary to straighten up a
leaning cane that it is not best to cut off,

and in this case the forked stick is of assis-

tance in placing it behind or interweaving
it with a neighboring plant so it will be
supported. The lopping off of projecting

canes will make it easier to drive the horse

near the row, and pleasanter for the driver

as well. An observing and careful person

will also frequently see where he can bring

the fruit out into sight by the removal of

overhanging sprays.

I know an old fr>iit grower who always
makes the first picking of Blackberries him-
self and carries a pair of pruning shears,

nipping away new growths so that it is

much easier to pick the fruit.

necessary to the other, and as far as possible

prevent gluts in the principal distributing

centers. The telegraph, telephone, and
railroads must all be brought into activity

for the coming day.

Poor Market Gardening will not Pay.
EDGAR SAUNDERS, CHICAGO, ILL.

A quarter of a century ago, railroads had
not cut such a figure in shipping garden
sass and fruits as in our own time. Profits

have been cut down, and we fear at least in

this city, a more care-

less system has been
the result, among
the many. A corres-

pondingly poorer or

less skillful set of men
have been forced in-

to, or have taken, the

place of the once
money-making call-

ing of the market
gardener. But a slip-

shod method will

never pay, and the

market gardener
needs to turn over a
new leaf, and do as is

now done in other
branches of business,

apply as far as possi-

ble labor saving ma-
chinery, and put in

heavier capital. The
time for small things

seems to be past the

world over evenin gar-

dening and farming.
The percentage of profit on the sales of a

few thousand dollars is not enough to keep
one man and his family, as the time go, in

the necessaries of life. While the same per-

centage many times multiplied might mean
a fair competency.
Specialties grown on land and in a locality

emmiuently fitted for the purpose, (as

witness the Kalamazoo Celerey growers'

efforts in this direction the past decade)
command the markets, and control in a
measure shipping facilities, so that in spite

of low prices they bring fair returns.

There are cases within 20 miles of this

city, where specialties in a line like Winter

A Cheap and Useful Home Evap-
orator.

J. E. PERRIGO. NIAGARA CO., N. T.

The evaporator drawing of which I here-

with enclose, has been in use last fall and
winter, and I was very much pleased with
its work. In applying the heat in this way
we get a more even temperature, as the heat

rises to the ceiling, and is drawn down
through the fruit, thus drying it more uni-

formly than when the fire is directly under
it. I used a fan maniifactured by E. West,

Lockport, N. Y., which did good service.

The evaporator might be used without fan,

but in that case could not do as much work.

One great advantage of the fan is you can

get an even circulation which you can't get

without it.

I think that hot air applied in this manner
is better anil cheaper than steam. If the

present low prices of evaporated Apples con-

tinue, it would not pay to build and hardly

for those that have evaporators to start; but

the crop of Apples will be Ught, and and for

that reason I think the price will advance.

The following will serve to explain ar-

rangement of my building. The furnace

SPREADING TABLE

J

MR. PERRIGO'S DOWN-DRAFT FRUIT EVAPORATOR.

room is lined with fire-proof paper and
should be air tight or nearly so. We take

in cold air directly over fiu-nace,whence it is

carried back over surface of heater to rear

of heater by means of a sheet-iron jacket

which thoroughly heats it and also furnishes

draft and helps circulation.

I have H sections in my evaporator for

racks, each section is partitioned off by it-

self, thereby causing direct draft through

each. There is also cut oft' between them
two outside sections so that I can use the

others without them. The exhaust pipe is

attached to center of dryer and is made of

sheet-iron and ao inches in diameter, and
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leads under floor of hoxise to stack. The
turuaee is set in the middle of the room op-

posite exhaust pipe. My furnace will burn
either coal or wood.

Many

COMMENTS BY READERS.
A ih<iin rtnu-nt In irh ich all are in filed (o send notes of

ej-tierlenre <ind ol'^erralion concefning topics that re-

eeiilltt hare lieen treated on in this journal,

fueh eantrihutions monthli/ are welcome.

Statues in Parks. What you quote

from Mr. Hifrsinson in reference to

statues in parks is mostly sound, yet I see

no occasion to object to a tine statue in

the center of small parks or triangles in

thickly settled cities, as in Washington.
In large areas of grass, like the croquet

and base ball grounds in Central Park
one or or two monuments or statues do
not, I think, injure the general effect-

The main trouble is that the introduction

of one leads to another and everybody's
favorite finally gets admitted until the

busi ess is overdone. A laughable in-

stance of the misuse of statuary has come
under my notice. A man who, by a for-

tunate invention had suddenly become a

millionaire, made the tour of Europe, and
brought back with him a taste for statues,

ami three marble statues which were dis-

tributed in his closely planted grounds
i>f three acres. One, a beautiful statue
of a winged Mercury, was poised on a
painted pedestal at the corner of the
greenhouse, and appaiently read.v for a
night in the direction of the stable two
rods distant. Between the statue and the
stable was a massive Oak tree that would
pretty elfectuall.y stop the tiigbt of a
rc^bin, to say nothing of a full-sized god,
and it left the disagreeable impression
that the gocl would ignominiously be
balked in his attempt to fly to the peak
of the stable. The statue represents the
god t)f commerce and gain {a fact of
whit'h I presume the owner was ignorant)

and it would have been more appropriate
to have him start from an appropriate
pedestal in front of the office, or from
a niche near the library window of the
rich man's palatial residence. As it was,
one's admiration for the beautiful mar-
ble imitation of perfect youthful manhood was
lost in curiosity as to why he should be trying to

fl.v from a painted wooden stump to the peak
of a very inferior barn. In the winter it was not
so bad, for one could imagine the naked god as
starting for the hay mow to seek some protec-
tion from the bifter cold.— /j. B. Pierce.

Photewlnq Cherries from Birds. Mr.
Charles Gibbs, of Abbottsford, Canada, has re-

marked that the worst drawback to the culture
of some of the dwarf-growing East European
Cherries is the fact that the fruit turns red, and
is attractive to the birds several days before it

gets its final size and perfect maturity of flesh.

This is especiall.v true of Spate Amarelle, Shadow
Amarelle, Large Long Late, and Double Natte.
These varieties are very hardy in tree and fruit

V>ud, i>erfect in foliage, and they bear full annual
croj)S when yoimg, but they are not ripe and
ready for picking in their most perfect state in

less than twelve days after they redden suiTccient-

ly to attract the birds. This season every Cherry
was taken from the trees not protected, while
those protected with musquito bar have given
full crops of fruit of large size and excellent
quality for any use. The trees are small in size

and easily covered, but musquito bar is too light,

fragile, and perishable, to be profitable. In
Kurope I saw netting made exclusively for this

use. Is it obtainable in this country ? If not, it

shoidd be a hint to manufacturers to produce it.

As properly made covers would last several years,

the demand would rapidly increase.—J". L. Buffil.

Peach Tree Culture. You often tell us
about Peach growing, and that we would have
more nice fruit if we would go at it in the proper
way. But here where the crops were winter-
killed tor Ave years in succession, we lost confi-

dence in the fruit, consequently our trees were
somewhat neglected. The severe winters in-

jured the wood of the trunks and larger limbs,

and they are now almost ruined by a dry rot,

wlule the outside has sufficient life to produce
foliage and fruit. The heading back annually
was omitted, hence the trees grew long, limber
and straggling. The past two seasons have given
fidl crops, and although the fruit was properly

thinned out, the defective wood, and the long
leverage, luia brought nearly half my fruit to the
ground at one end of the limbs, while the other
end is still attached to the tree by a little bark
and wood, which will, in many instances, convey
sufficient sap to mature the fruit. The young
trees that are now coming on will be bi'tter cared
for, annually headed back and culti\ated. My
opinion is that to obtain the most substantial
Peach orchard, the pits shoulrl be planted where
the trees are to stand. When a lot of Peach trees

GRAFT KILLED BY SUCKERS.

on the same groumi wear out, the ones that last

the longest are volunteers, whether budded or

left natural. I attribute this to the tap root be-

ing left perfect. Cultivate well from youth up;

bead back half the previo\is year's growth each
spring and thin out the fruit when too much sets,

and if the seasons permit we will have Peaches.

A young orchard without a crop of fruit should
not be cultivated too late in the season, as it will

have a tendency to make late growth which a

severe winter if following, will injure, but if a

full crop, the cultivation should continue
throughout the season. Once in company with

a friend in York Co., Pa., standing on a hill we
could look across about a half mile to another hill

sloping t(iwards us on which were about five

hundred Peach trees. About one-half the or-

chard had a rich green color and the trees nearly

double the size of the other part. When asked

whence the difference, the reply was that the

whole orchard was planted at one time with the

same kind of trees, the land prepared in the

same way and of like quality. The treatment
alike with this exception, that when plowing,

one summer, intending to go over the whole
piece, something occurred to prevent finishing.

The healthy looking tract was the one that had
been plowed, the other part the one left un-
jilowed. He said the crops corresponded in point

of quality and product with the looks of the

trees. It was a surprise to me that the omission

of one plowing should make so vast a difference,

but thirty years' experience since then has con-

\ineed me of the necessity of stirring the soil in

a Peach orchard. Here we know nothing of the

yellows, and I am somewhat sceptical about its

being a disease. While the borer seldom injures

our trees, yet it is well enough to look for them,
and, if found, cast them out. Our early Peaches
here nearly all rotted; the curculio and wet
weather done the business. Heretofore we were
not troubled with this insect on the Peaches, but
now we will have to spray our trees, or trap the

turk somehow. The past mild winter seems to

have been to their advantage. I would advise

the planting of good, hardy varieties of stones

and let them come into bearing. I have two

trees Just now coming in, seedlings of Baltimore
Beauty, that surpass the original. Planted last

si)ring a dozen trees from seed sent me from afar
off that shall fruit without budding. If the fruit

does not siut me they can be budded with what-
ever we wish in the Peach line, and but one
year's time lost.— S. Miller.

Kr.uE Gum Thee. Your article in July number
is rather misleading, and does injustice to one of
th<; best trees grown in Southern ('alifornia. In
San Diego County it is grown tor fuel—for shade

and wind break, and in many places for the
health giving properties it is said to pos-

sess. A forest of Eucalyptus is a pleasing
sight, as this tree has a majestic appear-
ance when properly grown, growing .so

/• clo.sel5' as to form a dense shade. The tim-

^- ber from such a forest will be ready for

t. use in three years—the trees can then
be cut to within a few feet of the ground,
and soon the old trunks will be a mass of

young shoots. The Eucalyptus is easily

propagated from seed. I had about .50

young plants raised from one packet of

seed sown in a cheese-cloth covered hot-

bed It may be "disease afflicted in

Florida" but certainly not in Southern
California. The Eucalyptus belongs to

the order Myrtaciv and is a native of Van
Diemans Land.—Mrs. Z. May fVaite, Cal.

Eucalyptus Thee An item in your
publication for July must have caused

a smile on the face of every Californian

who read it. You say that the Blue Gum
tree is entirely unsuited for open air cul-

ture in this country, being disease-atHic-

fed in Kloritla, anil too tender every-

where much north of that State. Here it

grows everywhere, whole f orests of it for

fire wood; and I have never heard or seen

any disease upon it. Its growth is very

rapid and one is seldom out of sight of

the trees from 75 to 1.50 feet in height.

It seems funny to us that it should t.e

raised in pots. It is plain, however, that

California is still almost a foreign ctamtry

to many people of the east— E. BirtlsalL

Birds and Grapes. In June number
a correspondent recommends planting

fins as a preventive of damage to Grapes.

I advice planting Sunflowers near vines.

I have practiced it for years, and
never yet failed. The seed is also ex-

cellent feed for fowls and horses You have to

plant them but once, as some of the seeds drop

to the ground and will come up the following

spring.—I/. Fiix. Out.

Enolish Sparrow. Yes, he may have some
good points— they are far and few between, like

$.5.00 gold pieces in a church contribution box.

May the blizzards have what the U'th of Maich

1S88 has left. In the mean time it will Ix; well to

assist a little in clearing the country of this

nuisance. Mr. Coleman recommends to dissolve

arsenite of soda in warm water, at the rate of an

ounce to a pint. Enough of this is poured upon
wheat in a closed vessel to cover it, and the

wheat left to soak for at least 24 hours. Then
take out, dry it, and it is ready to do its murderous
work. Three kernels of it are sufficient to kill a

sparrow. The best time for operation is winter,

when other birds are alisent, and the sparrows

hungry. The poisoned wheat may be scattei'ed

in the streets and highways, where the birds are

in the habit of congregating in flocks after pass-

ing teams, and it will have a quieting effect on
them —K. O. K.

Crafting and Suckers.
The accomjian.iiing illustration taken from an

English paper, very forcibly reminds of two
common errors which can not be too often and
too emphatically called to the reader's attention.

One is the disregard of many growers for the

congeniality of stock and graft in grafting fruit

and ornamental trees; the other the common
evil of neglecting to remove suckere of the stock

especially in Roses, and thus allowing them to rob

the graft of its nourishment. The result of both

errors is the gradual decline, and perhaps final

death of the graft. The habit of forcing unsuita-

ble unions in grafting ornamental stuff seems to

be a very conmion one with English propagators;

at least so we infer from the Wgorous protests

again.st the jiractice in the English Journals. The
lesson which we wish to impress upon our read-

ers, is this, that a frequent inspection of grafted

shrubs on the premises will often reveal a ten-

dency towards just such a development as the

illustration shows. Kemove the suckers.
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Nitrate of Soda as an Aid to
Success.

Ill this era of close competition in all pur-

suits of life, success comes only to the per-

son whose management is charaterised by
more than average shrewdness, and who
utilizes pretty much all new resources as

fast as modern researches in his particular

line of work place them at his disposal.

This is especially true of all occupations

which have soil culture for a basis.

About the greatest expense connected

with gardening and fruit growing for mar-
ket is the cost of manure; and in this item

alone there is so much latitude for mis-

management and sinful waste on one side,

and close economy on the other, that

the course which each grower is induced to

take for the solution of this problem, often

alone determines the outcome, whether sig-

nal failure, or decided success.

We have before this spoken of nitrate of

soda as the cheapest source of the available

nitrogen that the market gardener stands

so greatly In need of, and as a means to pro-

duce thriftiest growth without the exces-

sive use of high priced stable manure.
WTiile English gardeners and farmers

make use of this substance quite extensively,

unfortunatly it is as yet comparatively little

appreciated in this country. Mr. .Joseph

Harris, who has done more than anybody
else to call the attention of American gard-

eners to the advantages they might derive

from the use of nitrates, gives in American
Agriculturist the following interesting data

on the subject.

The chief point from which nitrate of

soda Is obtained is Iquique, Chili. There is

an export duty on it of ten dollars per ton.

Vast beds of it extend for two or three hun-
dred miles along the west coast of South
America. These beds are supposed to have
been formed by decomposing sea weed.
There are two grades of nitrate exported,

one that is almost chemically pure, that is

used for the manufacture of nitric acid and
other chemical purposes, as well as for

cheap blasting powder and fireworks as a
substitute for saltpetre (nitrate of potash);

the other grade contains four or five per

cent, of impurities, principally common
salt, and Is sold at a lower price for manure.
This cheaper grade has not, as yet, been Im-
ported Into; this country, owing to the fact

that nitrate of soda Is almost unknown as

a fertilizer with us, and it does not pay the
Importers to keep It. The few farmers who
use nitrate of soda in this country have to

buy the high-priced pure article.

In Europe where enormous quantities are
used for manure, especially for Sugar Beets,

the cheaper grade Is Imported ; It Is ground
fine, and the farmers have no trouble In

getting or using It. In this country the im-
porters do not dare to bother with the small
quantity at present used by farmers.
The nitrate Is shipped In strong, coarse

bags holding about three hundred pounds
each, and by the time they arrive here, the
bags are more or less rotten, and before they
can be sent out the nitrate must be rebagged.
This Is done, not by emptying the old bag,
but by slipping a new and larger bag over It.

Before sowing the nitrate, empty the bags
on the barn floor and break up the lumps,
and run It through a sieve. A sieve used
for sifting ashes will do, though a finer one
would be better. Break up all the lumps
keep sitting and breaking until all will go
through the sieve. Four or five pounds of
nitrate will adhere to the bag and cannot
be removed. Our own plan Is to soak the
bags In a barrel of water and use the nitrate
by pouring the solution on the groimd
among Peach trees, Grape vines, Gooseber-
ries, Currant bushes, etc. In pouring it on
the ground care should be taken not to let

it splash on the leaves, it may Injure them.

After sifting the nitrate, sow It broadcast,

but it should not be sown on the leaves

when they are wet with dew or rain. It

superphosphate is sown with nitrate of soda
the two may be mixed together, if dry and
the mixture is used immediately. If damp
and the mixture is allowed to remain un-
used for some weeks, there is more or less

loss of nitrogen. This is one reason why
our manxifactures of fertilizers do not use

nitrate of soda. There is not only a loss of

nitrogen, but the mixture becomes damp
and lumpy In the bags and is difficult to

- M
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winter the windows are, of course, closed to

prevent freezing. One or two tlierniometers

are to be used :uul frequently consulted for

maintiiining an even temperature. Such !i

house, properly rcKulateii, will keep fruit a

few degrees above freezing througli a large

part of the year, except in summer, when
there are no cool nights for tilling the apart-

ment with cold air.

In a building like this, regulated as de-

scribed, winter Apples, which commonly
decay before the arrival of the warm weather
ot spring, have been retained in good condi-

tion until the middle ot June; and our early

winter Pears, such as hawrence and Nell is,

have been kept in fair eating condition into

February and March. This fruit-room may
be a separate ai)artment in the basement of

a dwelling; or it may be a building specially

erected for the purpose.

If a separate building it may be placed on
slightly descending gi'ound and sunk a foot

or two below the surface, but this is not ab-

solutely essential. Ilrect the frame of six

inch studs, or eight inch if the building is

large, and cover the inside, as well as the

outside, with building paper, the studs being
placed .iust far enough apart to receive the

strips of paper with a little lap. Then board
up both sides, over the building paper.

This double wall will be hardly sufficient

protection against cold in the north; and
additional protection is afforded by nailing

vertical strips of lumber, an inch or two
square, on every .ioist, adding another cov-

ering of Imilding paper and another board-

ing. This will make three thicknesses of

boards and three of building paper, and be
sufficient to exclude hard frost without the

addition of any sawdust-filling, which, if

used, will be liable to cause crevices by set-

tling or to be disturbed by vermin. Use
double doors.

Some fruit-houses have been built with
two feet spaces filled with tan or sawdust,
requiring useless labor and expense, as half

that thickness would be quite enough in

any case. The roof will be made in the

same way as above described, with the

shingles added. For small and very simple
fruit-rooms or fruit-houses, windows placed

on opposite sides, which may be opened to

any degree either for the gradual or copious

admission of fresh air, will be sufficient.

For a separate Iniilding, there .should be

a plank or board floor, with openings for the

entrance ot air from below, or there may be

a slatted floor, which will always allow the

entrance of the warmer air from the earth

below and prevent the freezing of the fruit,

in the same way that a basement is kept
from freezing by the warmth of the earth.

There should be ventilators in the under-

pinning of the building, which may be shut

tor the exclusion of warm air from without
or opened to admit cool air in the night.

When cold air is to be admitted, the cur-

rent for its entrance is caused by an Espy
or Mott ventilator above the roof, which
always produces an upward draft when
there is any wind or breeze. A small fruit-

room may occupy a portion of the basement
of a house, if separated from the rest of the

basement by a double brick wal l,and a double
wall is provided outside above ground.

The same treatment nuist be given it as

for a separate building, in maintaining a

uniform temperatiire through windows on
opposite sides, which are to be opened or

closed as already described. Although less

perfect than a separate fruit-house, it re-

quires less care in attendance, and such
fruit-rooms have kept winter fruit several

weeks or even months longer than by com-
mon management.
In large fruit-houses, two .stories high, the

entrance should be through the upper story

and down a flight of stairs, so as not to dis-

turb the cool and equal temperature below

in warm weather through the outside door.

Fruit for immediate or eai'ly use may be
placed on a series of shelves, one above the

other, in the center ot the apartment for the

attendant to pass around to select ripening

specimens. Long keepers, or such as Rus-
sets, which shrivel easily, may be headed up
in tight barrels, where they remain till

spring. An intermediate way is to put the

fruit in flat boxes, I'.i feet square and three

inches deep, one box placed above another,

in piles two feet or three feet high. All are

easily examined by setting the top one ofl',

then the next, and so on, thus forming a
new pile.

No large fruit grower, to make the most
of his products, can hope to get along with-
out such or a similar structure.

Among the Summer Flowering
Shrubs.

JOSEPH MKEHAN, PHILADELPHIA CO., PA.

Passing among various shrubs in flower

in July I could not but feel that the merits
ot the Dwarf Honse Chestnut, PtivUi ixirvi-

flnrn, is not halt recognized. The bush I

saw was 5 feet high and so many broad,

while erect from its surface of bright green
foliage sprang not less than 300 flov^•er spikes.

It is easily grown, and as it gives no promise
of great beauty when small, it agreeably
surprises every one when it flowers.

Another pretty bush in bloom at this time
is the Trumpet vine. The one before me
had been tied to a (i feet stake for a few
years, and when the stake rotted away it

stood erect itself. Grown in this way it

flowers profusely.

The old-time favorite Hydrangea querci-

folia was covered with its large panicles of

flowers. While not as handsome as panicu-
lata, it flowers a month earlier, and its large

leaves are considered quite attractive.

Azalea viscosa displayed its numerous
white flowers. All other species were done
blooming for some time, and, besides this,

it happens that this one is less partictilar

about soil than the others are.

Of Spiraeas there are so many good pink
ones that it is hard to say which are the
best, but such sorts as Billardi, with col-

umnar spikes, Hegeliaua with pyramidal
ones, and paniculata with heads still broader
at the base, would please any one. To get

the most out of Spiraeas they should have a
deep soil, and intelligent pruning when
done flowering.

The Cephalanthus occldentalis, a neg-

lected native shrub, is as pretty a one as

there is. It is not particular as to situation,

and when set out by itself it forms a rounded
head of much beauty. Its white balls ot

flowers are so numerous, and the whole
liush so attractive that every one who sees

it, expresses surprise that it is not more ex-

tensively planted.

The largest flowered one of the various

.species of Hypericums is the calcinum. I

measured some blooms which were over
three inches across. The deep yellow color

and the bunch of numerous fuzzy stamens
in the centre make these flowers uncom-
monly attractive. Near by was the Japan
species, patulum. The flowers are about two
inches in diameter, and are in great num-
bers. Both of these get cut back a little in

hard winters, but this makes them all the

bushier for it.

The pretty little Erica vagans was at this

time covered with its small bottle-l)ru.sh

like heads of white flowers. Another species,

capitata, and their near relative the Calluna
vulgaris were also blooming. It takes an
extremely hard winter to hurt these, and I

have never known them to be comjiletely

killed. They seem to thrive the best im
gravelly soil, or at least on that of an open
nature. As with Azaleas and Rhododen-
drons a still soil is death.to them.

Crowing Fine Pansies.
JOHN F. ItUI'l', CUMBKU1.AND CO., PA.

The Pansy has undergone wonderful im-
provement within the past few years. This
summer I have liad Pansies which were as

near perfection as could well be looked lor.

They were very large, of circular form and
ot the most beautifid color. Many jiersons

came to see them, and the invariable cimi-

ment was that they wei'e the finest Pansies
they had ever seen. In the following I give

my method of growing these perfect flowers.

Seed of the very finest varieties bought
from reliable seedsmen, was sowed early in

August in a well-prepared bed. The seed-

bed was located in a well-aired, sunny spot
in the garden ; the ground being sifted to a
depth of about three inches, and a good
amount (about one-fourth ) of finely rotted

stable manure mixed with it. Tlie seeil

was sown thinly in drills onefouth inch in

depth, the ground firmly pressed, and
light watering given. The bed was at once
shaded with a muslin sash raised eight inches
from the ground. This shade remained
until the plants were up, when a lathe

screen was substituted, which was removed
when the plants had made a good growth.
The ground had not been allowed to be-

come very dry, a sprinkling being given
promptly as the surface dried. At the time
of sowing the seed I also prepared a com-
post by mixing in a heap of equal parts of

cow manure and good garden soil, letting

it remain until wanted for use. In the be-
gining of October the Pansies were trans-
planted into a bed, made close against the
east side of the dwelling house, and pre-
pared by digging to a depth of twelve inches,
throwing out the clay or any poor soil, then
putting in the compost of cow manure,
having it well mixed and tramped in quite
firmly until the bed was full.

The plants were then set in at a distance
of six inches apart each way and kept well
watered until established.

Late in the fall a heavy mulching of finely

rotted manure was given to protect the
plants from severe freezing. Early in the
spring this was removed from close around
the plants, allowing it to remain on the bed.
When they began to bloom all the flower-
buds were pulled off until the plants attain-
ed a good, strong growth. The flowers then
were of the very largest and finest. All
not producing flowers up to the standard
were pulled out, so that seed of none but the
finest would be gathered. When the ground
became somewhat dry, a good watering was
given. The bed being in a shaded situation
it was protected from the hot afternoon sun
and produced a perfect mass of Pansies
during the entnre summer.
By giving them a little extra care and se-

lecting a protected place for the bed, any
person can grow Pansies to perfection, and
can find a source of exquisite delight when
looking into their beautiful, smiling faces.

1,418. Lime on Muck. To tit spongy muck
land tor g'unloiiiiifr purposes, nothing is ot greater
importiincc than ttiorough drainage. Ttic next
step will be " to sweeten it," i. c, neutralize the
acids contained in it. This may be accomplisheil
by applications of lime, ashes or any other alka-
line substance. The caustic forms of lime, of
course, will be the more efTcctive ones, and so
we would prefer the different ftirms in the order
named as follows: (J round or pouudeil ipjick
lime, water-slaked lime (hydrated), air slaked
lime (hydrate and carbonate). The clear carbon-
ates—chalk, marl, old air-slakcd lime, etc,, have
much less etfect. The quantity of liino rcqiiiretl
depends on its caustic uatiin-, and mi the acidity
of the land. Try 10 bands of trish shikcd, o"r

twice that iinantity of uii-slakcd lime at first,
note the result, and rei)eiit as needed. Wood
ashes contain not only a mild form of lime (car-
bonate), but also caustic potash, and a <piniitity
of phosphoi'ic acid, and heav.y apidicutiims of ft

are the very best treatmcid that con lil lie given
for yoiu" muck soil. It not only tends to sweeten
it, but also provides just tlie elements of |ilant
food in which in all probability it is dclicicid.
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The Common Alders.

Most of our readers from New England
northward far into British America, and
westward to Oregon, are well acquainted

with the Alder which clothes the margins
of streams and swamps with dense thicliets;

and have learned to look upon its bark as

containing great medicinal (blood purify-

ing ) properties.

All the species of the genus Aluus, of

which there are about fifteen, halt of them

Lawns and Their Management.
M. B. FAXON, SUFFOLK CO., MASS.

In the formation of a new lawn it would
be difficult to say which was the more
favoral)le time, spring or fall, as much de-

pends upon the character of the season. If

fall is selected, the earlier the sowing can
be done after the usual summer droughts
are past the better—say the very last of

August or early September. The first work
is to get the ground graded according to the

FIG. 1. BLACK ALDER. FERN-LEAVED ALDER. CUT-LEAVED ALDER

in North America, prefer rich damp soil,

and like Willow, are useful in consolidating

banks, and covering damp, low-lying lands

which would otherwise be almost treeless,

with a heavy growth of wood and leaf.

The European Alder (Aliius ijluthioaa

)

is often cultivated in Kurope for its wood.
It usually does not attain more than 4(1 or .50

feet in height, but in good soil near water,

specimens are occasionally found 70 feet

high, and two or three feet in diameter.

Woods and Forests speaks of the indus-

trial wants which the Alder supplies. The
wood which is white when alive, turns red

when cut, and afterwards a pale pink, the

latter color being permanently retained. It

is siiitable for a number of purposes for

which Poplar and other similar light woods
are used. Although lasting but a short

time when exposed to the weather. Alder
wood is e.xtremely durable under water,

and is largely used by engineers for founda-
tion piles. The celebrated bridge of Kialto,

at Venice, is said to be built on Alder piles.

Alderwood charcoal has the reputation of

making superior gunpowder.
Some of the varieties are quite handsome

ornamental trees. In our engraving taken
from Woods and Forests, we present the
common form of Alnus glutinosa, (in fig.l.)

with male and female catkins ; leaves of the

Fern-leaved Alder {A (jintinosa impcrialti<)

in flg. 3, and those of the Cut-leaved Alder
{A. ij. laciniatu) in flg. 3.

The Fern-leaved is a variety of seedling
origin, apparently quite as vigorous and
rapid grower as the common Alder ; and its

beautifully cut leaves and general habit
render it a valuable addition to any collec-

tion of trees. The edges of the leaves turn
upwards in more or less shell-shaped fashion.

The Cut-leaved has flat cut leaves with
broader, shorter lobes than the preceeding

;

and is also a handsome variety of vigorous
growth. A flue specimen at Syon, England,
40 years ago, measured H3 feet in height, the
diameter of the trunk three feet, and of the
head H3 feet. The Cut-leaved is frequently
met with, same as the common Alder, in a
perfectly wild state.

Among other interesting subvarieties of
the Black Alder ((ilutinnsa) we have the
Oak-leaved (A. ij. qHrrcifiAUt), a vigorous
grower and quite ornamental, and the
Hawthorn-leaved (A. <j. hicisii) with small
leaves resembling those of the Hawthorn.

location, or the fancy of the owner. The
whole should be plowed well and evenly.

If the subsoil is at all hard, let a subsoller

follow the surface plow.

Harrow until the whole surface is smooth.

Use only the best and cleanest seed that a

reliable seedsman can sell you. A quart

will sow about 300 square feet, and from
five to seven bushels will be required tor an
acre. If possible never use stable manure
on a lawn, as there is always more or less

weed seed in it. The best possible fertilizer

to use in the begining is a heavy dressing of

ground bone say from one to one and one
half tons per acre. This will not only start

the new growth well, but will last for

several years. Ground Tobacco stems is the

best top dressing that can be given, and
used each season in connection with the

bone dust in the begining will insure a

strong even growth.
The only way to get rid of the trouble-

some weeds is to cut them off below the

surface as fast as they appear.

The renovating of an old lawn that has
been worn out by neglect or other cause is

generally unsatisfactory work unless the

whole is torn up and treated as if new. But
if this cannot be conveniently done,old lawn
may be much improved by running over

with a light harrow or rake, stirring the

soil as much as possible without injuring

the roots. Then about half the quantity of

seed recommended for new lawns should
be sown and the surface again lightly stirred

and thoroughly rolled.

Mowing should be commenced as soon as

the grass has made a growth of two or three

inches in the spring and continued every
week or ten days until growth stops in the

fall. When mowed often there will be no
need of raking off the cut grass but if a

rake is used it should be with blunt teeth

so as not to injure the roots. It is a good
plan in any case to roll a lawn each spring,

as this firms the soil when the frost has
loosened it, and leaves the surface smooth.

A Home-Made Hygrometer.
L. L. ESENHOWEB, BERKS CO., PA.

JMost means by which the weather is fore-

cast are visionary and unreliable. Seldom,
indeed, do we find any positive guide by
which the temperature of the future may
be known to a certainty. I herewith
present an engraving of Hygrometer, home-

made, and so cheap and simple is its

construction, that there is no necessity for

being caught by frost any longer. It is so

unfailing in its action, that we can tell to a

nicety in the latter part of the day or even-

ing what the lowest temperature will be

the ensuing night.

It consists first of a large glass bottle A,

and a thermometer C inside of it. In the

cork D are inserted two glass tubes E and F,

one, E.simply communicating with the outer

air; the other, F, reaching from the

bottom of the instrument to the out-

side and ending at a right angle.

The tube can be bent very esisily by
holding it in a gas flame, and giving

it an easy bend. A small rubber
hose G, ending in a mouthpiece, is

attached to the end. The bottle con-

tains a quantity of ether, which,
however, must not reach the bulb
of the thermometer.
When we wish to know the tem-

perature of the coming night, we
simply blow into the mouthpiece
attached to the end of our hose, in

consequence of which the air vapor-

izes a quantity of the ether, which
in its turn will absorb an immense
amount of heat. Keep on blowing
for a moment or two, and you
will find moisture deposit on the
outside of your bottle; then quickly

read your thermometer on the inside, and
you have the lowest temperature of the en-

suing night. This point is called the dew
"point," and when that is reached, the
temperature will not go any lower.

Now a word with regard to the philosophy
of this valuable little instrument. Dew
forms in con.sequence of warm air coming
in contact with colder earth and plants,

thus being forced to part with its latent (or

insensible) heat. In so doing, however, it

must precipitate, or free, the moisture it

held in suspension. Now when you blow
into the ether contained in your hygrometer,

a quantity of it, becoming vaporized, ab-

stracts a great amount of heat from the in-

side of the instrument. The result is, the

warm air coming in contact with the cold

HOME-MADE HYGROMETER.

glass, parts with its latent heat, leaving the
moisture it contained deposited on the out^

side of the glass in the shape of dew. The
reason why the temperature in nature never
sinks lower than the dew point is plain. The
air coming in contact with the cold earth
and plants, parts with its moisture. This
changes from the vapour form into the liquid

dew, which change I'esults in freeing the
latent heat contained in the vapor. Dew is
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nothing more than heat and moisture ab-

stracted from earth and plants during the

warmer part of the day, and given back

when the dew point is reached.

Care should be taken to keep the small

tube closed with a cork to prevent the evap-

oration of the ether; if on blowing into the

instrument you find the temperature to go

below :fi° before dew is formed then cer-

tainly you can depend on frost.

The instrument can be put on a small

shelf of one of the posts

arbor, or any out-of-the-

way place, where it can

be consulted at any time,

and enable us to make
timely preparations for

the protection of plants

against the early frosts

liable to occur in early

autumn.

in the summer

well lifted to stand the dust and heat of the

ordinary living room without complaint,

though appreciating a frequent cleansing of

Its foliage.

Of those delightful summer plants, the

Fuchsias, there is but two varieties which I

have found at all worthy of general culti-

vation for winter bloom; Speciosa, and Mrs.
j

Marshall. No satisfaction may be expected

from these, however, unless they have been

prepared for a winter season, and when put
In the window are in healthy strong growth

Hop for Covering Ar-
bors and Arches.

We have often seen the

Common Hop employed
as a means of hiding un-

sightly objects on people's

premises, and as substi-

tutes for other ornamental
climbers, running up on
poles or over fences and
trellises. We were there-

fore by no means unaware
of the usefulness of the

plant for such purposes;

but the annpxed picture

of a Hop-clad arbor, which
we reproduce from our
English contemporary
Gardening Illustrated has

certainly only served to

strengthen our good opin-

ion of the plant, and im-

pressed us more fully with

the fact of its being beau-

tiful also.

The common Hop, says

our contemporary, is one
of the most beautiful and
easily grown of all the

hardy climbing plants.

When planted to cover

arches over walks, and
intermingled with such
a plant as Clematis .Jack-

manii, the effect, when its

pendent branchlets are

loaded with Hops in

the autumn, and here and there masses of

the Clematis flowers peeping out from
amongst them, is extremely good. For
planting in woods, pleasure grounds, etc., it

is admirably adapted, as the rich vegetable

mould generally found there is very con-

ducive to the development of ample foliage

and long, twining shoots.

Plants and Bulbsfora Winter Garden.
W. F. LAKE, ERIE CO., NEW YORK.

Very often those who have had consider-

able experience and success in grovring

plants especially during winter are asked
to prepare for a novice a list which may be
expected to succeed reasonably well in an
ordinary window,and produce enough bloom
during the dull winter months that they

may repay the care of them.
At the head of such a list, I invariably

place the Chinese Primrose as giving the

greatest satisfaction. The plants being
dwarf may be placed nearest the glass, and
compactly for they do not require large

pots, and come in many colors and shades.

A number of Begonias, are very well

adapted for winter, and those varieties

mentioned in the florists' catalogues as

being good winter bloomers, may as a rule

be entirely relied on. The Begonia seems

HOPS COVERED ARBOR.

from old wood. A double white corolla

Fuchsia first procured as Mrs. Elisabeth

Marshall, but diflferent from above, which

are both of the single kind nevertheless

very pretty, has given a fair amount of

bloom by having strong growth from old

wood, though its season was shorter than

the single kinds.

Heliotrope Show Wreath, has done better

for me than the purple kinds in winter, and is

quite satisfactory. Bouvardias are good, if

you are very sure of keeping them free of

the red spider, if not let them alone for

window culture. C'allas, we all know their

merits, but if you would have them large,

strong and thrifty, don't forget these points.

Good drainage, so that the hot, nearly

boiling water applied every morning will

soon pass to the saucer and be removed;

plenty of ;well rotted cow manure in the

potting soil, also leaf mold and sand so that

it is nice and light, and porous.

Geraniums in the dwarf growing kinds

will do very nicely, if kept cool. Here is a

list I never do without. Evening Star, very

dwarf, a most beautiful clear white, with

pink center, and clear white eye inside of

this. Cluster of medium size, very freely

produced. New Lite need no description,

but care in choosing a plant that i.s true.

which as it developes will show beside the

usual stripe, salmon, scarlet, and in one in-

stance some almost white flowers all on a

single large plant. Madame Thibaut,

double pink with whitish eye, and free.

Madame Windsor, single salmon of a par-

ticularly pleasing hue. Ernest Lauth, the

freest double crimson but rather awkward
grower, though easily trained to good shape.

Grand Chancellor, brilliant scarlet crimson,

double. Princess Maud, same shade of

single, with large white eye. Candidissima,

double white, and Snow
single white. This list is

much larger in my own
collection: indeed I have
had a hundred or more
kinds good for winter.

Maherina odorata with
its numerous yello%v sweet
scented flowers is a pleas-

ing departure from the

ordinary, and blooms
pretty much all winter.

But the best or at least

most reliable things are

the Dutch Bulbs, foremost
among which is the ever

welcome Hyacinth. Blok.s-

Ijerg, Lord Macauley,
Veronica, Slam, La Tour
d'Auvergne, Baron Van
Tuyll, Heroine and Ida I

depend most on for fine,

large spikes, and an as-

sortment of colors. Tulips

are cheap and nice in a
sunny window, entirely

free from Aphis, but an
eye sore if these are plen-

tiful, for it is almost im-
possible to keep them off.

Narcissus force very
nicely in the common win-
dow, and if one has nice

varieties in the garden,
they may be lifted, and
will force quite as well as

the imported bulbs,

though it is well to in-

clude mth each order a
number of the newer
kinds for the variety.

Amaryllis .Tohnsonil

and one or two others of

this class make grand
winter plants if brought
along in a sunny win-
dow, about the same tem-

perature as for Geraniums. Grown in too

warm a temperature, the spike is never so

fine and lasting, while it is not uncommon
to have it fail entirely.

The most attractive thing I ever grew in

the line of Dutch bulbs, or least the one ex-

citing most praise was a very large pot of

Ixias and Sparixis. One does not often meet
these bulbs, but it is because their merits

are not generally known. They are very

easily grown, the only extra attention is to

give them a very liberal supply of water
while in bloom if there are very many in a
pot. The large pot referred to above had to

be watered twice a day while in bloom. The
small bulbs do not differ much in appear-

ance from small Gladiolus bulbs, and the

early growth also resembles this plant.

With all bulbs the period of bloom may
be lengthened much by removing them to a
cool place just before their flowers reach
full size, and water them quite freely though
not allowing it to stand in the saucers.

1,419. Deformed Asparagus Shoots. The prob-

able cause of this is the ililficulty which the

yoiin^ shoots have to encounter in pushing their
way throufe'h hard soil. Give srood cultivation
to make the plants stronjr, and mix sufficient
>x'j!rctal)le matter witli tlic snil over the crowns,
to iimke it verg lootr and porous, and probably
you will have no further trouble.
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Under the Apple-Trees.
This is the orchard, here they grow.
The Apple-trees In triple row,
Ab, well I mind the years ago.

When we were young together.

They stand it well, this Baldwin, now.
The red fruit fairly loads the bough.
Has it forgot, I wouder, liow

I used to dig around it ?

This Pippin, standing next, tiiey say
Bears Apples good the following May
Bite one, you'd thlulc 't would last for aye.

Though ail so fair and yellow.

Such men I've Icnown, pray who has not.
That hardened as they older got.

Would shrivel, shrivel, yes, and rot,

But never once grow mellow.

Youths' Companion.

To a Bird.

Sing on, sweet warbler, sing-
Sing thy Creator's praise.

Whose power supplies thy every want.
And lengthens out thy days.

How lonely were the woods,
Or hedgerows though so green.

Did not thy carols echo walte
While flits thy form between.

. Witness. John Robinson.

Oh ! the dreadful frosts.

Give the Gladioluses support.

In Sweeden Mountain Ash berries are eaten.

We favor early lifting of plants to be kept over.

Nothing better for Grape posts than Red Cedar.
The Vine Walk at Woodbanks interests all vis-

itors.

The White Tigridia should be Everybody's
flower.

New York State Fair, Albany, September 12th
to ISIth.

Blood-leaved Filherts are true to name only in
the spring.

Choose single Hyacinths and Tulips in the main
for forcing. They do better than the doubles.

Pyrethrum roseum the " Insect Powder Plant

"

is with us in free bloom from seeds sown in April.

Perennial Sanflowers belong by themselves;
any other plants near them are robbed of food
and moisture.

The Garfield Apple is suspected by Mr. Cotta
to be some German variety whose original name
has been lost.

Annual weeds disappear from the lawn when
kept mowed off. Fear not the Rag-weed; but
pull up the Plantain.

If the Silver-leaved Poplar did not sprout from
the root what a valuable tree it would l)e. Fine
for contrasting with Purple-leaved Plum.

The Oz-£ye Daisy not an insect powder jilant.
So says Prof. Riley who has tested its alleged
virtues in this direction. Sad news indeed.

The Hattie Jones is a new Strawberry of the
Crescent type from Indiana. A single plant of
them is reported to have had 163 berries on it at
one time.

Take a Look Ahead. Hyacinths and other
bulbs to be forced into winter bloom must lirst
have roots. To have roots they should be potted
early. The Catalogues are about ready.

The Merkel Bed Raspherry, so Mr. John F.Rupp writes us, is really a remarkable thing for
its non-suckering habit. In growth and general
appearance it resembles the Blackcaps.

The Tale Strawberry introduced by S. Hoyt's
Sons of New Canaan, has been awarded the prize
tor the best seedUng variety introduced within
the last five years, offered by the Massachsetts
Horticultural Society.

Golden Dawn, a new double Geranium received
from Peter Henderson la,st spring, has more of
the yellow in its scarlet than anything we before

have seen. It is a new departure in color, and as
such worth noting; of free growth and bloom.

For Winter Bloom. If you have no specially
prepared Geraniums then select suitable plants
this month. Cut them back one-fourth and set
in a shady, then a sunny place for a few weeks,
siirinkliiig the foliage lightly several times daUy.

Phloxes, Verbenas, Poppies, Asters, Zinnias,
Petunias, Mignonette, Sweet Peas, and many
more beautiful Annuals now in bloom—what a
vaiiety, what a display of colors, what a fra-
grance! And all this out of a few packages of seed.

Between a form of Leaf blight, the flea beetle
and the dry weather, our Potatoes are having a
rather hard time of it. The flea beetle which has
only recently appeared for the first, is by aU odds
the worst. Now we can sympathize with Bro.
Carman.

Fine Poppies. One cannot help becoming a
friend of these too often disliked flowers if they
will but sow such fine kinds as the following:
Fairy Blush, The Mikado, Faust, Snowdrift.
They have been the delight of all visitors to our
grounds.

Two beautifnl Apples of the crop of 1888 were
received from Judge Miller on August Ist. Our
Missouri friend has a way to preserve them of
his own. If I lived in your latitude, he says, I
would undertake to keep Apples two years. The
expense is trifling.

Cut worms have bothered me terribly for the
past four years, by cutting off my Lima Beans
and Dahlias. This year I sprayed the plants with
White Hellebore solution, wetting the ground
thoroughly, and have seen no signs of the worms
since.—Jt/rs. Albert A. Varliny.

Cheaper Phosphoric Acid, There is a prospect
that the basic pi'ocess of manufacturing steel wUl
be largely employed in America before many
years, thus giving us in the waste product known
and imported under the names phosphate meal,
Thomas slag, etc., a cheap source of phosphoric
acid in that form at home.

Tree Tomato of Jamaica, catalogued by Messrs.
Hendeison & Co. in 1886, but discarded since, is

probably the same as the " Brazilian Tree Toma-
to" (Cyphomandra betacea) described and illus-
trated in June number. We grew plants, but
lost tliem accidentally, and now are unable to get
either seed or plants.—L. G.

The Chilian Beets can never become popular
ornamental plants while we have the Coleus,
Achyranthus, etc , on which to depend for effects
in ornamental foliage. The former arc attractive
to numerous insects which spoil them; the latter
are never so harmed. Leave Beets to the vege-
table garden and the cow patch.

The General Boyal Union for the cultivation
of flower roots at Haarlem, Holland, will hold its
16th show of Bulbous plants March 20 to 25, 1890.
A large number of prices are offered, and the
show promises to be a great attraction. For par-
ticulars address Mr. D. Bakker, Gedempte Oude
Graeht No. 110, Haarlem, Holland.

My Bemontant Boses never before have
bloomed so long, all through June and July, and
bid fair to continue through August. Whether
it is due to their having been transferred to new
and richer earth, and receiving better culture, or
to the frecjuent rains I do not know, but am de-
lighted with the effect, whatever the cause.—
Ehlcr's Wife.

Begonia rubra gives the most satisfaction
when trimmed back, or compelled to grow in a
branching or tree form. Grown in this shape it

produces a greater amount of blossoms, B. met-
alica does not bloom as freely as rubra, but its
showy foliage seems to make up for this defic-
iency. The plant does not bear frequent changes
and should be grown in the house.—£. L. V.

A Novel Plant, Miss Bacon (they have been
discussing Orchids): "And now. Professor, I
want you to teU me about the plant from which
electricity is made." Professor Hohonthy
(aghast): " The which '/

" Miss Bacon. " You
certainly must have heard of it. Father says
its high cost prevents the general use of electric
lighting—I mean the electric plant."—Fiom Har-
IJcr'n Bazar.

The Wilder Pear, received from Mr. Chas. A.
Green, first week in August, was not only fair to
look at, but very good to eat for so early a varie-
ty and in quality certainly much ahead of its still
fairer coutemporary, the Lawson, or Comet. The
latter rots from the eoie, while our Wilder spec-
imen, having been kept on our desk for some

time, had ,iust begun to decay from the apex,
when we applied the final palate test.

A Shrub for You, Beader. Are you yet without
the Panicle-flowered Hydrangea {Hijdraiigca
pa n Iculata ura ndifttira) in your collection of hardy
shrubs? Then take our counsel and let not an-
other planting season pa.ss without setting one or
more of these shrubs. The more we see of them
the better are they liked. Vouug plants set at
Woodbanks in May are now loaded with from
three to twelve immense panicles each of bloom.
A perfectly hardy shrub.

Geranium Slips root readily; if we only prepare
them proiierly. Select a thrifty shoot, about S to
5 inches long. Cut off clean and smooth with a
sharp knife, then remcjve thelower pair of leaves
with a close cut, and trim the leaves left, so that
the cutting will resemble the one here illustrated

.

It is now ready for insertion in the propagating
bed, or in a pot or bo.v of sand. Sandy soil will
do in absence of clean sand. Fuchsia and other
cuttings are prepared in same way.

Cutworms and Calosoma, I notice this year an
unusal number of cutworm-moths; they often
come into the window at night, flying about the
light. The kinds most fi-equently found here ai-e

Agrotis devastator, messoria and clandestina.
Fortunately the tiger beetles or ground beetles
(Calosoma) were also quite numerous this spring.
Often I found the iarvic in the act of devoui-ing
a cutworm. They frequently seize cutworms
several times as large as themselves, holding on
by the neck in spite of the victim's struggles, un-
til the juice is all extracted and nothing but the
skin left. The illustration on next page re|)re-
sents a group of most common cutworm-moths.-
Walter A., Lynn, Iowa.

Saving Garden Seeds. It is a common jiractice
for the ordinary farmer's wife and those in charge
of the garden to use the best vegetable crop for
house use, and when the Peas, Beans, Radishes,
Sweet Corn and the like have dried and ripened,
to gather the seeds for i>lanting the following
season. No wonder we hear of certain varieties
running out, as they call it. Instead of that I
always mark off enough of the best part of a row
or patch for seed, don't take any from it, unless
the small pods of Peas and Beans, the small ears
in Corn, and the smallest Radishes. Then, when
cleaning the seed out, take only the best devel-
oped. By this method there is a chance of im-
provement instead of deterioration. When the
seeds are dry, put them i n packages, and mark the
year on the packet. The Sweet Corn I leave in
the husk, and hang up in an airy place.—S. Miller.

A New Work on Grape Vines. Prof. P. Viala,
of Montpelier. France, who made a tour of the
Grape growing regions of this country under
the direction of his Government in 1887, has just
published a book, entitled Une Mission Viticole
en Amcrunte, in which are embodied the results
of his observations relati\e to our vines. Briefly,
the work embraces a monogi-aph of the North
American species of the genus Vitfa—desciiption,
history, synopsis, vai-iations, hybrids, geograph-

TRIMMING CUTTINGS.

ical range, natural soils, culture and horticul-
tural value; and the principal fungus diseases to
which they are subject. The volume contains
eight Hnely colored chromo-lithogra])hs, and
eoveis 387 I'Jmo. pages. An authorized American
edition is being prepared by Mr. F. Lamson
Scribner, who assisted Prof. Viala while here and
accompanied him in liiscxcursions to the various
parts of the tlnited States. The information
gained by his observations here has enabled Prof.
Viala to in-esent many new points of interest and
settle many disputed questions, hence the work
will be one of great interest to all American
viticulturists, and especially to those of Call-
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foruia. The title of tlie translation will be

Ameruaii Graiic Vincst and tlnir Dinaasen. A
second and supplementary work is promised on
Viticultun' in A nierica.

Emergency Baskets. Why not ha\oone under
the iilant shelf V ( 'areful mothers generally pro-

vide in nurseries tor sudden sickness or accidents,

and plants take the place of children to those

who can eare for them. In my emergency basket

is a hammer, scissors, tacks, striufr, old knife and
cup holding Tobacco powder. If one had to look

for these things, tliey would not be so apt to be

used. Now, I can clip ott a dead shoot or trim

the branches with my scissors, tie up a straggling

branch and woe betide a green insect that has

slipped in, and malacionsly began on a leaf; a

pinch from my toV>acco settles him. I also have
a small bo.\ of sand, another of soil, and still an-

other of tree mold, while a few small thumb pots

arc tucked away in a corner. So a few minutes
here and there through my busy days keeps
things in order, and is a delightful change from
dish washing, or bread making. I know I can
lay my hand on just what I want, so the few min-
utes* work among the plants does wondei"S. I

have also a bo.x for slipping, and another for

seeds. The last has a movable glass top, made
from a broken pane. What should I tind in it

one day but a small Elm tree, from a seed that
had ft)und its way in, and sprouted. I didn't have
the heart to throw it out, and it has commenced a

vigorous career in a thumb pot.—Sister GracUnis.

Large Elm Trees Removed. I know of no city

where the mania for removing large shade trees

for the streets is so great as in Chicago; the streets

being lined with Elm trees, moved when from
eight inches to one foot in diameter. But as a

centennial effort Mr. Simon, superintendent of

the Graceland cemetery, has just moved two Elm
trees that have been growing within si.x feet of

each other the best part of the century, the

larger being 3 feet 6 inches, the smaller over 8

feet in diameter three feet from the ground.
Ordinary the large trees are slung between huge
wheels constructed for the purpose, but this

mass of earth and roots was very near fifty feet

one way by thirty the other, weighing fifteen or

twenty tons. A house mover done the job ex-
actly as he would move a house, raising the mass
by jack screws, and inserting great timbers un-
derneath in all directions, then by means of a
windlas and chains, the whole mass is moved, up-
1 ight as it grew, slowly to a distance of nearly ^
of a mile, a permit for the occupancy of the

streets being obtained of the authorities. The
house mover's charges were over $400, and so far

the noble old twin monarehs appeared to have
leaved out, as they must have done each spring

since the time that the red man roamed over, and
supposed he owned, the now mighty west.—Ed-
gar Smiders, Chicayo.

About A Japanese Bose. I hke the Rosa ru-

gosa for its sturdy, uiiique appearance, its hand-
some foliage, which emits a fragrance after a

rain like the Sweet Briar, which delighted my
sense of smell 60 years ago, when a large bush of

it grew beside the school house door where I

learned my A B C's. To this day I am reminded
of that time whenever I pass a bush of the Jap-
anese. Two plants are interwoven, a red and a
white, and while not perfect in form they make
u nice show, blooming nearly- all summer. You
will hnd the little Apples full of seeds, sur-

rounded with a pretty thick pulpy shell, which
has some taste in it that might possibly pe put to

use if other fruit was scarce. The bright red

Apples on the bushes look handsome when the
latter is partly co\'ered by snow. These seeds

will grow readily when ripe if put in the ground
iu the fall; will grow from six inches to a foot

the first yeai-. It is possible that it would make
a good stock to bud some of the hardy varieties

of Hoses upon. There are some Hoses that give
much better flowers when budded on some strong
stock than when grown <m their own roots. 1

have just now Qve varieties budded on a com-
mon annual bush, three of Avhieb are iu bloom
at this time, Marishal Niel, Star of Lyons and
Bride (this latter is a si>lendid bud), Vick's Ca-
price and Baron de Bonstettcn. The three last

named are from buds taken from small plants

BOt from abroad last spring; are now much larger

than the plants taken from,and two have bloomed
while the plants have not yet shown a bud. This
Hose budding I practice all summer, and am
greatly pleased with the results.—^'. Miller.

Grouping Hardy Plants, .\ leading point in

fa\'or of many hardy Ihiwi'ring plants is that

they possess a stately and oraanietital appear-
ance the season through, which fits them well for

arranging in groups on the lawn. This is nfit the

ease, however, with all kinds. Of the former
class wo call to mind some pleasiiw masses we
have met in the past. I'a'onies are always in

place when thus used ; we have seen them grow-
ing in large groups of irregular outline, which
were extremely satisfactory. By i>aying some
attention to having the dark colors towards one
end shading off to lighter and linally white at the

other end, with perhaps a plant of the darkest

set among the light ones fijr balancing the coloi-s,

the effect at the time of bloom is charming
beyond description. In the Canadian Park at

Niagara Ealls is a large circular bed devoted

wholly to plants of the Copper Day Lily (llem-

eroeallis) the appearance of which is handsome
indeed. Yueea fllamentosa similarly used, or

a
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GROUP OF CUT-WORM MOTHS.

perhaps better if set into beds of irregular shape
are unei|ualed for line effect in lawn embellish-

ment. The Plantain Lily, especially the large

white iFitnkia alba) is one of the handsomest of

lawn plants if grown in partial shade in a light

rich loam. Perhaps the first combination in this

line we have ever seen was a simple group con-

sisting of strong dwarfs of the common Blue
Iris or Flag, intermi.ved with the graceful yellow
Day Lily ( Hcmerorallis flam). Both plants were
in bloom at the same time, forming a contrast in

the color of the flowers most pleasing. Second
to the color contrast was that of the erect pointed
leaves of the Iris with the gracefully curving
leaves of the Day Lily. The kinds of plants to

avoid in this work are such as Delphiniums, Pop-
pies and Sweet Williams, which present a shrub-

by appearance of leaf after the bloom is gone

Planting Bulbs. ' Notwithstanding it is a gen-

erally acknowledged fact that a garden without
an abundance of blooms from the Dutch bulbs,

coming as so many do in the early spring before

other subjects of more tender nature dare put
forth, is incomplete, there are many gardens
throughout the country which are almost whijily

destitute of such adornment, though there is a

large annual outlay on the preteuti<ius (and to

many minds aboninable) summer bedding. The
outlay of a single season iu this way, if spent for

Lilies, P.aeonies. and other fall-planted bulbs and
roots, would cause annual rejoicing for many
years, on the whole being far more satisfactory

in the end, especially if money be an object.

Among richer classes of people. Hyacinth, Tulips,

and so on are often planted in the summer beds

after they are destroyed by frost in the fall, and
these bulbs are lifted before time for setting the

summer flowers again. This is treating them as

though they were annuals, practically. Its re-

sult is that any season's growth is not fully com-
pleted, rendering the bulbs impaired for further

use, and is far from satisfactory. This plan

might do in some eases of summer bedding where
the things were planted in rows, setting the sum-
mer plants out between the rows in which the

bulbs were planted the fall before; or instead of

Geraniums being used in the bulb beds, let some
thing not requiring such deep root growth be

used, as for example the Verbena. The best way,
however, is t() plant where they may remain per-

manently, witlajut being disturbed, as increased

beauty ari<l strength of the clumps each sea.son

will be the in\-ariablc result. The season for

planting an out-door collection of bulbs extends
over (juitc a length of time, especially in the t-a.se

of Lilies which do not all ripen their growth at

the same time, therefore varying the planting
time. The work, however, should begin in early

September by laying out the plot ami deciding
delinitcly as to tl)f rehUi\ e positirai of t'ach suli-

ject, having in mind the growth and time of l)loom

of each. The ground also should be prepared some

time before needed, bj making it rich, light and
deep. Sand and leaf mold ar<^ important factors

to the greatest success with most of this class of

bulbs.- H'. F.Lalie, KricCn., N. Y.

New York Floral Notes.

Two or three of the large Hose growers have
Hose hou.ses in full bloom, and their friends are

wondering how they do it, Perles especially—one
man is credited with .sending in one thousand
blooms of this Hose in a single day. Of course

trade is very dull, but there must be some money
in it, or these Hoses would n(jt be produced now.
Some very fine funeral work baa been done

lately—not designs, which are not called for in

the best trade, but decorations of the mortuary
chamber. In some cases, where the remains

hare been lying in state for about a week, the

decorations have been altered or renewed each
day. These decorations consist chictiy of plants,

though of course flowers are also used. The
plants are disposed much the same as for a recep-

tion, but there is also some special decoratiftu

about the casket; it is sun'oundcd by or banked
in plants, and is usually covered with a plague
or pall of flowers. These plagues are usually

made just large enough to cover the top of the
casket, or they are arranged with an easy grace
which removes the idea of any set design. One
which had a loose ground-work of white flow-

ers, with a Pansy border, had in one upper
corner a loose trailing bunch of Cattleyas. These
Orchids are very much u.sed; they are especially

useful at this season, when Hue flowers are scarce.

A lightly made, loose wreath of Pansies, with a
trailing knot of Cattleyas at one side, made an
exquisite funeral design for an elderly person—
the wreath is one of the few designs which are
without stiffness when rightly made. But a fun-
eral wreath, when made according to the old
fashion, very round, very white and very smooth,
looking as if built with a trowel, is vastly differ-

ent from the loose artistic garland produced by
a good florist.

Peter Henderson's Gladiolus show made a wel-
come break in the monotony the first week in

August. It was both large and good—the best
show he has favored us with. The finest Gladio-
lus there was a new white, which, I fancy, orig-

inated with C. L. Allen. It is really a good white,

having only a pale Lilac stripe in the lower petal;

the spikes are large and the te.xture good. It

has received a certificate of merit and prospect-

ive prize from the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society; it must be exhibited there three suc-
ceeding years before it receives the final prize.

On the whole the light colored Gladiolus were
the best at this show; it was rather a wonder to

see the flowers looking so good, after nearly a
week of the wettest, gloomiest weather known.
Some of the new French Cannas were on ex-

hibition: they are most charming. Unquestion-
ably the finest Cannas seen yet; they are as showy
as Gladioli. A brilliant carmine, ITlrieh Brunner,

is almost the handsomest; large Iris-shaped

flowers, like Ehemannii, but an erect spike. They
are very free bloomers, and make a beautiful
group. Some showy varieties are golden-spotted
and streaked with crimson and scarlet; they look
more like an Orchid than a Caiuia.

Some of those wonderful Dwarf Lima Beans in

pots attracted much attention; it certainly does
look odd to see Limas growing on compact little

plants the size of bush Beans.

Some beautiful specimens of the red-striped

Lilium auratum (I/, auratum var. rubnim eitiat-

um) were very large and fine; this is a \'ery showy
thingforalargeva.se. Altogether a show most
creditable and handsome.
Most of the city florists are buying up Palms

and other foliage plants in a way that implies a

large use for them next winter. A preference is

shown for those which have been summering in

the shade out of iloors; they arc so much hardier
than plants drawn up under glass that they are
very much more useful in decoration. A good
many of the Palms, Seaforthias or Kentias, are
planted three or four in a pot; this make a
thicker, bushier looking plant, though it has a

tendency to draw the leaves up; however, they
don't show this in the group. In many cases the
luu'row. drawn up plants are quite as useful as
the more spreading ones when forming a group,
but of course usually the ra(»re robust a plant is

the better.

Sweet Peas are regarded with a good deal of
favor, but of course they are very cheap. A
buni-h of three or f<air blue Corn flowers is quite

a fashionable boutonniere.

Emily Louise Tapun.
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No Good Blackberry. We
liave no Blackberry that is

satisfactory. Snyder is a-

bout the best, but too small.

—E. A. Richl.

Flowers Bring SuneMne.
Wherever I have found
flowers in the yard I have

found sunshine in the borne.— HorneHsville

Farmers' Cluh.

Mending the Orchard. If you must set a tree

where an old one has died, remove a wagon-load
of earth and replace it with fresh new soil.—

G. J. Kdlogg.

New Iris. Among the flowers at the show of

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, July
6th, the new varieties of Iris, exhibited by E.

Fewkes & Son, were especially worthy.

Lucretia Dewberry. I have tried the Lucretia

over which so much fuss has been made, and I

urn disgusted with it. It is a fine, large berry,

but flat and hardly fit to eat.—E. A.Riehl.

Overproduction in Grapes. Acreage of Grapes
could be increased from one-third to one-half

without an.v fear of overproduction to the mar-
ket, if the marketing of the fruit was di-iised

more systematically.— C?ias. Mitzlsy before Urapt
Growers" Assuciatlon.

Home Beauties. I believe in the male members
of the family giving assistance to the ladies.

Let us gi\e them more tune for thus beautifying

our homes by making everything about the

house as convenient as possible for them.—Hoj--
ndUi'ilU Farmers' Cluh.

Shipping Grapes by Freight. Small shiiiments

of early Grapes in hot weather can not be safely

made by freight under present arrangements,

as sufficient attention is not now given by the

railroads to small local shipments.—Jlfr. Butler

before Orape Groioers' Asuociation.

The Yearly Fruit Allowance. Every family

needs for each member 1 bushel of Currants and
Gooseberries, 2 bushels of Strawberries, 1 bushel

of Itaspberries, 1 bushel of Blackberries, 50

pounds of Grapes and 2 barrels of Apples each

and every year. This will give health, happiness

and a lo\e for the old home.—G. J. Kellogg.

Pear Swarfs and Standards. A rich, strong,

loam suits the Quince stock best, a lighter soil

suits the free stock for Pears. The advantage of

growing Pears on the Quince is early fruiting;

whereas, the generally adopted axiom respecting

Pears grafted on the free or Pear stock is, that—
He who plants Peai's,

Plants for his heirs.

—C. B. Saunders^ England.

Express Company Trust, The American, the
Adams, the United States, the Wells-Fargo and
other express companies are said to have formed
a " trust " for the purpose of avoiding compe-
tition, iucrestsing and maintaining uniform rates,

all of which would probably be detrimental to

the interest of Grape growers. Mr. Snow had
been informed that the present rates would be
maintained on heavy shipments, and those on
small shipments to local points be increased.—
Orape Growers' Association.

Seeds Not Guaranteed. At the recent meeting
of the Seed Trade Association the following gen-
eral disclaimer of responsibility for seeds sold

was unanimously adopted to be used the coming
season: " While we exercise the greatest care to

have all seeds pure and reliable, we do not give
any warranty express or implied. If the pur-
chaser does not accept the seeds on these terras

and conditions they must be returned at once,
and the money that has been paid for the same
will be refunded." ( Here follows initials of firm.)

Utilizing Tomatoes. O. Gibbs, of Dakota,
writes to the Minnesota Society, that his whole
crop of Tomatoes ripened late, and after picking
twenty bushels of well ripened ones, he used the
green and half-ripened ones for feeding cows
which ate them with a good relish, half a bushel
at a ration. Horses also pronounced them good.
He had fifty bushels, a supply for a month, to
the end of October, before the advent of frost.

He pulled up the plants by the roots, let them
wilt two days, then shook the Tomatoes off and
picked them up as we do Potatoes. If always
making good feed, it may be well to plant them
by the acre for late autumn green feed for cattle.
as large crops might be easUy raised.

Cape Cod Cranberry Growers. The second an-
nual meeting and election of ofiBcers of the Cape
Cod Cranberry Growers' Association was held in

the town hall. Sandwich, July 9. The following
officers were elected: President, J. J. Russell, of
Plymouth; vice-presidents, A. D. Makepeace,
Barnstable; Emulous Small, Harwich; secretary
and treasurer, T. T. Jones, Sandwich. The ex-
ecutive committee was instructed to consider
and report at a special meeting of the Associa-
tion a plan for securing a uniform capacity for
barrels and crates, and for preventing any per-
son not a member of the Association from using
any trade mark adopted by the Association and
to procure legislation in connection therewith.
The Association numbers one hundred members.

Close Planting in English Gardens, The Jer-
sey farmer, cultivating 20 acres of land, and
making a comfortable living of so small a surface,

cannot afford to allow a single perch of it to re-

main unproductive, and every square yard is

made to contribute towards the general expenses.
The space alloted to kitchen gardening and fruit

culture is generally' near the homestead, the
pathways being planted on either side with bush
Apple and Pear trees. Currant and Gooseberry
trees filling up the intervening spaces in the
rows until the trees have grown sufficiently large
to cover the whole space. These highly-cul ti-

vated and richly-manured pieces of ground are
made to produce crop after crop in rapid suc-
cession. No sooner is one crop off the ground
than another replaces it. The trees get the ben-
efit of these repeated dressings and the manipu-
lation of the soi\.—Chi»wicJt tEng.) Conference.

Packing Plums for Market. The Plum is per-
ishable, and more care in handling is required
than often is given, especially on sorts designed
to be sold on the retail stands of distant cities.

These certainly should be picked with stems ad-
hering and carefully laid in five pound to eight
pound baskets; in all cases picking the small and
inferior fruit by itself to be marketed as second
class. And while the varieties designed for pre-
serving need not be so carefully packed, equal
care should be bestowed in sorting that no im-
perfect fruit be packed in packages denominated
first-class. In doing which you will find someone
ready to purchase your fruit at its full value,
giving you fair compensation for all your labor
and care, and you, in conclusion, abundantly
satisfied that well-grown Plums shipped in clean,

neat packages at the proper time and to the
proper markets are a crop not to be despised.—
S. D. Willard, Western New Torli Hnrt. Society.

Protection for Grapes. While professional
Grape growers are searching' for a remedy for
rot, or some means of presenting it, there is one
fact that an amateur should never lose sight of

—there can be no rot where the fruit is protected
from dew and rain. Where vines are trained
on a building under a cornice, the fruit never
rots. A wide board nailed over the trellis, in

so far as it protects the fruit from dew and rain,

prevents the rot. A strip of calico, rausliu or
other fabric has the same effect. The hability to
rot is also diminished in proportion as the vine is

high. There is always less rot at the top than at
the bottom of the trellis. Where vines are
allowed to grow over the branches of trees with
little or no care, there is but little rot, and the
\ines are remarkably healthy and productive.
If one can raise this fruit without having it rot

—and every one can-there is no reason why any
pei-son should hesitate to plant a few vines.—Bc-
port of Summit Co. Hortieultural Society.

Bushels Boxes for Potatoes. Next to the Po-
tato digger, the greatest labor saver on our farm,
in the line of Potato culture, is our bushel box.
Potatoes can go from the field to the grocer in

the city, and then to his customer's cellar on
spring wagons and under canvas, so they are
fresh and nice as though just dug in his garden.
The boxes, of course, are left with the grocer
until emptied. When digging, the boxes are
scattered through the field. A man can pick up
a bushel almost without lifting, if he takes four
rows at once. Then two men can empty them
into the wagon, as it is driven through the field,

very rapidly, or set them in, to go to the cellar.

It is a great sartng of labor over the common
way of picking up in a basket and carrying them
to heaps, then picking them up again from the
heaps into the wagons. These boxes hold a bushel
level full, so they .can be set up three or four
deep in field, wagon or cellar. We have board
covei-s to put on when it looks like rain, or to
keep the sun from injuring the Potatoes. If you
want to load a car from the field, they are just

the thing. There are hand holes in the ends, so
they are about as easy to carry as a basket. The
size is 13x1.3x16, inside measurement.—T. B. Terry,
before a Farmers Institute in Wiscotviin.

The Early Peaches. Capt. E. HolUster:—We
have on the stand to-day some very nice looking
Peaches, but their excellence is confined to looks.
Bite one, and your vision of bliss is quickly dis-

pelled, eat half a dozen and the probabihties are
that you will soon have cause to regret it. I

have found all these early Peaches a nuisance
They always rot badly and later in the season,
would be pronounced unfit to eat. Alton Peaches
have a reputation in Chicago, but if we send them
much such early stuff we will soon lose our
good name. Nearly all these varieties, Amsden,
Alexander, etc., are seedlings of the Hale's Early
and are all alike. Georgia and other southern
Peach growing states have made the same mis-
take, and are suffering for it. About the first

good Peaches we get are Troth, Early York,
George the Fourth and Mountain Kose. E. A.
Riehl :—I think Early York better than Troth,
but I think Amelia and Flater's St. John earlier
and better than any others that have been
named. Have grown them and know them to
be good. J. M. Pearson : I have always held
that these early Peaches were a nuisance, and
think the best thing you who have the trees can
do, is to grub them out. If you market them,
people get so disgusted with them that they will
not buy good Peaches when they come to market.
—A Iton Smilheni TlUnoi.'i HortictMural Society.

Overhead Heating of Plant Houses.
I
Read by E. S. Bartholemew, before the Buffalo Florist
Club.Jid!/20th.]

What is Heat '> Heat, according to modern
theory, is a condition, a result. It may be
the result of molecular action or energy.
In the heating of plant houses, we have to

do with potential molecular energybecoming
kinematic by the clashing together of mole-
cular atoms of matter in consequence of

affinity called combustion. The heat thus
produced, we employ by radiation.

Radiated heat is very diffusive, hence, if we
place our radiating pipes overhead and evenly
distributed across our houses, a very much more
even diffusion of the radiated heat and even tem-
perature throughout the entire house will result.
The object of glass structures, being to get a
summer climate during the rigors of winter, we
endeavor to make them practically as near frost
proof as possible, excepting the roof, for which
we use the clearest glass to be obtained, that the
greatest amount of light may be admitted. We
do not take into account the amount of mole-
cular energy that may be imparted to the atmos-
phere in the house, or the heat that may be pro-
duced by the interception of such molecular
energy.
Our glass roofs, practically, are the same as a

thin sheet of ice, whenever the outside tempera-
ture is below 33° admitting the cold very rapidly.
The question now arises, where shall we place
our radiation, so as to meet this cold air and pre-
vent its coming in contact witn the delicate
foliage of the plants under cultivation, causing
disease, mildew, &c. Shall it be near the glass, or
overhead, or near the floor of the house ? Com-
mon sense and reason would say, place the radia-

tion where it will meet the cold air as soon as
possible after entering the house, warming it,

causing air currants, and thus diffusing the ra-
diated heat, giving us a very even temperature
through the entire house. If the cold air or frost
coming through the glass, be met at once by the
heat radiated from the suspended pipes overhead,
there can be no danger from frost in any part of
the house.

Some Tests, In order to test this question, I

began some experiments which intended to
show whether by placing the radiating pipes
beneath the benches we obtain the best pos-
sible results in plant growth and blooms, or
whether to cold coming through the glass did
not too often reach the plants doing injury to

the foliage, thereby causing a diseased condition
more liable to sporadic growth. Another ques-
tion arose, whether by underheating we did not
surround the roots of our plants with too high a
temperature, with comparatively too low tem-
perature of the atmosphere surrounding the tops
to give large blooms with good substance of the
petals. To assist in Jorming my conclusions, 1

instituted a series of experiments as to the com
parative temperature of the soil surrounding the
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roots and tops of the plants while pniiliieing

their most active gx-owtli and greatest amimnt
of blooms, out i)f doors as well as under glass,

the amount of moisture being equal or nearly
so. Tlie several thermometrie tests made indi-

cated from lU to 'M degrees ditferenee between
the temperature iit the soil and of the atmos-
phei-e, when the plants were making their most
aetive growth, giving a profusion of blooms
The soil Indicated from 40 to 50 degrees. These
ttsts were made during spring time. The result
of these experiments formed a eonelusion in my
minil, that by placing my radiating pipes sus-
pended near the glass would give me results
more nearly to the out-door ones than by the low
down i-adiation. Two years of experience with
overhead radiation has given me even better re-

sults than I anticipated. I lune also become
moi-e satislied that most of the diseases of our
plant houses are directly traceable to a \ iolation

of Nature's law in the methods of heating and
ventilating plant houses as at present practiced.

Advantages of Overhead Pipes. The advant-
ages T have found so far, are: First, It does not
reciuire so great an outlay for pijiing a house, a
lineal foot of 1'4 inch, for steam, is ecjual to a
lineal foot of 4-inch pipe for hot water under-
neath the benches. Steam at 2-pound pressure 1

have foiuid that a lineal foot of lJ4-inch pipe will

give sullicient radiation, if steam is used, for
three scpiare feet of glass; if hot water, then 1)^-

inch is sullicient tor the same amount of glass.

This for zero outside and sixty degrees inside.

Second: 1 have found, by thermometrieal tests,

that the heat is \ery much more evenly diffused
throughout the entire house, even within two
inches of the floor, even under the benches not
to exceed three degrees lower than at six feet

above the floor. Third: Air currents are formed
much more completel,\' than by underneath radi-

ation. The pipes being susiicnded just beneath
the glass, the heat radiated from them immedi-
ately comes in cimtact with the cold air sliding
along just beneath the glass, imparts heats to it

and as it passes the line of pipes in its descent, it

receives more heat, which it carries along impart-
ing it slowly until the entire atmosphere of the
house is evenly warmed, forming upward and
downward currents. Fourth: The molecular or
wavy action gi\en to the air iust beneath the
glass by the radiation of the heat from the pipes,

seems to have the eftect of intensifying the light

as it passes through it, and this intensification

gives a greater amount of radiant energy, thus
assisting in the diffusion tending to the equaliza-
tion of temperature or equilibrium. That this

intensified condition e,xists is shown by the fact
that on very cloudy days, without any change in
the thermometrie condition of the pipes, while
dark and after light appears, when the atmos-
phere is very densely cloudy, the thermometer,
as the light increases, will show a rise of se\'eral

degrees according to the idensit.v of the clouds.

That this takes place, to some extent, with un-
der radiation is true, but not to the extent of the
overhead. This intensified light has very much
to do with the gre-.iter vigor and healthfulness
of ijlants, for it is a well known fact, that
the most healthful plants, the most intense
coloring in blooms are found on that por-
tion of the earth where the atmosphere is clear
and the greatest number of rays strike the
earth on a given amount of surface.

Fifth. Hy the overhead system of heating
jilant houses, the soil on the benches is warmed
from the surface downward, just as we find it

out of doors, the evaporation from the surface
is slower, carries away the heat, the roots of the
plants are therefore in a cool, moist soil, conse-
quently healthier than where the heat is applied
ciirectly beneath the benches in a soil that is dry,
a high temiierature which forces the moisture
ra]>idly away. Water is not needed .so copiously
at each watering, rarely so as to run through.

I am of the opinion that the atim)Sphere is, as

a whole, moister, yet I have not used a hygrome-
ter or wet bulb thermometer to determine that
fact, judging by the sense of feeling. From my
two years experience in the use of overhead
radiation, the healthfulness of my plants, the
abundance and size of my blooms, I am very
sure I shall not return to the old system of heat-
ing. Surely there could be no more convincing
jtroof than a thorough testlike this.

To those who are disposed to be critical or pre-
judiced against any innovation on old time ideas,

I will simply say, that in plant houses where
pipes are not used under the centre benches, or
where solid beds are used, they are warmed by
the general principle involved in the overhead.

viz.: by diffused railiated heat, and I feel <iuite
assured that the plants so grown on them, have
ever lieen quite as healthy, gi\'en (juite as abuu
dant blooms, at least I know of Hoses that ha\e
been planted twelve years in a solid bed and are
at this time perfectly healthy and giving abun-
dant lihjoms.

Crowing Tulip Bulbs in England.
lAhslrart of pap,- r rrnil liji Mr. Jtnm-K U'alkfr at the
Hortifutturtil Club, England.']

The three classes I wi.sli to refer to are tlie

Dutch or bedding, the Parrot, and the
species of the genus Tulipa. Their culture
is simple and well adapted to this country.
The treatment ot the varieties varies but
little. The few species that are not quite
hardy will be kept out of view.
The first thing to be done is to select a sheltered

situation. The land ought to be sandy-light up
to medium loam. Wet heavy land ought by all

means to be avoided. Select a piece that has
grown a croj) without manure, then apply plenty
of new stable manure. It may be put in just be-
fore planting with the plough. When recom-
mending new manure, I am aware I clash with
many good cultivators, but I here give the find-

ing as I have found it- that is, our results have
always been better from new than from old man-
ure. Howe\'er, let it be old or new, it ought ne\-
er to come in contact with the Bulbs.
Early in October is the best time to plant; 3 to

4 inches deep, three iuehas between the Bulbs,
and 8 inches between the rows represents my
practice. Some recommend planting l> inches
deep, Ijut when grown at this depth in large cjuau-
tities the expense is largely increased in lifting.

After planting there islittle to do except keeping
the Bulbs clean. For ordinary seasons they will

be ready for lifting early in June. The time
varies a little according to the season, but it is

alwa.iis safe to lift whenever the foliage begins to

get yellow. If they have been in good cpiarters

the rtowering Bulbs in most instances will ha\e
produced a good second-sized and also a small
Bulb, and the small ones will have developed into
flowering Bulbs. I may here say that if they are
allowed to remain in the ground after they are
ripe the skin of the IJulb will be dark, and not the
bright color a salable Bulb ought to be. When
lifted they ought to be placed in tra.vs, boxes, or
laid out in lofts, with plenty of air. A dark shed
or outhouse is preferable, for if exposed to the sim
<u- much light the skin will crack and come ofl'.

I have already said that the treatment is sim-
ple, but there can be no success if annual lifting

is not iiractieed, and the lifting and planting done
at the proper time. I have also said that the cul-

ture is weU adapted to this country. Now how is

it we do not grow our own Bulbs ? Seeing that
no nation in the world grants us the same privi-

leges that we grant them, it becomes us to look
round and see if we are not spending large sums
of money on a plant we could grow, if not better,

equally as well ourselves. Fora number of yeai'S

I have jjlanted Dutch-grown Bulbs alongside of
home-grown ones, and the latter produced larger
flowers than the former, and this was more strik-

ing in the Parrot species, a clear proof that these

two sections prefer medium loam to sand. I am
a little surv>rised that the species are not more
cultivated. If we take Gesneriana, Fulgens,

Elegans, Elegans allia, Ketroliexa, &c., theii- ef-

fect in beds or borders is simply grand.

Can they be grown to pay ? I have had some
experience in growing them by the acre, and
cannot throw out the hope that a fortune can be
made, but if i>roperly manged, a fair profit may
be realized. In field culture we cannot always
be certain of sound market flowers. I have seen

a shower of hail damage thousands of buds, and
the sun shine out ten minutes afterwards and
smile on all the destruction the hail had done.

Partridges and rooks are fond ot the buds when
.voung. Such are a few of the dilhculties to eon-

tend with. However, so far as I have seen, none
of these misfortunes interferes with the develop-
ment of the Bulbs.

Our advantages over the Dutch growers are

better and cheaper land, and cheaper manure.
Our great disadvantage is the want of skilled la-

bor; in this the Dutch grower has yet a great ad-

vantage over us. I believe one of their workmen
will lift as many Bulbs in a single day as ours
would in foiu" days.

I have a robust faith, however, that with
a sturdy will and a little skill England may bo
made the home for the Tulip.

Nomenclature of Fruits.

[ Kj-tnti't of Paper read by B. K. Van Dcman, U. S.

promologiitt, before American Nurscrumen's Con-
vention.]

It has now been six years since our be-

loved and lamented Wilder delivered him-
self before the American Proinological
Society of the reformatory ideas regarding
the nomenclature of our fruit.s.

The committees on nomenclature of the Amer-
ican Pomological and American Horticultural
Societies have olticially reported in favor of
measures looking to the practical application of
the new ideas, and the former society has pre-
pared and adopted a revised list of the leading
fruits of our country. This revision has been
made with the most sacrificing care and by the
best pomologists of the day. It has been the
idea to shorten, simplify, eliminate, and put into
as plain English as possible the conglomeration
of names that have been dug out of all the na-
tions of the earth. The task has been far from a
light one, and especially with the Russian list,

and I am sorry to say it does seem in a great
measure to have been a thankless one. I hope
that the day will soon come when the Nursery-
mens' Association will be the active agent of
carrying into effect what the other societies and
private individuals have so well idanned and
begun.
Why has not the association taken ofBcial ac-

tiim to establish uniformity of names for our
fruits y Ccrtjiinly such a course wtmld be most
happy and |irofltable in its results.

Few nurserymen have made practical applica-
tion of the rules that as membei"s of one or more
of the pomological or horticultural societies they
may have helped to make or endorse. A careful
examination ot the nursery catalogues shows an
array of synonyms that is truly discouraging.
We find the Ben Davis Apple called New York
Pippin in some of the Eastern states, and Ken-
tucky Red in the South; we have Gilpin called
t'arthouse; Romanite, Little Romanite, and Lit-
tle Red Romanite, according to previous know-
ledge, or, it may be, the fancy of the nurseryman

.

Some still hold to the old, useless and long ago
discarded ajipendage " Pippin," which was first

attached to Grimes Golden. The much simpler
and equally intelligible name Westfield is often
seen with the "Seek-no-further" attachment.
Angouleme Pear has its old prefix andsufiix both
carefully preserved. Cumberland Strawberry
has its " Triumph," and Woodruff and Wyoming
Grapes have their "Red" superfluities. The
crop of swelling "Wonderfuls" and overloaded
" Proliflcs " seems to be still growing.

It is easy to see how all this confusion and use-
less bombast is originated and propagated. Some
nurseryman originates or purchases the stock of
some new thing, and not to be outdone in a name
he goes in for all the thing is worth, and perhaps
more, too. Or he may, in his honest, ignorant
simplicity, have found some old variety and re-

named it.

Might not this association take some action
that would in a few years induce the nursery
men to submit their catalogues to a committee
on nomenclature or some other authorit.v by
which the names be corrected, so that the same
fruits may in time have the same names in all

places? Of course it will be impossible to change
the local names, but the annoyance and incon-
venience of teaching the people the correct
names will be far less than to continue the pres-
ent custom of everyone using such names as
may suit their fancy.

The rules of the American Pomological Society
regai'ding the name of new fruits are quite sulfi-

cient, but the.v lack ]iractical application by the
nurserymen of the countr.v. If they were lived

up to, there would be great advancement in

knowledge, and the confusion which now occurs
would soon cease.

Evaporation of Fruits.

t^Vom recent discussion of Ontario Fruit Growers^ As-
sociation.]

Mr. BouLTEii:—In the past few year.s (juite

a large number of small evaporators have
been made and sold to farmers. There are
lots of Apples that cannot be profitably sent
in to the factory. They should be sliced up
and bleached, and they could realize a good
fair profit on them, because they could do
this at home, and save drawing those Apples
to market, to factories and to evaporators.
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How to dry them bas yet got to be learned by
farmers. They will pick them up just as fast as
they fall and draw them to a factory, and when
they get there, they are pretty well up to pom-
ace ; whereas if they would peel these A pples at

home they would save them. Farmers could
save a good deal of money by taking one of these
small evaporators, takinff pains, bleaching it out
with brimstone. In answer to the question,
would it be profitable for a man to evaporate
Apples, I say yes. I have two thousand Apple
trees. If I had not a factory I would have a nice
little evaporator and use up the Apples that I

could not sell, that fell with the wind. The help
around there could peel up a good many dollars
worth of Apples of Apples that are now thrown
away. If the farmers would do the work well
they would get just as good a price as the Ameri-
cans. I put them up in five, ten, twenty-flve and
fifty pounds boxes. I ordered a great numy
paper boxes from Montreal. Instead of selling
them by the pound, the merchants would say,
"Here is five pounds." The cost of packing is

pretty hea\v in a public establishment of that
kind. The farmers could do that if they would
get the little 'paper bo.\-es. Put them in five
pound boxes, lay the first course nicely; learn to
be tasty and neat about it, and you will get a
real good price for your Apples—much better
than if you put them in 25 pound boxes; 10 pound
boxes, however, are very nice. Oftentimes mer-
chants would get 75 cents for five pounds. I

don't believe a farmer can grow berries and
evaporate them and make money out of them at
present, because there are so many dried berries
in the back counties that are picked and dried
because they can't be shipped here; and the
market is generally down to about 15 or SO cents.
Now, if you get four cents a pound for them
fresh you better sell them than undertake under-
take even to evaporate at that, because it will
take four pounds of berries under the most fav-
orable circumstances to make one pound of
evaporated berries, and nearer five pounds. In
large cities it is done. In Rochester a man has
30a acres and evaporates his Blackberries and
makes money out of them. We never could; we
gave it u p.

Mr. Caston.—The equinoctial gales in Septem-
ber knock a great many Apples off the trees;
and they are some of the finest specimens, and if

you don't keep them you lose them, as Apples
are a drug in the market in the fall of the year;
and I think when people are a long way from the
canning factory, it they could evaporate they
would save a good deal that goes to waste.
Mr. Boulter.—Thousands of dollars could be

saved to the country in that way. If a wind-fall
Apple is cut up right away, peeled, the core
punched out, put in the bleacher, and then sliced
up, the bruises will bleach right out— it won't
show in an evaporated Apple.
Mr. Castdn.—How would 10 cents per pound

correspond with green Apples per bushel?
Mk. Boulter.—The Golden Kussett Apple will

make about four pounds to the bushel. The
Snow Apiile will make less.

Mr. DEMP.SEY.-Bleaching is exposing the Ap-
ples to the fumes of sulphurous acid. I would
ask any one to evaporate some Apples and not
expose them to the action of this acid, but try
thcni natural and see if they don't have the nat-
ural tlavor; then take some Apples that have
been bleached and cook them and taste them;
and lie will Hud that this bleaching process has a
tendency to toughen the Apple. Even though
you make them into pie, the toughness remains;
but if they are not bleached the Apple cooks and
swells up again just as nice as it come from the
tree, and you can detect the flavor of varieties
of those that are dried without the bleaching
process. I admit that the trade requires white
Apples and those men engaged in drying Apples
don't care whether the Apples is a white-floshed
Apple or a yellow-fleshed Apple. The saccharine
matter is what preserves the Apple, and there is

a certain amount of that which must be de-
stroyed by the actien of the sulphurous acid.

Mr. Boulter.—I was under your impression
when we first started. It is the same way with
Hops. When I was in the Hop business, I went to
Torontu andtound I could not sell my Hops. I

was told 1 would have to put brimstone in. The
brimstone is driven off almost entirely liy the
heat. We bleach the Apple now as quickly as it

is peeled. I believe that the bleaching process
makes the Apple softer and better that it would
without bleaching. You cannot tasted a particle
of the brimstone, and I believe that is driven off
with the heat. If the trade says, " We have got

to have that kind of an Apple," you may talk
till doomsday to tell a man you are selling better
than what he says he wants and what his cus-
tomers want. If they demand that kind of Apple
they have got to have it.

American Society of Florists.
\Abstravtfrom Pres. J. .V. Man's Address be/ore the
Society of American Floristi^, Aui/. 2n, 18Sy,l

As workmen and artists we must show
that we are able to keep abreast of the times,
and the best possible opportunity for us to

do so is to meet and freely discuss all mat-
teas of interest. Wonderful strides have
been made in the making up of floral de-
signs alone, within the last ten years, and
other branches of our business have shown
equal advancement. This is very largely
due to the Society of Americin Florists; but
no one will deny that we have ample room
for improvement left. Let us then all unite
and try to carry on the good work, for to
elevate our business is to raise each and
all of tis on the plane of life. It may be well
to consider for a moment what elevating
our calling means. Higher art, broader
views, honorable and strict integrity in all

our dealings, and I know of no better means
of advancing it to this plane than the educa-
tion of young men who are to succeed us in
this business.

Educating the Young. As we train the young
men and boys now in our employ, so in a great
measure will they conduct the future business.
Therefore we should be careful to start right.
To be a successful florist a young man should
have a fair school education, and in addition he
should ha\'e a natural taste and love for flowers.
This combined with a good business training and
strict application will produce the desired result
in most instances; and here I would like to give
a word of advice to the young man who wishes
to become a florist. The florist's path is not all

Roses without thorns; neither can you be a suc-
cessful florist without hard work, perseverance
and strict application to business. Very many
young men of to-day think they would like to
go into this business because itisnice easy work,
soon learned and lots of money to be made.
There can be no greater mistake. When you
start in business for yourselves, begin on a sound
basis by meeting your obligations on time, live

always within your income, incur no debts until
.vou can see your way clear to pay them. This
may be too slow for some but it is the only safe
way, and will save you many regrets in after
life. To learn the business requires a life-time
study. An old friend said to me that he had been
over fifty years at the business, but was only an
apprentice .yet. Our business is never learned
except by continued study.
Many who have graduated from horticultural

schools, although well versed in the theory of
horticulture, are lamentably deficient in prac-
tical experience, and for some unaccountable
reason, ver.v few of them ever overcome the
difliculty. Herl)ert Spencer says " all our indus-
tries would cease were it not for that informa-
tion which men begin to acquire, as they best
may, after their education is said to be finished; "

and this is perfectly true of our business. Theory
is very pleasant to read, but if you wish to get
at the root of a tree you must take a spade and
dig until you get it. I do not b.v this wish to
convey the idea that I am not in favor of a good
training school; on the contrary, I think it would
be of great service to us.

Public Exhibitions. These are another means
by which wc can learn an immense amount of
practical good. They are not onl.v educators of
florists, but of the whole public at large, and as
such we should do all we possibly can to advance
and extend them. I would earnestly- recommend
this society to use its best endeavors to extend
horticultural exhibitions where\cr possible, and
would suggest that the horticultural press of the
country could do still more in this direction.

New Seedlings, In our haste we do not give
the time to this branch of the trade that we
ought. The new things we get from abroafl are
novelties only in name and not ^porth the i>aper
it takes to describe them. This is particularly
noticeable in many of the new Roses sent to us
from France of late years. Though there have
been s<ime grains among the chaff, very few are
suitable to imr climate. A wide and interesting
field opens itself for us.

Business Methods. We. as a body, should take
some means to protect the trade against those
who buy goods, promising to pay at a certtun
time, and then utterly ignore the fact that they
owe anything to the party furnishing the goods.
There are many other loose practices in this bus-
iness. In every business with which I am ac-
quainted, except ours, any party allowing his bill

to go unpaid, expects to and does pay interest
(or all such time allowed, and no business can be
expected to succeed where one party uses the
capital of another without fair compensation.
All such abuses should be remedied by those
who wish to be considered honorable men.
Nomenclature. The renaming of plants to

suit the sellers purpose is, to say the least, a very
objectionable practice. A flower needs only one
name, and that should be the one given to it by
the raiser or introducer; and to any one buying
an old variety at an advanced price, under a new
name, it is an injustice, and works against the
best interest of the trade all over the country.
The National Flower. We shall have to handle

this subject with great care, as the matter has
already received much attention from the press
all over the country, and many of the leading
people of the Union have already voted on it.

Betail Florists. We should use our best en-
deavors to protect the retail florist. From all

over the country I have received letters com-
plaining that the large wholesale growers are
selling to private gentlemen at the same prices
as to the retail dealers. This is undoubtedly a
hardship and injustice, and should have our care-
ful consideration.

Express Charges. To make matters worse, the
express companies have now advanced the rates
aU over the country. Eight of the leading com-
panies have signed a code to charge a uniform
rate of five cents for each returned empty. This
will add considerable to the expenses of the cut
flower grower, and altht)Ugh the matter has been
laid before them very plainly, showing the in-
justice of such charges, yet no good has resulted
from it up to this date. From past experience I

have little hope of getting any reduction in the
charges for plants, but it is to our interest to
take every means to protect ourselves.

Florists Hail Association, This has come to
stay, and the increased interest on the part of
the florists all over the country augurs well for
its future prosperity. To those not already in-
sured 1 would earnestly advise them to join it

before the close of this convention.
Value of Time. It's better to do a small bus-

iness on a sound basis than a large one on a rot-
ten foundation. Time is of great value to us all;

many of us are apt to ask for an extension to
pay our bills, etc., but if we measure it right we
can find time for all things, and time to get to
this hall at the hour named in our programme;
then we shall have more leisure to enjoy the
beauties of this lovely city of Buffalo and its

surroundings, its grand park system, which justly
ranks among the finest in the country.

CONDENSED GLEANINGS.
Stem Rooting Dracaenas. The stem is prepared

by making a horizontal incision nearly half-way
through the stem, just below the lowest leaves,
and then an upward one, so as to form a tongue,
as shown in the enlarged drawing of the stem a,
then cut a thin wedge of wood, and put in be-
tween the severed part to throw it open. Now
tie some damp moss round the cut, so as to form
a ball of the size of a Cocoanut. This must be
kept moist until' the roots show themselves
through the moss, then gradually sever the top
off and put the roots, with a portion of the moss,
in a five-inch pot of good soil, and grow on in the
usual way in heat. A better plan, [lerhaps, is to
use a clean three-inch pot, and soU instead of the
moss. The pot in this case has to be sawed in
halves, and to have the drainage-hole enlarged so
as to fit the stem. Before putting the pot round
the stem two or three more stoutstakes, ikU must
be fixed at equal distances apart in the pot of the
plant to be operated on, and of sufficient length
to enable the sawn three-inch pot to be secured
to them. Fix the two halves of the three-inch
pot round the stem, as shown at cc and hb, bind-
ing some fine wire round its exterior to keep the
two parts together, then further sec^ure the up-
l>er rim of the pot at cc to the states, and also
carry three strands of the wire, as showji^ju the
sloping dotted lines, from the rim to an upper
part of the plant, for the ijurpose of preventing
the pot moving downwards when the soil is [ilaced

inside. The great point is to make the j>ot per-
fectly secure at first, so it cannot move and thus
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break off the tendei' young roots when they begin
to form. lu the bottom of the pot put a layer

of moss, pressing this down firmly, then add suffi-

cientsandy soil to fill the pot as far as the incision.

In close contact with the latter put pounded
charcoal and sand, but fill up the remainder of

the space with soil. For the fii'st few weeks the

soil mnst be kept just moist. In about six weeks
roots will have formed, and then should begin
the work of gradually severing the upper part

from the lower. It is best to cut a small notch in

the stem .iust below the suspended pot, making a

similar (jne at intervals of three days luitil a cir-

cle round the stem is completed, then sever it al-

toyelher, remove the stakes, wire, and sawn pot
carefully, and put the new roots and soil intact

in fresh soil in a five-inch pot. Sprinkle the foli-

age, and shade from the sun for a day or two,

and all will be right.—Amateur Gardening.

Salphuric Acid on Lawns. Sulphuric acid is

often strongly recommended for destroying
Plantains and Dandelions on lawns. I have often
used it and found it very effectual. Take a large-

mouthed quart bottle and fill it about half full

of sulphuric acid; tie a piece of strong etring

securely round the top, attaching a piece of
wood to carry it by. Then take an iron skewer
about 15 inches or 18 inches long, and run It

through a round fiat piece of wood or a large
cork at a convenient distance from the top to
act as a guard for the hand ; dip the skewer into

the acid, and »>iei-ce the centre of the weed it is

intended to destroy. Great care must be taken,
as it is very dangerous stuff, and should never
be left about or in the way of children, but
always kept under lock and key when not in use.

It would be wise on the part of the operator to

put on some old clothes ( boots especially ), as the
least drop will quickly burn a hole in them. The
acid shim Id not be put into watering pots or
metal implements of any description, as it

quickly corrodes. It is not necessary to dilute
the acid with water, as a small quantity goes a
long way, and the stronger, the more effectual

is its action. In fact, it would be better not to

attempt its use unless the operat<:)r fully luider-

stands what he is about. When sulphuric acid
is mi.xed with water, violent action takes place,

and great heat is evolved, the temperature
reaching above boiling point, and should any get
into the eyes or on the face blindness or disfig-

urement would probably be the result. If it be
mi.xed, water should never be poured on to the
acid, but the acid mixed gently with the water
keeping itstirred all the time.—OanlcningWdrhl.

Huckleberries, in New Jersey, the fii-st to

ripen are those gi'own on the uplands, known

STEM PROPAGATION OF DRAC/ENAS.

as Blueberry. They are medium in size and very
sweet The next to ripen are those known as
" Swamps,'' large, slightly acid, yet delicious to

eat, and of a dark blue in color. They are very
tender, but bear transportation when placed in

small i»ackages, say the quart l)eiTy baskets.

While the blue variety grows on bushes ranging
two feet high, the " Swamps" frc(iucntly grow
to the height of ten feet. "Cracker," is not a

favQiite, being quite acid and on account of

the seeds hard to chew. They are black, bear

carrying well, and make good pies. Another
variety is know as the " Dangle " berry. Many
of them cling to the stems so closel.v that the
stem is picked with the berry. These are as
large as the "Swamps," about as tart as the
"Cracker," and possess a liright blue skin. The
variety called by the natives " Shiny lilacks " is

firm and tart, poor fruit for the table but good
for cooking. .Vnother known as the "Hog" berry
is a large brown fruit, but possesses no tlavor

and is not marketeil. ('ommonly called Huckle-
berry, but I think the correct name is Myrtle-
berry.—C. W. Idell, in Farm and Fireside.

A Lasting Grape Trellis, A correspondent of
Orange Judd Farmer speaks in favor of the trellis

here illustrated. The part of the braces and
posts buried in the earth is joined to the upi>er
portion by mortise and tenon. By this arrange-
ment, when the buried portion decays it can be
renewed easily without loss of that part which is

yet in a state of preservation, and which will last

a lifetime, if painted. Posts and braces are joined

in a similar manner at the top, being held in their

respective places both above and below by loose

fitting pins, which permit to their easy withdraw-
al. By removing the side braces the trellis can
be laid down on its side, permitting the vine to

be covered for the winter, if protection is neces-

sary. I use Hemlock for posts and braces, but
more durable timber below the soil. Posts are

4x4 inch, and (i feet long. Side braces are 2x4,

and 4 feet long, while the longer brace is 2.x4, and
S feet in length. I do not brace the central posts,

except by the small ones shown in the drawing,
as my rows are short, and the long ones are only
needed at the end. But for field culture I advise
bracing every post in the direction of the rows,
for if bi'aced in all directions, not neai' so many
posts are needed.

Where Cauliflowers are Grown. It is not gen-
erally known that nearly eight-tenths of all the

Cauliflowers which come to this market are grown
within a belt of about 30 miles on Long Island.

From Southoldto Hiverhead almost everj' farmer
is devoted to their culture, the climate and soil

being particularly adapted to their development.
This year the product was much more than suffi-

cient to supply the demands of the cities; so little

houses were erected near the railway stations and
scores of chore boys were set to work cutting up
theflowers and pickhngthem. A somewhat sing-

ular incident in the growing of this plant is that

in no other locality on Long Island, or for that

matter in the New England or Middle States, have
the farmers met with any success in its perfect

production. The result is that Suffolk county
has amonopoly of Cauliflower, which gives an in-

come of nearly $200,000 a year.—Hartford Times.

Grape Vine Bark Louse, The brown, hemis-
pherical scales of this insect are found during
the month of June on the branches of the Grape
Nine, with a white, cottony substance protruding
from one end. By the first part of July these

cottony masses, which contain the eggs of the

insect, have attained their full size. Soon the

minute young, oval and slightly yellowish lice

issue from it, and, scattering over the branches
select places were they attach themselves per-

manently and suck the juice from the plant.

Very fortunately, they are not usually very
abundant, and, according to Sanders, may be
scraped off with a knife or other suitable instru-

ment before the young lice escape. Perhaps a
quicker and more effectual way would be to use

a sponge or brush and strong soap-suds; this

would kill the young lice, if tBey had made their

appearance.—Prairie Farmer.

Gold Banded Lily. I regret to name Lilium
auratum as one not suited for general cultiva-

tion. The first season after planting it is a glorious

addition to any flower garden, but each year
thereafter, like the Hyacinth, it gradually de-

creases in size and effectiveness, until it ceases to

live. I have had this Lily succeed satisfactorily

two or three years and then mysteriously pass

away without any apparent cause. Lilies are all

fond of deep, light, moderately rich soil, with
perfect drainage, and should have a fair amount
of sand incorporated with it. Do not set the

bulbs too deep; three or fourinches wdl be sulfic-

ient, and in all cases place a handful of sand
under each. Set in early autumn and midch
lightly with some light material—sphagnum
moss is as good its anything. When growing
never neglect t<t stake the stems securelj-.-N. Y.T.

Extending the Strawberry Season. Straw-
lierries can be made a week or ten days later by
mulching quite hea\ily, and leaving the mulch
on until late in the spring This will enable the

farmer to prolong the season of fruit if he wil

imcover a part of his bed early, and the remain-
der ten days or so later. This plan will enable
you to have berries on the table Just about a
month. I believe it to be best to plant in rows
four feet apart, and form a matted row about
eighteen inches wide, and leave the rest of the
land bare of plants. In covering forwinter pro-
tection, cover the rows ipiite heavil.v and then
in the spring, before uncovering the rows, work
the space between deep and mellow, and move
the covering from the rows on to this mellow

A PERMANENT GRAPE TRELLIS.

strip. If there is not enough of this mulch to

keep the fruit clean, you can add to the mulch
in spring.—Cor. in Country Gentleman.

Pinching Pansies. I pinched off the ends of
all my Pansies. This induced other branches to

start, and these were pinched off when they had
grown a few inches. In tins way I had some
compact little plants rather than the usual
slender, sprawling specimens. I think this treat-
ment would be of benefit to the Pansy luidcr any
circumstances, and I shall practice the pinching
system the coming season. It is a characteristic
of this most charming flower to send out but
few branches, and these are so slender, as a
general thing, that they are easily broken. If

the plants will adapt itself to pinching, as I think
it will, during its summer growth, I do not see
why we may not have bushy, compact plants,
with more flowers from them than we usually
get from plants allowed to grow to suit thera-
selves.—Vick's Magazine.

Heuchera Sanguinea. This plant, now in bloom
justifies all that has already been written and
said in its favor. The flowei-s are borne on long,
slender stems and are of a bright coral red. The
foliage is handsome also, being mottled with
brown. The plants from seed vary considerably
in this respect. Our plants are twelve months
old from seed, but we find that side shoots are
freely produced, and these root readily and soon
form nice plants. It would be interesting to
know if any one has tested the plant as to its

hardiness in the eastern states, it being a native
of Mexico. It will probably prove tender, hut
even if this is so, the plant has the value of pro-
ducing flowers in winter when ]iotted and placed
in a warm house where a temperature of about
.50° can be maintained.— E. Orput in G. and F.

Care of Fruit Pays. The men who succeed
best, obtain the best prices, and who receive
returns every year, and those that take the best
care of their trees and the crops which grow on
them. They do not shake off' their fruit in gath-
ering, nor allow it to become small and wormj-.
They treat their orchards as well as they do their
Corn and Potatoes—manure them as freely, cul-
tivate them as carefully. They do not allow
Apples to become small and scabby from over-
bearing, any sooner than they would allow a
field of Corn to fail by planting three times too
thick. Poor Pears can hardly be sold for fifty

cents a bushel; the best, put up in the best con-
dition, often brings from three to five dollars, if

marketed at the proper season.—C. Gentlemen.

Planting Strawberries in Fall, The first

early Strawberries come from plants two or more
years old; hence it is often well to have an old

patch somewhere to furnish the first family
supply. But of cour.se the largest and finest

come from the new bed of younger aitd more
thrift.v plants. Very early spring is the best

time in the whole year f<ir Strawberry planting;

but, if it was neglected then and you want ber-

ries the next .\ ear in Jiuie, you may have them
by planting very earl,^ in .\ngust. But don't fool

yourself into thinking that they may be planted

at any time in the fall and then fruit to any ex-
tent the next June. They will not do it —J. H.
Hale, in Ohio P'armer.

Keeping Grapes. Mr. Roc says that few of the

early sorts will last long, but that some of the
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later ones can be preserved a considerable time

in boxes stored where the temperature is cool,

even and dry. One October day I took a stone

pot of the largest size and put in first a layer of

Isabella Grapes, then a double thickness of straw

paper, then alternate layers of Grapes and paper

until the pot was full. A cloth was next pasted

over the stone cover, so as to make the pot water

tight. The pot was then buried on a dry knoll

below the reach of frost and dug- up again on

New Tear's Day The Grapes looked and tasted

as if they had Just been picked from the vine —
Garden and Forest.

Weeds. I never saw a good gardener who
know or cared much about weeds. In fact, ig-

norance of weeds is commonly a proof of good

gardening. All perish by the same process.

When we all come to realize that we till for the

good of the crop and not for the sole purpose of

killing weeds, we shall have no occasion to study

the tares, for they will never find the chance of

growing. But some people cultivate only when
the weeds force them to do so, and here the credit

accrues to the weeds. Weeds are oftener a

blessing than a curse. Even Virgil knew this.—

L. H. Bailey in Garden and Forest.

Pot Washing Machine. The accompanying
illustration shows a simple machine which Messrs.

Alburger & Bro., Philadelphia, use to great ad-

vantage in cleaning pots The brushes on the

end of the shaft are made of a shape to fit the

inside of the pot, and several sizes are used,

though one brush does the work for a number of

sizes of pots. The shaft of the machine shown is

revolved by steam power, but one can be easily

arranged to be worked by hand power, and even

in this way two boys—one to hold the pots and

another to supply the power-can accomplish as

much work as four or five working by hand.

The wheel which supplies the power should of

course be considerably larger than the one on

the shaft, thus causing the shaft to revolve with

sufticient rapidity to be effective and do quick

work.—American Flox'ist.

The Bnsli Lima Bean, which made such a sen-

sation this season, has been grown for a genera-

tion in a secluded neighborhood in Virginia.

Station horticulturists should study their local

fruits and vegetables and thus bring into general

use superior sorts, of which we now are ignorant,

and by a system of exchanges between stations

get them into notice, after which the enterprise

of our seedsmen may be depended upon to scat-

ter them over the country.—Wm. F. Massey in

Philadelphia Press.

Preserving Cut Flowers. Immerse them in a

Sf)lution of gum arable and water two or three

times, waiting a sufficient time between each im-

mersion to allow the gum to dry. This process

co^ers the surface with a thin coat of the gum,
which is entirely impervious to the air, and thus

prevents the withering of the flowers. Roses

thus preserved have all the beauty of freshly

plucked ones, though they have been picked

several months.—O. .ludd Farmer.

Hail Insurance. It costs less than flie Insm-ance.

and there Is no reason why the Forists' Hail Association

of America should not become In Ave years as rich and
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powerful as its German contemporary, which has
been in existence forty.five years.—John G. Esler in

American Florist.

Guard Against Infection. Dead limbs on fruit or
other trees should be promptly removed. The cutting
should be below any diseased part, and the saw used
should not be applied to healthy trees unless first

washed with carbolic acid.—Md. Farmer.

Extensive Peach Growers, The Hale Brothers, of
South Glastonbiu-y, Conn . , e.xpect to harvest this season
the largest crop of Peaches ever grown upon any single

farm. All their trees of bearing age give promise of a
full crop.—New England Farmer.

The Borer. Anything in the nature of lye will de-
stroy the Apple tree borer beforeit penetrates the bark
very far. After it Is once under the bark following It

up with a wire is the only way to destroy it.—Mary-
land Fanner.

Fully-ripened Grapes will endure severe cold.

Patrick Barry says he has had ripe Delawares fi-eeze

without injury.—American Garden.

Raising Cucumbers. The greatest trouble with
raising Cucumbers Is to keep them picked while small.

—Farm and Home.
Celery kept where it is grown is certainly superior

to that which h,as been lifted.—G. and F.

What Shall We Eat? As a preliminary answer we
reply—eat more fruit.-Medical Classics.

Vegetable Products on the Table.

Cranberry Sance. One quart of Cranberries,

one pound of granulated sugar, one-half pint of

cold water. Boil fifteen minutes.

Elderberry Pie. Use mostly sugar with a lit-

tle good vinegar, and a very few berries. A few
slices of tart Apple are even better than vine-

gar.—Indiana P'armer.

Tomato Marmalade. Peel ripe Tomatoes, cut

them in small pieces and boil till done; rub
through a sieve and add i:)ne cup of sugar for

each cup of Tomatoes; boil forty minutes; then

pour in small jai-s.-Western Rural.

Cucumber Catsup. Grate the Cucumbers and
strain off the water; to one-half gallon of Cu-

cumbers add three large Onions, chopped fine;

salt, Cayenne Pepper and Horse Radish to taste;

bottle without cooking.—Western Rural.

Fried Apples and Bacon, Core and slice with-

out paring eight large tart Apples; fry brown
thin slices of bacon; remove from the pan and

keep hot while the Apples are frying in the fat;

drain and lay upon slices of meat.—West. Rural.

Red Cabbage Salad. A red Cabbage with a

firm heart and two fine heads of Celery; cut up
the best parts of these as fine as possible, mix
them lightly together with two or three spoon-

fuls of a good salad dressing; garnish the dish

with the top of the Celery, and serve.—The Lady.

Cucumber Salad. Take a large fresh-cut Cu-

cumber, peel, and slice it as thin as possible;

sprinkle a pint^h of salt and pepper over it. Al-

low this to stand until wanted for the table, then

pour over it one tablespoonfu] of the best \'in-

egar and two to three tablespoonfuls of pure
salad oil.—The Lady.

Pickled Walnuts. Pick when of a good size

but tender enough to pierce with a pin. Throw
into a brine and let stand for three days, making
new brine once during that time. Rinse off' and
put in the sun, turning frequently until black.

Pack in .iars and cover with hot spiced vinegar.

—Rural New Yorker.

Cabbage Salad. Cut the Cabbage very fine,

and put into a dish in layers, with salt and pepper
between; then take two teiispofinfuls of butter,

two of sugar, two of flour, two of mustard, one
cup of vinegar, and one egg. Stir all together

and let it come to a boil on the sto\e; pour it hot

over and mi.x well with cabbage; cover up.

Peach Fritters. Halt can Peaches, each cut in

halt; one cup Hour, one tablespoonful of butter,

one egg. Make a batter of the last three ingre-

dients, using about a cupful luiuor from the

Peaches to bring it to the required consistency.

Dip the halted Peaches into the batter, and drop
them one at a time into deep boiling lard. Serve

with powilered sugar.—The Home-Maker.

Peach Meringue, Cover a plate with paste and
bake, then spread thickly and evenly with the

fruit, pared and sliced. Over this spread a cup-

ful of sugar and pinch of salt. Now beat the

white of four eggs to a stiff froth, add five spoon-

fuls of powdered sugar, and flavoring to the

taste, and pour over the Peaches; arrange in even
and fanciful shape, and brown in a quick oven.—
Florida Agriculturist.

Mushrooms with Toast. Rub the tops of the

Mushrooms with apiece of flannel dipped in salt.

Have some butter heated in a saucepan into

which put the Mushrooms with salt, Cayenne
and ground Mace; let them stew gently until the

butter has almost disappeared, then add cream
and the grated rind of a Lemon. Set back where
they will only simmer until quite done. Have
toasted bread cut in rounds, serve the Mushrooms
on them, and put a squeeze of Lemon juice over
each.—Country Gentleman.
Pickled Onions. Select small sized Onions, put

into a pan, [lour boiling water over them, peel

out of the water, put into jars, let them remain
in salt water three or four days, then rinse and
drain one hour. Use good vinegar. For a three-

gallon crock, take one cup of whole Pepper, one
cup of whole Allspice, quarter of a pound of root

Ginger, bruised. Let the spices come to a boil in

the vinegar and throw over the Onions. Let
stand five or six weeks before using, or until

colored through. Will keep for years.—R. N. T.

Potato Chowder. Cut half a pound of salt pork
into thin slices and fry slowly, a very light brown;
add five sliced Onions, and let them color sUghtly

;

peel and slice—dropping the slices into cold water
—two quarts of Potatoes. Put a layer of these

in a deep kettle; then a thin layer of pork and
Onions; season each layer with salt and pepper,

and dredge with flour. When all the ingredients

are used, cover with two quarts of hot water, let

it come slowly to the boiling point and cook for-

t.y minvites, or until the Potatoes are done.

Minced Parsley or young Celery is a desirable

addition.—American Agricidturist.

Tomato Sauce. This sauce cannot be too often

repeated, it is so excellent with beeksteak, chops,

fish, a boiled fresh tongue, and so many other

dishes. Take a can of Tomatoes or a quart of

bright red fresh ones and put them to boil in a

porcelain-lined sauce-pan. Let the canned To-
matoes cook for fifteen minutes and the fresh

Tomatoes for half an hour, after seasoning them
with salt, pepper, two or three sprigs of Parsley,

one of Thyme and a Bay-leaf. When cooked,

strain the Tomatoes through a wire sieve, and
put the i»uree over the fire with half a cup of

rich brown gravy. Make a thickening of a ta-

blespoonful of butter stirred in a saucepan till

brown and mixed with a talilespoonful of flour.

Add this by pouring the sauce on it gradually,

constantly stirring. Let the sauce cook fifteen

minutes after adding the thickening, stirring

frequently. If too thick, add more gravy; if too

thin, boil it down longer. Season again when
done, as this sauce should be thoroughl.v sea-

soned.—N. Y. Trilume.

HOUSE PLANTS.
AbutiloDS Those iu the border to be wintered over

should be lifted before ffosty weather. Take up poi
plants that have been plunged out doors.

Achania. Give timely attention to repotting and
trimming.

Annuals. Many of these, like Asters, Balsams,
Finks, etc., are good subjects for wiudow culture dur-

ing the winter. Look out for a supply now by lifting

and potting some of the finest shaped plants of the

ktnds desired.

Aspidistra. Propagate by division. Use small pots,

and soil liberally nuxed with sand. Sponge off the

leaves before bringing the plants Inside.

Begonias. Weltonleusls. during giowth, will be
helped by applications of liquid manure.

Cactus. Those planted outside should be taken up
and potted liefoie the fall raius begin.

Carnations for winter flowering to be taken up by
last of the month. Renutve some of the tops .and care-

fully lift large balls of earth, which reduce with a

pointed stick to a suitable potting size. Work rich flue

soil between the ball and pot. pressing is down firmly.

After potting give one tliorough watering, and close

shade with frequent light sprinklings of tlie foliage.

Treat in tills way for a week, afterwards give more
light and space between them, but do not yet expose
to the full sunlight for several weeks.

Oestrums. Reduce the supply of water as soon as

done flowering.

Cyclamens. Old tubers will soon need taking up
and repotting. Shift the young plants as needed.

Fuchsias. Winter bloomers, like Speclosa and
others to he taken up and potted. For summer bloom-

ers gradually reduce the water supply, and let them
come to a state of rest.

Geraniums. Plunged pot plants must soon be re-

potted. Lift and pot those in the border that are de-

sired for keeping over. Cut them back severely.

Hyacinth. For earliest llowers In winter, bulbs may
now be procured and potted. They require a rich soil

mixed with about one-third of clear sand. Put them
away In a cool dark cellar tor three or four weeks, or

until their roots have spread well around the Inner

side of the pots. Then remove to the window and
keep the soil moisf. By i>lantiug at different times a

continuous bloom may Ite kept up all winter.

Ivies. The bedded plants to be lifted towards last

of month. Shift young plants as needed. Before tak-

ing inside sponge the leaves off thoroughly.

Jasminum Grandiflornm. StimtUate by giving oc-

casioual iloses of liquid manure.

Jerusalem Cherry. Lift and pot, and give an abimd-

ance of water.

Oxalis. Repot and start into growth.
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Petunias. Cuttings may be made from the old plants

or the latter themselves may be potted, and will bloom

iu the house If kept at a teniperatnre of tK.i** during the

entire winter. The Dwarf Inimitable is the best. To
bloom well the plant re<iulres very rich saudy soil,

plenty of light, but very little sunshine.

Rivinia humilis to be taken up and potted. It needs

good drainage.

Tulips. Directions for Hyacinths will apply.

Taking up plants for wintering overisnow In order.

Those having been in bloom all summer should have

part of their tops trimmed back. Handle plants as

directed for Carnations.

LAWN AND FLOWER GARDEN.
Dahlias. Be sure the plants are properly labeled.

Everlastings- Gather the flowers before they open,
Dry In the shade.

Frost is liable to come before the end of the month.
Tender plants should be all in readiness for removal
inside, or covering. When plants are killed and thus
be rendered unsightly rather than a beauty, let them
be removed at once, and the beds cleared and leveled.

Gladiolus are abuost hardy, and will not suffer from
light frosts if they were planted four to five inches
deep as they should be. Support the spikes, and re-

move the flowers as they fade to strengthen the bulbs.

Hyacinths and other spring flowering bulbs should
be planted a<! early as feasible. They require a deep,

mellow, rich soil, free from standing water. tJood-

sized Hyacinths should be planted four to five Inches
below the surface; Tulips and Narcissus three to four
inches; Croctis and other small bulbs, generally two
to three inches.

Herbaceous Plants. When growth ceases, take up
the rooti^, divide and replant.

Tuberoses and other tender bulbs should be taken
up before frost kills the stalks to the ground. Dry
before storing, and keep during winter iu a dry place
where the mercury will not fall iielow 4i.) degrees.

Lawns should be mown regularly until end of grow-
ing season. Rake off dry leaves, which may be used
to cover tender plants during winter. When ground
is wet and soft pull up Plantains, Dandelions and other
perennial weeds.

Petunias, to produce good cuttings for propagation
should be cut back at about the middle of the month.

Vases should be protected during frosty nights, and
will then remain objects of interest some time after.

Hanging baskets can be treated in like manner.

Walks to be occasionally raked and rolled to secure
a firm even surface.

PLANT CULTURE UNDER GLASS.
Acacias. To prevent loss of foliage and flowers

must be well watered.

Achimenes having ceased to grow should be removed
to a frame. Gradually reduce heat and supply of

moisture.

Begonias are benefited by applications of liquid

manure, especially when coming into bloom. Remove
to a light and sunny situation toward end of month.

Bonvardias. Lift and pot by middle of the month.
.Syringe and shade carefully until new root growth has
C'lmmeneed.

Caladiums. Treat like Achimenes.

Carnations. Lift and pot, or plant on benches. See
also under " House Plants." Stake as needed.

Ohrysanthemums. Lift and pot from lawn or bor-

der. Give liquid manure two or three times a week
when well rooted. .Stake and tie as needed all plants
intended for show purposes.

Calceolarias. Water thoroughly as needed. Give
plenty of room so the leaves of one plant vnl\ not
touch those of another. Amount of shading should be
Kradually retluced toward end of month.

Cinerarias. Treat as advised for Calceolarias.

Crotons. Repot whenever needed. Syringe occa-
sionally.

Dracaenas. Treat like Crotons.

Greenhouse. Everything should now be made
ready for the reception of p.ants. While house plants
Jiad better be kept out doors as long as can be done
without injury to them, we can not afford to run great

risks of exposing them to actual frost. Start up the

Are as soon as required, so the plants will not suffer

from dampness or want of heat. Fumigate twice a
week as long as plants are kept iu the greenhouse.
This is especially useful from the start. Aim to have
the plants free from insects when first put in, and it

will be easy to keep them free by timely fumigation.

Gloxinias. Directions for Achimenes will apply.

Habrothamnus to be lifted and potted, and planted
iu a sunriy position.

Pelargoniums. Give scant supply of water, and
keep plants In coolest part of the house.

Pots with plants, when brought In, to be washed
and plants neatly staked.

Primulas. The Chinese sorts to be treated as di

rected for Cinerarias.

Roses for winter flowering shoidd not be allowed to

become pot bound. Shift when needed.

Stigmophyllum siliatnm, when flowering freely. Is

benefited by occasional doses of liiiuld manure.

Thunbergias are now making rapid growth. Liquid
manure applications will greatly help them. Syringe
to prevent reil sj^ider. Keep the youug shoots tied.

Violets to he lifted and potted or planted Into frames
for wint4^r blooming. They need much air.

Ventilation is needed In all fa vorable weather.
Syringe the plant house occasionally. Remove dead
and decaying foliage wherever found.

FRUIT GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Apples. Pasture the orchard with sheep or swine

in sufficient numbers to eat up the windfalls and the

codling worms with them as fast as they drop, or

gather the fruit often and feed to stock. Pick the early

varieties and dispose of them when mature. Relieve

over-loaded limbs of youug trees of part of their fruit,

to guard against breaking.

Barrels. Lay iu ypur supply for packing fall and win-

ter Apples early, to have them on hand when needed.

Blackberries and Raspberries. Continue to trim

as required. Keep the patch free from weeds.

Currants and Gooseberries. This month is the

best time fur striking cuttings. The ground is warm,

the atmosphere generally cooler, just like an immense
natural propagating bed. Insert the cuttings in a some-

what slanting position, leaving only one eye above the

surface. Keep the old bushes free from weeds and

properly trimmed.

Grapes. Ives and other sorts color before they are

ripe Give them time to ripen on the vines. Gather

carefully; remove every imperfect berry; store in a

cool, dry place; pack in neat attractive packages.

Pears should be harvested as soon as the stem parts

readily form the wood on gently lifting the fruit.

Half barrels make superior packages for shipping.

Packing Fruit. Sort Apples or Pears in grades, and

market only the better qualities. Keep the poor stuff

at home for evaporation, canning, vinegar, or for

stock. Pears and Peaches, etc., should be in such state

of maturity when packed that they will reach the con-

sumer just in best condition for use. When overripe

or in the least soft, they are sure to rot before getting

into the market.

Planting. If the Intention is to set trees or small

fruits this fall, get the latest catalogues at once, and

order stock without delay. Prepare the ground well.

Strawberries. Cultivation and weed-killing should

be kept up to prevent the beds from becoming over-

run with weeds.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Asparagus. Remove the stalks from all beds before

the seed Is scattered.

Beans. Gather as soon as ripe, and store in a dry

place. Select some Llmaa for seed.

Corn Salad now to be sown for winter.

Celery. The early crop will need handling, and later

on earthing up. For winter handle latter part of the

month

.

Cauliflower. Treat same as late Cabbages. As

heads begin to form gather some of the outer leaves

over them and tie at the tips.

Cabbage. The late crop needs frequent cultivating

and hoeing. Where the ground appears to be lacking

in fertility, ti*: dressings of manure or fertilizer will

yet be beneficial. Ai)ply bubach for worms. By mid-

dle of month sow seed of the early kinds to be wintered

over in cold frame.

Egg Plant. Thin fruit on overloaded plants. Guard

against Potato bugs.

Melons. Late specimens not likely to ripen should

be picked off to save the streugth of the plant for the

earlier fruit.

Peppers. Pull the plants when frost threatens, and

hang under a shed.

Root Crops. Pull up all weeds from among them
before they ripen seeds.

Spinach. For spring use sow In forepart of the month.

Seed. If you save any, select the most perfect speci-

mens for this purpose.

Turnips. Cultivate and keep free from weeds.

Tomatoes. When frost approaches pull the plants

and hang under shed, or lay them close together under

glass.

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES UNDER
GLASS.

Frames. Repair where needed, paint and get ready

for later use.

Figs should be watered freqently and abundantly

until the crop ripens. Then gradually reduce supply

of moisture.

Grapes. When wood in earliest houses Is ripe clean

off aud lay down. Keep house cool. Successlonal

houses to be aired freely. In late houses, as fruit

ripens, keep the atmosphere dry.

Lettuce for early winter to be sown now for setting

out in cold frame or cool greenhouses.

Parsley- Plant in a cold frame for winter use.

VorretipondfiUH are urgtfit to antictpate the aeaaon in pre-

arnting nufHtiuuH. To aak. for iit«tance,on April 16 or 20

what Peas had beat t>e sown, could brina no answer in

thf May iumte, and none before Junf, when the answer
would be unseasonable Questions received before the Ijm
of any month stand a good charu^e of being answered in the

next paper. Not more than three questions should be sent

at one time. Ansveroto qu.xti^ns beurtng on '«« co™;
par^tive vaiue of implements, etc.. offered by different

dealers must not be expected. Seither can tee promise to

comply with tue request sometimes made to "please n^'"^^
by mall." Inouiries appearing without name belong to the

name next following . ,

Replies to ImmiHes are earriestly requested from tmr
renders. In answering such i/tre the number, your

locality and name, the latter nut for puOHoation, unlesa

uou desire. Write only on one side of the paper.

1,391. Evaporated Sulphur. When used for Rose

mildew In greenhouse Is it put in the kettle dry or
with water ?—N. M. D., Huron, Ohio.

l,o92. Watering Primulas, etc. Is water injurious

to foliage of Prinuoses and Rex Begonias? If so, how
can I keep them clean and free from dust?— J. M. W.

1.393. Pruning Raspberries. Should Cuthbert and

Gregg be cut back where laying down for winter pro-

tection is necessary ?

1.394. Hill Culture of Raspberries. Is this usuaUy

practiced now ? At what distance for easy cultivation
both ways ?

1.395. Moore's Diamond Grape. How much earlier

than Concord ?—S. G. S., Androscogin Co., Me.

1,3%. Amaryllis Japonica. Does such a one exist

and is it hardy ?

1.397. Wood Ashes. Are they a good fertilizer for

Raspberries and Blackberries ?—Readkr.

1.398. House Slops, Liquid Manure, Etc. Are they

a good fertilizer worth hauling 2?^ miles for meadow
or cultivated land ?

1399. Hauling Manure. Can it be tlone 2^ miles or

more with profit? Will it pay better on meadow or

high land ?

l,4(Xi. Wintering Roots. Which Is the best way of

wintering Rutabagas and Mangels for stock without a
cellar?—W. B. Spooner, Wis.

I,*U. Growing Seedlings. How are Ro.ses, Rasp-

berries, Gooseberries, etc., grown from seed, and how
are seedlings managed ?

1.402. Onion Sets. Should they be harvested before

they are ripe ?—H. H. R., McGregor, Iowa.

1.403. Pruning Red Raspberries. When should this

be done ?—P. T. R.. Scranton, Pa.

1.404. Small Fruit Farm, What Is the proper size

for one man to work to best advantage ? What kind

of soil? Where is best location. South Jersey, Eastern

Maryland or Virginia ?—E. L. M., Hager, N. J.

1405. Book on Chemical Fertilizers. Which is best

and where obtained ? G. L. L., Eden, Fla.

l,40f>. Wintering Water Lilies. Are the tubs with

the roots iu it kept moist or dry in the cellar ?

l,4i.iT. Soot for Flowers. When recommended for

such use, is coal or wood soot meant ?—J. E., LeRoy.

1.408. Evaporating Fruits. Please explain process

for large and small fruits. Also process of bleaching.
—F. L., Benirood, W. Va.

1.409. Protecting Grape Vines and Raspberries.
How done to prevent winter killing ?

1.410. Strawberries and Raspberries for Kansas.
What varieties would you recommend for the cliJiiate

of Central Kansas .'—F. M. C, St. .John, Kun.

1,4U. Hardy Plants for Cut Flowers. Please give

list of perennials suitable for bedding out that will re-

sist 10? above zero without injury.

1.412. Successive Peaches. What good Peach will

begin 'to ripen ten days after the Alexander, and
another ten days later ?—G. B. D. V., Cachise Co., A. T.

1.413. Beech Trees Dying. They begin to wither

away at the lower and outer branches. Will topping
aud "trimming back help them, or what shall I do ?—
C. W. D. P., New Albany, Ind.

1.414. Insect on Apple Trees. White wooly spots

on limbs size of pin head. When crushe<l leave a red
stain. What Is it and what the remedy ?—C. D. W..
Bogue Chitto. Miss.

1.415. Hollyhock Fungus. What alls my Holly-

hocks ? Leaves aud stalks are affected. T6bacco and
whale oil soap, peroxides of silicates, etc., do no good.
Can you suggest remedy ?—A Constant Reader.

1.416. Weeping Birch From Seed. When should

seed be sown, iu fall or spring ? Or are they propagated
by other means ?—J. L., Rit^er S., Ohio.

1.417. Worms in Strawberries. Sometimes we
found two or three dark colored worms in one berry.

They are about Ji inch long, have a hard skin, and
snap when pinched. Wt" "" " -.—t^-...-..-

remedy ?

^'hat are they, and what Is the

1.418. Lime on Muck. Soli of reclaimed sward
meadow is too loose and spongy. Will lime applica-
tions flt It for Celery and other vegetables ? How much
lime per acre ?

1.419. Deformed Asparagus Shoots- They come
up crooked with a groove on under side; shoots tough
and worthless. What Insect does the mischief and
what Is the remedy ?—G. K., Hastings, Mtch.

lilSf.'. Colonizing Lady Bugs. The idea seems good,

but how can we do it ?— L. W., Martthall, Mich.

1,421. Lily of the Valley. When and how planted

to flower next spring i—I. Q. A'., Oregon.
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1,422. Ferns from Seed. Can they be grown In

this way 1—Amateur.

l,4i'l. Spanish Peanut. If this vaiuable for the

south where the Virginia succeeds V—Georgia.

1.424. Keeping Sweet Potatoes. Please tell us best

method for wluteriug.—Jane, Newark, N. J.

1.425. Bulb Growing. Please describe the different

methods of propagating Lily and other bulbs. Will
their size and uumlier increase wiien not allowed to
bloom ?—L.

1.426. Priclciey Comirey and Winter Vetch. Where
can seed he oljtaiued ?—L.

1,42T. Trenching Vineyard. How does Dr. Stay-

man pulverize his ground for vineyard 24 inches deep,
and what tools does he use ?—F. R. W., Ballena, Cat.

1.438. Yellow Transparent Apple. Is it a reliable

variety ?—R. T. F.. Ohieu. Ills.

1.429. Flower Plants for Spring Sale. What plants

can be propagated with best [)rospects of profit?

Would nice the advice of au experienced florist.—

H. S. L., Lacyville, Ohio.

1.430. Fruits for Arliansas. What Unds and varie-

ties of fruits. Strawberries excepted, early, medium,
late and latest can be recommended for northeastern
Arkansas ?—.1. F. M.. Harrisburg, Ark.

l,4;il. Book on Begonias. Where and at what cost

can I obtain a worit ou tlie subject ?—C. J. S., Texaft.

1,432. Currant Borer. What is the best remedy for

tlie grub that tunnels along in the center of my Cur-
rant canes so that they break down the next season ?

1.4.33. Blacliberrr Rust. What is the best remedy ?

W. M. A., Cituinnati, O.

1.4.34. Killing Locust Trees. Peeling off a ring of

barli in August, 1888, liiiled the trees, but sprouts came
up thicic all around. Do you know abetter method of
getting rid of trees ?

I,4:B. Small Fruits on Clay Soil. What varieties

would you recommend for gravelly clay soil, black on
top. in West Virginia ?—G. W. K., Leon, W. Va.

1,436. Pruning Peach Trees. Would you advise

pi-uniug young l-'each trees in August or September to

check flow of s.ip, harden the wood and prevent winter
killing?-A. S. M., Pattenburg. N. J.

1.4:i7. Manure Pit. What is proper size and ar-

rangement of pit to hold the manure from one horse
forayear? Should it be cemented ?—J. R. W., O.

1.438. Water for Plants. Is iron and sulphur water

good to water a general collection of greenhouse plants?
—J. H., Marshall, Texas.

1.439. Mildew on Phlox. What treatment would

you recommeud ?— N. A. C Orchard Park.

1.440. Heating Greenhouse. What is simplest and

cheapest metliod of heating greenhouse SO feet long, 9

feet wide and ' feet high at pe.ik?-E. B., iforanto.

REPLIES TO INQUIRIES.
1,404. Size of Small Fruit Farm, It depends

altojfether on the size of the man. The intention

to depend entirely on one's own labor in an un-

dertaking of this kind, and to avoid laying out

the work on a larger scale than can be tended to

without calling on uncertain and probably un-

reliable help, is commendable, and augurs well.

A small, modest beginning, carefully feeling

one's way, and growing slowly but surely, as ex-

perience and the available market warrants, that

is the only safe and sure footing for the novice

in small fruit growing. With the bush fruits-

Raspberries, Blackberries, Currants, etc.—thei-e

is less danger. A good farn)cr can take care of
them nearly as easy as of ('mii, since nearly all

the work can be done by hor.se power. The chief
concern here is the help needed in picking, and
the market facilities. A home market for these
fruits is better than the prospects of the far city

market The beginner in strawberry growing,
however, should start very inoik-stly. The novice
may find one-half acre too much for him; while
the experienced grower, with fair-sized intellect,

who tends to his work prom|itly when needed,
and makes every stroke tell, perhaps finds it

easy t() take care of Ave acres. As said before,
all "depends on the size of the man, and of his

intellect and experience. We could hardly under-
take to select "the best" location for our in-

quirer's small fruit farm, ('entral and South
eraey is a center of .small fruit iiroduction, but

tlie gi-owers there complain nf low prices. In
northern New Jersey, near tlic coa.-it, small fruits

are generally in ready deniaml at fair prices on
account of the ranltitude of summer visitoi-s;

l)ut land and labor is somewhat high-priced.
Eastern Mai-yland and Virginia have many favor-
able locations for the production of iStrawberries
for northern markets—only keep out of the reach
of the materia districts.

1,404. Pruning Eed Raspberries. Summer
pruning is undoubtedly the most sensible method.
Pinch the tops of the young shoots back as soon

as they have reached three or four feet in height.
This will bring out the laterals, and give you a
strong, low and stocky growth. It left to grow
until now, however, canes had lietter remain as
they are until spring, and then severely cut down
before new growth begins. Black Raspberries
and Blackberries are to be treat^jd in same way.

I,a5.3. Bust on Baspberries, The rust or

Orange rust on Raspberries and Blackberries is

a fimgug disease of very contagious character,

and its spread can only be prevented by timely

removal and destruction (by Are) of every in-

fected cane. As a preventative the plants should

I

be trained and pruned in such a manner as to
admit i>lenty of air and sunlight to the canes. In
spring, before the young growth commences, a
Sfilution (tf sulphate of ii-on (green copperas) at
the rate of 1 pound to^^'-i or ;j gallons of water,
may be applied to the shoots.

1,403. Onion Sets. These should be harvested
when ripe, as indicated by the tops turning yel-

low and dying down. If the soil is sandy, as it

should be, a trowel may be run under the row
and the bulbs lifted out and thrown into a fine

grain sieve, and the sand sifted out. Or they

may be loosened with a fine steel rake, getting
well under the bulbs ond raking them together
in windrows, to be left for a few days to cure.
Afterwards they are gathei-ed and stored in a
dry loft, a few inches deep, or in open crates,
and in due time cleaned by rubbing them together
between the hands, to free them from tops and
dirt. The final cleaning consists in running them
through a fanning mill. All the bulbs that will

not pass through a grain sieve having three-
quarter inch meshes, are too large for sets and
snould be used for pickling.

1,,393. Pruning Baspberries. If the canes have
to be laid down for winter iirotection, it would
not do to summer i>rune, and thus make the

plants bushy. Wait until spring and ijrune while
the plants are being laid down. This rule is valid
for both red varieties and Black Caps, and for
Blackberries also.

1,394. Hill Culture for Baspberries. The usual

way of planting in field culture is in rows six to

seven feet apart, having the plants three or tour

feet apart in the row. This admits of easy culti-

vation one way, and if properly done, will leave
but little to do for the hand hoe. To allow cul-
tivating them both ways' the plants should stand
five feet apart each way, and be thoroughly
pruned. The former way is more generally
practised, and altogether preferable.

1.397. Wood Ashes, With plenty of hard wood
ashes, both leached and unleached, preferably

the latter, there wUl be no need of looking further

for manure for any of the small fruits. Wood
ashes contain the mineral elements of plant food,
especially potash, which tends to give sweetness
and flrinness to the fruit, and strength to the
plant, (iood, hard wood ashes, unleached, are
well worth 35 cents per bushel for this purpose.

1.398. House Slops and Liquid Manure, What
a terrible hotel, that will allow the water from
laundry and kitchen to run into a hole back of

the building, and when the gi'ound is well soaked

and the hole full have another one dug and that

also run full. Then there is a bam close by with

lots of liquid manure, which could also be run
into these holes. We do not know whether it

would pay anybody to draw this liquid 3*^ miles
for meadow and cultivated land. If very rich it

might pay for garden crops, and it wnuld cer-
tainly pay the people in the hotel, host as well as
guests, to have it drawn away speedily. They
could affoj-d to pay for having their premises
cleared of the stuff that is making them a breed-
ing place of pestilential fevers. We would not
care to risk our lives boarding at such a hotel
for any length of time. Make an arrangement
with the hotel folks to divide the cost of hauling
the dangerous liquid away. It will be all right
in your garden, and help your meadow.

1,423. Spanish Peanut, This is the only kind

known to us with which cultivatoi'S north of

Maryland can hope to achieve success. It is ma-
terially earlier than the Virginia nut; pods small

but well filled, and altogether considered of

superior quality. From what a Floridian wrote

to Southern Farmer, we infer that this variety

is also apiircciated at the South. I planted them
along side of \'irginia rcanut, he says, gathered
them, and then luirvcstod a crop of Whipponrwill
Peavines from the same grcmnderethe Virginins

were ready. For an early hog food I know noth-
ing superior, although the Virginias are vastly
more prolific. The Spanish vine is much more
delicate aud makes a desirable forage for horses
and cows. They are the easiest to gather. In

this sandy soil we pull the vines by hand and do
not lose one-tenth of the nuts. They must be
harvested as soon as ripe or they will sprout,

lea\e the nuts on the vines and they will keep
indefinitely.

1,432. Ferns From Seed (Spores). An English

paper states that this is a far more simple matter

than many suppose. Pans, 13 or 15 inches in di-

ameter, are the most convenient, and should be

efSciently drained and be filled nearly level to

the rim with a mixture consisting of peat, loam,

leaf-mould and silver sand in about equal pro-

portions. The loam and peat should be well

broken up, and when the leaf mould has been

.added, be passed through a fine sieve, and the
sand be then well mixed with it. In filling the
pans press the soil moderately firm, and when
the surface has been made quite level, give a
good watering with water as near the boiling

pomt as possible. On this having soakeil away,
proceed to sow the spores, and tnis is best ilimc

by holding the fronds over the pans and lightly

rubbing them between the finger and thuiuli to

assist in rupturing the spore cases ami distribut-

ing the spores. The pans must then be placed in

a closed frame, and the soil be kept constantly
moist by light sprinklings of water with a fine
rose The spoi-es of the stove Ferns mtist ha^'e
the assistance of a brisk temperature, but the
pans containing the spores of hardy kinds may
be placed in a cold frame.

1,406. Wintering Water Lilies. Nodilliculty

will be experienced in carrying "Water Lily bulbs
safely through the winter, if the water is turned
off the tub in autumn, and these with the roots
in them be placed in a dark cellar Keep the
mud moist, so the roots will not shrivel.

1,415. Hollyhock Fungus, The trouble un-
doubtedly is caused by the old enemy of Holly-

hock culture, the fungus Puccinia malvaeearum,
which usually makes its appearance in June or
July, first on the underside of the leaves, rapidly

spreading over their whole surface until the

foliage withers and dies. Prevention is better
than cure. Gardening Illustrated, as early as
188:3, advises, as means of preventing disease, to
give them a deep, well-worked, well-manured
soil, and plenty room for the air to circulate
among the plants. In crowded beds the disease
appears to be more destructive than where suffic-
ient sjiace is allowed. Hollyhocks also need con-
siderable moisture to do well, and mulching and
watering will tend to prevent the attacks.

1,414. Insect on Apple Trees. The scurfy bark
louse, of course. It is very troublesome over a
wide extent of territory at present. See answer
to 1,346, on page 2(i7, August number.

1.427'. Trenching Vineyard, I know of no
effectual method of pulverizing the soil to the depth
of 34 inches except by trenching. In fact I cannot
see how it could be done in any other way, as the

surface soil which is the richest should be turned

below, and the subsoil thrown on the top This is

the sine qua non of a good vineyard. It is not the

moisture of the surface with the subsoil what is

wanted but about 12 inches of the surface soil

mixed up and put below, and the subsoil thrown on

the top of it, a complete reversion of the soil, so the

foot roots of the vines will have rich soil and make
strong growth. There are other methods of
partially accomplishing it One is to dig large
holes and throw the rich soil below and the subsoil
on the top. Another is to trench in narrow rows
about two feet wide and deep, reversing the soil.

And still another is by plowing with a heavy plow
as deep as can be done, and follow after with a
subsoil plow. This method might do in loose, rich
or sandy soil, but in clay soil is of little value over
digging "holes. It is the cost of trencliing compared
with other methods that must be considered in go-
ing into the business on a large scale. Trenching
costs about $7.^j per acre; trenching in narrow strips

about $10; digging holesabout $15. and plowing and
subsoiling about $25. I know of no other machinery
than the spade and plow for these methods. If my
articles are continued I propose to take up this

matter at its proper place and time, and show the
reason why we prefer trenching at the greatest
cost as the cheapest and best, and in fact the only
proper method of preparing the soil for a vineyard.
This may not reach the approbation of some, but
we will have to come to it at last if we ever expect
to reach the highest success in Grape culture.

These articles on Grape culture are the result of
more than fifty years experience, and I expect
those who follow my directions to have no trouble
from Grape disease, but plenty of good Grapes;
and thosi who have old vineyards I think I can
show how to renew them, and get good fruit with-
out bagging, medication or spraying.

—

Dr. J. Stat-
MAN, Leavenworth Co., Kan.

1,409. Protecting Grape "Vines, Baspberries,

Etc. At the approach of cold weather the Gr.ape

vines are pruned, unfastened from the trellis and

laid flat upon the ground. They may be held in

this position by simply placing a stone or other

heavy object upon the end, and this will safely pass

the winter anywhere except at the extreme noi-th.

Where the winters are usually very severe the vines

should also be covered with soil, straw or litter of

some sort ; and perhaps this may be a good pre-

caution with tender vines everywhere at the ex-
treme north. Tender Raspberries and Blackberries

are to be treated in a similar manner, but the cane
being more brittle and more easily injured than
Grape vines, need careful handling and gradual
bending while undergoing the operation. A good
practice is to throw one or two shovelfuls of soil

against the canes on one side, and bend them over
this by a sort of curve. The tops are laid upon the
ground near the next stool of canes and held there

by another one or two shovelfuls of soil. Two per-
sons can do this work very conveniently and
quickly, and when growers learn to depend more
on these easy modes of giving winter protection

than on the chances of a mild winter, or supposd
hardiness of plants, they will have little reason to

complain of winter kill, or of placing such an ex-

cessively great value on the ability of Grapes, Rasp-
berries, etc.. to endure the winter without such
means of protection.

1,391. Evaporated Sulphur. The sulphur Is put

into the kettle without water, but should be ex-

posed to steady, moderate heat only to prevent
taking fire The Rose leaves sent us are badly
affected with 'black spot", which, according to the

statement of the Massachusetts Experiment Sta-

tion, will readily yield to tlte easily applied "evap-
orated sulphur treatment.
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1,380. Lily of the Valley. This likes a partial

shade, soil composed of mellow loam, sand, well

rotted stable manure. Spade the bed to tlie depth
of two feet. Pips should not be placed more than
two inches below the surface and about eight inches
apart. Protect with Pine or Hemlock branches
during winter.—E. L. P.

1.376. Gladiolus. Lift the bulbs in the fall be-

fore frost has injured the foliage la slight frost

will not injure). Remove the tops after drying in

the air a tew days; place in a paper sack and hang
in a frost-proof cellar.— E. L. P.

1,355. Musa Ensete. I liave had good success

in growing Musa Ensete from seed by simply plant,

ing a single seed in a -1-inch pot filled with sand,

and placing over the steam pipes in a greenhouse.
It is necessary to keep the sand rather wet until

the seed germinates, when they may be transferred

to larger pots and a good rich soil. It will take
several weeks probabl.v for the seed to germinate,
but a temperature of fO'° to 90- F. will greatly facil-

itate this.—W. B.

1,373. Tennisball Lettuce. There are two var-

ieties, one black-seeded and the other grey, or as

usually called white. The leaves of the grey seeded
sort are larger, broader, more varied than the black-

seeded. They are also marked with reddish brown
around the edges. Do not think it is of as good
quality as the black-seeded sort.— W. B.

1,:}45. Apple Seed. I very much doubt your

finding a market at any price. Try some of the

leading nurserymen, they could doubtless give .you

more information. A New York State man has
made this business a specialty for years.—M. B. F.

1,346. Apple Tree Bark Louse. Give the

affected branches a thorough application of kero-
sene emulsion. Apply with a brush or whisk broom.
-M. B. F.

1,353. Bust on Baspberries. Apply dry sul-

phur by means of a small bellows upon the first

appearance of the rust. This may not prevent it

entirely, but will certainly check it.—M. B. F.

1,355. Musa Ensete. Seed should be sown in

heat during early spring, and when the plants are

quite small, they should be removed to pots. Plant-

ing can then be accomplished without seriously
disturbing the roots.—F.

1,:356. Grass from Lawn. Vp to the middle or

latter part of the season the grass should be cut

sufficiently often to making raking unnecessary.
Later on the clippings had best be placed on the
compost heap.—F.

l.SSS. Jacqueminot Bose for Summer. Place

in a cool, partially lighted cellar. Let the soil be-

come quite dry, and keep in as near the same con-
dition as possible. If water is given it should only
be in small quantities.—M. B. F.

1.361, Propagating Gooseberries. Perhaps the

easiest method is by cuttings, which should be

treated in the same manner as Currants. Some of
the varieties, the Houghton for example, being of
a low spreading habit may be easily layered. Strong
plants are obtained quicker this way .—M. B. Faxon.

1.362. Aphis on Currants. Apply Tobacco dust
or sulphur liberally.—F.

1,361. Hyacinths. Earth is the best basis for

Hyacinth growing, but moss may be used if de-

sired . All the precaution needed is to make the

moss as firm as possible around and under the

bulb. Moisture should be given frequently but in

small quantities. In water culture is a little more
difiicult, still many amateurs are|successful. Choose
sound, well-ripened bulbs as soon as they are to be
obtained. Fill the glasses with pure water and
place the bulb in position. The base of the bulb
should nearly touch the surface of the water. Set
the glasses in a cool dark room or closet, and let

them remain until the bulbs have put out a growth
of two or three inches, then gradually bring into
full light. The main point is to keep the tempera-
ture of the water as even as possible.—M. B. Faxon.

1.365. Pot Grown Strawberries. If the ball of
*arth is dry and hard by all means shake out the
roots, otherwise it is not necessary.-F.

1.366. Cabbage and Cauliflower. About the
15th of September. Sow in open ground and trans-

plant to the cold frames. Just as well wait until
«arly spring, however. Very few market gardeners
about here now sow either of them in the fall.—
M. B. Faxon.

1,367 Currant Cuttings. It would be better to

wait until cold weather when the wood will have
ripened more thoroughly. Pack the cuttings in
clean dry sand and plant out as soon as the ground
can be easily worked in the spring.—F.

1,368. Pansy Plants for Spring Blooming. Ves,

seed sown early in September will under favorable
circumstances give strong flowering plants by next
June. The first buds should not be allowed to open,
but should be pinched back.—M. B. F.

1.377. White Tulip. If confined to one variety
I should say, LaCandeur.—M. B. F.

1,370. Cauliflower. Early Dwarf Erfurt and
Lenormand's Short Stemmed are ji^ood varieties. I

should say S5th of September would be early
enough for Indiana to sow seed for plants to be
wintered in cold frame.—M. B. F.

1.369. Tobacco Fertilizer. Judging from this
season's experience, Sturtevanfs Tobacco prepara-

tions are all that is claimed for them — F.

1,371. Lawn Mower. The "Henderson" made
bv P. Henderson & Co.. New York, has a grass

box for collecting grass clippings, also the Phila-
delphia which is handled by nearly every seeds-
man in the country.—M. B. F.

1,37S. Green Manuring. I prefer Rye to any
other crop for this purpose as it grows quickly, is

easily turned under, and in my experience has al-
ways been attended with satisfactory results.—F.

1.374. Adirondack Potato. This is a round,
red variety of vigorous habit and finest tiuality; the
best keeping Potato I am acquainted with. With
me it is a large yielder and one of the best PotUoes
for family use. It was introduced some years ago
by the late firm of B. K. Bliss A; Sons, of New York,
having originated with Mr. Rand of Vermont
—M. B. Faxon.

1.375. New Nasturtiums. There is a new va-

riety called Comedian. I think W. Atlee Burpee of

Philadelphia introduced it. The foliage changes
from dark green to a pale yellow and vice versa at
various stages of its growth, hence, I suppose the
name. As a fijwer it is of but little value.—M.B.F.

1.376. Gladiolus, Keep the bulbs in a cool dry
place where there will be no danger of frost. If

room is available it is well to spread them thinly
on shutters or the floor.—M. B. F.

1,37S. Lawn Seeding, if the season is moist or

you have facilities for watering thorougly, sow in

the fall ; if not, early in spring. Special mixtures
for shady locations, if obtained of responsible
seedsmen are]^-hat they are.represented to be. Cer-
tain grasses will succeed well in shade while others
do much better in a dry location and full heat of
the sun.—M. B. Faxon.

l.SSS. Latest Strawberry. Glendale and Ken-
tucky are among the latest good berries. It is im-

possible to say which particular variety is the very
latest, much depends upon circumstances. M. B. F.

1,3SD. Wintering Celery. Your best way if you
have only a small quantity is to set it out, so to
speak, in clear sand in a dark cellar. Just cover
the roots firmly enough to hold the stalks upright.
—M. B. Faxon.

1,390. Manure for Orchard, It makes but little

difference ordinarily whether it is to applied in
spring or autumn. Depend upon it the trees will

feel a benefit when ever it is put on. M. B. Faxon.

1,407. Soot for Flowers. Both wood and coal

soot are used as manure, and if applied cautiously

often show very fine effects. Coal soot is probably
richer in ammonia than wood soot, but the chief
constituent of either is finel.v divided carbon.

1,340. Marianna and Abundance Plums. The
Marianna. although introduced under high claims

but a few years ago, has since shown its absolute

worthlessness. Fruit is smaller than Wild Goose,

neither earlier nor better in quality, and as a shy
bearer might rank next to the Blackman which is

said to be absolutely barren. The Abundance is a
very promising sort of Japanese Plums, and may
be obtained from reliable eastern nurserymen under
its other name " Botan."

1,361. Propagation of Gooseberries. They can

be propagated by cuttings in the same way as Cur-

rants, but they do not make quite so rapid growth
nor are as certain to root. The cuttings should be

made in fall, tied in bundles and buried in sand in

the cellar, to be planted out in nursery rows in

spring. To propagate by layering, soil is drawn up
to the plants in early summer, high enough to cover
the lower part of the young wood, which is thus in-

duced to emit roots, or the young growth may be
laid down and covered with soil, so that only the
tips are left exposed . The layers are then planted
out in nursery row, for a year or two, until they
have become strong plants, and are ready to plant-

ing out to fruit.

1,301. Destroying Weeds in Lawn, Get an

ordinary "medicine dropper" with a little sul.

phuric acid, and drop a small quantity on the heart
of every weed. This is simple, clean, and efficient.

No "puller" wanted.—R. A. B., Munson.

1,322. Pea Weevil. Buhach powder shaken up
with the seed will lay the weevils out.—R. A. B.,

Munson.

1,436. Pruning Peach Trees. This should not

be done until the leaves have fallen; otherwise the

proper ripening of the wood will be retarded or

prevented rather than hastened. There is nothing

you can do now, so far as we know, to hasten the

hardening of the wood, except letting it alone. The
proper precautions in this direction should have
been taken in early spring. Stimulate early growth
by applications of quickly available manure, high
grade fertilizers, nitrate of soda, etc., in early
spring, and give good culture until August. After
that cease cultivation. This treatment will give

you early and thrifty growth, thorough ripening of

the wood, and immunity from winter kill.—P. G.

1,433. Blackberry Bust. We know of but one

method of treatment. Tear out and burn up every
affected cane as soon as noticed, —P. G.

The Oleander -Its Cultivation and
Varieties.

CHAS. £. PARNELL. QUEEN'S CO., N. Y.

The several varieties of the Oleander, or
to be speakint; more correctly, Neritim
Oleander, form, when taken together, a

very beantifnl genus of greenhouse shrubs
belonging to the Natural OrtlerApocynacea?,
and may be described as being evergreen
greenhouse shrubs ot erect growth attain-

ing a height of from five to fifteen feet, hav-
ing lanceolate thick leathery leaves, and
producing their large, very showy, various
colored single or double flowers in large

clusters during the early spring and sum-
mer months. When well grown the Olean-
ders are very useful, pretty, ornamental
plants, and until of late the genus has been
much neglected, but within the past few
years the French florists have bestowed con-
siderable attention on the genus, and have
given us quite a number of new varieties

that difl'er widely from the older sorts in

size, form, and color of their flowers. The
original species is a native of Palestine, from
whence it was introduced in 1.5(i9, and it is

said that it can be found growing freely and
in great abundance in various parts of the

south of Europe near water courses. In
Palestine it is always to be found wherever
water courses invite its thirsty roots.

Whether grown in the greenhouse, win-
dow, garden or flower border, the Oleander
is a deservedly popular plant on account of

the ease with which it can be grown, and
the great variety in the color of its flowers.

When grown as a pot plant, it should be
given a compost composed of two parts well
rotted sods, one part well decayed manure,
with a fair sprinkling of bone dust. In pot-

ting, give them sufficient pot room, and see

that they aje well drained.

About the first of May the plants, if small,

can be planted out in the flower border for

the summer. They should be taken up and
potted about the middle of September, and
brought inside before cold weather sets in.

Large specimens in pots or tubs can also be
placed outside, giving them a sunny situa-

tion. They will require close attention to

keep them properly supplied with water.
When brought inside they should be placed

in the coolest part of the greenhouse, and
only given enough moisture to prevent them
from becoming absolutely dry until spring,

when they can be started into growth by
giving them more moisture and a higher
temperature. Or they can be wintered over
by placing them in a light frost-proof cellar

and giving but little water, until they are
brought outside. Propagation is effected

by cuttings of the half ripened wood, and
the young plants will flower the second
season if planted out in a deep, well en-

riched border and liberally treated.

Unfortunately the Oleander is very sub-

.iect to the white scale, and on this account
the leaves and stems should be frequently

washed with water in which whale oil soap
has been dissolved in the proportion of two
ounces to the gallon.

There are some fifty or more named varie-

ties of the Oleander in cultivation, of which
the following are the most desirable : Atni-
inirpitrcmn ph'nuiii, very large doubleflow-
ers of a rich dark purple; Ciinlinalc, rich

purple Vermillion, lighted towards the cen-

ter ; fltiviDii rfi(j)k'.(', large double yellow:
flloriosHDi, brilliant cherry crimson, large

and double ; / i((f(/, single yellow, free flower-

ing ; LilUaii Henderson, tZouble white, full

petalled, rose-like in form. This is the best

white variety: Macloni <,imndiflora, pure
white, semi-double : Mud. Chas. Ballet,

cherry carmine, fringed throat, large and
double : inii'iiiiirutn aimiilc.r, bright purple,

very distinct : Pi-ofemnv Plmiclicn, rich

plum, bordered with rose, and striped with
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yellow; Rosea spleiidctiK, double rose;

t<hau-'s scc<1Un(i, single violet.

It must be remembered that the flowers of

the double varieties on small plants will

most fretiuently be semi-doiible and of indis-

tinct colors.

^''•**te

What is in a Name?
PROF. J. L. BUDD, AGRICULTURAL COLLEOE, IOWA.

When the mail came this morning with
the ever welcome Popul.\r Gakdexixg, I

had .iust come in with hands full of shrub
blossoms which suggested the above head-

ing. In receiving plants, shrubs or trees,

with the same botanical name from widely

separated parts of our own country, or from
foreign countries, we find marked variations

in leaf, bud. habit, etc., and above all in

ability to endure a given climate.

As familiar instances the Box Elder of

the south eastern states is as tender here as

a Persian Peach, and it dif-

ers from our form, which is

hardy enough to grow on
the Red River of the North,

in leaf, habit, texture of

wood, flower and seed; yet

botanieally they are Neg-
undo aceroides. In like

manner the Silver Spruce
(Picai ptinriens) of the west
slopes of the Rocky Moun-
tains is nearly as tender as
a weed with us, and differs

in many respects from the '

iron-clafl form found east 1

of the range.

Investigation will show
the same variability of plant
and hardiness of every American tree or
shrub widely distributed over our continent.
This fact is noted at this time to show that
we may receive hardy or tender plants from
Europe or Asia under the same name.
A few examples now before me may

have some interest:

JosiKA LiL.^c. A few years ago we
secured four plants of Lilac from Rochester
New York, marked Syrinrin Josihcea. In
our climate they sunburned in summer and
were frozen back in winter, and were
denounced as failures.

Hence when in Russia in the summer of
\SH2 we were surprised to find tree-like
specimens of the Josika Lilac loaded with
great trusses of rich purple blossoms in a
climate where the American Yellow Locust
froze down each winter to the earth to
come up again like a perennial weed.
But we now And it wholly different from

the Josika Lilac, said to have come from
Transylvania. In addition to its being
utterly defiant to the heat, cold and drought
of our recent test seasons, it has larger,
thicker and more wrinkled foliage, is a
much larger and stronger grower, its flower
trusses are larger and more numerous, its
color is a much handsomer purple, and
above all the flowers are so fragrant that a
vase of them will flU a house with perfume,
yet it is plain to see that it is a variety of
the same race and botanieally it must
have the same specific name.
LlGUSTRUM VULGAEE. The Common

Privet of west Europe fails to endure the
summer's heat or winter's cold of a large
portion of the prairie states north of the
40th parallel, yet the Ligustrum vulgare
from near Warsaw in Poland we find hardy
on the 4-2nd parallel, and that received
from central Russia under the same name
we find hardy up to the «th parallel, and to
differ in leaf, bud, flower, habit and fruit
from the common form far more than does
the Catalpa bignonoides of the east and
south and the Catalpa speciosa of the west.
Betila alba. As received from France

and Germany, the European White Birch
fails to endure our summer heat and drouth.

Every tree on our grounds has lost its top
during our recent dry period. Yet eight
years ago we set a few one year old plants
of Betula alba from East Europe in Blue
Grass sod on dry upland where the native
Red Elm shows dead branches as the result

of the three year's drought we have ex-
perienced. Now they are thirty feet in

height, almost as straight as the Lombardy
Poplar, and models of health and beauty.
QuERCUs rEDUN'CULATA. Any of the

varieties of the British Oaks of the Robur
section fail to endure the climate of the
western states. Yet our trees grown fi-om
Acorns marked Quenmx pcd}incid(it(i from
central Russia are models of health and
have made more rapid growth than any
native Oaks of the same age we ever grew.

Without giving farther examples I will
say that our grounds forcibly teach the les-

son that botanical names mean nothing in

I
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ARRANGING HARDY PLANTS IN THE GARDEN.

the great work of correcting nature's faulty
distribution of the economic plants. Years
ago we failed to grow the Tamarix, the
Purple Fringe, the Daphne, the European
Horse Chestnut, the European Linden, and
dozens of other shrubs and trees from west
Europe, Japan or South China. Yet now
we have iron-clad forms—often of the same
names—from interior Europe and Asia.

THE COiVIPLETE GARDEN.*
XXVIX.

BY A WELL-KNOWN HORTICULTURIST.

{Continued from page 271).)

IIAIiDV HERBAfEOUS PLANTS FOR THE
FLOWER GARDEN.

For embellishing material additional to
the trees and shrubs referred to in previous
chapters, the manager of a Complete Gai-den
will make no mistake if he depends largely
on the ornamental hardy herbaceous plants.
This class might be introduced as the peren-
nial ornamental plants of the temperate
zones and their improved varieties. Some-
times they are called " Old-fashioned Flow-
ers,'' because they are the flowers that were
almost exclusively used in gardens previous
to twenty years ago.

It was at about the period named when
the craze for scarlet Geraniums, and other
brilliant tender bedding plants to be used
for lawn adornment came in, and for a time
threatened to supplant the older favorites.
But this new class of flowers brought from
the greenhouses were found to be incompar-
ably more costly while they lacked the beau-
ty and immense variety of the hardy plants,
not to say that thier season was nearly three
months shorter, namely outside the frost sea-
son. The tender class satisfied people of
long purses for a time, hut in recent years a
reaction against them has set in, both in
England and in America, and now the
friends of the hardy flowers find more in-
terest awakened for their favorites than ever
before. Their culture is now rapidly increas-
ing to the delight of all true plant lovers.
With a good selection of hardy flowers the

garden may be gay with bloom' continually

•Copyright, IMi. Popular Gardening Publishing Co.

from snow to snow, and affording besides
some of the mostbeautiful known forms of
plant habit and leaf growth. The plants are
adapted for every soil and situation. A most
desirable quality is that once planted they
live from year to year increasing in size.

Nothing can have a greater charm to the
lover of nature, than the sight of the hardy
perennials bursting the earth in the early
springtime, a reminder that the new season
is awake. It is a sight that thrills alike the
hearts of childhood and of old age.

The writer desiring to do all in his power
to increase the culture of the hardy flowers
has carefully prepared a classification of
them, partly descriptive, to intelligently

guide those who are not familiar with the
large assortment now at the command of
planters. With the lists which follow be-
fore the planter he should have no difficulty

in making a selection, however, large, that
should prove entirely sat-

isfactory. The leading
growers of hardy flowers

in this country are H.
Myers, Passaic, New Jer-

sey; Pitcher & Manda,
Short Hills, New Jersey;

EUwanger & Barry, Roch-
ester, New York ; Ben-
.iamin Elliot, Pittsburgh,

Pa. The plants are inex-

pensive.

Arrangement. The ar-

rangement of hardy fiow-

;
ers in borders is very sim-

ple. A general point to be
observed is to keep the
lower growers in the fore

ground and grading according to height
from here back. Regard should be had to

so placing the flowers of the different sea-

sons throughout the border that no part will
ever be entirely without plenty of flowers.

Another excellent feature for hardy borders
is to group the plants which possess simi-
larity of habit somewhat by themselves as
suggested in the annexed engraving, thus:
grass-like growths somewhat together, kinds
with ornamental foliage together, etc. By
this means one introduces system into the
arrangement, and this is a charm in any
kind of gardening.

CLASSIFIED lists OF HARDY FLOWERS.

Key to n Selection: Note the Letters preceding

each hind.

For a Superior
Collection of

1 2.5 kinds for border choose A.m " • add B.
( 7.5

" " " r.

For the next best kinds choose D.
For the uncultivated Wild Garden choose e.

For attractive foliage choose f.

For Grass-like growths choose g.

For a Rocker.y choose h.

For a boggy soil choose i.

For kinds that will succeed in the shade choose ,/.

For kinds suitable for clumps on the lawn
choose fc.

Note.— r?ie seamn given uiU vary within the

time named aeenrding ti> hteation.

Class 1. Usually less than one foot in height
Name. Color. Season.

C Adonis vernalis yellow April, May
Ti h A.iuga {Bugle) alpina

var b(!(e, etc May, June
h Al.vssum argenteum . j/dtoic May, later
D Anemore Pulsatilla

{Panquc flower) purple April, May
D nemorosa ( W(jod

Anemore) pale blue Mar., May
Li nemorosa fl pi

[Vimhlc Wood A.).. white Mar., May
C h Arabis {Wall Crem) in

var white Mar., June
h Arenaria aculeata ichitf April, May
.) Asperula odorata

( Woodruff) white May, July
(' h Aubretia deltoidea

var hlue April.June
D Bellis {Uav'y)

perennis white, red. . .May, Aug.
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D (/ Bulbocodium (Spriiiy

Meadme Saffr(m)

vernum purple Mar.,April

D C'allirhoe involucrata

iCrimson Malhiw) June,Sept.

i Caltha (.Vnis/i ilavi-

i/iiltl) paUistris yeUmc Apr., ,Tune

B Caiupanula in var.

carpatioa Uue. u'?i ((c.June.Sept.

piimilia hhie, ii'dffc. June,Aug.

Ii rerastium ^Mou>te rar)

var wliite May, July

D y Cliinorlo.Ya (Glory of

»if .SH(:>i(')LuciUie.sh!/b!Mf,i(')ii(c.Apr.,May

r (^olchicum (A-utumn
('rnnts^ autumnale
single ami iioubIe.i/urp(t',i('/iiU\ Aug.,(_)ct.

Bii Convallaria Lily nf

the Valley U'h He May, Juue
i j ('ornus Canadensis. . . white June

All Crocus vernus(Di((c/i

I

in various colors Mar., May
sativus {Saffroii)..pui-ple Oct.

h Cruoianella(Ci'OSSU'ort)

in var rose June, Aug.
* Cypripediums (Lady

Slipper Orchid!!) May, July
A Dianthus (Maiden

Piiih^ deltoidcs piuk, white .June, Sept.

plumarius (Garden
Pinli) pink, white. .. June
Draba (Wriitlow

Oranf) in var. . . ..yellow Mar., May
D Epimedium (Barren-

uxirt) alpinum— yellow May
macrantluim whitish May

t' Erauthis hyeraalis

(IVinter Aconite).. yellow Mar., April

D Erythronium (Dog's-

tooth Violet) yelloiv April

B II Galanthus(Siiou'rirop)u'7ii(e Mar., April

l> (ientian (Karroie-

leavcd Gentian)
angustifolia deep Wiie

('
.1 HelleborusCTirisfmos

Rose) nigre white. . . .

li i Hepatica (Liverwort)

triloba blue, etc.

double blue, etc .

.

B Iberis (Perennial Can-
dytuft) in var u'Mte April, May

Df hamium (A rchangle). white, ptirple May
£> g I.ieucojura vernum.

.

.white, green . . March
)

. Linmva (Twin flower)

borealis fleah June, July
li Lysimachia (Money-

wort) numraularia.yeHou' May, June

!/

1/

.Oct., Nov.

.Dec, Mar

April
April

h O.xalis (Wood Sorrel)

violacea r(o!ef Ma.> , June
A Phlox (Mom Pink)

subulata lose, white.. April, May
other creeping sorts A pril..Tune

B Primula (Polyanthus)

clatior in var lilac, crimson,

IjeUow, efc. April, May
nivalis i('/ii(c May
vulgaris u'/ji(e, purple,

,>m!p?i!(r,f(cVpril, May
H Pulmonaria (I/»)i()i'''"'"

maculata blue May
)i Ranunculus niontanus.,i/dl«i<' April, May
Bf Sanguinaria (Blood-

root) canadensis. . white April, May
(' / Saxifi'aga corditolia

var rose April, June
B g SciUa (Sym'Usl in var. blue, white.. Jiay, June
h Sedum;(D!»or/)in var. yellow, white,

rose June, Oct.

Dh Silene (Sea Pink)
maritima white June. .\un.

h Pennsylvanica ( H'i'ld

Pink) pink April. May
D g Sisyrinchium Bermu-

dianum (Blue-eye

grass) blue June,'Sept.

D grandiflorum ((eep piirp/c April, May
/ Thalictrum minus

var. adiantifolium May, June
n (1 Thymus aureus (Gol-

den Thyme) purple June, July
micans June

< Tiarella corditolia white May, June
h Tunica saxifraga pink July, Sept.

( Veronica ali>ine Speed-
well pale him. July

/> h Vinca minor in var.

(Periwinkle) blue, ii'?ii(c..Api-il, May
B < Viola in var (Vioiets) .blue, uhite,

yeUow April, June
(To he Continued.)

A TALL SUNFLOWER—Hc(iaii(bj(,« oryyaliii.

< Muscaria botryoides
(Grape Hyacinths).blue April, May
alba white April, May
comosum(Fea(/ier-
ed Hyacintli) 6!i(e May. June

D.i Myosotis (Forget-me-
not) blue. (t'/jj7e. April, June

Dg Ornithogalum (S(ar

of Bethlaheni) um-
bellatum white May, June

Strawberries: Planting and After
Culture.

M. B. FAXON, SUFFOLK CO., MASS.

This month thousands of new Strawberry

patches will be put out in home gardens,

and with proper care may be relied upon to

give a moderate crop next season. The
statement made by many over-zealoiis ad-

vertisers, who promise a full crop next

spring if their pot plants are set, should be

taken with a grain of allowance. For, it

must be remembered that a plant, even if

all the roots are intact, receives a great

shock to its growing powers, for the time
being, whenever it is moved, and 1 have yet

to see any autumn-planted bed produce even
approximately a full crop the next spring.

I have tried potted plants at different

times and from various sources, and can-

didly I do not believe they are worth the ex-

tra cost. Nearly all growers use a mixture
in potting which if not clay is of such a

nature thatj when the plant is "thumped"
and shipped to such a distance as to become
dry, the ball of earth becomes about as hard
as a cobble stone. It is, of course, worse than
nonsense to put out the plant in such a con-

dition. So one is obliged to soak out the

ball in order to release the roots, and after

this is done what better is the plant than a
good layer rooted in the ordinary way, and
carefully taken up!' Certainly if mellow
earth was used and the plants could be

shipped in the pots or packed so as to keep
the earth intact there might be advantages.

A few years ago some one, (I think it was
the late E. P. Roe) offered plants rooted

in smaller boxes, a cheap article was used

for the purpose so they could be shipped

with the plants. I bought a few and they

did splendidly, but the plan must have
proved too expensive for no other grower
has taken it up. The paper pots would
hardly be durable enough. Some one f)Ught

to invent a package for the purpose.

VAiiiETiKs. The number of new varieties

offered each year is bewildering. If each

new introduction of the past ten years had
been a trifle of an improvement over its

predecessors, we should have come in pos-

session of the perfect Strawberry long ago.

These newcomers must, however, be receiv-

ed and tried as they appear, for this is the

only way to make any advances or improve-
ments. I am often asked to recommend
two or three varieties for the home garden
but I don't always mention the same ones
as there are several of each class in which
there is but little if any choice. The Cres-

cent is a good early berry: so is the Downing.
The two should be planted together any-
way as the former is pistillate. .Sharpless,

Belmont, Cumberland, and Bubach are as
good as there is, and if I were asked to take
my pick I hardly know which it would be.
The .lewell I certainly ought to mention as
it is one of our best berries, a large cropper,
good size, shape and flavor.

Cahe IX Pl.\xting. Xext to good plants
success hinges upon proper care in setting,
indeed, 1 might say that this is the chief
point of importance, as the best of plants
carelessly put down will not give satisfactory
results. The secret of the whole matter is

to avoid getting the crown below its original
depth, and to press the soil firmly about the
roots. Unless the ground be very wet, it

will do no harm to walk along on each side
of the row clo.se to the plants which will ac-
complish the purpose in a thorough manner.
The first winter is the hardest experience
that a newly set bed usually has to go
through, as the soil is mellow and the frost
can more easily throw the young plants out
of the ground. To avoid this, a mulch should
be applied right after the first severe cold
spell. For this purpose nothing that I have
ever tried is as good as evergreen boughs,
as they are so light as not to smother
the plants and will hold the snow admir-
ably. Salt marsh hay is perhaps next best.
Rye or other straw is also good, or for that
matter anything of a similar character.
But never use sawdust even as a summer
mulch. Its nature is cold and sourand will
breed ants and other insects by the million.
Shavings are not desirable either, though
better than sawdust. If Pine or other
boughs are used as a winter covering, it is

best to use .straw or something similar in
the spring to keep the berries out of the
sand and hold the moisture.

Landscape Gardening in High-
Colored Foliage.

[Paptr bii Wm. MiMillazi, Sujierintendent of the Buf-
falo Parks, before the American Society of Florists.!

I^andscape gardening is a subject that
embraces a very wide field, only a small
corner of which is occupied by the florist;

an ornamental landscape is not merely a
composition of choice trees, shrubs, grass
and flowers, but includes as weU every inor-
ganic element of nature embodied in the
scene. The ' lay of the land '—to use a fa-

miliar phrase-is in a double .sense the ground-
work of the composition. This includes
every form or feature which the earth's
.surface presents to us, from the flat plain to

the beetling cliff, every variety of hill and
vale, ridge or dell, bare rock, sterile sand,
or rich soil; and also water, flowing or still,

of whatever volume, large or small. Even
the atmosphere must be included as a part
of every landscape, for the scene varies with
every variation of sunshine or shade, dim
haze or clear sky, still air or stirring breeze.
The lights and shades of a landscape paint-
ing are carefully studied, and whatever is

appreciated in the copy is surely of greater
value in the original.

In the embellishment then of any grounds of
sufficient extent to have a distinctive landscape
character, the gardener must take into account
all the impressive and attractive natui'al elements
of the place. The general aim of his work will
be to make a harmonious combination with the
dominant characteristics which nature has
already stamped upon the site. He will seek a
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luUer or richer ilevelopmeut of the essential

leading features, simply softening what is hard,

elothinj? what is bare, filling out what is meagei-,

and enriching what is beautiful, all in harmony

with the original type. He will thus avoid all
;

novel conceits, all conspicuous eccentricities, all

incongruous intrusions, and be guided by his

understanding of the laws of nature as enacted

by the ruling Divinity of the scene, and his sym-

pathy with them.

I lay special stress on this fundamental prin-

ciple, because it seems to be so commonly over-

looked or ignored in ordinary landscape garden-

ing. In fact the very opposite rule is followed

in much work that is done, and the result receives

much popular approval. It is a common thing

to value the decorative work on any given site in

general proportion to the degi-ee in which it is

obviously artiflcial, new or peculiar. This un-

fortunate fashion seems to pervade every branch

of landscape work. Instead of the artificial be-

ing subordinated to the natural, it is made

specially prominent, and in some cases it even

becomes the ' be all and end all ' of the scene.

For instance drives and walks are made unneces-

.earily broad, or sinuous or prominent, or in-

trude where not needed. A sharp ten-ace is

formed mainly to display its bold lines, or a

channel is dug for an artiflcial runnel, to give

occasion for introducing a bridge. Summer
houses, arbors, rockeries, pools, fountain basins,

and .lets (usually dry), clumps of trees and shrubs,

or beds of flowers and foliage plants, are stuck

around promiscuously in conspicous sites, with-

out any fitting relation to the natural conditions

of the landscape.

A common phase of the same taste is shown

in the popularity of the class of plants which

propagators call 'sports.' This includes that

numerous list which pads out the pages of most i

catalogues, the endless varieties with the leaves

abnormally shaped or colored, or with a droop-

ing or contorted or dwarfed habit of growth.

Nearly all the plants of this class are less hardy

and vigorous and healthy than the normal type.

It is probable that their peculiarities in color

or habit are due to some unhealthy condition of

the sap or defect in the channels of circulation.

But in spite of this relatively weak growth,

sickly color or deformed shape they are all

popular favorites. The paler and feebler and

more distorted the growth, the more they

are liked and petted and pampered. A few of

the best of this class may be sparingly planted as

foils or specimens or curiosities merely, but

never in proportions to rival those of the true

type of each species. For general use the natural

color an(l^hape are more pleasing and satifactory,

not onlyTJecause more vigorous and durable, but

also because they are in accord with the true

( irder of nature, while the others are not. Nature

in fact disowns her ' freaks ' of this sort by the

general sterility of such offspring. Their repro-

duction depends wholly on artiflcial propaga-

tions. It were better to let them all die a natural

death than to treat them as if they were nature's

finest productions. Her sanction to their con-

tinued existence is given only when the seed if

produced at all is true to the parent.

The variation of plants under domestication

is no doubt a part of the true economy of nature.

When the otEspring is equally healthy, hardy and

comely as the parent or type, the propagation of

the new forms may be desirable. But why should

we rescue from their natural fate of extinction

so many variations that have defective \itality

or some constitutional deformity. For example,

most of our so-called ' weeping ' trees are of

this class. In the Weeping Willow, White Birch

and others, where the young twigs are long

and slender, the pendant spray is natural and
pleasing to the eye. But where the downward
growth is apparently due to some constitutional

kink, as in the Weeping Ash or Mountain Ash.

the general aspect of the tree gives a painful

impression that it is making a prolonged effort

to recover from some crushing accident. A
similar unpleasant feeling is aroused at seeing

the healthy green, so natural to all foliage in the

growing state, becoming blanched with white,

.iaundiced with yellow or livid with purple. It is

fortunate that plants, notwithstanding much
cruel treatment by cultivators never become
subject to a ' fit of the blues.' If by some violent

medication or heroic surgery our 'professors of

plant propagation' could produce blue leaves

their triumph would be complete, and the new
color in foliage would at once lead all the rest in

popular favor.

The pre\alent fashion of using plants with

leaves of unnatural hues is most strongly shown
in the rapid rise and wide extension of this prac-

tice for decorative work in gardens and lawns.

'Carpet bedding' and ' ribbon gardening' have
become an important branch of the gardener's

work, and even of the florists. The trade of the

commercial florist in foliage plants is probably
greater than in plants grown for the flower

garden. Though this is a society of florists, it is

quite probable that their interest in landscape
gardening is due more to this class of foliage

plants than to old-fashioned garden flowers. The
proper fitting and furnishing of the flower garden
or rather the new foliage garden and its relation

to adjacent grounds are therefore to you the

most important parts of my subject.

What then are the ruling principles which
should govern in the decorative work of a gar-

den? In this as in all other things there can be
no absolute standard of taste. Personal prefer-

ences will vary as the early associations and later

education of each individual may vary. But
good taste has certain recognized canons by
which it may in a general way be judged. There
are some fundamental principles accepted by
the common consent of the community because
in accordance with common sense. On strictly

private estates where chiefly the eye of the

owner is to be gratified he may ride to his heart's

content any hobby that may please him. But in

places exposed largely to the public eye as in

ordinary villa grounds, suburban gardens, and
public parks, it is well to have some respect for

long established usage, and conform more or

less to the general customs of the time and place.

Novel ideas will be introduced modestly and not
generally adopted till they have stood the test of

the fullest criticism. This means more than the

ready applause of the populace which daring

j

novelty is sure to elicit ; more than the hotbed
stimulus of a fleeting fashion, howe%'er iiopular

j

for a time. Some of these leading principles

which should guide the landscape gardener may
here be briefly stated.

Flowers and showy foliage being professedly
used for ornament should of course occupy the

choicest site of the home grounds. The work
being necessarily formal and artificial, there

will be no incongruity in the close proximity of

rigid lines; and the dwelling house may be as

near as well best suit the general convenience in

the use and enjoyment of the garden. The na-

ture and extent of the collection will of course
vary with the taste and means of the owner.
The finer the design, and the greater the variety

of plants the better, so long as there is ample
room for all in fitting proportion to the intrinsic

merit of each kind, and to the general plan of

the whole garden. It is well not to make any
ambitious or pretentious display unless it can be
easily and willingly kept in perfect order at all

times. The immediate setting or surrounding
of the garden should be in keeping with the

central design. It is poor taste to make a gaudy
show of fine flowers or bright foliage it adjacent
grounds are seedy and weedy. It is equally bad
taste to intrude such plants in formal masses
into outlying portions of the gi'ounds mainly de-

voted to other uses. Even on the ordinary lawn
the quiet repose of the green sward may be dis-

turbed by some garish mass of high colors. The
discord is equally great when formal beds of
like character are scattered along the lawn bor-
der amid irregular groups of shrubbery. This
incongruity lasts the year round, for after the
tender exotics die or are removed, the bald plots

look equally foreign to turf and copice. A
lawn is one thing, a flower garden another. Grass
has recently supplanted gravel in the garden,
thanks to the lawn mower. But only in city lots

can the plants be properly in such relative pro-
proportions to the turt' as to convey the idea of
both garden and lawn.

In furnishing the flower garden the selection

of plants has radically changed with the intro-

duction of 'carpet bedding.' Old fashioned
flowers are now at a discount, and in fact all

kinds of flowers unless the color be intense, or
strongly variegated or blotched. Delicate tints

and shadings or fine perfume are of little account.
What is wanted is color only, and color that will

strike the eye a long way off, and even then it

must be set in large masses to have the much
desired dazzling effect. Quantity, brilliancy, od-
dity, novelty, are the chief attractions. The in-

dividual plant is nothing, the effect in mass or in

combination is everything. In foliage plants
high color, strong contrast, and fanciful figures

in design receive the most favor. The individuals

are ruthlessly snubbed and pinched to hide the
true character of the plant and show forth the
art of the planter.

(To be Continued.)

New York Market Quotations,
Showing Tendencies.

Week ending Week eu<tiDg
Aug. 21,

Apples—G,-avensteiu, per l3hl... 2 25@2 75
Astrachan, per bbl
Alexander, per bbl 2 50®3 OU
Pippin, per bbl 1 :5®2 50

Peaches— Qa.. per :^to-bu. box...
M<1. and Del. per crate 75@1 25
Jerst^y, per basket 3Ci(5jl 50

Grapes, Del. Southern, per lb.. 8® 12
4® 6

2® 3
Concord, Southern. per lb..

Champ & Ives, South'n. p. lb.

Up-river ChampioD, per lb... itff,' o
Up-river Delaware, per lb... l(j@ 2U

Pears Oa., Le Conte, per bbl 2 0004 00
Bell, per bbl
Bartlett, per bbl I 75®3 00
Clapp's Favorite, per bbl.... 2(O@3 00
Cooking, perbhl 1 20(32 00

Plums-Egg, per bbl 3 50@4 50
Green Gage, per bbl 3 50®4 50
Lombard, per bbl 2 50®3 00
Common, per bbl 2 00®2 50

Huckleberrle-s-Jersey, qt 4@ 5

Mt. per qt 4® 5
Watermelons, per 100 18 00®28 00
Muskmelons, Southern, per bbl.

New Jersey, per bbl 50®1 50
Harkcnsack, per bbl 2 00® 2 50

Apples—Evap'fd. pr. to fancy.. 5^-a6 OO
Evap't'd, common 4^® 5^^
Evaporated N. C, sliced 3 ® 3Ji
Evap. State, quarters, 1888. .. 3 @4
Evap. Ohio and Mich., qrs... S>^® AH
Evap. Chopped, per lb 2^® 3M
Evap. cores and skius l}^@ 2

Peaches—Del.,evap't'd.peeled'88 u® 15

Del., evap't'd, uiipeeled '88.
. R @ 6}^

North Carolina, peeled fancy
Southern, unpeeled
Ga. peeled, 1889 1'2® 14

Ga. uupeeled, 188H 7® 8

Raspberries— evap't'd '89 @ 20
Suudried 1889

Cherries—Evap., per lb 10® 11>^
Huckleberries—Evap
Plums—Evap , State

South Damson, per lb,,

Blackberries— 1888, Evap 3 ® 4

Potatoes—L. I., bulk per bbl 1 75®2 00
Southern
Jersey, per bbl 1 25@1 75
Sweet Potatoes, Va., per bbl. 3 00@3 75

Cabbage-L. I., per 100 1 50®2 00
Egg Plant, Jersey, per bbl 2 U0®3 00
Corn, per 100 76®1 50
Cucumbers, Long Island, per 100. 75@1 00
Pickles, per 1,000 125@150
Lima Beans, per bag I 50@1 75
Onions—Egyptian, "J 0-lb. bag...

State Yellows, per bbl 1 50®
Western, per bbl 50<sl 25

Squash—Long Island, per bbl . . 75e'.l 00
Tomatoes—Jersey, per crate— 35C'; 50

Turnips-Jersey, Russian, p. bbl. fc 75

Aug. 7.

2 00®2 25
1 75®2 -25

2 00®3 50
I 5U®2 25
75® 1 -25

60®15O
:i5@l DO
.5® 10

2® i

3 0O®4
2 50@3
2 00®3
2 50®.'}

150®

5® *
8@ 9

7 00®18 0O
50®3 5O

100-2 00

5H® «
.

4M® 5Ji
3 ®3>t
3 ®3H.
3 ®4
2M®3

11 ® 15
5 ® 6

13

10®n>4

5®5J^
3 ®4
150®2 0O
1 50®1 75.

300 4 00
150®3 0O
3<l0®4 0i>

75®1'25
40® 50

150®-235
175®2 00
1 75®2 0U
1 50(3.1 75
> 7.V9I a»
:20® 50

® 7&
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